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THE PRINCIPLES OF REAL BEING.

IV.

INTRINSIC PRINCIPLES OF SUBSTANCE AND SUPPOSITUM.

WE have briefly shown in the Substance is very commonly de-

preceding article that a complete scribed as
"
that which is in itself

being, to be a substance and a and by itself" quod in se et per se

suppositum, requires no positive subsistit. This definition exhibits

addition to its three intrinsic prin- the
'

predicamental
'

substance

ciples, but needs only to be left to that is, a substance ultimately com-

itself. This is, in our opinion, an plete, which is at the same time

obvious truth. But as there are a suppositum also, according to

philosophers of high repute who do Aristotle's comprehensive concep-
not fully share the same opinion, tion of substance. And it is for

and, on the other hand, the notions this reason that such a definition is

of substance and of suppositum are made up of two members
;
of which

both intimately connected with the first viz.,
"
that which exists in

some theological truths which can- itself" strictly applies to substance

not be well explained without a as such
;

whilst the second viz.,

distinct knowledge of what these "that which subsists by itself

two notions really imply, we deem strictly refers to the suppositum as

it expedient to enter into a closer such, and exhibits substance as

examination of the subject, that possessing its own natural subsis-

we may better understand by the tence or suppositality.

light of reason, and confirm by the Philosophers, when speaking of

weight of authority, the traditional things as existing in their natural

doctrine on substance and sup- state and condition, are wont to say
positum, their essential constitution, indiscriminately that substance is

formal distinction, and supernatu- a being which "
exists in itself," or

ral separability. a being which "subsists by itself."

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1874, by Rev. I. T. HECKER, in the Office of
the Librarian of Congress, at Washington, D. C.



2 The Principles of Real Being.

This they can do without any as such would therefore be suffici-

danger of error so long as they ently characterized by the words,

keep within the bounds of pure
"
that which is in itself."

nature
; since, in the natural order, Let us now inquire what is the

anything that exists in itself sub- legitimate meaning of these last

sists by itself, and vice versa. But words. A thing is said to exist in

natural things can, by supernatural itself which not only has in itself

interference, be raised to a mode of what is needed for its own susten-

existence transcending their natural tation, but is moreover actually un-

condition, as we know by divine sustained by anything lying un-

revelation
;
and in such a case, the der it, while it is itself the first

mode of substance and the mode subject of all its appurtena.nces.
of the suppositum must be, and Such is the legitimate and tradition-

accordingly are, most carefully dis- al meaning of the words,
"
to exist

tinguished from one' another, in itself." Hence substance may
Thus we know by faith that in be legitimately defined as

"
a being

Christ our Lord there is the true which by its intrinsic constitution

substance of a human body and of has no need of being supported by
a human soul

;
and nevertheless we a subject, and which is not actual-

know that his human nature does ly supported."
not subsist by itself, but by the A living author, however, in a

Divine Person of the Word. The valuable work to which I have no
obvious inference is that a nature access at this moment, and from

which exists in itself does not neces- which, therefore, I do not make any

sarily subsist by itself; in other quotation verbatim, asserts that sub-

terms, the formality of substance stance
"
up to the present day

'

and the formality of the suppositum has always been understood to

are entirely distinct from one an- mean "
a thing which by its intrin-

other, and the one can remain with- sic constitution has no need of be-

out the other.
" What makes sub- ing supported by a subject," with-

stance to be essentially a substance," out taking into consideration its

as Suarez remarks,
"

is not its sub- actual mode of existing. We shall

sisting actually by itself, but its presently show that this assertion

having an essence to which sub- is not true, and that this pretended
sistence is naturally due viz., an definition is essentially incomplete,
essence which is of itself a sufficient Meanwhile, let us observe that the

principle of subsistence."* From precise difference between our de-

this we learn that the words per se fmition and this new one consists

esse, or
"
to subsist by itself," are in this only : that whilst the first

inserted in the definition of sub- presents substance as having no

stance, not to show what substance actual support, the second presents
as such is, but only to point out it as having no need of actual sup-
what is naturally due to substance port, whether it be supported, at

viz., what accompanies it in its least supernaturally, or not. This
natural mode of existing. Substance difference, of course, would amount

to nothing, and might be entirely
*" Essentialis ratio substantive ut sic non con- overlooked, if things could not

s stit m esse per se, quatenus per haec verba ... , . .

describitur ipsum subsistere in actu, sed in hoc CXlSt DUt in their natural Condition ;

quod habeat talem essentiam, cui debeatur sub- r arivfhinfr which is in no need of
sistentia, seu qu^e ex se sit sufficiens principium
illius." Suarez, Metapk, Disp. 34, sect. 8, n. n. Support Will naturally CXlSt
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ported. But as philosophy is the of the definition, since what is last

handmaid of theology, we must re- in the analytic is first in the syn-
member that natural things can be thetic process. It is clear, there-

raised to a supernatural state, and fore, that both Aristotle and his

thus change their mode of existing ;
followers do not define substance

and in such a case the difference simply as that which has no need of

between the two said definitions support, but as that which is actual-

nay amount to much
; because, if a ly unsupported.

thing -which is naturally in no need S. John Damascene, in the fourth

of support be actually supported, chapter of his Dialectics, defines

then, according to the first defini- substance to be "
that which is in

tion, that thing thus actually stip- itself in such a manner as not to

ported would cease to exist as a sub- exist in anything else ";
* and after

stance, whilst, according to the a few lines,
"
Substance," he says,

second definition, it would still con-
"

is that which has its existence in

tinue to exist as a substance, as it itself, and not in anything else "; f

would still have no need of support, and again in another chapter of

Hence the importance of ascertain- the same work,
"
Substance," he

ing which of the two definitions we says,
"

is anything which subsists

are authorized to hold according to by itself and has its own being, not

the traditional doctrine of philoso- in any other thing, but in itself. "J

phers and theologians. According to these definitions,

And first, Aristotle, at the head which are identical, substance is a

of the peripatetic school which held thing which not only is able to sup-
its sway for centuries, defines sub- port itself, but actually supports it-

stance to be ultimum subject-urn self to the exclusion of any other
"
the last subject

"
that is, the un- distinct supporter. This is quite

dermost subject; by which he un- manifest; for, if substance, in the

questionably means that substance opinion of this great doctor and
is something which not only lies philosopher, had been only a thing
underneath (subjacef], but is more- having no need of support, how
over the

"
last

'

thing which lies could he require so pointedly and
underneath. In other terms, sub- explicitly the actual mode of exist-

stance, according to Aristotle, must ing in itself and not in anything
have nothing lying under it, and, else ?

while supporting all its appurte- S. Ambrose admits a notion of

nances, is itself actually unsupport- substance quite identical with that

ed. Hence it is, that quantity, for of Aristotle and of all the ancients,

instance, though lying under some and employs it even in speaking of

figure and supporting it, is no sub- God himself.
"
God," says he,

stance at all
; for, though it is a sub-

" inasmuch as he remains in himself,

ject, it is not the undermost. and does not subsist by extrinsic

This definition of the Greek phi- support, is called a substance."

losopher has been universally ac-

cepted and made use of by Chris- * T " <">TW w, ai w *v erepw exoy TJJJ/ vn-ap^v.

tian'as well as pagan philosophers ?-&21iiwf*r 5^, ^ cavro;, Kai.^c*
Of all times, though many Of them crepe.) exoi/ TO eivi,

oyo-ta
eo-rt.

Dialectic. 4.

n j .7 /~ ,
. . 'Ouerta etTTi irav oriTrep a.i>9vn6crTarov earl, cat

ed the first subject what Ansto- ^ ^Pv e
-

X6l Tb ew.-z>//^/., c.
3?

.

tie had Called the last a change
"
Quod insuomaneat, nee ope subsistataliena

I'll rr (Deus), appellatur substantial' De Incarn.^
which does not affect the meaning c. 10.
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God, of course, does not fall under such a special mode cannot be a

the predicament of substance, as substance, any more than a six-

philosophers know
;
and yet the pence apart from its rotundity can

substantiality even of his nature, be a circle.

according to this holy doctor, im- Toletus includes in his definition

plies the actual absence of extrin- of substance both the thing and the

sic sustentation.* special mode of existing. He says :

S. Thomas, as we might expect,
" The first substance is a sensible

teaches the very same doctrine, nature which is not predicated of

"Substance," says he, "is a thing any subject nor exists in any sub-

whose quiddity requires to exist ject."*

unsupported by anything else" cut Suarez says even more explicitly,

convenit esse non in alio ;\ and he 'It is not necessary for the essence

adds that this formality (esse non of substance that it should have its

in alio) is a mere negation ;
which own subsistence, but that it should

is evident. And in another place, have the mode of substance.
"

f

"Substance" says he,
" does not dif- We cannot, then, overlook, and

fer from being by any difference much less discard, this special

which would imply a new nature mode without destroying the essen-

superadded to the being itself; but tial notion of substance as such.

the name of substance is given to Now, he who defines substance to

a thing in order to express its spe- be simply a thing which has no

cial mode of existing.," \ Two need of support overlooks and dis-

things, then, or two constituents, cards this special mode ;
hence he

are needed, according to S. Tho- destroys the essential notion of

mas, that we may have a substance : substance as such.

a physical being and a special Balmes, in his Fundamental Phi-

mode of existing. The physical losophy, says :

" In the notion of

being is a positive reality, a nature substance, two other notions are

perfectly constituted, both material- implied to wit, that of permanence
ly and formally, whilst the special and that of non-inherence. Non-
mode" is a mere negation ; but, inherence is the true formal con-

though a mere negation, is that stituent of substance, and is a

which causes the thing to be a sub- negation ;
it is grounded, however,

stance, as the name of substance is on something positive that is, on

given to the thing in order to express the aptitude of the thing to exist in

its special mode of existing. There- itself without the need of being
fore the thing itself apart from supported by another." f This

passage establishes very clearly the
* This absence is a real negation-a negation common doctrine that the aptitudeof imperfection, so long as we speak of (rod, who

cannot admit of an inferior nature being insert- of a thing to exist without being
ed in the plenitude of his reality ;

but a nega- Slinnorl -

efl ; q ^of f11P forim! rnn
tion of further perfection when we speak of

created things, which are potential, and can be Stituent of Substance, but Only the
supernaturally above their natural con-

ground on which the proper formal
t Contra Gent., lib. i, c. 25.

$ "Substantia non addit supra ens aliquam dif-

ferentiam, quae signified aliquam naturam su- * " Prima substantia est qusedam natura sensi-

peradditam enti : sed nomine substantiae expri- bilis, quse nee de subjecto dicitur, nee in sub-

mitur specialis modus essendi" (De Verit., q. i, a. jecto aliquo est." In Logic. Arist., c. 5, De Sub-

i). Hence this special mode does not constitute stantia.

the nature or essence of the thing itself, and for t
" Non est de essentia eius subsistentia, sed

this reason it is not mentioned in its definition, modus substantise." In 3 part, q. 77, a. i.

as S. Thomas says, Quodlib. 9, q. 3. $ Lib. xi. c. 14.
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constituent of substance (non-in- of substance. Sanseverino, a very

herence) is conceived to be possi- learned modern philosopher of the

ble. Thomistic school, treating in his

Ferraris, a modern Italian Tho- Logic of the predicament of sub-

mist, in his course of philosophy, stance, establishes the fact that, ac-

says explicitly that substance is cording to the common teaching

destroyed if its "perseity" -per se of the scholastics, "not the essence

esse be taken away.* The word of the thing, but its mode of exist-
"
perseity

'

stands here for the ing, formally constitutes the pre-
"
special mode" of S. Thomas, the dicament of substance." Although

" mode of substance
"

of Suarez, that special mode of existing is not

the
" non-inherence

' :

of Balmes, implied in the essential concept of

etc. the thing, inasmuch as it is a thing,

Liberatore has the following : yet, according to the doctrine of the
"
Going back to the notion of sub- schoolmen, the same special mode

stance, we may consider three is implied, as a formal constituent,

things which are implied in it : the in the essential concept of the

first, that it exists, not in any man- same thing, inasmuch as it falls

ner whatever, but in itself; the se- under the predicament of substance ;

cond, that it consists of a deter- so that, in the constitution of sub-

minate reality or essence, from stance, the essence of the thing is

which its determinate active pow- to be ranked as its material, and
ers arise

;
the third, that it is in the special mode of existing as its

possession of itself suijuris with formal, principle. And the learned

regard to its manner of existing, writer sums up all this doctrine in

Of these three things, the first ex- one general conclusion of Henry of

hibits properly and precisely the Ghent, which runs thus :

"
Every

notion of substance
;

the second predicament arises out of two con-

presents the concept of nature
; stituents, of which one is the thing

the third expresses the notion of which is to be put under the pre-

suppositum." t dicament, the other is its mode of

The preceding quotations, to being which determines the predica-
which others might be added, are ment, and by these same constituents

more than sufficient, in our opinion, are the predicaments distinguished
to refute the assertion that sub- from one another "* a doctrine ex-

stance at all times was considered plicitly taught by S. Thomas him-

simply as a thing having no need self, f And here let us reflect that,

of support ;
for we have seen that if all the schoolmen, as Sanseverino

the most prominent philosophers with the authority of his philoso-
and theologians of all times uni- phical erudition declares, affirm

formly consider the actual negation that the mode of substance, the

of support as an essential principle non-inherence, the negation of sup-
port, is an essential constituent of* Vol. 2, q. i, de accident.

'In substantu-e rationera redeuntes, tria SUDStance as SUCh, WC are free tO
oad ipsara considerate possumus : primum conclude that to affirm the Contrary

quod existat, et quidem m se
; alterum, quod tali .

potius quam alia realitate constat, seu essentia, IS to give a false notion of SUb-
ex qua determinatoe vires operand! dimanant;
tertium, quod se possideat, sitque sui juris in * " Ex duobus, nempe ex re pnedicamenti, et

Primum proprie et prxcise consti- ratione essendi ejus, qux est ratio preedica-
.lonem substantive

; alterum conceptum menti, constituitur ipsum pnedicamentum, et
t naturae; postretnum denique, . . . ideain diversificatur unum praedicameutum ab alio."

suppositi prsebet." Metafih. Gen., n. 64. f DC V'erit q i a i
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stance
;
while to say that philoso- This doctrine, which is so simple

phers have at all times, or at any and clear, and which fully explains

time, taught the contrary, is to the true meaning of those phrases,

give a very false statement of facts.
"

it exists in itself," and "
it subsists

This may suffice to convince the by itself," can be confirmed by
student that the essential formality what S. Thomas teaches on the

of substance as such is the negation subject. And since we have al-

pf actual support. And now let us ready said enough in regard to the

inquire what is the formal con- mode of substance, we shall give

stituent of suppositum. Supposi- only what he says concerning sub-

turn and substance, though not sistence or suppositality. That the

identical, are similarly constituted, words per se "by itself" which

The positive entity of both is the strictly exhibit the formality of the

same, and the difference between suppositum, are the expression of

them arises entirely from the differ- a mere negation, is admitted by S.

ent character of their negative Thomas in a passage above men-

formality, as we are going to ex- tioned. This would lead us im-

plain. For the essence or nature mediately to conclude that the

of every created being is naturally formal constituent of suppositum,

accompanied by two negations, of in the judgment of the holy doctor,

which neither is essential to it, is a mere negation. But we may
while either of them, absolutely find a more perspicuous proof of

speaking, can be made to disappear, this in those passages where he ex-

The first is the negation of any- plains how the human nature in

thing underlying as a supporter and Christ subsists without the human

acting the part of a subject ;
and it personality. The absence of the

is to this negation, as we have human personality in Christ does

proved, that any complete nature not depend, says he,
" on the ab-

formally owes its name and rank sence of anything pertaining to the

of substance. The second is the perfection of the human nature

negation of anything overlying, so but on the addition of something
to say, and possessing itself of the that ranks above the human nature,

created being in such a manner as to wit, on the union of the human
to endue it with an additional com- nature with a divine Person."*

plement and a new subsistence
; And again :

" The divine Person,
and it is to this negation that a by his union, prevented the human

complete nature formally owes its nature from having its own person-
name and rank of suppositum. ality."f It is manifest from these

The complete nature, or the thing two passages that, according to S.

in question, when considered apart Thomas, the absence of the human
from these two negations, does not, personality in Christ is to be ac-

therefore, convey the idea either of counted for by the addition of some-
substance or of suppositum, but thing above the human nature, and
exhibits a mere potency of being not by the suppression or subtrac-

either or both
;
as it is evident that

, u Non propter defectum alicujus quod ad per.

there Cannot be a Substance with- fectionem humanse naturae pertmeat, sed prop-

rmt thp fnrmnl rrmQl-if-npnl- nf Qiih ter additionem alicujus quod est supra humanam
naturam, quod est unio ad divinam Personam."

Stance, nor a Suppositum without Summa Theol., p. 3, q. 4, a. 2.

the formal constituent of supposi-
Ibid.
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tion of any positive entity belong- gether. Subsistence, in fact, gives

ing to the human nature. If, then, no complement whatever to the na-

the absence of the human per- ture, but, on the contrary, presup-

sonality entails no absence of posi- poses the complete nature, which,
tive reality, it is obvious that the when simply left to itself, cannot

human personality is not a positive but be subsistent by itself, and

reality, but a real negation. Such therefore is said to have its own
is S. Thomas's doctrine, endorsed subsistence. It is not subsistence

by Scotus and many others. that causes the thing to subsist
;

it

There are, however, some phi- is the thing which abides by itself

losophers and theologians, Suarez that, in consequence of this same

among others, who consider person- abiding by itself, has subsistence,

ality as something positive ;
and we and is called subsistent; just in the

must briefly discuss the grounds of same manner as it is not rest that

their opinion. causes the body to be at rest, but

They say that, if the human per- the concrete resting ; as rest is evi-

sonality is nothing positive, human dently the consequence of the rest-

person will be the same reality as ing. Hence this second objection,,
human nature, and therefore the too, is based on a false assump-
one will not be really distinct from tion.

the other
;
and if so, the one cannot Another of their reasons is the

be assumed without the other. How, following : In God, personality is

then, can we say that the Eternal a positive reality, therefore in crea-

Word assumed the human nature tures also
;
for the created person

without the human person ? is a participation of divine person,
We reply that all negation which which is a positive reality,

belongs to a real being is a real We do not see how this assertion

negation, and constitutes a real can be true. In God there are

mode of being. Accordingly, al- three Persons, but neither of them

though the human personality is is participated or communicated to

only a negation, the nature existing creatures. Indeed, creatures bear
under that negation really differs in themselves a faint imitation of

from itself existing without that ne- the three divine Persons, inasmuch

gation, no less than a body at rest as they involve three intrinsic prin-

really differs from itself in move- ciples in their constitution, as we
ment, although rest is only a nega- have explained in the preceding
tion of movement. And this suf- article; but these three principles
fices to show that the objection is are not three persons. Yet, if di-

wholly grounded on the false sup- vine personality were in any way
position that nothing is real which communicable to creatures, crea-

is not positive. tures would subsist in three persons ;

They affirm that subsistence or for how could the personality of

suppositality gives the last comple- the Father be communicated in any
ment to the nature, as it terminates degree without the personality of
it and makes it subsistent. Hence the Son and of the Holy Ghost

subsistence, as they infer, must add being communicated in the same

something positive to the nature
; degree ? Personality in God is a

which it cannot do unless it be a relative entity, and cannot be con-

positive reality. ceived without its correlative; and
We deny the assumption alto- consequently, if the human person-
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ality were a participation of divine is certainly better to have the na-

personality, it would be impossible ture of man than the nature of an

for man to be a single person; ox. This, however, would 'not show
whence it appears that human per- that personality is a positive for-

sonality is not a communication of mality. But the same proposition
divine personality, and is not even might be taken to mean that to

analogous to it. What we call a have one's natural personality is

human person is nothing but a hu- better than to exist without it, in

man individual nature which is sui consequence of hypostatic union

juris that is, not possessed by a with a higher being ;
and in this

superior being, but left to itself and sense, which is the sense of the ob-

free to dispose of its acts. It there- jection, the proposition is evident-

fore imitates, not the divine Per- ly false. For the whole perfection

sons, but the divine absolute Being, of the human person is the perfec-
rnasmuch as it is independent in tion -of its nature; so that human

disposing of everything according personality, instead of being a new
to his will. Now, independence, perfection, is only an exponent of

even in God, implies the negation the perfection and dignity of human
or absence of any necessary con- nature, which is such that the same
nection or conjunction with any- nature can naturally guide itself

thing distinct from the divine na- and control its actions. We there-

ture. It is but reasonable, then, fore concede that human personal-
to hold that the human nature also ity is a formality of a perfect nature,

exists free and independent by the but we cannot admit that it is a

very absence or negation of person- perfection of itself. If human per-
al union with a higher being. We sonality were a perfection of human

remark, however, that such a nega- nature, we would be compelled to

tion in God is a negation of im- say that human nature is less per- i

perfection, while in creatures an feet in Christ than in all other men
;

analogous negation is a negation of for, though the Eternal Word as-

a higher perfection, since it is the sumed the whole human nature,

negation of their union with a more he did not assume that pretended

perfect nature. perfection, human personality. But

It has been argued, also, that to S. Paul assures us that Christ's hu-

be a person is better than not to be man nature
"

is like ours in all

a person; whence it would follow things, except sin." WT

e cannot

that personality is a perfection. On therefore suppose that the human
the other hand, negations are not nature is less perfect in him than in

perfections ;
hence personality can- other men

;
and this leads us to the

not be a negation. conclusion that human personality
To this we answer that the pro- is not a positive perfection,

position,
"
to be a person is better Some have pretended that the

than not to be a person," can be mystery of the Incarnation would
understood in two different man- become quite inexplicable if the

ners. It may mean that to have human person were nothing more
a nature which is capable of per- than the human nature left to itself

sonality, and is naturally personal, Their reason is that by the Incar-

is better than to have a nature in- nation the human nature is separat-

capable of personality; and in this ed from the human person; which
sense the proposition is true, for it they deem to be impossible if the
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person is nothing else than the na- or substances remaining entirely

ture alone. distinct. Now, the oneness of per-
This is, however, a manifest pa- son is not obtained by supplying

ralogism. If, in fact, the human any deficiency in the human na-

person is the human nature left to ture, but by adding, as S. Thomas

itself, the nature assumed by the teaches, to the perfect human na-

Word will certainly not be a human ture that which is above it that is,

person, since it is clear that the na- by the Word taking possession of

ture thus assumed is not left to it- it in his own person.

self. This suffices to show the in- Such are the principal reasons

consistency of the objection. Let advanced by those who consider

us add that it is not entirely cor- human personality, and supposital-
rect to say that by the Incarnation ity in general, as a positive mode,
the human nature is separated We think we have answered them
from the human person ;

it would sufficiently.

be more correct to say that the hu- We cannot better conclude this

man nature is prevented from hav- controversy than by inviting the

ing that natural subsistence which same philosophers to take cogni-
would make it a human person. zance of the following argument.

Lastly, it has been said that, if The mode of suppositum, as well as

the human nature which has been the mode of substance, is not an

assumed by the Eternal Word was accidental but a substantial mode,

entirely complete, the union of the as all agree, and every one must
Word with it could not be intimate admit. Now, no substantial mode
and substantial. Hence, according can be positive ;

and therefore

to this reasoning, there must have neither the mode of suppositum
been something wanting in the hu- nor the mode of substance can be
man nature assumed, which some- positive. The minor of this syllo-

thing has been supplied by the hy- gism can be proved thus : Positive

postatic union. modes are nothing but positive ac-

We cannot but repeat, with S. tualities or affections of being ;
and

Thomas, that the human nature as- unless they are mere relative de-

sumed by the Word is absolutely nominations (which is not the case

perfect, and therefore exempt from with substantial modes), they must

any deficiency which could have 'result from the positive reception
been supplied by the hypostatic of some act in a real subject. This
union. And as for the reason al- is an obvious truth, for nothing is

leged, we say that it is grounded actual but by some act
;
and all

on a false supposition. The union acts which are not essential to the
of the Word with the human na- first constitution of the being are

ture is not a conspiration of the received in the being already con-
divine and the human into oneness stituted as in a real subject. And
of substance, for the thing would since all acts thus received are ac-

be impossible ; and therefore it is cidental, hence all the positive
not wholly correct to say that the modes intrinsic to the being must
union is substantial. The proper be accidental modes

;
and no sub-

term is hypostatic that
\<$., personal ; stantial mode can be positive,

for, in fact, the human nature con- Therefore whatever is positive in

spires with the divine Word into the suppositum and in the substance
oneness of person, the two natures belongs to the nature of the being
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which has the mode of suppositum one will say that an empty pocket,
or of substance, whilst the modes an ignorant pupil, or a finite being
themselves are mere negations.

'*

consist merely in a negation
"

;

This truth, however, should not and therefore, although the formal-

be misunderstood. When we say ity of substance is a negation, it

that
"
to be in itself" or

"
to be by does not follow that substance is a

itself
"

is a mere negation, we do not mere negation,

refer to the verb
"
to be "; we only It now remains for us to show

refer to the appendage
"
in itself

'

that neither of the two aforesaid

or "by itself." To be is positive, but negations is essential to any creat-

belongs to the nature as such, as it is ed being, and that a created being
the essential complement of all be- can therefore, absolutely speaking,

ing, whether substance and suppo- exist, at least supernaturally, with-

situm or not. The negation con- out either of them. Our first

sists, in the one case, in not being proof is drawn from the fact that

sustained by an underlying support- neither the one nor the other nega-
er, and, in the other, in not being tion is reckoned among the essen-

taken possession of by an overlying tial constituents of created Beings,

superior being. Indeed, when we All complete nature, by common
unite the verb to be with either of admission, consists

"
of essence and

the two negations, we unite the existence
"

ex essentia et esse the

positive with the negative. But existence being the formal comple-
the positive comes in as determina- mentof the essence, and the essence

ble, while the negative comes in as itself involving, as its principles, an
determinant. Hence the resultant act with its corresponding term, as

determination or formality is only the readers of our last article al-

the actuality of a negation. Now, ready know. Accordingly, there

the actuality of a negation, though is nothing essential in a complete
it is real inasmuch as it is the affec- being besides its act, its term, and
tion of a positive being, yet it is its complement ;

and therefore

negative; for all actuality is de- neither the mode of substance nor
nominated by its formal principle, the mode of suppositum is essential

and such a principle, in our case, is to a complete created being,
a negation. Our second proof is drawn from
A writer in a Catholic periodical the notion of existence.

" To exist

has ventured to say that if the for- strictly and simply," says Suarez,

mality of substance (and the same "means only to have a formal en-

would also apply to the suppositum) tity in the order of nature; and
is negative, then substance

'

will therefore things existing are equal-
consist merely in a negation." It ly susceptible of the mode of being
is surprising that a philosopher has which consists in leaning on a sup-
not seen the absurdity of such a porter, and of the opposite mode
conclusion. Substance is not to which excludes all support."

* This
be confounded with its formality, is a tangible truth

;
for although

There are many positive things a complete being possesses in it>

which involve a negation. In an

empty pocket, emptiness is a nega-
"Exi^ereete8olumdicithaberecatitatn

*
{ *. . extra causas, seu in rerum natura; unde de se

tion
; ignorance in the ignorant indifferens est ad modum existendi innitendo

ic a n^o-Qtinn anrl limit in nil alteri ut sustentanti, et ad modum existendi per
se sinealiquo sustentante."-/,/^//;. Disj>. 33,

things finite is a negation. Yet no sect. 4, n. 24.
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own constitution what is required As we must here keep within the

for its own existence, yet it has bounds of philosophy, we abstain

nothing in its constitution which from discussing other cognate ques-

implies the necessity of existing in tions which can be safely answered

itself and by itself. It can indeed, only by a direct appeal to dogmatic
and will naturally, be in itself with- definitions and theological argu-
out anything underlying as a sup- ments. We may, however, state

porter, since it sufficiently supports that the old scholastic theologians
itself on its own term

;
but it con- and the fathers of the church, both

tains nothing that would make im- Greek and Latin, admitted that the

possible, the sub-introduction of a mode of substance, as well as the

supernatural supporter. And, again, mode of suppositum, can be made
a complete being can subsist by to disappear from the thing to which
itself without further completion, it naturally belongs in the manner
since it is sufficiently complete by above explained. For their corn-

its formal complement ;
but it con- mon doctrine on the mysteries of

tains nothing which would exclude the Incarnation and of the Holy
the possibility of its acquiring a Eucharist is, that the two mysteries
further completion and a superna- are analogous to one another,* and
ttiral subsistence. admit of a parallel mode of reason-

A third proof might be drawn ing for their explanation. The
from the fact that our own bodies analogy more or less explicitly
exist indeed in themselves, but do pointed out by them involves the
not subsist by themselves, as their admission of a principle which may
material nature is taken possession be expressed in the following words :

of by a spiritual being the soul
" As the whole human nature can

and subsists by its subsistence, exist in Christ without the mode of
From this fact, which is alluded human person, which is excluded
to in S. Athanasius' Symbol as an
image Of the assumption of the hu-

* Zt is known that this analogy has been erro-
. , TT . . neously interpreted by some old and modernman nature by the Word, We might heretics, who taught that Christ's body is in the

Show that SUDDOsitalitV Can, even ^ Ol
? Euch*rist by impanation or by consubstan-

, tiation, and not by transubstantiation. The
naturally, be Supplanted by the heresy of impanation asserts that the Eternal

union of a lower with a higher na- Word
.

in t

/

he ? E charist become* bread by
assuming hyfostattcally the substance of bread.

ture. .But we Will not develop this The heresy of consubstantiation assumes that in

proof, as it requires too long an ex-
'. .

^united with the substance of the bread, and that

plaiiation and many new consider- therefore the Eucharist contains both substan-

ations whirh rarmnf hf pmhnrlipH Ces * These heresies are, of course, mere corrup-LS
> tions of the traditional doctrine. The first cor-m the present article. ruPts it by confounding the substantive susten-

T asr hnr not Ipasr if- ia pvirlonf
tation with the personal assumption, and by sub-

east, It IS evident
stituting the latter in the place of the former.

that all negations which are not The second corrupts it by supposing that a thing

included in the essence of a thino-
substantive

.

1y supported by an underlying sub-
ng stance continues to exist as a substance ; which

Can be Supplanted by the position
is against the traditional definition of substance,

of their contrary. Hence the mode M&gfXSpf . &4S*S5
Of Substance and the mode Of Slip-

such an analogy, it is as impossible for a thing
, , thus supported to be a substance as it is impossi-

pOSltum, Which are negations, and ble for the human nature assumed to be a hum an

are not included in the essence Of Person - Hence what logically follows from the

,%v.^,,. i ,1 j analogy of the two mysteries is neither impana-
thmgS, can be Supplanted tion nor consubstantiation, but real and proper

1)V the intervention Of a SUDernatU- transubstantiation that is, a real substitution of

,
one substance for another under the remaining

ral power. sensible species.
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by the hypostatic union of the stance
;
and it is plain that to em-

Word with it, so can the whole ploy the same words in both cases

sensible nature (species) of bread may give rise to serious mistakes,

exist in the Holy Eucharist without Some authors, besides overlooking
its mode of substance, which is ex- the distinction to be made between

eluded by the substantive presence
"
existing in itself" esseinse and

of Christ's body under it." This "
subsisting by itself

"
-per se subsis-

traditional doctrine has been al- tere confound also with one an-

most ignored in these latter centu- other their opposites viz., "to ex-

ries by those who were anxious to ist in something else" esse in alio

explain everything according to a and "to subsist by something else"

special system of natural philoso- -per aliud subsistere. Suarez, for

phy, and who little by little formed instance, though usually very ac-

a new theory of the sacramental curate in his expressions, says that

species ;
but the physical system

"
the mode of existing by itself and

on which these theologians took without dependence on any sup-
their stand having given way, and porter has for its opposite to exist

their new theory having lost its in something else
;

* which is not

plausibility, we are of opinion that correct, for the divinity of Christ

instead of seeking for new explana- exists in his humanity, and never-

tions, as some do, it is more pru- theless does not depend on it as a

dent to fall back on tradition, and supporter. It would be more cor-

take into consideration the author- rect to say that the mode of sub-

ized teachings of our old polemic sisting by itself has for its opposite

writers, of those especially who so to subsist by something else. And
valiantly fought against Berenga- it is evident that to subsist by
rius and other heretics in behalf of something else 4s not the same as

the Eucharistic dogma. to exist in it.

Before we conclude, we wish to To get rid of all such ambiguous
make a few remarks on some am- phrases, we observe that the word

biguous expressions which may be "
sustentation," as compared with

a source of error in speaking of any created nature, can have three

substance and of suppositum. We different meanings, according as

have said that Aristotle includes in we apply it to the act, the term, or

hi? first category the suppositum the complement of the created be-

as well as the substance, and that
ing.

for this reason the words, "by it- When sustentation is considered

self,"
"
to support,"

"
to subsist," in connection with the act or the

have been promiscuously applied to formal principle of a being, it

the substance as well as to the sup- means positive conservation j for all

positum. This has been done not contingent being comes out of no-

only in philosophy, but even in thing by the positive production of

theology. Thus we read in good an act, and needs to be kept out of

authors that the divine Person of nothing by the positive conserva-

the Word "
supports

'

or
'*

sus- tion of the same act, as we know
tains

'

Christ's human nature, from special metaphysics.
Yet these words, as also

"
sustenta- , I4 Subsistere dicit determinatutn modum exis -

tion," when applied tO Subsistence, tendi per se et sine dependentia a sustentante
;

i i i *u , unde illi opponitur inesse vel inexistere ; dicitquemust have a meaning which they S terminatSm modum existendi in alio."-z?V
have not when applied to sub- Mctaph. 33, sect. 4, n. 24.
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When sustentation is considered reality there are intrinsic relations

in connection with the intrinsic of personalities, we may reflect that,

term of a being, it means underly- in this relative order, to be of him-

ing ; and in this sense we say that self can be considered as owing
substance sustains its accidents, especially to God the Father, who
This meaning of the word "

susten- does not proceed from any other

tation
"

is most conformable to its person, but is himself the first prin-

etymology ;
and thus, if anything is ciple of their procession ;

to be i?i

lying under any reality in that himself can be considered as hav-

inanner in which substance lies ing a special reference to God the

under its accidents, we shall say Son, in whom the whole entity of

very properly that it sustains that the Father is found as in the sub-

reality. In this sense, sustentation stantial term of his eternal genera-
and support may be taken as sy- tion

; and, lastly, to be by himself can

nonymous. be explained by reference to the

When sustentation is considered Holy Ghost, who is the essential

in connection with the formal com- complement of the Blessed Trinity,

plement of a being, it means overly- as that is said to be by itself which

ing in such a manner as to superin- is ultimately complete in its own
duce a new complement and a new entity.

subsistence. Such is the manner Accordingly, God, as existing es-

in which the Person of the Word sentially of himself a se has no
sustains Christ's humanity. This need or capability of conservation

;

kind of sustentation implies hypo- as existing essentially in himself in

static union and super-completion, se he has no need or capability of

We might, therefore, divide sus- sustentation
;
and as existing essen-

tentation into conservative, substan- tially by himself -per se he has no

the, and hypostatic. The first is need or capability of silper-comple-

usually called conservation; the tion. But with contingent beings
second might keep the name of the case is quite different. And
sustentation ; whilst the third might first, contingent beings are not

"
of

perhaps be fitly styled personaliza- themselves," as they are from God;
tion, as this word seems adequately and for this reason they have an
to express the nature of personal essential need of conservation, as

sustentation. we have stated, so far as their es-

As to the phrases,
"
to be in it- sential act is concerned. Second-

self
'

and '

to be by itself," we ly, although they naturally exist

have seen that their distinction is
"
in themselves," yet this their

most important. It may be useful mode of existing is not the result

to add that, even in God, to be in of an essential necessity, but only
himself and to be by himself are of a natural ordination, which God
to be distinguished by a distinction can supersede. They exist in

of reason indeed, but which is themselves when the term of their

grounded on a real foundation, own essence is their undermost sup-
God is essentially a se, in se, and port ;

for then the whole essence

per se that is, of himself, in himself, supports itself in a natural manner,
and by himself. These three attri-. and is a natural substance. Third-
butes are absolute, and belong to ly, although created beings natural-

the divine nature as an absolute ly "subsist by themselves," yet this

reality ;
but as in this absolute manner of existing is not the con-
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sequence of an essential necessity,
but only of a natural ordination,
which can be superseded by the

Creator. They subsist by them-
selves when the formal comple-
ment of their essence is their ulti-

mate complement ;
for then the

whole being is left to itself as a na-

tural suppositum.
These explanations will be of

some assistance, we hope, to the

philosophical student in forming
a correct judgment as to the formal

constituents of substance and sup-

positum, and as to the manner of

speaking about them with proper
discrimination. We wish we had
handled the subject in a better

style and a less monotonous phra-

seology ;
but it was our duty to

aim at preciseness rather than or-

nament. If there is any part of

philosophy in which precision is

more necessary than in another, it

is that \vhich treats of the princi-

ples of things ;
and if we succeed

in presenting such principles in

their true light, we shall deem it a

sufficient apology for the dryness
of our philosophical style.

TO BE CONTINUED.

ON HEARING THE "O SALUTARIS HOSTIA."*

SONG of the soul, whose clearly ringing rhythm
Throbs through the sacred pile,

And lengthened echoes swell thy solemn anthem
Past chancel, vault, and aisle,

An occult influence through thy numbers stealing,
A strange, mysterious spell,

Wakes in the longing heart a wondrous feeling,
A joy no tongue can tell

;

A dreamy peace, a sense of unseen glory,
Wells through thy thrilling praise,

And calls a fairy vision up before me,
A dream of brighter days.

I hear the seraphs' swe"et-tongued voices pleading,
The cherubim's accord,

And see the sun-robed shadows softly thridding
The gardens of the Lord.

I linger on the sight, and growing weary
Of earthly dross and sin,

Sadly, yet hoping, like the wistful peri,
I long to enter in !&

, /
. . .

The rolling echoes peal .

Whilst glorious above
The face of God smiles on the storied altar,

Well pleased, and rich with love.

And through the living air and slumbrous music,
And through the chancel broad,

The Heart of Jesus glows in mystic splendor,
And lights us unto God !

* At the consecration of a church to the Sacred Heart.
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ON THE WING.

A SOUTHERN FLIGHT

WHAT induced us to pick our her anxious enquiries as to why we

way on foot from the railway car- had not availed ourselves of the

riage to the Hotel du Pare et Bor- hotel omnibus
;
which very soon

deaux, near eleven o'clock at night, afterwards came rattling into the

on our arrival at Lyons, I cannot yard, quite empty, the guard and

possibly conceive. coachman viewing us indignantly.

It was the 3d of January that Madame, finding we had nothing to

we performed this unnecessary say for ourselves, compassionately

penance ;
and the only explana- furnished each with a candle, and al-

tion I can give is that we were all lowed us to gather together our seat-

rather dazed by the long journey tered wits in sleep,

from Paris, and had forgotten that The " we '

consisted of brother

of course there was waiting at the Frank, sister Mary, and I
;

also

station an omnibus to carry on the of Ann, our maid. I suppose

passengers. We had been silent I must describe the party. I

and sleepy for some hours, when wish I could draw them instead,

the bright lights twinkling up and Frank is dressed all over in a gray
down the heights of the city of tweed. I sometimes tell him he

Lyons, and across the bridges, and, looks like a gray parrot ;
but that is

corruscating at the station, had absurd, because he is so extremely
roused us all up, and made us ex- taciturn, which gray parrots are not.

claim at the fairy sight. I had He makes a capital courier. He
seen it again and again ;

but I al- always knows what we poor women
ways look out eagerly for the first shall want, and how much we can

peep at that tossed-about town do, which is a great comfort to me ;

after night has closed in, and I because, as Mary is delicate, and
know none more brilliant and pic- we are travelling on her account, I

turesque. I thought we all looked should be so worried if Frank in-

rather rueful as wre entered the sisted on doing fourteen hours of

hotel, and that it suddenly struck railroad per diem. He is such a

us we had come on foot, and good fellow that he would never

might therefore look too economi- wish us to overtask ourselves. But

cally inclined to suit the views of then he is so strong that I know it

the buxom lady who advanced to must seem very extraordinary to

meet us. I saw her cast rather a him that we should be such poor
doubtful eye to the rear; but her creatures, and get tired out so soon.

face brightened when she found we I sometimes wonder what has made
had at least been able to afford a Frank so tender and gentle, and

porter to carry such luggage as we so considerate. Perhaps it is the

might want for one night. We had being so much with Mary. She
no valid reason to give in reply to makes everybody gentle who comes
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near her. Somehow she seems to a very good girl, and a capital

stroke everybody's fur the right way, maid. She has pretty, fuzzy black

no matter how ruffled they were hair, and bright though small black

before. Poor Mary! she has for eyes; she has a very white skin, and

many years been a widow, after a a neat figure. But she does not

brief and unhappy married life, and like travelling, and is* especially

having lost both her children, a girl disgusted when the scenery is very
and a boy. She is the eldest of us bold and magnificent. Mountains

three, but has a marvellous knack are her abhorrence, distant views

of looking the youngest and the her antipathy. This is far from

brightest. She has been very beau- being our first journey; and

tiful, and is so still in many ways, whenever we have found ourselves

Now I come ! But how shall I de- in the railway carriage from Dover
scribe myself? The more I think to London Bridge, Ann invariably
of it, the more impossible I find it. remarks how lovely the country is

As I am the relater of our adven- as we dash through the flat green

tures, I suppose my readers will form fields and monotonous cherry gar-
for themselves some idea of what I dens of simple Kent. And her ad-

am like. So I will only say that miration culminates when we pass

my name is Jane, and that I am any gentlemen's seats. The ab-

an old maid, but that I do not sence of striking features, the un-

feel old. As to my looks, I really broken, unaccidental horizon, the

do not know .what to say. I am universal green, and the level lines,

not always altogether dissatisfied give Ann a sensation of peace and
with them

;
but then, on the other repose ;

while I, who have some-

hand, when I am inclined to judge thing of an artist's soul, am feeling
them leniently, the unlucky feeling how very difficult it wolild be to

comes over me that it is solely get an effective subject or a
"
nice

owing to my hat, or the way my hair bit of color
"
out of the platitudes

is done, or some fortuitous circum- of dear England's quiet home-
stance upon which I cannot reckon steads.

as a permanency, and which may be We were off the next day by day-

gone before any one else has had the light, I feeling like a swallow flying
time to observe it. So that though I south

;
and very soon we perceived

have my lucky moments, I have little in the clear air a warmer glow than

or no capital to go on. Now, Mary, any to be had the other side of

with her large, soft eyes, her exquisite Lyons. Even the desert region of

mouth, and beautiful teeth, attracts La Crau seemed full of charms to

strangers wherever she goes ;
al- me. The dim, gray expanse of

though she is always insisting upon it thick-lying stones that Hercules
she is quite an old woman. And now persuaded by his prayers the angry
comes Ann. She is about my age, Jove to shower down on the Ligu-
but does not at all consider herself rians, broken only by thin tufts of

an old maid, and therefore always mint and scant rosemary, them-
contradicts me when I speak of selves also of a gray green, and

myself in such disparaging terms, leading on over thousands of acres
I generally say something in reply to the blue distant hills that were
about the observation being six for blushing into rosy hues when we
me and half a dozen for herself, crossed the desert, were not withou*
But this she does not like. Ann is delightful "points," which I could
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have transferred to my sketch-book had known in their babyhood, have

had time allowed me. " La Belle grown to a size that would not dis-

Provence
'

is a very journalttre grace Arabia. The hotel we went

beauty, and requires a bright sun to to stands in what used to be Le Jar-

clothe her in sparkling jewels, and din Frassinet. It had been full of

to dye her dress in blue and violet orange-trees when we first knew it,

and rose-madder, to be worthy of as had all the other gardens in the

the name that centuries have agreed place. But one very severe winter

to give her. When there are no having greatly injured the trees, the

lights, there is apt to be an air of inhabitants have given up the cul-

desolation and barrenness. Those tivation of oranges, and have plant-

hills, arrayed in many tints, give ed peach-trees instead, much to

back the lights from rocky and the detriment of the beauty of

unproductive cliffs
;

but down in Hyeres. I found Mary, the day
the valleys, with the exception of after our arrival, gazing wistfully at

La Crau, the culture is rich and a group of tall cypress and one

varied. The first stunted olive- palm-tree that had marked the

trees as we approached Marseilles boundary of the gardens belonging
were welcome less on their own ac- to the house where she lived with

count for they are miserable speci- her children the second time she

mens than for the association of came here. We missed her soon

ideas connected with their pallid afterwards, and refrained from fol-

leaves, and because they gave pro- lowing her, for we knew she wanted
mise of the large ones that would to visit alone the scenes of some

gladden our eyes further on. . joys and many sorrows long ago
The station of Hyeres is a few passed away so far as anything is

miles from the town. We had order- really past which is worthy the

ed a carriage to meet us
;
and all the name of joy or sorrow. She came

way Mary was looking out for the back with her hands full of the little,

large umbrella pine that she re- dark, mottled arum and its lance- -

membered so well years ago, when head leaves that grow so profusely
there was no railway so far south, on the hills and by the roadside..

It had been the great landmark on They are of a dingy-purple hue,,
the road from Hyeres to Toulon, shaded off into white

;
and we ex-

We measured our rides and walks claimed against them as she put,
in that direction by the great pine, them in a glass, alleging that they
There it stood, the same as ever, had an unpleasant odor.

"
I know

and brought back all Hyeres and they have," she answered
;

"
but

the two winters spent there, besides their quaint, twisted shape, and
other shorter visits, to our memory blossoms like the head of a snake,
with one rush. All else was chang- are so full of memories that I rather

ed. New houses had sprung up like the smell than otherwise."
on all sides. Mme. Susanne's old After that we let her enjoy her
tumble-down hotel, where Mary arums alone, for we knew how much
had stopped for a few days on her that meant. Doubtless she had :

wedding-tour, is changed into a been wandering about, recalling

magnificent building with carya- visions of the past : the dead the

tides supporting the fa9ade like a lost, but not dead, that worse sepa-
Genoese palace ;

and the palms ration ! and all the tangled maze
on La Place des Palmiers, which I of the years that are gone. Mary's

VOL. xix. 2
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bouquet of arums was redeemed by
a handful of the sweet white alys-

sum
;
and these two flowers, with

a few of the bold-faced, unflinching

daisies of Provence, so unlike our

modest northern flowers, were all

the wild blossoms we could hope to

find in January.
We could not leave Hyeres with-

out performing a pilgrimage to

Notre Dame de Consolation, the

old church on a hill overlooking
the coast. The ascent is marked

by the Way of the Cross rudely

painted in small niches of masonry
by the side of the road. When we
were last here, there was a daily
Mass said by a hermit-priest. He
had some years previously tried his

vocation at the Carmelites', and
had not succeeded. But the im-

pulse to seek utter solitude was too

strong to be resisted
;
and for a

long time he had lived in the sur-

rounding mountains, a veritable

hermit, subsisting upon the poorest

fare, which was brought to him at

regular intervals by the peasants.
Whether he had erected a hut for

himself, or lived in a cave, I never

learnt
;

but when the bishop of

the diocese became aware of the

fact, he thought it to be regretted
that a priest should not celebrate

Mass, and proposed to him that he
should live in one of the small

rooms of the deserted convent
which is attached to the Church of

Our Lady of Consolation, take care

of the church, and say Mass. This
offer he gladly accepted ;

and there

he resided for some time. We used
to go sometimes, on a bright spring

morning, to attend his Mass. Our
breakfast was packed in a basket,
and hung to the pommel of my don-

key's saddle, to be eaten afterwards
on the top of the low, semi-circular
wall which encloses a piece of

ground in front of the church.

I always looked with a special inte-

rest, not altogether unmingled with

curiosity, at the slight, bent figure
of the priest, who could not be more
than forty years of age, as he emerg-
ed from the door of the sacristy,

and, with eyes so cast down that

they seemed closed, passed by us

to the altar. Who shall sav what
s

had called up that deep thirst for

utter solitude and silence which
had driven him to so extreme a

life ? Was it some calamity, or

some crime, or only as is far more

probable that strange instinct

which is implanted in the nature of

some men to flee their kind, and be
alone with .themselves an instinct

which possibly many have felt

stirring within them at odd mo-

ments, but which, when touched

by divine grace, grows into a won-
derful and exceptional vocation

;

once more common, in the early

days of Christianity, when the.

whole world lay in pagan luxury
and gilded vice, and which even

our subduing, taming, common-

place civilization fails in some rare

cases to smother in the soul ?

What became of the hermit of

Our Lady of Consolation I could

never learn. Perhaps the solitude

seemed incomplete when ladies

could attend his Mass, and picnic
afterwards on his premises. At any

rate, he has been gone for many
years ;

and Mass is only said on

certain feasts, when the peasantry
come in crowds, and bring flowers

and offerings to the Madonna, as

represented by a peculiarly ugly
and dark-colored wooden statue,

which has grown to be very pre-
cious to those who have obtained

special favors in answer to their

prayers offered here. Many years

ago, Mary, in her Protestant days,
had brought a lace veil, the gift of

a Russian prince, who was leaving
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Hyeres with a sick wife, and who were martyred by the Saracens,
wanted prayers for their safe jour- bears his name. Les Isles d'Or, or

ney ; thereby producing a curious Les Isles d'Hyeres, as they are also

admixture of heretical, schismati- called, are now but sparsely inhabit-

cal, and Catholic feeling which ed. Years ago, "when we were
no doubt had each their separate young," we had landed on one of

value and acceptance before God, these islands, where stands a fort,

being all offered in simplicity and and a few soldiers are stationed,

good faith
;
for it was with no un- There are also a half-dozen of

willing hands that, mounted on one cottages, inhabited by fishermen and
of the prie-dieux in the church, she shepherds. We were a joyous
had arranged the veil over the band, and had sailed from the

statue, and then knelt to say a mainland in the admiral's cutter,

prayer for the prince's intention. the French fleet riding at anchor

The church is full of votive offer- off our coast. As we scrambled up
ings. The walls are entirely cover- the sandy beach, and pushed our

ed from roof to floor. As many way through the tangled under-

of them have been put up by sail- growth of myrtle, heath, cytisus, and

ors, they more or less have reference leutisca, we found ourselves face to

to the dangers of the deep. There face with the solitary sentinel pac-
is a model of a ship hanging up ing in front of the blind walls of

near the entrance, probably because the low but solid-looking fort,

its larger copy was saved from His face broke into smiles, and,
wreck. The pictures representing with a saucy gleam in his dark eyes,

recovery from sickness or preser- he said to the foremost gentlemen
vation from peril are often extreme- of our party,

"
Comment, Messieurs !

ly grotesque, and might provoke a vous nous en menez toutes ces

smile were it not that they carry belles dames ? Mais vous allez

one's thoughts direct to the faith revolutionner notre pauvre cure."*

and gratitude they represent. We could find no remains of mo-
I had often wandered through nastic houses on the islands

;
but

the deserted rooms and cells of the there are traces of walls close to the

old convent. There is no glass sea, on the mainland, which are

left in some of the windows
;
but said to be the remains of a convent

the weather is kept out by the ex- of nuns who met with a severe pun-
ternal wooden shutters which are ishment for an ill-timed jest. Pos-

universal in the south. There is a sibly they were not all that as nuns

lovely view from all sides. In front, they might have been. At any rate,

the sea, with Les Isles d'Or (the they seem to have found their life

Golden Islands) hemming it in as if occasionally dull
;
and when the

it were a large lake, save to the longing for a little excitement

left, where it opens out into the wide became irrepressible, the abbess

ocean. These islands form some would toll the great bell of the con-

of those originally called Les Larins, vent, which by rights was never

which name included the group be- used save to ring the Hours and the

fore the coast of Cannes. And in Angelus, or to summon the neigh-
most of them the first religious bors for aid when any of the fre-

houses for men were established by quent panics about the landing of
S. Honorius, though only one island,i-ii Jill- i

* What, sir ! you bring us all those pretty
t on Which he and all his monks ladies! You will revolutionize our poor curate.
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the marauding Saracens threat- resisted
;
and so one day I set off

ened the safety of the Sisters. The on donkey-back, taking Ann with

jest had been played too often, me, and resolved that I would not

and when at length the oft-ex- return till I had accomplished my
pected Saracens really came, the end. Great were our difficulties,

poor nuns rang their bell in vain. We had to thread our way along
No one appeared to the rescue, narrow raised paths through the

and the Saracens had it all their marshes, just wide enough for our

own way, and the convent was de- donkeys to tread
;

and as, of

stroyed. course, we dared not leave these

The sea must have encroached paths, which did not wind, but turn-

since those days, for the waters ed at right angles, we as often

wash over the scanty ruins, and I seemed to be going away from the

have picked my way along the pines as the reverse. At one mo-
foundations with little salt lakes ment we were pursued by a couple

lying between. Far to the -left lie of savage dogs, who tore after us

Les Salines, where they evaporize from the open yard of a farm-house,
the sea-water in shallow square and who were so very angry at our

spaces, and thus obtain a coarse intrusion that escape along our

gray salt. They say that sometimes narrow way, and with our leisurely

flamingoes may be shot among this steeds, seemed questionable. At

marshy land
;
but I could never ob- length I found myself at the base

tain one, though I know it abounds of a high sand-bank, on which the

in wild fowl of every description, yellow sea-thistle, with its glau-
The deep orange-colored boughs cous leaves, found a scanty sub-

of the large willow-trees give a sistence and a doubtful root-hold,

peculiar charm to the distant land- This I had to scramble up, while

scape in the winter when the leaves for every ten inches I made in ad-

are off; and close upon the edge vance I slid back six. At last I

of the shore is a fine wood of um- was at my long-desired goal, and
brella pines, whereof three giants, my three giants were really magni-
standing apart from the rest, had ficent to behold. It was on my fourth

been great favorites of ours. We visit to Hyeres, with intervals of

had looked out eagerly on our arri- years between, that I accomplished
val for our three pines. Alas ! one this feat, and I had always looked
was missing. Years ago these three at my pines the first thing in the

solitary, magnificent trees had had morning, when the strip of sea be-

a strange fascination for me. I tween the mainland and the isles

wanted to find my way to where was still lying gray in the early

they stood
;
but it was beyond the light. Then, again, I watched for

marshes, and near the salines, the red glow of the setting sun on
There was no direct road, and no their smooth stems, painted, as it

one could tell me how to get there
; were, in burnt sienna. Again, on

not even the young French naval moonlit nights I had looked for

officers, who used to come often their broad, deep black crests, fall-

a/id spend the evening with us, and ing like an ink-spot on the silver

who must have landed not so very sea. And now at last, when they
far from where they stood. The had almost become to me like some

craving to see my three pines face to mystery, meaning more than met
-face grew, however, too strong to be the eye, I could throw my arms
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about them, and lay my hot cheek know very little more than the bare

on their noble trunks. fact that all in creation finds its

It was not till then I knew how portion in each man, and that in

tired I was. I could not delay long his own single self he is chemical,

with my old friends. I do not re- vegetable, animal, and spiritual. I

member anything about the getting am afraid to say any more, lest my
home, save that the dogs who had readers should think I believe we
so guarded my garden of the Hes- are in general descended from

perides, and stood between me and the little open-mouthed sea-squirts

the fulfilment of my desire, now called ascidians, but that I claim

that I had accomplished the feat, for myself in particular some high-
let me return in silence. I was er origin in the shape of a conifer

very weary ;
but I was thoroughly great-grandfather. I assure them

contented and satisfied. And now it is nothing of the kind. With re-

one of my old friends was laid low ! gard to my sympathy with animals,

How he came to his end I know of course, being an old maid, I

not. But I felt that he had died, ought to prefer cats and gray par-
not that he had been cut down; rots. On the contrary, I prefer
And for a moment a strange, weird dogs, and Frank is the only gray

melancholy stole over me at finding parrot I ever thought of loving.
I had outlived a noble tree. It Before leaving Hyeres, I made a

seemed as if I must be very old to sketch from the top of the hill

have done that, and that it was (which in my younger days, for

hardly natural. I remember I ask- want of knowing better, I used to

ed myself then, at the very time of call the mountain) on which stand

my culte of the pine-trees, and I the picturesque ruins of the old

have repeated the question since, chateau which formerly belonged
whether there was not in my feel- to the French branch of the huge
ings something of that dim instinct family of Fox

; who, varying their

which binds man in an obscure name, if not their nature, according

affinity with all nature, down to its to the sky under which they flour-

lower strata and its primeval de- ished, had taken root in England,

velopments. As man contains France, and Germany in the old

something of all in his own being, feudal times. They possessed cer-

so must he have a sympathy with tainly a magnificent abode at Hy-
. all

; for, as has been wisely said, eres, and probably kept all the

man is a universe in himself, with neighborhood in awe. It is a glori-

another universe to wait on him. ous situation. It overlooks a long
Most people have a special attrac- stretch of the road to Toulon as

tion to some race of animals. Some that winds through the fertile, well-

have a love for, and a power over, cultivated valley ;
and to the right

the horse and the dog greater than rises the rocky summit of Le Cou-
others

;
and this not always nor don, the point of land that first

only as the results of habit, but strikes the sailor's eye as he leaves

as a natural gift. Certain flowers the coast of Africa, and which on
have a peculiar attraction for many exceptionally clear days is dimly

people, in preference to others visible even from the coast itself,

equal in beauty and perfume. All Next to it comes Le Phare Pharon,
these preferences may point to hid- a lower mountain crowned by a

den laws of affinity, of which we fort. I know few views which
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combine such an exquisite variety ing her sea-green hair, or a cupid
of form and color as this. The astride a dolphin, as quite an ex-

small cork-trees and the stunted pected vision. The intense blue

oaks, equally beautiful, whether sky and deeper blue sea, the vari-

wearing their russet leaves through ous-tinted rocks, and perhaps a

the brief winter, or almost match- solitary pine hanging over, and

ing the cork-trees in dark-green near by a group of the same, with

foliage ;
the olives, here of a very their dense crowns of ever-mur-

respectable size, with their gnarled muring boughs, through which the

trunks and fantastic shapes ;
and evening air sings like the hum of

then the patches of vivid-green winged insects, were each so full of

corn, winter peas, and the green ar- harmonious and yet gorgeous color

, tichokes
;
the undulation of the land, that they leave on the mind the im-

assuming every shade from deep pression of a Greek idyl, full of

violet to light red make altogether serene beauty mere beauty, it may
one of the loveliest views I know be but intense, placid, and eter-

anywhere. But then, I am bound nal. There are scenes in nature

to acknowledge that there are not that are like the forms in Greek

many such in the neighborhood of art. They are one
;
and they are

our much-loved Hyeres, and that, typical. No wide view, albeit

on the whole, the simple little place glorious, can produce this effect,

has far less beauty to recommend however much it may appeal to

it than many of the towns along the imagination. But a rock-bound

the Riviera. Its great merit for cove on the Mediterranean, with its

invalids arises from the air being sparse vegetation and its depth of

a good deal softer than at most of color, is as suggestive of thoughts
the sea-coast resorts of the sick, beyond itself as is the pure grace

Mary could sit out for hours in the of a Greek statue. It belongs to

open air at Hyeres, when at Cannes, another world than ours, and to a

and even at San Remo, she could region of thought rarely lighted on

only have driven in a close carriage ;
in these times, and then by a few

for, in spite of the brilliant sunshine only. When I question myself of

in those places, the air is apt to be the
"
why," I am at a loss to answer,

too exciting both for irritable lungs Perhaps it lies in the fact that, to

and susceptible nerves. One rea- produce this abstract effect on the

son probably the principal reason mind, the objects in nature must
for this is that Hyeres is three be few, simple, and perfectly beauti-

miles from the sea, and more in the ful of their kind. Then they recall

mountains than are the towns of Greek art, in which there is no
the Riviera generally. multiplicity, no overlaying, but

We had a lovely afternoon jour- which represents as absolutely a

ney from Hyeres to Cannes
; pass- pure idea as it is possible for art to

ing numerous little bays and creeks do. It is without subtlety, as it is

where the blue waters lay in deep without crowding. It can be felt

repose, or fringed with tiny wave- better than described, for the feel-

lets that but kissed the shingly ing is too deep for words. Nothing

shore, and died in a gleam of light, in English scenery, no accidental

As you looked down on them from combination of beauty, has ever

the railway-carriage, you felt you brought the Greek geist before my
might have seen a mermaid comb- mind. Never for a second, amid
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the birchen groves and flower- It had been with the greatest

fringed lanes of my own land, had I difficulty that she had, on leaving

thought of old Greece and the old Ireland, been prevented from taking
Greek feeling. Pantheism would with her a large boxful of house-

not be the natural religion of our hold stores, which, as she expressed
northern skies. Never had I so it, would be such a comfort to

strongly felt the tie between nature
; '

those poor darlints, just starvin'

and art, and, as a necessary se- in foreign parts, with nothing but

quence, between nature and Grecian' kickshaws and gimcracks to keep

thought, till I had wandered on the the life in them." In spite of all

pale sands by the calm blue waters the remonstrances of her master, she

of the tideless sea. It is like a had actually succeeded in so far

floating essence, too intangible for cheating the custom-house that she

words. If I could express it, the had smuggled "jist a nice little

expression would perforce be brief hand of pork, salted down at home,"
and veiled. I would sing my idyl among the young ladies' linen,

to a three-stringed lute, or paint Norah flew into our room, amid

my white nymph against a whiter fits of laughter, to show it to

sky. us, and to consult upon how we
It was essential to Mary not to could possibly get it boiled. We

live close to the sea, therefore we could not insult the hotel by ask-

engaged apartments at Cannes in ing that it might appear at the

one of the hotels situated among table-d'hote ; and a hand of pork
the hills, and full a mile and a half was rather a peculiar dish for three

from the coast. It so happened young ladies to keep up in their

that nearly all the people whom we bedroom for private eating. On
met at the table-d'hote were English the other hand, Mrs. O'Brien would
like ourselves, or rather British, never recover it if her eleemosy-
for some came from the Emerald nary offering were discarded. It

Isle
;
and amongst these a family ended in my explaining the state

of three charming girls, full of the of the case, under seal of secrecy, to

spirit and humor of the race. They the landlady ; and then we actual-

had with them an elderly maid, who ly held a supernumerary feast in

had been their nurse, and whose our drawing-room, at a late hour,

quaint sayings afforded us much all to show Mrs. O'Brien that her
amusement while we were there, kindness was appreciated. We did
She had joined them only just be- not sleep particularly well that

fore we arrived, bringing out the night, and the rest was made into

third sister, who had shown symp- sandwiches and eaten on our next
toms of delicacy like the second, excursion up the mountains,
and both were under the supreme Mary and Mrs. O'Brien became
care of the elder sister. Mrs. great friends

;
for Mary's sympa-

O'Brien had managed her journey thetic nature and marvellous con-
in foreign parts very cleverly, trol of countenance at once drew

though making every inch of the the old lady out, and prevented her

way under protest at the heathen- discovering how intensely amused
ish customs and abominable prac- her listener was. Amongst other
tices of these 'foreigners," as she topics, she was very eloquent upon
deigned to call the French in their the subject of the Prince of Wales'
own land. recovery from his serious illness,
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declaring how she,
*'
as is a nurse

myself, know well what a fine

healthy man he must have been

born ever to have got over the like

of that. And now, sure, we must

pray that nothing may happen to

the blessed, darlint prince ;
for if he

were to be taken, the country would

be just ruined, and nothing left us

but the constitution !"

She would talk by the hour of her
"
darlint

"
young ladies, sometimes

blaming their conduct, sometimes

extolling them to the skies. Occa-

sionally, to tease her, they would

pretend to walk lame, and tell her

that was all the fashion, and was
called the Alexandra limp.

" Och !

now, honeys, you, with straight limbs

as God has made you^ mocking at

the darlint princess, as may be isn't

lame at all. If I saw you mocking
at me, as is no princess, but is blind,
and me groping round the table,

don't you think, honeys, as I should

feel it?" Then turning to Mary:
" Ah ! your honor, they was always
as wild as a litter o' pigs on a

windy day, good luck to them. I've

seen them all come into the world,
bless their hearts, one after the

other, pretty nigh as fast as nature

would let them. And a nice hand-
ful I've had wid them, too, bringing
the most of them up by hand like a

weaned calf. Children's stomachs
is just like sponges. But if you
overdo the binding, may be you'll

give them obdurate bowels." Mary
bore even this without a smile

;

but we all laughed together when
the morning after her arrival she

found the nice little boy Celestin,
who brought in the lamp and the

basket of wood, and helped in the

house generally, and who could not
have been above fifteen, innocently
aiding Marie, the housemaid, in mak-

ing the beds. She could not un-
derstand a word of French, and of

course he knew no English ;
but

she seized him by the collar, and

ejected him violently from the

room, exclaiming,
" Get out o' that,

you young varmint!" and protest-

ing that he should never touch one
of her

"
darlints' sheets in this

heathenish land, where they made
no difference between a man and a

woman, but put the men to make
the beds and the women to tend

the cattle." The end of it was that

she took the bed-making into her

own hands, though she never got
reconciled to the mattresses stuffed

with the outer sheaths of the Indian

corn, or the pillows with wool.

"That pillow is as hard as a dog's

head, and won't do for my young
lady ;

and the other's as limp as a

dead cat," she remarked aloud to

herself one day that Elina was

going to bed early with a bad
headache.

By degrees we became rather

well acquainted with the other

visitors at the hotel, which arose, no

doubt, from the fact of our all being

fellow-countrymen. For a long
time Mary was the only married

woman of the party ;
and with the

exception of the three merry Irish

girls, the ladies were all old maids

like myself. Frank found Cannes
rather slow, as he expressed it, and

spent the greater part of the six

weeks we were there in making ex-

cursions in the neighborhood, stop-

ping away three or four days at a

time. It was long before we got

thoroughly comfortable with any of

our fellow-sojourners in a strange
land. In the first place, we were

the only Catholics, and most of

the others were very decided Pro-

testants, and so rather shunned us at

first. Some of them especially ob-

jected to Mary, and seemed to

think that her good looks and her ac-

curate French pronunciation were
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rather offensive than otherwise. It that runs far out into the sea,

made no sort of difference to her, and forms the most prominent object

I am sure she never even found it of the scenery. The market is

out. One day, as I was coming held down the one long street,

down-stairs, Miss Marygold was where it opens on the small garden

crossing the wide passage which and esplanade by the shore. This

went from the entrance to the din- is planted with magnificent plane-

ing-room door. As I passed her, trees, and nothing can be more
she tossed her head, and said,

"
I picturesque than the groups of

have just met your sister, Miss Jane, peasant-women, with their bright-

going out for a walk, and looking colored kerchiefs crossed over

about five-and-twenty. I must say their shoulders, and their thick

I think it must be very inconvenient woollen skirts, sitting each at her

not to show one's age better than little booth of cakes, or sweets, or

that."
" At any rate," said I,

"
it is household utensils, and especially

an inconvenience, Miss Marygold, the charming little crocks, pots,

that many would be happy to share and pans of native manufacture.

with her." And I swept along the At a short distance from Cannes, at

wide passage lined with oleanders, Valory, there is a very fine establish-

myrtle, and cypress in large pots, ment of pottery works, well worthy
sat down to the piano in the public of a visit. The native clay pro-

salon, and dashed through the over- duces the most beautiful colors
;

ture of
" Robert le Diable

'

with and as the numerous visitors at

much brilliancy of execution. I Cannes have taken pains to supply
afterwards found out that both the the manufactory with very good
Miss Marygolds strongly objected models taken from the antique
to a little red bow which Mary was and from some of the best speci-

apt to fasten in her hair when we mens of Minton and Staffordshire

went down to dinner. Their own china, the result is most satisfactory.

coiffures resembled either a doll's We found that they are in the

apron stuck on the top of her head, habit of sending very large crates

or a small
"
dress-improver" of stiff of garden-vases, besides smaller and

lace. I suppose they thought there more delicate articles, all over

was some virtue in wearing Europe. The road along the

what was at once ugly and ridicu- coast towards Antibes is bordered

lous. by beautiful villas with gardens
No one, on first arriving at Can- running down towards the sea, and

nes, can form any idea of the ex- generally laid out in terraces. Even

quisite beauty that will be within now, in the month of January, they
their easy reach as soon as they were full of roses, geraniums, agera-

get beyond the long, straight street turn, and violets in bloom. Part

parallel with the flat coast. The of this picturesque spot is called

town itself has no pretensions to California, on account of the bright

beauty, except from the pictu- yellow blossom of the mimosa,

resque, fortified old church, stand- which, when fully out, is truly

ing high above the town, and whose "a dropping well of gold."

i-.muldermg walls assume so many The light, feathery flower covers

different tints against the dark- the whole tree, and there is scarce-

violet background of the Estrelle
; ly a leaf to be seen. The beauti-

that beautiful line of mountains ful eucalyptus, or blue gum-tree, is
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much cultivated here. The pecu- with their soft velvet folds, mass
liar variety of its foliage, the lower overlapping mass of tender, dim
and older leaves being almost green, shimmering all over with sil-

heart-shaped, and the upper ones ver touches, as the air stirred the

often a foot in length, and hardly branches, and turned upwards the

two inches wide, makes it very re- inner lining of the leaves after

markable. The lower leaves are which all other foliage is apt to

of a blue green, shading off into look crude and hard. The blue

deep bronze, and the new shoots sea lies beyond, and the sharp,
are almost yellow. It is quite re- purple outline of the Estrelle ;

cently that this beautiful tree has while to the right the mountains
been transplanted from Australia fade off further and further, ending
to Europe ;

but as it makes twenty in snow-capt heights,
feet in a year, there are already From amid the dense, soft shad-

magnificent specimens. It has a ows of the valley rise the old tower

highly aromatic gum ;
and it is of the church and the picturesque

supposed that in time it will great- cupolas of the strange Moorish villa

ly supersede the use of quinine, where poor Rachel, the famous

having medicinal properties which French tragedian, breathed her

resemble that invaluable remedy, last, and which is fast falling to

while it will be less expensive, decay. It is no longer let to

When Mary is suffering from one strangers ;
but we made our way

of her neuralgic headaches, no- through the tangled gardens and

thing relieves her so much as wilderness of orange-trees. Every-
steeping the long leaves of the thing looked tumbling to pieces,

eucalyptus in hot water, and hold- The house itself is in ruin
;
and

ing her head over the perfumed being painted in bright colors ex-

steam. A branch hung near the bed ternally, and chiefly built of wood,
is also, they say, conducive to sleep, at least in the ornamental parts, it

The beauties of the position looks like the cast-off decorations

of Cannes are far outdone by that of a dismal theatre. Two white

of the little town of Cannet, dis- pigeons were picking up the scat-

tant about three miles, and built tered grain in the little, untidy

among the mountains, and where court. A few mutilated plaster fig-

the air is softer. Nothing can ex- ures of gods and goddesses near

ceed the loveliness of the view the entrance added to the tawdry
from the Place, shaded by splen- and unreal aspect of the whole. It

did plane-trees, of the half-deserted was as if the poor actress had se-

little town, or the same view seen lected it to die in for its scenic ef-

from the terrace of the one Pension, feet, and so had closed her life on
where we found every preparation a mute and deserted stage. I fan-

for receiving guests, but which was cied I could see her lithe form

locked up and entirely empty, and her sinuous glide (for she

You overlook numerous orange- never seemed to walk like a common
gardens of the most vivid green, mortal) along the veranda. I could

the starry blossoms and golden recall the intense passion of her

fruit gleaming amid the foliage, matchless voice as she thrilled you
Then, far down the valley, and through with the words :

clothing an amphitheatre of hills
"
Je ne me verrai point pnSterer de rivale.

,
. _ ,. Enfin, tous tes conseils ne sont plus de saison :

and mountains, are groves Of Olives, Sers ma fureur, CEnone, et non pas ma raison."
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And then she came here, alone, to share, though denouncing and pro-

die ! As I turned away .from the testing all the way at the hor-

place, so beautiful even in its deso- rors of pigeon-shooting. We drove

lation, I wondered if the rumor over sandy lanes close to the shore,

might be true which was prevalent through groups of pine-trees on

at the time that her maid, a French either side
;
a glorious panorama

Catholic, seeing her poor mistress of mountains and snow-clad peaks
in a state of coma just before her beyond, the dark-blue sea, and

death, had dared to baptize her the purple Estrelle. There was

and thus give us a large-hearted a vulgar booth and a shed, and

hope for the woman and the some rickety benches like those

Jewess. at a country fair. We sat down,
We drove through the narrow, facing three boxes, in which the

sharp-angled streets of the little innocent birds were concealed until

town of Cannet to the church in the moment unknown, of course,
the valley. The streets were so to the sportsman himself when,

narrow, and the turnings were so bursting open, the pigeons spread

sharp, that it always seemed that their wings at liberty, to be per-
our horses were in one street while chance instantly killed by a clever

we and the carriage were in an- shot. I acknowledge that I tried

other. Three little children, with not to look, and that my heart

bright, dark eyes and tangled hair, gave a spasmodic leap every time

hung over a wall, each with a rose I heard the clap of the lid of

in its mouth. They looked as if the box and then the sharp shot,

they would drop the flowers, and I looked at the pine-trees and the

themselves after, into our laps, far-off mountains, with the many-
The church was very clean and tinted, undulating middle distances,

well cared for; full of tawdry and tried to forget the coarseness

decorations, but fresh and neat, as and cruelty of the scene I was
if all were often renewed by loving supposed to have come to as

hearts, if not by cultivated taste, an amusement. The nuts and the

M. le Cure is very old, and has not ginger-bread were wanting, and
sufficient help for the wants of so Aunt Sally was distinguished by
large a parish ;

and there are no her absence
;
but there was never-

Sisters to teach the children. They theless a milder reflection of every-
seem a simple people ;

and if only thing that might have graced this

there were a habitable house, what same kind of scene in England ;

pleasure might be found in living and so the English gentleman of

in this earthly paradise, and work- the XlXth century, brought by
ing amongst them ! fortuitous circumstances into a

It is said that the Englishman new and exquisitely beautiful land,

carries , Bass' pale ale and War- was doing his best to make himself

ren's blacking with -him where-
"
at home," and to inspire the

ever he goes, to say nothing of natives and foreigners with his own

Harvey's sauce. At any rate, he tastes. I am fond of sport, though
has established his own special I am but an old maid

;
but some-

amusements at Cannes, with no how this does not strike me as

apparent consciousness of their being sport in the true accepta-

incongruity with the scene around tion of the word. And I sat won-
them. Of course we took our dering how long it will be before
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my own brave countrymen, who
are already addicted to battues,

will build one-storied, round sum-
mer-houses in their woods, painted
inside with arabesques, Cupids,

Venus, and Diana, and having six

or eight small windows all round

it
; then, seated in a large gilt

fauteuil, with a bottle of choice

Chambertin by his side, he will

languidly pop his short gun at the

thrushes or the finches as they
flutter from bough to bough before

him
;

and so, at the end of a

couple of hours, saunter home
with a bagful of "game," wearied

with the exertions of la chasse au

tire, like the gentlemen in France

in the times of La Regence.
The Due de P. was there, and

the Due de C., and the Duke of H.,
and actually one of the men what

may they be called? who preside
over the pigeon-shooting at Hur-

lingham, and who had been got
over to ensure everything being en

regie. What more could any one
want ? I wondered to myself
whether the extraordinary beauty
and sublime majesty of the surround-

ing scene had anything to do with

enhancing the pleasure of the

pigeon-shooters ; whether, in short,
the successful slaughter of the poor
birds was rendered more enjoyable
by the fact of its taking place under
a sky and in a spot fraught with

exquisite beauty ;
noble and serene

;

vast and varied.

And if not, why did they not

stop among the cockney flats of

Hurlingham ? When all was over

and we returned home, I actually
found myself semi-conscious of a

sort of pride that the best shot, in

this decidedly trying proof of skill,

was an Englishman ! So much for

the inconsistency of human, especi-

ally of female, nature.

We are in the land of perfumes.
Acres of roses, violets, and other

scented flowers are cultivated solely
for the perfume manufactories at

Grasse, a few miles from Cannes.
Of course, this is not the time of

year to benefit by this exceptional
form of farming; but in the spring
it must be lovely.

We are preparing to leave Can-

nes, and, as, I write these lines,

Frank silently lays a sheet of paper
by my side. And I see a Sonnet.

THE OLIVE-TREE.

That dusky tree grows in a noted place
A garden on the rocky mountain's side,

O'erlooking (in the evening of its pride)
The doomed city of the chosen race,

There, as the swathing evening mists efface

Temple and fane, in sunset glory dyed,
And round the city walls the shadows glide,
Beneath the dappled gloom our hearts may

trace

The ling'ring footsteps of the Holy One.
Our Master walks alone

;
and who can know

All the deep myst'ry of his awful woe,
As on the earth sinks God's eternal Son ?

But ever shall the gray-green olive-tree
Recall the image of his agony.
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A NATIONAL OR STATE CHURCH.

FIFTY - THREE peers protested country for state aid. The Catho-

against the disestablishment of the lie Church never asked for it except
Protestant Church in Ireland, "be- as a matter of justice or restitution,

cause it is impossible to place a Whenever it was bestowed on her

church disestablished and disen- institutions, it was because they de-

dowed, and bound together only served it. If much was given to

by the tie of a voluntary associa- her, it was because her hierarchy or

tion, on a footing of equality with her religious orders, inspired by
the perfect organization of the divine zeal, had founded and organ-
Church of Rome." Mr. Disraeli ized charitable institutions while

had previously said the same thing the sects were asleep, lacking even

in the House of Commons :

" The in sufficient philanthropy, not to

discipline, order, and government say charity, to provide for the wants

of the Roman Catholic Church are of their own suffering members,

not voluntary. They are the crea- The Catholic Church built and or-

tion of the simple will of a sovereign ganized her asylums, schools, and

pontiff" (if he means Jesus Christ, other institutions, tried to support
the phrase is Catholic),

" and do them, and did bravely support them,
not depend at all on the voluntary as she still does in this country, by
principle. ... I maintain that as the voluntary contributions of gene-

long as his Holiness the Pope pos- rous Christians, before the state gave
sesses Rome, the Roman Catholic anything. The sects did very little,

religion, in whatever country it is They were too indolent, too de-

found, is an establishment." In ficient in vitality, to do much. They
fact, there is a great deal of truth begged from the state. They threw

in these remarks. How, indeed, the burden on the state
;
so that,

can undisciplined guerrillas contend whereas in Catholic times there

against a well-trained army of vete- were no state poor-houses, state

rans ? How can a number of vo- asylums, or state charities, now they

luntary associations, like so many swarm. Protestantism is too cold

insurance or stock companies, liable a system to warm the hearts of men
at any moment to disband, with no into life-giving charity ;

so it de-

cohesive power, compete with a pends, except in rare cases, on the

grand organization whose charter state for the support of the poor
is divine, whose officers are divinely and the orphans. The money is

appointed, and whose laws bind in taken from the public treasury for

conscience in spite of adverse im- the support of schools, asylums, and

perial, royal, or republican legisla- kindred institutions.* Such being
tion? The peers were right; Mr.

... .... * According to Gov. Dix's report for 1874,
JlSraell IS partially right. No Sect our "

evangelical
"

state church will have to

or combination of sects can for any draw
:

the
^
um of

, *?'*
)0 '0( (eight

,
m
u
illion

vj!
x

. .
' hundred thousand dollars!) out of the public

length Of time, in a fair field, COm- treasury to erect two "
evangelical

"
asylums,

pete With the Catholic Church. on
f.

"evangelical'; hospital and one -evan-

gelical" non->sectarian state reformatory! From
the Cry of the Sects in this the same report we learn that our ''evangelical"
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the case, who can blame Catholics

for receiving a portion of their own
taxes to help their own institutions,

mainly supported on the voluntary

system? Are not the frequenters
of Catholic schools and the inmates

of Catholic institutions the children

and citizens of the state as well as

others ? Will the state educate or

support as cheaply as the church

has done, or make as good citizens

as she makes? If Catholic chari-

table institutions are abolished, if

Catholic schools are broken up, how
much will it annually cost the state

for the building of new institutions

and for their maintenance ? Are
the Sisters of Charity as safe custo-

dians of the morality of orphans as

the spinsters and political hirelings

of the state institutions ? Are teach-

ers and matrons who work prima-

rily from a religious motive as apt
to discharge their duty faithfully as

those who labor primarily for the
"
consideration

'"
attached to their

services? Well do the gentlemen
who attack the Catholic Church
know how futile it is for any sect to

strive against her unless backed up

by state aid; and hence, perhaps,
the cry which has recently resound-

ed throughout our country for a na-

tional or state church a national

Protestant church in opposition to

the never-ceasing progress of Ca-

tholicity.

The late
"
Evangelical Alliance

"

publicly endorsed the cry of a na-

tional church. The Rev. W. H.

Fremantle, M.A., of London, an

system of public education cost the state for the

year ending September 30, 1873, the sum of

$2 i3S5i34I (twenty million, three hundred and

fifty-five thousand, three hundred and forty-one

dollars!;; and that our "evangelical" state

church owns twenty-seven millions, seventy
thousand, three hundred and ten dollars' worth
of school property ! Remember that Catholics

pay their proportion of the taxes, and that most
of the public schools are not only

"
evangelical"

in their religion, but some even formally Metho-
dist by the '" hymns" and prayers taught in

them !

ecclesiastical functionary of the na-

tional church of England, in
"
a

manner," as the report in the

Tribune has it,
"
quick and ener-

getic, and, as he warmed to his sub-

ject, eloquent to a degree which
elicited great applause" on October

9, 1873, at a meeting of the "Al-

liance," urged on his hearers the

advantages and necessity of having
a national church,

"
the true ruling

elders
>: '

of which should be " our

statesmen, our judges, and our of-

ficers who bear the supreme man-
date of the whole Christian com-

munity." With laconic pith, he

said :

" The Christian nation is a

church." The applause elicited by
his remarks was no doubt due to

the fact that his auditors remem-
bered how admirably the Chris-

tian
" statesmen

"
in Congress and

our late Vice-President, some of

our "judges," our "Evangelical'
bankers and merchants, represented
the interests of the Alliance in their

respective avocations ! The Rev.

W. J. Menzies, of Edinburgh,

emissary of the national church of

Scotland, seconded and approved
the doctrines of his Episcopalian
brother. In vain did a sturdy

American, the Hon. J. L. M. Curry,

LL.D., of Richmond, try to de-

fend the American system and

the principles of our Constitution

against these well-fed and well-paid

gentlemen. The rubicund foreign-
ers of the church establishments of

Denmark, Sweden, and Germany
came to the rescue of their English
and Scottish brethren. They had

preached to the
"
Alliance

'

in

favor of the tithes, taxes, and intol-

erance of their own establishments,

and were not willing to allow Mr.

Curry to oppose them. The very

president of the
"
Alliance," him-

self an American, was obliged to

coerce the honorable gentleman
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into silence. His voice was drown- testant Indian policy and a Pro-

ed in an
"
evangelical

"
chorus of testant

" Freedman's Bureau
"

?

national churchmen. We are no It is true you cannot call the

longer, then, astonished to read that colorless Protestantism of these in-

the Rev. Dr. Stoughton, of England, stitutions peculiarly Methodist, or

was greeted in a Protestant Sunday- peculiarly Episcopalian, or peculiar-

school in this city with the an- ly Baptist ;
but it is nevertheless

them of
" God save the Queen." Protestantism. We have a name for

It was not a religious hymn, mark it. The late
"
Evangelical Alliance"

it well, but an anthem in praise of gives it to us. The word '* Evan-

the head of a church establishment, gelicalisrn
'

will express the Pro-

who is more than pope, for she is testantism of our incipient national

impeccable as well as infallible, ac- and state churches. We defy any

cording to the axiom of English impartial visitor to the so-called

law that
"
the king can do no " non-sectarian

"
state institutions to

wrong." No longer are we surprised deny that their chief male officers,

to learn that the head of another superintendents, guardians, and

national church, the would-be pope- teachers have been chosen on ac-

Emperor of Germany, gave the count of their
"
Evangelicalism."

"
Evangelical Council

'

his bless- Every one that knows the inner

ing; that several of our highest working of our state institutions for

magistrates, unless they are belied, charitable purposes is aware that

have been secretly leagued against they are mere pastures in which

the Catholic Church in favor of a Evangelical ministers are retired on

state Protestantism. Newspapers of salaries of thousands a year taken

reputed rank have been continually from the state pocket,

striving to create a Protestant pub- The desire for having a state or

lie spirit in the state, and thus, as national church is growing stronger,

it were, to prepare the way Tor an German imperialism, or pagan Ro-
absolute union of church and state man Caesarism revived, has given
on a Protestant basis. Indeed, we an impetus to it in Europe, in order

have a national, or at least a state, to create a foreign public opinion
church already ; although it has so to sanction its own persecutions
far been administered to us only of the Catholic Church at home,

in homoeopathic doses. Have we Switzerland has been moved by the

not a state school system with a pull of the German wire. Perhaps
Protestant Bible on its rostrum ? the same influence is at work in our

Have we not
"
Juvenile Asylums," republic. Or is it that a certain

'Soldiers' and Sailors' Homes," class of the Protestant clergy, dread-

state charitable institutions all con- ing starvation if left depending on
trolled on the Protestant system, the bounty of flocks that are losing
conducted to a great extent by their Christianity and its generous
Protestant clergymen ? Are not impulses, envious of the portly
the Bibles used in them Protestant ? frames and plethoric purses of the

Are not the school-books essential- foreigners of the European estab-

ly sectarian in which such expres- lishments who lately visited our

sions as
"
gor-bellied monks," the shores and banqueted at our ex-

'

glorious Reformation," the "great pense, long to draw nutriment from
and saintly Martin Luther," are the bosom of an established mother,

frequent ? Have we not a Pro- rather than risk death from maras-
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mus at the breasts of a dry and New England Puritan ministers
;

barren voluntary system ? If this while the New England Puritans,
be the cause of the growing

" Evan- by way of
"
Evangelical

"
retalia-

gelicalism
"
of the sects, of their tion, sent back to Old England two

effort to combine for the purpose professors of Anglicanism. The
of giving us a national church, let poor Quakers were driven out by
us devoutly pray that the next all the colonies except Catholic

delegates from abroad will be as Maryland. Indeed, even our

spare in person and purse as our modern "
Evangelicals

"
had not

own country parsons. For the the courtesy to invite them to
sake of our republican institutions, their "Alliance." In Virginia, the

may his divine and imperial majesty man who refused to have his child
of Germany and her gracious ec- baptized was fined two thousand
clesiastical majesty of England pounds of tobacco. In the colonies
send hither no more of their rotund of Massachusetts and New Haven,
and jocund functionaries, to make for a time only church members
the hearts of our Evangelical clergy- could exercise the full powers of
men yearn after the flesh-pots of citizenship. The legislatures of

Egypt ! the New England colonies convok-
Or can it be that the venerable ed even the church synods. These

heads of our "
Evangelical

"
may- were truly "Evangelical' times,

ors, governors, and their compeers, and after these do the
"
Evangeli-

returning in their senility, as is not cals
"
hanker. So late even as 1779

uncommon with decaying brains, to tithes were collected by law in

their early loves, are striving to some of the colonies. In fact, it

restore the state establishments of was only in 1818 that the separa-
the old Puritan colonies ? The tion of church and state was effect-

recollection that all the original ed in Connecticut. But in those

colonies except Catholic Maryland days* the Catholics were few, and
had a state church has not yet nobody feared them. If they had
died out among these

"
Evangeli- been as numerous and formidable

cal
"
ancients. They remember that then as they are now, the disestab-

so late even as 1793 an attempt was lishment would never have been
made even in New York to saddle an accomplished. These were the

Episcopalian establishment on the halcyon days when, in the words of

back of our state, and this, too, at Rev. Mr. Fremantle, already quot-
a time when the members of the ed,

"
the Christian nation was a

Holland Reformed Churches were church,"
"
the true ruling elders

in the proportion of fifteen to of which were statesmen, judges,
one Church-of-Englander ! Perhaps and officers who bore the supreme
Governor Dix has an agreeable re- mandate of the whole Christian

collection of this beauteous trait in community." What a yearning
the character of his sect. Perhaps there is for the return of those

he remembers how well she had bat- good times when none but " Evan-
tened on the flesh and blood of the gelicals

"

may hold office to de-

Irish people for centuries, though fraud the revenue, invest in Credit

her votaries were not one-twentieth Mobilier stock, or manage banking
part of the Irish population. In houses for the purpose of swind-

1643, the
" orthodox

"
Episcopalian ling credulous "Evangelical' de-

colony of Virginia expelled two positors !
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It is timely to warn all good citi- thing to hide from the state
;
and

zens against the Protestant effort she will alter nothing of her doc-

to restore the state-church system trines. If the state dislikes her, at

of the early colonies. The Rev. any rate she is an open foe. But

W. H. Campbell, D.D., of New Protestantism is a fickle subject.

Brunswick, at one session of the Like the ancient pagans, she admits

"Alliance' said:
" Revolution has the supremacy of the state over

everywhere borrowed the force of her
;
admits that the church is only

its political ideas from the Pro- a voluntary corporation subordinate

testants of the XVIth century." to the state; yet practically she is

Never was language more correct, never to be depended on. Fickle

Rebellion against lawful authority, by nature, the* state can never tell

the overthrow of legitimate govern- when a fit of madness may seize on

ments, the subversion of civil so- her
;
when her imagination may be

ciety, the destruction of law and possessed by some idea subversive

order in modern times, are all trace- alike of good order and even of

able to Protestant principles. Nor morality. We all know the history
can you ever tell where they will of the Anabaptists and Antinomians

stop. As there is no fixity or cer- in Germany ;
the deeds of violence

tainty or unalterable code of doc- of the Independents in England,
trine or morals in Protestantism, a Protestantism, like a wanton filly,

statesman can never tell when its carries the state as a rider, but al-

councils will be impelled by whim, ways at the risk of its neck. Let

fanaticism, or prejudice. There is our statesmen, then, beware of the

no telling but that the Protestant attempt which is being made to

assembly which to-day favors the give us, if not a national, at least a

state to-morrow will be in revolt state church. The threat has been

against it. It has been on the side made that when slavery was abolish-

of unbridled license, of the extreme ed, the next thing to undertake

of liberty ; and, again, it has been the would be the destruction of the Ca-

creature, the slave, the blind instru- tholic Church by the establishment

ment of despotism. A statesman of a state church,

always knows what to expect from It is easy to show that a national

the Catholic Church and her assem- church is essentially opposed to our

blies. Her principles are patent, American principles, and that con-

her system plain, her doctrines un- sequently all attempts to establish

changing, her secondary discipline one are anti-American. On this

modifiable according to law or ne- point many rationalists and infidels

cessity, but only by the spiritual agree with Catholics, as they logi-

power. She is always conservative, cally must when they argue from

never revolutionary. She gives to sound principles of pure reason or

Caesar what belongs to him, but no of pure politics. The Catholic re-

more. She makes a reserve in her ligion recognizes the competency
allegiance to the state : she reserves of reason in its own sphere, and ad-

the rights of God, the rights of con- mits its logical inerrancy. All the

science. She must obey God ra- principles of the natural, political,

ther than men when men try to metaphysical, or moral order known
alter or subvert God's revelation, with certainty even by those who
If the state wishes to persecute her, do not believe in revelation at all,

it may begin at once. She has no- are the common property of the

VOL. xix. 3
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Catholic Church ;
for although she icanism no one can dispute, in his

insists on the subordination of rea- celebrated letter on the school

son to faith, she asserts emphati- question,* from which the above

cally the autonomy of reason, and phrase is taken, adds :

" A lawyer
condemns those who would abridge than whom there is no abler in the

its powers. Hence true statesmen land, and who is as eminent for in-

who judge our Federal or State con- tegrity as for ability, writes me :

stitutions from the viewing-point
'

I am against the government's
of reason alone agree with Catho- being permitted to do anything
lies in opposition to the so-called which can be entrusted to individu-
"
Evangelicals," the chief of whom als under the equal regulation of

believe in
"
total depravity," the general laws.' How few of the

loss of free will, and unmerited "
Evangelicals

" would be willing to

damnation. The ablest lawyers in act on this correct interpretation

the country teach that the funda- of our Constitution ? How could

mental idea of our civil govern- they so easily give up the govern-
ment is that there shall be no inter- ment pap that nourishes the Meth-

ference of the state in church af- odist preachers of the
" Freedman's

fairs. Absolute independence of Bureau
" and the

" Indian Bureau,"
the church ;

no interference of the not to speak of the other countless

state in religious matters such is branches of our homoeopathic na-

the AMERICAN IDEA. It is express- tional church ?

ly laid down in the first amendment The attempt to establish a state

to the Constitution of the United church is also opposed to most

States that Congress shall have no of our State constitutions, and

power to legislate on religious ques- notably to that of New York. The
tions. The ablest commentary per- first constitution of this State was

haps ever written on the Constitu- so essentially hostile to a church

tion is the Federalist ; some of the establishment that it contained an

best articles in which were written article incapacitating any minister

by Alexander Hamilton, whose son of the Gospel from holding any
has recently published them. The office, civil or military. Tradition

teaching of this great man is that has it that some Episcopalian minis-

the framers of the Constitution were ter, playing the political marplot in

especially anxious to eschew church the preliminary convention, had so

establishments or state religions in annoyed Mr. Jay that he had the

the policy of our republic. Indeed, article inserted. In 1846, this ar-

some of the leading authors of the ticle was expunged ;
and ever

Constitution were rationalists, and since our State legislature, our pub-
more afraid of Protestant sectarian lie offices, and even our judiciary,

interference in state affairs than have been afflicted by ambitious,

they were of the Catholic Church, incompetent, sometimes even il-

which in their days was not strong literate, and always bigoted, polit-

enough to be feared.
'' Our theory ical preachers. They are always

is," writes Gerrit Smith, "that the striving to inflict on us more and

people shall enjoy absolute free- more of their bigotry, while their

dom in politics and religion." Of acts show that one of their chief

course this freedom could not exist

if A VmH x cfatP rlmrrh Mr * How little publicity the u
Evangelical

"
press

- 1 '

have given to this letter, because it favored the

Smith, whose intelligence and Amer- Catholics \
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aims is to gratify the
"
Evangelical

"
been united, not by force, but by

appetite for power. We must es- the nature of things and the sanc-

pecially guard our State constitu- tion of laws, it is condemnable to at-

tion from the treacherous assaults tack their union as iniquitous or

of the sects. Even now their ex- improper; but it is also true that

press provisions are violated or it is not always obligatory or ex-

evaded.* They are easily modifi- pedient on the part of the state, as

ed. f Some of them are not incon- such, to establish a church, build

sistent with a church establish- its institutions, and salary its clergy

ment, and may at any moment be- out of a common fund. The Ro-
come the prey of

"
Evangelical

" man pontiffs, in the height of their

bigotry or fanaticism. temporal power, never compelled
Catholics are by conviction op- the Jews to build with their money

posed to a change in the character Catholic churches and pay the sal-

of our Federal and State we speak aries of Catholic priests. Let us his-

of New York constitutions. They torically examine the character of

do not conflict with the CATHOLIC the union of church and state in .

IDEA. There is nothing in or out the Catholic countries of Europe,
of the Syllabus that is opposed to and we shall find how just, fair, and
our system of government. This honorable such an union becomes,
we shall now proceed to show. What was the title to most of the

Pius IX., on December 17, 1860, Catholic church property in Eu-
in an allocution condemned a pro- rope ? None better. The barba-

position which begins with these rian baron or king, grateful to the
words :

'

National churches may be priest, the monk, or the bishop who
established." It is number 37 in the had civilized him and taught him

Syllabus. We know that it will be to save his soul, generously built a

objected to us that the Pope also church or a monastery and endow-
condemns the attempt to separate ed it. Legacies, donations, free

church and state in countries in gifts these were the means by
which they are by law united, and which the bishopric and monaster-
the abstract principle that they ies grew rich. No title to proper-
ought to be separate. It is true ty is better than this, which a thou-
that where church and state have sand years had sanctioned. Of

* one of our judges an ex-Methodist minis- course every new donation increased 1

,

? 5S-5?3wlff3S the p wer of the church - The tem-

to a Protestant establishment in spite of the re- poralities of the church had natural;
spectable father's opposition. a .-, mi -, -,

t The following are the words of our state con- influence in the state. 1 he abbots
stitution in regard to religion : and bishops Were peers of the-

The free exercise and enjoyment of religious -, rpil V t 1
"

*1 V,
profession and worship, without discrimination realm. 1 ne CnurCfl llVCQ On ner
or preference, shall for ever be allowed in this own resources neither asked nor
State to all mankind." Art. i, sec. 3. . , .

NOW, it is known that the "
free exercise " of received anything from the state

the catholic religion is not " free" in most of except protection and liberty. Be-
our state institutions; and in most of them there f i -r> r
is

"
preference and discrimination "

in favor of fore the Reformation, this Was
Evangelical'' ClergymenandagainsttheCatho- the character of the clOSC Union

lie Church. The writer could prove by affidavits
that in the very city of New York there is religi- between the church and State.
ous persecution in some of the state institutions, if Afrpr fhp "Rpfnrmntinn wlipn tVi<*
the general scope of his remarks permitted him to

A11 n
>

WllCI

go into many details. Where is the Catholic church had lost her power chiefly
priest living near a state institution but knows fhrnno-V. tVx* /-nrrnnfmo- inflnpnrp
that there is

"
discrimination " made against

of the kings and barons on the
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bishops and abbots, despite the how often the executive power in

protests and the efforts of the the state, be it imperial, regal, presi-

popes, the politicians confiscated dential, or gubernatorial, is wielded

the church property. This confisca- by despotic and corrupt hands,

tion was simply robbery, for the Imagine a parliament of Commu-
church corporations, as well as in- nists using the right of eminent

dividuals, had rights which the state domain of the state against the

was bound to respect. But it hap- lands and tenements owned by the

pened, as it often happens, that Trinity Church corporation of New
wicked kings or mercenary and un- York

;
or an assembly of

" Evan-

principled politicians used the poli- gelicals
'

legislating in regard to

tical machinery of the state legally Catholic church property ! The
to rob the church. They abus- state in France, for instance, during
ed the right of eminent domain, the Revolution stripped the church
Gov. Dix himself, in his annual of her lawful possessions ; Napoleon
message for 1874, limits the exer- endeavored to bring order back to

cise of this right.
" The right," the Republic by re-establishing the

says he,
"
of every individual to be church. But it is plain that the

secured in the undisturbed enjoy- salary allowed by his concordat in

ment of his property lies at the A.D. 1801 to the clergy, and the

foundation of all responsible go- revenue allowed by the state for the

vernment. It is, indeed, one of the maintenance of church edifices, was

primary objects for which govern- not a tithe of the interest accruing
ments are instituted. To this fun- from the property stolen by the

damental rule there is but one pro- state from the church. The sum

per exception. If private property now allowed to support the Catholic

is needed for public use, it may be clergy of France is, therefore, only
taken by making just compensation a fraction of restitution money due
to the owner; but the use must be to them by the state. So it is in

one which is common to all, or which other countries in which the state,

is indispensable to the accomplishment after confiscating the church pro-

of some object of public necessity, perty, salaries the clergy. The
This right of eminent domain, as it church in those countries does not

is denominated, is an incident of get her due. She asks no favor

sovereignty, and it is one of the from them
;
she does not even get

most arbitrary of all the powers of her rights. The propositions in the

government."* It is unquestion- Syllabus referring to the union of

ably the
" most arbitrary of all the church and state must be explained

powers of government," if we con- in the light of these facts. The
sider how many are the demagogues, Catholic Church does not go to

political traders, and mercenary China or to Turkey, and say to the

corruptionists who help to make governments of those countries :

the laws in parliaments, congresses,
' You must establish me here

; you
or State legislatures to regulate the must build my temples and schools

property of respectable people ;
and and asylums." No, she claims

no right of eminent domain over
* win GOV Dix therefore, ten us by what tile pockets of infidels; and even

right of "'eminent domain" Victor Emanuel
robbed the Pope and confiscated the church when she Converts them, she Only
property? Does Gov. Dix forget that he was one asks their voluntary aid. All sheof those who approved this confiscation at the

great "Italian unity
"
meeting? asks is liberty to work and protec-
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tion in her legitimate duties. She the duchy of Brandenburg, and laid

and her converts will do the rest, the foundation of the Prussian pow-
This was all she asked of the Roman er, had no right to transfer the

emperors ;
this she asked of the property of his order to a Protestant

mediaeval kings. If they gave her clergy. Who could defend such a

liberty and protection, she thanked proceeding ? Would our " Evan-

them, blessed them, worked for gelical
"

brethren approve the con-

them, and civilized them. If they duct of a Protestant board of trus-

refused, still she blessed them and tees or vestrymen who, on being
worked in spite of them

;
for she converted, or a majority of them

must '

obey God rather than men." being converted, to the Catholic
She might with justice ask more faith, should by a trick transfer the

than this in Prussia or England or property of their congregation,
Sweden; for there she might ask their church, or college to the
back her stolen property. But in Catholic authorities to be used for

this country she only asks a fair Catholic purposes? How, then,
field and no favor. Contrast her can they approve the conduct of
conduct with that of Protestantism, the English, German, and Scandi-
Protestantism goes to the state navian clergy who have received

begging on her knees
; admitting the lands and buildings taken from

the state's supremacy over her; the Catholics by violence and regal

confessing that she is the humble usurpation ? There is truly a very
servant of the king ;

and asks his great difference between the Pro-

gracious bounty. She will gladly testant and Catholic church esta-

sit on the foot of his throne as his blishments of Europe a difference

slave, though a dangerous and in origin, as well as in the manner
treacherous one, if he will only of their continuance and this dif-

smile on her, clothe and feed her. ference is by no means flattering to

She will even stoop to become the the honesty or manliness of the

receiver of stolen goods. Is it not sects. Correctly, therefore, did we
so ? Where is there a national say that Catholic principles as well

Protestant church really established as true American principles are op-
that is not living on property stolen posed to a state church establish-

by the state from the Catholic ment in this country, and that

Church? Look to England and nothing in the Syllabus condemns
Scotland. Are not the Protestant our system of government,
establishments in those lands the It is time, therefore, for all true

possessors of ill-gotten goods of American citizens to unite under
lands and churches iniquitously the Catholic standard of opposi-
stolen from the Catholic Church ? tion to national or state church es-

Surely the orthodox Catholic laity tablishments. The rights of con-

of the middle ages who gave these science, the rights of religion, are

demesnes to the monasteries and the rights of God. They are not

churches never intended that the national, but universal
;

that is,

king should turn them over to a catholic. We are not willing to

heretical establishment. The Prus- come back to the pagan regime of

sian establishment is a theft from Roman Csesarism, and admit the

beginning to end
;

for every one ruler of the state or the state itself

knows that the apostate head of the as supreme master of religion as

Catholic religious order which ruled well as of politics. The "
Evangeli-
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cal
"
semi-paganized Protestants of

Germany may bow the knee to the

modern Caesar, and admit him to

be supreme pontiff; but they must

keep their despotism at home.

The Swiss
"
Evangelicals

'

may
revive the ancient Spartan worship
of the state, and assert its suprem-

acy in spiritual matters
;
but they

must keep their statolatry from our

shores. The true American, like

the true Catholic, will bow the knee

to no idol, not even to the state,

much as he may love it. He
adores only his God. The state

shall not interfere with his con-

science, or dare to come between
him and his God, no matter how
much these foreign

"
Evangelical

'

emissaries may wish it. He is

Catholic, even when he least sus-

pects it. He hates despotisms, as

the Catholic Church does
;
he sus-

pects that German "
Evangelical-

ism
"

is only a livery stolen to cover

unbelief, as the Catholic Church
knows it to be. He suspects the

sincerity of those foreign
" Evan-

gelical
"
emissaries and their native

hypocritical associates who preach
in favor of state-church establish-

ments
;
he suspects them as traitors

to American liberty or as seekers

for notoriety or a full purse. When
his suspicions have been clearly

proven correct, he will turn from
the sects in disgust, to love the

grand old church which can be
controlled by no national or state

limits, and which has been battling
all her lifetime against emperors
and kings for the very principles
of liberty that constitute the glory
and the greatness of our republic.

THE CAPTIVE BIRD.

FROM THE FRENCH OF MARIE JENNA.

HE is all yours 'tis true for life or death,
The hollow of your hand contains his fate,

You have the power to still his dulcet breath
And make the grove he dwelt in desolate.

You hold him ! He is weak and you are strong,
But pity may his liberty restore.

Let him to shade and summer still belong,
It is so sweet to live with wings to soar !
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THE FARM OF MUICERONiU a t .

BY MARIE RHEIL.

FROM THE REVUE DU MONDE CATHOLIQUE.

XIX.

Now, to quiet your mind for you
must be as shocked as I am at all

these horrors we will speak, if you

please, of our friend Jean-Louis.
On the afternoon of the day which

proved the last for the innocent

Barbette, Jeannet, knowing that the

wood-cutters would be dismissed,

and that consequently he would

have some leisure time, went off to

the Luguets' to have a little con-

soling conversation with good

Solange. He kept no secrets from

her, and expected great relief in

recounting faithfully all that had

happened ; but, on entering, he in-

stantly perceived something new
had occurred in the house. The
men were out at work

;
Mme. Lu-

guet was seated by the fire, weeping

bitterly ;
and Solange, sitting on a

stool at her feet, was speaking to

her in an angelic voice of her de-

sire to enter a convent. Jeannet

discreetly wished to withdraw.
" Don't go," said Solange to him

;

"isn't it so, mother? Jeannet will

not disturb us ?"
"
No, dear

;
on the contrary, my

child, I am happy to see you, Jean-
Louis. Is it true that you will be free

to accompany Solange to Paris ?"
" Alas ! Mme. Luguet," replied

Jeannet,
"
why should I not be free,

having neither family nor friends,

save only you and yours ? The

only roof that sheltered me from

infancy is henceforward forbidden

to me, without counting that, be-

fore many hours, the only thing
that I can call my own on condi-

tion that God leaves it to me and
that is my life, may be taken also."

"What has happened?" asked

Solange.
" You speak in a quiet,

serious tone that frightens me."
"
I have done my duty, dear So-

lange, and often in this world, after

performing an act of conscience

and justice, any consequence may
be expected."
And he related that, having dis-

covered the criminal dealings of

Isidore with the brigands of La
Marline, he had been obliged to

threaten the future husband of

Jeannette, and give him warning
that he must leave the country.

"
But," cried Solange,

"
that is

just what I hoped; this fortunate

event divine Providence has allow-

ed, that Jeannette might be saved.

Rejoice, then, Jeannet, instead of

indulging in such gloomy ideas."

"You are very kind to think

so," replied Jean-Louis sadly ;

" but

I, Solange, see things differently.

Jeannette, already so irritated, will

not pardon me for saving her at

the expense of Isidore, who is not

the man to let himself be crushed

like a wolf caught in a snare.

Much will be said against me; I

will be rashly judged, and less than

ever will I have the right to present

myself at Muiceron. No, no
;
from

that dear spot I am for ever sepa-
rated. I have been already accus-

ed of jealousy ;
shall I expose my-

self to Jeannette's reproaches that

I have denounced Isidore to pre-
vent her marriage ?"

"I acknowledge," said Solange,
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"
that your reflections are just.

The truth will one day be known,
but it will take time

;
I see it as

well as you."
"
I must expect the vengeance of

the Perdreaux," continued Jean-

Louis,
"
as well as of their friends,

whose violent passions I know, and
who will not leave me in peaceable

possession of their secrets. Michou
has discharged the workmen

; ap-

parently, they went off contented.

But Isidore, meanwhile, received my
letter; no doubt before this he

has communicated it to his cut-

throat companions, and the easiest

thing for all of them will be to get
rid of me at the shortest notice."

"
My God !" said Solange,

"
why

didn't you think of all that before

writing the letter ? At least, you
need not have signed it."

"
I thought of all that," replied

Jeannet, smiling ;

"
but even if I

had been sure of risking my life in

saving Jeannette, I would not have

stopped. Her father and mother

preserved my existence, Solange,
and therefore it belongs to them.

And as for not signing such a letter,

thank God ! you think so because

you are a woman, that you love

me, and that you feel I am in dan-

ger ;
but if you were in my place,

you would think as I do."
"
My children," said Mme. Lu-

guet,
"
you are both right. But my

advice is that just now you had
better plan for the future than dis-

cuss the past."
"
Tell us what shall be done,

mother," said Solange.
' In the

first place, Jean-Louis must not re-

turn to the wood to-night ;
isn't

that so ?"

"Don't think of such a thing,"
cried Jeannet, as he rose hastily

from his chair.
" Did I come here

to hide?"
" Be still," said Solange with

authority; ''don't be so proud. We
all know you are brave

, who, then,
can accuse you of flying from dan-

ger? But courage does not consist

in throwing yourself headlong in

the midst of it, but in providing

against it."
'

I will return," said Jeannet,
" Michou expects me."

" You will not return, my child,"

said Mme. Luguet.
"

I will direct

you for one day ; my age and friend-

ship permit me. I order you to

remain with us to-night."

"But," said Jean-Louis, "to-

morrow the danger will be still

greater ; and, my good mother, you
surely cannot count on keeping me
a prisoner ?"

" When you came in," said the

good woman,
"
Solange was asking

my permission to leave home. It

was very painful for me to decide,
and I sought to gain time from the

good God a little time only, to be-

come more courageous; for never

will I be so bold as to refuse to

give my child to the Lord. Well,
what you have just related makes
me think the good God has direct-

ed all with his own voice. My
dear children, you will leave to-

morrow."

Solange threw herself on her

knees, and laid her head on her

mother's hands, which she kissed,

weeping. Jean-Louis turned pale.
His courage, which prompted him
to face the danger, and his desire

to oblige his friends, struggled

violently in his heart.
"
Listen to me," said he.

"
I gave

my word to Solange that I would

accompany her
;
but circumstances

have changed since then. Cannot
Pierre take my place ? They have

gossiped about Solange and me,
dear Mme. Luguet ;

what will they

say when they hear we have gone
off together?"
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"Pierre!" cried Solange ;
"but during his absence, and that she

he knows nothing, nor my father would pass the time on her knees,

either. My mother alone has my saying her rosary,

secret
; otherwise, it would be im- You see it was very evident the

possible for me to leave." Lord and his angels watched over
"

It is true," said Mme. Luguet ;
these good people. At this very

"
my men are good Christians, but hour, when it would have been so

not pious enough to understand easy to have attacked Jean-Louis,

Solange 's wishes. However, with he came and went through the

the blessing of God, I will manage wood, without incurring any risk,

them. It is decided that I will tell while the unfortunate Isidore use-

the father she has only gone for a lessly committed a great crime,

fortnight, to see how she likes it; Good Mme. Luguet and her

there will be a fuss at first, and daughter remained up until late in

then we will go to see her
;
and if, the night, busy making up Solange 's

as I believe, the good God will little bundle, in praying, and often

take her entirely to himself, then embracing each other, mingling
the sight of her happiness will their tender and holy kisses and

satisfy all our hearts." tears. Jeannet aided them to the

Thus spoke that good Christian best of his ability, admiring the

woman
;
and to the shame of many courage of heart, which was worth

great ladies of the city, who show more than that of the head and
themselves so unreasonable under arms. Then the two women retired

similar circumstances, I must say, for a little rest, and he, in his turn,
with truth, she was not the only one ended by falling asleep in his chair,

in our village you might have heard At five o'clock, Solange came

speak in the same manner. herself to awaken him, and told

Jean-Louis could urge no further him, in a low voice, that she had

objection. The public stage, which made her poor mother promise the

would carry them to the nearest night before not to get up, and so

railway station, passed the Luguets' she had just kissed her softly for

house every morning at six o'clock, the last time without disturbing
At that time of year, it was still her sleep. At that instant could

dark, and the men, who rose at four, be seen the heroism of that holy
that they might go to the barn and soul in thus wishing to bear alone

comb the hemp, went to bed very the weight of the sacrifice. Her
early in the evening. Pierre and face, without ceasing to be calm,
his father entered and supped, with- was bathed in tears, and from time
out anything being said before to time she kissed a little crucifix

them, and Solange and her mother suspended from her neck, in order
found themselves again alone with to sustain her brave heart.

Jeannet as the village clock struck
"
Come," said she at last,

"
it is

eight. time, Jeannet ;
let us say the Our

It was then that Jeannet wrote Father together, and then we will

the short note to Jacques Michou leave."

which we have already read
;
he "

Courage, Solange," said Jean-
ran and placed it in the box in the Louis, much moved

;

"
the good

suburbs of the village, and quickly God will bless you."
returned, as Solange had told him They repeated the prayer, and
she would be half dead with fear went out noiselessly, and just then
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was heard the jingling of the bells the Convent of S. Vincent de Paul,
on the horses of the country stage, which is situated in a very pious

Solange was well wrapped up in quarter of the city, they went there

her black cloth cloak, with the hood with hearts rather saddened
;
and

drawn down over her face. Jean- one hour later Jeannet found him-

Louis carried her little bundle, in self alone in the vast city,

which she had slipped two of But no one is alone in this world
Pierre's shirts

;
for the good Jeannet when he carries in his heart faith

carried all his baggage on his back in the Lord. All the children of

to wit, a woollen vest, a blouse, and God belong to one family, and feel

his plaid scarf. But, as we have al- in their souls a fraternal tender-

ready seen, it was not his habit to ness for each other. Jeannet, on tak-

think of himself. ing Solange to the convent, found

They arrived safely at Paris a mother in the good superioress,
that very day, rather late in the who received them both. She

evening, to be sure
;
and little did made him relate his story to her in

they dream of the great rumpus a few words, and, learning that he

going on at that very time in our was alone in the world and desi-

poor neighborhood. All along the rous of some engagement, she gave
route the strong family resemblance him the address of a good priest

between Solange and Jeannet made who passed his life in aiding young
every one think them brother and working-men who, owing to unfor-

sister; and by good luck, owing to tunate circumstances or lack of

the severity of the weather, none employment, ran the risk of becom-
of the travellers in the coach be- ing dissipated from the want of a

longed to the village or its environs, helping hand.

so that they reached the station He was called Abbe Lucas
;
and

without the risk of being recog- as he is now dead, and enjoying, I

nized. trust, the celestial happiness well

The Sister-Superior of the Sisters merited by his great devotion, I do
of Charity had been notified several not think it indelicate to tell his

days before of the coming of So- name.

lange by our curt, who was the He received Jeannet with great

good child's confessor
;
but they kindness, and the good boy soon

had left home so suddenly, Jeannet won his heart with his frankness

was obliged to find a refuge for his and amiability. The abbe tried

companion the first night. Happi- his hand, and seeing that he wrote

ly, in Paris all 'is at your service well, and turned off a very good
people and things where there is letter under dictation, advised him

money, and our children were rich not to think of joining a regiment,
with Solange's, savings; therefore, as the conscription would be after

there was no difficulty in finding him soon enough without his run-

respectable lodgings, where they ning to seek it. Therefore, he took

passed the night in two beautiful him in his own house, and employ-
rooms, well furnished, the like of ed him with his correspondence, of

which they had never thought ex- which there was never any deficien-

isted, at least for their use. cy, owing to the great number of

The next day their first action men who daily claimed his charita-

was to go and hear Mass, after ble assistance,

which, having inquired the way to The arrangement was perfectly
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to Jeannet's taste, who applied him- wipe away, hatreds to calm, sim-

self to his new occupation with pletons to make hold their tongues,

joy and confidence; and you can and truths to make known. It

well imagine that Solange was very was wonderful to see how he for-

happy, and redoubled her prayers got his great age and infirmities to

that her dear school-fellow might fulfil his task, which was not the

come as triumphantly out of his easiest in the world,

heart-troubles as he had been With the chateau it was quickly

preserved from the dangers that done. In a conversation of two

threatened his life. hours with M. le Marquis, who
She immediately wrote home, in- was a man of great good sense

forming M. le Cure of all these except in what touched his political

little events, but left it to his great hopes he made the scales fall from

wisdom to decide whether he his eyes, and decided his departure ;

should tell more or less of every- and as, after all the villany of the

thing to the Ragaud family, Michou, Perdreaux, our master's fortune had

and M. le Marquis. This should not suffered as much as might have

make us thoroughly understand the been expected as it was very great,

true virtue of this good child
;
for and could have stood a much

she had not been ignorant of the larger rent our good pastor reserv-

base insinuations made in relation ed his pity and real work for a

to her and Jean-Louis, and what corner of the country where it was

ugly conjectures would be based infinitely more needed,

upon their departure, Pierre joining You can guess that I wish to

with the rest, at least at the first speak of Muiceron. There truly

news. These things go straight to sorrow, shame, and unhappiness
the heart of a good, honest girl, arjd were at their height.

Solange, being of a quick, nervous So many blows at once had

temperament, had suffered martyr- crushed the Ragauds, who no
dom from all this gossip without longer dared go out, and remained

speaking of it, except to God. It at home, devoured with grief. The
was to him, then, that she remitted old farmer, struck on the tender

the care of her full justification, as side of his pet sin, which was vanity,
she knew many persons would not thought really that heaven and
have believed anything she might earth had fallen upon his shoulders,
have said. This beautiful tranquil- and that he should only leave his

lity of soul is not an ordinary thing, home for the cemetery. Pierrette,

and our curt judged rightly that it long accustomed to receive implicit-

proceeded from great holiness, as ly her husband's opinions, thought
in the end he did not fail to speak also nothing wiser could be done

;

of it, with profit to his hearers, in and as for Jeannette, overwhelmed
his Sunday sermons. with grief to see herself abandoned

This excellent pastor, who had by all her friends at the same time,
been careful to keep clear of the although apparently the strongest,
whole affair before the downfall of it looked as though she would go
the Perdreaux, contenting himself the first to the grave, so plainly did

with praying and awaiting the her pallor and hollow eyes show

good pleasure of the Lord, reap- the ravages of internal grief,

peared like an angel of consolation All the joy and life of rural labor

when nothing was left but tears to had disappeared from around this
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house, formerly so happy. The of freezing. The pig, so fat it

door was closed, the shutters also, could no longer stand on its legs
save one or two in the back rooms, as for a fortnight its true place
where these poor people kept them- would have been in the salt-tub

selves hidden, afraid to speak, as continued uselessly to eat his al-

they knew one subject of conversa- lowance. The hens that recom-

tion was alone possible, and just menced to lay deposited their eggs
then no one would approach it. at random, without any one taking
The passers-by, seeing the house the trouble to go after them, not-

shut up, and not supposing all the withstanding the little coricoco of

inhabitants were dead, ended by warning, which showed that they

feeling uneasy as they passed the never failed to cluck at the right

buildings, but not one ventured to time most faithfully. But Marion

inquire about them, not even Ra- could not see after everything ;
and

gaud's most intimate acquaintances, besides, as she had always been
It is only truth to add that these, very stupid during the time that

understanding well the sorrow that all were well and happy at Mui-

reigned within those silent walls, ceron, she became more and more
acted thus from respect, and not stupid and bewildered after affairs

from indifference. \
went so badly.

Big Marion went twice a week Such was the miserable condi-

to the market in Val-Saint, to buy tion in which our curt found his

provisions needed for immediate old friends on the first visit which

use, and returned at a gallop, to he made them, about two weeks
shut herself up with her master's after Barbette's funeral, with the

family. sole object of raising them from
Since Muiceron had belonged to the deep despondency into which

the Ragauds, it was certainly the they had fallen since the terrible

first time any food had been cook- shock.

ed but the beef and poultry raised Pierrette received him in the big
and killed on the place. Poor parlor, which was very dark, as the

Pierrette, like all good housekeep- shutters were closed, and for a

ers, had always prided herself quarter of an hour he could get

upon supplying the table with the nothing out of her but sobs
;
then

fruit of her labors
;
for with us, a Ragaud came in, looking thin

farmer's wife who buys even a and miserable, as much from want

pound of butter or loaf of bread of air and exercise as from shame
;

passes, with good reason, for a and finally Jeannette, who, with a

spendthrift ; but, alas ! self-love was remnant of her old pride, tried to

no longer thought of, and La Ra- keep from weeping, but was nearly

gaude -cared little what was said of suffocated in the effort,

her management, after she knew "
My children," said the dear,

tongues could wag about affairs of good man,
" God tries those whom

much greater importance. Poor he loves, and I certainly do not ap-
woman ! she must have been fear- prove of your shutting yourselves

fully depressed. Judge how the up in this manner, so as to avoid

chickens ran wild, scratching up the society of your neighbors and
the gravel during the day, and friends, on account of a sentiment

perching on the trees, stiff with which doubtless you think good,

snow, during the night, at the risk but which I call honor ill placed
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that is to say, wicked pride, to despising you, each and every one

speak frankly."
in the' neighborhood only feels for

"Alas!" said Pierrette, "who you compassion, sympathy, and

wishes to speak to us now ?" kindness, which they would willing-

"Whom have you offended?" re- ly show in words and actions. I

plied the curJ.
" And why has the am constantly asked about you,

esteem in which you have long and all desire you to return to the

been held diminished?" common life. They do not come
"
Monsieur," said Ragaud,

"
my to disturb you, through pure dis-

daughter was on the point of marry- cretion
;
but for which, your house

ing a revolutionist and an assassin, would be well filled. But as long

That is enough to kill a family like as you live like wolves in their den,

ours." the pain increases in your heart,
"

I acknowledge," said the cur/ and soon it will be with you as

quietly,
"
you could have made a with the man, wounded in the foot,

better choice
; but, in reality, since who will continue to walk you

all has ended without your playing cannot be cured."

any other part in this unfortunate
" M. le Cure is right," said

affair than that of victims, I do Jeanne; "we must reappear, dear

not see why you should hide your- father."

selves from the eyes of the world " Without counting," resumed

as though you were criminals." the pastor, "that you are not act-
" As for me," said Ragaud,

"
I ing as Christians when you show

can never reappear again in public, so much pride. A Sunday has

and support the looks and words passed, and you were not seen at

of the people around, who certain- Mass, and nevertheless it is an ob-

ly despise us." ligation. Do you, then, intend to
"
Ragaud," replied the cur^" when neglect your religious duties ?"

a man's shoe hurts him, he usually
"
I would go to church if no one

sits down by the roadside, and were there," said Ragaud.
looks to see whether it is a thorn "

Is it you, my friend, whom I

or a flint that causes the pain; then hear speak thus?" replied the curd

he takes it out, and all is over, sadly.
" So you prefer the esteem

But if, instead of that, he continues of men to the blessing of God ?

walking, his foot would swell, the And you, Pierrette, whom I have

wound would inflame, and the cure always known as such a good par-
would no longer be easy. Do you ishioner, have you the same miser-

understand me ?" able ideas?"
" Not at all," said Ragaud. The Ragauds lowered their
" Nor I either," added Pierrette, heads without replying. They

still continuing to weep. felt they were wrong, especially for
"
Well," said M. le Cure,

'

it the bad example given their daugh-
means that a wise man like you ter. Little Jeanne, on her side,

who fears anything of that kind came to a resolute decision,

should seek after the cause, to see if
" Father and mother," said she,

by chance it would not be as easy
" M. le Cure makes me understand

to drive such an idea out of his all my sins
;
for it is on my account

head as to take a thorn out of a you are thus borne down with grief,

shoe. And, between ourselves, it I, then, must be the first to trample
is precisely your case. Far from pride under foot. Well, then, I
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will go to Val-Saint on Sunday, words of the cure restored the old

and assist at Mass and Vespers in life and animation which were so

our usual place." pleasant to behold in the former
; You shall not go alone, my prosperous days. Ragaud made a

poor child," said Pierrette. great fire to drive out the close,
"That is right," said the curt; damp smell; Pierrette threw open

'

I expected as much. As for you, the shutters with a quick hand, and,

my dear Ragaud, as I know you to seeing her garden ruined by the

be truly honorable, you will not, I poultry, she blushed from shame,

suppose, allow these two women to and grumbled aloud at her neglect,

bravely fulfil their duty, and leave That was a true sign that her cour-

you behind ?" age had returned. During this
"
I will see

;
I can't promise any time, Jeannette and Marion got

thing," answered Ragaud. out the linen for the table, wiped
"

I count upon you," said the the dishes, gray with dust, and pre-

cure, pretending to take these pared the fricassee, which consist-

words as an engagement,
" and I ed, for this meal, of a ragout of wild

beg that you will come after Mass rabbits that M. le Cure looked at

and dine with me
;
Germaine will with a mischievous twinkle in his

have a nice dish of larks, which eye, as he knew well this game
will not be much expense, as in this could only be the result of poach-
snowy weather they only cost five ing.

cents a dozen." "
There," said he, trying to the

"
Monsieur," said Ragaud, who best of his ability to cheer up his

felt greatly relieved by this plea- poor friends,
"

is a dish which does

sant conversation, which he very you honor, Mme. Ragaud, and
much needed,

" commence by tak- that will be perfectly delicious if

ing supper with me this evening ; you will put a glass of white wine
it will be a charitable deed to stay in the sauce. But if you will let

with people who are so unhappy." me give you a word of advice, don't
"
Willingly," replied the cure

1

; feed those little animals with cab-

"but with these closed shutters bage."
and cold rooms, that make me "Why not?" said Pierrette, as-

think of a tomb, I will not have tonished, thinking that M. le Cure

any appetite. You must change mistook the game for a tame rab-

all that, and let in some light, bit.

Come, madame, show us if you
" Oh ! yes," said he,

"
that ani-

still can turn a spoon in the sauce- mal smells of cabbage, unless I

pan." have lost the sense of smelling;
Pierrette could not repress a and it spoils the taste very much."

pleased smile at this apostrophe,
"
But, monsieur," answered Pier-

and all her old occupations and fa- rette, half offended,
"
this is a wild

vorite habits came back to her at rabbit, caught in the wood of La
the remembrancer, which tickled Sange."
her heart. Just as in nursery-tales

" Not possible !" cried M. le Cure,

a wicked fairy enchants a house for feigning great astonishment.
: ' And

a time, and suddenly a good one since when has the farm of Mui-

comes, and with a wave of her wand ceron, which I have always seen

changes affairs
;
at Muiceron, which the best supplied in the country

appeared desolate and dead, the with poultry, sheep, pigeons, and
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all other productions, been reduced she could not keep from the eyes
to buy game stolen from its master of M. le Cure, who spied everything
for food ?" designedly, the six-pound loaf of

" Marion bought it," said Pier- white bread which Marion had

rette;
"
the poor girl goes after pro- that very morning brought home

visions, and don't look far; she from the baker's. This loaf, that

brings back what she finds, without was long and split in the middle,

thinking of evil." was not the least in the world like
" So Marion is mistress of the the bread made in the house, and

house now?" said the curt. "My proved that Pierrette had not

dear friends," he added,
"
this is a kneaded the dough for a long time,

little incident which carries a great Our curt would not let the bread
moral with it. I wish no further pass unnoticed any more than the

evidence to prove to you how rabbit-stew, said it was dry and
much your grief, just at the bot- tasteless which was true and

torn, is hurtful and wrong in real- seized this opportunity also to

ity. When I came in, Pierrette, I make his friends promise to resume
was pained at the disordered appear- their ordinary train of life,

ance of everything around. In a The supper was not very gay, it

little while Muiceron will resem- must be acknowledged, but passed
ble the estate of an idle, lazy man off quietly, and thus this visit of the

who lets the ground lie fallow, curt, which was followed by many
What an example for the neighbor- others, began to bring back peace
hood, who looked upon you as in those hearts so crushed with sor-

models ! Come, come, you must row.

change all this, my good children. The following Sunday, Jeannette,
Commence your work

;
there is according to her promise, went to

enou-gh to do. I bet, Ragaud, your Val-Saint, accompanied by her pa-
horses have not been curried for rents. She appeared neither too

two weeks?" proud nor too subdued, but just
; '

Alas ! monsieur, you are half between the two that is to say,

right not curried as they should she moved along with a look of

be," answered Ragaud in a peni- perfect modesty, which won every
tent tone. one's respect, and made all the hats

*

I must have lost more than six come off as she approached the

dozen eggs," said Pierrette, looking church. Unfortunately, it is too

down. true that human nature is apt to
'

I know nothing about the eggs," rejoice over the misfortunes of

resumed M. le Cure
;

"
but as for others. It is as though each one

your chickens, who have not had a said, at the sight of a thwack receiv-

grain of food but the gravel they ed by his neighbor,
" So much the

have scratched, they are so lean I more on his back, so much the less

wouldn't eat one of them if you on mine." And I do not conceal

gave it to me." from you that the people of Val-

These reproaches piqued the self- Saint were not exempt from this

respect of our good people more culpable weakness. On this very
than any number of long and learned occasion even they were disposed to

speeches uttered in a severe tone, be severe; for, in fact, the Ragauds'
Pierrette was deeply contrite for misfortunes were a little their own
her faults. On setting the table, fault

;
and each one observed that if
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the parents had not been too proud justly ? Her great seclusion since

and ambitious of making their the terrible event had prevented

daughter a young lady, she would her hearing a single word about

not have been exposed to choose him, and she dared not question
for husband a scoundrel whom any one.

they thought a gentleman. How- As for the Ragauds, father and

ever, sincere pity replaced every mother, they never mentioned him
other sentiment when they saw either, but for another reason. Ig-
this afflicted family reappear in norant that Jeannette had turned

broad daylight in such an humble the poor boy out of the house, they
attitude

;
and poor Ragaud, who were still firmly convinced of his

had made a violent effort to come, jealousy ;
and as they believed him

gradually recovered his ease at the to be employed on some farm in the

sight of the kind faces that sur- neighborhood, they were very much
rounded him. During the Mass, incensed at his prolonged absence,
his old heart recovered its balance which, in view of the present cir-

while praying to God. He felt cumstances, appeared the act of an

that affliction is a good means of ungrateful and hard heart,

becoming better, because it draws M. le Cure, who knew all, and
the soul to its Creator, whom we had Solange's letter in his pocket,
are too often tempted to forget in designedly prolonged the grief of

the days of uninterrupted happi- Jeannette and the mistake of the

ness
;
and when the divine office Ragauds, in order that the lesson

was ended, he could without diffi- might be duly profitable to all.

culty stop in the village square, and " You see," said he,
"
everything

shake hands with several of his has happened as I foresaw. Fear-

friends, ing to displease you, I did not in-

Then they went to the pastoral vite any one to our little enter-tain-

residence, where the curt received ment
;
but understand well, my chil-

them joyfully, and they ate with dren, if I had had fifty vacant

relish the dish of larks, which was places at my table, I would have
done to a turn. At the dessert, the had great difficulty in choosing my
Ragauds looked like people restor- guests ;

so many would have desired

ed to life, so much balm had that the pleasure of dining with you, I

genial morning infused into their would have been afraid of exciting
blood. Jeannette alone did not jealousy."
share the general happiness, and "M. le Cure," said Ragaud,"!
her bitter sadness, which could not thank you, and hope that your
be disguised, in spite of the care she kindness was not mistaken. I

took to smile and speak at the right speak the truth when I say that,

time, was visible to all. It must be but for you, I would have died

said to her praise that her vanity, rather than ever again have shown
which had been so crushed, was my face in public."
the least wound of her heart

;
she

*

Well, now that it is all over, let

felt there another so much deeper, us talk of our friends," replied the

so much more painful, nothing, she cur/.
'' Are you not curious to

thought, could ever cure it. hear some news ?"

Where was Jean-Louis? What No one replied; the tender chord
had become of that brother she was again touched,

had driven out so roughly and un-
"

I do not conceal the fact," said
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Ragaud,
"
that more than one of

' Have you not been unjust to

those so-called friends have pained others also, my child?" asked the

us by their rteglect." cure* with gentleness.
"
Confess it,

Let us be just," said the cure j Jeannette ; you should do so from a

do you forget that your house sense of justice."

was so tightly closed no one dared Jeannette hid her face in her

knock at the door? I even hesi- hands, and burst into tears. The
tated to visit you, and yet you can- question had pierced her soul,

not doubt my affection for you.
' M. le Cure," said Pierrette,

Why, then, should others have been
ll

I know of whom you wish to

bolder?" speak; but he, I believe, has not
" Oh !" said Ragaud,

"
any one left the country, and his conduct,

that wished could easily have found therefore, is scarcely excusable."

his way in. You had no difficulty, "Ask your daughter," replied the

dear monsieur." cure ;
"
she, undoubtedly, can answer

; That I grant, but I was in the that question."

country. Do you know how many And as Jeannette could not

of your best friends are here yet ? speak on account of her tears, he

In the first place, the whole of the continued :

chateau are in Paris." "What could he do, poor boy!
"
Yes, I know it," said Jeanne, but disappear when the only roof

' My godmother did not bid me that could shelter him refused to

good-by." receive him. He is no longer here,
' She was very sick, my daugh- Mme. Ragaud, that child who loved

ter; you must not ill-judge her." you bo dearly, and who had proved
" And Michou ?" asked Ragaud. it so well. An inconsiderate word
" Michou was at Mass, directly has driven him from your arms,

behind you," said the cure ; "and and, having no other resource in

if he did not show himself, it wras this world, he is going to become a

from delicacy ;
but he is not far off, soldier, doubtless in the hope of

and will come at the first signal." dying honorably in fighting for his

"And Solange ?" asked Jeanne, country."
in such a low tone she scarcely

" Never did I drive off Jean-
could be heard. That was the Louis, monsieur," said good Pier-

name the curt was waiting for. He rette
; 'no, never, I can truly

looked at Jeanne in a serious manner, swear.
"

"
Solange," said he,

"
left also on

" Nor I," said Ragaud ;

" and at

that unfortunate day, and knew this very moment I am ready to

nothing of it. She, Jeanne Ragaud, redeem him from the conscrip-
was your most faithful friend, and tion."

is so still. You have calumniated
"
However, he is gone," replied

her, my daughter. I know it
;
but the cure; "and he, like Solange,.

I hope you have sincerely repented ;
did not know you were in trou-

above all, when you hear that she ble."

is now at the novitiate of the Sis- "Oh!" cried Jeanne, falling on

ters of Charity." her knees, "I did it all. Hea-
"Ah! is it possible ?" cried she, ven has justly punished me. Tell

clasping her hands.
" Dear So- me where he is, M. le Cure

;
he will

lange ! how unjust I have been to not refuse to pardon me, I am so/

her!" unhappy."
VOL. xix. 4
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" What did you do?" asked Pier-

rette.
" Alas ! all this worry has

turned the poor child's head. Of
what do you wish to accuse your-

self, my daughter?"
Old Ragaud, who was not easily

moved, approached the little thing

and placed his hand on her head.

He was very much affected to see

her thus, kneeling and weeping, in

the posture of a guilty person. He
looked at M. le Cure, who looked

at Jeannette, and Pierrette looked

at all three.

Then that young girl did some-

thing very touching and unusual.

She wiped her eyes, and, without

rising, commenced in a sweet, low

voice the true confession of all her

past conduct, not sparing herself,

as was right and just, and yet
neither showing excitement nor

too great bitterness against herself,

which was the mark of sincere re-

pentance. As she spoke, her face

regained its color, and her eyes
shone with holy joy ;

for the Lord,
who saw her laudable intention, re-

warded her with great interior re-

lief for doing what for many others

would have been the greatest mor-
tification. When she had finished,
she remained with her hands clasp-

ed, and her head bent low, before
her parents and M. le Cure

;
but no

person broke the silence. Of the

three witnesses of this affecting

scene, two wept behind their hand-

kerchiefs, and the third, wishing
to preserve his gravity as pastor,
was too much moved to articulate

a word.

''Father," continued Jeannette
in the same humble and firm tone,
"
judge me, now that you know how

guilty I am. It is to you I speak,
in presence of my mother and M.
le Cure, and I am ready to submit
to whatever punishment you may
inflict upon me. I have deprived

you of a son who made you happy,
that you might keep a daughter
who has only drawn misery and
sorrow on your house. But that

daughter is still capable of loving

you ; let her remain with you, that

she may make reparation for her

sins. I know I do not deserve it,"

added she after a moment's silence.
"
My daughter," said M. le Cure,

'

you have done well. Rise
;
the

good God pardons you, and your
parents also, very certainly."

; ' O my poor darling ! most

surely," said Pierrette, pressing her

child to her breast.
: ' And you, Ragaud, will you not

embrace your daughter ?" asked M.
le Cure.

The good farmer, you may well

think, had no desire to be severe.

He kissed Jeannette with great

tenderness, and made her sit down

by him. But his heart was much
troubled

;
now that he understood

his injustice towards Jean-Louis,
and his rash judgment, and re-

membering how easy it would have
been for him to have prevented his

departure by speaking a friendly
word at the right time, he reproach-
ed himself as bitterly as Jeannette
had done

;
and if his paternal dig-

nity had not prevented him from

humiliating himself before his child,

he would have been tempted to

confess in his turn.
" M. le Cure," said he,

"
if God

one day will let us know where

Jean-Louis is, do you think he
would consent to return?"

"Hem!" said the cure, "he is

proud; that remains to be seen. . ."
'* Oh ! I would beg him so hard,"

replied Jeanne.
" In the first place, my child, we

must put our hands on him
;
and

there is the difficulty. Jeannet is

not a boy to change his resolution

like a weathercock that turns to
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every wind. And if he has enlist-

ed, you will have to run after his

regiment."
" Poor child !" said Ragaud,

" he

don't know that he has a little for-

tune stowed away in a safe place,

and that it increases every year.

If it should cost three thousand

francs, I will redeem him, no matter

where, no matter when."
"
Father," said Jeanne,

"
before

leaving M. le Cure, let me,ask you
one favor in his presence."

"
Speak, my child, I promise it

to you in advance," answered the

good man.
" That you will never speak to me

of marriage," replied the little thing
in a firm voice,

" and that you will

let me assist my mother in all her

labors in the fields."
" And when mademoiselle comes

back ?" asked the cure, with a spice
of mischief.

' Oh ! I understand too well that

my place is no longer at the cha-

teau
;

all our troubles have come
from my having lived there too

long," said she.

"Jeanne Ragaud," said M. le

Cure",
:<

always think so, and con-

form your conduct to your words
;

and if you will persevere in your
resolution, in the name of the

Lord I promise you that these

trials will pass, and that you will

yet have many happy days."
M. le Cure pronounced these

words in such a serious tone they
all three felt wonderfully com-
forted. We can truly say that this

Sunday was one of the happiest

days in the life of the Ragauds.
They went back to Muiceron with

courage and peace in their souls,
and on the next day each one set

to work to repair the damage that

two weeks of discouragement and

gloom had introduced into that

poor forlorn house.

The days passed rapidly be-

tween work and household duties

faithfully accomplished. Gradual-

ly the remembrance of the recent

misfortunes lost its bitterness, and

they were even able to speak of

them sometimes to Jacques Mi-

chou, who came frequently to visit

his friends. As the police sought
in vain for Isidore, people ended

by letting him drop ; and, as always

happens, each one having resumed
his usual course of affairs, they came
to the conclusion that perhaps he
was not so guilty as had seemed at

first sight; so that, but for their

ignorance as to the fate of Jean-
Louis, one month after the catas-

trophe the Ragauds appeared as

happy and tranquil as before.

M. le Cure was not so ignorant,

being kept fully informed by Jean-

Louis, who wrote to him regu-

larly, but left to his wisdom to

confide what he chose to the family
at Muiceron. He preferred to

keep a strict silence, for the very

good reason that he wished to

prove, by a long trial, the sincerity
of Jeannette's conversion. Thank
God! on that side there was no-

thing to apprehend. Solange, with

her great charity of soul, had not

been mistaken in thinking Jean-
netted head weaker than her heart.

Misfortune had so purified and

strengthened the little creature,

Jean-Louis would have loved her

more than ever, could he have seen

her thus changed ;
for although

nothing is perfect in this world, I

can truly say, without exaggeration,
she was now as near perfection as

could be expected of anything
human.

Pierrette, who at first wished to

spare her little hands, so unaccus-

tomed to work, did not wish her to

undertake any of the heavier labor
;

but Jeannette was so quick and
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ready, the hardest and most diffi-

cult tasks were always accom-

plished by the time her mother

came to give directions. She was

the first at the stables in the morn-

ing, which she never left until all

was in order, the fresh milk placed

aside, and the cream taken off that

of the evening before ;
on churning

days she prepared the wheels of

the machine, which would after-

wards be turned by Marion. It

was she also who measured the

ashes for the lye used in the big
wash the fifteenth of every month

;

and every week gave out the flour,

half wheat, half rye, for the family
bread. So great was her zeal she

even wished to knead the dough,
and put the loaves in the oven,
which is terribly hard work

;
but

this time Pierrette showed her au-

thority, and declared she would
sooner give up baking at home
than see her daughter wear herself

out at the kneading-trough like a

baker's son-in-law.

From time to time, M. le Cure
visited Muiceron at unusual hours,
so that his appearance would be

entirely unexpected, and always
found Jeannette busy with her
household labors, or, if it was late

in the day, seated by the window,
mending the clothes and linen of
the family.
Her dress was always very sim-

ple, even on Sunday, and you may
well think that mademoiselle's
beautiful dresses were left hangingo o
in the closet without being even
looked at occasionally. For an-
other girl it would have been ad-
visable economy to make some use
of them by altering the style, so as
to fit them for the farm

;
but Jean-

nette was too rich for any one to

%
accuse her of extravagance for not

using them, and it was every way
better she should not reappear in

costumes that would recall a time

which, although passed, still left a

painful memory.
She generally wore a serge skirt,

striped in black and white, with a

woollen basque which correspond-
ed

;
and her Indian neckerchief from

Rouen, covered with little bou-

quets of bright flowers, crossed in

front, under her apron, was in no

way more pretentious or coquet-
tish than that of her mother Pier-

rette.

She even wore the cap of our

country-girls, which consists of a

head-piece of linen, with long ends
of lawn, which they cross above the

head on the days they wish to ap-

pear very fine. Coquettes know
how to make themselves very ele-

gant by adding embroidery and
lace

;
but Jeanne Ragaud, who

could have bought out a mercer's

shop, thought no longer of beauti-

fying herself, much less her cap.
Thus dressed, she looked more like

a quiet little outdoor sister of

some convent than the sole heiress

of a large estate. She was told so

sometimes, which highly delighted

her, as she wished to appear in

everything totally different from
what she had been.

It needed a little courage to act

thus before the eyes of the whole
commune. Jeannette knew that

after being called for ten years the

vainest, silliest little peacock in the

country, she was now looked upon
as an exaggerated devotee

; and,
what was worse, some said she had
thrown herself into the arms of the

good God because her marriage
had been broken off.

"Wait and see," said the busv' *

tongues ;

;<

only let her dear Per-

dreau come back, and all the fine

dresses will be taken from the

hooks, as before his departure."
For they were persuaded she
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adored him, and that she still pre- questions, in the most innocent

served, in the bottom of her heart, manner, so as to obtain some en-

a tender remembrance, mingled lightenment on the subject. i3ut

with regret, which only waited an our curt read this young soul like

opportunity to show itself. Now, an open book, and, although he ad-

one's nature is not changed, no mired all that the Lord was work-

matter how great is the desire to ing in it for her good, pursued the

correct it, and you know that Jean- trial, and, under the manner of an

nette was passionate and excitable, old grandfather, kind-hearted and
She therefore had much to suffer, tender, did not allow her to gain
and did suffer in silence, thinking from him one foot of- ground,
that all these mortifications would However, occasionally he pretend-
aid her to expiate her sins, and to ed to be surprised, taken by storm.

merit from the good God the favor It was when he would see the little

of Jean-Louis' return, which now thing sadder than usual, and ready
was the sole object of all her to be discouraged. Then he would

thoughts, desires, and prayers. loose the string two or three inches

To see again the friend of her that is to say, he would say a word
childhood

;
to soothe together the here and there, to make it appear

declining years of her old parents ;
he would speak openly at his next

to converse with him as in old visit
;
and when that day came, he

times
;
to resume the gentle friend- played the part of a person very

ship, which now was so ardently much astonished that anything was
desired by her poor little heart

;
to expected from him.

ask his pardon ;
and to make him so However, like everything else, this

happy that he would forget the past had to come to an end. Half
-this was what this repentant, lov- through pity, half through wisdom,

ing child thought of by day, and the dear curt thought as he said

dreamt of all night, waking or sleep- himself that if the bow was too

ing. As her conversion had not much bent, it would break
;
so one

deprived her of penetration, she morning, having finished his Mass

quickly guessed that the good curt and eaten his frugal breakfast, he

knew every movement of Jean- went to Muiceron, with the inten-

Louis from A to Z
;
and it was tion of conversing seriously with

amusing to see the way in which the Ragauds, and telling them all

she would turn and turn again her that he knew of good Jean-Louis.

TO BE CONTINUED.
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HOME RULE FOR IRELAND.

THE term Home Rule as applied

to British politics, in its local sig-

nification, has been a very unfa-

miliar one to American readers un-

til quite recently, and even yet it

is. not generally recognized as the

watch-word of a powerful and grow-

ing political party in and outside of

the English Parliament, which has its

headquarters in Ireland, and numer-

ous ramifications extending through-
out the principal cities and towns

of England, Wales, and Scotland.

In its leading features and designs
this new organization may be said

to be in fact the revival by another

generation of the one formerly
founded and led by O'Connell, and,
like its prototype, is established for

the purpose of effecting by consti-

tutional means the abrogation of

the treaty of union between Great

Britain and Ireland, which was so

delusively concocted and ratified,

in the name of those countries, at

the close of the last century ;
and

the consequent reconstruction of

the Irish Parliament on a footing
of equality with that of England.

It is by no means what might be
called a revolutionary movement,
for it seeks neither to pull down
nor destroy, by force or conspiracy,
those bulwarks which society has

raised for its own protection against
lawless and unscrupulous dema-

gogues; its object is simply to re-

store, as far as desirable and practi-

cable, the old order of things, and to

redress, even at this late day, an act

of flagrant wrong and injustice
done three-quarters of a century
ago to a long misgoverned people,

by restoring to them the right and

power to regulate their own domes-

tic affairs, subject, of course, to the

authority of the common sovereign
of the United Kingdoms.
The history of the treaty and

acts of legislative union between
Great Britain and Ireland, and of

the motives which conduced to the

formation of the conspiracy against
the independence of an entire na-

tion
;
of the plots formed in the

fertile brain of Mr. Pitt against the

civil and religious liberties of the

sister kingdom, and but too success-

fully carried out by Castlereagh,

Cooke, and other officials in Dublin,
has never been sufficiently studied,

even in this country, where every
measure affecting the freedom of

mankind, in what part of Christen-

dom soever, possesses peculiar in-

terest. This defective knowledge
of a subject comparatively modern

may be attributed partly to the fact

that we Americans have been too

much in the habit of looking at

foreign politics through English

spectacles, and in part because

there seems to be a principle in

human nature which inclines us to

ignore, if not despise, the sufferings

of the needy and unfortunate.

Vanquished nations are regarded

generally as are poor relations

whom no one cares to know or ac-

knowledge.
And yet the circumstances which

eventually led to the destruction of

the Irish Parliament were almost

contemporary with, and to a certain

degree grew out of, our own Revolu-
tion. The causes that effected the

severance of the North American
colonies from the mother country,
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and facilitated the consummation of as the descendants of the invaders,

our aspirations for independence, having lost the attachment of their

operated, paradoxical as it may forefathers to England, naturally

seem, to bind Ireland firmer in the evinced a desire to legislate for

chains of alien thraldom, as well as themselves, it was thought desir-

to extinguish the last spark of her able in London to nip in the bud
freedom. a flower which might insensibly

It is generally conceded that the expand into national independence.
Irish Parliament, from its inception Accordingly, in the reign of the

in the XlVth century till 1782, was seventh Henry, the Irish Parlia-

not only not the legitimate legisla- ment being still weak and yielding,
tive representative of even a moiety a bill was passed by it acknowledg-
of the people of that country, but ing the dependence of that body
was actually a very efficient instru- on the king of England and his

ment in the hands of their enemies, council. This act, called after its

At first it was merely an irregular originator, Poynings, most effectual-

gathering of the nobles and chief ly repressed the aspirations of the

men of the
"
Pale

' -a term applied only representative body in the

for hundreds of years after the in- kingdom, and produced the desired

vasion to four or five counties on results. But as if this were not

the eastern and southeastern sea- enough, we find subsequently, in

board, over which the Anglo -Nor- the reign of William and Mary es-

mans held sway. Whenever a raid pecially, instances of the English
on the native chieftains was project- Parliament legislating directly for

ed, or a scheme of spoliation to be Ireland
;
and in the sixth of George

adopted, it had long been the I. there was passed a declaratory act

custom of the lord deputy, or other which, if any vestiges of freedom or

representative of English authority, manhood yet remained in the Irish

to summon the heads of Anglo- Parliament, most effectually de-

Irish houses and a few of the prin- stroyed them. These efforts, thus

cipal burghers of the larger towns made from time to time to destroy
and cities within his jurisdiction, the liberty and efficiency of the
to meet him at Dublin, Drogheda, Parliament, naturally disgusted a
or Kilkenny, and, having given g<reat many of its members who had
the motley gathering the sonorous the least spark of self-respect or
title of parliament, to demand the personal honor left, and drove them
enactment of new statutes against from the nation's councils

;
those

the 'Irish enemy," or to extort who remained being almost without
fresh levies of men and money for exception government officials or
his incursions into the interior. newly-arrived and needy adven-

Gradually, however, those erratic turers, ignorant of the character,
assemblies began to assume form wants, and wishes of the people,
and regularity, and even to display who hoped, by the display of ex-
a certain independence of action traordinary zeal and sycophancy, to

distasteful to the governing power, push their fortunes and find favor
As English conquest in Ireland in the eyes of the Castle authorities,

gradually widened its sphere, par- It is not surprising, then, that a

ticularly in Leinster and Munster, body composed of such elements
the number of members who attend- should have unhesitatingly voted
ed those sessions increased; and away the royalty of the ancient
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kingdom to Henry VIII^ whose dents of Trinity and other colleges,

predecessors never claimed a high- fresh from the study of the lessons

er title than that of lord; that at of human liberty so frequently
the bidding of the same monster, it found in classic lore

;
and the con-

officially and almost unanimously sequence was that when they enter-

declared for the Reformation, and ed the Parliament as members, con-

with equal alacrity, in the reign of fident in their position as gentle-

his daughter Mary, explicitly repu- men of fortune, and self-reliant, not

diated everything it had done a only from their aristocratic connec-

few years previously. tions, but from their innate sense

Yet it still bore the semblance of of mental superiority, language be-

a national legislature ; and, gradual- gan to be heard and applauded

ly yielding to the influence of a which, for elegance, grace, and man-

growing public opinion, some good liness, had never been equalled in

men, Catholics as well as Protes- that hall before. The outbreak of

tants, were again to be found our Revolution, the broad principles

among its members in the subse- of justice and humanity laid down

quent reigns, until that of William in the speeches and writings of our

III., when, by an unconstitutional ancestors, and the trumpet-toned
law of the English Parliament, the Declaration of Independence oc-

former were for ever excluded, and curring at the same time, gave an
never during its existence was one impetus and a clarity of ideas on
of that proscribed faith allowed to questions of government which, up
sit on its benches. From this reign to that time, had assumed neither

also may be dated the many cruel form nor consistency,

penal enactments, over one hun- The first symptoms of active agi-
dred in number, which disgraced tation for their political rights may
its statute-books

; though, to do its be said to have sprung up at this

members justice, they never went so period among the Irish of all con-
far in ferocity and ingenuity as did ditions and creeds, but more espe-
their brethren of London at the daily in Ulster and the cities of
same period and even long pre- Dublin, Cork, and Limerick the

viously. homes of manufactures and the cen-
But though four-fifths of the peo- tres of produce, exports, etc. Their

pie were disfranchised and their co- grievances were of two classes : re-

religionists denied a seat in the Par- striction on foreign trade, and par-
liament, that body was again gradu- liamentary dependence and corrup-
ally approaching the assertion of tion. Under the first head, it was
its right of self-legislation. A new charged, and with great truth, that

generation had sprung up during Irish merchants were prohibited by
the later half of the XVIIIth cen- English laws from trading with

tury who knew not William of France, Spain, Portugal, Holland,
Orange nor the bitter anti-Irish many of the West India Islands,
prejudices that characterized his and the whole of Asia, for the pur-
followers. The bold, incisive, and pose of benefiting their rivals in
satirical writings of Swift, the England; thus utterly crippling the
learned disquisitions of Molyneux, manufacturing interests of the
and the homely but vigorous ap- country, and completely stopping
peals of Lucas, had not been with- the exportation to these markets of
out their effect on the young stu- farm products, of which she had
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even then a superabundant supply, in the several counties, and strong
This limitation of commerce had resolutions passed in favor of the

long been not only the principal freedom of foreign trade. The
cause of the impoverishment of the Castle authorities were not in a

nation, but a fruitful source of cla- position to resist a demand so

mor and popular discontent, which made
;
the Irish Parliament, led by

had invariably been unheeded by such men as Grattan, Flood, and
the dominant power as long as it other nationalists, voted in favor of

was able to repress them by the the immediate emancipation of corn-

strong arm. At length, however, a merce
;

and the British premier,

change was about to take place. Lord North, in December, 1779, sub-

Soon after our War of Independence mitted three propositions to the

broke out and the French alliance English Parliament to permit the

was cemented, England was obliged export of glass and woollens from
to withdraw from Ireland nearly Ireland, and permission for her to

the whole of her military and naval trade with the American colonies,

forces, thus leaving the latter un- Africa, and the West Indies. Dur-
defended by either regulars or mili- ing the following February, a bill

tia, and at any moment open to at- embodying these provisions was
tack from the allies. Indeed, Paul introduced by the ministry, and

Jones several times appeared on passed with little opposition,
the coast, and in 1779-80 the Fran- This point gained, the Volunteers

co-Spanish fleets were absolute set to work to free the Irish Parlia-

masters of the Channel. The peo- ment itself from all dependence
pie, kept in a constant state of on the London Privy Council and

alarm, at last determined to arm the Parliament of the sister king-
for mutual protection; and thus was dom. In April, 1780, Grattan moved
originated that short-lived but re- his Declaration of Rights, which
markable body of citizen soldiery avowed, among other truths,

"
that

known as the Irish Volunteers. his most excellent majesty, by and
The movement began in Belfast with the consent of the lords and

in August, 1778, and before two years commons of Ireland, are the only
elapsed it had spread over the power competent to enact the laws

whole country, and counted on its to bind Ireland." This resolution

muster-rolls nearly one hundred was, however, opposed on technical

thousand men, fully armed and grounds, and withdrawn. During
equipped at their own expense, the following year, Mr. Yelverton

Noblemen, judges, magistrates, and asked leave to bring in a bill virtu-

prominent members of Parliament ally repealing Poynings' law, which
were proud to serve in the Volun- was granted by a vote of 167 against
teers as company or field officers; 37, though later in the session

and Lord Charlemont, one of the Flood's motion of a similar purport
most accomplished and liberal was defeated by a majority of 72.

members of his order, accepted the The people, who had anxiously
office of commander-in-chief. watched the action of their repre-
The external security of the is- sentatives, were now in a ferment

land having thus been amply pro- of excitement, and numerous meet-
vided for, attention was naturally ings of civilians and Volunteers were
turned to internal evils. Various held throughout the provinces, the

meetings of Volunteers were held most noteworthy of which was the
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convention of the Ulster Volunteers simultaneously suffered a similar

at Dungannon, February 15, 1782. fate in that of Ireland.

This powerful assembly passed a Irish trade was now free, and
series of manly resolutions in favor Irish legislation independent at

of the right of the subject to bear least of alien dictation
;
but another

arms, to express his opinions freely great task lay before the Volunteers,
on political affairs, and to worship which unless accomplished, their

God according to the dictates of his well-won victories were likely to

conscience
;
but the one most to prove barren indeed. This was the

the point read as follows :

" Re- purification of their own House of

solved^ unanimously, That a claim Commons, and the right of repre-
of any body of men other than the sentation for the people at large,

king, lords, and commons of Ireland That the popular branch of the

to make laws to bind this kingdom legislature wanted reformation bad-
is unconstitutional, illegal, and a ly may be judged from the status of

grievance." This was followed up its members as given by contempo-
by like meetings in the other sec- rary writers. Only seventy-two of

tions of the country, at which simi- them were returned by vote
;
one

lar resolutions were adopted. A hundred and thirty-three sat for

few days after there was a change
"
nomination

"
or

"
close

'

bor-
of ministry in England, and of oughs, absolutely controlled by a

course a change of policy. Mes- few peers ; ninety-five were simi-

sages were sent in the name of the larly sent to the Parliament by
king to both Parliaments, ordering about fifty commoners

;
so that,

them to take into their most serious out of the three hundred members
consideration

"'
the discontents and of the house, two hundred and

jealousies prevailing among his loyal twenty-eight were wholly and solely

subjects of Ireland, in order to such dependent for their seats on less

a final adjustment as may give mu- than half their own number. When
tual satisfaction to both kingdoms.

" we consider, also, that of those crea-

The answer of the Irish Parliament tures at least one-half were officials,

to this demand met with no oppo- pensioners, or expectants of pen-
sition on the question of its adop- sions and government favors, we
tion, though it declared emphati- can well imagine how little reliance

cally
"
that there is no body of men could be placed on their integrity

competent to make laws to bind or honesty in a struggle between a

this nation except the king, lords, hostile, inimical power and the peo-
and commons of Ireland

;
nor any pie ;

and it must also be remem-
other parliament which hath any bered that at that time neither the

authority or power of any sort right of representation nor of suf-

whatever in this country save only frage was allowed to the Catholics,
the Parliament of Ireland." There who comprised seventy or eighty
was no mistaking or avoiding this per cent, of the entire population,

expression of public opinion, en- The Volunteers, therefore, set to

dorsed as it had been by a national work to do for their countrymen
army able and willing to second what fifty years afterwards was at

their demands
;
so in May, 1782, the least partially effected by the Eman-

act of sixth George I. was repealed cipation and Reform Acts for the

in the English Parliament, and the United Kingdoms. They again held
old objectionable law of Poynings meetings, passed resolutions, and
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even called a national convention of years of forty shillings' value,

to meet in Dublin during the Par- resident in any city or borough,,

liamentary session of 1783-4. One should be entitled to vote at the

hundred and sixty delegates ac- election of a member for the same."

cordingly met in the Rotunda amid The limitation of the right to

the general congratulations of the bear arms and to vote to Protestants

citizens and the high hopes of the only was the -destruction of the mo-
nation. But, alas ! this sanguine ral as well as physical power of the

confidence in the manliness and Volunteers, and a death-blow to the

liberality of the delegates soon re- longings and aspirations of the pa-
ceived a shock so rude that its effects triotic Catholics. It was more than

were felt in the most remote parts a blunder, it was a crime a piece
of the island, and carried with them of rank, selfish hypocrisy, which ill

gloom and dismay to the masses of became men who had the words of

the people. . freemen on their lips, but, it appears,
The Volunteers were an essen- the feelings of tyrants in their hearts,

tially, and it might be said an ex- In vain did the Irish Catholics pro-

clusively, Protestant organization test in a series of resolutions
;
in

from the beginning, but it was ear- vain did the Earl of Bristol, then

nestly supported by the Catholics Protestant Bishop of Derry, vehe-

from a feeling that unrestricted mently advocate the claims of the

trade and legislative independence people to something like religious

were national boons of the first im- and social equality. The conven-

portance, as well as from an ap- tion was deaf to all remonstrance

parently well-founded trust that, and entreaty, and blindly rushed to

these being obtained, the abrogation its own destruction,

of the penal laws and the right of It had taken the only step that

representation would speedily fol- could have gratified its enemies,
low. They could not believe that and, by throwing away the friend-

an influential but very small mino- ship and support of the vast majo-

rity, 'seeking liberty for themselves, rity of the population, it left itself

would persistently deny it to the exposed and naked to the attacks

large majority of their countrymen, and machinations of the Castle au-

They were now about to be unde- thorities. Pending the American
csived. One of the very first resolu- war, England looked with fear and
tions passed at the convention read anxiety on that large body of armed
as follows : "Resolved, That the Pro- men that could at any time, and
testant inhabitants of this country with little risk, sever the connection

are required by the statute law to between the two countries, for she

carry arms and to learn the use of was powerless to resist them
; yet,

them," etc.
; and, lest any doubt when somewhat recovered from her

should remain of the bigotry and humiliating defeats in her quondam
narrow-mindedness which pervaded colonies, she turned all her atten-

the representatives of the Volun- tion and used all her art to destroy

teers, the plan of reform, as drawn not only the Volunteers, but the

up by Flood and subsequently Parliament that had recognized and

adopted, was made to read thus : fostered them. She was determined,
That every Protestant freeholder if possible, that such a dreaded con-

or leaseholder, possessing a free- tingency should not occur again,

hold or leasehold for a certain term The convention, as we have seen,
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had rejected the moderate demands tricts
;

and churches were being
of the Catholics, many of whom, burned to the ground unrestrictedly

despairing of justice in that quarter, by those who wore the king's livery,

naturally looked to the government At the general election, which took
for some modification of their dis- place in 1790, the most scandalous

abilities
;
while the Parliament, al- means were adopted to secure a

ways under official control, took thoroughly subservient majority in

advantage of the occasion to sow the lower house
; and, lest this

division and discord among its should not be sufficient, new peers
members. When Flood, fresh from were created through corrupt influ-

the Rotunda, moved for leave to ence, in order that the lords might
bring in a reform bill embodying not offer any opposition to the be-

the plans of the convention, it was hests of the Castle,

refused by a majority of eighty in It is difficult to imagine the

a total vote of two hundred and scenes of outrage, rapine, private

thirty-four. revenge, and general consternation

The history of Ireland from this which grew out of a persistence in

time till the close of the century so wily and nefarious a policy. Sup-
could well be blotted out, for the ported secretly by the authorities,
sake of human nature, from the an- the Orangemen became utterly re-

nals of the race. The Volunteers, gardless of the lives of their Catho-
who ought not only to have been lie neighbors ;

while they, with a

the defenders of the country from choice only between the oppression

foreign enemies, but the protectors of an armed faction of bigots on
of the civil rights of their country- one side, and the tender mercies of

men at home, after the scornful re- English law on the other, naturally

jection of their claims by Parlia- inclined to the latter as the lesser

ment and the adjournment of their of two evils, and began to long for

convention, ceased to be either imperial protection. There were
feared or respected. Many of their many, however, who joined the

most prominent officers went over United Irishmen, and here again
to the government, others of more arose another division. That so-

advanced views joined the secret ciety was a sworn secret organiza-

society known as the United Irish- tion, and, as such, the hierarchy and
men. The English authorities, hav- the priesthood were bound to con-

ing thus succeeded in their first pro- demn it, no matter how much they

ject even beyond their expectations, may have sympathized with its aims,

applied themselves with extraordi- and to denounce all who were in its

nary industry to carry out the ranks.

second. Agrarian outrages became But notwithstanding the state of

more frequent ;

"
Peep-o '-day boys" fear, confusion, and disruption to

and " Defenders
"

terrified the which the country was reduced, the

peaceful farmers of one or other English officials still feared to bring
side

; Orangemen were petted and before the Parliament the question
armed, while Catholic bishops and of a union. A blow must first be

priests were deluded with false pro- struck that would drive terror into

mises
;
the royal grant to Maynooth the hearts of the whole people ;

so

College was increased at the same terrible and sanguinary that even
time that martial law was proclaimed the greatest lover of his country's
in the most peaceful Catholic dis- independence would, it was hoped,
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gladly desire peace and order, even the government seemed to be in-

at the price of British connection, fused into all its officials from the

This was done in 1798. The United highest judge on the bench to the

Irishmen proposed to resort to lowest constable, and that spirit was

armed insurrection and an appeal one of terrorism and slaughter.

for French support, but as yet had Ireland was now prostrate, de-

committed no overt act of treason, fenceless, and bleeding from every
The government, which had all artery and vein, and this was con-

along been cognizant of their sidered a fitting time to rob her of

schemes and movements, resolved her Parliament, and snatch from her

to anticipate them by driving the enervated grasp the last remnant of

country into premature rebellion; her independence. The measure

its tactics differing, however, in va- was introduced into both Parlia-

rious localities. To Wexford, al- ments almost simultaneously, at first

ways a very peaceful, Catholic coun- with doubtful success, but after-

ty, where there were very few United wards carried with little difficulty,

Irishmen, they sent the infamous except the expenditure of enormous

North Cork militia, whose cruelty sums by the government in brib-

was only surpassed by their abject ing and pensioning members. The
cowardice. These miscreants were most alluring prospects were held

to a man Orangemen, and their line out to the Catholics to induce them

of march to the town of Wexford, to support the measure out of Par-

for miles on both sides, was marked liament they had no voice inside

by the ruins of burned chapels and of it but, to their credit be it said,

the corpses of slaughtered peasant- not even a moiety of them were

ry. It was only then that the peo- deceived by such treacherous pro-

pie of that country rose up in arms, posals. They were assured that,

seeking
'

the wild justice of re- after the union, English capital

venge," and waged on the mur- would flow free as water into the

drous brood a war which, for bra- country ;
that protection for their

very and decisiveness during the persons and property against Orange
time it lasted, has few parallels in fanatics would be fully guaranteed ;

modern history. In Dublin, the and that many of the more oppres-
chiefs of the intended insurrection sive clauses in the penal code would
were suddenly seized, imprisoned, be repealed all of which, it is un-

and many of them finally executed, necessary to say, were conveniently
The Presbyterians of Ulster, the forgotten by Pitt and his successors

originators of the United system, once the abominable bargain had
were hurried into untimely out- been closed. The act of union
breaks by the knowledge of the passed the Irish House of Commons
discovery of their designs, and, after June 7, 1800, and the House of

three or four detached efforts at Lords on the i3th of the same

rebellion, were easily put down by month, to take effect on the ist of

the militia and regular troops. January following.
Then came the judicial murders, The deed was at last accom-
drum-head courts-martial, torture plished, and Ireland, deceived, be-

and death. No man, no matter trayed, and dejected, sank down
how innocent, considered himself into the lethargy of despair till

safe, and no woman was free from once more aroused to action by the

insult and outrage. The spirit of magnificent genius of the great agi-
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tator, O'Connell. For a long time perly led, greeted him everywhere
he dared not hope or ask for a re- with the wildest applause. Money
peal of the union, but confined poured in from all sides to help
himself to the removal of Catholic the national cause

;
not Ireland

disabilities, as the operation of the and the British Islands alone con-

nefarious penal laws was elegantly tributing their quota, but the con-

called
; though occasionally, in his tinent of Europe and the ever-gen-

more comprehensive speeches, he erous people of America lavishly
alluded to the future possibility of advanced funds for the purpose of

such a demand. Emancipation aiding the people in obtaining self-

gained, the Reform Bill carried, and government.
the tithe, poor law, and other ques- Then came the year 1843 the

tions of minor importance more year of the monster meetings at

or less satisfactorily disposed of, central and time-honored localities,

O'Connell turned his serious atten- such as Mallow, Tara, Mullagh-
tion to the restoration of the Irish mast, and Clontarf, where assembled

Parliament. countless thousands of well-dress-

He initiated the movement in ed, well-conducted, and unarmed

1840, but for some time with very peasantry, to listen to the voice of

little appearance of making it in their champion and his co-laborers,

any sense a national one. The and to demand in peaceful terms

people were supine, and those who the restoration of their filched legis-

should have been their leaders lative rights.

rested content with comparative The British government was de-

religious equality and the friend- cidedly alarmed, and with good
ship of the Whigs, who, when in cause. It tried to stem the torrent of

power, were always generous of popular opinion by the most extra-

petty offices to the poor relations vagant distribution of patronage, by
and dependants of those who could landlord intimidation, the denun-
influence elections in their favor, ciations of a venal press, and even

But the great Liberator, though he by intrigues at the court of Rome;
had nearly reached that term of but all to no effect. Rendered
threescore and ten allotted as the desperate, it even projected a gen-

span of man's life, was still full of eral massacre at Clontarf; but this

vigor and determination. He tra- savage project was defeated by the

veiled through every part of Ireland, judicious conduct of the repeal

arousing the dormant, reassuring leaders. Next it evoked the ter-

the timid, arguing with the disputa- rors of the law
;
for in Ireland, un-

tious, and hurling his anathemas like most free or partially free

against those who, from cowardice countries, the law has actual ter-

or venality, refused to join in the rors for the good, but very little for

crusade against English influence in the wicked. O'Connell and eight
Ireland. His success was more than of his associates, including his son

wonderful. The hierarchy unani- John, three editors, and two Catho-

mously declared in favor of
"
re- lie priests, were arrested, indicted

peal," the priesthood almost with- for "conspiracy," tried, and all, on

out exception became his warmest the 3othof May, 1844, were sentenc-

and most efficient supporters, and ed to imprisonment, with the excep-
of course the mass of the people, tion of F. Tierney, who had died

always on the right side when pro- before the trial. The effect on the
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country was the reverse of what island. Famine, gaunt and hideous

was expected. O'Connell's popu- famine, with her attendants, pesti-

larity, if possible, increased, the re- lence and death, was knocking at

pealers became more numerous, the door, and would not be denied

and several Protestant gentlemen admittance.

of fortune and influence, who had The first symptoms of the failure

hitherto held aloof, joined the as- of the potato crop, then almost ex-

sociation. But when three months clusively the food of five or six

had elapsed, and the decision of millions of people, appeared as early

the packed Dublin jury and the as 1845, and, though it created much

rulings of the stipendiary English alarm and distress in certain neigh-

judges were set aside by the borhoods, was not of so widespread
House of Lords, led by Brougham, a nature as to excite general anxiety
the enthusiasm of the people knew till the close of that year and the

no bounds. beginning of the next. O'Connell,
These indeed were the halcyon the mayors and corporations of the

days of Ireland. Never were her large cities, and many other promu
people so numerous, prosperous, nent persons, lay and clerical, hav-

and contented, so full of thankful- ing exhausted all the resources of

ness for the present and hope in private charity, strenuously but

the future. Of the nine millions vainly urged on the government
of her population, at least two- the necessity of taking some steps
thirds were active repealers or in to save the lives of the people,

sympathy with their cause. No They represented, and truly, that the

nation, in fact, Was ever more grain crop alone of the country was
unanimous on any public ques- sufficient to feed twice the number
tion than were the Irish of the years of inhabitants, and asked that its

1844-5, and never was the country exportation might be prohibited;
so free from crime of every degree, that a large portion of the imperial
Much of this enviable condition revenue was raised in Ireland, and
was to be attributed to the oft- suggested that a portion of it might
repeated admonition of O'Connell, be expended there on useful public
that "he who commits a crime gives works, and thus afford employment
strength to the enemy

"
; more, per- to the famishing and needy ;

that a

haps, to the unceasing admonitions great part of the lands then unpro-
and personal presence of the priest- ductive might be reclaimed with

hood at the monster gatherings ;
benefit to the holders, and propos-

but most, we think, to the workings ed that the government ought to

of F. Mathew's beneficent projects, loan money to the landlords for

It was a fortunate coincidence that that purpose, to bear interest, be-

the Apostle of Temperance and come a first lien on the land, and
the great Liberator were contempor- to be repaid at the expiration of a

aries. For the one teetotaler the certain number of years. Their
first could show, the other could appeals were answered by coercion

point out an ardent repealer. and arms acts, and by the repeal
But a change was impending that, of the Corn Laws, by which the

amid the sunshine and gladness of Irish producer, who was obliged to

the hour, was undreamt of a change sell his cereals in English markets
that was to spread woe and deso- in order to pay his rent, found him-
lation over the face of the fair self undersold by importers from
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the great grain-producing countries, personal remarks fell from the lips
like Russia and the United States, of the speakers on both sides

; great
In truth, England did not want to excitement was created among the

stay the famine, for it was her best audience, and finally O'Brien and
and only ally against the repeal many of the ablest and most active

movement
;
and the

"
providential of the repeal writers and speakers

visitation," as it was blasphemously withdrew, and formed what was
called by her politicians and cleri- called the Confederation or

u
Young

cal demagogues, was allowed to take Ireland
"
party. Though thoroughly

its course. Thus unchecked, the honest, high-toned, and brilliant as

dire destroyer swept on from county orators and journalists, the Young
to county during the years 1846-7- Irelanders could never win any ap-

8-9, till the island, so fair to view preciable amount of popular sup-
in 1844, became almost a deserted port; and though up to February,

graveyard, and its inhabitants who 1848, when the French Revolution

had neither sunk beneath its curse threw Europe into a ferment of ex-

nor fled the country became a na- citement, they never contemplated
tion of paupers. It is now proven armed resistance, the people gene-

by trustworthy statistics that dur- rally looked upon them with suspi-.

ing those five years over one million cion, and refused their co-operation,
fled for ever from their homes, and In the summer of that year, however,
that at least a million and a third they did make an attempt at revo-

perished on their own soil, amid lution, and, as might have been ex-

plenty, from want of food and the pected, miserably failed. Thus the

ravages of the fatal typhus !

"
Association

'

and the
"
Confede-

No wonder, then, that the great ration" disappeared almost at the

repeal organization drooped, quar- same time
;
and now that a quarter

relied, and finally ended a lingering of a century has passed, and a new
and impotent existence a few years generation has come to the front,

after. The bone and sinew of the we find the principles and aims of

land, who had given vitality and the original organization revivified

strength to its labors, were either and incorporated into what is called

far across the Atlantic or rotting in the
" Home Rule League."

pauper-graves. No wonder, also, In its demands, this association is

that its great founder and chief, more moderate than was O'Connell.

overburdened with years, but more He wanted repeal of the treaty and

by national misfortunes, should act of union, pure and simple, and
hav sickened at the sights around the restoration of the national legis-

him, and, fleeing from the ills he lature as it was in 1782, with the

could not cure, should have died emancipation and other kindred

on a foreign soil, far from his be- acts superadded. The Home
loved fatherland. Rulers, if we may judge from the

But though the famine had mor- resolutions passed at a very large

tally wounded the repeal movement, conference held lately in Dublin,
its demise was hastened by dissen- only ask for a parliament to regu-
sions among the leaders themselves, late their domestic affairs, leaving
In 1846, in a discussion on the ex- to the British imperial Parliament

pediency of the use of moral force full power and authority over all

solely as a means of obtaining na- matters concerning the entire em-

tional redress of grievances, hot and pire, or, in other words, placing Ire-
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land in the same position with re-

gard to the law-making power as

that now held by Canada, except
the right of Ireland to send a pro-

portional number of members to

the imperial assembly. The suc-

cess of such a scheme in Ireland

would naturally lead to the restor-

ation of the old Scotch Parliament,

and possibly to imperial represen-
tation for Canada and other trans-

marine colonies of Great Britain.

Hence the widespread interest it

has excited throughout the em-

pire.

The objections to the home-rule

plan, as far as we can gather them
from the English and Tory Irish

press for the politicians have care-

fully avoided its discussion are

principally three :

I. The confusion and possible
conflict of authority which might
arise from having two co-ordinate

legislative assemblies under the

same government.
II. That the people of Ireland

are unable to govern themselves,

and, as the last Parliament was lost

by the corruption and venality of

its members, a restored one would
be open to the same deleterious in-

fluences.

III. That as the Catholics, from

their numbers, would necessarily
have a majority in the Commons,
the rights of property and the

guaranteed privileges of their Pro-

testant fellow-subjects would be in

danger.
IV. That the granting of legisla-

tive power would be only a step to

complete independence.
To these objections it is answer-

ed, first, that as the advocates of

home rule merely require power
to regulate affairs purely domestic,
and not touch on those within the

jurisdiction of an imperial Parlia-

ment, there would be little possibi-
VOL. xix. 5

lity of a collision of the two bodies
;

secondly, they admit the premises,
but deny the conclusion regarding
the probability of bribery and cor-

ruption, for the conditions are al-

tered. The rotten and presentation

boroughs, from whence the tools of

the Castle sprung, have been swept

away by the Reform Bill, and land-

lord influence has received a decid-

ed check by the adoption of the

ballot. They further allege that

the Catholics now, particularly
since the Encumbered Estates Act
was passed, are the most numerous

body of landholders in the king-
dom, and are consequently conser-

vative, and would be exceeding
jealous of any agrarian law that

might be proposed ;
that the late-

Church Disestablishment and Land
Acts have done away with many of

the causes of quarrel between Cath-
olics and Protestants growing out

of tithes, endowments, etc.
;
and tri-r

umphantly point to the numerous
Protestant gentlemen, many of

whom are clergymen, who have

joined their movement. As to the

idea of total separation, they very

properly retort that if Ireland will

not rest satisfied with the conces-

sion of her just demands, it is not

likely that she will be more loyal to

the crown as long as they are with-

held.

This repeal movement, in another

styape, like its predecessor, had a

very obscure birth and a small

christening. About three years ago,
a few gentlemen met in a private
room in the city of Dublin to chat

over political affairs, amongst whom
was Isaac Butt, a member of Parlia-

ment, and a lawyer of large expe-
rience and great eminence in his

profession, who suggested the out-

lines of the present plan of opera-
tion. Like most hardy plants, its

growth was at first slow, but it has
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recently sprung up a hale, hearty land and Scotland
;
and in every

tree, with boughs overshadowing all liberal newspaper published in those

classes and creeds at home, and countries that reaches us we find

roots extending through the sister reports of numerous meetings in

island and its dependencies. From the principal towns and cities, and
the first the leadership has been ac- even villages, of Great Britain. The
corded to Butt, who, though by no English Catholic press particularly
means a man of the gigantic calibre favor it, and this adds greatly to its

of O'Connell, is still a very compe- strength. A late number of the

tent political guide and an energet- London Tablet says in reference to

ic organizer. Though a Protestant the home-rule conference :

" We
and a great favorite with the more can all know at present what is de-

liberal sectarians, he seems to enjoy manded under the name of home
the confidence and friendship of rule

;
and we may frankly say at

many of the Catholic bishops and once that we have been agreeably
a large number of the priesthood, impressed by the moderation and

particularly those of the venerable evident thoughtfulness which have

Archbishop McHale, whose name presided over the preparation and
we find appended prominently to adoption of the various resolutions

the call for the late conference in the that embody the proposed home-rule

capital. With Butt are such men as constitution. It is superfluous to say
Sir John Gray, Mr. Mitchell-Henry that there is not a trace of revolution

Sullivan, Dease, Major O'Reilly, about them. . . . What, however,

Digby, Synan, Murphy, Blennerhas- is not superfluous to say is that the

sett, the O'Connor Don, and other new programme of the Home Rulers

prominent laymen ;
while the Catho- appears to us to have discarded

lie clergy in great numbers, headed with discrimination almost every-

by Dean O'Brien, of Limerick, are thing which could prejudice their

active sympathizers. The Home cause, and to have retained almost

Rulers count in their ranks in Ire- everything calculated to render

land alone about sixty members their project acceptable to the Bri-

of Parliament, besides nearly half tish public and imperial Parlia-

that number representing English merit."

constituencies. Sir Charles Gavan The Weekly Register, on the same

Duffy, one of the most profound subject, makes the following sensi-

and the best organizing minds that ble remarks :

Ireland has produced for many gene-... . ,
J ' "From Tuesday to Friday, both inciu-

rations, is, it is said, about to return sive,hundreds of Irishmen from the north
from Australia, and again enter the and from the south, from the east and
British Parliament as the representa- from the west, Protestants and Catholics,

tive of an Irish constituency. Duffy
alumni of Maynooth and of Trinity Col-

is a Catholic, a man of varied and re- lege
',

'net in ^ Rot"nda to
r J

is<
r
uss th*

, ,. . . . .. _ expediency of demanding of the imperial
markable experience in public af- Parliament such a modification of the

fairs, and would be a most valuable act of legislative union as will allow

acquisition to the nationalists in the people of Ireland to manage their

council or Parliament purely domestic concerns without in the

The movement, as we have stated,
least interfering with matters of an im-

'

penal character
;
and during these me-

is not merely confined to Ireland. raOrable four days, as we have already ob-
It is nearly as popular and has al- served, the most admirable temper was

most as many supporters in Eng- manifested and the most perfect order
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maintained, or rather observed
;
for the

chairman had throughout only to listen

like others and put the question. The

principal, if not the sole, ground of differ-

ence of opinion was the constitution

of the domestic Parliament. To some
members of the conference the House of

Lords seemed a difficulty. Undoubted-

ly there cannot be in these realms any
Parliament without a House of Lords,
and there ought not to be. Equally cer-

tain is it that differences serious differ-

ences will sometimes arise between the

Irish peers and the Irish commons. But
does nothing of the sort ever occur in the

imperial Parliament ? Yet, notwithstand-

ing the dissensions, occasionally of a very
violent character, that happen between the

Houses at Westminster, the constitution

works and the business of the empire is

done, not always in the best fashion, we
admit, but still so to keep the vessel of

state well afloat."

Many of the bishops and clergy
in England, also, are warm sympa-
thizers, if not active advocates, of

the proposed repeal, as the follow-

ing extract from a recent letter of

the Rt. Rev. Dr. Turner, late Bishop
of Salford, will in part demonstrate.

With regard to home rule, writes

that prelate,
"

it seems to me that

some measure of home rule for

Ireland is certain. It is but a ques-
tion of time and amount. Parlia-

ment will, sooner or later, be

obliged to grant it, if only for the

despatch of imperial business. A
strong feeling prevails in favor of

large powers of local and munici-

pal self-government even in Eng-
land, and the extension of this

principle must inevitably come to

Ireland."

We cannot but agree with the

good bishop in his views of the ne-

cessity of some change in the par-

liamentary system of the 'United

Kingdoms, at least as far as Ireland

is concerned, and trust, sincerely

trust, that his predictions will be

justified by events, and that very

quickly. With a home government,
a denominational plan of education,
and a fostering public opinion for

ability and native genius, which

would surely follow, that long-suf-

fering but faithful island might in

the near future equal, or even excel,

the glories that shone around her in

her first ages of Christianity.

SONNET: GOOD FRIDAY.

BEHOLD the highest Good ! there on the cross

'Tis pictured on a canvas so sublime

That God's own thought, conceived before all time,
Is fitly told

;
the universe at loss

To fathom it, its mighty forces toss

In darkened struggles that do wildly chime
In thund'rous mutt'rings with the monstrous crime

That man conceives
; yet all the varied dross

Of nature's agitations but compose
The adjuncts to that central Form, where God,
Enthroned in pain, all suffering doth enclose

In one brief day, that never might be trod

A path more hard than that did interpose

'Twixt Pilate's hall and Calvary's blood-stained sod.
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GRAPES AND THORNS.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "THE HOUSE OF YORKE."

CHAPTER X.

THE DESCENT OF AVERNUS.

IT was Annette who told Miss she always wore in winter. She

Pembroke the result of the trial, was fond of warmth, and scarce-

taking it on herself as a sort of mis- ly quick enough in her motions to

sion. Without saying a word on resist the cold of a northern climate

the subject to each other, perhaps by means of exercise alone, and the

without defining it clearly in their cap, muff, boa, and mantle made her

own minds, they had yet acted on look like a Juno exiled to the court

an impression that she was to be of Odin. The cold melancholy of

treated with peculiar delicacy and her expression, the face as untouch-

tenderness in the matter. ed with color as a white camellia,

As young Mrs. Gerald came was in keeping with the fancy,
down the street toward her mother- She did not hasten when she saw
in-law's home, she saw Miss Pern- a visitor waiting for her, nor give
broke approaching her slowly from any smile or word of welcome. If

the opposite direction, a child at there was a sign of emotion, it was
either side. She was just coming in the slight gesture with which she

from her school, and these two detached herself from her two little

little ones lived in the neighbor- attendants, who, for the first time,

hood, and were privileged to walk missed the leave-taking they prized
home with their teacher, each hold- so much. They had been wont to

ing in its little hands, for warmth, a be stroked on the cheeks, with a

fold of her large sable cloak. gentle
"
Good-by

"
; and, running,

It was a still, frosty day, with a hand in hand, down the street, to

sparkling depth of cloudless blue turn at the first corner, and see their

overhead, and a spotless carpet of teacher wave her hand to them as

newly-fallen snow, white as swan's- she stood on the piazza,

down, underneath. But the mid- "
My dear Annette, why did you

air, rosy now with sunset, imparted not go in, instead of freezing here

a tinge of violet to the sky and a in the snow?" she said, and seemed
soft blush to the earth. Sleighs, too much occupied in opening the

with their gay bells, flew to and fro, gate to be able to look in her friend's

the drivers muffled to the eyes from face, though her disengaged hand
the stinging cold; and the planks held that of her visitor closely.

of the sidewalk crackled under the
" Oh ! I never feel the cold in

steps that trod them. this still weather," Annette said
" What a motherly look she has !" lightly.

"
Besides, I do not like to

Annette Gerald said to herself, as enter alone a deserted house. There
she stood waiting at the gate, and is no one here but the servant.

watching her friend. Mamma Gerald is with us, and we
Honora had quite a matronly persuaded her to stay to dinner,

appearance, indeed, in the thick furs I wish you would go up too."
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They had entered the house, before her eyes.
"
Before what ?"

Miss Pembroke paused a moment she asked in a confused way.
at the foot of the stairs, then led "Dear Honora!" exclaimed her

the way up to her chamber. Evi- friend, "need I say what?" And
dently she knew that there were then started up with a little cry;

tidings for her, and suspected that for Miss Pembroke, without a word

they were not good.
;<

I shall not or sign of warning, had slipped out

dine at home to-day," she said, of her chair, and fallen heavily to

catching sight of the servant. the floor.

But she did not, apparently, mean It is not necessary to make an
to go out, for she deliberately re- outcry because a lady has fainted,
moved her wrappings, and put them unless there is no person of sense

away ;
then seated herself beside present. Annette Gerald did what

her friend, and looked at her with was needful without calling for

an expression that bade her speak help, and her efforts were soon re-

out her errand, whatever it might warded. The cold hand she held
be. suddenly became warm and moist

; '

It has gone as badly as it could," as the recoiling wave of life rushed
Annette said quickly. back, and in a few minutes Miss

' He is, then, found guilty ?" Miss Pembroke was able to rise from the

Pembroke asked, without the slight- floor, and go to the sofa. Annette
est sign of emotion. sat by her in silence, now and then

Annette nodded. ' He is con- touching her hand or her hair with
victed on circumstantial evidence, caressing fingers, and waited for

It is as plain as such evidence can her to speak.

be, but not plain enough to shake If she had to wait some time, it

my hope, at least, of his innocence, was not because her friend had not
Lawrence is utterly disgusted and returned to full consciousness. Miss

indignant with the whole affair. Pembroke was too strong and
He says he would at any time head healthy to creep back to life, even
a party to rescue Mr. Schoninger. after so violent and unaccustomed
He felt so angry that he wouldn't an attack. It was, perhaps, the

stay at home after coming up to first time she had ever fainted, and
tell us, but started off again some- she was left almost ignorant of

where." what had happened to her
;
but of

'Is he sentenced?" Miss Pern- the cause she was not a moment in

broke asked, speaking with some doubt. It came back clearly on

difficulty. the first wave of returning con-
'Yes !" And since the eyes fixed sciousness. She lay with her eyes

on her still waited for more, Mrs. closed, and strove to set her mind
Gerald added :

" There is a year in order again, and set it so firmly

solitary." that this terrible and entirely unex-
Honora's eyes opened a little pected fact should not again de-

wider.
; ' A year solitary?" she range its action. She had not once

repeated. anticipated such a conclusion.
'

Why, yes, dear. You know it Her thoughts had occupied them-
is the custom to give a year of soli- selves with the horrors of the ac-

tary imprisonment before . . .

'

cusation, and the worst result she

Miss Pembroke put her hand up, had looked for was that, though the

and seemed to clear some mist from prisoner would doubtless be ac-
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quitted, he would not be able to look that was almost dazzling in

shake off the disgrace of having its firm and open clearness
;
and as

been suspected, and would go out she pronounced these last words,
into life branded with an inefface- she looked into her companion's
able mark a mark which his name face with such a glance,
would bear even in her own mind. Mrs. Gerald rose and walked
She had said to herself that, pity somewhat impatiently to the win-

him as she might, she desired never dow. She had hoped and expect-
to see him again, not because she ed to startle Honora into some
believed him capable of any great generous expression of interest in

crime, but because his image would Mr. Schoninger, and to win from

always be associated with painful her some word of pity and kindness

recollections, and because his digni- which, repeated to him, would be

ty had been soiled by such circum- like a drop of cooling water in his

stances and associations. Now, fiery trial.

however, he was presented to her "I am sure I should never ima-

mind in quite a new light, more gjne you capable of having an affec-

pitiful, yet with a pity far more tion for any one whom the whole

shrinking and remote from its ob- world does not approve," she said

ject. In this woman, confidence rather pointedly, having snatched

in, and obedience to, authority was the curtain up and looked out, then

an instinct
;
and as she contemplat- dropped it again.

"
If you can put

ed the decision of the law against the subject out of your mind, and
Mr. Schoninger, she began to look remember Mr. Schoninger only
on him somewhat as a Catholic when you are praying for the hea-

looks upon those whom the anathe- then, so much the better for your
ma of the church has separated tranquillity. I am not so happily
from the fellowship of the faithful, constituted. I cannot dismiss the
"
so that they are not so much as to thought of friends because it trou-

say to them, God speed you." A bles me, nor because some person,
silent and awful distance grew up or many persons, may believe sorne-

between them. thing against them."
After a while, she sat up, and be- " What would you have me do ?"

gan calmly to put her hair and dress Miss Pembroke asked rather loftily,

in order. yet with signs of trouble in her
*

It is very terrible, Annette, and face.

we may as well try to put it quite
"
Nothing, my dear, except that

out of our minds," she said.
" We you' put on your bonnet and come

can do nothing, that I see, but pray home to dinner with me," Annette

for his conversion. I thank you replied, assuming a careless tone,

for coming alone to tell me of this, Miss Pembroke hesitated, then

for I would not have had any other refused. It would be certainly more

person see me so much affected by sensible to go if she could, but she

the news. People imagine things felt herself a little weak and trem-

and tell them as facts, and there bling yet, and disinclined to talk,

are many who are capable of be- The best distraction for her would

lieving that I had loved Mr. Scho- be such as she could find in reading

ninger. I never did." or in prayer, if distraction were

There were times when Honora needed. She felt, moreover, the

Pembroke's soft eyes could give a coldness that had come over her
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friend's manner more than Annette her loss to you. Come to me, if you
was aware, and for a moment, per- ever wish to, quite freely. You

haps, wrung by a cruel distrust of will never find me wanting in sym-

herself, envied her that indepen- pathy or affection."

dence of mind and ardor of feeling And she had scarcely been to

which could at need strengthen her them at all !

to face any difficulty, and which She dressed herself hastily, and

rendered her capable of holding called a carriage. It was too late to

firmly her own opinions and belief walk there, for already the sun was

in spite of opposition. Miss Pern- down
;
and it was nearly two miles

broke seemed to herself in that in- to the convent.

stant weak and puny, not because The sharp air and brisk motion

she did nothing for Mr. Schoninger, were restorative. They brought a

but because, had she seen the possi- color to her face, and sent new life

bility or propriety of her doing any- through her weakened frame. Be-

thing, she would have lacked the sides, when one feels helpless and

courage. It was a relief to her, distressed, rapid motion gives a re-

therefore, to find herself alone, lieving impression that one is doing

though, at the same time, she would and accomplishing something, while,

gladly have had the support and at the same time, it saves the ne-

strength which her friend's presence cessity of effort.

could so well impart-to one in trou- Sister Cecilia was in her own
ble. room, writing letters, her little desk

The door closed, and she looked drawn close to the window for the

from the window and saw her visitor light. She looked out when she

walk briskly away without glancing heard the carriage, and beckoned
back. Miss Pembroke to come up-stairs

"
I wish I had some one," she then hurried to meet her half way.

murmured, dropping the curtain She had guessed her visitor's motive

from her hand, and looking about in coming, and it needed but a

the room as if to find some sugges- glance into her face to confirm the

tion of help.
"

I am certainly very thought.
much alone in the world. Mother " Come into my chamber, dear,"

Chevreuse is gone ;
I cannot go to she said.

"
It is the pleasantest

F. Chevreuse about this; and the room in the house at this hour,

others jar a little with me." See what a view I have of the city

And then, like a ray of soft and and the western sky. I sit here to

tender light coming unexpectedly write my letters, and every moment
to show the path through a dark have to leave off to admire the

place, came the thought of Sister beautiful world outside. It is a

Cecilia and her gentle companions, sort of dissipation with me, this

They had asked her to come to hour of sunset. This arm-chair is

them, if they could ever be of any for you. It is my visitor's chair,

use to her, and Sister Cecilia parti- I should feel quite like a sybarite

cularly had spoken to her with an if I were to sit in it."

affectionate earnestness which was She seated Honora by the win-

now joyfully remembered, "lean- dow, drew up her own chair oppo-
not hope to be to you what Mother site her, and went on talking cheer-

Chevreuse was, but I would be glad fully,

if I could in a little, even, supply
"
I sometimes think that all the
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earth needs to make it heaven is conscious of all the glory and joy
the visible presence of our Lord and taking place overhead, and repro-
his saints. It would require no duce them for ourselves down in

physical change. Of course I in- the dark, and make that beauty
elude the absence of sin. There is more enduring because we were in

so much beauty here, so much that the dark. At the sunny surface,

we never notice, so much that is the brightness slips off and shadows

everyday, yet miraculous for all succeed; but that solid jewel in the

that. Look at that sky ! Did you depths is indestructible. My dear
"

ever see such a rich air ? It needs she turned to her companion with

the cold purity of the snow to keep a soft suddenness which warmed
it from seeming excessive." but did not startle "do you re-

A long, narrow cloud had stretch- member S. Paul's recommendation,
ed itself across the west, and, draw- 'always rejoice'? It is possible,

ing to its bosom the light of the sun, And now tell me why you do
now hidden behind the hills, reflect- not."

ed it in a crimson flood over the Her eyes, beaming with religious
earth. Through this warm efful- enthusiasm and tenderest human

gence fell, delicately penetrating, affection, searched frankly the pale
the golden beams of the full moon, face before her, and her hand was

charging the crimson of the air to a laid lightly on Miss Pembroke's

deep-opal color, and putting faint arm. No reserve nor timidity could

splashes of gilding here and there stand before her. They melted

beside the rosy reflections. like snowflakes beneath the heaven-
" How the earth draws it in!" ly summer of her glances. Honora

said the nun dreamily.
"
It never told freely and simply what had

wastes the beauties of the sky. distressed her.

It hoards them up, and gives them How sweet is the friendship of

out long after in marbles and pre- one true woman for another !

cious stones. Did it ever occur to sweeter than love, for it is untrou-

you to wonder how those bright bled, and has something of the

things could grow in the dark un- calmness of heaven
; deeper than

derground ? I used to think of it love, for it is the sympathy of true

in Italy, where I first saw what natures which reflect each the en-

marbles can be. I remember my tire being of the other
;

less selfish

eyes and my mind wandering to than love, for it asks no merging of

that as I knelt before the Confes- another into itself; nobler than

sion of S. Matthew the Evangelist, love, for it allows its object to have
in Santa Maria Maggiore, where other sources of happiness than

the walls of the atrium glow with those it can furnish
;
more endur-

marbles
;
and the lesson I learned ing than love, for it is a life, and

from it was this : that even though not a flame..

pains and sorrows of every kind
" But can you not see, my dear,"

should intervene between us and the nun said presently,
"
that it

the joy of life as thickly as the clay, would have been better if you had
and rock, and turf had intervened not had any friendly intercourse

between the sunshine of heaven with him, even though this terrible

and the dark place where those thing had never happened? The
marbles took form and color, we injunction not to be unequally
could yet, if we had real faith, be yoked with one another refers, I
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think, to all ties as well as to mar- your faith, you forget what he must

riage. The gulf is too wide be- think of it. I tell you they mock
tween the Christian and the Jew to at him, these Jews, and they call

be bridged over for familiar friend- us idolaters. And what could he

ship. It is too wide for anything think of you, when, knowing that

but prayers to cross. Once admit you adore Christ as God, he asked

any intercourse with unbelievers, you to be the wife of one who
and you peril your faith

; and, be- would laugh, if he did not rave,

sides, you cannot set a barrier when he saw you making the sign

firmly anywhere when the first one of the cross? He must have

is down. I have heard it said that thought your faith so weak that

this Jew loved you, and even fan- he could in time make you re-

cied it possible that you would nounce it. And the reason why he

marry him." thought so was because he saw you
"
People ought not to say such receiving him in a friendly way, as

things !" exclaimed Miss Pembroke, if friendship were possible between

blushing deeply. you. I speak of what he was.
"
People ought not to have the What he is, we have nothing to do

chance to say such things, my dear with."

girl," replied the nun.
"

It was of- Miss Pembroke's eyes were down-

fering you an insult when he of- cast.
' When you place the subject

fered you his hand." in that light, I am forced to think
" O dear Sister ! is not that too myself all hi the wrong," she said,

severe?" expostulated Honora. "But most people do not think in
"
Setting aside what has happened that clear, positive way. They act

since, should I not recollect, when on an inherited motive, and their

a man makes me such an offer, beliefs are moss grown, as it were."

what his intention is, and how the They have no faith," was the

subject looks to him ? And cannot quick reply.
I refuse him, and see that it is im- Honora was silent a moment,
possible for me to do otherwise, then said, with some hesitation :

"
I

yet feel kindly toward him, and am always afraid of being unchari-

wish him well, and believe that he table and illiberal, and perhaps I

has meant to show me both affec- err the other way."
tion and respect?"

"
My dear, it is easy to make a

'Honora," said the Sister, "if mistake there, and very dangerous
any man had struck your mother, too," the Sister replied with deci-

then turned to offer you his hand, sion. "What is charity? You
would you not have recoiled from must first love God with all your
him in disgust and indignation?" heart

;
and if you do that, you will

; '

Surely I would !" be very shy of the enemies of God.
''And is your God and Saviour You cannot serve two masters. As

less dear and sacred to you than to liberality, there is no greater

your mother?'
1

the other pursued, snare. It is not liberal to squander
''Can you allow your thoughts to the bounty and honor of God

;
it is

dwell with kindness and compla- not ours to spend. It is not liberal

cency on one who blasphemes the to praise those whom he condemns,
crucified Redeemer, and calls him and bless those whom he curses,

an impostor? Because you have It is not liberal to love those who
not heard this man talk against refuse to acknowledge and obey
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him, and to contradict what he has It was surely an inspiration, my
clearly said. Or if these things are coming here to-night."

liberal, then liberality is one of the Immediately her troubles began
worst of vices, and one of the most to lift themselves away, as fogs be-

futile too. Why, if I were to desire gin to rise from the earth even be-

the reputation of being generous, fore the sun is above the horizon,

and, having nothing of my own, The certainty of approaching peace
should take what is not mine and conferred a peace in the present,

give it away, I have stolen, it is true, She was going to place herself in

and I have obtained a reputation the hands of Him who can perform
that I do not deserve, but, also, I the impossible,
have enriched some one

; whereas, Sister Cecilia had supplied her

if I put my hand into the treasury need perfectly. Hers was not one

of God, and try to bestow on an- of those impassioned natures which

other what he has denied, the hand need to be. soothed and caressed

comes out empty. I have insulted into quiet. A certain vein of gen-
the Almighty, and have not benefit- tie self-sufficiency, and a habit of

ed any one. Do not suffer your- contentment with life as she found

self to be deceived by sounding it, prevented this. She wanted light

phrases. What are these people more than warmth,
who talk so much of liberality? It was already dark when they
Are they liberal of what is theirs to went down-stairs, and since, from

give ? Far from it. Do they give economy, the nuns did not have

away all they have to the poor ? their entries lighted, the two had to

Do they forgive their enemies ? go hand-in-hand, groping their way
Do they give up their pride and carefully, till they came to a turn

vanity, and spend their lives in la- in the lower passage ;
and there,

boring for the needy ? Quite the from the open door of the chapel

contrary. They are lavish only of at the further end, a soft ray of light

what is not theirs to give. It has shone out from the single lamp that

been reserved for those whom they burned before the altar. By day-
call bigots to show an ardent and light both chapel and altar showed

unsparing liberality in sacrificing poor enough ;
but in the evening,

their private feelings, their wealth, and seen alone by this small golden
their comfort, their reputation, their flame, the imperfections were either

lives even, for the glory of God and transformed or hidden. Dimly seen,

the saving of souls. There is the the long folds of drapery all about

true liberality, my dear, and all gave a sense of seclusion and ten-

other is a snare." derness
;
one seemed to be hiding

"
I wish I could shut myself up under the mantle of the Lord

;
and

with God, and get into the right the beautiful mystery of the burn-

path again. I am all wrong." ing lamp made wonders seempossi-
"
Why not come here and make ble. Kneeling there alone, one

a retreat ?" the Sister asked. could fancy all the beautiful legends
It was so precisely and unexpect- being acted over again,

edly what she needed that Honora Sister Cecilia and Honora, still

clasped her hands, with an excla- hand-in-hand, knelt in the entry
mation of delight.

" The very the moment they saw that light,

thing ! Yet I had not thought of " You remember the chalice of

it. WT

hen may I come ? Very soon? the bees?" whispered the nun.
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"
I never come here in the evening, steps, and is afraid she has stayed

and see that bright little place in too long in the chapel."
the darkness, but I think of that The young girl came swiftly
sweetest of stories. And I would along the passage, and held out her

not be surprised to hear a buzzing hands to Miss Pembroke. "
I knew

of bees all about the sanctuary, and you were here," she said, "and I

see the busy little creatures build- was waiting to hear you come down,

ing up a chalice of fine wax, as Mother told me I might come and
clear as an alabaster vase with a say good-by to you."

light inside." "But you have not yet said a

They walked slowly and noise- word of welcome," Miss Pembroke

lessly by the door, and, as they replied, trying to speak cheerfully,

passed it, saw beside the altar what " Oh ! yes, when I saw you come,
looked almost like another lamp, or I welcomed you in my own mind,"
like that illuminated vase the Sister she replied, without smiling,
had fancied. It was the face of Honora waited an instant, but

Anita, which reflected the light, her Anita seemed to have nothing to

dark dress rendering her form al- say except the good-by she had
most invisible. That face and the come for. "Our whispering did

two folded hands shone softly, with not disturb your prayers ?" she ask-

a fixed lustre, out of the shadows, ed, wishing to detain her a little

No breath nor motion seemed to longer.
stir them. The eyes fixed on the

; ' Oh ! no." She glanced up at

tabernacle, the lips slightly parted Sister Cecilia, as a child, when
where the last vocal prayer had doubtful and lost, looks into its

escaped, she knelt there in a trance mother's face, then dropped her

of adoration. But one could see, eyes dreamily.
"
I do not say any

even through that brightening halo prayer but 'amen.' Nothing else

and sustaining peace, that a great comes. I kneel down, thinking to

change had taken place in the girl repeat, perhaps, the rosary, and I

during the last few weeks. Her face am only silent a while, and then I

was worn quite thin
;
and the large say amen. It is as well, I suppose."

eyes, that had been like dewy violets Honora kissed the child's thin

bending ever toward the earth, cheek tenderly.
"
Good-by, dear,"

burned now with a lustre that never she whispered softly.
"
Say one

comes from aught but pain. amen for me to-night."
* How the innocent have to suffer She went out into the still and

for the sins of the guilty!" sighed sparkling night, and was driven
the nun, as she led her visitor away, rapidly homeward. On her way,
That child has received a blow she passed the prison, and, looking

from which I am afraid she will up, saw over the high wall a

never recover. She is like a broken light shining redly through the long
flower that lives a little while when row of grated windows. It was a

it is put in water. Her conscience painful sight, but no longer unen-
is at rest; she does not say now that durable.

" No prayer but amen,"
she is sorry for having had anything she repeated.

" What does it mat-
to do with that trial

;
she does not ter by what road we go, so long as

complain in any way. She seems we reach heaven at last
;
whether it

simply broken. And here she be in peaceful ways, or through sin

comes now! She has heard our and suffering?"
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Another carriage drew up at the She leaned back a little while

gate as she reached home, and Mrs. without saying a word as they sped
Gerald descended from it, having over the smooth snow.

"
It seems

just returned from Mrs. Ferrier's. a shame to drag you into such an
"
Upon my word, young woman !" affair, Honora," she said presently ;

Annette's voice called out from a
" and I had not thought of it till I

pile of furs in the carriage.
" We saw you, and then it came like a

have been saying our good-nights flash that you could help me.
in whispers, and hushing the very What I want of you is to write on

sleigh-bells, so as not to disturb your a card that you and I are waiting

slumbers; and here you are out for him. John will carry it in to him,

driving." and he will recognize your writing."
Her bright and cheerful voice The horses were drawn up be-

broke strangely into Honora's mood, fore a large marble hotel, lighted
Was there, then, anything in the from basement to attic. The shops
world to laugh about, anything that underneath were all closed; but

could possibly excite a jest? from three broad lower windows a

"Good-night, Mother Gerald!" bright light shone around the

the young woman added.
" Don't heavy lowered curtains, and in the

stand there taking cold. And if stillness they could hear the faint

you do not see Honora in the house click of billiard-balls. There was

to-night, make up your mind that no sound of voices from inside,

I have carried her off with me, as I and it was impossible to know if

shall try to. Come here, my dear, the players were few or many,
and give an account of yourself. Honora wrote hastily, by the

Where have you been?" moonlight, as she was bid,
" An-

As Honora reached the carriage nette and I are waiting for you," and

door, young Mrs. Gerald leaned John took the card,

out and caught both her hands.
"
Why doesn't he go to this

" Come with me to find Lawrence," door?" she asked, seeing the man
she whispered hurriedly.

" He has disappear around a corner of the

not been home yet, but he will go house,

for you." "You child!" said her friend

Though recoiling from the errand, compassionately ;

"
are you so inno-

Miss Pembroke would not refuse it. cent as to suppose that any one

She stepped into the carriage, and can walk into one of those places
suffered herself to be driven away, when he pleases ? These charm-

It was the first time such a service ing reunions are held with locked

had ever been demanded of her. doors, and one has to have the

"Where is he? Do you know?" password to go in."

she asked. Honora was silent with indigna-
" Oh ! yes. He is only playing tion. To her mind, Lawrence

billiards," the young wife answered, could not do his wife a greater in-

and a sharp sigh seemed to cut the jury than in allowing her to be-

sentences apart.
"

It is the first come acquainted with such places,
time for a long while, and I want and she was half disposed to be

to break it up in the beginning, vexed with Annette for not leaving

John went down and told him that him to himself, and refusing to be

his mother was dining with us, but drawn into any objectionable scenes

Lawrence paid no attention." and associations.
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Annette divined the last thought, friend's hauteur, and regretting

and replied to it. having brought her.
" She is go-

"
It is impossible for a wife, to be ing home to stay all night with us.

scrupulous as to the means by I am sure you did not know how
which she shall withdraw her hus- late it is."

band from danger," she said with She furtively picked up his hat,

quiet coldness. "They are one. that had fallen off, went on talking
If he is soiled, she cannot be quite lightly, to cover his silence or pre-

clean, except in intention, unless vent his saying anything senseless,

she is very selfish
;
and then her and tried in every way to screen him

intention is not good, which is from the scorn that she had expos-
worse yet. Of course she should ed him to. He leaned back in

he careful not to draw others into the carriage, and took no notice of

her affairs." her. The presence of Honora
" You must know far better than Pembroke had confounded him,

I, Annette," her friend said quick- and he had just sense enough left

ly, feeling as though she must have to know that he could not keep too

spoken her thought.
' At all events, quiet. What had stirred her to

you cannot be called selfish. And, interfere in his affairs he could not

indeed, if the angels of heaven guess, for Annette had always so

were over-scrupulous with regard screened him that it never occur-

to their associations, we should red to him she could have asked

lack their guardianship." her friend to come. Had he
Here John appeared, walking known, it would have fared hard

briskly round the corner of the with his wife. He had, however,
hotel, and immediately after Law- prudence and temper enough to

rence Gerald came to the carriage- keep him from making any disa-

door. greeable demonstration. John was
'You here, Honora!" he ex- at hand when they reached home,

claimed.
" What could have in- and, as the ladies went hastily up

ducedyou?" the steps and into the house, they
' We had better not ask each were not supposed to be aware

other questions," she replied cold- that it was his arm which enabled

ly.
(

It is late. Will you come Mr. Gerald to go in without fall-

home with us ?" ing. Then Mrs. Ferrier stood in

She drew back into a corner, the open drawing-room door, and,
and made room for him, with an under cover of her welcome to

air almost of disgust ;
for the moon- Honora, he managed to get up

light showed his face flushed with stairs unnoticed, fortunately for

drinking, and, as he spoke, a strong all.

odor of brandy had been wafted For the truce between Annette's

into her face. husband and her mother was over,
He was too much confused for and their intercourse was assum-

anything but simple obedience, and ing a more unpleasant character

in rather a stumbling way took the than ever. Now, it was nearly
seat assigned him. always Lawrence who* was the

4 Honora has been driving this aggressor. Even when Mrs. Fer-

evening, and is sleepy and chilly," rier showed a disposition to con-
bis wife made haste to say in ex- ciliate, he found something irritat-

planation, inwardly resenting her ing in her very good-nature. Par-
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tial as his mother was, she was up in the middle of the night, and
moved to expostulate with him try to creep out of the house with-

after witnessing two or three of out being heard, I should see her

these scenes. head poked out of the chamber-
" You ought to recollect her good door before I'd got half-way down-

intention, Lawrence, and try to stairs. Then she peers and finds

overlook her manner," she said, out everything. Annette and I had
"

I know well she does not show a bottle of champagne the other

very good taste always ;
but you night in our room, and the next

cannot criticise a woman in her own morning she spied out the bottle,

house." and spoke of it. I suppose she
"
I am seldom allowed to forget heard the cork pop when I drew

that it is her house," returned the it. You never looked after me
son rather sulkily. half so closely when I was a little

" At least, my dear, do not pro- boy, always in mischief, as she does
voke her into reminding you of now I am a man. She knows what
that," Mrs. Gerald urged. my clothes cost, every rag of them,
Lawrence wished to stand well and how many clean collars and

with his mother, and had, indeed, handkerchiefs I have in the week."

improved in his behavior toward "
I am sure she need not trouble

her in proportion as he had grown herself about how much your clothes

more impatient with Mrs. Ferrier. cost, since you pay for them your-
He seemed now to regret having self," Mrs. Gerald said, her face

answered her unpleasantly.
"
If very red.

" And if she grudges
you knew, mother, all the little an- you clean collars, send your linen

noyances I have to bear from her, home, and I will have it washed

you wouldn't blame me so much," there."

he said coaxingly.
" With other frets,

" Oh ! she has no such thought,"
she has a habit of asking any of us Lawrence

,
made haste to say.

who may be going out where we " She doesn't mean to be cross

are going, and when we are coming about any of these things, but only

back; and Annette has humored prying. She wants to overlook

her in that till she thinks she has a everybody and everything in the

right to know. Teddy always tells house, and it annoys me. I only

her, too
;

but then he tells lies, tell you so that you may not won-
That makes no difference, though, der if I do speak out now and then

to her. Well, I have broken her about some small thing. Then
of asking me when I am alone

;
but what do you think she has pro-

if Annette is with me, she asks her. posed about my going into busi-

Can't you imagine, mother, that it ness?"

would get to be irritating after a
" Well ?" Mrs. Gerald said un-

while ? It makes me so nervous easily.

sometimes that I have really skulk-
" She has selected a partner for

ed out of the house slyly, as if I had me."
no right to go. And then, when I His mother waited for an expla-
come in, she will say,

'

Why, where nation.

have you been, Lawrence ? I didn't
" And who should it be but

hear you go out.' If a door opens John !"

anywhere, she goes to see who is
"
John who ?" asked Mrs. Gerald

about. I believe if I should get wonderingly, trying to recollect
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some notable person of that name

among her youthful acquaintances.
"
Why, I do not know that he

has any other name. The big En-

glish fellow who lets you in here,

and waits at dinner, and opens and
shuts the carriage-door."

" What ! you do not mean the

footman ?" Mrs. Gerald cried.

Her son laughed bitterly.
"
I asked

her if he was to" open the shop-door,
and carry parcels, and if he would
have the same sort of cockade on
his hat, and she got quite angry
about it. She says he has saved a

good deal of money, and means
to go into business, and she thinks

I couldn't have a better partner.
What do you think of it, mother?"

Mrs. Gerald leaned back in her

chair, and put her hand up to her

face, half hiding ablush of vexation.

She was not willing to tell Law-
rence all she thought of the mat-
ter. "What does Annette say?" she

asked.
'

Annette vetoed the proposal

up and down. I've heard nothing
of it for a .week or more. I only
told you because you seem to think

me too difficult."

Mrs. Gerald sighed. She had

hoped to see her son busy and con-
tented after his marriage, and she

found him only more idle and dis-

satisfied than before. With the

partiality of a mother, she tried

still to find him unfortunate instead

of blameworthy, and, rather than
see any fault in him, looked only
at his difficulties, refusing to recol-

lect how easily he could now over-

come them all. She fancied erro-

neously that to suggest to him that

his trials had a good deal of bright-
ness to relieve them, would be to

show a lack of sympathy and ten-

derness, and that the best way to

comfort him was to let him see

that his annoyances showed in her

eyes as misfortunes. It was a mis-

take which, in her over-sensitive

affection, she had always made with

him.

His wife acted otherwise.
" There

is no use in anticipating evil, Law-

rence," she said.
"
Perhaps that

may be the means of bringing it

about. Fortune loves a smiling coun-

tenance. As to mamma's plans and
wishes with regard to John, the best

way for us is to assume that it is

impossible she should ever regard
him as anything but a servant.

And, indeed," she concluded with

dignity,
"

I think she never can do
otherwise."

But this assumption did not pre-
vent young Mr. Gerald from going

privately to F. Chevreuse, and beg-

ging him to interfere and try to

bring her mother to reason
;

and

perhaps Mrs. Ferrier was never so

near being in open revolt against
her pastor as when he undertook to

show her that there were certain

social distinctions which it was her

duty to recognize and respect.
"I think, F. Chevreuse," she said

stiffly,
"
that a priest might do

better than encourage pride and

haughtiness."
" He could scarcely do worse

than encourage them," he replied

calmly ;

" and it is precisely against
these sins that I would put you on

your guard. Persons are never

more in danger of falling into them
than when they are complaining of

the pride of others, and trying to

reform what they conceive- to be
the abuses of society and the world.

The only reformer whom I respect,
and who is in a thoroughly safe

way, is that one who strives to reform

and perfect himself. When he is

perfect, then he can begin to cor-

rect the faults of others. More-

over, the established customs and
distinctions of society have often a
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good foundation, and are not light- takes will be a small fund for the

ly to be set aside. What would you future, and will relieve a little that

say if your chambermaid should in- painful feeling he must have in liv-

sist on sitting down to dinner with ing here without paying anything,

you and driving out with you ?" It is decidedly the best that can be
Mrs. Ferrier found herself unpre- done at present. Besides," he add-

pared to answer. Indeed, no lady ed, seeing objection gathering in

could be more peremptory and ex- her face,
u

it may save you some-

acting than she was with all her thing. The young man is not to

servants except John. She was blame that he is not rich, and he is

not yet ready to explain that her quite ready to take his wife home
generalities all had reference to one to his own mother, and Annette is

exceptional case.
*

quite willing to go, if necessary.
" But John is not at all a common They might live there very happily

servant," she ventured to say. and pleasantly ;
but as, in that case,

" He never lived out but once be- Lawrence would be the one on

fore, and then it was with a very whom all the expense would fall, I

grand family in England ;
and he presume you would make your

wouldn't have come here with us, daughter an allowance which would

only that he wanted to look round place her on an equality with him."
a while before setting up business. Mrs. Ferrier was forced to con-
I had to coax him to come, and sent. Nothing was further from

give him the very highest wages, her wish than to be separated from
And Annette did all she could to her daughter, not only because she

persuade him." was more than usually solicitous
"
John is an excellent man, .1 am for Annette's happiness, and wished

sure," F. Chevreuse replied.
"

I to assure herself constantly that

hope he will succeed in whatever her husband did not neglect her,

good work he attempts. But we but because she had an almost in-

were speaking of your daughter's sane desire to watch Lawrence in

husband. My advice is that he re- every way. Nothing so piques the

turn to the office where he was be- curiosity of a meddlesome person

fore, and remain there till something as to see any manifestation of a de-

better presents itself. I do not ap- sire to baffle their searching. The

prove of any large and showy en- annoyance naturally felt and often

terprise for him. It would not suit shown by one who finds himself

him. In that office his salary suspiciously observed is always
would be enough to render him taken by such persons as a proof

quite independent, and leave him a that there is something wrong
little to lay up." which he is desirous to conceal.

"
Lay up !" repeated Mrs. Ferrier, Moreover, John had let fall a word

with an incredulous circumflex. of advice, which she was not dispos-
" He will put one-half his income ed to disregard.

into his wife's hands, and she can do She had been complaining of her

as she will with it," F. Chevreuse son-in-law.

replied.
" Annette has spoken to

" You had better let him pretty
me about it, and it is his own pro- much alone, ma'am," the man re-

posal. She will put the money in plied. "You'll never drive him to

bank every month. What he keeps being a sober fellow, nor indus-

will be his own affair, and what she trious. Scolding doesn't mend
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broken china. I have a plan in my not want your company. I can

mind for them which I will tell you find my own way."
after a while, when the right time And accordingly Lawrence open-
comes. He wouldn't thank me for ed his eyes a few minutes later

it now; but by-and-by, if he doesn't to see F. Chevreuse standing by
drink himself to death first, he may the sofa where he lay in all the

think my advice is worth listen- misery of a complete physical and

ing to." mental prostration.

John had a quiet, laconic way The priest drew a chair close to

which sometimes impressed others him, taking no notice of the evident

besides his mistress, and she did not disinclination of the young man to

venture to oppose him openly, nor his society. "Now, my boy," he

even to insist on hearing what his said, laying a hand on the invalid's

mysterious plan might be. shrinking arm,
"
are you dosing

It was, altogether, a miserable yourself up to go through the same
state of affairs, one of those situa- bad business again ? What has

tions almost more unbearable than come over you ? Come ! come !

circumstances of affliction, for the Wake up, and be a man. You are

cares were mean, the annoyances too good to throw away in this,

and mortifications petty; and the fashion."

mind, which is ennobled by great The young man turned his face

trials, was cramped and lowered by away with a faint moan of utter-

the constant presence of small discouragement.
"

I am not worth-

troubles which it would fain disre- bothering about. I've played my.

gard, but could not. For, after all, stake in life, and lost, and what is

these small troubles were the signs left is good for nothing. Besides,
of a great one threatening. It was if I tried, I shouldn't succeed,

plain that Lawrence Gerald, if not Why do you trouble yourself about-

stopped, was going to kill himself me ? I tell you that what there is

with drinking. His frame was too left of me isn't worth saving."

delicately organized to bear the He spoke 'with bitter impatience^
alternate fierce heats and wretched and made a gesture as if he would*

depressions to which he was sub- have sent his visitor away,

jecting it, and more than one F. Chevreuse was not so easily

sharp attack of illness had given to be dismissed,

warning that he was exhausting his
" The devil thinks differently,"

vitality. he remarked, without stirring.
" He

F. Chevreuse came upon him is fighting hard for you. Rouse

suddenly one day when he was yourself, and join with those who
suffering from one of these attacks, are fighting against him ! You
The priest had called at Mrs. have an idea that, because you have

Ferrier's, and, learning that Law- made mistakes and committed sins,

rence was in his room, too unwell you must lay down your arms,

to go out, went up-stairs to him Nonsense ! There are all the lives

somewhat against Annette's wish. of the saints against you. Some
'

I will take the responsibility," of them never began to try till they
he said laughingly. 'The boy wants found themselves on the brink of

me to wake him up ; you women destruction. You fancy, too, that

are too gentle. You are petting because you and your family have
him to death. No, my lady, I do had misfortunes, and because you

VOL. xix. 6
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have not been very successful in He was standing, ready to go,

trying to become a rich man, you but waited for an answer. There
must stand humbly aside for was none. He spoke more ear-

cleverer men, and ask no favors, nestly.

You're all wrong. God made you,
" You know well it is for the best,

and put you into the world, just as Lawrence; and I want you to pro-
he has the rest of us, and you have mise to come to me when you are

a right to the light and air, and to able to go out, before you go to see

repair your mistakes and repent of any one else."

your sins, without troubling your- "Well, I will. I promise you."
self too much about what people say But the promise was given, ap-
.and think, and to do the best you parently, only to get rid of the sub-

can in worldly affairs without being ject, and F. Chevreuse went away
humbled or ashamed if you can't feeling that he had accomplished
fill your pocket with money quite nothing.
as readily as some can. Let the Annette went directly to her hus-

money go, but don't let your man- band, somewhat timid as to the re-

liness go, and don't throw away ception she might meet with
;
but if

your soul. You are talking non- he was displeased at having had a

sense when you say that you are visitor, he did not seem to hold her

worthless. Respect yourself, and responsible. He took the glass

compel others to respect you, Law- containing the opiate from her

rence. Nerve yourself, call up hand, and set it down beside him.

your good resolutions, and ask "After a while," he said. "And
God to help you. Despair is a now I am going to lock every one
crime !" out of the room, and try to go to

The young man put his arm up, sleep. If I want anything, I will

and covered his face with it, as ring."

though to hide an emotion he was She began to make some little

ashamed of; or, perhaps, because arrangements for his comfort, but,
the light hurt his eyes.

"
If I could perceiving that they irritated him,

forget everything, and sleep for a desisted, and left him to himself,

month without waking, I don't As she went along the passage, she

know but I could begin again and heard the lock click behind her.

try to do better," he said faintly. Oddly enough, this little rudeness
'' But there is no life in me now for gave her a feeling of pleasure, for it

anything." showed that he felt at home there,
F. Chevreuse rose immediately, and claimed a right to all that was

'*

Rest, then, if that is what you hers.

need," he said kindly.
"
Rest, and "If only he will sleep!" she

forget everything painful. If any thought.

tormenting thought comes, say a He did not sleep. His first act

little prayer, and tell it to begone, was to throw away the opiate she
Don't drink any liquor to quiet had brought.

" Some such dose as

your mind. Let Annette get you they give to teething babies, I sup-
some gentle sedative. I'll tell her pose," he muttered. Then he
to keep everybody away from you, seated himself on the sofa, and,
and let you lie here six months, if clasping his hands over his head,

you want to. But when you are as if to still the bursting pain there,

better, come to see me." remained buried in thought. One
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could see that he was trying to tumbled off and lay helplessly on

study out some problem in his its back. The young man set it

mind, but that difficulties present- carefully and tenderly on its feet

ed themselves. More than once once more. " Now do your best,"
his eyes wandered to a little writ- he said. "You and I have made a

ing-desk opposite him, and fixed failure, but we will try once again."
themselves there.

"
It would re- Inspired, it would seem, by this

move the only obstacle," he said; encouragement, the fly put out its
u and yet how can I ? That would wings, gathered all its energies, and
be going over it all again. Now I flew over the cord, tumbling igno-
am not to blame, but only unfortu- miniously on its back again at the

nate
;
but if I do that ..." other side.

It was pitiable to see a young Lawrence Gerald did not give
face so distorted by pain of mind himself the trouble to assist again
and body, and to see also that the his fallen friend, but went promptly
pain was stinging him into still to pull the bell-tassel. He had
more angry revolt. thrown off all responsibility, and,
He began pacing up and down choosing to see in these trivial

the room, and, in his doubt and dis- chances the will and guidance of

tress, seized upon one of those some intelligence wiser than his

strange modes of solving the ques- own, resolved instantly on following
tion in his mind which, trivial as where they pointed,

they are, most persons have at
"
I dare say I shall stumble like

some time in their lives had re- that clumsy fly, but I shall succeed
course to. in the end. At all events, I will

'If there is an odd number of try. I can't and won't stay here

squares in the carpet from corner any longer. It is torment for me,
to corner of the room, I will do it," and I don't do any one else any
he said, and began to count them, good." He seemed to be arguing
The number was odd. But, appar- with some invisible companion,
ently, he wished to make assurance

"
They will be better without me.

doubly sure, for" .he next counted Besides, it was not I who decided,

the stucco ornaments on the ceil- I left it to chance. If it was ..."

ing.
' Odd again ! Now for the His wife entering interrupted the

third trial." He glanced about in soliloquy. She found him lying
search of the object which was to down, as she had left him, but with

decide his fate, and spied a large a color in his face that would have

patriarchal fly that had crawled out looked like returning health, if it

of its winter hiding-place, and was had not been a little too deep,

clumsily trying its wings. He stretched his hand out, and
'

If he can fly over that cord, I drew her to the footstool by his

will go," he said; and since this side. "Now, Ninon," he said

was the last trial, and the poor in- coaxingly,
"
I want you to be a good

sect seemed to him something like girl, and arrange something for me
himself at that moment, he watched so that I shall not be annoyed by
with breathless interest its efforts to questions nor opposition. It's no-

surmount the great obstacle of the thing but a whim
;
but no matter

curtain-cord that lay in its path, for that. I want to go to New
The little creature attempted to York for a day or two, by myself,
crawl over, but, losing its balance, you know, and I must start to-night.
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I'm not going to do any harm, I

promise you. I feel a good deal

better, and I believe the little

journey will cure me. The train

starts at eight o'clock, and it is now
five. It won't take me half an

hour to get ready. Will you man-

age it for me, and keep the others

off my shoulders ?"

She consented promptly and

quietly, asking no questions. If

he should choose to tell her any-

thing, it was well
;

if not, it was the

same. She knew the meaning of

this coaxing tenderness too well to

presume upon it. It meant simply
that she could be useful to him.

" What is he going to New York
for?" demanded Mrs. Ferrier,

when Annette ma.de the announce-
ment down-stairs.

; '

Mamma, you must not expect
me to tell all my husband's busi-

ness," the young woman answered
rather loftily.

Poor Annette did not wish to ac-

knowledge that she knew no more
of her husband's affairs or motives
than her mother did.

: Then he will want his dinner
earlier?" was the next question,
Mrs. Ferrier having, by an effort,

restrained her inclination to make
any further complaints.
No

;
all he wanted was luncheon,

and his wife had ordered that to be
carried up-stairs.

"
I suppose I am not allowed to

ask how long he will be gone ?" re-

marked the mother.
" Oh ! certainly, mamma

; but
that is not quite settled," Annette
said pleasantly. "It depends on
circumstances. A few days, proba-
bly, will be the most."
When Annette went up-stairs

again, her husband was dressed for

his journey. A valise, locked and

strapped, lay on the sofa at his el-

bow, and his wrappings were strewn

about. She observed that the oak

writing-desk, that had not been

opened for months, to her know-

ledge, had been opened now. The

key was in the lock, and the lid was

slightly raised. She noticed, too,

that a little inner cover had been
torn out, and lay on the carpet, bro-

ken in two.
" The carriage will be round in a

few minutes," she said.
"
I thought

you would want plenty of time to

buy your ticket and get a good
seat."

He merely nodded in reply, but
looked at her wistfully, as if touch-
ed by her ready compliance with
his wishes, and desirous to see if

any pain or displeasure were hidden
under her quietness.
But he detected no sign of any

such feelings. She was merely ex-

amining his fur gloves, to make sure

that the buttons were on, looking

narrowly to the strap of his cloak,

busying herself in the most com-

monplace manner with his prepara-
tions.

"Shall I go to the station with

you ?" she asked carelessly.
'

I wish you would." His tone
was quite earnest..

Annette had arranged it so that

they went down-stairs while her

mother was at dinner; and though
the dining-room door had been left

ajar, before Mrs. Ferrier had time
to leave her seat or call out, the

two had left the house, and were

driving through the clear starlight.
"
Annette," her husband said

suddenly,
"
I've been thinking that

if I had a boy, I would bring him

up very strictly. No matter how
much I might wish to indulge him,
I would resist the wish. He should

be taught to control himself from

fear, if he had no other motive.

He should be made hardy, and

healthy, and active. I wouldn't
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allow him mucn time to dream had recovered herself sufficiently to

and think of himself; he should be speak.

kept busy; and I would never let "What a good-by it was!" she

him depend on any one, or sit still thought with a startled heart.

and fancy that some great fortune
" One would think he were never

were going to drop into his hands coming back again."
without any effort on his part." He did come back, though, and

Mrs. Gerald was silent, astonished sooner than he was expected. He
by this unexpected lecture, of which appeared at the door the next eve-

she quite well understood the ning, nearly falling in, indeed, so

meaning. He would have no child that John had to steady him. An-
of his brought up as he had been, nette had run out of the drawing-
But why should he speak of it room on hearing the servant's ex-

now ? clamation, but, at sight of her hus-
"
There's too much liberty and band in such a state, was about to

recklessness among young men," he turn back in disgust,

went on. "They have too much "It isn't liquor, ma'am," John
their own way. Parents ought to said.

"
Something's the matter

see what misery it will lead to. If with him. I told you yesterday

they don't care for what the child that he wasn't fit to go away. Just

may make them suffer, they ought push that chair this way for him to

to recollect what the child has got sit do\vn in, and bring him a glass
to suffer when at last it wakes up of wine."

to life as it is, and finds itself with
'

I had to come back," the young
ruinous tastes and habits, and not man said.

"
I was sicker than I

one right idea of anything. I am thought, and not able to go on. I

inclined to believe that it would be don't know how I reached Crich-

better for half the children in the ton
;
and just now, walking up from

world if they were brought up and the station, the cold wind on my
trained by the state instead of by forehead made me dizzy. I thought
their own parents." I should feel better to walk. Don't

They had reached the station, be frightened, Annette. I can go
and he stepped slowly out of the up-stairs now."

carriage. His wife ventured to ask He had every symptom of fever,

how long he would stay away. and before morning had grown so
" Oh ! I've nothing to do in New much worse that a doctor was sent

York," he said carelessly.
'

I for, though much against his will,

shall not stay there more than two "
I don't believe in doctors," he

or three days." protested. "My mother always
He leaned into the carriage, arid cured me when I was sick without

took her hands. In the darkness sending for a doctor. It's all guess-
she could not see his face, though work. They only know what you
the light from outside shone in her tell them, and they sit and stare at

own
;
but his voice was tender and you, and ask you questions when

regretful, even solemn.
'

Good-by, you don't want to speak a word. I

dear," he said.
" You have been hate to have a doctor look at me."

only too good to me. May God re- Mr. Gerald was indeed a very
ward you !" difficult patient for both doctor and
He bent to kiss the hands he nurse, irritable beyond expression,

held, then hurried away before she and nervous to the verge of deli-
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rium. At first no one was allowed
" Do you think I am going to die ?

near him but his mother. Then he I am not. That is what the women
found her tender sadness depress- are all crying about. Mrs. Ferrier

ing, and insisted on having his wife came in to-day, and told me she was

in her place. Finally he begged having Masses said for me, and

John to take care of him. sprinkled me with holy water till I
"
Keep the women away, if you was drenched. And Bettie, when

don't want me to lose my senses," she sat here to-day while you were

he said to the man. "
They start away, rattled her beads and cried

and turn pale or red every time I all the time, till I told her to get

cough or speak in my sleep ;
and out of the room. That's the way

even when they pretend not to with some people. The minute a

notice, I know they are watching fellow is sick, they try their best to

me all the time. I don't dare to scare him to death. Why don't you
groan, or sigh, or rave, though it offer to read the paper to me, or

would sometimes do me good. I tell me an amusing story ? Give
want somebody by me who doesn't me the opiate now."
care whether I live or die, but who " The doctor said you were not

just does what I ask him to. Let to take another till twelve o'clock,"
Louis open the door and sit up in the attendant said,

the dicky. It's what he was made "
I don't care for the doctor's or-

for. He's far more of a footman ders. Give it to me now. I know
than you." best what I need."

"I wouldn't give either of you "I believe you do," John said

your salt as footman," John retort- quietly, and gave him the opiate,

ed, smiling grimly. But he did not But in spite of care, and of a de-

refuse to assume the post of nurse, termination to recover, the illness

and, having undertaken it, rendered grew upon him, till finally the phy-
himself so useful and unobtrusive sicians intimated that if he had any
that the others all gave way to him, religious preparations to make, they
and the sick man had no disposition had better not be delayed any long-
to change again. He seemed a er, for his strength was rapidly
rather hard, dry man, but he was wasting, and they could not pro-

patient, and showed none of that mise that the result would not be
obtrusive attention which is some- fatal.

times more troublesome to an in- Mrs. Ferrier went in great distress

valid than neglect. If Lawrence to F. Chevreuse.

groaned and tossed about, the at- "What shall we do?" she asked,
tendant took no notice of him

;
if he "After having refused to see a

said,
"
John, don't leave me alone a priest, and flown into a rage when-

minute," the man would sit by his ever we mentioned the subject, at

side all night, as untired, apparently, last he is willing to have one. But he
as a man of wood. will see no one but F. O'Donovan

;

So three nights passed, and still and F. O'Donovan is laid up with
the invalid grew worse. gout, so that he cannot move hand

*

Wouldn't you like to have me or foot. I went out to him to-day,
read some prayers to you, sir?" the and I thought that if he could pos-
watcher asked one night.

'

They sibly be wrapped up and brought in

might quiet you." in a carriage, I would ask him; but,
Lawrence broke out impatiently : father, I couldn't have the face to
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speak of it. The doctor doesn't

allow him to stir out of his room.

Even Mrs. Gerald sees that it can't

be done. I've begged Lawrence to

listen to reason, but he is so set

that if he had asked to have the

Pope himself, he'd be mad if we
didn't send a messenger to Rome.
I could send to L- - for a priest,

but that might be too late. He is

failing very much. I do wish you'd

go once again, father."

F. Chevreuse had already been

twice, and had been denied admit-

tance in terms anything but re-

spectful.

"Certainly I will go," he said.
"

I should have come up this eve-

ning, if I had not been sent for.

Poor Lawrence ! I cannot under-

stand why he should have such a

prejudice against me."

It was early twilight when they
reached the house, and, as they en-

tered, the lamps burned with a faint

ray, as if they, like all sounds and

sights in that place, had been muf-

fled.
' You go right up and tell him

there's no one to be got but me,"
F. Chevreuse said.

But Mrs. Ferrier shrank back.
" He never will consent if I ask

him."

"Annette, then."
* He won't allow Annette near

him," the mother sighed.
'

John," said the priest,
u
will you

go up and tell Mr. Gerald that I

am here to see him?"
'

I wouldn't venture to, sir,"

John answered.
"

I don't believe

it's of any use
;
and if you'd take

my advice, sir . . ."

Even Mrs. Ferrier was scandal-

ized by the man's presumption, and
faltered out an " O John !"

'

I will go myself," F. Chevreuse

interrupted.
"
Stay down here, all

you people, and say the rosary for

my success. Say it with all your
hearts. And don't come up-stairs
till you are called."

As he went up, a door near the

landing softly opened, and in it

stood the young wife with a face so

woful and deathlike that tears would
have seemed joyful in comparison.
She said not a word, but stood and
looked at the priest in a kind of

terror.
"
My poor child!" he said pity-

ingly,
"
why do you stay here alone,

killing yourself with grief? Go and

stay with your mother and Honora
till I come down."

She made that painful effort to

speak which shows that the mouth
and throat are dry, and, when words

came, they were but a whisper.
"O father!" she said, "don't go
in there if you have any human
weakness left in you ! You have
to be an angel and not a man to

hear my husband's confession.

Find some one else for him. He
will not speak to you."

; ' Never fear, child !" he answered

firmly.
"

I may have human weak-

ness, but I have the strength of

God to help me resist it."

She watched him as he softly

opened the door of the chamber
where her husband lay, heard the

faint cry that greeted him :

" Not

you! not you!" then the door

closed, and she was alone again.
The priest approachecl the bed,

and spoke with gentleness, yet
with authority:

"
F. O'Donovan

is too sick to come
;
and if you

wait for another to be sent for, it

will be too late. Think of your
soul, and let everything else go.
In a few hours you may be in the

presence of God, listening to your
eternal doom. What will you care

then, my poor boy, who helped you
to loosen from your conscience the

sins you have committed in this
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miserable world ? It cannot be

because you hate me so much, this

unwillingness. Is it because your
sins have been so great ? There is

no sin that I have not heard con-

fessed, I think
;
and the greater it

was, the greater was my comfort

and thankfulness that at last it was

forgiven. Come, now, I am putting
on my stole. Ask the help of God
and of our Blessed Mother, and

forget who I am. Remember only
what I am the minister of the mer-
ciful God and that I have no

feeling, no thought, no wish, but to

save you."
The bed-curtains made a still

deeper shade in that shadowed

room, and out from the dimness
the face of the sick man gleamed
white and wild.

"
I cannot !

"
he said.

" You would
not want to hear me if you knew.
You would never give me absolu-

tion. You do not know what my
sins are."

The priest seated himsejf by the

bedside, and took in his
y

strong,

magnetic hand the thin and shak-

ing hand of the penitent.
" No

matter what you may tell me, you
cannot surprise me," he said.

;

Though you should have com-
mitted sacrilege and every crime, I

cannot, if I would, refuse you abso-

lution. And I would not wish to. I

have only pity and love for you.
Tell me all now, as if you were

telling your own soul. Have no
fear."

'' No priest ever before heard
such a confession!" The words
came faintly.

" You do not know."
'

Confess, in the name of God !"

repeated the priest.
" The flames

of hell are harder to bear than any
anger of mine can be. God has

sent me hither, and I have only to

obey him, and listen to your con-

fession, whatever it may be. It is

not my choice nor yours. We are

both commanded."
" Promise me that I shall have

absolution ! Promise me that you
will forgive me !" prayed the young
man, clinging to the hand that he

had at first shrunk from.
"
I didn't

mean to do what I have done, and
I have suffered the torments of the

damned for it."
"
I have no right to refuse abso-

lution when you are penitent," was
the answer.

" The person who re-

pents and confesses has a right to

absolution."
" You will give it to me, no matter

what I may tell you ?"
" No matter what you may tell

me," repeated the priest.
" The

mercy of God is mighty. Though
you should hem yourself in with

sins as with a wall of mountains,
he can overlook them. Though
you should .sink in the lowest

depths of sin, his hand can reach

you. A sinner cannot be moved
to call on the name of the Lord,
unless the Lord should move him
and have the merciful answer ready.
I have blessed you. How long is

it since your last confession?"

The sick man half raised himself,
and pointed across the room.

" There is a crucifix on the table,"
he said.

" Go and kneel before

that, and ask God to strengthen

you for a hard trial. Then, if

you come back to me, I will con-
fess."

F. Chevreuse started up, and
stood one instant erect and rigid,
with his face upraised. Then he
crossed the room, knelt before the

crucifix, and held it to his breast

during a moment of wordless pray-
er. As a sigh reached him through
the stillness of the chamber, he laid

the crucifix down, and returned to

the bedside.
"
In the name of God, confess,
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and have no fear," he said gently, pearance of being at the same time
' Have no fear !" hiding and alert. With his head
The penitent lay with his face advanced, and his neck twisted, he

half turned to the pillow, and the stared steadfastly up the stairway
bed was trembling under him

;
but at the door within which the priest

he no longer refused to speak. had disappeared.
To the company down-stairs it For nearly an hour there was no

seemed a very long interview. Mrs. sound but the small ticking of a

Ferrier, Mrs. Gerald, and Miss Pern- clock and the occasional dropping
broke, kneeling together in the lit- of a coal in the grate. Then all

tie sitting-room near the foot of the waiting ones started and looked
the stairs, with the door open, had out eagerly ; for the chamber-door
said the rosary, trying not to let opened, and F. Chevreuse came out.

their thoughts wander ; then, sitting One only did not lift her face to

silent, had listened for a descend- read what tidings might be written

ing step, breathing each her own in the face of him who came forth

prayer now and then. Their great- from the sick-chamber. Kneeling,
est trouble was over. Evidently F. almost prostrate on the floor, An-
Chevreuse had overcome Lawrence nette Gerald still remained where
Gerald's unwillingness to confess to F. Chevreuse had left her. She
him

;
and the three women, so dif- did not look up even when he

ferent in all else, united in the one paused by her side, and she felt

ardent belief that the prayer of that he was blessing her, but only
faith would save the sick man, and bowed still lower before him.

that, when his conscience should be "Take comfort, my child," he

quite disburdened, and his soul en- said.
" You have no reason to de-

lightened by the comforts and ex- spair."
hortations which such a man as F. She looked up quickly into his

Chevreuse could offer, his body face, with an almost incredulous

would feel the effects of that inward hope in her eyes,

healing, and throw off its burden He was pale, but some illumina-

too. tion not of earth floated about him,
In an adjoining room sat Louis so that she could easily have believed

Ferrier, biting his nails, having been she saw him upborne in air with the

forbidden by his mother to seek buoyancy of a spirit. The heaven-

distraction in more cheerful scenes, ly calm of his expression could not

He watched the women while they be described
; yet it was the calm

knelt, and even drew a little nearer of one who, reposing on the bosom
to listen to their low-voiced pray- of God, is yet aware of infinite sin

er, but lacked the piety to join and suffering in the world. It was
them. He was both annoyed and such a look as one might imagine

frightened by the gloomy circum- an angel guardian to wear heaven-

stances in which he found himself, ly peace shorn of heavenly delight,

and, like most men of slack religious He motioned her to rise, and she

belief and practice, felt more safe obeyed him. She would not then

to have pious women by him in have hesitated, whatever he had
times of danger. bade her do. His imposing calm

John had taken his place on a pressed her fears and doubts to a

low stool underneath the stairs, perfect quiet. There was nothing
and had an almost grotesque ap- possible but obedience.
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" Go to your husband, and see if

he wants anything," he said.
' Let

him be very quiet, and he may
sleep. To-morrow morning I shall

bring him the Viaticum ;
but I think

he will recover."

She went toward the chamber,
and he descended the stairs. John,

bending forward eagerly, caught

sight of his face, and drew quickly
back again, blessing himself.

' The
man is a saint !" he muttered, and

took good care to keep himself out

of sight.

F. Chevreuse was met in the sit-

ting-room door by Mrs. Gerald,

and the other two pressed close be-

hind her
;
and when they saw him, it

was as though a soft and gentle light

had shone into their troubled faces.
" You are afraid that so long an

interview has exhausted him," he

said. "It has not. The body is

seldom any worse for attending to

the affairs of the soul, and a tran-

quil mind is the best rest. Annette

i > with him now, and, if left undis-

tuibed, I think he will sleep. Pray
for him, and do not lose courage.
God bless you ! Good-night."
Not one of them uttered a word.

The questions they would have ask-

ed, and the invitation they would
have given the priest to remain with

them, died on their lips. Evident-

ly he did not mean to enter the

room, and they felt that his doing
so was a favor for him to offer, not

for them to ask.

They glanced at each other as he

went away, and Honora Pembroke
smiled.

" He looks as though he

were gazing at heaven through the

gate of martyrdom," she said.

But the next morning, after see-

ing Gerald, he stopped a few minutes

to talk with the family, and still

they found that indefinable air of lof-

tiness lingering about him, imposing
a certain distance, at the same time

that it increased their reverence

and affection for him. The fami-

liar, frequently jesting, sometimes

peremptory F. Chevreuse seemed
to have gone away for ever

;
but

how beautiful was the substitute he
had left, and how like him in all

that was loftiest !

Lawrence was better that morn-

ing, and gained steadily day by day.

Nothing could exceed the care and
tenderness with which F. Chevreuse
watched over his recovery. He
came every morning and evening,
he treated him with the affection

of a father, and seemed to have

charged himself with the young
man's future.

"
I think you should let him and

Annette go to Europe for a year,"
he said to Mrs. Ferrier.

"
It would

be better for him to break off en-

tirely from old associations, and
have an entire change for a while.

His health has not been good for

some time, and his nerves are worn.
The journey would restore him,
and afterward we will see what can
be done. I am not sure that it is

well for him to live here. When a

person is going to change his life

very much, it is often wiser to

change his place of abode also.

The obstacles to improvement are

fewer among strangers."
The young man received this

proposal to go abroad rather doubt-

fully. He would not go away till

spring, and was not sure that he
would go then. As he grew better

in health, indeed, he withdrew him-
self more and more from the priest,

and showed an uneasiness in his

society which not all F. Chevreuse's

kindness could overcome.
" You must not shun me, Law-

rence," the priest said to him one

day when they were alone.
" You

have done that too long, and it is

hot well. Try to look on me as
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very firmly your friend. Let me
advise you sometimes, and be sure

that I shall always have your good
in view."

Lawrence had been very nervous

and irritable that day, and was in no

mood to bear expostulation.
; You

can't be my friend," he replied

with suppressed vehemence.
' You

can only be my master. You can

only own me body and soul."
* That is a mistake," was the

quiet answer.
"

I do not own you

any more than I do others."

But he patiently forbore to press

the question then.
"
Encourage him to come to me

whenever you think I can benefit

him," he said to Annette. "You
can tell best. He has not quite re-

covered his spirits yet, and it will

do no good for me to urge him.

Make everything as cheerful as you
can for him. It sometimes happens
that people get up from sickness in

this depressed state of mind."

"Yes!" she replied, looking
down.

She also had grown shy of F.

Chevreuse, and seemed willing to

keep out of his sight.

But to others she was perhaps
rather more gay than they had
known her for some time. Her
mother found her at once kinder

and more exacting, and complained
that they seemed now to have be-

come strangers.
" And how nervous you have

grown, Annette!" she said. "You
crush everything you take hold

of."
" What have I crushed, mamma ?"

asked the daughter, with a light

laugh.
" Have I made havoc

among your bonnets or wine-

glasses ?"
"

It isn't that," Mrs. Ferrier said

fretfully.
" You squeeze people's

hands, instead of touching them.

Look at that baby's arm !" They
were entertaining a baby visitor.

Annette Gerald looked as she

was bid. and saw the prints of her

fingers on the soft little arm she

had held unconsciously, and caught
an only half-subsided quiver of the

baby lip as the little one looked at

her, all ready to cry with pain.

Every woman knows at once
how she atoned for her fault, by
what caresses, and petting, and pro-
testations of sorrow, and how those

faint red marks were bemoaned as

if they had been the stripes of a

martyr.
"
If you touch any one's arm, you

pinch it," the elder lady went on.
" And you take hold of your shawl

and your gloves and your handker-
chief as if somebody were going to

pull them away from you. I've

seen your nails white when you
held the evening paper to read, you
griped it so

;
and as to taking

glasses and cups at the table, I

always expect to see them fly to

pieces in your hands."
"
Isn't she an awful woman ?"

says Mrs. Annette to the baby,

holding it high and looking up
into its rosy, smiling face.

"
Isn't

Annette a frightfully muscular and

dangerous person, you pink of per-
fection ? What shall we do with

her? She pinches little swan's-

down arms, and makes angelic ba-

bies pucker up their lips with grief,

and sets tears swimming in their

blue violets of eyes. We must do

something dreadful to her. We must

forgive her
;
and that is very terrible.

There is nothing so crushing, baby,
as to be forgiven very much."
And then, after one more toss,

the infant was let suddenly and

softly down, like a lapful of roses,

over the face of its friend, and for

an instant Annette .Gerald's eyes
were hidden in its neck.
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"Come and have a game of chess, She leaned back instantly, and

Annette," her husband called out made an effort to control herself,

across the room.
"
It must be that I am not well.

"Yes, dear!" she responded Don't mind me. And now, you

brightly; and, setting the child will have to place your own men,

down, went to him at once, a red and give me the first move.'

color in her cheeks. He placed the men, and appear-
"
Why do some people always ed to be thinking pitifully of his

notice such little things," he said wife as he glanced now and then

frowningly, "and, instead of at- into her face. "It seems selfish of

tending to themselves, watch how me not to have taken better care

people take hold of cups and of you, Annette," he said,

saucers, and all that nonsense, and " Oh ! you needed care yourself,"

fancy that some wonderful chance she replied lightly.
" Don't ima-

hangs on your eating butter with gine that I am sick, though. It is

your bread, or preferring cheese?" nothing. You didn't marry me to

Annette was engaged in placing take care of me, you know, and I

the men, and did not look in her am not very exacting."
husband's face as she answered in She would have caught back the

a gentle, soothing voice : last words, if she could, before it

"
It is rather annoying some- was too late. They escaped her

times, but I find the best way is to unawares, and were a remembered,
treat the whole jestingly. If one rather than a present, bitterness,

shows vexation, it looks serious. He blushed faintly.
" Whatever I

But you can ridicule a person out married you for, I have no desire

of hanging mountains by threads." to exchange you now for any one

He was going to answer, when else," he said, moving a pawn side-

something made him notice her ways instead of forward.
"
If you

face. The color was still bright were ever so poor, I wouldn't want

there, but the cheeks were hollow, a rich girl in your place. But then,
and dark circles had sunk beneath you know, I'm not sentimental. I

her eyes. never was much so, and it's all
'

Why, you are not looking well," over now. I'm thirty years old,

he said, only just aware of the fact, and I feel a hundred. I can't re-
;'Are you sick? Did you get member being young. I can't re-

worn out taking care of me?" member being twenty years of age. I

She waited an instant till the wish to God I could!" he burst forth,

others, who were leaving the room, His wife made a careful move,
should be out of sight, then leaned and said,

"
I have a presentiment

across the table, careless that her that I shall give you check in three

sleeve swept away the two armies moves more. Look out for your
she had just placed, and took her queen."'
husband's hand in hers, and bowed "

My only romance," he went on,
her cheek to it with a sob.

" was about Honora. I thought
' O Lawrence ! Lawrence !" she that I could do and be anything, if

whispered. she would only care about me.
He made a motion to draw his What a stately, floating creature

hand away, but let it remain, she always was ! I used to think
'*

My God ! what is the matter with she looked as if she could walk on

you?" he exclaimed. clouds and not fall through. Yes."
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he sighed,
"
that is where she be- played tremblingly with the chess-

longs among the clouds. I never men before him.
" So you give, me

blamed her for not having me ;
she up too," he said in a low voice,

was too good. I never was worthy Her proud face softened. She

of such a woman." looked at him, and recollected her-

Slowly, while he spoke, the bright self and him, and pity sprang up
blood had deepened in his wife's again and effaced indignation.

"
I

face, and swept over her forehead, do not give you up, Lawrence," she

Had he been less preoccupied, he said gently. "I cannot and have

would have seen the slight, haughty no wish to
;
I only spoke of what I

movement with which she drew would do in circumstances which

herself up. It was only when he cannot take place. You had in-

had waited a moment for her to suited me, without intending to, I

move that he glanced up and met know, and it was but natural that I

her eyes fixed on him with an ex- should retort. You know that I

pression very like indignant scorn, would not leave you, nor give you
"
By what strange contradiction up on any provocation. If you

is it, I wonder," she said coldly, should leave me, I should follow
"
that the woman who does most you, because I should feel sure that

for a man, and is most merciful and you would sooner or later need me.

charitable toward him, is never too We are one. You are mine
;
and

good for him, while the one who I always stand by my own."

scorns him, and will not come a step He looked at her with an expres-
offher pedestal to save him, is always sion at once penetrating and shrink-

the ideal woman in his eyes ?" ing. "You would stand by me,
Bitter tears of utter grief and Annette, whatever should happen ?"

mortification welled up and wet he asked.

her eyelashes.
" In another world," "Certainly!" she replied, but

she said,
" when the faults and mis- did not meet his eyes.

" There is

takes of this are set right, you may no imaginable circumstance which
think yourself worthy of the com- could make me desert you. And
panionship of Honora Pembroke, now, what of this game ? To your
and of any union and closeness of queen!"
affection which that life may know. He made a motion to save his

And then she may be given to you. queen, then pushed the board aside.

And, Lawrence, if she would and "
I cannot play," he said

;

"
I can-

could consent to take you now, I not confine my mind to it. Sing
would not refuse to give you up. me something. It is long since

At this moment, if, without any I have heard you sing."

wrong, I could see her enter the He threw himself into a deeply-

room, and hold out her hand to cushioned chair, and leaned his

you, and tell you that she was head on his hands while she sang

ready to take what she had refused, to him knowing, how well ! that a

and be to you all that you. could cheerful song would not cheer him
wish if it could be right that it nor a pious song soothe of

should happen so, I would not utter

rmf wnrrl nf ohWrirm T wonlrl
" Waters that flow

1 WC
With a lullaby sound,

leave you tO her without a mo- From a spring but a very few

; lipsititinn
" Feet under ground

From a spring that is not very
While she spoke, his hand had Far under ground."
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She was a magical singer, surely;
and the still, cold melancholy of

her tones was the very spirit and

essence of death ; and, like death,
it pierced to the heart. She sang :

"
And, oh ! let it never
Be foolishly said

That my room it is gloomy,
And narrow my bed.

For man never slept
In a different bed

;

And to sleep, you must slumber
In just such a bed."

She turned quickly at a sound

behind her, and saw that her hus-

band had buried his face in the

cushions of the chair, and was

trembling violently. She went to

him, but there was no comfort to

give nor to receive. Death alone

could bring release for him and for

her. She could only surround him
with her arms while he sobbed with

the terrible hysterical sobbing of a

man utterly broken down, and let

him feel that he was not alone and

unpitied.
"
I don't know what ails me," he

said at length, trying to control

himself.
" Don't mind me, Annette.

My nerves seem to be all unstrung.
It must be that fever."

" Oh ! don't, Lawrence
; please

don't!" she said faintly.

He became silent all at once, and
it seemed as though a chill had pass-
ed over him. She sighed drearily,
and smoothed his hair with her hand.
" Trust your wife," she said.

"
I

am by you always."
"You are not afraid of me?" He

seemed to ask the question with a

kind of terror.
"
My poor Lawrence ! no. I do

not fear you as much as you do me.
Don't have such fancies."

She did not explain in what con-

fessional she had learned his secret
;

in what troubled sleep wherein the

unwary tongue speaks ;
in what

more troubled waking, when the eyes
and actions speak ;

or in what sud-

den suspicion and enlightenment,

coming she knew not whence. She
told nothing, and he asked nothing,

only leaned on her bosom, and

wept again as though all his man-
hood had departed.
"O Annette!" he said, "I

dreamed last night that I was a

little boy, and that I stood by my
mother while she brushed my hair

into curls round her finger. I

thought I had been away a long

distance, and come back again, and
I stood quite still, and remembered
another childhood before I took
that journey. I was so glad to be
back as glad as I should be now if

I could go back. Some way I could

see that my hair was golden, and
that my mother smiled as she brush-

ed it, though I did not look at her.

Such dreams are always coming to

me now. As soon as I go to sleep,
I am a child that has been away
and is solemnly glad to be back

again. And then I wake, and am
in hell!"

She went on smoothing his hair

steadily.
: ' Some time soon the dream will

come true," she said.
" Do the

best you can. Do justice to the

wronged. Come away with me,
and we will hide ourselves some-
where in the world, and try to find

peace for the days that are left.

And by-and-by, Lawrence, will

come the day when we shall both
be as little children again, and all

our terrible burdens will slip off.

Ybu must do justice to the wrong-
ed."

'In some way, yes!" he said.
"
I have tried to think. He must

be saved. But I cannot go away.
Do you remember ever having been
afraid to go up-stairs in the dark,
of having felt sure that there was
some one behind just ready to

grasp you, till you screamed out in
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terror? It would be like that with shut again in Jane's face, and a

me. If once I turn my back on woman stood inside. It was An-
this place, my life will become a nette Gerald, wrapped in a large

crazy flight." waterproof cape, with the hood over
"
Th'e world is wide," she urg- her head.

ed, "and there are safe places "Send Jane away!" she said

enough in it. Besides, money can hurriedly.
" Don't let her in here !

buy anything; and he has forgiven Don't let her see me !"

you. He will screen you." Here Jane opened the door and

'My mother!" he exclaimed, put her head in, eyeing curiously
'Who will screen and save her? the visitor, whose back was turned

I will not destroy her, Annette, to her.
" I'm sure I shut the door

No, everybody in the world may and bolted it, father," she began,

perish first. I never will destroy and took a step into the room,

my mother. I have done harm "I . . ."

enough." "No matter! I'll see to it," the
' He will die in prison," she priest said, waving her away,

whispered.
" He has sent to Ger- " Oh ! well, only I'm sure I lock-

many for help, and it did him no ed it And perhaps you'd like to

good. He has demanded a new have this lamp . . ."

trial, and there was not enough to "Jane!" he exclaimed, standing

justify them in granting it. He is up,
" when I dismiss you, you are

in a net from which there seems to to go."
be no escape. They say that he Jane retired, grumbling,
will die."

" She will listen at the door," his

'You want to make me crazy !" visitor said.

her husband cried out, pushing her F. Chevreuse flung the door open,

fiercely from him.
" Go away ! and discovered his domestic linger-

You are worse than the rest." ing about the head of the stairs, af-

There was no way but to yield to fecting to examine an imaginary
him.

'

Well, well, Lawrence ! I will hole in the carpet,

try to think of some other means."
" Once for all, Jane," he said,

The season had reached early
"

if you wish to remain in my house,

spring, and one tempestuous eve- you must not presume, nor show

ning in March, as F. Chevreuse sat any curiosity about my affairs, nor
at home, making up some church the affairs of those who come to

accounts, feeling quite sure that he me. Go down into the kitchen,
should not be interrupted, he heard and shut the door, and stay there."

the street-door softly open and shut, Jane, albeit not very subordinate,
then a tap at the door of the room, was completely awed by a display

'*

Strange that Jane should leave of authority such as she had never
that street-door unlocked!" he seen before. She did not venture

thought, and at the same moment to resist nor complain, but returned

heard the servant coming up-stairs without delay to her own place,
from the kitchen. Her quick ear F. Chevreuse waited till he heard
had caught the sound, and she, too, the kitchen-door close with some-
was wondering how she could have what unnecessary force, then re-

omitted to fasten the house up. turned to his visitor.

The door of F. Chevreuse's sit- "What has brought you out to-

ting-room was quickly opened, and night ?" he asked in a low voice.
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"Let me get my breath!" She pitied him, and were unhappy at the

was almost gasping.
"
Jane gave thought of him there, and would do

me such a fright that my heart is in anything for him. He was to be

my mouth." secreted in our house till a way
He set a chair for her, and seated could be got for him to escape. I

himself near, waiting till she should had left the carriage just round

be able to speak.
" You had better the corner, and John would have

shake the snow off your cloak," he thought that it was Lawrence who

said. . gt in with me. Mamma and

She made a gesture of impatient Louis have gone to the President's

refusal. dinner, and Gerald was to watch

The rude mantle had slipped and let us in, and afterward come

aside, and revealed a strangely out again with me. But, no; the

contrasting toilet beneath. There stubborn simpleton would not be

was a shining of lustrous pale-green saved. I went on my knees to

silk with delicately-wrought laces, him, and he was like a rock. Then
a glimmer of emeralds and dia- the watchman knocked at the door,

monds, and glimpses of pink roses and I had to run. The other guard
set in bunches of green grass. were coming in from their supper,

"
I hav been to the prison," she and, if I hadn't hid behind a door,

whispered. they would have seen me face to

F. Chevreuse frowned, and drop- face. Oh ! why did he not con-

ped his eyes. sent ?''

" The man is a fool! "she exclaim- She wrung her hands slowly till

ed.
" He will not be saved. I had the jewels on them twinkled in the

bought one of the guard. It was lamp-light.
the hour for supper, and the man F. Chevreuse still sat with his

let me in, and promised that for ten eyes downcast.
"
My poor child !"

minutes I might do as I pleased, he said,
"
your pity for this man

and he would see and know nothing, has led you into an almost fatal

I went into the corridor, and found error. Never attempt such a thing
the cell-door unlocked. Every- again. It is not for you to cast

thing was ready, was perfect; for yourself under the wheels of Jugger-
the storm would prevent any loun- naut. I command you to try no

gers from coming about the prison such experiment again. Pray to

or the guard-room, and would give God. That is all that you can
an excuse to any one who wanted do."

to muffle up and cover their face.
"
Yes, I know that now," she

I had a large cloak all ready. But answered despairingly.
"

I am
he would not go. He will not fly utterly helpless. It is your turn,

as though he were guilty, he said." You must save him."
"What did you say to him?" the "What can I do?" he asked

priest inquired, without looking up. wonderingly.
"
I have tried all I

*

I told him that he could save could, but in vain, as you know,

himself, and prove his innocence I have left no stone unturned, and
afterward. I said that may be the the only good result I can see is a

real criminal would some day con- probability that the sentence will

fess, and then he could come out not be executed to the utmost, and
before the world more than justi- that in time something may happen
fied. I said that we loved and to bring his innocence to light."
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"
In time !" she repeated.

" Have it couldn't be put off. It must be

you seen the man ? Why, I did time I was there, and I have to go
not know him till he spoke. He home after Lawrence."

will not live. No, there must be
" What ! you will go to a dinner

no delay. What you must do is and ball to-night?" exclaimed the

this : You must go to the authori- priest.
' You feel yourself fit for

ties, and say that you know who company ?"

the true criminal is, but cannot tell, She smiled faintly.
"
I shall doubt-

at least not now, and that Mr. less be the gayest of the gay.

Schoninger is innocent.
' There is not much danger of my

The priest looked in her face feeling sleepy."
with a gaze of calm surprise. "Well, women are wonderful
" You mistake," he said.

"
I do not beings," remarked F. Chevreuse to

know who the criminal is. If I did himself.

know, I should immediately go to The young woman drew her

the authorities, and denounce him." wrappings about her, and gathered
She looked him steadfastly in the up again her flowing skirts, look-

face, but his calmness baffled her. ing to see that no stain had fallen

He showed only a cool and digni- on them; and, in arranging her

fled surprise. toilet for a new scene, she appear-
' Oh ! these men," she mutter- ed to arrange her mind also. A

ed.
*

I feel as if I were being gentle tranquillity settled upon her

ground between stones." face, and her head was slightly
She stood, and the shining folds lifted, as though she were already

of her dress, that had been gather- the centre of observation to a bril-

ed up in her arms, dropped about liant throng,

her, and lay on the floor.
" But you are looking very pale,"

;'Have you been walking through the priest objected,
the snow in a ball-dress?" the

" That always mends itself," she

priest asked.
' Have you anything answered carelessly.

" When I have
to protect your feet?" need of color, it usually comes."

:< Oh ! I have fur shoes, and Some way, in this firm self-con-

my carriage is near by," she said trol, he found her more pitiful than

absently, and seemed to be consid- in any abandonment of sorrow,

ering what to do next. She accepted the situation uncom-
;< Go home now, my child, and plainingly, since she could do no

try to put all this wild work out of more, and steeled herself to bear

your mind," F. Chevreuse said what she must,

with emotion.
' Perform your own

" God bless you !" he said, when

duty simply and in the fear of God, she was ready to go.
and do not try to take the burden Her face stirred a little at the

of others on those shoulders of words. It seemed that she would

yours. Go home and warm your- rather not listen to anything of se-

self well, or you will be sick." rious kindness then. Yet at the
; ' Oh ! I am not going home," door she hesitated, and turned back,

she said, her glance caught by the For once it was necessary that she

sparkling of a bracelet on her arm. should speak.

To-night is a dinner and ball given
"

I have no difficulty about com-
to the President, you know; and pany or anything but silence and

since he is going away to-morrow darkness," she said hurriedly, look-
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ing down. "
I like a crowd, though

" O Lawrence !" Annette said at

I am always on the lookout for his elbow she was always hovering

something to be said I will not wish near when he spoke with her mother
to hear. When he and I are alone,

"
they say that Strauss, the com-

I turn cold and creeping, for fear he poser, you know, is really coming
should speak; and I keep close and to America next year, and will lead

cling to him, lest, if I should get a his own waltzes at the concerts."

little way off, I should grow afraid
"
And, by the way, Ninon," said

of him. If we were to be separated her husband,
"

is that the Strauss

for one week, I think we would who always was ? I have had a

never again dare to approach each waltz-writing, violin-playing Strauss

other. But recollect
"

she lifted in my mind ever since I was born,

her eyes for one quick glance
"

I and he had lived ages before, and
have told you nothing." was something like Mephistopheles,

"
Certainly not," he replied to my fancy. Perhaps he is the

gravely. Wandering Jew."
In a moment she had gone out,

'

Speaking of Jews- "began Mrs.

and was running through the flying Ferrier's companion,
snow to find her carriage, left in the And here Annette drew her hus-

next street to baffle some possible band away, hanging on his arm,
watcher. smiling and whispering to him, the

Young Mrs. Gerald was quite brightest, prettiest woman in the

right in saying that she should pro- room.

bably be the gayest of the gay that
" And yet last night he was off

night ;
and if any other person ap- somewhere, and she sat up for him

peared to enjoy the scene more than till a quarter before two o'clock,"

herself, it was, perhaps, her hus- Mrs. Ferrier said, looking after

band. them. "
I looked to see what time

" A very happy couple," remark- it was when I heard him come in.

ed a sympathizing friend to Mrs. It is wearing her out. I shall not

Ferrier. allow her to do it again."
" Oh ! yes," the mother sighed, It was easier for Mrs. Ferrier to

nodding her head.
" He is always say what should not be than to find

gay when he is doing no good, and herself obeyed, for the next night
as glum as a spade when he is be- her daughter again kept vigil.

"
All

having himself. I was in hopes I ask of you, mamma, is to let me
that his sickness would sober him, attend to my own business," she

but he is wilder than ever. You said decidedly,
should see him drive my horses!" So "mamma" toiled up-stairs to

Her son-in-law, passing by at bed, and the daughter lowered the

that moment, caught the last words, lights, took out her rosary, and be-

and immediately joined the two gan her nightly task of fighting away
ladies.

"
I know that Mrs. Ferrier thought, and trying to fix her mind

is complaining of me," he said gaily, on the future.
" She will never forgive me for put- After an hour or two, John, the

ting her precious bays out of breath, footman, put his head in at the

But the truth is, I am trying to save door.
" You'd a great deal better

their lives; for they are so fat now go to bed, ma'am, and leave me to

that you could drive them to death let Mr. Gerald in," he said. "I've

at six miles an hour." something that will keep me up to-
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night, and it's a pity two should lose others to act, and had waited in

their rest. It is past twelve now." vain, and now he had made up his

She felt faint and weary, and mind that it was. for him to act.

sleep was beginning to steal over Justice was strong in him, where he
her.

'

I believe I will go, then," had the ability to perceive what
she said.

'

I have not slept for was just, and he would no longer
three nights." see the innocent suffer for the guil-
She went, with a dragging step, ty. Besides, he reflected, there was

over the bright carpet roses.
* What no one else who could speak. Self-

would become of him if I were defence, or the defence of one dear-

to break up?" she thought. ly loved, or a yet more sacred mo-
When she had gone, the man put tive, sealed the lips of all who knew,

out the hall gas, opened the doors His lips were not sealed, and jus-
of the vestibule, and set himself to tice commanded him to speak,
wait. He meant to have speech Three o'clock came and went,
of Mr. Gerald that night without and still the young man slept. The
Mr. Gerald's wife for a witness or other sat and studied him, noting
any likelihood of other interruption, how slight and elegant was his

About one o'clock he heard un- form, how fine the hands and feet,

steady steps on the sidewalk, and, as how daintily he was dressed and
he went to the door, Lawrence Ge- cared for.

raid came reeling up the steps, and John was stout and heavy, a man
almost fell into his arms. of delf, and the size of his boots

" Come into the sitting-room, sir, had once provoked from Lawrence
and lie down on the sofa. It will a very provoking quotation :

be easier than going up-stairs," he , f1 What dread hand formed thy dread feet ?
'

said.

When he had been drinking, the and more than once the young man

young man was easy to lead, and had mockingly pushed his two

he now submitted readily, and was white hands into one of John's
in a few minutes in a deep sleep. gloves.

John locked the street-door, shut This sleeper's hair was glossy,

the door of the sitting-room behind scented, as soft as floss, and curled

him, and, seating himself, waited for in many a wilful ring ; John's was

the sleeper to wake. coarse and straight, and he wise-

A nervous man might have grown ly wore it closely cropped. Law-

uneasy during that watch. There rence Gerald's face was delicately

is something not always pleasant in smooth
;
the lines melted harmoni-

hearing one's own breathing, and ously into each other; his brows

the faint occasional sounds in floor were finely drawn
;
the teeth, that

and wall, and at one's elbow, even, showed through his parted lips,

which, in the stillness of night, seem were pearly white
;
and as he lay

like the movements of unseen be- with closed eyes, the lashes made

ings drawing near. Besides, there two exquisitely curved shadows

is a terror in the thought that we on his cheeks. John's face was

are going to terrify another. plain, he had no eyebrows nor eye-
But this man was not nervous, lashes to speak of, his eyes were

He was made of wholesome though more for use than ornament, and

rough material, and he had a strong his nose went about its business

will. He had been waiting for straight from end to end, stopping
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rather bluntly, and utterly ignoring sense to see that. If you're willing

that delicate curve which made this to let an innocent man suffer for

man's profile so perfect. him, even that won't serve you
This man ? This drunkard, ra- long, for he will betray himself yet.

ther, John thought; this spend- You must go."

thrift, and gambler, and robber. "Yes, yes, we will go!" she re-

This murderer! plied hurriedly. "It is the only
The nerves of the serving-man thing to do. We will go right

stiffened; and if he had felt any re- away."

lenting, it was over. The insolent "
I will give you three weeks to

daintiness before him stirred all his get out of danger," he went on
;

bitterness. It was for such men as "or, if that isn't enough, a month,

this that humbler honest folks were But you mustn't lose a day. I

to bow and serve, and women's won't see that man down in the

hearts to break ! prison die for nothing. After the

It must be nearly four o'clock, four weeks from to-morrow morn-
he thought, and glanced round at ing are up, I shall go to F. Chev-
the clock. Looking back again, he reuse with a paper that your hus-

rnet Lawrence Gerald's eyes fixed band will write. He may tell his

on him steadily, and he returned own story, and make what excuses

the look with as immovable a he can for himself, and it shall be

stare. In that instant the meaning for everybody to read. F. Chev-
of each leaped out of his face as reuse will carry the paper to the

clearly as lightning from a cloud, judges, and take that man out of

Young Gerald's eyes began to prison. That is all I've got to

shrink in their depths, and still the say," he concluded.
" Four weeks

other held them; he drew slowly from to-morrow morning !"

back on the sofa, cowering, but un- Annette made no further reply,
able to turn away. only watched the man out of the

And here John's eyes released room, and locked the door after

him, for another object drew them him. Then she returned to her

up to the mirror that hung over the husband, and, for the first time

sofa. Reflected there he saw that since she had entered the room,
the door was partly open, and An- looked in his face. He was lying
nette Gerald's white face looking back with his eyes closed, as though
in. She came swiftly gliding to- from faintness. She brought him a

ward them, silent as a ghost, and glass of wine, knelt by his side

melted, rather than fell, on to her while he drank it, then took his

knees before her husband, between hand in hers.
'

him and the other. Her arms and ' There is no other way, Law-
bosom hid him from that relent- rence," she said,

less gaze which told that all was He was sitting up now, but kept
known, and her own face turned his eyes closed, as if he could not
and received it instead, firmly and meet her glance, or could not en-

almost defiantly. dure to look upon the light. He
'

Well, John ?" she said.
"
Speak answered her quietly,

"
Yes, it is the

out what you have to say." only way."
'

This can't go on any longer,
" And now," she continued,

ma'am," he whispered; "and I
"
since there is no time to lose, you

should think you would have the will tell me the whole, and I will
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write it down. You can sign it

afterward."

He nodded, but did not speak.
The blow had fallen, and its first

effect was crushing.
She brought a writing-table close

t) the sofa, and seated herself be-

fore it. As she arranged the paper,

pens, and ink, heavy tears rolled

down her face, and sigh after sigh

struggled up from her heart
;

but

she did not suffer them to impede
her work scarcely seemed, indeed,
conscious of them. Everything
was arranged carefully and rapidly.

"Now, Lawrence!" she said, and
seemed to catch her breath with

the words.

He started, and opened his eyes ;

and when he saw her, with eyes up-

lifted, making the sign of the cross

on her forehead and bosom, he

knelt by her side, and, bowing his

head, blessed himself also with the

sacred sign.

Then he began his confession,
and she wrote it as it fell from his

lips. If now and then a tear, not

quickly enough brushed away, fell

on the paper, it only left its record

of a wife's grief and love, but did

not blot out a word of the clear

writing.
When the last wo'rd had been

written, and the name signed, a

long ray of white morning light had

pierced through a chink i'n the

shutter, and lay across the red

lamp-light.

Annette Gerald took the pen
from her husband's hand. "

My
poor Lawrence!" she said, "you
and I have got to be saints now.
There is no medium for us. Plea-

sure, ease, all hope of earthly peace

they are far behind us. We must

go out into the world and do pen-
ance, and wait for death,"

"Annette," he exclaimed, "let

me go alone ! Give me up now,
and live your own life here. I will

never come near you again."
She shook her head.

" That is

impossible. The only consolation

I can have is to stay with you and

give you what little help I can.

You could not live without me,
Lawrence. Don't speak of it. I

shall stand by you."
She opened the shutters and the

window, and let the fresh morning
light into the close room and over
their feverish faces.

The town was waking up to a

bright sunshiny day, its many
smokes curling upward into the

blue, its beautiful vesture of snow
still clinging here and there, all its

busy life beginning to stir joyfully

again. They stood before the win-
dow a minute looking out, the same

thought in both their minds. Then
the wife leaned forward.

" Good-

by, Crichton!" she said, and took
her husband's hand.

"
Come, Law-

rence ! we have no time to lose.

The sword has been set over the

gate."

TO BE CONTINUED.
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A LOOKER-BACK.

in.

THE TEMPLE.

u Those bricky towers,
The which on Themme's brode aged back do ride,

Where now the studious lawyers have their bowers
There whilom wont the Templar Knights to bide."

PERHAPS there is no place in for it is the most beautiful and

London that appeals to so many perfect in existence that belonged
instincts of the soul as the Temple, to the Knights Templars, and stood

Religion, valor, romance, and litera- next in rank to their temple in the

ture have all lent enchantment to Holy City. Within half a century
the place. Built and inhabited by it has been restored to something
the Knights Templars, the resort of its ancient glory, and is sub-

of kings and nobles of highest line- stantially the same as when conse-

age, the home of generations of law- crated by Heraclius, Patriarch of

students and literary men like Jerusalem, in the year 1185. The
Burke, Johnson, Goldsmith, and entrance is a beautiful Norman
Lamb, and associated with Shake- arch, deeply recessed, with elab-

speare and many a romance, who orately wrought mouldings, and
could enter its quiet alleys, and columns between which are figures
ramble about its courts and gardens, of saintly forms, some with rolls in

without being stirred to the depths their hands, and some in the atti-

of his soul? Fact and fiction are tude of prayer. These stone faces at

here so mingled together that one the entrance of churches are a won-
is unable to disentangle them, and derful check to worldly thoughts,
the visitor says, as he roams about : They communicate something of

Here was the place of Lamb's their own solemnity and ineffable

'kindly engendure"; yonder El- calmness. Through this door-way
don lived

; up in that third story used to pass the valiant knights of
was Arthur Pendennis' sick-cham- the cross who came here with their

ber, where his mother and Laura banner the glorious Beau-seant-
went to nurse him; in that court to have their swords blessed
were Goldsmith's chambers, where on the altar before departing for
he loved to sit and watch the rooks

;

j ,1 j 11 j cv "Those holy fields
and m those gardens walked Sir Orer whose acres walked those blessed feet

Roger de Coverley, discussing the Which, fourteen hundred years ago were nail'a

. , j , For our advantage on the bitter cross."

belles, with patches and hoops,

strolling across the green once used This is the entrance to the Round

by the Red-Cross Knights for mar- Church. A circular tower rests on six

tial exercises
;
and yonder is the an- clustered columns of marble, each

cient church, patterned after that of composed of four shafts, which run

the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem. into each other at base and capital

The church must be visited first, so as to form but one. And around
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these is a circular aisle. Six point- there is a certain awful solemnity,
ed arches spring from these beauti- even in the most hideous, that is

ful pillars, above which is an arcade impressive. Thank God! a few are

of Norman arches so interlaced as calm and serene, with their crown
to form a combination of round of sorrow on their heads. An
and pointed arches a fine example arcade, similarly decorated, has
of the transition to the Gothic style been found in the ruined Temple
of architecture. Parker says this Church at Acre, and at the famous
Round Church is one of the best Castel Pellegrino, erected by the
authenticated instances of the early Templars to command the
earliest use of the pointed arch shore-road from Acre to Jerusalem.
in England, though the choir of The first thing that strikes the

Canterbury Cathedral is usually attention on entering this solemn
considered so. Over this arcade church is the group of old Crusa-
are six clerestory windows, between ders lying on the pavement with
which rise slender shafts that sup- their legs crossed, in token that they
port the groined ribs of the roof. had served in the Holy Land.
At the sides of the circular aisle The knights are dust,

are Sedilia formed Of masonry And their good swords are rust,

projecting from the wall, with
rheir souls are with the saints, we trust

slightly arched recesses, in the These are not effigies of the

spandrels of which are grotesque Knights Templars for they do not

faces in alto-relievo, carven in stone, wear the mantle of that order but

each of which has an extraordi- knights associated with them in

nary character of its own, and is defence of the Holy Land. One
well worth studying. Some are of them represents William Marshall,
distorted with pain ;

some look up Earl of Pembroke, and Protector

appealingly; here the tongue pro- of England during the minority of

trudes and the eyeballs are glar- Henry III., one of the greatest war-

ing; there is a look of unutterable riors and statesmen of the middle
horror

;
one sets his teeth hard as ages. Matthew Paris describes his

an unclean animal bites his ear; burial here in 1219. Here he lies,

another shows two fang-like teeth, carven in stone, clad from head to

while a vicious-looking creature is foot in armor of chain-mail, in the

gnawing the corner of his mouth, act of sheathing his sword. His
and the furrowed brow expresses legs are crossed, for he had borne
awful agony ;

here is one with his the cross of Prince Henry, eldest

long tongue run out sideways; son of Henry II., to Jerusalem,
there is another bellowing with his On his feet are spurs, and at his

mouth wide open, the nostrils side a shield with the lion ram-
dilated and the forehead all puck- pant of the Marshalls. This stout-

ered up ;
some have ultra-Roman hearted supporter of the Planta-

noses, some sharp, and others flat genets was one of the council ap-
and broad, as if reflected from a pointed by Richard Cceur de Lion

convex surface. One grins and to govern the kingdom during his

shows all his teeth broad and uni- absence. It was he, together with

form. The sexton says these faces Americ, Master of the Temple, who
are supposed to depict the tortures at last induced King John to sign
of the suffering souls in purgatory, the Magna Charta, and he accom-

Grotesque as most of them are, panied the king to Runnymede.
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He it was, too, that, while protector
in the next reign, offered pardon to

the disaffected barons, and confirm-

ed the Magna Charta. He also

extended its benefits to Ireland,

and commanded the sheriffs to

read it publicly at the county

courts, and enforce its exact ob-

servance.

It was this same Earl of Pem-
broke whom Shakespeare repre-
sents pleading so eloquently for

the enfranchisement of the unfortu-

nate Prince Authur :

" If what in rest you have, in right you hold,

Why then your fears (which, as they say, attend
The steps of wrong), should move you to mew up
Your tender kinsman, and to choke his days
With barbarous ignorance, and deny his youth
The rich advantage of good exercise ?

That the time's enemies may not have this

To grace occasions, let it be our suit

That you have bid us ask his liberty :

Which for our goods we do no further ask,
Than whereupon our weal, on you depending,
Counts it your weal, he have his liberty."

This great statesman was a bene-

factor to the Templars, and, when
he died, his body was borne here

in state and buried with great

pomp on Ascension Day, 1219.

Here, too, are the monumental

effigies of his sons William Mar-

shall, the younger, one of the bold

barons of Runnymede, to whom we
are indebted for the Magna Charta

;

and Gilbert Marshall, "the flower

of the chivalry of that time," who
married a Scotch princess, and went

to the defence of the sacred tomb.

Although the elder Marshall was

just enough to extend the benefits

of the Magna Charta to Ireland,

we are told that, during his cam-

paign in that country, he seized

the lands of the Bishop of Femes,
and kept them, in spite of a sen-

tence of excommunication. After

the earl's death, the bishop came
to London, and laid the case before

the king, who, alarmed for the

weal of his old guardian's soul, ac-

companied the bishop to his tomb.

Matthew Paris says that, as they
stood by it, the bishop solemnly

apostrophized the departed earl :

" O William ! who lyest here inter-

red and held fast by the chain of

excommunication, if those lands

which thou hast unjustly taken

from my church be rendered back
to me by the king, or by your heir,

or by any of your family, and if

due satisfaction be made for the

loss and injury I have sustained, 1

grant you absolution
;
but if not, I

confirm my previous sentence, so

that, enveloped in your sins, you
stand for evermore condemned to

hell!"

However alarmed the king might
have appeared about his guardian's

soul, restitution was not made, and
the stout old bishop, who seems to

have been soundly orthodox as to

the temporal rights of the church,
denounced the earl and his race in

right Scriptural phrase :

" His name
shall be rooted out in one genera-
tion

;
and his sons shall be deprived

of the blessing, Increase and mul-

tiply. Some of them shall die a

miserable death
;
their inheritance

shall be scattered
;
and this thou,

O king ! shalt behold in thy life-

time
; yea, in the days of thy flour-

ishing youth."
This fearful prophecy was fulfill-

ed in a remarkable manner. The
five sons of the protector died one
after another without issue in the

reign of Henry III., and the family
became extinct.

There are eight of these monu- v

mental effigies lying in the centre

of the Round Church. It is to them
Butler refers in his Hudibras, speak-
ing of the profanation of the place

by the lawyers of his time and their

clients

" That ply in the Temple under trees,
Or walk the Round with knights of the posts
About the crossed-legged knights, their hosts.'
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In the round walk of this church

there is on one side a coped tomb-

stone, in the style of the Xllth

century, of a prismatic, coffin-like

shape. On the other side

" You see a warrior carven in stone

Lying in yon dim aisle alone,
A wanior with his shield of pride
Cleaving humbly to his side,
And hands in resignation prest
Palm to palm on his tranquil breast.'

This is Lord Robert de Ros, an-

other of the bold barons of Run-

nymede a knight whose career was
one long romance. Beautiful in per-

son, the successful wooer of the

Princess Isabella of Scotland, and
" one of those military enthusiasts

whose exploits form the connecting
link between fact and fiction, be-

tween history and the fairy tale,"

one cannot look at his figure here

without interest and emotion.
41 O death ! made proud with pure and princely

beauty."

In fact, there is a wonderful air

of mystery and romance about the

whole of this solemn church. Here
the young aspirant to knighthood
used to come to keep his long vigil
before the altar, and here gathered
the Crusaders before setting off for

the tomb of Christ. And chief

among them the valiant Templars,
in their long, flowing mantles,
' whose stainless white their hearts

belied not," with the mystic cross

upon their breasts, which Pope Eu-

genius had authorized them to

wear.
" And on his brest a bloodie crosse he bore,
The deare remembrance of his dying Lord,
For whose sweet sake that glorious badge he

bore,
And dead (as living) ever him adored.
Upon his shield the like was also scor'd,
For sovereign hope which in his helpe he had

;

Right faithful true he was in deed and word
;

But. of his cheer did seem too solemn sad,
Yet nothing did he dread, but ever was ydrad."

We can never believe that, as a

body, the early Templars were not

worthy of their white garments.
A bishop of Acre, who frequently

accompanied them on their mili-

tary expeditions, said of them :

" Lions they are in war, gentle in

the convent, fierce soldiers in the

field, hermits and monks in religion ;

to the enemies of Christ ferocious

and inexorable, but to Christians

kind and gracious. They carry
before them to battle a banner,
half black and white, which they
call Beau-seant that is to say, in the

Gallic tongue, Bien-seant, because

they are fair and favorable to the

friends of Christ, but black and

terrible to his enemies."

While this vision of the past was

crossing the inward eye, a strain of

music, as of some holy chant, came

floating softly out from some inner

recess, sweetly adding to the en-

chantment. It was only the choir

practising in the vestry, but it was

just far enough away to give a cer-

tain mystery and softness to their

psalmody that was delightful at

that vesper hour. One needs a

service for such memories, and

alone in this rotunda of the Tem-

plars, where
"
Watching and fast, and prayer, and penance,
And sternly nursed affections,"

once heavenward soared, the pil-

grim knelt awhile in the dim round

aisle to say a Requiescant for those

that once worshipped here accord-

ing to God's appointed ordinances,

and then went his way in pace.

The next day brought him back

to complete his survey. Churches

like this, in imitation of that of the

Holy Sepulchre, were frequently
built in the time of the Crusades.

The Milanese built one in their

city after returning from the holy
war. Peter Adornes made three

journeys from Flanders to Jerusa-
lem to obtain an exact copy of the

Holy Sepulchre for the church at

Bruges ;
and at Abbeville, the

beautiful Church of the Holy Se-
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pulchre was built on the very spot of Canterbury, and, lastly, thou for-

where Godfrey of Bouillon and the sakest the protection of Christ's

Crusaders assembled before going faith." The king, vexed at such

to Palestine. In it was built a frankness, said :

*

Though all the

tomb before which the solemn Of- men of my land were one body, and

fice of the Holy Sepulchre was spake with one mouth, they durst

celebrated annually. Sometimes not speak to me such words."

the Crusaders brought back with
" No wonder," replied the patri-

them some of the dust of the Holy arch,
"
for they love thine and not

City. At Pisa, and in Sicily, there thee; that is to mean, they love thy
were cemeteries filled with that sa- goods temporal, and fear thee for

cred soil. It seemed less repulsive loss of promotion, but they love

to lie for ever down in dust per- not thy soul." And so saying, he

haps the Saviour's feet had trod. bowed his head before the king,
The London temple has there- and continued :

" Do by me right

fore something of the sacred char- as thou didst by that holy man,
acter of the Orient about it

;
that Thomas of Canterbury ;

for I had

is, the Rotunda. And it was dedi- rather be slain of thee than of the

cated to that holy Oriental maiden Saracens, for thou art worse than

whom all nations unite in calling any Saracen."

Blessed. The following inscription The king, restraining himself,
is over the door of entrance : said :

"
I may not wend out of my

" On the loth of February, in the land, for mine own sons will rise up
year from the Incarnation of our against me when I were absent."

Lord 1185, this church was conse- "No wonder," responded the pa-
crated in honor of the Blessed triarch,

"
for of the devil they come,

Mary, by the Lord Heraclius, by and to the devil they shall go ;

"
and

the grace of God Patriarch of the so departed, as Abbot Brompton
Church of the Resurrection, who records,

"
in great ire."

hath granted an indulgence of fifty In the wall of the Round Church

days to those yearly seeking it." is a winding staircase of stone lead-

Heraclius had come to Europe ing to the triforium. Part way up
to preach the Third Crusade. In it opens into what is called

"
the

Paris he was the first to officiate penitential cell
"

a recess in the

at Notre Dame. His special mis- thick wall four feet and a half

sion to England was to induce long, and two and a half wide, with

Henry II. to fulfil his vow of going two squints to admit air and light,

to the succor of the Holy Land by and enable the penitent to witness

way of penance for the murder of the divine service. It would seem,
Thomas a Becket. Finding his ef- however much an active knight
forts in vain, the patriarch at last might chafe in such restricted

said to the king :

"
Hitherto thou quarters, as if he had much to con-

hast reigned gloriously, but here- sole and support him in looking
after thou shalt be forsaken of Him down into such a church. In the

whom thou at this time forsakest. triforium are gathered together
Think on him, what he hath given monuments that were formerly seat-

to thee, and what thou hast yielded tered about the church. Among
to him again ;

how first thou wert them is a tablet to Edmundus Gib-

false to the King of France, and, bon, an ancestor of the historian,

after, slew that holy man, Thomas who died in 1679.
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The Round Church opens by
three lofty arches into the rectangu-
lar church, consisting of a nave and

two aisles, formed by clustered pil-

lars of marble, supporting a groined
vault covered with rich arabesques.
This church is a beautiful specimen
of the early English style. The

lawyers of Cromwell's time white-

washed the pillars, and did all they
could to obscure the beauty of the

building ;
but now it is restored to

somewhat of its former richness.

It is paved with tiles bearing the

arms of the Outer and Inner Temple,
and on its triple lancet windows are

emblazoned the arms of the Tem-

plars the lamb and flag and the

ruby cross. That red cross, in the

very church where it gleamed seven

hundred years ago, says volumes to

the heart. Where are the Knights

Templars now to assume it again,

and go to the rescue of the Holy
City, bereft of its sovereign lord ?

Do we not need a new S. Bernard

to preach a new crusade in behalf

of the captive daughter of Zion, that

she may be delivered from the un-

godly oppressor, and her anointed

one set free?

It was an old English prelate

S. Anselm who said :

" God loves

nothing in the world better than

the liberty of his church. . . . He
does not wish a servant for his

spouse."
This rectangular church was con-

secrated in 1240, in presence of the

king and a vast number of nobles.

In one corner is a beautiful old

marble piscina, lately brought to

light, where the priest, before the

holy oblation, purified the hands

that were to touch the Body of the

Lord.

On a terrace to the north of the

church is Goldsmith's grave, mark-
ed by a coped stone. On one side

is graven :

" Here lies Oliver

Goldsmith"; and on the other:
" Born 10 Nov., 1728. Died 4 April,

1774." The row of houses close

by is marked "Goldsmith's Build-

ings." Perhaps on this very terrace

he walked up and down in his

bloom-colored coat, dreading to

have the bill sent in. There are

Johnson's buildings also. And in

Inner Temple Lane, Lamb lived at

No. 4, which "
looks out on Hare

Court, with three trees and a pump,"
where he used to drink when he was
" a young Rechabite of six years

'

of age. As he says,
"

it is worth

something to have been born in

such a place." It was here the

spirit of the past was infused into

his mind, moulding it in antique

fashion, and planting the germs of

the quaint conceits and humorous
fancies that so delight us all, and

giving him a love for the old dra-

matists which we have all learned

to share in.

Of course every one goes to drink

at the fountain which Lamb, when
a boy, used to make rise and fall, to

the astonishment of the other ur-

chins,
"
who, nothing able to guess

at its recondite machinery, were al-

most tempted to hail its wondrous
work as magic." Miss Landon thus

celebrates it :

" The fountain's low singing is heard on the

wind,
Like a melody bringing sweet fancies to mind,
Some to grieve, some to gladden ; around
them they cast

The hopes of the morrow, the dreams of the

past.

Away in the distance is heard the vast sound.
From the streets of the city that compass it

round,
Like the echo of fountains, or ocsan's deep

call
;

Yet that fountain's low singing is heard over
all."

And yonder are the sun-dials, on
which Lamb so sweetly moralizes

the inscriptions no longer half ef-

faced, but bright with the gilding
of 1 8 7 2 .

" Pereunt et imp itfantur ";
"
Discite justitiam moniti";

"
Vesti-
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gia nulla retrorsum "; and " Time
and tide tarry for no man," are

some of the mottoes on them. It

is rather a disappointment to find

them looking so new and fresh, as

if no longer
"
coeval with the time

they measure." There is something

wonderfully poetical about a sun-

dial, which derives its revelations

of time's flight
"
immediately from

heaven, holding correspondence
with the fountain of light." It has

a kind of relationship to nature,
and is, therefore, the very thing to

have in gardens and groves and

green fields
"
for sweet plants and

flowers to spring up by, for the

birds to apportion their silver war-

blings by, for flocks to pasture and
be led to fold by." It has a

"
heart-

language
"
not heard from a clock,

with
"

its solemn dulness of commu-
nication." When we give up mo-
dern artificial life, and return to our

primitive relationship with nature,

we shall only measure the flight of

time by a sun-dial, or an hour-glass,
or the opening and shutting of

flowers.

It is delightful wandering around
the Temple gardens, with their

shrubbery and flowers and foun-

tains, and especially along the ter-

race overlooking the Thames. Here
one naturally looks around for the

old benchers of Lamb's time, half

expecting to be greeted by the pen-
sive gentility of Samuel Salt, or the

quadrate person of Thomas Coven-

try, coming along with
"
step massy

and elephantine, his face square as

the lion's, his gait peremptory and

path-keeping," the terror of chil-

dren, who flee before him as from

an " Elisha bear." One can also
"
fancy good Sir Roger de Cov-

erley and Mr. Spectator, with his

short face, pacing up and down the

road, or dear Oliver Goldsmith in the

summer-house, perhaps meditating

about the next Citizen of the World,
or the new suit that Mr. Filby, the

tailor, is fashioning for him, or the

dunning letter that Mr. Newbury
has sent. Treading heavily on the

gravel, and rolling majestically

along in a snuff-colored suit and a

wig that sadly wants the barber's

powder and irons, one sees the

great doctor, with Boswell behind

him, a little the worse for the port-
wine they have been taking at the

Mitre, to ask Goldsmith to come
home and take a dish of tea with

Mrs. Williams."

It is in the Temple gardens that

Shakespeare makes York and Lan-
caster pluck the red and white

roses which became the badges of

their rival houses. It is here Plan-

tagenet says :

"Let him that is a true-born gentleman,
And stands upon the honor of his birth.
If he suppose that I have pleaded truth,
From off this brier pluck a white rose with me."

Somerset. " Let him that is no coward, nor no
flatterer,

But dare maintain the party of the truth,
Pluck a red rose from off this thorn with me."

War-wick. "And here I prophesy this brawl

to-day.
Grown to this faction in the Temple garden,
Shall send, between the red rose and the white,
A thousand souls to death and .deadly night."

There are no red or white roses

blooming here now, but quantities
of chrysanthemums grow along the

paths under the elms and lime-

trees. An enormous basket, over-

run with ivy, handle and all, stands

near the old Elizabethan Hall

where Shakespeare's Twelfth Night
was performed during the author's

lifetime, and where the benchers of

the Middle Temple now dine off

long oaken tables in the light of

emblazoned windows, and beneath

the eyes of kings depicted by Van-

dyck and other great painters.
A company of volunteers are

drilling on the green, perhaps in

the same place where the Knights
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Templars had their military exer- come from S. Clement's in the

cises ;
children are playing in the. Strand, which Dr. Johnson used to

gravelled walks; and groups of gen- frequent notes that will sound as

tlemen and ladies, and here a lone cheerfully when we are no more as

pilgrim, are sauntering about, en- they do now over the tombs of

joying the calm bright evening past generations who likewise have

and the view of the Thames, with paced up and down this terrace lis-

little steamers rushing up and tening to them.

down among all SOrtS Of craft
;
and "The boat, and the barge, and the wave have

beyond, the great city with its ^[^^t has crimsoned the boughs over-

countless spires, the bells of which head
;

seem to be all ringing. Perhaps
But the lamPs are now shinine> the colors are

L
gone,

the cheerful notes Of that psalm And the garden lies shadowy, silent, and lone."

WAS ORIGEN A HERETIC?

ORIGEN has been pronounced by sumptively established from the

the verdict of ages a genius of the pure sources from which he re-

first order. But on this man there ceived the rudiments of the Chris-

has also been pronounced another tian faith, from the soundness of

verdict of still greater importance : the doctrines he is known to have
' No one has surpassed him either in taught during his public ministry,

good or in evil
' - Ubi bene nemo me- from his saintly associations, from

lius, ubi male nemo pejus. Terrible his undoubted works, and from his

words on a man who was the wonder heroic virtues.

of his age, and an uncompromising Born in the bosom of the church,
father of the church ! We pro- of noble and virtuous parents, in the

nose to set forth in this article year 185, he drank in with the nu-

some of the reasons tending to triment of his infancy the pure and

prove that this sentence is an un- saving doctrines of Christianity,

just one, and that Origen was a As his powers of reason expanded,
faithful child of the church faith- the beauty and splendor of the new

ful, too, at a time when fidelity was but persecuted religion were laid

tried by the fire, the sword, or the open before him by S. Leonides,

cold, damp dungeon. We bring his father, whose celebrity as a phi-
forward the reasons of our opinion, losopher was only equalled by his

suppressing none of the accusations proficiency in profane and sacred

that have been brought against this sciences. Under such fostering

great man at sundry times, but refut- care and parental cultivation, Origen

ing them by arguments which are at received the most careful training,
least extremely probable, and have the wisest instructions, and most
convinced some very eminent scho- virtuous examples. So deeply did

lars. this pious and excellently versed

The orthodoxy of Origen is pre- man plant the germs of Catholic
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truth in the heart of his eldest son looked as a living tabernacle of the

that the most flattering promises Holy Spirit, sent him words of

of Roman governors, the most sub- cheer :

; ' Be sure, dear father, that

tie reasonings of philosophers, were on our account you do not alter

alike unable to entice him into the your mind "
;
and in another part ^

paths of error at an age when the of the same letter we read words

passions are strongest and the glit- which appear almost .incredible

tering tinsel of worldly honors ex- coming from one so young :

' Have

erts so powerful an influence on confidence, father; leave all for

the mind. S. Leonides, aware of Jesus Christ
;
he will be your re-

the necessity and value of religious ward." S. Leonides was behead-

education in youth, took every pre- ed, his property confiscated, accord-

caution to instil virtue into the ing to the laws, and Origen, at sev-

heart while profane learning en- enteen years of age, found himself

tered into the mind. Each day and the rest of his family reduced

he required Origen to commit to from abundance to poverty for the

memory certain parts of the Old and sake of Christ. Next to dying in

New Testaments, and, after their re- the faith, there is no greater bless-

cital and an invocation of the Holy ing than to have been born in it.

Ghost, he explained the sense of From a martyr and a bishop
* Ori-

the Scripture. A plant reared in gen learned the rudiments of the

such soil, and impregnated with an faith, and it grew with his growth

atmosphere so holy, must be beau- and strengthened with his strength,

tiful to the sight in its maturity. Those who had charge of his edu-

Advanced in the liberal arts to a cation at the most critical juncture

degree far beyond his years, Origen were still more eminent in letters

made those studies only accesso- and sanctity than Leonides.

ries to a more complete attainment He was placed under Titus Flavins

of sacred knowledge. His pro- Clemens, generally known as S. de-

gress in the sciences was only ri- ment of Alexandria, whom S. Je-
valled by his increase in piety, rome \ considered

"
the most learn-

What a deep root religion had ed of our authors," and who, Theo-
taken in his nature may be known doret believed, \

"
surpassed all

from his burning ardor to win the others in the extent of his learn-

glorious crown of martyrdom when ing." The erudition of Flavins

the bloody persecution of Septi- Clement found in Origen a worthy
mius Severus raged-with unequalled receptacle, and the Christian mo-

fury in his native city, Alexandria,
rality taught in his lectures and

Among its victims was his father, practised in his life were truly re-

Deprived of the boon of losing his fleeted in the rising glory of the

life for Christ in his company, he East. Clement, drinking from the

wrote letters of encouragement and
crystal fountain of truth that issued

exhortation that S. Leonides would frOm the evangelist Mark, who had
endure his torments heroically, made, by the order of the prince

looking only to the future life and of the apostles, Alexandria his

its incorruptible inheritance. It
apostolic seat, imbibed its saving

was painful for Leonides to leave

behind him seven Orphan children
; *s. Leonides was also a bishop. See Euseb.,

but, to alleviate his sorrows in this Hlst - 6
'
c - I2

;
also s Jerome, Catai., c. S4 .

t Catal. et Ep. ad Magn,
direction, Origen, upon whom he % n<erct. Fab., 1. 1, c. s
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waters in all their purity. In his than Plotinus, the philosopher and

Stromata, as well as on the autho- teacher of Porphyry, and the critic

rity of Eusebius, we learn that the Longinus. All eyes were centred

immediate successors of the apos- on Origen, and his name was in

ties, preservers of the true doctrine every mouth his mind a prodigy
of S. James, S. John, S. Paul, were of letters, his soul a temple of the

still in existence and teaching the Holy Ghost. The vast amount of

Gospel in its entirety.
"
They erudition now acquired by Origen,

have lived down to our times," not only by reason of his extraor-

says Clement,*
" and scattered in dinary abilities, but also on account

our hearts the seed of truth which of his eminent preceptors, whose

they had received of their prede- sanctity of life imparted to their

cessors, the apostles." It was from expositions of religion the irresis-

this beautiful and fertile garden tible authority of example, attach-

that Origen culled the flowers of ed him with unshaken firmness to

Christianity that ornamented his the infallible truths which were seal-

soul, that bloom in his luminous ed by his father's blood. No other

works, that preserve their fragrance belief could satisfy his yearnings,
and throw around sacred studies an no other creed answer to the wide

imperishable lustre. While Origen comprehensions of his conceptions
was pursuing his studies under Cle- and the loftiness of his aspirations,

ment, he did not fail to engraft The completion of his studies

upon himself the holiness and sane- found him versed in astronomy,

tity of his teacher the Pedagogue the higher mathematics, thoroughly
of the master was transformed into acquainted with the sentiments

the life of the scholar. The holy and theories of the different philo-

practices running through the Peda- sophical schools, and more or less

gogue, its inculcation of austere familiar with the construction of

morals and inexhaustible charity, languages and the leading issues of

became to Origen, through his long the times. Reduced to straiten-

and arduous career, hand-posts ed circumstances in consequence

pointing to solid grandeur, durable of the persecution, he opened, on

happiness, and supreme good. his own responsibility, an institu-

On leaving this famous catecheti- tion for dialectics, music, and pro-
cal school, he perfected himself un- ^ane sciences.

der Ammonius Saccas, whose cele- This was a dangerous enterprise

brity among pagans for the recon- for one so young, but it was the

ciliation he effected between jar-
Onl7 alternative to avoid a life of

ring philosophical systems was dependency and association with

only eclipsed by the esteem in heretics, as well as to assist a

which he was held by the infant helpless mother and a large family,

church, to whose cause he brought
He felt bound to shun the enemies

the aid of philosophy and the re- of the church; he refused to mingle

quirements of the times. Among in their company, save when the

all those who attended the lectures necessity of their spiritual welfare

of Ammonius, the most remarkable demanded it, or the exigencies of

was young Origen, though he had the occasion prevented his escape,

for rivals no less famous persons Scrupulous even to the spirit of

the apostolic teachings, rather than
*
stromata, 1,1. associate with the opponents of
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Christianity, he preferred- to sacri-' lifted sword that Origen assumed the

fice the friendships of his youth and regency a position as precarious
the liberality of his patroness, at a and laborious as it was honorable,

time, too, when he stood most in It required varied knowledge, un-

need of assistance. His reputation common prudence, and unswerving
attracted large numbers to his adhesion to the traditions of Christ's

lectures, and the applause he re- ambassadors.

ceived, while it elevated him in For more than one hundred

popularity, was the source of inte- years Catholic blood,
"
the secret

rior humiliation, the antidote of power and seed of Christianity,"
*

pride. Demetrius, Bishop of Alex- had flowed through the Roman
andria, moved by the superior at- provinces ;

Catholic heads been

tainments, the fervent piety and decapitated by the sword of the

unswerving orthodoxy in faith, of executioner. Every method of

the young' Christian, appointed him destruction and annihilation that

regenf of the famous catechetical human artifice and cruelty could

school, A.D. 203. The course of devise was brought into play to

studies taught in this institution sweep from the world the new

comprised, aside from secular pur- religion ;
but the kingdom of Christ

suits, theology and Scriptural expo- emerged from the contest more
sitions. Origen* was only eighteen glorious and powerful, and asserted

years of age when he assumed in bolder terms the divinity which
this responsible charge a charge was emblazoned on its standard,

that, in the history of the pro- The saying of Gamaliel was veri-

vince, had never been committed fied : Man cannot stop the accom-
but to persons of advanced years, plishment of God's designs. Then
This appointment, then, was an the pagans felt convinced that

exception, strange in the extreme
;

some other means should be em-
but Origen was an exceptional ployed against the Christians, whom
scholar so exceptional, indeed, the emperors and governors had in

that history has failed to record his vain sought to extinguish in blood,

compeer at that time of life in any To this end, they had recourse \Q
other person. But, as St. Jerome f the schools, to the philosophers, to

remarks,
" From his childhood he men skilled in the oracles

;
the fol-

was a great man." And Bossuet, lowers of the different systems of

admiring the young Alexandrian, belief, to preserve the existence of

towering in intellect above those their body, girded on their helmets
of his day, like Saul above his of sophistry and raillery ;

the pagan
brethren, declares :

"
II se rendit writers dealt in flings of irony and

celebre par toute 1'Eglise des sa the gall of mockery ;
wit and sar-

premiere jeunesse et enseigna de casm, powerful weapons, were han-

grandes verites."J The violence of died with remarkable ingenuity,
the persecution under Septimius The life-blood of mythology, sanc-

Severus had interrupted the Chris- tioned for ages by the devotion of

tian school of Alexandria, and its victims, was on the eve of ebb-

forced its president, Clement, to fly ing from its very arteries
; poly-

from his murderers. It was during theism, rooted in the manners of

his retirement and under the up- the multitude, supported by legis-

* S. Jerome, CataL, c. 54. t Ibidem.
% Hist. Univ. Douzieme Efoque. * Tertull'ian.
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lation, upheld in literature, pro- men in the Hid century, we will

tected by the sympathies of all, quote from the writings of S. Gre-
\vas losing ground at every step gory Thaumaturgus, who was under
that Christianity was making upon the direction of Origen for five

its domains; idolatry saw its statues years, the method employed by the

fall one by one, its members dis- philosopher to win him to Christ,

appearing like vapor beneath the The extract will also show the

absorbing rays of light; and all clearness of his ideas, the thorough-
these forms of superstition joined ness and universality of his know-
hands and allied their forces to im- ledge. The reader, if he chooses,

pede the onward and irresistible may compare the plan of education
march of Catholic truth. Alexan- followed by Origen with that pur-
dria, cradle of Eastern genius at sued in our colleges and universi-

that time, became the Christian ties in the XlXth century, and

Thermopylae, and Origen the Chris- judge for himself of the progress
tian Leonidas. It was he who civilization has made in this direc-

headed the forces, and, by the tion.
'*

Like a skilful agriculturist,"

splendor of his genius, prepared in says S. Gregory,*
" who examines in

his school illustrious men to lead all its aspects the land which he
-on the van. He vindicated the intends to prepare for cultivation,
truth from calumny, supported it Origen sounded and penetrated the

by facts, disengaged it from the sentiments of his disciples, mak-

tophisms in which enemies had ob- ing inquiries, and reflecting upon
scured it, and held it up to view in their replies. When he had pre-
all its natural beauty and attrac- pared them to receive the seed of

tion. His learning became telling truth, he instructed them in various

in a short time upon the prejudices branches of philosophy in logic,
of the people in regard to his de- to form their judgment, by teach-

spised religion, and gradually in- ing them to discriminate between

spired a kinder feeling towards the solid reasonings and the specious

misrepresented Christians in the sophisms of error; in physics, to

minds of the cultivated. His fame make them admire the wisdom of

drew to his auditory persons who God, by an analytic knowledge of his

had studied under other masters, works; in geometry, to habituate

desirous of listening to his wisdom, their minds to rectitude, by the rigor

and of the honor of calling him their of mathematical propositions ;
in

teacher. Heathens were delight- astronomy, to elevate and extend

ed with his language, full of unction their thoughts, by giving them im-

and charm, and the literati of the age, mensity for a horizon; finally, in

who had been lost in the intricacies morals not those of the philoso-

of Aristotle, the obscurities of Plato, phers, whose definitions and sterile

and the absurdities of Epicurus, divisions give birth to no virtue,

wondered at the young Christian but practical morals, making them

philosopher. His name was asked study in themselves the movements

by authors for dedicatory purposes, of the passions, so that the soul,

and works were subject to his judg- seeing itself as in a mirror, may ex-

ment for their circulation. tirpate every vice, even to the roots.

To give an insight into the sys-
He then approached theology, or

tern of education adopted by Origen,
,. , / * General History ofthe Catholic C/ntrc

Which produced SO many great ras. American translation, vol. i. p. 218.

VOL. XIX. 8
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the knowledge of God. He made
them read on Providence, which
has created the world and governs
it, all that has been written by
the ancients, philosophers or poets,
Greeks or barbarians, without other-

wise minding their systems, their

sects, or their particular opinions.
In this labyrinth of pagan philoso-

phy he served as their guide to dis-

cern whatever might be really true

and useful, without allowing them
to be fascinated by the pomp and
ornaments of language. He laid it

down as a principle, that, in what-
ever regards God, we must trust

only God and the prophets inspir-
ed by him. And then he com-
menced the interpretation of the

Scriptures, which he knew thorough-
ly, and which, by the grace of God,
he had penetrated in all their most
secret depths."
The magnitude of his intellectual

powers excited no less interest than
his manner of life

;
and it is not

without reason that his friends al-

lege the sanctity of his life as the

best interpreter of the few objec-
tionable passages in his gigantic

works, and no weak argument for

the purity of his faith. Surrounded

by eminent savants, and in corre-

spondence with others in distant

countries, he found himself hard

pressed to accommodate the former
and answer the communications of

the latter. He was obliged to en-

gage several secretaries to write out
his discourses on the arts and sci-

ences in conjunction with his ex-

planations of Christianity. . Their
assistance afforded him better op-
portunities of enriching his stock
of knowledge. He realized what

Trithemius,* Abbot of Spanheim,
repeated to himself every day :

" To
know is to love." His insatiable

* Monks of the West, vol. ii. p. 33.

thirst for learning left him plod-

ding among manuscripts through
the day into the long hours of the

night ;
and when nature, succumbing

under the severe stress of exhaus-

tion, would demand rest, he would
make the bare ground his bed, and
the books his pillow. Simple in his

dress, the mortifications he imposed
upon himself on several occasions

threatened his life. Temperate in

all things, he was particularly so in

drink. Wine he never used.

While his prodigious talents and
able discourses brought within the
true fold large numbers from

among the most distinguished learn-

ed men and philosophers, his virtues

and sublime renunciation of the

world produced so many holy men
that his school has been deserv-

edly termed
"
the school of martyrs."

More than once he accompanied
his disciples to the place of execu-

tion, and exhorted them, in the very
face of the instruments of torture,
to endure death with fortitude for the

cause of truth and the eternal inheri-

tance promised to those who wash
their robes in the blood of the

Lamb. He stood by at the mar-

tyrdom of S. Plutarch, brother of
S. Heraclas, Bishop of Alexandria,
both catechumens under himself, ad-

ministering consolations and pour-
ing into his soul words of hope and

encouragement. A martyr's crown
he courted from infancy, and from
sickness and infirmities contracted
in the persecutor's dungeon, it is

reasonably supposed, his life went
out. It could only have been di-

vine interposition that rescued him
from the numerous assaults made
upon his life. When permission
was refused him to visit the Chris-

tians in chains, he made incredible

efforts to convey to them words of

sympathy and articles of comfort.

His solicitude and bearing on the
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eve of the martyrdom of his disci- faith, escaped death. Some of the

pies, SS. Heron, Potamisena, He- greatest saints, S. Cyprian, S. Gre-

rias, Sereni, and Heraclides, is gory Thaumaturgus, and others,

conclusive proof of Origen's ar- suffered not a little from calumnies

dor to seal with his blood the di- of like import. Origen's behavior,

vinity of the cause he advocated on the occasion to which the allu-

with his eloquence, and evidence sion refers, was honorable, heroic,

of the falsity of the notorious slan- and in entire harmony with his life-

der which represents him yielding long fidelity to principle. He was

to the wishes of the persecutors in seized, and whether it was the de-

the midst of his torments, and offer- sign of the magistrates to draw

ing sacrifice to the gods. The first many Christians back to the gods
trace we meet with in history of of the empire by circulating the fall

this accusation is in the Treatise of Origen, or their admiration of the

against Heresies* by S. Epiphanius, genius of their noble victim that

Bishop of Salamis, and given to the prevented his summary decapita-
world one hundred years after the tion was thrown into a cold cell,

death of Origen. This slander, bound in an iron collar, with heavy
never repeated by the learned if we shackles to his feet, and his legs

except Petavius, in the XVIIth cen- drawn apart to a painful degree,

tury, while employed on the works It appears that during the first

of Epiphanius has been wiped out years that Origen filled the regency
of ecclesiastical history by the of the Alexandrian theological sem-

weight of such writers as Baronius, inary, he experienced no small

Halloix,f Raynaudet, Henry Valois, amount ofinconvenience, in his con-

Vincent de la Rue, and Frederic troversial discourses with Jews and

Spanheim.J This defamation of pagans, in consequence of the differ-

his character, unfounded as it is, ent versions of the Holy Scriptures,

though so much like other insinu- In their inspired pages he found
ations against the noble Alexan- true wisdom and spiritual life:

" Oh !

drian, was not even alluded to in how have I loved thy law, O Lord !

the -Justinian age, in which he It is my meditation all the day."*
was so violently and bitterly op- In this sacred department he stands

posed. Had S. Jerome credited without a rival, if we except S. Je-
this monstrous fabrication, had it rome,

"
the greatest doctor, divinely

rested upon anything but a sandy raised up to interpret the Sacred

foundation, the literary war be- Scriptures."! Yet to Origen the

tween the lifelong friends, Jerome indebtedness of S. Jerome is very
and Rufinus, would have termi- great. He borrowed J from him,
nated at the first volley from the studied him, followed him, ||

ad-

pen of the learned scriptural wri- mired him,T and then attacked

ter. It would have been a crush- him.** S. Jerome declares that in

ing argument against Rufinus, and reading the Twelve Prophets by
S. Jerome was the person to turn it Origen, in the works of S. Pamphi-
to advantage. In those times, it lus, he saw in them the wealth of

was a common thing to be re-

proached if one, arrested for the !E
s
-f

xv
"t

+ Preface to Vulgate.
J Pref. adEphes. Pref. zn Pentateuch.

*
ff&res., 64. ||

Pref. in Job.
t Orig. Defens , 1. 4, note p. 35. ^ Introd. in Cantica, etc., translated by Jerome
% Preface, Bellamy's Translation of Origen's from Origen.

Apology. ** Lib. z adv. Rufinus et passim.
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Crcesus
; and, as far as our judg- felt where his voice failed to reach,

ment goes, we never read a higher As a comet that illumines its course

eulogium than the one S. Jerome with darting rays of light, and ob-

pays to the genius of Origen on his sctires the flickering stars, such

two homelies in C-antica Canticorum. were the brilliant tours of Origen,
It was Origen's love of the Scrip- leaving the light of faith and the

tares that gave birth to the grand fire of charity behind them. Wher-
idea of compiling the sacred books ever heresy raised its head in the

of the different versions into one church, there was Origen to batter

work the Octapla, a legacy to it with reason and tradition
;
wher-

posterity more than sufficient to ever the faithful were wavering,

support his reputation and endear there was Origen cheering and ral-

it to all succeeding ages. For this lying the forces
;
wherever the ene-

purpose, he decided, in 212, to tra- my made an onslaught on Christian-

vel through different countries, and ity, it found Origen in the breach;
collect the most recognized and like an Agamemnon or a Hector,
authentic copies of the Scriptures, wherever battle raged the fiercest,

Those travels opened to his view Origen took the front. Now he is

the pages of nature, on which he in the presence of the governor of

read .the customs and habits of men, Arabia, enlightens him on scientific

religions and governments, arts and subjects, and gradually raises his

sciences. Aside from those motives, mind to nature's God; then he
he had another reason for travelling, traverses through Palestine, ex-

He longed to see Rome, the chair pounding the Scriptures in the as-

of Peter,* "upon whom, as on a rock, semblies of the faithful; at one
Christ built his church "

;
he desired time he is at Antioch before the

to pay his homage in the
"
princi- royal family, pleading for the liberty

pal church "f to the successor of S. and free exercise of Christian wor-

Peter,
"
against whom the gates of ship ;

at another in Nicomedia, main-
hell shall not prevail." J He arriv- taining the canonicity of certain
ed at Rome about the close of parts of the inspired writings ;

now
the pontificate of S. Zephyrinus, to he is in Greece, thundering against
whom his presence and devotion the Montanists

;
and again in Ara-

must have been a source of consola- bia, at Bozra, reclaiming fallen pre-
tion, as the saintly pontiff, at that lates, and defending the divinity
time, was pained to the heart by and humanity of the second Person
the fall of the great Tertullian of the Most Blessed Trinity,
and the deplorable perversions in There is a point in the preced-
the African Church. ing sentence worthy of more than
The travels of Origen are full passing notice namely, Origen's

of interest and instruction. Each visit to Manjmsea, mother of Empe-
journey was a crusade against ror Alexander Severus. This esti-

heathenism, and a glorious triumph mable lady, who afterwards, in all

for the Gospel ;
like S. Paul, he probability, embraced the Christian

wandered over sea and land to religion, desirous of seeing so illus-

make profit for Christ, strengthen- trious a doctor as Origen, sent her

ing the weak and marshalling the retinue to escort him to her palace,

strong; the power of his pen was She was pleased with her learned

* In c. 6 EP . ad Ran. t Tract, in Matt. gUCSt >
and hel> SOn

>
tllC future riller

=. 19. of the empire, listened with delight
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to the great prodigy of learning, ciplined a galaxy of scholars, who
The virtues that characterized the were about to dazzle the world by

reign of Severus, in contradistinc- the grandeur of their minds, and

tion to the licentiousness, cruelty, beautify the church by the holiness

and extortion of his predecessors, of their lives.

have 'been, not without justice, at- Origen's brilliant career, like the

tributed to the influence exerted career of all great men, was not

on him by lessons of morality given allowed to end without its trials,

in the discourses of' Origen. It is Aside from the assaults of the pro-
not improbable that the law he pre- fessed enemies of the church, he

sented, soon after his ascension to met with severe annoyances from

the throne, to the Roman senate the jealousy of those whose interests

for its sanction, whereby the religion he had studied to further. The
of Christ would be incorporated trouble came from a quarter he

among the others of the empire, least expected. Demetrius, Bishop
had for its source Origen's instruc- of Alexandria, during the early part
tions to him about the divinity of the of his episcopate entertained for

Catholic uiith, its purity and sane- Origen the highest esteem; and

tity. Dom Gue ranger, in his Life of there is no ostensible motive to

.S". Cecilia* adduces monuments of believe that Origen, throughout all

antiquity going to prove the protec- his relations with the patriarch, gave
tion and favors extended to the him any cause of offence, or else

infant church by Alexander
;
and this prelate would not have retained

Origen himself,f in his Apology, him in the presidency of his theo-

chronicles the abatement of the per- logical school till the year 230 a

sedition shortly after his return period of twenty-seven years. The
from the imperial court. On this humility of the regent and his

part of his work a writer very felici- innate respect for authority held

tously adds :

"
If he modestly de- his tongue in silence, whatever may

dines telling us the part he bore have been his opinion of the con-

*in it, we owe him so much the duct of Demetrius as a prelate,

more honor the less he seems to Still, we may conjecture Demetrius

claim. "f was not far from the mind of Ori-

During the comparative peace gen when, in speaking of disorders

obtained under Alexander, the and irregularities in the church, he

church made incredible efforts to wrote of bishops :

" We would
fill up her shattered ranks, restore almost have guards like kings ;

we

order, and produce scholars. She make ourselves terrible and difficult

succeeded, for never was she more of access, chiefly to the poor ;
we

fruitful in great men than at this treat them who speak with us and

epoch. Origen had reconciled her, ask for some favor in a manner
in the opinion of philosophers, to which the most cruel tyrants and

genius, adorned her with intellec- governors would not assume to-

tual wealth, and introduced her to wards suppliants."* It is not wrong
the occupants of the throne she was to look upon Demetrius as a man
soon to fill with so much glory; who consulted with the general in-

and, what is still more, he had dis- terests of Christianity his own popu-
larity, the extension of his diocese,

* Life of S. Cecilia, pp. 9 and 10.

t r;/., i. 3 .

% Hutler's Sm'nts, vol. ii. p. 141. *
Leviticus, horn. 9.
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and the increase of his subjects;

perhaps he was of the opinion that

the advancement of religion in

Alexandria and its suffragan depen-
dencies, his own juridical district,

was of more importance than its

dissemination in other places. It

was interested motives of this sort

that led him to disapprove of Ori-

gen's evangelical missions, by which
his invaluable services were tem-

porarily withdrawn from his native

city. Origen, being a layman, free

from any obligations to Demetrius,

except in a spiritual point of view,

possessed the individual right of

travelling from country to country,
and of delivering lectures without

the permission of any authority.
If he spoke before the congre-

gations of the faithful, it was only
at the urgent solicitation of the

prelates, whose jurisdiction within

their respective provinces was re-

cognized and unquestioned ;
cham-

pion of the faith in the East, he was
waited upon by delegations from

pious bishops, entreating him to

come to their dioceses. Those
missions Origen, in his love for the

glory of God, felt conscientiously
bound to perform. On a journey
to crush by his eloquence the her-

esy of the Valentinians, that had
made lamentable ravages in Greece,
he paid a visit to S. Alexander
of Jerusalem and Theoctistus of

Caesarea, by whom he was ordained

priest. This act, irreprehensible
in itself, entailed upon Origen
serious difficulties, and became the

groundwork upon which his ene-

mies fabricated the most severe ac-

cusations.

Demetrius, taking to heart the

course of conduct of the great

philosopher, and assured, by the

aspect of things, of his speedy
disconnection with the interests

of Alexandria, sent letters to the

bishops, containing bitter recrimina-

tions for imposing hands on Origen.
He did not stop at this point. He
also despatched to the prelates of

Asia letters full of invectives and

animosity, requiring them to hold

no communion with Origen, who
had violated the disciplinary ca-

nons. The respite that ensued on
his return to Alexandria was of

short duration. A council was
" assembled by the care, and under
the presidency, of Demetrius," for

the purpose of examining the

legality and validity of Origen 's

ordination. In this council we can

only discover two things laid to his

charge namely, that he had made
himself a eunuch, and had been
ordained without the consent of

Demetrius, his ordinary. Those

charges, if we take into considera-

tion the customs of the times and
the imperfections of ecclesiastical

discipline during the persecutions,
contain in themselves very little

upon which a grievous censure of

Origen could be founded. In the

language of the church, they are

irregularities ; one ex defectu, the

other ex delicto. Let us for a

moment concede that there were
such canons in existence at the

time of Origen's ordination, by the

violation of which irregularities

were incurred, what then follows ?

In that age of the church, bishops

enjoyed great privileges, discre-

tionary powers far more discretion-

ary than even the bishops of the

United States enjoy nowadays in

this missionary country and pre-

eminently so the Patriarch of Alex-

andria, the Patriarch of Antioch,
and the Metropolitan of Palestine,

who was Bishop of Cassarea. These

prelates could dispense, in nearly
all emergencies, the violators of the

ecclesiastical ordinances
;

other

prelates in the East were more or
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less restricted in their functions, powers. Demetrius had given Ori-

and in matters of moment could do gen commendatory letters on his

nothing detrimental to those sees, departure for Greece, and, on the

What authority, then, prevented strength of these commendations,
Theoctistus from pronouncing Ori- Theoctistus and S. Alexander con-

gen released from the irregularities, ferred on him holy orders. His

and canonically qualified for the services had been valuable as a lay-

reception of orders ? Had any man
; they would become still more

other ordinary imposed hands on valuable as a cleric, and, actuated

him except the Metropolitan of by those pure motives, they ordain-

Palestine, the objections, of the ed him.

Patriarch of Alexandria would Now, is it historically true that

undoubtedly have carried with in the year 230, or previous to that

them more weight. But the Metro- time, there were any such canons

politan of Caesarea, while respect- framed by the church as exclud-

fully acquiescing in the priority ed eunuchs from the reception of

of the See of Alexandria, through holy orders? It will be difficult

reverence of its princely founder, to come across statutes of this na-

always exercised his own jurisdic- ture in canon law or ecclesiastical

tion without the permission or con- history. We will find such acts of

sultation of Alexandria. Theoctis- discipline framed years after the

tus of Caesarea was not even under death of Origen, but none previous

Demetrius, but under the Patriarch to that epoch.
of Antioch, and these provincial The other accusation, that he was
and patriarchal boundaries as well ordained without the permission
as episcopal relations were only of his bishop, has a weaker founda-

finally authoritatively adjusted by tion even than the preceding one.

the Council of Nice.* In the second According to the practice of the

place, the Metropolitan of Caesarea, church in our day, every candidate

who always exercised more than for the sacred ministry who is not

ordinary episcopal functions, which a religious must be ordained by
were afterwards approved and his own bishop (titulo nativitatis,

sanctioned by oecumenical coun- domicilii^ beneficii, seu familiaritatis

cils,f deemed it not a usurpation of prout accidii), or possess the written

power to impose hands on Origen consent of his own ordinary, if or-

without the direct consent of his dained by another. Origen, viewed

bishop, inasmuch as he was person- from a modern stand-point, con-

ally acquainted with the subject of tracted an irregularity exdelicto ; but,

the sacrament, morally certain of judged in the century in wrhich he

his piety and learning. If we add lived the only one in which he

to those reasons the surrounding must be judged was as regular in

circumstances stated in the reply his ordination as the young men
of S. Alexander of Jerusalem to who are semi-annually ordained in

Demetrius, it becomes patent that our provincial seminaries. Origen
neither Origen was to blame in the transgressed no ecclesiastical in-

premises nor Theoctistus for the junction by receiving orders at the

exercise of his jurisdiction and hands of a foreign bishop, because

it was only under S. Anastasius
* See Acts of the Council of Nice tor proof of

that this restriction WES placed On
this line of reasoning

"
Apostolic Canons. '

. .

^Can.deHierarchiaEcciesiczCon.Nicenem. aspirants tO the priesthood.
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Council of Nice, embodying the No less than six thousand books
canons of Aries, Ancyra, and Gan- did his indefatigable application

gres, passed laws prohibiting clerics produce :

" Sex millia Origenis to-

from attaching themselves at will mos non poterant quipiam le-

to different churches and dioceses
; gere."* In the copying, revision,

this prohibition affected clerics and compiling of these manuscripts,

alone, and in noway referred to laics, he employed twenty, at other times

who were at perfect liberty to be twelve, but always more than eight,

ordained by any prelate upon testi- amanuenses. As this article has

monials of worthiness. It was only no reference to his writings, their

during S. Ambrose's time that this merits, or the influence they ex-

abuse became offensive, and that erted upon church learning, we
the Roman pontiff deemed it pro- must make this cursory allusion to

per to eradicate it. To this end, in his gigantic labors sufficient for our

the year 400 a canon was enacted present purpose. It will lay before

by the pope, which forbade any the reader the great mass of matter

prelate ordaining the subjects of his enemies had at hand to examine,

another, unless such subjects had the possible mistakes that might

permissive letters bearing the sig- have crept into his works by the

nature of the bishop who had carelessness of so many secretaries,

authority over them. From this the possible corruptions they might

sprang dimissorial letters. Indeed, have suffered at the hands of here-

whatever view an impartial and tics or jealous rivals. Not a finger

competent person takes of the could be raised against his spotless

whole affair, Origen and the saintly and ascetic life in the council
;
the

bishops who ordained him appear teacher of martyrs and companion
innocent, and seem to have acted of saints, his character was irre-

with the best intentions. Never- proachable.

theless, the decision arrived at by Demetrius, not unlikely hearing
Demetrius' council was that Ori- of the warm reception extended to

gen should be dismissed from the Origen in Palestine, convened, after

theological school, upon which his a short interval, another council,

learning had reflected so much The works of Origen were sub-

glory, and that he should also with- jected to the sharpest examination,

draw himself from Alexandria, re- One instinctively inquires why De-

taining, however, his priesthood. metrius, if he were simply actuated

Origen, anticipating the result of by zeal for the preservation of ec-

the council
" assembled by the care clesiastical discipline and the purity

of Dentetrius," quietly retired to of revealed truth, did not intro-

Csesarea. Matters did not end duce those serious charges in the

here. The immense amount of former council. To resort to the

writings that the unwearied indus- non-publication of the Periarchon

try of Origen had contributed to and Dialogues at the time of the

the literature of the church offered first convocation of bishops, in order

a wide field in which his adversa- to remove the suspicions that point
ries might search for something re- to the malice of Demetrius, is an

prehensible. His works would form ingenious special plea, unsupported
in themselves a rare library, had by facts and testimonies. S. Jerome,
the fall of empires not entombed a

large portion of them in their ruins. *
ApudHieron., adv.
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studying this question learnedly, de- filled with alarm at the momentary
fends Origen and censures Dem-e- expectation of its echoes being tak-

trius. Why did the Patriarch of Al- en up by the fall of Origen, and re-

exandria, next in hierarchical honor sounding throughout Christendom,

to the Bishop of Rome, permit Ori- But there was a vast difference be-

gon for over a quarter of a century to tween these two great men. Quin-
cxpound within his own hearing the tins Tertullianus, while the superior
sublime dogmas of Christianity, if of Origen in eloquence, style, and
his conceptions of those dogmas strength of language, was at the

were radically false ? Can we sup- same time his inferior in the sacred

pose that the few months between sciences and in humility, the safe-

the assembly of the two councils guard of Origen's genius. The one
were spent by the bibliophilist in blended with Christianity the de-

composing a work that would give gance and wisdom of the pagans,
the lie to the glorious achievements the other the beauty and inspira-
of thirty years ? Or can we allow tion of the prophets. Both the

the conviction to settle in our brightest ornaments of the church
minds that he, so remarkable in in their day, they no less adorned

virtue, would deliver in the pulpit her sanctity by their lives than en-

one doctrine, and write in his books riched her treasures by their genius,
another? Will we find fault with Tertullian, a pagan by the prejudi-
saints and illustrious doctors of the ces of birth and education, unac-

church, who, by the nature of their customed to religious authority,

high calling, are bound to avoid false could not endure the correction of

teachers, for extending to Origen the superiors ;
and wounded pride, in-

warmest hospitalities, or acknow- flamed by impatience and an ambi-

ledge, with Eusebius of Ccesarea tious nature, gave way to impious
and S. Pamphilus, the severe and belief, and Tertullian, the fallen

unjustifiable measures adopted by genius, dwindles into a fanatical

Demetrius? Whatever secret mo- heretic. It was not so with Origen.
tives guided Demetrius in the pro- Having received information of the

secution of the inquisition, his action of the council, with real hu-

course, disapproved of by his con- mility equalled only by that of the

temporaries, has never secured a meek Fenelon, Origen wrote *
to

sincere advocate of ordinary impor- Alexandria that he had never taught
tance. The errors which he imag- such doctrine as was imputed to

ined he had detected in the writings him, and, if contained in his works,

assumed, in the eyes of Demetrius' it was through the machinations of

council, sufficient gravity to cause heretics. Then follows, in the same
the deposition and excommunica- document, a clear and orthodox ex-

tion of Origen. position of his belief upon the con-

Never did an imperial edict, sud- tested points an exposition that

denly proclaimed in the midst of will satisfy a modern theologian,

peace, sanctioning the indiscrimin- with all his precise distinctions and
ate massacre of Christians, produce scholastic definitions. As long as

greater consternation in the church this monument of antiquity, this

than the announcement of Origen's spontaneous proof of his adhesion

deposition. The report of the fall to apostolic truth, this undeniable

of the great Tertullian had scarce * Apud Hicron^ 2 lib
, adv Rufinus;

,

et

died away, when the faithful were opera s. Gregory Nyssen.
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evidence of the absence of all per-

tinacity, exists, so long will those

to whom his memory is dear love

to look upon him as sincere in his

protestations and sincere in his

faith. Here was the rule of his be-

lief, and according to this rule his

works should be interpreted :

4; That
alone must we believe to be the truth

which differs in nothing from the

ecclesiastical and apostolical tradi-

tion."* A noble rule of faith, truly

Catholic and orthodox ! Words ap-

propriate for an Origen, who caught

up, as it were, the traditions of the

apostles, and echoed them into

Nicene times. What cause have

we of refusing credence to Origen
when he tells us that the errors at-

tributed to him were the interpola-
tions of heretics ? Every intelligent
reader of history knows that his

works were corrupted-, shamefully

corrupted, at the close of the IVth

century. In substantiation of this,

we have only to refer to the learn-

ed Rufinus and S. Jerome. Each
of these translated into Latin the

Periarchon of Origen and many
other works of the same author

;

and what do we find ? Why, S. Je-
rome accuses Rufinus of altering,

inverting, suppressing the* sense of

the original ; and, in turn, Rufinus

charges Jerome with malicious per-
version of the meaning of the learn-

ed Alexandrian, wilful corruption
of the text, and personal jealousy
of the fame of Origen. S. Augus-
tine, an intimate friend of S. Jerome,
used his influence to reconcile those

two great personages disputing
about Origen ;

and from his letter

to S. Jerome, it appears to us that

his sympathies were with Rufinus.

Indeed, in the first ages of the

church, it was no uncommon thing
for great men to have not only their

* De Principiis, lib. i. 4.

works interpolated, but entire books
circulated under their name. S.

Cyprian
*

complained that works
that he had never seen were issued

in his name. S. Jerome f testifies

that the letters of S. Clement, Pope,
were interpolated, as well as the wri-

tings of S. Dionysius and Clement
of Alexandria

;
the same trust-

worthy author was very much annoy-
ed that the people of Africa in his

day were reading a supposititious
volume bearing his name. We see

no reason, then, why heretics would
not tamper with Origen's produc-
tions, when they had the audacity
to corrupt such public and sacred

documents as those we have men-

tioned, some of which were read in

the religious assemblies of the peo-
ple. It is the misfortune of exalted

persons to be cited as authorities

for opinions they never maintained.

Indeed, when we perceive how the

teachings of men amongst us are

misrepresented, notwithstanding the

assistance of the press, the tele-

graph, and other modern detec-

tives, we can understand with what

facility opinions could have been
accredited to Origen which were
not his. Well might S. Jerome with
the works of Origen scattered

around his room, perhaps under
his very elbows, write :

" O labores

hominum ! semper incerti
;
O morta-

lium studia ! contraries interdum
fines habentia." J

The acts of Demetrius' council,
we are informed, were fprwarded to

S. Pontianus, whose short pontificate
of a few years spent in exile, as well

as the still shorter reign of his suc-

cessor, S. Anterus, which lasted

only a month, was absorbed in the

discharge of duties more vital to

the church than the Alexandrian

* See Life in Butler, note vol. iii.

t Lib. 2, adv. Rufinus.
% Apud Hier.

,
lib 2. adv. Ruf. p. 217.
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inquisition. Ere Rome took any

steps in this matter, or sanctioned

the proceedings by her silence, the

discussion ended by the death of

Demetrius, 231.

It is probable that Origen in-

dulged in conceptions or hypothe-
ses not altogether in accordance

\vith Catholic doctrine
;

but we
must keep before our minds the

circumstances in which he was situ-

ated, the persons with whom he

disputed, and the noble aim he had
in view. The philosophy of Aris-

totle, whom Tertullian calls the
; '

patriarch of heretics," was very

unpopular in Alexandria at the

opening of the II Id century. The
neo-Platonic system was the pre-
valent philosophy of the day at

Alexandria. The issue of the day
was, Is the religion of Christ philo-

sophical ? Can it with safety be

subjected to logical rules ? Does it

not contradict the reasonings of

Plato ? To meet this issue, so im-

portant to the spread of the Gospel
among the enlightened class, Ori-

gen had recourse as much as was

possible to the tenets of the Pla-

tonic school for arguments. With
Platonic philosophers he had his

controversies
;
and his language, the

more Platonic it was, the more

power it exerted
;
the more he re-

conciled revelation with reason, in

their estimation, the more entered

within the pale of the church.

Just as in our times able writers

use the popular issues, because the

most intelligible and taking, to dis-

sipate the clouds of ignorance that

bigotry has thrown around the pub-
lic mind in regard to Catholicity,
to show the natural compatibility
of the church with all legal forms
of government, her inexhaustible

resources for meeting the require-
ments of society, and her sacred
and impartial maintenance of true

liberty ; so, too, did Origen turn to

advantage the doctrines of the

schools in demonstrating the love

of the church for sound philosophy,
ker adaptability to the sciences, and
her divine mission as regenerator
of the world. This tincture of

Platonism pervading his early pro-

ductions, combined with the mys-
terious figures under which Eas-
tern nations convey .sacred truths,

the allegorical style, and the Disci-

pline of the Secret, which was in

active force, rendered Origen ob-

scure, and his works susceptible of

doubtful interpretation.

Though his admirers go so far as

to exculpate him from every error,

we are not prepared to accompany
them to that distance. We are

willing to concede that Origen may
have advanced some erroneous

opinions, but error without contu-

macy does not entail the sin of

heresy, which is a wilful rejection
of any revealed truth authoritatively

proposed.
"
I may fall into a mis-

take," says the learned S. Augus-
tine, "but I will not be a heretic."

The fathers of the church were

only men, subject to human weak-

ness, liable to err. The doubtful

and obscure speculative hypotheses
of the Alexandrian's fertile imagi-

nation, then, should in no way
darken the splendor of his genius
or belittle his devotion to Catholic

truth. F. Petau, his declared ene-

my, followed by Huet, who gave
his learning to this controversy, re-

fuses to believe Origen obstinate.

Halloix, Charles Vincent de la

Rue, Tillemont, Witasse, Ceillier,

and other erudite scholars, who
studied with care and impartiality

this whole matter, unite in the

emphatic declaration that Origen
"
died in the bosom of the Catholic

Church."
This is the verdict of great men
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in modern times. It was also the one substituted, exclaim :

" There
verdict of the century in which he is an error; Origen is a heretic !"

lived the Hid as may be seen in The body of infallible definitions

the apology of S. Pamphilus, com- from popes and councils which we

posed in defence of Origan's ortho- now possess did not exist at this

doxy, and extant in the works of early epoch ;
to write then ortho-

S. Gregory Nyssen ;
also in that doxically, to justify the Christian

beautiful monument of antiquity, belief in the Trinity, to explain the

the panegyric over Origen by S. hypostatic union, the generation of

Gregory Thaumaturgus, given in the Son, and the procession of the

full in the works of Gerard Vossius. Holy Ghost, to expound the Scrip-
This verdict was confirmed in the ture and the other sublime mys-
IVth century by the catalogue teries of religion, and escape with

of orthodox ecclesiastical writers, one or two mistakes, was simply

published by S. Gelasius, pope, marvellous. Thus Origen, born in

among which is the name of Ori- the true faith, reared in a religious

gen ;
and in the following century, atmosphere, educated under pious

in a profession of faith drawn up men, the intrepid defender of truth

by Pope S. Hormisdas, and sent and meek retractor of error, the

by Germanus, Bishop of Capua, to teacher and companion of saints,

be signed by the Patriarch of Con- the prisoner for Christ, has impress-

stantinople, the heretics condemn- ed on his life, in golden letters, the

ed by the church are enumerated, best defence of his orthodoxy.
but in this enumeration we can And if the saintly Origen be dis-

discover no allusion to the great tinguished from the abominable

Scripturist. Origenians ; if the allowances due

Indeed, it has always been a to the age in which he lived be

source of surprise to us how Origen, accorded him, an injustice to the

a fallible creature, a man like other works of Origen a valuable legacy

men, unaided by any divine assis- to posterity will be removed, and

tance, could have written in several the injury done to a reputation

thousand volumes so much truth,
obscured by the malice of some

and so little error. There were an <3 the misapprehension of many
but few Encyclical Letters, no others will in part be repaired.*

Index, no decisions Of Sacred Con- * The question of Origen's orthodoxy turns
. , principally on the Periarckon. The violently

gregatlOHS, no Syllabus, in the days heretical character of that book, as it now stands,

of Origen * and Vet his enemies contradicting the most fundamental doctrines of

i

* '

Christianity, is the best defence of Origen. It

Will measure the length OI his den- is altogether contrary to the teaching of his un-

nitions with theirs, compare his doubted works and, if it had been acknowledged
r

. and defended by him, there would never ha^e

expressions With the theological been any controversy at all about his orthodoxy.

niceties Of the present, and, Should He would have been at once and universally
\ condemned as the grossest of heretics.

a word be wanting or a synonymous ED. c. w.
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SOCIAL SHAMS

THERE is no axiom more fraught of truth in the main. Yet what is

with meaning than the old Scrip- the reality, the thing constantly
ture promise,

" The truth shall make before our eyes, the fact of which

you free." But there is also no no one can doubt who has ever

fact better authenticated in the lived beyond the strictest limits of

civilized world of to-day than the home nay, beyond the limits of

practical nullification of this very his own mind ? One in a thousand

promise. We speak as regards fulfils the ideal of Christian cour-

things human
;

for in spiritual tesy, while .the other nine hundred

matters, the home of truth is, to our and ninety-nine wear the regula-

belief, a fixed one, and the road to tion-mask prescribed by fashion,

it staked out by a divine leader, Some wear it of iron, so that, in the

that has power to find an unerring intercourse of a lifetime, you would

path in what otherwise seems but never feel that you knew them any
an ocean of shifting sand. We better than on the first day of ac-

propose to apply this axiom to quaintance ;
some only of wire, so

social life, and it is our complaint that the natural personality be-

that it is not free. The pivot on hind it is but partially hidden even

which "
society," properly so called, from perfect strangers ;

some of

turns is conventionality a polite silk, so cunningly painted that it

term for untruth. betrays you into thinking it nature,
The original Christian ideal of until, by repeated experience, you

society was of course based on discover the imposture. Again,

charity. It has been truly said some wear it as the women of Con-
that a perfect Christian is instinc- stantinople wear the yashmak, so

tively a finished gentleman. Cour- filmy as only to veil, not to con-

tesy is but an adaptation of char- ceal, the features. Lord Lytton, in

ity ;
and the height of good-breed- his romance, A Strange Story, speaks

ing (recognized as being the faculty of the
"
three women "

which exist

of setting every one at his ease, in the single personality of every
and of saying the right thing at the woman

;
this applies to men almost

right time to the right person) equally. There is, he says, the

must answer to the Christian prin- woman as she really is, the woman
ciple that to wilfully wound your as she thinks herself to be, and the

neighbor in the slightest degree is woman as she appears to the world
a sin. But all this, call it tact or the conventional woman. This is

:harity, as you will, is not in itself in- by far the most curious product of

consistent with truth. The French natural history, or, more appro-
have a proverb that Tonte ve'rite priately, of the history of mechan-
riest pas bonne a dire

"
Every un- ics. The human being under social

truth is not necessarily expedient to manipulation is a study for phi-
all men ;" but even that is not a decla- losophers. Conventional standards

ration of war against the principle of human beauty, s,uch as the com-
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pressed foot of the Chinese lady, but insists upon what facetious En-
or the artificially stimulated ro- glishmen sometimes call the elev-

tundity of form among the women enth i.e.," Thou shalt not be found
of some of the Central African out." It has rites and ceremonials

tribes, the staining of the finger- of its own, more arbitrary than the

nails with henna among the Per- law of the land, and, in the same

sians, etc., are as nothing and in- breath, more lax; it has beliefs and
volve no deformation or suffering formulas more binding outwardly
compared with that among the than those of any religion ;

it has its

wholesale machine-products of civ- own oracles, its own language, its

ilized society. own tribunals. It is a state with-

Spiritual systems of penance have in a state, condoning many moral

sometimes been impugned for aim- delinquencies, exalting some into

ing at subduing nature : taming the meritorious deeds, smoothing others

passions, restraining the expression over as pardonable follies. Where
of strong emotion, weaning the it is not wicked, it is inane or

body from innocent indulgences, spiteful. Slander and gossip are

and so forth. But is there any its breath of life, except in the few
more barefaced destroyer of na- instances where intrigue sweeps
ture than "society

51

as at present away such second-rate passe-temps.
constituted? Are there any pen- Yet its wickedness is a subject
ances harder, any restraints stricter, that touches us less than its stu-

than those imposed by our conven- pidity ;
for it is less of a daily expe-

tional code ? The spiritual strug- rience, and has more denouncers to

gle with nature is voluntary, and lash it. We also know less of its

aims at subduing our lower nature, brilliancy than of its meanness; for

only the more to honor the intel- the latter is visible in the smallest

lectual principle, and render its gathering and in the most insigni-
exercise freer from clogging and ficant place, while the former exists

degrading influences. The con- but in half a dozen great capitals,
ventional struggle with nature, on and even there only among one or

the contrary, is a compulsory one, two circles or strata of society,
into which you are thrust by Paris and Vienna have their dull

others in early and unconscious and respectable society, as well as

childhood
;

it is, moreover, a decep- other places, and they are by far

tive one, as it tends to produce the most numerous, and, we will

mere appearances not to tame venture to say it, the meanest,

passion, but restrain its outward Downright license seems, strangely

expression ;
not to elevate the mind, enough, to carry with it a certain

but to give it the semblance of reckless bonhomie which, while it is

those gifts most profitable in the far from Christian charity, yet has

social estimation of the day. It many outward signs of it. The most
does not tend to make man super- abandoned are often found to be the

natural, but ^//natural. It takes most generous, or even philanthro-
from him even the freedom of the pic, while the pharisaical little-

savage, without giving him in ex- mindednessofmany eminently "re-

change the freedom of the Chris- spectable
' members of society is a

tian. It aims not at virtue, but at constant reproach to the faith on

decorum. Its morality skips the which they pride themselves. The
whole of the Ten Commandments,

" milk of human kindness
"

is often
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scarce amid "
saints" of a certain glibly and cheerfully as your gray

school. Noli me tangere is their parrot, who is ever ready to repeat

motto, and an appropriate one, in- his lesson when the proper cue is

deed ;
for you might tap their hearts given him, or as readily as your pet

till doomsday, and never draw from lap-dog, which has no objection to

them one drop of the generous wine stand on its hind legs in a corner,

of sympathy. and beg as long as you choose to

Not that all persons whose path hold the titbit up before it. What
of life crosses your own by the chance have you of recognizing a

chances bred of social convention- soul behind all that mass of conven-

alities are of this type ; many are tionality ? About as much as you

generous, kind-hearted, impulsive ;
would have of seeing the

;<

angel
but it is part of the indictment we imprisoned in the marble

' :

in a

bring against
"
society

'

that its sculptor's studio, or as much as

rules so smother this amiable indi- Dante had of knowing the tor-

viduality as seldom to allow it to mented souls hidden in the trunk

be revealed to you save by some of those grisly bleeding trees of the

chance occurrence. You may have Inferno.
a

; '

calling acquaintance
'

with a The more frequently and fami-

woman apparently frivolous (though liarly you mix with the world, the

obviously good-natured), and whose more your path is strewn with shat-

mind you judge to be probably as tered ideals; for it is almost impos-
shallow as her conversation. Some sible to retain an ideal of anything
sudden misfortune comes upon you, which you see daily as a misshapen

and, of all your acquaintances, this and blurred reality. Practical ex-

is, perhaps, the only one who will perience seems to coarsen and

blossom into a friend. In emer- cheapen everything, and there

gencies, her native good sense and never was yet a more melancholy
affectionate heart burst their arti- truth than that of the old adage,
ficial bonds, resume their proper "Familiarity breeds contempt."

place, and flow out in deeds of Professional life as well as domes-

refined and considerate kindness, tic furnishes lamentable instances

She will prove to have presence of of this. In commerce, where it is

mind, delicacy of heart, an active very difficult for poetry and ideals

power of sympathy. This is the to find room, the reality is hard-

Sort of woman you would choose ly obnoxious to the thoughtful
to have by your dying-bed, or to looker-on

;
for what refining influ-

whom you would consign the care ence could be expected from the

of your children under unhappy perpetual jar and clash of engines,

circumstances, whether of poverty the constant chaffering, the fever-

or absence the woman whose nerve ish life, of the exchange ? It is the

would not fail her in a hospital, and realm of purely earthly, material in-

who would march boldly into a pri- fluences, and naturally dwarfs the

son with bright looks and cheerful sympathies, while it concentrates

words, ever thinking of others before the thoughts on one narrow point
herself. But had it not been for an of selfish interest, if pursued for its

untoward accident, you might never own sake. But in the learned pro-
have distinguished her from the herd fessions, whose aims are intellect-

of ordinary morning-callers. She ually superior, and whose special

goes through her part in society as province it is to elevate the human
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mind above selfish and individual

interests, leading it, on the contrary,
to the contemplation of abstract

principles, and to the furtherance

of the public weal, the ideal should

be more apparent. And yet, in

most cases, it is not so. There is

no reverence left for a pursuit the

trivial details of which are grown
too familiar; petty jealousies take

the place of scientific or philo-

sophic emulation; man's innate

vanity soon narrows the circle of

interest round the ego, and subordi-

nates the progress of the world to

personal advancement. There is

scarcely anything less venerable in

a man's eyes than the particular
branch of knowledge in which he is

most proficient ;
and if it be with

him a h<5bby, the love he bears to

it is rather a shadow of the good
opinion he holds of himself than a

genuine devotion to science in the

abstract. Of course, there are ex-

ceptions, numerous and honorable,
but such are the plain facts in the

ordinary, every-day experience of

which life is in the main composed.
"No one is a hero to his valet."

Home life is another ideal de-

stroyed by society, with its arbi-

trary rules and its hard, practical
axioms. The peace and holiness

of home are rudely jarred by the

demands which fashion makes on
the time of its members. We have

sometimes been tempted to think

that this would be a very pleasant
world to -any one who could go

through it as a spectator only. To
act a part in it yourself means to

subject yourself to one disenchant-

ment after another. You see a

family group at a distance say

through a street-window in a large

city, or on the porch of a country
villa. Old and young are mingled

together; there may be beauty

among the girls, there is refinement

in their surroundings ; they seem as

thrifty as they are comfortable, for

some are reading and some sewing :

perhaps the tea-table is spread and

housewifely treasures displayed ;
as

a picture, it is perfect. But as a

drama ? Are you quite sure that

you would like to see the real state

of mind of each person there ? If

so, prepare yourself for almost in-

evitable disappointment. It will

not be a safe investigation, and the

ideal you may have formed will

probably come out of the trial as

an angel might if he trusted him-
self to the rough handling of com-
mon men.
No real happiness can exist in a

life of perpetual excitement
;
and

this a fashionable life can hardly
fail to be. There is an intoxication

of the mind as well as of the senses.

The whirl of so-called pleasure
never satisfies, but stimulates.

More is required, and yet more, till,

like the drunkard, you are a living

paradox, never at peace unless in

an atmosphere of excitement, just
as he may be said to be never so-

ber or at least capable unless

when drunk. In the whirl of soci-

ety, the mind withers
;
there is no

time for thought, for study, for ap-

plication. How many young girls

there are who tell you candidly,
" Oh ! I have no time to practise my
music. I used to do so four hours

a day ;
but since I am in society, I

can never find an hour to myself."
Then you inquire into this mul-

tiplicity of engagements, and you
find perhaps some religious occu-

pation, some charitable work ? Oh !

no
; only a call to be returned, cards

to be left, a new toilet to be tried

on, a little shopping, and a drive in

the park. Pressing business, truly !

In great cities, during the season

of balls and parties, a girl's life is

one un' roken round of dissipation
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two-thirds of the day, and recuper- the solitary basket of wax flowers is

ation for coming
"
pleasure

"
during displayed in a conspicuous manner

the remaining third. At the end on an elaborate tiagere ; the water-

of four or five months of this life, colors are studiously hung in the

vitality is half extinct, the cheeks best-lighted part of the drawing-
are pale, the mouth drawn, the eyes room

;
the overture of William

violet-circled ;
and against all this Tell is invariably called for on

what prize is there to set ? A the slightest provocation, and play-
bubble burst, a shadow vanished ! ed off indiscriminately before the

These continual festivities, begin- least appreciative as well as the most

ning late, ending in the early dawn, artistic of the family's visiting list,

when the poor are just waking to And, by the way, what more egre-
their toil, and servants of God are gious sham can there be than the

rising to praise him these repeated conventional interest in music so

gatherings called
"
society

"
entirely universally professed ? It is a mat-

upset the routine of domestic life, ter ofcourse to exclaim," Oh ! I dote

Instead of the blithe, healthy face on music"; and, on the basis of this

sparkling at the head of the break- broad assertion, what ludicrous ex-

fast-table, there is a jaded, weary emplifications one is condemned to

countenance, pale with a floury listen to ! One will add,
" Oh ! yes,

paleness, or flushed by late and dis- and I do so love Strauss' valses
"

;

turbed slumbers
;

instead of the another will tell you there is no
brisk tread and ringing voice that music like the bagpipes, and no
cheer the home, there is the listless dance Jike an Irish jig or an old-

step of the worn-out dancer, the time Virginia reel. One gushing

peevish tone that tells plainly of young lady will call the
" Maud

bodily fatigue. In the evening Valse
" and the

" Guards' Polka
'

there is no time for a cosy gath- "perfectly divine," while her senti-

ering round the hearth, a quiet mental friend will murmur that,

game or chat, the reading aloud of
"
Home, Sweet Home "

is her favor-

some interesting book, or the sim- ite. With many people, a collection

pie delights of old-fashioned nation- of ballads is identical with the whole
al airs. The dressing-room absorbs science of music

;
their sympathies

ail-that time the choice of flowers and comprehension can go no fur-

or jewels takes long ;
the last finish- ther.

ing touches to the toilet must not To many, again, music stands for

be given in a hurry. The event of comic songs and Christy's Minstrels,

the day is about to begin ;
and so If an instrumental piece takes more

it will be to-morrow and the day than five minutes to get through,

after, and for an interminable tread- people begin to shift their feet and
mill of days. If there is innate whisper to their neighbors; ofcourse,

talent, there is no time to develop when it is over, they will turn round
it

; or, if it is cultivated at all, that, and sweetly simper :

" Oh ! do play
too, is distorted into a mere social us something more

;
that last was s

''accomplishment," the sole object lovely." In ninety-nine out of a

of which is to add to the value of hundred houses where you are

the possessor in the social market, doomed for your sins to hear
The champion piece of embroidery music, you hear trash. It is hard-

framed and pointed out as the ly worth criticising, either in the

>rk of the daughter of the house
;

choice or in the execution, and, one
VOL. XIX. 9
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would therefore think, hardly worth the senses rather than the intellect,

telling a lie for. And yet this con- a surfeit often proves a cure. You
ventional admiration, what is it but have tasted all the delights to be
a lie pure and simple ? got from certain things, and the

To return to our belles and their sameness at last begins to pall,

murdered home-life. Not only is There could be no more effectual

their time so mortgaged that they check on the levelling spirit of the

have none left for the joys of the age than a voluntary renunciation

family hearth, but they have none for a time on the part of the pos-
to spare for self-culture. A wo- sessors of wealth and power, and
man's education does not close a temporary enjoyment of these

on the threshold of the school-room, honors on the part of those who

Every advance made later by vol- envy them. How soon should we

untary application to study is a see the harassed artisan fly from the

greater stride than all the com- post he once coveted, the working-
pulsory teaching she receives in her girl tear off the finery she envied,
school-life. If society materially the millionaire pro tern, entreat his

interferes with this self-develop- coachman to change places with

ment, it has a heavy responsibility him ! Those who, in the midst of

to bear. Each mind thus stunted, their grinding toil, envy the man
crude, and unevenly balanced re- in broadcloth, the woman in her

duces the sum total of usefulness barouche, whom they pass and re-

in this world, and adds to the dead- pass day by day, quite leave out

weight of shiftless beingst whose of the scales the weight of inner

room would be decidedly better anxiety, grief, or often only ennui,
than their company in the scheme which burdens the rich and fash-

of human advancement. A frivo- ionable. If they could tell how
lous, fashionable man or woman is this one's heart is devoured by
a monster upon earth, a being jealousy, how that one's home is

whom nature certainly does not rendered gloomy by his too plod-

recognize, and whom religion ding ambition, or unhappy by his

reprobates. wife's irritable temper ! If they
The most satisfactory reflection could guess how that sickly, white

whereby to dispel the effect of this child, seated among its furs in that

dismal picture is this : the thing dark, handsome clarence, causes

carries its antidote with it to all sleepless nights and heavy fears to

but hopelessly narrow minds. The that anxious mother in velvet robe

pleasures of dancing within an area and seal-skin cloak ! If they only
of a yard square, and of listening knew the secret remorse for ever

night after night to the same in- gnawing at the heart of this ex-

sipid gallantries and insincere con- quisite of the clubs, whispering the

gratulations, cannot fail to pall after name of a girl once happy and

a time. A French author says innocent a name now to him the

that after the age of thirty, a synonym of a crime; or if they
woman of any account does not could tell the thoughts of the sub-

dance
;
she leaves this pleasure to stantial merchant, as he turns away

those who have no other.* As with heavy steps from a counting-
with all pleasures which address house which, the more astounding

is its financial success, the more it

* Christine, Par Louis Enauit. resembles, in all but in name, a
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gambling-den ! And, above all, did some of the happiest people oh

they but know how often the sad earth are not, socially speaking,

votary of fashion, in some moment dummies. But when you come to

of long-repressed but untamable think of it, what a strange, magnetic
natural emotion, cries out for the power has the little circle that forms

freedom of the poor and their your world ! When a lady has

robust health ! That is the saddest crowded from five to six hundred

part of this grim masque no one is guests in her narrow drawing-rooms,

contented, no one believes in him- she sees before her all the persons
self or in his fellow-man

;
it is a who, to her, constitute society. Of

drama in which the actors know these, perhaps one-third are of

full well that when the foot-lights hazy position ; they are but out-

are put out and the curtain of siders, candidates for the social

night falls, they will no longer be honors which will only be bestowed

what they seem. So the gigantic fully and ungrudgingly on their

sham grows day by day, stifling grandchildren. Their opinion is

nature, burying the intellect, blur- not of much value. When you
ring the moral sense, fossilizing the dissect the remaining thirds, you
whole being. Outward shapes of mentally check off many a respect-

humanity remain, but, by some fell able and amiable person as incapable

enchantment, the spiritual essence of forming any independent opin-
is sucked away, and an automaton, ion

;
others you secretly stigmatize

skilfully contrived, represents what as gossips, shallow-minded, or spite-

once was a man. ful
;
and the circle of responsible

Even pleasure no longer lurks in people becomes gradually narrower

its outward forms when "
society

' and narrower. Hardly a score do
has thus worked its will on men. you credit with sound judgment
The real enjoyment is gone, but its and discriminating sense. But
dismal appearance must be assum- these are precisely the judges you
ed. Not to shock the world your do not fear, unless your conscience

world the flavorless fruit must be pricks you. They are generous
eaten with a good grace, the grace- and large-minded ; they stand apart
ful draperies of social decorum from the crowd, with wider sympa-
must be hung on the skeleton, thies and larger appreciation ; they
The wheel goes round, and it is so see beyond the present, and uncon-

long since you have trusted to sciously you find yourself classing

your own feet for guidance that them as exceptions to the rule.

you must needs keep hold of the They do not form the impalpable
:onventional support. It is very social tribunal, then? It must be,
difficult to win back your indepen- therefore, the mediocre company
.ence once it has been surrendered, of gossips. Search a little into

?he world your world is a piti- your consciousness or your memory,
task-master, and does not pen- and you will doubtless find it is so.

sion off its former servants. If you A recent novelist gives an apt illus-

eave it, you do so at your own tration of the relative proportion, in

:

;
and if you can conquer no the eyes of an old English country

-ition which merit and your own gentleman, between his county,

individuality are enough to gain, you England, and the world. A dia-

may resign yourself to the rdle of a gram contains, first, a large, irregu-

dummy. We are not sure that lar outline representing the county ;
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a round ball ten times smaller

typifies England, and an infinitesi-

mal point in space denotes the

whole civilized world. This is the

way we all look at things. No
doubt it is instinctive. To us,

"
the

world" consists of a hundred old

women, eminently respectable and

unctuously compassionate, who gos-

sip about our private affairs over

their tea and hot rolls. This is the

core of that dread tribunal which

we tremble to offend. It is indeed

a hard tyrant, if it can succeed in

chaining us to its car, after the

pleasures which it dispenses have

lost their flavor for us. But, unfor-

tunately, half mankind acknowledge
this species of bondage, and we
must presume voluntarily, or at

least passively.

Were it not that this thraldom is

so unspeakably sad, it would seem

such a farce, if looked upon dis-

passionately from without ! One

mrght almost liken a ball or great

official reception in one of the capi-

tals of fashion to the mediaeval

Dance of Death. The scene is bril-

liant with deceptive gaiety; the

whole surface of society ripples

with smiles
;
the maskers all wear

their brightest garments and their

stereotyped badges of mirth.

There, in the doorway, stands a

lovely woman, in rose-color from

head to foot a cherub's face en-

shrined in a sunset cloud, so per-

haps an artist would fancy. She

smiles bewitchingly, and coquets
with her fan, while talking to a

gray-bearded hero from India. But

she has made up her mind to sac-

rifice her honor to her love
;

to-

morrow, at dawn, she will leave her

husband's home and her baby's cra-

dle
; and, poor victim ! she is panting

under the weight of this wretched

secret even while she listens to old-

world gallantry from her fatherly

admirer. Not far from her stands
another fair form, not more pure
in outward semblance, hardly less

beautiful a gifted woman, a true

wife, smiling and conversing as

calmly as any one in the room
;
but

she knows that she has a fatal in-

ternal disease
?
and that at any mo-

ment death might suddenly over-

take her. Not to alarm her hus-

band, she joins in every festivity,

carrying her secret with her as the

Spartan did the fox who was

gnawing at his bosom. Amid the
whirl of the dance, you perhaps
single out that young girl, fair,

fresh, seventeen. She is not as

happy as she seems
;
her eyes roam

shyly around; there is one whom
she both longs and dreads to see,
for she is not sure whether she will

not find him by the side of her
school friend, now her rival. And
among the men, how many, beneath
their masks, bear sorrowing or anx-
ious hearts ! That elderly man, so

calmly listening to a fluent diplo-

mate, knows that to-morrow it will

be noised abroad that he is bank-

rupt utterly ruined. When h(

leaves this gay scene to-night, it

will be for the railway, which will

bear him out of the country in a

few hours. Yonder pale man, who
wears his regulation smile so list-

lessly that you cannot help likening ;

it to a garment loosely hung, is

here in the interest of a friend, and
is waiting an opportunity to speak
a word of cordial recommendation
to a ministerial acquaintance, for-

merly a college friend, now a power
in the cabinet. His heart is heavy
with a private. grief; his child lies

dangerously ill at home, and his

poor distracted wife needs his com-
fort and support ; but, true to his

word, he forgets himself for an

hour or two, that he may not miss

the golden opportunity .on which
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hang the hopes of his friend's breed gossip, while a tetc-a-tcte.

whole future. In the centre of the sometimes elicits real information

dance, the tall form of a Life- and rational interchange of ideas ?

guardsman is prominent; to-mor- The same person who in a corn-

row he will have disappeared from pany of five or six has nothing but

the world, and only his intimates commonplace remarks to offer, often

will know that he had long deter- opens out in private though yet only
mined to enter a Catholic seminary, ceremonial conversation, and star-

and study for the priesthood. He ties you by original opinions and

did not want his decision discuss- valuable suggestions. The French

ed beforehand, and took the best are perhaps the only people who
means of silencing curiosity by shine in mixed conversation

; they

appearing the gayest of the gay. have the talent of causerie a thing

Every one here to-night has a long that with us hardly exists
;
the very

record oppressing his heart some- word is untranslatable. A French-

thing that makes the present scene woman can be sparkling where we

quite secondary in his thoughts, can only be dull
;

she can dance
and that causes in his breast a bit- on a cobweb, while we should break

ter feeling of reaction against the down on a cart-rope. Gallic vi-

mockery of which he forms a part, vacity can make even the details

And this is the thing called plea- of the kitchen amusing, while we
sure ! How little we know of the should be insufferably prosy on the

people with whom we spend our same subject.
lives those that touch our hands How well we remember the pon-

daily, and speak to us common- derous magnates of our neighbor-

place words of courtesy ! Surely hood in the county ! The stately
the bees in their hive, the ants on morning calls, the inevitable topics
their hill, the beavers and prai- of local interest, the solemnity of

rie-dogs of a "village," know each that "quarter of an hour' which
other better than we do our next- wre were fain to liken to that ren-

door neighbors ! We cut the thread dered famous by an old author,

of a guilty reverie by some obser- Unfailing resources, O Court Jour-
vation about the weather, or we nal ! the royal visit to such and

laugh the unmeaning laugh that such a place, the marriage of so-

supplies the place of an answer, and-so, etc., etc. Then the flower-

perhaps inconvenient to ourselves, garden and the poultry-yard (he-
and this laugh jars on the tender- reditary hobbies with English la-

est memories of a sorrowful past dies), the agricultural show, the

uppermost just then in our neigh- coming election. And then the

bor's mind. There is something formidable ordeal comes to an end,

appalling in all this the tragedy probably to the great relief of both

lies so near the surface, and we parties. Neither of the two cared

tread upon it so often ! for the subjects discussed or for the

The trivial aspect of society is interlocutor discussing them
;
but

oftener still before us the inanity etiquette demanded the waste of fif-

of morning calls, the gossip of a teen minutes, and the laws of so-

provincial town, the petty local in- ciety are as those of the Medes and
tercsts that absorb three-fourths of Persians. In a lower rank of life,

mankind. Why, we wonder, should the proprieties are perhaps still

iieral conversation invariably more rigidly enforced, and the only
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difference would be in the choice

of topics. George Eliot's inimita-

ble gossip in The Mill on the Floss

describes that to a nicety, and in-

deed, although written in England,

might do duty almost as well any-
where else. The quality of the

house linen, the antiquity of the

silver spoons, the solemn conclave

over a new bonnet, and the delin-

quencies of the maid-servant such

would be the staple. In every case

you see the mask is on, it fits close,

and no form of
"
society

"
is disre-

garded !

Staying for a few days at a

friend's house is a terrible trial in

polite society. You are never a

moment off duty; you have to

change costumes as often as an ac-

tress in a play where the
"
unities

'

are
" nowhere "; and, above all, if

you are a woman, you have the dis-

mal prospect of three hours' morn-

ing talk with a bevy of your own

sex, your hands meanwhile engaged
in some useless piece of fancy-work.
The topics of conversation may be

guessed, their range not being very
extensive

;
of course, somebody's

marriage or probable engagement
is discussed, silks and laces are

made up into imaginary toilets

with surprising rapidity, the history
of some refractory scholar and the

details of the clothing club are next

drawn upon, and it is very seldom
that the talk glides into any in-

teresting or rational channel. It

really is a pity that people will per-
sist in talking of each other and not

of things. So much might be alter-

ed for the better in society, if con-

versation were not so exclusively

personal. Mutual improvement is

a thing altogether overlooked in the

civilized world. Even men suc-

cumb to gossip ;
for what is the sta-

ple of club-talk ? So-and-so has
"
sold out," and gone into a less

expensive regiment ;
such an one

seems very attentive to Miss So-
and-so

;
such another was deeply

offended because he was not asked
to Lady So-and-so's party ; the

shooting in Lord C 's preserves
is confoundedly bad this year ;

Mr. A thinks of contesting
the next election at B . In-

terminable waves of gossip flood

the world from the club as from
the boudoir, though the latter cer-

tainly does by far the most mis-

chief.

We are told that "no man can
serve two masters." In all rela-

tions in life this is eminently true.

Intellect and Mammon scarcely

agree better than God and Mam-
mon. The proper atmosphere of

intellectual life is peace, and a stu-

dent's career should be blameless

in morals as well as tranquil in ex-

perience. Fashion and society for-

bid this
; they necessitate loss of

time, and unsettle the even balance

of the mind. For one who values

his calmness of spirit and his health

of body there is a golden rule, which,
if he weigh all external pleasures by
it, will infallibly secure him the

peace he needs : No pleasure is

safe but that which leaves no regret
behind it on the morrow. Who
has not felt the wretched sensation

left by pleasures not fulfilling this

condition ? Who does not remem-
ber the feverish pulse, the troubled

dreams, the vague uneasiness, the

sickly apathy that follow on a night

spent in violent and unnatural

amusement ? One wiser than our

generation has said :

' The desires of sensuality draw
thee abroad

; but, when the hour is

past, what dost thou bring home but

a weight upon thy conscience and
a dissipation of heart? A joyful

going abroad often brings forth a

sorrowful coming home, and a
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merry evening makes a sad morn- pursuits. The mind which looks

ing."* to the highest products of ancient

These words, written centuries and modern thought for its legiti-

ago, contain volumes, and are not mate pabulum can never be but

less applicable now than in the half satisfied with anything less

middle ages. than perfection in its accessory sur-

We often hear it said that man roundings. Such a mind is natu-

is a gregarious animal. He needs rally allied to a sensitive and imagi-

companionship, and clings to his native organization, and the coarse

kind. This it is that induces that contrasts between the peaceful study
more stirring life which distinguish- and the common street-sights of

es the city from the province ;
which every large city must necessarily

quickens the perceptions and en- be painful to it. Even so the petty

larges the sympathies. But the per- gossip and "
storms in a tea-cup" of

fection of the intellectual life is not a rural centre
;
for all that is mean

found in cities. The world-wide and small is foreign to that calm
influences that stir great centres atmosphere in which sages and
have locomotive powers that are poets live. Those sages, those

superior to the channels of human poets, in their day, may have lived,

contrivance. It needs not the fric- it is true, among the turmoil and
tion of mind with mind to originate strife of small interests

;
but death

great ideas or engender great deeds, and the lapse of time seem to have
The companionship needful for men bereft them, in our eyes, of any
of talent lies not in the social circle, such disenchantments

; we see them
but in the library. As Ruskin has transformed and idealized, and we
said in one of his lectures, we gladly aim at reproducing, not their

should each of us be proud of being commonplace lives, but their spi-

admitted to the friendship of some ritual existence. This existence

great poet, artist, or philosopher ;
still survives, and it is to this that

and yet we neglect that inner com- we wish to ally our own. For this

munion which is open to us at any perfection of lofty companionship,
moment with the spirits of all the the solitude of a country life is

departed heroes of the mind, whose most conducive, but it must be a

choicest thoughts are stored on the solitude of leisure, of freedom from

shelves of our libraries. It is true conventionalities, and, unluckily, of

that the straitened circumstances at least some degree of wealth,

of many a scholar keep him chain- This latter condition is fulfilled in

bound within the limits of great, so few cases that our ideal remains

black, smoky cities; for, since he but too often unrealized in this

cannot possess individually the lite- work-a-day world, yet none the less

rary treasures that are the necessary is it the true and only dignified

food of his intellectual life, he is ideal of the intellectual life. The

obliged to slake his thirst at the instinct of those born with a spark
common fountain of the public of genius will bear us out in this

libraries and lecture-rooms. But assertion
;
no miser longs for wealth

we were speaking rather of the more thirstingly than a book-worm,

ideal, the perfect scholarly life,
There is an innate sympathy with

which implies a combination of the outward beauties of nature

which distinguishes the scholar
*
Following of Christ, b. i. c. xix. v. 7 . even more than it does the gipsy.
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But, as a crowning condition to the

enjoyment of these beauties, he

must be free from the common
cares and interests of men

;
he must

walk in a higher sphere than those

whose sympathies cannot mingle
with his

;
he must walk alone in

spirit, even though his body may
jostle the unthinking crowd. Have
we made our scholar a misanthrope ?

Yes, if thereby is meant a hater of

society, with its shams and its stage-

like scenery ; no, if you understand

thereby a hater of humankind.
But be sure of one thing : a man
learns to love men more the less he

sees of them, and the more, by their

absence, they leave him his chari-

table estimate of their probable

good qualities. No doubt the earth

itself looks fairer from the stand-

point of a fixed star than it does

to-day to any toiling wayfarer on

its rough pathway.

TO S, JOSEPH:

ON THE DAY OF MY FIRST MASS.

TYPE of the Priesthood with its Virgin Spouse,
The Immaculate Church, our Mother ever fair !

Since even to me God's wondrous grace allows

An office more than seraphim may share,
I kneel to thee, most gentle Saint, and dare

To choose thee patron of the trust. Oh ! make

My evermore fidelity thy care,

And keep me Mary's, for her own sweet sake !

Her knight before, and poet, now her priest

(Nor less her slave a thousandfold the more),
I glory in a bondage but increased,
And kiss the chain her dear De Montfort wore,
With " Omnia per Mariam " mottoed o'er :

Which seals me her apostle, though the least.

FEAST OF THE SEVEN DOLORS, March 31, 1871.
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O D-D STORIES.
VI. KING RULI.

ONCE Upon a time there was. on Let laurels crown his great gray head,

,
. ., r , TT A/r A big arm-chair his throne be made.

this side of the iartz Mountains, a Then sing :

secret place, where, touching a hidden Ruli > Kine Ruli ! And fa e shall be our king.

spring, you found yourself in a trice To sounds of cheerful thoughts like

between immense walls of rock, these each royal night wore on, while
whence a mysterious person, dressed the castled lords of hill and valley
in red from top to toe, took you into feasted at the king's table, and made
a great cavern, the first of a series meny over jest and story, to the
of vast caves filled with hogsheads clinking of many glasses and in the
and tuns of wine and beer, and light- pleasant uproar of many voices. Seat-
ed up in such a manner that the ed in his chair at the head of the
brilliant stalactites with which it was

table, he drank from a great flagon
hung sparkled and flashed like the o f crystal, or smoked from a pipe as
most precious gems in a jeweller's long as his body, the bowl of which
dream. The awe inspired by this

required a page-in-waiting to support
scene hardly left you a moment to

it, lest, in a drowsy moment, it should
observe that the nose of your guide drop from the mouth of the king.
was even redder than his body, when Below him were ranged the ten min-

you were ushered through another
nesingers, who smoked from one

secret door into the domain of a immense bowl of tobacco, having
grand old castle, the battlements of long stems that led to all their mouths,
/hich, covered with moss, overlooked whence issued a volume of smoke,
a pastoral valley and its white flocks, which, as it rose around the great
and seemed to rule the landscape, burning bowl, was like the fume of a

notwithstanding the presence of
conflagration ; and thus betimes the

many other castles, as if it were the merry minnesingers sang :

house of a monarch. And so it was. Ah , never once so jolly face

Here dwelt King Ruli, the patron Of In green old Arcady appeared ;

minnp;inoY>r<; and inllv ravaliprs rl-nr
And as he drinks

>
the drink flows down

His flowing, streaming beard.

Stalwart king whose brOW, and beard, He's six feet high, his beard is long,

and port were the very signs of ge-
And

nial majesty. Pleasure ruled the King Ruli, King Ruli ! He shall be our king.

board where he sat; and when the No king could resist such flattery
juice of the Weinberg warmed up in as this, and it was with truth that his
the blood of the lords and minstrels minstrels pictured him standing, and,
in Wembergland, the ten noble com-

in a tOne of majestic joviality, wish-

pamons of King Ruli swept the ing the health of the whole corn-

mystic chords of the harp, and with pany :

voices free sang in echoing strain '' True liegemen all, I give ye joy,
their merry roundelay : For I am host and landlord here

;

Ho ! varlets, bring me Rhenish wine,
We're rovers all, we're singers five And flagons fill of beer !"

And rhymers five; come round, come Right red Rhine wine ! right red Rhine wine!
round

; Was ever ghss so clear and fine ?

Yc five shall give us honest rhyme, So sing :

And we shall give you sound. Ruli, King Ruli ! And he shall be our king !
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Late in the night the sound of

song and story made for the gentle

monarch a lullaby, and his head rest-

ed on his bosom in slumber, as he

laid down his flagon. Had his chief

minstrel then tickled his great ear, it

would not have waked him up ;
and

so, seeing that the king had filled

himself with slumber as with the

drugs of Morpheus, his lieges sang :

But, hold ! the monarch's sleepy grown ;

His pipe has dropt, he's drowsed and sped.
Hark ! how he snores ! Wide open doors

;

We'll bury him in bed.

Then, while our loyal shoulders bear

His burden, thus our burden hear :

King Ruli !

The king is dead ; long live the king !

And live again, King Ruli !

But as night after night of song
and wine went by, the king grew
older and older in his cups. Little

he saw or cared that new revellers,

new minstrels, new lords, had one

by one taken the places of old ones,

and that the speech of the new-comers

was loud and hoarse, and their song
ribald and discordant. Those who
remained with him of his old friends

and retainers had gradually imbibed

the character of the latest revel-

lers, and their potations were deeper
and their jests broader than ever.

Once in a while the king groaned
and complained that his beer was

too bitter; but they so flattered his

jokes, and praised his beard, and

spoke of his noble brow, and his

royal blood, and his glorious voice,

that he sang and roared as of old,

and swallowed his beer without further

complaint. On such an occasion as

this it required the cynical courage
of the minstrel Knipfenbausenstein
to sing, as he did, from the end of

the hall, which he had just entered

after a long absence :

There were ten vintners old and sick,
And all their wine had gone to lees ;

Of empty casks they made them cells :

Oh ! very bitter folks were these.

Misgives me now, good friends, to think

A king should be a king of driak.

But sing :

Ruli, King Ruli ! this night shall be our king !

The minstrel doubtless had in

mind the ten companions of the king,

who, being no longer able to keep

up with the stalwart Ruli in the vigor

of his potations, had cried out as

with one voice against their sove-

reign, declaring that his beer was

bitter beyond endurance, and his

pleasures a gilded despotism. For

this offence the king, swearing round-

ly that they were traitor knights, who
knew not how to be moderate drink-

ers or loyal feasters, consigned them

to his darkest wine caverns, where

they were doomed to dwell in emp-

ty hogsheads for many a year.

Now, after a life of good living,

the rare old king sat in his great vel-

vet-cushioned chair, warming his

legs, which were rather swollen,

and his feet, which were encased in

large slippers, before a fire sufficient

to cook an ox. Glided to his side

his eldest child, the queenly Hermen-

gilde, and said softly :
" Alas ! sire,

and hast thou not heard that my
first-born has killed young Siegbert

of Bierhalle, in a drunken brawl, and

wilt thou persist in these foolish

feasts ?"

"
Tut, tut, silly girl ! This feasting

hurts not thy fasting. 'Twere better

to kill his man in drink than sober;

and, tut, tut ! we must not grieve for

ever, child. Wine is for the drinking,

and life for the living. Heaven send

thee luck !" With this the jovial king
took a draught from his flagon.

Ere he had smoked his pipe, the

fair Joanna, second princess of the

blood, whose wont it was to fill the

king's pipe with affectionate care,

said to him musingly :

" Methinks it

is the night when our brother Max
fell over into the chasm and was

killed. Ill befits that its peace be

marred by roysterers whom, say

they, he had most to blame for his

death."
" What ! and have ye turned dames
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of the cloister, that ye seek to make
crows' nests of my beard and gray
hairs ? Umph ! my lady counsellors

;

and ye would have no more wine

drank because rocks are steep ! Did

not sober Hans fall into the well,

and ere thou wast born ? Ay, but a

brave lad was Max, and a merry one.

A glass to his memory !"

The king was unaware, as he thus

spoke, of the near presence of a re-

verend and noble matron, whose face

bore marks of care and grief. It was

the queen Roxalana. A child of

tender years ran from her side to

climb her grandsire's knee, but, see-

ing that the royal flagon stood in the

way, exclaimed :
" O grandfather !

that horrid drink !" The king, with

a majestic motion, waved the child

away, and she returned in tears to

the side of the mute queen.
"
So, my lady, queen of vvoebe-

gones and nurse of whimperings,
thou art here to tease thy lord and
trouble his gout. 'Tis well. Train

the brats of the land to do imps'
work to their fathers, and make your

daughters have long faces
;
but have

a care, goodwife, lest an old man's

patience be too weak for this old

maid's gossip. Pray, what new worm
is in thy brain, that thou tellest we
must not drink the cup of our fa-

thers ?"

Not long after this scene, a loud

clash of arms was heard in the court,

and the debauched minnesinger, Wit-

tekind, staggered into the hall, his face

stained with blood as with wine. The

king's guests had just drunk their tenth

glass, when a crowd of rioters, armed

to the teeth, rushed in upon them,

and, breaking glasses right and left,

proclaimed the downfall of King Ruli.

With a bitter and heavy heart, the

king recognized among the crowds

who now drank to his perdition many
of his old revellers ; and, seizing a

favorable moment, fled totteringly in-

to the wine mountain. There, to his

great surprise, he found that all the

tuns and hogsheads of wine and beer

which had been stored away were

quite empty. Once more he joined
his ten companions locked up in the

wine caves, lamenting bitterly that

the wine of his life had gone to lees,

and much tormented by the man in

red, whose nose was like fire.

EPIGRAM.

THE WIDOW'S MITES.

Two mites, two drops yet all her house and land

Falle from a steady heart though trembling hand.

The others' wanton wealth foams high and brave.

The others cast away ;
she only gave.

Crashaw.
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OLD VERSUS NEW.

ONE pleasant afternoon, in the gruffly asked :

' What are you
autumn just passed, I lay stretched growling about ? What's that you're
out lazily on a mow of new-mown saying about the master?"

hay, in a large, old-fashioned coun-
"
It ill suits you," said the scythe,

try barn.
"
to put on airs, though you are

It was still redolent with that rubbed and polished, and, drawn
odor peculiar to hay newly cut, by a dashing team, ride about on

having been placed in the barn but wheels. Upstarts always assume
a few hours before. great importance, and the latest

In the work of cutting, raking, converts are the most zealous parti-
and storing, patent machines of sans

;
when you have served the

every description had assisted
; and, master as long and as faithfully as

lying there cosily enjoying the effect, I have, you may have some right to

I had plenty of leisure to think maintain his cause."

upon the cause.
"
Why," said the mower,

"
you're

With my mind full of reflections quite a preacher, to be sure
; pray

on the wonderful improvements of tell us what cause you have for

the age, and vague thoughts of grievance ? Is it, forsooth, because

labor-saving machines, it was not your peg gave way you are so

long until I was off in a sound highly incensed ? Even if you did

slumber, to which a hearty dinner get a fall, I think you ought to br

had by no means indisposed me. I grateful that you are housed high
was soon in the theatre of dreams, and dry, and not left out in the

and the first actor whose voice I rain to rust."

heard was an old scythe. Appar-
"
My fall is a small matter in-

ently, the peg on which he hung deed," said the scythe, "compar-
was rotten, and, giving way, let the ed with my other wrongs. When
old fellow fall with a shock that I see you, with your gay paint and
seemed to stir up what little life yet glittering teeth, eating up the food

remained in him; for I soon heard, that I enjoyed for years; when I

in a queer, cracked voice, the follow- see fair meadows of clover, and

ing complaint : valleys filled with golden grain, all
"
Well, here I am at last ! Hung given over to your rapacious maw,

up on the wall years ago, like an and I, I who once received all

old coat that's put aside for a rainy this as my just right, allowed but

day, my master couldn't even see the little scraps that grow around
to it that I had a safe peg ; but, a stump when I see all this, my
hanging me on that old rotten temper is tried to the utmost at the

thing, I've got a fall that my poor injustice that is done me."
bones won't be the better of for a

"
Yes,

' chimed in an old and
month to come." well-nigh toothless rake, "you
With that, one of the patent may well complain of the scanty

mowers, showing his polished teeth, share that is doled out to you ; I
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too, hang here neglected, and, when was useless to him. But now he

I arn taken down, get equally tough has new-fangled machines to do his

morsels for my poor teeth." work, and, uncared for and unno-

Whereupon several hoes, filled ticed, dust covers me so complete-
with deadly hate against their ly that I can scarce open eyes or

enemies of the plough family, now mouth. Base ingratitude has been

took courage, as they heard the my portion, and I certainly may be

boldly uttered words of their com- excused if I feel displeased, ay, en-

panions, and, speaking up with one raged. I maybe pajdoned if I seek

voice, said :

" We likewise have not simply redress, but revenge."
reason to complain of our master. As the flail ended, a deep murmur
There was a time when we were of assent filled the whole place ;

thought fit for any labor
;
we turn- and the patent mower, who had

ed up the earth to support the po- kept strict silence since his last

tato-vines
;

we loosed the earth question to the scythe, now spoke
around the corn

;
and that splendid up.

vegetable, the cabbage, was tended
"
My worthy friends," said he, I

by our trusty blades
;
now we are am indeed very sorry to be, with

deemed fit for scarce anything but my companions, the innocent cause

to clean out manure, to scrape offal of all your troubles. I have listen-

from the yard, and, in fact, do all ed to your complaints, and cannot

the. dirty work of the place." It deny that they are, in the main,
seemed as if the spirit of rebellion just. But you should know that

was abroad ; for at this, the flail the master seeks only his own corn-

that hung idly on a spike followed fort, and, whatever care he takes

with a long speech. of us, it is only to relieve himself
" You have all," said the flail, from labor. As I reflect upon

"good reasons for being indignant your present position, I see myself
with the master of this farm

; my similarly situated
;

for the time

friend, the scythe, may justly com- will come when I and my associ-

plain of the rich harvests given over ates will have to stand aside for

to his rival, the patent mower; our newer and more vigorous servants

old companion, the rake an excep- of toil.

tional rake, by the way may con-
" The master, too, will one day

sistently inveigh against the master find himself in the same condition,

for giving him in his old age naught He also will become old, and will

but the hardest morsels of food
;

look around on younger and hear-

and our worthy associates, the hoes, tier hands doing his work
; and, as

may well be indignant, and look he grows still older, he must suffer

with contempt and scorn on the many a slight, for the world wants
foul legacy bequeathed to them a nothing it cannot use.

legacy which hoes of their stamp
" Now that the period of your

should disdain to embrace. But usefulness has gone by, strive to

he has treated none of you so cruel- become reconciled to your fate
;

ly as he has treated me
;
forced into murmur no more, accept your lot

a disagreeable union with what he with resignation, be satisfied with

calls my handle, battered almost to the work you have done, and pa-

pieces in battering out his grain, I tiently wait for the end."

yet respected him for the care he Curious to hear how the malcon-
took of me in the months when I tents would take this bit of philo-
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sophy, I leaned over to catch the

first word
; but, leaning too far, I

slid off the mow, and falling, not on
the floor, fortunately, but on some
bundles of straw, was rudely awak-
ened to find that I had been

asleep some hours
;
for evening had

come on, and it was now so dark
in the barn that I could see no-

thing of the bold disputants of my
dream.

Hastening to the house, I amused
the family by the recital of this

contest of the old against the new
;

and, profiting by my dream, I have
since resolved to accept the mower's

advice, and be always reconciled to

time's changes.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

THE LIFE OF THE BLESSED PETER FAVRE,
S.J., First Companion of S. Ignatius.

(Vol. VIII. of F.Coleridge's Quarterly

Series.) London : Burns & Gates. (New
York : Sold by The Catholic Publica-

tion Society.)
The history of the Society of Jesus is

rich in abundant materials of untiring in-

terest. The Blessed Peter Favre's apos-
tolic career was short, having been but
of seven years' duration, yet crowded with

astonishing results.
' The particular fact

most strikingly brought into view in this

Life is the one which of all others is the

most shameful for the Reformation viz.,

that it had no intellectual or moral origin
or character, but sprang merely from the

sins and vices which had so frightfully

corrupted a vast number of all classes of

Christians in the miserable XVIth cen-

tury. F. Favre saw this clearly, and oft-

en said that if Luther himself could have
been brought to sincere contrition and

repentance for his sins, his errors in doc-

trine would have disappeared without

any argumentation. Accordingly, he set

himself to preach like a missionary, to

exhort and win persons to a reformation

of life, and to labor with wonderful suc-

cess to convert sinners to God, as the

shortest and surest way to check the pro-

gress of heresy.
The present volume is, like all those

which have preceded it, carefully and

neatly prepared as a book of choice read-

ing for persons of cultivated suiritual

and literary tastes.

THE PRIDE OF LEXINGTON : A Tale of

the American Revolution. By Wil-
liam Seton, author of Romance of the

Charter Oak, The Pioneers, etc., etc.

New York : P. O'Shea. 1874.
Mr. Seton is a nephew of the cele-

brated foundress of the American branch
of the institute of the Daughters of Cha-

rity, and a brother of the Rt. Rev. Mon-
signor Seton. He served with honor as

an officer of one of our New York regi-
ments during the late war, and since that

time has especially devoted himself to

the study of early New England history,
which he has illustrated by his historical

novels. Our first impression respecting
the merits of a previous novel by Mr. Se-

ton, in which he took great pains to de-

pict the manners and customs of the early
Puritan inhabitants of Connecticut and
Massachusetts (the Romance of the Char-
ter Oak}, was not very favorable. We
have since been disposed to think that

we did not duly appreciate the skill and
talent of the author, and have found other

persons, well qualified to judge of such

matters, who have considered the Char-

ter Oak as a remarkably successful effort

of its kind. Both that novel and the

present one are characterized by a marked
realism, like that of a certain Dutch and
Flemish school of painting. Probably
they do present a more correct and faith-

ful picture of those old times than that

given by writers who have more idealism
and romance in their delineation, like

James F. Cooper. We confess to a taste,
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nevertheless, for these more romantic au- profound thoughts and comprehensive
thors. And, speaking in cool criticism, views, in which a whole subject is con-

we think a novelist, in following the densed into a single phrase, as strong as

highest principles and ends of his art, it is striking, which we so often meet

ought to idealize more than Mr. Seton is with in the conferences of Lacordaire.

disposed to do. He has a broad sense Nor yet is there that stately flow of lan-

of the humorous and ridiculous in com- guage, at once simple and majestic, that

monplace characters and actions. The evenness of style and unbroken sequence
absurdities and trivialities of common of thought, which characterize the dis-

life are too faithfully represented in his courses of F. Felix. And yet neither La-

pages, and there is frequently a degree cordaire nor Felix excited greater enthu-

of coarseness in the description of vulgar siasm or made a profounder impression

persons which is disagreeable. Yankee in the pulpit of Notre Dame than De
children, however, devour Mr. Seton's Ravignan.
stories with avidity, which is a good If he had not the depth and compre-
proof of their naturalness. And, putting hensiveness of thought of the one, or the

aside the peculiarity which we have no- sonorous diction and lofty manner of the

ticed, the story lately published, The other, he must have been, in some re-

Pride of Lexington, is r even more than the spects at least, a greater orator than

first one, a composition of real originality either. The conferences contained in

and power, establishing fully the author's the volume now before us were preached

ability as a historical novelist. The bat- to the " Enfants de Marie," in the Con-
ties of Lexington and Bunker Hill are vent of the Sacred Heart, in Paris, dur-

well described
;
the heroes, and especially ing the years 1855, 1856, and 1857. They

the heroine, of the story, with the plot of were not written out by F. de Ravignan,

private incidents and events that make but were compiled by one of his hearers

the filling up of the historical scenes, are from notes taken at the time of their de-

interesting ;
there is much genuine comic livery, and are, we think, equally as

humor in the by-play, especially in the good as the conferences preached in No-

episode of Billy Smith and the black tre Dame from 1837 to 1846, which were

coon, called
" the parson," and we are published in four volumes shortly after

quite sure that the genuine, unsophisti- his death. They are simply familiar dis-

cated children of the by-gone generation courses to ladies in the world on the

of New England forefathers, if they get most important subjects connected with

hold of The Pride of Lexington, will pay their duties as Christians
;
in which we

the author the tribute of an oft-repeated find all the best qualities that distin-

and delighted perusal. guished F. Ravignan as a preacher sin-

cere piety and much earnestness, united

CONFERENCES ON THE SPIRITUAL LIFE, with delicacy and refinement both of

By the Rev. Father de Ravignan, S.J. thought and language. He does not in-

Translated from the French by Mrs. veigh against the vices of society, but
Abel Ram. London : R. Washbourne. rather seeks to describe the beauties of

1873. (New York: Sold by The Ca- the Christian life; to show its dignity
tholic Publication Society.) and responsibilities, its perfect harmony
F. de Ravignan was undoubtedly an with the highest aspirations of the soul

orator. The impression which he made and the soundest dictates of reason,

upon his hearers is enough to justify us The name of F. de Ravignan will of

in making this assertion. The orator itself be sufficient to obtain a -wide circu-

must be heard
;
when his words are writ- lation for this English version of his con-

ten, their fire is gone, and they no longer ferences.

burn. In the case of F. de Ravignan es-

pecially, there must have been much in ECCLESIASTICAL ANTIQUITIES OF LONDON.
the magnetism of the man, in his earnest- By Alex. Wood, M.A. Oxon. London :

ness, in his deep religious feeling, in the Burns & Gates. 1874. (New York :

firm conviction and strong love, shown Sold by The Catholic Publication So-

in the manner in which he spoke ;
for in ciety.)

his printed conferences and sermons we This book is quite a storehouse of cu-
do not find great eloquence or beauty of rious and valuable information just the

diction or depth of thought. There are kind of matter that would be overlooked
none of those bursts of passion, of those by the civil historian, and which the reve-
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rent chronicler (alas ! an almost extinct

species, now) alone would be apt to take

cognizance of.

It doubtless surprised many intelligent

readers to find what interesting facts even

a cursory investigation would bring to

light, while reading what our " Looker-

Back" saw while in London. This work
is a treat of a similar character. It is

constructed on the plan of an itinerary,

and divided into nine "
walks," in which

the most notable localities are looked at

from an archaeological point of view, re-

peopled by the actors on the stage at the

respective dates, and reanimated by the

deeds then being performed.

NOTES OF THE WANDERING JEW ; or, The

Jesuits and their Opponents. Edited

by John Fairplay, Esq. Dublin : Mc-
Glashan & Gill. 1873. (New York :

Sold by The Catholic Publication So-

ciety.)

We are doubtless indebted to the fa-

mous romance of Eugene Sue for these

notes of the Wandering Jew, in which
this extraordinary personage, after his

ceaseless journeyings for more than eigh-
teen hundred years, finally turns up as

an author, and, surprising as it may seem,
a defender of the Jesuits.
The first part of the little volume is

devoted to S. Ignatius. The Wandering
jew had seen him on two occasions first

in Spain, in his hot youth, with his light,

graceful form clad in a page's rich at-

tire, with the plumed cap and velvet

mantle, the hawk upon his wrist, the

hounds following at his heels, whilst his

foot seemed hardly to touch the ground
as he walked

;
and again, at Rome, he

saw him in his old age, arrayed in the

Mowing gown of the priest, with the calm
of deliberate wisdom on h.is high fore-

head, advancing with a sweet and awful

majesty to the altar.
"

I loved and revered him then," says
the Jew, "albeit a stranger to his com-
munion

;
and I cannot recall the memory

of that marked and expressive counte-

nance, whether in the gallant boy or the

venerable and saintly old man, without

feeling some interest in the fate of that

illustrious order which he alone created,
and which still bears the impress of his

character and genius."
The remaining chapters are devoted to

The Spiritual Exercises,
" The Constitu-

tions of the Order,"
" The Missions and

Schools of the Jesuits," and, finally, to an-

swering some of the charges which Pro-

testants and infidels have brought against
the Society. There is a very good chap-
ter on the Provincial Letters, in which Pas-

cal, with a wit and power of sarcasm sur-

passed only by the artful unfairness with

which he treats the subject, has sought to

make the whole order responsible for the

extravagant opinions of some few Spanish
and Flemish Jesuits.
The author, who is evidently not a

Catholic, has written with great fairness

and gc^od sense, and we most willingly
recommend his book to our readers.

THE RED FLAG, AND OTHER POEMS. By
the Hon. Roden Noel. London : Stra-

han & Co. 1872.
We have been asked to notice this

book. But how are Catholics to regard
it with favor, when, before they have read
far in the poem of " The Red Flag," they
come upon a passage containing an in-

sult too gross and slanderous, we should
have thought, for even Exeter Hall? We
forbear to quote the words. Suffice it to

say that the author, ignoring the mar-

tyred archbishop and priests, represents
the church as gloating over the execu-

tion of the communists in Paris.

Affectation, verboseness, and sensuous

description characterize these poems as

works of art
;
while the metre of " The

Red Flag" is in the worst taste, and the

lyrics are spoilt By all sorts of quirks
and the clumsiest divisions of stanzas.

THE Catholic Publication Society has

in press, and will soon publish, The Life

of St. John of the Cross, I vol. I2mo, and
The Farm of Muiccron and Madame
Agnes, in I vol. Svo.
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THE COMING TRANSIT OF VENUS.

THIS year, 18/4, bids fair to be

memorable in the annals of astron-

omy. A subject which has long

occupied our students of that ven-

erable and now gigantic science is

gradually passing from their closets

and their scientific discussions into

reviews and newspapers, and is forc-

ing itself on the attention of the

world at large. At first sight the

matter seems a very trivial one.

On the 8th of next December, keen

eyes in certain parts of the world

may, if the sky be clear, and if they
look closely, notice that a small, dark

spot, a mere speck, will flit across

the face of the sun. Examined

through a telescope, it is seen to have
an appreciable diameter about i'.

It is not half as interesting to

look at as ordinary solar spots, with

their jagged edges, their umbra and

penumbra, their changing forms, and
their whirling faculse. It has not, as

they seem to have, some vague con-

nection with the magnetic disturban-

ces, the auroral lights, or any other

atmospheric changes of this sub-

lunary world of ours. It simply

passes across the sun in something
less than six hours, leaving no trace

behind, and producing, so far as

would appear, no appreciable effect

of any kind. It occurs but rarely
twice in a century ;

in some centu-

ries, not at all. Small as it is, it

can be foretold and calculated be-

forehand. Except as a verification

of such calculations, ordinary minds

might think it singularly unimpor-
tant scarcely more important than

the gleam in the heavens at night
of an occasional and isolated fall-

ing star, which glides along its shin-

ing path for an instant, and then

disappears never more to be seen.

Yet for the last ten we might,
with more truth, say for fifty years

back, the best astronomers have

been preparing to observe, with un-

equalled care, the passage of that

little black spot. Some have again
and again gone over the records of

the observations made in 1761 and

1769, when it was last seen, criti-

cising what was then done, distin-

guishing what was well done from

what they judge to have been faulty,

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1874, by Rev. I. T. HECKER, in the Office of

the Librarian ot Congress, at Washington, D. C.
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and tracing these faults back to

their sources either to the imper-
fection of the instruments used, to

personal errors, or to mistakes or

omissions of the observers them-

selves. In the observations now to

be made, all these sources of error

will, as far as possible, be excluded.

Others have spent years in patient-

ly going over the long calculations

connected with those observations,

detecting and eliminating any errors

they find, and introducing such

corrections as the subsequent ad-

vance of astronomical science de-

mands. The amended results thus

obtained are ready for comparison,
at their proper value, with the addi-

tional and, it is hoped, better re-

sults to be obtained from the observa-

tions of next December. Still others

have used, and are now using, their

utmost skill in constructing instru-

ments of hitherto unequalled ex-

cellence for the great occasion.

Besides great improvements in the

instruments known in 1769, they
have devised others, perhaps more

valuable, and of a character then

not dreamed of. Others, again,
have devoted months to the nicest

and most intricate calculations of
the movements of the earth and the

planets, in order to know in full

time beforehand what special sta-

tions on the surface of the earth

will, that day and at the required
hours, afford the most eligible posi-
tions from which to make the de-

sired observations.

Finally, governments have been

appealed to, to aid in preparing the

means and in bearing the expense ;

and they have responded. Every
civilized nation is acting in the mat-
ter. Russia leads off with, as we
are assured, twenty-seven stations,

mostly on her own territory, all

duly provided with instruments
and observers. France, England,

and Germany will have ten or a

dozen each. Austria will have her

quota. Belgium, Holland, Den-

mark, and Italy will establish sta-

tions and send observers and in-

struments. Even distracted Spain
is at least talking of it. From the

Western World, the United States

will send eight corps. Nor will

Brazil, Peru, and Chili prove lag-

gard. The whole civilized world

seems to move in this undertaking
with a singular unanimity, doing
what only governments can do.

Many of the stations must be in

bleak and inhospitable lands be-

yond the confines of civilization.

They will be furnished with all that

is needful, and thousands of miles

of telegraphic wires will be stretch-

ed to put them in connection with

the observatories of Europe. Other

stations will be on distant islands

in mid-ocean. Thither national

vessels will bear the observers

arid their instruments. It were

well for the world if governments
would manifest such generous rival-

ry in doing good when other and

more important interests than those

of astronomy are in question.

What, then, is that little black

spot which they are so anxious to

examine as it passes across the

sun next December ? How comes
it to be of such importance that all

these mighty efforts are made to

have it fully and correctly observ-
ed ? To what great results, scien-

tific or other, will a correct know-

ledge of everything about it lead

the world ?

That little black spot is the planet

Venus, then passing directly be-

tween the earth and the sun, and

producing an homoeopathic solar

eclipse, just as, under similar cir-

cumstances, the moon might pro-
duce an annular or a total solar

eclipse. As ordinarily seen in her
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character of morning or evening of our year, or time of one complete

star, Venus shines more brightly revolution of the earth around the

and joyously in the heavens than sun, is 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes,

any other star. But on this occa- 49.657 seconds,

sion the whole of her illuminated Inside the earth, and next to us,

half is turned towards the sun. among the planets, comes Venus,
Towards the earth she shows only revolving around the sun in her

her dark, unillumined half, which elliptical orbit in 224 days, 16

even looks darker by contrast with hours, 48 minutes, and 42 seconds,

the bright face of the sun, on which Were both orbits on the same
it is projected. This passage across level, in the same plane, Venus and
the sun is called the transit of Ve- the earth would come to be in the

nus. If the observations are sue- same direction or line from the sun

cessfully made, they will give us as often as Venus, moving on her
the means of ascertaining with suffi- inner and shorter course, and more
cient precision what as yet is not rapidly, would overtake the more
so known the actual distance of sluggish earth. Such conjunctions
the earth from the sun. would happen once in every 584
This knowledge is all-important days nearly ;

and every such con-

in a scientific point of view. From junction would show a transit, and
it we can deduce the distance of Venus could be seen between the

every other planet of the solar earth and the sun. But the orbits,

system. With it we can carry our though both around the same sun,

survey beyond that system into the are not on the same level. That
stellar world. The distance of our of .Venus is somewhat tilted up or

earth from the sun the orbital inclined, so that one-half of it lies

radius of the earth, is, for the as- above the level of the earth's orbit,

tronomer, his unit of measure his and the other halfsinks correspond-

yard-stick, as it has been termed ingly below. The line where the

when he would estimate or measure orbits cross or intersect each other

stellar distances or velocities. Any is the nodal diameter, the only one
error in it is multiplied millions of common to both orbits. Venus
times in such surveys. Any uncer- overtakes the earth regularly, but

tainty or reasonable apprehension ordinarily elsewhere than on or in

of error about it casts a cloud of the immediate vicinity of this

embarrassment over almost every nodal line. The planet then, in

portion of the newly acquired do-
.
her apparent journeying from one

main of astronomy. No wonder, side of the sun to the other, gene-
then, that no effort is spared to se- rally seems to pass near that lumi-

cure as soon as possible, and in the nary, either to the north or the south

easiest and most certain way we of it. But whenever, as sometimes
know of, an accurate solution of happens, Venus overtakes the

the question. This, more than planet on the line of the nodes,

anything else, is the spring of the either as she is descending on her

whole movement. orbit on one side, or ascending on
The earth, as all know, revolves, the other, then the planet is seen to

as do the other planets, round the pass across the sun, and there is n

sun, not precisely in a circle, but transit. It is not necessary that

in an oval or ellipse not differing Venus should be precisely on the

much from a circle. The length line uniting the earth's centre to
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the sun's centre. The apparent
size of the sun, 32' in diameter, and
the size of the earth, and the small-

ness of the angle of inclination

between the orbits, all combine to

give a little latitude in the matter.

The earth arrives punctually every

year at one end of this line in June,
and at the other in December.
The astronomical question is, When
will Venus be there also at the

same time ? To answer requires a

calculation which appalls. First,

there is the planetary velocity pro-

per of Venus, varying according as

in the various parts of her ellipti-

cal orbit she is nearer to or further

from the sun. Then there are the

influences of planetary attraction

the earth and the other planets

acting on Venus, accelerating or

retarding her movements, and tend-

ing sometimes to draw her to one

side of her orbit. Then there is or

may be question of that nodal

diameter shifting its position, and

trying, as it were, to swing round
the circle of the earth's orbit.

When all these calculations have
been made, the diurnal movement
of the earth must be taken into

account, nd the geography of her

surface must be duly studied, to

determine finally when the transit

will take place, across what portion
of the sun's face the planet will be
seen to travel, and from what por-
tion of the earth's surface that

transit can be seen, and where in

that portion stations for observing
it can be placed with the greatest

probability of success.

It is a fearful sight even to look

over a seemingly endless series of

pages all bristling with serried

columns of figures, broken every
now and then by mysterious for-

mulas of higher calculus, like a

group of officers commanding a

brigade. Mathematicians and as-

tronomers may delight in them
;

we shall be satisfied to take the re-

sults.

The transits of Venus go in

pairs eight years apart. There
can be only one pair to a century;
some centuries will have none.

The pairs occur alternately in June,
as Venus descends from the upper
to the lower half of her orbit, and
in December, as she ascends again
from it. Thus there were transits

in December, 1631, and December,
1639. A second pair occurred in

June, 1761, and June, 1769. A
third pair is near at hand, in De-

cember, 1874, and December, 1882.

The next century will have none.

The fourth pair will appear in June,

2004, and June, 2012.

So much on the character of that

dark little round spot, the passage
of which across the sun hundreds
of astronomers, with all manner of

telescopes, spectroscopes, and pho-

tographic instruments, will watch,

examine, measure, and record, as

they see it sweeping on in its course

on the 8th of next December.
What will be the special purpose

animating observers as they view

the transits of 2004 and 2012 if,

despite the prophetic and apocalyp-
tic Dr. Gumming, the world lasts

till then no one can now tell.

Astronomy by that time may be

advanced as far beyond the present
state of the science as the present
state surpasses the state of two

centuries ago. It is probable that

new and, to that generation, most

interesting questions may have then

arisen, which they will strive to

solve by their observations of the

transits questions now perhaps
undreamed of. But at present our

astronomical world is deeply im-

pressed with the advantage and

necessity of definitely ascertaining
the distance of the earth from the
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sun. This is the paramount,

though by no means the only, pur-

pose of all this expenditure of time

and skill and money in preparing

for, in making the observations, and

afterwards in laboriously working
out the results.

How, by merely looking never so

attentively at an object whose dis-

tance you do not know, as it stands

in a line with, and perhaps far in

front of, another, likewise of un-

known distance, you can tell how
far off that second object is, may
seem as difficult as the king's re-

quirement of the prophet first to

tell him the dream he had forgotten,
and then to explain its meaning.
It might seem almost an impossi-

bility ;
but a few words will ex-

plain how the difficulty is turned

by availing ourselves of other data.

When two planets, as is the case

with the earth and Venus, both

revolve in elliptical orbits around
the sun, in virtue of the law of

gravitation, then their respective
times of orbital revolution are to

each other as the cubes of their

respective mean distances from the

sun.

This is one of the laws of Kepler.
It was announced by him as the

wonderful result of seventeen long

years of calculations. He took

the data given by the observations

of Tycho Brahe and of others, and
those made by himself. He tried,

by every imaginable form of arith-

metical supposition, to combine
them together somehow, and under
the form of some mathematical law.

This was his last result, perhaps
the most surprising result of

hard plodding, long-continued
labor in the field of science.

All honor to his memory. There are

/ discoveries in the mathematics

astronomy to be compared to

this and the other laws of Kepler.

He established them as experimen-
tal facts. The mathematical reason

of them he did not learn.

Since his day, gravity has been
discovered to be the bond which
binds the solar system together,
and its laws have been studied out.

The differential and integral cal-

culus, also discovered and perfect-
ed since his day, has enabled the

scholar to grapple with intricate

questions of higher mathematics,

which, without its aid, would have
remained insoluble. Availing
themselves of the laws of gravity
and of the aid of the calculus, as-

tronomers have been able to give
us a mathematical demonstration

of Kepler's laws, which, from being
mere isolated facts or numerical

coincidences, have passed into the

realm of scientific truths.

Now, we know the length of our

own year 365.2422414 days ;
we

know also the length of the year
of Venus 224.70048625 days. If

we divide the former by the latter,

square the quotient, and then ex-

tract the cube root of this quotient,
we shall obtain the number which

indicates the proportion between
the two mean distances. Apply-
ing this, we learn that if the dis-

tance of the eafth from the sun

be taken as 100,000,000 miles, the

mean distance of Venus will be

72,333,240 miles. And consequent-

ly, when they are in the same direc-

tion from the sun, and supposing
both to be at their mean distances

from that luminary, the distance

between them must be, according
to the same proportion, 27,666,760
miles. It is obviously enough to

know the actual value of either of

those three distances to learn very

easily the other two. The obser-

vations of the transit are intended

to ascertain the last and smaller

one. How this is done, and what
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difficulties are to be surmounted
in doing it, we shall see further on.

Just now we will remark that sup-

posing the observer to have ascer-

tained to the very furlong this dis-

tance, during the transit, between
the planets, he must still do much
before he can apply his proportion.
That holds good only for the mean
distances. There are only two

points in the orbit or ellipse of

each planet around the sun which
are at the mean distance from that

focus. Were those points for both

planets to be found on the lines of

the nodes, the matter would be

easy. But it is not so. In June,
the earth is approaching her great-
est distance; in December, she is

nearing her smallest distance from

the sun. A similar embarrassment
exists for the orbit of Venus. But
the astronomer can bravely grapple
with this double difficulty. He
has learned the eccentricity and

consequent shape of each ellipse,

and he can calculate how far, pro-

portionately, the actual distance

of either planet, at any given point
of its orbit, exceeds or falls short

of the true mean distance. Such cal-

culations have to be made for the

earth and for Venus as they will

stand on the 8th of next Decem-
ber. When this is done, the as-

tronomer is at liberty to make use

of the actual distance learned by
observation, and to apply the Kep-
lerian formula.

But perhaps the question sug-

gests itself, why take all this trou-

ble of a circuitous route ? Why not

measure the distance of the sun di-

rectly, if such things can be done at

all ? If it is possible to measure the

distance of Venus by observations,

surely the sun, which has an appa-
rent diameter thirty times as great,

and which can be seen every, day,
and from any accessible point of the

earth's surface, gives a far ampler
field for such observations. If we
have instruments so delicate as to

disclose to us the presence in the

sun of iron, copper, zinc, alumin-

ium, sodium, manganese, magne-
sium, calcium, hydrogen, and other

substances, surely it will be possi-
ble to determine that comparative-

ly gross fact its distance from the

earth. And, in truth, what becomes
of the lesson we learned in our

school-days, that the sun was just

ninety-five millions of miles away
from us ?

And yet, strange as it may seem
to those unacquainted with the

subject, it has been found impossi-
ble to. decide, by direct observa-

tions, the actual distance
;
and the

distance usually accepted was not

derived from such observations.

As for our lately acquired know-

ledge of some of the constituent

substances of the sun, that is de-

rived from the spectroscope, which
as yet throws no light on the ques-
tion of distance.

How do we ascertain the dis-

tance of bodies from us ? Practice

enables us to judge, and judge cor-

rectly, of the distance and size of

things immediately around us al-

most without any consciousness of

how we do it. But if we analyze
the process, it will be found that

we do it chiefly by using both eyes
at the same time. They are sepa-
rated by an interval of two and a

half to three inches. As we look

at an object near to us, the rays
from each visible point of it must

separate, in order to enter both

eyes. The images thus formed on

the retina of each eye differ sen-

sibly, and we instinctively take cog-
nizance of that difference. Speak-

ing mathematically, the interval is

a base line, at each end of which

a delicate organism takes the angle
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of the object viewed, and our con- the sight of one eye, but still con-

clusion is based on our perception tinued to play, at least, with his

of the difference between them, brush. He had to use the finger of

Ordinarily, we estimate distances his left hand to ascertain by touch

by the cross-sight thus obtained, whether the tip of his brush, loaded

When, however, the body is so far with the proper color, was sufficient-

off that the lines of light from it to ly near the canvas or not. If he

the eyes become so nearly parallel relied on his eye alone, it often

that the eyes fail to perceive the happened that when he thought it

minute difference between the re- near, not the eighth of an inch

presentations formed on the retina, away, it failed in reality by an

then we must recur to the results inch and a half to reach the canvas,

of past experience, and judge, as He would ply the brush, and, no-

best we may, of the distance from ticing that the color was not de-

other data than that given us at the livered, would smile sadly at what

moment by our eyesight. Thus a he called his effort to paint the air.

sailor at sea judges of the distance So long as he had retained the use

of a vessel on the horizon from of both eyes, this mishap, of course,
the faintness with which he sees had never occurred to him.

her; for he knows that the inter- When a surveyor desires to ascer-

vening atmosphere absorbs some tain the distance of a visible object
of the light, so that distant objects which he cannot approach, he must
are dim. He judges from the fact avail himself of the same principle
that a vessel of the form and rig of nature. He measures off on the

of the one he is looking at is usual- ground where he is a suitable base-

ly of a given size, and a certain dis- line, and takes the angle of the ob-

tance is required to cause the entire ject from each end of it, not vague-
vessel to look so small, and certain ly by his unaided eyesight alone,

portions, the size of which he is but with a well-graduated instru-

familiar with, to become indistin- ment. It is, as it were, putting his

guishable. He is guided, also, by the eyes that far apart, and taking the

amount to which, on account of angles accurately. From the length
the earth's curvatures, the vessel of the measured base-line and the

seems to be sunk below the hori- size of the two angles he can easily
zon. These are data from ex- calculate the distance of the object,

perience. It is wonderful with In taking such measurements, the

what accuracy they enable him to surveyor must make his base suffi-

judge. A landsman by the sea- ciently large in proportion to the

man's side, and without such aid, distance sought. If the base be
could give only the most random disproportionately small, the angles

guesses as to the distance of the at the extremities will not serve,

vessel. Their sum will be so near 180

That we really do make this use that the possible errors which are

of both eyes in judging of the dis- ever present in observations will

tance of bodies near us will be evi- more than swallow up the difference

dent if we bandage one eye and try left for the third angle, and the dis-

to determine their distances, only tance is not obtained. In our ex-

using the other. It will require cellent Coast Survey, which, in exact-

caution to avoid mistakes. We ness of working, is not surpassed
knew an aged painter, who had lost anywhere in the world, the bases
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carefully measured may be five or the sun shines, no star is visible

seven miles long, and angles under near by from which to measure an

30 are avoided when possible. angle ;
and also because the at-

From such measuring of distant mosphere is so disturbed by the

objects on the surface of the earth, rays of solar heat that, when seen

the passage was easy to an attempt through a large telescope, the sun's

to measure the distance of heavenly edge is quite tremulous. Hence a

bodies. How far is the moon from very large element of uncertainty is

us ? It was soon found that a base introduced when angles are taken

of ten miles or of a hundred miles with the zenith. No astronomer
was entirely too short to give satis- would look with confidence on the

factory angles. The moon was too result obtained under such circum-

distant. A far larger base was re- stances. Two hundred years ago,

quired. Suppose two places to be their instruments were much less

selected on the same meridian of perfect than those we now have
;

longitude, and therefore agreeing in yet, even with our best instruments,

time, and situated sixty degrees of to-day, too much uncertainty re-

latitude apart. The distance be- mains. That mode of ascertaining
tween them will be equal to a radius the sun's distance has been aban-

of the earth. At each station, and at doned.

the same hours, the angles are taken Ancient astronomers, long before

which the moon makes with the the invention of telescopes, and be-

zenith, or, better still, with some fore the discovery of the Copernican
star near it, coming to the meridian system, devised an ingenious me-
at the same time. In such a case, thod of getting some light on the

the angles are satisfactory. The distance of the sun. It is attributed

base is large enough. The result to Aristarchus of Samos. They re-

of such observations, and of others fleeted that, when the moon ap
which we need not dwell on, is peared precisely half full, this arose

that, when nearest to us, the centre from the fact that the sun and the

of the moon is distant from the earth were at right angles to her
;

centre of the earth 222,430 miles
;

the sun illumining the half turned

when at her greatest distance, 252,- to him, and the plane of division

390 miles. These numbers are between the illumined and unillu-

based on the fact that the equate- mined portions extended stretching
rial radius or semi-diameter of the directly to the earth. They con-

earth is 3962.57 miles. This value, ceived the three bodies o stand at

however, may in reality be a quar- the angles of a right-angled triangle,
ter of a mile too short. The mean of which the distance of the moon
distance of the moon is roughly from the earth was the base, and
stated at 60 semi-diameters of the the distance of the sun was the hy-
earth. pothenuse. Hence they had only
When observers essayed to apply to measure the angle at the earth,

to the sun the same procedure which which they could do, and then take

had proved so successful in regard into account their estimate of the

to the moon, they encountered dis- moon's distance, to arrive at the

astrous failures, partly because the result sought. The plan is ingeni-

base, even the largest practicable ous, and taught them that the sun

one, was found to be comparatively was at least twenty times further off

very small
; partly because, when than the moon. But their estimate
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of the moon's distance was alto-

gether wide of the mark. They
had no means of correctly estimat-

ing it. Moreover, even keen eye-

sight is a bad judge of whether the

moon is precisely half full or not.

The error of half a dozen hours

would give a large mistake. Even
with instruments such as we have,

it cannot be precisely determined

by direct observations
;

for the

surface of the moon, as developed
in a powerful telescope, is so un-

even, jagged, and volcanic that the

division between light and shade is

a line too uneven and broken to be

determined except by guessing at

its mean course.

Another method has been also

used in these later centuries. Kep-
ler's law applies to all the planets.

The planet next outside the earth

is Mars, whose mean distance from

the sun is about one-third greater
than that ofthe earth. It periodically

happens that Mars is in opposition
-that is, is precisely on the other

side of the earth from the sun. In

that case, he makes his nearest ap-

proach to our planet. Cannot his

distance from the earth be then ob-

served and determined, so that he

will give us the means of calculat-

ing by Kepler's formula the distance

of the sun ? It was tried, and with

some success. The base-line was
found large enough ;

the observa-

tions were made at night, when the

atmosphere is comparatively quies-

cent, and when fixed stars may be

seen in the vicinity of the planet, to

aid in taking the requisite angles.

Vet, as in the case of Venus, there

are, as we have stated, subsidiary
Iculations to be made on account

the eccentricity of his orbit and
his varying velocity. In the case

of Mars, these variations were too

full of anomalies to allow confidence

in the calculations. When after-

wards these anomalies were under-

stood to proceed from interplane-

tary attraction, they were so com-

plicated that their numerical value

almost escaped calculation. The
whole subject has been gone over

in our own day under the light of

more perfect observations, and with

the aid of the highest calculus. We
doubt, however, if even now the

results are sufficiently established

to warrant a calculation as to the

sun's distance to which reasonable

exception may not be taken.

Anyhow, this method cannot com-

pare, either in facility of calculation

or in accuracy of result, with the

method of determining the solar

distance by observations for the

transit of Venus.

Of the theory and mode of such

observations we will now say a few

words.

In 1677, while Halley, the great

English astronomer, was at St. He-

lena, for the purpose of observing
and cataloguing stars south of the

equator, he observed a transit of

Mercury across the face of the sun,

and, from his efforts to measure its

positions and movements, was led

to believe that a transit of Venus
could be so accurately observed

and measured as to yield a precise
and definite determination of the

sun's distance. From the know-

ledge he had of the movements of

Venus, he knew that there had been

a transit of Venus in 1631, as Kep-
ler had predicted, although no eye
in Europe had seen it

;
and another

in 1639, which had been observed,

but, of course, not for this purpose,
which in 1639 was yet unthought
of. The next transit would be in

1761. He could not hope to live

to see it. But he did the next best

thing. He studied out all the con-

ditions of the question, published
his plans, and made all the prelimi-
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nary calculations required, so as to give the signal ;
his assistant stood

aid in securing, as far as possible, ready to mark the very second when

good observations and good results the two edges, coming nearer and
when the time came. nearer, would at last just touch.

As the year 1761 was approach- They hoped to seize the time of

ing, the scientific world was astir, that first contact so accurately as to

pretty much as it is now. Halley's escape even the one second of error

computations were again gone over, or doubt which Halley thought
and such corrections and improve- unavoidable. Vain hope ! Before

ments were introduced as the ad- the contact, while Venus was still

vance of astronomy since his day distant about two-thirds of her own
warranted and required. Govern- diameter from the edge of the sun,

ments gave their aid and supplied a dark streak or band seemed to

means liberally. One hundred and interpose between them like a black

twenty positions had been carefully cushion or wedge. As they pressed

chosen, and the best results were against it, the curved outlines of

confidently expected. The grand their edges seemed to be pressed

problem was about to receive a back or flattened, as if by the resist-

final and definite solution. The ance of the cushion, and to lose their

error in the ultimate result would normal shape. There was a pause

certainly not exceed one-fifth of one in the onward movement, a quiver-

per cent. ing, a struggle, and then, by an ir-

The astronomers were doomed to regular, convulsive jump, like that

a sad disappointment. Wars then of two drops of water coalescing

waging prevented some of the most into one, Venus was seen to have

important positions from being oc- already entered some way on the

cupied by the observers. It was disk of the sun. The discomfited

bitter for a well-appointed party to and astonished observer was forced

sail for months and months over to record that his uncertainty as to

two oceans, only to see a hostile the precise time of the contact was

flag floating over the port they were not of one second only, but of at

about to enter. Sadly they sailed least twelve or fifteen seconds,

away, and could only see the transit Was it the defect of the instrument,
from the rolling deck of their ship, or the fault of his own eye, over-

Cloudy weather rendered other po- strained by long use, by the brilliant

sitions valueless. And even where light, or by his intense anxiety ? Or

everything seemed to promise sue- was there some unknown atmosphe-
cess, an unforeseen phenomenon in- ric cause at work producing this

terfered to mar their work. The band ? Anyhow, he might hope that

astronomer might have his best other observers would be more for-

telescope duly mounted, and di- tunate than he had been. Again
rected to the proper point of the he was in error. Everywhere the

heavens, and carefully adjusted; same unexpected and puzzling phe-
his eye might be glued to the instru- nomenon appeared. There was

ment, as he watched on one side of trouble in the astronomical world,

his field of vision a portion of the The fault was generally thrown on

circular edge of the sun's disk, and the instruments. But whatever the

on the other the round, black spot cause of the mishap, there was some

gradually approaching. As they room for consolation. They would

drew near, his hand was raised to soon have another opportunity, and
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might make another trial. In 1769, and Fizeau show that light travels

unly eight years off, there would be with a velocity of nearly 186,000

another transit, and by that time miles a second. This would give

some means would certainly be de- the distance of about 91,400,000
vised for escaping the evil. miles.

In 1769, the stations were as nu- The irregularities of the moon
merous, the governmental aid fully and of Mars have been studied out

as great, the instruments, they said, and calculated on the theory of

more perfect, and the observers, we interplanetary attraction modifying

may be sure, as earnest and as care- the attraction of the sun. Though
ful as before. Perhaps they were the results vary somewhat, yet they
more skilful because of their pre- all tend in the same direction. Le-

vious experience. But again all in verrier found 91,759,000 miles
;

vain. The same evil reappeared. Hansen, the Dane, found 91,659,-
The resulting uncertainty was even ooo miles

; Airey, the Astronomer-

greater. It was held to reach fully Royal of England, whose earlier

twenty seconds. When they under- opinion of Encke's estimate we
took to calculate, from such obser- quoted above, has changed his opin-

vations, the distance of the sun, ion, and now proposes 91,400,000
some made it not more than 87,- miles.

890,780 miles, while, according to A fact in practical optics, calcu-

others, it reached 108,984,560 miles, lated to affect some observations

the majority finding intermediate rather seriously, has been discov.er-

values. On the whole, it did not ed within the last few years. It is

appear that there was much im- this : When a white body is view-

provement on the estimate made by ed on a dark ground, its size is ex-

Cassini a century and a half before, aggerated by some illusion of our

that it was not less than 85,000,000 vision
; and, on the contrary, a dark

miles. Again and again were the body seen on a bright ground ap-
records of the observations studied, pears smaller than it would were

scrutinized, and weighed, and the the ground of a dark color, differ-

calculations based on them repeated ing from that of the- body only as

and criticised. Finally, in 1824, much as is required to render them

Encke, after several years of special distinguishable. Now, in the tran-

study of them, summed all up, and sit, a dark body is seen on an in-

gave, as the .best result attainable, tensely bright ground. It becomes

95,274,000 miles. The scientific necessary, therefore, to bring in a

world, hopeless of anything better, correction which will compensate
seemed for a time to acquiesce, for the error arising from this opti-
Some even upheld the estimate of cal illusion. This has been done
Encke as

'

so successfully deter- by Stone, who studied out the

mined as to leave no sensible doubt whole matter, arrived at certain

of its accuracy." modes of correction, applied them

But, despite this, its accuracy has to Encke's calculation, and main-
since been impugned, and on very tains that the true result of the

strong grounds. It was known that observations of 1761 and\ 1769
light travels from the sun to the should be 91,730,000 miles,

earth in about 8 minutes 13 seconds. Thus all seem to agree that the

Experiments carefully and ingeni- sun's distance must be less than

ously made by Arago, Foucault, 92,000,000 miles, and that Encke's
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estimate was too great by 3 or 4 per
cent.

This is the stage at which our

astronomers now take up the ques-
. tion, and aim to obtain a yet more
definite and precise result. Will

they succeed ? They are full of

confidence now
;
what they will

say after their observations we

may know a year hence.

Some of our readers may like to

know what is the course followed

in making the observations and in

calculating the results. We will

give a slight account of the chief

points, sufficiently detailed to en-

able one with an ordinary know-

ledge of trigonometry io understand

how the conclusion is reached.

The astronomers will follow two

methods, known as those of Halley
and of Delisle. They each require
two suitable stations, so far apart
on the surface of the earth as to

give a satisfactory base-line. In

fact, the further apart, the better,

all things else being equal. For

Halley's method, the two stations

lie as nearly north and south as

may be. For Delisle's, they lie

east and west.

Let us suppose two such stations

to be chosen on or nearly on the

same meridian of longitude, and

6,000 miles apart. From each of

these stations the planet is seen to

traverse the disk of the sun, like a

dark spot moving steadily across

an illuminated circular dial-plate.

The lines as seen from stations so

far apart are sensibly different.

What the observers first seek to

know is the apparent distance be-

tween these lines, the angle they

form, when seen from the earth.

Were both visible at once from the

same station, through the same

telescope, it would not be difficult

for a skilful observer to measure
the angle directly. But at each

station only one line is seen, if,

indeed, we may properly give that

name to the course of the dark

spot that passes on and leaves no
trace behind. Each observer must
determine correctly the position of

his line on the face of the sun, in

order that it may be afterwards

compared with the other line simi-

larly determined at the other, and
the apparent distance between
them is then determined by calcu-'

lation.

How to determine the true posi-
tion of such a line is the delicate

and difficult task. One mode is to

take the measurements in two di-

rections on the face of the sun,

northward and eastward, from the

position of the planet to the edge
of the solar disk. This must be

done for a number of positions
which the planet occupies succes-

sively as it moves onward. But
such measurements are very hard

to be obtained with the desired

precision. The edge of the sun,

viewed in a large telescope, appears

always tremulous, on account of

the action of solar heat on our own
terrestrial atmosphere. The better

and larger the telescope, and the

brighter the day, the greater and
the more embarrassing does this

tremulousness appear. Such mea-
surements are difficult, and are open
to too much uncertainty.

There is another mode, which, if

successfully used, is far more ac-

curate. The lines or paths which

the planet, viewed from the observa-

tories, is seen to follow are chords

across a circle largest when they

pass through the sun's centre and

become diameters, smaller as their

course is more distant from the

sun's centre. Being both due to

the motion of the same body mov-

ing at what we may hold to be a

uniform velocity, their lengths must
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be proportional to the times requir- as to give as exact a representation
ed for tracing them. Being chords, of the transit as is possible ;

and
a knowledge of their relative lengths they practise observations on this

determines with accuracy their posi- artificial transit. It is said that

tion on the circular disk of the sun, even in this fac-simile the black

and consequently their distance band has shown itself, and that one

apart. Hence the importance of important lesson now being learn-

catching, with the utmost exactness, ed is how to judge of the instant

the beginning and the ending of of contact, despite of this obstacle,

the transit. The first exterior con- There is, however, a still better

tact is noted when the circular safeguard the use of photography,
edge of Venus just touches the cir- The transit will record itself more
cular edge of the sun

;
then the minutely and more accurately than

first interior contact when the en- any ordinary observations for mea-
tire little, dark circle of Venus is surement could do. Various plans

just fully on the sun. Midway will be used. One proposed is to

between the two, the centre of Ve- have one hundred and eighty pre-
nus was just on the edge of the sun. pared and highly sensitive plates

Similarly, the second interior con- along the circumference of a suita-

tact and the second exterior con- ble wheel made to revolve regularly
tact, if accurately and successfully by clock-work. During three min-

observed, will show the instant of utes, these plates come, one every
time when the centre of Venus second, successively into position

passed off from the sun's surface, to receive and record the images
It was, as we saw, in making these of the transit, as the planet for those

delicate observations, that the ob- three minutes is entering on the

servers of 1761 and 1769 failed, to a sun. Other plates, at stated and ac-

great extent, on account of the curately measured intervals of time,

mysterious appearance of the black will similarly record its regular pro-
band, of which we gave an account, gress across the sun

;
and another

Will this embarrassing phenomenon wheel, with one hundred and eighty

again make its appearance next other plates, will record the succes-

December ? If it be due, as some sive changes each second for the

think, to an aberration of sphericity three minutes occupied by its exit

in the lenses of the instruments, it over the sun's border. These are

may not be seen. For our tele- all, of course, negatives on glass,

icopes are far more perfect than From them any number of impres-
those of 1769. If it is due, as sions can be taken, in the usual

others maintain, to an interference way, for general distribution among
of light in the observation, a more the scientists. In order that such
delicate manipulation of the instru- impressions may still serve for the

ment may, it is hoped, avoid it. If finest measurements, despite of any
is due to some optical illusion in variations of expansion, contraction,

our own eye, it will, of course, ap- or warping which the atmospheric
pear again, and must be grappled changes may produce, a system of

dth. The observers now being fine, spider-web lines is placed in-

rained at Greenwich, in prepara- side the telescope, producing on
tion for the grand day, have a fac- the photograph itself a network of
simile of the sun and Venus, which fine lines, some running north and
are made to move in such manner south, others crossing them east
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and west. These lines are at equal is turned to the precise point where
distances apart, and serve admira- Venus will touch the sun's rim, and

bly for measuring the position of these lines are clearly brought into

the planet on the solar face. If vision. So long as they shine, the

the photographic sheet should be- way is open for the light of that

come quite distorted, these lines narrow layer or belt to reach the

would show it
;
for they would of earth. The instant their bright

course follow the distortion, and flash disappears, the observer knows

yet, after that distortion, they would that the planet has so moved as to

still guide us to accurate measure- intercept the rays of light, and is

ments. It is hoped that this means just in contact. Their reappear-
and the many other photographic ance, at the proper time, on the

devices to be used will secure a de- other side of the sun, will indicate

gree of accuracy far beyond what the instant when Venus will have

Halley anticipated and would have quitted the disk and the transit is

been satisfied with. over.

The spectroscope comes in also It is confidently expected that by
to aid in determining the contacts some one or by all of these methods
with the utmost precision. The the uncertainties of 1761 and 1769

light of the solar photosphere, or will be avoided, and that the in-

body of the sun, when made to pass stants of the commencement and

through the prisms of a spectro- the conclusion of each line of the

scope, spreads into a continuous transit may be so accurately deter-

band of various colors, and crossed mined that for neither of them will

by many faint, dark lines. Other the error as to their duration ex-

bodies, raised to a certain heat, and ceed one second. Did the time

emitting light, give a spectrum of a occupied by Venus in making the

totally different character. We see transit, as seen from one station,

only bright upright lines. There is differ from the time as seen at the

no continuous band or spectrum of other by only one minute, the un-

prismatic colors. Now, just outside certainty of one second would be

the solar photosphere, and between less than two per cent. But, in

it and the chromosphere, is a layer fact, the times will differ by fifteen

of solar atmosphere which gives just minutes, and, by skilfully choosing
such upright, bright lines. This the places, a difference of twenty
was first discovered not many years minutes may be obtained. In that

ago during a total solar eclipse, when case, the error or uncertainty would
the direct light of the photosphere be less than one-tenth of one per
was cut off by the interposing moon. cent. For the present, the scientific

Knowing what to look for, the as- world will be satisfied with that de-

tronomers have since been able so gree of exactness.

to manipulate their telescopes as to Let us return to our supposition
catch these bright lines, even when of two stations north and south,

there is no eclipse. They find 6,000 miles apart. The two lines

them, of course, as they examine, a of transit, as seen from them, are

narrow ring apparently encircling separated about 35 of an arc. This

the sun, and immediately around is as the lines are seen from the

his circumference. Now, when the earth. If we recur to Kepler's pro-
moment of the beginning of the portion, as stated before that the

transit is at hand, the spectroscope distance of the earth from the sun
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is to the distance of Venus from the along that line on the earth's sur-

sun as 10,000,000 is to 7,233,324 face from all points of which the

we can make use of a trigonometri- transit will show the same line on

cal calculation, and easily ascertain the solar disk. The further apart

that those same lines on the sun, the stations are, the better
;
for the

seen by an observer on Venus, would base between them will be larger,

appear about 48%" apart. More- To know the distance between

over, the lines from the sun to Ve- them, we must know their longitudes

nus, forming this angle, cross each as accurately as their latitudes,

other at the planet, and, if pro- From the longitudes we ascertain

longed, will reach the two stations with precision the difference of time

on the earth. Hence, since oppo- between them. At one of those

site interior angles are equal, this stations, the first exterior contact is

(48!*) must be the angle at which seen, and the exact time is noted,

the same observer on Venus, turn- As Venus moves on, the shadow of

ing towards the earth, would see the this first contact flies along that line

two stations. We arrive thus at a of the earth's surface like the sha-

triangle, in which the base is known dow of a cloud in spring traversing

-6,000 miles ; the angle at the vertex the fields. It is only after the lapse
on Venus is also known 48^" ;

and of a certain length of time that the

the angles at the base are easily as- contact is seen and timed at the

certainable. A simple calculation other station. This certain length
leads to the distance of Venus from of time is the key to the solution,

the earth about 25,300,000 miles. It may be determined by observa-

Again, applying Kepler's formula to tions on any one or on all the con-

this number, we obtain as the result, tacts, or by the observation of any
for the earth's distance from the sun, other points of the transit examined
about 91,450,000 miles. If we give and timed at both stations. It is

here only rough approximations, we obvious that the contacts, being the

are, after all, as near the truth as the most unmistakable in their charac-

astronomers of to-day can boast of t'er, will be all used to check and

being. In a minute calculation, control each other; the more so, as

subsidiary but important points are they serve also, as we saw, for Hal-
to be brought in, complicating the ley's method. The most careful

calculation and influencing the re- use of the telescope will be supple-
suit, mented by the photograph and the

After this statement of the gene- spectroscope.
ral character of Halley's method, Let two such stations be chosen
we may be brief in our notice of the which, by their longitudes and lati-

yet more beautiful mode of Delisle. tudes, we know to be 5,000 miles

He proposed it before the transits apart. It will be found that the

of the last century. But its effi- transit, or any special point of it,

ciency so entirely depends on an ac- will be seen at the second station

curate knowledge of the longitudes about three minutes of time later

of the stations, and the longitudes than at the first. This means that

of distant stations were then so un- the shadow of Venus travels 5,000

certain, that it could not then be miles in three minutes on the

used with success. earth's surface or at the earth's

In this mode, two stations are distance from the sun. Applying
necessary, east and west, or, rather, Kepler's formula, we find that, to
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produce this effect, Venus herself in the last century, Halley's method
must have travelled about 3,860 was almost exclusively adopted,
miles in those three minutes. There- But now we can use both

;
for we

fore in 224.7 days her solar year have better instruments and better

she would travel about 416 millions star catalogues, and can determine

of miles, supposing that, during the longitudes by astronomical obser-

transit, she was moving at her mean vations much more accurately than

velocity. This, then, is the length could ordinarily be done a cen-

of her periphery of her orbit tury ago. In addition, we have
around the sun. Observations have now almost faultless chronometers,

determined its shape. Now that Besides all these means, we have,
we know its* size, it is not difficult and will use to a great extent, the

to ascertain what her mean dis- grand American invention of de-

tance from the sun must be. It is termining the longitude by the

about 66,300,000 miles. From this, electric telegraph with an accuracy
the usual formula- leads us to the which leaves nothing to be desired,

earth's distance from the sun 91,- While each method requires at

650,000 miles. We merely indi- least two stations, a greater num-
cate the salient points of the pro- ber would support and control

cess, and that with summary num- each other, and allow us to take

bers. An astronomer would enter the average result of a greater num-
into minor questions : how far the ber of observations. Four stations

earth had travelled in her orbit at the corners of a large quad-

during those three minutes, and rangle on the surface of the earth

what had been the special motion might give two sets of stations for

of the second station during the each method. But this year the

same time, on account of the diur- stations may be nearer a hundred,

nal revolution of the earth on its Careful preliminary studies have

axis. He would carefully estab- already determined on what portion
lish the proportion of the distances of the earth the transit will be visi-

between the sun and Venus and ble. The most available points

the earth, during the transit, to will be turned to account for sta-

their mean distances as contem- tions. We say available
; for, un-

plated in Kepler's law, and he fortunately, much of that space is

would compare the velocity of occupied by oceans, while astro-

Venus at that time with her mean nomical stations must perforce be

velocity. Other points, too, would situated on firm land. Some of the

have to be brought in, complicating best points, too, seem almost inac-

the whole process to an extent cessible. Still, there is a vast line

that would soften the brain of any of posts determined on in the

one but a calculating astronomer. northern hemisphere, and quite a

In Halley's method, the effort is number, to correspond with them,

to obtain two transit lines on the in the southern. Beginning at Al-

sun as widely apart as possible, exandria, in Egypt, the line stretches

For that purpose, the stations must northward and eastward through
differ in latitude as widely as pos- Palestine, Georgia, Tartary, Middle

sible. In Delisle's method, on the Asia, and Northern China to Yeddo,

contrary, the longitude becomes of in Japan, perhaps to Honolulu, in

primary importance. The latitude the Sandwich Islands. Along a

can be easily determined. Hence, great part of this line, the Russian
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telegraphic wires will give exact the blessing of heaven and the in-

longitudes, thus affording a fine tercession of their Holy Mother,

field for the use of Delisle's method. May their fervent prayers be heard,

In the southern hemisphere, the line and may He who "has ordered all

may be set down as commencing things in measure and number and

near the Cape of Good Hope, bend- weight
"* bless and give success to

ing southeastwardly to the lately dis- their labors !

covered Antarctic lands, passing Yet they can only look for an

south of Australia, then turning up- approximation to the truth, not

wards towards the equator, and ter- the truth itself. They will see

initiating at Nukahiva, in the Sand- more clearly than before how the

wich Islands, in the South Pacific heavens declare the glory of God..

Ocean. Along this line, at Crozet But there will remain obscurity and

Island, at St. Paul's, at Reunion, uncertainty enough to teach them
at Kerguelen Land further south, humility in his presence. For

if the southern summer will have " God hath made all things good in,

sufficiently melted the snows and their time, and hath delivered the

driven back the ice-barrier to al- world to the consideration of the

low the observers to land and work sons of men, so that man cannot

-at Campbell Land, in New Cale- find out the work which God hath

donia, and in other places, stations made, from the beginning to the

will be established, between which end." This was true when the in-

md corresponding stations in the spired Ecclesiastes wrote, and is

northern line Halley's method may still, and must ever be, true. The
he used. history of the progress of 'physical

Time, learning, skill, energy, sciences is practical, tangible evi-

inon.ey, everything that man can dence of it. Each generation has

give, will be devoted to ensure sue- to correct the mistakes and discard

;s in the astronomical work to the errors of a preceding genera-
be done on the 8th of December tion, and must acknowledge the

next. Such earnestness commands uncertainty of much that it contin-

respect, and wins our sympathy and ues to hold or boasts of having
best wishes. discovered.

Ma/ the day itself the festival No greater absurdity is conceiv-

of the Immaculate Virgin Mother able than that of a man puffed up
; an augury of success ! Astrono- with pride because of the little

mers, as a body, are less infected knowledge he has gained little in-

tvith the virus of modern scepticism deed, though he may think it a

and materialism than any other great deal who sets his intellect

ss of our scientists of to-day, against the infinite wisdom and the

3n the contrary, not a few, standing revelation of God. The more man
in the front rank among them, are really knows, the more conscious

evout children of the church, he becomes of his own failures in

^ome of their chiefs are even num.- many things, and of the vast extent

-1 among her clergy. They of his ignorance,
ill not omit on that day to invoke * wisdom xi. ax.

VOL. XIX. II
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THE VEIL WITHDRAWN.

TRANSLATED, BY PERMISSION, FROM THE FRENCH OF MADAME CRAVEN, AUTHOR OF liA SISTER'S STOHY,"
"
FLEURANGE," ETC. {

" The one thing worth showing to mankind is a human soul." Browning

I.

SEPTEMBER i, 1871. At six I always went into the gar-
Ixwas at Messina, July 15, 18 . den, which I was not allowed to

T have never forgotten the date, enter during the heat of the day.
It was just after my fifteenth birth- There was still an hour before me,

day. The balcony of the room and I knew that a quarter of that

where I was sitting overlooked the time would be sufficient to accom-
sea. From time to time, but more plish my task. I therefore remain-

and more faintly, could be heard ed indolently seated on a low chair

the noise of the waves breaking against the wall, near the half-open

against the shore. It was the hour shutter, motionless and dreaming,
called in Italy the cojitr' ora the my eyes wandering vaguely through
hour when, in summer, the whole the obscurity that surrounded me.

horizon is aflame with the scorching The room I occupied was a large

rays of the already declining sun, salon. The ceiling covered with

which are no longer tempered by frescos, and the stuccoed walls

the gentle wind from the sea that brilliantly ornamented with flowers

every morning refreshes the shore, and arabesques, prevented this vast

The windows, that had been open apartment from seeming gloomy or

during the earlier part of the day, ill-furnished. And yet, according
were now shut, the blinds lowered, to the tastes I have since acquired,
and the shutters half closed. Pro- it was absolutely wanting in every-
found silence reigned withindoors thing signified by the word "com*
and without. For many, this is the fort," which, though now fully un-

hour of a siesta
;
and for all, a time derstood in our country, has never-

of inaction and repose. theless no corresponding term in

I was holding a book in my hand, our language. A clumsy gilt con-

not from inclination or pleasure, sole, on which stood a ponderous
but simply through obedience, be- clock, with an immense looking-
cause I had a lesson to learn. Bur glass above, occupied the further

that was no task. I took no plea- end of the room
;
and in the middle

sure in studying, nor was it repug- stood a large, round, scagliola table

nant to me, for I learned without under a magnificent chandelier of

any difficulty. The chief benefit Venetian glass. This chandelier,

of study was therefore lost on me. as well as the mirrors that hung
It required no effort. around, not for use, but to orna-

I had not yet even taken the ment the walls with their handsome
trouble to open my book, for I saw gilt frames and the figures painted

by the clock I had ample time, on their surface, were the richest
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and most admired objects in the brated lawyer, succeeded in snatch-

room. A few arm-chairs system- ing the young heiress' property

atically arranged, a long sofa that from the hands of a grasping rela-

entirely filled one of the recesses, tive who had been contending for

and here and there some light it. This law-suit had been going
chairs, were usually the only furni- on several years, and the result

ture of this vast apartment ;
but that was still doubtful when Count

day a small couch stood near the Morani, Bianca's father, died,

window, and on it reclined my mo- He who rendered the young
ther my charming young mother ! orphan so signal a service was

her head resting on a pillow, and then about thirty-five years old.

her eyes closed. On her knee lay He was a widower, and the father

a small book, open at a scarcely of two children, to whom he devot-

touched page, which, with the ink- ed all the time left him by his

stand on a little table before her, numerous clients, whom his repu-
and the pen fallen at her feet, show- tation for ability brought from
ed she had been overpowered by all parts of Sicily famed, as every

sleep or fatigue while she was writ- one knows, for the most compli-

ing. cated and interminable law-suits.

My mother at that time was bare- Fabrizio, after his wife's death,

ly thirty-two years of age. People had given up all intercourse with

said we looked like sisters, and society, except what was imposed
there was no exaggeration in this, on him by the obligations of his

I was already taller than she, and profession. With this exception,
those who saw me for the first time his life was spent in absolute re-

thought me two years older than I tirement writh an austerity as rare

really was
;

whereas my mother, among his fellow-citizens as his

owing to the delicacy of her fea- long fidelity to the memory of the

tures and the transparency of her wife he had lost,

complexion, retained all the fresh- But when, after advocating Bi-

ness of twenty years of age. I anca's cause, he found himself to

looked at her. Her beautiful hair, be her only protector, he at once

parted on her pale brow, fell on the felt the difficulty and danger of

pillow like a frame around her face, such a situation, and resolved to

irhich looked more lovely than place her, without any delay, un-
ever to me. There was a deeper der the guardianship of a husband
flush than usual on her cheeks, and of her own choice. He therefore

her half-open lips were as red as ran over the names of the many
coral. ... I smilingly gazed at her aspirants to the hand of the young
writh admiration and love ! Alas ! heiress, and gave her a list of those

I was too much of a child to realize he thought the most worthy of

that this beauty was ominous, and her.

that I had much more reason to "You have forgotten one," said

weep ! . . . Bianca in a low tone, after glanc-

My mother was left an orphan ing over it.

at fifteen years of age without any "Whom?". . . inquired Fabrizio

protector, and poverty would have in an agitated tone, not daring to

been added to her other privations interpret the glance that accom-
not Fabrizio dei Monti, a panied her words,

friend of her father's, and a cele- Bianca still retained all the sim-
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plicity of a child, and the timidity sound was the footsteps of a

of womanhood had not yet come horse. . . .

over her. Accordingly, she said, I sprang up without taking time

as she looked directly towards for a moment's reflection. I rais-

him, that she should never feel ed the blinds, hurriedly opened the

for any one else the affection she shutters and the window, and

had for him
;
and if he would not sprang out on the balcony. . . . The

have her, she would go into a con- room was at once flooded with
,

vent,- and never be married. light and filled with the evening
It was thus my mother became air. The sun had just disappear-

Fabrizio dei Monti's wife, and, in ed, and a fresh breeze fanned my
spite of the difference of their ages, cheeks. ... I heard my mother

there never was a nobler, sweeter cough feebly, but did not turn back,

union. A happier couple could I was overpowered by one thought,
not have been found in the world which made me forget everything

during the fourteen years that fol- else everything ! even her / . . .

lowed my birth. But for several I leaned forward to see if

months past, my father had appear- was mistaken. No, it was really

ed depressed and anxious. Some- he! . . . I saw him appear at the

times I could see his eyes blinded end of the road that connected our

by tears as he looked at my moth- house with the shore. He rode

er, but the cause I did not under- slowly along on his beautiful horse,

"stand. It is true, she often com- which he managed with incompar-

plained of fatigue, and remained able grace. As he came nearer,

in bed for hours, which became he slackened his pace still more,
more and more prolonged. And and, when beneath the balcony,
now and then she passed the stopped, and, taking off his hat,

whole day there. But when she bowed profoundly, the wind mean-
was up, as she had been that day, while blowing about the curls of

she did not look ill. On the con- his jet-black hair. Then he raised

trary, I never saw her look more his eyes, of the color and tempered
beautiful than while I was thus clearness of agate, and with a be-

gazing at her with admiration and seeching, passionate look seemed
a love amounting to idolatry. ... to implore me for some favor. ... I

After remaining for some time knew what he meant. . . . Foolish

in the same attitude, I at length child that I was ! I snatched from

took my book, and endeavored to my hair the carnation I had placed

give my whole attention to my les- there an hour before, and threw it

son. But the heat was stifling, towards him ! . . .

and, after a few moments, I was, in At that instant I heard a pierc-

my turn, overpowered by an irre- ing cry a cry that still rings in

sistible drowsiness, to which I in- my heart, and the memory of

sensibly yielded without changing which will never be effaced-

my position, and soon sank into a
;<

Ginevra!". . . Hurrying in, I found

profound slumber. my mother standing in the floor,

I had been asleep some time, pale and gasping for breath, with

when I was suddenly awakened her arms extended towards me. . . .

by a remote, indistinct sound that I instantly realized I had been

seemed like the continuation of guilty of an indiscretion which had

the dream it had interrupted. This afflicted and displeased her.
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was at once filled with sorrow, and less, but her respiration became
on the point of throwing myself at more and more regular, though,
her feet to beg her forgiveness ;

alas ! still too rapid, and her fea-

but before I had time to speak, tures resumed their usual ^.ppear-

or even reach her, she fell back ance. But her bright color had

on her couch in a semi-uncon- given place to a deadly paleness,

scious state that I should have and a large dark ring encircled her

thought a swoon, had not a spasmo- sweet, expressive eyes, now fastened

die groan from time to time escap- on me with a look I had never

ed from her breast, and when I read there before. She bent down
did prostrate myself, had she not and kissed me, and I felt two great

seized one of my hands, which she tears fall on my forehead, as her

continued to hold with a strong pale lips murmured these words :

grasp in hers. ...
* O my God ! since it is thy will

We remained thus for some min- I should die and leave her behind

utes without my being able to me, I commit her to thy care,

leave her to call for assistance, Watch over her, I pray thee, better

though the frightful change in her than I have done."

face filled me with inexpressible "Die!" . . . my mother die!

terror as well as the keenest an- ... I sprang up with a sudden,

guish. I withdrew my hand at last, violent bound, as if smitten to the

and threw my arms around her heart, and stood motionless like

neck, exclaiming repeatedly amid one petrified. A frightful vision

my sobs :

"
Forgive me ! Answer appeared before me ! . . . a vision I

me ! Oh ! tell me that you forgive had not been prepared for by the

me! . . ." She made no reply, how- slightest apprehension, or anxiety,

ever, but by degrees she returned or suspicion. Notwithstanding the

to herself and grew calm. Then, too precocious development of my
taking me in her arms, she held me sensibilities, there was something
a long time closely embraced, as if child-like in my peculiar tempera-
she felt there was no safety for me ment that had blinded my eyes, now
anywhere else, and longed in some so suddenly opened ! I tried to re-

way for the power of taking me call the words I had just heard, but

once more into her maternal breast, my mind grew confused, and was
that I might live with her life, or die conscious of nothing but a sharp
if she died ! . . . Pang I had never yet experienced,
O Almighty God ! the prayer that but the cause of which had faded

then rose from her heart in behalf from my remembrance. I turned
of her poor child thou alone didst away, perhaps with the vague
hear ! But when I recall all the thought of calling assistance, per-
errors of my past life and thy won- haps to close the window, but stag-
derful mercy towards me, I feel it gered, as if dizzy, and fell to the

was in answer to that prayer thou ground behind the curtain of the

hast bestowed on me so many bene- window.
I know that at that instant a At that instant the door opened.

new source of grace was opened to I heard the mingled voices of my
me never to be exhausted a look father and several other persons,
of mercy vouchsafed that nothing Some one sprang forward, exclaim-
has ever extinguished ! . . . ing :

" The window open at this

My mother still remained speech- late hour ! . . . Who could have
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been so imprudent ?" Then I was concealed by tne curtain. I had

conscious that they were gathering not fainted, but I was in a partially

around my mother. My father insensible state, incapable of any
took he*r up in his arms, and carried clear notions except the wish to

her out of the room. . . . No one lose all consciousness of suffering
had perceived me in the increasing in a sleep from which I should

obscurity, as I lay on the floor, half never awake ! . . .

ii.

I know not how long I remained oldest daughter) appeared with a

in this condition. When I opened light in her hand,

my eyes, the moon was shining so "Gina!" she exclaimed, "how
brightly that the room was as light you frightened me ! What are you
as day. I rose up, and threw a ter- doing here, child, at this late hour ]

rified glance around. Everything I thought you were in the garden,
in the moonlight wore an ominous How long have you been here?"

aspect, and I shuddered as my eyes I made no reply. I felt as if I

fell on the couch and the white pil- should die of mortification, should

low on which I had seen my mo- any one learn what had taken place
ther's face resting. What had hap- before my mother's ill turn

;
but

pened? . . . A longtime seemed to Livia did not repeat her question,
have elapsed, and I felt as if on the She was pale and preoccupied, and

edge of an abyss an abyss of sor- her eyes were red with weeping,
row into which I was about to be What could have happened ? My
precipitated. O my God ! was it heart throbbed with suspense, but I

a mere dream, or was it a frightful had not courage enough to ask a

reality ? I could not tell. I soon single question. She had come for

became conscious of an excruciating the pillow left on the couch, and

pain in my head, and my teeth began seemed to be hunting for something
to chatter with a violent chill. I rose she could not find. Perhaps it was

up to go out, but it was only with my mother's note-book, which at

the greatest difficulty that I reached night she always laid on a table

my mother's couch, on which I beside her bed. But I did not give
threw myself in despair, burying it to her. I wished to restore it

my face in the pillow where she myself, and, though generally frank

had reposed her dear head. I with Livia, said nothing about find-

burst into sobs, and this explosion ing it. Agitated as I was, I felt

of grief afforded me momentary that this little book was a treasure

relief. that belonged solely to me a trea-

I then attempted to leave the sure of which I must never allow

room, and was proceeding towards any one to deprive me. She made
the door, when my attention was at- me hold a light to aid her in her

tracted to something that had fallen vain search, but, not finding it, she

on the floor. It was my mother's took the rest of the things an the

little book, the silver clasp of stand, and left the room. I follow-

which glittered in the light of the ed her, and we walked along to-

moon. I picked it up, and had just gether through the gallery that led

concealed it, when the door opened, to my mother's chamber, which was

and my sister Livia (my father's at the end.
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This gallery, or, rather, open nized her, and stammered a few

loggia, looked down on the inner words. . . . She murmured : "Bless-

court of the old palace we lived in, ed be God!" but did not add an-

and extended entirely around it. other word. A thousand thoughts
The landing of the principal stair- rushed across my mind, but I could

case to the first story connected not analyze them, and the one which
with the gallery, was precisely op- might seem of the least importance

posite the place where we were, was that which I gave utterance to

when, all at once, we heard in that first.

direction a sound confused at first,
"
My mother's book," ... I said

and then more distinct of chant- repeatedly.

ing and the measured steps of sev- Ottavia, without speaking, at

eral people, mingled with the con- once raised the lid of a large ebony
stant ringing of a bell. Presently coffer that stood on the table

a bright light shone through all that not far from my bed, and took out

side of the gallery, and through the the little book with the silver clasp,
arches we saw a long procession She held it up, and then replaced

appear, and proceed around towards it in the box, which she locked,

the door directly before us, . . . the Turning to me, she put her finger
door of my mother's chamber. ... on her lips. I obeyed the sign, and
Livia knelt down, and made a sign remained silent, but I slept no more
for me to do the same, but I remain- till evening. By degrees my mind
ed standing, my eyes staring wide grew clear, and my confused recol-

open before me in a kind of stupor, lections distinct. The fever that

I saw the long file of white peni- had brought me so near to death's

tents as they came with lighted door now abated, and from that

torches in their hands; then ap- day my convalescence was rapid,

peared the canopy under which But the chief thing that renewed
walked Don Placido, my mother's life and strength restored, was the

aged confessor, carrying the Divine faculty of suffering, and compre-
Host in a silver Ciborium. ... I hending in all its fulness the reality
could see his long, white beard, his of my misfortune,

bowed head, his sad, recollected My mother was no more. She

look, and that was all. In an in- did not live to see the morrow of

stant the truth flashed across my the day when she embraced me for

mind
;
then everything vanished. the last time. My father's agitated

This new shock followed the other face revealed this terrible fact more
so quickly that it caused a deeper clearly even than the mourning he
and more dangerous swoon

;
and wore. . . . But I did not learn the

when I was taken up senseless, and details of her last hours till a long
carried to my chamber, it was with time after the day when, for the

the fear that this fatal night would second time, he lost the light of

be the last for the daughter as well his fireside. Knowing the keen im-
as the mother. . . . petuosity of my disposition, a vio-

I have no recollection of what lent explosion of grief had been
took place for a long while after. I anticipated. But it was not so.

only remember that, opening my On the contrary, I fell into a state

eyes one day, I saw Ottavia (my of gloomy silence that gave rise to

mother's nurse, who had brought fresh anxiety to those who had so

me up) beside my bed. I recog- long trembled for my life.
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The physician, however, advised drawing forth some reply. I gen-

my father, my sister Livia, and erally listened in silence, but that

Ottavia, who took turns at my day a new train of thought came

bedside, to leave everything to time into my mind, \vhich I ielt the
'

without attempting to oppose me. power of pursuing clearly, calmly,
I therefore passed day after day and with a certain persistence that

without appearing to notice their proved my physical strength was

presence. But on other days, I si- at last beginning to triumph over

lently made some sign of gratitude, the kind of mental paralysis which

which would bring a smile to my made my convalescence seem like a

father's pale face. Then Livia new phase of my disease,

would embrace me, saying :

" Cou- Ottavia had placed a number of

rage, bambina !
*

Try to love God's books on a small table beside me.

holy will." Or Ottavia, as she She knew nothing of them but the

used to do when I was only four covers, but she offered them to me
years old, would hold up the silver one by one, hoping to induce me to

cross on her cornelian rosary, which read a diversion it was desirable

I always looked at with pleasure. I should take to. At last I shook

And when they saw me kiss it for my head, and for the first time

the first time, they began to hope, pushed away the book she offered

in spite of my silence, for the return me. Then I spoke, and the sound

of my reason. But my eyes would of my voice was a joyful surprise to

become fixed again, and I would my faithful attendant :

cease to recognize any one. And "
No, Ottavia, not that one.

when my pillow was found wet with want another book, and that alone

my tears, as was often the case, the the one you put away there,"

physician would say :

" That is a with a gesture and glance towards

good sign ;
let her weep. It is a the further end of my chamber,

relief she needs." But days passed, Ottavia understood me, but hesi-

and my mental condition remained tated between the joyful hope of
'

the same. my cure awakened by my reply,

My strength nevertheless return- and the fear of causing fresh ex-

ed. I was able to get up, and seve- citement which might bring on an-

ral times I walked a few steps on other relapse. But after all the

the terrace leading from my cham- means that had been used to rouse

ber without any injury. But no- me from the state of apathy into

thing could break the unnatural which I had fallen, it did not seem

silence that transformed into an in- prudent to oppose that which I

animate statue the girl whose ex- had chosen myself. She therefore

cessive vivacity and unrestrained obeyed my request, and, without

liveliness had sometimes disturbed, any reply, opened the ebony coffer

sometimes enlivened, the whole where she had put my mother's

house, filling it throughout with book, as if it were a relic, and plac-

the sense of her presence. ed it in my hands.

One day I was sitting on my ter-
" Thank you, Ottavia," I said.

race, looking off over the gulf, when And putting my arms around her

Ottavia approached, and, as usual, neck, I kissed her, causing big tears

began to talk with the vain hope of of joy to roll down her cheeks.
" And now leave me, I beg of you ;

* Little girl. leave me alone for an hour."
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She hesitated a moment, and I then kissed the cover of the

looked at me uneasily, but then book I held in my hand, and

complied as before with my wish, opened it with awe. It seemed

and, after seeing that I was shelter- to me I was about to hear my
ed from the sun and wind, noiselessly mother's voice from the depths of

left the balcony through my room. the tomb !

in.

MAY 15, 1 8

Ginevra ! It is to her I con-

secrate these pages the child that

at once fills my heart with inex-

pressible anxiety and the tenderest

affection the child whom I love so

dearly, but whom my hands perhaps
are too feeble to guide. And yet I

shudder at the thought of leaving her

behind me. My strength, however,
is rapidly failing, and I feel that my
poor child will soon be left alone.

Alone ! This word may seem
harsh to you, Fabrizio mio, and, lest

this should meet your eye, I will

explain my meaning.
I know you have as tender a

heart as mine, and your prudence
is far greater ; but, to tell you the

truth, you likewise are too fond of

her ! You know how many times

I have taken her from your arms to

make room for poor Livia, so often

grieved by your involuntary forget-

fulness, but not offended with her

little sister, because she too, like

every one else, felt that Ginevra
from her infancy had the power
of charming every eye and heart

around her ! . . .

But though to Livia you were
sometimes indifferent, you. were
never severe, whereas, though gen-

erally too indulgent to Ginevra,
when you delected some fault in

her, I have often seen you inclined

to go from one extreme to another,
and been obliged to beg you to

leave the correction to time or to

her mother.

She has grown up, as she is, in

our midst, like one of the flowers

of our clime which put forth their

beauty almost without cultivation,

rejoicing our hearts and our eyes,
and intoxicating us all with the per-
fume of her grace and caressing
affection.

O yes ! it is nothing but intoxi-

cation, and I have perhaps yielded
to it with too much delight ;

but I

repeat it, it is I alone, among all

who have loved her, whose delight
has been unmingled with blindness.

Perhaps this was because (par-
don me, Fabrizio) I loved her

more than any one else, and be-

cause the affection of a mother has

something divine in its clearness of

vision. I see this charming child,

to whom I have given birth, as she

is. I understand her real nature.

I look into her pure soul as into

the limpid waters of some beautiful

lake. But clouds are now passing
over its surface. Others are rising
and gathering, and I tremble to

think a storm may some day rise

up to overwhelm and crush her !

JUNE i.

This is Ginevra's fifteenth birth-

day. I will describe her, not only
as she appears to me, but to every
one else.

She is slender and graceful in

form, and an inch or two taller

than I. There is an habitual

sweetness and languor in her large,

brown eyes ;
but when they arc

suddenly lit up with surprise, won-

der, or any other unexpected emo-

tion, they glow with wonderful ex-
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pression and brilliancy. Her hair, O Almighty God ! . . . two more
of a golden hue which is as beauti- years of life, . . . that I may
ful as it is rare in our country, watch over her till the day I

parts on a pure white brow which am able to entrust her to the care

forms almost a continued straight of some one she can regard with

line with a nose of perfect regular- the true devotion of a wife !

ity, so that her profile would be Alas ! this desire is consuming
quite faultless were not her mouth my life. It is shortening my days,

larger than is consistent with the It is hastening my end, which I

standard of classical beauty. But regard with calmness when I mere-
this blemish is redeemed by the ly consider myself, but which fills

expression of her mouth, sometimes me with terror when I think only

grave and thoughtful enough to of her.

excite anxiety, sometimes half open JUNE 15.

with a child-like smile, and often It was your wish, Fabrizio, and
extended with hearty laughter, like I yielded to it. But it was not
that of a peasant, displaying two without repugnance I saw her go
beautiful rows of small, white to this ball. You say your sister

teeth. will watch over her
;
but I know

And now, O my child ! I would Donna Clelia better than you.
with the same sincerity describe She has no eyes but for her own
the lineaments of your soul, which daughters, and will think she has

is far dearer to me than your done her duty to Ginevra by see-

face yes, dearer to me than my ing, when she arrives, that her dress

own life, or even than yours ! has not been crumpled on the way,
In the inner recesses of this and, at her return, that she has lost

soul and I thank God for it! is none of her ribbons. She will sep-

hidden, even from her, a jewel of arate her from her own daughters,

purity and truth which it would you may be sure, lest she eclipse
be far easier to crush than deface, them, and leave her alone alone

Then, like a strong wind that can- in the gay world where she ap-
not shake this foundation, but pears for the first time. . . . You
seeks entrance through every pore, smiled when you saw her ready to

beats a loving nature that cannot start. You whispered with pride
be denied its food, which is the that a lovelier creature never was

predominant trait in her character, seen. . . . Ah ! Fabrizio, at that mo-

Passing over her other good quali- ment how I wished she were less

ties and her defects, and speaking charming, or, at least, that her

merely of her outward appearance, beauty could be hidden from every
it must be confessed that she mani- eye ! . . .

fests the excessive vanity of a child, Do you remember the assertion

and a want of reflection that would of a queen of France about which
be surprising in a girl of ten years we were conversing only a few

old, mingled with a passionate ar- days since ? You thought it too

dor that would excite anxiety in severe, but to me it only seems

one of twenty ! reasonable
;
for it gives expression

Such is my poor child such to the most earnest wish of my
are the attractive but alarming heart. O yes ! like her, I would
traits that constitute the peculiar rather see the child I love so

nature she has inherited. passionately a thousand times
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rather see her .die than contract

the slightest stain ! . . .

The hours are passing away, and
I must seek calmness in prayer. I

feel as if in this way I shall still be
able to protect her. . . .

Clelia promised to bring her

home at eleven. The clock has

just struck twelve, and she has not

yet arrived. . . .

JUNE 25.

I have been ill for a few days

past, and unable to write. To-day
I feel somewhat better, and, though
my mind has been greatly disturb-

ed, will try to collect my thoughts.
I was not deceived in my presenti-

ment. I thought the day of the

ball would be a fatal one, and I was
not mistaken. As I said, at mid-

night she had not returned. I

awaited her arrival with increased

anxiety of mind, lying awake a

whole hour after that, listening to

every sound, and repeatedly mis-

taking the noise of the sea for that

of the carriage bringing her home.
... At last, about half-past one, I

heard the rumbling of the wheels, and

presently recognized her light step
in the gallery. She passed my door
without stopping, and had arrived
at her own chamber, when Ottavia,
who had been sitting up with me,
went after her to say I was not yet

asleep, if she wished to come and
bid me good-night. As she enter-

ed the door, the light in Ottavia's

hand shone across her face. It

was by no means the same as at

her departure. The excitement of

dancing, and the fatigue of remain-

ing up to so unusual an hour, were
doubtless sufficient to account for

her disordered hair, her pale face,
and the striking brilliancy of her

eyes; but her troubled look, her

trembling lips, and the care she
took to avoid looking me in the face
when she fell on my neck, showed

there was something more which I

must wait till another day to ques-
tion her about. . . .

JULY i.

To continue the account inter-

rupted the other day :

I know everything now, for she

never deceives me. She is always
as sincere as she is affectionate.

Yes, she had scarcely entered the

ball-room before she was, as I fore-

told, separated from her cousins,
and left in a group of young ladies,

who, treating her as a mere child,

immediately proposed she should

take a seat at a table where there

were sweetmeats and games. Just
then the orchestra began a dance,
and the two oldest of the group
stationed themselves in front to at-

tract the attention of those in search

of partners, while a third kept
Ginevra in her seat by showing her

pictures, and patronizingly promis-

ing in a whisper to dance with her

presently. But at the sound of the

music, Ginevra could not be re-

strained from springing up and ad-

vancing to look at the preparations
for the dance. This change of

position attracted the observation

of a young gentleman who was

slowly entering the room with an

absent air without appearing to wish

to take any part in the dance.

"There is Flavio Aldini," said

one of the young ladies
;

*' he will

not condescend to come this way.
He looks upon us as mere school-

girls, and only dances with those

ladies whose elegance has already
made them the fashion."

"
I never saw him before, but he

looks very much as I supposed from

the description I had of him. Is

he not said to be engaged to a rich

heiress?"
" He ? No

;
he does not dre'am of

marrying, I assure you. I tell you
he never looks at us young ladies."
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" And yet, my dear, he seems to his request, and \\jas only prevent-
be looking rather earnestly in this ed from doing so by the fear of

direction now." being observed.

She was right. At that very JULY 5.

moment, the person of whom they I have not been able to con-

were speaking eagerly approached tinue. I have been growing weak -

the place where Ginevrawas stand- er and weaker, and can only write

ing, and, without glancing at her a few lines at a time without fatigue

companions, accosted her, begging Since the i5th of June, I have been
she would give him the pleasure of constantly worried and anxious. I

being her partner in the quadrille cannot bear for her to leave me
about to begin. now for a single instant. I want

This was a triumph for my poor to keep her constantly under my
Ginevra, and all the greater after eyes and near my heart. Yester-

the vexation caused by her com- day I saw her start at the sound

panions' patronizing airs. She went of a horse passing under the bal-

away radiant intoxicated. . . . cony. To-day she was standing
Hitherto she had been petted as a there with her eyes dreamily turn-

child
;
now she suddenly realized ed towards the road that connects

how much admiration a woman can our house with the shore. ... I

inspire, and this knowledge, like a called her, and she listened as I

mischievous spark, fell from the talked kindly to her, hoping to

look and smile of Flavio Aldini in- give a new turn to her thoughts,
to her very heart !

.

instead of trying to check them by
Flavio Aldini ! You will under- remonstrances. She is easily in-

stand, Fabrizio, the terror I felt at fluenced and guided by kindness

the mere name of this presuming but it is difficult to make her yield
fellow

;
so well calculated, alas ! to to authority. Oh ! there never was

please young eyes like hers, and a child who needed more than she

capable of taking advantage of the the tender guidance of a moth-

impression he could not help see- er ! . . .

ing he had made on her inexpe- But let thy will, O God ! be
rience. . . . done. Help me to say this with-

How agitated the poor child out a murmur. Let me not forget
was in repeating all his dangerous that my love for her is nothing-
compliments ! And how flattering nothing at all in comparison with

to her pride a success that attract- that.

ed the attention of every one in JULY 15.

the room, and made her an object It is only with great effort I can
of envy to those .who had just write to-day. I do not know as

humiliated her by their condescen- I shall be able to write more than
sion ! . . . I allowed her to go a few lines. But I wish to remind
on. . . . I was glad, at all events, to you once more, Fabrizio, of the con-
see she did not manifest the least versation we had yesterday eve-

shade of deception the usual con- ning. Who knows but it was the

sequence of vanity but I trembled last we shall ever have in this

as I listened ! world ! My time here is short.

He begged for the little bunch Do not forget my request. Lose
of flowers she wore in her bosom, no time in uniting her to some one
She was strongly tempted to grant she can love and will consent to
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be guided by. Though still young, her slumbers, . . . her terrible

he should be several years older awakening, . . . her incoherent

than she, in order to inspire her words, her last embrace, my despair !

with respect, which is so sweet All this I recalled with poignant

when mingled with affection, as grief as I pressed my lips to the

no one knows better than I, Fabri- lines written by her dying hand.

/,io. Has not the mingled respect I shed a torrent of tears, but this

and love with which you have fill- time they were salutary tears. I

cd my heart constituted the hap- had already severely expiated my
piness of my life ? I would bless error, for it was only my deep sor-

you once more for this, as I close, row for having embittered the last

I have not strength enough to con- hours of my mother's life, and per-

tinue. ... I must stop. . . . And haps, O fearful thought ! of hasten-

yet I would speak once more of ing her end, that had given so dark

her of my Ginevra my darling a shade to my grief, and filled me
child. I would implore you to be with a despair akin to madness. I

always mild and patient with her, was now stronger, calmer, and

and if ever. . . wiser, and felt I could yet repair

my fault by fulfilling my mother's

Here the journal ended ! . . . wishes, and this thought brought
Oh ! what a torrent of recollections the first ray of comfort that pene-
rushed across my mind at the sight trated my heart. I made many new
of this unfinished page ! This little resolutions in my mind, and felt I

book falling from her hand, . . . had firmness enough to keep them.

TO BE CONTINUED.

THE PRINCIPLES OF REAL BEING

v.

INTRINSIC PRINCIPLES OF COMPLEX BEINGS.

THE primitive beings of which to all primitive beings, involve in

we have treated in a preceding arti- their constitution other components,
cle imply nothing in their constitu- either physical or metaphysical,
tion but what is strictly necessary in Such complex beings are either sub-

order to exist in nature
;
and there- stantial or accidental compounds,

fore they are physically simple We propose to investigate in the

that is, not made up of other physi- present article the general consti-

cal beings, though they are meta- tution of substantial compounds,
physically compounded, because then of accidental compounds ;

and
their intrinsic principles are so lastly we snail-inquire into the prin-

many metaphysical components, ciples of the attributes and proper-
'hose beings, on the contrary, the ties of complex, as well as primitive,

entity of which is not strictly one, beings,
besides the three principles common Principles ofsubstantialcompounds.
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By substantial compound we mean
a compound of which the components
are distinct substances uniting in one

essence or nature. Such a compound
is a physical one, inasmuch as it is

made up of physical components;
for substances are complete beings,
and each of them has its own dis-

tinct and individual existence in

the physical order of things.
This definition of substantial

compound is very different from
that which the scholastics drew
from their theory of substantial

generations. But since chemistry
has shown, and philosophical rea-

soning based on facts confirms, that

what in such a theory is called the
"
generated substance

'

is only a

compound of substances, it must be

evident that our substantial com-

pound, as. above defined, does not,
in fact, differ from theirs, but is the

same thing viewed under a different

light. Perhaps, if the schoolmen
had thought that bodies were pos-

sibly but the result of the composi-
tion of many permanent substances,

they would not have called them

substantial, but only natural, com-

pounds ; yet, since the epithet
"
sub-

stantial
"
has been originally adopt-

ed, and is still commonly applied to

compounds which we know actual-

ly to contain many distinct substan-

ces, we cannot keep the word "
sub-

stantial
"

without giving it such a

meaning as will answer to the real

nature of the things it qualifies.

Nevertheless, should the reader

prefer to apply the epithet
"
sub-

stantial
"'

to that compound only
which consists of matter and sub-

stantial form interpreted in accord-

ance with the Peripatetic system,
then the compounds of which we
treat might be called natural, or es-

sential, compounds, or compound na-

tures. So long, however, as such

compounds are called
"
substances,"

we think we have the right to apply
to them the epithet "substantial."

The immediate principles of subr

stantial compound are three, as in

the primitive being : to wit, act,

term, and complement j but they are

of a different nature, as we are go-

ing to explain. Two cases are to be

examined. For the physical parts,
which unite to make one compound
nature, sometimes rank all alike as

material constituents of the com-

pound, as in water, iron, silver, and
other natural bodies

;
but at other

times one of the constituent sub-

stances stands forth in the charac-

ter of a form, as the human soul in

the body, all the parts of the body
remaining under it, and making up
the complete material constituent

of the compound nature.

In the first case, the physical

components taken together consti-

tute the adequate potential term or

the compound nature
; because, as

they are all alike material constitu-

ents, they are all alike potential re-

specting their composition ;
and

thus they are all equally liable to

be tied together by physical action.

The specific composition will be
the act of the compound essence

;

for it is such a composition that

formally binds together those physi-
cal components into one specific

compound. Finally, the actual

bond of the components, brought
about by their composition, will be

the actuality of the compound na-

ture that is, its formal complement.
That these three constituents

differ very materially from those of

a primitive being is evident : for,

in a primitive being, the term is a

pure potency that receives its first

actuation
;
whilst in the compound

nature it consists of a number of

actual beings which are no longer

potential respecting their first ac-

tuation, but only with regard to
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their composition, which gives higher principle. Then, by the in-

them a second and relative actua- troduction of this new principle, a

tion in the compound. Again, the second kind of substantial com-

act) in the primitive being, is a pro- pound arises, in which one of the

duct of creation, calculated to give components (the higher principle)
the first existence to its term

;
whilst ranks as the formal, and the others

in the compound nature it is the as the material, constituent of the

product of actions interchanged be- compound nature. Such is the

tween the components, and gives case with our own bodies
; which,

them, not to exist, but to be united to fulfil the ends for which they are

so as to form a new specific essence, organized by nature, besides their

Lastly, //*<? complement, in a primi- bodily constitution and organism,
tive being, is the existence of a require the infusion of a distinct

thing absolutely one, whilst in the principle of life. Hence the formal
compound nature it is the exist- constituent of man, and of all ani-

ence of a thing whose oneness is mals too, is the principle of life, or

altogether relative. the soul
;
whilst his material con^

In all compounds of this kind stituent is the body, with its organic
viz., whose form is, their composi- constitution.

tion the components are, of course, That the body is a physical be-

physical beings, as we have stated
; ing and a substance there is no

but their composition is only a doubt
;
and that the soul also is a

metaphysical entity. Indeed, we are physical being and a substance dis-

wont to call it
"
physical composi- tinct from the body is conclusively

tion
"

;
but we do not mean that it shown in all good treatises of an thro-

is a physical being ;
we only mean pology. The soul and the body are

that it is the composition "of phy- therefore two physical components,
sical beings." We know that for- and make up a physical compound,
mal composition is that by which The animal life, however, which is

the components are formally bound the result of the animation of the
with one another

;
and we know al- body by the soul and is, therefore,

so that the components are thus the complement of the compound
bound in consequence of their mu- is not a third physical component,
tual actions, and that such actions but a metaphysical entity; and
cannot be conceived to be complete thus of the three principles which
in nature, except inasmuch as they constitute the animal, the first and
are received in their proper sub- the second only are to be reckoned

jects viz., in the components them- as physical parts,
-selves. And therefore the compo- And now, since we have stated
sition which is styled

"
physical

"
is, that the constituents of compound

of its own nature, only an incom- natures may have either a physical
plete and metaphysical entity ; and, or only a metaphysical entity, we
in a like manner, the actuality of the must further inform our readers that

physical compound is not a physical a great number of authors are wont
being, as it cannot be found outside to consider all the real constituents
of that of which it is the result. of physical beings as so many/^/-

But a compound of the kind just cal entities. But we would say that

mentioned is sometimes intended in this they are mistaken; for al-

for an end which cannot be attain- though it is evidently true that the
ed without the concurrence of a constituent. principles of a physical
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being have a physical existence in evident that they contribute to its

the being to which they belong, constitution only inasmuch as they
it cannot be inferred that there- have a claim to further actua-

fore all such principles must be tion. For to be potential respect-
called physical beings ;

as some ing any kind of composition means
of them can neither have an inde- not only that the parts might be

pendent existence nor be even con- duly disposed to undergo such a

ceived without referring to their composition, but moreover that

correlative principles. Thus the they are already disposed and re-

act and the term of a primitive lated to each other in that man-

being are both entitatively less than ner which imperatively calls for

physical beings ;
for the first being such a composition. Consequent-!

we find in the physical order is that ly, the components, when thus

which arises out of them. It is not, disposed, constitute a potency
therefore, the same thing to say which needs actuation, and stands,
that a being is physically real, and with respect to the form of compo-
to say that it is made up of physi- sition, in the same relation in

cal realities. The first assertion which any term stands with respect

may be true, and the second false
;

to its essential act. It is, therefore,
because a thing which is one has manifest that the said components,
only one existence, and never- though they are physical entities,

theless implies three principles ;
behave as metaphysical principles

whence it appears that it is im- in their material principiation of a

possible to conceive each of the compound essence. As for the

three principles as having a distinct composition itself, we have already
existence. And since that which seen that it is always a metaphysi-
has no distinct existence in nature cal constituent,

is not a physical being, accordingly In the same manner, the soul

the principles of primitive physical and the body are indeed physical

beings are not physical, but only beings, absolutely speaking, and,

metaphysical, realities. therefore, independent of one an-

We have further to remark that other so far as their existence is

the act and the term, even when concerned; but the body is in-

they are complete physical entities, formed and vivified, not inasmuch
in their manner of principiating the as it exists in its absolute actuality,

compound nature always behave but inasmuch as it is potential re-

towards one another as incomplete specting animal life that is, inas-

entities, inasmuch as their prin- much as its organic composition

cipiation is always of a metaphysi- imperatively claims a soul. And'

cal, and never of a physical, charac- similarly the soul is a vivifying

ter. To speak first of those com- form, not inasmuch as it is some-

pound essences whose form is compo- thing absolute in nature, but inas-

sition, we observe that the physical much as it naturally requires corn-

components of such essences are pletion in the body for which it is

indeed in act, absolutely speaking, created and to which it is actually

but, with regard to the composi- terminated. It therefore appears

tion, they are simply in potency : that the soul and the body, in their

and since it is in this last capacity principiation of the animal, behave

that they enter into the constitu- towards one another as metaphysi-
tion of the compound nature, it is cal principles.
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Hence all composition of act and and accidental modes are not phy-

potency is, properly speaking, a sical beings, and that their exis-

mctaphysical composition ; though, tence is necessarily dependent on

when the compound is resolvable the existence of some other thing

into physical parts, the same com- of which they are the appurte-

position may also, from the physi- nances.

cal nature of the components, be An accident, properly so called,,

rightly styled physical. The differ- is an act having no term of its own,,

ence between a metaphysical and a and, therefore, having no metaphy-

physical compound does not, there- sical essence and no possibility of

fore, consist in the character of the a separate existence. Accordingly,,

composition itself, which is always the term of which it is in need

metaphysical, but in this : that the must be supplied by a distinct be-

latter can be resolved into phy- ing already existing in nature
;
and

sical parts which may and will ex- this is called the subject of the acci-

ist after their separation, whereas dental act. Hence no accidental

the former can be resolved only into act can be conceived to be without

metaphysical constituents which are a subject.

utterly incapable of separate exis- And here we must reflect that, as

tence. the first actuation of an essential

What precedes refers to the im- term by its essential act has for its

mediate constituents of compound result the actual existence of the in-

essences. It is evident that every im- dividual being, so also any second,

mediate principle, which is a com- or accidental, actuation of the term

plete being, involves other princi- by an accidental act has for its re-

pies. Hence all compound es- suit an actual mode of existing of

sences imply some principles which the same individual being. From
are proximate, and others which are this plain truth we infer that a dis-

remote. The remote are those by tinction is to be made between ac-

which every primitive component cidental acts, which are properly ac-

is itself constituted in its individual cidents, and accidental modes, which

reality, and from which the compo- are only accidentalities. An acci-

nents derive their real aptitude to dent, properly speaking, is that

become the material, the formal, or which causes the subject to acquire
the efficient principle of the com- an accidental actuality, and is al-

pound essence. ways an act
;
whilst the accidental

Principles of accidental compounds, mode is not an act, but an acciden-
We have hitherto shown that all tal actuality which results in the

physical beings, whether physically subject from the reception of the

simple or physically complex, in- accidental act.

volve in their constitution an act, a These general notions being ad-

erm, and a formal complement, mitted, let us inquire into the prin-

Nothing more is required to con- ciples of accidental compounds.
:lude that no physical being can An accidental compound is either a

Conceived of as an act without compound of substance and acci-

> term, or a term without its act, dent or a compound of real es-

a formal actuality not resulting sence with something superadded.
from the concurrence of an act and In the first case,

"
accidental

"

> suitable term. From this it im- means the opposite of
"
substan-

mediately appears that accidents tial
"

;
in the second case,

"
acci-

VOL. xix. 12
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dental
" means the opposite of

"
es- can be admitted without a corre-

sential." Thus a falling body is an spending action. Hence all acci-

.accidental compound of substance dental act that is properly and

and its momentum, the momen- truly received in a subject is the

turn being a real accident
;
whereas immediate product of action, and

a man clothed is an accidental com- its production exactly coincides

pound of individual human nature and coextends with its reception.

..and dress; the dress being consid- Lastly, the mode of being which

ered as something accidental as results from the accidental actua-

compared with the essence of man, tion of the subject is only an acciden-

though it is a real substance. And tality, or an accidental actuality, as

in the same manner a mass of gold we have already remarked, and is

is an accidental compound of gold- predicated of the subject, not as

en molecules, because each mole- something received in it, but as

cule fully possesses the essence of something following from the actual

gold independently of any other reception of the accidental act.

molecule
;
whence it follows that Hence the substance, or the nature,

the addition of other molecules is which is the subject of such acci-

accidental as compared with the dental modes lies under them, not

essence of gold, and only increases on account of its receptivity, but

the quantity without altering the on account of the resulting poten-

specific nature of gold. Of course, tiality, which is a proper appurte-
these other molecules are sub- nance, not of the material term, but

stances, and it is only their concur- of the formal complement of the

rence into one mass that is acci- substance. And, in fact, the corn-

dental, plement of all created essence al-

It is plain that the constituent ways arises from the actuation of a

principles of an accidental com- potential term, and therefore is it-

pound are three v\z.,the\icctdental self necessarily potential that is,

act which entails a modification of liable to such accidental changes as

the subject; the subject which re- may result from any new actuation

ceives the modifying act
;
and the of the essential term. This result-

accidental mode of being, or the ing potentiality is commonly styled

modification, which results from mobility, changeableness, or affectibili-

the reception of the act in the sub- (y, and may be called modal poten-

ject. tiality in opposition to the passive
The subject is always a complete potentiality which is the character-

physical being, and, therefore, has istic of the essential term,

its own essential act, term, and Hence a subject is said to receive

con plement, independently of all the accidental act, but not the ac-

things accidental. It becomes the cidental mode
; and, on the contra-

subject of an accidental act by ac- ry, is said to be affected by the acci-

tually receiving it. dental mode, but not by the acci-

The accidental act which is re- dental act. We may say, however,
ceived in the subject must proceed that a subject is modified as well by

immediately from the action of some the act as by the mode, because

natural or supernatural agent. This this expression applies equally to

is evident
;

for real receptivity is the making of the change (tnutatio

real passivity, and therefore recep- in fieri] and to the state that follows

tion is passion. Now, no passion (inutatio in facto esse).
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A subject has, therefore, two dis- subject, do not inhere in the sub-

tinct manners of underlying : the ject, but only in a certain manner
one on account of its receptivity, adhere to it. All accidental conno-

the other on account of its affecti- tations and relativities belong to

bility ;
the one by reason of the this last class.

passive potentiality of its term, the Hence we gather that predica-
other by reason of the modal poten- mental accidents are of different

tiality of its complement. Thus a species, and accordingly demand

body, according to its passive po- distinct definitions. The acciden-

tentiality, underlies the act produced tal act, or accident strictly, is an

in it by a motive power, because it act received in the subject and in-

passively receives the motive deter- hering in it
;
the intrinsic mode is

mination, and, according to its mod- an accidental actuality or modifi-

al potentiality, it underlies local cation resulting in the subject ;
the

movement, this movement being the extrinsic mode is a simple conno-

immediate result of the determina- tation or respect arising between

tion received. And in a similar the subject and some correlative

manner our soul, inasmuch as it is term. Accordingly, accidental be-

receptive or passive, underlies the ing in general cannot be defined as

act produced or the impression
'

that which inheres in a subject
"

made in it by a cognizable object ; quod inh&ret alteri tamquam sub-

and inasmuch as it is affectible, it jecto for this definition does not

underlies the feeling or affective embrace all accidentalities, but

movement, which immediately re- should be defined as
"
that which

suits from the cognition of the ob- clings to a subject
"

quod innititur

ject. alteri tamquam subjecto, the phrase
We have said that every accident

'

to cling to
"

being understood in

which is received in a subject and in- a most general sense. This last

heres in it must be produced by the definition covers all the ground of

action ofsome agent ;
and this being predicamental accidentalities

;
for

the case, it follows that the quantity it is, in fact, applicable to all accl-

of the mass of a body, and the quan- dental acts, intrinsic modes of be-

tityof its volume, which are not the ing, and extrinsic connotations,

product of action, cannot be ranked For the same reason, the subject

among the accidents received and is not to be defined as
"
that which

inhering in the body ;
and generally receives within itself an accidental

all the accidental modes which arise entity," but as "that to which an

in the subject, in consequence of accidental entity belongs," and,
the reception of accidental acts, are taking the word "

subject
"

in its

intrinsic modes indeed, but are not most general sense, we may also

received, and do not properly in- define it, as Aristotle did, to be" that

herein their subject; they only re- of which anything is predicated."
suit in the subject. Moreover, as It is only by this last definition that

all such intrinsic modes immediate- we can explain the general practice

ly arise from the intrinsic reception of predicating of everything, not

of accidental acts, it follows that only its accidentalities, but also its

those accidental modes which do attributes and essential properties,
not arise in this manner must be Such predications would be impos-
extrinsic ; and therefore such modes, sible, if the notion of subject were

though they are predicated of their restricted to that which receives on
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itself accidental entities
;
for attri-

butes are not accidents, and are

not received in their subject, but

spring forth from its very essence,

as we are going presently to show.

When the thing predicated of any

subject is an accidental act, then its

subject is a subject of inhesion.

When the thing predicated is an

intrinsic mode, no matter whether

essential, substantial, or accidental,

then its subject is a subject of attri-

bution. And when the thing predi-

cated is only a connotation or a re-

spect (modus sc habendi ad aliud),

then its subject is a subject of mere

predication.

As we have stated that natural

accidents cannot exist without a

subject, the reader may desire to

know how we can account for the

accidents which, in the Holy Eu-

charist, exist without their sub-

stances. As a lengthy discussion

of this philosophico-theological

question would be here quite out

of place, we will content ourselves

with remarking that the Eucharis-

tic species of bread, as described

by S. Thomas and by the ancient

scholastics, is not a natural and

predicamental accident; and that,

therefore, many things may be pos-
sible with the Eucharistic species

which are not possible with natural

accidents. It is not true, in fact,

what some have maintained, that in

the Holy Eucharist each of the ac-

cidents of bread exists without any

subject. Theologians acknowledge
that the quantity of the bread fulfils

the duty of subject with regard to

all the other accidents, and conse-

quently that all the other accidents,

after the consecration as before,

cling to quantity. There is no

need, therefore, of assuming color

without a subject, or figure without

a subject, or weight without a sub-

ject. This would simply mean

color of nothing, figure of nothing,

weight of nothing; which is not a

miracle, but an absurdity. To ac-

count for the sacramental species,

theologians need only to show that

the quantity of the bread can exist

miraculously without the substance

of the bread. This is the only ac-

cident which remains without any
subject whatever; for the Sacred

Body, which admodum substantial

that is, substantively, replaces the

substance of the bread is indeed
under that quantity, but it is not

affected nor modified by it, and
therefore cannot be called its sub-

ject in the ordinary sense of the

word, though some writers have
called it a sacramental subject.

To show that quantity without

the substance of which it is the

quantity is not an impossibility, we
must leave aside the idea that such

a quantity is a form inherent in the

substance. For the quantity of the

mass which alone is destined to be-

come the first subject of all the

other accidents is made up of a

number of material parts, and

therefore is not a form, but a cer-

tain amount of actual matter, and

fulfils the office of matter, as S. Tho-
mas recognizes, and not that of

form, as Suarez and others after

him have erroneously assumed.

Now, it is evident that as no num-
ber can be conceived without units,

so neither can a quantity of mass
be conceived without its parts ;

and

that, if such parts or units are sub-

stances, the quantity of the mass
will be nothing less than a number
of substances. So long, then, as

such a quantity remains, it cannot

cease to be a number of substances,

unless, indeed, each of the units of

which it is made up, and which

must always remain, be supernatu-

rally deprived of that which places
them formally in the rank of sub-
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stances. This is, therefore, what explanation of the Eucharistic mys-
must be done, and what is really tery.

done by transubstantiation. When, One thing remains to be said

in fact, the words of the consecra- regarding the distinction between

tion are pronounced, and the Sacred accidental and substantial corn-

Body of our Lord is constituted pounds. We have defined the first

under the sensible symbol admodum to be a compound "of substance

substantia (that is, not only substan- and accident," or a compound
:<

of

tially, but substantively), then the essence and something acciden-

substantiality of every particle of tally superadded to it." The se-

the bread is superseded, and, so to cond we defined to be a com-

say, supplanted by the new sub- pound
: '

of substances uniting in

stance which lies under each of one essence or nature." But, as

them, but which leaves intact the we noticed, the authors pledged to

constituents of concrete quantity ;
the theory of substantial genera-

for
"
the act and the power of sub- tions admitted of no "

substantial
"

stance," and "
whatever belongs to compound but that which was be-

matter," remains in each of them, as lieved to consist of matter and

S. Thomas teaches, in accordance substantial form
;
and accordingly

with the common doctrine of the all compounds the form of which

ancient scholastics and of the fathers was an accidental entity, say com-

of the church. position, were considered by them
Thus the quantity of the bread as accidental. We observe that

remains the same as before, and composition, though an accidental

retains its formal and material con- entity, is nevertheless the "essen-

stitution, notwithstanding the sub- tial
'

form of the compound, and
stantial conversion of the bread gives it its

"
first

"
actuality. If,

into the Sacred Body of our Lord, then, the compound is a distinct

Had the modern scholastics paid essence, and has a distinct name,
more attention to this last point, and is called a distinct

; '

sub-

they would have seen that the stance," as water, iron, gold, etc.,

species of bread is none of those its form, though an accident, is an
natural accidents, whether forms essential constituent of the specific
or formalities, which found a place substance.

in Aristotle's categories, but is a We cannot at present discuss

supernatural accident as perfectly the question of substantial genera-
constituted, in its own way, as sub- tions

;
we only remark that, to

stance itself, and therefore capable avoid all useless disputes about
of being kept in existence by God words, a physical compound, when
without the help of a natural sub- it contains nothing but what is

ject. The reader may infer from needed for the constitution of its

remarks that the philo- specific nature, may be called

sophical questions about natural or Unum per se naturale i.e., a being
predicamental accidents are alto- essentially one ;

and when it has

ther distinct from, and indepen- something accidentally superadd-
dent of, those concerning the sac- ed, it may be called Unum per ac-

ramentiil species ;
and that there- cidens i.e., a being accidentally

fore nothing that philosophers may one. This distinction of names,
say about natural accidents can which is familiar to all philoso-
have any direct bearing on the phers, expresses the distinction
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of the things without having re- things are said by all philosophers
course to the terms of "substantial to emanate from the essence, to flow

compound
" and "

accidental com- from the essence, to follow from

pound," taken in the Peripatetic the essence, without any other

sense of the words. Thus, whilst thing being ever mentioned as

the Peripatetics based their dis- their principle; which shows the

tinction between these compounds universality of the doctrine that

on a presumed difference between the essence alone is the adequate
their forms, we draw our own from source of all its attributes,

the presence or absence of any- And here let us observe that the

thing not belonging to the specific words principle and source are not

nature of the compound. This we synonymous; for a principle is

do in accordance with the true not sufficient, of itself, to principi-

spirit of scholastic philosophy, not ate anything without the concur-

to say compelled by a philosophi- rence of other principles, as it

cal necessity ;
for we know that does not perfectly contain in itself

the constituent form of a purely the whole reality of which it is a

material compound, though essen- principle. The source, on the con-

tial with respect to the compound trary, contains totally and adequate-

itself, is only an accident received ly within itself whatever emanates

in the substance of the compo- from it
;
so that any such emana-

nents, as we may hereafter have an tion, taken separately, is only an

occasion to show. And now let us imperfect exhibition of the reality

come to the attributes of complete from which it emanates, as it pre-

beings. sents it only under one out of the

Principles of attributes andproper- many different points of view under

ties. All complete beings possess which it may be regarded. To
attributes and properties called es- say, then, that the essence of a

sential that is, invariably follow- thing is the source of all its attri-

ing the essence to which they belong, butes is to say that the essence

It is therefore necessary ifor us to itself alone sufficiently accounts for

inquire whether, to account
'

for their origin, their necessity, and

them, any special principles must their distinction,

be admitted. We can easily show That such is the case we shall

that no new real principle is re- easily understand by reflecting that

quired besides the principles of the all the essential attributes and

essence, as all the essential attri- properties of a thing express the

butes and properties
* of a com- being or actuality of the thing -un-

plete being are fully contained in der some special aspect ;
as to be

the real essence of the same as active, to be passive, to be one, to be

in their fountain-head, inasmuch simple, etc. Now, to be, or actual-

as they are nothing else than ity, immediately results from the

the actuality of the essence consid- principles of the essence alone, as

ered under different aspects or we have proved in our last article,

connotations. It is known, in Consequently, the essential attri-

fact, that the essential attributes of butes and properties of anything

immediately result from the essen-
* Attribute and property mean the same in ... . . . ,

reality; but we usually cill them attributes tial principles OI the thmg-
wuh respect to the thing absolutely considered from its real essence. TllUS a be-
as a being, and properties with respect to the .... , ,

thing considered as a principle of operation. ing IS active inasmuch as the act
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by which it is can be further ter- that nothing further is necessary,

minated; and therefore to be active that they may be distinctly con-

is nothing more than to have in ceived, but intellectual considera-

itself an act further terminable; tion.

and activity, or active power in the What we have said of the attri-

abstract, is nothing more than the butes that have their foundation in

further terminability of the same the essential principles of being ap-
art. In like manner, a being is plies equally to qualities whicn are

passive inasmuch as its intrinsic the immediate result of accidental

term is still capable of further actuation. Thus, if a material point
actuation and therefore to be pas- be acted on, the result of the deter-

sive is nothing more than to have mination it receives will be velocity.

in itself a term which can be fur- Of course, velocity is an acciden-

ther actuated
;
and passivity, or tal attribute, since it follows from

passive potentiality in the abstract, the termination of an accidental

is nothing more than the further act; yet it results as perfectly from

actuability of the same term. The that termination as the essential

like may be said of every other attributes result from the termina-

attribute. Meanwhile, if we in- tion of the essential act.

quire what does terminability, or In general, all the objective

actuability, add to the thing, we ratios which immediately follow the

shall soon see that it adds nothing constitution of a concrete being
real, but only exhibits the reality need no additional principles, be-

of the thing under a special form- cause they are already contained in

ality as connoting something either the entity of the concrete being,
intrinsic or extrinsic to it. Thus in which the intellect finds its

the terminability of the act simply ground for their distinct concep-
connotes some term capable of tion. And here let us add two re-

actuation, and the actuability of marks. The first is that all such
the term simply connotes an act intelligible ratios identify them-

by which it can be actuated. selves really, though inadequately,
From this it follows that the with the concrete entity of which

essential attributes of being are they are predicated ;
so that be-

nothing but distinct abstract ratios tween the attribute and its con-

having their foundation in the crete subject there can be but

principles of the complete being, the slightest of metaphysical dis-

and presenting its actuality under tinctions. The second is that the

different aspects. In fact, it is be- essential attributes of a simple being
cause such a being contains the are never really distinct from one
foundation of all those ratios that another. The reason of '

this is

our intellect, by looking upon it, evident
;
for such attributes are the

is enabled to discover them, and simple actuality of a simple being,
to trace them distinctly to their which does not cea e to be identical

distinct principles. It thus ap- with itself when it is viewed from

pears that the true reason why no different points of view. They ad-

new real principles are needed to mit, however, of a distinction of
account for the essential attributes reason ;

for when the same thing is

of things consists in this, that the considered under different aspects,
whole reality of the attributes al- the distinct concepts that are then

ready pre-exists in the thing, and formed by the mind evidently ex-
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hibit distinct objective ratios, every dergo a change in their degree ;

one of which corresponds to one of and since none of those changeable
those aspects without formally im- degrees are determinately required

plying the others. by the essence of the molecular

Though we have hitherto spoken compound, it follows that the es-

of the essential attributes and pro- sential attributes and properties of

perties of primitive beings, the each molecule, in so far as their

doctrine we have expounded is also actual degree is concerned, are

applicable to those of all substan- accidental
;
and accordingly such

tial compounds. Thus the attri- attributes and properties by their

butes and properties of a molecule degree belong to the predicament
of hydrogen, oxygen, or any other of accidental quality. Such is the

specific compound have the reason case with the attributes of e/ery
of their being in the essential prin- single molecule of a natural sub-

ciples of their respective compound, stance.

and nothing else is required to ac- As for bodies made up of a num-
count for them, as is evident from ber of molecules of the same kind,
the preceding explanations. It is it is evident that all such bodies

to be observed, however, that in are accidental compounds, and
such compounds as owe their being none of them can have any other

to material composition only, as it essential attributes besides those

is the case with all the molecules which are common to their mole-

of natural bodies, the composition cules. For the union of equal
which is the essential form of the molecules is the union of integrant

compound is not a substantial, but parts, and gives rise to no new
an accidental, determination of the species, but only to accidental re-

components ;
and hence it is that lations, quantity of mass, and

each such molecule involves in its quantity of volume
;
and conse-

essential constitution both substance quently all the attributes and pro-
and accident, and therefore is not perties originating in the agglomera-

exactly a substance, but a natural tion of such integrant parts are

compound essence. The conse- simply accidental qualities. Thus

quence is that its essential attri- liquidity is an accidental quality of

butes, too, owe their being not only water, because it exhibits only the

to the component substances, but mutual behavior of distinct mole-

also to such accidents as are essen- cules which, of themselves, and

tially implied in the constitution of apart from one another, are not

the compound. IL\\\\.S, porosity, com- liquid, though they have all that is

pressibility, bulk, etc., which are needed to unite in the liquid state,

essential attributes of each molecule And indeed, if each molecule con-

as such, have the reason of their tains the true essence of water, and

being partly in the elements of yet is not actually liquid, actual

which they are made up, and partly liquidity has nothing to do with

in the specific form of their compo- the essence of water, and therefore

sition. Now, this specific form is not an essential attribute of

may undergo accidental changes water, but an accidental mode re-

without trespassing the bounds of its suiting from mutual accidental ac-

species ; and those essential attri- tion between neighboring mole-

butes which depend on the specific cules.

composition may consequently un- There are two cases, however, in
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which new essential attributes may butes which depend on the com-
be found in a body without being position admit of different acciden-

found in the component molecules, tal degrees.
The first is when the component We have only to add that the

molecules undergo chemical com- abstract ratios, through which the

bination
;

for in this case such attributes and properties of things
molecules are not merely integrant are conceived, are very frequently
but constituent, and by their com- ^m formalities. Formalities are,

bination a new essence is formed, generally speaking, either real or

Now, a new essence gives rise to logical. A real formality is that

new essential attributes. Thus which has its being in the reality

sulphuric acid, for instance, has of things ;
a logical formality, on

attributes which do not belong to the contrary, is that which has no
its components. being in real things, but only in our
The second case is when the conception.

whole body is only a part of the Real formalities are also call-

compound essence that is, when ed metaphysical degrees. Thus, in

the specific form of that essence is Socrates^ animality, rationality, in-

a distinct substance, as in man and dividuality, personality, etc., are so

all animals, whose bodies are in- many metaphysical degrees. All

formed by a soul. In this case, such degrees express the being of

the whole body and all that belongs the thing under some particular
to its organic constitution is involv- aspect ;

as to be animated, to be

ed in the essence of the perfect rational, to be an individual, etc.,

compound of which it is a part ;
as we have above remarked,

and therefore some among the Real formalities are either abso-

essential attributes of the compound lute or respective. The absolute

must depend on the very constitu- are those which belong to the thing
tion of the body. Thus stature considered in itself absolutely ;

as

follows from the essential constitu- substantiality, oneness, singularity,
tion of man, which includes a body The respective are those which

having dimensions. But here, again, imply a connotation of something
we must observe that, although to else

;
as terminability, passivity,

have some stature is an essential cognoscibility. The absolute for-

attribute of man, to have this stat- malities correspond to the absolute

ure rather than that is an acciden- attributes of beings ;
the respective

tal quality ;
it being evident that correspond to the relative attributes

human nature can exist without this that is, to the properties and
ctcrminate stature. qualities of beings.

the preceding remarks we are Real formalities are either posi-
to conclude, ist, that all essential tive, negative, or privative. The

attributes originate in the essential positive are directly founded on

constituents of the nature of which the act, term, and complement of the

they are the attributes; 2d, that being; as activity, passivity, and
all the accidental attributes or inertia. The negative are real ne-

qualitirs originate in the accidental gations affecting, the thing; as the

terminations of the nature of mode of substance, which is a ne-

whirh they are the accidental gation of sustentation. The priva-

qualities; 3d, that, in material tive are real privations, as blindness

compounds, those essential attri- in man.
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We may observe, by the way,
that the logical formalities are like-

wise either positive, negative, or

privative. The positive exhibit

the thing as a positive element of

logical thought ;
as when man is

said to be the subject of a proposi-
tion. The negative exhibit the

thing as affected by a negation
which is not in the thing, but only
in our conception of it

;
as when

we say that God's immensity and

eternity are distinct
;
for distinc-

tion is a negation of identity, but

the distinction in this case is only
mental, because those two attributes

are the same thing in reality. The
privative exhibit the thing as men-

tally stripped of that which is due
to it

;
as when we consider color,

figure, velocity, etc., as formally
universal, and therefore as depriv-
ed of a subject ;

for they cannot be

deprived of a subject except in our

conception.
This is what we had to say about

attributes and properties. As we
have here and there mentioned

inadequate identity, metaphysical
distinction, distinction of reason,

etc., we will take care to have the

meaning of these words accurately

explained in our next article, in

which we hope to end this our

cursory survey of the principles of

real being.

TO BE CONTINUED.

THE BUTTERFLY.
FROM THE FRENCH OF MARIE JENNA.

WHY silently draw near
And menace my joyous flight ?

What is there in my gay career
That can offend your sight ?

I am only a vivid beam,
Flitting now here, now there,

A winged gem, a fairy dream,
A flower that the breeze may bear.

The brother of the rose,

In her breast I shun the storm
;

On her soft bosom I repose,
And drink her perfume warm.

My life is a transient thing,

Why mar its glad estate ?

Answer me, O creation's king !

Art envious of my fate ?

Nay, hear me while I pray :

Elsewhere thy footsteps bend;
Let me live at least one happy day,
Thou that shalt never end !
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THE FARM OF MUICERON.

BY MARIE RHEIL.

FROM THE REVUE DU MONDE CATHOLIQUE.

xx. Jeanne Ragaud was drawing wa-

THAT day was February 25, ter from the well
; but, instead of

1848. If you remember, there carrying off the buckets already
had never been seen, at that season, filled, she deposited them on the

such mild weather and such bril- ground, and, resting her elbows on

liant sunshine. But that the trees the curbstone of the well, covered

were without leaves, it seemed like her face with her hands in the

May ;
and in the orchards exposed attitude of a person completely

to the south, the almond-trees were overcome.

even covered with big buds ready He knew she was weeping, and
to flower. certainly her poor heart must have

This beautiful, early spring re- been full of sorrow that she should

joiced all on the earth, both men give way to such silent grief. The
and beasts

;
the peasants were good curJ could no longer restrain

heard singing in the fields, the himself; he advanced gently behind
horses neighing at the plough, the her, and, when quite near, touched
hens clucking, the sparrows chirp- her on the shoulder, just as he had

ing, the lambs bleating; and down done in former days, when he wish-

to the babbling brooks, that flowed ed to surprise her 'in some school-

and leaped o.ver the stones with girl's trick.

more than ordinary rapidity, each Jeanne turned around, and he saw

creature, in its own way, appeared her pretty face bathed in tears,

happy and glad.
'* Oh ! oh !" said the kind pastor,

The cure walked along slowly, a smiling,
" what are you doing, my

little fatigued by the heat, to which daughter? I wager you are the

he was not yet accustomed. He only one who is not rejoicing to-

closed his Breviary, and thought day in the bright sunshine that

of the dear family he was about to the good God gives us."

rejoice with his good news, and
'

Father," said the little thing,

doubtless, also, of the exile, who who always thus addressed our curd

only waited for one word to return when they were alone,
"

it is perhaps
to his beloved home. very wrong, but it is precisely all

When he reached the right of the this joy I see around me that breaks

barns at Muiceron, he paused a my heart. When I reached the well,

moment behind the cottage to take I thought how often Jean-Louis had
breath and wipe his forehead, come to this very place to draw
From that spot he could see into water for us, and how displeased
the courtyard without being seen

;
he was when my mother wished to

and what he saw, although very do it herself. Poor Jeannet ! he

simple, moved him to the bottom was so gentle and kind ! Oh ! I am
of his soul. sure he is unhappy away from home."
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"That is not doubtful," replied
the curd ; "but perhaps one day we
will see him again."

"
I begin to despair of it," said

she.
" He left heart-broken, and

perhaps now he detests me."
"
Perhaps ? Perhaps, my daugh-

ter, can mean yes as well as no
;

why should it not be no ?"

"Ah! if I only knew!" said she.
"
Well, what would you do ?"

"
I would write to him that I

love him," she cried, clasping her

hands; "and I would beg him to

come and tell me that he pardons
me, and take his place again at

home
;
for the house will always be

his, whether I live or die
;
and al-

though I have done very wrong,
he would listen to me, don't you
think so, father?"

"
Yes," said the cure, much touch-

ed
;

' he is a person who never

cherished rancor against any one.

Write to him, my child, and tell

him all you wish
; your letter will

reach him."
" Ah ! you know where he is ? I

thought so," said she joyfully.
'

Yes, indeed ! I know where he

is, and I will now tell you, my dear

daughter. He is in Paris, where
he wants for nothing ;

and if you
are good, if you will stop crying, I

will read you some of his letters,

which will make you happy."
'' Oh ! I promise you that I will

be good. I will not cry any more

never again," cried the poor little

creature, who instantly began to

sob, by way of keeping her pro-
mise.

But they were tears of joy this

time, and the cure let them flow

without reproof. They entered

Muiceron together, and Jeannette,
without any preambulation, threw

herself on her mother's breast, cry-

ing out that Jeannet was coming
back. Pierrette, who desired it as

ardently as she, asked to be excus-
ed for one moment, that she might
run off and tell Ragaud, who was

sowing clover near the house. It

was right that they should be all

together to hear such welcome
news

;
but scarcely had the good

woman reached the door, than she

knocked against Jacques Michou,
who had just crossed the threshold.

'

Jean-Louis ! Jean- Louis is com-

ing back!" said Pierrette, as she

passed him. "Come in, Jacques
Michou; I will be back in a

second."

Michou entered in his usual tran-

quil manner. He saluted the cure

and Jeanne without showing the

least excitement.
' Who says that Jeannet is coming

back?" he asked.
' We don't say he is coming

back," replied the cure',
"
but that

he will return home."
"
All very well," answered Mi-

chou
;

"
but, for the present, that is

not to be thought of."
"
My God !" cried Jeanne,

" what
has happened ?"

' The revolution in Paris," said

Michou
;

" and this time it is real.

Here is a letter from M. le Marquis,
who tells me that in three days from
now all will be fire and blood. He
orders me to join him Jeannet is

with him and I will take guns for

everybody."

Jeannette fell fainting in a chair.

M. le Cure conversed with Michou
;

and, meanwhile, Ragaud and Pier-

rette entered, and learned, in their

turn, the event, which was very true,

as we all know. I leave you to

think if there were ahs ! and ohs !

and exclamations of all kinds. For
a full hour there were so many con-

tradictory statements you would
have thought the revolution at

Paris transported to Muiceron. Se-

veral peasants, returning from the
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city, stopped at the farm, and re- blood as far as the bridge at Rouen,

ported there was agitation every- I did not think the thing incredible,

where
;

that a great number of and, with great simplicity, I always
workmen in the factories had de- awaited still more extraordinary

camped ; and, as under similar cir- news.

cumstances all sorts of stories are I remember, also, that a band of

told and believed, it was added that our most respectable young men
half the capital was already burnt, took turns every night in mounting
and that smoke was seen in all the guard around the chateau of Val-

other parts of the city. At that, Saint, because it was known, from
Michou shrugged his shoulders

;
but a trustworthy source, that the eel-

he was anxious about his master, lars contained more than a hundred
whom he knew to be the man to do barrels of powder, ready to blow up
a thousand imprudent things, so he at the shortest notice. Now, to ask

took a hasty farewell of his friends, how so many barrels, the least of

and that very evening passed Mui- which weighed as much as a tun of

ceron in full rig, armed and equip- wine, could have been placed there

ped, ready for his post. without being seen, is what no per-
So once again everybody at Mui- son thought of; and the reflection,

ceron became gloomy and miserable, what man, sufficiently desirous of

as each day brought its fresh con- putting an end to his daysbybring-
tingent of sad news. For if, in the ing that enormous building down
eity and among learned men, where upon him (a thing which could
there is every chance of correct in- profit no one), would be capable of

formation, every one appears half setting fire to the powder, still less

crazy in time of public calamity, entered their heads; and yet terror

and in a fever to talk all kinds of was at its height at the mere thought
nonsense, you can imagine what it of an explosion so tremendous that

is in a village, where one is obliged it would have broken all windows
to listen to the neighbors and gos- for two leagues round. And thus

sips, who always improve on the it is that good people, without wish-

most absurd reports. It is true, ing it, lend their hands to the revo-

also, that they never see a paper, lution.

and it is lucky if they preserve a It was not that all this was be-
few gleams of good sense; but what lieved at Muiceron as readily as I

each one draws from his own pri- swallowed it, but, in reality, they
vate source amply suffices to bewil- were very anxious, and ardently de-
der everybody. sirous of hearing news. A long week

I, who speak to you, and who was passed. M. Michou wrote a short

very young at the time of this revo- letter, in which he said everybody
lution, remember well to have heard was well, that M. le Marquis and
it positively affirmed that the king, Jean-Louis were always together,
Louis Philippe, and "his family had and cried out,

"
Long live the king!"

been crucified in front of their cha- in the streets while carrying a white

teau, then cut in little pieces, boil- flag, which made the boys of the

I, and eaten by the people! And street laugh, but at which no one
rhen, in addition, it was said that took any exception. He added that

the waters of the Seine had formed a King Louis Philippe was driven out,

magnificent cascade from the heap- and that for the present the republic

ed-up corpses, and were red with was much spoken of. Thereupon
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Ragaud declared that all was lost; they might sign the lease between

for he, like all those of his age, their shoulders and heads. For

only understood the republic as ac- ROW that all this fine story is over,

companied by scaffolds, drownings, it must be avowed the first part of

and robberies, as in that of 1793, the revolution was more laugh -

which he well remembered. able than terrible. I had it from

Jeannette, then, with the consent Michou, who was present and wit-

of M. le Cure, wrote a long and nessed many things in detail, which

touching letter, which she addressed were served up for our amusement

to Solange, in which she poured during many of the following win-

forth all the warmth and fire of her ters. The good man never wearied

little heart. The poor child dared of relating how the great city of Pa-

not write directly to Jeannet, in ris, that had driven off a king from a

the fear that new events might pre- desire of giving herself a hundred

vent his receiving the missive
;
but thousand in his place, played at

she did not doubt that Solange comedy for three months, for the

would find means to read it to him sole purpose, I suppose, of afford-

who would receive so much conso- ing other countries a perpetual di-

lation from its contents. The mis- version. Once, for example, in re-

fortune was that, in the midst of membrance of spring-time, a crowd
the fray, that good girl could hear of little trees were planted at all

nothing about her old friend; and, the corners, as signs of liberty ;
and

between ourselves, it was, I believe, as, for this amusement, each man
because she had no permission to became a gardener on his own hook,
mix herself up in the affair, as she without ever having learned the

lived retired and absorbed in prayer trade, you can imagine what chance

with the other young sisters of the these precious emblems of freedom

novitiate. It therefore followed had of flourishing. It is not neces-

that when Jeannet, in his turn, sary to say that they fell down
wrote to M. le Cure, it seemed, from and were trodden under foot in a

the quiet, sad, and cold tone of very short time, so that the beauti-

his letter, that he knew nothing of ful green ornaments were renounc-

this step of Jeannette's, or, if he ed at the end of a few days !

knew it, he attached no importance Another time, the street-boys
to it, and wished them to under- assembled and formed the brilliant

stand it was too late to repair mat- resolution that they would have a

ters. general illumination. And then-
It was this last idea which fastened I really would not have believed it,

itself in the child's head as firmly if Jacques Michou had not vouched
as a nail in the wood. She became for the truth these ragamuffins

profoundly sad, which, according ran in troops through the streets,

to her habit, she concealed as much hand-in-hand, shouting out a song
as possible ;

and thus passed weeks which had but two words, always
and months without anything fur- sung to the same tune,

ther being said of the return of the "Light up! light up!" they
dear boy, so fondly desired by all at cried at the top of their voices ;

Muiceron. upon which, all classes, rich and
So far affairs in Paris wrent on poor, high and low, obediently

quietly, and the people who believ- placed candles in the windows,
ed in scaffolds began to think without daring to utter a word
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against the decree
;
and this lasted obliged to shut their eyes and stop

more than a fortnight up their ears. In my opinion, in-

I will only ask, if the king or stead of being contented with that,

our holy father, the Pope, had ex- they should have descended into

acted such a thing even once, what the streets, and enforced order

would have been said? There with heavy blows of the cudgel;

was also the farce of the laborers, but, if they thought of that later,

who were out of work, taking the for the time being good people

air, and marching by thousands seemed asleep, which emboldened

along the quays to the great the rabble to such a degree they

chateau, where five or six fine men thought themselves masters of the

who were called the government re- situation.

sided, and who were very brave in You doubtless think our dear

words, but became half crazy when good master, M. le Marquis, was

it was time -to act
;
which must not discouraged at seeing the republic

be wondered at, as their task was established in place of his cherish-

none of the easiest. The men ar- ed hopes. Not at all. On the con -

rived, they would send one of trary, he was as ardent and fiery as

their number to ask some little ever, assured that it was "
a ne-

favor, which was sure to be promis- cessary transition
"

a phrase which

ed for next day. Then they re- I repeat as I heard it, without pre-
turned the same as they came, tending to explain it, and which,
and so much the worse for those probably, was profoundly wise.

who were found in their way that He was very busy coming and go-

day ;
for not a cat could have come ing with his friends, and arranging

out alive among so many legs, all, in words, for the approaching
This amusement was called

"
a arrival of the young legitimate

manifestation." But to say what prince, who remained near the

was ever manifested except want frontier with a large army, invis-

and misery in every house for ible for the time, but ready to

when such promenades are made, march at a moment's notice,

no work is done is what you may Jean-Louis and Michou allowed

learn, perhaps, sooner than I, if the themselves in secret to be rather

day of discovery will ever come. doubtful of these fine assertions,

During this time, they pretend- but, respectful and devoted as they
ed to make laws for the country, were to that excellent gentleman,
in a large building where a great they made the agreement to follow

number of men from the provinces him about like his shadow, and to

talked themselves hoarse every shield him whenever he might

day, insulting ea.ch other, and even, incur any risk. Thus, whenever
I have been told, flung whatever M. le Marquis was seen, near him

they happened to have near at was always the handsome, brave

hand at one another's heads
;

so Jeannet, with his pale, serious face,

that he who appeared the master or the old game-keeper, looking
of all, and was called president, very jaunty, but with such fierce

was forced to speak with a great eyes and strong arms a man would

bell, as he could no longer make think twice before attacking him.

his voice heard. For those who Dear mademoiselle, who was half

liked noise all this row was very dead with fear for her father's life,

amusing ;
but quiet people were confided him entirely to his vil-
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lage friends, and begged them every them and, keeping Jeannet and

morning to be faithful to their Michou, he joyfully laid before

trust. Besides, this good soul, them all his plans and hopes,

formerly so desirous of seeing and Jean-Louis listened with one ear;

living in Paris, yawned there almost and fortunate was it that respect
as much as at Val-Saint. prevented him from joining in the

There was not much amusement conversation, as his remarks might

going on in society. Rich people have been very malapropos. Can

stayed at home, and guarded their you guess why ? He thought of

money, which was carefully con- other things ;
and while his master

cealed in some secure place, ready soared away in imagination to the

to fly in case of necessity; as for frontier, where the invisible army
out-door amusements, none were of the king manoeuvred, in heart

thought of. M. le Marquis had and soul he was in the beloved spot,

something else to do than drive where he lived over again the happy
out with his daughter ;

and to cir- days of his childhood,

culate around among the manifes- And thus they advanced, without

tations was not the most pleasant knowing it, to the terrible days

performance far from it. Poor which gave the death-blow to the

mademoiselle seemed doomed to republic, in the midst of the blood
the miserable fate of always run- of so many honest men, which flow-

ning after some distraction, fetes, ed and mingled with that of the

and other disturbances of that rabble, for love of good order,

kind, without ever finding them, which could easily have been estab-

Add to all this, she was in a con- lished without so much suffering,
stant state of fear, as she was little Alas ! it was not the first time in our

accustomed to the cries, songs, gay, beautiful France that things

patrols, and threats which filled the have begun with songs and pleasant

capital. Her only consolation was jokes, and ended amid the noise of

to hope that there would soon be cannon and the cries and lamenta-

an end of all this
;
and Dame Ber- tions of the wounded,

the encouraged her to be patient, Before relating this last part of

showing herself all the while full my story, I must tell you that our

of the idea of the near triumph of curt, always in correspondence
the cause, as she said. And mean- with Jean-Louis, was much aston-

time, while waiting for it, she em- ished at the uniform coolness of his

broidered little strips of white letters. At last he thought best

satin by the dozen, to decorate the to ask an explanation during the

belts of the king's officers when month of May, advising him to go
the triumphal entry would be made and see Solange, who for a long
into Paris. time had had good news for him.

Their happiest moment was in Do you think it was long before

the evening, when these five per- Jeannet ran quickly to the convent ?

sons, drawn together through When he read that Jeannette loved

friendship and devotion, were re- him and desired his return, he

united to talk over the events of nearly became wild with joy. So-

the day, and to plan for the next, lange let him have the precious
M. le Marquis ordered the servants letter, which he read and re-read

off to bed for they were not sure all one night, so as to be better

but there might be spies among able to reply to it. It was time for
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things to change, as Jeannette de- covered with large bouquets of

clined visibly from the pain she bright flowers that had the most

suffered in believing herself dis- beautiful effect. The month of

dained. June found them busily occupied ;

It is always so with women (I and then they began to count, not

must make the remark) ; they tor- the days, but the hours, that would

ture without mercy, or at least with separate Jean-Louis from the dear

very little thought, the poor hearts home that had adopted him.

which become attached to them
;

His last letter announced his

and then the day they feel pain in speedy departure. The joy at

their turn all must end in the Muiceron, and its holiday look, was

quickest manner, otherwise they touching to see. Jeannette, pink
will die

;
and then, again, they will and white, like an eglantine rose,

have all the pity and sympathy on had never looked prettier,

their side. So our two dear chil- Suddenly, one morning, M. le

dren made up and became friends Cure entered the farm, and, in the

with a few words written on paper ;
midst of all this happiness, pro-

and enchanted were they both, I nounced these terrible words :

can assure you. Now it was easy
"
My children, they are fighting

to wait. Jean-Louis, in his answer, in Paris, and we must pray to God,
showed the same heart, the same for the danger has never been

tenderness, as formerly. He wished greater ; happy those who will

no excuses from his sister, saying come safe out of it!"

that all the fault was on his side

which was a big story, as every one XXI -

could see but himself, and made I shudder when I speak of that

them both laugh and weep at Mui- horrible time. Alas ! we all know
ceron. As for his return, it was about the fearful struggle of blood
not necessary to promise anything, and tears called

" The days of

They knew well that the day duty June, 18 48."
would no longer detain him he Never did the lowering storm-

would take the first train and our clouds more quickly burst, and

good friends, the Ragauds, while never did a great city, in all the pride
not wishing him to leave M. le Mar- of her beauty and wealth, come

quis, commenced to prepare for the nearer complete ruin. Each quar-

happy moment, so ardently desired ter, each place, each cross-way,

by all. were battle-fields. Houses were

Ragaud told the women it was demolished, that barricades might
not the time for economy, and the be erected across the streets

;
and

following week he called in the this time, if extravagant accounts

painters and the masons to replas- went abroad, not one appeared
ter all the house, and to give it an air exaggerated in face of the real

of freshness inside, which, I must truth.

acknowledge, was very much need- For three long, weary days why,

Jeannette directed the changes no one ever knew the army kept
in Jean-Louis' room, and I can as- hidden

;
then the sovereign people

sure you she spared nothing, and were masters of the situation, and

spent at least fifty francs of her fa- acted as best pleased their capri-
ther's crowns in a splendid paper cious will

;
and I rather think no-

for the walls, which was yellow, body but a fool could have helped
VOL. xix. 13
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being disgusted with serving such even than usual, for the very good
kings. reason that, of all who occupied it,

At the end of these three days, at those that were brave ran elsewhere,
last the cry was heard from all the and the cowards buried themselves,

barracks, "Forward!" And as in like moles, in the cellars. Our
the time of the great Napoleon, friends first went down one long

generals in fine uniforms and wav- street, crossed a second, a third,

ing plumes dashed about on horse- and only then, when coming up to

back, and there was a terrific noise a great bridge with a Prussian

of cannon and musketry. How name very difficult to spell and
terrible was the anger of the Lord ! therefore I cannot write it began
For these enemies, who grappled in to see and hear the horrors of the

the fierce death-struggle, were chil- deadly combat,

dren of the same mother, and yet M. le Marquis stopped,

forgot it in the midst of their sense-
"
Friends," said he,

"
let us make

less fury and thirst for vengeance, the sign of the cross
; perhaps one

when, in truth, they had nothing of us will not return to sleep in his

to avenge. bed, but may be killed, wounded, or

What more shall I tell you ? made prisoner. It is well to pro-
You know it all better than I

; per- vide ourselves with a passport for

haps you were there
; and, besides, the other world, and one more bless-

it is not so long ago that you can- ing for this one."

not remember it
;
and when you re- And this excellent gentleman

call it, pray fervently to the good instantly put in practice what he

God such a time may never again preached, pronouncing aloud the

be ours. name of the Father, and of the Son,
When the battalions moved, and of the Holy Ghost,

every honest citizen left his bed,
"
Come," said he joyously,

'

I

and armed, to be ready to assist the feel younger by ten years. Ah !

army. M. le Marquis was one of while I think of it, have you white

the first on the scene, accompanied cockades in your pockets?"

by his two body-guards. Made- "Faith! no," said Michou
;
M

moiselle, when she saw them leave, confess to M. le Marquis I did not

wept, and threw herself on her knees dream of taking that precaution,
in her room, unwilling to listen to But we need not worry about that

;

Dame Berthe, who still could have if we want them, I will tear off an

the heart to speak of
"
the triumph end of my shirt."

of the right," so rooted in her head Jean-Louis had been equally
was this fixed idea. Leave these forgetful of the white cockades

;

poor women, more to be pitied than M. le Marquis told them their heads

blamed, lamenting and praying to were turned, but forgot to add he

God, while listening, with hearts was in the same fix
;
for they had

half dead with agony, to the noise rushed to arms in such a hurry,
of the battle, and we will see what each one had only taken time to

became of the combatants. dress quickly and seize his gun, so

When they left the house, there ardently desirous were they to see

was no appearance of extraordinary the end of the masters of Paris,

excitement, and even the quarter Soon they were in the midst of

where M. le Marquis lived, very the troops and a crowd of volun-

quiet at all times, seemed calmer teers like themselves.
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The fight was hot. The height
"
Big mule!" gaily cried the

and solidity of the barricades, for game-keeper;
" on the contrary, by-

the most part cemented with stone and-by you are going to see how
and mortar like ramparts, forced we will amuse ourselves."

them to establish a siege ;
and the They were at the time before a

thick walls that sheltered the rioters barricade, which was most obsti-

were only destroyed with the aid of nately defended. The conversation

cannon, and after many deaths. I could not last long, but Jacques
must be frank, and say it was not a Michou did not lose sight of the

war very much to the taste of our boy. He saw that he soon recover-

soldiers, who like to see the faces ed himself, and kept out of the way
of the enemies at whom they aim

;
of the balls as well as he could

neither, as a first effort, was it very something which required as much

amusing for our friend Jeannet, who skill as coolness and handled his

had never before seen any fire gun with as firm a hand as though
but that in the chimney at Muice- he were hunting,
ron. So when he found himself in Fighting went on there for a

the midst of the scuffle, surrounded good hour. The soldiers began
with dead and wounded, smoke in to be furious, and, notwithstand-

his eyes, loud oaths and curses in ing the number of killed on both
his ears, without counting the sides, no advantage was gained,

whistling of the balls, which I have Cannon were brought up ;
at the

been told produces a very droll first fire, a large breach was effected,

effect when not accustomed to it, and it was seen that the insurgents
he stopped short, and looked so were reduced to a small number,

stupefied Michou laughed at him. who attempted to escape.
That old soldier had been present At that sight, the soldiers and
at the battle of Wagram, and, being volunteers could not be restrained,

very young at the time, was at first
'* No prisoners !" cried a hun-

half crazy with fear, which did not dred voices, hoarse with rage,

prevent him from showing great That meant death to every one.

bravery when he recovered his Our officers were no longer masters;
senses. He therefore understood the tide, once let loose, soon over-

from experience precisely how flowed, and a horrible mixture of

Jeannet felt, and, giving him a hard shots, cries, and oaths, frightful to

blow on his shoulder, shook the hear, pierced the air.

young fellow's gun, which he was Jeannet became as crazy as the

carelessly pointing at random. rest. He fired so often, his gun was
' Are you going to let yourself burning in his hands

;
his dishevel-

be killed like a chicken ?" he cried led hair, and his face, blackened

to him, swearing tremendously ;
with powder, changed his appear-

*

be quick, my boy ; you can sleep ance so completely no one would
to-morrow." have recognized him. He loaded

Jean-Louis jumped ;
he drew and reloaded, fired at hazard, and

himself up to his full height, and no longer heard Michou, who,
his handsome face reddened with always at his side, cried, 'Look

shame, although he had done no- out!" every moment. Suddenly

thing dishonorable. the game-keeper gave a yell that
1

Jacques," said he,
"

I am afraid resembled the howl of a wolf. A
I am a coward." man, covered with blood, had just
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leaped upon the ruins of the barri- that surrounded him and loaded

cade, and aimed at Jean-Louis, who him with congratulations and corn-

was not three steps from his gun. pliments on his bravery. His con-

It is not easy to make you under- duct had been noted, and the corn-

stand the rapidity with which old manding officer was then asking

Michou threw himself before Jean- him his name and residence, that

net to preserve his life. It was he might inscribe them in his re-

like a flash of lightning, but that port. Jeannet, who shrank from

flash sufficed
;
he had time to fire observation, looked like a criminal

before the rioter, who rolled lifeless before his judges. Michou, seeing

on the heaped-up pavement. him so timid and confused, told

All was ended. Five minutes him he was a fool, and came very

afterwards, at least in that corner, near being angry himself,

it only remained to remove the
"
Just see how frightened you are

dead, and carry the wounded into now !" said he to him, in such a

the neighboring houses, where the cross tone the officer smiled.
" Ex-

women were ready to dress the cuse him, colonel, he always looks

wounds. There was time to sheepish when before people he

breathe. don't know. His name is Jean-
Alas ! the poor, blinded people Louis Ragaud, and he comes from

paid dearly in that quarter for their the commune of Val-Saint-sur-

folly and madness. All the unfor- Range, near Issoudun."

tunate wretches who had raised
"
All right," said the officer

;

that barricade were dead or dying.
"
that is enough, my brave fellow.

Jacques looked around for his Jean Ragaud, Gen. Cavaignac will

master and his friend. M. le Mar- hear of you, . . . and, if it depends

quis, with his arm all bleeding, was on me, you will hear from him."

seated leaning against a post, very Jeannet bowed as awkwardly as

weak and faint from his wound
;
but possible, which made the game-

his eyes sparkled, and a smile was keeper grumble again,

upon his lips. The game-keeper
"
Again I beg of you,"said he, "to

rushed to him. keep that bewildered stare. You
"

It is nothing, old fellow," said look like the head of S. John the

our master,
"
only a scratch on the Baptist, cut off and laid on a dish,

wrist; lend me your handkerchief." that is painted in our church.

By the mercy of God, it was suppose it is because you are so un-

really not much
;
and our dear lord happy ! The general will no doubt

quietly wrapped up his hand, while send after you to have you hanged-
he asked about Jeannet. unless he sends you the Cross of

"Heaven has worked miracles the Legion of Honor. ..."
for that child," said Michou proud-

" The cross!" cried Jeannet,

ly.
" Ah ! he is a brave boy, I tell seizing the game-keeper by the

you. He fought both like a fox arm.

and a lion !"
" Yes indeed, idiot ! I know how

"I wish to see him," said M. le soldiers talk; would the colonel

Marquis.
" Go bring him to me." have said as much unless he was

Jacques willingly obeyed. It sure of the fact ?"

was some time before he found his "The cross!" repeated Jean-

pupil for such he could be called. Louis, with tears in his eyes.
; ' O

He was in the midst of a crowd Jacques Michou! if it were true!"
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" That would make you bold, eh ?

And it would be a fine present to

take back to Muiceron."
" Hush !" said Jeannet :

"
the bare

thought makes me crazy."
"I hope not," replied Michou

;

''but I would be half wild myself
Come, now, let us be off; we have
earned our dinner. M. le Marquis
is asking for you."

* Wait a moment, good, kind

Jacques," said Jean-Louis.
"

I have
not yet thanked you ;

and yet I

know you saved my life."
' What nonsense !" said Michou,

who in his turn looked embarrass-

ed.
"
In such a battle, do you think

a fellow looks after any one's skin

but his own ?"
* Oh! I saw you," replied Jean-

net.
; You sprang before me, or I

would have been killed."

*

Listen," said Michou in a sol-

emn tone,
"
before God, who hears

me, and conducts all by his divine

hand, it was not so much your life

that I wished to save, ... it was
another's that I wished to take."

"How?"
'We should not love revenge,"

replied the game-keeper ;

" but the

temptation was too strong ;
faith !

I am ready to confess it, if it was a

sin of which I am not sure. Jean-
net, he who aimed at you from the

barricade didn't you recognize
him ?"

",No," said Jeannet,
"
I saw no

one."
'

It was Isidore Perdreau. God
have mercy on his soul!" said

the game-keeper, blessing himself.
;<

My poor Barbette in heaven will

ask for my pardon. . . ."

TO BE CONTINUED.

FRAGMENT OF EARLY ENGLISH POETRY.

TO THOSE WHO GET THEIR LYVYNE BY THE ONEST CRAFT OF
MASONRY.

KNELE ye both ynge and olde,
And both yer hondes fayr upholde,
And say thenne yn thys manere,
Fayre and softe withouten bere

;

Jhesu, Lord, welcome Thou be
Yn forme of bred as y The se

;

Now Jhesu for Thyn holy name,
Schielde Thou me from synne and schame,
Schryff and hosel, grant me bo,
Ere that y schall hennus go.

Christian Schools and Scholars.
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SELF-EDUCATION.*

WORDS the most familiar, and
which convey to the mind the most

clearly marked associations of

ideas, very frequently grow vague
and obscure when we seek to li-

mit their meaning by accurate and
scientific definitions. When we at-

tempt to define that which is com-

plex, or to make a generalization of

facts of diverse natures, we find it

extremely difficult to avoid includ-

ing more than we intend, or leaving
out something that should be em-
braced.

This will become evident to any
one who will take the trouble, for

instance, to examine into the vari-

ous definitions of life which have
been given by philosophers and

scientists.! Still, they all agree,
however widely they may differ in

their views concerning what life is

in itself, that the law of growth ap-
plies to all living beings. This is

true, not of physical life alone, but
of intellectual and moral life as

well. What I have to say on this

subject at present relates more
* A paper read before the Xavier Union, of

this city.

tS. Thomas says (Summa. Contra Gentiles,
1. 4, c. xi.) :

" Nam viventia sunt quae seipsa mo-
vent ad agendum; illaveroquae non nisi exteriora
movere possunt omnino sunt vita carentia."

This, however, is rather a description of a vital

phenomenon than a definition of life itself. Fichte

says: "Life is the tendency to individuation ;"

which, like most of the phrases of the German
pantheists, means nothing or anything you
please.

According to Richerand,
" Life is a collection

of phenomenawhich succeed each other during a
limited time in an organized body

"
;
but this

applies equally to the succession of phenomena
which takes place in the body after death. Her-
bert Spencer defines life to be u the co-ordination
of actions "; but what is anything but a co-ordi-
nation of acting forces, consequently of actions ?

This definition is as applicable to sulphuric acid
as to life.

especially to intellectual life, which
consists in the union of the intelli-

gent principle with the objects sub-

mitted to it, and which it appre-
hends as true that is, as being in

reality what they seem to be, and

resulting from this, as good or

beautiful.

Truth is the harmony of thought
with things.* Intellectual growth
is a continual approach to the per-
fect harmony of thought with things,

which, however, to the finite mind,
is unattainable

;
and this fact con-

stitutes one of the great charms of

the cultivation of the mind.
The nature of the human intel-

lect places limits to mental pro-

gress, though they are not assign-
able in any given case, but may be

indefinitely extended. That there

are limits, however, you will readily

perceive by reflecting that we do
not possess even one idea which does

not, either in itself or in its pos-

tulates, contain something which
transcends all human comprehen-
sion.

What, let us ask ourselves, is

the law of intellectual growth ?

The condition of all growth is ef-

fort. Life is a struggle in which
lesser forces are overcome by great-
er. This is true of the individual

as of the race. It is only by ef-

fort, by the exertion of power, that

we live and consequently grow.
Labor, then, is the law of intellectual

as of all progress.
Before going further, let us ex-

*Kant defined truth to be the harmony of

thought with thought, not of thought with
things.
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amine into the obstacles which tend The obstacles to mental growth
to prevent improvement of mind. within ourselves are of various

These are to be sought for either kinds. Some have their origin in

in the circumstances which sur- the body, some in the intellect,

round us or in ourselves. We are others in the will,

to such an extent the creatures of Infirm health, the love of ease,

circumstances that, when these are and excessive fondness of eating

unfavorable, it is almost impossible and drinking are generally incom-

that we should make great head- patible with intellectual growth ;

way. and yet some of the greatest minds

As occasion makes the thief, it is have wrought through feeble bo-

also required to make the scholar, dies, whilst many literary men have

In the first place, leisure is essential indulged to excess in the pleasures
to mental culture, since education of the table, though always to their

is a work of time and of labor. We own injury.

therefore look for little or no culti- The literary man, it may be well

vation of mind in those who lead to remark, is not necessarily the

lives of manual toil, and who, during thoroughly educated man; very
the brief moments allowed for re- often, indeed, he has nothing of the

creation, are so fatigued as to be in- true man except the talent for

capable of sustained mental effort. letters. Vain, selfish, conceited,
Here and there an individual restless, a fickle friend, an unfaith-

from this class, of remarkable gifts, ful husband, the mere man of

and endowed with great energy and letters, poet, novelist, or scribe, is

will, surmounts the obstacle, and, too often a caricature on human

having risen to a higher level, sue- nature.

ceeds, by perseverance and industry, There are in the mind itself

in making very considerable intel- obstacles to mental progress which
lectual progress. But, as a rule, all vary with the peculiarities of the

will admit that it would be absurd individual. There are weak minds,
to look for much mental training in slow minds, inattentive minds

;
in

men who work ten or even eight fact, all minds are in different de-

hours a day in factories and mines, grees subject to these defects, and
or in tilling the soil. it is only relatively and by corn-

Intercourse with educated men is parison that some are said to be

of the greatest advantage in the feeble, whilst others are strong,
work of self-education

;
and where Education supposes these weak-

this is wanting, intellectual progress nesses, and it is its aim to correct

will rarely be found. The presence them. Obstacles to intellectual

of highly developed and gifted growth may exist also in the will
;

minds has a magnetic power which since the mind, under the influence

creates emulation, awakens admira- of inordinate passion, is incapable

tion, and stimulates to effort. Hence of the deliberation and sustained

we find the great men of the world, attention which are required for

whether philosophers, poets, states- calm and serious thought,

men, orators, or artists, in schools These, briefly and imperfectly
and historic groups. stated, are, it seems to me, the

Books, too, are required ;
but to chief difficulties with which those

this part of the subject we shall who seek to improve their minds
return. have to contend.
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They are not imaginary, but they which causes men to fawn upon the

are not so great as to frighten men rich, even though they have nothing
in your condition of life. For you, but money. That it is of impor-

young gentlemen, the obstacles of tance to every one to think correct-

circumstance do not, I may say, ly, to possess a trained and culti-

exist. Your occupations leave you vated mind, I need not attempt to

a few hours out of the twenty-four, prove. The harmonious develop-
which you are free to devote to ment of our faculties in accordance

study ; you may enjoy, if such be with the principles of eternal wis-

your desire, the conversation of dom is, I may say, the great work of

men of thought and learning, whilst life
;
for the proper training of the

books of all kinds are within your intellect necessarily involves the

reach. I may add that, in a great cultivation of the moral faculties,

metropolis like this, you possess Of the necessity and priceless

special advantages. Here you value of such education there can

have the best of everything. Where be no diversity of opinion among
there is the greatest demand for enlightened. men. Nor wealth nor

the most perfect, thither will it place can give to man the dignity

gravitate by a law ,as universal as which is derived from the perfec-
that of attraction. To this city, tion of his own powers. We are

from two worlds, come the best greater than whatever ministers to

orators, the most learned men of our wants and vanities,

science, the finest singers, the most Another consideration which

accomplished actors, for the same you will permit me to present to

reason that the fattest beeves, the your attention, as suggestive of

choicest wines, and the most costly salutary thought in connection

fabrics are sent hither that is, be- with the benefits to be derived

cause there is a demand for them, through an association like yours,
On the other hand, life in great is this : no man who has done
cities has its intellectual dangers, nothing more than go through a

There is here so much of the mere college course, it matters not how
noise of life that most men find it brilliant he may have been, can
difficult to dwell within themselves, rightly be called educated. Edu-
to receive as welcome guests cation is the work of the man, and

thoughts that do not concern the not of the boy. The best that

business or the pleasure of the school-training can do is to teach

hour difficult not to be drawn in- the boy how he should study when
to the whirlpool of human passion, he has become a man. Though
where men eddy round and round, there will generally be found a

shouting, rushing, struggling, in certain refinement, correctness of

wild confusion, forgetful of them- expression, and intelligent appre-

selves, forgetful of truth. In a ciativeness in those who have made

great commercial centre, too, we are a collegiate course, yet, if this be

apt to become the victims of the not followed up by the study of the

prevailing opinion which attaches man, they will be found to possess
honor and respect to wealth before neither mental strength nor logical
all things; and I know of nothing accuracy.
more hurtful to intellectual growth Before entering upon the direct

than the absorbing pursuit of riches treatment of the proper method to

or that narrow disposition of soul be pursued by those who seek to
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improve their minds, allow me to

say a word of the work of prepara-

tion, which is twofold, intellectual

and moral.

We should prepare the mind for

the reception of truth by freeing

it from all those opinions which

rest upon no other foundation than

prejudice. There are personal pre-

judices, family prejudices, national

prejudices, prejudices of childhood,

prejudices of old age, prejudices
of men, prejudices of women, all

of which tend to prevent the view

of things as they are in themselves,

by directing the mind, in an undue

manner, to their relations to our-

selves.

Personal prejudice inclines each

one to think too well of himself,

his talents, his acquirements ;
it is

that, in a word, which makes it

almost impossible that any power
should

"The giftie gie us

To see oursels as ithers see us."

It is the great obstacle to self-

knowledge and the fruitful source

of error, warping the judgment
and perverting the will. It creates

within us a tendency to deceive

ourselves concerning whatever we
love or hate.

National prejudice is another

very common phase of this uni-

versal weakness. How few men
are capable of forming just and
fair opinions of the manners, cus-

toms, and opinions of foreign na-

tions ! The infirmity of even great
minds is, in this respect, lamentable

;

above all, this is an original sin of

the English people ;
for they if I

be not myself under the influence

of the prejudice which I condemn
are the most narrow and insular, in

their self-conceit, of all the peoples
of the earth. It is next to miracu-

lous that an Englishman should

judge fairly of the Irish, the

French, the Italians, or the Ameri-

cans
;
and this unfortunate defect

of the national mind has been

stamped upon the literature of the

country.*

Americans, more, probably, from
the force of circumstances which

were not under their control than

from any other cause, are less nar-

row in their nationalism, though
by no means free from prejudice.
In the past, at least, we were too

often guilty of the folly of looking

upon our form of government as

ideal, forgetting that no form of

government should be considered

in the abstract, or as good or bet-

ter, except relatively to the circum-

stances to which it is applied.

Then, we, a young people, affect

contempt for antiquity, and be-

come superficial, and lose venera-

tion.

It is not necessary that I should

enter further into this part of the

subject.
There is, I have said, a work of

* It may be well to quote the testimony of two
Englishmen on this subject.

Buckle, in his History of Civilization, vol. i.

page 158, says ;

u
Thus, for instance, the miser-

able and impudent falsehoods which a large
class of English writers formerly directed against
the morals and private character of the French
and to their shame be it said even against the

chastity of Frenchwomen, tended not a little to

embitter the angry feelings then existing between
the two first countries of Europe : irritating the

English against French vices, irritating the

French against English calumnies. In the same
way, there was a time when every honest En-

glishman firmly believed that he could beat ten

Frenchmen a class of beings whom he held in

sovereign contempt, as a lean and stunted race,

who drank claret instead of brandy, who lived

entirely off frogs ;
miserable infidels, who heard

Mass every Sunday, who bowed down before

idols, and who even worshipped the Pope."
"I dil not know," says John Stuart Mill, in

his Autobiography, "the way in which, among
the ordinary English, the absence of i .terest in

things of an unselfish kind, except occasionally
in a special thing here and there, and the habit

of not speaking to others, nor much even to

themselves, about the things in which they do
feel interest, cause both their feelings and their

intellectual faculties to remain undeveloped, or

to develop themselves only in some single and

very limited direction, reducing them, consider-

ed as spiritual beings, to a kind of negative exis-

tence."
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preparation which directly con- In this undoubted psychological
cerns the moral nature. As the fact is found the hidden cause of

mind is to be freed from prejudice, the infidelity of many young men.

the will is to be taken from be- They do wrong, and passion seeks

neath the yoke of passion. It is to justify their conduct to their in-

through the will that the intellect telligence, which becomes the tool

is warped by prejudice. He who of the perverted will,

is the slave of passion will rarely Or, if you prefer to take another

have an honest desire to improve view of the subject, I will say that

his mind
; and, even where this ex- what the French call Vinterioritt*

ists, the tyrant into whose hands the habitual dwelling with one's own
he has surrendered his soul will thoughts is an essential condition

deprive him of the power. Sensual of mental growth. But this is pain-

indulgence produces a deteriora- ful to the sensual man, who has

tion of the nervous system, which, violated the sanctuary of his soul,

of course, causes a corresponding and can consequently no longer

degeneracy in the intellectual fa- dwell there in peace,
culties. How can there be a love What pleasure can the father find

of excellence without self-respect, in the bosom of his family, when he
and how can a man who habitual- has betrayed the wife whom he

ly violates the sanctity of his na- swore to love, and has brought
ture respect himself? shame upon the name which his

"Nothing," says Cicero, "is so children have received from him ?

injurious, so baneful, as lust, which, To him, then, who wishes to be-

were it stronger or of greater dura- gin the life-work of self-improve-

tion, would extinguish the very ment I would say : Seek to have a

light of reason. It prevents thought, large mind, from which no narrow-
blindfolds the eyes of the mind, and ing prejudice shuts out ^he full

can have no society with wisdom." light of truth; have a pure heart,
"

I will simply express my strong with the strength to love all that is

belief," says Faraday, one of the right.

greatest men of science of this Then, I ask of him the will to
(

century,
"
that that point of self- work and to persevere in labor,

education which consists in teach- Labor is the great law of progress,

ing the mind to resist its desires the necessary condition of all im-

and inclinations until they are provement. He who wishes to be

proved to be right, is the most im- an educated man must have cou-

portant of all, not only in things rage ;
he must consent to see him-

of natural philosophy, but in every self forgotten for a time, oversha-

department of daily life." dowed by the easy-won reputations
The assent of the mind is, in a of those of his own age, who will

marvellous manner, subject to the wear their honors full-blushing,

power of the will. How readily whilst all his life is still concentred
we give credence to what flatters in the bud that wraps it close and
our vanity, or is, from whatever nurtures it.

cause, agreeable to us ! Is it easy, in the fresh-blown flower

We easily persuade a man that of manhood, in the enthusiasm of a

what he wishes to do is right, but newly-found liberty, when fair hands

usually labor in vain when passion hold out the cup of pleasure, when

pleads against us. bright eyes and smiling lips woo
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to indulgence is it easy, then, to to the object thought. This con-

choose rather silence and solitude, tinned application in other words,

a life of toil more earnest and not attention is difficult
;

it wearies

less regular than the enforced labor the mind, it fatigues the body. To
of the college ? And yet this must read is not to study. Some of

be. There is no royal road to the most indolent men I have ever

science. known, intellectually indolent, were

passionately fond of reading. To"A king of feasts and flowers, and wine and
.
J -

revel, read requires no mental effort, and
And love and mirth, was never king ofglory," demands merely that sort of atten-

I have heard the question you tion necessary to form a vague no-

have asked it yourselves Where are tion of each sentence as it passes

the young men who go forth year through the mind. A man may
after year from our colleges ? What read all the books in the Astor

becomes of them ? We never hear Library, and acquire hardly more

of them. Is not something wrong ? knowledge than there will remain

They cease to study, they cease to water in a sieve through which a

grow, and are lost in the crowd. stream has been pouring. Indis-

But your presence, young gentle- criminate, inattentive reading con-

men, assures me that you have not fuses the mind, and, if persevered
ceased to labor, and that you do in, begets a mental habit incompat-
not intend to cease to grow. ible with clear and accurate think-

Permit me, then, to present to you ing ;
and the important thing, from

a few suggestions concerning the an educational point of view, is not

proper method of study. We do so much to get knowledge as to

nothing well except what we do strengthen and develop the intel-

with system and order. Set apart, lect, that it may be prepared to

therefore, stated times for the im- grapple intelligently and success-

provement of your minds, and suffer fully with the problems which great-
not a slight circumstance to inter- ly concern or interest us as rational

fere with this arrangement. And beings.
now I feel that I must be brief, But you will readily understand

when the subject which I am treat- that it is far from my thought to

ing most requires development, wish to dissuade you from cultivat-

How to study and what to study ing a fondness for reading. On
are problems which engage the at- the contrary, this, if you have
tention of the profoundest thinkers it not, you must acquire, if you
of our age, the adequate solution hope to make progress in the work
of which can be found only in a of self-education. Read, then, but

perfect philosophy of education, read intelligently, thoughtfully. One
which possibly has not yet been should read at his writing-desk,
written. Without aiming, then, to pen in hand, taking note of new
be either deep or thorough, I shall and striking thoughts, of graceful
strive to be practical. To study, as and forcible modes of expression ;

I have already intimated, means to bringing the author's ideas- into the

work with the mind. The mind presence of higher truths, of princi-

grows by union with truth, by the pies that are fixed
; rejecting what

assimilation of knowledge, which is false, assimilating what is just,

never takes place except by direct Better still, write yourselves. Do
application of the thinking subject not imagine that I have the faint^-
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est desire to encourage you to be- your hand to the pen, and begin to

come authors; there would be few- meditate upon the thoughts that

er and better authors if men were fill your mind. Should you, for

in the habit of doing what I would weeks and months, not write one

have you do. Write, not that sentence for every hour you hold

others may read your thoughts, the pen, do not be discouraged, and,

but that they may become clear to above all, be persuaded that this

your own minds. time has not been lost. Think
"
I confess," said S. Augustine, neither of style nor of the reader

;

"
that by writing I have learned give all your attention to truth and

many things which nothing else to your own soul. The style is

had taught me." You will recall the man. Write out the life that is

to mind the apothegm of Bacon : within you. Keep what you have
"
Reading makes a full man, talking written, and after months and years,

a ready man, and writing an exact in looking back, you will perceive
man." that you have grown steadily, in-

I have no hesitation in saying creased day by day in intellectual

that, of all means of mental culture, vigor and refinement
;
and there

writing is the best, as well for ex- will always be special worth in

tending and deepening the intel- words written, not to please the

lectual faculties, as for giving them vulgar crowd, not to propitiate a

justness and polish. false and intolerant public opinion-
Do I propose to you to go back written to gain neither applause

to the drudgery of task composi- nor gold, but for God and truth,
tions ? Such is not my thought. and the dignity of the human soul.

I suppose you to be interested in
' There is nothing," says Seneca,

certain subjects, of which you wish
' however difficult or arduous,

to get at least a tolerably thorough which the human mind cannot

knowledge. You take the authors conquer, and assiduous meditation

who have treated most exhaustively render familiar. Whatever the soul

of these matters ; you read them, demands of itself it obtains." But

you study them
; you apply your how are you to learn the secret of

own minds, in sustained thought, assiduous meditation, to acquire the

to the facts and principles which habit of retaining difficulties in

they give you. And here precisely mind, to be considered and recon-

lies the difficulty ;
for you will find sidered, to be taken up at the leisure

that, when you will have acquired moment, and laid down as deferred

the power of sustained thought, you but not abandoned ?

will be able to master almost any As the soldier takes the sword,

subject. the painter the brush, the musician

Now, to get this mental habit, his instrument, the mechanic the

nothing will aid you like writing, tools of his trade, each to perfect
I do not believe that any man who himself in his art, so he who wishes

has never translated his thoughts to learn how to think must take the

into written language is able to pen and do honest work,
think profoundly or correctly. Do

,~ , j But words are things, and a small drop of ink

not, however, misunderstand me. Failing, like dew, upon a thought, produces

One may write negligently and That which makes thousands, perhaps millions

thoughtlessly, as he may read with

indolence and inattention. Put I shall conclude this part of my
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subject with a quotation from Sir

William Hamilton :

" The primary

principle of education is the deter-

mination of the pupil to self-activity

-the doing nothing for him which

he is able to do for himself." This

principle is applicable to every

stage of the mind's development,
and in it will be found the secret

of success in the great work of self-

education.

The student, I have said, should

cultivate a fondness for intelligent .

and thoughtful reading ;
for in

books chiefly all human knowledge
is treasured up.

'

Many a man lives a burden to

the earth," says Milton
;

"
but a

good book is the precious life-blood

of a master-spirit, embalmed and
treasured up on purpose to a life

beyond life." But only a few

books are good. The great mass
of those that are written fall upon
the world dead, or at best survive

but a short time.

We are about to celebrate the cen-

tennial anniversary of our nation-

al existence, and, in the hundred

years of our life, we have made

many books. How many of them
will be read in the next century ?

A dozen ? Hardly.
There is the Augustan age, the

age of Leo X., the Elizabethan age,

the age of Louis XIV., the age of

Queen Anne, all remarkable for

literary excellence and the number
of great writers whom they produc-
ed, and yet you can count on your
fingers the really good books that

each has bequeathed to us. And
this, too, is worthy of remark : a

considerable portion of the books
that survive are saved by style

alone, and not on account of more
solid worth. Books which have
the inductive sciences as their ob-

ject can, from the nature of things,
live but a short time, since these

sciences, being in a state of continu-

ous development are constently

outgrowing their own conclusions,
and the treatises of even the ablest

observers are superseded by those

of men who, with less genius, have

more certain and numerous data.

Works of imagination, poetry
and romance, may meet with tem-

porary success, without possessing
the higher qualities, from the fact

that they describe a mental, moral,
or social phase of existence whose
chief interest lies in its actuality.
When this is past, the literary ef-

forts called forth by it die. In

fiction, only the very best is worthy
of study.

" Mediocribus esse poetis
Non homines, non di, non concessere columnae."

And here is a case in point, in

which we should know how to rise

above prejudice the vulgar preju-
dice of the insipid and intellectually
indolent society of our day, in

which it is considered the proper

thing for a man of culture to read

each worthless production that hap-

pens to have a run.

Persons of intellectual aspirations

should, as far as possible, associate

with their superiors in knowledge
and elevation of thought, and should

exclude the common herd from in-

tellectual companionship.
There is at least an aristocracy

of mind, to which neither gold nor

title can give admission, but only

kinship of spirit, smitten with the

love of high thinking. What Tenny-
son has written of a different union

may be applied to that of mind
with mind :

" Yet it shall be, thou shalt lower to his level

day by day,
What is fine within tnee growing coarse to sym-

pathize with clay.

As the husband is, the wife is
;
thou art mated

with a clown,
And the grossness of his nature will have weight

to drag thee down."

Allow me, in this connection, to
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say a word of periodical litera- Its columns are filled with details,

ture. more or less minute, of all the hor-

A book can wait for success
;
the rible and disgusting crimes which

best books have not been under- disgrace society, with sins against

stood by the generation for which the decencies of life, with coarse

they were written
;
but a newspaper personalities, and advertisements

or magazine must succeed at once, which are an opprobrium to human
or fail utterly, since its life is neces- nature.

sarily ephemeral. Hence the great This, I must confess, is a one-

probability is that it will be guided, sided view of the question; it is,

not by principle, but by policy; however, the view which my sub-

that it will aim, not to uphold truth, ject forces me to take in treating
but to flatter the prejudices of its of the means of self-education,

readers. If it is the organ of a party, Though it would be absurd to

it must defend its interests blindly ;
ask you not to read newspapers, it

and hence, whenever argument is would, in my opinion, be wholly

attempted, it will be found to con- unwise to counsel you to make use

sist of little else than special plead- of them to any great extent as

ing and sophistry. But since the aids to true cultivation of mind,

average newspaper-reader is not We grow, morally and intellectually,
fond of logic, the partisan organ by association with that which is

will deal rather with men than with above us, and not by contact with

principles ;
and the whole basis of what is low

;
and it is not by filling

this procedure is double-dealing the mind day by day with what is

untruth erected into the dignity of startling, corrupt, sensational, or at

a principle. Its business will be to best only of passing interest, but

whitewash its friends, and besmear by lifting it up into the higher and
its enemies. When its party is out serener atmosphere, from which

of office, it will swell with indigna- the trivial and transitory value of

tion at the public corruption, and these things is perceived, that it

will use what are called the argus will gain in depth and power,

eyes of the press to discover things Except in the line of study
which do not exist

;
but when the which belongs to one's profession,

spoils are in the hands of its friends, the wisest rule is to confine our-

it will devote itself to covering up selves to the works of really great
their misdeeds. There is also what is minds, which we should not mere-
called the independent press, which ly read, but study,

generally has less of principle than In connection with practical self-

that which is avowedly partisan, education, I consider the
" conver-

It in turn affirms and denies every- sation evening," as described in

thing, plays fast and loose, palters your Report for 1872, excellent,

in a double sense, and, with a seem- In intellectual pursuits, as in other

ing honesty, is most unfair, lend- things, association gives increase of

ing all its influence to persuade power and the means of progress,
men that there is no such thing The contact of mind with mind
as truth, and that morality is only develops the latent fire, and strikes

cant. into life the slumbering thought.
There are yet other heads of in- Mind becomes supplementary to

dictment that may be brought, mind
;
and the intercommunion of

without injustice, against the press, souls, which constitutes the purest
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friendship, becomes also the source which this age has attributed to mere

of the highest pleasure. intellectual cultivation has, amongst
I know that the value of mere other results, produced what may

intellectual cultivation may be ex- be called over-education an ex-

aggerated, and that, in point of cessive activity of brain, which

fact, the men who, in our day, threatens to enfeeble the physical

deny God, insist most upon the health of modern peoples by ab-

developed mind's self-sufficiency. normally developing the nervous
"
In the writings of our great system.

poets," says Strauss, after having I have referred to these dangers,

rejected God and the soul,
"
in the not for the purpose of insisting on

performances of our great musi- them, but rather that I might have

cians, we find a satisfying stimulus an opportunity to say that they are

for the intellect and the heart, not to be greatly dreaded by us.

and for fancy in her deepest or The church gives us fixed principles
most sportive moods." of faith, certain rules of conduct,

Indeed, there is a danger in po- which will prevent the love of

lite education which we should be literature from taking from us that

most careful to avoid. The love deep and practical seriousness of

of poetry and music, of the fine mind which is inseparable from
arts in general, has, I think, a ten- the true Christian Character, whilst

dency to make us unreal and vision- she guides us with an eye that sees

ary, because it separates feeling the light of heaven through the

from acting. We may have high dark mazes of philosophy ;
and the

thoughts, fine sentiments, and plea- fear of over-education should cer-

surable emotions, and yet lie sloth- tainly not trouble us.

fully on our couch. But life is for The educated Catholics of this

action, and to this end thought, country seem to be fast sinking to

sentiment, and feeling should all a low level of mediocrity, above

ronspire. If science and philoso- which no man has the power or the

phy be our favorite pursuits, we courage to raise his head. Where
may acquire inveterate habits of are the men, lay or clerical, who
analysis which, by drying up the give promise of becoming worthy
fountains of feeling, and isolating the to be the successors of Kenrick, of
intellect from the heart, will con- England, of Hughes, or of Brown-
vert the mind into a storehouse son ?

for abstractions and lifeless formu- And yet never was there an age
This tendency of the study Or country in which men of might,

of science will give us a satisfac- able to do battle for the truth, were

tory explanation of many of the more needed. If we sink out of

intellectual errors of the present the intellectual life of the American

people, we shall be passed by and
From abstraction, only the ab- forgotten.

stract, the unreal, can be inferred, Permit me, then, young gentle-
nd hence the new philosophy of men, before concluding this hastily-
atheism does not affirm being, but written address, to exhort you to be

merely the phenomenon. ambitious, not of success, but of

exaggerated importance excellence, which is its own reward.

He who is worthy to succeed can
* The Old Faith and the New, p. xao. despise SUCC6SS. After the noble
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resolve to be true to God, to one's

self, and to one's fellowman, I know
of no higher aim in life than to

grow in intellectual strength.
Older men than you might say

that my words smack something too

much of the savor of youth, which

is
" a bubble blown up with breath,

whose wit is weakness." But with

you, enthusiasm, I am sure, need

not plead for pardon. Even to

have dreamed of deeds of high

emprise and noble endeavor, of

victories won on the foughten field,

is something ;
and to the young

should belong hope, which is not

only the charm of life, but also its

strength.
Without the living hope of some-

thing better, man falls back upon
himself, in impotence, like a bird

whose wing is clipt. He who
wishes to do much must hope for

still more.

Hope gives the conviction of

strength ;
it is confidence, and con-

fidence is power. Have faith and

hope in God and in yourselves ;

and, above all, believe that the

highest wisdom consists in tender

love for the religion of Jesus Christ.

Guard yourselves against a life of

indulgence, which is incompatible
with generous ambition and is de-

structive of character. Yield not to

the fascinations of a literature which

flatters human weakness and pays
court to the senses instead of

speaking to the soul. Be not cyni-

cal, be large-hearted, since the

true view is the generous view.

Give the homage of admiration to

every great man, whether he be a

hero, a genius, or a saint.

When you see Napoleon on the

battle-field, and look into his eye,

and 'behold there the soul of the

war-god that looks and conquers,

forget for the moment his tyranny
and selfishness, and let your soul

shout unto his presence a shout 01

living enthusiasm, even as the war-

cry of his own unconquered veterans

when, in the battle, he rode amongst
them in strength and majesty, like

unto the archangel when he beat

into hell the rebellious powers of

heaven. When you stand in the

Roman forum, and see Cicero arise

and take into his hands the enchain-
ed hearts of his hearers, and play

upon them, as the harper sweeps
his fingers over the trembling
chords of the lyre, till it shouts

or laughs or wails, sighs like the

zephyr, sings like the seraph, curses

like the demon, let your soul also

be attuned to the thrilling accents

of his divine eloquence.
When you behold young Xavier,

surrounded by the most brilliant

audience that fame could attract,

suddenly, after a burst of applause,

stop, reflect a moment, then quit
that scene of triumph, and, clothed

in simple garb, turn his eager steps
toward the East, where millions

dwell who have never heard the

name of Jesus, and there, strong in

the power of divine love and super-
human self-sacrifice, cause every
knee to bend to Jesus and every

tongue to bless his holy name, until

at last, still seeking for some soul in

darkness lying, on a barren isle,

far from man or beast, alone, with

the ocean before him, the desert

around him, and God within him,
he breathes out his great soul in

the words of a confidence certain

of itself: "In thee, O God! have

I hoped; I shall not be confounded
for ever

" when you behold all

this, lift up your hearts to God, and

ask him to give you, too, the strength
to be Christians.
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ON THE WlNG.

A SOUTHERN FLIGHT.

II.

"lo son Monaco
; sopra un scoglio,

Non seme, non coglie,
E pure vuol mangiar." *

IT is true indeed that he does brought together for no other pur-

eat, the prince of the ancient name, pose than to minister to human
and exquisitely beautiful little passions of the worst kind, and to

town, of Monaco. But it is food accumulate sordid gains by trading
that would give an indigestion to on vice. Games of chance may
any man with a conscience. The not, in themselves, be wrong. Far

prince has reserved to himself of be it from me to assert that they
his lovely tiny principality very are. But if the chronicles of Mo-
little more than his large palace naco could be truly written for only
and the surrounding gardens. The one season, we should look on this

rest is let to the keeper of a gam- beautiful scene, where God's best

bling establishment built and organ- gifts in bountiful nature have been

ized on a very magnificent scale, used to decorate and adorn it to

and standing, with its hotel and the utmost, as simply one of the

several gay shops, in the most ex- gates of hell, and probably one of

quisite Italian gardens that ima- its broadest and largest. The moon
gination can picture veritable gar- was riding through a pure expanse
dens of Armida, with terrace above of spotless blue,'her reflection danc-

terrace, nights of white, gleaming ing on the rippling sea with silver

steps, handsome balustrades, and footsteps, as we passed down the

all the glorious flowers and foliage nights of broad stairs from terrace

of far-distant and still more sunny to terrace to join the night-train to

regions. They command a view Mentone. The journey took us

of unspeakable beauty. They are barely twenty minutes
;
and we

full of all the sweet, peaceful sug- were silent and depressed. We had

gestions of lovely nature, heighten- seen no startling sight : all was
ed and enhanced by the order and perfectly decorous and calm. A
arrangement of subtle art. As I slight click, click, very occasionally,
wandered up and down the marble as the heaps of gold had been piled

stairs, and from beneath the shade on the tapis vert, and a subdued,
of eucalyptus, palm, mimosa, tama- muffled noise, hardly perceptible, as

risk, and cypress, into the sunny the croupiers dragged forward the

walks bright with flowers, my heart gains and the losses of silent figures
sank within me at ' the dreadful that sat or stood around the numer-

hought that all this had been ous gambling-tables that was all.

*" My name is Monaco, Hours passed. People came and
went with noiseless tread and con-

I neither reap nor sow,
And yet I eat." trolled countenance. No man com-
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mitted suicide in our presence, there was an Exposition of the Bless-

No woman shrieked at her loss or ed Sacrament, and where the noise

laughed at her success. Outwardly, of the masks and merry-makers
it was calm, silent, and intense, could not penetrate.

But there is a wordless language As I am far from intending to

which speaks from one human soul give my kind readers anything of the

to another, and which, whether we nature of a guide-book a task for

will or no, reveals something of which I am utterly unqualified-
the inner state and the unspoken will not weary them with an account

secrets. The very air teemed with of how and by what route we found

these secrets. And as I passed out ourselves at the San Marco Hotel

into the quiet night, I wondered at Bologna, the City of Arcades, the

whether perhaps in hell there will capital of jurisprudence, whence
be the same decorous silence, with- came many an astute lawyer, rear-

out the exterior beauty, and all ed in its celebrated university,
the fire of anguish be hidden be- which has also given the church

neath the outer garb so entirely six sovereign pontiffs, and amongst
did it seem that, to many, it might them the witty and learned Bene-

be but one step from this to that. diet XIV. To Bologna we owe the
" O tu che, siasi tua fortuna o voglia, great School of painting fouild-
Al paese fatal d'Armida arrive ed b Franc ia which boasts of
Pensi mdarno al fuggire ; or larme spoglia,

J

E porgi ailacci suoi le man cattive."* the CaraCCl, DomenicllinO, Guido,
-Gerusalcmmc Liberate Canto 7, stanza 32. and hig pupil QuercinO, besides
The rusticity of Mentone was a many others. We thought our-

relief after the sort of nightmare selves unusually accurate and learn-

to which we had so needlessly sub- ed, when, on arriving at the Acca-

jected ourselves at Monaco. It demia, we asked the surly guardian
was carnival time, and the pea- which way we ought to turn to get

santry were making merry. A mot- to the Pinacoteca ; and not till we
ley crew came pouring down the had, in a more roundabout form,

only street worthy of the name, told him we wanted to see the pic-
in fantastic dresses, making hide- tures would he condescend from
ous sounds through huge horns, his stolid dignity to tell us where

shouting and dancing. They had to go. The Francias alone, the
two bears with them, which, I af- s. Cecilia of Raphael, or the Mar-
terwards heard, in their frolic they tyrdom of S. Agnes by Domeni-
had let loose, to the alarm of quiet chino, would be worth a yet longer
folks. For myself, I scrambled up journey to behold. And the Head
a steep, narrow, and very dirty of Christ Crowned with Thorns,
vicolo, f part of which was com- drawn in crayons by Guido, with

posed of broken steps, glad to be stams of damp on the paper, and
out of their way. And so, climb- some slight discoloration from age,

ing higher and higher, I found my- ieaves an impression on the mem-
self at the parish church, where

ory surpassing, to my mind, all

that artist's finished paintings. Bo-
O them, whom chance or will brings to the .

soil, logna has set an example our more
Where fair Armida doth the sceptre guide, liberal times, as we are apt to think

Thou canst not fly ;
of arms thyself despoil,

And let thy hands with iron chains be them, Seem unwilling tO follow,

and are doing so but slowly and
ratrfax s Translation. .

J
,.

t A street-lane. grudgingly. The learned
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who aspire to equality with the brown cloaks, all .talking and ges-

other sex might come here in a ticulating, with apparently nothing

body, raise the now declining else to do. There was a market

glories of the university, and fill going on, but not one which seemed
those comparatively empty halls, of sufficient importance to justify

Bologna has known female law- so large a crowd, and which pro-

yers of eminence, and doctors, bably collects there daily, about

and at least one surgeon and an- mid-day, out of the abundant lei-

atomist of the gentler sex, and sure which pervades Italian life,

has done homage to their learn- even in its most industrious forms,

ing and merit. Might it not be as We visited the shrine of S. Domi-
well to take advantage of a univer- nic, and were long engaged in ad-

sity so large-minded, and once so miring its extraordinary beauty,
celebrated? convinced, as we are, The saint died at Bologna in 1221.

that if the ladies -took the lead, the He was in England when the vis-

gentlemen would follow. ion was granted him which re-

We had had the honor many vealed to him that, before the next

years ago of knowing Cardinal Feast of the Assumption, his earthly

Mezzofanti, so celebrated as a lin- career would be closed, and, on

guist. He was a Bolognese, and had arriving at Bologna, had forewarn-

been librarian of the university ed the students at the university

here, and, when we knew him, that he was about to leave them,

occupied an important post in the Shortly after, he went to Venice on
Vatican library. At that time he the affairs of his order. He re-

had mastered something like for- turned to the monastery of S. Nicho-

ty languages. He told us that, a las, at Bologna, in the great heats of

short time previous, he had been the last days of July. The follow-

informed there was a poor sailor ing morning he celebrated his last

come to Rome from some out-of- Mass, and said Office in choir. He
the-way part of the world Lapland, then complained of headache, but
I believe who spoke a dialect ho refused to take any further repose
one could understand or make than was obtained by sitting on a

anything of; and that the man, sack of wool which happened casual-

being a Catholic, wanted to go to ly to be at hand. Finding his suf-

his Easter duties. The cardinal fering increase, he sent for the novi-

sent for him, and made him dis- ces, to give them his last exhorta-

course in his presence. In two tion, summing up all in these simple

days his eminence was quite ready words :

" Be filled with charity,
to hear his confession, and could keep humility, and observe vol-

talk with the man in his own tongue untary poverty." In the hope that

with fluency. a purer air might benefit their be-

Through the cool, shady arcades loved father and founder, they car^

of beautiful Bologna we wandered ried him to the Church of S. Mary of

to the Piazza Vittoria Emanuel, the Mount. But the journey, brief

which formerly was known by the as it was, proved rather to have
more honorable name of Piazza del aggravated his condition. Once
'igante. The crowd was so great again he addressed the assembled

that we could hardly make our way brethren
;
and finding that there

the groups of peasants and was some idea of burying him
well-to-do farmers, in their warm, there, instead of in his own monas-
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tery, he entreated to be taken back to Bologna from Genoa had been -

to S. Nicholas, that he might, as he through a highly cultivated but

expressed it, be buried beneath the flat and uninteresting country,
feet of his brothers. They wanted The contrast was great on the rail-

to change his clothes, but discov- way from Bologna to Florence, with

ered he had no others but those he its forty-five tunnels, its sudden

wore. Brother Moneta therefore turnings and windings, the beauti-

lent him a habit. He had received ful valleys of the Apennines, and

the last sacraments at S. Mary's of the mountains themselves looking
the Mount; and finding that his as if the giant hand of nature had

disciples, in the excess of their crushed them like rose-leaves, and

grief, were delaying to read the then flung them down with all the

prayers for the dying, he was the crinkles in them. You look below

first to beg they would commence, on fertile fields and beautiful little

While they prayed around him, his towns nestling on the sides of green

lips silently repeated the words; hills, with gardens and meadows
and when they came to the sen- smiling in the sunshine. As you

tence,
" Come to his assistance, ye are attempting to realize the lovely

saints of God. Come forth to meet scene before you, the relentless

him, ye angels of the Lord, receiv- engine is bringing you nearer to

ing his soul, and offering it in the rugged rocks, with hanging woods

sight of the Most High,"* he lifted and fringes of the golden broom,

up his hands toward heaven, and A black cavern yawns in front of

at the same moment gave up his you, and in a second you are plung-

pure soul to God. ed in darkness. Away you are

It was at noon, on Friday, the hurried, with grind, and puff, and

6th of August. Thus he reached roar, regretting the sunny picture
his home five years before his com- from which you have so suddenly

panion in arms in the warfare of been snatched. Just as you are .

the great church militant, S. Francis recovering from the shock, again
of Assisi, who was six years his you emerge on a scene as beautiful

junior. The last words of the as the last
;
and again are you

holy dying are ever precious to the doomed to lose it, almost before

Christian world
;
and it is to be your dazzled eyes have recovered

remarked that those of the canon- from this unnaturally rapid succes-

ized saints have most frequently sion of day and night, and which

been taken from Holy Scripture or reminded me of a certain planet,

from the liturgy of the church. S. where, as astronomers assure us,

Francis died repeating the i4ist the inhabitants, if there be any,

Psalm
;

thus his last words were, are exposed to the vicissitudes
"
Bring my soul out of prison, that of several days and nights in the

I may praise thy name: the just course of our comparatively leisure-

wait for me, until Thou reward me."
ly space of four-and-tvventy hours.

The greater part of our journey I have always ventured to hope

they were not also condemned to
*The above passage is really in the Prayers ,

-, -, f^o-
for the Dead. The Dominican ritual differs in dreSS and undress each
some respects from the ordinary ritual : whether otherwise I think many of them
it includes any difference in the Prayers for the

Dying 1 have been unable to ascertain. The must be tempted to follOW

above account is taken from some passages in example of that poor gentleman
Lacordaire's life of the saint. Lacordaire was
himself a Dominican. who cut his throat, leaving a paper
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on the table in which he stated ence since the government had ta-

that it was the constant buttoning ken possession of the Dominican
and unbuttoning which had been church and monastery of San
too much for him. Marco, and opened the latter as a

Nothing can exceed the beauty museum to the public in 1869; so

of the view as the plain of Tus- that my old jealousy that Frank

cany opens before you. We had could gaze at those wonderfully
seen it two-and-twenty years ago, lovely angels of Fra Angelico was
before any railroads were there to now at an end. I do not think

cut short the delights of travelling, there is a cell without some ex-

We had gazed long and lingeringly quisitely devotional painting by the

from out the windows of our travel- monk-artist, whose every picture is

ling-carriage, while the setting sun an embodied meditation and a

left his last kiss on the mountain prayer. We paused long in the

heights, and the evening mists two cells where Savonarola had

gathered below. I, for one, had lived and studied and suffered,

never seen it since. But sometimes The old question forced itself upon
in my dreams that view had come me as to what had been the real

back to me, and, when I awoke, it character of that grand, imposing
was still there. Sometimes the figure, which fills so large a page
phantasmagoria of the mind had in the history of Florence thehard-

suddenly unfolded it before my featured reformer, the man of re-

memory without my being able to lentless will and burning eloquence.
say when and where I had painted Where was the little rift in the flute

that picture on my brain. And which jarred that celestial music?
now I saw it again ;

and sudden- Where was the flaw in the gem
ly all those broken recollections which spoiled its intrinsic value ?

seemed to gather themselves to- And which was the snare in his

gether, and unroll before me, while life which prevented his growing
my soul whispered,

" Here is the on into heroic virtue ? His gifts

reality of what for so many years and graces were immense, and, at

has haunted you, and which you one time at least, so supernatural
have so often been tempted to that they seemed at once the guar-
believe was a trick of your imagina- antee and the pledge that he would
tion. It is a fact

;
and you can die a saint in the highest accepta-

recall it and put it together, piece tion of the word. Frank, who has

by piece ;
as you will do, far more read a great deal about him, written

perfectly, the broken and half- by all sides, is persuaded that it

forgotten fragments of your life was a form of spiritual pride and
when the barrier of death is pass- dependence on himself that ruined

all. Of course, at this distance of
"he only other wide expanse time, and judging only from exist-

rhich has left the same impression ing documents, no one can say
on my imagination, waking and when precisely this began when

)ing, is the view from the the annihilation of self first gave
utiful viaduct at Aricia, as it place to an inner complacency

first burst upon me the vast cam- when that heart, covered, as before

pagna and the crimson lights of the with the rude hair-shirt, began to

ting sun. throb with a secret sentiment of
This was our first visit to Flor- personal satisfaction in the graces
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God had given. It must have been

long, if ever, before those set, stern

features began to betray that an-

other spirit had entered into the

soul of the ascetic monk, which

gradually was tarnishing the purity
of his spiritual life. But when the

end came, and he bowed to death

in its most dreadful form, hurried

on by the malignity of his enemies

who, having once laid their hand
on their prey, feared lest the mercy
of Rome should be enlightened to

arrest its own mandate can any
doubt that the man who had done
so much in a holy cause, and had
so decried the pomp and pride of

life, found all the graces attached

to a great and accepted sacrifice ?

We hurry from Florence. And
though I might linger over my
pages, and make my story more full

of information, and possibly of in-

terest, I yet refrain from anything
that may trench on the character of

mere sketches, which alone I aim
at. Frank forms one of a deputation
to the Holy Father, and he was to

reach Rome by a certain day. We
arrived long enough before that

date to establish ourselves in a

house in the Ripetta, overlooking
the yellow Tiber. Charon, mild,

modern, and a Roman, ferries his

boat just beneath our windows,
The rope is fastened to a stake on
our balcony, and makes a creaking
noise as the boat crosses the river,

to which we are so habituated that

we think it musical. Charon wears
a glazed hat, and affects a nautical

air quite uncalled for, considering
his limited navigation. For the

moderate fee of one half-penny he

conveys his passengers to and fro

across the classic river. Landed
on the opposite shore, we pass along
a narrow lane, on one side limited

by a high wall, on the other by a

green bank paved with violet-leaves,

Modern violet-leaves, but doubt-
less descendants of those that fell

beneath the coulter of Cincinnatus'

plough along these Quintian fields

that early morn when the anxious

senate went to call the half-naked

hero to another and less peaceful

field, and bade him cross the

Tiber (where we have done), and
turn his plough-share into a sword

against those ever-recurring Volsci

and ^Equi. Let the violets grow,
O warrior ploughman ! and in a

few brief days thou shalt return to

find the little purple flowers ready
to hail thy triumph. Shall we see

Racilia behind the tall vine-poles,

bearing the toga that is to cover the

brawny shoulders of the noble la-

borer ? Or have these familiar idyls
of our early life lost their charm in

the sterner and more assured me-
mories of Christian Rome ?

The narrow, violet-bordered lane

leads into wide fields and to the

fortifications of the Castle of Sant'

Angelo. We are outside the gates
of the city. The white walls of

Rome stand glittering in the sun-

shine to our left
;
to our right lies

the green, undulating Campagna ;

and before us are the heights of

Monte Mario, pine-crowned.
S. Michael, poised in mid-air,

sheathes his avenging sword above

the huge round tower that was the

tomb of Hadrian, and by turns the

hiding-place of the popes or the

prison of their enemies.

Darkly looming against the blue-

white sky, the bronze figure of

Rome's guardian angel for ever

holds his weapon half-way out of

his scabbard, like the suspended
threat of an avenging power.

Dark-browed Roman women are

hanging out inconceivable colored

rags that surely never can have

served for human raiment, to dry
on the wooden rails that mark our
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road. They are jabbering, in harsh man, but fiend always! There,
and femininely shrill tones, their where the horrid pomp of his mid-

curtailed patois of the Roman night revels was lighted up by the

tongue ;
and the lark, in advance living and burning forms of the

of the season, is carolling overhead meek martyrs of the church there

in the motionless air and in the we now have the grandest monu-

quivering light of the mid-day sun. ment of the faith for which those

We re-enter the city by the Porta martyrs died that ever has been, or

Angelica, and are standing on probably ever will be. And the

the fields of the Vatican, where great saints, the pillars of the

stood Nero's circus and Nero's church, the founders and foundress-

gardens. Of all the characters of es of her armies of religious orders,

the heathen Roman Empire, none stand now, sculptured in cool mar-

comes more prominently forward ble niches along the aisles of that

as the very type of human depravity gorgeous Basilica which stands on
and accomplished wickedness than the very ground of Nero's infamous

that of Nero. He seems the em- gardens. There, too, was another

bodiment of evil heightened by a "
Potter's Field," in which to bury

versatility of talent and varnished strangers ; for the clay soil on

by the gloss of a false poetic sense which S. Peter's is built had served

that makes him the exact opposite in the old Roman manufactory of

to all that produces heroic virtue bricks and earthenware. The pot-
in its greatest charm, as well as its ters had excavated numberless caves

highest glory, among the Christian on the slopes of the Vatican hills,

saints. His was the poet nature where subsequently the Christians

debased to the lowest sensuality concealed themselves, and, as in

and the meanest vanity. And in the other catacombs of Rome, cele-

the mystic saints, is there not ever brated the divine mysteries and

something of the poet nature car- buried their dead. It is said that

ried to its most subtle expression S. Peter himself, on his first journey
and its utmost elevation in the to Rome, baptized many in these

ascetic purity and tender devotion very catacombs many, probably,
of a S. Francis or a S. Gertrude ? who later on had received that

There is a wonderful sequence in other baptism of blood in the ghast-
the low-lying, half-hidden events ly revels of Nero's gardens, and
of the church's history. There is whose remains were gathered to-

a marvellous counterbalancing of gether secretly by the brethren, and

good against evil, as though the buried in the caves of the
"
Potter's

providence of God had (if we may Fields." And now the strangers
use the expression) taken pleasure have become possessors ;

the holy
in substituting light for darkness, dead have consecrated what might
and beauty for ugliness ; selecting well have been called another

"
field

in each the exact counterpart of the of blood
"

;
and the successors of

other, and placing them in juxta- S. Peter sit in reverend state and

position. And so it is in this spot, govern Christendom on the very
which most brings to our recollec- spot where the first Bishop of Rome
tion the lavish and foul luxury of celebrated in secret the first Masses
Rome's artist emperor, the degraded Rome ever witnessed. The grain

being who was by turns actor, of mustard-seed has indeed become
poet, musician, wrestler, or coach- a great and goodly tree, and the
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birds of all nations and all ages ces of action in a Greek play ? Or
lodge in the beneficent shadow of did he build it up, piece by piece,
its branches. in his soul, and touch and retouch

The whole history of the Basilica the beautiful image like the finished

of S. Peter, whether the first that diversities of an idyl ? We incline

sheltered the relics of the apostles, to the first, for that is most like in-

or the present more magnificent spiration, and the Baldacchino of

one, built from the designs of Ber- S. Peter's must have been an inspi-

nini, and completed by Michael ration.

Angelo, teems with facts of this As we pass beneath the deep sha-

nature. dow of the great colonnade of S.

The old roof of S. Peter's was Peter's into the vast piazza facing
covered by Pope Honorius I. with the Basilica, it is like stepping from
the gilt bronze tiles that had roofed, the mazes of a forest out into the

some historians say the temple sunny plain. Almost catching the

of Romulus, others that of Jupiter diamond spray of these ever-joyous

Capitolinus, possibly of both
;

as fountains, we mount the easy steps,

though the first founders of pagan so dignified in their gradual ascent,

Rome, the Romulus and Remus of and pass into the gallery of the

history and legend, were to pay faade with the same awe-struck

tribute to the founders of Christian feeling we have experienced when
Rome, the great apostles SS. Peter suddenly we have found our frank

and Paul, whose blood cement- glance come in unexpected contrast

ed the walls of the early church, with the deep, scrutinizing gaze
and over whose sacred relics that of a dark eye and the overhanging
venerable roof was to hang ; or, as solemnity of a thoughtful and
if the false Jove, dethroned and heavy-laden brow. And first the

vanquished by the fisherman, were bass-relief before us tells us the

stripped of his splendor to do honor history of the church. Christ de-

to the true God. The tiles have livers the keys to S. Peter, who,
been removed elsewhere now, but kneeling, receives the tokens of his

the fact still retains its touching high office. At either end of the

import. And the like is carried long gallery are the equestrian sta-

out in the present Basilica
;
for the tues of two great imperial defenders

Pantheon, raised to the honor of its and benefactors of the church : Con-

myriad of demon gods, gave up stantine the Great still gazes on the

the bronze of its portico at the labarum that appeared to him in

command of Urban VIII., that out mystic form not far off on that very
of it Bernini might fashion that hill of Monte Mario, pine-crowned,
wonderful work, the Baldacchino and where now stands a church in

over the high altar. Wonderful commemoration of the event an

work ! that, as we gaze at it, never event which turned the City on

weary and ever admiring, we ask Seven Hills, the Babylon of the pro-
ourselves in what way the mind of phecies, the woman drunk with the

the architect *
wrought when he blood of the martyrs, into the Eter-

brought forth this splendid design, nal City, the port of the church's

Did it come to him at once, like the bark, the patrimony of S. Peter,

one grand idea ruling all the caden- and the home of all Christian hearts

the city of which a great and
* The Baldacchino at S. Peter's is by Bernini. TOyal sufferer O11CC said

;

"
J 'ai trouve
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que Rome est 1'endroit ou on pent from the darkness and despotism of

lc mieux se passer du bonheur."* paganism, and Charlemagne, as if

Here all sorrow is ennobled, all in commemoration of this antitype

grief is sheltered. The great King of that deliverance, endowed the

of the church is himself
"
the Man church of S. Peter with rich tri-

of Sorrows," and here his Vicar butes from Egypt for the benefac-

rcigns ! tion of the clergy, and for the

At the very entrance we pause to lighting and repairing of the great

ponder over as touching an elegy Basilica. Human governments are

as ever was written in memoriam ; generally ungrateful ;
but the

and the grief it portrays is that of church is a divine government,
the other great defender of the though carried on through human

church, whose equestrian statue agents, and gratitude is one of her

meets us on the left end of the virtues and one of her most dis-

gallery Charlemagne mourns for tinctive attributes. Constantino

Adrian I. and Charlemagne are not forgotten.
"

I, Charles, write these verses, Their statues guard the entrance

weeping for my father ! Yea, my of S. Peter's, as erstwhile their

father, my dear love ! These ver- power guarded and endowed the see

ses are my lamentation for thy loss, of Peter. Nor shall even the weak-

Be thou ever mindful of me, whose er sex fail of the tribute liberally

memory seeks thee dwelling with paid to loyalty and devotion. There

Christ in the blessed region of is something sublime in the grati-

heaven. The priests and the peo- tude depicted in the monument to

pie loved thee with a great love, the Countess Mathilda, who holds

and all with one love, best of shep- in her hands the mitre and the

herds! Great friend! I mingle in keys, as though to suggest the idea of

one our names and our illustrious consigning them to the protection
titles. Adrian and Charles empe- of the great mediatrix of the incor-

ror, I
;
and father, thou !

'

rigible Emperor of the West, Hen-
In the history of nations, as in ry IV., and who had sheltered in

the life of individuals, there is a her own dominions the great S.

not unfrequent repetition of events Gregory, and done so much to in-

bearing the same type though not the crease the patrimony of the church,

same in fact. They give a charac- A royal father giving his crown and
teristic coloring to the biography sceptre into the hands of a favorite

of the individual or the history of child could not more touchingly
the people. The events and the portray the loving appreciation of

man react on each other. But the sovereign pontiffs towards one

this is especially true, and in a far who had been so true to the church's

ieeper sense, with the history of cause. And time has no effect in

d's church. When the Israelites diminishing the gratitude of that

me out of Egypt, they spoiled the church which is built upon a rock,

yptians.. They carried away as and where all is enduring, any more
a tribute the treasures unwillingly than it has in diminishing the glory
onceded by their former masters. of the saints ;

for it was Urban
*he Christian world, on the conver- VIII. who erected the monument
ion of Constantine, stepped forth

jn g^ Peter's to the spiritual daugh-
ter of the great Hildebrand, Gre-

*" I have found that Rome is the place where TTTT r , ^r
one can enjoy the most happiness." gory VII. a grateful memory of
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more than six hundred years' stand- in England we have that same

ing! Pieta, said to be an original. It

We have often heard people is on a smaller scale and unfinish-

complain of a sentiment of disap- ed; at least the head and features

pointment on first entering S. Pe- of Our Lady always gave me thai

ter's. It has been accounted for impression. Not so the figure of

by the fact that the perfect pro- Our Lord, which is full of the sad

portion and harmony of the whole, tenderness of death. The utter

producing therefore no startling supineness of the limbs and of the

contrasts, fail to effect so sudden arm, which has fallen off Our Lady's
an impression on the mind as lap, and hangs down; the beauty
would be the case were the har- of the worn face; the wonderfully

mony less absolute. To this it may graceful and yet manly hands,
be replied that some minds are more pierced, like the feet

;
the general

alive to impressions of harmony, position of the whole body, like a

and others to those of contrast, broken flower flung on the Moth-
We can best speak from experi- er's lap are full of the deepest

ence, and we all agreed that nowhere religious feeling and pathos. But

had we felt such a sense of complete- it is difficult thoroughly to appre-
ness and its consequent repose fall ciate it where it stands in S. Peter's,

upon our souls as when we pushed It is over the altar, and one had
aside that heavy leathern portal, need do as I used to do at P
and passed within the precincts when a child, to be able to appre-
of S. Peter's. I do not remember ciate all the details. I used to go
ever to have done so, though I alone, when I was sure of not being
have probably been there fifty caught, down the dark, dreary pas-

times, without an involuntary pause sage which led to the dark, disused

as I first entered
;
and before ap- chapel, on the damp, marble pave-

proaching the holy-water stoups, ment of which stood this supposed
supported by white marble boys of original of the Pieta. Then get-
six feet high, who carry a large ting a chair from a bath-room in

marble shell between them, and, the vicinity of the chapel, I stood

everything being large in propor- upon that, so as to bring myself
tion, fail not to look like infants, nearly on a level with the head of

in spite of their real size. The Our Lady, and thus be able to

first chapel to the right as you en- look down, as she does, on the dead
ter is the one in which a large Christ supported on her knees,

number of very valuable relics How often in S. Peter's I have

are kept in rich reliquaries, and wished I could do the same with

which are only shown to the pub- the undoubted work of Michael

lie on certain days. These are Angelo, and trace again in every
distinct from the great relics of the line the pathetic beauty of suffer-

Passion, which are exhibited to the ing and death, as, with eyes full of

crowd from the loggia in the dome tears, I had done in early life ! The
on either side of the high altar Pieta at S. Peter's has the same

during Holy Week. I used to be absence of real beauty in the face

attracted to that chapel, which is of Our Lady with the one at P- -
;

otherwise less striking than many the same long upper lip and want

of the others, by the Pieta of Mi- of finish. It also gives a like im-

chacl Angelo. In my father's house pression with all other pietas> in
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which the Mother is represented try his patience. He simply ig-
as holding her Divine Son on her nored it. He appeared to have no
knees a thing which in reality eyes nor ears for any sound but
would be impossible. No woman the well-known monotony of the

could support on her knees the responses. It is to be hoped some-
dead body of a full-grown man. thing may come back to them of it

Michael Angelo, whose idealism all when they are old enough to

was always under the control of think. For myself, I could only
his marvellous anatomical drawing, reflect on what a strange reminis-
was too conscious of that not to cence it would seem to me to have
endeavor palpably to counteract learnt my catechism beneath the

what probably, as he was ^%prking dome of S. Peter's. To these little,

at the group, he felt to be an invin- careless mortals, it was only a part
cible objection. He has certainly of their everyday life,

made it look possible in his Pieta. The niches, filled with colossal

but he has done it at the expense statues of the founders and foun-

of beauty and cdngruity. The dresses of religious orders, embellish
Blessed Virgin's lap is enormous

;
the walls on all sides

;
and proba-

her whole figure looks powerful and bly all Catholics look out for some

gigantic, while that of the Saviour special saint as they wander
is undersized in proportion. through the Basilica. We used

I have often paused in the space particularly to salute S. Teresa and

opposite this first chapel, across the S. Frances of Rome
;
the latter at-

nave, to watch some fifty little tended by her guardian angel,
urchins learning their catechism. These statues produce a grand
Merry little creatures they seemed effect, being all of white marble,
to be, all more or less in the negligJ standing in niches of many-colored
attire of Italian beggar life, pictu- marbles and rich carvingj though
resque in color and dilapidated in they are far from all having artistic

texture. Sparkling black eyes and merit. There are still some niches

gleaming white teeth were their empty. Who will fill them ? What
chief and never-failing beauty, saintly founders or foundresses of

They sat on low forms, or rather new orders does the future of the

they leant upon them, lay upon church still reserve for us ? Or will

them, scrambled over them, waiting the last day come, and find those

for their instructor, who always niches empty still ? With the ex-

seemed long in coming. When at ception of the four statues under
last he did arrive, a faint semblance the dome, they are (and must al-

of order was established. The lit- ways be) canonized saints and
tie creatures shouted forth the an- founders of orders,

swers in a sort of loud sing-song, I have heard of people whose

nudging each other .all the time, great ambition was to be buried in

swinging their little,*naked, well- Westminster Abbey. I knew one
bronzed legs, and keeping up some pretty bride, of high rank and

perennial jokes all the time with each youthful ambition, who was married

other, but little in unison with the in the Abbey because she was per-
words they were repeating: I can- suaded that her husband would be
not say that their demeanor seemed a great statesman, and that his

at all to affect the stolid gravity of grateful country would bury him
their priestly instructor, or even to there. But I never heard of any
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one who dreamed of filling one of

the empty niches in S. Peter's. On
first entering the church, one sees

the many lamps burning round the

Confessional of S. Peter, as the

high altar is called. They seem
to pour an orange-colored glow
all around. You stand or kneel

against the marble balustrade, and
look down on the kneeling figure of

Pius VI. before the tomb of his great-

er predecessor. It is a beautiful, rest-

ful image of perpetual prayer, and
is one of the few works of Canova
I have ever really admired. Against
the marble balustrade there hang
some wooden frames containing an

indulgenced prayer and hymn to

S. Peter and S. Paul in Latin. I

once had a curious illustration of

how a trifle may strike a stranger,
while it escapes the notice of one in

the habit of seeing it constantly. I

never went to S. Peter's that I did

not say tjhat prayer at the tomb of

the apostles ;
for it must be remem-

bered the relics (not all of them)
of S. Paul lie here, as well as those

of S. Peter. I had had occasion to

insert them in a manuscript, which
fell into the hands of a certain

very learned Capuchin, who holds a

high post in his order, and in con-

nection, also, with the Sovereign
Pontiff. He surprised me by ask-

ing me where I got those prayers
and hymns. He had never read

them before, in the many years he
had lived at Rome in the venerable

convent of his order, and might
have seen them fastened by a small

chain to the spot where he must
so often have knelt. Perhaps the

fact that in every church in Rome
you will find an indulgenced prayer
printed up somewhere as an incen-

tive to devotion, may have led to

his not particularly noticing the

one at S. Peter's.

Frank used to tell Mary he never

knew any one so greedy of indul-

gences as she was. She always
looked out for these short prayers ;

she never went to S. Peter's with-

out kneeling, as she passed the

priests in their confessionals, to re-

ceive the little tap from the long
wand they have in front of the con-

fessional, and to the receiving of

which an indulgence is attached.

He used to tell her laughingly that

he did not understand how she had

the face to disturb the priest saying
his Office, and oblige him to lift his

eyes from his Breviary, and detach

the long stick as she knelt a yard
or two distant/ We have seen her

unblushingly obtain three raps in

succession with all the devotion

possible; and then, when she and I

were looking another way, Frank

would strive 'against his natural

British undemonstrativeness, and
kneel for the little blow, getting up

again with a shy blush. . Mary and

I never took any notice. We knew
that the small act of humility, which,

among the childlike Italians, came
almost as a matter of course, cost

him far more than it did us, and

therefore had more merit. The
Romans have a harmless supersti-

tion that if you are leaving Rome,
and are anxious to return, you will

not fail to do so if you deposit some
small coin in a safe place. I had

done so the last time I had been

there
; and, sure enough, I was back

again to claim my money. But

though I could remember the part
of the church beneath the statue of

S. Juliana where I had dropt it into

a crevice, I. never could find it

again. However, that did not mat-

ter, since the charm had worked

successfully. A draught of the wa-

ter from the fountain of Trevi is

said to have the same effect.

drank a cupful once in pure jest,

and have been to Rome four times
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since ;
but something more powerful

than the hidden half-pence or the

fountain of Trevi has lured me back

again. There is, I believe, no spot
in the world where everybody gets

to feel so at home as in Rome, out-

side the land of their birth and the

roof that shelters all their domestic

affections.

In the same place where I had

hidden my little coin I remember a

scene which filled my imagination
with interest and admiration. It was

Holy Thursday. The high altar

was being stripped of all the orna-

ments, and washed with wine, to the

mournful chanting of the choir; the

daylight was fast declining, though
still some rays of the setting sun

stole through the yellow- tinted

windows below the dome; and

the Grand Penitentiary was seated

in his violet robes on a raised plat-

form, in a crimson velvet chair,

with no partition between him and

the low stool to his right, on which

the penitents were to kneel. There
were several steps, covered with

cloth, to mount from the pavement
of the church to the seat of the

prelate; and at some distance

from these was a temporary railing

to prevent the crowd from ap-

proaching within hearing of what
should pass between the penitent
and the priest. We stood among
the crowd. The penitent was a

man of about thirty years of age,
with coal-black hair and beard,

deep, dark eyes, and regular fea-

tures. It was very curious to hear

the remarks of the bystanders ;
and

they were very characteristic of

Italians, born to the faith. Most
of them were praying aloud, in brief

dilations, that God would grant
him perfect contrition. The wo-

n especially were exclaiming:
" Ah ! poverello, ma piange !

" *

* Ah ! poor fellow. Why, he is weeping !

Two priests passed through the

crowd, and paused a moment, with

a smile of indescribable benevolence

and satisfaction that a big fish had
been caught in Peter's net, and was

being drawn to land. The confes-

sion lasted a long time. The man
never for a moment shifted his po-
sition

;
but by degrees the vener-

able prelate bent his ear closer and
closer to the poor penitent, and his

countenance showed a mixture of

compassion and tenderness quite

paternal. The man's forehead al-

most touched the priest's shoulder,

as he poured forth his long history
of error and shame. At length the

priest's hand was raised to give the

absolution, and a murmur of relief

and congratulation ran through the

crowd of spectators. The hand
rested on the man's head before he

rose from his knees. He came

quickly down the steps. The crowd

parted to let him pass. He can

have seen none but smiling and

happy glances all around him, if he

cared to look up; but all silently
made way for him, and in a mo-
ment he was lost in the multitude,
absolved and released from the

burden of some "reserved case."

Of course there were many conjec-
tures as to who and what he might
be. Some said he had been a ban-

dit
;

others that he was a priest

who had broken his vows, and
made this confession in public as

an act of greater humility ;
for of

course it is not imperative to carry
all reserved cases to the Grand

Penitentiary, nor need the penitent
wait for Lent to get absolution.

Nevertheless, the prelate with

power to absolve all reserved cases

(of which murder is one) occupies
that raised confessional throughout
Lent for certain hours of the day.

Mary was so overcome at the piety
and charity of the crowd in the
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warm interest they evinced, and in three windows of the Vatican,
observed so often that it must be They were always there, and always
delightful to be thus prayed for at about the same hour they disap-
while making one's confession, that peared. One day, when Mary was
we began to apprehend she would calling on Cardinal Antonelli he
mount the platform herself, had asked her where we were living;
not Frank timely observed to her and on her describing the position,

that, in all probability, she had no and how she could see S. Peter's

reserved case on her conscience ! and the Vatican, and specially those

By this time the shades of night three windows, he told her the

were closing in. The lights were lights were from his own apartment,
all extinguished. The altars stood His eminence 'is very fond of flow-

bare and cold. The dark crowd ers, and has a garden in Rome, in

swayed in dense masses towards the which he takes great pleasure,

open doors. The light of the moon They were talking of flowers, and

struggled pale and wan through the he observed to Mary that she would

high windows where the setting sun find very much the same flora

had lately thrown a golden glow, throughout Europe, though not of

The vast cathedral echoed to the course equally distributed. Mary
steps of the departing crowd, and objected that she had never seen

we turned towards home, more the little common yellow primrose

deeply impressed with the desola- of our English woods, in that part
tion expressed by the Holy Thurs- of Italy.

'

Nevertheless, you will

day ceremonies in S. Peter's in the find we have it," was his reply,

stripping of the altars than with And not long after, on our way to

many others more generally remark- Viterbo, we saw its starry blossoms

ed. by the roadside, and hailed it as an

It was night before we reached old friend, dearer to our hearts than

our apartment in the Ripetta. even the graceful pink cyclamen,

Mary's bedroom overlooked the which from the position of the petals

river, and in the morning she could reminds me of a pretty, blushing
see S. Peter's bathed in the rosy child with her hair all drawn bac&

light of the rising sun, while flights from her forehead,

of white sea-gulls came up the river What memories crowd upon me as

with the early tide to feed upon I recall these trivial incidents ! What
the refuse which had been thrown happy hours have I spent beneath

into the water. They came swoop- that deep-blue but not unclouded

ing down, with their glittering plu- sky, with the warm breeze perfum-

mage flashing in the sunshine, and, ed by the breath of violets in the

dipping low, would snatch some Doria Pamphili Villa! The great

dainty morsel from the swift water, stone pines, with their soft, unceas-

and mount up, in graceful, curving ing sighs ;
the large willows drop-

flight, to repeat the same again and ping their bright-green flexible

again. As the port was close to wands into the clear water; the

our house, no doubt it was an ad- violet anemones, with here and

vantageous position for both the there a large crimson one, or a yel-

breakfast and supper of the gulls, low tulip lighting up the soft green

They always returned in the eve- grass like a sparkling gem ;
the vio-

ning, but at no other hour in the lets, not bashful and hidden shrink-

day. At night we could see lights ingly beneath their leaves, as in
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our colder climes, but lifting their never seen devotion more exquisite-

little dark-purple heads high in the ly depicted than in that sweet,

air, to drink the light and leave a sorrowful face, with the tears stand-

perfumed kiss on every breeze that ing in the large, uplifted eyes,

floats
;

soft masses of white cloud Through the open door of the

sailing slowly over the blue ether, church penetrated the scent of large

and casting dappled shadows on masses of Banksia roses that hung
the long grass. In the distance is over a wall in a garden nearly

S.Peter's and the Vatican, with fields opposite. Untrained, untrimmed

of broken ground in many tints of they flung long wreaths to the wind,

yellow and green and red between it and lay in cloud-like bunches of

and the stone balustrade against soft, creamy white. As we passed
which we lean. It appears, from this by the door of the hospital of the

point of view, to be quite outside Salvatore, two Sisters stepped out

the city, and to stand alone and into the sunshine, on some errand

untrammelled by meaner buildings, of charity for their sick and aged
Behind us is a dense avenue of ven- patients. We then visited the

erable ilex, and but now we were Basilica of S. John Lateran,
"
the

visiting the Colombarium, the other mother and head of all churches."

side of the road, and moralizing on The gigantic statues of the apostles

the pagan practice of cremation, as have a very imposing effect, in spite

compared with the hallowed Chris- of their many artistic faults, more

tian sepulture it must have been so, perhaps, than the equally faulty

so difficult to realize that the little statues at S. Peter's. Then we
handful of ashes in the urn had wandered into the large piazza in

anything to do with the dead wife front of the cathedral, and looked

or child or father, that they had beyond the gates and crumbling

loved, embraced, and conversed fortifications of Rome upon the

with ! Alban hills. The long avenue of

Again, I remember a day when trees leading to the church of

we were living at Capo le Case. I Santa Croce di Gerusalemme were

took Ann with me, and we set out coming into leaf; so were the group
for a long walk regardless of the of trees to our right, by the low

flight of time. We directed our wall of the piazza, on which grew
course to S. John Lateran. On tufts of fern and yellow-blossomed
our way, we paused at San Clemente, ofcalis. We sat on the steps, and
where we had several times visited ate some hot chestnuts I had bought
the subterranean church under the by the roadside, getting, at the

guidance of the kind and learned same time, a pinch of salt from a

F. Mullooly. Few, perhaps, have dark-browed matron, with a yellow
. er noticed, in a church which kerchief across her ample bosom,

presents so much else to interest and a silver dagger in her hair,

them, a small picture, the head of who sold cigars in a little wooden
S. Catharine of Sienna, over an booth. It was enough to be alive

altar at the bottom of the church, on such a day and in such a scene,
on the right hand. It is modern, with the easy liberty of Italian life

and by a Dominican artist whose and the total absence of
" Mrs.

name is unknown to me, and pro- Grundy." There w,as no one to

bably to all save the brothers of see us (save a few beggar-women)
his order. Nevertheless, I have sitting on the steps of the grand
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portico, and scattering the skins of yet in many things how unseemly
our chestnuts on the pavement at would some of their practices ap-
our feet, while we silently drank in pear to us ? For it was in the

the balmy air and rejoiced in the Church of San Silvestro al Quiri-

beauty of the view before us. Ere nale that they used to meet after

we returned, we visited the Scala Vespers, to converse and laugh

Santa, and looked long on Giaco- and jest together. We look across

metti's beautiful group of the Kiss the river to mark that house. It is

of Judas. The evening was clos- dark and silent now. No lights

ing in when, wearied but satisfied, gleam from the windows. Half-

we reached our home. But if these defaced frescos still cover some of

remembrances are full of light and the walls, but it is let from top to

warmth, not less pleasing are those bottom to several families of the

of our moonlight drives the year very poorest of the people,
that we remained in Rome till the But I must pause. Rome is inex-

middle of July, and every evening haustible, whether in her classic, her

used to visit the Colosseum, or S. Christian, or her artistic treasures;

John Lateran and Santa Maria besides the charm of social inter-

Maggiore, stopping to gaze long course, the delight of varied soci-

upon the cold silver light, so sharp ety, and the equal ease and splen-
and sudden on every curve and dor which may be found in the

shaft, on architrave and entablature, interior life of her princely palaces.
on capital and plinth, while the Nor can I close this chapter with-

dense shadows lurked behind like out speaking of one whose pre-
black stains of unfathomable dark- sence, though now confined with-

ness. Then we would drive to in the walls of his own pal-
S. Peter's, and after crossing the ace, makes Rome so doubly dear

bridge of Sant' Angelo between to the true Catholic. The days are

the angels, each holding an instru- gone when our afternoon drive

rnent of the Passion, we would might be gladdened by the plea-
look across the dark river to see sure of finding the well-known
the covered balcony of the house crimson coach and magnificent
where Michael Angelo was an black horses checking our progress,
honored guest, and had introduc- while we hastened to descend and
ed the young Raphael to the small kneel where he would pass, that we
circle of favored ones who met might catch a glance, perhaps a

nightly under that roof. There, too, smile, and certainly the blessing, of

Vittoria Colonna probably came the venerable old man in whom we
to increase the charm by her wit recognize the Vicar of Christ. We
and beauty, while Michael Ange- had been admitted to more than

lo nourished those sentiments of one private audience, besides wit-

pure and profound veneration for nessing several of those receptions
her great merits which made him in which hundreds of people of

bitterly reproach himself after her many nations knelt to kiss his feet,

unexpected death, because he who and to hear that sweet, clear voice

had never breathed one word of utter words of exhortation and en-

love to her while living, had dared couragement. This last time we had

to press a kiss on her marble brow entered the Vatican with sad and al-

when cold in death. What noble -tered feelings. It was no longer a

sentiments, what lofty times ! And gala-day, that on which we were to
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visit the universal father of Chris- tred of his enemies, his eye had
tendom. We were going to con- not dimmed or his strength failed

dole with an august prisoner, a fa- him. This impression was in-

ther defrauded of his rights, a sov- creased with every word he spoke,

ereign deprived of his possessions. It was like the dawn which pro-
We all felt depressed and inclined for mises the perfect day, no matter

silence. The Pope had been in- how dark the night has been,

disposed, and, as we were kept wait-
" The people imagine a vain thing !"

ing a long time, we began to fear He is still with us he, the father

His Holinesss would prove unable of his people! He may be ours

to receive us. Our spirits flagged for years to come. He may see

with every second that we were left the day-spring of the church again,
in expectation, till Mary began to He may live to witness her tri-

look so pale I feared that she was umph. And should it be other-

ill. At length, however, we per- wise should .that white head be
ceived a stir among the crimson- laid low before the triumph of the

liveried servants who were in at- church over her enemies will he
tendance in the vestibule

; present- see it less, will he share it less, be-

ly the curtain at the end of the cause he has gone before ? Impos-
long gallery where we stood was sible ! The church militant and
drawn aside, and once again our the church triumphant are one.

eyes beheld him who is ever pre- But our hopes go further; or ra-

sent to our thoughts, and whose ther, they are more human. We
name is breathed in so many pray- believe that Pius IX. will live to

ers. The first feeling that filled see the end of confusion and the

our beating hearts, as we looked on beginning of peace ;
the downfall

his saintly and venerable face, was r of falsehood and oppression,- and

joy to feel that he was still amongst the restoration of himself (and
us

;
that despite increasing years, others) to all their rights. May

and the increasing malice and ha- God grant it !

THERE WAS NO ROOM FOR THEM IN THE INN.

No place for Him ! So Him you drive away ;

You drive away your God, your God. Oh ! stay.

O height of human madness ! wonders rare !

No place for Him ! without Whom no place were.

Crashaw.

VOL. xix. 15
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ANTAR AND ZARA;

OK,

"THE ONLY TRUE LOVERS."

AN EASTERN ROMANCE NARRATED IN SONGS.

BY AUBREY DE VERB.

PREFACE.

WHO has not heard of those Christian communities which have held their own during so many
centuries, on the citied slopes of the Lebanon, or on the adjacent plains ? Several of them have exist-

ed from a period earlier than that in which the foundations of our oldest monarchies were laid. The
Maronites derive their name from Maron, a hermit of the IVth century, whose cell, on the banks of

the Orontes, gradually attracted a Christian population about it. In the Vllth and Vlllth centu-

ries, when the sword of the False Prophet was carrying all before it, they retreated from the uplands
of the Euphrates and Mesopotamia to the fastnesses of the Lebanon. The Melchites, a race of un-

questionably Arab origin, and whose religious offices are still celebrated in Arabic, emigrated to

Syria before the Christian era, and became Christian m the IVth century. Weakened by their

hereditary feuds, they retain, notwithstanding, all the pride of their ancient stock, and not less all

its heroism, its generosity, its hospitality, its sense of honor, and its passion for poetry and eloquence.
The devotion of both these races to their Faith is sufficiently attested by their having retained it dur-

ing so many centuries of wrong, and in spite of so many persecutions. In the massacres of 1860 alone
about 12,000 of them perished.

Few subjects are more worthy of attention than the ways of a People which still keeps so much
of what belonged to the feudal and monastic system of Europe in the Middle Ages, and combines
them with the patriarchal traditions of the world's morning. Much that we possess they lack

; but,

among them, some of the affections Patriotism and Love, for instance retain a meaning which ap-
pears to grow daily more rare amid the boasted civilization of the West. That meaning is illustrated

alike in their lives and their poetry. It has been observed that the religious poetry of the East
sometimes resembles love-poetry. The converse remark may no less be made. Eastern love-poetry
is wide in its range ;

but'its more characteristic specimens resemble the early poetry of religion or pa-
triotic devotion, so full are they of elevation and self-sacrifice. I know not how far the spirit of sue h

poetry can make itself intelligible to the sympathies of the West. To many readers the present
poem will be an experiment new, not only as regards its spirit, but its form also that of a story
narrated in songs. It was composed, in substance, some years ago, when the author was in the
East.

PART I.-

HE SANG. *

I.

O WIND of night ! what doth she at this hour
In those high towers half lost in rock and brake ?

Where is she ? Sits she lonely in her bower ?

If she is pensive, is it for my sake ?

Perchance she joins the dance with other maids :

With whom ? By whose are those white fingers pressed ?

Perhaps for sleep her tresses she unbraids

While moonbeams fill the chamber of her rest.

* Throughout this poem the lover's songs are in the longer metre; the lady's in the shorter.
In the ist and 3d parts, the songs are all his

;
in the 2d and 4th, all hers ;

in the sth and 6th, the two
classes are mixed.
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Tell her, O wind ! that I have laid my head

Here, on the rough stem of the prostrate pine
Which leans across the dried-up torrent's bed,
And dream at times her face, and dream it mine.

Once in the palm-grove she looked back on me ;

A wild brier caught her zone : I saw it fall :

Large is the earth, the sun, the stars, the sea ^
For me that rosy girdle clasps them all.

ii.

By night I crossed the tremulous poplar bound
Which cools the south wind with its watery bower ;

I heard the river's murmur, mid that sound,
And smelt the fragrance of the trampled flower.

Where that pure crystal makes thy morning bath
A white tent glimmered. Round it, rank on rank,

The crimson oleanders veiled the path,
And bent or rose, as 'swelled the breeze or sank.

I entered not. Beside that river's brim
I sat. Thy fawn, with trailing cord, drew near :

When from my knee its head it lifted, dim
. Seemed those dark eyes, by day so large and clear.

Go back, poor fawn, and house thee with thy kind !

Where, amid rocks and mountains cold with snow,

Through forests sweep the branching hart and hind ;

Go back : go up : together let us go.

in.

Tell her that boasts that slender is and tall

I have a cypress in a sunny space :

Tell her that blushes, by my garden wall

A rose-tree blushes, kindling all the place.

Tell her that sweetly sings and softly moves,
A white swan winds all night below my trees

;

My nightingale attunes the moon-lit groves
Can I not portion out my heart with these ?
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If I were dead, my cypress would lament,

My rose-tree shed its leaves upon my grave,

My nightingale weep long in forest tent

She would not mourn me dead that scorns to save.

IV.

Thou cam'st, thou cam'st
;
and with thee came delight,

Not mine alone. The little flowers and leaves

Shook at the first gleam of thy garment white
;

And still yon myrtle thrills, yon almond heaves.

Thou spak'st ! That voice, methinks, is heard on high !

The buds and blooms in every amaranth wreath

By angels worn expand in ecstasy ;

And in pure light a heavenlier fragrance breathe.

Hail, Land that gav'st her birth ! Hail, precinct old !

Hail, ancient Race, the Lebanonian crown !

The Turk hath empire, and the Frank hath gold :

Virtue and Beauty, these are thy renown !

v.

Thou wentest : with thy going came my night :

As some deep vale when sudden sinks the sun,

Deep, yet suspended on the mountain height
And girt by snows, am I when thou art gone.

With death those hills, so late all amethyst,
At once are clad : the streams are filmed with ice

The golden ether changeth into mist :

Cold drops run down the beetling precipice :

The instant darkness cometh as a wind,
Or falleth as the falling of a pall :

Return, my light of life, my better mind,

My spirit's day, my hope, my strength, mine all !

VI.

Bneathe healthful zephyrs, airs of Paradise,
Breathe gently on that alabaster brow

;

Shake the dark lashes of those violet eyes ;

Flatter those lids that such high grace allow.
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Those cheeks, pure lilies, capture with sweet stealth,
And warm with something of a rose-like glow ;

Those tremulous smiles, costlier than miser's wealth,
Draw out

;
those magic tresses backward blow !

Thus much is yours. 'Tis mine where once she strayed
To cull sad flowers that ne'er shall meet her sight ;

To watch, close shrouded in the tall rock's shade,

High up one little casement's glimmering light.

VII.

Seest thou, O maid ! some star by us unseen,
Buried from us in depths of starless space ?

Know'st thou some joy of lesser joys the queen,
That lights so sweet a mystery in thy face ?

That face is as the face of them that bask
In some great tidings, or the face of one

Who late hath set his hand upon some task

By God ordained, that shall for God be done.

That light is as the light of them who bent

That shepherd choir above the Babe new born :

Upward from Him thy day is ever sent,

A lifelong kindling of the Bethlehem morn.

VIII.

Since that strange moment, Love was as a breeze,
And I a leaf wafted by it along :

Onward 'twixt magic heavens and mystic seas

We passed. If I was weak, yet Love was strong.

On, ever on, through mountainous defiles,

By Love sustained, upborne, on piloted,
I wound o'er laughing lakes and happy isles

;

I asked not whither, and I felt no dread.

I breathed, methought, some everlasting spring :

I passed, methought, in endless, aimless quest

(A dew-drop hanging on an eagle's wing)

Through some rich heaven and ever-deepening West.
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That dream had end. Once more I saw her face :

No love it looked : the sweet lips breathed no sound

Then fell I, stone-like, through the fields of space,

And lay, dead bulk, upon the bleeding ground.

IX.

River that windest in thy jewell'd bed,

The palms of her soft feet beside thee move :

But gentleness and peace are round thee spread,

And therefore I am gone from what I love.

Nightly on thee the stars thou lov'st shall gaze :

Thee and thy heaven no envious cloud can sever

In vain to her I love mine eyes I raise
;

And therefore, happy stream, farewell for ever !

Pale passion slays or dies. I would die young,
Live while I live

;
then sink without a sigh,

As some swift wave, from central ocean sprung,

Subsides into the flat tranquillity.

x.

O heart whereon her Name was graved so long !

Heart pressed at last to hers, henceforth be snow !

For love's sake let me do to love no wrong :

There are who watch her. To the wars I go.

There are that watch her : and in fields far off

There are that wait my banner, name my name
;

My House was ne'er the upstart Moslem's scoff:

Its orphaned heir his fathers will not shame.

This is the grove where, by yon meeting streams,

She too her love confessed how falteringly !

From that glad hour a Church to me it seems :

I leave it : I must leave it though I die.

Here as I slept, an Angel, not to sense

Revealed, above me traced the sacred sign :

" Here is Love's palace : Duty calls thee hence :

Alone where Duty stands are Church and Shrine."
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F. LOUAGE'S PHILOSOPHY.*

THE design of F. Louage in com- We have delayed noticing this

piling this little text-book is most text-book by F. Louage for a long

praiseworthy, and one which we are time, simply from a feeling of re-

especially bound to commend, as it luctance to express, without obvious

is an attempt to carry out a plan necessity, the judgment which we
we have repeatedly and earnestly formed on first perusing it that it

advocated in this magazine, of fur- is very far from being a successful

nishing good text-books of philo- effort, and, moreover, that it con-

sophy, written in the English Ian- tains a philosophical doctrine which

guage. The credit of originating cannot be safely taught in our Ca-

this purpose belongs, so far as we tholic schools. We shall proceed

know, to the Christian Brothers, by-and-by to establish the justice

The good work had, indeed, been of both these criticisms
; but, be-

begun by Mr. Brownson, in trans- forehand, we wish to offer a few

lating the Fundamental Philosophy preliminary remarks explaining the

of Balmes. Nevertheless, as this is past and present attitude of THE
not precisely suited for use as a CATHOLIC WORLD in respect to

text-book, the preparation of such soundness of philosophical doc-

a text-book remained a desidera- trine.

turn
;
and our attention was first It is well known that a number

called to the practical need of one of doctrinal decisions on philoso-
or more of these text-books by a phical topics have been promulgat-
letter to the editor from the Supe- ed by the reigning Sovereign Pon-
rior of the Christian Brothers at tiff, which have made the true sense

Baltimore, urging the great neces- and teaching of the church on sev-

sity of translating some one of the e-ral important points much more
Latin manuals, or preparing a new clear and definite than it had pre-
one. This demand was the occa- viously been to a large number of

sion of our mooting the question in sincere and learned Catholics. For
these pages, and since that time the a long time, some of these decisions

demand has been supplied by three those, namely, concerning ontolo-

different publications. One of these gism were not universally known,
is the translation of Balmes' admi- and their import had not been suf-

rable Treatise on Logic, brought out ficiently discussed and explained
under the auspices of the Christian to give a certain and distinct di-

Brothers
; another, the first part of rection to those who, like ourselves,

K. Hill's Philosophy, which has in this country, had not been au
been highly commended both in courant with the affairs which

Europe and in this country, and a brought about these decisions,

third is the work now under notice. Philosophy has been generally, and
more especially in England and the*A Course of / hilosophy ; embracing Logic,

r J
.

3
.

Metaphysics, and Ethics. Designed as a text- United States, in a miserable and
book for the use of schools. By Rev. A. Louage, rhantir <:tatp until n rnmmmtivplv
C.S.C., Professor in the University of Notre

1Ve1^
Dame. Baltimore : Keiiy, Piet & Co. i8 73 . brief period, during which a more
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wholesome tendency has been the conscience in the strictest and

awakened. The worst and most gravest sense. In a former article

dangerous errors have been those on Dr. Stockl's Philosophy, we have

which have sprung from the sensist explained our position, which is

school. As a natural consequence, that of the best and most approved
those whose Catholic belief has led European authors, in regard to this

them to reject these gross errors, obligatory doctrine, so far as relates

being unacquainted with the scho- to ideology. Beyond this, we TC-

lastic philosophy, have been inclin- spect, of course, the liberty which

ed to throw themselves back on the church concedes. Her posi-

Platonism, and to welcome any tive sanction has been given to the

system of philosophy which put scholastic principles, method, and
forward a high ideological doctrine doctrine, only in general terms,

in which the necessary and eternal While, therefore, we advocate the

truths, the immutable principles of adhesion to scholastic philosophy,
first and final cause, the being and as the only safe and really scien-

attributes of God, and all natural tific way of procedure in education,

theology, were professedly exalted we do not close our eyes to the fact

to their due supremacy, and placed that there are several important
on a basis unassailable by a mean topics in respect to which discus-

scepticism and materialism. The sion is not only allowable, but really

very same took place in the in- necessary. The best philosophical
stance of Cardinal Gerdil, of Male- writers living, who are in the main

branche, and of others, at a former disciples of S. Thomas, differ very

period ;
and F. Ramiere, one of the much from one another in regard

most successful opponents of on- to questions of this sort. Kleutgen,

tologism, has lucidly explained how Liberatore, Sanseverino, Tongiorgi,
this is precisely the reason that the Ramiere, and Stockl may be cited

said system has appeared in a cap- as the most distinguished modern

tivating light, in our own day, to a expositors of the doctrine common-
number of minds to which scepti- ly taught in Catholic schools

; and
cism and materialism are especially the differences among these are well

odious. This may explain the fact known. A very able writer, who is

that we have taken a more decisive now publishing a series of articles

and explicit stand in regard to sev- in this magazine, and who happily
eral important philosophical doc- combines a profound knowledge of

trines, since the more thorough ex- mathematics and physics with his

animation of the differences be- deep metaphysical science, departs,
tween the ancient and received in some instances, from all these,

teaching of Catholic schools, and and strikes out a path for himself,

the various modern theories, have in which we are sure that every
convinced us of the great import- philosophical reader will watch his

ance of adhering closely, not only progress with the greatest interest,

in respect to the substance of Personally we are disposed to favor

doctrine, but even in respect to form the stricter Thomistic doctrine so

and the use of terms, to that phi- ably elucidated by Liberatore and

losophy which has a Catholic sane- Stockl, and to prefer text-books of

tion. Within the limits defined by a similar method and doctrine ;

positive, explicit authority, this ad- yet we should not think we were

-he-sion is, of course, obligatory on authorized to censure as unsound,
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in a theological sense, any philo- philosophical studies. We have

sophical work, merely because it not the pleasure of knowing F. Lou-

might deserve, in our judgment, to age's pupils or their literary attain-

be criticised on purely scientific ments; but we presume that they

grounds, or to condemn as abso- are not worse off than the pupils

lately unsound, in a purely philo- of other Catholic colleges, where

sophical sense, a work essentially the philosophical education re-

in accordance with the scholastic ceives a far greater development

system, on account of any particular than his "text-book for the use of

opinions of its author on topics of schools
'

seems to warrant. We
difference among Catholic teachers know, of course, that the literary

of acknowledged scientific emi- instruction hitherto given in the

nence and authority. public schools of this country is

We are sorry to be obliged to too light and superficial to serve as

say that, in our judgment, F. Lou- a fair preparation for philosophical

age's work cannot be exempted by pursuits ;
and we admit that even

the most impartial criticism from our Catholic schools and colleges,

either theological or philosophical though certainly superior to most

censure for radical unsoundness on public institutions of a like kind,
most important points, and besides may yet complain in some measure

this, that it cannot stand the test of the same evil; but, notwithstand-

of even literary criticism, and is, ing this, we believe that those

therefore, wholly unsuitable for use among our youths who feel any in-

as a text-book in Catholic schools, clination to dedicate themselves to

We give the author full credit for the study of philosophy have sufn-

good intentions, and attribute his cient ability to master ten times as

failure to accomplish his laudable much of philosophical matter as F.

undertaking simply to the fact that Louage's text-book contains,

he has attempted a very difficult A bopk which pretends to em-

task, in which very few have brace logic, metaphysics, and ethics

achieved a remarkable success, within the narrow compass of

without having duly estimated its about 220 small pages of clear type
arduous nature, and made the re- cannot be styled

"
a course of phi-

quisite preparation for coping with losophy
"

; and when it claims to

the formidable obstacles in the way be "
designed as a text-book for the

of a happy issue. use of schools," it tends to give
We are bound to sustain the abroad a very wrong idea of the

judgment we have pronounced by present condition of Catholic edu-
solid proofs and reasons, in view of cation in America. If our boys can-

the great importance of the subject not have anything better than the su-

to Catholic teachers and pupils, perficial philosophy the "text-book"
and this duty we shall now en- of the reverend author furnishes,
deavor to fulfil, in accordance we would say: Let them forsake

with the sentiment of the trite old philosophy, and be satisfied with

philosophical adage : the Catechism of the Christian Doc-

Amicus noster Plato trine. Let them remain undis-
sed magis amica veritas turbed in their humble simplicity,

And, first, we think that the au- and do not foster in them the vain
ihor has underrated the average thought that they are superior' to

aptitude of our young men for others, only because they have
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learned by heart a few philosophi- should not have silently passed
cal phrases, which they would be over, but was obliged to refute be-
embarrassed to defend, and even to fore concluding, as he does, in favor

explain. of the exploded ontologistic system.
The London Tablet, November In his theodicy we have sought

22, 1873, remarks that our author in vain for any mention of a posi-
"
does not go very deeply into any- tive conservation of creatures, or

thing." This remark is true, of God's immediate concurrence

Many important philosophical doc- with all creatures in their opera-
trines are not even mentioned by tions. We only found a few re-

him
;
his book says nothing about marks, altogether unsatisfactory, on

universals, nothing about the es- the
"
influence

'

of God over the

sential constituents of being, no- free actions of man. The "
text-

thing about real and logical dis- book "
is equally deficient in ethics,

tinction, nothing about simplicity where the whole discussion about
and composition, nothing about the ultimate end of man is entirely

quantity and quality. We do not forgotten, although it is unques-
think that any one can aspire to tionably one of the cardinal points
the honor of being a philosopher of moral philosophy. Natural rights
without a clear and distinct know- are not even mentioned

; habits,

ledge of these subjects, and of the virtues, and passions are likewise

many momentous questions con- absolutely ignored,
nected with them. We might go on enumerating

Again, the
"
text-book

'

is alto- other deficiencies of the
"
text-

gether silent about creation, its book "
;

but as we have other

true notion, its possibility, its re- things more important to notice,

ality, and its final end a silence we will only point out in general
which is all the more remarkable, that scarcely any modern error is

as every one knows how pertina- directly impugned, and scarcely

ciously this Christian and philo- any of the plausible arguments ad-

sophical dogma is attacked every vanced by modern thinkers against

day by the adepts of the rational- such capital truths as divine provi-
istic schools. The "

text-book
'

dence, human liberty, etc., are an-

ignores cosmology altogether ;
and swered or even hinted at. We can-

therefore it does not even allude to not be surprised, then, that Dr.

any theory concerning the consti- Brownson regards this
" modest

tution of bodies, the nature of mat- work "
as

"
simpler and more easily

ter, the laws of physical causation, understood by the English reader

or the conditions of natural phe- ignorant of Latin and the scholas-

nomena. Neither is anything said tics
'

than F. Hill's work. It is

in particular about the origin of clear that it must be so
; for, when

the human soul a subject con- all things difficult are set aside,

cerning which many ancient and what remains must be just as easy
modern errors should have been as any "reader ignorant-of Latin

pointed out and refuted
;
nor any- and the scholastics

'

can desire,

thing about that important truth But "
the fact is," as the London

that the soul is the form of the Tablet very wisely observes,
u
that

body ;
nor anything about the such books as this are a mistake,

scholastic view of the origin of We have had plenty such as this

ideas a view which the author from France before, their use in
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schools and colleges being perni- lish course of philosophy designed

cious, as we can testify ;
because as a text-book for those who do

they create either a slovenly or a not understand Latin. Such a

sceptical habit of mind. Either a text-book cannot refer the English

lazy student sees difficulties and student who knows nothing but

questions suggested, and he takes English to other complete and ap-
no trouble to get the things ex- proved works of philosophy ;

for we

plained to him, or a clever, active- have none such in our language,
minded boy is induced to dub It seems to us that before we

logic and metaphysics humbug, and can employ a good English text-

to ruminate on his own imaginings book of philosophy for the use of

and wayward reasonings." schools to the best advantage, we
An elementary course of philoso- must be provided with a great,

phy, to be really useful, should be sound, and exhaustive philosophical

nothing less than an accurate sum- work in our own language, to which

mary of some complete standard the student would refer for all those

work already accepted and recog- questions and difficulties which
nized by good philosophical and cannot be sufficiently explained in

theological authorities; so that the an elementary course. We think

student may know that, in case of that even F. Hill's English Elements

need, he can, by referring to the of Philosophy, excellent as it is,

latter, solve the doubts and diffi- needs to be supplemented by a

culties now and then arising from higher English philosophical work.
the incompleteness and brevity of Those of his pupils who cannot

the former. We have many such consult the Latin volumes of the

courses of philosophy in the Latin schoolmen may frequently remain

language. They are the work of in doubt as to the proper settlement

patient writers, who carefully col- of many important questions which
lected and methodically condensed their professor did not judge ne-

in their books the learning and the cessary or possible to examine
wisdom of centuries for the benefit thoroughly in his valuable book

;

of those who needed an introduc- and we have no doubt that all

tion to the philosophical discipline, professors of philosophy will agree

Any student who can make use with us that such a great English
of such Latin books perceives, work as we suggest a very arsenal

while going through his course of of good philosophical weapons is

philosophy, that he is brought into one of the greatest necessities of

constant relation with the most our time and of our country. With-
eminent thinkers of the classical out it, all our philosophical efforts

philosophical ages, knows that are doomed to be more or less in-

their works are always accessible sufficient and unsuccessful,

to him, and is gratified to think And now, let us come to another
that their recognized "authority af- consideration. If any book needs
fords him a solid guarantee against to be extremely correct in its ex-
the subreption of fallacious doc- pressions and definitions, surely
trines. When such conditions as elementary text-books for beginners
these are realized, it is evident that must be so

; for, if the foundation
an elementary course of philosophy is wrong, what is built upon it can-

may be very useful indeed. But not be right. Now, we are sorry
such is not the case with an Eng- to say that F. Louage's Course of
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Philosophy teems with false no- rial components of its essence, nor
tions and incorrect expressions, do they precede the essence

;
it is,

Dr. Brownson openly rejects the on the contrary, from the essence

author's definition of philosophy, of itself that all the attributes flow.

being, of existence, of possibility, of The essence of any given being is

essence, of science ; and in the main nothing else than "the ratio of a

he is evidently right. Yet, while given act to its term," as has been
we admit with Dr. Brownson that clearly established by a writer in
"
the science of the supersensible

' THE CATHOLIC WORLD, March,
is not a good definition of philoso- 1874, and the attributes of any given

phy, we do not adopt his own defi- being are nothing else than different

nition,
"
the science of principles

"
; aspects of the actuality of its es-

because we know that the true sence.

definition of philosophy is "the It is no less erroneous to say that

science of things (supersensible or
"
a genus is a collection of beings

not) through their highest princi- having one or more attributes com-

ples." Nor do we agree with him mon to each
"

(p. 8). This defi-

that F. Louage's definition ofbeing nition might be admitted in natural
"
that which exists or may exist

"
history ; but, in philosophy, genus

is incorrect
; for, although what is not a collection, nor is it conceiv-

may exist, but does not exist, is no ed by composition, but by abstrac-

thing in the real order, yet it is tion. Genus is usually defined to

something in the ideal order, as an be "
a ratio which can be found in,

object of thought; and therefore many things, and be predicated of

F. Louage's definition of being is each of them when an incomplete
perfectly correct. answer is given to the question

His definition of possibility, as What is it?" To confound the
'

the agreement of the attributes universal with the collective is in-

which constitute a being, in such a excusable, we think, in a "
text-

way that its existence does not in- book "
of philosophy,

volve any contradiction," we do 'A species," says the author,
not approve, not exactly for the "is a collection of beings belonging
reason adduced by Dr. Brownson, to one and the same genus, but

that the non-existent has no attri- having particular and constitutive

butes, but because the definition properties
'

(p. 8). Same remark
considers the attributes as "con- as above: Species, in philosophy, is

stituents
"
of being (which they are not a collection, but is "a ratio

not), and because the word "agree- which can be found in many things,
ment '"

should either be replaced and be predicated of each of them

by
"
non-repugnance," or at least when a complete answer is given

qualified by the epithet
'

intellec- to the question, What is it?" Spe-
tual," referring to the divine in- cies, like genus, is a universal,

tellect, in which all possibilities are
'

Being, the most general genus,

ideally contained. is divided into two species, corpo-
That "

the essence of a being real and incorporeal beings
"

(p. 8).

consists of the collection of its No philosopher of good reputation
essential attributes," as the author has ever considered being as a

of the "text-book' says (p. 7), is
;<

genus." It is known that 'be-

certainly a great error. The attri- ing
"

is above all genus, and accord-

butes of a being are not the mate- ingly is called
"
transcendental."
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If
"
being

'

were a genus, nothing tive form identical with the idea

could save us from pantheism. itself. When philosophers say that
"
Science ... is objective, when there are no false ideas, they mean

we consider it as existing in the that ideas always conform to their

object contemplated
"

(p. 9). Can object as it shows itself. This is

science be considered as existing the common and true doctrine.

in the moon ? Even the author himself, probably
' Art is the application of science forgetful of what he had said in

to external things according to de- this passage, teaches, a few pages
termined rules

'

(p. 9). If so, later, that
" we cannot err in per-

then all artists and artisans should ceiving or in feeling
"

(p. 23).
be men of science

; which, unhappi-
" An idea is distinct when it can

ly, is not true. Art is usually and be readily separated from any other

rightly defined as Recta ratio facti- idea, . . . and is confused when the

bilium
"
a right method of making object cannot be distinctly deter-

anything
"
with or without the ap- mined' (p. 21). We believe that

plication of science. ideas are called
"
distinct," not

'

Logic is the first part of philoso- when they can be readily separated

phy the part which treats of the from one another (a thing which
first efforts of the human mind to we cannot even conceive), but
discover truth

"
(p. 17). We think when they represent distinctly

that apprehension, judgment, and their object in all its particulars,

reasoning, which are the proper In the contrary case, they are call-

object of logic, are no efforts of the ed "
confused."

human mind, but very natural and " The extension of an idea signi-

spontaneous operations. fies the whole collection of the
" An idea may be considered as individuals which the same idea

existing either in the mind or out embraces' (p. 21). This is false,

of it "(p. 18). It is very improper The extension of an idea is the
to give the name of idea to any- range of its universality; and we
thing out of the mind, as words, have already remarked that uni-

gestures, and other outward natu- versality is not a collection of
ral or conventional signs. individuals. Moreover, it is com-

'

Ideas are, first, either true or prehension that
" embraces "

what-
false. They are true when they ever it comprehends, while exten-
conform with their objects, false sion embraces nothing, but only
when they do not. But since this

"
reaches

"
potentially the terms to

conformity is always with the ob- which it extends, inasmuch as the

jects as represented in our minds, idea is applicable to them,
and not as they may be in reality,

"
When, in order to form a

we may, with this explanation, ad- species, we collect several individ-
mit the opinion of those who pre- uals having common properties, we
tend that there are no false ideas

"
perform an operation which is call-

(p. 20). This explanation has no ed generalization
"

(p. 22). This
grounds. Ideas are never com- is very wrong. Generalization,
pared with the objects as represent- says Webster, "is the act of reduc-
ed in our minds. Such a compari- ing particulars to their genera";
son would have no meaning ;

for and this cannot be done by collect-

the object as represented in our ing individuals, but only by leav-
minds is nothing else than a subjec- ing aside whatever is individual,
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and retaining that which is com- * The criterion of certitude is

mon. the sign by which certitude is per-
" When the mind, after having fectly distinguished from error

"

compared two ideas, declares their (p. 52). We remark, that there

consistency or their inconsistency, are criteria of truth, but not pro-
it makes a judgment

'

(p. 23). perly of certitude. Certitude is

The mind properly compares, not the firm adhesion of the mind to

the ideas themselves, but their the truth made known to it, and

objects as cognized. Two ideas needs no criterion, because it cer-

may be found consistent, and yet tifies itself by its very existence,

no judgment be made. Thus, I see The author says that "certitude is

that the idea of whiteness is consis- at the same time a state and an act

tent with the idea of paper ;
but of the mind. As a state, it may be

does it follow that my mind judges defined to be a disposition by
the paper to be white ? Not at all. which the mind tends to adhere
It might as well judge the paper to firmly to the known truth

"
(p. 50).

be green ;
for the idea of green is But this is a great mistake. First,

no less consistent with the idea of the act of adhering to truth is an

paper. It is therefore evident that act of judging, not an act of certi-

the mind in judging does not de- tude. Secondly, the state of certi-

clare the consistency or inconsis- tude is not a disposition by which

tency of two ideas, but affirms the the mind tends to adhere to

mutual inclusion or exclusion of truth. So long as the mind tends

two objective terms as apprehend- to adhere, there is no adhesion,
ed. and therefore no certitude. Certi-

"
Nothing is more obscure or tude is the rest of the mind in the

less useful than such classifications known truth.

(of categories)
'

(p. 24). The " Reason is a perception
"

(p.

author should have been loath to 62). It is superfluous to remark
condemn what all great philoso- that reason is a faculty, and no

phers have praised. He might perception is a faculty,

have considered that classification,
; '

Consciousness cannot be de-

as in all the other sciences, so also ceived, although it may deceive
"

in philosophy, brings clearness, (p. 62). How can consciousness

and that clearness is very useful. deceive ? And if it can deceive,
"
Reasoning is said to be im- on what, ground does the author im-

mediate when no comparison is mediately add :

'' Hence conscious-

needed
'

(p. 30). How can there ness gives true certitude
"

?

be reasoning without the compari-
' The evidence of senses is that

son of two terms with a third ?' invincible propensity which induc-
" Method is that operation of the es us to refer our sensations to the

mind, etc." (p. 44). Method is the bodies which, according to our

order followed in the operation ; conviction, have been the cause of

the operation itself is the use of them "
(p. 63). We observe, that

method. our propensity cannot be our evi-
" Induction ... is an operation dence. Our evidence must be ob-

of the mind inducing us to affirm, jective, whilst our propensity is

etc." (p. 46). Why "inducing us "? a subjective disposition. The evi-

It is the conclusion that is indue- dence of senses is the evident per-

ed, not ourselves. ception of an object acting on the
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senses. The invincible propensity which in fact have ever been

is nothing but the necessity of known by the special name of

yielding to that evidence. judgments of common sense sen-
" Common sense is nothing else sus naturae, communis.

than that general knowledge of
" The laws of nature, considered

first notions or principles which is individually, are contingent
'

(p.

found in all men' (p. 65). Com- 76). Would they cease to be con-
mon sense, according to Webster, tingent if they were not consider-

is that power of the mind which, ed individually?

by a kind of instinct or a short pro-
"
Metaphysics literally means

cess of reasoning, perceives truth, above nature, and nature here signi-
the relation of things, cause and fies the material world

"

(p. 81).

effect, etc., and hence enables the These two assertions do not agree

possessor to discern what is right, with the common notion of meta-

useful, or proper, and adopt the physics, and have been refuted in

best means to accomplish his pur- THE CATHOLIC WORLD for Decem-
pose. This definition, or rather ber, 1873.

description, is wonderfully correct.
"
Special metaphysics has been

That kind of instinct, in fact, which cz\\Q&pneumatology
"

(p. 81). Pneu-
the Scotch philosophers wrongly matology is only a part of special
consider as blind, is really nothing metaphysics. Every one knows
less than a short process of reason- that cosmology and anthropology
ing, which carries evidence within belong to special metaphysics no
itself. Reasoning, when formal less than natural theology,
that is, when its premises and its "In this dissertation (ontology)
conclusion present themselves dis- we consider being as abstracted

tinctly and in a logical form, as in from existence' (p. 81). Onto-
the scientific demonstration car- logy does not consider being as ab
ries within itself what may be styl- stracted from existence, but con-
ed reflex evidence

; and, when ;- siders being as such, and therefore

rmal that is, when the conclu- as existing either in the order of
sion and its grounds present them- things, or at least in the order of
jives as implied in one another ideas. It is as impossible to con-
without assuming the formal shape ceive being as abstracted from ex-
of an argument it carries within istence as to conceive a circle as

tself what may be called direct abstracted from rotundity,
vidence

;
and because it is in this

" Some existence must have ex-
^ond manner that men common- isted before any possibility

"
(p.

acquire their first convictions, 84). We do not like the expres-
his shorter and informal process sion "existence exists," as we
f reasoning is called reasoning of would not like this other,

"
velocity

mmon sense. Accordingly, com- runs." Moreover, possibilities are
nion sense is not merely "a gener- co-eternal with God; it is there-

knowledge," but a source of gen- fore incorrect to say that some ex-

knowledge, extending to all istence must have existed before
Conclusions that are evident but them.

iformal, and especially to moral "
Principle is that which con-

Kctates, such as
' Good is to be tains the reason for the existence

'

Evil is to be shunned," of something. . . . Cause is that

is to be honored," etc., which produces something, or which
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concurs in the production of the potential infinite is not infinite,

something" (p. 85). These defini- but indefinite; but surely what has

tions are 'very vague and unsatis- no end is infinite, not indefinite,

factory, to say the least. although it is conceived by us in-

"The condition is the difficulty definitely, because it transcends

to be conquered in order to obtain our comprehension. The indefi-

the effect
"

(p. 86). By no means, nite is not that which has no end,

Is the presence of the object a dif- but that of which the end remains

ficulty to be conquered in order to undetermined,

see it ?
" That we have in our mind the

" The end . . . has been im- idea of the infinite is certain. . . .

properly called the final cause
'

Evidently it has been placed in our

(p. 87). Why
"
improperly "? mind by God himself, since the

"
Modification ... is the sub- finite could not give the idea of

stance appearing to us with such the infinite' (p. 91, 92). We un-

or such determined form" (p. 89). doubtedly have a notion of the in-

Quite absurd. Modification is not finite; but the author gratuitously
the substance, but the accidental assumes that this notion is an idea

form itself, no matter whether ap- placed in our minds from without,

pearing or not appearing to us. while the fact is that such a notion
"
Modification cannot exist with- is not an idea, but a concept of our

out substance, nor substance with- mind, or a result of intellectual

out modification
"

(p. 90). This pro- operation. Of course, the finite

position is too universal. Would cannot give us the idea of the in-

the author admit modifications in finite; but from the finite we can,

the divine substance ? and we% do, form a concept of the
" Some authors divide infinite infinite. This is the true and com-

into the infinite actu, or the actual mon doctrine. We cannot under-

infinite, . . . and the infinite po- take to give in this place a refuta-

tentia, or the potential or virtual tion of ontologism ;
we only re-

infinite, which can be infinitely mark that the ontologistic theory
increased or diminished. But cer- is so generally repudiated that it

tainly this division cannot be ac- should not find a place in a text-

cepted, since the infinite and a book for the use of schools,

substance which can be increased
" A material being is one which

are two terms involving contradic- is essentially extensive and inert
"

tion' (p. 91). What the author (p. 92). If so, how can the author

calls
" some authors

'

are all the consider as
" more acceptable

'

schoolmen. We put to him the the view of Leibnitz, that
"
a mo-

following question : Will the hu- nad is essentially unextensive
"

?

man soul have a finite or an infi- (p. 93)

nite duration ? If finite, it must '

Spiritual substance is quadru-
have an end

; but, if it has no end, pie namely, God, the angels, the

it cannot but be the contradictory human soul, and the soul of the

of finite that is, infinite. Yet this beasts'
1

(p. 93). The soul of the

infinite duration is successive
;

it is beasts spiritual ! a nice doctrine

therefore not actually, but poten- indeed for the use of schools,

tially, infinite. Hence the division Nor is this an oversight of the au-

of the schoolmen can and must be thor; for we find that he endows

accepted. The author thinks that beasts with intellect also (p. 170).
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What shall we say, but that \ve live
" Duration without an end . . .

in an age of progress? is the same as immortality
"

(p. 98).
" The properties of a being are If the earth is to last without an

those parts which constitute the end, shall we call it immortal ?

being" (p. 93). We have already "Perfections are modifications

observed that the being is consti- of beings
"

(p. 107). This proposi-
tuted by its principles, and not by tion, as understood by the author,

its properties. who extends it to all the perfections
"A being is true when it agrees of contingent beings, is evidently

with its own attributes'
1

(p. 94). false.

It would be more philosophical to
' The Scotists teach that there is

say that a being is true when its a real distinction among God's at-

constituent principles agree with tributes
"

(p. 115). By no means,

one another. The Scotists would never have

"A bad action or a sin is some- taught such a gross error. They
thing merely negative

'

(p. 95). taught that the distinction between

False. The physical action is pos- God's absolute attributes was
,
a

itive, and its sinfulness is not a formal, and not a real, distinction,

negation, but a privation, as theo-
' For God, the interior acts are

logians know. those whose object is himself" (p.
' We may define relation, in gen- 123). There are not many interior

eral, to be a property pertaining to a acts in God, as the author implies,

being when compared with another but one permanent act only,

being" (p. 95). This is a wrong
"

It appears difficult to reconcile

definition. Relation can hardly be the immutability of God with his

called a property. Distance and liberty. Three systems have been
time are relations

; yet no one formed for this purpose, but they
would dream of calling them pro- are not satisfactory

"
(p. 124). If the

perties. author had considered that God's
'

Identity is the perseverance of liberty is all ad extra, and not ad in-

a being in the same state
"

(p. 96). tra, he would have seen that he had
The author should have said

"
in no right to qualify as he does the

the same entity
"

;
for a mere theological solution of the present

change of state does not destroy difficulty. Each of the three solu-

identity. tions is satisfactory, at least in this
'

Space is virtually (potentia) in- sense : that each of them sets at

finite, using the word infinite, as we naught the objections of the oppo-
have before explained, in the sense nents. This is all we need. As to

of indefinite. It is also immense which of the three solutions is the

and infinitely divisible
'

(p. 97). best, it is not our duty to decide.

The author might have considered "
Immensity means the same as

that immensity is infinity; and omnipresence' (p. 130). This is

therefore, if space is immense, it is not true. Omnipresence is relative,

infinite, and not indefinite. and its range is measured by the

Time is the duration of a being, actual existence of creatures, as it

or the permanence of its existence
'

does not extend beyond creation
;

(p. 97). Without successivity there while immensity is absolute, and
is no time

;
and therefore the defi- transcends all created things,

nition of time given by the author "
S. Thomas says that God also

is essentially defective. sees future free and contingent
VOL. xix. 16
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things in their essence that is, that

he sees them in his eternal and im-

mutable decrees
'

(p. 133). Does
the author mean that S. Thomas
considers the essence of contingent

things as equivalent to the eternal

and immutable decrees ?

" But Molina and his disciples

contend that with such a system (S.

Thomas's) it is impossible to defend
human liberty

"
(p. 133). Here Mo-

lina and his disciples are repre-
sented as the decided adversaries

of the Angelic Doctor. It is not

fair. The author should have re-

membered that S. Thomas's doctrine

is variously explained by various

writers, and that it is possible to

be a follower of S. Thomas without

being a Thomist in the usual sense

given to this word.
"
Veracity consists in this : that a

being can neither deceive nor be
deceived

"
(p. 134). Shall we deny

the author's veracity because he has

been sometimes deceived ?
;<

Justice is the attribute accord-

ing to which we give to others what

belongs to them "
(p. 135). Justice

with us is a virtue, not an attribute ;

with God, justice is an attribute, but

does not consist in giving to others

what belongs to them
;

it consists in

giving to others what the order of

reason demands.
'

Providence is, therefore, a con-
tinuous creation' (p. 137). The
mistake is evident. It is conserva-

tion, not providence, that is thus

defined.
' The action of God upon us

during life is constant, and this is

what we mean by his providence
'

(p- I 37)- This is another mistake.

The author confounds the notion

of providence with that of concur-

sus.
'' In regard to its wrong use (of

liberty), God cannot have an imme-

diate, but only a mediate, influence

on man's actions, in the sense that

he has granted liberty of which a

bad use is made against his sugges-
tions. His sanctity forbids that

he should act immediately in that

case" (p. 138). Not at all. God
immediately concurs to all our ac-

tions, whether good or bad, as every

theologian knows, inasmuch as they
are physical actions

;
and concurs

neither immediately nor mediately
to their badness, because their bad-
ness is nothing but a privation, and
therefore requires no efficient

cause.

The author misrepresents (pp.

138, 139) the doctrine of the Moli-

nists concerning the influence (con-

cursus] of God upon our actions.

He says that this influence, accord-

ing to the Molinists,
"

is positive
and direct, but not on our will" and
"
consists in affording a concourse

of circumstances the most suita-

ble for the determination." The
author may have found this inter-

pretation of Molina's doctrine in

some old book
;
but it is known

that the Molinists have always ad-

niitted God's influence
" on our

will," though they never admitted

the physical predetermination ;
and

it is no less certain that none of

them maintain that
" a concourse

of circumstances' suffices to ex-

plain God's influence on our free

actions.

We are afraid that the reader

must be tired of following us in this

enumeration of philosophical, theo-

logical, and historical mistakes, and

we ourselves are tired of our irk-

some task. Indeed, the psychology
and the ethics of our author are

open to as much criticism as the

rest of the work
;
but what we have

said abundantly suffices to justify

our opinion that F. Louage's text-

book has no claim to adoption in

Catholic schools. Accordingly, we
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shall omit the detailed examination if it were well established, would
of the last 86 pages of his work, afford him sufficient protection
But we cannot conceal the fact that against the Roman declaration,

we have been much surprised and We presume, in fact, that S. Augus-
'

pained at the open profession of tine, S. Anselm, etc., are better

ontologism made by the author in known and understood in Rome
his article

" On the Nature and Ori- than in America. But, waiving all

gin of our Ideas." That Dr. Brown- discussion on the subject, we can-

son, in his Review, should try to show not but repeat that a text-book for

that his own ontologism can be phi- Catholic schools must not teach as

losophically defended and does not "the true doctrine," and not even
fall under ecclesiastical condem- as a probable doctrine, what the

nation, we do not wonder. He is Catholic Church shuns as unsound,
not a priest ;

he does not write unsafe, and untenable. This "
true

for school-boys, but addresses him- doctrine," nevertheless, he says, is

self to educated men, who can sift
'

a mere hypothesis
"

!

his arguments, and dismiss with And here we stop. We have

a benign smile what they think
.
to given sixty passages of F. Louage's

be unsound
; and, after all, he takes book, by which it is manifest that

great care to screen himself behind his course of philosophy is as sadly
a newly invented distinction be- deficient in philosophical accuracy
tween ideal intuition, and percep- as it is glaringly incomplete in its

tion or cognition, based on the as- survey of the philosophical topics,

sumption, honestly maintained by It is to be regretted that a man of

him, that "intuition is the act of his facility in writing has not de-

the object, not of the subject." But voted himself to some subject more-

with our "
text-book

"
the case is congenial to his talents. Such-

very different. F. Louage makes books as this are a mistake. A
no distinctions, and takes no pre- philosophy which is not precise in

cautions. He declares uncondition- its definitions nor deep in its bear-

ally that
" God is present to our in- ings can only do harm. Such a?

tellect, and seen by it," and that philosophy will certainly not enable

"all rational ideas come into the the young student successfully to

mind by the intuitive perception of uphold truth, nor make him proof
the simple being, or of God," and against sophistry, nor afford him

that,
"
in a word, all rational ideas, any guidance whatever in after-life,

after all, are nothing else than the It will, on the contrary, lay him
idea of the simple being (God) con- open to temptation and seduction,
sidered in itself" (p. 156). Can the as it will open his eyes to many ob-

author be ignorant that this doctrine jections which he has not the pow-
coincides with the doctrine which, er to solve. Indeed, unpretending^
on the 1 8th of September, 1861, common sense is safer for individ-

the Roman Congregation of the uals and for nations than a superfi-

Holy Inquisition has declared to be cial philosophical training. A sad

untenable (tuto tradi non posse]? experience shows this to- be a, fact.

The reverend author believes that It was shallow philosophy that most
"
this doctrine has been held by S. powerfully aided the spread of ra-

Augustine, S. Anselm, S. Bonaven- tionalism and infidelity in France,

ture, Bossuet, and many others "; Germany, and other European na-

but we doubt whether this fact, even tions. America needs no such thing.
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We need thorough and comprehen-
sive philosophical teaching in ac-

cordance with the tradition of the

schools which have been formed

and directed by the highest ecclesi-

astical authority, and which shall

be conducted by men thoroughly

competent for the task. The only
fruit our youth can gather from any
other system will be noxious in its

effects both on their minds and

their morals. Yet, as we cannot

remain idly waiting and doing no-

thing until the perfect system of

education descends from heaven,
we cannot dismiss this important
matter without a few more remarks

upon the practical course to be

pursued under our present disad-

vantages.
In the first place, we renew our

recommendation of F. Hill's text-

book for all classes which cannot

make use of a Latin manual, and

are capable of understanding the

above-mentioned treatise. Profes-

sors who understand the Latin lan-

guage can prepare themselves to

elucidate and supplement the text

by their own lectures and explana-
tions. Those who read French

will find in the translation of F.

Kleutgen's Philosophic der Vorzeit

into that language an exposition of

scholastic philosophy, with a refuta-

tion of modern errors, which will

be of the greatest utility. Those
who read German are referred to

the works of Dr. Stb'ckl, and those
^*

*

who read Italian to San Severino *

and the admirable treatise of Libe-

ratore Delia Conoscenza Intellet-

tuale. It is a pity that these works

of Kleutgen and Liberatore could

not be at once translated into En-

glish, while we are waiting for the

coming man who will give us a

* The principal work of this author is in

Latin. We believe that some of his treatises are
in Italian. There are similar works noticed in

the Civilta Cattolica.

great original work. The Catho-

lic Unions which are so devotedly

pursuing
"
studies

"
in respect to

education, or some other society of

young men anxious to promote
their own intellectual culture, could

not do better than to provide for

the necessary expense of making
and publishing these and similar

translations. The English lan-

guage is poorly provided with

works of this kind. If the study
of Latin must be excluded from
the education of so many of our in-

telligent and cultured young men,
or so superficially pursued as to be

practically useless, it cannot be too

earnestly recommended to them to

learn the French, German, and Ita-

lian languages, or at least one or

two of them, that they may have
access to their rich and abundant
stores of Catholic literature, con-
tained not only in books, but in the

periodicals, which are conducted
with an ability and extended over
a range of subjects far beyond what
our own have yet attained. This
last remark applies especially to the

French periodicals. The best works

ought, however, to be translated

into English, and the only obstacle

to this desirable work is the ex-

pense, which at present effectually
hinders its being done, except for

very popular and salable books.

Something ought to be done to

enable young men who discover at

a later period, when they are already

engaged in the business of life, the

defects of their education, to sup-

ply these in some way. The manly
and sensible letter of the alumni
of the Dublin Catholic University
to the Irish bishops expresses a

want felt not only by young men
in Ireland, but also in England and
America. These young Irishmen

point out two notable defects in

their collegiate instruction a defect
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of instruction in physical science,

and a defect of instruction in the

science of Catholic doctrine. The
Irish bishops, and the English

bishops also, are beginning energet-
ic and wise measures for the im-

provement of higher education for

Catholic young men. At present,

there seems no immediate prospect
of similar measures being under-

taken in this country ; but, as a

practical substitute, we venture to

suggest to Catholic Unions and other

societies that courses of lectures

would partly supply that lack, which

is felt by so many, of the more re-

gular and systematic instruction

which they did not receive at col-

lege.

In respect to the actual instruc-

tion at present given in schools,

there remains one other important

point to be noticed. It is a regular

part of the plan of study in our

academies for young ladies, to give
them lessons in philosophy during
the last two years of their course.

After a short course of pure logic,

which presents no special difficulty,

the pupils of the academies under

the Ladies of the Sacred Heart

which may be taken as a specimen,
we suppose, of other schools of

similar grade have two lessons a

week in what is called
" mental

philosophy," and another lesson in

ethics, during two years. The early

age at which the pupils graduate,
which is usually about the comple-
tion of their eighteenth year, and
the many branches of study they
are expected to pursue, make it

impossible to give more time to

these lessons. F. Hill's text-book

seems to be too difficult for use in

these schools under the present
circumstances. Some might think

it would be better to drop the study
of philosophy altogether in young
ladies' schools, and cite in their

own favor what we have said above
of the mischief of superficial in-

struction in this science. But, in

the first place, if we were to give
this counsel, there is no probability
that it would be followed

;
and

our own acquaintance with the in-

tellectual condition and wants of

this very interesting and important
class of young people induces us to

think, that they cannot be relegated

entirely to the catechism class, and

really require instruction in these

higher branches of mental and mo-
ral science. We would like to see the

experiment of using F. Hill's Phi-

losophy fairly tried with these class-

es, before it is rejected as t^o diffi-

cult. If an easier one is found to

be necessary, the only thing to be
done is to try to make such a text-

book, which shall be solid, accurate,

sufficiently comprehensive, and yet
written with a lucidity of style and

explained with an appositeness of

illustration, by examples, which will

make it intelligible both to the

teachers and the pupils. A diffi-

cult task, certainly, and requiring a

very unusual combination of high
intellectual capacity and science

with tact and skill in the adapta-
tion of style and manner to the

condition of the juvenile mind. Yet
is it not equally difficult to make a

good catechism? If it is feasible

to produce such a text-book, we
think there are classes of boys for

whom it would be as useful as for

female pupils. There are unques-
tionably women, as well as men,
who need and are capable of a

much higher intellectual discipline
than that which is possible for the

generality ;
but we see no way for

such persons to obtain what they

desire, except by their own private

reading, aided by the advice of a

learned and judicious counsellor,
unless some change were made in
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the present system by providing effectual means of giving this train-

a longer course and more advanced ing. And as the principal object
instruction for a select class of of these higher studies is not a

pupils. mere intellectual culture, but edu-
This leads us to remark that the cation in the principles and doc-

religious women who are dedicated trines of the Catholic religion, there

to the work of higher instruction is need of more thorough doctrinal,
need themselves better preparation and we might even say theological

for their elevated and important instruction in convent-schools, from

task than they can at present re- priests who can devote a large part
ceive in convents. Beyond their of their time and labor to a truly

previous education in the convent- pastoral care of this choice and

school, which prepares them only to precious portion of Christ's flock-

give what they have received, they religious women and the young
can at present proceed no further, girls under their maternal care,

except by private study, for which There are many things to be
both time and proper books are amended and improved in all de-

lacking. Lectures by learned partments of Catholic education,

priests, which advanced pupils JZmendemus in melius quod ignoran-

might attend, would be the most ter peccavimus.

EASTER.

HE'S risen: O stars ! rejoice ;
O angels ! sing;

Though we stand dumb with awe, or doubting turn

To probe the wound above that heart where burn
Great flames of love. The saints with rapture fling

Their crowns before the throne, and angels wing
Their anthems through the air. Come, man, and learn

Where crowns belong ; thy God-like soul should yearn
For them thick-set with every holy thing
Good deeds, prayers, penances, all shining bright
With fire of charity. Rejoice again,
O stars ! O angels, saints, and man ! a Light
Is risen that floods the worlds with joy. No pain
Is felt this day ;

earth's moan may cease, and night
Grow bright with stars of hope 'tis heaven we gain !
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GRAPES AND THORNS.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "THE HOUSE OF VORKB."

CHAPTER XI.

A HARVEST OF THORNS.

ONE of the greatest severities in

the imprisonment of a criminal is,

probably, that he can no longer see

the wide earth nor the free skies,

so that not only is his body cramp-
ed, but his mind is thrown back on

itself, and forbidden to send out

those long tendrils which can
sometimes shoot through the eyes,
and fasten on distant objects, when
those near by are repelling. More-

over, the universe itself becomes to

him like another prisoner, and he
can scarcely believe that the large,
smooth creation sails uninterrupted-

ly on its way when he sees of it but
one little spot for ever shut in by
the bars of his cell.

Mr. Schoninger's window in the

jail had been low, giving him a

sight of the street not far away ;
but

his cell in the prison was higher up,
and separated from the window by
a passage. Sitting or lying down,
therefore, he saw only a small square
of sky ;

and standing, the topmost
line of a blue hill became visible.

Only one other earthly object was
in sight ;

and as time passed by
that became still less and less of

earth, and assumed a variable but

always supernatural character: it

was the stone Christ that stood on
the church not faraway. He could
see all of it but the lowest hem of
the robe

;
and as it stood there,

surrounded by air alone, above the

narrow line of the distant hill, it

seemed an awful colossal being
walking in over the edge of a sub-

merged world. At morning, when
the sky was bright behind it, it

darkened, the lineaments of the

face were lost in a shadow that was
like a frown, and its garments and
its hands were full of gloom. At
one season there were a few days
when the risen sun at a certain hour
surrounded the head with an in-

tolerable splendor, and then it was
an image of wrath and judgment.
It wore quite another character on

bright evenings, when, the setting
sun shining in its face, it came,
white and glowing, down the hill-

side, with arms outstretched, full

of irresistible love and invitation.

To see this image, he had to stand

at the grated door of his cell.

When sitting or lying down, there

was no view for the prisoner but a

square of sky barred off by iron

rods
;
and as the earth rolled, his

view travelled with it, day after

day going over the same track in

the terrestrial sphere. At evening
a few pale stars went by, afar off,

and so unaware of him that they
were like distant sails to the ship-
wrecked mariner, hovering on the

horizon and disappearing, each

failure a new shipwreck to him.

One morning, when he opened
his eyes just as day was beginning
to nicker in the east, he saw a large,
full star, so brilliant that it trem-

bled in the silvery sky, as if about to

spill its brimming gold. It was so

alive, so intelligent, so joyous, that

he raised himself and looked at it
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as he would have looked at a fair straw, while Joseph, his Jewish
and joyful face appearing at the brother, ministered to both, feel-

door of his cell. Surely it was ing sad and troubled, it must be,
like good tidings, that glad star in that those so dear to him were so

the east ! He got up, and, as he illy cared for at such a time,

rose, there rose up whitely against The ox and the ass looked on with
the sky the Christ of the Imma- large, mild eyes, and warmed the

culate Conception, seeming almost air with their breath. It was poor,

transparent in that pure light. but how peaceful, how tender, how
The prisoner knelt on the stone free ! The open door and win-

floor of his cell, and lifted his hands, dows of that poor stable were to
" God of my fathers," he said,

"
de- him more beautiful than the barred

liver me ! for I am turned in my and guarded portal of a Herod or a

anguish whilst the thorn is fasten- Caesar,

ed!" Yet with what a blaze of glory
It was the first prayer he had ut- the Christian church had surround-

tered since the night of his arrest, ed this simple human picture !

except those outcries which were The poor man who had been able

more the expression of anger and to give his family no better shelter

a devouring impatience than of peti- than a stable was held by them
tion. Having uttered it, he lay more honored than Herod or

down again, and tried to sleep. Caesar
;
and cherubim, bright and

He dreaded the thronging thoughts warm from heaven, like coals just

and tormenting pains of the day, from a fire, drew near to gaze with

and there was a tender sweetness him, -and burned with a still white

in this new mood which he would light above his head. They called

fain have kept and carried off into this matron a miraculous mother,

sleep. To keep it by him, he call- they showered titles over her like

ed up that story suggested by what flowers and gems, they placed the

he had just seen, the star in the moon beneath her feet, and wreath-

east and the Christ. He did not ed the stars of heaven into a gar-
believe it, but he found it soothing, land for her head.

It came to him like David's song How terrible and how beautiful

to Saul, and, though but a mythi- was this Christian legend ! The
cal story, as that was but a song, it Jew had abhorred it as a bias-

kept down the tigers of anger and phemy, and his blood chilled as he

despair which threatened to rise suffered his thought to touch one
and tear him. instant the awful centre of this

It was his own Judaea, which he strange group the Babe to whose
had never seen, indeed, but which small hand these idolaters gave
was to him what the fountain is to the power to crush the universe,
the stream the source of his being, on whose tiny head they placed the

How fair and peaceful was that crown of omnipotence. It was
silent night that overhung, unbar- useless to try to sleep. The sooth-

red by iron bolts, free from hori- ing human picture had blazed out

zon to horizon ! The holy city with such an awakening superna-
was sleeping, and by its side slept tural glory that he could not even

Bethlehem. Within a stable a fair lie still. He rose again, and stood

young matron had just laid her at the door of his cell. The star

newly-born child on its bed of had melted from sight, the peace-
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ful, cloudless morning was spread- working itself into a frenzy over

ing over the sky, and where the the horrors of his position, and in-

feet of the Christ stood on the hill- juring him physically more even

top the beams of the sun were than confinement did, he had begun

sparkling. Beautiful upon the the study of a language with which

mountains were the feet of Him he was entirely unacquainted, and,

who brought good tidings. whenever he found his thoughts
"A Christian would call it mi- accomplishing nothing profitable,

raculous," he muttered, looking at he turned them resolutely to this

that light ;
and he shuddered as he study, and bent them, with the

spoke. But that shudder did not whole force of his will, to learning
come from the depths of his soul, dry rules and regulations. The
where a new light and peace were discipline had saved him much, but

brooding. It was like the clamor it had not prevented his growing
and confusion outside the doors of thin and haggard, and loathing food,
the temple when the Lord had and almost forgetting how to sleep,
driven forth the money-changers, But on this morning study did

and was less an expression of ab- not seem so much a refuge as a

horrence than a casting out of ab- task. The prisoner lifted his eyes
horrence. now and then from the book, and
The Jew did not know that, looked outward to the sky, and

however, nor guess nor inquire then dropped them again, still in

what had happened in his soul, a dream, and wondering at him-

He scarcely thought at all, but self. So might the sea have won-
stood there and let the light steep dered when its waves sank to rest

him through. Some dim sense of beneath the divine feet of the Lord

harmony stole over him, as if he passing over.

heard a smooth and noble strain How many times during those

of music, and for the first time terrible months he had striven to

since his imprisonment he remem- produce a perfect calm in his own
bered his loved profession, and soul by calling up stoical thoughts,

longed to feel the keys of a piano and all in vain
; or, if not in vain,

or an organ beneath his hand, the only effect had been a tempo-
His fingers unconsciously played rary and enforced calm.

on the iron bars, and he hummed Nor was it unworthy a manly
a tune lowly to himself, without and reasonable character that such

knowing what it was. an effect as he now experienced
' How beautiful upon the moun- should be produced by something

tains are the feet of Him that which, apparently, appealed only
bringeth good tidings, that publish- to the artistic or the marvellous,
eth peace!" Every soul has its beautiful gate;
Then, catching himself idle and and if truth, walking about out-

dreaming, he turned away from the side, should choose to enter by that

grating, took a book from the vine-wreathed portal, and reach

table, and began to read. the citadel by way of gardens and
This book had been to Mr. labyrinths, instead of approaching

Srhoninger an intellectual substitute by the broad avenue of reason,
for that spiritual consolation which who shall say that it is not as well ?

he had not. Finding early in his Besides, in the artist, that gate
imprisonment that his mind was stands always open.
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It was those same sunbeams, rising emotion. She had seen a

shining on the hill-top, and speak- single thread of silver in that dark-

ing to the lonely prisoner of a brown tress, and the sight, touch-
dawn of hope and joy, which to ing at all times the mother's first

Annette Gerald's eyes had flashed gray hair brought with it the poig-
like the two-edged sword by whose nant thought that white hairs

lightnings the first sinners in the would come fast and thick when
world had fled out into the de- her mother should know what this

sert. But this sorrowful daughter journey meant,
of Eve missed one of the consola-

" What are you taking all those
tions of our first mother; for Eve common dresses for?" Mrs. Fer-
could lament aloud, and call on all rier asked.

"
They are hardly fit

creation to weep with her; but this to go to the mountains with."
later exile must take up her misery

" Oh ! we do not mean to be
as if it were a delight. gay and fashionable," was the light
She went about smilingly, making reply.

" We want to have a quiet

preparations for this little journey time by ourselves."

she had announced her intention "But you have got your jewel-
of taking. case," the mother persisted. "I

" But you needn't put everything don't see what you want of dia-

in order, just as if you were never monds with a shabby black silk

coming back again," her mother gown."
said.

"
I'll see to things." In spite of the almost intoler-

She was sitting in Annette's able thought that after these few

chamber, and watching her at work, hours she would probably never

"Well, mamma, just as you see her mother again, Annette

please," the daughter answered found this oversight irritating. Yet

gently, and touched her mother not for anything would she have

caressingly on the shoulder in pass- spoken one word that was not dic-

ing, tated by respect and affection.

A lock of Mrs. Ferrier's dark hair The only way was to escape now,
had fallen from the comb, and was and make her preparations after-

hanging down her back. Annette ward, and for that she had an ex-

paused to fasten it up, and, as she cuse.

did so, caught quickly a pair of
"
By the way, mamma," she said,

scissors near, and severed a little "I want to see F. Chevreuse, and
tress. this is just the hour to catch him

' What in the world are you cut- at home. Won't you take your

ting my hair for ?" exclaimed Mrs. drive now, and leave me at his

Ferrier, who had witnessed the house? Wouldn't you just as lief

operation in a looking-glass oppo- go out before lunch as after ? You
site. and I haven't had a drive together

Annette laughed and blushed, for a long time."

She had not meant to be detected. And then, when she was alone,
'

I'll tell you when I come back, she made haste to put into her

mamma. You shall see what I am trunks all those common, useful

going to have made. It will be articles which fitted her present

something very wonderful." needs, and the few souvenirs too

She turned quickly away, and dear to leave behind, and the valu-

bit her lip hard to keep down some ables, which might some day be
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sold, if money should fail them, is a confession. You can see F.

She had scarcely turned the key Chevreuse first, and I will go in

on them, when her mother came in after. You need not wait for me.

again, pulling on her gloves. "I I am going to walk out to the con-

want to speak to F. Chevreuse vent to Sister Cecilia a few min-

myself," she remarked, "and I will utes. The walk will do me good;

go in with you." and afterward I would like to

Annette said nothing, but dress- have you send the carriage there

ed herself hastily. It really seem- for me."

ed as though every obstacle were The excitement under which she

being placed in her way ; yet how was laboring led her unconsciously
could she be impatient with her to assume a decided and almost

poor mother, whose heart was so commanding tone, and her mother

soon to be smitten, through her, by submitted without any opposition,
a terrible grief, and who would Annette certainly did not look

soon recall in bitterness of soul well, she thought; and, besides,

every word and act of this their she was going away. This last

last day together? And, after all, consideration was one of great
she had no desire to talk with the weight with Mrs. Ferrier, for she

priest. What could she say to looked on railroads and steam-

him ? All that was necessary was boats as infernal contrivances ex-

written, and she could not ask his pressly intended to destroy human
blessing nor any service from him, life, and never saw persons in

nor even his forgiveness. The one whom she was interested corn-

thing he could do for them was to mit themselves to the mercies of

denounce them, set the officers of these inventions without entertain-

justice on their track, and make ing mournful apprehensions as to

their lot worse than that of Cain, the probable result. Moreover,
since the earth was no longer wide Annette had been very sweet and
and wild, but close and full of fond with her all day, and was

matching eyes and prating tongues, looking very beautiful, with that

The world seemed to her, indeed, wide-awake glance of her bright

oppressively small, having no least eyes, and the crimson color flicker-

nook where the restless, curious ing like a flame in her cheeks,

traveller did not penetrate with
"
I think, dear, on the whole, I

his merciless pen, for ever ready to won't go in to-day," she said,

ketch all he heard and saw to
"
It might take too long ;

for this

atify the equally restless and is his busy time of day. To-mor-
curious people at home. row will do as well."

*

Is it a confession you have to Annette only nodded, unable to

Mrs Ferrier asked, as they speak ;
but in stepping from the

approached the priest's house. carriage, she laid her small hand

"hey had been driving along in on Mrs. Ferrier's, and gave it a

ilence, and at this question An- gentle pressure.
Jtte started and blushed violently.

" That girl grows prettier and
Dear me, mamma!" she said, in sweeter every day," said the moth-

answer to her mother's look of er to herself, as her daughter disap-

tonishment,
"
I was off a thou- peared within the doorway.

" And
sand miles, and you gave me such how black velvet does become
;i start when you spoke. Yes, it her!"
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Father Chevreuse knew well that dition that my directions shall b
no ordinary errand could have complied with."

brought Annette Gerald to his He bowed, understanding per

house, and it was impossible for fectly that the words were intend

him to meet her with the ordinary ed as a future shield for him.

forms of civility. Scarcely any
; ' At the same time, you will ope:

greeting passed between them, as this also, which is yours," she add
he rose hastily at her entrance, and ed, and gave him a paper roll seal

waited for her first word. She was, ed and tied, but without any di

perhaps, more collected than he. rection.
14 Are you quite alone here?" F. Chevreuse shrank a little

she asked. took the roll, then let it drop fror

He led her to the inner sitting- his trembling hand. The cold ani

room, and closed the door after business-like manner of his visito

them, and even then did not think and his sympathy for her had kep
to offer her a chair any more than his thoughts fixed on her

;
bu

she thought of taking one. here was something which brough
" We have told mamma that we his mother's image up before hir

are going away this evening for a with a terrible distinctness. It wa
little journey, and she expects us impossible for him not to kno^

to return in four weeks. John that this little package was wha
knows all about our affairs. At she had died in trying to save

the end of four weeks, he will say Tears blinded his eyes. The las

something to you, or you to him, evening he had spent with he

whichever you please, and at that came back like a vision
;
he sa^

time you will open and use this her face, heard her voice, saw he

packet." She gave him an envelope kneeling before him for his bless

carefully sealed, with the date at ing.

which it was to be opened writ- Making an effort to control an*

ten on the outside.
"
If anything hide his emotion, he stooped t

should happen to you in the'mean- take up the package he had drop
time, some one else must open it; ped; and when he looked up agair
but care must be used not to have his visitor had left the room, an<

it read before the time." She was walking quickly to the street

paused for an answer. door. For one moment he stoo<

'You need not fear," the priest irresolute; then he hurried afte

said, taking the packet and looking her. But she had already gon<
it over. He thought a moment. "

I out, and either did not or woulc

will write also on this that, in the not hear him call her back,
event of my death, it is to be The sight of her going awa 1

opened by F. O'Donovan or by the so, wrung all thought of selfish grie;

bishop of the diocese." out of his mind. He went bad
He went to a table, wrote the into the room, and watched her a

directions, and then gave them to she walked swiftly up the street

Annette to read. So innocent, so generous, so bravi
; '

It is a private paper of mine," as she was, yet of all the sufferer

she said, after reading and giving by this miserable tragedy, with on<

it back
;

;< and I have the right to exception, the most unhappy ! Th<

say when it shall be read. I give grief that must fall upon the moth
it into your hands only on the con- er of the guilty one no one coulc
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fathom ;
but the mother of a crim- and I are going to make a little

inal can never hold herself surely journey, which may last about four

innocent of his crimes, since a weeks, and poor mamma will be

greater holiness in her own life, a lonely. Besides that, she will

wiser care in his training, and a worry. She hates to have me go
more constant prayerfulness in his away from her. Will not you be

behalf might have saved him
;
but very kind to her, if she should come

the young wife was, of all people to you ? Oh ! I know you always
in the world, the most innocent and are that

;
but recollect, when you

the most wronged see her, that I am really all she has.

How light and graceful her step A son does not count for much,
was : Who would not think that you know, especially when he is a

it betokened a light heart ? She young man. Very few young men
met an acquaintance, and stopped are much comfort to their mothers,
for a word of greeting, and the I think. Tell F. Chevreuse the

friend came along afterward smiling, very first time you see him that I

as though at some merry jest. Pass- said this to you, but don't tell any
ing the house of another friend, one else. And now, dear Sister, I

she nodded and kissed her hand to have but a little time, for we start

i child in the window, with how this evening. If there is no one

Bright a face the priest, who had in the chapel, I would like to go in

seen her self-control, could well a while. People have got so in

*uess. the habit of wandering into the

'Is there nothing I can do, Immaculate, and looking about

lothing I can say, to help her?" carelessly, that it is no longer
ic asked himself, turning away pleasant to go there."

rom the window. "It is cruel The same air, as of a person
hat one so young should bear gentle, indeed, but not to be de-

ilone such a burden ! What can tained nor trifled with, which had
What can I do ?" impressed F. Chevreuse in his visi-

He searched in vain for some tor, was felt by the Sister also.

neans of help. There was none. She rose at once, saying that there
ror what she should do her own was no one in the chapel, and
irit or the advice of others must would not be for some time, all the

uffice
;
and for words of comfort, Sisters being engaged, unless Anita

hey were not for him to speak to should go in.

Her manner had shown clear-
"
Anita has not been well ?" Mrs.

y the distance which she felt must Gerald remarked with absent cour-

between them, and there was no tesy.

/ay but for him to accept that
' No

;
she has not been the same

isition. He could pray, and that since that terrible trial," the nun
'as all. sighed.

By the time he had come to this Annette Gerald's face lost its

onclusion, Annette Gerald had absent expression, and took a some-
eached the convent, and was what haughty and unsympathizing

eting Sister Cecilia. look. "Is that all?" she inquired
'

I have only two words to say in a tone of surprise.
> you, dear Sister," she said,

" and "
But, you know," expostulated

3se may seem very childish, but the Sister,
"
Anita's testimony was

not so in reality. Lawrence of the greatest importance. Be-
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sides, the scene was a most painful "My dear lady!" expostulated
one for her to be dragged into. Sister Cecilia, when the other
She is such a tender, sensitive crea- paused, quivering with excitement,
ture."

" Oh ! I do not mean to speak
Annette had paused just inside harshly of your sweet little Anita,"

the parlor-door, and she had evi- interrupted Mrs. Gerald, recover-

dently no mind to let the subject ing herself
;
"I was only reminded

drop indifferently. of others, that is all. But even to
"
My dear Sister," she said with her I would recommend thinking

decision,
"
I am truly sorry for your more of the sufferings of others

sweet little Anita; but I think it and less of her own."

wrong to foster the idea that there
"
It is precisely that which hurts

are certain sensitive souls in the her," replied the Sister, a little dis-

world who must be pitied if a pleased.
" She thinks of the suf-

breath blows on them, while others ferings of others, and, fancying
. are supposed to be able to bear the that she has caused them, breaks

hurricane without being hurt. A her heart about it."

great deal of this shrinking deli- Annette made a motion to go,

cacy comes from a selfish watching and had an air of thinking very
of one's own sensations, and for- slightingly of the young novice's

getting those of others, and a troubles.
" She merely did her

great deal from being pampered by duty, and has no responsibility
. others. You remember, perhaps, whatever," she said.

" The child

an old myth, which I have half for- needs to be scolded, and set about

gotten, of a Camilla who was fas- some hard, wholesome work. It

tened to a lance and shot across a would do her good to work in the

stream. She was a woman soft and garden, and spend a good deal of

weak, perhaps, but she had to go. time in the open air. A person

Now, in this world there is many who has been taken possession of

a woman who has all the miserable by some morbid idea should never

sensitiveness and delicacy of her be shut up in a house."

kind, but with that there is also a Sister Cecilia suffered her visitor

will, or an unselfishness, or a ne- to pass on without saying another

cessity which transfixes her like a word. She was surprised and

spear, and carries her through all deeply hurt at the little sympathy
sorts of difficulties." For one in- shown their household flower and
stant a flash of some passion, either pet, yet she could not but perceive
of anger, impatience, or pain, or of that, in a general way, much that

all mingled, shot into the speaker's had been said was quite true,

face, and seemed to thrill through Passing by the chapel-door short-

all her nerves.
" Oh ! it is true in ly after, she saw Annette Gerald

this world also," she exclaimed, on her knees before the altar,
"
that unto him that hath shall be with her head bowed forward and

given. The happy must be shield- hidden in her hands. Half an

ed from pain, and those who cry hour afterwards, when Mrs. Fer-

out at the prick of a pin must be rier's carriage came, she was still

tenderly handled; but the miser- in the same position, and had to

able may have yet more misery be spoken to twice before she

heaped on them, and the patient was roused. Then she started and

find no mercy." looked up in alarm.
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" Your carriage has come," whis- thing would have induced him vol-

pered the Sister, and looked quick- untarily to take a promenade was

ly away from the face turned to- forced to walk home, comforting

ward her, it was so white and worn, himself with the assurance that it

In that half-hour she seemed to was the last order he should have

have grown ten years older. to obey from that source. Per-
" Must I go now?" she exclaim- haps, indeed, he would not have

ed, with an air of terror, and for a obeyed it now, had they not driven

moment seemed not to know where away and left him no choice,

she was. Then murmuring an ex- The sun was declining toward

cuse, she recalled herself, and, by the west, and touching everything
some magic, threw off again the with the tender glory of early

look of age and pain.
" You need spring, when they drew up at the

not call Sister Cecilia, only say cottage gate, the sound of their

good-by to her for me," she said, wheels bringing Mrs. Gerald and
'

I have really not a moment to Honora to the window, and then

spare." to the door.

This Sister was almost a stranger
' We can't stop to come in, Mam-

to Mrs. Annette Gerald, and was ma Gerald," Annette called out.

quite taken by surprise when the
" We are going off on a little visit,

lady turned at the door, and, with- and only come to say good-by.
out a word of farewell, kissed her, Isn't it beautiful this afternoon?

and then hurried away. The trees will soon begin to bud, if

'Drive to the office, John, for this weather continues."

Mr. Gerald," she said
;
and no one The two ladies came out to the

would have suspected from her carriage, and Mrs. Gerald caught
manner that she trembled before sight of her son's face, which had
the man to whom she gave that been turned away. It had grown
careless order. suddenly white. She exclaimed :

Lawrence came running lightly
"
Why, Lawrence ! what is the mat-

down the stairs, having been on ter?"

the watch for his wife, and John,
; ' Oh ! another of those faint

holding the carriage-door open, turns," interposed his wife quickly,
winked with astonishment at sight laying her hand on his arm. " He
of the bright greeting exchanged has no appetite, and is really faint-

between the two. He could main- ing from lack of nourishment. The
tain a cold and stolid reserve, if he journey will do him good, mamma,
had anything to conceal

;
but this We are going entirely on his ac-

airy gayety on the brink of ruin count."

vas not only beyond his power,
" Oh ! yes, it's nothing but a turn

3ut beyond his comprehension. that will soon pass away," he added,

Stealing a glance of scrutiny into and seemed, indeed, already better.

the young man's face, he met a
" Do come in and take something

glance of defiant hauteur. "You warm," his mother said anxiously,
need not go any further with us, her beautiful blue eyes fixed on his

John," Lawrence said.
" We shall face.

" There is some chocolate

lot need you. Jack, drive round just made."
to Mrs. Gerald's." "We have no time," Annette be-

And John, with his coat down to gan ;
but her husband immediately

his heels a costume in which no- opened the carriage-door.
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'

Yes, mother," he said. 'I won't his heart. He dropped on his

keep you waiting but a minute, Ni- knees.
" O my God ! take my mo-

non." ther home before she hears of this,

The mother put her hand in his and I will do any penance, bear

arm, and still turned her anxious anything!" he prayed, with vehe-

face toward him.
" You mustn't ment rapidity.

" Be merciful to

go to-night, if you feel sick, my her, and take her!"

son," she said.
' You know what He heard her step returning, and

happened to you before." hastily resumed his seat, and bent
" But the journey is just what I forward to the fire,

need, mother," he answered, trying
' You look better already," she

to speak cheerfully.
" Of course I said, smiling.

" You have a little

won't go if I feel unwell
;
but this color now. Here is your chocolate,

is really nothing. I have not quite and Annette is calling to you to

got my strength up, and, as Annette make baste."

says, I have eaten nothing to-day." She held the little tray for him, and
Those little services of a mother, he managed, strengthened by that

how tender and touching they are desperate hope of his, to empty the

at any time ! how terrible in their cup, and even smile faintly in giv-

pathos when we know that they ing it back. And then he got up,
will soon be at an end for us for put his arm around his mother's
ever ! How the hand trembles to waist, in a boyish fashion he had
take the cup, and the lip trembles sometimes with her, and went out

to touch its brim, when we know to the door with her so. And there

that she would have filled it with he kissed her, and jumped into the

her life-blood, if that could have carriage, and was driven away. It

been saving to us ! never occurred to her, so sweetly
"
Sit here by the fire, dear, while obedient had he been to her re-

I get your chocolate," Mrs. Gerald quests, and so expressive had his

said, and pushed the chair close to looks and actions been, that he had
the hearth.

" There is really quite not uttered a word while he was in

a chill in the air." the house nor when he drove away.
She stirred the fire, and made the He had accepted her little services

red coals glow warmly, then went with affection and gratitude, and he

out of the room. had been tender and caressing, and
He looked round after her the that was enough. Moreover, he had

moment her back was turned, and really looked better on leaving,
watched her hastening through the which proved that her prescription

entry. The temptation was strong had done him good,
to follow her, throw himself at her How Annette Gerald got away
feet, and tell her all. He started from home she could not have told

up from the chair, and took a step, afterward. Her trunks were sent

but came back again. It would in advance, and she and her hus-

kill her, and he could not see her band chose to walk to the station

die. He would let her live yet the in the evening. Some way she suc-

four weeks left her. Perhaps she ceeded in answering all her mother's

might die a natural death before charges and anxious forebodings,
that. He hoped she would. At She promised to sit in a middle car,

that thought, a sudden flame of so as to be at the furthest point

hope and of trust in God rose in from a collision in front or rear,
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and to have the life-preservers all She softly opened the gate, and

ready at hand in the steamer. She entered with him. The moonless

took the basket of luncheon her night was slightly overclouded, and

mother put up, and allowed her the shadows of the trees hid them

bonnet to be tied for her and her perfectly, as they stole close to the

shawl pinned. -And at last they window like two thieves. Lawrence

were in the portico, and it was pressed his face to the sash, and

necessary to say good-by. listened breathlessly. There was a
" My poor mamma'! don't be too low murmur of voices inside, then

anxious about me, whatever hap- a few words distinctly spoken,

pens," Annette said.
" Remember "And by the way, dear, I forgot to

God takes care of us all. I hope close the blinds. Oh ! no, I will

he will take care of you. Whenever close them. Don't rise !"

you feel disposed to worry about Mrs. Gerald came to the window,

us, say a little prayer, and all will opened it, and leaned out so close

come right again." to her son that he heard the rustle

The darkness hid the tears that of her dress and fancied that he

rolled down her cheeks as she end- felt her breath on his cheek. She

ed, and in a few minutes all was was silent a moment, looking up at

over, and the two were walking arm- the sky. "The night is very soft

in- arm down the quiet street. and mild," she said. "Those chil-
" This way !" Lawrence said when dren will have a pleasant journey."

they came to the street where his One instant longer she rested there,

mother lived. her hand half extended to the blind,

It was out of their way, but they then she sent upward a word of

went down by the house, and paused prayer, which brushed her son's

in front of it. The windows of the cheek in passing.
" O God ! pro-

sitting-room were brightly lighted, tect my son!" she said,

and they could see by the glow of Then the blinds were drawn to-

the lamp that it stood on a table gether, and the son was shut out

drawn before the fire. As they from her sight and sound for ever,

looked, a shadow leaned forward "
It is our signal to go," Annette

on the white curtain. Mrs. Gerald whispered to her husband. "Come!
was leaning with her elbow on the We have no time to lose.

"

table, and talking to some one. He held her by the arm a mo-

They saw the slender hand that ment.

supported her chin, and the coil
"
Isn't it better, after all, to stay

of her heavy hair. They saw the and have it out here ?" he ask-

slight movement with which she ed desperately.
"
I'd rather face

pushed back a lock of hair that had danger than fly from it. Running
a way of falling on to her forehead, away makes me seem worse than I

Annette felt the arm she held am."
tremble. She only pressed it the

" You have no longer the right

:loser, that he might not forget that to consider yourself," she answered,
love still was near him, but did not with a certain sternness.

"
I will

speak. There was nothing for her not submit to have a convict for a

to say. husband. I would rather see you
'

Let's go inside the gate to the dead. And your mother shall not

ivindow," he whispered.
'

Perhaps visit you in a felon's cell. Besides,
[ can hear her speak." no one is to be profited by such a

VOL. xix. 17
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piece of folly, and you would your- the carriage of her head. As she
self repent it when too late. Come !" thought, or dreamed, she turned
He said no more, but suffered about the birth-day ring her son

himself to be drawn" away. He had given her, and, presently be-

could not complain that his wife coming aware of what she was do-
treated his heroic impulses with a ing, looked at it and smiled as if

disrespect amounting almost to she were smiling in his face,

contempt, for he could not himself "
I never before felt so well con-

trust them. tented and satisfied with his situa-

After having closed the window, tion," she said, her happiness
Mrs. Gerald returned to her place breaking into words.

" His mar-

by the fire. A round table was riage has turned out well. They
drawn up there between two arm- seem to be perfectly united, and

chairs, in one of which Miss Pern- Lawrence is really proud of his

broke sat, knitting a scarf of crimson wife; and with reason. She is no

wool. The shade over the lamp more like what she was when I first

kept its strong light from her eyes, knew her than a butterfly is like a

and threw a faint shadow on the grub. She has developed wonder-

upper part of her face; but her fully." She was silent a moment,
sweet and serious mouth, and the then added :

"
I am very thankful."

round chin, with its faint dent of a She drew a rosary from her

dimple, were illuminated, her brown pocket, and, leaning back in her

dress had rich yellow lights on the chair with her eyes closed, began
folds, and the end of a straying curl to whisper the prayers as the beads

on her shoulder almost sparkled slipped through her fingers,

with gold. Her eyes were down- Miss Pembroke glanced at her,

cast and fixed on her work, and and smiled faintly. It was very
crimson loop after loop dropped pleasant to see this mother happy
swiftly from the ivory needles in her son, yet how trembling and

scarcely whiter than her hands. precarious was her happiness !

"As I was saying," Mrs. Gerald This woman's heart, which bruised

resumed,
"
six months of the year itself in beating, was always ready

they were to pass with Mrs. Ferrier to catch some fleeting glory on its

have gone, and next fall they will springing tide
;
like the fountain,

have an establishment of their own. which holds the rainbow a moment
It will be better for both of them, among its chilly drops.

I am sure Annette will make a While one woman prayed, the

good housekeeper. Besides, every other thought. She had often

married man should be the master dwelt upon this subject of women's

of a house. It gives him a place lives being wrecked from love of

in the world, and makes him feel friend, husband, or child, and the

his responsibilities and dignities sight of Mrs. Gerald had been to

more." her a constant illustration of such
"
Yes, every one should have a a wreck. These thoughts had

home," answered the young woman troubled her, for she was not one

gravely. "It is a great safeguard." to judge hastily, and she did

Mrs. Gerald leaned back in her know whether to pity or to blame

chair, and gazed into the fire. There so ruinous a devotion. Now again

was a smile of contentment on her the question floated up, and with i

lips and an air of gentle pride in the wish to decide once for all be-
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fore life should thrust the problem his own soul, and to help others

on her, when she would be too only to a certain extent. I will

confused to think rightly. She was keep my place !"

like one who stands safe yet wist- That resolute and almost haugh-
ful on shore, looking off over trou- ty face seemed scarcely to be Ho-
bled waters, and Mrs. Gerald and nora Pembroke's

;
and she felt so

Annette seemed to her tossing far surely that her expression would

out on the waves. She even seem- check and startle her companion
ed to herself to have approached that when she saw Mrs. Gerald

the brink so near that the salt tide drop the rosary from her fingers,

had touched her feet, and to have and turn to speak to her, she quick-
drawn back only just in time. ly changed her position so as to

Gradually, as her fair fingers hide her face a moment,
wove the glowing web, a faint cloud Mrs. Gerald's voice had changed
came over her face, and, if it had while she prayed, and seemed
been possible for her to frown, that weighted with a calm seriousness

deeper shadow between the brows from her heavenly communion
;

might have been called a frown, and her first words jarred strangely
Her thoughts were growing stern. with her young friend's thought.

' Were we made upright, we wo- " How uncalculating the saints

men, only to" bend like reeds to were!" she said. "Our Lady was

every wind?" sne asked herself, the only one, I think, who escaped
' Can we not be gentle without personal contumely, and that was

being slavish, and kind and tender not because she risked nothing, but
without pouring our hearts out like because God would not suffer con-
water? Cannot we reserve some- tempt nor slander to touch her.

thing to ourselves, even while giv- He spared her no pang, save that

ing all and even more than our of disgrace; yet she would have ac-

friends deserve ? Cannot we hold cepted that without a complaint,
our peace and happiness so firmly How tender he was of her ! He
in our own hands that no one shall gave her a nominal spouse to shield

have the power to destroy them?" her motherhood; it was through
Each question as it came met her Son that her heart was pierced,

with a prompt answer, and resolu- and the grief of a mother is always
tion followed swiftly :

" Never will sacred
;
and he gave her always

I surfer myself to be so enslaved loving and devoted women, who
by any affection as to lose my indi- clustered about and made her lit-

viduality and be merged and lost tie court. She was never alone,

in another, or be made wretched by Bur she is an exception. The
another, or to have my sense of others were despised and 'maltreat-

justice and right confused by the ed, and they seemed to be perpetu-
dcsire to make excuses for one I ally throwing themselves away. I

love. Never will I suffer the name do not doubt that those saints who
which I have kept stainless to be never suffered martyrdom nor per-
associated with the disgrace of an- secution were still, in their day,

other, and never will I leave the laughed and mocked at by some

orderly and honorable ways of life, more than they were honored by
where I have walked so far, to fol- others. They never stopped to

low any one into the by-ways, for count the cost."

any pretext. Each one is to save Miss Pembroke felt at the first
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instant as though Mrs. Gerald Miss Pembroke smiled to see the

must have read her thoughts, and mother touch these tracks softly

her 'reply came like a retort.
"
It with her finger-tips, and glance

is true they did not count the about as if to assure nerself that

costs," she said; "but it was God there was no danger of their being
whom they loved." effaced.

"
Yes," Mrs. Gerald replied gen-

" Such a freak of those children !"

tly, "that was what I meant." she said gaily. "Do you know
She was too closely wrapped what I am going to do, Honora? I

in contentment to perceive the mean to sow little pink quill daisies

coldness with which her compan- in those two foot-prints, and show
ion spoke. It seemed to her that them to Lawrence and Annette
all her cares had floated away, and when they come back. It was a

left only rest and sweetness be- beautiful thought of them to come
hind. She no longer feared any- to the window, and it shall be corn-

thing. There comes to every one memorated in beauty. The ground
some happy season in life, she is nearly warm enough here now

thought ;
and hers had come. for seeds. When they come back,

When, the next day, she received the tracks will be green. I wish

a note from her son, which he had flowers would blossom in three

written from their first stopping- weeks."

place, she was scarcely surprised, Mrs. Ferrier also heard that day
though it was an unusual attention, from the travellers.

It was but a hurried line, written "
I have a particular reason for

with a pencil and .posted in the asking you to be very careful

station-house. about my letters," Annette wrote.
"
My darling mother," he wrote,

" Don't let any one see or know of
"

if you should find your violet-bed them. I will tell you why pre-
under the parlor window trampled, sently. We are very well. Write

blame Larry for it. He saw his me a line as soon as you receive

mother's shadow on the curtain this, and direct to New York. We
when he was on his way to the sta- shall not stop there, but go right
tion last night, and took a fancy to on out West, probably. And, by
go nearer and peep through the the way, if you should wish ever to

window. But he didn't mean to hear from Mrs. Gerald's relations,

do any harm then, nor at some seek in New York for a letter di-

other times, when he did enough rected to Mrs. Julia Ward. Say
indeed. Forgive him for every- nothing of this now. I will ex-

thing." plain."
Mrs. Gerald immediately went " And why should I wish to hear

out, letter in hand, to see what from Mrs. Gerald's relations ?
'

marks had been left of this noc- wondered Mrs. Ferrier. But she

turnal visit
; and, sure enough, said nothing. The secret was safe

there, on the newly-turned mould, with her.

was the print of a boot well she Meanwhile, the travellers had lost

knew her son's neat foot and, on no time on their way ;
and three

the other side, a tiny and delicate days from their leaving Crichton,
track where Annette had stood ! they were on the ocean. Every
But not a leaf of the sprouting vio- stateroom and cabin had been ta-

lets was crushed. ken when " Mr. and Mrs. Ward '
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went to the office of the steamer; through the clouds. As the steamer

but the captain, seeing the lady in rolled, Annette, lying in her lower

great distress on account of the sick berth, could see alternately the gray-

friend she was crossing the ocean and tumbled clouds of air, and the

to see, kindly gave up his own state- gray and heaving sea, which was
room to the travellers. less like moving water than a ruin-

It was quite as well for him to do ed, quaking earth, so heavily it rose

so, indeed
;
for the very day they and fell.

started a storm started with them, Lawrence Gerald, closely wrap-
and he was too faithful an officer ped in furs, knelt on the sofa, and
to desert his post on deck. So all looked out, humming a tune that

night long he watched, courageous seemed to be for ever on his lips

and faithful, over the lives commit- since his wife had first sung it to

ted to his care, while underneath him, so that she was sometimes half

his two special guests lay helpless sorry for having suggested it to him.

and miserable, counting his foot- A few words broke out while she

steps, as sleepless as he. The listened :

engine throbbed beside them, like
" For man never slept

a heavily-beating heart, the long A^ ^ep^must slumber
waves lashed the deck, the wind in just such abed."

sang and whistled through the His thoughts seemed to be so

ropes, the steamer creaked and haunted by the image of that cold

groaned. and peaceful slumber that his wife
*

I have brought bad luck to the trembled for him. He had not the

ship, Annette," said her husband, enduring strength to bear a long
'

If I were overboard, the storm trial, but he had that fitful strength
would cease." which prompts to desperate deeds.

'In the first place, my name is ''I can see cities built and de-

Julia," was the answer from the stroyed yonder," he said.
" There

lower berth.
"
In the next place, are white towns between dark

there is nothing mysterious in this mountains, and little hamlets up in

storm; it is simply the equinoctial the crevices; they grow, and then

gale, which has been threatening they are swallowed up. It is like

for days. I knew we should have a great earthquake. When the

it. In the third place, your being world is destroyed, it will perhaps
overboard would make no differ- look like that, pale and ashy."
ence whatever in the weather. Are

*

Suppose we should go up on

you sick?' deck, and see what it looks like,"

Annette knew well that a little said Annette suddenly, anticipating

chilly breeze would best blow away the wish she knew he would have
her husband's vapors. expressed.

"
It will be a change

'

I am sick of lying here," he after our three days' imprisonment,
said impatiently.

" The rain must and we may think the stateroom

be over, unless it is another flood, a pleasant refuge when we come
I wonder how it looks out ?" back."

He drew aside the curtain, and They escaped the crest of a wave

opened the window. The rain had that leaped over the rail after them,

ceased, but the wind still blew, and and reached the wet and slippery
a pale light was everywhere, shin- deck,

ing up through the waves and down " We mustn't speak to the offi-
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cers," Annette whispered, seeing
the captain near them.

He passed them by without no-

tice, and they hurried on to the

shelter of the smoke-pipe, where

the heat had dried the planks ; and

here, holding by ropes, they could

look over the rail and see the long
streaks of pale blue, where the foam

slid under the surface of the water
;

see the gigantic struggle of the sea,

and how the brave ship pushed

through it all straight toward her

unseen port.

Nothing is so perfect a figure of

life as a ship on the sea, and one

can hardly behold it without moral-

izing.
"
Suppose that this ship had a

soul of its own, instead of being

guided by the will of other beings,"
said Annette

;

" and suppose that,

finding itself in such a woful case,

it should say,
'

I see no port, no

pole-star, no sun, nor moon, and I

doubt if I shall ever see them

again. I may as well stop trying,

and go down here.' Wouldn't that

be a pity for itself and for others ?"
" But suppose, on the other

hand," returned her husband, "that

the ship had got a deadly thrust

from some unseen rock, and the

water was running in, and it could

never gain the port. What would
be the use of its striving and strain-

ing for a few leagues further?"

" We know not wnere the haven
of a soul is set," said Annette,

dropping the figure.
" God knows,

for he has set it, near or far
; and

it may be nearer than we think. It

is scarcely worth while for a man
to lose his soul by jumping over-

board at ten o'clock, when he may
save it, and be drowned too, at

eleven."

Lawrence drew back as a great
wave rose before them. He had

only been playing at death
;

the

reality was quite another thing.
Chilled and drenched with spray,

they hurried down to their state-

room.

It was a weary journey. After

the storm came head-winds, and
after the head-winds a fog,~ through
which they crept, ringing the fog-

bell, and stopping now and then.

Mr. and Mrs. Ward did not ap-

pear once among the passengers,
even when everybody crowded up
to catch the first glimpse of Ireland,

and they were the last to appear
when the passengers prepared jto

land at Liverpool. They had been
a fortnight from home, the storm

having delayed them two days, and

they knew not what might have

happened in that time. A telegram

might have sped under the waves in

an hour while they toiled over them,
and just at the moment of escape
their flight might be intercepted.

TO BE CONTINUED.
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in

DANTE GABRIEL ROSETTI.*

IT is not difficult to understand the that passed by a middle-aged man
title which has been bestowed upon upon the productions of his youth.

Mr. Rosetti of the "Poets' Poet." And now, having altered something

His volume is full of delicate rhythmi- and burnt more had he waited, he

cal experiments winding bouts of would have found old age more in-

melody with subtle catches of silence dulgent he publishes the remnant,

interspersed which alternately pique all of which, he tells us justly enough,
and satisfy. No brother of the craft is mature, for which his mature age

could fail to obtain valuable hints is sponsor.

from these studies. But Mr. Rosetti It would be far easier to estimate

is no mere word-poiser ;
he is an ar- Mr. Rosetti's position as a poet had

tist in the highest sense of the word, he written more. Nor is this precise-

whose canvas teems with a tliou- ly a truism
;

for one feels at once

sand nameless lights, which as they that what he has given us is most pre-

cross and disappear make all the dif- cisely and emphatically a selection,

ference between the real and the un- Every one of his poems, whatever

real. else it may be, is at least a cunning

During the two years or more that piece of artist's work in this or that

Mr. Rosetti's volume has been be- particular style, with a distinct fla-

fore the English-reading public on vor of its own and true to itself

both sides of the Atlantic, it has been throughout. If you know, and care

frequently reviewed. Perhaps the for, the old Scots ballad, you will at

best justification of the present review once appreciate the specimen he gives
is that, over and above purely lite- you. If you object to the coarse-

rary merits, Mr. Rosetti has peculiar ness which shades the tenderness of

claims upon the interest of Catholic " Stratton Water," your criticism is un-

readers, to which we would draw at- learned. As well complain of the

tention. peat flavor of a " Finnan haddie."

We gather from the brief notice at Poets who sing because they must

the beginning of the volume that sing, who pour into trembling ears

many of these poems were compos- great heterogeneous floods of song,
ed twenty years ago, yet, if we ex- jthe reflection of their many moods,

cept the occasional appearance of a things beautiful and rather beautiful,

single poem in the pages of a maga- and plain and very plain; all the thou-

zine, Mr. Rosetti has published noth- sand-and-one scraps which have some-

ing before. We can hardly believe thing clever in them, or illustrate

that even the barbarians of twenty something, or with the composition

years ago can have combined against of which something interesting, wheth-

his publishing, like Mr. Bazzard's er pleasant or painful, is associated

friends in Eiwin Drood, and so we take, for instance, any chance volume
must suppose that he was fain to of Wordsworth or Browning may be

ait for the severest of all criticisms in the long run our benefactors, but

they have no claim upon the ready-* Poems. By Dante Gabriel P.osetti. London. J J

1871. money of thanks
; they charm, per
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haps, but they often also bore. If literary formulas for cool grays and
a man whose imagination has not bits of scarlet. On the other hand,
been left out is bored by Mr. Roset- Mr. Rosetti's art is rather that of the

ti's volume, it is time for him, accord- musician than the painter; he pro-

ing to the Turkish proverb, to put duces his effects rather by subtle

his trust in God his wine is running changes of manner than by the color

to the lees, his roses wither. And this of single words, although his choice

is true although the generations of in these too is exquisite. His mo-

poetic taste are so short-lived that al- dulations remind one of Crashaw's

most before a man has reached the lines in " Music's Duel "
:

mezZO Camino,^ Certainly before The lute's light genius now doth proudly rise,

he has lost his Sense Of life's enjoy- Heaved on the surges of swoll'n rhapsodies.

ments, he is apt to find himself some- T8SSJSSSi$8S&%^L
what OUt of harmony with the poetry Dancing in lofty measures, and anon
c ,1 -\K T-> ,.;. Creeps on the soft touch of a tender tone,

of the day. Mr. Rosetti is no pro- Who^e trembling murmurs , me iting in wild

phet of a new theory of art or master airs,

r i
, <i Run to and fro, complaining his sweet cares."

of a new phrase-mint, but rather a

merchant whose cargo tells a tale of And so, having drifted into points

every port at which he has touched. of difference, we will continue. They
It is natural to compare, even if are unlike because, although both

only to contrast, any new poet with affect the quaintnesses of medieval

Mr. Tennyson, as the poet who has art, the laureate has done little more

had more immediate, sensible influ- than utilize, for poetic purposes, the

ence than any other upon the antiquarian and art knowledge of a

taste of his day; and although there gentleman of the period with a turn

is a prejudice against comparisons, that way. But Mr. Rosetti is a me-

it is difficult to see how they can be diaeval artist heart and soul; and,

avoided if one is to do something though it may not be literally true

more than point and ejaculate. In that he has no end beyond his art, he

the present case, there is at least suf- would certainly feel that he was doing
ficient resemblance to suggest com- evil that good might come of it if he

parison. Amongst living poets these sacrificed a point of art to any object

two are pre-eminently artist-poets, whatsoever.

who finish their work and hide well Mr. Tennyson's pictures of the

away all their literary shavings, middle-age, beautiful and lifelike as

They are almost the only living they are, are the less true for their

poets who never go on talking till somewhat formal flourish of antiquity,

they can find the right word, and whereby they give themselves, as it

who never stammer. were, a modern frame. Of course,

There is not a scrap of either of Tennyson's knights are not modern
these poets that, for the refined work gentlemen in the sense that Racine's

there is in it, it would not be a shame Greeks are French courtiers, but any-
to burn. Again, they are like in this, how they are the realized aspirations

that they have an intense sensuous ap- of modern gentlemen of culture and

preciation of the medium which they refinement, and measures of fashion-

use, which seems to belong rather to able reaction against the spirit of the

the art of the painter or the musician day.
than to that of the poet. It would I think the consciousness that he

not be difficult to make a color-box wants a loosely-fitting medievalism,
of Mr. Tennyson's favorite words, or, so to speak, the armor without
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any particular quality of man inside, country. It is this union of purism
makes Mr. Tennyson affect the hy- and vitality which is Mr. Rosetti's

brid medievalism of the Round Table distinguishing characteristic,

in preference to the genuine strain of It is now time for us to examine
the old chroniclers. His mail-clad some of Mr. Rosetti's poems in de-

knights always remind us somewhat tail. "The Blessed Damozel," the

of a common scene in a marine first poem in the volume, were it not

aquarium
- - a whelk-shell inspired for its title, would be perfect ;

but we
with an energy not its own by the confess that the ultra quaintness of

intrusion of a hermit-crab, who, hav- the title is the one point in the

ing disposed of the original occupant, mediaeval dress which does not, to

manipulates the shell at his pleasure, our mind, harmonize with the Catho-

It may be urged, with some justice, licity of the subject,

that a poet is no mere collector of The subject would be trite enough
old china and old lace. He gathers in many hands. A young man has

to himself of all precious things, to lost his love, and dreams of her night
frame for his thought such vehicle as and day, until at length the soul of his

he wants
;
but he has no duties to his imagination pierces that heaven into

materials that they should be in keep- which she has been received ten years

ing with one another or with them- ago :

selves, provided they minister to his M Her seemed she scarce had been a day

design. Yes, but it must be remem- One of God's choristers;
u u ii 4.1 -u i The wonder was not yet quite crone

bered that both these poets belong to From that stl]1 iook
y
of hers,

a School which Owes its SUCCeSS tO the Albeit, to them she left, her day
, r , j . Had counted as ten years."

religious observance of such duties,

even though self-imposed ;
and it With the calm, unhesitating realism

must always remain true that the of Fra Angelico, he paints his lady
more a poet can afford to borrow leaning out towards him " from the

wholes instead of parts or aspects, gold bar of heaven," with stars in her

and these plead the poet's cause each hair and lilies in her hand; and the

in its own tongue, not his, the great- outline is so clear and firm, so free

er is his triumph. I am not indicat- from the mist of modern sentimental-

ing any failure on the part of Mr. ism, that the paroxysm of doubt

Tennyson when I speak of his Ar- which breaks in at the end of the

thurian poems as a splendid masque, fourth stanza, and which for a mo-
He knows where his strength lies, ment makes the radiant vision tremu-

He has chosen his legend as a man lous, is really wanted to remind us of

might choose an antique wine-cooler the abyss which the imagination is

for his wine
;
but the liquor inside, spanning :

though superlatively good, is not
'.

D "
It was the rampart of God's house

hippocras Or metheglin, but port and That she was standing on,

sherry. On the other hand, if we "SS^ESftSE,*^
turn tO Mr. Rosetti's treatment Of So high that, looking downward thence,

mediaeval subjects, "Dante at Ve-
You scarce might see the sun."

rona,"
" Sister Helen,"

" The Staff " The tides of day and night
"

al-

and Scrip," we find that his mediaeval ternate far down in the abyss beneath

figures live, indeed, with the intensest her feet, where the earth is spinning
<ind of life, but that that life, from its about the sun "like a fretful midge."
woof to its outermost fringe, is stained If any one is tempted to doubt if the

with the color of its own day and heavens of modem science, with their
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vast distances and harmonious order,

are more poetical than the star-

spangled cope upon which the Chal-

dean shepherds gazed, let him read

this poem. The simple imagery with

which Mr. Rosetti clothes the abysses
of heaven seems, without destroying
their immensity, to render them visi-

ble :

" From the fixed place of heaven she saw
Time like a pulse shake fierce

Through all the world. . . ."

Again :

11 The sun was gone now
;
the curled moon

Was like a little feather

Fluttering far down the gulf."

He sees that she is looking for him,
and then she speaks, not to him, for

she sees him not, but of him, of what

their life in heaven will be when he

has come for he must come, she

says. And again, as she talks of the

life in heaven, it is Fra Angelico in

words; lush meadow-grass, so soft

to road-worn feet, and golden-fruited

trees, and tender intercourse from

which all the acerbities and con-

ventionalities of life are banished; an

atmosphere in which the freshness of

morning and the peace of evening
are woven into one eternal day,

which, as he says elsewhere,
" hours

no more offend." How thoroughly

Dantesque in its homely sublimity is

the conception of Our Lady and

her handmaids at their weaving :

" Into the fine cloth, white like flame,

Weaving the golden thread
To fashion the birth-robes for them
Who are just born, being dead."

We hardly think that this poem of

Mr, Rosetti's strikes a single false

chord even to Catholic ears. The
utmost that can be said is that the

blessed soul is too absorbed by her

longing for her earthly love. But

then the heaven of theology is an

assemblage of paradoxes which faith

alone can knit together; and, in its

entirety, wholly without the realm of

art. In this poem we have one as-

pect of the life of the blessed,
"

se-

curus quidem sibi sed nostri solici-

tus," as S. Bernard says, presented
to us most vividly in the only colors

an artist's pencil can command those

of earthly love. But this love is se-

rene and pure, and, despite its inten-

sity, free from all pain and impatience.
The passion is supplied by the re-

frain in the earthly lover's heart, as

in his touching commentary upon
the confidence of her " we two "

will

do thus and thus when he conies :

" Alas ! we two, we two, thou sayst !

Yea, one wast thou with me
That once of old. But shall God lift

To endless unity
The soul whose likeness with thy soul

Was but its love for thee ?"

Having ended her description ot

heaven's mysterious joys :

" She gazed and listened, and then said,
Less sad of speech than mild,

1 All this is when he comes.' She ceased.
The light thrilled towards her filled

With angels in strong level flight.
Her eyes prayed and she smiled."

But soon the smile fades away as

the angelic convoy glides past, for he

is not there

" And then she cast her arms along
The golden barriers,

And laid her face between her hands,
And wept (I heard her tears)."

If it be objected that this is too gross

a violation of the state in which all

tears are wiped away, I answer, first,

that there are tears and tears
;

sec-

ondly, that if anthropomorphism is al-

lowable in our realizations of God, a

fortiori is it allowable in our realiza-

tions of those who, although they are

raised above the estate of humanity,
are still human. Again, even the

angels of Christian art have a pre-

scriptive right to tears, and is it not

written, Isai. xxxiii. 7,
"
Angeli pacis

amare flebunt ?"

And now we will say what we

have to say of perhaps the most

wonderful of all Mr. Rosetti's poems,
which somehow, for more reasons

than one, suggests itself as a pen-
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drjit to " The Blessed Damozel." He
has called it "Jenny," and Jenny is

the name neither French nor Greek

will mend the matter of a young

prostitute. We freely confess that

there are -two or three lines in this

poem which we heartily wish Mr.

Rosetti had never written
; but, take

it as it stands, few will be disposed to

deny that it is a very real sermon
^ *

against lust, all the more impres-
sive because it is indirect. The

story, such as it is, is this : A man,

young but not in his first youth, who
lias been for some years settling

down to a student's life, throws his

work aside one evening, and goes
off to one of his old haunts. Hav-

ing spent half the night in dancing,
and being smitten with Jenny's

youthful beauty, he goes home with

her. She, poor thing, utterly tired, falls

dead asleep at supper, and he, watch-

ing her, falls to moralizing, half cyni-

cally, half tenderly, upon innocence

and lust and destiny, until at last

the pity of it all wholly possesses him
and kills every other thought. And
so musing till early dawn, till

fellows, and so she individualizes a

larger pathos, and is in some sense

a more touching representative of the

victims of man's lust

" Poor handful of bright spring water

Flung in the whirlpool's shrieking face."

He is penetrated by the contrast be-

tween the fate of this poor girl and

that of his cousin, just such another

girl in natural disposition

" Now without, as if some word
Had called upon them that they heard,

The London sparrows far and nigh
Clamor together suddenly,"

he slips some gold pieces into her

hair, and goes with the half-express-
ed hope that, as God has been mer-

ciful to him, so he will be merciful

to her also.

What first touches him is her evi-

dent longing for rest :

" Glad from the crush to rest within,
From the heart-sickness and the din,
Where envy's voice at virtue's pitch
Mocks you because your gown is rich,
And from the pale girl's dumb rebuke,
Whose ill-clad grace and toil-worn look
Proclaim the strength that keeps her weak
And other nights than yours bespeak,
And from the wise, unchildish elf,

To schoolmate lesser than himself

Pointing you out what thing you are."

The girl herself, beyond her youth
and beauty, is nowise better than her

" And fond ofdress, and change, and praise,
So mere a woman in her ways

"
;

but in the guarded atmosphere of

her home, with every point in her

character blooming into good.
" So pure so fallen ! how dare to think
Of the first common kindred link ?

Yet Jenny, till the world shall burn,
It seems that all things take their turn,
And who shall say but this fair tree

May need, in changes that shall be,
Your children's children's charity ?

Scorned then, no doubt, as you are scorned,
Shall no man hold h:s pride forewarned
Till in the end, the day of days,
At judgment, one of his own race,
As frail and lost as you, shall rise,

His daughter with his mother's eyes ?"

Many a man would be fain to listen

to such a sermon who would reject

any other. For the preacher is no

missionary in disguise, but a fellow-

sinner converted in the presence of

his sin, if we may call it conversion
;

at least, beaten down and overwhelm-

ed by the colossal horror and pity

of it, as a wild beast is tamed by a

prairie-fire.

Many beautiful things have been

said by non- Catholic poets of Our
Blessed Lady. Indeed, a very pretty
book might be made of these Gentile

testimonies, from Milton, Cowley,
Crashaw (before his conversion),

Wordsworth, Keble, and many others.

It would seem that Parnassus is as

one of the high places of Baal, where

the Spirit of the Lord rushes upon
the poet, whose eyes are opened and

he must needs bless her whom he

that blesseth " shall also himself be

blessed, and he that curseth shall be

reckoned accursed," and he cries,
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" How beautiful are thy tabernacles,"

O Mary, Mother of God,
" as woody

valleys, as watered gardens near the

rivers, as tabernacles which the Lord
has pitched as cedars by the water-

side." But with Mr. Rosetti it is

something more than this. One is

tempted to fancy that with his Ita-

lian name he must have really inher-

ited an Italian's devotion to the Ma-
donna. His poem

" Ave "
is neither

more nor less than a meditation upon
the joyful, sorrowful, and glorious

mysteries of Our Lady's life, and it

breathes a devotion as tender and

sensitive in a word, as Catholic as

though it had been written by F.

Faber. We shall venture to transfer

the whole of it to our pages, for we
cannot otherwise justify what we
have said, and part of its specific

beauty is that it is in one breath :

AVE.

Mother of fair delight,
Thou handmaid perfect in God's sight,
Now sitting fourth beside the Three,
Thyself a woman Trinity,

Being a daughter born to God,
Mother of Christ from stall to Rood,
And wife unto the Holy Ghost :

Oh 1 when our need is uttermost,
Think that to such as death may strike

Thou wert a sister, sisterlike !

Thou head-stone of humanity,
Ground-stone of the great mystery,
Fashioned like us, yet more than we !

Mind'st thou not (when June's heavy breath

Warmed the long days in Nazareth)
That eve thou didst go forth to give
Thy flowers some drink that they might live

One faint night more amid the sands,
Far off the trees were as pale wands
Against the fervid sky ;

the sea

Sighed further off eternally
As human sorrow sighs in sleep.
Then suddenly the awe grew deep,
As of a day to which all days
Were footsteps in God's secret ways :

Until a folding sense like prayer
Which is, as God is, everywhere,
Gathered about thee ;

and a voice

Spake to thee without any noise.

Being of the silence :

k

Hail,' it said,
1 Thou that art highly favored

;

The Lord is with thee here and now ;

Blessed among all women thou."

Ah ! Knew'st thou of the end. when first

That Babe was on thy bosom nursed ?

Or when he tottered round thy knee
Did thy great sorrow dawn on thee

And through his boyhood year by year
Eating with him the Passover,

Didst thou discern confusedly
That holier Sacrament, when He,
The bitter cup about to quaff,
Should break the bread and eat thereof ?

Or came not yet the knowledge, even
Till on some day forecast in Heaven
His feet passed through thy door to press
Upon his Father's business ?

Or still was God's high secret kept ?

Nay, but I think the whisper crept
Like growth through childhood. Work and

play,
Things common to the course of day,
Awed thee with meanings unfulfilTd,
And all through girlhood, something still'd

Thy senses like the birth of light,
When thou hast trimmed thy lamp at night
Or washed thy garments in the stream :

To whose white bed had come the dream
That He was thine and thou wert His
Who feeds among the field-lilies.

O solemn shadow of the end,
In that wise spirit long contain'd !

O awful end ! and those unsaid

Long years when it was Finished !

Mind'st chou not (when the twilight gone
Left darkness in the house of John)
Between the naked window-bars
That spacious vigil of the stars ?

For thou. a watcher even as they,
Wouldst rise from where throughout the day
Thou wroughtest raiment for -his poor ;

And, finding the fixed terms endure
Of day and night which never brought
Sounds of his coming chariot,
Wouldst lift through cloud-waste unexplor'd
Those eyes which said ' How long, O Lord '

?

Then that disciple whom he loved,
Well heeding, haply would be moved
To ask thy blessing in his name ;

And that one thought in both, the same
Though silent, then woula clasp ye round
To weep together tears long bound,
Sick tears of patience, dumb and slow.

Yet,
'

Surely I come quickly.' so
He said, from life and death gone home.
Amen : even so, Lord Jesus come !

But oh ! what human tongue can speak
That day when death was sent to break
From the tired spirit like a veil,
Its covenant with Gabriel
Endured at length unto the end ?

What human thought can apprehend
That mystery of motherhood
When thy Beloved at length renew'd
The sweet communion severed
His left hand underneath thine head
And his right hand embracing thee >

Lo ! He was thine, and this is He !

Soul, is it Faith, or Love, or Hope,
That lets me see her standing up
Where the light of the Throne is bright ?

Unto the left, unto the right.
The cherubim, arrayed, conjoint,
Float inward to a golden point,
And from between the seraphim
The glory issues for a hymn.

O Mary Mother ! be not loth

To listen thou whom the stars clothe,

Who seest and mayst not be seen

Hear us at last, O Mary Queen J
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Into our shadow bend thy face,

Bowing thee from the secret place,
O Mary Virgin, full of grace !

Mr. Rosetti certainly does not af-

fect classical subjects* There is no-

thing in his curious Treasury at all

corresponding to those most exquisite
of all Mr. Tennyson's poems,

"
Ulys-

ses
' and " Tithonus." In the few

instances in which he does handle

classical legend, it is always its quaint
reflection in the mediaeval mind that

attracts him, as in "
Troy Town," but

he is at home everywhere.
" Eden

Bower " and "
Sister Helen "

are like

and unlike enough for comparison.

They are both monologues of dead-

ly sin
;
the first is spite, the second

hate, set to music. The conception
of Lilith in

" Eden Bower "
is a mon-

strous waif of rabbinical tradition.

She is a sort of woman-snake, sup-

posed to have been Adam's first wife

before the creation of Eve, and in

her jealousy of the wife who supplant-
'.'(1 her is found the origin of her con-

spiracy with the king-snake of Eden
which brings about the Fall. The
poem is one prolonged musical but
most diabolical chuckle of Lilith

over the immortal mischief she is

about to perpetrate. She is indeed
all the while coaxing the serpent to

help her, but her tone throughout is

one of assured triumph. The woman
and the fiend are interwoven with

marvellous subtlety a fiend's colos-

sal blasphemy and a woman's petty

spite. The fiend does not shrink

from declaring open war against
heaven.

"
Strong is God, the fell foe of Lilith

(And O the bower and the hour !)

Naught in heaven or earth may affright him,
Hut join thou with me and we will smite him."

"he woman thus in anticipation
stabs her rival with her husband's
cowardice.

"
Hear, thou Eve, the man's heart in Adam
(And O the bower and the hour !)

f his brave words hark to the bravest,
This the woman gave that thou gavest.'

1

How she wriggles and gasps and

hugs herself at the thought of the

woe she is to bring upon her victims,

gloating over every detail of their

desolate exile, and forecasting the

death of one son and the damnation
of another. Lilith after all is a fiend,

and, as a creation of art, a fiend is a

creature that lives and revels in wick-

edness as a salamander was supposed
to inhabit fire, with a keen sense of

pleasure and without moral responsi-

bility ; but in " Sister Helen " we have

something much more dreadful be-

cause more human " Hate born of

Love "
-hate that has devoured all

love, even love of self the hatred

that is despair. A ruined girl, dwell-

ing in a lonely tower with her little

brother, seeks vengeance upon her

seducer after the mediaeval manner,
by consuming his waxen image be-

fore the fire. And now upon the

third night she is nigh upon its

achievement, for the wax is wasting
fast. The child takes a child's inter-

est in the little figure that was once
so plump, but through which the

flame is now shining red. He prat-
tles about it, but understands nothing,
nor yet that there is anything to

understand. His sister coaxes him
out into the balcony to look out and

say what he sees, for she knows what
must come. And one after the other

the brothers and father of the dying
man ride up in the wild night and

implore her mercy, at first that she

will save his life, and then that at

least she will forgive and save him
from his despair, that body and soul

may not perish. There is something

simply appalling in the way in which
each entreaty, as it comes to her re-

peated by her little brother's voice,
is slain by the calm, ruthless, some-

times ironical comment in which she

conveys her refusal.

" ' He calls your name in his agony,
Sister Helen,
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That even dead love must weep to see.'
* Hate born of Love is blind as he,

Little brother !'

(O mother, Mary mother.,
Love turned to hate, between hell and heaven /)

* Oh ! he prays you, as his heart would rive,
Sister Helen,

To save his dear son's soul alive.'
'

Nay, flame cannot slay it, it shall thrive,
Little brother !'

(Q mother, Mary mother,
Alas, alas, between hell and heaven /)"

All entreaties are useless, the death-

knell sounds, and the riders turn

their horses

" ' Ah ! what white thing at the door has cross'd,
Sister Helen ?

Ah ! what is this that sighs in the frost ?
'

' A soul that's lost, as mine is lost,

Little brother !'

(O mother. Mary mother,
Lost, lost, all lost, between hell and heaven !)"

One is tempted to say of Mr. Ro-

setti as was said of his patron Dante,
"
Lo, he that strolls to hell and back

at will." We speak advisedly of his

"
patron Dante," for his devotion to

his great namesake is of the intensest

kind. Almost the longest poem in

the volume is
" Dante at Verona,"

in which every conceivable detail in

the poet's painful exile at that court

is dwelt upon with a solicitude that

reminds one of an early Christian

sponging up a martyr's blood. To

appreciate the poem thoroughly, one

ought to share with Mr. Rosetti in

the intimacy of the great Florentine.

There are, however, many exquisite

bits of description in it that must

come home to every one. Surely the

Gran Cane's jester will live for ever :

" There was a jester, a foul lout
Whom the court loved for graceless arts

;

Sworn scholiast of the bestial parts
Of speech ;

a ribald mouth to shout
In folly's horny tympanum
Such things as make the wise man dumb.

" Much loved, him Dante loathed
;
and so

One day when Dante felt perplexed
If any day that could come next

Were worth the waiting for or no,
And mute he sat amid the din

Can Grande called the jester in.

"Rank words with such are wit's best wealth.
Lords mouthed approval ;

ladies kept
Twittering with clustered heads, except

Some few that took their trains by stealth

And went. Can Grande shook his hair

And smote his thighs and laughed i' the air.

" Then facing on his guest, he cried :

'

Say, Messer Dante, how it is

I get out of a clown like this

More than your wisdom can provide ?

And Dante :
' 'Tis man's ancient whim

That still his like seems good to him.' "

We cannot of course pretend to

catalogue all Mr. Rosetti's beauties.

But for the sake of quoting one stan-

za, we must say a word of the " Staff
,

and Scrip." A knight vowed to de-

fend wronged innocence, finds him-

self, whilst returning from Palestine,
in the land of a fair lady, which her

triumphant foemen are ravaging, and
where all hope of resistance is dead.

He goes out on her behalf, and con-

quers and dies. This is the descrip-
tion of his return on the night of his

victory :

14 The first of all the rout was sound,
The next were dust and flame,

And then the horses shook the ground :

And in the thick of them
A still band came.'

Nearly a third of Mr. Rosetti's

volume consists of sonnets. Now, a

sonnet should be grave but not heavy.
It must have a severity tempered

by sweetness like the breviary char-

acter of the Venerable Bede. It must

linger meditatively ;
it must not loiter,

or fumble with its meaning. It must

be sinuous, never headlong; feeling
its rhymes delicately, not. falling upon
them

; for these are less rhymes than

the most prominent of many asson-

ances, upon all of which the rhythm
hangs. Indeed, the texture of the

sonnet resembles more that of blank-

verse than that of any other metre

we possess. Without denying the

perfection ofsome two or three of Mil-

ton's sonnets, and perhaps in a lesser

degree of about as many of Words-

worth's, we may be permitted to say
that among our sonnet-writers Mil-

ton, as a general rule, is too fierce and

headlong, as Wordsworth says of him,
in words of praise which to our ears

suggest blame. In his hands,
" the

thing became a trumpet"; whilst
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Wordsworth has too poor a vocabu-

lary for a composition in which every
word ought to tell. Shakespeare's
sonnets are only sonnets in name.

They do not fall into two, or rather

one and a half, like an acorn and its

cup, but are simply short poems of

three independent stanzas of alter-

nate rhymes, the whole concluding
with a rhyming couplet. The Eliza-

bethan writers who used the genuine
sonnet Sidney, Spenser, Drummond,
especially the last attained, we can-

not help thinking, to a more exquisite
use of the sonnet than either Milton
or Wordsworth, although the beauty
of their sonnets is somewhat marred

by the twanging effect of the con-

cluding rhyming couplet to which

they persistently cling. Many of

Mr. Rosetti's sonnets strike us not

only as beautiful poems, but as very
finished specimens of the sonnet. He
seems to have attained to the Italian

delicacy of the best of the Elizabeth-

an sonneteers, without loss of orig-

inality and force. He is, however,
perhaps rather too fond of fretting
the melody of his lines by a harsh

emphasis, which, effective enough in

a liquid medium like Italian, is rather

trying to the naturally broken music
of the English tongue. An example
of this may be noted in the sixth

line of the following very beautiful

sonnet. He has called it
" Inclu-

siveness"- -a title with which we ven-
ture to quarrel, for the phenomenon
described is not a quality of any-
thing, but a fact or law

; we would
substitute, in spite of its technical

flavor,
"
Introsusception."

The changing guests, each in a different mood
Sit at the roadside table and arise :

And every life among them in like wise
Is a soul's board set daily with new food.
Hiat man has bent o'er his son's sleep, to brood
low that face shall watch his when cold it lies ?
T thought, as his own mother kissed his eyes,
'f what her kiss was when his father wooed ?

May not this ancient room thou sit'stin, dwell
n separate living souls for joy or pain ?

Nay, all its corners may be painted plain
Where Heaven shows pictures of a life

spent weU ;

And may be stamped a memory all in vain,
Upon the sight of lidless eyes in Hell."

Here is an exquisite vindication

of one of the least popular of the

condemnations in the Syllabus that

of non-intervention.

It is called " On the Refusal of Aid

between Nations "
:

41 Not that the earth is changing, O my God !

Nor that the seasons totter in their walk,
Not that the virulent ill of act and talk

Seethes ever as a wine-press ever trod,
Not therefore are we certain that the rod

Weighs in thine hand to smite the world
;

though now
Beneath thine hand so many nations bow,
So many kings : not therefore, O my God :

But because man is parcelled out in men
Even thus

; because, for any wrongful blow,
No one not stricken asks,

'
I would be told

Why thou dost strike'; but his heart whispers
then,

1 He is he, I am I.' By this we know
That the earth falls asunder, being old."

Mr. Rosetti has adopted, as we
have already indicated, more fully

than a Catholic could approve, a

principle which is obtaining a very

dangerous prominence amongst the

rising generation of English poets,
that art is justified of her children

that to the artist all things are chaste.

Thus inevitably there are some lines

one could wish unwritten, and more
that one would not have every one

read. Yet for all this the ethos of

the book is chaste and noble, nor do

we know any poet by whom purity
is more honestly appreciated and

worshipped. The volume is a re-

markable example of the extent to

which a love of the Madonna and

the ascetic inspiration of Dante can

counteract and restrain the growing
sensuousness of English poetry.

If Mr. Rosetti is sometimes obscure,

it is not that his touch is ever other-

wise than delicate and precise, but

because his art is rather the art of the

musician than of the painter. His

changes of key, so to speak, are so
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swift and subtle, and the harmonies

with which the theme is clothed are

so manifold and so quaint, that his

compositions have sometimes the

difficulty of a sonata of Beethoven,
and require considerable familiarity

before their proportions can be grasp-

ed. Indeed, we must confess that

there are passages the meaning of

which we despair of ever grasping
with any precision ;

we must be con-

tent to 'accept them as a sort of hie-

roglyphic, for splendor or purity, like

the scroll and lily-work of a mediaeval

goldsmith. This is the more provok-

ing, as obscurity is not here, as often

in Mr. Browning's poems, covered

by an oracular use of certain crabbed

expressions, which at least indicate

the nut that is to be cracked, but

coexists with a diction consistently

pure and flowing.

Although we have compared Mr.

Rosettrs art to that of the musician

rather than to that of the painter,
we have been told that he is a paint-
er of a high order. Anyhow, his

fondness for painting is proved by
the number of sonnets which he has

made upon pictures, ancient and
modern. We cannot more fitly con-

clude our review than with his son-

net,
" For our Lady of the Rocks, by

Leonardo da Vinci
"

:

"
Mother, is this the darkness of the end,

The shadow of death ? and is that outer sea

Infinite, imminent eternity ?

And does the death-pang by man's seed sus-
tain'd

In Time's each instant cause thy face to bend
Its silent prayer upon the Son, while he
Blesses the dead with his hand silently
To his long day which hours no more offend ?

" Mother of grace, the pass is difficult,

Keen as these rocks, and the bewildered souls

Throng it like echoes, blindly shuddering
through.

Thy name, O Lord, each spirit's voice extols,
Whose peace abides in the dark avenue
Amid the bitterness of things occult."

FOR EVER.

THOSE we love truly never die,

Though year by year the sad memorial-wreath

A ring and flowers, types of life and death

Are laid upon their graves.

For death the pure life saves,

And life all pure is love, and love can reach

From heaven to earth, and nobler lessons teach,

Than those by mortals read.

Well blest is he who has a dear one dead :

A friend he has whose face will never change,
A dear communion that will not grow strange :

The anchor of a love is death.

The blessed sweetness of a loving breath

Will reach our cheek all fresh through fourscore years

For her who died long since, ah ! waste not tears

She's thine unto the end.
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Thank God for one dead friend,

Whose mother-face no miles of road or sea

Or earthly bonds can hold apart from me
First friend in life and death.

VISIT TO AN ARTIST'S STUDIO.

I DO not know if, outside his own val scholars and seers. His forte

small circle of patrons and ac- is not landscape-painting, and, in-

quaintances, any one has heard of deed, he seemed lost at Geneva, de-

the artist Van Muyden. Yet hid- spite the southern beauty of its en-

den talent is none the less a divine virons, for Van Muyden's predilec-

gift because few know it
;

it gives a tions were evidently for the repre-
more pathetic interest to a life to sentation of the human kind. But

know that it is a life harassed with then, if it was man that he loved to

care, vexed by non-appreciation, copy, it was not broad-cloth man,

hampered with poverty. Perhaps sleek, respectable, decorous, well-

Van Muyden is only obscure be- off, but man as you find him in Italy

cause he would not lower his art to or Spain picturesque as his scan-

suit the dealers' terms or the public ty surroundings ;
an unconscious

taste. When I visited his studio, artist, a born model; man imbued
he was settled in a small house with the spirit of the sun-god ;

man
in the suburbs of Geneva, Switz- carolling and trilling without ef-

erland. His own appearance was fort, believing himself born to sing

striking : the supple form, not very like the birds
;
man in himself a

tall, but very spare ;
the large eyes study, a picture, a statue, a marvel,

that seemed to dart through you Van Muyden explained his theo-

and search your soul, the high fore- ries very freely, and they were well

head, wrinkled and bald, told of a worth listening to.

man with an intellect higher than " In the north, you see,
"
he said,

that of his fellow-men, an ideal en-
" an artist is forced, if he wishes to

throned beyond the region of which be truthful, to copy a thousand

they know the bearings, and of the pitiful details of upholstery. Such
cares with which they can sympa- pictures are called genre j and this

thize. He was a man past the realistic, mathematical accuracy,
prime of life, eager and enthusias- utterly destructive of the . pictu-

-eccentric, perhaps, as the resque, is lauded to the skies
; but,

world's estimate goes ;
but who is good God! could not a Chinese do

not ? I mean amongst those whose as well with his wonderful imitative

:haracteristics are worth studying faculty, altogether apart from the

at all. He wore over his vest feeling of art ? The North makes up
and trowsers an old brown dressing- for the picturesque by the comfort-

gown, suggestive of the appearance able; what a compensation for the

one is used to connect with mediae- artist ! But modern art has more
VOL. xix. 1 8
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to contend with than vitiated taste tively that there is more room for

or the loss of that free and natural artistic expression and artistic li-

life which in simpler times was berty in things pertaining to the

more conducive to artistic inspira- old church. His own studio was
tion

;
we have to struggle on with- as perfect a picture as any he could

out a school or a standard of taste, have painted ;
a treasure-house of

We no longer have those centres antiquities carelessly displayed. It

where the traditions of art were reli- was lighted by two immense win-

giously kept ;
those high-priests who dows, one of which was shaded by

gathered round them numerous and a sort of slanting tester, throwing
docile disciples, as of old the Athe- the light on the easel in the middle
nian philosophers in the groves of of the room. Between these win-

Academe. Even in Italy, in Rome dows stood a nondescript piece of

itself, no such centre can be found, furniture in carved oak, very black

A young artist has to make his and old a species of secretaire, with

own solitary way, pursue his ideal an "
extension

"
holding a small

alone, keep up his enthusiasm by washing-bowl, surmounted by a

his own unaided exertions, and dolphin's head, which was crowned

probably find neither patron nor for the nonce with a scarlet berretta.

master to care for his works or Large jars of old porcelain were

guide his attempts." placed here and there, either on the

The artist was surely right ;
for ground or on substantial e'tageres,

the great schools of painting were to and two corners of the room were

art what the religious orders are to filled with high chests equally carv-

the church centres towards which ed, on whose capacious tops rested a

a vague vocation may be directed medley of distaffs, horns, helmets,
and find its true mission, with old swords, a spinning-wheel, and a

brethren to share its enthusiasm confused mass of tattered garments
and superiors to guide its aspira- or drapery, dingy and time-stain-

tions. Most of his pictures were ed, crimson cloaks, blue tunics,

Italian scenes, some domestic, but purple veils, etc. An array of pipes,

mostly treating of the monastic hooked into the wall for security,
life. The cool cloister, with its ilex stood on the high mantel-piece,
or orange-trees seen cornerwise together with one of those common
through the railings ;

the old portico, brass kitchen lamps in use at Rome,
with a monk seated in meditation with four projections enclosing
on the fragment of a sculptured wicks, and whose shape has never

pillar : the noon-day siesta; the beg- been altered since the days when

ging friar coming home with his Nero rode in the arena and the

sack of food
;
the preacher starting Christians went calmly to the stake,

meekly, staff in hand, for the dis- On the unoccupied spaces on the

tant station where he is to preach wall hung the artist's pictures,
a Lent; the novice arranging the some few representing touching
altar

;
the monk digging his own family scenes (all Italian) strewed

grave in the sunny cloister, or wash- among the monastic subjects,

ing the altar-plate in the sparkling Right in the centre of the ceiling

fountain, etc. etc. such were chief- hung a movable apparatus, in which

ly the subjects chosen. Why ? He was placed a lamp modern, alas !

was not a Catholic, this artist; but This came down quite close to the

it seems to have come to him intui- easel, and gave all the light required
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for night-work. A carved table casts her spell on the poor artist's

with curiously -twisted legs, and two marriage-day, and makes of the

high-backed mediaeval arm-chairs chime of his wedding-bells the knell

covered with tapestry, completed of his possible fame ?

the furniture, besides a green baize Poverty is the safest ladye-love

stage for the models. This re- for an artist, as one of Dante's

minded me of the palco used for friends was always telling him.

preaching in Italian churches, even Artists and scholars are the Francis-

when there is a proper pulpit ;
of-Assisiums of the intellectual

some of my readers may remember world, and the same bride as that

these miniature stages, raised about spiritually wooed by the heroic

five feet from the floor, and on voluntary beggar, is the most fitting

which the excited orator can prom* companion for them. With her,

enade like a lion in his cage while at least, they can enjoy the perfect

hurling his burning periods at his freedom from care which alone

awe-stricken listeners. Van Muy- makes want supportable ; they can

den has a wife and nine children, throw around their destitution that

which fact we ascertained through halo of romance which the prosaic
the reply to a question prompted details of a household invariably

by the enormous quantity of under- strangle out of existence. But in

linen hung out to dry on the balus- the early choice of a wife more
ters outside the studio. We did hopes go down, more aspirations
not see Mme. Van Muyden, and are smothered, than those whose
were thankful we did not

;
for such aim is worldly success and the favor

a reckless display of household se- of the great. The ideal is the vic-

crets must argue a woman whose tim par excellence j for the struggling

appearance would frighten romance artist, tied by his own hasty impru-
out of the veriest sentimentalist dence to a woman of inferior mould,
that ever lived. So we speculated soon feels the spark of genius die

in silence on this domestic guardian within him; the incentive to
u do

of the artist's peace an excellent and dare
"
has dwindled down to

and worthy woman, no doubt, a cap- the necessity of
"
earning and eat-

ital house-keeper, a careful mother, ing.
' A woman with uncompre-

a faithful wife, but scarcely a help- hensive soul peevishly reminds

mate, a companion, a Beatrice, to him at every moment of the world
her husband. How few men of sensi- of matter, without even offering him
tive nature, high-strung character, the compensation of a blind and

aspiring organization, have fit wives! admiring worship of his talents in

Why is it that they generally take his own peculiar sphere ;
in short,

a fancy to peculiarly unsuitable he is a living example of the adage,
women ? Is it that they are so soft-

" A man that's married is a man
hearted that they cannot resist the at- that's marred."
traction of the first pretty face they Far be it from me to bring this

see, or so rapt above the reach ofcom- reproach on any particular individ-

mon interests that they form, as it ual
;
but such was the train of

were inevitably, an incongruous un- thought naturally induced by the

ion, and only wake up to find them- unsightly array of house-linen hung
selves irretrievably tied to a showy like delusive flags of truce on the

slattern, or a plodding, unapprecia- balusters of the artist's home.
tive housewife ? What perverse fairy Early marriage is undoubtedly
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best for the generality of men in up the thorny road to Parnassus,
the- world, but it is intellectual and then recommend early marriage;
ruin to artists. Let us wish them but unless such exceptions be found,
the rare fortune of a wife that will let them beware of the fate typified

be a real helpmate to their higher by the prosaic decoration of Van
and better selves, a staff to lean on Muyden's abode at Geneva.

VISIONS.

THE white stars gleamed in the jessamine bush,
And the bright stars up in the sky,

And Gilfillan stood at the garden-gate,
And so at the gate stood I.

The apple-boughs bent as we lingered there,

And showered their rosy rain

Is it all that shall fall in that pleasant path,
If we meet at the gate again ?

O Gilfillan gay ! why seek away
From lady-love, kith, and kin

The world's Well-done, or 'neath foreign sun

The golden spurs to win ?

O womanly heart ! be still, be still !

It is threescore years to-day
And thou canst throb with this wild, wild tide,

And I all withered and gray !

And Gilfillan's bones 'neath the kirk-yard stones

Of a foreign and far-off land-
No preacher so loud of the coffin and shroud,
And the house that is built on sand !

Oh ! a rare, rare castle of human hope
We builded aloft in our pride !

And, oh ! woe betide so weary a dream
;

For my lover is by my side.

We have known no partings, no weary years,
We have known no days of sorrow

;

For I am but seventeen to-day,
And we shall be married to-morrow !
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A WORD FOR WOMEN.

BY ONE OF THEMSELVES.

IT has been urged that women ers. Alas ! these are already form-

should refrain from writing for the ed by a vitiated literature, flowing

public, and busy themselves with from a godless system of education,
interests more strictly within their and carrying the poison through
own domain than those of litera- the whole length of its course,

ture. The demand might claim The only question is, Where

respectful notice, if all women shall the antidote be found, and
would give heed to it. Since they how administered ? Certainly not

will not, is there any reason why in moral lectures that will not be
those who employ their pens in read, or in fiction of the goody-
the production of sensational sto- goody sort.

ries and other demoralizing works Our only hope and it is a bright
should have the field all to them- one for the future of our young
selves ? Or is it right that others Catholics lies in the blessed awak-
of equal ability should shrink from ening effected by the clear tones

entering it in defence of religion of that infallible voice which never,
and morality ? in any age, gave forth an uncertain

The space is ample for all com- sound that is causing schools for

batants. Our learned and vener- Christian culture to spring up
able doctors, stern champions of through the whole length and

truth, who keep their logical and breadth of our country. But what

polemical lances ever poised to for our children of a larger growth,
strike the foe^ to demolish error, whose tastes are already perverted ?

and force conviction upon minds We think it is unquestionable

firmly closed against less cogent that, as the daughters of the first

weapons, need not fear being jos- Eve, according to the flesh, have
tied by humble handmaidens of aided powerfully in commending
the same mistress, who have ven- the forbidden fruit to the lips of a

tured within the lists. These may deluded public, so the daughters
do good service, also, with a large of the second Eve, according to the

class whom their telling blows spirit, may do much to remedy the

shall fail to reach. consequences of the fatal banquet.
Our women and youth, who will There are certain influences ex-

read and be influenced for good or ercised almost exclusively by wo-
evil by

: '

feminine literature," can- men. There are certain subjects
lot be amused with metaphysical to the consideration of which the

liscussions that gain an attentive flexibility of her nature enables her

learing from men of philosophical to bend her efforts with graceful

tastes, or even by moral essays and success, and to far better purpose
reflections, however excellent and than the

"
stern masculinity of

jdifying. man's heart, head, and pen can

Unfortunately, it is not a ques- compass,
tion of forming the tastes of read- Well, then, if women may write,
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it behooves them to treat of such pel a hearing. The popular absur-

matters, and in such manner, as dities and glaring depravities of

shall secure readers. For our peo- this
"
enlighteaed XlXth century

'

pie must and will read. Right should be set forth with vehement
or wrong, it is a necessity of the energy and convincing force,

age. From the abodes of wealth It is no shadow, but a real, all-

and leisure, in the metropolis of pervading, soul-destroying power
fashion, to village homes and rural with which the Christian athlete of

firesides, our people must and will this day is brought into close con-

read. Happy for them if the flict. The foe must be met by an
nourishment their fevered imagina- attitude as firmly hostile to its evil

tions so morbidly crave be at least enticements as it assumes against
harmless ! A highly-seasoned sen- all good influences.

"
Beating the

sational literature has stimulated air
"

will win no victory. Seeking
the craving to a degree of frenzy, to compromise or modify the stern

if not to actual organic disease
; principles of eternal truth held and

happy, indeed, for them could such proclaimed by the Catholic Church
mental pabulum, such agreeable vi- from first to last will only ensure

ands and cooling fruits, be fur- defeat.

nished and accepted as would If our women join in the struggle

gradually assuage the wild thirst to resist the forces of infidelity
for excitement, until wholesome which threaten to overwhelm our

correctives should become pala- sons and daughters in temporal and
table ! eternal ruin, and, in their zealous

To secure success in tilling the enthusiasm, step beyond the sphere
field from which so desirable a liar- of domestic privacy and humble re-

vest is to be gathered, the most tirement that is happily their own
;

conscientious writers must be con- if some literary Judith even throws

tent, however they may deplore the off for the moment the delicate ten-

necessity, to sharpen their plough- derness of her sex, and seems to

shares in the camps of these Philis- pass the limits of female decorum
tines of literature. With no blunt to strike off the head a leading

implement can the soil be com- Holofernes, let us not cry, Out upon
pelled to yield such harvest. her for such unwomanly act ! Let

We may furnish entertaining and us reflect that it would have been

edifying biographies, and gain a few more in accordance with her nature

readers. For this department wo- and inclination to have remained
men are by nature peculiarly fitted, quietly -in her sequestered home
if they will guard against the ten- and at her ease, if she could have

dency to exaggeration which is forgotten the fearful interests that

their besetting sin. But for one were at stake.

reader of such a book there will be What woman could look on with

fifty, even among Cathcjics, who apathy when husband, brother, or

will prefer the demoralizing trash child was exposed to certain death,

in cheap newspapers and dime from which her strongest effort

novels to the best biography that might possibly snatch the dear one,

can be produced. or listen to the remonstrance that

Truth should be presented in a it was unbecoming and improper

sharp and, to use a phrase of the for a woman to put forth such ef-

times, taking way which shall com- fort, and that it must prove a very
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feeble and faulty one at the best ? have called hither a soul from the

And shall we ask her to fold her slough of transcendentalism, spirit-

hands in ease, and remain silent ism, free love, or from the ranks of

in fitting retirement, when the the
"
strong-minded," there is no

souls of her beloved are exposed fear that it may prove less docile to

to eternal death ? No
;

it is her the genial influence than that of the

inalienable right to speak and act dreamer, or fail to be speedily in-

when by word or deed she may vested with all the delicate attri-

possibly rescue souls. butes and simple dignity of the true

Should sentiments of mere hu- woman.
man feeling, and affections from All honor to the Catholic women
which it is most difficult to detach in our own country and in Great
the heart of woman, enter into, im- Britain who are striving, each in

bue, and even control the means her own way, to promote the inter-

she uses to promote interests dear- ests of a sound and truly Catholic

er than mortal life, she has nothing literature. When there were but

to fear but the critics. Her hea- few of these in America, our sisters

venly Judge will never condemn her beyond the Atlantic reached their

for using such weapons as he has hands across the great waters to

endowed her withal in his holy rescue souls. It will be known
cause. only at the great accounting day
Honey is sometimes better than how many they first attracted to

vinegar, feminine sentiment often the consideration of eternal verities,

more effective than masculine wis- From that time they have increased

dom, and fervor always to be pre- in number, and have continued to

ferred to apathy. enrich British Catholic literature

We need not fear that the Cath- by their contributions, while co-

olie woman will be carried too far couraging their American co-work-

by her fervent zeal in resisting the ers.
"
spirit of the age." She can ne- A feminine Catholic literature

ver be led into the mistakes of the may not be faultless, and yet gain
so-called "strong-minded." Our numerous readers, and prove a

vigilant and loving mother, the power for good, not only within the

Holy Catholic Church, arms her church, but beyond her pale. Wo-
daughters with invulnerable shields men are human, and therefore liable

against all fanaticism. She holds to imperfection,
also in her hands the power to When we notice the faults of fe-

sanctify all influences by which male writers, we must not forget the

souls are attracted to her embrace
;

difficulties which encompass them,

to transmute all metals into gold. Few American women who wrjte
If an appeal to the sentimental are exempt from a multitude of

and emotional element in the heart vexatious household cares, or even
of a stranger to her fold has drawn from kitchen drudgery. Many are

the wanderer to her maternal bo- oppressed with poverty, have no

som, her gentle, all-prevailing in- power to earn a subsistence but by
spiration soon condenses feeling the pen, with helpless families de-
into principle, and the romantic vi- pendent upon their literary exer-

sionary stands clothed in the pano- tions. Among the most favored,

ply of a martyr. scarcely one can be found who has
If fitting words bravely spoken not some invalid a husband, pa-
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rent, or child who requires her at-

tentions by night and day. It may
be safely asserted that such literary

leisure as men devoted to these

pursuits ordinarily enjoy is un-

known to American women.. With
all their disadvantages, the marvel

is, not that their performances
should be imperfect, but that they
have really accomplished so much
under the shadow of the crowding
cares and duties which surround

them in their various domestic rela-

tions.

Let them take courage, then, and

persevere in their laudable efforts,

striving diligently to make the pro-
ductions of their pens more and

more perfect. And to this end let

them bestow their cordial smiles

and most graceful bows of acknow-

ledgment upon their best friends

the critics who will take the pains
to examine and pass honest and in-

telligent verdicts upon their produc-
tions. Acute criticism is the purg-

ing fire of literature, without which
it would soon become overburden-

ed with nonsense. As the friend

who kindly admonishes us of our

faults is entitled to the warmest
corner in our hearts, so the critic

who frankly sets forth the defects

of any production may justly claim

the most sincere gratitude of its

author

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

STATE CHARITIES AID ASSOCIATION. Re-

port of a Committee on a new Belle-

vue Hospital. New York: American
Church Press Co., 4 St. Mark's Place.

1874.
This pamphlet is worth reading by all

who are interested in hospitals. The need
of reformation in this branch of philan-

thropic work is only too well proved.
The gentlemen and ladies who interest

themselves in the care of the sick poor
merit both honor and gratitude. All that

is written or done, however, by the most
zealous and disinterested persons who
seek to accomplish their end outside of

the Catholic Church only adds to the

evidence that the church alone is compe-
tent to deal with great social evils and
miseries. The state is cold, selfish, and

merciless, except so far as it is Christian-

ized. Mercenaries are always lacking in

the qualities necessary to secure a truly
faithful and charitable care of the sick

and miserable. Division among those

who are seeking to carry out the precepts
of Christian chirity, and the want of or-

ganization and of religious institutions

among those who are out of the one true

church, paralyze their efforts. It is only
Christian unity which can give the pro-

per remedy for this lamentable state of

things, and without Catholic faith and
obedience this unity is impossible. Re-

ligious orders are alone capable of carry-

ing out great works of charity, and they
cannot exist and flourish except in the

Catholic Church. If modern society does

not return to the bosom of the church, its

evils are incurable, however much indi-

viduals may do in a partial way. Never-

theless, these partial and imperfect ef-

forts ought to be encouraged ;
and during

this past winter we have had occasion to

admire and rejoice in the outflow of a

stream of beneficence upon our suffering

population in New York which has re-

lieved an immense amount of misery. In

so far as the special subject of this pam-
phlet is concerned, it is obvious that the

erection of a new Bellevue Hospital is

imperatively demanded, and we trust that

it will be accomplished.
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UNIVERSITE LAVAL. SIXIEME CENTENAIRE
DE SAINT THOMAS n'AqtfiN A S. HYA-
CINTHE ET A QUEBEC. Quebec : Cote

ct Cie. 1874.

We are rejoiced to see that the six-

hundredth anniversary of S. Thomas was
'

celebrated with due splendor and solem-

nity in at least these two places on the

American continent. The same was done
in private at the college of the Jesuits, at

Woodstock. The Quebec pamphlet, be-

sides the two excellent discourses of M.
1'Abbe Begin and the Rev. F. Prior

Bourgeois, O.S.D., contains a very re-

markable poem by a religious of the Con-

gregation of the Precious Blood at S.

Hyacinthe. We tender our thanks for the

courtesy of the friend who sent us this

interesting memorial of a religious fete
which does honor to the taste and piety
of the devout and cultivated Catholics of

Lower Canada.
The two discourses contained in the

pamphlet are of a high order of excellence

in regard both to thought and diction.

We have accidentally omitted to notice

among the other discourses that of Pro-

fessor Paquet, which is fully worthy of the

brilliant occasion on which it was deliver-

ed, viz., the soiree which took place in

the evening in the grand hall of the uni-

versity.

TRUE TO TRUST. London : Burns & Gates.

1874. (New York : Sold by The Catho-

lic Publication Society.)

This story, the epoch of which is placed

during the reign of Henry VIII., is almost

worthy of Lady Georgiana Fullerton, and
its style frequently reminds us of that ac-

complished writer of fiction. The charac-

ter of Catharine Tresize is truly beautiful

and original. We recommend this story
as one of the best which has lately ap-

peared.

IN Six MONTHS
; OR, THE Two FRIENDS.

P>y Mary M. Meline. Baltimore : Kelly,
Piet & Co. 1874.

jf

The story of the two friends, who are

two young Americans converted to Ca-

tholicity in Europe, has the advantage of

appearing upon tinted paper, in a neat

form, suitable to the polished, ornate dic-

tion and poetic fancy of the lady author,
a near relative of the late Mr. Meline,

who was one of our favorite contributors.

Miss Meline has a cultivated literary
taste and a decided talent for writing
stories. She has, moreover, the genuine
Catholic spirit of fervent devotion to the

Holy Father, and in the present story
describes some scenes connected with

the invasions of Rome under Garibaldi

and La Marmora. We trust Miss Meline
will not suffer her pen to lie idle, but

keep it busily at work.

DR. COXE'S .CLAIMS TO APOSTOLICITY
REVIEWED. Right Rev. Bishop Ryan's

Reply to the Attack of the Episcopal
Prelate. Buffalo : Catholic Publica-

tion Co. Price 15 cents.

Dr. Coxe is a prelate who has always
been conspicuous for arrogance and reck-

less assertion in maintaining the pre-
tensions of the High Church party in

the Protestant Episcopal denomination,
and for his vituperative and defamatory
assaults on the Catholic Church. In this

temperate but severe criticism, Bishop

Ryan has made an end of his claims to

possess episcopal character and mission,
and has refuted him out of his own mouth.
We trust that this able and valuable pam-
phlet will not be permitted to go into ob-

livion, as pamphlets are wont to do, but

be carefully preserved and made use of

by clergymen and others who have to

deal with Episcopalians searching after

the true church, of whom there' are so

many in these days.

COUNT DE MONTALEMBERT'S LETTERS TO
A SCHOOLFELLOW. ,1827-1830. Trans-

lated from the French by C. F. Audly.
London : Burns & Gates. 1874. (New
York : Sold by The Catholic Publica-

tion Society.

Goethe somewhere remarks that many
of an author's best thoughts are to be

found in his letters to his intimate friends
;

written, not for the public, not for fame

but from the strong desire to communi-
cate that which is most living within him

to a kindred spirit.

In the confidential correspondence of

great minds there is a yet greater charm.

We feel a kind of personal interest in men
who have exercised great intellectual

power over us
; they become our heroes,

and we endow them with imaginary qual-
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ities, from lack of more certain informa-

tion concerning them. The minutest

details in their lives become to us affairs

of moment. How they looked, how they

dressed, what they thought about the

most trifling subjects, seem to us to be

matters worthy of becoming a part of

history. There is a still higher interest

in the story of the unfolding of a power-
ful intellect. It contains a lesson in psy-

chology more instructive than any which

can be learned from abstract treatises on

this subject. This it is that gives the chief

value to autobiographies of philosophers,

poets, and theologians. Yet an autobio-

graphy can never be a mirror in which

we may behold the workings of the hu-

man mind. It is an after-thought, a re-

flex judgment, the expression ot what
men now think they once felt or thought.
It does not give us the process of intel-

lectual growth, but a theory concerning
what that process must have been

;
and

a theory formed by the individual con-

cerning the flux and reflux of the cur-

rents of his own life can never be wholly

trustworthy. Autobiography is necessa-

rily subject to all the vices inherent in

special pleading.
The truest history of the intellectual

and moral development of a man is to be

found in his letters to his intimate friends.

There we have, not what in after-years he

thinks he thought and felt, but what he

really did think and feel
;
and in this

view of, the matter, the egotism which is

always so prominent in letters to friends

gives them an additional value. Instead

of being offended with the writer for

talking so much about himself, we are

grateful for the weakness which gives
us a truer insight into his character.

These considerations will prepare our

readers for a favorable criticism upon the

volume before us. Few men have lived

to whom we more gladly give the homage
of admiration and respect than to Charles

de Montalembert
;
and though we strong-

ly condemn certain words which he ut-

tered when his mind was troubled by

suffering and disease, and which, had he

lived longer, he himself would have been

the first to wish unsaid, he was yet so

great a man that we willingly forget that

he made this blunder.

These Letters, of which Mr. Audly has

given us an excellent English translation,

were first published in the Contemporain

(June, 1872, to March, 1873).

They run from 1827 to 1830, and, as the

work of a youth from his seventeenth to

his twentieth year, are of course fresh,

frank, and ardent
;
but they also reveal

in the future orator and historian a depth
of feeling and a command of language
rarely to be met with in one of so tender
an age.

They are addressed to M. L6on Cornu-

det, whom Montalembert calls the friend

of his soul, his dearest friend
;

to whom
he is bound by a common sympathy in

every noble feeling and high aim
;
whom

nor time nor absence can make him
even for one moment forget. What chiefly

strengthens him in his faith in the per-

manency of this friendship is the fact that

it is based on religion, which becomes
the immortal mediatrix between his soul

and that of his friend.

When he travels and contemplates the

beauties of nature, his only regret is that

his friend is not near him
;
when he reads

a poem, and his soul is borne aloft on
the wings of inspiration, he exclaims,
" Oh ! if he were but here to share my
delight." He never dreams of the fu-

ture, of battling for religion and freedom,
of victories won and defeats nobly borne,
that he does not behold his friend by his

side
;
and when, picturing to himself the

vicissitudes of life, he imagines that pos-

sibly, in spite of his high resolves and

strong purposes, he may fail, may be
doomed to obscurity and the contempt
of the world, he seeks for consolation in

the thought that in the heart of his friend

he will find a better world.

His friend is, as it were, his other self,

which gives to him a twofold life
;
mak-

ing him feel always that
"
joy was born

a twin," and that all who joy would win
must share it, and that sorrow, too, longs
to pour itself into the heart of love.

This strong friendship
"
the only im-

pulse of the soul admitting of excess "

which, like a thread of gold, runs through
all these letters, wins at once our sympa-
thy and our confidence.

There is something noble and great in

the youth who is capable of such pure
and deep love. After all, it is the heart

that reaches highest and deepest, and

through it man attains to the best.

Of course there is in these letters much
that is immature

;
were it not so, they

would not be the letters of a mere boy ;

but the infinite faith in the possibility of

divine realities even on earth, the lofty

contempt for what is mean and ignoble,

the self-confidence that never doubts of
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itself, the restless activity that no work
satisfies, the boundless craving for know-

ledge, the freshness of the heart that falls

like dew upon every lovely thing, giving
it health and beauty all this so charms
and delights us that we have no eye for

defects.
" A contempt for life," he writes to his

friend,
"

is, in my opinion, the finest privi-

lege of youth. As we grow older, the

more we cling to a frail existence which
becomes a burden to ourselves and to

others."

What has experience that can compen-
sate for the loss of

" The love of higher things and better days ;

The unbounded hope, and heavenly igno-
rance

Of what is called the world, and the world's

ways ;

The moments when we gather from a glance
More joy than from all future pride or praise
Which kindle manhood, but can ne'er entrance
The heart in an existence of its own "

?

Young Montalembert, with wealth and
noble birth, which gave him the entree of

the highest circles, found no charm in

what is called society. His mind was too

serious, his ambition too lofty, to permit
him to throw away the precious time of

youth in frivolous amusements.
"
People usually say," he writes to his

friend during the summer vacations of

1827,
"
that in youth we ought to give our-

selves up to the pleasures of society.
In my opinion, this amounts to downright
absurdity. I should think that in youth
we ought to plunge into study or
into the profession we wish to embrace.
When a man has done his duty to-

wards his country; when he can come
before the world with laurels won in the

senate or on the field of battle, or at

least when he enjoys universal esteem
;

when, again, he is sure of commanding
universal esteem and respect, then I

can understand that he has a right to

enjoy himself in society, and to mix in it

with assurance."

Montalembert had a passion for labor,
which is the only sure road to excellence
and power, and which is also the great-
est evidence of ability.
We find him, when not yet ten years

old, shut up in his grandfather's library,
acting as his secretary, helping him in
the designs of his geographical maps,
and absorbed in the study of the great
English orators

;
and later, at college, giv-

ing up his recreations, and devoting fifteen

hours aday to the severest mental disci-

pline. By saving five minutes every
morning in his cell at Sainte-Barbe out

of the time allowed to the pupils for ris-

ing and dressing, he managed in one

year to translate a whole volume of

Epictetus. Fie spent a portion of the

summer vacation of 1827 at La Roche-

Guyon, the country-seat of the Due de
Rohan

;
and though the castle was filled

with guests, for whom the duke provided

every kind of amusement, this intrepid

young worker is able to write the follow-

ing lines to his friend :

" While you are idling your time away,
pray just hear what I shall have read

during my month's residence at La
Roche : in the first place, all Byron,
which is no trifling job; Delolme, on the

British Constitution a capital and highly

important work
;
the whole of the Odys-

sey, twenty-four cantos, at the rate of one
a day ; Thomson, Cowper, Pliny's Let-

ters ; the Leitres Provinciates ; the Life of
S. Francis Xavier, by Bouhours, which
the duke obliged me to read

;
three vol-

umes of the Merciire newspaper ; and,

lastly, the poetical part of the Greek Ex-

cerpta"
Even in Stockholm, whither he went

in 1828 with his father, who had been

appointed French ambassador to the

court of Sweden, he is able, in the midst
of the endless and tiresome routine of

court etiquette, to devote six or seven

hours a day to stud)'.
" In the morning,"

he writes,
"

I read Kant, whom I study

deeply, not finding him over-difficult in

the beginning. At night I plod in detail

over Northern history. In the afternoon

I devote all the time I can catch to my
correspondence, to reading a few Ger-

man poems and novels, and to certain

statistical or political studies."

Not content with working himself, he
seeks to rouse the flagging energies of

his friend by pointing out to him what

great things he may be able to do for

God and his country. The ruling pas-
sion in Montalembert's heart, in these

early years as during his whole life, was
the love of the church and of freedom.

"
Religion, liberty," he writes " such

are the eternal groundworks of all virtue.

To serve God, to be free such are our

duties. In order to fulfil them, we must
use every resource, every means, which

Providence has placed in our hands.''

And again: "I have succeeded in pre-

serving my faith in the midst of one hun-

dred and twenty infidels
;
I hope that God"
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will not allow me tc lose my indepen- writing a history of Ireland from the year
dence of mind in the midst of half a dozen 1688, and to do it as soon as possible, in

absolutists." order that it may be published, if that

And then he pictures to himself the can be done, before the vital question of

great good which might be accomplished the emancipation is solved. There is

by a writer who, bidding defiance to the perhaps no country presenting such a

prejudices of youth and the public, would plentiful harvest of events equally inter-

raise a bold and eloquent voice in de- esting and unknown."
fence of freedom and the church. "What Montalembert was in Sweden when he
a noble part he would have to play !" he wrote this letter, and he at once sent to

exclaims, "What blessings he would England for books, that he might without
confer upon mankind ! What services delay set to work on his proposed histo-

he would render to religion ! Ah ! where- ry of Ireland. In addition to this, he
fore has not God deigned to give me proposed at the end of the year to visit

talent? With what passionate ardor I Ireland itself, that he might consult li-

would have embraced such a glorious fu- braries and make a thorough study of

ture !" Who does not perceive here how the people and country. This somewhat
the thoughts of the boy were father to the ambitious project of the youthful Monta-
deeds of the man? lembert led to no other immediate re-

No author of our time has written more suits than an article on Ireland in the

feelingly or eloquently of Ireland than Revue Francaise, and a journey to the

Montalembert. He was drawn to her by Emerald Isle in 1830 ;
but to it we are no

a double attraction he loved her for her doubt in part indebted for the eloquent
faith, and he sympathized with her be- chapters on the Irish Saints in The
cause she was wronged. The finest por- Monks of the West. His first letter from
tion of his history of The Monks of the Ireland to his friend is full of the enthu
West is that devoted to the Irish saints, siasm with which the history of that coun

Nothing could be more beautiful or try had inspired him :

more consoling than the noble pages "As for the. Irishwomen," he writes,
which he has devoted to this subject. As "

they are bewitching. They form the

his Histoire de Sainte Elisabeth opened a most beautiful female population I ever

new path across the vast field of Catholic beheld. But I reserve all my remarks

history, his studies on S. Columba and on the country and the people for our

S. Columbanus called attention to the conversations in Paris. For the present
wealth of religious poetry and Christian I must simply beg of you to pray that

example which was suffered to remain my passion for Ireland may not become
buried in the archives of the early Irish criminal, for it threatens really to lead

Church. In these letters we perceive the me astray from the lawful object of my
first awakening of his love for Ireland, affections

;
and I am but too often tempt-

and are able to trace the causes which ed to turn away my thoughts from our

led him to study the history of that most France to a country so completely re-

interesting but unhappy land. spending to my beliefs, my tastes, and
"
By reading the admirable speeches even my most trifling prepossessions."

of Grattan," he writes in 1828,
"

I have He visited the county Wicklow in Sep-

discovered, as it were, a new world the tember, 1830, and wrote to his friend from

world of Ireland, of her long-sufferings, the "meeting of the waters in the vale of

her times of freedom and glory, her sub- Avoca." "
No, never," he exclaims,

"
in

lime geniuses, and her indefatigable France, England, the Netherlands, or

struggles. The universal interest now even in Germany, have I met with anything
felt for Ireland, and the remarkable cir- comparable to the wild and picturesque
cumstances in which she is placed at defiles of this Wicklow County. . . .

present, have tempted me to unfold before
"
Only figure to yourself the grandest

the eyes of those Frenchmen who care and^yet the most lovely landscape ;
tor-

for Ireland the highly interesting annals rents abounding in numberless cascades,

and the sundry revolutions of her history, struggling to make their way through

My Irish parentage on my mother's side, perpendicular rocks; forests of almost

my deep knowledge of English, and my fabulous depths ;
meadows and swards

acquaintance with several families in that full wprthy of the Emerald Isle
;
and then

country have confirmed my first ideas on old abbeys, modern residences, and lodges
this matter, and I have determined upon built in the purest Gothic style. Place,
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moreover, in such a landscape, the most

pious, most cheerful, most poetical popu-
lation in the world. Then, again, say to

yourself that Grattan passed his child-

hood here
;
that he meditated his speech-

es along these torrents
;
that one of these

residences was bestowed on him by his

fatherland, and that therein he lived in

his old age ; that all these beautiful lands

were sanctified and immortalized by the

Rebellion of 1798. Well, figure to your-
self all this, and you will still have but a

faint idea of what I have felt for the last

few days."
As in his eyes Irishwomen were the

most beautiful, and Irish scenery the

most lovely, he was prepared to admire

enthusiastically the men of the country.
At Carlow College he dined with the

celebrated Bishop Doyle and several of

nis professors, who, he says, received him
with a truly Homeric hospitality.

"
I really don't know," he writes,

" which

I ought to admire most, the people or the

clergy. I feel confounded at the sight
of this people, equally faithful as I said

in my article, whilst myself hardly be-

lieving it equally faithful to its old mis-

ery and to its old faith, who, of all the

possessions of their forefathers, have pre-
served nothing but their religion, the

only relic snatched from the conqueror,
without ever allowing themselves to be
carried away by the invincible attraction

of imitation. . . . As for the priests,

they are all model priests manly, open,
cheerful, energetic. No hypocrisy, no
assumed reserve, to be read on their can-

did and serene countenances
; they talk

of freedom with all the buoyancy of a

Paris school boy, and of their country, of

their dear and unfortunate Ireland, with
an accent that would melt a heart of

stone. One can see that over their hearts

religion and patriotism hold equal sway.
Indeed, in order to comprehend fully
what patriotism is, one must hear an
Irish priest talk of his country."

It is a mistake to affirm, as has been

done, that Montalembert made this jour-
ney to Ireland merely, or chiefly even
from a desire to see O'Connell.
The great Liberator had indeed fired

his young heart with enthusiasm, and he
rode sixty miles through a dreary coun-

try to have the pleasure of talking with
him

;
but from these letters it is evident

that a feeling, higher and more general
than any which could be inspired by an

individual, however great, had drawn him

to the Isle of Saints. At Derrynane he
found O'Connell, surrounded by his

twenty-three children and nephews, look-

ing like a plain country farmer. "
I was

struck," he writes,
" but not dazzled, by

him. He is by no means the most in-

teresting object in Ireland."

He heard O'Connell speak, and, in spite
of his enthusiastic and impressionable
nature, was disappointed.

" He is but a demagogue," he tells his

friend,
'' and by no means a great orator.

He is declamatory, inflated, full of bom-
bast

;
his arguments are loosely strung

together ;
his fancy is devoid of charm or

freshness
;

his style harsh, rough, and

choppy. The more I see of him, the

more I hear him, the more lam confirmed
in my first opinion to wit, he is not

stamped with the mark of genius or with

true greatness. But he defends the finest

of all causes. He has before him no

mighty antagonist or rival, and circum-
stances as is the case with many
others will stand him in lieu of genius."
We have given our readers but a faint

idea of the warmth, and glow, and fresh-

ness that pervade these letters
;
of the

frank and unaffected candor with which
their youthful author lays open his whole
heart to his friend

;
of the deep spirit

of religion and reverence which runs

through them
;
of the noble sentiments

and generous resolves which, as from an
inexhaustible fountain, well up from

young Montalembert's heart. In reading
them, we have felt our own heart grow
younger and kindle with new fire

;
we

have seemed to catch the accent of the

olden time, when men lived for honor,
and were glad to die for faith and truth,

rather than the metallic tone of this age,
"when only the ledger lives, and when
only not all men lie."

We know of no book which we would
more gladly see in the hands of our
Catholic youth who lack enthusiasm and
are without the courage which a noble

and high purpose in life can alone give.

They need the education which will

lift them above low and petty aims, and
cause them to take an interest in things
of an unselfish kind. They must learn

that worth is more than success, and
honor better than wealth

; they must be

taught to outgrow the narrow, calculating

spirit of the huckster and the shopkeep-
er, the disposition to sneer at enthusiasm
and to depreciate high principles of ac-

tion
;
and to this end we know of no-
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thing that is likely to contribute more ef-

fectually than the example and writings
of such men as Montalembert, who de-

voted the labor of a lifetime to high aims
and noble purposes ;

who loved the truth

for its own sake, and freedom, not for

himself alone, but for all men
;
who never

worshipped the rising sun or paid court

to success, but fought for the just cause
without stopping to reflect whether he
would win or lose.

" Let us never forget," said Montalem-

bert, towards the end of his life, speak-

ing to his friend "let us never forget
that Rio, when we were young, cultivated

enthusiasm within our souls, and for

such a blessing we must be bound to

him by the deepest gratitude." This
is a debt which many a Catholic to-day,
not in France alone, but throughout the

world, owes to Charles de Montalembert.

THE CONSOLING THOUGHTS OF S. FRANCIS
OF SALES. Gathered from his writings
and arranged in order by the Rev. Pere

Huguet. Boston : Patrick Donahoe.

1874.

This work is really beyond the scope
of the reviewer or the critic, as it is made
up wholly from the writings of a great
saint. To every one who knows the

works of S. Francis of Sales, it will be a

fresh pleasure to see such well-arranged

parts of them in an English dress. Pere

Huguet has had the happy thought of

choosing from the saint's spiritual treatises

everything that could console the sorrow-

ful, strengthen the weak, and encourage
the doubtful. The translator made it a

labor of love to put these thoughts within

the reach of many millions of English-
speaking people. S. Francis has been
read and admired by every one, within

or without the church
;
and there is be-

tween him and the modern mind a pecu-
liar sympathy which makes him essen-

tially welcome to men of our day. Non-
Catholics would call him a thoroughly
reasonable saint. Everywhere his counsel
will be found on the side of moderation.
The "smoking flax" and the "bruised
reed

" need not fear him
;
his gentle touch

is the very thing they require. The care

with which Pere Huguet has made this

compilation is apparent ;
for though the

sentences that compose one page may, as

he says, have been taken from twenty
various treatises, they all follow each

other in admirable order. The author
has also supplemented them with foot-

notes, consisting of appropriate passages
from other spiritual writers, ancient and

modern, bearing on the same subjects as

those treated of by S. Francis. A few of

these notes are signed with no name, and
are probably the adapter's own. S. Fran-

cis has a wonderful power of expressing

spiritual truths in little terse sayings that

might well be called proverbs. A few

quotations will give an idea of this pecu-

liarity of his style :

" Persecutions are pieces of the cross

of Jesus Christ
;
we should scruple very

much to allow the smallest panicle of

them to perish."
"

It is not with spiritual rose-bushes as

with material ones
;
on the latter, the

thorns remain and the roses pass away;
on the former, the thorns pass away and
the roses remain."

"
It is necessary that all these senti-

ments should sink deep into our hearts,

and that, leaving our. reflections and our

prayers, we should pass to our affairs

sweetly, lest the liquor of our good reso-

lutions should evaporate and be lost, for

we must allow it to saturate and penetrate
our whole soul

; everything, nevertheless,

without strain of mind or body."
Some very beautiful thoughts will be

found on death, and the sorrow of the

living for the loss of their dear ones
;
also

some merciful and encouraging conjec-
tures on the number of the saved, which

S. Francis thinks will be the greater
number of Christians.

SERMONS, LECTURES, ETC., ETC., OF THE
REV. MICHAEL B. BUCKLEY, (LATE) SS.

PETER AND PAUL'S, CORK. Boston :

Patrick Donahoe. 1874.

This volume, containing the literary

remains of the lamented F. Buckley, will,

we have no doubt, be well received by his

numerous friends both here and in Ire-

land. Though a young man, he had earned

a high reputation as a speaker and a

writer; and the contents of this volume

prove that his reputation was not unde-

served.

The subjects of the sermons and lec-

tures are varied and interesting, and arej

for the most part, well handled. The
memoir of the devoted young priest at-

tached to the volume will be found edify-

ing and instructive, and the whole book
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we deem well worthy the careful perusal
of both clergy and laity.

NOVENA TO OUR LADY OF LOURDES ; WITH
AN ACCOUNT OF THE APPARITION. From
the French Edition. Approved by the

Bishop of Tarbes. Baltimore: John

Murphy & Co. 1874.
The devotion to Our Lady of Lourdes

has spread so rapidly, and miraculous
favors coming from it have become so

common, even in this country, that this lit-

tle book is extremely welcome, and will,

no doubt, be very popular. It cannot fail,

also, to do much good by making the ap-

parition more generally known, and in-

creasing the love of the faithful for Our
Lady, and their confidence in her inter-

cession.

MEDITATIONS ON THE HOLY EUCHARIST.

By Brother Philippe, Superior-General
of the Brothers of the Christian Schools.

Translated from the French. West
Chester: New York Catholic Protec-

tory. 1873.

All who are acquainted with other

meditations by the lately-deceased and

ir.urh-regretted Brother Philippe will

not need to be assured of the excellence

of the present work. We have eighty-two
meditations on the Eucharist, admirably
chosen and thought out. Among them
we are delighted to see one entitled

'The Holy Eucharist and the Most
Blessed Virgin," and another upholding
'

Frequent Communion."

Subjoined to these meditations are

some on the Sacred Heart of Jesus, by
the same author. These are twenty-four
in number, and will prove of service for

instructions and conferences to sodali-

ties of the Sacred Heart.

May our glorious Lady, to whom this

volume is dedicated, secure it the recep-
tion it deserves. We have never seen

anything to surpass these Meditations,
which Brother Philippe has left us as a

precious legacy.

N ATCHES OF SONG. By Mary A. Mc-
Mullen (Una). St. Louis : Published

by Patrick Fox, No. 14 South Fifth

Street. 1874.

There are several reasons which in-

cline us to speak favorably of this book

of poems. The first, perhaps, is the ap-

pearance .of its printed pages, which are

neatly executed upon tinted paper. We
notice, also, that the red on the edges does
not rub off on our fingers, which is a

great source of satisfaction to one who is

obliged to handle new books. On turn-

ing the book over, it occurs to us that

green muslin does not form a pleasant
contrast with red edges ; but as we notice

a gilded harp and shamrock on the cover,
the arrangement of color is perhaps in-

tended to-be typical of the sentiments of

the authoress.

The book-noticer for we shall not
claim the august title of critic pauses
with instinctive reverence at sight of the

works of a poet, and, above all, of a

poetess. The rhymes must be either

good or bad. If good, how shall he con-

dense the ecstasies, the harmonies, of one
volume into the prosaic compass of a

notice ? If bad, how shall he run the

risk of breaking by rude treatment the

strings of a lyre which is perhaps just

working into tune, or inflict a wound on
those gushing hearts which sing with
the birds or bubble with the brooks? In

the present instance, we are glad to be
able to say that the verses are not bad.
The writer has talent. While there is no
marked or striking originality in the sub-

jects chosen, and not much of deep and

moving pathos, there are many well-

turned and pretty stanzas, and at times

quite a wealth of imagery and illustra-

tion. The lines on " The Nightingale,"
"To Cashel," "The Wayside Shrine,"
will furnish instances of this

;
and the

volume will be found agreeable to lovers

of poetry. The writer deserves to be en-

couraged. We wish her success in the

fortune of her volume.
There is, however, a tone in some of

the strains which grates somewhat upon
our ears. Although no one suffers from
the abuse of arbitrary power as greatly
as the holy church, it is not her spirit to

seek relief by violence, nor is this per-
mitted to her children, even under op-

pressive tyranny, excepting when it pro-
mises to be a true remedy. There is

much more to be feared in these days
from the spirit of lawlessness and rebel-

lion than from intelligent submission to

governments, even when imperfect in

form and unjust in practice. Our Holy
Father, while branding with his apostolic

eloquence the iniquities of which he i?

the victim, has forbidden violent resis-
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tance, for the time being, to the oppressors
of Italy. The Catholics of Germany, un-

der the most diabolical tyranny, have not

sought relief by agitating insurrection.

And while we do not propose to submit
to injustice, or to call bad things by
good names, we will never wilfully stain

our hands by unnecessary bloodshed.

Under these circumstances, the " Hymn
to Liberty," page 39, strikes us as a piece
of heated declamation.

Some lines which we have noted at in-

tervals, and which seem to look forward

to the emancipation of Ireland as the

work of the sword, though highly grati-

fying to martial spirits, will not wholly
commend themselves to those friends of

Ireland who are now seeking it by peace-
ful means, and tread in the paces of the

great O'Connell. There is no beauty
without truth

;
and those who lose

sight of it, even in minor details, run the

risk of a false inspiration. We are glad
to notice, on the other hand, several

poems in the volume full of Catholic

thought and piety. As for the melodies,
harmonies, etc., before alluded to, those

who wish for them must lay aside our
notice and read the book.

THE PARADISE OF GOD
; or, The Virtues

of the Sacred Heart of Jesus. By a

Father of the Society of Jesus. Balti-

more : John Murphy & Co. London :

R. Washbourne. 1874. (New York :

Sold by The Catholic Publication So-

ciety).

The idea of this book is to show
that the lovers of the Sacred Heart find

in that
"
masterpiece of creation

" an
Eden more beautiful than that from which
sin expelled us. The various chapters
treating of the "

Virtues," will be read
with delight by all who are capable of

appreciating them. The book is one of

the "
Messenger Series," and uniform

with the Happiness of Heaven and God

Our Father two works which have been

widely read.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF REAL BEING.

VI.

PRINCIPLES OF NOMINAL REALITIES.

THERE are beings which are call- fore inquire what are the principles
ed real, not because they have any on which these nominal realities

special reality of their own, but depend.

only on account of their objective Principles of possible being. It

connection with real beings. Thus has been proved, in one of our pre-

possibilities are called
"
real," al- ceding articles, that every created

though the things possible have no being is constituted of an act, of a

formal existence and no actual es- potential term, and of their formal

sence
;
relations are called

"
real

'

complement. It is now to be ob-

when they have real terms and a served that an act, when conceiv-

real foundation, although they are ed as ready to be produced and to

not found to possess (unless they actuate its term, is called a
"

first

be transcendental) any new and act" actusprimus ; whilst the same

special reality; distinction, too, is act, when already produced and ex-

called
'

real
"

from the reality of isting in its .term, is called a
"
se-

those things that are distinct, al- cond act" actus secundus. In

though distinction in itself is neith- the same manner, the potential!
or a new thing nor aught of any term, or the potency, when con-
real thing. Hence possibility, re- ceived as ready to be first actu-

lation, and distinction are to be ated by an act and to complete
looked upon as entities having it, is called a

"
first potency

'

only a conventional reality, from potcntia prima ; whilst the same
which their denomination of

"
real

"
term, when already actuated and

has been desumed. Let us there- completing its act, receives the

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1874, by Rev. I. T. HECICKR, in the Office of
the Librarian of Congress, at Washington, D. C.
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name of "second potency" po- of a being may be regarded under
tentia secunda* two correlative aspects that is

When treating of being as pos- either as the terminability of a first

sible, it is evident that we cannot act, or as the actuability of a first

consider its act as really actuating potency. Under the first aspect,
a term; for such a real actuation possibility involves a positive real-

would immediately be followed by ity, because it implies a real entity
the real actuality of the being, which is eminently (that is, in a

Yet the quiddity of a possible be- more perfect manner) pre-contain-

ing is always conceived through ed in the entity and power of its

the same principles and the same cause. Under the second aspect,
ratios through which the quiddity possibility does not involve any-
of the actual being is conceivable, thing positive unless we speak of

For a being is adequately possible the possibility of accidents, which
when an act is terminable or can require a positive subject but

give existence, when a term is ac- only connotes something positive, to

tuable or can receive existence, and wit, the first act by which the term

when, from the concurrence of the is to be formally actuated. Pos-

two, one complete actuality can sibility, under this second aspect,
result. The act, the term, and the and with reference to primitive be-

complement are therefore implied ings, is nothing else than the po-
in the possible no less than in the tentiality with which we clothe

actual being; with this difference, nothingness when we conceive it

however: that in the actual being as a term out of which beings are

the act and the term are actually educed by creation; for nothing-

existing in one another, whereas ness thus conceived connotes the

in the possible being the act and act by which the non-existing term

the term are not really existing in can be brought into being.
one another, but only mentally Every possible being has, there-

conceived as ready to conspire fore, a twofold incomplete possi-
into one common existence. In bility the format and the material.

other words, in the actual being The formal consists in the ter-

the act is a second act, the term is minability of a first act
; the mate-

a second potency, and the comple- rial in the actuability of its term
;

ment is a real and formal result ; while the complete and adequate
whilst in the possible being the act intrinsic possibility of the being is

is a first act, the term is a first a simple result of the concurrence

potency, and the complement is a of the two.

mere resultability. It must be manifest, as a con-
Hence the intrinsic possibility sequence from the preceding re-

marks, that a possible being is not
* These expressions are frequently employed , , ,

.:i philosophy, but are not applied in a uniform llv on ly nominally, re
manner by several writers. It is known that For its material possibility, Or its
"first matter," or materia prima.^ usually ., , .

J
.

means matter without form, or potency without possible term, IS only an entity Oi
act : and nevertheless it is not rare to find the

reason, since it means nothing
denomination of materia. pnma applied to the
matter which is in the bodies, and which is cer- more than a non-Clltlty conceived
tainly not without a form. We cannot enter nq linhlp rn i<~rnafirm nnrl
-here into a discussion about this subject ;

but it

is obvious that, if we wish to be consistent and formal possibility, Or its possible
avoid equivocation, we must carefully guard act al t llouo-h involving as we have
against applying to anything actual the very .

'
c

epithet we employ to characterize its contrary. Said, the notion of a positive real-
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ity eminently contained in the en- son, have neither actuality nor

tity of the Creator, is still nothing formal unity, except in intellectual

formally in that line of reality to conception ;
whence it follows that

which we refer when we speak of they do not constitute number, ex-

its possibility. Thus the possibil- cept in intellectual conception,

ity of man. so far as it is eminently This inference is evident. For

contained in the entity of the Crea- every multitude is made up of dis-

tor, is no human entity at all, but tinct units; and therefore no real

simply God's entity and power; multitude can be conceived with-

just as the possibility of velocity, out real units really distinct. On
so far as it is eminently contained the other hand, possible beings are

in the entity of its cause, is no not real, but conceptual, units, nor

formal velocity at all, but simply are they really, but only mentally,
the entity and power of the agent distinct from one another. As,

by which the velocity can be however, they are distinctly con-

brought into being. Certainly, the ceived, and have a distinct ideal

velocity with which a drop of rain actuality in the intellect that con-

falls to the ground has no formal ceives them, they constitute what
existence in the earth which pro- may be called an ideal multitude,

duces it, but only in the drop itself; Such a multitude, as seen and ex-

it being evident that the attractive haustively comprehended by God's

power of the earth is not velocity, intellect, is absolutely and positive-

but the principle of its production, ly infinite; for possibilities are no-

And the same is to be said of any thing but the virtual degrees of

other effect inasmuch as it is emi- being 'which God's infinite real-

nently contained in its efficient ity eminently contains, and which
cause. Nothing, therefore, that is God's infinite power can produce

merely possible has any formal be- outwardly. The range of possibili-

ing in its cause
;
whence it follows ties is therefore co-extensive with

that whatever is merely possible is God's infinity, and thus actually

nothing more than an entity of rea- comprises an infinite (not an indefi-

son that is, an unreality whether nite] multitude of distinct terms,

we consider its material or its This infinite multitude is dis-

formal possibility. All entities, in tinctly and positively known to God
fact, of which the act and the term in the perfect comprehension of

are beings of reason, can have no his own infinite being, which is the

actuality but an actuality of reason, inexhaustible source of all possible
Hence possible bekigs are them- beings ;

to our intellects, however,
selves only beings of reason, and which cannot comprehend infinity,

have no reality, either physical or the same infinite multitude is

metaphysical. Why, then, are they known only negatively, inasmuch as

called real
1

} Certainly not for we understand that the multitude
what they are, but simply because of possible beings admits of no
their possibility is the possibility limit whatever. We have, in fact,

of real beings. Many philosophers no positive intuition of the infinite,

are wont to style them metaphysical but acquire a notion of it by means
realities ; but this is a mistake, for of abstraction only, as we remove
all metaphysical reality implies ex- the limits by which any finite real-

istence. ity directly perceived by us is ci-r-

Possibles, as mere beings of rea- cumscribed. In other terms, our
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notion of the infinite is not an intui- From what we have just said of

tive idea, as the ontologists assume, real possibility, it will be easy to

but only an abstract concept* determine in what real impossibil-
Thus far we have spoken of what ity consists. Really impossible we

is called intrinsic possibility. Be- call that which cannot exist in na-

sides this possibility, which is theo- ture. Now, nothing can exist in

retical and absolute, there is also a nature which is not an act corn-

relative possibility which is extrin- pleted by a suitable term, or a term

sic and practical. Extrinsically pos- actuated by a suitable act, or an

sible we call that which is in the actuality resulting from the conspi-

power of some being to do. With ration of an act and a suitable term,

regard to God, all that is intrinsi- as we have shown in a preceding

cally possible is also extrinsically article. That, therefore, is absolute-

possible ;
for his omnipotence has ly and intrinsically impossible in

no bounds. With regard to crea- which this essential law of being is

tures, whose power is confined to not fulfilled. Thus passion without

the production of accidental acts, action is absolutely and intrinsically

the range of extrinsic possibility is impossible, because a term cannot

very limited, since it is reduced to be actuated without an act
; white-

acts of a determinate species, and ness with nothing white is absolute-

depends on extrinsic conditions, ly impossible, because no mode of

Still, as the efficient power of creat- being is conceivable where there is

ed substances is never exhausted no being ;
a material form actuat-

by exertion, creatures virtually con- ing an intellectual term is absolute-

tain in their own power a multitude ly impossible, because the one can-

of possible acts which has no limit not give that kind of reality which

but that of the multitude of terms the other should receive, and thus

or subjects which can be placed they cannot conspire into one es-

within the sphere of their activity, sence
; rotundity and triangularity

This amounts to saying that the ac- in the same subject are absolutely
tive power of creatures can be ex- impossible, because they exclude

erted, not only successively, but and destroy one another. General-

even simultaneously, in the produc- ly, whenever the assumed princi-

tion of any number of accidental pies of a thing do not conspire into

acts of a certain kind. Thus the one essential ratio, the thing will

attractive power of the sun suffi- have no essence, and consequently

ciently accounts for the possibility no possibility of existence. Hence
of innumerable movements which everything is intrinsically impossi-
can take place at any time and at ble which lacks some constituent,

all times in any number of planets, or of which the constituents cannot

comets, or particles of matter meet together.
around it

;
so that the multiplica- Things intrinsically impossible

tion of the effects 'does not require are no beings, not even ideal be-

the multiplication of the power, but ings; for since they have no es-

only that of the number of subjects, sence, they have no objective intel-

or potential terms, in which the ligibility. Nevertheless, they are

acts proceeding from that power said to be really, truly, entitatively

must be received. impossible, inasmuch as they are

the opposite of possible entity, real-

* See CATHOLIC WORLD, July, 1873, page 471. ity, and truth.
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Besides this intrinsic and abso- lated to his father. Here paternity
lute impossibility, there is a relative and filiation are simple relativities,

impossibility, which is styled extrin- which may be called
"
transitive re-

sic, arising from a deficiency or lations," as the one leads to the.

limitation of extrinsic power. It is other. But sometimes the word
evident that a thing intrinsically

''

relation
"

is used as meaning
"
the

possible may be extrinsically im- tie resulting between two terms from

possible to causes possessing limit- the conspiration of their distinct

ed power. To God nothing is im- relativities
"

;
as when we say that

possible. When we say that God between the father and his son there

cannot sin or make a square circle, is a tie of consanguinity. Relation

we do not limit his power, but only in this sense is nothing else than

point out the intrinsic impossibility the actuality of two correlatives, in-

of the thing. And let this suffice asmuch as connected by their dis-

with regard to possibles and impos- tinct relativities, and may be styled
sibles.

"
resultant relation," or

"
intransi-

Prindples of real relation. Rela- tive relation," as it does not lead

tive we call
"
that which connotes from the subject to the term, but is

something else
'

id quod se habet ad predicated of both together.

aliud. Thus the greater connotes The precise distinction between

the less, as nothing can be styled relativity and resultant relation is
'*

greater
"
except as compared with marked out by the two prepositions

something less
; and, similarly, the to and between. Relativity relates

less connotes the greater, as nothing the subject to its term
;
resultant

can be styled
;<

less
'

except as relation, or correlation, intervenes

compared with something greater, between two terms. Relativity
Hence greater and less are both needs completion in a term having
relative. an opposite relativity, as it is evi-

That one thing may connote an- dent that paternity has no comple-
other, there must be some link be- tion without a son

;
and thus one

tween them that is, a communica- relativity essentially needs to be
tion in something that reaches them completed by the other

;
but corre-

both, and thus connects the one lation is perfectly complete, as it is

with the other. Hence, to consti- the result of the completion of one
tute a relative being, three things relativity by the other. And, lastly,

are required : ist, that which is to the formal reason or foundation of

be related, or the subject of the rela- the simple relativity is that which
tion

; 2d, that to which it is to be induces the connotation, or the re-

related, or the term of the relation
; spect of one term to another; whilst

3d, that through which it is related, the formal reason of the correlation

or the foundation or formal reason is the conspiration of two relativi-

of the relation. ties. Thus the foundation of pa-
It is worth noticing that the word ternity and of filiation is generation,

4
relation

"
is used by philosophers active on the part of the father, and

in two different senses. Sometimes passive on the part of the son
;
but

it is used as meaning simply
a
the the formal reason of consanguinity

respect of a subject to a term
"

;
as is not the generation, but the con-

when we say that the father by his spiration of paternity and filiation

paternity is related to his son, or into a relative unity. This shows

tb?.t the son by his filiation is re- that these two kinds of relation are
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entirely distinct, though they arc and the term of the predicamental

essentially connected with one an- relation do not communicate with

other in the constitution of the re- one another through themselves

lative being. immediately, but through some-
Let us now inquire in what the thing else, and are always physical-

reality of relations consists. Here ly distinct, as we shall see here-

again we have to make a distinction
;

after
;
whence it follows that the

for among the relations which are predicamental relativity always re-

called real, some are real in fact, as fers the subject to a term extrinsic

the transcendental relations, and to it, and thus needs something ex-

others are real by denomination trinsic for its entitative completion,

only, as all the predicamental rela- But nothing which is extrinsic to

tions. the subject can complete anything
Transcendental relation is that intrinsic to it so as to form a real

which intervenes between the act entity. Therefore the relativity of

and the term, or the formal and the the subject to its term is not a rea]

material principles of one and the entity of the subject, but only a real

same being. Such a relation is denomination. The minor of this

called "transcendental," because syllogism can be easily proved ;
for

it transcends the limits of any par- two things which are, and remain,
ticular predicament, and, like, being, extrinsic to one another cannot
extends to all predicaments. This conspire into one real unity ;

but
relation is truly real, whether we the subject and the term of predi-
take

"
relation "as a simple relativi- camental relations are, and remain,

ty or as a resultant correlation, extrinsic to one another
; they can-

For the relativity of an act to its not, therefore, conspire into one real

term is nothing less than the actual- unity. Hence they cannot give

ity of the act in the same term
;

in rise to any new real entity ;
for

like manner, the relativity of a term tinity and entity are convertible

to its act is nothing less than the terms.

actuality of the term in the same act. Moreover, predicamental rela-

We know, in fact, that the common tions arise between two absolute

foundation of the two relativities is terms without anything new being

actuation, active on the part of the introduced into them. For if we

act, and passive on the part of the have two real terms, A and B, pos-
term

;
and from actuation nothing sessing something which is common

but actuality can result. And since to both, their communication in

by such an actuation the act and this common thing will make them
the term are really constituted in relative. Yet such a communica-
one another, hence their relativities tion leaves A and B in possession
need nothing extrinsic for their of that reality which is said to be

completion, but the one intrinsically common, and adds no real entity to

completes the other in the same in- them. If A and B are both white,

dividual being, and both conspire the whiteness which is in A is by
into one absolute actuality, which no means modified by the existence

is the formal complement of the of whiteness in B. The fact that

same being, as we have shown in A and B are both white, simply
another place. means that whiteness is not con-

But with predicamental relations fined to A ; but it does not imply
the case is different. The subject any new real entity in A, and
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therefore .4 remains identically the

same, wl ether there is another

white body, ,
or not; and if there

were one thousand white bodies, A
would become related to them all,

and acquire a thousand relativities,

without the least real modification

of its entity.

Not even the relation between

agent and patient, which is the

nearest possible imitation of the

transcendental relation between the

essential constituents of absolute

being, is a new entity. A being
which acts is an agent ; and a be-

ing which is acted on is z. patient.

Agent and patient are connected

by predicamental relation, the act

produced by the first, and received

in the second, being the foundation

of their relativities. Now, is the

relativity of the agent to the pa-
tient a new real entity above and
besides the substance of the agent
and its action ? By no means.

For such a relativity arises from
this only : that the act produced by
the agent is received in the patient ;

and as the patient is a being dis-

tinct from the agent, the reception
of the act in the patient cannot

concur to the constitution of any
new reality in the agent. Hence
the whole reality of the agent, as

such, consists in its substance and
its action; while the reception of

its action elsewhere can add no
real entity to it, but simply gives it

a real denomination desumed from

the reality of the effect produced,
For the same reason, the relativity
of the patient to the agent is no
new real entity above and besides

the substance of the patient and its

passion. This relativity, in fact,

arises from this only : that the act

received in the patient comes from
the agent ; and as the agent is a

being distinct from the patient, the

coming of the act from the agent

cannot concur to the constitution

of any new reality in the patient,
Hence ihe whole reality of the pa-

tient, as such, consists in its sub-

stance and its passion, or reception
of the act

;
while the coming of this

act from a distinct being can add
no real entity to it, but simply gives
it a real denomination desumed
from the reality of the causation.

From what precedes we may
conclude that the reality of predi-
camental relations requires no new
real entity superadded to the reat

terms and the real foundation of

their relativity, and accordingly

predicamental relations are only
nominal realities.

Relations are either virtual, for-
mat, or habitual. Virtual relativity
is predicated of a subject which con-

tains in itself virtually (in actu-primo]
something through which 'it can

communicate with a distinct term.

Thus everything visible has a vir-

tual relativity to the eye before it

is seen
;
because all that is visible-

has the power to make an impres-
sion upon the eye. Hence visi-

bility is a virtual relativity, or, if

we may so call it, a mere refera-

bility. In Latin, it is called ordo
"
ordination "; and in the lan-

guage of the schools, the visible

would be said to have "
a special

ordination to the eye" visibile ordi-

nem habet ad oculum. In the same

manner, the eye has a special ordi-

nation to the visible, the intellect

to the intelligible, etc.

The formal relativity is predicat--
ed of a subject which is formally
(in actu sccundo] connected with iis.

correlative by the formal partici-

pation of a common entity. Thus.

when the visible object strikes the

eye, the action of the one upon the

other entails a formal link of rela-

tivity between the two, and it is

thus that the previous virtual rela-
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tivityof the one to the other becomes and extrinsic; but, in a general
formal. This formal relativity in treatise like this, we cannot well

Latin is often called respectus
"
a enter into matters of detail. We

respect
"

;
and tbe things thus re- will only state that relations are

lated are said
"
to regard

"
rcspi- divided according to their founda-

tere one another. tions. Intrinsic relations are re-

The habitual relativity is predi- spectively founded on substance,

cated of that which has been on action and passion, on quality,

brought into relation with its corre- and on quantity ;
and therefore

lative by something in which both may be reduced to four kinds.

'Originally communicated, but which, Extrinsic relations also may be di-

owing to the destruction of one of vided into four kinds, as they are

the two, has ceased to be common, respectively founded on a common
'This relativity in Latin is properly cause, on a common region of ubi-

,-called habitude that is,
''

habitual cation, on a common duration, or

connotation
"

;
and the subject on a common extrinsic term of

thus related is spoken of as habens comparison.
se ad aliquid a phrase which we Substance, and everything else

do not attempt to translate, and considered absolutely, founds the

which is used by philosophers in a relations of unity and plurality.

more general sense to express all Action and passion found the rela-

kinds of relations.
* Thus a mur- tions of causality and dependence.

derer is still habitually related to Quality founds the relations of like-

the man whom he has killed, al- ness or unlikeness. Quantity founds

though the man killed is no more a the relations of equality or inequality.

man
; and, in the same manner, a All these relations are called intrin-

son is habitually related to his fa- sic, because their foundation is

ther, even after his father's death
; something intrinsic to the terms re-

.for he is still the same son of the lated.

same father, and it would be ab- A common cause founds the re-

surd to pretend that he has lost his lation which we may call of colla-

own relativity and ceased to be a teralness between two terms pro-
real son only because his father is ceeding from it. Thus two broth-

no more. It must be remarked, ers are connected in mutual frater-

however, that this habitual relativi- nity, inasmuch as they are the off-

ty cannot be real, except when the spring of the same parents. A
relation has an intrinsic foundation, common region of ubication and

For when the foundation is ex- movement founds the relation of

trinsic, there is nothing formally re- distance. A common duration

maining in the subject which, after founds the relation of succession.

the suppression of the term, can A common extrinsic term of corn-

keep up its relativity. Thus, if the parison founds the relation of site

moon were annihilated, the dis- or situation. All these relations are

tance from the earth to the moon called extrinsic, because their foun-

would totally vanish, as every one dation is extrinsic to the terms re-

will easily admit. lated.

Much might be said about predi- Principles of real distinction -

camental relations, both intrinsic Distinction is nothing but a nega-

tion of identity; and therefore
* The general definition of relation is, Ar, i j

esst est ad aiiud st habert. there must be as many kinds ot
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distinction as there are kinds of

identity which can be denied.

Hence we cannot properly deter-

mine the principles of real distinc-

tion without first ascertaining what

are the principles of real identity.

Identity is a relative unity, or a

relation founded on the unity of a

thing. For the thing which is to

be styled the same must be com-

pared with itself according to that

entity on account of which it is to

be pronounced to be identical with

itself; and it is evident that such

an entity must be one in order to

be the same. Thus if I say :

" The

pen with which I am now writing
is the very same which I used yes-

terday," the pen with which I am
now writing will be the subject of

the relation, the pen which I used

yesterday will be the term of the

relation, and the oneness of its en-

tity will be the foundation of the

relation and the formal reason of

the identity.
As relations, like everything else,

are specified by their formal rea-

sons, it is clear that there must be
as many kinds of identity as there

are kinds of unities on which the

relation of identity can be founded.

Now, three kinds of unities can be
conceived : first, the formal unity
of a complete being, or a complete
unity, which may be called physical

unity ; secondly, the unity of an

incomplete or metaphysical reality,

which may be called metaphysical

unity ; thirdly, the unity of a being
of reason, which may be called

logical unity. Accordingly, there

can be three kinds of identity, viz.,

the physical, the metaphysical, and
the logical. Let us say a word
about each.

Physical identity is a relation

founded on the unity of a physical en-

tity, and is the most real of all iden-

tities. Some philosophers taught

that this identity is merely a logi-

cal relation, or a relation of reason,

because a relation cannot be real

unless its subject be really distinct

from its term a condition which

cannot be verified when the subject
and the term are identical. But

they did not reflect that a thing
must be called really identical with

itself then only when it cannot be

really distinguished from itself, and
inasmuch as it excludes real distinc-

tion from itself. It is therefore

manifest that real identity excludes

real distinction in that in which
there is identity. Nevertheless, the

thing which is substantially identi-

cal with itself may still really differ

from itself in the manner of its be-

ing, and may, as the subject of the

relativity, involve a real entity,
which it does not involve as the

term of the same relativity ;
and

accordingly the substantial identity
of a thing with itself does not ex-

clude all real distinction. The pen
with which I am now writing, al-

though identical with the pen that

lay on the table one hour before, is

now in different accidental condi-

tions, and has some real mode,
which was wanting one hour ago.
And this shows that there can be a

sufficient real distinction between
the subject and the term of the

relation, even though they are sub-

stantially identical.

Physical identity may be divided
into complete and incomplete. It is

complete, or total, when a being is

compared with itself through the

unity of its physical entity, as in

the preceding example of the pen.
It is incomplete, or partial, when a

physical part is compared with a

physical whole, or, vice versa, as

when we compare the whole man
with his soul or with his body.

Metaphysical identity is a rela-

tion founded on the unity of a
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metaphysical entity, and possesses indeed to be found really in both,
a metaphysical reality. It may be but its unity is only a unit of reason

;

divided into adequate and inade- for animality, as common to both,

quate. It is adequate when a be- is only a logical entity, which we

ing is compared with itself through call "genus." The same is to be

the unity of some metaphysical said of the identity between Peter

reality which belongs to it. Such and Paul as to their humanity; for

is the personal identity of John humanity, though real in both, is

when old with John when young ;
not numerically, but only specifical-

for although he has undergone ly, one, and its unity is therefore a

many physical changes in his body, unity of reason
;
for

"
species

"
is a

and therefore has not preserved a logical being. On the contrary,

perfect physical identity with him- when we say that
'

a stone is

self, still his formal personality, heavy," the identity between a

which is wholly due to his soul, has stone and the subject of such a

not changed at all. The identity proposition has no foundation ex-

will be inadequate when any meta- cept in our reason, and therefore is

physical constituent of a complete purely subjective; and the same is

being is compared with the being to be said of the identity of the

itself, or vice versa. Such is the verb is with the copula of the pro-

identity of the substantial act with position, of heavy with the predicate,

the substance of which it is the act, etc. It is evident, in fact, that the

of the matter with the material be- ground on which these last relations

ing, and of any property or attribute are founded is not a real unity, and
with the thing of which it is the not even a unity having anything

property or the attribute. Such is corresponding to it in the real

also the identity of the divine order
;
since subject, predicate, etc.,

Personalities with the divine es- are mere conceptions and creations

sence
; for, although the divine of our mind.

Paternity identifies itself perfectly We have thus three kinds of

with the divine essence, this latter identity : the physical, which is

requires further identification with either complete or incomplete ;
the

the divine Filiation and with the metaphysical, which is either ade-

passive Spiration ;
forlt must be as quate or inadequate; the logical,

whole and perfect in the Second which is either objective or merely
and the Third Person as it is in the subjective. Since distinction is

First. the negation of identity, it is obvi-

Logical identity, or identity of ous that the distinction between

reason, is a relation founded on the two terms always results from the

unity of a being of reason. It may non-unity of the same, and is con-

be divided into objective and subjec- ceived by the comparison of the one

tive. The objective has its founda- with the other according to some-

tion in the real order of things ; thing which can be affirmed of the

the subjective has no foundation one, and must be denied of the

except in our conception. Thus other. Those things, in fact, are

the identity we conceive between a said to be distinct of which the one

horse and its owner as to their is not the other, or in one of which

animality is an identity of reason there is something not to be found

only, although it is grounded on a in the other,

real foundation
;
for animality is First, then, to deny real physical
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identity is to assert real physical

distinction. Physical distinction

may be either complete or incomplete

as well as physical identity. It

will be complete, or major, when,

comparing two complete wholes

with one another, we deny that the

one is the other; as when we deny
that the sun is the moon. It will

be incomplete, or minor, when,

comparing together the whole and

any of its parts, we deny that the

whole is any of its parts, and vice

versa ; as when we deny
'

that

Germany is Europe, or that the

roof is the house. It is evident

that incomplete physical distinction

always coexists with incomplete

physical identity.

The true and certain sign of real

physical distinction between two

things is their separability or their

state of actual separation. For

when two things are completely

distinct as to their physical entity,

they are each in possession of their

own distinct existence ;
and con-

sequently the existence of the one

does not depend on the existence

of the other. On the other hand,

although a physical whole cannot

exist as a whole, if its parts be

separated, yet each of its physical

parts can exist separated, as each

of them has its own existence inde-

pendent of the existence of the

whole.

Secondly, to deny real metaphysi-
cal identity is to assert real meta-

physical distinction. Metaphysical
distinction may be either adequate
or inadequate no less than meta-

physical identity. It will be ade-

quate, or major, when, comparing

together two metaphysical con-

stituents, we deny that the one is

the other; as when we deny that

the act is the potency. It will be

inadequate, or minor, when, com-

paring a metaphysical compound

with any of its constituents, we deny
that the constituent is the com-

pound, and vice versa j as whe-n

we deny that existence is the thing

existing, or that person is person-

ality. The inadequate metaphysi-
cal distinction always coexists with

an inadequate metaphysical iden-

tity.

Thirdly, to deny an identity of

reason is to assert a distinction of
reason. A distinction of reason

may be either objective or merely

subjective, no less than the identity
of reason. It will be objective, or

major, when, comparing together
two entities which are really identi-

cal, we find in their identical reality

a ground for denying their concep-
tual identity ;

as when we deny
that God's eternity is God's immen-

sity, or when we deny that in any

given being one essential attribute,

as animality, is another, as ration-

ality. This distinction is objective,

because its ground is found in the

object itself; and yet it is not real,

because each term represents the

same thing under two distinct as-

pects. Thus, in man, animality

really includes a rational soul, and
therefore implies rationality. But

the distinction will be purely sub-

jective, or minor, when, comparing
together two entities, we find no

ground whatever for denying their

identity, except in our subjective
manner of viewing them. Thus,

although man is identical with

rational animal, we can distinguish
man from rational animal as a sub.-

ject from a predicate ;
and it is

evident that this distinction has no

ground but in our conception.

Accordingly, we have three kinds

of distinction : the real physical,
which is either complete or incom-

plete ;
the real metaphysical, which

is either adequate or inadequate ;

the logical, or of reason, which is
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cither objective or merely subjec-
tive. This division is exhaustive.

Some will say that we have for-

gotten the modal distinction. But
the fact is that we have abstained

on purpose from mentioning it in

connection with any special kind

of distinction, because it may fall

under the physical as well as the

metaphysical distinction, according
as it happens to be understood

;
for

it is differently understood by dif-

ferent writers.

Some authors consider that there

is a modal distinction between the

spherical wax and its sphericity, be-

tween the soul affected by fear and
its affection, between the finger in-

flected and its inflection, and

generally between the modified sub-

ject and its mode. Others, as

Suarez, seem to admit a modal dis-

tinction between the wax simply
and its sphericity, between the soul

simply and its affection, between
the finger simply and its inflection,

and generally between the subject

simply and its mode. And others,

again, admit a modal distinction be-

tween the wax having a spherical
form and the same wax having a

different form
;
between the soul

affected by a movement of fear and
the same soul affected by a different

movement
;
between the finger in-

flected and the same finger not

inflected
;
and generally between a

subject having one mode, and the same

subject having another mode*
These different opinions have

been occasioned by an imperfect
* There are philosophers who do not admit any

real distinction between a thing and its mode.
Thus Tongiorgi (Ontol^ n. 148) says that " the
mode of any being is really nothing else than
the being itselfconsidered in a different manner."
This view deserves no discussion, as it is evi-

dently false. If the mode of a thing were the

thing itself, then the sphericity of the wax would
be the wax, the joy of the soul would be the soul,
and every affection would be the subject of the

affection. The author seems to have confound-
ed being^ the participle, with being, the substan-
tive.

analysis of distinction. Those who
originally treated of this matter
called real all distinction which
was not a mere distinction of rea-

son, and overlooked the necessity
of subdividing real distinctions into

physical and metaphysical. Hence
the modal distinction was simply
called, real, without further examin-

ing whether it had a physical or a

metaphysical character; the more
so as it was assumed that real modes
were physical entities which would

convey the idea that real modal
distinction is of a physical nature.

But the assumption is not to be

admitted, because, as we have re-

marked in another "article, modes
cannot be styled "physical' enti-

ties, as they have no possibility of

separate existence. This being
premised, let us briefly examine
the three aforesaid opinions.
The first admits a modal distinc-

tion between spherical wax and its

sphericity. Sphericity cannot ex-

ist without a subject ;
and there-

fore it must be ranked among meta-

physical entities. On the other

hand, spherical wax is a metaphy-
sical compound of wax and spheri-

city. Hence, from what we have

said above, the distinction of the

one from the other is an inadequate

metaphysical distinction.

The second opinion admits a

modal distinction between the wax

simply and its sphericity. Spheri-

city, as we have stated, is a meta-

physical entity, and so is
" wax sim-

ply
"

also
;

for wax, as such, is

not yet spherical, although, as a

subject of sphericity, it excludes

every other form. Such a wax
therefore has no form, and, as such,

it cannot exist
;
and accordingly

it is an incomplete being. Hence
the distinction between the wax

simply and its sphericity is that

which intervenes between two prin-
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ciples of a complete being, and son, but something intermediate,

therefore is an adequate, mctaphysi- They called it
"
formal distinction

cat distinction. arising from the nature of the

The third opinion alone gives thing
'

distinctio formalis ex na-
the true notion of the modal dis- tura ret. We need not refute this

tinction. For if a piece of wax invention. We have already given
\vhich is spherical happens to ac- in full the general theory of dis-

quire another form, say the cubi- tinction, and we have found no

cal, the comparison of the cubical room for any formal distinction in-

with the spherical wax will involve termediary between real distinc-

two terms physically real
;
and as tions and distinctions of reason ;

the substance of the wax is still the and, as to the attributes of real be-

same, no distinction will be found ings, we have shown, in the article

between the two terms, except that before this, that they are not really
which arises from denying the iden- distinct from one another, but acl-

tity of the cubical with the spheri- mit of a simple distinction of rea-

cal form. We have thus a real and son, which, however, has a real

physical modal distinction : real foundation in the thing,
and physical, because the spherical Sometimes distinction is styled
wax really and physically differs formal as contrasted with virtual.

from the cubic wax
; modal, be- Thus we may say that there is a

cause the negation of identity falls formal distinction between two
on the two modes, and not on the terms formally existing e.g., two
substance. existing men, and a virtual distinc-

From this we learn that neither tion between two virtual terms
the first nor the second opinion e.g., two possible men. And gener-
al >ove mentioned gives the true no- ally, whenever one and the same
tion of modal distinction. The thing virtually contains two or
first denies only the identity of the more, these latter, as thus con-

spherical wax with its sphericity ; tained, are said to be virtually dis-

the second denies only the identity tinct. Thus intellect and reason
of wax simply with sphericity, are only virtually distinct, as they
Now, it is evident that neither are one concrete power of acquir-

spherical wax nor wax simply is a ing knowledge which can perform
mode. It is evident, therefore, that its task by two different processes,
neither opinion denies modal iden- This virtual distinction is, of

tity. But modal distinction can- course, nothing but a distinction

not be anything else than a denial of reason.

of modal identity. Therefore neither Sometimes, again, distinction is

opinion gives the true notion of called positive as contrasted with
modal distinction. negative. It is positive when the

As modes are accidental formali- two terms of which we deny the

ties, the modal distinction may identity are both positive, and it

also be called formal. The Scotist is negative when one of the two

philosophers imagined a formal terms is negative; as when we dis-

distinction of another kind, which, tinguish the existent from the non-

according to them, was to be ad- existent. Negative distinction is a

mitted between the attributes of real distinction; for the negation
real being, and which was neither of real identity can be predicated
real nor a mere distinction of rea- not only of two real beings, but
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also, and with greater reason, of the

existent as compared with the non-

existent.

It may be remarked that distinc-

tion, difference, and diversity are

not synonymous. Diversity is

most properly predicated of two

things that are not of the same ge-
nus

;
difference of two things that

are not of the same species, and
distinction of two things that are

not numerically identical. Never-

theless, the terms distinct, different,

and diverse are very frequently em-

ployed for one another, even by
good authors.

We observe, lastly, that distinc-

tion, as such, is not a relation
;
for

all relation presupposes some dis-

tinction between the terms related,

as a condition of its possibility.

Yet two positive terms really dis-

tinct have always a certain relative

opposition, inasmuch as there is

always something common to both

(at least their being) which may be

taken as a foundation of mutual

relativity.

And here we close our investiga-
tion about nominal realities. We
have shown that possibles, rela-

tions, and distinctions are no special

realities, but are called real from

the reality of other things. Real

possibility is only the possibility
of a real being; real relation is

only the actuality of two terms

really communicating in something
identical

;
and real distinction is

only the existence of things of

which the one is not really the

other.

As this is our last article on the

principles of real being, we beg to

remind the reader that our object
in this treatise has been only to

point out distinctly, and to express
with as great a philosophical pre-
cision as our language could per-

mit, all that concerns the constitu-

tion of being in general. We may
have failed to employ always the

best phraseology, but we hope our

analysis of real being is philosoph-

ically correct, and the principles
we have laid down under the gui-

dance of the ancients will be found

to shed a pure and abundant light

on all the questions of special

metaphysics. But the student of

philosophy should not forget that

the greatest difficulty in the settle-

ment of all such questions arises,

not so much from the nature of

the subjects investigated, as from

the imperfect knowledge and mis-

application of philosophical lan-

guage. And this is the reason why
we did our best to determine the

exact purport of the terms most

frequently employed in metaphysi-
cal treatises.
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ANTAR AND ZARA;

OK,

"THE ONLY TRUE LOVERS."

AN EASTERN ROMANCE NARRATED IN SONGS.

BY AUBKEY DE VERB.

PART II.

SANG.

I.

I heard his voice, and I was dumb
Because to his my spirit cleaved ;

He called to me from far. I come.

Because I loved him, I believed.

He said, "Though love be secret yet, .

Eternity its truth shall prove."
It seemed not gift, but ancient debt-

Discharged, to answer love with love.

II.

Thy herald near me drew and knelt:

I knew from whom the missive came
Ere yet I saw, ere yet I felt

Thy sigil-mark, or kissed thy name.

I read 'twas like a thousand birds,

Music confused of Paradise :

Ac last the words became thy words
;

Thy voice was in them, and thine eyes

Above them shone in love and power,
And flashed the meaning on the whole ;

We were not severed, friend, that hour :

One day shall blend us, soul with soul.
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in.

That face is valorous and grave :

To
it, despite thine unripe spring,

Thy spirit's might the painter gave :

It is the countenance of a king.

Look down, strong countenance, strong yet fair,

Through all this weak, unstable soul !

Like stars sea-mirrored, kindle there

His virtues truth and self-control!

Not beauty, nor that youthful grace
Uncareful girlhood's natural do\ver,

Suffice. A child of royal race,

A hero's wife should walk in power.

IV.

Like some great altar rises vast

That rock whereon our City stands,
With gray woods girt ;

with shade far cast

At morn dividing distant lands.

Nor war she fears, nor summer drouth,

By runnels pierced whose sparkling tide

Is drawn from mountains of the South

O'er myriad arches far descried.

Around her cliff-like, stony zone,
From tower to tower, from gate to gate,

At eve, when sunset changes stone

To gold, her princes walk in state
;

And priests entoning anthems sweet,
The people's strength ; and. maiden choirs

That, passing, make them reverence meet
;

And orphaned babes, and gray-haired sires.

High up, with many a cloistered lawn,
And chapelled gallery widely spread,

Extends, flower-dressed at eve and dawn,
The happy

<'

City of the Dead."
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There musing sit I, day by day ;

I sing my psalm ;
I pray for thee :

" If men could love, not hate," I say,
" How like to heaven this earth would be !"

v.

Love bound a veil above my brow
;

He wrapt it round me, o'er and o'er
;

He said,
" My little nun art thou,

My solitary evermore.

" Where hid'st thou when the falcons fly ;

The flung jereed in music shrills ?

When sweep the Arab horsemen by
In valleys of the terraced hills ?

" Where are thy childhood's blithesome ways ?

The tales, the dances, and the sports ?

The bards that sang thy beauty's praise
Amid the hundred-columned courts ?"

Love took from me all gifts save one :

The veil that shrouds me is his gift :

Love ! say to him I love,
" Alone

That veil of severance thou canst lift."

VI.

On crimson silk, 'mid leaf and flower

I traced thy name in golden thread
;

A harper harped beneath my bower :

I rose, and brought him wine and bread.

He sang : methought he sang of thee !

" My prince !" I cried " how knevv'st him thou ?

His victories in the days to be ?

His heaven-like eyes, and king-like brow ?"

" O maid ! I have not seen thy prince :

Old wars I sang ;
old victories won

In my far-distant land long since
;

I sang the birth of moon and sun."
VCL. xix 20.
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VII.

He culled me grapes the vintager ;

In turn, for song the old man prayed r

I glanced around
;
but none was near :

With veil drawn tighter, I obeyed.

" "Were I a vine, and he were heaven,"
I sang, "I'd spread a vernal leaf

To meet the beams of morn and even,
And think the April day too brief.

" Were he I love a cloud, not heaven,
I'd spread my leaf and drink the rain

;

Warm summer shower, and dews of even

Alike I'd take, and think them gain."

" I would not shrink from wintry rime

Or echoes of the thunder-shock,
But watch the advancing vintage-time,
And meet it, reddening on my rock."

VIII.

I often say, now thou art gone,
" How hard I seemed when he was here I"

I feared to seem too quickly won :

Love also came at first with fear.

I sang me dear old songs which proved
That many a maid had loved ere I :

No secret knew I till I loved :

I loved, yet loved reluctantly.

My heart with zeal more generous glowed
When he I loved was Danger's mate.

Great Love in this his greatness showed

He lifted thee to things more great.

IX.

My childhood was a cloistered thing :

No wish for human love was mine :

I heard the hooded vestals sing

The praises of their Love Divine.
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The village maids with rival glee,

Flower-filleting their unclipt hair,

Sang thus, "The meadow flowers are we":
I thought the convent flowers more fair.

Yet false I am not. Still I climb

Through love to realms this earth above:

And those whom most I loved that time

Only for love's sake fled from love.

x.

Dear tasks are mine that make the weeks

Too swift in passing, not too slow :

I nurse the rose on faded cheeks,

Bring solace to the homes of woe.

I hear the Vesper anthems swell
;

I track the steps of Fast and Feast

I read old legends treasured well

Of Machabean chief or priest.

I hear, on heights of song and psalm,
The storm of God careering by :

Beside His Deep, for ever calm,
I kneel in caves of Prophecy.

O Eastern Book ! It cannot change !

Of books beside, the type, the mould
It stands like yon Carmelian range

By our Elias trod of old !
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THE FARM OF MUICERON.

BY MARIE RHEIL.

FROM THE REVUE DU MONDE CATHOLIQUE.

ONCLUDED.
**

xxii. guish at Muiceron
; above all, when

DURING these terrible events, I they saw all the able-bodied men
dare say the combatants were not of the commune leave

;
for you re-

the most to be pitied. They, at member that then, for the first

least, were in action, in the midst time, the provinces showed their

of powder and noise
;
and if they teeth at the news of the horrors

fell, wounded or dead, they scarce- in Paris, and rose en masse to go

ly had time to know it. But think and punish the rebellious children

of the poor friends and relatives of a city that, in her selfishness,

who remained without news, and disturbed the whole of France

almost without strength to seek without any just right,

any information ! They were to be The women displayed great bra-

pitied, very. They fitted out their sons,

Perhaps you may live in a city, husbands, brothers, and betrothed,
which does not prevent you from and let them leave for the dreadful

sometimes going to the country ; struggle without wincing. But the

and so you can understand how next day but the following days !

certain villages are isolated from What anxiety and what tears !

all daily communication. Our ham- It was touching to see them each

let of Ordonniers, although near morning run before the country
the large city of Issoudun, was, in stage or speak to the letter-carrier,

this respect, worse off than many in hopes of hearing some words
other places ;

for when M. le Mar- to reassure them. Generally, the

quis was absent from the chateau, stage drove rapidly on at a gallop ;

there was no daily paper, none of for stage-drivers are not patient,
the villagers being liberal enough and the poor creatures' only in-

to indulge in that luxury. The formation was an oath or rough
Perdreaux, in their time, subscrib- word. As for the letter-carrier, lie

ed for a paper, which came every knew nothing positive, and was

other day, and gave the market content to give the flying reports,

prices and a jumble of news of which were not enough to quiet

people and things here and there those troubled souls,

about a month old. Even this re- Jeanne and her mother kept at

source no longer existed. M. le home. They prayed to God and

Cure was the only one who cared wept, poor things ! It was the

for what was going on
;
but as his best way to learn patience ;

but

means were very limited, he con- their hearts sank within them,

tented himself with a little paper was a hard blow to have been so

which only came every Sunday. near happiness, and then suddenly

Judge, then, of the terrible an- to see it fly, perhaps for ever.
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Old Ragaud was miserable that others, singing and blustering,
he could not go off with the other assuring the people around that he
men of the neighborhood. He was did not believe a word of the cur-

too old, and this only increased his rent rumors, and that, in one hour

vexation, as he was but three or after his arrival in Paris, he would
four years older than Michou, and find out the whole truth, and send

he was in the battle ! The sadness them all the news. But, behold ! as

and ill-humor of the poor old fellow soon as he was in the rnidst of

rendered Muiceron still gloomier, smoking and bleeding Paris, he
and the women neither dared stir lost his senses, imagined himself

nor sigh before him. killed before he had fired a shot,

The little they knew was very and wrote in pencil, on a scrap of

terrible; and when the private blood-stained paper, a letter to his

letters began to arrive, all the parents, all sighs and tears. He
families were plunged in despair bade them farewell, and begged them
and sorrow. Our commune alone to pray for his soul, as he would be

lost three men
; among them Coten- dead before night; for no one could

tin, the miller, an honest peasant, live in such a terrible conflict. If

and father of four children. He he had only spoken for himself, it

\vas shot dead, almost at the might have passed; but he added
moment of his arrival

;
and the next that M. le Marquis, Jean-Louis, and

day came the news of the death of Michou were certainly dead. He
Sylvain Astiaud, son of the head- had sought for them everywhere,

forester, one of our bravest boys, asked everybody, and no one

Each one trembled for his own at could give him good news. To
the announcement of these mis- crown his stupidity, he added that,

fortunes, and at last silence was among the great heaps of corpses
considered a sure sign that mourn- that lay yet unburied, he had

ing should be prepared. recognized Jean-Louis' blouse of

Jeanne felt all her courage fail, gray linen bound with black
;
and

She could no longer either eat or therefore they must weep for the

sleep, and even feared to question death of that good, brave boy.,

the passers-by. Certainly the good Poor Mme. Luguet ran straight

God, who wished to sanctify the to Muiceron to show that foolish

poor child, and make her a perfect letter. If there had been the least

woman, did not spare her any suf- degree of cool good sense among
fering. He acted with her like them, it would easily have been *

a father who is tender and se- seen they were the words of a

vere at the same time; who cor- brain addled from fear
;
but in the

rects the faults of his child, know- mortal anxiety of the poor Ragauds,

ing well that they are more hurtful they took it all for good coin,

than death, and then recompenses Jeanne fell on her knees, sobbing
her when petting can no longer aloud, and, losing the little courage

spoil her. she still possessed, wrung her hands

Therefore this little Jeannette in despair. Pierrette threw herself

had to go to the end of her trial beside her daughter, trying to

before relief came and her tears comfort her; and Ragaud wept
were dried. And this happened bitterly, although he had said a

through that giddy, wild Pierre thousand times a man in tears

Luguet, who had left, like the is not worthy to wear breeches. In
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the evening, the true religion which she.
'

Pierre has written
; could

filled those poor hearts came to sup- they not have written also ?"

port them and give them some This argument was not bad. The

strength. They lighted tapers be- cure could not reply ; for, without

fore the crucifix and around the acknowledging it, he did think the

Blessed Virgin, and all night this silence very strange. He made the

afflicted family prayed ardently for poor child sit down by the side of

the repose of the souls of the sup- the swift-running stream that glit-

posed dead who were never bet- tered in the bright sunshine, and

ter. spoke to her for a long time in

The next day you would have such soothing, touching words,
been shocked to have seen the Jeanne listened with profound re-

ravages grief had made on their spect and piety. He spoke of the

honest faces. Jeannette, wearied happiness of this world, which is

out with weeping and fatigue, slept but for a short time
;
of the neces-

in the arms of her mother, paler sity of living and regaining her

than a camomile-flower. Pierrette strength, that she might console

restrained her tears, from fear of her parents ;
of the beautiful day of

awakening the child
;
but her hoi- eternity ;

of the heavenly home,
low eyes and cheeks were pitiful to where we will meet again the loved

see
;
and the sun shone brightly in ones gone before us, never again to

the room, without any one taking be separated,
the trouble to close the shutters. At another time, Jeannette would

It was in this state that M. le not have understood these words,
Cure found the Ragaud family, and perhaps might have even found

His entrance at Muiceron renewed them out of place ;
but now they

the lamentations
;

but Jeannette fell upon her heart like soft ca-

was calm, which greatly pleased the resses.

good pastor, as he saw that his "Oh!" said she,
"

it is only now

lessons, joined to those of divine I understand how dearly I loved

Providence, had borne their fruit. him. Father, tell me, can he see

He took the little thing aside, us from above?"

and, much affected by her deathlike
" You will have it, then, that he

appearance, spoke gently to her, is absolutely dead," said the cure,

and asked her to walk with him on smiling,
the bank of La Range. Jeannette, in spite of her grief,

;i

My daughter," said he,
"

it is smiled in her tears,

not right to sink into such utter
" That is true," she said

;

"
per-

despair about news which is yet haps he is not dead."
uncertain. Show a little more cour- Hope had re-entered her soul

age, for a while at least, until we with the consolations of the holy
hear something positive." priest. They walked down .the

" He is dead," said Jeannette. road to the farm, and Jeannette
"
May the will of God be done ! thanked him with much tenderness,

Alas ! I should have been too and remarked, as it was near sunset,

happy, if I had seen him again." he must return home.

"Why are you so certain? As "One moment," said the good
for me, I confess Pierre's letter curt; "you are a little egotist.

would not make me lose all hope." can't go without saying a word to
"
They were three together," said father and mother."
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k Oh ! yes," said she,
"
of course

you must
; but, dear father, I will

remain here, and say my rosary in

the shade under the trees
;
the air

will completely restore me."

'Very well, dear child," replied
the cure ;

" and may the Blessed

Virgin console you, my daughter!"
Jeanne retired under the heavy

foliage, and really took her little

rosary out of her pocket. But this

wood recalled many sweet reminis-

cences. It was there Jean- Louis
had found her and saved her life

on that stormy night the year be-

fore. She looked for the spot, near
the woodman's cabin, where he
had taken her in his arms with a

father's care
;
and as the remem-

brance of all this past happiness,
which she had then slighted, came
back to her heart, she leant against
a tree, and hid her face in her

hands.

Whether they were tears of re-

pentance, of regret, of love, or of

prayer that fell from her eyes God
only knows; and surely, in his infi-

nite goodness, he waited for this

moment of supreme anguish, which
could not have endured much lon-

ger, to say to that heart-broken

child, "You have suffered enough;
now be happy !"

For in that same hour Jean-
Louis, wild with joy, leaped from
the imperial of the country stage
on the highroad, and ran, without

stopping to take breath, toward his

beloved Muiceron.
He also remembered the stormy

night, and, from a sentiment you
can well understand, wished to see

again the little hut, if only to throw
a passing glance.
He reached the spot, and was

soon near the tree where Jeannette
leant motionless. He recognized
her. The beating of his heart almost

suffocated him
; for, with a lover's

instinct, he immediately knew, if

she had come to weep in that spot,
it could only be on his account.

He advanced until he stood close

behind her.

"Jeanne!" said he, so softly he

scarcely heard his own voice.

Jeannette turned, and gave one
scream. Her eyes wandered a

moment, as if she had seen a phan-
tom, and she fell half-dead into his

arms.
;<

Jeanne ! dear, dear Jeanne !

don't you know me ?" said he, press-

ing her to his breast.
"

I have

caused you much sorrow, but it is

all over oh ! it is all over
;

tell

me, is it not ?"

The poor child could not speak ;

her emotion and joy were too great.
But such happiness don't kill

;
and

gradually she revived, although she

still trembled like a leaf.
' O Jeannet !" she said at

last,
"
they wrote word you were

dead."
" And was that the reason you

were weeping here all alone in this

wood, my poor, dear darling?" he

tenderly asked.
;

Yes," said she, looking down ;

'

I could not be consoled. Why-
did you not send us some news?"
"I wished to surprise you," said

he, with simplicity ;

" and now I

see I did wrong."
; ' One day more, and I would

have been dead also," said she,

leaning on his arm.
"
Cruel boy,

go!"
She looked so lovely, still pale

with grief, and yet as lively and

coquettish as before, Jeannet was

obliged to clasp her once again, in

his arms, and even kissed her, for

which I hope you will pardon him,
as I do.

" How good God is," said he,
"
to

permit us to meet again in this very

place ! This is the second time,
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dear Jeannette, that I have saved

you when in great trouble
;
and I

hope it is a sure sign that poor

Jean-Louis will be able to comfort

and assist you all the rest of his life."
" You will never leave us again ;

you will promise that ?" she replied.
" When you are away, all sorts

of misfortunes happen. Oh ! how
much we have suffered."

And as these words suddenly re-

called the sad events of the last six

months, her flirtation, her thought-
less conduct, and the lamentable

scenes that followed, she blushed,

sighed, and leant her face, down
which the tears were streaming,

against Jean-Louis' shoulder.
"
My own Jeannette," said he,

"
you must no longer think of all

that sorrow, now that God has

made us so happy again. There is

no misfortune which does not carry
with it a profitable lesson when we

recognize in it the hand of the

Lord
; and, for my part, although

I have been nearly dead with grief,

I say that my present happiness
has not been too dearly bought,
and I would consent to pass again

through the same trials, on condi-

tion of possessing a second day
like this."

"Oh! no," said Jeanne, "I have

had enough. I have not your cour-

age, and I will pray to God that I

may be spared from such great
trials. Come," added she, taking

Jeannet's arm,
" we must go and

surprise our parents. And the dear

cure is just now with them ! He
told me so the good, holy man
told me you were not dead."

" But who set such a report
afloat ?" asked Jeannet.

" For really

I was not even in danger."
" Oh ! what a story," cried Jeanne.

" You were in the fight ;
it could

jiot be otherwise."
"
Certainly," said Jeannet,

"
I

fought, and did my best
;
but I

never for an instant imagined the

good God would let me die without

seeing you again."
"

It is very well to have such

happy thoughts," said Jeanne joy-

fully ;

"
if I could have had them, I

would not have been nearly dead
with anxiety, and hopeless from

such great fear. Now I regret my
tears, and would like to take them
back."

" You would not be the richer for

it," said he, laughing; "but, Jean-

nette, don't laugh at me. It was
neither presumption nor careless-

ness made me think so. The good
God put the faith in my heart

;
and

then, didn't I have round my neck
the silver medal you gave me the day
of your first communion ? Wasn't
the image of the Blessed Virgin

powerful enough to turn aside the

balls?"

"What!" said Jeannette with

emotion,
" have you still my medal ?

Is it the very same one ? Have

you always worn it, in spite ... in

spite of all ... Jeannet, show it to

me
;

let me kiss it !"
"
No," said Jean-Louis, blushing,

"
not now. I will show it to you

later."
; '

Right away ;
I won't wait," said

she in the peremptory manner
which so well became her.

"
I like

to be obeved."
r

p<

But," said Jeannet, much em-

barrassed, "I can't, because . . ."
; ' Because what ?

'

she replied.
'

Don't think you are going to be
master here ! No, no, not more
now than before, when, you remem-
ber, my mother said, 'Jeannette
is the boy. . . .'

' l

Really," answered Jean-Louis,
;<

you have a good memory. Well,

then, since Jeannette is the boy,
and I am the girl, I must submit to

her wishes."
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And as, in spite of all this talk,

he made no attempt to show her

the medal, another idea entered

her head.
" You are wounded," said she,

"and you don't wish me to see it."

That is not the reason," he re-

plied, unbuttoning his vest.
"

I

don't wish you to believe any such

thing."
On opening his shirt, he showed

the medal on his breast, and then

the curious Jeannette understood

his resistance; for, near the blessed

image of our dear Mother, she re-

cognized the long tress of blonde

hair which had been cut off during
her illness.

'It has never left me," said he;
'

but I dared not let you see it.

Do you forgive me ? Your poor
hair ! I said to myself, While it rests

upon my heart, it is as though my
little sister were watching over me.
And in the fight, I thought that, as

the medal of the Blessed Virgin
and your precious souvenir were
also exposed to the fire, I could
not be killed

;
and you see I was

not mistaken."
' Oh !" cried Jeannette, with tears

in her eyes,
"
my dear Jeannet, I

do not deserve such love."

They reached Muiceron, arm-in-

arm. Oh ! how refreshing was the

shaded court-yard and the fra-

grant hedges ! And then, the dear

house looked so gay in its new
white coat, its green shutters, the

fresh young vines that hung from
the trellis, and its slate roof newly
repaired, all shining in the soft

rays of the sinking sun. The songs
of the bulfinch and robin were
more joyous than the trumpets and
horns on a patronal feast

; and it

seemed as though the good God in

heaven were well pleased, so beau-
tiful was the blue sky, flecked with

golden-edged clouds ! Was it real-

ly the house we saw six months ago ?

Jeannet, who had long loved it,

scarcely recognized it; he was
mute with admiration, and, although
he had left it in despair, he ac-

cused himself of having neglected
to look at it until now

;
for surely

his memory did not recall anything
as joyous and beautiful as he now
beheld in his beloved Muiceron.

Shall we ask the reason ? There
is a great artist who can paint, with

colors of unparalleled brilliancy,
whatever he chooses to place before

our eyes. He is called happiness ;

and God wishes him to walk beside

us, both in this world and the

other.

The two dear children began to

run as soon as they entered the

court-yard of Muiceron. Jean-
nette was the first to spring across

the threshold, and fell speechless
into her mother's arms. Jean-
Louis quickly followed her, and
stood in the door-way, holding out

his hands to his parents. Then
there were cries, and tears, and
confusion of kisses, and questions
without end and without reason.

Their hearts overflowed. The little

one, as they always called the tall,

handsome boy, was covered with

caresses, stifled with embraces

quite overpowering; for country-

people drink in joy by the bucket-

ful and don't put on gloves when

they wish to show their love. But

you can imagine Jean-Louis did

not complain. M. le Cure alone

kept aside, with clasped hands,
from time to time putting his

handkerchief to his eyes, and

thanking God, while he waited his

turn.

Gradually their happiness toned

down a little
;
but the excitement

was so great, each one showed his joy
in some particular manner. Old

Ragaud whirled around the room,
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took off his cap to smooth his hair, their appetites, and ate and drank

and replaced it, all the while laugh- as they had not done for a long

ing as though he did not know pre- while. I leave you to imagine the

cisely what he was about; and stories that were told of the revolu-

Pierrette forgot to ask the children tion. But Jeannet, not wishing to

what they wished to eat, which was cloud their present joy, was careful

a sure sign her head was completely to relate events as though all had

turned. As for Jeannette, I must been a kind of child's play. Jean-
tell you that, like all innocent, nette, however, paused more than

warm-hearted young girls, she once as she was about to take a

dared act, in presence of her pa- mouthful. She felt that Jean-Louis
rents and M. le Cure, as she would stretched a point now and then for

not have done alone with her love of Jier, and she showed her

brother; she threw her arms around gratitude by looking tenderly at

his neck every half-second, and him, while she pressed his hand un-

clung to him so closely he could der the table.

not stir an inch. Jeannet did not At the dessert, they formed plans,

show greater timidity; seeing her They talked of re-establishing the

act with such naivete, he neither old order of things, of living to-

frowned nor looked sour, but ac- gether again in peace and harmony,

cepted willingly what was so sweet- and that there should be no more

ly offered him. separations. Ragaud, especially,

Fortunately, Marion, whom no dwelt at length, and very particu-

one thought of, and who bellowed larly, upon the happy future in

with joy in chorus with the others, store for all of them
;
threw mean-

came to her senses sooner than any ing glances right and left, in which

of them, and thought of the supper, could be remarked much hidden

Jeannet smelt the butter frying on meaning and not a little white

the stove, and acknowledged he wine. Jeannette smiled, blushed,
was very hungry. This covered Pier- looked down; and, I fancy, Jean-
rette with confusion. She felt very Louis' heart beat high with hope

guilty that she had so neglected and expectation of what was to fol-

her duties, and asked a thousand low.

pardons; but Jeannet laughed, as The good man ended by being
he kissed her, and told her not to much affected, though he endea-

be excited, as he could easily wait vored to pass it all off as a joke ;
for

until the next day, being only really it was his wish always to appear

hungry to see and kiss her. deaf to any kind of sentiment.

Ragaud would not let the dear "After all," said he, tapping
cure go home. It was right that Jean-Louis on the shoulder,

"
here

he should wait until the end of the is a boy upon whom we cannot

feast
;
and as the good pastor, who depend. He is here now at this

always thought of everything, ex- very moment
;
but who knows if

pressed a fear that old Germain e to-morrow he will not be out of

might be anxious about him, they sight as quickly as the stars fall

despatched a stable-boy, with the from the sky on an August night ?

wagon and quickest mare at Muice- Isn't it so, M. le Cure?"

ron, to fetch her.
'

It is just as you say, Ragaud,"
What a fine supper that was ! replied the cure.

' He who has

All these good people recovered drunk will drink again,' says the
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proverb ;
and as this little one went

off once without giving warning,
how can we know but he will do it

again ?"

"Oh ! what nonsense," said Jean-
net.

"
My dear parents, I will never

leave you again !"
" Hum !" replied Ragaud,

"
you

said that a hundred times before,
and then what did we see? One
fine morning, no Jeannet !"

' We must tie him," said old

Germaine, laughing ;

" when Jean-
nette misbehaved in school, I used

to tie her by the arm to an end of

the bench."

"I remember it well," said Jean-
nette

;

" and more than once I broke
the string."

: Then we must find some other

means, if that will not do; think

of something, Germaine," replied

Ragaud, winking over at the chil-

dren.

"Think yourself, M. Ragaud,"
said she.

" Are you not master

here ?"

That depends," replied Ragaud.
'

If I were master, I would say to

Jean-Louis, Marry, my boy ;
when

you will have a wife and children,

they will keep you in the country
more than all the ropes, even that

of our well. But Jeannet has de-

clared he will not hear of marriage ;

and here is Jeanne, who can't be

relied upon for advice, as she said

the same thing not more than a

month ago, in presence of M. le

Cure; so we can't sing that tune

any longer."
* But how do you know ? Per-

haps by this time they have both

changed their minds," said the cure,

smiling.
'

Let them say so, then," replied

Ragaud, his eyes beaming with pa-
ternal tenderness that was delight-
ful to see.

'O father!" said Jean-Louis,

rising,
"

if I dared to understand

you, I would be wild with joy !"
'*

If you can't understand me,
little one, Jeannette perhaps can
be a little quicker. Speak, Jean-
neton !"

The child instantly understood
his meaning. In a second she
was beside Jeannet, took his hand,
and both knelt down before their

father.
"
My children, ask M. le Cure's

blessing before mine," said Ragaud
solemnly.

" He is the representa-
tive of the good God, and it is God
who has conducted all."

It was a touching scene. The
good cure extended his trembling
hands over Jean-Louis and Jean-
nette, who bent low before him,

weeping ;
then Ragaud did the

same with great simplicity, which is

the sign of true piety, and then

Pierrette took each of their dear

heads in her arms, kissed them, and
said :

" My poor darlings ! May God
protect you all the days of your life !

You have wept so much, you de-

serve to be happy together."
The poor children were over-

whelmed with joy so deep and

tranquil they could neither move
nor speak. They kept close to-

gether, and looked tenderly at each

other with eyes that said much.
M. le Cure left them for awhile to

themselves and their new-found

happiness. He knew enough of the

human heart to understand that

great display of affection, loud

weeping, and noisy parade of words

and actions are often marks of a

very little fire in the soul
;
while

love which has been proved by
deeds, and which is scarcely seen,

is always very ardent. As he had

never doubted that Jeannet, hither-

to so perfect, would show and feel

sincere affection as a lover, he was
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glad to see he was not mistaken, same with the sacrament of mar-

imd regarded with much pleasure riage, when it is received by a soul

this young couple, who were so well that is frivolous and vain, and feels

matched. neither regret for the past nor

However, it was very easy to see makes good resolutions for the fu-

our cure had something to say. ture. Oh ! how happy I am I can-

Jean-Louis and Jeannette had soft- not say this about you ;
and how

ly retreated to the corner near the my old heart, which has pitied all

sideboard, a little out of sight of your sufferings, now is gladdened
the parents ;

and we must imagine at your happiness, well deserved by
that, feeling themselves a little the piety and resignation of the one

more at ease thus sheltered from and the sincere repentance of the

observation, the faculty of speech other this is for our betrothed,

returned to them, as they could be Great disinterestedness, and all the

heard whispering and laughing like domestic virtues of a Christian

children at recreation. It was so life is the praise I unhesitatingly

charming to see them thus relieved bestow upon you, the good parents !

from all their difficulties, and swim- But if this reward is beautiful, if

ming in the full tide of happiness, nothing can exceed it, since it is the

like fish in the river, no one had the pledge of a whole life of peace and

courage to disturb them. happiness, know that the Lord will

But our curt had his own idea, not be surpassed in generosity, and

and would not leave until he had that he has prepared a delightful

made it known
; so, as he saw Jean- surprise by my mouth, which will

Louis and Jeannette might chatter be like the crowning bouquet on

away a long while, he rose, as if to the summit of an edifice just corn-

say good-night, which made all the pleted.

rest rise
; for, although intensely

"
My dear Ragaud, I speak now to

happy, they did not forget to be you. Twenty years ago, when your
civil. generous heart received, without the

"My children," said the pastor, slightest hesitation, a poor, abandon-

addressing the old as well as the ed child, it was an honorable and

young,
"

I will go to sleep to-night religious act, which deserved the

very happy. For forty years, come warmest praise ;
but to-day, when

next All-Saints, that I have been you give your only daughter to this

your eur^ never have I assisted at same child, from pure esteem of his

a betrothal as consoling as yours, noble qualities, without regard to

for which I will return thanks to the gossip of the people around,

God all my life. You are going to this second action surpasses the

marry as is seldom done in the first in excellence, and deserves a

world nowadays ;
that is to say, special recompense from our good

with hearts even more full of esteem God.

than of love, which enables me, in
" Well ! you will soon have it.

the name of the Lord, to promise Jean- Louis, my child, as it is general-

you as much happiness as can fall ly said, there is no sky without

to the lot of mortals here below, clouds. Perhaps even at this mo-

You know already that a house ment your heart may have a little

built without foundation cannot secret grief; for it is not forbidden

stand, and that the grain sown in to feel an honest wish to give the

bad soil bears no fruit. It is the woman you love all possible honor ;
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and that cannot be done when one as I was the cause, from want of

comes into the world without fami- gentleness and kindness! Come,
ly or name. my son," added the good Christian,

" Alas ! for the name. I cannot re- extending his arms to Jeannet

pair that misfortune
;
but for the

; '

come, that I may ask your pardon
family, know, my friends, that the in memory of your poor mother."

blood of him whom you call son Jean-Louis threw himself on his

and brother is equal to yours. In father's breast, whom he could not

the name of my conscience, I here yet call dear uncle, while Jeannette
declare that Jeannet is the son of added her embrace, giving herself

Catharine Luguet, who died in my up to the full joy of cousining her

arms sincerely repentant, and most future husband. Pierrette had her

piously giving me perfect license to full share of kisses, you can well

reveal this secret, confided in con- fancy. It was so delightful to feel

fcssion, when I should judge it that he really had a family, and was

necessary. I have waited a long bound to the country by ties of

time, and I do not regret it. At flesh and blood, and also to know
no other time, I think, could you that he belonged to the best people
have been happier to hear me tell in the neighborhood, the Luguets
such good news. So, Ragaud, em- and Ragauds, that Jeannet, who in

brace your nephew ;
and you, my his whole life never had a spark of

daughter Jeannette, in taking a vanity, felt a little glow of excite-

perfect husband, you gain, at the ment and satisfaction, perfectly na-

same time, a good cousin. Too tural, flame up in his heart. But
much happiness never hurts any his beautiful soul quickly drove out

one!" such a feeling, to which he al-
;'Ah!" said Germaine, wiping ready reproached himself for hav-

her eyes,
"

it was worth while stay- ing listened, even for a moment, al-

ing so late to-night. I have been though it could be easily under-

tempted half a dozen times to tell stood, and was honorable in itself,

what M. le Cure has just made The remembrance of his unknown
known

;
for I also received the mother, dying in sorrow and want,

secret from poor dear Catharine, and who would have been so happy
and even before my master, al- could she have witnessed his pre-

though I do not pretend to inter- sent joy, surmounted any personal
fere with his rights." satisfaction. He questioned M. le

' M. le Cure," said Ragaud, "if Cure, and spoke in the most tender

I am very happy to learn that our and respectful manner in memory
dear child belongs to us by nature of his poor mother, and wished to

as much as by friendship, believe me know every detail of her death,
when I say that I am most grateful which was sad, but very consoling
to God that, without my knowing at the same time,

it, he allowed me to repair the too Every one listened with much
great severity with which I formerly emotion to poor Catharine's story,

treated my niece. Alas! I well re- I doubt not that God then permit-
member it, and most sincerely do I ted her to know something of the

regret it; and if she gave us this loving sympathy and compassion
handsome boy a little too soon, ac- that filled those kind, good hearts,

cording to the laws of God and which most certainly must have

man, I have no right to blame her, added to her happiness ; for, since
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the church commands us to believe not from pleasure. They discov-

that souls cannot die, can it be ered, also, that Solange had a strong

wrong to think that they see and family likeness, and Pierrette, more

hear us, when the Lord allows and more astonished, acknowledged
them ? it was true, and that she was as

Jeannette, while the cure spoke, stupid as an owl.

was often much confused when she They had to separate at last, al-

thought of the dangerous result of though no one felt the least fa-

coquetry, wilfulness, and too great tigued ;
but they had had enough

love of one's own pretty face and for one day, and a little sleep after

fine dresses. She felt how kind these heavy showers of happiness
God had been to her, that she had would injure none of them,

not gone the same way as Catha- As the surprises were not yet

rine Luguet; for she had walked over, Jeannet had another charm-

down the same path, and had nearly ing one when he saw his room

fallen as low as she. newly painted and papered, and his

By way of recovering her spirits, bed, with white curtains, perfumed
she embraced Jeannet, and pro- with the iris-root that our house-

mised she would be a good house- keepers love to use in the wash,

keeper, and nothing else. They installed him like a prefect
" And also a pretty little wife, on a tour of inspection, with a

that will make me very happy," re- procession of lights, and wishes of

plied Jeannet, pressing her to his good-night, and what do you want,

heart. and there it was, and here it is
;
and

"
Now," said Pierrette, who for if he slept quietly is something I

several moments had been very si- cannot say positively; but, at any
lent and thoughtful, "I have just rate, you needn't worry about his

found out something that makes eyes, whether they were open or

me feel how stupid I am. I never shut. What I can swear to is

before noticed that Jeannet is the that his good angel watched joyful-

living image of his dear departed ly by his bedside, and took care to

mother." drive off all bad dreams.
"

It is fortunate, Mme. Ragaud,"
said Germaine,

"
that you have just

xxm.

perceived it, after seeing him twen- Now, I might make my bow, and

ty years; for, in truth, the likeness wish you good-night in my turn
;

is so striking it has caused M. le for I think you are satisfied with

Cure and me much embarrassment, the fate of the little ones, and need
It was so easily seen that I prayed have no further anxiety on their

God would protect him in case of account. But just as two beautiful

discovery ;
and if there is one mira- roses in a bouquet appear still

cle in the whole story, it is that more beautiful when they are

such a strong resemblance did not surrounded by other flowers and

sooner strike you." green leaves that rejoice the eye,
As it had just been mentioned, in so our friends will lose nothing if

the course of the story, that Catha- I represent them to you for the last

rine Luguet, in her day, was the time among the companions of

most beautiful girl in the coun- their adventures who have served

try, this declaration made Jeannet as an escort during the whole re-

blush, and I dare not affirm it was cital. Consequently, if you will be
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patient a moment and listen tome,
I will tell you what became of the

people and things that have re-

mained in the background for

some time.

In the first place, according to

the proverb,
" Give every man his

due."

So we will commence with our

good master, M. le Marquis, whom
we left, if you remember, wounded
in the arm and seated on a log
near the barricade in the bloody
days of June.

This wound, which was believed

to be nothing, became inflamed

and very dangerous, owing to the

great excitement of the patient
and the extreme heat of the sum-
mer. The poor marquis was oblig-
ed to keep his bed for a long time,

and they even feared they would
be obliged to amputate the arm.

When the physicians made the

proposition, he sprang up with a

start on his couch, and, weak and
feverish as he was, did not hesitate

to tell them, in the most emphatic
manner, that the first one who
mentioned it again would go out

of the window with one turn of the

hand that was still sound. They
advised him to be quiet and calm

himself, all the while giving him to

understand there was no hope for

him which, in my opinion, was not

the best means of soothing him
;

but doctors never wish to be

thought in the wrong, and, without

meaning to offend any one, I may
say very many of us are doctors on
that point.
Our master was brave. He con-

tented himself with saying :

'

I prefer to be buried with two

arms, rather than to live with one."
; That depends on taste," replied

Michou, who nursed his master
with loving fidelity ;

" but he must
not be contradicted."

When the doctors left, M. le

Marquis said to Michou :

* Come here, old fellow
;

these

idiots of Parisians know as much
about revolutions and medicine as

planting cabbages. Send for Dr.

Aubry. I can get along with him."

M. Aubry was summoned by
telegraph, and God so willed it

that scarcely had he seen the

wound of M. le Marquis than he

shrugged his shoulders, and said

he would answer for him
;
and

added, with much satisfaction, that

one had to come to Paris to find

doctors that talked like asses and
acted like butchers.

He made them bring him a

quantity of pounded ice, which he

applied to the wounded arm, and
took care that our master always

kept a piece in his mouth In that

way his blood was refreshed, and
there was no longer danger of the

flesh mortifying. He added to

this remedy another potion not

less wonderful, which was to dis-

tract the mind of the marquis by

telling him night and day for he

never slept all kinds of stories,

sometimes lively, sometimes serious,

but always suitable to his state
;
and

so kept him constantly amused and

interested, which prevented him
from thinking of his poor arm. At
the end of a week, he was out of

danger, and he could get up, eat

the breast of a chicken, and think

of going out in a few days. If I

would be a little malicious, I could

tell you that the Parisian doctors

were not very well pleased at the

triumph of their country colleague,
and perhaps would have been more
content to see our master dead than

their prophecies frustrated
;

but

I had better be silent than wanting
in charity, and therefore I prefer
to let you think what you pleas*
about them.
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Poor mademoiselle and Dame good, she was impressed with the

Berthe, during this painful time beauty of the project, and promised
of anxiety, acted admirably and to do all in her power to aid her.

showed great devotion and love. After that, mademoiselle looked

It was then seen that, although liked another person. She visited

they had their little defects on the churches and chapels, conferred

surface, their souls were generous with pious priests ;
and as mon-

and good. The old governess for- sieur improved every day, he could

got her scarfs and embroideries, accompany her in the carriage;
and devoted herself to making lint, and she took great pleasure in

and no longer indulged in dreams confiding to him her new plans,

of the king's entrance into Pa- proving to him that he could be

ris, but constantly recited fervent much more useful to
"
the cause

'

prayers, which had not, I assure by instructing the peasants in poli-

you,
"
the cause" in view. Mademoi- tics than by fighting the rabble in

selle received a salutary blow. Paris
; that, by his great wealth and

She became, through this trouble, the high esteem in which he was

serious and recollected
; began to held, he could make himself still

see that in Paris nothing is more beloved
;
and that, when they

thought of but pleasure and fine loved him, they would love the no-

toilets, and that, after all, at Val- bility which he represented ;
so that

Saint there were a thousand ways when the time came and it would
of passing her life in a pleasant way not be far off for the triumph of

worthy of a Christian whom God his hopes, he could offer to the

had so liberally endowed with king a faithful population devoted to

riches. good principles, which was scarcely
One day, when she had gone out possible in the present state of

to pray and weep in a neighboring affairs.

church, she returned with her eyes As she was in this happy frame

radiant with joy, and said to Dame of mind, you can imagine with

Berthe : what joy mademoiselle received the
"
All will be right. My father will news of the engagement of Jean-

be cured. I cannot explain to you Louis and Jeanne. She immedi-

why I am so confident, but I am ately wrote a letter on the subject
sure of it. When I was in the which deserved to be put under
church before the altar of the glass and framed in gold ;

for not

Blessed Virgin, the idea entered only did she congratulate the Ra-
into my head to make a vow

;
and I gauds with the greatest affection,

have promised to return to the but she humbly accused herself of

country, and remain there the rest having nearly ruined the happiness
of my life, to work for the poor, of her god-daughter, and thanked
and to occupy myself with all other God he had directed all in a man-
kinds of good works, as my mother ner so contrary to her wishes,

used to. I have too long neglect- When you think that this high-born
ed to follow her example, and young lady spoke thus to the little

henceforth I will act differently. I daughter of a farmer on her estate,

depend upon your assistance." we must admire the miracles of the

Dame Berthe nearly fainted with religion which teaches us that those

admiration of her pupil's saintli- who humble themselves shall be ex-

ness. As she was naturally very alted
;
and I add, for the benefit of
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those who fancy themselves lovers in charge of the girls, and a good
of equality, and talk all kind of teacher over the boys. By good
nonsense about it, that there never luck, they were able to obtain So-
would have been the slightest lange, who came among the first,

chance of planting a seed of it in the Thus all our friends met again, and
hearts of men, even though it were formed one family, of which the

no bigger than a grain of millet, if good God was the true father,

they had not beforehand received M. le Cure was very old when he
instructions on that virtue from our died, and Germaine soon followed

dear mother, the church. him. This good pastor left many
About a month afterwards, M. le regrets which are not yet assuaged;

Marquis being perfectly cured, they but he departed from this world
all returned to Val-Saint; and it is happy that he saw all his children

unnecessary to say how universal around him leading good, holy
was the joy. It is equally useless lives

;
and at the moment he expir-

to tell you that their first occupa- ed, they heard him softly repeat
tion was the marriage of our chil- the Nunc dimittis servum tuum,

dren, which was so beautiful, so Domine, secundum verbum tuum in

joyous, so enlivened with the face which is a prayer of compline,
music of violins and songs, it re- printed in all the Breviaries,

sembled that of a prince and prin- Muiceron continued to prosper
cess in Mother Goose. During a under the management of good
whole week, the boys of the neigh- Jeannet and his dear wife. The
borhood beat tin pans and fired off Ragauds passed their old age in

guns under the windows of Mui- a dream of happiness, free from

ceron, as signs of honor and re- clouds, amidst the love and respect

joicing. With us peasants, joy is of the community. Pierrette, who

always rather noisy, but, at least, it had never sinned but from weak-
can be heard very far

; and, besides, ness of heart, was never cured of

as we don't often have a chance of this defect. On the contrary, it in-

amusing ourselves, it is best to let creased; and she devoted herself so

us have our own way. completely to spoiling the beautiful

There remains very little more children that Jeanne gave her, that

for me to say, except that made- more than once the parents had to

moiselle persevered in her laudable cry, Stop ! But aside from these lit-

resolutions, and became the angel tie troubles, which did not cause

of Val-Saint. One of her first good much difficulty, peace and concord
acts was to buy the house of the never ceased to reign in this house

unfortunate Perdreaux, which, since of benediction,

the sad end of its masters, had re- As the last flower in the crown,
mained deserted and shut up, no I will tell you that M. Aubry, who
one daring to put it up at auction, was not remarkable for devotion,

Mademoiselle sent for workmen, was taken in hand by Sister Solange,
who soon transformed it into a and quietly converted. He swore

fine school-house, divided into two a little at first, as might have been

parts by a garden, where nothing expected, and said it was a shame,
\vas spared in fruit-trees, flowers, at his age, to fall into the net of a

and vegetables. The following doctor in cornette and petticoats,

year the school was ready for occu- at whose birth he had been present,

pation, and the Sisters were placed and whom he had vaccinated
; but

VOL. xix. 21
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the end of all was, the cornette led

him by the nose to Mass and con-

fession, where he was seen to weep,

although he tried to be very firm.

As he was a good man, frank and

open in all he did, once the step

was taken, he did not go back
;
and

I knew him a long while, and never

saw him act but like a perfect
Christian.

And now, at this late hour, I

pray that God may send down

upon you, as well as myself, his

choicest blessings, without which,

you may truly believe, there is no-

thing worth living for here below.

PUBLIC WORSHIP.

FEW observing persons have

failed to remark the great change
which within a few years has been

wrought in the ideas of people at

large in regard to public worship,
It is not confined to any one of the

religious denominations around us.

It pervades all, from the High-
Church Episcopalian to those who
still cling to the law of Moses. In-

sensibly, it may be, but surely,

the growth has all been in one

direction, as surely as the germ in

the earth pushes towards the light.

Time was when the plain, un-

adorned meeting-house of the So-

ciety of Friends seemed the type
all sought to attain in architecture

;

painting and decoration would have

caused a thrill of horror
;
Gothic

architecture, with groined roof and
stained glass, were as far removed
from the thoughts and ideas as the

Crusades; and if the sister art of

music was admitted within the

portals of the room reserved for

worship, the execution was of such

a fearful character that Old Folks'

Concerts make it a sure guide to

success, to mimic, for the amuse-

ment of this generation, the strange

religious music of half a century

ago.

Then religion, as expressed in

public worship, was plain, stern,

hard, unsympathetic, responsive to

none of the finer feelings, the loftier

aspirations, the panting hopes of

human nature feeling its misery, but

still looking heavenward.
Now the change has come. In-

sensibly, almost unconsciously, they
have all more or less come to con-

fess their error. Just as they are

returning to the genuine Lord's

Prayer, after inflicting a spurious
one on tneir votaries for three cen-

turies
; just as they are returning to

the true reading of the Greek Tes-

tament, after three centuries' bond-

age to the Received Text, so they
are returning, after three centuries

of dry, hard, formal worship, to

something more in unison with

man's nature, man's soul, and man's
heart.

But how? The Reformation, that

stern, matter-of-fact revolt, not only

stripped religion of all its poetry,
whether manifested in the carven

stone, the painted glass or canvas,

the strains of more than earthly

music, but it did more : it struck r.t

the life of worship ;
and the present

movement which has made syna-

gogues into temples and meeting-
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houses into churches the work of

men who "
builded better than they

knew '

yet is but a factitious life
;

it is placing artificial fruit and
leaves and flowers on a dead trunk

that has no vivifying sap to send

through all the full, gushing tide of

life.

, What is public worship ?

Is there really a question of the

day that can be brought home to

practical men like our American

countrymen more distinctly than

this ? Long creeds and the discus-

sion of their various points, the

old controversies and chopping of

texts, seem to have become singular-

ly distasteful to the men of our day.
But the divine worship is a point

that, presented squarely and plain-

ly, is easily grasped, and really in-

volves in itself everything. It is

the generating principle, the foun-

tain of faith and works.

About a century ago, in London,
the question of worship was debat-

ed by some of the leading ministers

of the day, and the pamphlets form

volumes. A more vague series of

arguments on all sides can scarcely
be found

;
all seemed to turn round

and round the text that men were

to
"
worship God in spirit and

truth," but in what precise way
\vas a matter none seemed able 'to

approach, even in the most remote

manner. What constituted prac-

tically the public worship of the

Almighty seemed to be a point that

was utterly indefinite and indefina-

ble.

Suppose, now, we were to ask the

clergymen or laymen of the de-

nominations around us, What is

the essential element of public

worship, as distinguished, on the

one hand, from preaching, and on
the other from family worship of

prayer ? What would the answer
be?

Public worship has, in common
ideas, come to be almost identical

with preaching. The preacher
makes the church

;
his popularity is

its success
;

with his decline in

health, vigor, or voice, the church

begins to melt away, and a new

preacher has to be evoked to give
it life. But oral instruction of the

people, laudable as it may be, is not

public worship ;
it is addressed to

the people, while worship is address-

ed to God. The prevailing con-

fusion of ideas on this point has

turned the extemporaneous prayers
which in form are still addressed

to the Deity really into appeals to

the people ;
so that the reporter

who spoke of a prayer as being the

most eloquent ever addressed to

a Boston congregation was correct

in fact, though the form was against
him.

Preaching does not constitute

public worship. The object of

preaching is the people ;
the object

of worship is God.

What, then, is the essential ele-

ment ? Prayer recited or chanted

prayer extemporaneous or in forms

grown venerable by use, is com-
mon alike to public and private

worship, to the worship of the in-

dividual in his closet, the family, or

the gathering of families. It can-

not be the essential element of

public worship. What, then, is the

essential element, or, if there be

none, how can this public worship
have any claim on the individual

that may not be satisfied by him

alone, as in the case of Dr. Bellows'

preferring isolation on the steamer's

deck to joining in the re.ligious

exercises carried on below?

But there is certainly an obliga-
tion to render public worship to- the

Almighty. The Sabbath rest pre-
scribed by the Mosaic law was ne-

gative and subsidiary to the positive
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command to worship God. It did

not tell what was to be done
;
that

was provided elsewhere with the

most detailed injunctions.
Even as ideas have changed on

one point, so they have on an-

other.

With the Reformers of the XVIth

century, faith was all and every-

thing. Now we have reached a

time when faith has lost its ground ;

and, in the thousands around us,

nine out of ten will tell you that

it makes no difference what a

man believes
;

if his life is right,

he is safe. But yet they make
a distinction in works. It is not

all works that have value in the

eyes of the world
;

it is those of

benevolence the corporal works
of mercy. They will shrug their

shoulders and allow some little

value to the spiritual works of

mercy, but it will not be much.
Yet these works of mercy, whether

eo-rporal or spiritual, have for their

object our neighbor. There is,

however, a higher class of works
those which have God for their ob-

ject.

Good works towards God ! some
will exclaim

;
what need has God

of our good works? The need

may be on our side, and the ques-
tion is not one of need, but of duty
on our part.

Love is the fulfilling of the law
" he that loveth me keepeth my
commandments." The Command-
ments to be kept, the works to be

done, are written on the two tables

of the law
;
and the works to be

done towards God form the first

and greater Commandment, and

foremost on it first of the good
works of which God is the object
is worship, public and private.

Have not common ideas, then,

perverted the whole order? With

the higher appreciation of good

works that is growing so visibly
will come a logical placing of them.

The first table will reassert its

rights ;
the great good work towards

God, public worship, will take its

rightful place, and be regarded as

the great, imperative act on the

part of man.
If so important, it must have its

distinctive characteristics, its essen-

tial elements some thymiama ex-

clusively assigned to it, never given,
we say, not to any mean use, but to

high or holy use or honor of anything
that is not God.

Should no one around us tell

what this element is, we must go
back to the past. The first Com-
mandment, in its positive form, is :

"The Lord thy God thou shalt

adore, and him only shalt thou

serve." In what essentially does

this adoration and service consist ?

If we open the two oldest books
we have the Bible, record of a peo-

ple who preserved their faith in

God
; Homer, describing the life of

a nation fallen so early into idola-

try that it preserved no tradition

of the time when the unity of God
was acknowledged if we open
these to see what in the earliest

ages constituted divine worship, we
find the answer clear and plain-
Sacrifice.

Leave the shores of the Mediter-

ranean, strike to India, China, the

islands of the Pacific, and ask what

constitutes public worship, the an-

swer still is, Sacrifice. Reach the

western shores of America, ques-
tion every tribe, from the more

savage nomads of the north and

south to the more cultured Aztecs,

to the subjects of the Incas, and

the answer never varies
;

it is, Sac-

rifice.

Cross the Atlantic as you crossed

the Pacific, the Celts of the Isles

and of Gaul, Scandinavian and
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German, repeat the burden, Sac-

rifice, till you come again to the

tents of the patriarchs on the plains
of the Euphrates or Jordan.
And what was sacrifice ? A rite

cruel, repugnant to all our ideas

one that could not spring from man
himself. It was the offering of an
inferior life to the offended Deity
as a substitute for man's life for-

feited by sin a substitute deriving
its value from a human life that was
one day to appease the Almighty
absolutely.
The whole system is strange, yet

the whole is universal. Before
man slew the beasts of the field for

food, he slew them on the altar.

Not Cain, unaccepted of God, offers

this bloody sacrifice. Doubly the

type of sinful man sinful by de-

scent ancl by act Cain offers the

fruits of the earth badge of sin and
toil and sweat of brow

;
while Abel,

pure and gentle, slays the lamb that

gambols affectionately around him

-slays it to find favor with a God
of love. It could not have entered
into the heart of man to conceive
this. Nothing less than a primi-
tive revelation and command can

explain sacrifice that offering of

domestic animals as a type of the

great atoning sacrifice of the Lamb
slain from the foundation of the

world.

No matter how widely removed
from the original seat of the race,
no matter how low in the grade of

civilization, every known tribe on
earth has a worship and has sacri-

fices. The red men of our own
land were long considered as an

anomaly in this respect; but they
really had the whole idea of sacri-

fice. One example will show it.

When F. Jogues, the pioneer priest
of New York, was taken by the

Mohawks in 1642, and reduced to

the condition of a slave, he at-

tended a hunting party of the tribe.

Ill success in war and hunt had
befallen the Mohawks, and, ascrib-

ing it to their offended deity, they
offered to this demon Aireskoi two
bears with this prayer :

"
Justly dost

thou punish us, O demon Aires-

koi ! . . . We have sinned against

thee, in that we ate not the last cap-
tives thrown into our hands

;
but

if we shall ever again capture

any, we promise to devour them as

we now consume these two bears
"

recognizing the idea of sub-

stitution and the efficacy of hu-
man blood as the great means of

reconciliation. And the mission-

ary, to his horror, saw two women
sacrificed and eaten in fulfilment

of this vow.

While the temple of Jerusalem
stood, the Greek, the Roman, the

Egyptian, the Gaul, and the Ger-
man would, on entering, have seen

naught removed from their ideas in

the sacrifice offered. They might
have wondered at the size and beau-

ty of the temple, the rich vestments
of the sons of Aaron

; they might
have been filled with awe at the

absence of the image of the deity

worshipped there so grandly ;
but

in the great rite of sacrifice, there

was nothing that was not familiar

to them.* In this the pagan na-

tions were still in harmony with

the divine institution
;
and in de-

fault of the Mosaic revelation, its

appositeness could be proved by
the common consent of mankind
in a matter inexplicable except
on the supposition of a primitive
revelation.

The nearer and more striking
the resemblance between the pagan
sacrifices and those of the people
of God, the greater the evidence

they bear to corroborate it. Error

may be old, but truth is older.

,. What, then, is the meaning of
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this ancient worship ? The an- debt which man owes to the Most
swer is plain :

"
Jesus Christ, yester- High, and it is not for the debtor

day and to-day and for ever
"

to fix the mode of paying that
"
the Lamb slain from the founda- debt. In the discussion alluded to

tion of the world," whose death already, they frequently quoted the

was, when once accomplished in words of Jesus to the Samaritan

act, to be thenceforward shown woman, but overlooked the great
forth until he came. lesson of that whole incident.

The offering on Calvary alone When that erring woman, pressed

gave life and efficacy to all the hard on her moral delinquency,
sacrifices of Adam, of the patriarchs changed the subject, with womanly
before and after the Flood, of the adroitness, to the great religious
sacrifices of Abraham, and those division between the Jews and

who, in his day, still believed in the Samaritans, she asked: "Our fath-

true God, in the sacrifices of the ers adored on this mountain
;
and

law promulgated by Moses. you say that at Jerusalem is the

Their sacrifices were but types place that men must adore
'

mean-
ahd figures substitutes for that ing, evidently, "offer the sacrifices

which was to be accomplished in of the law."

the person of the Messias
;
when Christ answered :

"
Salvation is

that was once accomplished, it be- with the Jews." The Mosaic
came the act of public worship, to church was the ark, and out of it

be offered by man to the end of there was no salvation. And yet
time. the Samaritans had, according to

The public worship of the new modern ideas, every requisite. They
law is the sacrifice of Calvary, not had the law of Moses, and revered

renewed, not repeated for
"
Christ and followed it closely ; they had

dieth now no more "
but

" shown priests of the sons of Aaron, won
forth," made sensible. to their side

; they offered all the

The essential element of public sacrifices commanded by the law,

worship is the death of the Man- and as the law commanded
;
and

God on Calvary ;
and under the they had and exercised the right

new law, this must be shown in of private judgment in the matter

something higher and nobler than of the place. And precisely this

the types and animal sacrifices of last point vitiated the whole, and
the old law. It is the one suf- made their sacrifices utterly worth-

ficient act of worship, fulfilling all less in the eyes of God. They did

the intentions and designs of the not conduce to salvation. To be

ancient typical sacrifices adora- in the way of salvation, they must

tion, praise, thanksgiving, propitia- be in communion with the high-

tion, and impetration. No public priest at Jerusalem, and their sacri-

worship that does not directly con- fices could not be vivified by man
nect itself with this great sacrifice or angel. They were worthless,

can be at all a public worship ac- 'Salvation was with the Jews."

ceptable to God. The essential element of public
The Almighty has certainly insti- worship is, then, the sacrifice of

tuted a worship showing forth this Calvary ; and the public worship of

death, and that alone will he accept, the new law must be connected

Man cannot set up a public wor- with that act by divine institution,

ship for himself. Worship is a No institution devised by private
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judgment, however seemingly fit to

human eyes, can have any real

value. It is not for man to make,

by his private judgment, a form

of public worship that will avoid

the sentence,
"
Salvation is not in

it." As the figurative sacrifices of

the old law derived their value from

divine institution as typical of Cal-

vary, so the public worship of the

new law must be connected with

Calvary by divine institution.

Now, in the popular forms of

public worship in our days, there is

no essential element, either of di-

vine or human creation, to connect

it with Calvary. It is inferior even

to the Samaritan worship, which

Christ so decisively condemned.
What claims, then, can it have ?

The Catholic who is asked why
he cannot attend a Protestant wor-

ship finds his answer here.
'

Why,"
it will be said,

"
there can be no

harm in it. Reading the Scrip-

tures, singing psalms out of Holy
Writ, and a moral explanation of

some part of Scripture cannot but be

good." Even supposing the expla-
nation to contain nothing contrary
to faith, a Catholic cannot accept
it. It is not of God's institution,

and, as unauthorized and human,
must be rejected of God. There
was no detail in the Samaritan wor-

ship that a Jew could condemn,

yet he had to condemn it as a

whole; for, by God's institution, all

this, done on Mount Sion, was ac-

ceptable to him and contributed to

salvation
;
done elsewhere, was re-

pugnant and availed not.

So absolute is the necessity of

adhering to divine institution to

give any value to our religious acts

that we see in the Acts that the

Jewish priests, whose authority had
been so fully sustained, were, by the

institution of the priesthood of the

new law, superseded ;
and when they

attempted to exercise functions un-

der the new law, the very deviis

laughed them to scorn. If men of

a priesthood instituted by God had
thus lost power, how could men
self-constituted make themselves

more acceptable, or create a form
of worship that could be accept-

able, to God ?

Nor can any such power exist

in the civil authority, be it empe-
ror, king, parliament, or congress.

Saul, usurping the headship of the

church and the functions of the

priesthood, only drew down judg-
ment on himself, and his race

ceased to rule over the people.
The only example in the old law

that even remotely resembles the

liberty assumed in the last centu-

ries by men to form modes of wor-

ship is that of Michas in the Book
of Judges, who made his own god,
his own temple, his worship, and
constituted one of his sons as

priest till he was able to obtain an

apostate Levite.

Man, of himself, would have as

much right to make his god like

Michas as to make his worship.
He can make neither, and cannot

give saving power to his form of

worship any more than he can di-

vinity to the deity his brain may
devise.

Let us, then, see whether there

exists under the new law an insti-

tution in which the one great sacri-

fice of Calvary is made perpetually

present to the end of time. The
Reformers, before introducing their

own experimental forms of public

worship, since so varied now re-

duced to the plainest form, then

more cheering, but all based on the

synagogue service of the Jews,
which was not divine worship, as

the temple service was rejected a

form of public worship coeval and
coextensive with Christendom, full
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of the spirit and echo of the temple within them, and with no apostolic

service of Jerusalem, that was real- tradition to inspire them with rev-

ly and solely divine worship they erence.

rejected the Mass. The German race, last to accept
The Jews even now recognize that the Gospel, was the first to reject it.

their synagogue service is not wor- The Real Presence was denied, and

ship; they still admit the necessity with that dogma they cast aside the

of a sacrifice, as witness one of the Mass as the great act of public wor-

most common forms of prayer of- ship, and the whole theory of the

fered up in the synagogue :

"
Lord, Christian priesthood. In England

in the time when the temple stood, alone an attempt was made to keep
when a sin was committed the guilty a hollow form and a compromise
one brought sacrifices, and it was which James I. sneeringly styled an

atoned unto him
;
but now, through ill-said Mass.

our sins, we have no temple, no al- In each country, government or

tar, no priests to offer up sacrifices individuals then attempted to get
which shall atone for our sins. Let up something to take the place of

the remembrance of our prayers, of the public worship which had for

the many prayers we offer up, O fifteen centuries gathered Christians

Lord, be acceptable in the place of around the altar of God, and,
sacrifices." while all cried for liberty, made the

There had been heresies and new forms obligatory by civil law
;

schisms before the XVIth century, and in England, the government, by
They had been almost countless

;
fine and imprisonment, compelled

but Arian and Pelagian, Donatist men to go to the churches torn

and Nestorian, all retained the from Catholic worship, in order to

Mass, the authority of all tradition, follow the newly-devised common
in Asia, Europe, and Africa, making prayer ;

and in New England, men
it too daring an attempt for any to who turned with loathing from this,

endeavor to modify or abolish it. punished just as stringently all

By the concurrent testimony of all who dissented from the standing
Christians of every tongue and land order or refused to attend the

the Mass was the public worship congregational form of worship,
of God, instituted by the apostles Yet both were confessedly mere
under the command of Jesus Christ human inventions, to which no
and the direction of the Holy more divine sanction could be

Ghost; and to this day it is retained ascribed than to the form of open-
in the Oriental lands, where the ing a court of justice,

apostles and their immediate sue- Of course the first generation of

cessors preached, although many the Reformed recollected the old

of those countries have for centu- Catholic worship, and kept up some
ries rejected the spiritual authority resemblance to it; but as the memory
of Rome, and would not adopt the died away, one point after another

slightest form or ceremony peculiar was cast aside, till every original
to the Latin Church. trace was lost, and everything was
A movement against the Mass made as bald and plain as possible,

could not arise in any of these lands. Then a new great discovery was
It could arise only in nations just made. Satisfied with their own

emerged from the darkness of pa- position, they looked at the Catholic

ganism, with its spirit still strong worship, now become strange and
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wonderful in their eyes, and they
discovered a striking analogy be-

tween it and pagan worship. Mid-

dleton, in the last century, expatiat-

ed wonderfully on the point; and

our readers know how offensively

our fluent, superficial Prescott, in

his Conquest of Mexico, draws the

comparison. But these men never

seem to have thought that God
miirht have his own views of hisO
own worship, and that he could not

have left the world without a guide
on this point ; they forgot that one

fully explained type of worship of

the ante-Christian era was before us

to guide us in our search.

Take one of our average country-

men, from Prescott's own State, and
set him down in the temple of

Jerusalem while the high-priest
was still offering the sacrifices of

the law. What would his impres-
sions be? He would certainly
deem it a very pagan affair

;
the

architecture would, in his eyes, be

unsuited to a meeting-house ;
the

vestments heathenish or what to

him would perhaps be synonymous
popish ;

the incense clearly so
;
and

a radical defect in the whole would

be, in his eyes, that the congregation
took no part, and that the building
was not adapted to preaching.

If, at the morning hour of prayer,
or when the shadow of Mount Sion

fell lengthening towards the Medi-

terranean, he entered the sacred

enclosure, and beheld the priest, in

rich robe, enter, incense in hand, to

offer it on the golden altar, while

the people were kept rigorously

without, he would have found it

sadly at variance with his ideas.

If, as the sun began to gild the

golden face of the tower, he saw a

devout Jew coming with his wife

and little ones, bearing in his arms
a lamb, to have it offered in sacrifice

for him or some sick child at

home, and taking back part to eat

as part of the religious rite, he
would think all this needed reform-

ing, and that it was very nearly as

bad as the popish way of having
Masses said.

The only question would be

whether the Almighty was wrong,
or whether his own stand-point was

utterly wrong.

Certainly, neither in the Jewish

temple service nor in the worship
of any pagan nation could he find

the type of his own. The pagan
had strong and striking resem-

blances with the Jewish ;
the wor-

ship of Christendom grew out of the

Jewish temple service.

To this day chants echo through
Catholic aisles that were first heard
on Mount Sion. To the Catholic

the old temple service would be

intelligible ;
the edifice, the vest-

ments, the incense, the priestly

performing of a great act, would all

be in harmony with ideas with

which he had been imbued from

youth ;
to him there would be the

most natural of natural things in

having sacrifice offered for him or

his
;
he would kneel without in the

crowd, offering, through the priest

within, the smoking incense offer-

ing it, as each one around him did,

for his own wants of soul or body.
In all the ideas of worship of the

Jew he would be at home, and
could join in the same spirit in

every religious act that marked life

from circumcision till the Kadisch,
or prayer for the dead, poured
forth beside the grave in the valley
of Josaphat.
Those who find the Catholic

worship too like the pagan would
have condemned the 'divinely-in-
stituted worship of the Mosaic Jaw

as still more like it. That pagan-
ism bears its testimony to the

Catholic worship is an argument
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in its favor, not against it
;

for the

pagan worship was a divine in-

stitution, perverted more in its ob-

ject than in its form. Had it been

purely the coinage of man's brain,

of man's private judgment one of

those ways that seem right unto a

man, though the ends thereof lead

to death there would be no such

resemblance.

Is it not a striking fact that the

Catholic, trained to the worship of

his church, would be at home in the

temple of Jerusalem during that

divinely-instituted worship, while

to the Protestant it would be utter-

ly repugnant ?

The Mass in Latin, Greek, Cop-
tic, Armenian, Abyssinian, Sclavo-

nic, is almost identical, and in all

rites claims to have been institut-

ed by the apostles by divine au-

thority. The form is the same,

though varying parts have varied.

The Jewish worship was simply ac-

tion
;

the Christian worship has,

from the earliest period, combined
action and a form of words. The

language of the Mass is older than

any of the books of the New Testa-

ment. Is it unworthy of the great
act ? The answer will best be a

challenge to produce anything, from

the days of the Reformation, which

can at all approach it in grandeur ;

in its recognition of all the attributes

of God and of the nothingness ofman
in his sight ;

in all and everything
that could embody the idea of wor-

ship. It has, perhaps, the most sub-

lime thought ever written. Longi-
nus quoted the

" Let there be light,

and there was light," as a sublime

thought that paganism admired. Yet

this record of the creative act is less

sublime than
" We thank thee for thy

great glory." That man, the creature

of God, should thank him for exist-

ence, for his intellect and body,
for truth imparted, for life, health,

happiness, for loved ones and their

love, for all the blessings ever be-
stowed on him, or, soaring higher,
ever bestowed on men and ano;els,O 7

might be admirable
;
but when man,

losing sight entirely of himself and
of all created things, looks up to

God, and, overwhelmed with love,
thanks him for his great glory, for

his attributes, for being what he is,

he soars from the depths of nothing-
ness to the height of sublimity. One
of the modern objections to religion
is its selfish character; the Mass
answers this by its utter abnegation
of self, just as it formally disavows
the sufficiency of human works.

The action is worthy of divine

worship. A man stands at the

altar, not self-instituted, but called

as Aaron and his race were stands

there with powers traced back

through the apostles to Christ. He
approaches as a sinner among sin-

ners, acknowledging his unworthi-

ness, striking his breast with the

publican, not vaunting himself with

the Pharisee. Then follow soon

the glorious canticle, in which the

sinner rises, in thought and hope,
to God, prayer, lessons from the

Old Testament or the New, a por-
tion of the gospels, a solemn profes-
sion of faith. Then properly begins
the Sacrifice, at which, in early days,

only the baptized could be present,
and not even such of them as were

subjects of public penance.
Bread and wine appear on the

altar. Even among the pagans,
fruits of the earth were offered to

inferior deities alone. In the Bible,

they mark the sinful race, like Cain,
or men without the chosen people,
like Melchisedec. It is in itself an

inferior offering, and bears the

stamp of man's fall. Bread and

wine are doubly suggestive. It is

not merely fruits of the earth rais-

ed by man's toil and the sweat of
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his brow
;

it is food prepared by
still further toil.

The priest stands there as the

type of fallen man, with such offer-

ing as fallen man can give ;
but if

this were all, his sacrifice would be

but that of Melchisedec. His lan-

guage shows that the sacrifice has,

so to speak, no beginning or end
;

that it is one act, and that time is

not regarded. The bread and wine

are treated, not as what they are,

but what they are to become. It is

not that the sacrifice of guilty Cain

may become that of the pious Abel,
the sacrifice of the uncalled Mel-

chisedec become that of Abraham
the elect

;
not that this sacrifice of

fallen man may become the Pas-

chal lamb, but Christ our Pasch

himself; and such it is in thought

already when the priest offers the

bread as an immaculate host, and
the wine as the chalice of salvation

offers them for his own sins and
those of all Christians

;
for the sal-

vation of those present and that

of the whole world. He offers it

again in memory of the passion,

resurrection, and ascension of our

Lord, and in honor of all who have

faithfully served him on earth.

He never separates himself from

the people for whom he offers it.

From the commencement to the

end, it is their sacrifice and his
;
in

fact, as if to prevent any forgetful-

ness of this, he turns, as the awful

moment of consecration approach-
es, to say :

'

Brethren, pray that

my sacrifice and yours may be ac-

ceptable to God, the Father Al-

mighty."

Then, with the Preface that

sounds like the triumphant march
of an approaching monarch, comes
the consecration. The types of

sinful man disappear, and Jesus
Christ is all. He is the priest ;

he is

the victim. He makes the only ob-

lation that can take away sin. He
offers the only victim which can
render his Eternal Father due ador-

ation, homage, and honor
;
which

can alone call down graces and

blessings.
The priest and people, adoring

the divine High-Priest and Victim,
offer through him that sacrifice of

Calvary for all mankind, for the

living and the dead, for the church
and all its members. Then, re-

peating the prayer he himself en-

joined, the divine Victim is con-

sumed, and the solemn rite hastens
to a close.

Sublime in its conception, sub-
lime in all its parts, sublime alike

in action and in words, the world
has never beheld a more adequate
public worship of God. In itself,

in its antiquity, its wide extent, it is

one of the strongest arguments in

favor of the church. Its wonderful

adaptability to all nations and all

conditions of social elevation are
no less striking. A public worship,
in which the most polished and cul-

tivated minds of civilized nations
can join, absorbed and taking part,
while the poor peasant enters as

well into its spirit, and offers it for

all his wants
;
a sacrifice that can

come home to the savage and the

sage, to men of the frozen North
and the parching tropics, which
makes the church a home in all

lands where not a syllable uttered
in the streets falls familiar on the
ear such is the Holy Sacrifice of

the Mass of the Catholic Church-
a worship distinct from any other

service, offered to God alone, and

combining in the highest degree
everything that can be conceived
as fitting in that great act divine

institution, the character of sacri-

fice, identity with the oblation of

Calvary the only adequate wor-

ship ever offered to God.
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THE ANSWERED PRAYER.

" Mortal cannot make
Conditions with the Creator." Schiller,

INTO my broken heart

Pour gracious balm,
Where the deep waters start

Breathe holy calm
;

Over my weary life

Shed deep repose,

Shelter me from the strife,

Baffle my foes !

I have not shunned my task

Early or late
;

I have not turned to ask

"Wherefore?" of fate.

Only one cry went up,

Hopeless at length
" Father ! to drink thy cup

Grant me thy strength."

Now at the last I stand

Waiting from heaven,

Patient, with outstretched hand,
Alms never given !

Grant me, O God ! I pray,
One answ'ring sign

Ere I withdraw for aye !

Speak ! Am I thine ?

Cometh the sign at last

Bolt hot and red,

Falling to crush and blast

Desolate head
;

Driving the cowering form

Wildly across

Life's heath, through flood and storm,

On to the cross !
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THE VEIL WITHDRAWN.

TRANSLATED, BY PERMISSION', FROM THE FRENCH OF MADAME CRAVEN, AUTHOR OF "A SISTER'S STORY,"
"FLEURANGE," ETC.

IV.

FROM that day I resumed my
former habits, and, except the live-

liness of my childhood, which had

disappeared never to return, I be-

came almost the same as before.

This sudden and unhoped-for re-

storation brought cheerfulness once

more to our gloomy house, and a

ray of joy to the sad, anxious face

of my father. I say anxious
;
for it

was more so, if possible, than sad.

There was an anxiety in his look,
whenever he turned towards me,
that was quite inexpressible. Had
he so trembled for my life, and
afterwards for my reason, as hardly
to credit I was restored to him ?

Perhaps so
;
but if his anxiety had

really outlived its cause, though
that might explain his profound
solicitude, it could not account for

the coldness of manner he now
manifested, instead of the warm af-

fection to which he had accustomed
me from infancy. And when I en-

deavored to fathom the cause of

this change, only one reason oc-

curred to me, which I repelled with

terror, and on which my mind ut-

terly refused to dwell ! . . . .

I had not seen my brother (the
elder of the two children by my fa-

ther's first marriage) since my ill-

ness. When I went to the supper-
table for the first time, he was not

there. But this did not cause me
any great regret, for I feared Mario
more than I loved him. I was

glad, therefore, to find no one pre-

sent but my father, my sister Livia,

and Ottavia, who, from a waiting-

maid, had merited, from her long ser-

vices, to be promoted to a duenna. I

say duenna, and not governess ; for

she would scarcely have been able

to teach us to read and write. But

she knew many things much more

important. She was one of those

good, simple souls, so frequently
met with in Italy among people of

her station, uncultivated from a

human point of view, but wonder-

fully conversant with everything
relating to the principles of the

Christian religion, the practice of

charity, and the grandeur of the

Christian's hopes. Sometimes

thoughts came spontaneously from
her heart and lips which were far

more admirable than are to be found
in any book. Therefore my father,

notwithstanding her undeniable ig-
norance in many respects, did not

consider her useless in the training
of his children, but treated her
with a consideration bordering on

respect.
Hitherto my life had been sur-

rounded by, and, so to speak, per-
meated with a mother's love

;
and

when I was suddenly deprived of

this light and warmth, an overpow-
ering grief, as has been related,

took possession of my soul, which
at first it seemed impossible I could

survive. Now I was calmer; but

there was still a void, a wretched-

ness, a grief in my heart, which,
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though not as violent as at first, had place at their fireside, that Fabrizio

become fixed and permanent. I decided to send him away; and for

thought sometimes of young birds, several years Mario lived away
whose mothers had been caught in from home, only returning from

the fowler's net, left pining alone in time to time for an occasional visit,

their nests, or of poor little fish It was only within a year he had

drawn out of the water and left on become a permanent member of

the shore in the heat of the sun. I the household. At that time the

seemed to be like them : my heart malady that was to prove fatal to

and soul were out of their element my mother had begun its ravages,
and deprived of their necessary and the remaining days of her life

food. were already numbered. Whether
In this state, Ottavia and my it was this knowledge, or because

kind sister Livia were the only per- he was softened and disarmed by
sons in the house who afforded the charm of her beauty and the

me any comfort. I always sought angelic sweetness of her manner,
shelter beside them

;
for the sight it is certain he became quite a dif-

of my father increased my depres- ferent person, and, in her presence
sion, and I was afraid of my broth- at least, was never harsh or severe

er's stern and penetrating eye. towards us. Perhaps this change
Mario, at this time, was twenty- would have been complete could

seven years of age. He was re- he have remained longer under the

markably handsome at first sight; sweet influence we were all so un-

but his stern, gloomy face, seldom happily deprived of!

expressive of kindnes^s, and never On the i5th of July the day
of affection, greatly modified this that ended so fatally Mario was
first impression, and it was nearly absent. He had left home the

impossible to feel entirely at ease evening before, and, when he re-

with him. Nevertheless, he had turned, he learned, at the same

many noble qualities, and in some time, the calamity that had occur-

respects resembled my father; but red and that which so speedily
he had not inherited his kindness threatened to follow. I have been
of heart. . . . My brother was un- assured that he manifested a lively

yielding and jealous, and, if not grief at my mother's death, and
bad at heart, at least had an un- had inquired about me, not only

pleasant disposition, and was often with interest, but even with anx-

in an insupportable humor. He iety. But the recollections of the

made me habitually feel that he re- past were still vividly impressed on

garded me as the child of a differ- my memory, and it was not to him
cut mother, and could not forgive my heavy, bleeding heart turned

Livia, who was his own sister, for for consolation at such a time,

loving one who, according to him, At the end of our gloomy repast,
had come to rob them of the full my sister was informed that there

share of their father's love. were several visitors in the dra\v-

At the time of Fabrizio dei Mon- ing-room. It was the hour when
ti's second marriage, Mario, then my father received his friends and

only twelve years old, had mani- the clients he had not been able to

fested so great a repugnance to it, see in the morning. Livia imme-
and so much ill-will towards her diately left the table, and I was

who was about to take his mother's about to follow her, when my father
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stopped me, and kept me beside in order to resume my studies, as

him till he had looked over some if my mother were still alive to

documents which had just been direct me, when my sister came in

brought him. He then gave me breathless, as if from running. She

his arm to the salon. This was stopped to take breath, and locked

certainly done with kindness and the door before speaking,
an air of affection, but with a kind Livia was two years younger than

of gravity constantly perceptible as her brother. She was not hand-

he kept me beside him the remain- some
;
but her form was noble and

der of the evening. How gladly I graceful, her eyes were strikingly
would have exchanged this affec- beautiful, and her smile, though
tionate solicitude, that could not somewhat sad, was incomparably
lose sight of me, for one such look sweet. But a nose somewhat too

as I used to receive ! . . . l n g> a chm a little too short, and
It was strange ! but when I thick hair parted on a forehead a

thought of my mother, no remorse little too low, made her rather un-

was mingled with so affecting a re- attractive at the first glance, and

membrance. I felt as if a constant perhaps caused the absurd notion I

communication was maintained be- shall soon have occasion to refer to.

tween her soul and mine; that she But all who knew Livia regarded
saw my repentance, was aware of her as an angel of goodness, and

my resolutions, and, to sum up my forgot the defects of her face,

impressions childish, perhaps, but "
Gina!" she hurriedly exclaimed,

so lively and profound that they as soon as she could speak,
"
my

have never been effaced that dear little Gina! Mario has returned,

peace had been made between us. and is coming up to see you. Lis-

But the thought that my father ten to me," embracing me as she

might be aware of all that took continued.
"
I think he means to

place during that hour of fearful tell you something that will dis-

memory, or the possibility of his tress you something I wish you
knowing the foolish act I commit- could remain for ever ignorant of.

ted in my mother's presence, alas ! But it is useless. He is determin-
while she was dying, and that he ed you shall know it, and, after all,

might attribute the dreadful catas- it may be as well. Only, carina,

trophe that followed to that act, promise to be calm. If he scolds

inspired me with genuine terror, you, or speaks in his usual severe

which was only checked by a secret, way, do not answer him. Control
constant conviction that my mother yourself. Let him go on, Gina
had not been able, during the few mia ! I beg of you. No matter if

short hours of the following night, he distresses you for a moment; he
to divulge my secret to any one, will soon go away, and I will con-
even to him. But then, who could sole you. . . ."

have told him, or what other reason I had no time to answer these in-

could there be for the change that coherent supplications, for at that

made me feel as if I had lost my very instant I heard my brother's

father as well as my mother, and steps in the gallery. He stopped
that the heavens were darkened on at my door, and, finding it fastened,
that side also ? gave a low knock.
The next day I was alone in

" You need not worry," I whis-

my chamber, collecting my books pered to Livia.
" Remain here,
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and I will do as you wish, I assure

you."
Livia embraced me once more,

and then opened the door. Mario
entered. I advanced to greet him,
and then stopped with surprise at

seeing him so pale and altered.

He looked as if he had been ill

also. Neither of us spoke for a mo-

ment, for he likewise seemed to be
astonished at my appearance. He
must, indeed, have found me greatly

changed since he last saw me. I

had grown so tall during my illness

that my face was nearly on a level

with his, and the long black dress

I wore made me appear even taller

than I really was. I had lost the

freshness of my complexion. The
thick, fair hair of which I had been
so proud no longer shaded my face,

but was drawn back from my fore-

head, and confined under a black

net. He had no reason now to

chide me for too much attention

to my appearance. He could not

make any cutting jests about my
hair, as he used to when I arranged
it like a crown on my brow, or left

it in long curls at the caprice of the

wind, according to the whim of my
vanity. He had left me a child

a child wilful and full of freaks,

whom he only noticed in order to

correct for some fault. He found
me a young lady, whose sad, dis-

tressed, and somewhat austere look

seemed the very reverse of the pic-
ture left in his memory. He seem-

ed affected to find me so changed,
and held out his hand with a cor-

diality much more affectionate than

usual. Then, after a moment's si-

lence, he said with a kindness he

had never before manifested :

" You have passed through a

great trial, my poor Ginevra. I

have felt for you, and participated
in your grief, I assure you."

I was . touched by these words,

and was about to reply, when he re-

sumed :

"
Yes, you have suffered, I see

;

but it seems also to have been a

great benefit to you."

My heart was ready to burst, and
I at once drew myself up :

" Bene-
fit to lose my mother ! O Mario !

how can you say so ?"

He frowned.
"

I do not mean
in that sense, Ginevra, as you must
be aware. But perhaps I am mis-

taken," he continued, resuming his

ordinary tone, which I only remem-
bered too well.

"
It may be you

have only changed exteriorly. I

hope it is otherwise, my dear sis-

ter, and that your childish vanity
and foolish coquetry ..."

" Mario !" murmured Livia in

a beseeching tone, scarcely raising
her eyes from her work. This

exclamation escaped her almost

involuntarily ;
for she knew better

than any one else that the least re-

ply only acted as a stimulant when
he was inclined to be ill-humored

or angry. Therefore this slight

interruption only served to make
him continue in a louder tone.

"
Yes, it is possible her coquettish

disposition may not be overcome,
and it would not be right to spare
it. I am only acting as a friend by

speaking plainly about the misfor-

tunes it has caused."

O merciful heavens ! .

Did he know my fearful secret, and

was he about to tell me what I

dreaded more than anything else

in the world to hear? My heart

throbbed violently, but I breathed

once more when he added :

" Thank God, Ginevra, in the

midst of your tears, for having
taken your mother out of the world

without the least suspicion of your
behavior."

Though these words allayed my
chief anxiety, they seemed far more
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insulting than I merited. A flush
"
Nevertheless, that flower came

rose to my cheeks, and I haughtily from your hands."

drew up my head, as I replied : I shuddered. He continued in
"

I never concealed anything in my the bitterest tone :

life from my mother, Mario. And "
It is true it was then red, . . .

now she is gone, who alone had the red as the blood that had to be

right to admonish me, it belongs to shed to restore it to you."

my father, and not to you, I beg The horror with which I was

you to remember, my dear brother." rilled at these words struck me
I sat down and leaned my head dumb. I clasped my icy hands,

against my hand, that he might not and turned deadly pale, without

perceive the heart-felt anguish he the power of uttering a word !

had caused me. I was by no means Livia sprang from her seat,

prepared for what followed.
'

Mario, you have no heart, or
" You are mistaken, my charming soul, or mercy ! Go away. It was

little sister," he said in a cool, ironi- not your place to tell her about this

cal tone, "and it is well to tell you, misfortune."

as you seem to be ignorant of it,
But Mario, excited as usual by

that when young ladies play a contradiction, continued without

game that endangers their reputa- any circumlocution, and even more
tion and the honor of the name violently than before,

they bear, they often oblige their
"
No, no. It is better for

brothers to take a part in it." Ginevra to learn the truth from my
Notwithstanding my folly and lips ;

for I am the only person,

defects, I was really nothing but a that dares tell her the real state of

child at that time, and his words the case. And I will do it without

conveyed no definite meaning to any disguise, for it may cure her.

my mind. I turned around and She shall listen to what I have to-

looked him in the face with an air say. It will do her good. And I

of surprise that showed I did not shall conceal nothing. ..."
comprehend him. The eyes that I will not repeat the words that

met mine were no longer full of fell from his lips like a torrent of

mockery, but sad and stern. fire ! . . . Besides, I can only recall
' Look at that, sister," he said their import. All I can remember

in a grave tone, throwing on the is that they met the very evening;
table a small paper package that of that fatal day where and how I

was sealed.
' The contents of that do not recollect. Flavio was talk-

paper may recall a circumstance ing to several other young men, and,

you seem to have forgotten, and without observing Mario's presence,

perhaps make you understand my insolently mentioned my name,

meaning." My brother snatched the carnation

I hesitated a moment. I was from his button-hole. The next

afraid without knowing why. But day the encounter took place. . . .

finally I took up the paper, and I felt ready to drop with fright
tore open the wrapper. A wither- and horror. "Oh!" I said in a.

ed flower fell out, which I gazed stifled voice,
" can it be that my

at with surprise, but without the brother has killed Flavio Aldini

slightest recollection. with his own hand ? O my God .

' Do you not recognize it?" my God! My punishment is

I shook my head. greater than I deserve !"

VOL. xix. 22
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"
No, no," he eagerly replied,

"it was not I who . . ." He stop-

ped, . . . and then continued in a

calmer tone, but somewhat bit-

terly :

"
Compose yourself, dear sister

;

it was my blood alone that was

shed in this encounter."
"
May God forgive me !" I shud-

deringly exclaimed with the fervent,

sincere piety I always manifested

with the simplicity of childhood.
" And may he forgive you, too,

Mario
;
for you likewise have com-

mitted a deed forbidden by God."
A faint smile hovered on Mario's

lips, but it immediately gave way
to a graver expression ;

for notwith-

standing his defects, he was by no

means disposed to be impious.
" Forbidden by God ! That is

true, Ginevra; but it is, I would

hope, a deed he sometimes excuses,

especially when the person insulted

gets the worst of the encounter."

As he said this, he put his hand
to his breast, as if suffering from pain.
I was again struck with his extreme

paleness, as well as other traces of

illness in his altered appearance,
and was penetrated with shame and

remorse. A feeling more akin to

affection than I had ever felt for

him sprang up in my heart, and I

said to him humbly :

'

Mario, you have done right to

be plain with me, and I thank you.
What you have said will, I trust,

effect my entire cure. At any rate,

you have done your duty."
He had never known me to yield

to him before. I had always re-

volted against his ill-humor and

harshness, whether just or not, and
sometimes replied with an imper-
tinence that justified his resent-

ment. He was touched at seeing
me in this new attitude, and, for

the first time in his life, clasped
me in his arms and kissed me with

real affection. He then left the

room, making a sign for Livia to

follow him. She did so, but return-

ed in a few minutes. Tears were
in her eyes, and her lips were

slightly tremulous a sure indica-

tion in her of some sudden and

profound emotion.

Mario had not told me every

thing. His anger had died away,
and he left it for kinder lips than

his to communicate the rest.

v.

The affliction and repentance
that so speedily followed the brief

moment when I saw Flavio Aldini

for the last time seemed to have

effaced the transient impression

produced at our only meeting, as

a stream, suddenly swelled by a

storm, washes away every trace left

on the sand. I should have met
him again with indifference, and

perhaps even with aversion
;
for he

would have been always associated

with the first misfortune and first

remorse of my life. Nevertheless,
when Livia, after considerable hesi-

tation, uttered the words,
"
Flavio

Aldini is dead" a cry almost of

despair escaped from my lips ;
and

the horrible thought at once occur-

red to me that Mario had deceived

me that he was the murderer,
and that this flower, a thousand
times abhorred, had cost the life

of him who had obtained it through

my vanity and thoughtlessness ! . . .

The terrible lesson I had already
received was not, however, to be

carried to such an extent
;
but it

was some minutes before I could

be convinced of it. Livia herself

had some difficulty in clearly relat-

ing the account she was charged
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with. At length I comprehended their brilliancy after much cutting
that Flavio, while pursuing a sue- and polishing, it is certain that for

cessful career of pleasure, was no both the first blow must be the

less careful to improve every op- most trying. . . . My soul, over

portunity of repairing the inroads which my mother had watched, and
made on his fortune. Among which she said was dearer to her

these was the proposal to marry a than her own life, or even than

wealthy heiress, which he acceded mine, was now undergoing this pain-
to without any scruple. But though ful process ; or, rather, had under-

lie thus triumphed over a large gone it. But during the last hour,
number of suitors by means of his it was no longer the knife, but fire,

good looks and captivating man- that had been applied to my bleed-

ners, it was, in his eyes, only a ing heart !

lucky bargain and another light Though I had no direct cause for

vow. He had been engaged only self-reproach concerning this new
a few days, and the marriage was catastrophe, as I at first feared, I

about to be publicly announced, did not feel myself wholly irrespon-
when he met me at the ball. The sible. This was sufficient to deepen
sight of a new young face, and es- the solemn gravity ofmy reflections,

pecially the naive inexperience of in which I remained absorbed so

a girl it would be easy to dazzle, long motionless and silent that

inspired the wish to try his power poor Livia was seriously alarmed,
once more. But he had been fol- "Speak to me, Gina, I implore
lowed to the ball-room, and watch- you. Oh ! why, tell me why, carina,

ed, by one of the unsuccessful suit- you have kept all this secret from
ors of the beautiful heiress. His your poor sister ? Who could have
encounter with Mario a few days dreamed you loved this unfortunate
after confirmed his rival's suspi- man

;
that you loved any one un-

cions, and afforded him a pretext beknown to us all ? Could we im-
for gratifying his hatred and jea- agine such a thing possible ? You
lousy. Consequently, when Flavio, know, dear child, I have never
after leaving Mario wounded on found fault with you, and I will not
the field, returned to the villa he now. So tell me if it is true that

occupied at a short distance from you eluded the vigilance of your
Messina, he found a new opponent mother and Ottavia, in order to

to bring -him to an account for his meet Flavio in the garden ? Was
faithlessness to his betrothed, on it there you gave him the flower
the plea of a distant relationship you wore in your hair ? And is it

that gave him the right to declare true that more than once ..."
himself her champion. In this Excessive surprise completely
second duel, fortune was adverse roused me from my stupor, and I

to Flavio. He lived several weeks, eagerly interrupted her with a face

however, and had only died that as red as fire :

very morning from the effects of "Never! never! never! ..." I

his wounds ! . . . The news had exclaimed in a tone that would have

just arrived . . . And this was convinced the most incredulous, for

what Livia had been commissioned it had the indubitable accent of
to tell me of. ... truth.

"
I did not love Flavio Aldi-

If it is true that our souls are like ni, and I never met him alone in

precious stones that only reveal all my life."
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Livia, in her turn, looked at me
with astonishment.

' Did not love

him? Never met him alone?

Never gave him a bouquet or a

single flower ?"
"
I will tell you the truth, Livia :

once, and then I did not speak to

him, I threw him from a distance

the carnation I wore in my hair."
" Once ? From a distance ? Ah !

then tell me when and where you
did it ?"

I made no reply. A thousand

thoughts flashed across my mind
with the rapidity of lightning. . . .

It was evident that, by some won-
derful chance, no one knew exactly
what had taken place. A vague

story had been circulated, founded
on Flavio's exaggerated boasts.

My father, brother, and sister had

accepted this version so far from

the truth without understanding
the real extent of that which had
been alleged against me. I felt

that they considered me guiltier

than I really was. And yet I would
not have undeceived them for any-

thing in the world. They judged
me more severely than I deserved,
but of what consequence was it ?

Was I not sufficiently culpable to

accept this injustice with humility ?

Was it not enough, without com-

plaining of anything else, to be at

last assured that my secret was
safe with my mother in heaven ?

Ought I not rather to bear all their

reproaches without a murmur ?

There was only one that would

have overwhelmed me, and that I

was spared. All others were easy
to bear, and, moreover, were merit-

ed by what they were ignorant of,

if not by what they supposed true.

Livia patiently waited for me to

break my long silence.

"You know I am incapable of

telling you an untruth," I said to

her at last.

"Yes, and therefore I always be-
lieve you."

'Well, then, I implore you to

believe me now, Livia, without

asking me anything more. And,
moreover," I added in a supplicat-

ing tone,
" do not repeat what I

have just told you, and make no ef-

fort to justify me to any one."

My good sister looked at me at-

tentively for a moment, and then

gently drew my head against her
shoulder.

"Poor Gina!" she said. "It
shall be as you wish. I believe

everything you say, and love you
too well to annoy you with any
more questions."

Livia knew me thoroughly ; for,

notwithstanding her apparent sim-

plicity, she had an eye that could

read one's soul. She saw the sin-

cerity and repentance of mine, and
read in my pale face and distressed

look the extent of my sufferings,
and her kind heart melted. ... I

was, indeed, very, young to experi-
ence such a variety of emotions,
and was still too weak to endure

them. The habit of duelling, so

unfortunately prevalent in Sicily,

had, of course, accustomed me more
than would have been the case any-
where else to occurrences similar

to that I had just heard about.

But to have my name connected
with so fatal an affair; to feel that I

was the cause of the blood shed in

one of these encounters, and that the

other had resulted in the tragical end
of one who had flashed for an instant

across my path, like one of those

meteors that are the ominous fore-

runners of misfortune and death,
. . . was more than my young
heart and feeble frame could en-

dure. Livia perceived it.

"
Come, carina" she said,

"
lean

against me. You need rest."

I attempted to make my way to
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an old sofa, covered with red da-

mask, at the other end of the vast

and scantily-furnished room
;
but I

had no sooner risen than my
strength failed me, and I was

obliged to lean against a table to

keep myself from falling. Livia

hastened to procure some cold

water, with which she sprinkled my
face. I soon recovered, but was

still pale and agitated when Otta-

via came in. She had left me

quite well an hour before, and,

finding me now in such a state,

she exclaimed with mingled impa-
tience and alarm as she advanced :

" Good heavens ! what has hap-

pened to her ? She was so well this

morning." . . . And giving Livia

a furtive, distrustful glance, she ex-

tended the index and little finger

of her hand, closing all the others
;

turning around as she made this

gesture, the meaning of which is

only too well known in our coun-

try.
* This was done so quickly

that I hoped I was the only one to

perceive it.

"How foolish!" I angrily ex-

claimed to Ottavia, seizing her hand

and covering it with mine.
' Are

you going to treat me always as if

I were an invalid or an old woman ?

Thanks to Livia
"

and I emphasiz-
ed these words "

I have entirely

recovered."

Ottavia, half angry, half sorry,

was about to go away ;
but Livia

made a sign for her to remain, and,

pressing my hand as she embraced
me once more, left the room with-

out uttering a word.

VI.

The little incident I have just

related will doubtless excite some

astonishment, and be regarded as

scarcely confirming what I have

said before about Ottavia's piety
and good sense. But whoever has

lived in the southern part of Italy

knows there are hundreds of people
in that region whose education, and
even religious instruction, are in

no way deficient, and who, never-

theless, are not exempt from the

singular superstition I have just
referred to.

I leave it to the erudite to prove
that Magna Graecia derived it from
classical Greece, the mother coun-

try ,
that remote antiquity made

use of the same absurd gesture to

avert the effects of what it was still

more absurd to believe; and that

in those days, as well as now, people

multiplied this very sign under the

form of protective amulets not

only as jewels to be worn, but in

the objects that surrounded them.

I likewise leave to them the task

of explaining why this evil has re-

sisted the influence of time and the

progress of civilization, as well as

the spirit of Christianity. All that

can be said, it seems to me, is that

in those regions this superstition
takes the place of all those that

abound in the North of Europe,
and from which Italy is exempt.
For instance, we do not hear people

there, as in Ireland, Scotland, and

Sweden, talk of strange, weird ap-

paritions, fairies, or malign spirits,

under the name of bogies or ban-

shees. They are not afraid, as in

Russia, of meeting people clothed

in black, of the number thirteen,

and a thousand other absurd no-

tions which Catholicism has con-

demned without being able to erad-

icate, and which Protestantism has

* It is well known that the people of Southern

Italy think they can, by this gesture, avert the.

effects of ihejettatura, or evil eye, which they
attribute to some oersons.
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been much more powerless against.

Nor are the ruins, as in Germany,
associated with wild legends or

haunted by spirits. But, to make

up for all this, the jettatura holds

there its baleful sway. Though
frequently ridiculed, it is feared

more than any one is willing to ad-

mit
;
and there is no one, even

among the most reasonable, who
would suffer this dreaded epithet
to be applied to himself, or any one
he loved, without manifesting his

displeasure. It would be impossi-
ble to account for the cause of this

prejudicial notion in individual

cases, or explain why this fearful

term is sometimes applied to men
of special merit, and women who
are young, lovely, and amiable, as

well as to those whom a pretext is

wanted to avoid, or whose appear-
ance has something repugnant.
Sometimes it is sufficient that a

person has accidentally witnessed

some misfortune, and, if the same

thing is known to occur again, the

word escapes from the lips, flies

from mouth to mouth, and the fool-

ish prejudice is established. This
had been the case with poor Livia.

An accident once happened to me
in my childhood when she was with

me
; shortly after, she was present

when another occurred to one of

our young friends
;
and a third

time, she happened, in one of her
charitable rounds, to be in the

house of a poor man at the time of

his death. This was spoken of at

first as a mere jest ;
but it gradually

became a source of mortification

and humiliation to her, though
none of us were ever allowed to

make the least allusion to it in her

presence. The repeated troubles

of the past few weeks had disturbed

the faithful Ottavia's equilibrium
and good sense to such an unusual

degree that wh'en she found me. pale

and agitated, leaning on my sister's

shoulder, the first thought inspired

by her terror caused her instantly
to make this involuntary gesture.

I was so vexed at this occurrence

that for a moment I forgot every-

thing else. I felt angry with Otta-

via, and threw myself on the old

sofa without speaking, in a fit of

mingled sorrow and displeasure.
I had always been fond of Livia,

and now all the repressed and pent-

up tenderness of my heart was

poured out on her. She seemed to

be the only person in the world

that still loved me the only one

that stood between me and what

appeared like a great void. Yes,

my mother was right in what she

said about the great necessity of

my nature. As a flower dies, de-

prived of the sun, so without affec-

tion I should soon cease to exist.

I placed no reliance on the dura-

bility of that which my brother had

just manifested. As to my father,

his love seemed extinct in compari-
son with that of former times. And
now that I knew the reason of his

coldness and severity, I had no

hope of overcoming them ;
for I felt

sure he would less readily excuse

the truth, were it revealed to him,
than the error which had caused

such a change in his manner.
Therefore for any one to wound

the feelings of Livia, my darling

sister, my indulgent and faithful

friend, was at this time like pierc-

ing my very heart. I remained
with my head on the cushions of

the old sofa, while Ottavia was

bustling about the chamber, as if

trying to divert my attention from
what had taken place. At last she

approached and tried to get hold
of my hand. I withdrew it.

"
Come, dear signorina," she

said, "forgive your poor old Ot-

tavia. I did wrong."
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"Yes, very wrong, Ottavia," I my earliest childhood. How could

replied in a tone almost severe. it be otherwise under the excellent
"

I know it, and feel as if I were influence that had hitherto been

listening to the blessed spirit of the life of my life ? . . . This piety
Donna Bianca herself when I hear did not obliterate my faults, but it

you and see you! You resemble existed in spite of them, and was
her so much, signorina ! . . ." to exist through all the perils re-

'

Well, Ottavia, what would she served for me in the future. But

say to you, if she had been pre- it was, if I may so speak, intermit-

sent?" tent. Sometimes it grew dormant,
4 She would tell me that my fear if not absolutely extinct; at other

of the jettatura is both foolish and times it was kindled to a lively and

wrong; and that is only what I ardent degree. Therefore I fre-

know myself, what I believe and quently recited my catechism with

realize when I am on my knees be- indifference and ennui ; but when it

fore God ! . . . Oh ! at such times was explained by Ottavia in her
I really feel that his will alone is peculiar way ;

when she spoke of

everywhere accomplished ;
I only the sacraments, or dwelt on the life

love that holy will
;

I am afraid of and sufferings of our Saviour, and

nothing, because I am convinced more especially on the life to come,
that will must prevail. And yet, I was filled with delight. The
after all, . . . when my dear sig- loveliness of the natural world
norina seems to be in danger, or I around me seemed to assume an

imagine some one is going to bring additional charm; and when I con-
her ill-luck. ..." sidered that this was only a faint

''Ottavia! . . .Ottavia!" ... I image of a far more beautiful realm,

cried, suddenly interrupting her I longed at once to exchange this

with an outburst that almost fright- life for the other. . . .

ened her,
;<

it is I, it is I, and It was by such means the good
not she, who bring ill-luck to all I Ottavia now gently endeavored to

approach. ..." divert me, by speaking of God, of

I burst into tears as I spoke, heaven, and various other sacred
This sudden return upon myself topics. By degrees she came
effaced, with the mobility of youth, back to more indifferent subjects,
the impression previously received, and finally to Livia, promising to

and brought back, to my confusion make her forget the mortification

and remorse, all the reality of the she had experienced, and almost

present. persuading me she had not per-
Ottavia, like the rest, had been ceived what had taken place,

told of my supposed fault, and was I allowed her to talk on in this

ignorant of what I had really done
; way without interruption until her

but she was by no means in a somewhat monotonous tone pro-
mood now to add any reproaches duced a drowsiness that was bene-
to* those I had already received ficial to my over-excited nerves,

from my brother. On the con- As soon as she saw my eyes grow
trary, she tried to soothe me, not heavy, she placed one of the large

by any direct reply, but by speak- sofa-cushions under my head, closed

ing of that which she could talk the window-shutters to exclude the

best about. I had always been dazzling light, and then, after re-

more or less piously inclined from maining beside me till she was per-
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cuaded I was fast asleep, softly left

the chamber.

I was not, however, asleep. But

my attitude and the profound si-

lence and solitude of the room were

very soothing, and I remained a

long time absorbed in a thousand

complex thoughts. Long years
have passed away since that day,
and other and more dangerous

temptations have assailed me, but I

have never forgotten the reflections

of that hour. My vanity had been

for ever shattered like the congealed
surface of some deep lake by some
sudden blow. It had not really

been a part of my inner nature, but

rather on the surface, and therefore

not the most dangerous trait of my
character. During the remainder

of my life, I can only recall a single
hour and only one / . . . when it

again blinded me. . . . But that

hour was long after the one-of which
I have been speaking. At this time

I could say with assurance that

Mario's wish was fulfilled that I

was effectually and radically cured

of my vanity. Associated with so

many poignant recollections, it had
become horrible in my eyes.

My health was somewhat affected

by the agitation I had undergone,
and I took advantage of this to re-

main several days in my room, only

leaving it to take the air on the ter-

race. I only saw my father for a

moment, morning and night. The
remainder of the day I passed with

Livia. Whether she had forgotten
what had distressed me so much, or

it was owing to her self-control, or

she really had not noticed it, it was

impossible to tell from her manner,
.and I finally persuaded myself it

was as I hoped.

Livia, in spite of her amiable

disposition, had great firmness of

character. She never allowed her-

self Jto .be induced to tell anything

she wished ,o conceal, or to do
what was forbidden by others or by
her own judgment. But what es-

pecially characterized her was her

self-forgetfulness. This did not

strike me at that time. When one
is only fifteen years of age, one re-

ceives impressions without denning
them : one is repelled or attracted

by certain natures without being
able to analyze them. But in look-

ing back, not only over the events

of my past life, but what transpired
in the inner folds of my conscience,
I clearly see the difference between

my sister's nature and mine. From
her very childhood she had lived a

life of self-forgetfulness (sublime
and simple way to heights but little

known !), regardless of her own
tastes and inclinations, and even
of her own sufferings. Whereas, I

was constantly endeavoring to fa-

thom the workings of my heart

and soul and mind, and to find food

for them, as one tries to appease
one's hunger and thirst when im-

portunate. Not but that I was ca-

pable of forgetting myself, and, so

to speak, of being absorbed in the

heart of another, as I had been in

that of my mother, but solely on the

condition of being to that other, in

return, the object of an infinite pre-
dilection

;
. . . for this word of such

vast import does not seem to express
more than my heart craved. But
in spite of this difference, or rather

on the very account of it, Livia and
I were always at ease with each

other, and it was not without regret
I was at last obliged to resume my
usual life. I regretted this the more
because it had been regulated <fey

my father in a way that indicated

only too plainly how much he dis-

trusted me. Nevertheless, I sub-

mitted with humility arid docility
to this unaccustomed surveillance,

the cause of which was so evident.
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I was only released from it during into the room we occupied. A
the early hours of the day, which I servant half opened the door to

spent in my chamber with Livia. announce the visitors' names, and
I was not allowed to go into the my father went into the adjoining

garden, except under Ottavia's es- room to receive them. It was only
cort

;
and I was not permitted to on special occasions he gave orders

leave the house, unless accompanied for any one to be admitted where

by my father or Mario All the we were.

rest of my time I passed in my fa- During the long hours I was
ther's cabinet, where he had a table thus left alone, I sometimes

placed for me near his own. There, busily employed my time, but more
for hours together, I read, wrote, frequently remained with my arms
or worked, varying my occupations folded, plunged in a profound
according to my own tastes, but reverie. At such times I always
without any other liberty. To have avoided looking at the large paint-

passed my days in this way beside ing that hung on the opposite pa-

my father would have been de- nel between the two windows,

lightful once
;
but now, though he This was a fine copy of Herodias'

was often kind and affectionate, Daughter, by Guido, the original
there was a certain gravity in his of which I afterwards saw in the

affection that made me feel I was Palazzo Corsini, at Rome. The
the object of unjust suspicion, and sweet, charming face of the girl

tortured me beyond expression, who is holding with a smile the

But I submitted to this torture bleeding head of S. John had a

without a murmur, acknowledging, kind of fascination for me. It

as I did so, that it was only a merit- seemed like the personification of

ed chastisement. vanity in a new form, giddy and
This cabinet was like a vast hall thoughtless in its course and fatal

in form, and, like all the other in its results, and often inspired me
rooms of that old palace, grand in with many silent, gloomy reflec-

its proportions, but only furnished tions. ... I preferred looking at the

with what was absolutely essential, foliage of the orange-trees in the gar-
One side of the apartment was den below, or gazing into the blue,

entirely lined with shelves filled illimitable heavens above. I often

with books and papers, and at each amused myself, likewise, before a

extremity stood a row of arm-chairs, cage, prettily painted and gilded,
In the middle of the room, opposite that hung in one of the windows, and
two large windows, was my father's contained a bird whose company was

writing-table, near which was mine, a great diversion in the life of disguis-
Between the windows hung a large ed punishment I was condemned to.

painting, which was the only orna- This bird, whose melody surpassed
ment in the room

; but, to com- that of the nightingale in sweetne'

pensate for this, the garden could and power, was one of those c/~
iec*

be seen, and further off, beyond at Sorrento, where they are
'nie%

the verdure of the orange-trees, found, the passero solitari

stretched the blue outline of the so fond of its sweet nr
* at my

sea. father had allowed,
-

j^

hanS

My father received many of his cage here, and rs
^

friends and clients in the morning, the day I clir" f
bench

but seldom admitted any of them in the emb- window to
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see there was no lack of the singu-

larly copious and solid food which

this bird of angelic notes daily re-

quires.

One day, while I was thus perch-
ed at a considerable height from

the floor, the door opened much
wider than usual, and the old

servant that announced the visitors

said with a certain emphasis : "His

Excellency the Duca di Valen-

zano."

My first thought was to descend
from the post I occupied ;

but before

I had time to do so, the visitor en-

tered the room, and stood regarding
me with an air of surprise. My
father rose to meet so unexpected
a client

;
but the latter held out his

hand to aid me in my descent, and
followed me with his eyes, without

speaking, as I hastily regained my
usual seat, blushing with confusion.

My father conducted -him to the

other end of the room, where stood

the row of arm-chairs, and both
look seats. During the long con-

versation that followed, I could

only hear the tones of their voices

as they rose and fell. Sometimes my
father's predominated, and at other

times the deep, sonorous voice of

his visitor. I saw it was a ques-
tion of business, for my father rose

several times to search for differ-

ent papers among the books arrang-
ed on the shelves of the library.

Finally the conversation ended,
and the new client proceeded to-

wards the door. But when he arriv-

ed opposite the cage where my
bird was singing, he said :

"
Really,

one's ears are charmed here no less

than one's eyes. It seems more
like a palace of fairies than a ren-

dezvous for all the contentions of

Sicily. . . ."

He was then standing directly
before me.

" Don Fabrizio," continued he,
"

is not this your daughter, Donna
Ginevra, of whom I have so often

heard ? Do me the favor of pre-

senting me to her."

My father's face assumed a severe,

dissatisfied expression, and mine
was covered with a livelier blush

than before.
" Heard of me so

often ?" Alas ! he had probably
heard me spoken unfavorably of!

Perhaps this was the very thought
that clouded my father's brow.

Nevertheless, after a moment's

hesitation, he said :

'

Rise, Gi-

nevra, and pay your respects to the

Duca di Valenzano."
I rose, but without uttering a

word
;
for I was disconcerted by the

fixed, scrutinizing eye that seemed

trying to read my face. I lowered

my eyes, without being able to dis-

tinguish the features of this new

acquaintance. I only remarked
that he was tall, and had a noble

air, in spite of his peculiar garb,
that made him look more like a

travelling artist than a person of

high rank.

TO BE CONTINUED.
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ON THE WING.

A SOUTHERN FLIGHT.

III.

" Vedi Napoli, e poi mori." *

WE left Rome in a storm of thun- the faithful. But my grief is apt to

der and lightning. The rain pour- take another form from that of

ed in large, cold drops, pattering Mary's or Frank's. Mary grows

against the windows of the railway silent and outwardly calm. Frank

carriage, and adding considerably becomes gloomy. I am more irri-

to the feelings of gloom and appre- table
;
and irritability leads to ac-

hension with which we thought of tivity. My mind was working with

Rome as Rome is now. When an incessant rapidity, and the im-

should we visit the Eternal City pulse to catch sight once more of

again ? And would the veil of sad- every shred that could carry me
ness which now falls on all that is back to happier times, and recall

dear and sacred to the Catholic be once more the memories of the

raised once more in our time ? past, kept me straining my eyes to

Mary was very silent for some get a glimpse of Albano, where we
hours of our long journey ;

and had spent a long, happy summer
while I, with my habitual curiosity, when the Holy Father was at Castel

was peering through the rain-wash- Gandolfo. Should I catch sight of

ed window to discover the beau- Lavinia, ^Eneas' own city, the ob-

ties of the glorious country through ject of so many excursions in those

which we were rushing, she lay happy days ? Should I see those

back with closed eyes, absorbed in hills covered with chestnuts, bare

thought ;
while Frank, with a fixed of leaves now, beneath whose shade

frown on his face, was reading and I had so often rested ? Even Vel-

rustling, and finally crumpling up, letri, though not in itself a special-
in paroxysms of anger, the numer- ly interesting place, had the charm
ous Italian papers that he had of association. I remembered how
bought by handfuls at the station. I had gone to spend a long day
Presently Mary opened her eyes there, and had wandered to the

once more, and condescended to gates of some private house with a

recognize the great fact that we large garden. I had stood looking
were travelling further and further through the iron bars on a little

to the glorious South. I do not paradise, but, as usual in Italy, a

think I felt less intensely than my paradise in disorder. Stone vases

sister the sorrow that attends all stood on a balustrade, filled with

reflection on the present condition bright flowers, but also with weeds,
of the great centre of Christendom The fertile valley lay below, and
and the position of the Father of beyond the blue and purple moun-

tains rose in tiers one above
* See Naples, and then die. another, with soft, violet shadows
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and dim blue mists; and here and
there a peak of rugged rock, on
which the sun struck bright and
keen. A long avenue of shady
plane-trees was to my right. A
solitary peasant drove his mule,
with balanced panniers and pointed
ears like two notes of admiration

against the sky, far as my eye could

reach down the green distance. I

longed to wander on
;
to follow the

flickering lights along that silent

road, and know that it would lead

me out to the Pontine Marshes,
with the rugged Abruzzi beyond.
Here, too, rests the - body of

Hyacinthe Mariscotti, a Franciscan

nun, who died in 1640, and whose

life, less known out of Italy than it

deserves, is one of the most marvel-

lous in its union of great graces and

great sufferings.

The rain pelted hard
;
the light-

ning made me, from time to time,

shrink back suddenly ;
but still I

strained my eyes to catch sight of

the shifting scene, and allowed me-
mories to reawaken and imagina-
tion to throw its glamour over the

past and the future.

Many of the stations along this

road are at some distance from the

towns whose name they bear;
and this, of course, diminishes a

little the interest of the journey.
For instance, Aquino, the birthplace
of the great father of the church,
S. Thomas Aquinas, is about a

mile off. Near here we were, for a

time, to take leave of Frank. He
had made up his mind to visit the

cradle of the great saint before

proceeding to Monte Casino, where

he had made arrangements to

spend at least a week. Our read-

ers are no doubt well aware that

Monte Casino is no longer what it

was. Its glories have been shorn

by the present government, as the

rays of the sun are shorn by the

twilight. There are comparatively
very few monks of the order of

S. Benedict still allowed to reside

there. Amongst them, however,
Frank had formed a real friend-

ship ;
and for a month previous, at

least, Mary and I had heard him

descanting upon all the charms
that he was to find in that wonder-
ful retreat of learning and sanctity.

Partly to tease him, and partly to

be revenged for the fact that I

must be for ever excluded, I gen-

erally replied to his enthusiasm by
making a wry tace and uttering the

words,
; '

Kid, rancid oil, and gar-
lie." Then he would toss back
that tiresome stray lock which is

always trying to shade his beauti-

ful violet eyes, and reply, with a

smile,
" Oh ! I shall not mind." The

train stops a very short time at San

Germane, the station for the Monas-

tery of Monte Casino, and we had a

hurried leave-taking. I was en-

deavoring to collect a few of his

newspapers, which I thought he

had not half read, and put them
into his hand as he left the car-

riage.
"
No, no, dear Jane. Do

you think I would pollute those

sacred walls by carrying there all that

blasphemous stuff." And he leapt
out just as we began to move on.

"O Mary!" I exclaimed, "how
dreadful it would be, if Frank were

to become a Benedictine monk."
" What else do you want him to

do?"
"
Why, live at home, of course,

as an English country gentleman
should do, marry, and bring up a

son to rule after him."
" What a thorough conservative

you are, Jane!" said Mary with

a smile.
"

I am not so sure of that,

have a dash of the liberal in

me at times. But I do love the

dirty acres
;
and I like to see them
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going down from father to son terial improvements. Civilization

without a break." is a term which is so misused
' You are right there. It is that it has become hardly safe to

that permanence which is the use it at all. It ought to mean
back-bone of England. I do not something much higher than in-

believe in the lasting stability creased railway facilities, more look-

of any country where there is ing-glasses and buhl, hundreds of

a perpetual and ever-recurring daily newspapers, and a French
division of property. What a cook."

man has should always survive
' Oh ! of course. Civilization

what a man is, in a sufficiently ought to mean the intellectual

substantial form to make the era- and spiritual development of man-
die of a future destiny. And kind from out of the rough block
where no one is sure of inheriting of his animal nature and his uned-
a large fortune with the large lei- ucated mind. If you add to this

sure that it secures, it tends to make the refinement which self-respect
all men equally mercenary. There and a perpetual inner consciousness
should always be a class apart who of a Being greater and higher than
have no need to fret about making ourselves, keeping all the man's

money, but can afford to spend it." actions in harmony with himself
;< But what if they do not spend and with a higher law, you have a

it well ?" really civilized man as distinct

'That is an answer which in from a savage."
one shape or another you may

' That is not a bad description
make to the laying down of of what civilization ought to be.

any principle. What if it be abus- But that is very different from
ed ? It does not prove the falsity the idea most people have in their

of the principle, but only once minds when they use the term."
more calls to mind the truism that

'

In point of fact, Mary, I mean
everything is open to abuse." material progress. How far is it use-

lC

I suppose you think there are so ful ?"

many objects on which wealth may
; ' How people would stare at

be advantageously expended that it you, Jane, for that query ! people
is well to have an hereditary body who think there is nothing more glo-
whose business it is to do so." rious than to have invented a new

'Yes
;
and I would certainly in- machine or a fresh adjunct to lux-

elude the cultivation of hot-house ury.
"

grapes, and the elysium of fat pork-
'

Yes, those are just the peo-
ers who are washed and combed pie who would not the least

twice a week. It is every man's know what I meant by my implied
business to produce the best he can doubts about the value of material

of whatever he has in hand, includ- progress. But you know what I

ing pineapples and pigs." mean and why I question its nature
'Well done, Mary. You are a and deprecate its increase."

worse conservative than I am. But
;<

It is a difficult question to solve,

do you really think that modern But I have long since come to the

civilization, as it is called, has its conclusion that there is never any
uses?' very great and generally diffused

v

'

By modern civilization, Jane, advance made by mankind in any
I conclude you really mean ma- one direction without its having
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some definite purpose in the Eter-

nal Mind for the ultimate good
of his creation. The progress of

science is only second in import-
ance to the progress of religion ;

and after these two comes the pro-

gress of the useful arts, which are

the offspring of science, and often

seem only to pander to luxury, but

are really subsidiary aids in that

march, in the accomplishment of

which man is to fulfil his destiny of

possessing the earth and filling it.

Mankind is in no way benefited by
the discovery, for instance, of a

new perfume, whereby seme silly

woman may add to the' already

exaggerated expenses of her toi-

let
;
but the process by which that

perfume has been produced is, in

itself, of the utmost value, and

exhibits mechanical invention and
scientific principles that are of the

last importance to mankind. The

perfume is an accident a little of

the golden dust scattered by the

wheels of material progress."
"
Just so

;
and dust, albeit golden,

is not a good atmosphere to breathe

in."

"Decidedly not."
" Then do you think, dear Mary,

that material progress, or what we

generally call improvements, con-

duces, on the whole, to human hap-

piness ?
'

" Ah ! there lies the really difficult

question, and one which I have

again and again striven to answer

satisfactorily to myself. Happiness
is a term generally used to cover

more than it has any ris;ht to do.

There is only one real happiness,
and that is what man finds in him-

self, in union with his God. That

happiness is positive, and there is

no other positive. We begin it

here, but with great drawbacks
and frequent interruptions. We
complete it in the light of glory.

But outside that, hanging on to the

skirts and fringes of real happiness,
there are contentment, pleasure,

ease, and last, but not least, com-
fort. No one can impart happiness,

pure and simple, to another. The
nearest approach to doing so is in

a reciprocal affection. But God
alone can satisfy the soul of man.
What we can confer on others and
on ourselves are various degrees
of those lesser goods which I have
enumerated. Now, all these enter

into the general plan of God's deal-

ings with his creatures. The ani-

mal world is susceptible of them
in its degree, and we ourselves

in a far higher degree. As they
enter into the general scheme, I am
at liberty to conclude, not only
from my own sensations, which

might delude me, but from that

very fact, that they are of very

great importance, and that: every-

thing which augments the sum of

them is a blessing. They are the

ore out of which we coin our char-

ities to others. They are therefore

essentially God's gifts, to be given

by us again."
"
I know what you mean, Mary.

I shall never forget the pleasure I

had in taking one of your air-cush-

ions to that poor woman at T- -,

who was dying of cancer, and to

whom the slightest pressure of even

an ordinary pillow was so painful.

Now, air-cushions are a compara-

tively modern invention. Dear mo-

ther used to say no one ever heard

of mackintoshes and gutta-percha
in her day."

;<

No, Jane, nor yet of lucifer

matches. It was terrible work to

have to nurse the sick through the

night, with a flint and steel and tin-

der as the only way of striking a

light. I think I see now my old

nurse, with her large frilled night-

cap, hammering away for what
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seemed to us children a good three alone to my father's house, and

minutes, because the rush-light had find all ready to my hand well-

gone out, and baby was crying. I appointed servants, large, warm
can remember I had for that flint rooms, and a good table, with

and steel very much the same nothing of meanness, or sparing, or

feelings an Indian has for his fetish, pinching in the unextravagant but

I used to wonder how the flint hid perfectly organized home that was

the fire in its cold bosom, and why open to me I used often to lean

sometimes it seemed to require so back in my easy-chair, and say to

many more persuasive knocks than myself,
'

I am very unhappy ;

at others before it gave out its but, thank God, I am not uncom-

sparks. But for the matter of that, fortable !' Later on, you know, it

as a child I had secretly embraced was not so. I was a Catholic, and
the earliest form of religion, the doors that had been open to me
animism of the lower races of before were closed for ever. Then

savages and I lent a soul to all came the time for discomfort. If I

inanimate, and even all inorganic, wanted to go to London, I had to

matter. I believe, if we could but go to a lodging. The furniture

find it out, all children do so more was shabby and dirty ;
the fires

or less. The external world is so smoked
;

the food was badly
wonderful to them that they vaguely cooked. I drove about in hired

imagine a personality and a con- vehicles, perished with cold, and
sciousness to exist in everything, shaken to death. I knew I was in

There is not a little girl who does no way degraded by it all
;
but it

not, in her heart, believe that her was new and painfully strange to

doll is something more than wax me, and I felt degraded by an
and sawdust

;
and I would not amount of discomforts which in my

give much for her, if she did not. youth I had never approached. It

The exuberance of faith leads to did not, in itself, make me unhappy,
an exuberance of tenderness

;
and but it added a thousandfold to the

the girl who believes in her doll has suffering from real causes for un-

the germ of a good mother in her." happiness. I used to say they were
; You seemed just now to attach the splinters of my cross, though

a great importance to comfort, not my cross itself. Ever since

Mary. I am surprised at that." then, I never see a person in sorrow
'

It arises, in a measure, from my without being anxious to make
own personal experience. Besides them at least comfortable. There

which, comfort may mean almost is nothing, you see, approaching to

anything ;
for it is generally what- asceticism in my view, dear Jane ;

ever we are used to. I remember but, at any rate, one is not bound to

so well, years ago, when the sorrows be ascetic for others."

of my life first threatened to over- Mary and I were sitting side by
power me, how thankfully I felt the side in the railway-carriage, I hav-

warm, soft arms of mere outward ing come from my seat opposite in

well-being so closely round me. order the better to hear. But now
To me they were no more than I returned to my old place, just as

comforts, because all my life I had we paused at the station of Caserta,
been used to them. To others and saw the largest palace in Eu-

they would have seemed luxuries, rope, now empty and almost desert-

When I used to go up to London ed, not far off.
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The great object in our visit to

Naples was to be as near as possi-
ble to our friends, the Vernons.

We were to go first to a hotel, and
then look out for a villa at Posilip-

po, near the one occupied by them-

selves, which was called Casinelli,

from the family of that name to

whom it belonged. We had writ-

ten to Ida Vernon to beg she would
choose our hotel and our rooms.

She had lodged us at a very com-
fortable pension on the Chiaja, and
wrote us word we must, on reaching
the station at 10 o'clock at night,
look out for their servant, Monica;
and that she would wear a red

handkerchief pinned across, gold

earrings, and a blue skirt. We
were not to expect the universal

black hair and eyes of the Italian

woman, as hers were soft brown.
The station is very large and very

badly lighted. But as soon as I

got out, I ran to the grating a

high iron railing, behind which
stood the crowd of people, friends,

servants, porters, and mere lookers-

on, all pushing and squeezing to

catch sight of those they expected

by the train. I soon made out the

blue skirt, and red kerchief, and the

amiable, smiling face of Monica.
She welcomed us exactly as if we
had been old friends, and that it

was a personal pleasure to herself

that we had arrived. She had

brought a carriage for us the size

of a small house, but which refused

(through the coachman) to take lug-

gage. That was to follow in an-

other kind of conveyance immedi-

ately after us. Every sort of in-

junction was given as to its destina-

tion, and, persuaded all was right,

we rumbled over the large flags of

the streets of Naples to the far end
of the Chiaja, where we were to

lodge. There were flowers in our
room and a note from Ida; and

the next morning we were to meet,
after a separation of seven years.

Meanwhile, our impedimenta was

slowly grinding its way past our

door, up the steep hill of Strada

Nuova, on to Posilippo, where our
friends reside a good twenty min-
utes from our abode down the hill,

through the vineyard, and up to

the door of the Villa Casinelli,

where, arriving about midnight, they
thundered and thumped till the

tired Monica had donned once
more the blue skirt, while Lucia
was screaming that there were rob-

bers. Ida came forth in a warm
wrapper; Elizabeth's tall figure
was draped in white

;
Helen peeped

out of the half-open door
;
and the

good Padre Cataldo, their chaplain,
in beretta and soutane, had to emerge
from his little sanctum, at the

furthest end of the long, narrow

house, before peace could be re-

stored, and our mountain of huge
black trunks, portmanteaus, and
leather bags could be induced to

retrace their needless steps, climb

again that zig-zag road up the steep
tufa rock, and reach us, worn out

with waiting and feverish with im-

patience for night-gear, at about

one o'clock in the morning.
Brilliant sunshine, streaming into

the room the next day, woke us up
to the sense of the joyous, bound-

ing life of these delicious climes.

O noisy Naples ! what clamorous

cries, what vibrating shouts, what
shrill feminine voices, fill thy glaring
streets through the livelong day
and far into the unrestful night.
The horses neigh as they do not

neigh in any more tranquil climes.

The usually silent ass is here a gar-
rulous animal. The dogs bark and
snarl in a dialect special to Naples.
The women scream like cockatoos,

and never address each other in

lower tones than as if shouting
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a word of command on board a view of wonderful beauty. The
man-of-war in a gale of wind, descent from the main road was too

Their habits are not conversational, steep for any carriage, winding in

but screamationa\ ;
and the most cor- and out through vines and fig-trees,

dial civility is communicated like a oranges and Japanese medlars, end-

threat, while an affectionate com- ing in a closely-knit avenue of the

pliment is conveyed in sounds suffi- white mulberry, which in the sum-
cient to startle the most supine into mer makes a dense shade,

lively attention. Young girls hiss Our friends wanted us to take

and squeal ;
infants bellow and the villa next to theirs, if only the

roar. It is noise, noise, all day proprietor, a poor and proud mar-

long; and over all a remorseless chese, would let it to us. We went
sunshine on white, glaring pave- over to look at it, but came away
ments of flag-stones a quarter of a in disgust. There was scarcely

yard square and more, like the any furniture, and none that would

pavement of the ancient Romans, have satisfied even the most modest
such as we still see it in the Via requirements. I do not remember
Sacra near the Colosseum, and seeing any beds, although it is cer-

which resounds to the metallic tain the family come there from
tread of donkey, mule, and horse, time to time for a few days. I

or to the softer, shuffling pit-a-pat asked Ida where they slept, and
of the herds of bearded goats that she pointed to 'some roomy sofas

traverse the city at early morn and and wide divans, on which had
eventide. been flung the ashes and the ends of

Mary's bed-room opened into a cigars, as the probable resting-place

large loggia full of flowers gera- of the proprietors. We could only
niums, petunias, and carnations in shake our heads in horrified aston-

full blossom, though it was only ishment, and think what a lovely
the month of March

;
but so had place might be made of this quaint

they blossomed more or less all old house. It stands partly on

through the winter. A few orange- the rock and partly on arcades,,
trees in tubs were there with golden through which the sea comes rush-

fruit and star-like flowers. Then ing when the waves are high, but
the blue sky and the bluer bay ! where, when it is calm, you may sit-

Yes, it was the plenitude of life on silver sands or on the stone
that one only knows in the South, steps that lead down from the

with the delicious sense of the house and the upper terraced gar-

pleasure of mere existence, which dens. We had been so fascinated

tempts one to adopt the dolce far by the appearance of this residence,

ftiente, and makes liv-ing and breath- which looks outside like the frag-

ing seem a full accomplishment of ment of an old feudal castle, and
the day's duties. inside is bright with sunshine and

Ida and Elizabeth Vernon came the glorious view it commands, that

early to carry us off to Posilippo ;
we had requested Padre Cataldo

first to call on Mrs. Vernon at Vil- to write and ask the terms before
la Casinelli, and then to decide on we had gone over it. On our re-

a lodging as near to them as possi- turn from doing so, shocked at the

We found them living in a dirt and disorder we had wit-

house whose foundations are wash- nessed, we were amused to find a
ed by the sea, and commanding a magniloquent reply to the effect

VOL. xix. 23
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that the titled owner would "
con-

descend
"

to let us his dwelling for

(and here he named an exorbitant

price), solely out of an amiable de-

sire to make himself agreeable ;
and

that he would call the following

morning to receive the ten weeks'

rent in advance ! We finally decided

on the villa next but one to that of

our friends the Villa R R .

We did not require more than one
floor of the house. The rest was

occupied by the family, and had a

second entrance. We came into

our part straight from the Strada

Nuova, down a few steps, and in at

a large folding door flanked by a

stone seat and two vases with

huge aloes. We had a lovely view

of the bay in front, a little garden
on a sloping bank on one side, full

of oranges and lemons, now in

full fruit and flower
;
a loggia that

great desideratum of an Italian

house and a view of Naples and
Mount Vesuvius. On our return to

our apartments, we were met by the

woman who attends upon us, tell-

ing us that Ann was in her room
with a bad headache. Little did

we guess what had befallen her !

We went in to see what was the

matter, and found her flung upon
the bed, with her clothes on, in

a profound stupor. In vain we
called her and shook her; we could
not rouse her. The landlady pre-

sently came and told us that an hour

previous poorAnn had been brought
home by a gendarme in a carriage ;

that she was unable to walk up-
stairs without assistance, and seemed

completely dazed when spoken to.

The gendarme said he had noticed

a young person sitting on a bench
in the Villa Reale, the long, nar-

row garden which runs for a mile

along the Chiaja by the sea-shore;
that she looked extremely ill

;
and

that, noticing she had valuables

about her (alluding to her watch and

chain), he had asked her address,

put her into a carriage, and brought
her home. It was a mercy he had
done so. The Neapolitan police
are not always so honest. But our

dismay was increased when at

length, having awakened her, she

did not know any of us. She kept

entreating Mary, who held her in

her arms, to take her back to her

own Mrs. Gordon, her good Mrs.

Gordon. In vain Mary replied,
" But I am Mrs. Gordon, Ann.
Look at me

;
don't you know me ?"

'

No, no
; you look something like

her, but you have not her voice. Oh !

where is she. Where is Miss Jane,
and where is Lulu ?"

Fortunately, Lulu, Mary's dog,
was in her room, and the probability
was that, though she failed to know
us, she would recognize Mary's Lulu
from any other Lulu. I flew to fetch

the little animal, and threw it into her

arms, to poor Lulu's great astonish-

ment. It succeeded perfectly. She

knew the dog, and 'thus recovered

her memory of the faces around

her, and her conviction that she

was in her own room. Evidently
she had a vague horror that she

might have been taken to the wrong
house, and that she had awakened

among strangers. When she had

entirely recovered herself, we found

that no trace of what had happened
to her remained on her memory
from the moment that she enter-

ed the Villa Reale
; yet she was

found more than half way down it !

She must have wandered on par-

tially insensible
;
and it is a bless-

ing that, when the gendarme found

her, she had enough consciousness

left to give the right address. She

had already been out in the morn-

ing, and a second walk in the hot

sun had been too much for her.

was a sun-stroke
;

and strangers
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are more subject to such accidents with a good substantial dower and
than persons who have become a large trousseau. The eldest girl

habituated to the climate. It was, had not long been a bride when we

however, long before Ann really arrived
; and, after making the

shook off the effects of gratifying acquaintance of the other members
her over-curiosity to visit the beau- of the family, we one day called

ties of Naples on first arriving. upon her. Their dwelling was
In a very short time, we were com- built against the tufa rock which

fortably settled at Villa R skirts the Strada Nuova. She
R . The Vernons had arranged had three rooms, nicely furnished,

everything for us with a forethought with marble tops to the chest of

for which we could not be too grate- drawers and the table, such as we
ful. They lent us the services of Mo- in England should only expect to

nica as cook, assuring us that, if we find in the houses of the rich, but

took a Neapolitan, we should be which here are common enough,
cheated and tormented out of our The bedstead was of walnut, and
lives. Monica was a Piedmontese, the sheets like the driven snow for

and as good and simple-hearted a girl whiteness. Ida, who had known
as any one could wish to find. Her the girl for years, told us that her

economical scruples were positively trousseau contained a dozen of

amusing. We could hardly induce every necessary article of dress and
her to buy the particular articles house-linen, even to a dozen pairs
we desired for our dinner, because, of stays ! enough to last a life-

in her estimation, they were at too time. There hung a crucifix at

high a price in the market
;
and she the head of the bed, and a few

would beg and entreat of us to wait colored engravings ornamented the

patiently a little longer until they walls of the sitting-room, in which
should have gone down. If it had also there stood a tiny altar with a

been her own money she was spend- statue of the Mater Dolorosa and

ing, she would not have been so a few flowers.

economical ; for, as we found out The lower classes here have

later, she was always ready to lend to what we should call strange notions

those less well off than herself, and with respect to the sacrament of

would give away more than she marriage. It is treated as a deed
could afford. The name of the of darkness. The bride is convey-

young lad whom the Vernons en- ed late in the evening, or by cock-

gaged to act as servant was Paolino, crowing, to church, by her mother
a boy of eighteen, with glorious, and a few respectable matrons,

large brown eyes and bright com- No young girl, not even a sister, is

plexion. It was some time before allowed to be present, and would
we taught him manners, as he had endanger her reputation were she

never been in a gentleman's family to appear on such an occasion,

before. His father was a vignaiuolo A few days later, the bride once

of the name of Camerota. He more puts on her wreath, and her

had several sons and daughters, veil, and her wedding-dress. All the

some of them married. He rented family and friends of both sexes

:he vineyards of the marchese are gathered together, and the

A'hose dilapidated house we had women and men, in separate car-

leclined to hire, and each of his riages, drive fast and furious along
:hildren married from their home the Chiaja up the Strada Nuova,
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past Posilippo, by the hour, and in the discourses of our good Padre

finally pause at the Taberna del Cataldo to his little group of lis-

Capo di Posilippo, or some other teners in the chapel in the rock

house of entertainment, and have a belonging to Villa Casinelli. And
merry feast. We held this said probably he knew more of its evil

Taberna somewhat in horror. On influences than we did. I remem-

Sundays the day on which every- ber, one Sunday afternoon, being

body seems to think his honor and particularly struck by a carriage

reputation are engaged in gallop- full of merry-makers, drawn by the

ing up hill and down dale at a most miserably thin gray mare my
break-neck pace for the whole eyes had ever beheld. She was
afternoon this was the chief place nothing but a bag of bones, and
of meeting ;

and in the lovely must have reached the utmost age

starlight evenings, the returning that horse ever attains. I was

guests would come back with a horrified to see so old and pitiable

sadly rollicking air, hat on one side, an object driven so hard and fast,

a long cigar in the mouth, and a leg and could only console myself by
hanging over the side of the frail thinking the gallop I then witnessed

vehicle, while the spirited little must surely be the last. But it was
Sardinian horse, all blood and not so

;
far from it. Day after day,

sinew, would fly along, with jingling but on Sundays especially, my Rosi-

bells and bright brass harness, as nante might be seen flinging her

if his hoofs hardly struck the earth, wild hoofs into space, amid a cloud

The drivers of these cittadine, as of dust, and generally in competi-
the little hired open carriages are tion with a beautiful, wicked-look-

called, take great pride in their ing black horse, sleek and well

harness. The horse-collar more cared for, in dazzling harness, with

resembles a yoke ;
and where it red ribbons in his mane a perfect

meets over the horse's neck, there is little devil, as he took the bit be-

often a little brass image of the tween his teeth, and seemed to en-

angel guardian a very necessary joy the eagerness of his driver, al-

angel, indeed, considering the pace beit the lash fell often on his sleek

they go, and whose guardianship and steaming flanks. I delighted
must be severely put to the test by in that little black horse. But to

the mad risks of the half-inebriated the last Sunday of our abode at

coachmen. It is very rare to see Posilippo poor Rosinante held her

a Neapolitan really drunk. The ground. And I can see her now,
wine they take produces a light, awful to behold, neither fatter nor

joyous, but brief intoxication, thinner that she could hardly be-
which makes dare-devils of them than the first day, devouring the

for the time, but soon loses its ground beneath her, and flinging

effects, and is rarely stupefying, out her skeleton leg straight from

It is the divine inflatus of the the shoulder, so that I could hardly
Bacchus of old, and not the coarse, see she touched the ground,

heavy incapacity of the snoring The chief amusement on Sun-

Silenus. Nevertheless, though I day afternoons of our own humbler
have spoken so indulgently of the friends and neighbors, the vignaiu-
Taberna del Capo di Posilippo, it oli* was a game of bowls by the side

formed a not unfrequent subject

of grave rebuke and expostulation
* Vine-dressers.
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of the road, and in front of the by all the vignaiuoli and the inhabi-

wide-gaping wooden doors of the tants of Posilippo generally, their

strange dwellings cut in the rock request could not be overlooked,

where the inhabitants of Posilippo Accordingly, Paolino, blushing and

reside. Many of these are restau- grinning, was admitted to form one

rants and taverns on a small and of our household. His father told

humble scale
;
and Padre Cataldo us exactly what his son's labor was

had been making vigorous efforts, worth to himself, and that we were

not to discourage the game of to hand over to him. It was all to

bowls, but to induce the men to go to the making-up of Paolino's

play in an open space near the marriage- portion. We were then

Villa Casinelli, and consequently to pay the lad a little over for him-

at some distance from the taverns, self, as pocket money. And this

Like all Italians, and chief amongst was to be done with discretion
;

them all, the Neapolitans are great not to prove a temptation to lavish

gamblers. The tavern-keepers en- expenditure. This is the way in

courage this, because it promotes which the marriage-portions of both

their trade
;
and the games being boys and girls are made up. They

carried on in front of their caverns work for their own parents, and the

(for such they really are) leads to latter put by the wages for them,

incessant
"
treating." In this way, When old enough, they are at liberty

what between entertaining his to undertake other and more profit-

friends and losing his money at able work. And from time to time

play, it often happens that the ill- there comes a windfall a little

advised vignaiuolo returns to his work to be done in addition
;
or a

home with his pockets empty; specially good harvest, when the

and the next day the wife would parents add something of the sur-

come in tears to tell her sorrows to plus to the portion of the girl or

the good father. Even our Pao- boy then marriageable. There was
lino was never contented without a deep, dark-eyed maiden, of the

an hour or two at bowls on Sunday ripe age of fifteen, with wayward
afternoon. And we did not like to black locks and a furtive glance in

refuse him, for we were obliged to her liquid eyes like a startled fawn,
take him somewhat on his own about whose conduct there was a

terms
;
and these involved a very slight demur. Venturella (for such

small sense of servitude, and a very was her name, and it struck me at the

large one that he had put us under time as of evil omen) was at heart

something of an obligation by com- as innocent as a child of five. But

ing to us at all. Had he been a there was something in her shy yet
year or two older, his parents would daring nature which caused a cer-

not have allowed him to enter ser- tain uneasiness as to the fate of the

vice, thinking it a degradation. But timid, impulsive girl in this evil

as he was very young, and rather world. Venturella was fond of
restless and wanting change, it was leaning over the low parapet which
decided that he might be allowed to divided her father's vineyard from
work off a little of the exuberance the highroad; and when the brief
of boyhood in our service. Even Italian twilight had sunk in the
this could not have been allowed shades of night, and the bril-

had we not been friends of the liant stars, that seem so near in

Vernons
;

but as they are adored those southern lands, had spangled
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the dense blue heavens with their would not tolerate a finger's weight

myriad fires, Venturella would pre- from any one else. Then came
tend she did not hear her moth- the rage of Venturella's mother;
er's voice calling her to come and spite of Padre Cataldo's hav-

home. With arms crossed, she ing elicited the fact that no great-
would lean on the wall, just breast er wrong had been done than a few

high, and her star-like eyes would silly promises and one shy kiss,

seek their sister-stars above with all Posilippo was loud in crying,
a vague, dream-like wonder. What Fie for shame ! on the fawn-eyed
the stars and perhaps even more Venturella. At length those older

the moon said to Venturella we than herself and wiser than her

shall never know
;

but one of mother took the matter in hand,

them must have carried a message Could nothing be done ? Stern

to a certain youthful Franceschino, fortune answered, Nothing. Ven-
whose hyacinthine locks clustered turella's marriage-portion was far

low over a brow of ivory, beneath from being made up. She was an

which lay two eyes like the eve- idle hussy, and only worked when

ning sky Venturella was so fond of; she could not help it. The rest

and whose teeth gleamed in the of the time she paddled with nak-

soft light like the white sea-foam, ed feet in the silver sands, tempt-

Nobody knew
;
and as the birds ing the tiny waves to kiss them,

had all long ago gone to bed, none or gathered scarlet poppies from'

of them were there to whisper among the green corn and twisted

tales. them in her raven hair. Worse
Franceschino was the son of a than all, Franceschino was equal-

vignaivolo who lived on the Vo- ly behindhand with his fortune
;

mero, the heights above Posilip- and nineteen was too young for a

po ; and the little stolen interviews lad to marry, though fifteen was
took place as he came back from none too soon for a Neapolitan
the city, whither he had been sent maiden.

on his father's business. From There was, however, something in

time to time the mother wondered the silent sauvagerie of the strange
what made her son so late in com- girl which made it evident to her bet-

ing home
;

and one night she ters that she could not be thwarted

thought she would find out for her- with safety. There was something
self whether the dry bush hanging deeper than words in the sudden flash

out before the wide doors of one of those wild eyes when they looked

of those cavernous taverns had up fiercely, and then fell beneath the

tempted Franceschino to try the long, fringed lids, and lay in shadow

red wine within, and perhaps take like pools in some dense forest,

a hand at cards with some other Venturella shrank, half angry, half

loiterers. Alas ! for VentureUa ashamed, at every breath of blame ;

when the indignant matron found while her eyes grew larger and

out the charm which had led to deeper, and the round, full cheeks

the boy's delay. She was not like- became pallid and sunken,

ly to hold her tongue about it. "What is to be done with that

Nor was his father, who beat and wayward girl ?" was the ever-recur-

cuffed him well
;
for boys of nine- ring question among the Vernons,

teen at Posilippo will meekly bear who seemed to take upon their

a cuffing from a parent, when they own charitable shoulders every
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burden that weighed upon their with a vague sense of apprehension,
numerous friends, the Posilippians. as if the post were about to bring
At length a suggestion was made us a distressing letter which our im-
that Venturella should be sent to agination foresaw. We all know
school far away from present as- the ceaseless and unreasoning feel-

sociations, where she would have ing of being out of spirits which
numerous girls of her own age to also tempts us to be out of temper,
divert her, and where she might We are acquainted with the blue-
learn fine needle-work and em- devils, and we are generally taci-

broidery the only thing, besides turn and inclined to gloom. The
paddling in the sea and weaving Italian knows nothing of this. The
wreaths of wild flowers, for which very great and constantly-pervad-
she had ever shown any disposi- ing influence these feelings have
tion. Meanwhile, a dot was to be over our daily life is absolutely be-

thought of for her; not so very yond the limits of his experience,
much was wanted to make up the unless, of course, he is suffering from

necessary sum- about 4,500 francs, a deep sorrow or a real physical
And then, when Venturella should malady. To the age of eighty, he
be wiser and Franceschino older, wakes in the morning with the
who knows but what love's young same sensation of joyous energy
dream may turn out true at last ? or placid pleasure which we were

It did not take us long to get in- beginning to lose before we were
timate with the names and habits eight. He is passionate ;

but
of the rural population around us. he is not irritable. He has parox-
They were quite willing to receive ysms of despair, but he knows no
us as friends, and seemed to expect constant gloom. Our impatience,
a ready sympathy from us in all our tendency to being

"
put out,"

their concerns. Unlike the pea- are enigmas to him. The small

sants of an English village, the best hindrances of every day and every
of whom, at least amongst the wo- hour are less a great deal to him
men, cultivate so little acquaintance than the swarms of his pestering
with each other, here everybody southern flies are to us. Pazienza
knew everybody else

;
and though (patience) is for ever on his lips ;

I do not pretend to say there was and it is no vain word, for patient
less gossiping among them, it al- he is to a degree which is exasper-

ways struck me that there was less ating to behold. WT

hen he is wait-

of that sour ill-nature which is apt ing, he is not gnawing an invisible

to characterize the English cotta- bit, as we are doing, and grinding
ger's comments on her neighbors, his teeth to powder. He is simply
No doubt this arises in a greater enjoying the being alive

;
and it

degree from the nature of the peo- does not much matter to him

pie than from acquired virtue. It whether he chews the delicious cud
is only in northern, damp climes, of existence waiting at your door
like the English, that the necessary or sitting in his own home. You
ills of life are so heightened and may make him furiously angry t

intensified by the general sense and as likely as not he will stab

of moral and physical discomfort you in the back and in the dark,

which a heavy atmosphere and a But you cannot make him cross, or

gray sky produce. We all know fretful, or peevish, or low-spirited,
what it is to wake in the morning Depend upon it, if he is ever any
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one of these things, it is high time

to call in the doctor, who probably
will declare his case already hope-
less. On the other hand, if any-

thing and it may often be a trifle

thoroughly rouses a Neapolitan, it

is fearful. It becomes a rabbia (a

rage), as they themselves express it
;

and then they are blind and deaf

to reason and expostulation, and
run amuck of all that comes in

their way. It is possible that the

extraordinary violence which seizes

them is, in a measure, purely physi-

cal, and that that also in a mea-
sure diminishes their responsibility.

Evidently, they think so themselves.

Era una rabbia* is considered! al-

most an excuse for the worst crimes,
so long as these were committed in

the heat of passion. And pro-

bably, in the long run, this has se-

riously affected the moral sense
;

so that good and reasoning people
fail to be as much horrified at some
murder committed in a brawl as

we should be. They look upon an
event of the kind almost in the

light of a mutual misfortune be-

tween the murdered and the mur-
derer. It is at least certain that the

line of demarcation which separates
inward resentment from the out-

ward act of guilt is more easily
crossed by these children of the

sun, and does not presume the ex-

istence of so much previous de-

moralization as it would do with

us. Yet I am far from intending
to write an apology for the Neapo-
litan character. There is a great
deal about them which is very

graceful and very attractive
;
and

when they are really good and re-

fined, they are most lovable. But
this is exceedingly rare. As a peo-

ple, they are venal, deceitful, mer-

cenary, and treacherous. But with

* It was a fit of rage.

it all, they are exactly like children
;

good or naughty, as the case may
be, but always children.

Frank not being with us, the Ver-
nons had undertaken to procure
for us a carriage and a pair of

horses, with a well-conducted

coachman, to hire by the month.

Indeed, had Frank been there, he

could not have done it half as well

as they did
;
for all these transac-

tions require you to be acquainted
with the current charges and with

the character of the people ;
and

Frank had no experience in either.

The Vernons concluded the bargain
for us with Pascarillo, the man from
whom they always hired a vehicle

when they wanted one
;
and a fine,

handsome-looking fellow he was,
with the reputation of being rather

a gay Lothario, but, on the whole,
an honest man as Neapolitans go.
Our carriage was delightfully roomy.
It held four with admirable ease,

and five at a pinch, together with

cloaks and cushions, luncheon and

drawing materials, whenever we
went on an excursion. In the

evening, we could close it. We
had two very fleet horses, not at

all fine-looking, and rather under-

sized for the carriage, but the best

little beasts to go I ever saw. Our
coachman was a veritable son of

Jehu. He was a miserable object,
mean and despicable to look at,

diminutive, with bleared eyes, a

beardless chin, and the expression
of a low coward. But never have I

sat behind such a coachman as that.

I believe he would have taken us

up the wall of a house and down
the other side in perfect safety. It

did not signify what his horses did,

or what evident peril we got into,

he always managed quite quietly to

bring us right again without any

expression of vehemence or alarm.

Suddenly, one day, our coachman
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vanished. An old man appeared
in his stead, and a pair of grays,

larger than the little brown horses.

We made no remark, supposing it

was an accident, and that our for-

mer equipage would return in time.

That clay we set out for the Vomero
the height above Posilippo, cover-

ed with beautiful villas, and com-

manding a superb view, or rather

many views. The horses jibbed.
We were greatly alarmed. They
could not be got up the hill, and
we had to go home. We sent an

indignant message to Pascarillo, and

hoped it would never happen again.
But it did happen ;

not once nor

twice only. And then Pascarillo was
sent for in person to render an ac-

count of himself. There he stood, six

foot two, with broad chest, a forest of

hair, and an august presence. Ida,

the universal spokeswoman, with

her fluent Italian and her deter-

mined energy, left him in no doubt

as to her opinion of his conduct.

He heard her out silently and

calmly, and then replied that the

signori/ia was quite right ;
he was

conscious that his conduct had
been inexcusable, and that we had
serious cause for displeasure. He
had not kept to his bargain, and
he was aware of it. It should not

happen again ;
and with a polite

bow, he retired. It did not happen
again. He had tried to take us in,

and he had not succeeded just a

little speculation that had failed,

and that was all ! As for any ran-

cor at being scolded, or any hu-

miliation at having to make an

apology, such sentiments did not

trouble the breast of Pascarillo for

a second. He probably only said

to himself,
"
Better luck next time."

Our little horses came back, and
our impish young coachman with

them. We had never again to

complain. But the impression
made on Mary's imagination by
our coachman's face was such that

she had scruples of conscience

about Paolino being allowed to

converse with him on the coach-

box. Paolino *

was, therefore, se-

riously informed that for a footman
to talk to the coachman when the

ladies were in the carriage was not

good manners. And from that

moment silence was maintained
;

and Paolino's morals were left un-

tainted, as he sat, radiant in clean

white cotton gloves and a new

necktie, enjoying the delights of

drives and picnics at least as much
as the persons on whose account

they were undertaken.
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THE FEMALE RELIGIOUS OF AMERICA.

IN this busy world of labor,

where mankind seems exclusively
bent on the acquisition of wealth,

fame, or power, on fashion, folly,

and empty pleasures, how seldom
we pause to consider seriously the

diversity and multiplicity of the

elements of humanity by which we
are surrounded ! How few, in

their headlong career after vain

desires, ask themselves if this

world were made for them alone
;

if the end and object of life, the

first gift of a merciful Creator, is

merely selfish enjoyment, or wheth-

er the social compact, as well as

the laws of God, do not require of

us to assist in every way possible
our less fortunate or more afflicted

fellow-creatures.

It requires little reflection or ef-

fort to distinguish the favorites of

fortune those whose lot having
been cast in pleasant places, shine

in the public regard like beings of

a superior order. Worldly success

is ever prominent, and its devotees

are always ready to court its notice

and extol its merits. To be fash-

ionable is to be fawned upon; to

be influential, sought after; to

wield power is to be placated.
Not so with the humble, the poor,
the ignorant, and the obscure;
the victims of physical affliction or

of moral degradation. They are

usually shunned, often despised,

and, as far as possible, contemp-

tuously ignored. They constitute

the outcasts of
"
society," and,

when they come betwixt the wind
and its nobility, are merely objects
of contempt, barren pity, or down-

right loathing. Yet these very un-
fortunates comprise, even in our

own favored land, a very large and,
in an indirect sense, a potent con-

stituent of our population. Al-

ways with us, no matter how much
we may attempt to separate our-

selves from them., they appeal to

us for help in the name of all we hold

sacred; and their supplications, no
matter how mutely made, if un-

heeded, are certain to be followed,

even in this life, by a blight on our

souls as well as a curse to our bo-

dies. The heart of man becomes

hardened, the fine perception of

fraternal love and charity with

which he is naturally blessed with-

ers and shrivels up, and he becomes
a mere embodiment of self, an arid

isolation, in proportion as he steels

himself against the cries and suffer-

ings of his kind. The very igno-
rance he will not help to remove,
the want and squalor he refuses to

alleviate, rise up in judgment
against him, and, developing into

crimes against life and property,
haunt his footsteps, and but too

often mark him for their prey.
As in all things else, if we want

an exemplar for our conduct in

relation to our fellow-beings, we
must look to the church. Follow-

ing the teachings of her divine

Founder, from the earliest ages she

has recognized the existence of the

vast amount of misery, poverty,

vice, and ignorance which underlies

the surface of civilization, ancient

and modern, and has used every
effort to mitigate it. While yet

the successors of S. Peter were
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struggling with the effete though S. Anthony, in the latter part of the

polished paganism of the dismem- Hid century, placed his sister in a

bered Roman Empire, and the great- 'house of virgins," of which she

er part of Europe was enshrouded afterwards became abbess
;
and that

in the darkness of barbarism, socie- on Christmas day, 35 2, in S. Peter's

ties of holy men and pious women Church in Rome, Pope Liberius con-

were established and sustained by ferred the habit and veil on Mar-
the popes and the fathers of the cellina, enjoining on her a life of

church, to mitigate in some degree, mortification and prayer. A little

by their prayers and good works, later, mention is made of SS. Mar-
the evils which beset society in its cella, Lea, and Paula as distinguish-
earliest transition state. The prin- ed Roman women who forsook the

cipal evils to be combated at that world, and spent their remaining
time were the ferocity of heathen- life in prayer and good works

;
the

ism outside the confined limits of latter especially, who, with her

Christendom, and, within, the men- daughter, built a hospital at Beth-

tal obscurity of the barbaric cate- lehem, erected a monastery for S.

chumens and neophytes. Physical Jerome and his monks, and founded

destitution, in our signification of in Palestine three convents for

the term, was but little known be- female recluses, of which she took

yond the limits of a few great personal charge. S. Basil found
cities

;
for men's wants were few many such convents in existence,

and easily supplied before the in- and established several more with-

crease of population and the un- in his jurisdiction, one of which was

equal distribution of property be- presided over by his sister Macrina,
came general in the Old World, at Pontus. S. Chrysostom, Arch-
Therefore we find that the monks bishop of Constantinople, up to

and nuns of the IVth century, and 407, writes that in Egypt the con-

for many hundreds of years after- gregations of women were as nu-

wards, devoted themselves mainly merous as the monasteries
;
and S.

to preaching and teaching, to the Augustine, Bishop of Hippo (396

multiplication of copies of the Holy 430), built a convent of nuns, of

Scriptures, and to praying for the which his sister was superior, giving
conversion of mankind. Thus the it, in 423, a written rule, still followed

order founded by S. Basil, Arch- by the religious who bear his name,

bishop of Caesarea, in Cappadocia, Four years after, S. Benedict found-

Asia Minor, A.D. 362, and that of ed his monastery at Monte Casino,
S. Benedict, Abbot of Norcia, in the rules of which, having been

Italy, in 529, and the numerous approved by Gregory the Great, in

cenobitic communites which sprang 595, have been very generally
from them, all more or less strict- adopted by many religious bodies

ly observing the rules laid down of men and women in Europe and

by those great lights of the church, America.

considered prayer, humility, and At first these religious institu-

obedience the essential principles tions were confined to Italy and
of their foundation. the East

;
but as the light of the

Congregations of women devoted faith gradually extended over Eu-
to the worship of God, prayer, and rope, religious houses were multipli-

poverty were coeval with, if not ante- ed
;
and though for a long time each

rior to, those of men; for we find that convent was governed by its own
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inmates, and followed the ancient

rules, modified in many instances

by peculiar circumstances, it was

eventually found judicious to form

them into distinct orders or con-

gregations, in which all the estab-

lishments of a particular founda-

tion were governed by a general
head or superior. The strict re-

quirements of prayer, humility, and

obedience were still observed
;
but

to these were added the education

of the children of the poor, alms-

giving, and other acts of external

devotion. Wherever a church was

built, a monastery planted, or a

number of people gathered together
to worship God, there was general-

ly to be found a convent, wherein

the ailing might find relief; the

afflicted, consolation; and the

ignorant of the female sex, enlight-
enment. There the young whose

parents were scarcely out of the

slough of barbarism were taught
their catechism and the beautiful

prayers and litanies of the church,
as well as to weave, spin, and all

the other duties of a civilized house-

wife. While the clergy, secular

and regular, went among the adults,

preaching, instructing, and baptiz-

ing, holy women were near at hand
to pray for the success of their

efforts, and totshow, by their gentle
charities and meek demeanor, the

loveliness and beneficence of the

Christian religion.

One of the greatest glories of the

Catholic Church is that she, and
she alone, freed woman from the

grossest slavery, and placed her in

her proper sphere of usefulness

and influence. By the sacrament

of marriage, woman was made the

honored equal of man
; by her

commandments and precepts, the

church guarded her liberty and her

purity, exalted her authority in the

family, and recognized in her, even

in death, the loving protectress of

her offspring. But the church did

more than all this. She gave to

woman a part in her divine mission,
a share in the most glorious task

ever allotted to humanity the pro-

pagation of the law of the Most^

High; and the dispensation of his

mercies and benevolence. We are

not surprised, then, to learn that in

past ages,
" when faith was young,"

the most gifted and high-born of their

sex in every Christian land, daugh-
ters of nobles and princes, abandon-

ing all the fascinations of the world,
even those of royalty itself, were to

be found eager to take part in the

great work of religion, and con-
secrate their lives to prayer, pen-
nance, and charity, for the sake of

the poor and helpless.
Such humility and implicit faith

in the goodness of God could not

have been unavailing; and we who
now enjoy the blessings of true mo-

rality, with the refinements and

graces of true civilization, seldom
cast a thought back to the days of

semi-barbarism among our forefa-

thers, when the only light that il-

lumined the gloom of the outer

world proceeded from the lamp of

the sanctuary, and the only asylum
open to the affectionate and modest
soul of woman was the humble

convent, where she could surround
herself with the innocent and un-

stained children of both sexes,
and teach them the way of salva-

tion. Beyond those sacred en-

closures, in bygone days, were lit-

tle but passion, grossness, and self-

indulgence; while within reigned

peace, delicacy, and that knowledge
which is justly called the beginning
of wisdom. The world at length
commences to acknowledge the in-

comparable services of the monks
and doctors, the penmen and

preachers of the so -called dark ages ;
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but who shall count up the debt of mies, believes in nothing but him-

gratitude we owe to the thousands self, and obeys his own whims as

upon thousands of holy women who, his highest rule of morality. It is

spurning every earthly allurement, a melancholy fact, but none the

abandoning home, friends, and less true, that, according to official

country, have sought, generation authority, nearly one-half of the

after generation, to win an eternal people of this country, male and

reward by unceasing prayer and female, practically believe in no
continuous acts of benevolence? form of religion whatever. Dis-

Europe is still, as in the past, en- gusted at the perpetual wranglings

joying the benefits of the labors of and disagreements of the sects in

her pious daughters ; India, China, the name of Christianity ;
trained

and the furthest confines of the into mere cultivated animals by a

eastern hemisphere are reaping the system of public tuition which ig-

advantages of the missionary efforts nores God, or recognizes his exis-

of the good nuns and Sisters
;
but tence on,ly to ridicule and travesty

America seems destined to be in his word
;
and freed from all the

the future the field whereon the full restraints which the church so

effulgence of God's goodness is to wisely throws around her children

be made manifest in the persons from their earliest infancy, is it

of his chosen handmaids. wonderful that the majority of the

To us especially the presence of youth of this nation should grow
so many pious and educated wo- up in the actual deification of their

men is of incalculable advantage, own prejudices and passions ?

The Catholic body in the United With so many instances daily and
States has to combat a much more hourly presented to our eyes, are

insidious and dangerous foe than we to be surprised that persons
was ever arrayed against the thus reared should be so active in

church, even in her darkest days creating a public opinion among us

of persecution. Then Christianity which is not Catholic, nor even
had only to shatter the idol of im- Protestant, but simply and abso-

perial Rome, already tottering to lutely heathenish, without the re-

its base
;
now we have to fight fmement of the ancient Greeks to

against what may be termed civil- soften its grossness, or the pride
ized paganism, energetic, unscru- of the Roman to save it from cu-

pulous, and worldly-wise, which pidity and dishonor?

aims at mere sensuous enjoyments, How all-important is it, then, to

cultivates the intellect at the ex- parents to be able to find schools

pense of the soul, and even attempts wherein their children those loved

to use the very evidences of God's ones whom they have been instru-

works as a justification for their mental in bringing into the world,

contempt of his law, and as an ar- and for whose eternal welfare they

gument against his existence itself, are responsible will be cared for

At the worst, the rude pagan of and instructed, taught habits of in-

Northern and Western Europe had dustry as well as accomplishments,
a belief in a superior Being, and an and in which bands of zealous,

acknowledged, innate dependence educated, and religious women are

on his will
;
but the fashionable ever ready to plant and nurture

sceptic of to-day, the learned the seeds of virtue in their hearts,
doubter of our schools and acade- while shielding their young minds
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from even the shadow of contami-

nation. Such guardians of the

female youth can only be found

in the nunneries, convents, and
schools of the Catholic Church.
There their lives are wholly and

exclusively devoted to works of

benevolence, of which the religious
instruction of the ignorant is by no
means the least. The world for

them has neither cares nor attrac-

tions
; they move, live, and have

their being in an atmosphere of

order, prayer, and tranquillity, their

very appearance being in itself a

homily of obedience and cheerful

reliance on the goodness of their

Maker.
Even though the educational es-

tablishments of the nuns and Sisters

are in their infancy, there are few

parents who need deprive their

children of the advantages to be

gained only in them. A quarter
of a century ago, we could only
boast of sixty-six such institutions,
while now we have nearly four hun-
dred academies alone. What ex-

cuse, therefore, is there for a piously-
inclined mother or a discriminating
father to imperil the happiness and
faith of her or his children by send-

ing them to secular schools where
the training they receive is worse
than artificial? In the convents

they can be taught every accom-

plishment that befits a young lady,
no matter how high her station in

life, without being made the shal-

low creature, the mere puppet of

fashion, which we find so often
"
turned out

"
by the modern secu-

lar school-mistresses of our time
;

without heart, feeling, and, we

might almost say, with no fixed per-

ception of right and wrong.
Then we have two hundred and

forty select schools, or an average
of four for each diocese, attended

by boarders or those living with their

relations. These differ from the

academies only in degree, being in-

tended for the benefit of children

whose position in life does not de-

mand the same elaborate mental

culture, or whose school-days are

necessarily short. Still, they re-

ceive the same attention, and are

subjected to precisely similar moral

influences, as the others. But the

poor those whose parents are un-

able to pay for their education are

they to have none of the advan-

tages so freely accorded their

wealthy neighbors ? Must they be

thrust into the tainted atmosphere
of our public schools, and left to

shift for themselves ? Not so.

The poor have ever been the pri-

mary objects of the good Sisters'

solicitude
;
and though they count

their academies by hundreds, the

number of their free schools, parish,

orphan, and industrial, may be

reckoned by thousands, and the

pupils by myriads.
In the Diocese of New York there

are forty-six of these female schools,

with over twenty thousand chil-

dren, whose tuition is gratuitous, be-

sides some three thousand inmates

of orphan asylums and other chari-

table institutions for juveniles. In

the Philadelphia diocese there are

thirty-five Sisters' free schools, con-

taining nearly ten thousand scho-

lars, in addition to the orphans. In

Cincinnati, where the school sys-

tem has been brought to a state of

great efficiency, the proportion of

the attendants to the Catholic pop-
ulation is much greater. We have

no means of ascertaining the total

number of pupils in the entire

country ;
but if we take the three

dioceses above mentioned as a

criterion, it will be found that in the

United States there are nearly
three hundred thousand girls daily

receiving at the hands of the Sis-
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ters of various congregations a their minds will be amply stored

free, thorough, and practical Ca- with useful and elegant knowledge,
tholic education. The expense their impressionable hearts will be

alone of this great work of charity, guarded against the follies and sins

if not performed without compen- of the world. If all the communi-

sation, would be, judging from the ties in the country in number
cost of the public schools of New about forty-five were to devote

York, at least eight millions of their entire labor alone to this

dollars annually. If we add to the great work of education, what a

number of girls in the free schools benediction would they deserve

the fifty or sixty thousand pupils from untold millions !

in the six hundred and forty acade- But they do not stop here,

mies and select schools, we will They go much further, and, with

find that about three hundred and some few exceptions, their charity

fifty thousand female children are, takes a far wider range. There are

in this year of grace 1874, under the poor waifs, left deserted on the

the more than maternal care of the highways, to be rescued from im-

religious of the Catholic Church. pending death and nursed into

Who can estimate the immense consciousness
;

the orphan, who
amount of good which is accom- has been deprived of its natural

plished in this manner ? Who guardians, to be cared for
;
the un-

can measure the beneficent ef- fortunate pariah of her sex, to be
fects to the country produced by consoled and encouraged to resume
these institutions of learning, which the path of virtue

;
the jails, where

annually send to their homes so lie the agents of passion and crime,

many thousands of children to to be visited
;
the aged and infirm

gladden the hearts of fond pa- to be taken by the hand, and led

rents, not so much by their vari- down the slope of life with tender

ed acquirements, as by their gentle- solicitude. Again, the deaf, the blind,

ness of disposition and unaffected the insane, the wounded, the sick,

piety ? If we cannot gauge the and even the incurable, are, accord-

merits of the Sisters by what we ing to their several needs, objects of

see before us, how much less capa- unremitting attention. No evil is so

ble are we of estimating the reward deep-seated, no affliction so bitter,

which their long years of devotion no disease, whether of the mind or

will receive from Him who said of of the body, so loathsome, that the

little children,
" Of such is the king- holy women of the church, with

dom of heaven." God's assistance, cannot assuage or

As to the efficiency of the nuns cure.

and Sisters as teachers of the young To teach children is doubtless

people of their own sex, there is a responsible and laborious occupa-
scarcely a second opinion, even tion, but nevertheless not without

among non-Catholics. Many Pro- attractions
;
but to walk day and

testants and unbelievers, while pro- night the wards of a hospital, and

fessing little or no religion them- breathe the dire contagion of dis-

selves, but who would not see their ease, or, in the reformatory, to have
fair daughters follow their example, the ear filled with the blasphemies
are careful to place them under the and ribaldries learned in the low-

charge of the daughters of the est dens of vice, are surely trials to

church, well knowing that, while appall the stoutest heart, and to
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test to the very utmost the con-

stancy and zeal of delicately-nur-
tured women. Yet the capacious
bosom of the church has room

enough, has rest and shelter, for all

classes of unfortunates. In the six-

ty-two dioceses and vicariates into

which the United States is divided,
there are nearly three hundred

foundling, orphan, deaf, blind, and
insane asylums, reformatories, pro-

tectories, industrial institutions,

homes for the aged, houses of the Sis-

ters of the Poor, as well as infirmaries

and hospitals ;
the former number-

ing over two hundred, and the latter

about ninety, or, collectively, an av-

erage of five charitable institutions

for each ecclesiastical division.

What a load of human misery is

thus presented to the eye and
committed to the relief of the in-

defatigable followers of Christ !

Who can imagine that has not ex-

perienced it the daily round of

toil, of watching, and solicitude

which constantly awaits the foot-

steps of the gentle Sister, as she goes

among her helpless clients in the

foundling asylum, listens to the

tale of woe and crime from the

still youthful lips of the repentant

Magdalene, or comforts the outcast

of his kind at the very foot of the

scaffold. Watch how lovingly she

hushes the deserted babe or the

scarcely less pitiable orphan to

sleep ;
how kindly she takes the hand

so long stained by contact with the

vicious and the guilty into her

awn soft palm, and breathes words

of comfort and encouragement
into ears long used only to curses

and vile speech ;
how deftly she

smoothes the pillow of the sick, and

smiles on the second childishness

of her proteges, the aged and in-

firm poor. At her approach, the

suffering child forgets its pains and
stretches forth its little arms for

her aid
;
the hospital loses half -its

ennui and gloom, and even the con-

demned cell is illumined by a ray
of sunlight when she enters it. In

fact, wherever there is poverty,

sickness, or suffering of any kind,
there is the place for the devoted

Sister, and there, in truth, she

becomes "
a ministering angel."

The distribution of these asylums
and hospitals is another interesting
feature in their capacity for general
usefulness. In dioceses having an

estimated Catholic population of

over one hundred thousand, they

may be thus classified : In Buf-

falo there is one to every 8,000

Catholics; in Cleveland, St. Louis,

and Louisville, one to 13,000 ;
in

San Francisco, one to 15,000; Al-

bany, one to 18,000; in Pittsburg,

Cincinnati, New York, Brooklyn,
and Philadelphia, one to 23,000 ;

Newark, Alton, and St. Paul, one to

25,000; Boston, one to 30,000;

Milwaukee, one to 40,000 ; Chicago,
one to 45,000; Galveston and

Providence, one to 60,000 ;
Hart-

ford, one to 80,000 ;
and in Spring-

field, one to every 150,000. Of the

less populous dioceses, Oregon has

1, Burlington i, Columbus 2, Co-

vington 3, Erie i, Fort WT

ayne 3,

Grass Valley 3, Mobile 3, Mon-

terey and Los Angeles 5, Nashville

2, Natchez 2, Natchitoches 3,

Nesqually 4, Portland 2, Rich-

mond 3, Rochester 5, Santa Fe 2,

Savannah 3, Vincennes 4, Wheel-

ing 2, Wilmington i, Kansas 2,

Nebraska i, Charleston 2. Green

Bay, Harrisburg, La Crosse, Little

Rock, Ogdensburg, Arizona, Colo-

rado, Idaho, and North Carolina,
all small dioceses or sparsely-set-
tled vicariates, have none.

It is impossible to give anything
like an approximate report of the

vast number of persons of all ages
and sexes who find relief, advice,
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and protection in these asylums Sisters of Mercy have 18 per cent.,
and hospitals ;

for we are not aware the Sisters of Charity 37, Provi-
that there is in existence any dence 2, Holy Cross i, S. Francis

general or full returns from one- 7, Little Sisters of the Poor 2,

half of the charitable institutions S. Dominic 5, S. Joseph n, Sceur

scattered so broadcast over the Hospitalieres 2, Nazareth 5, and of

country. We can therefore only all others 20 per cent,

attempt to form an estimate of the Of the teaching orders and corn-

whole by taking the statistics munities in the United States who
nearest us. For example, in this devote themselves solely to the

diocese there are 572 girls and higher branches of education and,

very young boys in the female when possible, to the gratuitous

protectory, 1,297 in seven orphan instruction of poor children, we

asylums, 546 penitents in the House have the Ladies of the Sacred
of the Good Shepherd ;

while in one Heart, the Ursulines, the Visita-

of the four city hospitals, S. Vin- tion, the Immaculate Conception,
cent's, 950 patients were received Presentation, and the Sisters of

during last year. In Brooklyn the Precious Blood, Loretto, S.

there are 1,041 orphans, 208 peni- Clare, Our Lady of Angels, S. Ann,
tents, 420 patients in two hospitals, S. Mary, Sacred Heart of Maiy,
in addition to nearly 3,000 externs Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ,
who received medical and surgical Humility of Mary, S. Agnes, In-

attendance, and 229 old men and carnate Word, Holy Child, and
women under the charge of the Daughters of the Cross. The
Little Sisters of the Poor. Carmelites, Servite Nuns, and Sis-

Trie care of these charitable in- ters of S. Anthony are contempla-
stitutions is not confined to any tive communities, though, in some

particular community, but, accord- special instances, the poor are

ing to locality or peculiar circum- taught and assisted in their con-

stances, falls to the lot of different vents.

congregations. Thus of the asy- A short account of the origin

lums, 5 per cent, are under the and growth in this country of some

charge of the Sisters of Notre of the most prominent orders and

Dame; 14 per cent, under the Sis- communities may be found accep-
ters of Mercy ; 34 per cent, un- table to those who take an interest

der the Sisters of Charity; 8J^ in the successive developments in

per cent, under the Sisters of the the church of works of education

Good Shepherd ;
6 per cent, under and charity.

the Little Sisters of the Poor; 2^ The first convent established

per cent, each under the Sisters within the present limits of the

of Providence, Holy Cross, Sacred United States if we except some,

Heart, S. Teresa, and S. Dominic
; perhaps, that might have existed

5^ per cent, under the Sisters of long years since in New Mexico
S. Francis

;
10 per cent, under the and California was that of the

Sisters of S. Joseph; i^ per cent. Ursulines, opened at New Orleans

under the Sisters of the Holy in 1727, when that city was a por-

Name, S. Benedict, and the School tion of French territory. For
Sisters of Notre Dame, besides a about sixty years, the nuns were
fe\v others belonging to different either natives of France or of

communities. Of hospitals, the French descent, till 1791, when,,
VOL. xix. 24
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on the occasion of the revolt of the schools, asylums, and hospitals to

French colonists in the West In- their other duties. The Carmelite

dies, the convent, with its aca- order of monks was founded in

demy, hospital, and asylum, received the early part of the Xlllth cen-

large accessions from San Domingo, tury under the rule of S. Basil,

This house still exists, with an affilia- which was exceedingly strict as re-

tion at Opelousas, and has branches gards mortification, prayer, and

in Pittsburg, Cincinnati, St. Louis, fasting. The order of nuns was

Alton, Cleveland, Galveston, Green not created for two centuries after,

Bay, Mobile, and several other dio- when John Lorett, twenty-sixth
ceses

;
that of New York, situated general, founded a female institute

in what was formerly a portion of under the rule of his order, and
Westchester County, being the prin- established several convents in

cipal, containing forty-seven mem- France. In 1452, Pope Nicholas

bers. The Ursuline Order was V. approved the foundation
;
and

founded in 1532, at Brescia, Italy, in 1457 Franpoise d'Amboise, the

by S. Angela of Merici, and was widowed Duchess of Brittany, built

approved by Pope Paul III., in the house at Vannes, in her own

1544, as a religious congregation possessions, taking the veil and
under the name of S. Ursula. Eigh- habit at the same time. A hundred
teen years after, at the request of years later, S. Teresa of Castile, find-

S. Charles Borromeo, Archbishop ing that many innovations and re-

of Milan, it was obliged to enclo- taxations had crept in, undertook

sure, created an order, and placed the work of reform, and her efforts

under the rule of S. Augustine by were eventually approved by Pope
Pope Gregory XIII. Its special Pius IV. in 1562. Thus there be-

duty is the education of young came two branches of the order-

ladies
;
but a poor school is, when the Mitigated Carmelites, whose rule

necessary, attached to each house. is not so austere as those of the

Next in point of time was the Discalceated, who follow the reform

Carmelite Nunnery, erected in 1 790, of S. Teresa. The latter are obliged
near Port Tobacco, Maryland, to observe perpetual silence, ab-

through the exertions of the Rev. stain from the use of flesh-meat,

Charles Neale. That zealous cler- sleep on straw, and wear habits of

gyman, having visited Europe in coarse serge and sandals instead of

that year, returned with four nuns, shoes. Their habit is a brown
of whom three are said to have gown, scapular, and hood, and in

been Americans and one English, choir a white cloak and black veil.

On account of the difficulties sur- Soon after the arrival of the Car-

rounding their locality, the com- melites in Maryland, an effort was

munity was afterwards transferred made by a few Catholic young la-

to Baltimore, in 1831, and permit- dies in Philadelphia to establish a

ted to open a school, which, however, religious community. The princi-
was soon after discontinued. There pal movers were Miss Alice Lalor

are now in all eight houses of this and a couple of friends. Her corn-

order in America, of which two panions, however, having died be-

the mother-house and one in St. fore anything tangible could be ef-

Louis are of the reform of S. Te- fected, Miss Lalor left Philadelphia

resa; the others, following the less for Georgetown, D. C., in 1798, and

strict rule, add the care of outside established herself there as a teacher.
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Gradually she drew around her

young persons of similar views

and tastes, and a community was

formed, at first simply for the pur-

pose of prayer and education
;
but

when, in 1816, their rules had
been approved by the Most Rev.

Leonard Neale, Archbishop of Bal-

timore, and recognized by the Holy
Father, they became a regular
branch of the Visitation Order, and
submitted to solemn vows and en-

closure. Their houses now number
about twenty, and are to be found
in Baltimore, Brooklyn, St. Louis,

Mobile, Covington, Dubuque, and
several dioceses in the South and
Southwest. The order dates back
to 1 6 10, when it was founded by
S. Francis de Sales and S. Jane
Frances, Baronne de Chantal.

It was at first merely a congrega-
tion, but by permission of Pope
Paul V. it was changed into a regu-
lar order, the essential principles
of its rule being the education of

the children of the rich, though
many free schools for the poor are

found attached to its convents.

While Miss Lalor was working
silently in the District of Columbia,
there was another pious woman
one whose name is destined to be for

ever illustrious in the annals of the

church in America nobly strug-

gling against innumerable difficulties

in the same holy cause. This was
Mrs. Eliza A. Seton, the foundress,
in the United States, of the glorious
Sisterhood of Charity. Like all men
or women whom Providence selects

for great ends, Mrs. Seton passed

through a long novitiate of sorrow
and trials before she was found

qualified to lay the corner-stone of

an institution which, above all

others, has made Catholic charity
and womanly self-sacrifice most

useful, most respected and beloved

amongst us. Born in New York

on the 28th of August, 1774, of

wealthy Protestant parents, her

infancy and girlhood were passed
amid all the scenes of pleasure and

luxury that family position and
affluence could command

;
and it

was not till she had married and
entered upon matronhood that she

experienced her first great grief.

This arose out of the death of her

father, Dr. Bayley, who, in his de-

votion to the sick immigrants, at

that time very numerous, fell a vic-

tim to ship-fever. His daughter, it

would appear, felt for him even

more than filial affection and re-

spect, and his sudden death made
such an impression on her spirits

and such inroads on her health that

she was obliged to make a tour in

Europe in company with her hus-

band, also an invalid. Her mind
had early been imbued with

strong religious impressions, as well

as cultivated by careful study and
extensive reading; and during her

stay in Southern Europe, where she

had ample opportunities of visiting
the churches and convents, and of

seeing for herself the beauties and

glories of Catholicity, she first be-

gan to long for that rest for the

weary and doubt-distracted soul

which is only found in the bosom
of the church. Her husband, dying
in December, 1802, was buried in

Italy; and she, now left the sole

guardian of her children, returned

to America. But the thoughts that

had come to her in the solemn basili-

cas of the Old World followed her to

the New, and would not be dismiss-

ed. She struggled much with them,

prayed fervently, sought the spiritu-

al advice of many pious friends, and

finally, in 1805, entered the church.

We of this generation can hardly
conceive the sacrifices Mrs. Seton

made in thus becoming a Catholic.

So rife and uncompromising was
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the spirit of Protestant bigotry in

those days that the moment it was

known that she had become a con-

vert, every friend and relative, the

companions of her youth and the

sharers of her blood, shrank from

her with positive loathing, as if her

touch was infectious. All forsook

her except her children. But she

was a woman of undaunted courage
as well as of implicit faith. She re-

solved to leave New York, and take

up her residence in Baltimore, then

the only city in the country where

Catholics had either influence or

social standing. Here, by the ad-

vice of the archbishop, she de-

termined to devote herself to

teaching, and, to carry out her idea

more fully, to establish a community.
Accordingly, in May, 1809, we find

her, with four companions, setting
out for Emmittsburg to take pos-
session of a log house and com-
mence her grand enterprise. On
the first of June, these pioneers of

the Sisters of Charity in the United

States arrived at their destination,

and on the day following, the Feast

of Corpus Christi, they appeared in

the little church of the college in

their habits
"
white muslin caps

with crimpt borders, black crape
bands round the head and fastened

under the chin, black dresses, and

short capes similar to those of the

religious of Italy."

At first the community was

called the Sisters of S. Joseph ;
but

in 1 8 10, it was agreed to assimilate

it to the Congregation of Charity in

Europe, and, through the influence

of the Rev. F. Flaget, it was hoped
that some Sisters might be induced

to come from France to take charge
of the little community. Owing to

the disturbed state of the times,

F. Flaget failed to procure the

desired aid
;

but he brought
with him the rule of the Sisters,

which, having been adopted by
the community, was approved by
.Archbishop Neale, January 17,
1812.

The growth of the new congre-
gation was slow, for many unfore-

seen difficulties had to be encoun-
tered

;
but having been planted

deep in the soil, it gradually grew
strong and vigorous, and, when it

once commenced to throw out off-

shoots in every direction, they took
root and flourished with wonderful

vitality. In 1814, some Sisters

were sent to Philadelphia to take

charge of the new Catholic orphan
asylum ;

and in 1817, Mother Seton,
with Sisters Cecilia O'Conway and
Felicite Brady, came to New York,
at the request of Bishop Connolly,
to superintend a similar institution

established by the New York Ca-
tholic Benevolent Society. They
selected a small frame house on
Prince Street, where now stands

their noble asylum. How the

houses of this illustrious communi-

ty have multiplied during the last

half-century is truly astonishing,
and can only be attributed to the

help
"

of a Power more than hu-

man. Nearly one hundred asy-
lums and hospitals are now under
their charge ;

about the same num-
ber of academies and select schools

claim their care
;
free schools and

scholars beyond computation enjoy
the blessings of their pious instruc-

tion
;
and their convents and estab-

lishments dot the country in every
direction. In New York alone,

wrhere the mother-house of the

province is situated at Font Hill,

Yonkers, there are attached to it

409 professed Sisters, 92 novices,

and 13 postulants, who conduct 72

different establishments in New
York, Jersey City, Brooklyn, New
Haven, Providence, and Columbia.

In Newark, in the mother-house of
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the diocese, at Madison, N. J., there

are 190 members; and in almost

every section of the country where

Catholicity is at all known, the

simple black dress and cape, and

the small white collar, of the daugh-
ters of S. Vincent de Paul are fa-

miliar objects. This congregation,

though dating only from March

25, 1634, when Louise de Maril-

lac, widow of Antoine Le Gras,

secretary to Marie de Medicis, the

first mother of the Daughters of

Charity, consecrated her life to God,
has now, it is said, more than twenty
thousand members throughout the

world, all, like their sainted founder,

Vincent, unremittingly employed
in works of divine charity.

Next in order of usefulness,

though not in age, come the Sisters

of Mercy. This congregation is of

Irish origin, having been founded

in Dublin, as late as 1827, by Ca-

tharine McAuley, a native of that

county. Miss McAuley was born

September 17, 1787, of Catholic

parents ;
but they dying when she

was quite young, her guardianship
was assumed by a Protestant family,
who brought her up in their own
faith if faith it may be called

;
but

the girl early developed a remark-

able inclination towards Catholicity,

and, when of proper age, reunited

herself to the church of her fathers.

At thirty- four she found herself the

possessor of a large fortune be-

queathed to her by her adopted fa-

ther, who had become a Catholic on
liis death-bed

;
and this, with all her

subsequent life, she resolved to dedi-

e to the service of the Almighty.
She therefore built at her own ex-

pense, in the most fashionable part
of the city, a magnificent convent,

and, associating with herself several

other ladies, commenced the work
of instruction and the visitation of

the sick poor in their homes and

in the public hospitals. The Most
Rev. Dr. Murray, Archbishop of

Dublin, gave her all the assistance

in his power, and, after consulting
with the Holy See, approved the

new foundation. In 1841, Pope
Gregory XVI. confirmed the con-

gregation, which is now so strong in

the United Kingdom that it num-
bers 133 convents, besides numer-
ous charitable institutions. Un-
like the Sisters of Charity, this con-

gregation has no superior-general,
each convent being independent
and self-governing.

Though introduced into this

country by the late Bishop O'Con-
nor, of Pittsburg, about thirty years

ago, the Sisters of Mercy have

spread rapidly over the United
States. They have already nearly
50 asylums and hospitals, 80 aca-

demies and select schools, an im-
mense number of free schools, con-
vents almost as numerous as those
of the Sisters of Charity, and consid-

erably over 1,300 members. They
are to be found in New York, the

New England dioceses, Albany,
Philadelphia, Louisville, Pittsburg,
most of the old dioceses, and many
of the newer ones.

There are other orders and con-

gregations among us, if not so nu-

merous, equally meritorious
;
for in-

stance, the Ladies of the Sacred

Heart, who conduct about 30 aca-

demies and select schools, in which
the very highest order of educa-
tion is imparted ;

the Sisters of

Notre Dame, also a teaching order,

having the care of 20 houses, in

which there are 431 boarders

and over 1,200 day scholars, be-

sides about 14,000 pupils attending
the free schools, half that num-
ber in the Sunday-schools, in

addition to those taught in even-

ing schools and instructed in va-

rious other ways. This congrega-
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tion, though founded in 1804, by where lie their trust and promised
Mother Julia Billiart, assisted by reward.

Marie - Louise - Franpoise, Vicom- Thus we have seen how our gk>-
tesse Blin de Bourbon, and Catha- rious land is twice blessed by the

rine Duchatel, at Amiens, has so presence of those pure-minded,
extended its labors that it now zealous, and meek followers of their

counts in Belgium, England, and Saviour. We are blessed in their

Central America 68 establish- prayers and in their active charity,

ments, 12,000 scholars in its board- No one is so rich as to be inde-

ing and day schools, and over pendent of their good offices
;
no

32,000 children gratuitously taught one so poor, afflicted, or degraded
in its free schools. It was in- that they cannot succor and console,

troduced into the United States, The vilest dens of infamy in our

in 1840, by the Most Rev. Dr. Pur- crowded cities are made almost sa-

cell, Archbishop of Cincinnati, and, cred by their tread
;
the far-away

in connection with its convents prairies and forests resound with

and academies, has charge of 70 their chants and songs of praise ;

asylums. The Sisters of S. Joseph, while the daintily-nurtured daugh-

numbering about sixty communities, ter of the aristocracy is taught, in

have, by the latest returns, 42 aca- some convent of the Sacred Heart,

demies, 20 select schools, 20 asy- or of the Ursulines, to shine in and

lums, and 9 hospitals. These latter adorn her social sphere without

are specially charged with the in- forgetting that she is a Christian
;

struction of the colored children of the poor little negro children of

the South. Then there are the the everglades of Florida, or the

congregations of the Third Order savage Indian babes of the Pacific

of S. Francis and of S. Dominic, slope, are kneeling at the feet of

whose duties are equally multifari- some Sister of S. Joseph or of the

ous
;
the Sisters of the Good Shep- Holy Names of Jesus and Mary,

herd, whose mission it is to receive lisping their first prayer. Without
and reform the very outcasts of fe- exaggeration, it may be said that

male society, and to save young there is no ignorance so dense

women from lives of vice and that they will not succeed in ex-

crime; and the meek Little Sisters pelling; none of the many ills to

of the Poor, who actually go about which flesh is heir that they cannot

from door to door, from store to assuage ;
and that they, and they

market-place, begging, in the name alone, of all their sex,
" can minis-

of holy charity, for the crumbs of ter to a mind diseased, and pluck
our tables to feed their aged and from the heart a deep-rooted sor-

decrepit dependents who are totter- row."

ing on the verge of the grave. Be- And yet all this toil and pain
sides these, there are many other and solicitude bring with them,
communities of pious women in even in this world, abundant re-

our midst, quietly and unostenta- wards. Who that has ever en-

tiously pursuing their career of tered a convent or a religious

goodness, the history of whose house has not been impressed by
foundation the limits of an arti- the gentle air of cheerfulness and

cle will not allow us to descant inward peace that sits on the faces

upon. Their actions are doubt- of its inmates? We look in vain

less recorded in another world, for the anxious glance that betrays
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an unsatisfied mind, or the deep-
drawn lines that tell a tale of world-

ly struggle and discontent. No
;

every countenance is serene, placid,

and healthful. This is the reward

of noble works well performed, the

luxury of doing good, to which the

women of the outer world are for

the most part strangers. But what
shall be the eternal recompense for

those who thus abandon kindred

and home, friends and companions,
the pleasures of the world and the

passions of the heart, to follow in

the footsteps of the Saviour who
was crucified for us, and to carry
out his precepts, regardless of all

consequences, to the end ? Such is

the holy nun who storms heaven
with her prayers for the salvation

of mankind and the pardon of na-

tional crimes; such the humble
Sister who devotes the energies of

her mind, the years of her life, nay,
her very life itself, to the service

of God's poor, helpless, and sinful

creatures. Can a nobler ambition
than this find place in the human
mind? Can the glory, the charity,
and the all-absorbing beneficence

of the Christian faith find brighter

examples and purer exponents than

within the convents which so nu-

merously overspread and are con-

tinuing to increase on the soil of

our young republic ?

SWITZERLAND IN 1873.

' GOING to Lyons to-morrow !

Impossible !" exclaimed Mrs. C
,

whom my friend and I accidental-

ly met in the hall of the Berner Hof
Hotel at Berne this autumn. " You
cannot surely go without seeing the

Lake of Lucerne ! I should be

quite ashamed to confess that I

had been so long in Switzerland

and was leaving without having been

up the Rigi. In fact, if you per-
sist in this resolution, you will have

to come back again next summer

expressly for that, and for nothing
else. Think what trouble that may
be ! And all from want of a little

energy now ;
for I feel quite certain

you have no appointment to take

you to Lyons in such a hurry. I

know you cannot have," she added

smiling, and noticing some hesita-

tion on our part, "so you must

just change your plans again and
come off to Lucerne with our party
this afternoon ! You may go to

Lyons later, if you like, but there

will be time enough to think about

that!"

It was quite true. There was
no special reason for our start-

ing for Lyons that day, no pressing

necessity for our leaving Switzer-

land just then. The Lake of

Lucerne, moreover, had originally
a prominent place in our itinerary,
and the weather was so fine that there

seemed fair hope of the prescribed
sunrise from the Rigi. But, if the

truth were told, we were weary
weary not in body but in soul

; and
had taken such an aversion to the

country, from a spiritual point of

view, that a strong antidote such

as Lyons with its Notre Dame de
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Fourvieres and general Catholic life

would afford had become to us

absolutely essential.

Six weeks previously we entered

Switzerland two ladies overflow-

ing with enthusiasm. The pictu-

resque was certainly a main object
in our journey; for where else can

it be equalled, or found in such

variety ? Still, we had no intention

whatever of leaving religion and de-

votion behind us, and never doubted
for a moment that we should suc-

ceed in finding means of satisfying
our desires.

It was our first visit to this re-

gion, and our knowledge of it, we
are bound to confess, was most

superficial. But how little does

one know of a foreign country
until either long residence or some

special circumstance excites the

curiosity or refuses the attention !

Catholics even, who as a rule inter-

est themselves more than all others

about the religious state of coun-
tries outside their own instigated

by that principle of universal bro-

therhood, that bond of spiritual

union, which the church so effectual-

ly promotes seldom know, notwith-

standing, the details of current eccle-

siastical foreign events, unless acci-

dent brings them to the spot. A great
commotion like the warfare going
on in Geneva, and the fact that the

attitude of the Catholic community
in that town was most noble, and
those willing

"
to suffer persecution

for justice' sake
"

neither few nor

faint-hearted, had of course a large

place in our view of the case. But

except this, and the broad facts

that Geneva, Berne, and Zurich

were Protestant, Lucerne and its

neighborhood Catholic, we are con-
strained to admit that our acquaint-
ance with Swiss matters, geographi-
cal, historical, or ecclesiastical, was

very limited. It is little wonder,

therefore, that we lent a willing ear

to the thoughtless assertions of

fellow-travellers, who told us we
should find Catholic churches
scattered all over these districts.

Without further questioning, then,
we proceeded, commencing by a

few days at Lausanne and along
the shores of the lovely Lake or

Geneva. Thence we made our way
to Bellalp, Zermatt, the Eichhorn,

and, finally, passing round to the

northern side of the great moun-

tains, wandered on from the Faul-

horn, Scheideck, and Wengern Alps
to Milrren, where we rested for seve-

ral days, having
" done

"
sunsets

and sunrises, peaks and glaciers, un-

til our minds were filled with the

most magnificent images. Still, des-

pite all these wonderful beauties of

nature, which seemed every day to

draw us more closely and more

humbly towards the Creator, an

irrepressible dreariness had crept
over us, from the absence of all

visible signs of union with him or

of grateful worship on the part of

man. Certain it is that the result

our present wanderings had pro-
duced by the time we reached Berne

was a longing for a Catholic land

and Catholic churches, where we

might pour forth our praises, and

give utterance to our thanks-

givings for the glorious sights we
had seen

;
a longing that had

grown stronger than the mere love

of the sublime and beautiful, for its

own sake, of which we were, never-

theless, most ardent votaries.

It may be said that, coming to

Protestant cantons as we did, we

ought not to have expected a pro-
fusion of Catholic churches

;
the

Catholic population is small, espe-

cially in the highland districts, and

labors under many disadvantages.

True, and after the first disappoint-
ment was over, we were ready to
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study our excursions, and often to

shorten them, in order to hear

Mass on Sundays. Yet even so,

more than once we could not even

accomplish this
;
and the difficulty

of approaching the sacraments un-

der these circumstances is most

distressing to travellers. Besides,
to an outside observer, piety does

not seem to flourish
; or, where it

does, the Catholic congregations
have that subdued look peculiar
to all persecuted communities, so

extremely depressing to witness.

Many believe that, for this and
other reasons, the battle now rag-

ing in Geneva and elsewhere will

be productive of great gain, and
that Switzerland and Germany will

emerge from a life resembling that

of the early Christians in the Cata-

combs, only with tenfold power and

vigor. At the present moment,
one is chiefly led to reflect on the

false interpretation of that freedom
so much boasted of by the Swiss

Protestants if one may so style the

advanced liberals and free-thinkers

who come to the surface nowa-

days and remember how easily an

American Catholic could make
them blush by his report of how

differently these matters are treated

across the Atlantic.

Our path had nowhere, as yet, it

is true, touched on a Catholic can-

ton
;
and there all might be differ-

ent, though everything we could

glean led us to a contrary expecta-
tion. An old German who had
been coming to Switzerland for the

last thirty years, and whom we met
en route, told us it was all the

same.
" No religion anywhere.

Nothing can be more uninteresting
than the people," he asserted.
'

Bent only on money-making and

fighting about religion religion,
that is to say, in name, but not in

deed; the disputes are purely party

questions, and have no real, sub-

stantial foundation. Peaks and

passes are alone worth a thought,"
he added. On these he was inex-

haustible, but always dismissed the

other subject with contempt. La-

ter, when our own observations in

the Catholic cantons completely al-

tered our opinions, we also ascer-

tained that he, like so many of the

summer tourists one encounters

nowadays, was perfectly indiffer-

ent to all forms of worship, and
blind to those signs and manifesta-

tions of the inner being which still

abound in all that region. Mean-

while, however, his report, coming
from one familiar with every part
of Switzerland, carried conviction

to our untutored minds, as, no

doubt, happens in similar cases

every day.
But it was not, perhaps, the diffi-

culty about, and paucity of, Catho-
lic service which so much roused

our indignation, once we saw the

small number of our co-religionists,
as the universal aridity, tepidity,

nay, coldness, of all the inhabitants

of these favored regions. Nor
could we gain much knowledge
about them. The ordinary tourist

never meets a Swiss above the class

of guides and hotel-keepers ;
the

former, in the Protestant cantons,
are a stolid, uncommunicative race

of men, with all their intellects ap-

parently given to their horses and

Trinkgdd ; the latter too much en-

grossed in the feverish anxiety of

drawing up large bills and provid-

ing for the passing crowd to give
attention to any other matter dur-

ing the summer season. Besides,

the line of interest does not-run in

the direction of the
"
people

"
;

if

it did, these men would no doubt

also labor to supply the demand ;

as it is, few have time, or, having

time, inclination, for anything but
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scenery, and next to scenery some- to come to no wrong conclusion,

times first come food and lodging. The more one travels in Switzer-

It was unreasonable, many ob- land, the more necessary this pre-

served, to aspire to more.
" A caution seems. Whatever efforts we

thorough knowledge of a nation is made, however, brought about the

not to be picked up in passing
"

;
same unfavorable result. The whole

" One comes to Switzerland for the aspect of the country we travers-

scenery only"; "The people can- ed justified our German acquaint-
not be judged by outward appear- ance's harsh criticisms. Even the

ances," were phrases which met us Protestant churches, which, if only
at every turn whenever we ven- from a pure spirit of opposition, one

tured to make a remark.
" Doubt- might expect to show a flourishing

less the people may be excellent," exterior, are in Switzerland more
was our reply; "but outward ap- than usually bald and cheerless,

pearances are an index to their Unlike English churches of the

minds. In the Tyrol, Bohemia, present day, they are completely

Brittany, and other Catholic lands, innocent of the slightest approach
all who 'run may read.' Mountain to decoration, and very often with-

chapels, wayside crosses, holy pic- out sign of communion-table or

tures inside and outside their dwell- anything even representing it.

ings, speak a language common to Sometimes a bare slab of marble,
all Christian hearts

;
and the indiffer- without altar-cloth or covering,

entism and dryness of soul which stands in the middle
;

but often

their absence betokens in the Ber- this is brought out only at stated

nese Oberland, especially amidst periods for the administration of

its grandest scenes and greatest the Lord's Supper, and, as a rule,

dangers, cannot fail to leave a the seats are ranged round the pul-
most painful impression on every pit the only centre of attraction in

thoughtful traveller. these buildings. Of all nations,
The only information we found the English show the most tangible

it easy to gather related to every- signs of life. They, at least, bring

thing connected with material sub- themselves more prominently for-

jects. In a surprisingly short ward
;
for the first paper that strikes

space of time, we knew, from our the eye on entering every Swiss inn

guides, the names of all the peaks, is the list of services and chaplains
and many, too, of the smaller sum- supplied to Switzerland for the

mits, and, above all, could speak in season by the English Church Co-
an authoritative tone of the best lonial Society. Churches they do
hotels in different places, the price not possess, except in a few favor-

ofpension in each, whether the Kell- ed spots ;
and many are the la-

ners were civil, the living better in mentations amongst the wandering
one than another, Cook's tickets an Britons at being obliged to content

advantage or not, where the car- themselves with the drawing-room
riage-roads ended and the riding or billiard-room of a large hotel,

or walking began in fine, became where probably the evening before

very clever on all those points they had assembled amidst gaiety
which form the staple of conversa- and laughter. It is an arrangement,
tion at all Swiss hotels and halting- too, often complained of by the

places. Yet we conscientiously other inmates one which led to a

employed our eyes and ears, so as serious dispute in one place, where
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the German visitors claimed their than ever strengthened our con-

right to the billiard-table at the viction (though nothing offends
hour appointed by the English them more than such a suggestion)
chaplain for his service. Still, that the sole binding link between
there they are, mindful, at least, of these English High-Churchmen
" Sabbath worship," when the ma- and the miscellaneous companies
jority of their co-religionists see which assemble at the "Old-Cath-
no necessity for remembering it. olic

'

meetings is their common
Crowds of Anglican clergymen ground of rebellion to mother

were also found travelling, on their church which, as daily experience
own account, in the Protestant infallibly proves, gathers together
cantons. Five-and-twenty were to- all grades of belief and unbelief

gether one day at Miirren, of all outside the Catholic fold, and
shades and hues, too; from my Lord induces them to ignore all their

Bishop, with his wife and daughters, important differences in the bond
to the young Ritualist curate, in his of a hatred which is truly pre-
Roman collar and otherwise Cath- ternatural to the spouse of Christ I

olic dress, the highest ambition Wet days at Swiss hotels are

of whose heart is to be taken or proverbially fruitful of talk and
rather mistaken for a true Catho- discussion

;
and nowadays these

lie priest. And very hard it is to religious subjects are certain to be

distinguish him, at first sight, from started by some new Ritualistic ac-

the genuine character, so exact has quaintance, who evidently presum-
he made the superficial copy. Af- es on sympathy from English-speak-
ter a little conversation, however, ing travellers. Above all, should
it is easy to know that such unmit- he or she discover that you are a

igated abuse of the Episcopal digni-
u
Romanist," as they choose to

tary who sits at the other end of call us children of the true church,
the room, and of the whole bench it is most curious to observe
of bishops, cannot belong to the what an irresistible secret attrac-

true church, which not only enjoins tion impels them to follow you,
but practises submission to author- from morning to night, with their

ity. Intellectual these High-Church- arguments and spiritual "views."
men always are, and would make Oh ! what days of annoyance con-

pleasant company but for the tinued rain has cost us on those

crookedness of their "opinions," and mountain-tops days of true an-

their unconcealed exultation, too, noyance unmixed with good ;
for

at the assumed progress of the so- in no single instance did we find

called
: '

Old-Catholic
"
movement, any permanent impression made

which they represent as undermin- on these Ritualists, who, of all Pro-

ing the whole of Switzerland. Cath- testants, are the most hopelessly
olic Switzerland they always meant ;

blinded and obstinate. And most
for even they could not blind fully do we agree with a high eccle-

themselves to the fact that in the siastical authority who recently
Protestant districts there is little remarked to us that all other

left to take away. One could only shades of churchmen, including the

wonder how, with their hanker- evangelical or Low Church, re-

ing after Catholic things, they spond to the call of grace more
could in any way feel drawn to- readily than these men and women,
wards those cantons; and it more whose stand-point is that pride
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which obscures their spiritual vi-

sion. After two or three such dis-

cussions, we foresaw the point ex-

actly when they would dogmatical-

ly assert that they,
"
too, are Catho-

lics," and that an irreparable breach

was to be the immediate consequence
of the solemn protest which it be-

came our duty to make on each

similar occasion. Before we reach-

ed Murren, therefore, we had

learnt to avoid them. By that

time, too, we found that all their

information about
" Old Catholics

'

was derived either from the Eng-
lish newspapers or those foreign

ones which, in rainy, stay-at-home

weather, are studied in those places
with persevering assiduity.

We ourselves endeavored to gath-
er from this source some of that

information unattainable elsewhere,

but very soon indignantly threw

aside these tainted productions.
Our German friend was right on

this point, certainly ;
for any-

thing more shameful and less re-

ligious than the attacks on the

priesthood in general, the false

statements put forward, and the

undisguised rationalism not to give
it a worse name of most of these

foreign newspapers which flood

the reading-rooms of Switzerland,
it would be difficult to imagine.
Not a single Catholic newspaper
came under our eye in the pensions
and hotels. If they were taken

in, they were certainly hidden away ;

and the tone of the German

press, in particular, perfectly justi-

fied the assertion which has been
hazarded namely, that it has al-

together fallen into the hands of the

once-despised Jews. Alas ! alas !

the
"
Israelites

"
of the present day

may well exult and lift up their

heads in the remarkable and daily-

increasing manner so noticeable all

over Europe, where the faith of

Christians is so tepid and their

sight so weak as no longer to dis-

tinguish the true from the false

in these proud and "
enlightened

'

days !

Disheartened by all we saw and

heard, we frequently turned to the

poor, in the hope of better feelings ;

and although no outward token of

man's habitual remembrance of

his Maker met our observation, we
tried to lead the guides and pea-
sants to speak, now and then, on
these subjects. In vain, however.

They appeared to have no thoughts
to.communicate, no familiarity with

the supernatural, nor other answer
but the dry, curt one to give : Wir
sind alle Reformirten im Canton
j&erne

" We are all Reformed in

the Canton of Berne."

This hard, unsympathetic tone of

mind jarred on our highest and
tenderest feelings ;

and the grander
the surrounding scenery, the more

painful its impression. It had
reached its climax a few days be-

fore we met Mrs. C at Berne.

Having slept one night at Lauter-

brunnen, and the next morning
proving lovely, we determined to go
on at once to Grindelwald. There
had been no service of any kind at

the village of Murren
;
but here a

bell rang early, and we had thus

begun the day by lamenting that it

did not summon us to Mass before

starting on our journey. But this

being a strictly
" Reformed "

neigh-

borhood, it was foolish to nourish

any such hope. The sparkling rays
of sunlight on the Staabbart, how-

ever, the drive through the magnifi-
cent valley, t\ie rushing torrent, and

opening views of our favorite moun-
tains, free from the veil of mist that

had covered them on the previous

day, the exhilarating air, and gene-
ral brightness of a ^,rand nature,

gradually restored us to more con-
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tented dispositions. The day was consequence of the breaking-up of

splendid. The Wetterhorn, Finster- a similar glacier under the Lake of

aarhorn, Eiger, and Jungfrau stood Mauvoisin. We had just said that

erect before and above us, as we if any people should" stand ready'
drove up to the hotel, in all their it certainly was the Swiss, when

grandeur, sternness, and soft beauty suddenly, as if in response to our
withal

;
their spotless snows and meditations, the silvery sound of a

blue glaciers running down amongst church-bell came wafted to us

and fringing the green, placid pas- through the balmy air. The build-

tures below, whilst Grindelwald ing itself was out of sight, hidden

itself, the pretty village of scattered behind a small knoll
;
so we hasten-

chdlets, lay bathed in sunshine at ed at once on a voyage of discov-

their feet. It was the beginning of ery in search of it. The day and hour

September ; yet the visitors were were so unusual that a faint hope
so few and imperceptible that we arose of finding some out-of-the-

felt as if we alone had possession way Catholic convent, forgotten,
of this wonderful scene. Nor was perhaps, by the old

"
Reformers."

there a breath of wind or a cloud It was only the small church of the

in the sky, in an atmosphere of village, however. The bell was

transparent brilliancy one of still ringing, and the door open, but

those rare days which seejn lent to no one near
; and, entering in, no-

us from Paradise, when one's only thing was to be seen save an empty
thought can be that of thankfulness

;
interior with whitewashed walls,

one's only sigh,
" Lord ! it is good where a few benches alone indicat-

for us to be here." We had been ed that it served any purpose or

sitting for some time on a grassy ever emerged from its present for-

slope, drinking in all this ethereal lorn and desolate condition. Per-

beauty, and gazing silently on those plexed for an explanation, we ap-
*

great apostles of nature, those pealed to some villagers in the

church-towers of the mountains," as vicinity old women who, had it

Longfellow so beautifully calls them, been a Catholic church, were

when our thoughts wandered on to just the sort of bodies one would

the perils peculiar to such a spot, have found telling their beads in

Of the two glaciers right before some corner of it at every hour of

us, one the smaller one, it is true the day ;
but blank countenances

-had all but disappeared within were all we elicited by our first

the last four years. It had melted question of why the bell was ring-

away gradually during an unusually ing or what service was about to

hot summer, the guide had told us, begin.
"
Service ! What service ?"

though fortunately without causing they answered inquiringly.
* Di-

any considerable damage in the vine service
"

Gottesdienst we

valley underneath. Very different replied, making the question more

it would be if the larger one were explicit, the better to suit their

to vanish
;
and we naturally reverted capacities.

" Divine service ? Oh !

to a description we had recently that is only on Sundays, of course,"

read, by a well-known dignitary of was their answer
;
and it never

the English Church, of the appalling seemed to cross their minds that

catastrophe near Martigny, in 1818, people ought also to pray on other

when the whole district was made days. In fact, no single person in

desolate and villages swept away, in the place could give any reason for
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the tolling of this bell (evidently panied by Monk or Eiger, or any of

the Vesper-bell of old Catholic her snowy compeers. The sun was

times), except that it rung regularly setting as we drove up to the hotel

on every afternoon at 3 o'clock. A Victoria just in time to see its

poverty-stricken, unhealthy-looking deep-red, crimson farewell, thrown

population they were, too just across the brow of the grand moun-
the class that stand much in need tain, melt gradually into the most

of spiritual comforts of those aids tender violet, as if in mourning for

from heaven which the poor need his departure. And as we sat on
more palpably even than the pos- the balcony all that evening in the

sessors of material wealth, in order stillness of the autumnal air, watch-

to bring them through the troubles ing the full moon shining on the

of this weary world, and to sustain "
pale Virgin," making her glitter

their courage at every step. Both like silver, and stand out, in all her
here and at Lauterbrunnen, de- majesty, from the dark, enclosing
spite all police prohibitions, our line of intervening hills, we felt once

carriage was followed by numbers more how glorious is God's creation

of sickly and deformed children, in all its simple magnificence !

whose monotonous drone was un- How grand, how awful it can be !

enlivened by one bright look, by And again, at dawn, we beheld the

any petition
"
for the love of God," same spotless peak receive with a

or any of those touching variations tender, pink blush the first rays of

of the Catholic beggar in every part the returning sun, to dazzle us

of the world, which, no matter what henceforward during all that day by
one may say at the time, do appeal her transcendent loveliness through
to a Christian heart more than any an ethereal veil of transparent deli-

one is aware of until made sensi- cacy, and to draw our thoughts
ble of their impression by the chilly heavenward, pointing upwards like

effects of their absence on such oc- a faithful angel guardian anxious

casions. to remind us that all this earthly
But our spirits revived, as we re- beauty is as naught compared to

turned to Interlachen, at sight of the bright visions which await us

the old Franciscan convent standing beyond !

embosomed in its stately trees. It was nine o'clock that morning
Hitherto we had only passed before the church-bell sounded

;

through the place on our way to but then we sallied forth with full

and from the mountain excursions
; hearts, and made our way along the

but to-morrow would be Sunday, and beautiful avenue of walnut-trees

the Catholic service, we had ascer- towards the old convent. With

tained, was in the convent church, elastic gait we ascended the ancient

Away, therefore, with our saddened steps of the ivy-mantled church,
hearts and dismal musings ! The rejoicing in the sign-post which

plain would evidently treat us more boastfully pointed
" a 1'Eglise

charitably than the highland coun- Catholiquc
"

! But vain were our

try had hitherto done ! Beautiful, illusions ! How could we have

lovely Interlachen ! lying amidst its been so sanguine ! This fine old

brown, flowery meadows, under its convent, as perfect as at the time

stately walnut-trees; the white- of its suppression in 1527, is far too

robed Jungfrau rising opposite in valuable, think the authorities, to

all her dignified beauty, unaccom- be given up by an antagonistic gov-
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ernment to the successors of its brilliant yet soothing picture, as we

original owners. A large part of beheld them passing on under the

the dwelling portion, therefore, is shade of the wide-spreading, lofty
used by the commune of Inter- walnut-trees; the little maidens in

lachen for its public offices, whilst the their fresh summer dresses, embroi-
remainder is divided between the dif- dered muslin aprons, and hats

ferent foreign "persuasions "that vis- crowned with masses of flowers,

it Interlachen every summer. That standing out against the green back-

high-sounding title,
"
1'Eglise Catho- ground of the nearer mountains,

lique," belonged only to a small whilst the lovely Jungfrau beyond
chapel constructed out of one end shone out resplendent beneath the

of the church the smaller end rays of a dazzling sun. Long stood

and floored, moreover, up to half its we watching them ;
for it was a scene

height. The other and larger por- to enjoy and treasure up in one's

tion was given up for the English memory. What a pity that the re-

Church service, whilst the Free Kirk collection should be darkened by
of Scotland and "

1'Eglise Evangeli- the after-knowledge that none of

que de France," were installed here this merry crowd had begun the day
and there amongst the cloisters, by divine worship ! And notewor-

Most correctly, then, did an old thy was this fact, making all the

man, who was found sweeping out difference between this and the Ca-
the passages, describe himself as tholic practice in such matters. Nor

employed by tous les cultes. shall we fail to remember, if ever

Nor was the Catholic congrega- again taunted by those Protestants

tion more permanent than the who consider it a sin to be light-

others. It appeared to consist hearted on the Sabbath, that this

chiefly of strangers, and the priest, mode of keeping Sunday is not

a Frenchman, who spoke in feel- sanctioned by a Catholic, but by
ing accents of the persecution one of their own cherished

" Re-

going on throughout the country, formed "
cantons. Catholic the

announced that although the follow- proceedings truly were, in being
ing day would be a holiday, there orderly, innocent, healthful, and ra-

could be no Mass; for he had to tional; but most ^//catholic in not

quit Interlachen on that same even- having even allowed the time ne-

ing. cessary for religion. No Catholic

As we came out from the convent, ecclesiastical authority sanctions

sad and gloomy, a pretty sight such amusements on Sundays with-

awaited us : hundreds of boys and out the whole population having
girls, of all sizes and ages, marching had the opportunity of hearing Mass
to the strains of a band towards a first a matter that is not left op-

large meadow hard by, where gym- tional, but made obligatory on every
nastic and other games were about member of the church. Here, on
to commence. Orderly and bright- the contrary, there is only one ser-

looking they all were, accompa- vice in the Protestant church, and
nied by half the population of that at 10 o'clock A.M.

;
so that,

the town and neighborhood, chiefly even had they wished it, none of

attired in the picturesque Bernese these merry-makers could have

costume, and including, evidently, been present. Nor, during the

the fathers and mothers of the whole of that day, did we hear any

young generation. It was a most neighboring village-bells summon-
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ing their flocks to prayer. Indeed, use for the introduction of the

many of the villages are without new doctrines doubly interesting,

any churches. There is none, for too, as read here, at Interlachen,

instance, at Miirren, nor in many of on the spot and by the light of the

the hamlets along the Lake of similar system for there is nothing
Brienz, nor in various other spots new under the sun at present in

which might easily be named. One full operation in so many of these

hears a vast deal about Swiss
"
pas- same cantons.

teurs," and pretty stories are writ- After speaking of various dis-

ten wherein they figure largely ;
but putes, he says :

" For of those who
it is only natural to conclude that raised their voices against the new
if there are numberless villages creed, thousands upon thousands
without churches, they are equally were actuated, not by piety or love
without

"
pasteurs

"
;
and one can- of the good and true, but by inter-

not help wondering how the sick ested motives under pretence of

poor fare in these distant parts in religion. Amongst the country
the ice-bound winter weather, nor people, many expected greater
avoid fearing that there is much liberties and rights by the introduc-

truth in the dreary suggestions we tion of the recent doctrines
;
and

often heard expressed, that they when these were not granted to

constantly die and are buried with- them, they returned to the Catho-

outany spiritual ministrations what- lie faith. The moment the town
soever. council of Berne suppressed the

And yet the Swiss, and especially convent at Interlachen, and appoint-
the people of this neighborhood, ed preachers of the reformed
did not always voluntarily abandon church, the peasants, highly pleased,
the ancient church, nor lapse of a thought and said :

* No convent
sudden into the indifferentism now mesnes, no taxes, no feudal service.'

so general. But no doubt the But when the town only transferred

present apathy is the inherited re- the taxes and service to itself, the

suit of the mixed notions which peasants, through pure anger, be-

actuated their forefathers, and the came Catholic again, drove away
absence amongst them of that pure the Protestant preachers, and
attachment to their faith and theun- marched in armed bodies to Thun.

conquerable steadiness and manli- Berne hereupon appealed to its

ness by which the adjoining cantons other subjects, offering to leave the

of Unterwalden and Uri have so matter to their arbitration
;

for the

eminently distinguished themselves town desired peace, knowing well

up to the present hour. that neither quick nor efficient aid

Whilst meditating over all we could be counted on by them from
had seen and heard, we accidental- the neighboring cantons, which

ly opened Zschokke's History of were all Catholic. These subjects
Switzerland at the page where he of Berne, flattered by the confi-

speaks of those mixed feelings dence reposed in them by the

which were perceptible in all the authorities, decided in their favor,

religious divisions between 1527 saying: 'The worldly rights of
and 1528. The writer is a Protest- the convent go to the worldly au-

ant, and therefore his version is all thorities, and are in no wise the

the more interesting, as admitting property of the peasants.' On
the coercion it was necessary to hearing this, the rebellious country-
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folk of Grindelwald returned to their

homes, but in no contented mood,

although the town had relieved

them from many burdens, in favor

of their suffering poor." And
curious it was to note the tight

hold still retained on these same

worldly goods by the commune of

Interlachen, and to see, after a

lapse of three centuries, their bu-

reaux administratifs still located in

the cloisters
;
nor can it be suppos-

ed that the
"
suffering poor

"
of Grin-

delwald have reaped much benefit

from their three centuries of secular

masters, if we may judge by the

numberless beggars who now over-

run that whole district.

Having then related that much
discontent at the state of affairs

was felt by the monks of Interlach-

en, the abbot of Engelberg, and
the inhabitants of Oberhasli a dis-

trict which, though under the

protection of Berne, held many
rights and privileges independent
of that town Zschokke proceeds :

" When the commune of Oberhasli,

encouraged by the monks of Engel-

berg and their neighbors of Unter-

walden, likewise drove away the

Protestant parsons, and sent to Uri
and Unterwalden for Catholic

priests, those of Grindelwald did

the same
; Aeschi, Frutigen, Ober-

simmel, and other villages followed

their example, and the Unterwal-
deners even sent them military as-

sistance across the Brunig. But
Berne flew to arms at once, and
her army marched on rapidly, be-

fore the secession had time to in-

crease. The timid and discontent-

ed peasants fled in a panic, and
even the Unterwaldeners retreated

over the mountain. Berne then

punished Oberhasli severely took

away its public seal and many
other privileges for a long period ;

for ever deprived the valley of

VOL. xix. 25

the right to elect its own landam-
man

;
had the ringleaders of the

movement executed, and forced the
others to plead for pardon on their

knees, surrounded by a circle of
armed soldiers. Frutigen, the Sim-

menthal, and others were also

brought back by main force to the

Protestant faith
'

-if "faith
"

that

can be called, we may add, which
shows no sign of life in all these

places.
In no happy frame of mind we

pushed on next day to Berne, half

inclined to abandon the remainder
of our Swiss tour an inclination

which had ripened to a determina-
tion by the time we met our friend

in the hall of the Berner Hof on the

following morning.
In Berne, as in other of the

large Swiss towns, Catholicity has

made itself both seen and felt of

late years, and a handsome church
has recently been built there, in

place of the one which was formerly
shared with the Lutherans in that

extraordinary manner still in oper-
ation in one or two Protestant parts
of Germany. Some friends of ours,

who had passed through Berne
about fifteen years ago, had been at

Mass early one Sunday morning,
and, returning at a later hour, found

the same church in possession of

the Protestants, the only difference

observable being the
" communion-

table," then placed at the end oppo-
site to the Catholic altar, and the

chairs turned round in that direction.

This anomalous state of things has

now ceased, and the new Catholic

church is both pretty and well serv-

ed. But the week-day congregation
is very small, and the half-past seven

o'clock Mass we found but thinly

attended. Still, there it is, even so,

in striking contrast to the Protest-

ant cathedral. In pleasing con-

trast, were more truly said; for
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this beautiful pre- Reformation ca- were fought and won in those

thedral, with its splendid porch olden days of the true faith, when

of the Wise and Foolish Virgins, her sons knew how to unite the

its elaborately-carved choir, and its love of freedom with devotion to

old stained-glass History of the the church and obedience to her

Blessed Eucharist, is lifeless and authority, and that one of the

colorless in its present aspect, prominent causes of that great and

Though we went there at an early victorious battle was their refusal

hour, every door was closed, except to recognize the Emperor Louis of

one at the side, jealously guarded Germany, simply because the pope

by a cross old woman, who hinder- had recently excommunicated him.

ed all entrance until we had each Those golden days of Bernese his-

paid thirty centimes. Then we were tory ! of which her Protestant histo-

handed on to another woman rian, Zschokke, is constrained to say

between them they had charge of that
"
the town, which was threaten-

the church who ran from one ed with entire destruction, became

party of sight-seers to another, so victorious as henceforward to

showing off the different points in a threaten destruction to all her ene-

loud voice, just as if it were a mu- mies. Her citizens had fought with

seum or any other secular building ! one thousand iron arms against ten

Had it been an English cathedral thousand; all with one mind and

church even, there would probably one heart
;
no one for himself, but

have been a daily service
;
but then all for the good of the town. In

such a pious practice seemed quite this manner alone can wonders be

as unfamiliar as to the peasants of effected."

Grindelwald. The old guardian Full of sad thoughts on the de-

stared at us in blank surprise on generacy of her present children,

our asking the question, and who strive to use their powerful in-

seeming to imply that she detected fluence over the rest of their

we were "
Papists

"
proudly an- confederates for the persecution

swered,
"
Certainly not ! Only on and suppression of their former

Sundays, and then at nine o'clock." faith, we turned to seek informa-

As usual, no communion-table tion at the railway station about the

stood in the place of the high altar, trains to Lyons or Macon, persuad-
but here, as in many other Swiss ed that a further stay on Swiss

churches, a large black marble table ground would only increase our

which serves for this purpose stands discontent; and, truly, our wrath

right in front of the choir and pul- grew to fever heat when, passing by
pit, and the stalls immediately near the book-stall, we found it filled with

were assigned to the
" Guardian of the most shocking caricatures and

the Holy Supper
"
and one or two worse of everything Cathojic, nay,

other of the church functionaries, everything religious. Illustrated

In the cathedral square outside, the Lives of the Saints, Of the Pious He-
town has recently placed the beau- len, and such like titles, got up in

tiful statue of Rudolf von Erlach, the most attractive form, first caught
the great hero of Laupen, one of our eyes and rejoiced our hearts

the starting-points of its history, in with the hope of better things ;
but

Z 339- It was impossible, as we anything more scandalous than the

passed it, not to remember that the scenes there depicted, the low, dis-

most glorious victories of Berne graceful ideas put forward, in the
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coarsest style, by both pen and

pencil, we, never before beheld ex-

posed in any civilized community.
In England the police would at

once have interfered and seized

the whole establishment, Here

they covered the book-stall
;
and the

woman who presided showed us

undisguisedly that they were writ-

ten and printed in Germany, and
sent here for sale. What hope is

there for populations who, in the

name of religion, can countenance

such wickedness?

It was at this stage of our per-
ambulations and in this condition of

mind that, on returning to the hotel,

we had encountered Mrs. C .

She was no Catholic, but, entering
into all our feelings, she protested
that we should find everything quite
different in the Catholic cantons,
if we only would make the experi-
ment. She had been there often,

and knew that we should be de-

lighted with them. To every ob-

jection we made she had a ready
answer. Besides, what is more

magical than the bright faces and

kind looks of friends above all,

of old friends, when met abroad ?

As a natural consequence, therefore,
it was not surprising to us to find

ourselves, after all, seated with this

pleasant party in the train which
that afternoon was leaving for

Lucerne. Our equanimity, it is

true, was disturbed at the junction
at Olten by the sight of that manu-

facturing town full of the
"
free

thought
" and advanced liberals of

modern society, the head-quar-
ters of Old-Catholic meetings, and
the only place where, at that date,
the parish church had been given

up to one of the few rebellious

priests, whilst its true pastor was

obliged to live in a small private

house, where he still ministered to

his old flock as in the days of

early Christian persecution. But
we soon reached Lucerne and a

Catholic atmosphere, and what be-

fell us in that quarter, what we
saw and heard from its people,
shall be related in the following

chapters to our kind and indulgent
readers.

EPIGRAM ON ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

Scivit in extremis statuum defendere fcedus :

Reddidit optatam collecto milite pacem.
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GRAPES AND THORNS.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "THE HOUSE OF YORKE.

CHAPTER XII.

A TAPER LIGHTED, AND A TAPER BLOWN OUT.

OUR two travellers did not know

how far removed they were from

the common ways of life till they

were again on land. The strange-

ness of a sea-voyage had made their

own strangeness less apparent ;
but

when they saw homes, and all the

daily interests of life moving on as

once they had moved for them,
familiar things assumed in their

eyes a certain grotesque appear-

ance, and they scarcely knew them-

selves or each other. How hol-

low sounded the careless laugh they

heard, how terrible the jest ! How
impossible they found it to compre-
hend how business and pleasure
could absorb men's souls ! To
them this gay and busy world was

wandering recklessly on the brink

of an unseen precipice which they
alone could see.

Annette Gerald had adopted her

husband's inner, as well as his outer,

life had, as it were, stepped inside

his guilt, and wrapped it round her,

and his world was henceforth her

world. With his eyes she saw a

leafless and flowerless England
sweep behind her as they sped on-

ward to London
;
and she shrank,

even as he did, when the thick fog
of the great city took them in and
shut them as if in walls of stone.

" We cannot stay here," her hus-

band said.
"

I should lose my
senses in twenty-four hours. This

fog makes me feel like a smoky
house. Are you too tired to go on ?

Do let us have sunshine, at least."

No, she was never too tired to go
on with him.

They had a compartment to

themselves, and, weary as they

were, started on again, a little re-

lieved in mind. No one had ac-

costed them in either of the great

cities, and there seemed to be no
immediate danger. Overcome with

fatigue and loss of sleep, they both

leaned back in the soft cushions,

and slept soundly till some sound

or a slackening of their speed
awakened them.

The London fog was far away,
and they found themselves passing

slowly and smoothly through a

cloud-world of blue and silver.

There was no land in sight. The
window at one side showed them a

cliff that might be alabaster, and

might be an illuminated cloud. At
the other side, a deep-blue sea,

foam-flecked, and a deep blue sky
half-veiled in silvery mists, were so

entangled with each other that only
where the full moon rode could

they be sure that it was sky, and

only where the wave ran up and

curled over in foam almost within

their reach could they be sure that

it was water.
" The fairies have taken posses-

sion of Dover," Annette said.
'

I

hope they have not whisked the

steamer away. No
;

here it is.

We will stay on deck, Lawrence.

It is not cold."

As they steamed out into the

channel, another scene of enchant-
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merit took the place of the ordinary shuffled across the view, a napkin
view. As they withdrew from the over his arm, and his heavy head
town, it showed only a crescent of dropped forward, so that only a

lights ; lights clustered all over the great ball of frowzy dark hair was

foamy water, and stars clustered in visible.

openings of the fleecy clouds above,
" We cannot stay here," Annette

so that they moved as if swimming said, as they stood by the window
through constellations. the first evening after their arrival.

"
I hardly know which is up and 'It is too much like a prison."

which is down," Lawrence said. She felt her husband start, and
"
Is Europe made of clay and rock, made haste to add :

"
It is stupid,

like America ?" and I fancy the air is not good.
His wife was leaning on his arm, Besides, Paris is too gay, if we go

and they stood looking over the out into the city. We do not want
rail of the little steamer.

" We gaiety, Lawrence. We want some

might come this way a hundred earnest employment for our time."

times, and not see such a sight," she
' We will go to Rome," he said,

replied. "But there is land be- "Rome!" she hesitated. "One
yond. That is France that low, meets everybody there," she said ;

dark line. In a few hours we shall
" and there are so many idlers, too,

be in Paris. I shall be glad to rest who have nothing to do but talk

when we get there." of other people's affairs. Are you
But when they reached it, Paris sure you wish to go to Rome,

was as much too light as London dear ?"

had been too dark. In the one "I must go! I have an object

city a foe might stumble upon in going there," he exclaimed, ex-

them at any moment
;
in the other, cited by the first show of even

he might see them from afar. They slight opposition.
"

I stake all on

went to a dingy little hotel in the Rome. Whatever happens to me,
old part of Paris, and stayed there let it happen there."

one day, trying to find rest, but in
" We will go, then," she answer-

vain. Every sound made their ed soothingly.
' And we may as

hearts beat more quickly ; every well set out to-night. Nothing is

glance and sudden step near them unpacked, and we have three hours

sent the blood to their faces. Be- before the train starts."

sides, the quiet of the place afford- He walked to and fro over the

ed them no distraction from their stone floor of their little sitting-

thoughts. The noises in the nar- room, which allowed only half a

row street on which the hotel was dozen paces, so narrow was it.

built were all shut out by the heavy
" Three hours !" he muttered.

'

It

portal, and the quadrangle was as is too much ! Cannot we go out ?

still as a forest solitude. Ivy climb- There must be a church near."

ed about the windows, a tiny foun-
" Yes

;
in France and in Italy

tain overflowed and ran in a stream there is always a church near."

across the pavement, and the only They went into the fading sunset,

persons who appeared were the and soon found themselves enter-

clergymen who were the chief pa- ing the old church of S. Etienne du

trons of the house, and now and Mont. Inside, the pale gloaming

then the universal^ waiter and ser- was changed to a richly-tinted

vant of servants,' Francois, who gloom that grew every moment
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deeper. Here and there a lamp touched to the inside of the shrine,

marked some picture or shrine held Annette immediately gave him her

in special veneration, and far away rosary, which he laid an instant

in the apse of the church, where the where the saint's body had lain,

shadows stretched off till they seem-
' Ask him if I can put my hands

ed reaching out to eternity, burned in," Lawrence whispered,

a single point of light, as small as
'

Certainly you can !" she answer-

a S |-art ed with dignity, seeing the man

Annette clasped her hands over look rather curiously at him.

her husband's arm, and leaned her She held the lid open, and her

cheek close to his shoulder, as they husband put both his hands in, and

stood near the door and looked instantly drew them back, his eyes

at this little beacon.
" O Law- dilating and his color rising, as if

rence !" she whispered,
"

it is like he had put them into fire,

the light the mother sets in the They walked on past the grand
window to guide her children home altar, and knelt in a nook by a con-

at night. O me ! O me!" she fessional. The daylight faded, and

cried pitifully. "What is to 'be- the smouldering fires of the win-

come of us!" dows went out in black and ashen

A crown of tapers burned about gray. But when no outer bright-

the shrine where the body of S. ness was left to enter and show the

Genevieve had once lain, and an glories of that house of God, the

old woman sat near by with her lamps and tapers inside burned with

prayer-book, presiding over a table a clearer flame. They shed a faint

piled with tapers of different illumination through the vast twi-

lengths, her white cap showing like light ; they spread a soft gilding up
a little heap of snow in the place. the height of the clustered pillars,

"
People buy tapers for a sou or and made tender the gloom brood-

two, and set them by the shrine to ing in the roof that arched over their

honor S. Genevieve and remind capitals; they sparkled on the

her of their needs," Annette said crowns of the saints, and touched

softly as they approached this illu- marble faces with such a holy radi-

minated space.
" Would you like ance that a soul seemed to shine

to offer one?" through them.

Lawrence Gerald had been wont A slight stir in the confessional

to mock somewhat at such obser- near them showed that a priest was

vances in the old time before life there.
"
Lawrence," said Annette

had been shattered about him and suddenly,
"
may I go to confes-

shown eternity between its gaps, sion?"

Now he went eagerly forward, se-
" Wait a minute," he answered,

lected a taper, lighted it, and placed
"
I will go first, and then you will

it, whispering a prayer while his only need to say that you are my
fingers lingered on it. Annette wife."

followed his example, placing her His tone revealed a bitter pain ;

offering beside his, and making her for unconsciously her question had

request also. shown that there was no weight on
As they were turning away, a her conscience save that which he

sacristan approached them from the had placed there, and that she was
next chapel, and asked if they had more in need of consolation than

any article they would like to have of forgiveness.
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She sank on to her knees again, irritate him.
"

I have been think-

O my God !" she murmured,
" has ing of it ever since we left America,"

it come to this, that I must enter he said ;" and in one way or another

thy house without being able to I shall succeed. Yes, his blessing
find comfort there ?" would be enough ;

and if there were

It was nearly half an hour before no other way, I could tell him my
Lawrence joined her, and they went real name. Now, we must make
out together.

"
I have no wish to haste. We have just time to reach

go now," she said when he offered the station."

to wait while she went to confes- How many hearts have quicken-
sion.

"
Besides, there is no time, if ed in their beating as they travelled

we are to start to-night." that road, drawing near to Italy !

" Do you know, Annette, what I How many eyes have gazed eagerly

prayed for when I put the taper up at that first cross, set aloft on the

in honor of S. Genevieve?" her mountain side, at the first shrine

husband asked when they were of the Virgin Mother ! And then

again in the street.
"
I asked that come the armies of poplars and

my mother may die in peace before solemn cypresses,
the month is out. That will be in

"
They look as if the dead war-

less than two weeks." riors, and prelates, and poets had
"
My poor Lawrence !" she sigh- risen from their graves, and were

ed. staring out over Italy to see
*' And can you guess the reason what their degenerate sons were

why I wish, above all things, to go doing," Annette said.
' See how

to Rome, and don't much care what tightly they hold their cold green

may happen after?" he went on. robes about them !"
" Of course you cannot. Well, I Our travellers slept a few hours

want to receive absolution from the at Turin, and, resuming their jour-

Pope. I go to confession, and pour ney before daylight, reached Flor-

out my story there, and I feel no ence in the evening. And here,

better for it; or, if I feel better having some time to wait, they
than I should without confes- wandered out, hoping to find a

sion, I am still not at peace. I church open ;
but all were closed

don't feel absolved. Yet I want to at this hour. Presently they found

go to confession every hour of the themselves standing on the bridge

day. I am like the Ancient Mariner, of the Holy Trinity, listening to a

who had to tell his story to every burst of wild music from many
one he met. I want to tell mine bugles, played by some unseen

to every priest in the world." band. So loud and piercing was
"
But, dear Lawrence," she said, the strain, the very stars appeared

'

that will not be so easy to compass, to tremble as it went up. Then,
Don't expect such a privilege too as suddenly as it rose, it dropped

confidently. You know we cannot again, and all was silent. The
have an audience, because we can- city was quiet, and the Arno

not go to him under false names, gleamed across it like a jewelled

If we could, his blessing would cestus across a sleeping breast.

satisfy you, would it not? But I Its waters seemed to have crystalliz-

see no way, dear, though I would ed into a purple enamel about the

not discourage you." golden reflections of the lights

For once her objections did not along its banks, not a ripple show-
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ing which way they flowed. Not

far away, another bridge spanned
the tide, its soft and dreamlike

arches set roundly over the an-

swering arches in the deeps below.

A small boat, faintly seen, shot un-

derneath this bridge, and disap-

peared. It was a vision of Flor-

ence as one sees it in history and

poetry.
The two strangers leaned on the

balustrade of the bridge, and, as

they gazed, felt the curse upon
them grow less sharp, as though

they were ghosts, and their crime

some old, old story, touched with

a sad splendor by poet and painter,

and half washed away by the tears

of pitying generations.

Standing there, silent and half

comforted, they became aware of

a low, murmurous sound of many
feet and voices

;
and then a long

line of white-robed figures appear-

ed, carrying torches. A bier was

borne aloft in their midst, what it

held covered with an embroidered

pall that glistened with gold. These
men recited prayers together as

they went, and the river and

bridge were for a moment bright
with the glare of their torches.

Then they disappeared, and a star-

lighted quiet reigned again over
the city of flowers.

Annette touched her husband's

arm, and they reluctantly turned

away from that spot where first

they had experienced a feeling of

peace.
And then, all night they plunged

deeper and deeper into Italy, till

morning and the Eternal City met
their faces, and dazzled them.

' Thank God ! I am in Rome at

]ast," exclaimed Lawrence. " Now
nothing but death shall tear me
away from it."

Yes, there it was ! the crum-

bling, stately city of the past, look-

ing as if it had just risen from the

bottom of the sea, after having
been submerged for centuries. It

was all a faded gold color, like

autumn leaves, and its narrow

streets were chilly, as though death

had breathed through them. But

its heights were warm and sunny,
and its dusky trees and hedges
were steeped in warmth, and over

its magnificent decay the sky was
fresh and blue, and the morning
sunshine flowed bountifully.

"Now," said Mrs. Gerald, be-

coming business-like at once, "we
must first engage an apartment,
and get our luggage into it. I

think I know Italian enough for

that, thanks to the songs I have

learned."
" Do you propose singing an

aria to call a cab ?" her husband
asked. "And will you engage an

apartment to the tune of
' Hear

me, Norma '

?"

He smiled, and for a breath look-

ed like his old self. But the next

instant his face changed. The

thought of his mother was enough
to banish the smile for ever.

That thought had taken full pos-
session of him, filling him with a

terror, sorrow, and longing that

burned in his heart like consuming
fire. His flight had been made
with no feeling but fear for him-

self; but with the first breath of the

air of the city of saints, he inhaled

a penitence which was without

taint of weakness.

While his wife, then, arranged
their affairs, and attended to the

preparation of their little menage,
he took in hand the one work pos-
sible for him the study of his own
soul. This anguish for his moth-

er, whom he loved deeply, much
as he had wronged her, was like

a sword that cleft the selfish crust

of his nature. His whole life
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came up before him with merciless destruction. He hated the fine-

distinctness all its ingratitude, its ness of his own clothes, the dainti-

pettishness, its littleness, its sinful ness of his food. None of the peo-
waste, its many downward steps pie he saw seemed to him enviable,

leading to the final plunge to ruin, save the poor monks in their coarse

He saw, as if it were before him, brown robes, with their bare feet

his mother's loving, patient face
;

thrust into rough sandals. In his

he heard, as if she were speaking own house he lived like an ascetic,

at his side, her sad and tremulous Now and then he would rouse

voice
;

and more pathetic even himself from this stern and pro-
than her sorrow were the brief longed examen to think of his wife,

moments of happiness he had giv- She had claims on him which, per-
en her, her smile of pride in him, haps, he was forgetting,
her delight when he showed her "You poor child !" he said, "we
some mark of affection, her eager are not in India, that you should

anticipation of his wishes. As he immolate yourself over my dead
went back over this past, the self- hopes. What can I do for you. I

pity, the blindness, the false shame, would free you, if I could."

were stripped away from him, and " You are not to think of me,"
he saw himself as he was. she replied quietly.

"
It is God

"
Nothing but utter ruin could who now commands you to think

have brought me to my senses," of yourself."
he said to his wife one day, when "Yes!" he exclaimed, "I have
he had been sitting for a long while made my own instruments of tor-

silent, gazing out at a little foun- ture. Having thought of myself
tain that sprang into air in a vain when it was a sin, I am forced to

effort to reach the laden orange- think of myself when it is a tor-

tree that overshadowed it. ment. And I escape that thought
She made no reply, and he need- only to remember my victims,

ed none. She had let him go his Annette, but one day is left of the

own ways, keeping watch, but nev- four weeks. O my mother ! if

er interfering. She had nothing space could be annihilated, and I

to do for him now but wait and could be with you till it is over !

see what sort of call he would If I could but know what has hap-
make on her. pened, what will happen, to her !"

He wandered from church to He had spent the whole day in a

church, and knelt at every shrine church near by, sometimes praying
in the city of shrines. Wherever before an altar, sometimes gazing
the signal lamp told that there at the pictures, in search of a divine

some troubled soul had found help, meaning that might be hidden in

he sent up his petition. He glanced them
;
but oftener, withdrawn to a

with indifferent eyes past the rich dusky nook where only a single

marbles and gilding ;
but when a lamp burned before a head crowned

face looked from marble or canvas with thorns, he gave himself up to

with an expression that touched grief.

his heart, there he made his appeal.
"
It is useless to wish and re-

The luxuries of life grew loathsome pine," his wife replied sadly,

to him
;
fashion and gaiety were to

" That is one of the weaknesses we

him like a taunt of the evil one, must cure ourselves of. Since it is

who had used them as lures for his only a torment to imagine what
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may be taking place at home, let the test. With a confused impulse
us try to banish the thought, leav- to give him at least some pitiful

ing all in the hands of God. And and perilous comfort, she poured a

now, Lawrence, do you know that glass of wine, and placed it by him,

you have eaten nothing to-day? well aware that for weeks he had

When you stay so long again, I not drunk any.

shall go after you. In Rome, at this He put it away decidedly.
'

I

season, it is dangerous to allow the would as soon drink poison, An-

strength to fail. You will soon be nette," he said reproachfully.
"

I

ill, if you go on fasting so." did not think that you would offer

"And what matter if I should?" it to me."

he asked. She withdrew the glass immedi-
The wife waited till the servant ately, ashamed of her weakness,

had placed the dinner on the table and making a hasty apology.
"
If

and gone out before she spoke, and I had known you had made any
the moment of consideration had resolution on the subject, I would
made her resolve on a stern an- not have offered it," she said,

swer, however willingly she would ''

Forgive me! I never will again."
have given a tender one. She had " Oh ! there was no resolution

long since discovered that her hus- needed," he said.
'

If you had
band was one of those whom the been burned almost to death once,
flatteries of affection enervate in- would you need to resolve not to

stead of stimulating, and she was go into the fire again? I fancy the

not sure enough of a radical change sight of it would be enough. But

having taken place in him to yield I think I may promise never again
to her own impulse to soothe and to take wine, unless I should be

persuade when reproof might be commanded to by some one who
more effectual. knows better than I."

" Of all the gifts which God has His wife did not reply. This
bestowed on you," she said,

"
you was a degree of asceticism which

have cast away every one but life
;

she had not expected and was
but with that life you may yet afraid to trust. She had expected
atone, and become a blessing to him to refuse indulgences, but not

the world. It is your duty to consolations. Indeed, she did not

watch over the only means left you now understand her husband, and
of making reparation." her hope of his redemption was but
He did not show the slightest a trembling one. This self-denial

displeasure at her reproof. On the might be only another illustration

contrary, there seemed to be some- of that instability which rushes

thing in it almost pleasant to him. from one extreme to the other,

Perhaps the suggestion that he only to return to its first excess,

might yet be a blessing in the We all know how to rely on that

world, incredible as that appeared, natural firmness, which the sad ex-

inspired him with an undefined perience of mankind has shown to

hope. He dwelt thoughtfully on be never so strong but it may fail

her words in a way that was be- at any hour
;
but the supernatural

coming habitual to him whenever strength of the naturally weak who
she spoke with peculiar seriousness, have cast themselves on God often

and Annette, seeing his humility, finds no doubting. We miss the

was half sorry for having put it to firm lips, the steady eyes, the un-
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daunted brow those signs of a an Ecce Homo in a little shrine
;

resolute soul which the pagan shares ard there you can be quite private,
with the Christian and we for- without any one staring at you. I

get that the tremulous mouth we shall go to that church altogether."
distrust has sighed out its prayer The church he spoke of was San-
to Him who is mighty, the shrink- ta Maria della Pace,

ing eyes have looked upon the hills
"

It is Our Lady of Peace," his

whence help cometh, the timid wife said,
" and was built to corn-

brow has been hidden beneath the memorate the peace of Christen-

wing of an angel guardian, and dom. I thought it would please

that, faltering though the soul may you. Surely some special consola-

have been, and may be again, the tion and tranquillity should linger
shield of God is before it, and it about a temple built and cemented
can be conquered by no human with such an intention. I like it,

strength. too, better than most others we
This soul had made such an ad- have visited, though it is not so

vance as to be conscious of some splendid as many."
such fortitude infused into it. She did not tell him that, after

Lawrence Gerald had no fear of having left his side, when the early

falling into his former sins. He Mass was over, she had lingered in

might have the misery of seeing the the church till it was closed at

destruction he had brought on noon, not to watch him, but to be

others, might be himself destroyed near him. Requesting the sacris-

by a sorrow and remorse too great tan to withdraw the curtain cover-

to bear; but he had an immovable ing the Four Sibyls of Raphael, she

conviction that he could never had seated herself before the chapel

again return to his old ways nor opposite, and divided her attention

commit any grave transgression, between that matchless vision and
It was this conviction which had the unquiet figure that moved about

made him say that nothing but de- the church. Once he had come
struction could have brought him near, but without seeming aware of

to his senses. her presence, and, standing at her
"

I like that church you took me side, had gazed with her. And
to this morning," he said, walking while he gazed, she had seen the

slowly up and down the room, trouble in his face grow still for a mo-
" The others, many of them, seem ment. The noble serenity of that

to me fit only for the happy. They composition, so soothing to eyes

are all display and confusion and wearied by the sprawling magnifi-

sight-seers, with scarcely a nook in cence of Michael Angelo and the

them where a person in trouble can ever-present, dishevelled, wind-toss-

hide. They do not give me any ed figures of Bernini, lifted his soul

impression of sacredness. But this to a higher plane. Even when he

one is so quiet and sober, and there sighed and turned away, as if not

are no people standing about with willing to allow himself the pleasure

guide-books, talking aloud while of looking at so much beauty, he

you are praying or trying to pray, carried something of that spirit of

Then there is a little place, half harmony with him.

chapel, half vestibule, between the "Lawrence," his wife said pre-

church and the sacristy, where a sently, when she had borne his rest-

side door enters the church, with less promenade as long as she
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could,
"

I know that you did not

sleep any last night. I wish that

you would take a powder that I will

give you, and try to sleep now.

You look worn out. Lie down on

the sofa here, and I will keep every-

thing quiet."
He shook his head.

"
I would

rather not take anything to make
me sleep, Ninon. And to-night I

would not sleep, if I could. But I

will lie down here a little while
;
for

I am tired, now I think of it."

He threw himself on the sofa,

and she placed a screen before him,
and closed the window near his

head, so that even the soft plash-

ing of the fountain was shut out,

and the small notes of birds that

twittered in the great pine-tree in

the garden. And after a little while,

finding him still restless, she went

to the piano, and sang how God
sent Elias to reassure and comfort

a doubting and tempted soul. The
notes flowed with a soothing mur-
mur from under her fingers, and
her voice, no longer the brilliant,

ringing tones he had taken such

pride in, was so low it might be a

spirit singing :

" ' Tell him that his very longing
Is itself an answering cry ;

That his prayer, "Come, gracious Alia !"

Is my answer,
" Here am I !

" '

Every inmost aspiration
Is God's angel undetiled

;

And in every
' O my Father !'

Slumbers deep a k

Here, my child !'
"

Ending, she listened a moment,
then stole across the room, and
looked behind the screen. Law-
rence was sleeping, with his head

t

thrown back, his beautiful profile
and moist, dark curls thrown out

strongly by the garnet cushions and

pillow.

She went to the window, and
seated herself on a footstool near

it, wrapping the long red curtains

about her, and leaning against the

wall. The sculptured marble of

that stately salon was cold against
her cheek

;
a flock of doves wheel-

ing about over the garden caught
some last rays of the sun on their

wings, and threw them down over

her, so that little white wings seem-
ed to be fluttering all around the

room
;
the casement slipped open,

and the sound of tossing waters

and twittering birds again became
audible

;
but the watcher there

took no note of these things. She
was looking at the figure stretched

on the sofa, and thinking that in all

Rome there was no ruin so mourn-
ful and so terrible. He was like

some fair column stricken from out

a temple and cast aside into the

dust
;
not touched by the hand of

time, that, with its slow to-and-fro

of days and nights, and seasons and

years, lulls all the pain of decay to

sleep, but broken and scathed, as

if by lightning.
While she looked, he stirred, and

opened his eyes ;
and the sympa-

thetic pain with which she saw how
he came back to a consciousness of

his position almost drew an outcry
from her. The first tranquil, half-

wondering glance which saw, in-

stead of the familiar surroundings
of his childhood and youth, that

immense room, with its profuse

hangings and painted ceiling, and
the long windows opening like

doors
;
then the brief flash of star-

tled questioning ; lastly, the an-

guish of full recollection.

"O my God! my God!" he

exclaimed, and hid his face in the

cushions again.
She was at his side in a moment.
"Let us go out for a long drive,

Lawrence," she said. "There will

be a bright moonlight to-night, and
we can see so many places by it.

Come ! I will send for a carriage at

once. There is nothing else for

either of us to do."
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Nothing could have shown more I should have done something des-

clearly the change in Lawrence perate, perhaps, if I had been alone.

Gerald than his manner of receiving You must understand my gratitude
this proposal. Instead of express- and my regret without expecting

ing at once his aversion, and re- me to express them. I cannot

proaching his wife that she could speak. I know I have wronged
believe it possible for him to go you bitterly, and that you are an

sight-seeing at such a time, he stop- angel of goodness to me ; but I can

ped to consider if what she thought say no more about it. If I were at

best might not be best, however it my mother's feet this moment, I

should seem to him. should be speechless. I cannot
" You must think for me now, pray even. I acknowledge the jus-

Annette," he said with a sort of tice of God, and will endure what-

despair.
" You know I do not wish ever he sends. That is all I can

to seek pleasure nor distraction; say."

but I suppose I must live." He had forced himself to speak,
She sent for a carriage at once, she perceived, with a great effort,

and they went out under the full The season of complaints and out-

moon that was beginning to replace, cries had gone past, and he had en-

with its pearly southern lights and tered on the way of silence,

northern shadows, the fading cross- They went out, and left the ruin

lights of the sun. They drove to to its solemn tenants the gliding
the Colosseum, not yet despoiled of shadows, which might be the troub-

its sacred emblems, and, kneeling led ghosts of the slayers, and the

there in the dust, made the stations floating lights, which might be the

in their own way. Annette named glorified souls of the slain, visiting
each one as they reached it, then the loved spot where they had seen

left her husband to make his medi- the heavens open for them,

tation, or to utter the ejaculation The streets were nearly deserted

that started up from his tormented when the two returned to them, their

heart, as sharp as a blade from its horses walking. They stopped at

sheath. the fountain of Trevi, leaned awhile

At last they stood together by on the stone rail, and watched the

the crucifix, with the moonlight fall- streams that burst in snowy foam

ing on them and through the great all along the front,

arches in a silvery rain.
" What a heap of coals and ashes

Annette saw her husband wipe Rome would be without her foun-

his forehead, though the night was tains!" Annette said. "It would
cool. He breathed heavily, and be like a family of patriarchs where
looked at the earth beneath his no children are seen. And yet the

feet, as if he saw through it, and waters do not always seem to me
beheld the martyr lying where he so childish. Theirs is the youth
fell centuries before. and freshness of angels. See how
"O my dear!" she said, "I triumphant they look ! They have

know that there is no lion like re- been a long while in the dark, till

morse. But is it no comfort to you they may have despaired of ever

that you are not alone ?" seeing the sun again. It is the way
"

It is both a comfort and a of souls, Lawrence. They walk in

pain," he answered gently.
"

I darkness and pain, they cannot see

should be desolate without you, and their way, and they sometimes
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doubt if light any longer exists.

And at last they burst from their

prison, and find themselves in the

city of God."

"Yes," he said, "but they have

not sinned; they have only suf-

fered. I have always thought, An-

nette, that the saints have the

easier life. You know we are told

that the way of the transgressor is

hard."
" But the saints did not choose

that life because it was the easier,"

she replied.
"
They gave no

thought to such a reward, but it

was bestowed on them
;
and pro-

bably, when they chose, the other

way seemed the easier, in spite of

what the preacher says. The per-
son who chooses a good life because
it is the easier will never perse-
vere in it

;
for the devil will always

persuade him that he has made a

mistake, and, since he chose from

a selfish motive, God will owe him
no help. The saints took what
was hard, and what seemed the

hardest because it was right, and left

the consequences with God
;
and

they had their reward. The sinner

takes what seems the easiest, and
thinks only of himself; and he, too,

has his reward. Do not the waters

look lovely ? They are so fresh and
new ! How beautiful an image it is

to compare divine grace to a foun-

tain!"

They drove on through the

town, across the bridge of S. An-

gelo, and saw the angel sheathing
his sword or was he unsheathing
it? against the sky, and, leaving
their carriage at the, entrance of

the piazza of S. Peter's, walked
across it to that majestic temple,
which, more than any other, and at

that hour more than ever, seemed

worthy of the Spouse of the Spirit.
Golden and white, the mystical
flood of moonlight veiled it, rip-

pling along its colonnades, glitter-

ing in its fountains, setting a pave-
ment of chalcedony across the pi-

azza and up the wide ascent, and

trembling round the dome that

swelled upward like a breast full

with the divine milk and honey
with which the church nourishes

her children.

Lawrence stopped near the obe-

lisk.

"The first question the church
asked of me when I was brought
before her, an infant," he said,
" was what I had come to ask of

her, and my sponsors answered for

me, Faith. Now once again she

asks the same question."
He was silent a moment, looking

up at the church, but with eyes
that saw only the sacred Mother.
Tears rolled down his face, and his

lips trembled
;
but there was no

sign of that desperate passion which
had so worn him.

"
I ask for for-

giveness and perseverance," he said.

She observed that he did not ask

for peace.
He went forward to the steps,

and knelt there
;
and as he wept

and prayed, his wife heard ever the

same petition that God would have

mercy on his mother, that in some

way he would spare her the blow
that threatened to fall upon her,

and that she might know how he
loved her and mourned his ingrati-
tude.

Annette withdrew from her hus-

band, and paced to and fro not far

away. She, too, had a mother who
was about to be stricken with grief
on her account, and whom she

might never again see in life.

She had almost forgotten her

husband and how time was flying,
when she heard his voice at her side.

;<

My poor Annette, I am killing

you," he said.
" Come home.

See ! the day is breaking."
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The east was, indeed, growing
pale with the early dawn, and the

western colonnade was throwing

long shadows as the moon declined.

It was time for them to return.

Chilled and exhausted, they en-

tered their carriage, and were driven

home.
The dawn of that same day, when

in its course the sun rose from the

Atlantic, and brightened the New
England shore, saw Mrs. Gerald

and Honora Pembroke go to early
Mass together.

F. Chevreuse had visited them
the morning before, and requested
them to go to communion that

day, and pray for themselves, their

friends, and for his intention.
"
I have a difficult duty to per-

form," he said,
" and I want all the

help I can get. So make your-
selves as saintly as possible, my
dear friends. Confess and prepare

yourselves for holy communion, as

if it were to be your last, and pray
with all your strength, and do not

allow a single smallest venial sin to

touch you all day."
F. Chevreuse often asked them

to pray for his intention, and all

they observed in this was his unusual

earnestness. It had the effect of

making them also unusually earnest

in their devotion. Mrs. Gerald

was, indeed, so absorbed that she

failed to notice that when Honora
came from the priest's house, where
she had been just before evening,
she did not look quite well. F.

Chevreuse had requested her to

come there from her school, before

going home, and she had been with

him nearly an hour.
; * So you have been to confession,"

Mrs. Gerald said, arranging the

tray for their tea.
"
I thought we

would go there together this eve-

ning."
She spoke in a very gentle, al-

most absent way ;
for she had been

saying, as she went about, all the
short prayers she could remember
to the Blessed Virgin, and would
resume them presently.

"So we will go together," Miss
Pembroke replied.

" But I wanted
to see F. Chevreuse this after-

noon."

She seated herself in a shady
corner of the room,- and opened her

prayer-book ;
but it trembled so in

her hand that she was forced to lay
it aside, and pretend to be occupied
with her rosary instead. Now and
then she stole a glance at her com-

panion, and saw with thankfulness

that she was entirely occupied with
her devotions. As she went about,

preparing with dainty care their sim-

ple meal, her lips were moving ;

and sometimes she would pause a

moment to bless herself, or to kiss

the crucifix suspended from her

neck, or to dwell on some sweet

thought she had found hidden in a

little prayer, like a blossom under
a leaf.

And later in the evening, when
the two returned from the priest's

house, there was nothing to attract

attention in Miss Pembroke's man-
ner

;
for they sat reading and medi-

tating till it was bed-time. It was
their custom, since they lived alone,

to prepare thus strictly for the re-

ception of the Holy Eucharist.

Mrs. Gerald stood a minute be-

fore the embers of the dying fire,

when they were ready to go up-

stairs, the hand she had stretched

for the bed-candle resting on the

edge of the mantel-piece near it.

" How peaceful we are here, Ho-
nora!" she said in her soft way.

yet rather suddenly.
Miss Pembroke was bending to

push the few remaining coals back,

and her reply was indistinct, yet

sounded like an affirmative.
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" We have so much to be grateful

for," Mrs. Gerald went on.
"

I do

not think that we could be more

comfortable. I am sure that great-

er riches would disturb me. Indeed,

I never wanted riches, except for

Lawrence; and now he does not

need them. I can truly say that I

have all I desire."

Miss Pembroke did not reply

nor look up. She only stooped

lower, and stretched her hands out

over the coals, as if to warm them.

Yet the two had always been so in

harmony that her silence seemed

to be assent.
"
F. Chevreuse spoke beautifully

to me to-night," Mrs. Gerald con-

tinued, still lingering.
" He kept

me some time talking after I had

made my confession
; and, what is

unusual with him, he spoke of him-

self. He said that all the favors

he has to ask of God are for others
;

but that when he comes to pray for

himself, he can only say,
' Amen.'

Now and then, he said, he thinks to

ask some special favor
;
but when

he lifts his eyes to heaven, only one

word comes: 'Amen! amen!' I

did not understand, while he spoke,
how much it meant

;
but I have

been thinking it over since I came

home, and I see that the word may
include all that a Christian need

say."
A murmured " Yes !" came from

Honora, who turned her head aside

that the candle might not shine in

her face.
" And now, dear Mrs.

Gerald, since we are to rise early,
we had better go to bed. Can I do

anything for you? Is there any-

thing to do to-night ?
'

Nothing, thank you, dear !"

They went up stairs together,

and, when they parted, Miss Pem-
broke embraced her friend with un-
usual tenderness.

"
May you have

a good night's sleep!" she. said;

and, in the anguish of her heart,
could almost have added,

" And
may you never wake !"

For F. Chevreuse had wisely

judged it best to prepare her to

sustain her friend when the hour of

trial should come
;
and Honora,

better than any other perhaps, un-

derstood what that shock would
be.

" Go out in the morning and dis-

miss your school for the day," the

priest had said to her.
" Then re-

turn home immediately, and make
some excuse for it. You will

easily be able to plead a headache,
I fancy. Tell Mrs. Gerald that F.

O'Donovan is coming to see her, so

that she may not go out. And
pray, my child, pray ! What else

is there for any of us to do in this

terrible world but pray ?"

Honora was obliged to make her

excuses before going to school, for

MSS. Gerald at length noticed her

altered looks, and almost insisted

on dismissing the school for her.

But she would not allow that.
"

I shall feel better to go out

than to sit in the house waiting,"
she said, quite truly.

" But I will

come back at once. Pray do not

be anxious about me. You know
I am strong and healthy."
When she returned, she found

that Mrs. Gerald had, with motherly
affection, made every preparation
for her comfort. A deep sofa was

pushed into a shady corner of the

sitting-room, pillows and a shawl

were laid ready, and, as she entered

the room, she perceived the plea-
sant odor of pennyroyal, their favor-

ite remedy for colds and head-

aches.

Mrs. Gerald set down the steam-

ing cup she held, and began to re-

move her young friend's bonnet
and shawl.

"
I thought you would

rather lie down here than go up
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stairs by yourself," she said. "I sure; and stooped to leave a kiss
will keep everything quiet." on the girl's forehead.

Honora submitted to be made an ;< And now, dear mother," said
invalid of, since this tender soul Honora,

" do not fancy that I am
could have no greater pleasure than very sick. In an hour, all will be
to relieve suffering ;

allowed herself over."

to be assisted to the sofa
;

let Mrs. Mrs. Gerald smiled at this pro-
Gerald arrange ,the pillows under raise of sudden cure,

her head and cover her with the
' Then I will leave you quiet a

shawl
;
then drank obediently the little while, and go out to water my

remedy offered her. But all the plants. The seeds have come up
while her heart was sinking with an which I sowed in the tracks my
agony of apprehension, and she lis- other two children made; and in a

tened breathlessly for a step which day or two, when Lawrence and
was to bring doom to this uncon- Annette come home, their footprints
scious victim. will be quite green."
"Now what else can I do for She spoke with a gentle gaiety, for

you, dear?" her nurse asked, look- she was happy. So much affection

ing vainly to see what had not been had been shown her, she seemed to

done. be of such help and value to those

Honora answered, "Nothing"; she loved best, that life assumed for

but, recollecting that something her an aspect of spring and ;

youth,

might be needed, if not for her, and a gladness long unknown to

added,
" You might place a glass her rose up in her heart,

of water and the camphor-bottle As she left the room, Honora
here where I can reach them." lo'oked eagerly after her, raising

Mrs. Gerald brought them, from herself on her elbow, as soon as

the mere pleasure of serving.
" But she was out of sight, and listening

you must not drink the water, for toward the door. When she heard

you are to be kept warm," she said, her step on the veranda, she start-
: Your hands are quite cold now. ed off the sofa, and ran to look out

And, you know, camphor never through a blind into the garden,
does you any good." Mrs. Gerald was on her knees by

She was about turning away the precious tracks, which she had

when Honora took her hand, and carefully enclosed with slender

detained her. She dared not look pegs of wood, and was sprinkling

up, but she held the hand close to with water the tiny blades of green
her cheek on the pillow.

" Dear that grew thickly inside. A soft

friend," she said in a stifled voice, and tender smile played round her
;

'it sometimes almost hurts me to lips, and the wrinkles that pain

remember how good and kind you and anxiety sometimes drew in her

have always been to me. I hope I face were all smoothed away,
have never seemed ungrateful ;

I The spring morning hung over her

have never felt so. But in future I like a benediction, silent and

want to be more than ever to you. bright, not a breath of wind stir-

Let me be your daughter, and live ring ;
and in that secluded street,

with you always. I do not want to with its cottages and embowering

go away with any one else." trees, she was as safe from public

"My daughter !" said Mrs. Ger- observation as she would have

aid, full of loving surprise and pie?- been in the country.

VOL. xix. 26
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Honora glanced at the clock.

It wanted five minutes of ten.
" Five minutes more of happi-

ness!" she murmured, and, from

faintness, sank on her knees before

the window, looking out still with

her eyes fixed on that quiet, bend-

ing figure.

Mrs. Gerald stretched her hand

and slowly made the sign of the

cross over each one of those pre-

cious footprints.
"
May all their

steps be toward heaven!" she

whispered.
"
May angels guard

them now and for ever, and may
the blessings of the poor and the

suffering spring up wherever they go,

like these flowers, in their path."
She rose and stood looking off

into distance, tears of earnest feel-

ing glistening in her eyes.

"Two minutes longer!" mur-
mured Honora, who felt as if the

room were swimming around her,

so that she had to grasp the win-

dow-ledge for support. She could

not see, but she heard a step on
the sidewalk, and, though it was
more measured than usual, there

was no possibility of mistaking it.

Only one step would come in that

way and stop at their gate this

morning. She heard F. O 'Dono-
van's voice, and presently the two
came into the entry together.

"
Perhaps you had better come

into the parlor," Mrs. Gerald was

saying.
' Honora is lying down

in there. She has a bad head-
ache this morning."

"
Nevertheless, we will go in and

see her," was the reply.
Miss Pembroke started up, frigh-

tened at her own weakness. It

would never do to fail now, when
all the strength she could show
would be needed. She had only
time to seat herself on the sofa

when they entered the room.
"
My dear child ! why did you

not lie still?" Mrs. Gerald exclaim-

ed.
"

I am sure F. O'Donovan
would excuse you."

"
I would rather sit up, if you

will come and sit by me," Honora
answered

; and, taking Mrs. Gerald's

hands, drew her down to the sofa,

and sat there holding her in a half

embrace.

The lady noticed with surprise
that no greeting passed between

the priest and Honora, and that he

had not uttered a word of sym-
pathy for her illness, nor, indeed,

scarcely glanced at her. He went

to the window, and opened one of

the blinds.
" Allow me to have a ray of sun-

shine in the room," he said.
*

Why
should we shut it out ? It is like

divine love in a sorrowful world."

Mrs. Gerald had hardly time to

notice this somewhat unusual free-

dom of manner on the part of F.

O'Donovan, for, as he came and
seated himself near her, she was
struck by the paleness and gravity
of his face.

" Are you ill ? Has anything

happened?" she asked hastily ;
but

he saw that in her anxiety there

was no thought of danger to herself.

It was a friendly solicitude for him
;

and she instantly glanced at Ho-

nora, as if connecting her illness

with his altered appearance. That
her young friend might have some
cause of trouble seemed to her

quite possible ;
for she had never

been able to disabuse her mind of

the belief that Honora had become
more interested in Mr. Schoninger
than she would own, and that she

had never recovered entirely from

the shock of his disgrace.
"
I have great news to tell you,"

said F. O'Donovan. "Mr. Schon

inger is proved innocent, and will

immediately be set at liberty."

"How glad I am!" exclaimed
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Mrs. Gerald, who immediately be- Mrs. Gerald had listened with

lieved that she understood all. intense interest to this story, and
" But how is it known ?" when it was ended she drew a long" The real criminal has confess- breath. "Poor man!" she sighed,

ed," the priest went on; "and the "Has he a wife?"

confession and the circumstances 'Yes; he has a wife who is all

are all of a sort to excite our deep- devotion to him, and who will fol-

est compassion. For it was not a low him to the last. She will never
deliberate crime, but only one of be separated from him."

those steps which a man who has
'

Will she go to prison with him '

once consented to walk in the Will she be allowed to do that?"

wrong path seems compelled to Mrs. Gerald asked in surprise,
take. The poor fellow was deceiv-

'' Oh ! it is not a question of im-

ed, and led on as all sinners are. prisonment,
'

the priest replied.
He was in pecuniary difficulties,

' He has escaped, and will proba-
and yielded to a temptation to take bly never be taken. His confession

F. Chevreuse's money, intending to was written, sealed, and entrusted

repay it. The rest followed almost to a priest, to be opened at a cer-

as a matter of course. Mother tain time. It was opened this

Chevreuse defended her son's pro- morning."

perty, and the poor sinner had to The two watched Mrs. Gerald
secure what he had risked so much with trembling anxiety as she sat

to obtain, and escape the disgrace a moment with downcast eyes,
of detection. Others were ap- musing over this strange story,

preaching, and he was desperate. Honora did not dare to breathe or

He gave an unlucky push, with no stir, lest she should loosen the

intention but to free himself, and thunderbolt that hung suspended
the devil looked out for the result, over their heads, ready to drop,

But, if you could know how entire- and the priest was inwardly pray-

ly that poor soul has repented, not ing for wisdom to speak the right

only the fatal step in which his word.

errors ended, but every smallest
"

I hope he has no .mother,"
fault that led to it, you would have Mrs. Gerald said, without looking

only pity for him. Mother Che- up.
vreuse died a good and holy woman,

" That is the hardest part of all,"

full of years and good works, and said F. O 'Donovan. " He has a

perhaps her death will be the cause mother. It is that which renders

of one man being a saint. He his remorse so terrible. But for-

promises everything for the future, tunately she is a Christian woman,
and that with a fervor which no who will know how to bend to the

one can doubt. He acknowledges will of God, and leave her afflic-

the justice of any contumely and tions at his feet. She will be corn-

suffering and loss which may befall forted by the thought that her son

him. The only thought too hard is a sincere penitent, and is by this

for him to bear is that of the sor- awful lesson put for ever on his

row he has brought on his own fa- guard against sins which might

mily. If he could suffer alone, he otherwise have seemed to him

would not complain; he would trivial."

suffer tenfold, i it were possible, "Oh! but think of her respon-
t.o spare those he loves." sibility !" exclaimed Mrs. Gerald,
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raising her eyes quickly.
' Think

of her remorse and fear when she

looks back on her training of that

child, and thinks that all his faults

and crimes may be laid at her door.

I know a mother's heart, F. O'Do-

novan, and I tell you there will

be no comfort for that mother.

You cannot have seen her. Where
is she ? I would like to go to

her."
" She does not yet know," re-

plied the priest, almost in a whis-

per, and stopped there, though
other words seemed about to fol-

low.

She gazed at him in surprise,

and her look began to grow strange.

She only looked intently, but said

nothing; and in that dreadful

silence Honora Pembroke's arm
closed tightly about her waist, and

her breath trembled on the mo-
ther's paling cheek.

"
Cast yourself into the arms

of God !" exclaimed F. O'Donovan.
" Do not think ! Do not fear nor

look abroad. Hide yourself in the

bosom of God ! Sin and sorrow

are but passing clouds, but heaven

and hope and peace are eternal !"

Those beautiful violet eyes that

had wept so many tears, now dry and

dilating, were fixed upon him, and

the face changed slowly. One
wave of deep red had flown over it

and sunk, and from pale it had

grown deathly white, and over that

whiteness had stolen a faint gray
shade.

" Mother ! mother ! speak !" cried

Honora Pembroke, weeping ;
but

the form she clasped was rigid, and
the face was beginning to have a

blank, unnatural expression.
" Live for your son's sake !" said

F. O'Donovan, taking in his her

cold hands "
live to see his re-

pentance, to see him win the for-

giveness of the world and of God."

But that blankness overspread
her face, and the light in her fixed

eyes grew more dim.

The priest stood up, still holding

strongly one of her hands, and with

his other made the sign of the

cross over her, giving with it the

final absolution. Then he seated

himself beside her, and, while Ho-
nora fell at her feet, put his arm
around the rigid form, and touched

the cheeks with his warm, magnetic

hand, and pleaded tenderly and with

tears, as if she had been his own

mother, now a word of human love,

now a word of divine hope ;
and

suddenly he stopped, and Honora,
with her face hidden in Mrs. Ger-

ald's lap, heard him exclaim,
" De-

part, Christian soul, out of the

body, in the name of the Father

who created thee, in the name of

the Son who redeemed thee, and in

the name of the Holy Ghost who
has sanctified thee."

She started up with a faint cry,

and saw that Mrs. Gerald's head

had dropped sideways on to her

shoulder, her eyes were half-closed,

and her relaxing form was sinking

backward, supported by F. O'Do-
novan.

How it happened she did not

know, but almost at the same in-

stant Mrs. Macon entered the room
follow by a doctor, and to Ho-
nora's confused sense it seemed as

though helpers were all about and

she was separated from her friend.

She heard F. O'Donovan's voice

repeating the prayers for the dead,
and presently the weeping re-

sponses of the servant, but she was

powerless to join them.

She roused herself only when she

heard the priest speak her name.
" Did I make any mistake ? Did I

do well, do you think?" he asked

anxiously.
"

I did not know any
better way."
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Honora opened her eyes and suit. Poor F. Chevreuse ! he is

looked about. sorely tried. Everything rests on
" There was no better way," she him. Don't sit here in the dark

said. The result would have any longer. Come!"
been the same in any case, and she

" You had better go, Miss Pern-
suffered only a minute." broke. You can do nothing here,"

Tears were swimming in his fine Mrs. Macon said to her.

eyes. She went out and hid herself
* She has, indeed, hidden herself in a little arbor that had been a

in the bosom of God, where no favorite retreat of Mrs. Gerald's
harm can reach her, and it is best on warm summer days, and sittin^

so. We can see that it is most there, too stunned for weeping,
merciful for her. But for that un- now that the first burst of tears

happy son . . ." was dried, tried to recollect and
' Do not name him !" exclaimed realize what had happened.

Miss Pembroke, shuddering.
"

I As she sat there she heard
cannot think of him without abhor- presently the trampling of horses

rence! See what ruin he has and the roll of a carriage, and

wrought wherever he has been, mechanically leaned forward to see

What has escaped him ? Nothing ! who was passing, but without in the

Do you, can you, believe there is least caring. The bright bays and

hope for one whose soul is such an the sparkling harness were very
abyss of weakness and selfishness? familiar to her eyes, and she saw
He has stripped from me my dear- that Mrs. Ferrier herself was in

est friends
;
he has smitten those the carriage. The woman's face

who loved him best ..." was red and swollen with weeping
She stopped, half from the bitter and excitement, and as she passed

weeping that choked her words, the cottage she put up her hand
half because the priest had laid his as if she would have shut it from

checking hand on her arm. her sight. Evidently her inter-
: The silence of death is in the view with F. Chevreuse had been

house," he said gently.
" Do not a stormy one, and had left her in

disturb it by anger. Leave Law- anything but a charitable frame of

rence Gerald to the lashes of his -mind.

guilty conscience. Believe me, it Miss Pembroke looked indiffer-

will be punishment enough. For- ently at first, but a moment after

give him, and pray for him." she rose and took a step forward

'Not yet! I cannot yet!" she to see better; for F. Chevreuse

protested. 'He has been forgiven and F. O'Donovan had appeared
too much. But I will say no more, in the street in front of the car-

I am sorry I should have spoken riage and stopped it, and the elder

so in her home." priest was speaking sternly to Mrs.
' Come out into the air of the Ferrier.

garden a little while; it will re- "Where are you going?" he de-

fresh you," the priest urged. "I manded.
must go directly to F. Cnevreuse,

"
I am going to the prison to tell

but I will return. He went to them to let Mr. Schoninger go
Mrs. Ferrier more than an hour free," she answered defiantly.

"
I

ago, and was to wait there for me am going to take him to my
or come this way to learn the re- house."
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"You are going to do nothing
of the sort," said the priest.

" You
have no right to, and will only do

harm, and disgrace yourself."

"I couldn't be more disgraced

than I am already, with that ..."
she began in a loud voice, but F.

Chevreuse stopped her.
" Silence !" he said authoritative-

ly.
" You are insane."

"
John, drive on !" she called out

of the window.
"
John, you will not drive a step

further," said the priest in a low

voice.
" You'd better do what he says,

ma'am," said John, leaning down
from the box.

" And you'd better

not talk so loud. People are be-

ginning to notice."
"

I should like to know what you
think of yourself for a priest, mak-

ing my own servants disobey me,"
the poor woman cried, relapsing
into tears. And then, instantly

recovering her spirit, she added,
"
If I cannot go to the prison, I will

know where my poor daughter is.

I believe Mrs. Gerald could tell.

She must know where they are hid.

I will have Annette back again."
" You had better come in and

ask Mrs. Gerald," F. Chevreuse

said calmly.
" Do not hesitate ! .

It will, perhaps, be better for you
to see her."

She shrank a little, yet could not

bear to remain inactive. To her

mind, she had been hushed, and

imposed on, and silenced by every-

body, in order that this worthless

criminal might ruin her daughter's

happiness, and obtain possession
of her money, and she was burning
to pour her anger out on some one.

F. Chevreuse's authoritative inter-

ference, while she yielded to it,

only exasperated her more.
"

I

will go in and find where Annette

is," she said resolutely, and stepped
out of her carriage, too much excit-

ed to stumble.

Honora Pembroke came forward

and stood between her and the

door, looking in astonishment at

the two priests who followed her.
" Let her go in !" F. O'Donovan

said.

She was obliged to, indeed, for

Mrs. Ferrier's strong hand set her

aside as if she had been a feather.

The woman entered with a

haughty step and a high head, her

silks rustling about her through the

solemn silence, and walked straight

to the sitting-room. Mrs. Macon
met her at the door, but she put
her aside, and took a step into the

room
; only one step, and then she

stopped short, and uttered a cry.
" See how that mother heard the

news !" said F. Chevreuse in a low

voice at her side.
" Have you any

questions to ask her?"

Mrs. Ferrier retreated a step, and

leaned against the door-frame.

They all drew back and left her a

full view of the silent form stretch-

ed on the sofa, and pnly Honora
Pembroke's weeping disturbed the

silence.

"You don't say that it killed

her !" she exclaimed in a low,

frightened voice
; then, before they

could answer, she threw up her

arms, and ran across the room.

"You poor dear!" she sobbed.

"You poor, broken-hearted dear !"

She flung herself on her knees

beside the sofa, and embraced and

wept over the motionless form

there, all her anger, all thought of

self, forgotten in a generous and

loving pity and grief.

F. Chevreuse glanced at his bro-

ther priest with a faint, sad smile.
" Her heart is right," he said.

"
It

is always right."

TO BE CONTINUED.
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MATERIAL FAITH.

GIVE me a God whom I can prove

By certain academic rules,

Approved by all the learned schools
;

And if he fitteth not our groove,
We'll leave him for unscienced fools

To idolize.

But if his attributes should be
All classed within high Reason's bound
His origin and parts be found

With analytics to agree
This God, whom we can solve and sound,

We'll patronize.

But still our right we will reserve 1

A sacred privilege of Science
To herald forth our non-compliance

With Scriptural accounts that swerve
From our grand basis

;
such defiance

We'll not endure.

We'll rule out the creation chapter;
'Tis so absurd ! and lacks support
Of brilliant sages in our court

Whose own hypotheses are apter.
So exit Moses' crude report

For something newer.

The Bible we will not reject
In toto ; no, we'll let it stand,
Lest our fair fame should bear a brand ;

But when we've banished ev'ry sect,
Then forth we'll drag from Lethe's sand

Our fossil link !

Completing the material chain

By philosophic labor wrought,
And beaten out by mighty thought !

Eureka! what a motley train

Of dry bones, labelled to a jot,

Round Learning's brink !

Such wondrous titles ne'er were heard
In all the mythologic lore !

We'll drape in gloom of Stygian shore
All held as truth

; and at our word
Darkness, in cloak of Light, shall soar

Reason's throne!
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Then, when this wheeling globe is ours,

We'll send God forth a wand'ring myth
Void, and bereft of son, or kith :

And stone-eyed fossils, robed in flowers,

From sea of spice to frozen frith,

Shall teach alone.

A GLIMPSE OF THE GREEN ISLE.

" WHAT the lady wants, sir, is

hair." said Edward.
"Hair!" I repeated scornfully,

at the same time glancing at the

wealth of dark-brown hair which

fell dishevelled over the shoulders

of the Lady from Idaho.
" Hair /"

It was evident that no comb had
touched that wonderful chevelure

for several days.
"

I shall never be able to comb it

out again," said the Lady from Idaho
in a weak, despairing voice. She

lay on a sofa in a state-room on

board, the transatlantic steamer

Lima, from New York to Liverpool,

calling at Queenstown. She had
been terribly sea-sick. During seven

days she had not eaten enough to

keep a buffalo-gnat alive.
"

I don't mean 'air, sir," said Ed-

ward, raising his nose to an altitude

of 45, with the lofty dignity of your
true English waiter.

"
I means

hair wentilation."
'' Ah ! yes. I believe you are

right, Hedward."
Hedwardvjzs a steward on board

the Lima, to whose fostering care

the writer was entrusted.

The Lady from Idaho had reach-
ed that point of sea-sickness when
one does not want the trouble even
of getting better. We carried her
on deck, however, and laid her,

well wrapped up, on one of the

cushioned seats. The circular

horizon of many days was being
broken by the Irish coast just com-

ing into view. The mere sight of

land seemed to revive the fair Ida-

ho traveller. As we neared the coast,

and the green of the fields and trees

could be seen, she said :

" Oh ! what a goodly sight.

What a beautiful country ! I could

chant its praises with the most en-

thusiastic Irishman of them all !"

We feasted our eyes on the beau-

tiful coast until darkness fell upon
it and its outline was marked for

us only by the lights which traced

the curves of the shore.

We exchange rocket-signals with

the shore and with other steamers

lying in the bay. The land-breeze

has set the Lady from Idaho on
her feet again. The tug comes

alongside to take the mails and
those passengers who wish to land
at Queenstown. All is bustle and
excitement. There are regretful

leave-takings between fellow-passen-

gers whom the traditional
"
stand-

offishness
"
of English-speaking peo-

ple prevented from enjoying each
other's society until it was almost
time to part. Among those who
go on shore at Queenstown are

the Lady from Idaho poor sea-
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sick soul ! she would have gone on lion would have been very much
shore days ago, if she could have mistaken

;
for never were the Irish,

found any shore to go on
;
a young shores visited by any one whose

Irishman bringing his American heart was more full of peace and
bride home for inspection by his good-will.
friends in

"
the Black North

"
;

Ireland is not a safe place for

some American ladies and gentle- any one who has a trans-Atlantic

men making their first European odor about him during a Fenian

tour, evidently determined to be paroxysm. The possession of a

pleased with everything they see; pocket derringer is sufficient evi-

some specimens of young and in- dence of belligerent intentions,

fant America, and the writer. New-York-made boots are objects
There's not much provision for of suspicion, and in times of excite-

the comfort of passengers on board ment have been the cause of trouble

the tug. The night is rather moist, to the wearer. As harmless and
but the cabin is

'

stuffy
" and ill- commercial an article as a wooden

ventilated, and we prefer remaining nutmeg, carried merely as a patriot-
on deck. ic souvenir, may entail consider-

The " Cove of Cork
"

is certainly able annoyance on its possessor,
a beautiful place by day or night, and perhaps necessitate the good
But the night effect is the finer, me offices of his consul to enable him

judice. The rows of lights rising to pursue his tourist path of plea-
above each other, tier on tier, on sure or business in peace. In such
the heights, cast a magic glamour periods as anti-Fenian frenzy, Eng-
over the scene. lish ports are the safest and plea-
The tug has reached her dock, santest

;
for in Ireland, then, the

The custom-house officers have lion is rampant, roaring and seek-

come on board. Horrid moment ! ing whom he may devour. It is

Worse, however, in anticipation better to keep away from his super-
than in reality, everywhere except serviceable retainers in Ireland,

on the trans- Atlantic docks of New But the political horizon is un-

York City. clouded. The bloody-minded revo-
' Have you any cigars or tobac- lutionistsof the pen and inkstand are

co?" quiescent for the nonce. We find

'No." the officials kind and polite. They
*

Any firearms?" opened only one of our trunks.
'

No, sir," I answer, and inward- They gave its contents merely a

ly bless my stars that my better and cursory inspection, and chalked ca-

more sensible half has left behind, balistic characters on all our boxes,
for lack of room, the

"
six-shooter

'

portmanteaus, satchels, etc. They
which I carried for ten years in the fished for no fee, nor was any offer-

free land of the West. What a ed them.

piece of luck! I have been assured It is nearly midnight when we

by Irish friends that had I brought leave the tug. We step ashore.

that unhappy
u
six-shooter

'

with After a quarter of a century of ab-

me, I should most undoubtedly sence, my foot is upon my native

have been arrested for some unde- heath. My name is not MacGregor,
fined bloody intentions with regard dear reader, nor is it Micawber.
to that most susceptible animal, I do not think people feel much
the lion of Great Britain. The at the moment that anything hap-
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pens to them. It is either before and chilly. It has reached the wee
or after

;
in anticipation or retro- sma' hours. There is no omnibus

spection. In describing their sen- or hack to take us to the hotel,

sations, they tell us what they sup- Some night-birds, with low, flat caps

pose they are going to feel, or and Corkonian accents, offer to carry
what they think they ought to have our luggage and show us the way to

felt. I have stood bare-headed by the hotel. It is
"
only a step or two."

the grave of Washington at Mount The cortege sets out for the hotel.

Vernon. I believe the man and Corkonian youngsters who ought
his work to be among the greatest to have been in their beds, if they
that ever blest the world. What had any beds to go to come sud-

did I feel? A kind of sorrowful, denly out of the darkness, and ask,

reverential, awe-struck mental with wonderful chromatic elocu-

numbness
;

then a sad yet selfish tion, the privilege of carrying our

pity for my kind, who, however satchels. It is useless to tell them

good and great they be, e'en we do not need their assistance,

to this favor must they come at They will not be denied. They
last. I could not have distinctly keep up their chromatics until we

shaped a thought or given expres- succumb. Well, it is sixpence
sion to any of the ideas which a each for them a treble, or Ameri-
visit to the grave of Washington can, gratuity. An American, native

might be supposed to suggest to a or adopted, to whom, especially if

conventionally susceptible imagina- he have lived in the West,
"
a quar-

tion. Yet my eyes were full of ter
"
seems the lowest gratuity that

tears. In the evening, however, he can offer to the negro who blacks

in a comfortable room at Willard's, his boots in a sleeping-car, feels an

in an easy-chair by a cheerful impulse of lavishness on touching
fire, in the pleasant ease of slippers Irish ground. He '

feels good,"
and cigars, with a quire of thick, and wishes to make all around him

white, unglazed letter-paper be- partake of the feeling. Half a dol-

fore me, any kind of steel pen (I lar seems the least that he can offer

hate a gold pen for literary work; the waiter at the hotel with justice
it has a counting-house suggestive- to his own dignity and that of the

ness that seems to disagree with the country he has the honor to repre-

muses), with mayhap a modicum sent. He is not always so gener-
of vin chaud at my elbow, what ous when he returns at the end of his

pages of
"
Thoughts suggested by a tour, and the gratuity system of

visit to the grave of Washington
'

Britain has disgusted him and help-
I could have " knocked off "! But ed to deplete his purse. Then he

unluckily Jones rushed in with the comes down to the smallest silver

sad news that poor Thompson had coin in his portemonnaie. He
been killed on the other side of the cannot offer coppers, and never

river, and drove all the intended gets as low as the Englishman's
'Thoughts' out of my head, "tuppence."
There is no real present. We have The English and the Irish in

only the past and the future. Ireland inveigh bitterly against the

The debarkation of a number of American propensity to give ex-

ladies, children, trunks, boxes, and travagant douceurs. They say that

carpet-bags is not generative of the Americans are spoiling their wait-

softer emotions. The night is damp ers, porters, servants, etc. They
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call this liberality snobbishness, de-

sire to display ! The fact is, it is

partly a matter of habit, partly a

want of knowledge of the compara-
tive values of "tips

"
at home and

abroad. What American from the

further side of the Mississippi ex-

pects to get anything for a penny ?

Add to this, what I before remarked,
that the American in Ireland

"
feels

good," and wants to scatter around
all the good he can.

Well ! here we are at the hotel.

A somewhat stupefied porter re-

ceives us. He has to see somebody
before he can inform us as to the

probability of entertainment. He
has not indicated any room where
the ladies and children can sit and
take the night-chill off while we
await the result of his conference

with Mr. or Mrs. Boniface. We
remain standing in the entry, our

carpet-bags and wraps in our

hands. At length the comatose

porter returns, and says that bed-
rooms are ready for us !

;< Can we have any supper?"
"
No, sir. The cook's gone home,

sir."

"Not a cup of tea?"
"
No, sir. It's too late, sir."

:< At least, we can have some hot

Irish whiskey-punch?"
'

No, sir. There's no hot wather
in the house, sir."

'

Is there any cold water in the

house?"
;< Of coorse there is, sir," replies

our negative Amphitryon, slightly
roused by the question.

" Then bring me some Irish

whiskey and cold water."

"Yes, sir, I'll thry, sir. I'll see

if the bar-maid isn't asleep, sir, and

get the key from her, sir."

We were then presented with

one-third of a tallow candle each,
and marshalled to our respective

sleeping-apartments. No chance

of a little pleasant chatter and
some gentle exhilaration on our
first night on Irish soil.

We sleep pretty well, however,
and pretty long into the forenoon
of the next day. Waiter comes to

say that we can have breakfast in

the coffee-room whenever we desire

it. This is a delicate hint that we
are not early risers. He wants to

know when we wish breakfast and
of what we wish it composed.

;<

Chops and tornato-sauce, ham
and eggs

"

*

Yes, sir. Rashers and eggs, sir.'
;<

Beefsteak, tea, and coffee, in

half an hour."

Raining! The view of the bay
is rather cheerless. Everything
looks dankish, dingy, and dull.

' Can you realize that you are in

Ireland?" I inquire of the Lady
from Idaho.

" Not in the least," responds the

most amiable of her sex.
" Can

you?"
"
No, indeed."

It is not a good morning for the

interchange of ideas. Misty morn-

ings never are. As for certain pro-

jected
"
Thoughts on touching Irish

soil after twenty-five years' ab-

sence," their suggesting themselves

under such a murky sky is out of

the question. They will have to

wait for the bright, creative sun.

Perhaps, after a good warm break-

fast, one may be able to think some
"
Thoughts," if the railway time-

tables will admit of it.

The "
coffee-room "of "

the best

hotel
'

is cold and cheerless.

Smoke without fire is obtained from

some wet coal-dust, economically

caked, according to the mode of

thrifty housekeepers in the British

Isles, in an infinitesimal grate in a

remote corner of the room. Im-

possible to think any "Thoughts
here. Some solemn-looking men,
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very particular about their chops

I mean their mutton-chops are en-

joying or, more correctly, consum-

ing, for there is no evidence of en-

joyment their morning meal.

Our breakfast is not a bad one.

The chops are excellent; the beef-

steak, so-so. I have eaten better

beef in New York. The bread is

hard and heavy, but white and not

ill-tasted. I wish the Irish and

English waiters would adopt the

short alpaca jacket and long white

apron of the waiters of Paris and

New York. It is a much neater

and cleaner costume. The greasy
full-dress coat and limp, whity-
brown neck-cloth are not only ab-

surd; they are often disgusting.

Still raining! The sidewalks

\ are hid from view by the thickly-

passing umbrellas. Let us go and

buy some umbrellas ! Life seems

to be impossible without them here.

In the three kingdoms, umbrellas

are indispensable to respectability.

"I hate respectability," said the

Lady from Idaho with a vicious

emphasis.
I was rather astonished by this

outburst, but I reflected that allow-

ance must be made for ladies'

tempers on draggle-tail mornings.
" Such weather," I remarked,

"
is

enough to make one hate any-

thing."
"
It is not that," she retorted.

"
I hate respectability, rain or shine.

"

"
JDes gouts et des couleurs you

know the old proverb."
" There is nothing more selfish,

more hypocritical, more cowardly,
than *

respectability/
*

My dear madam, I did not

take the trouble of coming from
the other side of the Rocky Moun-
tains for the purpose of chopping
logic. I must buy umbrellas."

I bought me an umbrella.

Thenceforward I was only separat-

ed from it during sleep and meals

while I remained in the British

Islands. It was almost always

necessary. The wretch who sold

it to me, however, saw that I wore

overshoes, and charged me about

three Irish prices. I feel certain

that the day will come when he

will be fitly punished. He will

emigrate to the United States

sooner or later, and the hackmen
or restaurateurs of New York will

avenge me !

Steam is a wonderful leveller.

It is destroying national costume

and toning down national peculiari-

ties. The same round hat which

was worn in New York when I left

is worn in Queenstown ;
the same

fashion of winter overcoat. The

up-and-down-the-gamut intonations

of the Cork brogue, however,

bring you to a consciousness of

your true latitude and longitude.
The long, hooded cloth cloaks of

the peasant women have some sug-

gestions of nationality about them.

Occasionally, too, a girl of seven-

teen or eighteen with bare feet and
short kirtle is seen. This is charac-

teristic.
"
Buy a bunch of Irish shamrocks

from me, sir ? Now, do, sir, if ye

plase.
' *

We cannot refuse. We lay in a

plentiful supply of the chosen leaf

of bard and chief.
"
Long life to you, sir, and to

the purty ladies and the beautiful

childer, and all the blessings in the

world on ye. May ye never know
what it is to want anything for

them!"
The shamrocks alone were not

dear
;
but with such a prayer added,

we felt as if we were taking the

poor woman's stock in trade for

nothing.
As a matter of course, I expect-

ed to find Ireland rather back-
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ward as regards women's rights the loveliest bit of landscape on
and that sort of thing. I was which the sun ever shone, or, more
somewhat surprised, therefore, on appositely, on which the gentle rain

entering the telegraph office, to find from heaven ever fell. It is indeed
a telegraphist of the gentler sex. a land of loveliness and song. The
She seemed to be quite a business good-natured guard, having remark-

young lady quick, intelligent, and ed our overshoes doubtless, puts
polite. With the least possible his face to the car-window, and en-

display of conscious superiority, thusiastically asks :

she instructed me in the mode of
"
Well, sir, an' isn't this a

filling those absurd British blanks counthry worth fightin' for ?"

for my first British telegrams. Confound the fellow ! even
With the condescending gentleness though he be bright-faced and
of an amiable

" school-marm
'

seems good-natured. I wish those

instructing a good boy of unfortu- people who are eternally talking

nately limited knowledge and ca- about fighting and never doing it

pacity, she
"
posted

' me in the except among themselves would
names and location of streets in stop talking, or, if they cannot do
Dublin. She was industrious as anything better, go out, take a good ,

well as intelligent. She had 'licking" manfully, and be done

brought her knitting. During our with it. Daring and doing, even

conversation, she doubly improved if one gets the worst of it, is better

the shining hour by rolling into a than loud talking and nothing do-

ball a skein of worsted which a ing. I hate the vox et prtzterea
most serious and attentive young nihil. We have had too much

lady of eight or nine summers held of it.

distended on her outstretched and *

Faith," says the guard,
"

it's the

uplifted hands. fine, healthy-looking childer ye've
The hotel at which we stopped got. Shure, they don't look like

was managed by women. I after- Yankee childer at all, at all."

wards remarked, in my trip through
"
If by Yankee you mean Ameri-

the island, that the internal economy can, my friend, that they undoubt-
of most of the hotels in Ireland is edly are," replies the gentleman
under female direction. The post- responsible for the little responsi-
offices and postal-telegraph offices bilities who are too healthy-look-
are very generally managed by ing to be like

" Yankee childer
"

;

women. There are numerous
"
but they come from ayont the Mis-

institutions for the care of aged, sissippi, which may account in some

sick, or destitute women, or for the degree for their hardy appearance."
rescue and reformation of the poor

" What town is that on the other

erring sisters who have been led side of the water ?"

away from the paths of purity and
'

Passage, sir."

peace. Passage! Shade of 'Father
"
I really believe, after all," said Prout" ! How often have we rolled

the Lady from Idaho to me one day, our tongues in luscious enjoyment
in conversation on this subject, around thy roaring lyric in praise
"
that they take better care of their of that wonderful borough !

women than we do." u The town of Passage

_

We take the cars for Cork. We jaBST*"*
ride to the

"
beautiful city

"
through Upon the Lay ;
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It's nate and dacent,

And quite convanient

To come from Cork
On a summer's day.

Unfortunately, it is not exactly

the kind of a day that one would

like
" to slip in,

To take a dippin'
Fornint the shippin'

That at anchor ride
;

Or in a wherry
Cross o'er the ferry
To Carrigaloe

On the other side ;"

for it still rains, and Carrigaloe is

upon our side, as a sign-board and

the voice of the guard informs us :

"Carrigaloe!"
We shall not have an opportuni-

ty of testing the reliability of the

poet's promise that
*' land or deck on,

You may surely reckon,
Whatever country

You come hither from,
On an invitation

To a jollification
With a parish priest

That's called ' Father Tom. 1 "

The guard blows his whistle.

We leave Passage and its satellite,

Carrigaloe, behind, and with them
the pleasant vision of a cheerful

evening with the hospitable and

large-hearted ecclesiastic of the in-

imitable song.
Not in this wide world is there a

lovelier piece of landscape than

that between Queenstown and
Cork. Here the Lee is bordered

by lovely lawns of the freshest

green, sloping gently to the water's

edge. Further on it flows between
verdurous walls of lofty trees. The
leaves of their drooping branches

kiss the rippling current as it pass-

es. Yonder the Castle of Black-

rock frowns over its gently-flowing
tide. The grass and the leaves

are green with a vivid greenness
that justifies all that the poets have

sung about the Emerald Island.

What glory in thy long, green vis-

tas, beautiful Glanmire !

Our road is bordered on one
side by the river

;
on the other,

rich demesnes, bounded by trees,

ivy-covered walls, and moss-cov-
ered rocks, from which fall minia-

ture cascades and waves the green
and graceful fern.

The landscape needs only one
modest charm to make its loveli-

ness complete. I miss the humble

cottage, lowly yet lovely, where
honest labor finds its comfort and

repose. There are rich mansions
and umbrageous groves and broad

pastures, but no smoke ascends

from cheerful hearths of tillers of

the soil. The peasantry, whose

cottages might grace these lovely

glades, are building themselves new
homes on the broad prairies of the

West. The humble wooden sheds

or the rough cabins on the brown
and treeless plains, sacred to the

Lares of independence and self-

reliance, are far lovelier in the

eyes of the lover of his kind than

thy greenest glades, beautiful Glan-

mire!

" A bold peasantry, their country's pride,
If once destroyed, can never be supplied."

Here is the beautiful city. It

does not do itself justice to-day.
The rain, which softens and fresh-

ens the beauties of the country,
blackens and bedraggles the town.
" God made the country, and man
made the town."

But what are those deep, soft

tones that reach us through the

humid air ? Can it be ? Yes. there

is no doubt about it. We are lis-

tening to

" The bells of Shandon
That sound so grand on
The pleasant waters

Of the river Lee !

"I've heard bells tolling
Old Adrian's mole in.

Their thunders rolling
From the Vatican

;
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-And cymbals glorious There ig an j f sol idity b t
Swinging uproarious
From the gorgeous turrets the track and its accessories to

of Notre Dame; an eye habituated to trans-Missis-
" But thy sounds are sweeter ..oily *A IT-

Than the dome of Peter
slPPi railroads. Very pretty are

Flings o'er the Tiber, those Stations of Stone, Covered
Pealing solemnly. ^

"Oh! the Bells of Shandon f V
Sound far more grand on 1U lront ot iem devoted to the
The pleasant waters Culture of SOme SWCet, simple

Of the river Lee!" a ,,-,, T , ..

flowers. Ihe Lady from Idaho,
Cork, with its fine bridges cross- who has recently been dipping her

ing the branches of the Lee, might, gentle nose into the cryptogamia,
under bright atmospheric effects, lay is in ecstasies over the magnificent
claim to its antique designation ; but, ferns we have passed at various
amid mud and rain, the most en- points of OUT route,

thusiastic* traveller can see no ex- For an excellent railway dinner,

traordinary beauty even in Paris let me recommend Limerick sta-

itself. Church spires and build- tion to the traveller. The best

ings darkened by the rain have a railway breakfast I have ever eat-

gloomy look. Even the church of en and I have eaten not a few in

S. Anne, which may fairly be said both hemispheres I ate at Al-

to have
" two sides to it

' -one be- toona, on the Pennsylvania Central,

ing of differently-colored stone from It was twelve years ago, however,
the other has had its peculiar The best railway dinner I have
claims to the traveller's attention ever eaten I had at Limerick
somewhat weakened by the effect Junction. It would have done credit

of the rain. to many a pretentious hotel on

We have concluded to wend our either continent. It surpassed the

way quietly toward Dublin, taking menu of private hotels in London,
in our route anything that may be "

patronized by officers of both

of interest. The Great Southern services and their families." It

and Western Railway runs through was a better meal than I have had

one of the most beautiful districts at what is considered one of the

in Ireland. A long panorama of best hotels in Northern Germany,
beautiful and characteristic scenes and did not cost half so much. It

is unrolled as you steam along, was well and comfortably served,

Green hedges and slopes, furze- malgre the ponderous solemnity of

covered fences, century-old trees the British style of hotel attend-

covered with moss and ivy, rippling ance, which to me is a terrible bore,

streams, a ruined abbey or disman- Plenty of time was allowed us to

tied tower, bits of soft blue appear- eat and enjoy our meal. Some

ing through slate-colored clouds jovial young gentlemen at the ta-

the humid atmosphere toning down ble politely caused champagne to

all harsh lines, and yet spreading a be offered us, in compliment to our

sweet though melancholy softness trans-Atlantic character. They in-

over all this limited by the gentle sisted, as far as politeness would

undulations of the ground, whose admit, on regaling us
;
but we de-

beautiful curves give life to the clined indulgence in the lively

landscape, yet circumscribe its ho- beverage. Sparkling wines are

rizon, and you have the peculiar not good to travel on. One of the

characteristics of an Irish landscape, gentlemen was fascinated by a
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specimen of infantine America a is cold, tin foot-warmers, filled with

member of our party, and one of water which is not always warm, are

its most important members, by furnished in the proportion of one

the way. The champagne, proba- to two first-class passengers. There

bly, had a softening effect on the is no luxurious sleeping-car, where

gentleman. He lamented his child- you can sleep comfortably, awake
less condition, and expressed his refreshed, find your boots ready
readiness to give fabulous amounts blacked when you get up, and wash
for the little Columbian stranger, yourself at a marble wash-stand.

The father of the latter good-hu- No comfortable hotel-car, into

moredly told the gentleman that which you can step from the sleep-

Young America, white or black, ing-car in your slippers, and enjoy
is out of the market, and has been your beef-steak and fried potatoes,
so for some years. or your quail on toast, at the rate

The bell rings. We resume our of thirty miles an hour,

seats in the train. We have a car- In consequence of the absence of

riage to ourselves. The guard arrangements for personal comfort

told us, on leaving Cork, that he on trains, the British traveller is

would try to keep us alone. This obliged to weight himself down and
means that he wants a gratuity at half fill his compartment with rolls

the journey's end; for your con- of railway rugs, bottles of water,

ductor, or "guard," on European and plethoric lunch-baskets, to his

railways is not above taking a own great inconvenience, as well as

shilling or a sixpence. He shall that of his fellow-travellers. The
have it, so far as we are concerned, trouble caused by the want of a

The manner of starting a train proper system of baggage transpor-
is good. The bell rings signal to tation compels the traveller to

the passengers to take their seats, carry huge leather portmanteaus
There are two guards, one in front about five times as large as an or-

and one in rear, each supplied dinary American travelling-satchel,
with a whistle. They look along As these are considered

'

parcels
the train to see that the doors of that can be carried in the hand,"
all the compartments are closed, the traveller is allowed to take them
The forward guard, seeing all right into the carriage with him. By
at his end, blows his whistle. The this means he avoids the trouble of

rear guard, to make assurance watching the "luggage-van "at junc-

doubly sure, glances along the tions, and the delay of waiting for

entire train, and, finding everything its unloading at the terminus,

in readiness, whistles. The second Then come bundles of umbrellas

whistle is the signal to the engineer, and canes strapped together, and

who then sounds the steam-whistle, the leather hat-box that insepar-
and the train starts. able adjunct of British respectabil-

The trains generally exceed ours ity. Behold the unprotected ma-
in rapidity, but are very much be- tron, surrounded by half a dozen

hind them in comfort and ele- family jewels, with any quantity of

gance. There is no drinking-water wraps and lunch-baskets, and bot-

in the English or Irish carriages, ties and umbrellas, and band-boxes

There are no stoves to keep one warm and multitudinous matters wrap-
in cold weather or during the chilly ped up in endless newspaper pack-
hours of the night. If the weather ages ! How she glares at you
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when you step as carefully as you
can among the formidable piles to

three square inches of a seat in the

interior corner ! Woe be to him
who displaces one of the parcels
sacred to family use. 1 might be

able to stand a Gorgon, but I could

not stand that. Please do not put
me in the carriage with the ma-
tron ! Rather in the van with the

untamable hyena, Mr. Guard, if you
please !

Imagine a succession of Broad-

way omnibuses, with windows and
doors at either end, placed laterally

behind an engine, and you have an

European railway train. Half the

passengers necessarily sit with their

backs to the engine. The first-

class carriages are upholstered in

cloth or plush like hackney coaches.

The benches are divided into two

double seats on each side, giving
seats for eight passengers in each

compartment. The compartment
is lighted by a small and generally
dim and smoky oil-lamp placed in

the roof.

In the second-class carriages the

seats are not divided. Six persons
are supposed to be accommodated
on each bench. On some lines the

seats are very thinly cushioned with

leather
; generally, they are not

cushioned. In France and Belgium
the second-class carriages are cush-

ioned and backed with gray cloth,

and the difference in comfort be-

tween them and the first-class car-

riages is not worth the difference

of fare. This is about one-third

greater for first-class tickets.

Twelve persons, with a proportion-
ate quantity of wraps, bundles, bas-

kets, bottles, umbrellas, and port-

manteaus, pack a compartment
pretty closely. Your European
traveller makes as much prepara-
tion for a trip of sixty miles as an

American would for an all-rail

VOL. xix. 27

journey from New York to San
Francisco. An American railroad
car is quite a cheerful

"
institution

"
;

whereas travelling seems to be a
more serious business on the other
side of the Atlantic. A compart-
ment first or second class is a

gloomy place. In first-class car-

riages, the
"
swells

"
and snobs are

afraid to imperil their dignity by
risking intercourse with somebody
who may be "nobody." The re-

sult is silence and solemnity. In
second-class carriages you often

find very pleasant people clergy-
men, professional men, young tour-

ists, artists, and students who can
talk pleasantly and well, and have
no snobbish, conventional dread of

doing so.

It is a common saying in England
that only fools and Americans
travel first-class. I have heard of

a crusty old Irish peer, who, being
asked why he always travels third-

class, replied that he does so be-

cause
"
there is no fourth class."

I think the venerable lord was
rather ostentatious of his humility.
I would not advise any of my
American friends to try third-class

travelling in England or Ireland.

A third-class car is a cold, dirty,

noisome place. It is full of tobac-

co-smoke and the smell of strong
drinks of various kinds. It is worse
than the forward car on a prairie

railroad, filled with immigrants and
"
railroad hands."

Mail trains are generally compos-
ed of first and second class carriages

only. Class distinctions meet us

everywhere. We find a first and se-

cond class waiting-room, first and

second class restaurant, third-class

waiting-room and third-class restau-

rant. The waiting-rooms are sepa-
rate for each sex in each class. You
arc parted from your wife, sister, or

sweetheart. If you have some-
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thing of importance to communicate a broom, throws herself into the

to your fair companion, and should breach, and fiercely demands your
appear near the door of the ladies' business, while she reduces you
waiting-room for that purpose, a almost to a jelly by a Gorgon
pre-Raphaelite female, armed with glare.

TO BE CONTINUED.

CORA.

A FLOWER of the pale, sad South :

Yet pale nor sad is she
;

For she blooms on a wonderful tree

That knows not blight or drouth
A certain miraculous tree

Our Lady has planted down South.

A rose let me call you, dear girl

A fadeless and thornless rose
;

So richly your modesty shows
Its blushes bejewell'd with pearl
And a dew-drop of grace every pearl

That I think of the Mystical Rose.

I have seen, and must needs pass on
;

But this I bear with me away :

A fragrance that will not be gone,
But haunts me, and most when I pray.
It comes like the memories of May

From the pure, happy years that are gone.

Then the Lord of the sweet and the fair

(For whom is all beauty alone),
I pray him that floweret so rare

No hand may dare cull but his own
;

That no other bosom may wear
This rose of the South than his own.

N
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CHARLES X. AT HOLYROOD.*

BY THE COMTE ACHILLE DE JOUFFROY

FROM PARIS OU LE LIVRE DES CENT-ET-UX.

SEVERAL friends of the exiled might belong, could not have
royal family, having been led by learned to know the domestic vir-

devotion to their cause to visit tues displayed by these princes in

Scotland, have published detailed adversity without wishing himself
accounts of the residence at Holy- to have a father, a son, a wife, a
rood. These narratives have left sister, or children resembling them,
but little untold concerning the On the other" hand, those who,
august proscribed personages, their through attachment, duty, or inte-

situation, their mode of life, and their rest (for there are political situations

habits, the uniformity of which no which a well-comprehended interest

important circumstance occurred forces some to retain, even after

to modify during the two years of the occurrence of disasters) those,
their abode in the ancient palace I say, who have made themselves
of the Stuarts. the noisy apologists of this family
The reader, therefore, must not have carried exaggeration so far as

expect to meet in the following to attribute to them qualities and
sketch with descriptions which talents which would have been
have already been given by others more than sufficient for ruling even
with much minuteness, and which in these difficult times

;
without re-

have been repeated in various fleeting that this blindness of zeal

works. Here will be found merely in regard to princes who met with

a small number of observations, so sudden a downfall while sur-

impartially collected, which may rounded by a faithful army, and in

serve to combat prejudices of a di- the midst of devoted provinces,
verse nature that have been called must diminish the confidence due

forth, as well by the assertions of to that portion of the eulogium
an unjust and bitter hatred, as by which is really just. As private
the injudicious efforts of a flatter- individuals, the Bourbons of the

ing servility. elder branch have never merited

Certainly, any enemy of the royal the smallest of the outrages which

family, unless he were insane or it has been their fate to endure
;
as

wicked, had he been admitted into sovereigns, it is well known they
the privacy of Holyrood, must at have been great chiefly in their fall,

least have ceased to regard them and have shown their courage and
with dislike. Their most preju- resolution less in their lives than in

diced adversary, no matter to what their deaths.

distinguished rank of society he The writers of whom I speak, car-

ried away by the feelings of their
f This chapter is taken from a work published , r i

soon after the date of the occurrences narrated, hearts, have poured them forth m
as was the previous one (CATHOLIC WORLD, Dec., eloquent descriptions. Identifying
1873), on account of the interest which recent
events impart to it. ED. c. w. themselves, so to speak, with the
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misfortunes of which they have

been witnesses, they have given us

chiefly the recital of their own

emotions. I shall not imitate

them; the spectacle of an entire

family, precipitated from the most

brilliant of thrones into the miser-

ies of exile, is of itself sufficiently

touching; it has in it enough of sad

sublimity to render it useless to

overload the picture with the pre-

tentious ornaments of the elegiac

style. To put together sentimen-

tal phrases for the purpose of de-

scribing a misfortune like this is to

place one's self, no matter what tal-

ents one may possess or exhibit,

very much beneath the level of the

subject.
I have considered this preamble

needful in order to avoid being tax-

ed with coldness. To speak with

a suitable calmness of the Bour-

bons may perhaps be permitted to

one who for fifteen years has de-

fended their cause, and who has

followed them into banishment ;

who has never obtained from them

either favors or places, and who
also has never betrayed them.

In quitting France, Charles X.

had only carried away with him,
after so much splendor, a sum bare-

ly sufficient for a modest subsist-

ence during a few years. The
abode at Lullworth was expensive ;

its vicinity to France made it ac-

cessible to a crowd of travellers,

many of whom came only to solicit

from the king, in return for services

past, or in view of services offered,

the assistance which the unfortunate

monarch was no longer in a con-

dition to grant without reducing
himself to want. In order to escape
from these importunities, and to

withdraw himself from the painful

necessity of refusing, he asked and
obtained from the British govern-
ment the enjoyment of the asylum

which he had already for a long
time inhabited during the period
of his first exile.

The capital of Scotland, in which
is situated the palace of Holyrood,
is in the same latitude as Moscow,
but its vicinity to the sea renders

its temperature much more endur-

able. Edinburgh is, in many re-

spects, the most agreeable residence

which a stranger can select in

Great Britain. The liberal arts are

there cultivated with a particular
devotion. It is a large town, pic-

turesque in the extreme, and sump-
tuously built. The seat of old

Edinburgh is worthy of remark
;
in

seeking for a comparison which

may convey an idea of it, the de-

vice of the arms of the kingdom
naturally occurs to furnish me with

one. Imagine, at the entrance of a

deep and narrow valley formed by
the hills of Salisbury and Calton,
an enormous lion, half couched.
His head, which is turned towards

the rising sun, and overlooks the

plain, is a peaked rock, three hun-
dred feet in elevation, and nobly
crowned by the old castle. To
the right and left, the houses are

suspended from his flanks, like the

waves of his mane. The ridge of

his spine is represented by a long

street, which, dividing the two op-

posite declivities, begins from the

esplanade of the castle, and termi-

nates at the Canongate in front of

the portal of Holyrood. The new
town occupies the plateau of Cal-

ton hill. Larger than the old town,
it is also better built, and all the

streets are laid out in regular

squares.
This city, take it altogether, re-

sembles none other with which we
are acquainted. It is an assem-

blage of monuments of every age
and in every style, built of beauti-

ful stone, many of them very care-
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fully constructed, and thrown, in bed of crimson damask on which
the most picturesque manner, upon she used to sleep. Here we tread

projections of rugged rocks, in the on the ashes of a long line of kings,
hollows of precipices, on the slopes of a multitude of celebrated person-
of valleys. Magnificent bridges, gi- ages; and the last circumstance

gantic causeways, unite the differ- worthy of note, in this abode so
ent parts of the city. The ancient suggestive of mysterious traditions
and the modern are preserved with- and royal misfortunes, is that the
out alteration of character. Here wreck of the court of the Tuileries
rise houses of eleven stories, the have taken refuge beneath the an-

highest of which is on a level with cient hereditary roof of James II.

the great street of which we have The palace of Holyrood is no-

spoken. There, beside a Greek thing but a cold and gloomy cloister,

peristyle, the luxury of the boudoir flanked at the two extremities of
is sheltered by embattled towers, its anterior front by towers. The
At the sight of this singular town, apartments of Charles X., situated

of this variety of edifices, of these on the first floor, extend over one of

steep mountains, of the sea, and of the sides of the cloister, and over
the sky, we can more fully compre- the angle opposite the principal en-

hend the genius of Sir Walter Scott, trance. After crossing a vestibule

Everything here seems created to leading to the chapel, an ante-cham-
clothe with form and substance the ber, an unfurnished gallery, a bil-

conceptions of romance. Here we Hard-room, we enter the dining-
can walk, if we like, under Athenian room a gloomy apartment with

porticos or in Gothic cloisters, and bare walls, containing only an oval

can pass from the sombre tints of table and chairs. From thence we
a feudal habitation to drawing- pass into a drawing-room twenty-
rooms freshly decorated in the mo- five feet square, opening upon a

dern style of luxury ;
we can leave small, uncultivated enclosure called

the modest sidewalks of the bour- a garden, and furnished in the style

geois of the XVth century, above of the drawing-room of a Parisian

which the projecting roofs and ga- bourgeois. It was in this apartment
bles are still in good preservation, that receptions for strangers were
to enter upon railways, those mar- held from eleven to twelve o'clock

vels of modern invention. At in the morning; and in the evening;

every step our eyes are met by ob- all the royal family met here after

jects less precious, perhaps, from dinner. The persons belonging to

the value they represent than from the household and the invited

the associations they recall : the guests were admitted to these soi-

crown of gold enriched with jewels, r&s, which lasted until about ten

the sceptre, and the sword of the o'clock. The Due de Bordeaux *

ancient kings of Scotland, discover- and mademoiselle played games to-

ed, fifteen years ago, in a walled- gether ;
the king had a whist-table

;

up room of the old castle
;
the fur- the dauphiness and her ladies work-

niture used by Mary Stuart
;

the ed at a round table. Frequently the

embroidery which occupied the conversation became general, and

last happy leisure hours of this un- was almost always interesting. The
fortunate queen ;

the tapestry rais- French and English newspapers
ed by the assassins of Rizzio when

they entered her apartment ;
the * Afterwards Comte ce Cn
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were read and commented upon.
Sometimes the king and the dau-

phin would repair to the billiard-

room, and play a few games togeth-
er. In these soirfas, there was no

more etiquette observed than is

usual in the house of a gentleman

living on his estates.

At the left of the drawing-room,
a door led to an intermediate

apartment, forming the private

study of the king. Into this open-
ed his bed-chamber. With the

sleeping-room of the king communi-
cated that of the Due de Bordeaux,
situated on the same floor, and

looking into the courtyard. The
Baron de Saint Aubin occupied a

room at the side
;
the apartments of

mademoiselle were on the upper
floor.

The Due de Blacas, when he was
at Holyrood, had the superinten-
dence of the household

;
when he

was absent, the details of these

functions were directed by the

Baron de Saint Aubin. The suite

was composed of about forty per-

sons, lodged in the town in the

vicinity of the palace.
The equipages of the king were

limited to one carriage, hired by the

month. When this was not suffi-

cient, another coach was sent for
;

and three saddle-horses sufficed for

the rides of the king and his family.
Charles X., having given up the

amusement of hunting, and needing
exercise to maintain his health, was
in the habit of walking every day
three or four miles around Holy-
rood. The table was supplied

abundantly, but without luxury;
the king usually invited two or

three strangers, but the number of

covers seldom exceeded fourteen or

fifteen.

Such was the mediocrity to which
fate had reduced this family, so

lately surrounded by the greatest

possible luxury and splendor. No
sign of regret, no trace of vexation,
could be perceived on the counte-

nance of Charles X. Never did a

word of bitterness escape from the

lips of these illustrious sufferers.

The dauphiness, whom some have
dared to represent as a vindictive

and fanatical woman, was gentle-
ness itself. In vain would any one
have sought, in the expression of

her face, so full of goodness and

resignation, for even the appear-
ance of a pride which nevertheless

her elevated rank would have suf-

ficiently justified. As to the dau-

phin, so far did he carry his abne-

gation of all personal resentment

that he was more than once heard

to recall with commendation the

talents and bravery of some officers

whom he had overwhelmed with

his favors, but who,- nevertheless,
had been the first to betray him.

Every one admitted to Holyrood
could not but recognize and ad-

mire the presence of those virtues

which form the charm of domestic

life. They doubtless do not suffice

for those upon whom Heaven has

imposed the terrible task of govern-

ing men. The most marked trait

in the character of Charles X. is

indecision
;
in that of the dauphin,

a pretension to acuteness, which
has more than once discouraged
his friends, without inspiring con-

fidence in his enemies. As for the

dauphiness, the intensity of her

misfortunes in this world has led

her to fix her hopes upon a better

one. Pious, although tolerant, she

herself feels that her counsels
would be of little avail in this age
of incredulity. In what she desires

for France, she never can separate

religion from legitimacy. When,
at Holyrood, she heard of the pil-

lage of the archbishopric, these

words fell from her lips :

"
Alas ! the
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French heave cast off religion, and rection, without arms, without mo-
at length I begin to comprehend ney, without the prospect of assist-

why it is they hate us." ance from any European power; to

The Duchesse de Berri was a give herself up to the chances of

being apart in the royal family, inconsiderate promises made by a

Young, animated, full of regrets, of few men without influence and
desires, and of hopes, she could not without resources

; to calculate

pardon those who had prevented her chiefly upon the defection of an
from presenting herself before the army, recomposed in part, and still

Parisians on the 3oth of July, 1 830, in agitated by the preceding defection

order to claim from them the crown into which the sudden departure
for her son. Confident in her adven- of the king had precipitated it this

turous courage and in her ability to was, in the eyes of the exiles of

create for herself another future, her Holyrood, to attempt an enterprise
irritation for the past and the pro- of which the success would scarcely

jects she still contemplated, little have justified the temerity, and of

agreed either with the calm resigna- which the success itself was consid-

tion of the dauphiness or with the ered impossible. Other reasons for

habitual prudence of the king. She fear, which we may now be permit-
could only endure for a few weeks ted to recall, disturbed the heart of

the monotony of the residence at the old monarch. He distrusted

Holyrood. Besides, the rigor of the the impetuosity of the duchess, her

climate appeared to affect her health, fiery temperament, her ardent and
and she repaired to the mineral independent character, which, even
waters of Bath. Here various should it not lead her to disregard

speculators came to surround her, conventionalities, might authorize

in a manner to take possession of those possessing her confidence

her as of a pledge for their future and affection to overstep their lim-

fortunes, and induced her to borrow its in her affairs. He foresaw more
considerable sums of money on the than one disaster; he dreaded all

property still remaining to her, in or- sorts of misfortunes. The unfor-

der to defray the expenses of the tunate princess was destined to ex-

projected expedition. The duchess perience them all. The Due de
was brought to London, where the Blacas was commissioned to follow

final arrangements for this loan her, and to oppose, as far as it

were to be made. She was conceal- might be in his power, the danger-
ed in a small house, and not a single ous influence of her advisers

;
but

Frenchman, excepting those com- the resolution of the duchess was

posing the circle by whom she was too much in unison with her tastes-

surrounded, knew what had become and character. Soon the position
of her until the day of the embark- of M. de Blacas towards her be-

ation. came no longer tenable, and he re-

The announcement of the de- turned without having accomplish-

parture of the duchess was received ed anything, to the great displea-
:it Holyrood with a species of con- sure of the king,
sternation. The expedition she Charles X. never approved of

was about to undertake was re- the projects for civil war. When
garded as an act of extreme impru- these were proposed to him, he did

dence. To throw herself into not manifest that aversion which

France, in order to create an insur- has been attributed to him by his
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flatterers; he simply replied that, in followed at Holyrood. With fo-

the times in which we live, civil reign governments few or no rela-

war is a thing difficult to undertake tions were maintained
;

with the

and impossible to sustain. He had interior, various correspondences,
been a king; he was acquainted the authors of which differed in

with the secrets of the government ; plans, in principles, and in views,

he knew that all the forces of the All were received, all were replied

kingdom being at the present day to, in accordance with their various

centralized, the provinces cannot ideas and modes of thinking. The
withdraw themselves from the pow- object was to offend no one, to

er of the telegraph and of the bud- discourage no opinion, in the un-

get ;
and that nothing but a signal certainty as to which opinion would

disaffection on the part of the army be the most useful,

would be lively to produce a se- Many excellent royalists, with the

cond 2oth of March. The riots most praiseworthy disinterested-

which took place in the capital at ness, wrote to place at the disposal
first excited his attention

;
but after of the king their hearts, their for-

the days of the 5th and 6th of tunes, and their lives. If any means

June, he appeared to have ceased were sought for to utilize these

to fear, or rather to hope, for their generous offers, it was frequently
success. discovered that these worthy people
As for foreign war, Charles X. possessed neither money nor influ-

never could endure the idea of it. ence, and that many of them were

Never did it enter his thoughts to advanced in years,

implore the armed intervention of Others sent plans of conspiracies
other sovereigns. He believed that which included three-fourths of

a third invasion of France, were it France, but with lists of names for

to take place, would lead to incal- the most part unknown. They un-

culable disasters
;
to the partition dertook, they said, to cause Henry

of the territory. Perhaps, also, he V. to be proclaimed all over the

felt that he could not claim the kingdom, provided Charles X. would
assistance of his allies, in virtue of send them in advance sufficient

the treaties of 1815; since, during sums of money,
his reign, the government had al- Some personages, who still figure

ways been inclined to throw off the on the theatre of politics, took mea-

yoke of those treaties. The late sures to remit, with great precau-

ministry, in its endeavors to restore tion, their offers of service. It is

France to her natural limits, had worthy of remark that such notes

excited distrust in the cabinets of arrived each time there was any
London, the Hague, Berlin, Vien- rumor of revolt or any prospect of

na, and Turin. It was not, there- war in foreign countries. These

fore, probable that these powers offers were not expressed in as pre-
would assist in restoring a govern- cise terms as the preceding ones

;

ment which had placed itself in a they were always accompanied by
hostile position to them all, without conditions, of which the principal

demanding, in return, ruinous sacri- ones were that the direction of the

fices and humiliating guarantees. movement in question should be
It is needful to look at things confided to no one excepting the

from this point of view, in order to authors
;
that a provision should be

appreciate the policy which was made of entire approval of the
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measures upon which they might was successful
;
the threatened work

decide ; and, above all, that the was never published. Among the

portfolios of the ministry of the offers of services which reached
restoration should be ensured to Holyrood, some deserve particular
them. They alone, they asserted, mention for their singularity,
understood the needs of France A hero of July, famous during
and the way to rule her. In a few the fatal days, and furious at not

missives of another kind, some old having been able to obtain some
servants set forth the faults which, office, proposed to rally all the re-

in their opinion, the king had com- publicans among his friends to the

mitted during his reign, and ended cause of Henry V., and concluded

by offering him advice in case he his epistle by announcing that he
should regain the throne. Some of would repair in person to the sea-

these, irritated by what they con- coast, and with his own hands
sidered the oblivion of their former place the plank of debarkation be-

services, permitted themselves to neath the feet of the legitimate
utter bitter reproaches, without pity heir to the crown,

for misfortunes the sight of which A personage who has for a long
should have been sufficient to dis- time figured under the Empire
arm even a just resentment. These had despatched to England a very
letters were received with perfect active agent, who offered, at the

indifference. There were, however, same time, his services to the prin-
demands which, by dint of their ces of Holyrood, to the Duchesse

audacity, obtained greater success. de Berri, and to the heirs of Napo-
A person wrote from Paris to one leon

; meanwhile, the personage in

of the servants of the king :

"
I am question was negotiating at Paris

about to publish a work which will with the republicans. The result

contain the account of various acts of this quadruple piece of diplo-
of the government of Charles X. macy was that he obtained employ-
You know that the offices I held ment from the government of Louis

afforded me opportunities of know- Philippe.

ing many things ;
the revolution of Already, during the period of

July has deprived me of my situa- their former exile, had the august
tion and my pension ;

the public occupants of Holyrood had but

loves scandal
;
the publishers will too many opportunities to estimate

pay a high price for it
;
and I will the real value of the offers, the

furnish it to them unless I receive schemes, the demands, the pretext

thirty thousand francs, which I for which was furnished by a pro-
cannot do without." jected restoration, of a crowd

If these are not the precise terms of ambitious and intriguing men.

of the letter, at least I am sure that .Wearied, as it were, by the variety

I have not altered the sense. The of sentiments expressed towards

author of this letter had been em- them, the obliging interest they

ployed under the Restoration
;
he manifested was merely the effect

had received many favors from of an exquisite politeness. Un-
both the last two monarchs

;
a happily, in this indifference they

compromise was made with him. lost sight of real devotion to their

I do not know what was the sum cause
; they did not appear to

sent, but I do know that the person, have made any very great progress

employed to mediate in this affair in the art of estimating men an
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art the ignorance of which had there have been found a states-gen-
been the cause of their second eral legally convoked to recognize
downfall. madame in this capacity ?

And, besides, in order to receive The uncertainty on this point
these propositions with profit, to became a source of discussion for

give them a useful direction, it the various members of the suite,

would, first of all, have been neces- The servants of the king, those of

sary that the most important poli- the dauphin, and those of the Due
tical point that of legitimacy de Bordeaux held many grave ar-

should be settled and proclaimed. guments over their respective pre-
Those who have asserted that tensions to the title of the royal

there existed on this subject a household
;
but we must add that

perfect unanimity of opinion among these all ended in discussion. The
the royal family and among their royal family, who lived together in

advisers as to the right to the crown a sincere and patriarchal union, ap-
in the present situation of affairs,' peared to take but little interest in

either have not known all the these various opinions ;
whether it

truth, or else have concealed a por- were that these unfortunate princes
tion of it, in conformity with their believed it impossible for them at

own political views. During his this time to recover the crown, or

residence at Holyrood, Charles X. whether they regarded the posses-
addressed to the principal courts sion of it as something little desi-

of Europe a confirmation of his rable, they frequently conversed
abdication at Rambouillet

; but, be- upon this subject as if it had been
sides that this confirmation, being a question of historic right foreign
declared free^ indicates that the to themselves. One opinion, one
abdication was always considered as feeling, however, united them all,

forced, and therefore null, Charles and this was that all rights to the

X., in this second instrument, ex- crown must one day centre upon
pressly reserves to himself the re- the head of Henry V., and that it

gency of the kingdom. was necessary to educate him in

The dauphin, on the other hand, such a manner as to prepare him

positively refused to give a similar worthily to sustain this high desti-

declaration.
"

I sign nothing," said ny in case Providence should call

he
;

"
not that I desire to dispute him to it.

with my nephew a crown of which I Here we must speak of the edu-
am far from envying him the posses- cation which is being given to the

sion, but, on the contrary, in order to young prince under the direction

preserve it for him, in case the fol- of the Baron de Damas. Much
lies which are being committed in good, and also some evil, has been
his name should render my reap- said of him. In the first place,

pearance necessary." however, it appears to me that too

Lastly, in regard to the Duchesse great importance has been attached

de Berri, no law, no historical pre- to his functions. In order that the

cedent, could have been found to character of the governor should

authorize her to consider herself have any decisive influence over

regent of the kingdom during the that of his pupil, it would be neces-

minority of her son. Had not the sary for the two to live in compara-
abdication of Charles X. been con- tive isolation. Perhaps, surround-

ditional, and, besides, where could ed by all the pomp of the Tui-
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leries, the fetters of etiquette might
have tended to produce such isola-

tion
;
but in the greater freedom

consequent upon exile, interrup-
tions of all kinds prevent this spe-
cies of influence. At all hours of

the day the Due de Bordeaux is

receiving new and varied impres-
sions. He receives them from his

teachers, from his professors, from

his servants, from the strangers who

approach him, from the paternal
solicitude of his grandfather, from

the gentle piety of his aunt, from

the companionship of his young and

charming sister; he receives them
from his studies, from his exercises,

from his travels, from his recollec-

tions in short, from his misfor-

tunes
;
for he is of an age and of an

intelligence to understand and to feel

them. We must take into account

the combined influence of all these

diverse impressions, in order to

draw probable deductions as to the

profit he is one day to receive from

his present education.

At all events, if the Baron de

Damas does not possess very en-

larged ideas, his character is firm

and upright. For many things he

deserves commendation : he en-

deavors to prevent all flatterers

from approaching his pupil ;
from

those by whom he is surrounded he

exacts nothing but sincerity and

cheerfulness. And then, he is care-

ful to admit to the presence of the

young prince, in unrestrained con-

fidence, all strangers, and especially
all Frenchmen, who desire access to

him, unless their request should be

prompted merely by the wish to

gratify an impertinent curiosity.

The office of M. de Damas has

been envied, and even sought after,

by some of those persons who style

themselves the courtiers of misfor-

tune, but who are perhaps merely
the courtiers of greatness expected,

or at least hoped for. But it may
reasonably be doubted whether this

governor could be replaced in a
manner advantageous to the young
prince. Among the notabilities of

the present epoch who might be

designated for this important posi-

sition, is there one who combines the

necessary qualifications ? Would
we seek among the number of those

who, by their interested counsels
or by their calculated disaffection,
contributed to the overthrow of the

throne of Charles X., for men to

teach his grandson the art of re-

storing and of preserving the

throne ? Can we confide in these

system-mongers at a period like

this, when all systems have made
shipwreck ? No

;
all that can be

done is to make of the young
prince a man of learning without

pedantry, of sincerity without in-

discretion, of courage without te-

merity. In the present age, in

which everything indicates the

necessity of a power strong enough
to restrain the elements of anarchy
introduced by sophists into society,

in which the overthrow of ancient

institutions leaves to power only
the force it can obtain from armies,

what is chiefly to be desired in the

king of a nation like ours is mili-

tary qualities combined with liber-

ality, enlightenment, religion, pru-

dence, and justice. Now, none of

these conditions are wanting in the

education which is now being

given to the Due de Bordeaux

neither proper methods on the part

of the preceptors, nor the disposi-

tion to receive on the part of the

pupil.
M. Barande, one of the most

learned men of our time, instructs

the young prince, with admirable

precision, in the facts of history,

combined with chronology and

geography. The Abbe de Me-
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ligny explains to him with simpli-

city the doctrines of religion. M.
d'Hardivilliers inspires him with a

taste for, and a knowledge of, the

fine arts. The first elements of the

science of war form the subjects of

his games and of his recreations.

Young Henri rides on horseback,

practises fencing, shoots with the

pistol, speaks and writes several

languages. His memory is unu-

sually excellent
;
his discernment is

beyond his age. The regular dis-

tribution of his time gives him
habits of order and of diligence.
His health, watched over by Dr.

Bougon, is robust
;
his frame, forti-

fied by exercise, is strong and agile.

In a word, he is an intelligent,

sprightly, vivacious child, and yet,

withal, a reasonable one. There is

no mother who would not be proud
of him

;
no father whose every wish

would not be gratified by the pos-
session of such a son. Having thus

sketched his portrait, I do not in-

tend to imitate the enthusiasm of

those who have gathered up and

published his most unimportant re-

marks, and have even, in their ex-

aggerated admiration, attributed to

him, possibly, speeches of their own.
At the sight of this royal child,

proclaimed, at the hour of his birth,
future monarch of a great empire,
and now entering upon his adoles-

cence in exile, this reflection natu-

rally presents itself: How if he
had never been born ?

Had he not been born, probably
France would not have been dis-

turbed. The partisans of the

younger branch, certain of one day
attaining to power, would have had

patience ;
the republicans of July

would not have been able to enter

by the breach opened by the Orle-

anists and the disaffected royalists.

His grandfather and his uncle

might have died upon the throne.

Had he not been born, and had
the double abdication still become

indispensable, Louis Philippe would

to-day be more firmly seated on his

throne than any monarch in Eu-

rope; for in him would be found
resolved the great problem of the

union of fact and of right, of legiti-

macy and of force.

Had he not bean born, . . . but

he has been born, he is growing to

manhood, and in him are being de-

veloped all the characteristic signs
of the rejuvenescence of his race.

In this age of tribulations and of

wonders, who may venture to sound
the abyss of the future ?

This was what was said at Holy-
rood, and it was added :

" Did not

M. Odillon Barrot, when, in the

drawing-room at Rambouillet, he
executed the task assigned to him
of announcing to Charles X. the

hard .decree of exile, pronounce the

memorable words :

'

Sire, watch
well over this royal child

;
one day

he will be of importance to the des-

tinies of France ?
' "
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.

THE LIFE OF S. JOHN OF THE CROSS. By
David Lewis. New York : The Cath-

olic Publication Society. 1874.

Mr. Lewis has certainly deserved well

of the inhabitants of Mount Carmel. His
translation of that incomparable gem, S.

Teresa's Autobiography ; his truly splen-
did work, the translation of the writings
of S. John of the Cross, and now his Life
of the latter saint, make up a series of

works for which English Catholic litera-

ture is deeply indebted to him. The de-

voted and enthusiastic interest which S.

Teresa, the Queen of Carmel, has inspired
in modern times is something wonderful,

though it cannot seem strange or surpris-

ing to any one who is acquainted with
her history and capable of appreciating
her character. Happily for the world, S.

Teresa has found among her devotees
several both able and willing to make
her life and works known with an intel-

ligent and painstaking zeal for which we
cannot be too grateful. F. Bouix and
Canon Dalton are conspicuous among
these devout admirers of the modern glo-

ry of Carmel who have labored so faith-

fully and with so much pious and scho-

larly learning and taste to diffuse the

light and fragrance of her sanctity and
doctrine. Mr. Lewis devotes himself
more especially to S.John of the Cross

;

but it was really only a part of the

great wojk of S. Teresa which S. John
executed, both by his labors and his

writings. He was her spiritual son, the
chief instrument of carrying out the re-

form with which she was inspired among
the friars of the order of Carmel

;
and in

his works he was, so to speak, S. Teresa's

theologian and expositor. Evjsry one who
has been interested in S. Teresa's life

must have wished for a good life of S.

John of the Cross
;

and whoever has
tasted of the delicious fountain of divine
doctrine in his works must have desired

it still more. Such a life Mr. Lewis has
undertaken to give us, compiling it from
the older Spanish biographies. Mr.
Lewis's biography of the saint is short

and succinct, but very precise, accurate,
and complete in its narrative of facts

and events.

So far. it is what was wanted
;
and to

one who has learned fo know the interior

life of S. John in his writings it is suffi-

cient. It is not, however, in itself, by
any means such a complete and adequate
portraiture of S. Teresa's counterpart and

companion as we possess of herself,
thanks to the happy thought of her con-

fessor, who obliged her to write her own
life, and to the devoted and affectionate

biographers who have supplied so fully
all that she herself omitted. The num-
ber of those who will read this Life with

pleasure and profit must necessarily be a

comparatively small one. And we fore-

warn all its readers, even devout Catho-
lics accustomed to reading the lives of

saints, that it requires a robust faith

to avoid being scandalized or frightened

by this one. S. John was most cruelly

persecuted and maltreated by his own
brethren and superiors of the Mitigated
Rule, and even by one unworthy prior of

the Reform. Moreover, the austerity of his

life and the additional sufferings which
God sent upon him may easily frighten
and dismay most of us, soft and effemi-

nate Christians as we are, when they are

looked at as presented in a dry histori-

cal narrative, and apart from the inward

consolations, the supernatural graces,
the high contemplation, which made
trials and crosses sweet to this great and
heroic soul. We cannot, therefore, ex-

pect this book to be a favorite with the

common run of even pious readers. But

those who are capable of enjoying and

profiting by it will be greatly rejoiced

that it has been written and published.

WHAT is DARWINISM ? By Charles

Hodge, Princeton, N. J. New York :

Scribner, Armstrong & Co. 1874.

There is a great deal oi modest wisdom
in this small volume from the pen of one

of the most learned and accomplished of
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the Princeton gentlemen. Dr. Hodge
chiefly aims at showing what the real

-virus of Darwinism consists in, and finds

it to be the denial of final causes, or vir-

tual atheism. There is also a very good

summary of arguments against the theory

of evolution, and there are careful, well-

studied criticisms upon various writers

of distinction upon themes connected

with the author's topic. We are glad to

see that Dr. Hodge affirms the infallibility

of reason that is, its possession of first

principles which are unerring, and its

capacity of attaining to the knowledge of

truth or true science. We do not ap-

prove, however, of his definition of scien-

tific evidence as that which is attained

through the senses, or his distinction be-

tween science and theology. It is most

important to maintain the rights of philo-

sophy and theology as the highest and
most certain of sciences, having supre-

macy over all others. We suppose that

Dr. Hodge admits this in regard to the

things themselves, but we consider if

important to retain even the terms by
which the things are properly designated,
and to resist at all points the impertinent
as well as futile attempts of modern
scientists to dethrone the queen of the

sciences^ The style and tone adopted by
Dr. Hodge in this volume are remarkably

quiet and moderate, and we trust that

this characteristic of his manner of argu-

ing with persons who are disposed to

lend an ear to the sophistry of modern
infidels will give it a readier access to

their minds. There is, however, an ex-

cess of amiability in the praise which is

awarded to Mathilde Blind's " excellent

translation
"

of Strauss.

We recommend this book without hesi-

tation as one which, so far as it goes, is

satisfactory and likely to prove very
useful.

MADAME AGNES. By Charles Dubois.
Translated from the French by M. P.

T. THE FARM OF MUICERON. By
Marie Rheil. Translated from the

French by Mrs. A. B. S. New York :

The Catholic Publication Society.

1874.

This brace of French novels, under one

cover, comes very opportunely at this

time, when careful teachers are on the

lookout for premiums which will be at

once attractive and safe to put into the

hands of their young charges, and sum-
mer tourists are in search of literary

provender to stow away in their portman-
teaus and saddle-bags. Those who have
watched the progress of the stones

through these pages are aware that the
French literature which comes out under
Catholic auspices is very different from
that which reaches the public through
the secular press.
We are inclined to look on The Farm

of Muiceron as somewhat unique among
recent works of fiction. The writer, as
well as most of her characters, speaks
the language of the French peasantry ;

and, if a more learned interlocutor is in-

troduced, the author frankly tells us
" not to expect her to explain the mean-
ing of the big words he uses." Should
the reader thence conclude that the plot
is weak, and its evolution more so in

fact, that he has taken up a goody-goody
book he will speedily get rid of that

absurd idea before he proceeds very
far; and he will also be convinced
that the translation of such a work re-

quires peculiar qualifications. A know-
ledge of classical French will not alone
suffice. An intimate acquaintance with

provincial modes of thought and expres-
sion, and of such English equivalents for

the idioms as will best preserve their racy
flavor, are essential. This advantage we
are satisfied the present version has, as

the translator unites to a thorough know-
ledge of her own tongue a practical fa-

miliarity with the dialect intended to be

represented. Every linguist knows the

wonderful capabilities of the French lan-

guage in its delicate shades and modu-
lations of expression ;

and if the trans-

lation fails to reproduce them, the fault

must be laid at the door of our unyielding
vernacular.

We do not intend to anticipate the

pleasure of the reader by any attempt to

analyze the contents of either story. Some
of the scenes of the second are laid in

the midst of the stormy days of July,

1848, and hence many of its descriptions
read like a page of contemporary history,
and its pictures of rustic life are full of

simplicity and pathos.
Madame Agnes will suit readers of a

more serious cast, or the same readers in

a different mood
;
and the two combined

may serve as light and shade to each

other. The solidity and gravity of the

one sets off the vivacity and naivete of the

other. Madame Agnes is decidedly a
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story of real life in its lifelikeness to

everyday experience, and its lessons

may, perhaps, the sooner find their way
to the reader's heart and conscience for

that reason.

THE NEW MANUAL OF THE SACRED
HEART. Compiled and Translated

from Approved Sources. Baltimore:

Kelly & Piet. 1874.

Confraternities of the Sacred Heart will

welcome this additional manual. It con-

tains every kind of devotion that lovers

of the Sacred Heart can wish for. We
hope it will have a wide sale.

SIN AND ITS CONSEQUENCES. By Henry
Edward, Archbishop of Westminster.

WHO is JESUS CHRIST? Five Lectures.

By the Right Rev. Bishop Hedley.

THE POPE AND THE EMPEROR. Nine Lec-

tures. By the Very Rev. J. N. Sweeney,

O.S.B., D.D. London: Burns & Gates.

1874. (New York: Sold by The Catho-

lic Publication Society.)

Archbishop Manning's sermons are

plain, practical discourses in his usual

clear and masterly style. Bishop Hed-

ley's lectures give an exposition of the

Catholic doctrine of the Incarnation and

the principal heresies which have sought
to corrupt and subvert it, with an expla-

nation of redemption and the Real Pre-

sence. They are both theological and

eloquent. Dr. Sweeney sketches gra-

phically the contests between the head

of the church and the imperial power
from Jesus Christ to Pius IX. Each of

the three volumes is of small size, but full

of instruction.

THE FRENCH PRISONER IN RUSSIA.

Translated from the French by P. S.,

a Graduate of S. Joseph's Academy,
Emmittsburg. New York : The Ca-

tholic Publication Society. 1874.

It has been said that a French novel is

either very bad or very good, and we are

glad to be able to place the one before us

in the latter category. It is the story of a

French family, the head of which, an

officer in Napoleon's grand army, with

his son, is taken prisoner during the

Russian campaign, and sent to Siberia.

No tidings having been heard from them
after the disastrous retreat from Moscow,
they are supposed to be dead, and the

mother and only daughter, a most amiable
and gentle girl, are thrown upon the

world in poverty and sickness. When
years have elapsed, and the ladies have

succeeded in winning an humble compe-
tence, news arrives that the lost ones are

alive; so the mother and daughter set out

on a long and dangerous journey to effect

their release. How they fared in their

noble mission, and what dangers they
encountered on the way, will be best

learned from the book itself. The origi-
nal tale is written in excellent French

style, which is ever simple and fluent,

and the translation appears to have been

carefully made with proper regard to the

idiom of our vernacular.

S. JOSEPH'S ASCETICAL LIBRARY. Edited

by Fathers of the Society of Jesus. No.
IX.: MEDITATIONS FOR EVERY DAY IN

THE YEAR AND THE PRINCIPAL FESTI-

VALS. By the Ven. F. Lancicius, S.J.

London : Burns Gates. 1874. (New
York: Sold by The Catholic Publica-

tion Society.)

The fact that Jesuits edit this library is

its best guarantee and recommendation
in respect to the sound and solid charac-

ter of the works which will be included in

its series. The well-known good taste

and literary culture of the English fa-

thers of the society is a warrant for the

care and skill with which the editorial

work is performed. The present volume
is most carefully and tastefully published,
and its contents are of the best quality.

The work itself is an old and standard

one by one of the best writers of the

society. The volumes of this library

cannot be too strongly recommended to

all devout Catholics.

THE HISTORY OF GREECE. By Professor

Dr. Ernst Curtius. Translated from

the German by Adolphus Wm. Ward,
M.A. Vol. IV. New York : Scribner,

Armstrong & Co. 1874.

We have already given an extended

notice of the previous volumes of this

work, and we now simply repeat the

judgment previously expressed. It is

the most complete, and, in many re-
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spects, it is the best history of Greece

yet placed within the reach of the English
reader.

GLORY AND SORROW
;
and SELIM, PASHA

OF SALONICA. Translated from the

French by P. S. New York: The
Catholic Publication Society. 1874.

Here are more stories for premiums.
While the didactic purpose is not lost

sight of, the narratives are sufficiently

enlivened to hold the reader's attention

throughout. In the first tale the young
student is warned against the conse-

quences of an excessive ambition for

wealth and power ;
and contentment with

his position in life is inculcated as a ne-

cessary condition of happiness. Selim is

a tale of the wars between the Christians

and Turks in the East.

CATHERINE HAMILTON. A Tale for Little

Girls. By M. F. S. New York : The
Catholic Publication Society. 1874.

We have no doubt this will prove a

very attractive book to the little folks,

and would be glad to see it widely cir-

culated among them.

MAY PAPERS. By Edward Ignatius Pur-

brick, SJ. London : Burns & Gates.

1874. (New York : Sold by The Catho-
lic Publication Society.)

This pretty book, just received in this

country, was prepared originally for the

use of the boys at Stonyhurst College.
It is the first attempt, we believe, in Eng-
lish to adapt the instructions for the

month particularly to young people, and
we therefore think it worthy of special
mention.

A CRITICISM.

LAFAYETTE, IND., April 21, 1874.
The article

" On the Wing," in THE
CATHOLIC WORLD for May, is one of un-
usual merit

;
but in the haste of composi-

tion, the writer, at page 216, makes a mis-

take in stating that S. Peter's Church at

Rome was "built from the designs of

Bernini, and completed by Michael An
gelo." Bernini had nothing to do with
the edifice proper. He only built the

baldacchino over the high altar and the

colonnade in the public square adjoining
the church. Michael Angelo completed
the piers of the dome, and made a wooden
framework on which to construct a dome

;

but the dome was constructed by Giacomo
della Porta from designs of his own. The
edifice proper was finished by Carlo Ma-

derno, and on the plan' of a Latin cross,

the suggestion of Bramante, overruling
Michael Angelo's suggestion of the form

of a Greek cross.

It is very seldom that THE CATHOLIC
WORLD is at fault, even in ecclesiology ;

but I think here is a plain case.

Having made S. Peter's something of a

study both in Rome and at home, I feel

myself at liberty to make you these com-

ments. Yours very truly,

J. A. WlLSTACH.

The poem
" For ever," originally sent

to this magazine, and published in our

May number, was also published in Lip-

pincotfs of the same month, the author

concluding, from its non-appearance in

THE CATHOLIC WORLD, that it had been

declined.

HINTS TO CONTRIBUTORS.

Write legibly (especially figures and

proper names) on one side of the leaf.

Do not exceed 10 or 12 pages of 650 words

each, in prose articles, or the length of

sonnets in verse, unless by special ar-

rangement. Do not expect a decision in

less than 60 days, and then not in writing.

Send real name and address, together

with a reference, if unknown to the edi-

tors. Prepay postage of MSS., and en-

close stamps for those to be returned, at

full letter rates. Avoid the use of the

WOrds COMMENCE, RELIABLE, DONATE, and

TRANSPIRE (in the sense of occur), and

the phrases EVERY CONFIDENCE and A TAL-

ENTED MAN.
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A DISCUSSION WITH AN INFIDEL.

DR. Louis BUCHNER'S work, blackest dye could have displayed

Kraft lend Stoff, first appeared in such a cool effrontery, artful dishon-

Germany in the year 1855, and met esty, and diabolic malice as the

with such a favorable reception by author of Force and Matter did in

a numerous class of ignorant or almost every page of his little vol-

wicked progressionists
* that from ume. Dr. Buchner is one of those

that year up to the end of 1870 it dangerous men who have a great

passed through ten German editions, talent for perverting truth. He
without counting the several trans- knows how to dazzle the simple
lations into other languages. The with brilliant quotations, how to

present writer had lately the fortune, perplex the acute with unanswer-

or the misfortune, to be presented able riddles, how to entangle the

with an English copy of this abom- cautious in a web of plausible ob-

inable work,f and was informed jections. He knows how to sup-
that the knights of the square and plant reason by rhetoric

;
and the

the trowel had taken a special in- more embarrassing his case, the

terest in its propagation. It could greater is his assurance and the

not be otherwise
;
for the work it- higher his pretension. It is in the

self is a masonic work. No one name of science that he pretends to

who knows the true character of speak. Such is the fashion just

freemasonry, and has read the book, now. Secret societies began their

can have the least doubt of its ma- open war against the church and

sonic origin. Only a mason of the against God in the name of philoso-

phy ; when beaten on this ground,

* in fact, stuitorum infinite est numerus. they appealed to liberality, then to

t Force and Matter: Empirico-philosopkical progress, then tO civilization, and nO\V
studies intelligibly rendered by Dr, Louis Bitch- . A 11 4-1 *Ao fl-.,

ner, President of the Medical Association of tOSCteHCe. All tllCSC WOrds, On their

H'essen-Darmstadt, etc'., etc. Edited by J. Fred-
Jjp e were llCS. Freemasons and

erick Collingwood. Second English edition. . . ,

London: Trubner & Co. 1870. their cognate societies have never

Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1874, by Rev. I. T. HECKKR, in the Office of

the Librarian of Congress, at Washington, D. C.
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been fond of real
"
philosophy," and paying such attention to an infidel

never had truly "liberal" views, writer; we would have ignored him
The world never made any

k

pro- altogether, if his work were not as

gress
"
in the right direction when dangerous as it is unworthy of a

it followed them
;
their pretended doctor.

"
civilization

'

never meant any-

thing else than the tyrannical subju- i.

gation of the church by
"

civil
'

A ,, u FLIPPANCY AND SCHOLASTICISM
powers. And now their science,

so far as it is theirs, is only a tra- Reader. Indeed, doctor, I fear

vesty and prostitution of truth. The that your Force and Matter will

world owes nothing to them except make you a bad reputation. Our
the increase of crime, the loss of most esteemed philosophers say

public honesty, and the threatened that you are a sophist, and that a

triumph of villany. man of your attainments cannot be

With Dr. Buchner, as with many a sophist but by deliberate choice,

others of the same ilk, science is a They evidently imply that you are a

mere pretext. His real object is to knave and an impostor. As for my-
attack God's existence, a future life, self, I confess that I do not see the

human liberty, and all those truths cogency of your reasonings ; but,
which underlie sound philosophy, before declaring you a knave and

morality, and religious belief. A an impostor, I should like to hear

work so well calculated to do harm, from your own mouth what you
and which has already infected with may have to say in your behalf,

its poison a numerous class of read- Buchner. I am not surprised, sir,

ers, needs refutation, and we will at anything said against me. When
engage in the unpleasant task. We I published my work,

"
I knew that

hope we shall be able to show that my attempt was bold, and that I

Dr. Buchner 's Force and Matter, all should have to sustain a fierce

its pretensions notwithstanding, is, struggle with the prejudices of the

in a philosophical point of view, a age' (p. viii.) But "things can-

complete failure. One ounce of not be represented different from
truth and a cartload of lies is just what they are ; and nothing appears
what the doctor dispenses to his to me more perverse than the ef-

benighted admirers throughout the forts of respectable naturalists to

pages of his baneful production. introduce orthodoxy in the natural

To make things clearer, and to sciences
"

(p. xvii.) You say that

give Dr. Buchner the best opportu- our most esteemed philosophers call

nity of speaking for himself, we me a sophist. You mean the school-

have thought of putting the whole men, of course
;
in fact,

''
the scho-

discussion in the form of a dialogue lastic philosophy, still riding upon
between the doctor and ourselves, its high though terribly emaciated
We know that a lengthy conversa- horse, conceives that it has long ago
tion with such a sworn enemy of done with our theories, and has con-

truth may prove disgusting in a signed them, ticketed materialism,

high degree, as he will utter nothing sensualism, determinism, etc., to the

but sophisms or blasphemies. But scientific lumber-room, or, as the

the sophist must be unmasked and phrase goes, has assigned them their

the blasphemer confounded. We historical value. But this philoso-

hope our readers will excuse us for phy, my dear sir, sinks daily in the
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estimation of the public, and loses philosophy is nothing but a mean
its ground

"
(p. xviii.) conspiracy against truth. It is

Reader. I would remark, with their fault, indeed, if the name of

your permission, that the public is natural philosopher is sneered at

not nowadays a very acute judge when connected with their own per-
of these matters. For what does sons. Why should they put on a
the public know of scholastic phi- garb which fits them not ? If you
losophy ? call Moleschott or Darwin natural

Biichner. By the public I mean philosophers, every one certainly
the scientific world, sir. will smile; but call Ampere or Far-

Reader. The scientific world, aday by this name, and you will see

dear doctor, knows very little of every one take down his hat in

scholastic philosophy. I am sure sign of respect and approbation,

you will not deny the fact. Can Then, you should not imagine that

you tell me where, when, for how because a few discoveries have been

many years, under what professors, lately made by our men of science

and in what books, your scientific (I say a few, because most of them
men had an opportunity of studying are only new applications of old

scholastic philosophy ? They have, theories, while many others are

no doubt, heard something of it mere hypotheses), you should not

just enough to realize the fact that imagine that we have acquired the

there was a science in the world of right to despise the discoveries

which they were profoundly ignorant, and the wisdom of all past ages.

But this gives them no right to pass It was our forefathers who created

a judgment. I venture to say that modern science. Where would you
neither you nor Moleschott, Feuer- be without a Kepler, a Galileo, a

bach, Darwin, Tuttle, Huxley, or Newton, and scores of others, who

any of your school, have ever stu- laid down the ruling principles of

died, or consulted, or perhaps even all the branches of science? If

so much as touched with your they knew less than we do about

hands, a single volume of scholastic empirical manipulations, they knew

philosophy. a great deal more about the con-

Biichner. This may be; but it is ditions of legitimate speculation,

quite enough for us to know that To construe nature "'out of thought
"
the singular attempts of the old instead of from observation

'

has

school to construe nature out of never been their method
;

if I wish-

thought instead of from observation ed to retaliate, I could easily prove
have failed, and brought the adhe- that it is yours,

rents of that school into such dis- Biichner (defiantly]. Try, sir.

credit that the name of natural Reader. Well, since you challenge

philosopher has become a byword me, I shall ask you whether it is

and a nickname
"

(p. xix.) from observation, and not out of

Reader. No, doctor. This is not thought, that you have construed

true. The name of natural philoso- your
" uncreated

"
matter. I know,

pher is still much respected and and you also know, that it is only

revered; and I trust nothing will "out of thought." But we shall

ever succeed in making it despica- have time to do justice to this and

ble, except, perhaps, the shameless other topics. The point I now in-

usurpation of it made by your sist on is, that what you say of the

friends, the free-thinkers, whose scholastic method of '^construing
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nature
"

is a rank calumny. Un- faction of the old physics gives you
derstand me, doctor. Natural no right to affirm that the schoolmen
science has two objects in view : construed nature out of thought,
the first is to ascertain the truth Speculation always implies thought ;

about natural facts; the second is but to start one's speculations from

to discover the nature of the princi- the data of observation, as it was

pies and causes to which such facts customary with the scholastic phi-
must be traced. As the first of losophers, is not to reject observa-

these two objects is attained by ob- tion.

servation and experiments, so is the Biichner. I demur to this state-

second by thought that is, by rea- ment, sir. It is well known that the

sonings based on the positive re- old school was all grounded on the

suits of observation and experiment, a priori method.

Now, you must admit that the duty Reader. Certainly not, my dear

of the metaphysician is not to make doctor. One cannot reason with-

observations or experiments. This out abstract principles ;
but when

belongs to the physicist. The such principles are the result of ex-

metaphysician accepts the facts as perimental knowledge, it would be
ascertained by the physicist ;

and folly to pretend that they constitute

it is from such facts, not from an a priori method of construing

thoughts, that he starts his specula- nature out of thought instead of

tion on the nature of things. Of from observation. Do you demur

course, if the physicist be wrong in to this also ?

his statement of facts, the metaphy- Biichner. What I assert, sir, is

sician will be led astray and build that
"
the times of the scholastic

a theory without foundation
; yet bombast, of philosophical charla-

the fault will not be his. And if the tanism, or, as Cotta says, of intel-

physicist be ignorant of some im- lectual jugglery, are passing away
'

portant law of nature, the metaphy- (p. xix.)

sician will be compelled to supply Reader. You are not serious,

for the law with a guess at a proba- doctor. First of all, you know no-

ble hypothesis. This is in the na- thing about scholastic bombast,
ture of things. With a mutton- Were you to read one page of. any
chop you cannot make roast beef, of our great scholastic doctors, you
can you ? would be amazed at the simplicity

Biichner. No, indeed. of their style, and at the utter reck-

Reader. I mean that our fore- lessness of your allegation. In the

fathers had not at their disposal second place, the times of bombast
such an abundance of means for and charlatanism are not .passing

investigating the secrets of nature away. Read Huxley. Can you
as we now possess. Certainly, the find anything more bombastic than

most important of such secrets, be- his Lay Sermons ? Read Darwin,

fore the time of Copernicus, were Is he not a philosophical charla-

inaccessible to the metaphysicians, tan ? Read your own Kraft und
I allow, then, that the theory of the Staff. . . .

scholastics remained incomplete, Biichner. Brilliancy is not char-

and was most imperfect so long as latanism, sir. It is a fact that

universal attraction was unknown while the pretended high specula-
and chemistry undeveloped. But tions of the old school are hope-
this proves nothing. The imper- lessly unintelligible, our discov-
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cries, "by directing investigation to special study before its specula-
facts, have compelled thought to tions can be comprehended? It is

leave the misty and sterile regions therefore supremely ridiculous to

of speculative dreams, and to de- talk of
; '

the mist that envelops the
scend to real life

"
(p. xxii.) Can writings of scholars." Everything

you condemn us for this ?
"
It lies is misty to the uninstructed. Let

in the nature of philosophy that it him study, and the mist will disap-
should be common property. Ex- pear; for it is not the doctrine that

positions which are not intelligible
wants clearness, but it is the eye of

to an educated man are scarcely the ignorant that is blurred,

worth the ink they are printed with. And now, what shall I say of
The philosophical mist which en- that pompous phrase of yours, that

velops the writings of scholars ap- modern discoveries
"
have com-

pears intended more to conceal pelled thought to leave the misty
than to exhibit their thoughts

"
(p.

and sterile regions of speculative

xix.) dreams, and to descend to real

Reader. It is all a mistake, doc- life
"

? I hope you will allow me
tor. If you reflect for a moment to call it

" modern bombast "
and

on your oracular sentences, you
'*

philosophical charlatanism
"

;
for

will see that they are mere non- I cannot call it by any other name,
sense. You say that it lies in the If you mean by such words to de-

nature of philosophy that it should nounce Kant, Hegel, Schelling, and
be common property. I wonder if other German dreamers of the

this can be true. I fancy that phi- same school, I have nothing to say

losophy, like any other science or in their defence; but if you intend

discipline which is acquired by thereby to stigmatize the Catholic

study, is the property of those schools, to which you Germans, no
alone who have studied it

;
and I less than the reit of the civilized

hope that no man of sense will con- world, owe your intellectual educa-
test such an evident truth. You tion, I cannot help saying, dear doc-

say that philosophical expositions tor, that your hostile insinuations are

should be intelligible to every edu- dictated by malice and hatred of

cated man
;
but this is true only on truth. Why do you defame what

the assumption that the education you know not? How can you call a

of which you speak includes a tho- sterile region that speculative phi-

rough training in philosophy; which, losophy which formed all our great

unfortunately, is not the case with a men ? or dreams those evident con-

great number of so-called educated elusions against which reason can-

men. You say that whatever is not rebel without slaying itself?

clearly conceived can be clearly Is not this very strange in a doc-

expressed ;
but you forget that tor? You were confident that

"
in-

what is clearly expressed for the tellectual jugglery," to use Cotta's

scholar may still be obscure to the expression, would be stronger than

uninitiated. Is it possible that a historical truth
;
but we are quite

doctor like you, and a president of prepared to meet you on this

a medical association, should over- ground as on others
;

for we Ca-
look the fact that every science has tholic thinkers are not afraid of
a number of technical terms and bombastic words. We do not even
scientific phrases which must be think that your "jugglery

"
is at all

learned in special books and by "intellectual." For is it intellec-
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tual to make sweeping assertions

when you can give no proofs ? Or

is it intellectual to sneer at your

opponents, instead of replying to

their arguments ? I presume, dear

doctor, that your freemasons alone

would see anything intellectual in

such a proceeding.
Biichner. You imagine, sir, that

I must be a freemason. I shall not

answer that, as it has nothing to do

with my book. Yet I wish to in-

form you that freemasonry every-

where favors the progress of
" mo-

dern science
"

;
and therefore I

would not object to being called a

freemason, whether I am one or

not. But as to making assertions

of which I give no proofs, I defy

you, sir, to substantiate the charge ;

and as to my not replying to my op-

ponents, I am sure you will modify

your judgment when you examine

the prefaces to the various editions

of my work.

Reader. I accept the challenge.
It will not be more difficult to give

you full satisfaction on these two

points than it has been to rebut

your flippant denunciations of the

scholastic philosophy.

u.

TERGIVERSATION AND JUGGLERY.

Reader. You say, then, that in

the prefaces to the various editions

of your work you have replied to

your opponents.
Biichner. Certainly I do.

Reader. I have read all your
prefaces. In the very first you
make this declaration :

" We will

not be in want of opponents ;
but

we shall only notice those who
speak from experience and combat
us with facts

"
(p. xx.) This

amounts to saying :

" When we
shall be attacked with any sort

of arms, arrows, pistols, knives,

swords, guns, and sticks, we shall

not defend ourselves except against
sticks." Against sticks, of course,

you may defend yourself by the

use of other sticks
; but, if you are

attacked with artillery, will your
sticks be to you a sufficient protec-
tion ? You knew very well, when

publishing your book, that you
were to be attacked with reasons.

To declare that you would no-

tice only those adversaries who
would attack you with/dtf/j was to

declare that you were not ready to

meet your real opponents.
Biichner. Against fact there is no

reasoning.
Reader. This is not the question.

It is true that against fact there is

no reasoning ;
but when we argue

against your false conclusions, we
do not attack your facts, but your
sophisms only, most erudite doctor.

Then you add that
"
speculative

philosophers may fight among
themselves from their own point of

view, but should not delude them-
selves into the belief that they
alone are in possession of philo-

sophical truth
'

(p. xx.) These
words reveal your tactics, which
are :

" Let them fight among them-

selves, and not against me
;
but if

one of their number attacks me,
and I cannot hold my ground, let

' him know that, if he is right, I also

am right; for he is not alone in

possession of philosophical truth."

This is, doctor, the silly plan of de-

fence you have adopted and car-

ried out against the attacks of Ca-
tholic philosophers. How can you,

then, pretend that you have an-

swered your opponents ? I mean

your real opponents.
When the Frankfurter JKatho-

lische Kirchenblatt took you to task

for your impious and absurd pub-
lication, what did you answer?
Here are your words :

" We shall
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pass over the fierce denunciations quired a melancholy notoriety as

of the frankfurter Katholische one of the most eccentric of the

Kirchenblatt, conducted by the ultramontane party"? If such is

parish priest, Beda Weber. The the verdict of the masonic lodges,

melancholy notoriety which that we cannot but congratulate Beda
individual has acquired, as one of Weber for the compliment paid to

the most eccentric of the ultramon- him. His very
"
hatred against the

tane party, permits us simply to modern (masonic and infidel) direc-

dismiss him. We shall only tell tion of science
'

shows that he is

the reader that the Frankfurter a man of sound and clear judg-
Kirchenblatt carries its hatred ment

;
and his opinion that

"
the

against the modern direction of criminal law
'

should be applied
science so far as to recommend the against the atheists and the cor-

application of the criminal law ruptors of youth recommends him

against its representatives. The to us as a man of order and a true

public may thus learn what these friend of civil society ;
for nothing

gentlemen are capable of, should is more necessary for the preserva-

they ever become possessed of tion of order and the peace of

power. The same bloody hatred society than the enforcement of

with which science was once per- law. When such men make denun-

secuted by religious fanaticism ciations, they should not be
would revive anew, and with it

"
simply dismissed," dear doctor,

the Inquisition, and auto-da-fes, and Religious fanaticism, refined zea-

all the horrors,with which a refined lotism, tortures of humanity, perse-
zealotism has tortured humanity cution of science, and the rest,

would be resorted to, to satisfy the even if they were not thread-bare

wishes of these theological cut- lies, would not authorize you to

throats. We must turn from these "
simply dismiss

"
a learned oppo-

enemies, quite unworthy of a serious nent as unworthy of serious refuta-

refutation, to another opponent
'

tion. I will say nothing about

(p. xxiii.) Here, then, you confess that malicious insinuation concern-

that you have cowardly turned your ing "what these gentlemen are

back to the enemy. capable of, should they ever become
Biichner. Cowardly ? possessed of power." Were they
Reader. Yes. If you do not like capable of any monstrosity, this

the word, I will say prudently. In would not help your defence of

fact, the reason you allege that Force and Matter. But those gentle-

such an enemy was unworthy of men have been possessed of power
serious refutation is a miserable for ages, and the nations redeemed

pretext. Whoever is not blind can from barbarism, and enriched with

sec that your furious declamation monuments of art, and with scien-

against Beda Weber was an im- tific, literary, and charitable insti-

pudent attempt at crushing, if tutions, show 'what they were

possible, by insults, the man whom capable of." Of course freemason-

you could not defeat with reasons, ry is capable of something else
; *

It is mean and disgusting. What glance at the present deplorable

can your readers say when you condition of Germany suffices to

dare not even let them know Beda show what you are capable of when

Weber's objections, on the plea you are possessed of power. But,

that the reverend priest
" has ac- I repeat, were we as wicked, hi
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your opinion, as you are in fact,

this would be no reason for not

answering our arguments. Your
book is an attack against religion.

The professors of religion are there-

fore your natural opponents. It is

to them, therefore, that you owe

your explanations. And yet this

is what you publicly profess your-
self unable to do.

Biichner. I never made such a

profession.
Reader. You made it very open-

ly.
" With regard to parsons and

ecclesiastics,'' you say,
" who never

cease to enlighten and to assail us

with their eloquence, we beg to re-

peat that we cannot discuss with

them' (p. Ixiv.) Of course you
endeavor to cover your retreat, as

usual, by pretending that
"
these

good people have, from the begin-

ning of the world, had the privilege
of using their zeal and ignorance
in crying down everything that does

not suit their business" (ibid?) ;
but

this vile language only betrays your

inability to cope with them. You
are so generous as

"
not to disturb

them in their vocation," because
" no rational man doubts the total

incapacity of these gentlemen to

enter upon such questions
'

(p.

Ixv.)

Biichner. Why should I answer
them ? They are mere theologians ;

and I maintain that
"
there is no

theological or ecclesiastical natural

science, and there will be none so

long as the telescope does not

reach the regions where angels
dwell

"
(p. Ixv.)

Reader. This is a very poor
excuse, dear doctor. Theologians
are not debarred from dealing with

natural sciences. To mention no

'Others, Copernicus was a canon;
Secchi is a Jesuit ; Moigno is a

priest. Moreover, the subject of

>the question is not natural science,

but your sophistry; and you can-
not deny that ecclesiastical studies

make men competent to judge
of logical blunders. But, leaving
all this aside, did you not try
to refute the Allgemeiw Zeitun*o "

though you pretend that
"
in strug-

gling with such pen-heroes, it

seems to you that you are acting
like Don Quixote

'

(p. xxviii.) ?

Did you not fight, also, against Mr.
Karl Gutzkow, although he,

"
as

is well known, has never impeded
the daring flight of his genius by
the ballast of science

'

(p. xxix.) ?

And, to omit others, did you not

do your best to answer the Allgc-
meine Kirchen Zeitung, although it

meets you, as you say,
"
with theo-

logical eccentricity and rodomon-
tades

'

(p. xxxvii.) ? It would

appear, then, that you are not

afraid of accepting battle when you
have any hope of overcoming your
adversary. And therefore, when

you shrink from answering your
Catholic opponents, it is evident

that you do so only because with

them you have no hope of success.

Biichner. You are quite mistaken,
sir.

Reader. No, indeed. I am cer-

tain that you cannot hold your
ground against a Catholic opponent,
and I am ready to show you im-

mediately that such is really the

case. I have already told you that

your Force and Matter is a book full

of sweeping assertions, of which no

proof is given. You challenged me
to substantiate the charge, and I

have accepted the challenge. I

say, then, that your very first pro-

position, on which all the other

arguments employed in your work
are ultimately based, is one of those

assertions of which no proof is or

can be given. Do you accept the

battle on this ground ?

Buchner. I do.
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Reader. Please, then, what do

you consider to be the fundamental

proposition of your work ?

Buchner. It is this :

" No matter

without force, and no force without

matter
"

(p. 2).

Reader. Is this proposition al-

together universal, so as to admit of

no possible exception ?

Biichner. Yes, sir, absolutely uni-

versal, without any possible excep-
tion.

Reader. Then please tell me on
what grounds such an absolute uni-

versality can be established.

Buchner. On many grounds.

First, as Dubois-Reymond pro-

foundly remarks,
"
fundamentally

considered, there are neither forces

nor matter. Both are merely ab-

stractions, assumed from differ-

ent points of view, of things as they
are. They supplement and presup-

pose each other. Separately they

do not exist. Matter is not like a

carriage, to which the forces, like

horses, can be put or again remov-

ed from. A particle of iron is, and

remains, the same, whether it

crosses the horizon in the meteoric

stone, rushes along in the wheel of

the steam-engine, or circulates in

the blood through the temples of

the poet. These qualities are

eternal, inalienable, and untrans-

ferable
"
(pp. i, 2).

Reader. I would remark that the

qualities of matter are not eternal.

Of course, as long as matter con-

tinues to exist, its essential consti-

tution must remain intact
;
but to

say that the qualities of matter are

eternal is to assume not only that

matter will last for ever, but also

that it has existed from all eternity.

Science has no right to make this

assumption, since it has no means
of ascertaining its truth

;
for evi-

dently eternity does not come
under observation and experiment.

But leaving aside this question,
which we may examine later, I say
that your quotation from M. Dubois
does not a'ccount for the univer-

sality of your proposition.
Buchner. Hear Moleschott :

'* A
force not united to matter, but

floating freely above it, is an idle

conception
'

(p. i).

Reader. This is a mere assertion.

Biichner. Hear Cotta :

" No-

thing in the world justifies us in

assuming the existence per se of

forces independent of the bodies

from which they proceed and upon
which they act

'

(p. 2).

Readier. This is no proof. It is

quite clear that those forces which

proceed from the bodies cannot be

independent of the bodies. But

your proposition is that no force

whatever can exist without matter
;

and therefore you should prove
that all forces, without exception,
are dependent on matter.

Buchner. First of all, we must
admit that there is no matter with-

out force.
"
Imagine matter without

force, and the minute particles of

which a body consists without that

system of mutual attraction and

repulsion which holds them togeth-

er, and gives form and shape to

the body; imagine the molecular

forces of cohesion and affinity re-

moved
;
what then would be the

consequence ? The matter must

instantly break up into a shapeless

nothing. We know in the physical
world of no instance of any particle

of matter which is not endowed
with forces by means of which it

plays its appointed part in some
form or another, sometimes in con-

nection with similar or with dissim-

ilar particles. Nor are we in im-

agination capable of forming a con-

ception of matter without force.

In whatever way we may think of

an original substance, there must
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always exist in it a system of mu-

tual repulsion and attraction be-

tween its minutest parts, without

which they would dissolve and

tracelessly disappear in universal

space. A thing without properties

is a non-entity, neither rationally

cogitable nor empirically existing

in nature
'

(pp. 2, 3).

Reader. Very good so far. But

this is no recent discovery ;
it is

an old truth constantly taught, and

much more exactly expressed, by
those schoolmen whom you ima-

gine to have been "
the persecutors

of science." Thus far, then, you
have only rehearsed the old doc-

trine. But now you have to show

that, as there is no matter without

force, so also there is no force

without matter.

Biichner. Yes.
" Force without

matter is equally an idle notion.

It being a law admitting of no ex-

ception that force can only be

inanifested in matter, it follows

that force can as little possess a

separate existence as matter with-

out force
'

(p. 3).

Reader. Take care, doctor ! You
are now assuming what should be

proved. You assume a law, admit-

ting of no exception, that force can

only be manifested in matter.

Biichner. The law is known.
'

Imagine an electricity, a magnet-
ism, without the iron or such

bodies as exhibit these phenomena,
and without the particles of matter,
the mutual relation of which is just
the cause of these phenomena ;

nothing would then remain but a

confused idea, an empty abstrac-

tion, to which' we have given a

name in order to form a better con-

ception. If the material particles

capable of an electric condition

had never existed, there would
have been no electricity, and we
should never have been able by

mere attraction to acquire the least

knowledge or conception of elec-

tricity. Indeed, we may say elec-

tricity would never have existed

without these particles. All the so-

called imponderables, such as light,

heat, electricity, magnetism, etc.,

are neither more nor less than

changes in the aggregate state of

matter changes which, almost like

contagion, are transmitted from

body to body. Heat is a separa-

tion, cold an approximation, of the

material atoms. Light and sound
are vibrating, undulating bodies.

Electrical and magnetic phenome-
na, says Czolbe, arise, as experi-

ence shows, like light and heat,

from the reciprocal relation of

molecules and atoms
"

(pp. 3, 4).

Reader. Have you done ?

Biichner. Yes, sir.

Reader. Is this all your proof?
Biichner. Yes, sir.

Reader. Then allow me to state

that you have not shown what

you promised. You have proved,

indeed, that the forces of mat-

ter exist nowhere but in mat-

ter
;
but as every one admits this,

there was no need of your proof.
Your duty was to prove the uni-

versal proposition, no force with-

out matter ; and therefore you
had to show that there are no
other forces than the forces of

matter.

Biichner. This is evident; as
"
force can as little exist without a

substance as seeing without a vis-

ual apparatus, or thinking without

an organ of thought
'

(p. 4).

Reader. I am afraid, doctor,

that you do not speak to the point.

The question is not whether a

force can or cannot exist without a

substance ;
it is, whether there is

no other substance than matter.

Before denying the existence of

force without matter, you must
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conclusively show that all sub-

stance is matter.

Biichner.
"
Nothing but the

changes we perceive in matter by
means of our senses could ever

give us any notion as to the exist-

ence of powers which we qualify

by the name offorces. Any know-

ledge of them by other means is

impossible
'

(p. 4).

Reader- I should be glad to

know how you can infer from such

a remark that all substance is mat-

ter. What you perceive in mate-

rial objects proves, indeed, the ex-

istence of matter and of the forces

of matter
;
but how does it prove

the non-existence of other sub-

stances and of other forces ? You,

surely, imagine that our senses are

our only source of knowledge, and

that the supersensible, as unknow-

able, must be consigned to the re-

gion of dreams.

Biichner. Certainly. "We main-

tain that human thought and hu-

man knowledge are incapable of

discovering or knowing anything

supersensual. This is the necessa-

ry general result of modern inves-

tigation
'

(p. xli.)

Reader. A curious result indeed !

By which of your senses do you

perceive abstractions, such as phi-

losophy, morality, affirmation, veraci-

ty ? I put you the alternative :

either show that you touch, hear,

smell, taste, or see, with your ma-

terial eyes, any of such abstract

notions, or confess, according to

the general result of your ridiculous

modern investigations, that you can

have none of such notions, and are

essentially incapable of reasoning.
Biichner. You try to draw me

out of the real question, sir.

Reader. By no means. It is

your denial of our capability of

knowing anything supersensual
that draws "us out of the question.

Biichner. My object was to show
that there is no matter without

force, and no force without matter.
This proposition can be establish-

ed without any special reference to
our mental operations.

Reader. You may try ; on con-

dition, however, that our know-
ledge of the supersensible be not
called in question.

Biichner. The science of force is

physics
' This science makes us

acquainted with eight different

forces : gravitation, mechanical

force, heat, light, electricity, mag-
netism, affinity, cohesion, which,

inseparably united to matter, form
and give shape to the world

'

(p.
1 8). Any force which cannot be
reduced to a combination of these

forces is therefore to be looked

upon as chimerical. Nothing is

more evident.

Reader. Evident ? I think, doc-

tor, if I were you, I would be
ashamed of uttering such a rank

sophism. You beg the question

altogether. What right have you
to assume that there are no real

forces in the universe but those

mentioned in our physical treat-

ises ? To assume this is to assume
that there is nothing in the world

but matter the very thing which

you should demonstrate. And
therefore you are as far as ever

from having shown your universal

proposition, no force without mat-

ter. Indeed, you will never show
it. Truth is stronger than you.

Biichner. Then tell me, sir, on

what ground do you base your be-

lief in the existence of supersen-
sual forces ?

Reader. Excuse me, doctor.

We were not discussing the ques-

tion,
" What are my grounds for

believing their existence ?" Our

question was,
" What are your own

grounds for proclaiming their non-
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existence ?" When a man makes
an assertion contrary to the com-
mon belief, it is his duty to give

good reasons in its support. If

he cannot, let him give up his as-

sertion, and go back to the com-
mon belief. Common beliefs, on
the contrary, are in no need of

special demonstration so long as

they are not attacked with plausi-
ble reasons. That there are super-
sensual forces is a common belief.

As you have failed to adduce any
serious proof to the contrary, this

common belief remains unshaken.
You ask on what grounds I base

my belief. I might answer that I

base it on the ground of universal

consent, and I might show that this

universal consent must have a uni-

versal foundation, which cannot be
invalidated. But I will tell you a

special reason for admitting super-
sensual forces. It is that there are

facts which cannot be accounted
for by the forces of matter.

Biichner. What fact ? Do you
mean the exploded fact of crea-

tion ?

Reader. I will soon come to the

fact of creation, if you wish, and

compel you to swallow back your
nasty epithet. But the fact I al-

luded to was that the phenomena
of consciousness and of volition are

unaccountable, if there is nothing
besides material forces. This you
cannot deny ;

for you say you
"
cannot but acknowledge that in

the relation of brain and soul, phe-
nomena occur which cannot be ex-

plained from the simple physical re-

lation of force and matter
"
(p. Ixiv.)

As long, therefore, as you admit

nothing but matter and material

force, there are facts which, by your
own confession, cannot be explain-
ed. Thus, you see, not only have

you failed to substantiate your fun-

damental assertion, no force without

matter, but you are constrained, on

your own showing, to admit forces

that transcend matter.

in.

CREATION.

Reader. You say, doctor, that

creation is an exploded fact. May
I ask. why ?

Biichner. "Those who talk of a

creative power, which is said to

have produced the world out of it-

self, or out of nothing, are ignorant
of the first and most simple princi-

ple, founded upon experience and
the contemplation of nature. How
could a power have existed not

manifested in material substance,
but governing it arbitrarily accord-

ing to individual views ? Neither

could separately-existing forces be
transferred to chaotic matter, and

produce the world in this manner
;

for we have seen that a separate ex-

istence of either is an impossibil-

ity"(p-s).
Reader. I beg to remind you that

we have not seen the impossibility
of force without matter. All your
efforts to show it have been vain.

It is childish, therefore, on your

part, to pretend that those who talk

of a creative power "are ignorant
of a first principle founded upon
experience and the contemplation
of nature." The contemplation of

nature is, on the contrary, the lad-

der by which rational creatures as-

cend to the knowledge of the Crea-

tor. You ask : How could a powei
have existed not manifested in ma-

terial substance ? I answer by an-

other question : How could the

world have existed, if no such power
exists ? This is the real question
at issue. And pray, doctor, do not

speak of separately-existing forces

transferred to chaotic matter. This

is not the way we account for the
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production of the world. We do

not admit of chaotic matter before

creation. And again, do not sup-

pose that we can ever dream of a

Creator producing the world out of

himself. We are not pantheists ;

and we know that the world has

been produced out of nothing This

is the true notion of creation ac-

cording to both theology and phi-

losophy.
Buchner. Very well. But "

the

world could not have originated out

of nothing. A nothing is not

merely a logical, but also an empiri-
cal non-entity. The world, or mat-

ter with its properties, which we
term forces, must have existed from

eternity, and must last for ever in

one word, the world cannot have

been created" (p. 5).

Reader. These are bold asser-

tions indeed. How can you make
them good ?

Buchner. " The notion
*

eternal
'

is certainly one which, with our

limited faculties, is difficult of con-

ception. The facts, nevertheless,

leave no doubt as to the eternity
of the world" (p. 5).

Reader. What facts, ifyou please ?

Buchner. Here is one fact :

*' That the world is not governed,
as is frequently expressed, but that

the changes and motions of matter

obey a necessity inherent in it,

which admits of no exception, can-

not be denied by any person who
is but superficially acquainted with

the natural sciences
"
(p. 5). Now,

if the world is not governed by a

superior power, we cannot make it

dependent for its origin on any su-

perior power. This leaves no
doubt as to the eternity of the

world.

Reader. I wonder, doctor, if you
have ever learned or understood

the first principles of philosophy.

Young students may teach you that,

from the necessity to which matter

is subjected of obeying certain laws

of motion, it is absurd to infer the

necessity of its existence. What is

subject to obedience is not indepen-

dent, and what has a necessity of

obeying is essentially dependent.

Moreover, do you not see that what

is subject to change cannot be ne-

cessary, and cannot be eternal ?

You appeal to natural sciences.

This is ridiculous. There is no
need of modern sciences to know
that the phenomena of the material

world follow an invariable law.

This was known in all past ages ;

yet no man in his senses has thought
of concluding that therefore matter

was a necessary being. Pagan phi-

losophers, who had lost the primi-
tive traditions of mankind, admit-

ted uncreated matter without fur-

ther examining the question ;
but

none of them pretended to prove
the eternity or necessity of matter

from its subjection to definite laws

of motion. The absurdity of such

a deduction is manifest. Suppose
a geometrician were to argue thus :

What follows an invariable and

necessary law exists from eternity ;

but every triangle follows this in-

variable and necessary law : that the

sum of its angles equals two right

angles ;
and therefore every tri-

angle exists from eternity. What
would you reply ?

Buchner. I would reply that the

laws of geometry are mere abstrac-

tions.

Reader. And so are all physical
laws also. When a thing exists, it

cannot but be what it is according
to its essence. If it is a figure of

geometry, it exists according to

geometric laws, and has its geomet-
ric properties ;

and if it is a mate-

rial substance, it cannot but have

the properties of matter, and so

long as it exists it cannot but retain
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the same properties. This is evi-

dent. But from the fact that a

thing existing is necessarily subject

to the laws of its nature you can-

not conclude that it necessarily ex-

ists, unless, indeed, you are not even

superficially acquainted with the

laws of reasoning. Hence it is clear

that your argument has no weight.
Buchner. " But that a power

taken for the once in its abstract

sense^ could only exist so long as

it is active is no less clear. In as-

suming, therefore, a creative abso-

lute power, a primeval soul, an un-

known x it matters not what name
we give it as the cause of the

world, we must, in applying to it

the notion of time, say that it could

not have existed either before or

after the creation. It could not

have existed before, as the notion

of power is not reconcilable with

the idea of nothing or inactivity.
It could not have been a creative

power without creating something.
We must, therefore, suppose that

this power has for a time been inert

in the presence of chaotic and mo-
tionless matter a conception we
have already shown to be absurd.

It could not have existed after the

creation, as rest and inactivity are

again incompatible with the notion

of force. The motion of matter

obeys only those laws which are in-

herently active
;
and their manifes-

tations are nothing but the product
of the various and manifold acci-

dental or necessary combinations

of material movements. At no
time and nowhere, even in the

most distant space" reached by our

telescope, could a single fact be es-

tablished, forming an exception to

this law, which would render the

assumption of a force external, and

independent of matter, necessary.
But a force which is not manifested

does not exist, and cannot be taken

into account in our reasoning
'

(p.

6). What do you answer, sir?

Reader. I answer that this pre-
tended argument cannot entrap

any one but an ignorant man, or

one who desires to be cheated or to

cheat himself. And first I observe

that you begin by surmising that

the Creator would be " an abstract

power
"

; now, the surmise is an ab-

surdity. Secondly, you suppose that

we " assume
'

a creative absolute

power which is not the case
;
for

we do not assume its existence, but
we prove it. Thirdly, you call the

Creator
' '

a primeval soul, an un-
known x" ; and both expressions
are very wrong indeed. Fourthly,

you say that we must apply to the

Creator "
the notion of time

"

which is sheer folly ;
as every one

knows that time has no existence

but in the successive changes of

created things. Even you yourself

say that
"
the mere application of a

limited notion of time to the crea-

tive power involves a contradiction
'

(p. 7)- And therefore, when, you
affirm that the creative power
"
could not have existed either be-

fore or after creation," you commit
a great blunder by assuming that

before creation there should have
been time. But leaving aside all

this, and supposing that the phrase
"
before the creation

'

may be un-

derstood in a legitimate sense as

expressing the priority of eternity
and not of time, I will come direct-

ly to your argument.
You say that a creative power

could not exist before creation,
'*

as the notion of power is not re-

concilable with the idea of nothing
or inactivity." This reason proves

nothing, except, perhaps, your ig-

norance of logic. Try to reduce

your argument to the syllogistic

form, and you will see what it

amounts to.
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Biichner. The syllogism will ondly, you assume that a power
run thus : A power can exist only not exercised is inert which is

as long as it is active. But the false, because inertness means des-

creative power before the creation titution of self-acting power ;
third-

was not active. Therefore the ly, you put chaotic and motionless

creative power could not exist be- matter in the presence of the crea-

fore the creation. I hope this tive power before this power has

proves something else than my ig- been exercised which is to as-

norance of logic. sume that chaotic matter was not

Reader. And yet your logic is created, but only received move-

sadly at fault. Do you not see the ment. You understand, doctor,

equivocation lurking in the middle that in arguing, as you do, from

term ? What do you mean by ac- the point of view of your adversa-

tive ? Does this word stand for ries, you cannot take such liberties.

acting, or for able to act? If it If you wish to refute creation, you
stands for acting, then your major must take it as it is understood

proposition is false; for a power and defended by its supporters ;
or

exists as long as it is able to act, else you will only refute your own

although it is not actually acting, hallucinations. But I will not in-

This is clear
;

for have you not sist on these latter remarks. I

a power of talking as long as you made them only that you may bet-

are able to talk, although you may ter realize how deficient and miser-

actually be silent ? If, on the con- able is your method of reasoning,

trary, the word active stands for Buchner (bitterly). Thank ydu
able to act, then it is your minor for the compliment,

proposition that will be evidently Reader. However, I have more
false

;
for the creative power, be- to say ; and I hope, doctor, that

fore the creation, was able to create you will not lose your temper, if I

the world, although we conceive proceed onward in the same strain,

it as not yet creating anything. In the second part of your argu-
Hence your nice syllogism is a ment you say that the creative

mere sophism, and your conclusion power
"
could not have existed

a blunder. after the creation, as rest and in-

Your other assertion,
"
It could activity are again incompatible

not have been a creative power with the notion of force." This is

without creating something," is evidently a mere reiteration of the

likewise sophistical. For the epithet sophism just refuted. If the rea-
"
creative

'

in your argumentation son you allege had any weight, it

means "
able to create

"
;
and con- would follow that, when you have

sequently it does not entail actual ceased curing a patient, your med-

creation, but only its possibility, ical power would vanish, and,

Thus the blunder is repeated. when you have ceased talking,

But you proceed :

' We must, your talkative power would be ex-

therefore, suppose that this power tinct
;
in fact, rest and inactivity,

has for a time been inert in the according to you, are incompatible

presence of chaotic or motionless with the notion of power. I say
matter." In these few words I

"
power," although you here make

find three mistakes : First, you use of the word "
force," which is

asrain introduce time where there calculated to mislead your readers.
,

can be nothing but eternity; sec- The word "force" is frequently
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used to express a quantity of

movement
; and, of course, rest and

movement exclude one another
;

hence to designate the creative

power by the name of
"
force

'

may be a dishonest trick, though a

very clumsy one, to inveigle readers

into the belief that rest and crea-

tive power are incompatible. Here,

however, I must point out another

great blunder, which a man of your
talent should have been able to

avoid. There is a truth, doctor,
of which you seem to be quite ig-

norant, though certainly you must
have heard of it more than once.

It is that the creative power, after

the production of creatures, does

not remain inactive. Creatures

need positive conservation, and
would fall into nothingness were

they not continually kept in exist-

ence by the same power by which

they have been first brought into

being. Hence the creative power
is always at work. What is, then,

your supposition of its inactivity
but a new proof of your ignorance ?

What you add concerning the

motion of matter has no importance.
I might admit with you that, pre-

scinding from miracles (which you
are blind enough to deny), "at no
time and nowhere, even in the most
distant space reached by our tele-

scope, could a single fact be estab-

lished which would render the as-

sumption of a force external, and in-

dependent of matter, necessary."

This, however, regards only the

stability of the laws of motion
;
and

it would be absurd to infer that

therefore the existence of matter

and its conservation need not be

accounted for by an external cause.

But you again give a proof of your
ignorance by adding that

"
the

motion of matter obeys only those

laws which are inherently active."

What does this mean ? Try to un-

derstand the term "law," and you
will see that to call law "

inherently
active

'

is an unpardonable non-
sense. A.nd hoping that this suffi-

ces to show the absolute worthless-

ness of your pretended argument, I

will let you go, on with your other

allegations.

JBiichner. You do not reflect, sir,

that in your theory the creative

power must have been idle for an

eternity ;
and this cannot be ad-

mitted. For "
to consider the

power in eternal rest, and sunk in

self-contemplation, is an empty ar-

bitrary abstraction without any em-

pirical basis
"

(p. 6).

Reader. Not at all, doctor. To
consider God in eternal rest is not

an empty arbitrary abstraction
;

it

is a real and necessary conclusion

from incontrovertible premises. Is

it philosophical to assume, as you
do, that creation would likely put
an end to God's eternal rest ? God
always rests unchangeably in him-

self, whether he actually exercises

his creative power or not. He has

in himself his happiness, and in

himself he rests for ever indepen-

dently of creation. This we say
without thinking for a moment of

your "empirical basis." For we
know that it is a silly thought, that

of endeavoring to find an empirical
basis for a purely intellectual truth.

But if by the want of an empirical
basis you mean a want of known
facts from which to show God's ex-

istence and infinite perfection, then

your duty would have been to sub-

stantiate your assertion by showing
that such facts are not real facts, or

have no connection with the exist-

ence of a supreme being. This

you have omitted to do, and thus

all your argument consists of bold

assertions, not only without proofs,

but without the possibility of proof.
Is it not strange, then, that you
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fancy to have cornered your read- out of nothing, and that all reli-

ers, and compelled them to resort to gious conceptions lean more or

the most absurd fictions to uphold less towards this idea. This is

the existence of a creative power ? what I challenged you to show. .

You say, in fact, that they have no Does your explanation show it ?

other resource but to admit
"
the On the contrary, it shows that the

singular notion that the creative idea towards which religious con-

power had suddenly and without ceptions lean is quite different,

any occasion arisen out of nothing, Biichner. Be this as it may,
had created the world (out of "conceptions of this kind cannot
what ?), and had again, in the mo- concern us, not being the result of

ment of completion, collapsed with- philosophical reasoning. Individ-

in itself, and, so to say, dissolved uai human qualities and imperfec-
itself in the universe

"
(p. 7). In- tions are transferred to philosophi-

deed, were we as stupid as any cal notions, and belief is made to

creature can be, we would still find occupy the place of actual know-
it impossible to dream of such a ledge

'

(p. 7).

foolish assumption. You add that Reader. I perceive, doctor, that
"
philosophers and others have ever you are persistently wrong. It

cherished this latter notion, believ- seems as though you could not

ing that they could, by this mode open your mouth without uttering

of reasoning, reconcile the indis- some false or incongruent assertion,

putable fact of a fixed and un- What are those conceptions which

changeable law in the economy of "cannot concern us"? Are they
the universe with the belief in an not the dreams you have just im-

individtial creative power' (//>/.) agined ? How, then, do you in-

I do not hesitate to tell you, doctor, sinuate that the existence of a

that nothing but hatred of truth creative power does not concern

could prompt you to utter such a us, because your dreams are not

gross lie. the result of philosophical reason-

Buchner. Yet "
all religious con- ing ? And pray, who ever

"
trans-

ceptions lean more or less towards ferred individual human qualities

this idea
"

(p. 7). and imperfections to philosophical

Reader. This I deny. notions "? Has this phrase any in-

Buchner. Let me explain. Phi- telligible meaning? Lastly, it is

losophers admit the idea, "with evidently false that, in order to

this difference : that they conceive admit a creative power,
"
belief is

the spirit of the world reposing made to occupy the place of actual

after the creation, but yet, as an knowledge." The existence of

individual, capable of again sus- God is a philosophical truth
; now,

pending his own laws
'

(p. 7). philosophy is a method of kno\v-

Reader. This explanation is not ledge, not of belief,

to the point. Your assertion im- I trust I have sufficiently expos-

plied that philosophers and others ed your
u
intellectual jugglery

"
to

ever cherished the notion that the let you see that you are at best a

creative power had suddenly arisen charlatan, not a philosopher.

TO BE CONTINUED.
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DANTE'S PURGATORIO.

CANTO FOURTEENTH.

NOTE. This canto, like the preceding (XIII.), illustrates the sin of envy, which Dante deems a

special vice of the Florentines, against whom and the other inhabitants of Valdarno he inveighs
with a bitterness that savors more of the style of the Inferno than of u the milder shade of Pur-

gatory."
In the Thirteenth Canto, Envy has been rebuked by voices of love and gentleness ; as, for instance,

the kindly comment of the Virgin at the marriage feast of Cana,
"
They have no mine.'" These and

similar words are the scourge which the envious have to endure. But the bridle, Dante says, are

tones of a contrary import, such as the terrific voice of Cain, who passes by in a peal of thunder,
but invisible, followed by the dreadful cry of Aglauros, described in the concluding paragraph of

this canto.

" WHAT man is this who round our mountain goes.
Before that death has let his pinions free,

Who doth at will his eyelids ope and close ?"
"
I know not

;
but am sure not sole is he :

Demand thou of him who the nearest art,

And gently ask, that he may deign reply."
Thus to the right two spirits there, apart,

Bent each toward each, conferred as I came nigh ;

Then turning up their faces as to speak,
One said :

" O soul ! that still in mortal hold

Art on the way thy home in heaven to seek,

For charity console us, and unfold

Whence comest, and who art thou ? for the grace
Accorded thee in us the wonder wakes
Due unto things which ne'er before had place."

And I :

"
Through middle Tuscany there flows

A brook whose founts in Falterona spring,
Nor do an hundred miles its current close :

From that stream's banks this body of mine I bring :

'Twere vain to tell you how my title goes ;

For yet my name hath not much heralding."
"
If well I probe the sense thou hast conveyed
With intellect," the first who spake replied :

" Thou meanest Arno !" and the other shade

Said to the former :

" Wherefore did he hide

That river's name as men are wont to do

Of things most horrible ?" and then the one
Whom that inquiry was directed to,

Discharged him thus :
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GUIDO DEL DUCA.

*

Why he that name doth shun
I cannot tell : but meet it is the name
Of such a valley perish from the earth !

Since from its head (where so abounds the same
Great alpine chain which cast Pelorus forth,

With springs that few spots are impregnate more)
To where it seeks, arriving at the main,

What the sky sucks from ocean to restore

(Whence rivers have what waters they contain),
Virtue by all is hunted for a foe

As 'twere a snake
;

whether from fault of place
Or evil custom goading nature so :

Wherefore that miserable valley's race

Have changed their kind to that degree 'twould seem
Circe had pastured them. Among brute swine,

More fit for mast than human food, the stream
Winds its poor way ; then, lower down its line,

Finds curs that snarl beyond their power to bite,

And turns from them his nostril as in scorn.

Falling it goes, and more it grows in might,
The curst ditch finds that of those dogs are born

A pack of wolves. Through many a whirlpool then
He comes to foxes in deceit so deep

They fear no catching by more crafty men.
What though o'erheard, no silence will I keep !

And well for this man, if in mind he bear

What my true spirit unfolds. One of thy blood

Shall hunt those wolves. I see thy grandson there

Harrowing the borders of that savage flood
;

All fly before him, all are in despair :

He makes a market of their living flesh,

Then, like old beasts for slaughter, lays them low :

Staining his fame with many a murder fresh
;

He comes all bloody from that wood of woe,

Leaving such wreck that in a thousand years
To its primeval state it shall not grow."

Like one whose visage alters when he hears

111 hap foretold, as 'twere in dread which way
The blow may strike, I saw that other soul

Stand turned to hear, disturbed and in dismay,
Soon of those words as he had grasped the whole.

His troubled air, and what the other said,
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To know their names wrought 'in me such a thirst

That I with prayers direct inquiry made.

Wherefore the shade who had addrest me first

Began again :

" Thou wouldest that I deign
Do thee a grace I did in vain beseech ;

But since the will of God in thee so plain

Doth favor show, I will not stint my speech ;

Therefore know this : Guido del Duca am I.

My blood with envy was so burnt, so bad,

Thou mightst have seen me livid grow and dry
Had I but seen another's face look glad.

Such of my sowing is the straw I reap !

O human race ! why bring your wishes down
To pleasures that exclude all partnership ?

This is Rinieri
;
this the prize and crown

Qf Casa Cajboli, whereof no child

Hath made himself an heir of his renown.

Nor yet alone hath his blood been despoiled,
'Twixt Po, the Pennine, Reno and the shore,

Of what best needs for truth and happiness ;

For through those borders there be plenty more
Of stock so bad, to make their venom less

By cultivation 'twere but vain to try.

Where is good Lizio ? and Mainardi ? Where
Pier Traversaro and Carpigna's Guy ?

O Romagnuoles ! what bastard shoots ye bear,
When sprouts a Fabbro in Bologna, when

Bernardin Fosco makes Faenza heir

From coarse grass to a growth of gentlemen !

No wonder, Tuscan, at my weeping thus

While I recall, remembering them so well,

Guido of Prata when himself with us,

And Ugolin of Azzo, used to dwell :

Frederic Tignoso and his goodly troop ;

The Traversara, Anastagi race
;

Now disinherited both houses droop !

Ladies and knights, the toils repose and grace

They wrapt us in of courtesy and love

There where the best blood such bad hearts debase !

" O Brettinoro ! why dost thou not move
From thy proud seat, thy family wholly gone,

And many more, to shun corruption's course ?

Bagnacaval does well to have no son,
And Castrocaro ill, and Conio worse

To breed such Counties taking further pains :

And well enough too, when their devil is dead,

May the Pagani do, though some remains

Bear witness 'gainst them of impureness fled.

O Ugolin de' Fantoli ! most sure

Is thy good name, since no degenerate head
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Is looked for now its brightness to obscure.

But go thy ways now, Tuscan ! more delight
I find in weeping than in words too stirred

By this talk of our country." We were quite
Sure those dear souls our way's direction heard,

And from their silence knew that we went right.

Soon as proceeding we became alone,
A voice, like lightning when it strikes, did say,

Rushing on tow'rds us with its thunderous tone,
' Whoever findeth me the same shall slay /" *

Then fled as thunder, when the bolt is thrown
From the torn cloud, in rumbling dies away.
When on our ears a moment's truce there fell,

Another crash came of like rattling shock
As of a rapid thunder, peal on peal :

"/ am Aglauros, who became a rock!" *

On this, I drew back from my forward pace
To cling for shelter close behind the bard,
And when the air was hushed in all its space,

He said to me :

" That was the bitif full hard
Which should each man within his limit stay.

You take the bait so fondly that the small

Hook of th' old enemy makes you his prey,
And bridle boots you naught, nor warning call.

Heaven calleth to you, and the eternal round
Shows you of beauties that about you roll,

And still your eye is grovelling on the ground;
Wherefore He smites you who discerns the whole."

* Of these two unseen spirits, the first'voice is that of Cain
;
the second, that of Aglauros, changed

to stone for envy of her sister Herse, as told by Ovid,
t The meaning of this bit or bridle is explained in the preliminary note.
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THE VEIL WITHDRAWN.

TRANSLATED, BY PERMISSION, FROM THE FRENCH OF MADAME CRAVEN, AUTHOR OF 4kA SISTER'S STORY,""
FLEURANGE," ETC.

VII.

LORENZO, DUCA DI VALENZANO,
belonged to one of the noblest

families of upper Italy ;
but his

mother was a native of Sicily, and
it was from her he inherited his

title as well as the fortune already
in his possession, which would be

considerably increased if an im-

portant lawsuit (the usual accom-

paniment of a Sicilian inheritance),
which brought a great part of it

into litigation, should terminate

successfully. His object in coming
to see my father was to place this

business in his hands
; and, after

his first visit, he usually came once

or twice a week. At first he mere-

ly bowed to me as he passed, or, at

most, addressed me a few words on

leaving the room. The remainder

of the time was spent in looking
over voluminous documents with

my father. Nevertheless, these

visits soon became a little incident

in my monotonous life, and I began
to look forward to them with a

certain impatience.
The duke, at this time, was

scarcely more than thirty years of

age ;
but he by no means seemed

young in my eyes. A few prema-
ture wrinkles and an observant,

thoughtful look imparted a gravity
to his face which was not, however,
its prevailing expression ;

for it was

frequently ironical and sarcastic to

'.the last degree, and so mobile that

; it was not always easy to decide on
the impression it left. His general

appearance, however, was noble

and striking, as well as the tone

of his voice, which involuntarily
commanded attention to all he
said.

Several weeks elapsed without

any other variety than the few

moments, more or less prolonged,
which he passed at my table at the

end of each visit. He generally
made some unimportant remarks

respecting my lessons, my bird,

or my flowers, which he noticed

I cultivated with a care somewhat
unusual in our clime. In fact,

he only spoke to me as he would
to a child. I replied in a cor-

responding tone, and, very soon,
not only without embarrassment,
but with a pleasure I made no at-

tempt to conceal. I had begun to

be devoured by ennui in so inac-

tive and solitary a life, and I eager-

ly welcomed any diversion that

came in my way. My father, at

such times, remained silent and

grave, and seemed somewhat im-

patient when these brief conversa-

tions were prolonged a little more
than usual.

One day, \vhen the duke ap-

proached my table as usual, I had

a large atlas open before me, and

he noticed that I was examining
the map of Asia. I was studying
without any effort, and yet with a

certain interest resulting from curi-

osity which, added to an excellent

memory, made me an unusually

good scholar. The duke looked

at the map a moment, and, after

some observations that excited mv
tt

interest, he pointed to a place near
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the Himalaya mountains, and re-

marked :

" One year ago to-day I

was there." I knew his extensive

travels had rendered him celebrat-

ed, as well as his success as a

sculptor, doubly surprising in a

man of his rank and so enterpris-

ing an explorer. I had acquired
this information from conversations

respecting the duke since his arri-

val at Messina, where his presence
had caused a sensation.

On this occasion, seeing my in-

terest strongly excited, he seemed
to take pleasure in giving an ac-

count of that remote region, which
I sometimes interrupted by ques-
tions that appeared to surprise him.
The facility with which I was en-

dowed made me really superior in

many respects to most girls of my
age ;

and as for information, I

might have been considered a phe-
nomenon in

1

my own country.
The conversation that day might

have been indefinitely prolonged
had not my father found a pretext
for abridging it by suddenly pro-

posing to take the duke to the fur-

ther end of the garden, in order to

examine some ruins and a Greek

portico on a height from which
there was an admirable view. The
duke looked at me, as if he wished
I could join in the walk

;
but my fa-

ther not seconding this mute sug-

gestion, he was forced to accompany
him, not, however, without giving

me, as he left the room, a look that

seemed to express compassion, in-

terest, and respect.

As soon as I was alone, I abrupt-

ly closed my atlas, rose from my
seat, and abandoned myself to a

violent fit of irritation and grief, as

I hurried with long steps through
the extensive gallery, exclaiming
aloud against the undue sternnessO
and severity of my father. . . . He did

not see that he was thus rendering

the seclusion he had imposed upon
me beyond my strength to bear
a seclusion that would have been
transformed by one word of affec-

tion, sympathy, or even kindness.

Instead of this, did he not even ap-

pear to be annoyed that I should

receive any from this stranger ?

It was impossible for me to re-

sume my studies. I had an hour
to wait before Ottavia would come,
as she did every day, to ac-

company me to the garden
as if I were a mere child, instead

of being allowed to wander at my
own pleasure till sunset. Hitherto

I had endured everything humbly ;

but my patience was now exhaust-

ed, and I felt a disposition to re-

volt which I only repressed with

difficulty. Was this merely against
a regime of such excessive severity,
or was it the result of a slight re-

turn of confidence in myself inspir-

ed by the interest, and almost defer-

ence, which this stranger had just
manifested ? It was doubtless both

;

and the consequence was, I felt an

agitation I could not subdue, and
an irrepressible longing for any

change whatever in a mode of life

that had become insupportable.
Tired- of walking up and down, I at

last took a seat by the window,
where I could, at a distance, see my
father and his client. I watched
them with an attention that soon

diverted my thoughts and ended by
wholly absorbing me.

I at once noticed that, instead of

proceeding to the end of the gar-

den to see the ruin my father had

spoken of, they had stopped in a.

broad alley leading from the house

to a white marble basin, in the form

of a vase, which stood in the centre.

This alley, bordered with a clipped

hedge of box, extended beyond the

basin to a small grove of olive-trees

leading to the hill it was necessary
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to ascend in order to see the ruin, she speedily observed that this

They seemed to have wholly lost change was especially evident to-

sight of the proposed object of their wards me. In fact, for the first

walk
;
for when I first saw them, they time since the fatal day that seemed

had scarcely reached the basin, and like a dividing line in my young
were now slowly returning towards life, I once more saw in my
the house. The duke appeared to father's eyes the fond look I was

be listening to my father, every now formerly accustomed to; and this

and then striking the hedge they paternal and almost forgotten ex-

were passing with a stick he held in pression gave me new life and a

his hand. All at once he stopped, sensation of joy and happiness that

and, passing his arm through my fa- made me raise my head as a flower

ther's, he led him to a bench, on beaten down by the storm looks up
which they both sat down. I could at the first return of the sun.

see them distinctly, and, without The explanation was not long

hearing what they said, could dis- delayed. The next day my father

tinguish the sound of their voices, sent for me at an earlier hour than

It was the duke's I now heard. At I generally went to him, and after

first he spoke with his head bent a preamble which I scarcely corn-

down, as if with some hesitation, prehended, and which by no means
but by degrees with more animation served to prepare me for what I

di.-d fire, and finally with clasped was about to hear, he informed me
hnnds, as if pleading some cause or that the Duca di Valenzano had

asking some favor. . . . Once he asked for my hand. I remained

raised his eyes towards the window stupefied with astonishment, and

where I was, though he could not my father continued :

;<

It was

see me. Was he speaking ofme? . . . impossible to expect a proposal
Had he ventured to intercede in like this for one of my daughters ;

my behalf? ... I looked at my fa- but however brilliant it may be, I

ther anxiously. His face express- should unhesitatingly decline it

ed the greatest surprise as well as were not the duke personally
extreme dissatisfaction, but it grad- worthy of love and esteem. As to

ually changed. He became very at- this I am satisfied from all I hear

tentive
;
and when at last the duke respecting him. But it is for you

extended his hand, he took it in his, to decide about accepting his hand,

and seemed to be making some I will not impose my will on you.

promise. Then they rose and re- Consider the subject, Ginevra.

sumed the way to the house, but by The Duca di Valenzano will come
a shady path where my eyes could this evening to receive your re-

no longer follow them. ply-"
That day our dinner was less My father might have said much

gloomy than usual. My father more without my thinking of in-

conversed with Mario as he had terrupting him. I was in such a

wot done for a long time, and the state of utter amazement that I

latter, with satisfaction, attributed could hardly realize what he said,
to himself this change (which, to do and the perspective thus suddenly
him justice, had been the object opened before me conveyed no
of persevering effort). But Livia, definite idea to my mind. It was
who had more penetration, saw easier to believe he was jesting
there was some other reason

;
for with me than to suppose such a
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man as the duke would propose for who, though so different from each

me to become his wife ! . . . other, were nevertheless so alike in

I returned to my chamber ex- their affection for me,

tremely agitated, and this feeling That is quite natural, earina"

was not diminished by witnessing replied Livia.
" You scarcely know

my sister's emotion and Ottavia's the DucadiValenza.no, and the very

noisy demonstrations of joy when word marriage is one of serious im-

I told them of the proposal that port, and even fearful, when it falls

had just been communicated tome, for the first time on the ears of a

The Duca di Valenzano was not young girl. But this will pass

only a person of high rank, but he away."
was thought to possess every ac-

" Do you think so ?"

complishment, and it was evident
" Oh ! yes. I am sure of it.

that every one looked upon my When you know him better, and
consent as a matter of course. especially when he, in his turn,

Un homme accompli! Before go- comprehends the qualities of your

ing any further, I cannot help mind, and heart, and soul, he will

stopping to remark here to what conceive such an affection for my
a degree the world, generally so dear Ginevra that she will soon

severe, shows itself indulgent in love him in return, and not a little,

certain cases
;
and how often this I imagine."

indulgence is shared even by those
"

I think so, too," said Ottavia,
who try to think they are not in- laughing.

"
They say he is very

rluenced by external circumstances ! captivating, to say nothing of his be-

Assuredly neither my father, nor ing one of the greatest and wealth -

my sister, nor the simple Ottavia iest noblemen of Italy. Ah ! ah !

attributed the favorable impression what a different tone those wicked

produced on their minds to the people will assume who say . . .

brilliant position of this unexpect- Livia looked at Ottavia, who stop-
ed suitor, or the special merit he ped short.

had acquired in their eyes, to the
"
Livia ! do not stop her," I ex-

mere fact of his having thought of claimed.
" Go on, Ottavia ;

I insist

sharing his lot with me. upon it. I wish to know what
It would have been difficult for wicked people you refer to, and

me to express my Own feelings, for what they say."
I hardly understood their nature. Ottavia once more regretted her

I was flattered ;
I was touched

;
I precipitation, and would rather

was even very grateful, for it was have remained silent
;
but I con-

evident that the duke had begun by tmued to question her till she ac-

pleading my cause with my father, knowledged some people had taken

and hitherto he had been by no the liberty of saying I should never

means impleasing to me. Why, marry on account of
" what had

then, could I not think of him now taken place."
without a kind of repugnance, fear,

' What a vague, cruel way of

and aversion? And why did I speaking!" exclaimed Livia indig-
feel as if I should prefer never to nantly.

*

Everybody knows now
see him again ? I asked myself there was nothing, absolutely no-

these questions, at first silently, and thing at all, in that gossip ;
that it

then aloud, as was often my habit was all a mere falsehood."

when with Livia and Ottavia,
'*

Everybody ?"...! said with
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sudden emotion.
" But has not my

father continued to treat me as if I

were culpable ?" Then after a mo-
ment's silence, I added :

" Do you
think these falsehoods have come
to the ears of the Duca di Valen-

zano ?"

"How can I tell?" replied Livia.
" And of what consequence is it ?

His proposal shows that he is sure,

as well as we, that you have nothing
at all to reproach yourself for."

I made no reply. A new thought
struck me, and I felt the necessity
of being alone, in order to reflect on
what had been suggested by her

words. I therefore left my two

companions abruptly, and took a

seat at the end of the terrace on a

little parapet that looked on the

sea, and there I remained nearly an
hour.

That night, when the Duca di

Valenzano returned, my father, at

my solicitation, told him that, before

coming to any decision, I wished

to have some private conversation

with him. It was not without diffi-

culty I induced my father to con-

vey this message ;
but the duke im-

mediately assented, and with so

much eagerness that it might have
been supposed my request had only

anticipated a wish of his own.

VIII.

I was in my usual place in the

gallery, and alone, when the duke
entered at the appointed hour. I

rose, and extended my hand. He
was astonished, I think, to find me
so calm, and perhaps so grave,
and looked at me a moment in si-

lence, as if he would divine what I

was going to say to him. Seeing
that I remained silent, he at length
said :

" Donna Ginevra, I thought my-
self skilled in reading the expres-
sion of your eyes; but in looking at

you now, I cannot tell whether the

word that is about to fall from

your lips is yes or no."

I found it difficult to reply ;
but

overcoming my embarrassment at

last, I succeeded in saying :

'Yes or no? . . . If I only had
that to say, M. le Due, I could

have charged my father with it.

. . . But before speaking of the

reply I am to make, I must make
one request. You must tell me
sincerely what you think of me, and
I will afterwards tell you with the

utmost frankness wherein you are

mistaken."

He looked at me with an atten-

tive air, and then smiled, as he
said :

"Tell you what I think of you ?

. . . That might lead me to say more
than I have yet the right to say.
But I will tell you, Donna Ginevra,
what I do not think, and, in so doing,
I shall, I imagine, comply with your
request. Let me fully assure you
I attach no importance whatever to

the words of a coxcomb; and I

would call any one a liar, and treat

him as such, who would dare to re-

peat them! ..."
He saw, by the expression of joy

that flashed from my eyes, that he

had guessed aright.

"Poor child! . . . poor angel!"
he continued,

"
it would be strange

indeed if I took any other at-

titude than this before you." /Vnd
he was about to kneel at my feet,

when I eagerly prevented him
" Do not do that, I beg of you !"

I exclaimed. "And say, if you

like, that I am a child, but do not

call me an angel. . . . Oh ! no,

never say anything so far from the

truth ! Listen to me, for I re-
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quested this interview only that emotion that his look inspired me
you might know all what is true with confidence, and I finished

as well as what is false." without fear the account I had be-
" What is true?" he said in a gun with a trembling voice,

slight tone of surprise. As has been seen, I thought
"
Yes. Listen to me. I thank myself more guilty than I should

you for not having believed what have been had there been any
. . . what was said concerning truth in the vague, unmerited re-

me, for that, indeed, was false. I preaches I had endured
;
for the

am, however, culpable, and it is slight fault I had really committed

right you should know it. Perhaps seemed indissolubly connected with

you will then change your mind, the fearful calamity that follow-

and think no more about me." ed ! . . . That was why I thought
He looked at me again, as if he myself unpardonable, and why I

would read the depths of my soul. preferred to endure the most un-

"Is it with this design," he said founded suspicions concerning me
"
that you speak so frankly ?" rather than reveal the truth to any
I knew not what reply to make, one in the world above all, to my

for I no longer knew what I father. But it seemed to me I

wished. I found a charm in the ought not, for the same reason, to

mingled tenderness and respect of conceal it from him who had so

which I so suddenly felt myself the generously offered me his hand,

object. Besides, I had suffered whatever might be the result. I

greatly from my long seclusion, and therefore continued, and he listen-

my heart involuntarily turned to- ed without interrupting me. When
wards him who was trying to de- I had ended, he spoke in his turn,

liver me from it. ... My fear and and what he said decided the fate

repugnance vanished beneath his of my life,

sympathetiojook. I already felt relieved by the
'

No," I said at last,
"

it is not complete revelation of a secret I

for that reason." had hitherto kept with an obsti-

Then speak frankly," he said, nacy that was perhaps a little child-
;< and let me hear this important ish. . And in listening to the soft

revelation, whatever it may be." accents of his sonorous, penetrating
" And will you promise solemn- voice, my heart was more and

ly never to reveal my secret?" more comforted, and soon allowed

'Yes, I solemnly promise." itself to be persuaded into what it

In spite of the solemnity of his was sweet and consoling to be-

words, I saw it was with difficul- lieve that, as he said, I exaggerat-

ty he repressed a smile. But when ed the consequence of my thought-
he saw the agitation produced by lessness; that if I had afflicted my
the recollections thus awakened, mother, I had time to ask and ob-

his expression became serious. For tain her forgiveness ;
that I was

a moment a cloud came over his ignorant of her dangerous condi-

face
;
but in proportion as I entered tion, and, when I became aware

into the details of that last night of it, I supposed I had been the

of my mother's life my thought- cause; . . . but all this was unrea-

lessness, my shock, and, finally, my sonable. . . . And as to the flow-

despair and repentance he became er . . . Here he stopped, and his

affected, and listened with so much brow darkened for a moment. "An-
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swer me frankly," he said slowly ;

"if Flavio Aldini were still alive,

if he were here under this window

to-day, and implored you to give

him that little sprig of jasmine I

see in your belt ..."
He had not time to finish.
"

Is it possible," I exclaimed,
"
that you, who say you understand

me, who pretend to have read my
heart, can mention a name that has

become so odious to me? . . ."

Then I continued, I imagine to

his great surprise :

" You are the first to whom I

have acknowledged the fault he

made me commit, for I do not

consider the ear of the priest to

whom I confessed it as that of

man. There I experienced the in-

dulgence of heaven, and was for-

given by God as well as my moth-
er. . . . But would you know what
cost me the most that day ? Not,

certainly, my sorrow for the past ;

not my firm resolutions as to the

future
;
nor even the humble ac-

ceptation of all the humiliations

(hat have been inflicted on me. . . .

No, what cost me the most was to

promise to overcome my resent-

ment, to subdue the bitterness

awakened by the very name of

Flavio, and to utter it every day
in prayer for the repose of his

soul! . . ."

I was, in speaking thus, very re-

mote from the regions familiar to

Lorenzo. While I was uttering
these words, my face was lit up
with an expression very different

from any he had ever seen there.

He gazed at me without seeming
to hear what I said, and at length

replied with evident emotion :

'

I thank you for telling me
this, though one look at you is suf-

ficient to efface all doubt, as dark-

ness vanishes before the approach
of day."

After a moment's silence, he re-

sumed :

" And now, Ginevra, I

implore you to delay no longer the

reply I have come to receive."

The recollections of the past
had made me forget for a few mo-
ments the present ;

but these words
recalled it, and I looked at him
as if confounded. There was a

moment's silence. My heart beat

loudly. At length I silently took

from my belt the little sprig of

jasmine he had just spoken of, and

gave it to him.

He understood the reply, and
his eyes lit up with gratitude apd
joy. I felt happier than I had an-

ticipated. Was not this, in fact,

what I had dreamed of, what I

had longed for to be loved ? And
would it not be easy to love in re-

turn such a man as this ?

As these thoughts were crossing

my mind, and I lowered my eyes
before his, he suddenly said :

" Do you know how beautiful

you are, Ginevra ?"

At these words I frowned, and a

blush rose to my forehead which
once might have been caused by
gratified vanity, but now was only
occasioned by sincere, heart-felt

displeasure.
" Never speak to me

of my face, I beg of you," I said to

him,
"
unless you wish to annoy or

displease me."
He looked at me with the great-

est astonishment, though he felt

no doubt as to my perfect sin-

cerity, and, taking my hand in his,

said:
" You are a being apart, Ginevra,

and resemble no one else in any

respect. It will be difficult some-

times to obey your request, but I

will do so."

Had I been able to read Loren-

zo's heart, I should, in my turn,

have been astonished, and perhaps

frightened, at the motives that had
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Induced him to link so suddenly
his life with mine.

The beauty of which I was no

longer vain
;
the talents I possess-

ed without being aware of it
;
the

strangeness of finding me in a kind

of captivity, and the somewhat
romantic satisfaction of delivering
me from it and changing my con-

dition by a stroke of a wand such

were the elements of the attraction

to which he yielded ;
and if it had

occurred to any one to remind him
that the girl who was about to be-

come his wife had a soul, he would

very probably have replied by a

glance of surprise, a sarcastic smile,

or a slight shrug of his shoulders,
as if to say :

'

Perhaps so, but it

does not concern me."
It happened in this case, as

often happens in many other cir-

cumstances, that a word, a look, or

the tone of a voice impresses, per-

suades, and influences, and yet

(perhaps for the happiness of the

human race) does not reveal the

inner secrets of the soul.

My engagement was announced
the next day, and the last of May
appointed for the marriage. There
was a. month before the time a

month the remembrance of which
still stands out in my life like a

season of enchantment. The re-

stored confidence of my father,

joined to the thought of our ap-

proaching separation, had revived

all the fondness of his former affec-

tion. Lorenzo had succeeded in

making him regret the excess of his

severity towards me. Indebted to

him, therefore, for the return of my
father's love as well as the gift of

his own, he seemed like some bene-

ficent <?/// who had dispersed every

cloud, and restored to my youth the

warm, golden light of the sun. I

thanked him for this without any
circumlocution, and sometimes in

so warm a manner that he must
have been the most unpresuming
of men to suppose me indifferent

to the sentiments he so often ex-

pressed, though not so ardently as

to disturb me. He respected the

request I made the first day. He
suffered me to remain the child I

still was, in spite of having expe-
rienced such varied emotions. Per-

haps the strong contrast he thus

found in me formed a study not

devoid of interest to a man blast by
all he had seen and encountered in

the world.

The preparations for so brilliant

a marriage completely filled up the

time of the busy Ottavia, who was

charged by my father to omit no-

thing in the way of dress requisite
for the fiancee of the Duca di Va-
lenzano. Mario, prouder than he
was willing to acknowledge of an

alliance that reflected lustre on
the whole family, showed himself

friendly and satisfied. Besides,
the transformation that had taken

place in my whole appearance with-

in a few months, as well as in my
way of life, had softened his man-
ner towards me

;
and the more be-

cause he attributed the merit of it

to himself, and often repeated that,

had it not been for him, my father

would not have had the courage to

persevere in a severity that had had
so salutary a result. He loved me,,

however, as I have had occasion in

the course of my life to know
;
but

as there are people in the world
who are kind, and yet are not sym-
pathetic, so there are also many
who on certain occasions manifest

some feeling, and yet are not kind.

Mario was of the latter class. At
certain times, on great occasions,
he seemed to have a heart capable
of affection and devotedness

; but,

as a general thing, it was rather

evil than good he discovered in
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everything and everybody, without crossed, as the soul after death

excepting even those with whom he finds itself alone in the presence
was most intimately connected, and of its God, its heavenly bridegroom,

perhaps in them above all. to be eternally blessed by his love

Livia alone, after the first few or cursed by its privation, so the

days, seemed to have a shade of wife finds herself alone in the

thoughtfulness and anxiety mingled world with her husband. There
with her joy, and Mario, who ob- is no happiness for her but in their

served it, unhesitatingly declared mutual affection. If this exists,

it was caused by the prospect of she possesses the greatest happi-

remaining an old maid, doubly vex- ness this world can afford. If de-

atious now her younger sister was prived of it, she lacks everything,
about to ascend before her very The world will be only a void, and

eyes to the pinnacle of rank and she may still consider herself for-

fortune. But I knew Livia better ttmate, if this void is filled by sor-

than he, and, though unable to read row, and not by sin ! . . ."

all that was passing in her soul at
" What you say is frightful."

that time, I was sure that no com- 'Yes, it is frightful; therefore

parison of that kind, or any dis- I have never been able to covet

satisfied consideration of herself, so terrible a bondage. O my
had ever crossed her mind. dear Gina ! may God watch over

But I did not suspect that her you. ..."

pure, transparent nature, as well as
" You terrify me, Livia. I assure

the instinct of clear-sighted affec- you I should never have regarded
tion, enabled her to see some marriage under so serious an aspect,

threatening signs in the heavens from the way in which people
above me that seemed to every around us enter into it."

one else so brilliant with its sun Livia blushed, and her eyes, gen-
and cloudless azure. But the die erally so soft, assumed an expres-
was cast, and it would have been sion.of thoughtfulness and severity,
useless to warn as well as danger-

"
I am nearly twenty-six years

ous to disturb me. She therefore old," she said,
" and am therefore

confined herself to reminding me no longer a girl, as you still are.

of all my mother's pious counsels. But in a few days you will assume
She made me promise never to for- the duties of womanhood. You
get them, and she, too, promised to will place your hand in Lorenzo's,

pray for me. But when I told her and pronounce the most fearful

she must continue to aid me with vow there is in the world. Let me
her advice, and remain true to her therefore say one thing to you,
role of my guardian angel, she which I am sure is the faithful

shook her head, and remained echo of your mother's sentiments,
silent. and what she would certainly tell

One day, when I spoke in this you likewise. Ginevra, rather than

way, she replied :

" Do not be imitate any of those to whom you
under any illusion, Ginevra. Mar- refer, rather than seek away from

riage is like death. One may pre- your own fireside a happiness simi-

pare for it, one may be aided by lar to theirs, it would be better for

the counsels, the prayers, and the God to call you to himself this very
encouragement of friends till the hour. Yes," she continued with

last moment
;
but once the line is unwonted energy,

"
sooner than
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behold this, I would rather I who were not these words, or at least

love you so much I would far the idea they conveyed, what I had
rather see those beautiful eyes, now found written in the little book

looking at me with so much sur- Livia had never read, and was it

prise, close this very instant never not my mother herself who actually
to open again !" spoke to me now through the voice

I was, indeed, surprised. For of my sister ? . . .

t

IX.

This conversation left a profound A sad accident, however, occur-

and painful impression on me, but red, which cast a shadow over the

it was counteracted by the increas- brief duration of those delightful

ing attachment Lorenzo inspired, days. It was now the last day but

During this phase of my life I only one before our marriage, and for the

perceived his charming, noble qua- last time we were to make an ex-

lities, the unusual variety of his cursion on horseback, which was al-

tastes, his mental endowments, and, so to be an adieu to the mountains,
above all, his love for me, which it the sea, and the beautiful shore
seemed impossible to return too ful- that had been familiar to me from

ly. It would have required a de- my infancy. For, immediately af-

gree of penetration not to be ex- ter, we were to leave Messina
;

pected of one of my age to lift the and though it was to go to Naples,
brilliant veil and look beyond. I thought more of what I was about
Therefore the natural liveliness of to leave than what I was to find,

my disposition, which had been pre- and the melancholy of approaching
maturely extinguished by successive separation seemed diffused over

trials of too great a severity, gradu- all nature around me. Our horses

ally revived. It was no unusual were waiting at a gate at the end

thing now to hear me laugh and of the garden, which, on that side,

sing as I used to. The influence opened into the country. Mario
of this new cheerful life counteract- and Lorenzo had gone before, and
ed the effects of the factitious life I was walking slowly along to join
I had led the previous year. Under them, holding my skirt up with one
Lorenzo's protection, and escorted hand, and leaning with the other

by Mario, I was allowed to take on Livia, who was going to see our

long rides on horseback, which re- cavalcade set off.

stored freshness to my cheeks, and Mario had already mounted his

inspired that youthful feeling which horse, but Lorenzo, on foot beside

may be called the pleasure of living Prima, my pretty pony, was waiting
a feeling that till now I had been to help me mount. He held out

a stranger to. My mind was devel- his hand. I placed my foot on it,

oped by intercourse with one so su- and sprang gaily up. As soon as I

perior to myself, and who endea- was seated, he stepped back to

vored to interest and instruct me. mount his own horse, while Livia

In a word, my whole nature de- remained beside me to arrange the

veloped and expanded in every way, folds of my long habit. Just then

and for awhile I believed in the re- the wind blew off her light straw

alization here below of perfectly hat, to which was attached a long,
unclouded happiness. blue veil, and both passing suddenly
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across my horse's eyes before I and was still alive. I leaned my
had fairly gathered up the bridle, head against his shoulder, and clos-

he took fright. I was unable to ed my eyes. My hat had been
check him. He sprang madly thrown off, and my hair, completely

away, bearing me along the narrow loosened, fell almost to the ground,

alley leading from the garden to the In this way he carried me back

highway. I heard the screams of amid cries of joy from those who
those who remained motionless be- had followed us. Nothing was

hind, but nothing afterwards ex- heard but exclamations of thanks-

cept a hum in my ears. A flash giving to God and the Virgin when,
seemed to pass before my eyes, but escorted by a crowd swelled by all

I retained my consciousness. I re- on the road or in the neighboring
alized that I was lost. The alley, fields, who had perceived the acci-

like that in the garden, was border- dent, we arrived at the principal
ed with a thick hedge of box ex- entrance to the house. There they

tending to the road, which was here made me sit down, and in a few

at an immense height along a cliff moments I was sufficiently restored

overlooking the sea and protected to realize completely all that had

by a low parapet. My ungovern- happened.
able horse was evidently about to Lorenzo continued to support

leap over it and precipitate me be- me, and poured forth his joy in

low. ... I recommended myself tender, incoherent words. My
to God, dropped the bridle, gather- father embraced me. Ottavia wept,
ed up the folds of my habit with as she kissed my hands. Mario

both hands, and, murmuring the himself was affected. In the first

words, Madonna santa, aiutate mi /* moment of confusion I did not notice

I allowed myself to fall on the that my sister alone was wanting,

hedge which bordered the alley. I But this absence soon struck me,

might have been killed in this way and I eagerly asked for her, calling

no less surely than the other
;
but her by name as I looked around

I escaped. The thick, elastic box me. There was a moment's hesi-

yielded to my weight without break- tation, and I saw two of the ser-

ing, which prevented me from re- vants near me making the odious

ceiving any harm from the fall. I sign of which I have already ex-

remained stunned and motionless, plained the signification. And-
but did not lose my senses. I know must it be said? Lorenzo's hand
not how many seconds elapsed be- that held mine contracted also, and
fore I heard Lorenzo's voice. I I saw that he, likewise, was so absur.d

opened my eyes, and smiled as I as to wish to protect me in this

met his gaze. I shall never forget way. I rose. ... I no longer felt

the passionate expression of love the effects of the fall I had just had.

and.joy that flashed from his pale, I pushed them all aside, and him
terrified face, which was bending the first. The circle around me
over me ! He raised me from the opened, and I saw my sister, pale
verdant couch where I lay, and and motionless, leaning against one

pressed me in his arms with mute of the pillars of the vestibule ! I

transport. I, too, was happy. I felt forgot everything that had occur-

an infinite joy that I had been saved red. I thought of nothing but her,
-and threw myself on her neck.

* Holy Madonna, assist me.
" Do not be alarmed, my dear
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Livia," I said loud enough for every
: You are right, Gina," she said

one to hear.
"

I assure you I have in a calm tone.
"

I ought to profit

received no injury. I thought you by the few moments we have to-

were more courageous. It does gether, for we shall not be left alone

not seem like you to be so frighten- long. I have something to tell

cd. The Madonna, you see, has you, dear child something that

protected me. I know you said a will surprise you, perhaps not

fervent Ave Maria for me when you about you, but myself."
saw me so swiftly carried away, and I looked up in astonishment,

your prayer was heard. . . ." ''Let me first put up your long,
Livia pressed me in her arms thick hair, and take off your habit,

without speaking, and tears began so soiled and torn. Then you shall

to flow from her eyes. Leaning on sit quietly down there, and I will

her arm, and refusing assistance tell you what I have to say."
from any one else, I started to go I allowed her to do as she wished,
to my chamber. But just as I was and obeyed her without reply or

leaving the porch a thought occur- question. She appeared thought-
red, ful and agitated, and I saw there

" And my poor Prima," I said, was something extraordinary on
' ; What has become of her?" her mind.

The reply to this question made When I had, according to her
me shudder. The poor animal had injunction, taken the only arm-

sprung over the parapet, and fallen chair there was in my chamber,
down the precipice into the sea ! Livia seated herself on a stool near
. . . Our delightful excursions had me.

ended in a sinister manner, and "Listen to me, Gina," she said,

more than one painful feeling min- '

It will not take long for what I

gled with my joy at having escaped have to say. Do not interrupt me.
so great a peril. My heart felt You are really here before me,"
heavy and oppressed, and my first continued she, passing her hand
act on entering my chamber with over my hair in a caressing manner,
Livia was to fall on my knees be- and looking at me affectionately,
fore a statue of the Madonna, which, "God has protected you, and I

in honor of the month of May, was bless him a thousand times for it.

brilliant with lights and flowers. . . . But say if, instead of this, the
Livia knelt beside me, but her horror of seeing you disappear
prayer was longer than mine, and I for ever had been reserved for me
saw that she continued to weep as an hour ago me who love you
she prayed. more than my own life do you
"Come, Livia," I said to her at know to what the witnesses of this

last, not wishing her to suppose I catastrophe would have attributed

thought her sadness could have it ? Do you know what, perhaps,

any other cause than my accident, they think now ? . . ."
<

your distress concerning me is I blushed in spite of myself, but

unreasonable. You weep as if I made a negative sign, as if I did not

had been carried by my poor Prima comprehend her.

to the bottom of the sea, instead of " You shake your head, but you
bcMng here alive with you." know very well what Lorenzo and

Livia rose, wiped her eyes, and Mario would have thought, and
*'.niled. who knows but my father himself,,

VOL. xix. 30
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and everybody else ? . . . Was I

not beside you this time also ? Did

I not bring you ill-luck ? . . . Did

not everyone around you just now
have this idea in their minds, and

were they not ready to exclaim,

'Jettatrice'
'

JettatriceJ repeat-

ed she in a stifled voice
"
a name

harder to bear than an injury, more

difficult to defy than calumny, it is

really on her to whom it is applied,

and not those she approaches, this

fatal influence falls !"
"
Livia !" I exclaimed, turning red

once more, but trying to laugh,
"

is

it really you, my pious, reasonable

sister, who uses such language ?

The folly to which you allude has

more than once vexed me to tears,

and I must confess I cannot now
bear that you should seriously

speak to me in such a way."
Livia smiled, as she embraced

me, and I saw it pleased her to

hear me reply in this manner.

But she soon resumed more grave-

' You know very well, Ginevra,
what I think of this myself. There-

fore for a long time I despised
this folly, and endeavored to over-

come the cruel impression it left

upon me
; for," continued she, her

voice trembling with emotion in

spite of herself,
"

it is a peculiarly
hard trial, you may suppose, to

feel your heart full of tenderness,

sympathy, and pity for others, and

yet seemingly to bring them danger
and misfortune. . . . For instance,
to extend your arms to a child and
see its mother hesitate to allow

you to take it, or even to look at

it. But let us change the subject.
I have never alluded to this trial,

and, if I speak of it now, it is not

to excite your sympathy, but, on
the contrary, to tell you I am no

longer to be pitied. The hour
that has just passed was horrible, it

is true, but it put an end to my
hesitation and doubt. I see my
way clearly now, and peace has re-

turned to my soul."

Her eyes, though still full of

tears, wore an expression of celes-

tial joy. I looked at her with

astonishment, but did not try to

interrupt her. She continued :

"Gina, my darling sister, you have
found your sphere, and I have
found mine. May God grant you
all the happiness, yes, all the joy,
to be found in this world ! But it

will not equal mine. Pity me no

longer, I repeat. It is to me he
has given the better part."
Her voice, her accent, and her

looks expressed more than her

words. I understood her, and was
seized with strange emotion. Yes,

very strange ! and a feeling very
different from what might have
been supposed.

I loved Livia, and my approach-

ing separation from her filled me
with so much sorrow as to dim my
happiness. Now I felt that a bar-

rier even more insurmountable than

distance was to come between us.

It was not, however, affliction on my
part, or pity for her, that I expe-
rienced. It was shall I say it ?

an inexplicable feeling of respect
and envy a vague, unreasonable

wish to follow her
;

a mysterious

aspiration for something higher,

nobler, and more perfect than

wealth, position, rank, and the

falat so soon to surround me, and
more precious than the love itself

that had fallen to my lot !

I remained a long time incapable
of making my sister any reply, my
eyes, like hers, fastened on the far-

off horizon, now tinged with the

softest evening hues.

O my God ! a ray of the same

light fell on us both at that moment
;

but for her it was the pure, calm
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light of the dawn
;
for me it was not diminish the darkness of the

like a flash of lightning which gives coming night or the danger of the

one glimpse of the shore, but does threatening storm

TO BE CONTINUED.

ANGLICAN ORDERS.*

CANON ESTCOURT'S book is, in all standard of Catholic theology. An-

respects, a most remarkable one, and glicans have professed themselves

can hardly fail to make an era in anxious that the Holy See should re-

the controversy. It is a monument, consider their case. They insist that

not merely of successful research, but the practice of ordaining converts

of that intimate acquaintance with a from the Anglican ministry who as-

very complicated and difficult sub- pire to the priesthood is, upon Ca-

ject which nothing but the assidu- tholic principles, inconsistent with

ous labor of years can give. It is any real knowledge of the history of

perfectly calm and judicial both in Anglican ordinations.

its tone and in its conclusions ;
for Few things, we suppose, would sur-

learning, like charity, is long-suffering, prise a Catholic more than to find

It does not contain, we believe all that the authorities of the church

parties will admit, a single instance had been pursuing a course in re-

of overstrained or ad captandum ar- gard to Anglican orders which,

gument, whilst moving with mea- though morally justified by a host

sured pace to its unassailable conclu- of suspicious circumstances, yet was
sions. So studiously gentle has not in accordance with the real facts

Canon Estcourt been throughout in of the case. Still, such a misfortune,
his language, and so scrupulous in however improbable, is not incon-

his choice of weapons, that we can ceivable. There is nothing incom-

hardly wonder if some of his Catho- patible with the principles of the Ca-
lic readers are startled as though the tholic faith in the supposition that

trumpet had given an uncertain the Holy See may have been practi-

sound, and if Anglicans, like the exe- cally misled in a matter of histori-

cutioner's victim in the story, hardly cal evidence, where such misleading
know at first that the fatal blow has could involve no misrepresentation of

been struck. truth and no fatal mischief. It would
The scope which Canon Estcourt have been otherwise had a formal de-

proposes to himself (p. 3) is to ascer- cision been given upon any point of

tain the value of Anglican preten- doctrine, as, for instance, the validity
sions to orders as judged by the of this or that form

; or, again, if the

decision, though merely practical in
* The Question of Anglican Orders Discussed. its form, VCt, like the admission of

By E. E. Estcourt, Canon of S. Chad's Cathe- ^ ,-,,

, Birmingham. i873 . Greek orders at .Florence, had held
OH the Decision of the Holy Office on Abyssin- an integral portion of church life

tan Orders, liy the Rev. J. Jones. Letter to the

Month, November-December, 1873. pendent Upon its Correctness.
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We think Canon Estcourt has sumed use of a form as Catholic as

proved that Anglican orders, regard- the Edwardine, to the assumed cor-

ed in the light of the latest research rectness of the Lambeth Register.

into their documentary history, are This document records that on the

thoroughly untrustworthy; and that lyth of December, 1559, Parker was

any reconsideration of their case by consecrated at Lambeth, according
the authorities of the church could to the rite of Edward VI., by Barlow,

only result in a confirmation of the Coverdale, Scory, and Hodgkin. Of
ancient practice. He shows, ist, that these, Coverdale and Scory had been

the consecration, under any form, of consecrated by undoubted bishops y

Parker's consecrator, Barlow, is doubt- using the Edwardine rite; Hodgkin
ful, and that it is exceedingly doubt- by an undoubted bishop, using the

ful if the assistance of Bishop Hodg- Catholic rite. This Register was

kin at Parker's consecration would first produced by Francis Mason in

make up for the inefficiency of the con- 1616; and even Canon Estcourt,

secrator. 2d. That, although certain whilst granting the truth of its main

deficiencies in the Anglican form for statements, denies that it can be ac-

the priesthood, upon which various cepted as " an authentic and contem-

Catholic controversialists have laid poraneous account of the facts as

stress, are not in se invalidating, yet they occurred." On the other hand,

that, regard being had to the genesis there is a time-honored account

and context of the form, and to the which has long passed current

theology of those who framed and amongst Catholics, and which still

first used
it, it cannot be regarded as finds able and zealous defenders

an implicit signification of the Ca- amongst their number. *
According

tholic doctrines of the priesthood to this account, at a meeting held at

and the sacrifice such as a form the Nag's Head inn in Chepeside,

consisting of the same words might Scory alone performed the ceremony

be, amongst Greeks or Abyssinians upon Parker and sundry other ordi-

but as an implicit denial of the same, nandi, by laying the Bible upon their

Thus the Anglican form is substan- head or shoulders, and saying,
" Take

tially different from any form which thou authority to preach the word

the church has accounted as even of God." Here, whatever may be

probable, and is quite inappropriate said of the consecrator, the form is

for conferring the "
potentiam ordinis" confessedly insufficient.

Before proceeding to examine Canon Estcourt, following Lin-

Canon Estcourt's treatment of the gard and Tiernay, simply rejects the

two main points of the question, the Nag's Head account as controver-

status of Parker's consecrator, and
sially worthless, and accepts that

the value of the Edwardine form, it given by the Lambeth Register as

will be well to consider an objection substantially correct. We think that

that may be brought against him ne is amply justified in so doing,

from the Catholic side. It may be Of course, however, each account

urged lhat, in his anxiety to do jus- must stand upon its own basis, and

tice to his opponents, he has allowed the rejection of the one does not in-

them to assume a better position volve the admission of the other,

than they have any right to occupy.

Anglicans Owe the assumed assist- *See the pamphlet, A Few Remarks on the

anr^ nf a rlnlv rrmsprraf-prl hishnn nf Recent Work of Canon Estcourt, and the letter,

"X signed English Catholic," to the Tablet of May
Parker's consecration, and the as- 3 , 1873.
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THE NAG'S HEAD STORY. VVisbeacli Castle, who said he had
As Canon Estcourt, in his enume-

j

1 from Mr - Neale, the eye-witness,

ration of sources of evidence (p. n),
Tnis last-named person, being at the

remarks, "A story that has passed
time Bishop Bonner's chaplain, was

from person to person merely by ver- seiu
byjiim,

so the story runs, to in-

bal tradition, even if names are quot-
^fbil Kitchen of Llandaff from con-

ed as authority, but without written secrating, and thus witnessed the

testimony, cannot be accepted as wnole irregular proceeding. All the

evidence, nor allowed to have weight t^ads f tradition with one excep-
as an argument, even it considered ^on wmcn vvc shall notice further

probable as an historical fact." Now,
on appear to centre in F. Bluett,

it is notorious that the Nag's Head He told Dr- Champneys; he told, so

story depends merely upon hearsay
savs Dr

;
Champneys, F. Holiwood,

testimony, without a particle of docu- wno Panted the story, in a con-

mentary evidence. Whatever vague
densed form, in 1604. Dr. Kenrick

rumors may have been current, there
tnougnt he had discovered from Pitts *

is no proof that the story ever as-
anotner mouth-piece of Neale's in

siimed a "
questionable shape

"
until

Neale 's friend, Mr. Orton; but it is

F. Holiwood (Sacrobosco) published
not so< Pitts

>
in his biographical no-

it in 1604. Stapleton, one of our *\
ce of Neale

j
after stating that va-

most learned and vigorous contro- nous particulars, which he gives, are

versialists, in a work published only
uPon tne authority of Orton, proceeds

five years after the date assigned to
to say of Neale :

" This was the very
the Nag's Head consecration, does same man wno was sent bv Bonner,"
not mention it: and, moreover, says

etc>
' emphatically marking off the

in so many words that the Anglican Nag's Head story as not being one

bishops were consecrated according
* tne things he had heard from Or-

to the rite of Edward VI. Neither ton
> Chough otherwise sufficiently

has Saunders a word of it among all
not rious.

his well-merited vituperation of the Of Bluett nothing is known, except
"
Parliament bishops," in his Clams that ne was for a long wnile prisoner

Davidica ; nor Rischton, the contin-
for tne faitn

'
which of course speaks

uator of his De Schismate. These volumes for his honesty. But a

writers certainly lacked neither infor-
lengthened imprisonment is not un-

mation nor courage. It is true that
favorable for delusions, especially of

when once the Nag's Head story
a religious character. When we

was brought out, controversialists on come to consider the character of the

either side were apt to interpret
reP utecl first- hand in the line of tra-

the expressions of the earlier Catho- dltlon
>
Mr- Thomas Neale, we find

lie writers as referring to this par-
ourselves uPon very different ground,

ticular charge; but when we turn to
F* Bluett

'

s lengthy imprisonment

them, we find nothing more than the
is deservedly reckoned in his favor,

general charge of invalidity.*
what sha11 we Sa7 of a man w o was

Dr. Champneys, who wrote in
able

'
on the accession of Elizabeth,

1616, relates the story upon the au-
after havinS been Bishop Bonner's

thority of F. Bluett, a prisoner in p
haPlaiM<> take a public professorship

in Oxford, and who, on his giving
* This is true of F. Kellison's Survey of the this up, was in a position to build

New Religion, 1603, to whom Canon Estcourt
attributes the first publication of the Nag's * De llluit. Angli* Script., p. 770. Paris

1 story. 161.
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himself a house opposite Hertford cloth's to Abbot: My lord, said he,

College, long known by the name of my father was a Protestant, and kept
Neale's Buildings ? These facts, ad- a shop in Chepeside, and assured me
mitted on all hands, sufficiently bear that himself was present at Parker's

out Anthony a. Wood's account of and the four Protestant bishops' con-

him : that his religion
" was more Ca- secration at the Nag's Head in

tholic than Protestant," that he Chepeside," etc. This is mere hear-

dreaded being called in question "for say, but we confess that we see no
his seldom frequenting the church and grounds for doubting that F. Fair-

receiving the sacrament." A Wood cloth made just the answer attributed

is certainly not writing with a con- to him. He was doubtless a firm

troversial purpose, and this is hardly believer in the Nag's Head story as

the line that a Protestant deprecia- related by Bluett, and his father, who
tion of a hostile 'vitness would take, had been a shopkeeper in Chepeside,
The defenders of the Nag's Head was able to tell him that the Nag's

story have had to meet the objection Head Inn was no myth ; nay, that

that Bonner dared not, whilst a pri- there had been a meeting of bishops

soner, have taken the bold step as- there; that he, Faircloth senior, had
cribed to him, by an appeal to his seen them. Who does not know
notorious fearlessness. On the other how often and how honestly ocular

hand, every one admits that Neale evidence for an unimportant item is

was an arrant coward; "of a timor- accepted -as evidence of the whole?
ous nature," says a Wood

;

" of a na- If old Faircloth had been able to

ture marvellously fearful," says Pitts, give any real confirmation of the

Now, if Bonner showed his courage story, surely more would have been

by inhibiting, what must have been made of him.

the courage of the man who ventured Even if it be admitted that a con-

into the lion's den to execute the in- secration of some sort did take place

hibition, and stood doggedly by to at the Nag's Head, there is an im-

see how far it was obeyed ? Surely portant discrepancy in the versions

we should have reason to be surprised given by Holiwood and Champneys
if, after such an exhibition of courage, of the Neale and Bluett story, which

Neale had been afraid to put the is fatal to it as an accurate account

matter on paper, or to breathe a of what took place. Holiwood says
word of it except to F. Bluett. that Scory

" caused John Jewell to

It has been attempted to establish rise up Bishop of Salisbury, and him
the Nag's Head story upon another that was Robert Horn before to rise

line of tradition, independent, not up Bishop of Winchester, and so

only of Bluett, but of Neale. Mr. forth with all the rest." If this is to

Ward, in his Nullity of the Protestant be taken as an exact account of what

Clergy, when mentioning the well- took place, no specific form at all

known examination of the Lambeth was used; and F. Fitzsimon follows

Register, in 1614, by certain Catholic to precisely the same effect: "Scory

priests then in confinement, at the orders them all to kneel down
; then,

request of Archbishop Abbot, con- taking the hand of Parker, says,

tinues :

" But Mr. Plowden, yet living,
'

Rise, Lord Bishop of Canterbury ';
in

does depose that he had it from F. like manner to Grindal,
'

Rise, Lord

Faircloth's own mouth, with whom Bishop of London," etc. But, ac-

he lived many years an intimate cording to Dr. Champneys,
"
Having

friend, this ensuing answer of F. Fair- the Bible in his hand, they all kneel-
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ing before him, he laid it upon every Christendom, can regard the Nag's

one of their heads or shoulders, say- Head story as an extravagant or

ing,
' Take thou authority to preach gratuitous outcome of Catholic im-

the word of God sincerely
' " a agination.

very distinct form indeed, however The principal interest of the fable

invalid. lies in the fact that it fairly got

We reject, then, the Nag's Head through the Anglican skin, and forced

story, ist, as lacking all but hearsay the production of the Lambeth Re-

evidence, and hearsay evidence is at gister. All the denials of their or-

the command of any cause; 2d, as ex- ders by controversialists like the

hibiting various notes of intrinsic im- Jesuit Harding, all Saunders's taunts

probability ; 3d, as wholly irrelevant, about petticoat government, affected

in the present aspect of the contro- them no whit. Orthodoxy and hon-

versy, to the question of Anglican esty might go to the winds, but one

orders. It is irrelevant, because, virtue they did set store by, and that

whatever was or was not done at the was Christian gravity; and this tavern-

Nag's Head, it is quite clear that the story so stung them that they could

parties concerned, the government, keep their counsel no longer,

and the bishops were no more satis-

^ ., r ,1 THE LAMBETH REGISTER.
fied with it than Catholics would

have been, but continued to move We shall now proceed, taking Ca-

for Parker's consecration precisely as non Estcourt as our guide, to exam-

if nothing had been done. At the ine, in chronological order, the various

same time, we protest against the documents connected with Parker's

notion that the Nag's Head story consecration.

was a gratuitous lie. For, first, it On the i9th of July, 1559, Elizabeth

is admitted that the bishops did meet issued the conge d'elire to the Chap-
at this identical inn for purposes con- ter of Canterbury, that see having
vivial or otherwise, and to such been just seven months vacant after

meeting viz., the confirmation din- the death of Cardinal Pole. On the

ner both Fuller and Heylin, Strype gth of August the election took place,

and Collier, trace the story.* Second- September 9, a royal commission

ly, the well-known disbelief in orders was issued for the confirmation and

prevailing amongst the Protestant consecration of Parker, to whom
party; their repeatedly shrinking from letters-patent of the same date were

the Catholic challenge to produce addressed. The commission was ad-

their proofs; their insistence, when dressed to Tonstall of Durham,

speaking of their episcopacy, that or- Bourne of Bath and Wells, Pole of

dination by a priest was valid, when Peterborough, and Kitchen of Llan-

taken together, justified Catholics in daff, being four out of the five re-

the growing suspicion that there was maining Catholic bishops, Turber-

a terrible flaw somewhere, an irregu- ville of Exeter being the only one

larity which even an Elizabethan omitted. But joined with the above

conscience stickled at. No one who four were the returned refugees, Bar-

reflects upon the genuine horror and low and Scory. Of the four Catho-

contempt which the sight of the hen- lie bishops, the first three positively

pecked bishops of England, with refused to consecrate, and were short-

their woman-pope, excited throughout ly after deprived. Kitchen of Llan-

,. .
, , daff, unfaithful though he was, some-

*See Kennck s Anglican Ordinations, p. 81,

and Tiernay's Dodd, append. No. xlii. llOW managed tO get OUt of it; per-
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haps on tlie score of his weak sight commission 'in the form pennyd
'

may
the excuse attributed to him in the be lawfully acted on."

Nag's Head story. The Lambeth Register testifies

Next in order comes a paper yet that, in accordance with the commis-

remaining in the State Paper Office, sion, four of those named viz., Bar-

which may be called the programme low, Scory, Coverdale, and Hodg-
of the consecration. Canon Estcourt kin did, on the pth of December,

gives a fac-simile. It details the va- confirm Parker in Bow Church, the

rious steps to be taken for the con- elect appearing by his proxy, Nicho-

secration of Parker, and contains las Bullingham; and that, on the lyth,

marginal notes in the handwritings the same four bishops performed the

of Cecil and Parker. Cecil's notes ceremony of consecration in accor-

are significant. Upon the direction dance, save in one particular, with the

in the text, in accordance with a sta- ritual ofEdward VI. We thussumma
tute of Henry VIII.

,
that application rize Canon Estcourt's summary of the

should be made for consecration to reasons for giving credence to the

some other archbishop within the above facts recorded by the Register :

king's dominions, or, in default of him, i. The official minute with Cecil's

to four other bishops, he remarks : and Parker's notes. It was never
" There is no archb. nor iiij bishopps used in the controversy until referred

to be had; wherefore qiicerendum, to by Lingard. It can be no for-

etc." Upon the direction that King gery, for the forger would not have

Edward's ordinal be used, he re- been such a fool as to forge Cecil's

marks :

" This booke is not estab- remarks as to the illegality of the

lished by parlement." proceeding. This document shows

The second commission, Decem- the intention of the parties concern -

ber 6, 1559, was addressed to Kitch- ed to proceed as the Register says

en, Barlow, Scory, Coverdale ; Hodg- they did proceed. 2. The letters-

kin, the Suffragan of Bedford
; Salis- patent issuing the commission of

bury, Suffragan of Thetford; and Bale, December 6, 1559, are enrolled in

who had been Bishop of Ossory. It Chancery on the patent-rolls, the

concludes with the following dis- highest official test of genuineness,

pensing clause :
" Natheless supply- The original draft of the commission

ing by our supreme royal authority is still preserved in the State Paper
of our proper motion and assured Office, with Cecil's writing on it, and

knowledge, if there be or shall be the autograph signatures of the civi-

aught wanting (in those things which, Hans. This paper has never been

according to our aforegiven mandate, produced in the controversy, and no
shall be done by you, or any of you, forger would have taken such useless

for performing the aforesaid) of what trouble. 3. In the recently dis-

is requisite or necessary, whether ac- covered diary of Henry Machyn,

cording to the statutes of this our a merchant tailor in London, we
realm or the laws of the church, the find the following entries : The

quality of the times and the pressure xxiii day of June [1559] were

of circumstances demanding it." elected vi new Byshopes com from

Canon Estcourt produces a fac-simile, beyond the sea, master Parker Bys-
" taken from the original draft ex- shope of Canturbere, master Gryn-
tant in the Public Record Office, with dalle Bysshope of London, docthur

the autograph signatures of the civi- Score Bysshope of Harfford, Barlow

lians giving their opinion that the [of] Chechastur, doctur Bylle of
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Salysbere, doctor Cokes of Nor- but recently introduced into the con-

wyche." troversy, and will be again appealed
. . . Upper part of page burnt to when the actual condition of the

away. Register is under consideration.
"
Park]er electyd bishope of Can- 5. Stapleton's assertion that " the

terbere." Bishoppes were ordered, not accord-
" The xvii day of Desember was ing to the acte 28 (25) H. VIII., but

the new byshope of [Canterbury] according to an acte of Edw. VI.,

doctur Parker, was mad ther at repealed by Queen Mary, and not

Lambeth." revived in the first year of Q. Eliz."

"The xx day of Desember afor- 6. Act 8 Eliz., cap. i, not only

non, was Sant Thomas evyn, my lays down the law for the future, but

lord of Canturbere whent to Bow enacts that all acts done " about a

Chyrche, and ther wher v nuw by- confirmation or consecration, in vir-

shopes mad." tue of the queen's letters-patent,

The genuineness of these entries were good and perfect ;
and that all

is beyond all suspicion. Had they persons consecrated bishops accord-

been made for a controversial pur- ing to the order of 5 and 6 Edward

pose, they would have been used VI. were rightly made and consecrat-

earlier in the controversy. Although ed." This is equivalent to an asser-

the diary contains various inaccura- tion that such consecration had ac-

cies e.g., the date assigned to Parker's tually taken place,

election, which is before the real date In addition to these proofs, there

of his conge d'elire, and the loose use are various incidental references to

of the term "
mad," which, in regard Parker's consecration on the lyth in

to the bishops at Bow Church, contemporary works and letters,

should stand for confirmation, and in which have been carefully collected

Parker's case for consecration still, by Mr. Bailey in his Defensio, p.

it is evidence that on the date given 19.

in the Register something was done Altogether, there is no gainsaying
to Parker which could be described the evidence for the substantial cor-

as "
being made bishop." Bow rectness of the Lambeth Register.

Church was the regular place for con- At the same time, Canon Estcourt

firmation, Lambeth for consecration, shows, we think, conclusively that

The fact that the five, or rather six,
the existing Lambeth MS., as we

bishops were consecrated on S. have it, is not the original record of

Thomas's day, on the eve of which what took place, but rather a glossed

they had been confirmed, although version thereof, in which certain im-

this last was at Lambeth, and not at portant and awkward facts are, with-

Bow Church, makes the confusion out being denied, carefully suppress-
in their case not unnatural. ed. Besides the Lambeth MS., there

4. There is a detailed memoran- are two others; one in the State Paper
dum of the consecration, in a con- Office, the other in Corpus Christi

temporary hand, preserved among the College, Cambridge. The former, to

MSS. of Foxe, who died in 1587, judge by its corrections, would seem
"
probably nearly of the same age as to have been a rough draft, and was

the Register itself, perhaps even probably submitted to Cecil for ap-
older

"
/.<?., older than the Register proval before the registration. Ca-

in the condition in which we now non Estcourt thinks that the Cam-
possess it. This document has been bridge MS. was a transcript from
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that in the State Paper Office, inas- as he had been consecrated accord

much as they agree in giving the form, ing to the ordinal of Edward VI.
"
Accipe Spiritum Sanctum" in Latin, which had never been legalized after

whereas that of Lambeth has it in its proscription, i Mary, sess. 2, c. 2-

English. Because of this and other and had also contravened the statute

variations, neither of these MSS. can 25 Henry VIII., c. 20, requiring as

be regarded as a transcript from that consecrators either an archbishop
of Lambeth, or as tending to authen- and two bishops or four bishops,

ticate its present condition. As it was notorious that Home was

Canon Estcourt prints the Foxe consecrated by Parker and two other

MS., of which we have spoken, side bishops, this last count was under-

by side with the Lambeth Register stood as tantamount to saying that

and we see that, whilst in the former Parker was not legally archbishop,
Barlow is distinctly stated to have on the ground that, of the bishops
been the consecrator, and the rite concerned in that ceremony, three had

used that of Edward VI., the latter been deprived and the fourth depos-
makes no distinction between Barlow ed. This bold plea that, to use the

and the other three, and makes no words of one of Cecil's correspon-
reference whatever to the ordinal of dents, quoted by Canon Estcourt, p.

Edward VI. 119, "there was never a lawful bi-

Whether the Foxe MS. is a com- shop in England, so astonished a

mentary upon the Register or upon great number of the best learned

the rough draft, or, as Canon Est- that yet they knew not what to an-

court is inclined to think, is taken swer him
;
and when it was deter-

from the Register as it originally mined he should have suffered, he

stood, it is, anyhow, the testimony of is remitted to the place from whence
a contemporary ally of the parties he came, and no more said unto

concerned to the existence of im- him."

portant circumstances which the ex- After this we can understand the

isting Register carefully suppresses. persistency with which con trover-

It is difficult for us as, indeed, it sialists like Jewel, who were in the

was for Catholics of the generation secret, shirked the challenge, so fre-

immediately succeeding that of Eliz- quently addressed them by Catho-

abeth's accession to understand the lies, to show the steps of their suc-

nervous anxiety that possessed the cession.

Protestant party lest they should give It is highly probable that the Pro-

their enemies the slightest legal pre- testant party, in the anxiety caused

text against them. The complete- by Bonner's onslaught, so far tarn-

ness of Elizabeth's triumph naturally pered with the Register as to gloss

tended to obliterate, in the minds of over the vulnerable points. It s

her victims, the precarious condition noteworthy that this same paper of

of parties in the beginning of her Foxe's contains a summary upon
reign. There is, however, ample tes- Bonner's case, showing the connec-

timony that this nervousness did ex- tion in the author's mind. It would

ist. When Home, the Elizabethan Bi- be unreasonable to admit the mere

shop of Winchester, tendered Bonner, implication of the Register, that there

a prisoner in the Marshalsea, the oath was no distinction of consecrator and
of supremacy, the latter demurred, on assistants, against the explicit state-

the ground that Home was no bi- ment of the Foxe MS.

shop in the eye of the law, forasmuch The one point in which Parker's
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consecration, according both to the fold ;
but once annihilate the princi-

Lambeth Register and to the Foxe pal consecrator, and the ratio by
MS., deflected from the Edwardine which the assistants coalesce in

ordinal was this : that whilst the latter unum opus is gone. If we may be

prescribes that the consecrator alone forgiven a homely phrase in connec-

should hold his hands upon the elect's tion with a solemn subject, Tom is

head during the prayer of consecra- doing nothing ;
therefore those who

tion, all four bishops are said to have are merely operative in virtue of their

held their hands upon Parker's head, assistance of him are merely helping

But, as Canon Estcourt observes, him to do nothing. We do not know
we are not to suppose that, in acting any theologian who has said in so

as they did, Barlow and the others many words, or whose theory requires,
had devised something new and un- that the assistant should be held as

known before, and which therefore compensating for the inefficiency of

requires exceptional treatment. On the consecrator. Canon Estcourt,
the contrary, they were following the with characteristic moderation, urges
rubric of the Exeter Pontifical, which that it is at least probable that no such

in this point agrees with the Roman compensation could take place, and
rite. therefore, according to Catholic prin-

Supposing, then, Barlow and his ciples, the safer side would have to be

companions to stand in the relation taken, and the ceremony repeated,
of consecrator and assistants, would It is, then, of vital importance to

the incapacity, from want of conse- the Anglican cause that there should

cration, of the consecrator be sup- be no doubt whatever about Barlow's

plied by the capacity of an assistant ? consecration. Canon Estcourt does
Mr. Haddan appeals triumphantly to not deny that it is probable he may
Martene's dictum that " the bishops have been consecrated. He does
who assist are for certain not merely not pretend to do more than show
witnesses but co-operators."

* But that there are the gravest reasons for

this goes but a little way. It is ad- doubting the fact of his consecration,
mitted on all hands that the assist- We wish to examine fairly the mo-
ants are something more than mere menta on both sides,

witnesses, although they emphatically
r 1/-1 .! T,, BARLOW S STATUS.
fulfil that office. They are at least

co-operators by the official significa- William Barlow had been profess-
tion of their approval and support, ed as an Augustinian Canon of S.

Those who held up the arms of Mo- Osith's Priory, in Essex. He had
ses did something more than witness been early distinguished as the pro-
to the marvels wrought by those up- tege and obsequious servant of Anne
lifted hands. The comparatively Boleyn.

" In October, 1534, he was
small number of theologians who sent as ambassador into Scotland, in

maintain the necessity of three bi- conjunction with Thomas Holcroft,

shops for a valid consecration are the in order to persuade King James to

only ones who maintain that the as- renounce the Pope."* In the early

sistants are, properly speaking, conse- part of the next year, he was again
crators. Anyhow, the action must be in Scotland, "in company with Lord

regarded as taking place per modum William Howard, who conveyed the

unius, for the opus is one, not mani- garter to King James
"

;
and January

* De Antiq. Eccles. Rit., lib. i, pt. iii. c. viii.

art. 10, 16. * Estcourt, p. 6a.
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22, 1536, for the third time went to

Scotland,
" on a joint embassy, again

with Lord William Howard." He
had been elected to the bishopric

of S. Asaph on the i6th, six days
before. He was confirmed by proxy
either on the 22d or the 23d of Febru-

ary. He remained in Scotland dur-

ing February and March, and seems

to have left in the beginning of

April. On the loth of April, Barlow

was elected Bishop of S. David's,

and on the 2ist was confirmed in

person in Bow Church. " The arch-

bishop's certificate of the confirma-

tion is dated on the same day, but

makes no mention of consecration,

nor is the fact recited, as usual, in the

grant of temporalities which was

issued on the 26th." On the 27th, a

summons to Parliament is sent :

" Re-
verendo in Christo Patri W. Meneven-
si Episcopo." On the ist of May,
he is installed at S. David's, and before

the i3th is writing a joint letter, with

Lord William Howard, from Edin-

borough, addressed to the king and

Cromwell, in which he signs himself

Willmus Menev, the style of Bishop
of S. David's. He calls himself and
is called Bishop of S. David's on and

after April 25, but not before. On this

account, several of the defenders of

his consecration have plausibly con-

jectured that he was consecrated on

April 25, "which," Mr. Haddan tells

us,
" was a Sunday, and when he

was certainly in London." Mr.
Haddan himself, however, prefers to

follow the order of precedence in the

House of Lords and in the Upper
House of Convocation, which places
Barlow after the Bishops of Chiches-

ter and Norwich, who were consecrat-

ed, the latter certainly, the former

probably, upon June n, 1536. He
assigns June n as the date of Bar-
low's consecration. Lord William
Howard left Edinburgh for EnglandO O
on or before May 23, and Barlow

writes to Cromwell on that same clay
that he " has protracted his taryaunce
somewhat after my lord's departure,"
" for adaye or twayne," at the request
of the Queen of Scots. From this

Mr. Haddan concludes that on June
n, when a consecration was known
to have taken place, he was in Lon-
don. Canon Estcourt, however, has

brought to light a warrant of Crom-
well's to the Garter king-at-arms,
who had accompanied the embassy,
and did not return until June 12, on

which day he presented himself to

Cromwell. The warrant is dated

June 12. The king-at-arms would

doubtless have returned, when the

embassy was at an end, with Lord
William Howard, and therefore be-

fore Barlow. But we are not left to

conjecture ;
the warrant speaks of

Barlow as " the bishopp then elect of

S. Asaph, now elect of S. David's."

Therefore, on the i2th, he was still

unconsecrated.

Barlow's episcopal register is want-

ing both at S. David's, and at Bath

and Wells (to which last he was trans-

lated in 1541) ;
and at S. Asaph 's

no register at all exists for the period
when he nominally held the see.*

The next consecration of which we
have any record after the i2th of

June, when we know Barlow was un-

consecrated took place on July 2
;

but on June 30, Barlow took his seat

in the House of Lords, and from that

time acts and is treated as though
he lacked nothing of the episcopal
status.

We are now in a position to col

lect and estimate the momenta for

and against Barlow's consecration.

On behalf of his consecration, it is

urged, ist, that it
" must be regarded

as certain until it can be disproved
"

; t

for no adequate motive can be as-

signed for the omission of a ceremony

* Note to Haddan's Preface to Bramhall.

t Haddan, Pref. to Bramhall.
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which could not be omitted with- did chuse, denominate, and elect any
out incurring severe penalties, to layman, being learned, to be a bishop,

which the archbishop who neglected that he so chosen, without mention

to consecrate would be also subject, being made of any orders, should

2d. That he was acknowledged, both be as good a bishop as he is or the

by Parliament and by his brother bi- best in England." 2. This doctrine

shops, to be in all respects a bishop was undoubtedly favored by the

after June 30. 1530, when he took king; for in another part of this

his seat in the House of Lords; and same paper on the sacraments, where

that no syllable was breathed against the bishops are attempting to take a

his consecration, either by friend or rather more Catholic line, we have

foe, from that date until Dr. Champ- notes in the king's handwriting to

neys first questioned it in 1614, forty- this effect. The bishops having an-

eight years after his death, and eighty swered,
"
Making of bishopes hath

from the commencement ofhisepisco- twoo partes, appointment and order-

pate. 3d. The fact that his consecra- ing," his remark is, "Where is this

tion is not recorded in the archiepisco- distinction fonde ?" and they con-

pal register is not much to the purpose, tinuing,
"
Appoyntament, whiche the

since out of thirty-six consecrations, appostels by necessyte made by
in Cranmer's time eight exclusive of common election, and sometimes by
Barlow's, in his predecessor, War- their owne several assignment, could

ham's, time, six out of twenty-six are not then be doon by Christen princes,

not entered.* 4th. His episcopal bicause at that time they were not
;

acts respecting the property of his and nowe at these days appertayneth
sees would have been legally invalid to Christen princes and rulers

;

"

in default of consecration; but al- the king's note is: "Now sins you

though these acts were legally disput- confesse that the appostylles did oc-

ed, no one suggested the flaw of non- cupate the won part, whych now
consecration. you confesse belongyth to princes,

On the other hand, it must be re- how can you prove that orderyng is

membered that the question is really wonly committed to you bysshopes ?"

not whether Barlow's consecration 3. Canon Estcourt (p. 69) shows

can be "
disproved," but whether, in that the other side has no right to

spite of what may be legitimately assume that Barlow and Cranmer

urged in its behalf, there are not would have incurred any penalties

sufficient grounds for suspecting that by the mere pretermission of conse-

it never took place. i. Neither cration
;
for the act 25 Henry VIII.,

Barlow nor Cranmer believed in cap. 20, declares: "If any arch-

consecration. In their answers to bishop shall refuse or do not confirm,

the
"
questions on the sacraments "

invest, and consecrate, he shall incur

which were submitted to the king, a praemunire"; and there is no special

they say that, for making a bishop, mention of the bishop elect among the

"election or appointing thereto is persons liable to penalties, the clause

sufficient." Barlow, in a sermon de- running in general words : if
"
any

livered by him at S. David's, Novem- person admit or execute any cen-

ber 12, 1536, is charged with having sures, etc., or other process or act to

said :

" If the king's gr., being su- the contrary or let of due execution

preme head of the Church of England, of the act."

The notion that the leases and
*See Pref. to Bramhal'; but in Apost. Succession^

p. zoQ, Mr. Haddan says nine out of forty-nine. Other episcopal acts Connected with
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diocesan property would not be legal-

ly valid in default of consecration is

a gratuitous assumption. Certainly

neither Mr. Haddan nor Mr. Bailey

has attempted to produce any evi-

dence. What the law really takes

cognizance of in such questions is

the possession of the temporalities,

an indisputable right to which is

given by the writ of restitution.

The recognition of Parliament,

upon which so much stress has been

laid, cannot be regarded as any proof
of consecration, since it naturally and

inevitably ensued upon the issue of

this same writ. This is sufficiently

proved by the fact that Parliament

summoned Barlow to take his seat,

and gave him his full episcopal title,

when, as has been shown above,
he certainly was not consecrated.

Doubtless some of the more zealous

of the Catholic party might have
made a disturbance had they realized

the omission
; but, as Canon Est-

court observes (p. 78), Gardiner was
absent as ambassador in Paris during
the whole of 1536 and 1537.
As to Cranmer's register, it is true

that it was very carelessly kept \ but

of the nine unrecorded consecrations,
Barlow's would be the only one for

which no collateral evidence what-

ever can be furnished. No docu-

ment recites it, and every date that

has been as yet conjectured for it has
been exploded. Barlow's contempo-
rary, Foxe, in his record of the Lam-
beth consecration, whilst specifying

accurately the dates of the consecra-

tion of the other bishops engaged, is

only able to say of Barlow that he
was consecrated "

tempore Henrici

VIII."

Canon Estcourt points out that

although there was no regular regis-
ter kept at S. David's and we know
that the breviaries and martyrologies
which contained records of episcopal
succession were burnt in the next

reign as superstitious yet that it is

sufficiently odd that all the chapter
books have been lost, and that the

Liber Computi, still extant, has a break
in it for several years before 1539.

But this is not all. Canon Estcourt
has found out, on examining the ori-

ginal document first printed by
Mason as the restitution to Barlow
of the temporalities of S. David's
" out of the Rolls Chapel in Chan-

cery," that the enrolment had real-

ly been made in the office of the ex-

chequer, as though the matter were

purely secular, instead of on the pa-
tent rolls in chancery. Then, on

examining the original form which
Mason reproduced imperfectly, so as

to conceal its real character and

comparing it with the normal writ of

restitution, it turns out to be, no writ

of restitution, but " a grant of the

custody of temporalities on account
of the vacancy of the see," with the

extraordinary addition of " to hold to

him and his assigns during his life."

These grants of the custody of the

temporalities of a diocese which
had accrued during a vacancy were
common enough. The peculiarity
of Barlow's grant is that it is a

grant of custody made to do duty
for a writ of restitution. The grant
of custody was ordinarily made as

a preliminary to the writ of resti-

tution. No limit was assigned to

it, but it naturally and necessarily

merged in the restitution, of which it

was a gracious foretaste. In the

case of Cranmer, indeed, as Canon
Estcourt points out, the grant of cus-

tody was made after he had receiv-

ed the restitution of the temporalities
in the usual form

;
but the grant is

carefully limited to the profits accru-

ing from the commencement of the

vacancy to the date of restitution.

Barlow's grant is for life, and, by an-

ticipating in its completeness all that

the writ of restitution could give, it
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would preclude the crown from mak- views of all parties, and being highly

ing restitution in the proper form favorable to any ulterior designs
without a surrender of the grant of which the king might have upon

custody. Before consecration, a bi- the temporalities of the church at

shop cannot sue out a writ of restitu- large."

tion, as the act requires, but the king It must be remembered, too, that

sometimes ex gratia allowed it; the many of the arguments tending to

form, however, of such indulgence is show the unlikelihood of the omis-

well known, and is very different from sion, such as its unprecedented char-

that of the document in question.* acter, the want of apparent motive,
The form actually chosen "

may or, again, the exceedingly imperfect
be supposed to have saved the neces- character of the registration, tend to

sity of obtaining either the archbi- diminish the chances of detection,

shop's mandate or the archdeacon's True, Barlow was not a man inclined

commission"; in fact, to have made to sacrifice much to his convictions
;

Barlow free of his see at once with- but he had a hearty hatred for sacer-

out any official formalities, and to dotalism, a strong sense of humor,
" secure him in the enjoyment of the and, if we judge from his sermon

temporalities of the see, whether his quoted above, the impudence, if not

character of bishop was perfected the courage, of his opinions. A corn-

spiritually or not." petitor for a tyrant's favor must al-
" The effect of the grant, both in ways risk something to keep a front

Barlow's own mind and in official place, and on this point he knew how
quarters, may be seen from what fol- the king was minded. Altogether,
lowed. The next day a writ of sum- he would seem to be by no means an
mons to the House of Lords was unlikely man to have played the part

issued, and Barlow himself immedi- assigned to him.

ately assumed the style and title of We conceive that these momenta
bishop."

u It seems highly probable do amply justify grave suspicions of

that this special and novel form was Barlow's consecration, and conse-

deliberately adopted as suiting the quently the repetition of any rites de-

pending for their validity upon his

* Estcourt, p. 76. consecration.
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GRAPES AND THORNS.

BY THE AUTHOR OF "THE HOUSE OF YORKE."

CHAPTER XIII.

F. CHEVREUSE had no time to lin-

ger in the house of mourning; for

it was his duty to inform Mr. Schon-

inger at once of his deliverance.

But that it was necessary to guard
the unhappy mother from any
chance of hearing the news too ab-

ruptly, even the claims of a supreme
misfortune like hers could not have

been allowed to take precedence
of a wrong so deep as that from

which he had suffered. After he

was informed, silence would, of

course, be impossible ;
for when

Mr. Schoninger knew, the whole

world must know.

Until the evening before, the

priest had not permitted himself

even to guess what might be the

contents of the package entrusted

to his charge. Humanly speaking,
he knew nothing. Whatever he

might have learned by virtue of his

sacred office was hidden in the bo-

som of God
;
not even in his most

secret thoughts did he suffer his

mind to dwell upon it. The only
action he had taken in the matter

was such as might have seemed ne-

cessary to one who had no more
than a faint suspicion of what was
about to take place ;

he had re-

quested F. O'Donovan to be with

him that day, and he had made
sure that Mrs. Gerald should have

the only preparation possible for

whatever might threaten her, in a

well-made communion.
For her sake he had opened the

package the evening before, in or-

der to be able to put Honora Pem-
broke on her guard. He did not

read the confession to her, nor did

he read it himself, but glanced over

the letter which Annette had en-

closed to him.
" A great misfortune is about to

fall upon our dear friend," he said,
" and I trust to your piety and dis-

cretion to do what you can for her.

Her son will not return home. He
has fled from the country, and she

may never see him again. To-
morrow she will know all, and the

world will know all. Mr. Schonin-

ger, who has been unjustly accused
and condemned, will be released.

You must be strong and watchful.

See that nothing disturbs her to-

night, or interferes with her making
a good communion. Do not think

of yourself, but of her. There is

not much to do; perhaps there

will be nothing to do, but simply^to
stand guard and see that nothing
comes near to trouble her mind,
and to have her at home in the

morning at ten o'clock, and with-

out visitors."

"It will kill her! "said Honora
when she could speak.

"
It will

kill her!"

F. Chevreuse sighed.
"

I think

it will
;
but there is no help for it.

Justice must be done."

It had indeed killed her, and
more quickly, therefore more mer-

cifully, than they had anticipated.
And now F. Chevreuse, having been
the messenger of disgrace and de-

solation, had to be the messenger
of joy.

He wiped away resolutely the

tears that started at sight of that
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pitiful victim of maternal love. There was a limit even to the privi-

To-day, at least," he said,
"

I leges of F. Chevreuse.
must have no feeling. I must do " You can lock me in with him,

my duty faithfully, and only my and go away," the priest said, im-

duty. I cannot allow myself to patient of delay.
"

I will be re-

sympathize with the slayer and the sponsible for you this time. I look-
slain in the same hour." ed for the warden, but he is not

It was very hard for such a man about the house. Let me go in,

not to sympathize with a true joy and, as soon as the warden returns,
or sorrow whenever it came within say I wish to see him."
his ken him to whose lips, even in The guard yielded, though un-
moments of care or sadness, the willingly. There was something
frank laugh of a child would bring a imperative in the priest's manner
smile, and to whose eyes, even in mo- which he did not venture to resist,

ments ofjoy, the sorrow of a stranger Moreover, F. Chevreuse was so well

wotild call the sudden moisture, known as a man who scrupulously
But the very excess, and, still more, upheld legitimate authority, and
the contrast, of these contending obeyed to the letter the regulations
emotions enabled him to hold him- of any establishment he might enter,
self in a sort of equilibrium. Like that it was evident there must be
one who walks a rough path carry- some urgent reason when he would

ing a cup filled to the brim, and set a rule aside,

looks not to right nor left, lest he The bolts were drawn back, the

should lose its contents, so F. door grated on its hinges, and the

Chevreuse carried his full heart, priest stepped into the cell. He
and would not yield to any emo- scarcely took any notice of the

tion till his work was done. prisoner, who sat looking at him
When he entered the corridor something as a newly-caged lion

leading to Mr. Schoninger's cell, may look when first his keeper ven-
he was somewhat surprised at meet- tures into the cage, but watched

ing Mr. Schoninger's lawyer coming the guard while he locked the door
out. The surprise was mutual, but again, and listened to the sound of

they merely saluted each other, and his retreating steps as they echoed

passed on. along the corridor.
' He doesn't give up yet," re- The prisoner's voice, deep and

marked the turnkey confidentially, harsh, demanded his attention be-
1 His lawyer comes every little fore he turned to him. "

May I ask,

while, and the warden has given sir, the meaning of this intrusion ?"

orders that they shall talk without F. Chevreuse almost started at

a guard. He, the lawyer, is the the sound. His mind had been so

only person who can talk alone occupied by sorrowful and pathe-
with a convict, except the chaplain, tic images, and he had, moreover,
and, of course, you, sir !" so associated Mr. Schoninger with

F. Chevreuse had self-possession thoughts of joy and freedom, that

enough to bow his acknowledg- the concentrated bitterness of those

ments.
' But I wish to enter the tones smote him discordantly. He

cell this morning," he said
;

"
I had for the time forgotten that the

don't want to talk through the bars
; prisoner could not even suspect

and I wish to enter alone." that his visitor was one who brought
The man looked embarrassed, good tidings. His surprise was so

VOL. XIX. 31
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great, therefore, at this repelling that Mr. Schoninger had lost his

question, that for a moment he look- reason.
: Your innocence is es-

ed at the speaker attentively with- tablished. You are known, or will

out replying, and the look itself at once be known, to have been

held him yet a moment longer si- greatly wronged."

lent. "It is a trick!" the prisoner
Mr. Schoninger had changed ter- exclaimed passionately.

' Benton

ribly. It was as though you should has either betrayed me or bungled,
take some marble statue of a su- and you think to offer me as a gift

perb heathen deity, and carve down for which I am to be grateful, and

the contours, sharpen the lines merciful too what I have won for

without changing them, carefully, myself. I will not take liberty

with mallet and chisel, gnaw away from your hands !" He started

the flesh from muscle and bone, up, and, with a gesture of the hand,
and cut in the lines of anger, im- seemed to fling the priest's offer

patience, and hatred, and of an from him.
" Do you fancy, sir,

intense and corroding bitterness, that I have been idle here ? Does

Then, if the statue could be made a man sleep in hell ? Did you fan-

hollow, and filled with a fire which Cy that I was going to wait for jus-
should glow through the thin casing tice to come to me ? No ! I was
till it seemed at times on the point shut into a cage ;

but I am not the

of melting it quite, and bursting out sort of animal who can be tamed
in a destroying flame, you would and made to play tricks for my
have some semblance of what this keeper. I have been busy while

man had become after seven months the world forgot me."
of imprisonment. "I did not forget you," hastily

F. Chevreuse was terrified, interposed the priest.
" And others

"Mr. Schoninger!" he exclaimed, also have tried."
"

I have come to bring you liberty. "Tried!" echoed the prisoner
Do not look so at me ! Try to for- scornfully.

"
Sir, when a clay-bank

give the wrong that has been done falls on a poor workman, every-

yqu. All shall be righted. The body runs to the rescue. Not a

criminal has confessed, and you are minute is lost. People rush in

to go free as soon as the necessary haste to dig him out before he is

steps shall be taken." dead. That you call humanity.
Not a gleam of pleasure softened You do not even dignify it by the

the prisoner's face. Only his brows name of charity. A man would be

darkened over the piercing eyes he a brute to do otherwise than help
fixed on his visitor.

" So Mr. Ben- in such a case. But here am I,

ton has betrayed me !" he said in a overwhelmed with a mountain of

low voice that expressed more of wrong and disgrace, shut in a

rage and threatening than any out- cage that is changing me into a

-cry could have done. madman, and people pause to.
"
I do not know anything of your consider; they are politic, they are

lawyer, nor have any communica- careful not to soil their fingers or

tion with him," the priest replied, inconvenience their friends in giv-
'

I do not know what you mean by ing me liberty. I am a Jew,

betrayal. I repeat, I have come to and, therefore, out of the pale of

bring you good news. Do not you your charity. But, Jew though I

understand ?" He began to fear am, priest, I take the side of the
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Christ you pretend to adore against and I shall use it as seems to me
your accursed and hypocritical best."

Christians. If your doctrines were "And so," said the priest, recov-

true, still I am a better Christian ering his speech,
"
you are willing,

than any of those who have believ- from pride and a desire for re-

ed me guilty." venge, to stay here weeks, perhaps
He seemed to have quite forgot- months, longer, and await the re-

ten the priest's errand, or not to suit of another trial, rather than

have understood what it meant. accept the tardy justice which that
" What you say may be all true," unhappy man offers you, not know-

F. Chevreuse replied calmly.
" But ing that you suspected him, and

that can be thought of another rather than permit me to be the

time. You have something more medium of his reparation ! I can

pleasant to dwell on now. Have make great allowances for the ef-

you understood my errand here ?" feet which your terrible wrongs
In spite of the deep and wearing and sufferings must necessarily

excitement under which he labor- have produced on your mind
;
but

ed, Mr. Schoninger perceived that I did not expect to see you show a

his visitor was trying to soothe him, needless acrimony. I did not think

and was somewhat alarmed 'at his that you would wish to strike

violence. He controlled himself, down a man, even one who had in-

therefore, and, as much from physi- jured you, in order to take violent-

cal weakness as from a desire to ly what he offers you with an open
appear self-possessed, resumed his hand, not knowing, remember, that

seat, motioning his visitor to an- you have the power to compel
other. him."

" From the time when Annette Mr. Schoninger still looked stead-

Ferrier came here and begged me fastly at his companion, but with a

to fly, I have known whose place changed expression. He looked
I was occupying," he said in mea- no longer suspicious, but uncom-
sured tones, his gaze fixed steadily prehending. Indeed, his mind

upon the priest's face.
"

I sent for was so preoccupied and excited

my lawyer the next morning, and that he had only half listened to

put him on the track. I had not the priest's communication, and

enough proof to prevent the fellow the only impression he had receiv-

going away ;
but his every step has ed was that Lawrence Gerald's

been followed. I know where he friends, knowing his danger, were

stopped in London and in Paris
; trying to temporize, and that, while

and a despatch from Rome has securing his escape, they would ob-

come saying he is there. To-mor- tain the release of his substitute by
row morning an answer will be sent some quibble of the law. He was
to that telegram, ordering his ar- not sufficiently recollected to per-
rest." ceive, what he would at any other

F. Chevreuse was confounded, time have acknowledged, that F.

For a moment he knew not what Chevreuse was not the man to lend

to say. himself to such a plot in any case,
"

I think you will perceive that still less in this.

I do not need your assistance, sir," "Four weeks ago," the priest

Mr. Schoninger continued haugh- resumed,
" Lawrence Gerald and

tily. "The power is in my hands, his wife gave me a packet which
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was to be opened and acted on to-

day. They were going away for a

little journey, they said. I did not

know where they were going, and

I do not know, nor wish to know,
where they are. I will not interfere

with the course of the law, nor

shield any offender from justice,

especially at the cost of the inno-

cent. But since, in this case, I

have been the sufferer by that

crime, I claim the right to forgive,

and to wish, at least, that the

criminal, whoever he may be,

should be left to the stings of his

own conscience. I would have

said the same for you had I ever

believed you guilty. That packet
contains Lawrence Gerald's con-

fession. Only two persons have

been allowed to know it before you,
besides the two who had to prepare
them for the reception of such

news. The mothers had a right

prior even to yours, and I need-

ed two assistants. Now, whatever

you may do, my duty is the same.

I have to place that confession in

the hands of the authorities, and

testify that I received it from Law-
rence Gerald and his wife, and that

I signed without reading it. Then

my work will be done. I do not

know much of the technicalities of

the law, nor what delays may be

necessary ;
but I presume your

further detention will be short and

merely nominal."

He paused, but Mr. Schoninger
made no reply : he only sat and

listened, and looked attentively at

the speaker.
'

If I could rejoice at anything,
I should rejoice at your release

from this wretched place, and from
the still more wretched charge that

was laid on you," F. Chevreuse
continued

;

"
but I have witnessed

too much sorrow to be able to say
more than God speed you."

Mr. Schoninger did not appear
to have heard the last words. He
stood up and drew in a strong

breath, and shivered all through.
The thought that it was to be for

him no slow fight for liberty, but

that liberty was at the threshold,
had at length entered his mind.

"Let me out of here!" he ex-

claimed, almost gasping.
''

I can-

not breathe ! Open the door. You
cannot hoki me any longer. Open
the door, sir !" he cried to the

warden, who stood outside, looking
at him in astonishment.

F. Chevreuse began a hasty ex-

planation to the officer; but the

prisoner seized the bars of the door

in his delirious impatience, and

tried to wring them from their

places.
"Seven months in a cage!" he

exclaimed.
"
I cannot bear it an-

other hour. Open the door, I say !

Why do you stand there talking ?"
" With all my heart, Mr. Schon-

inger!" the warden said. 'But

you must try to be calm. You
have borne confinement patiently
for seven months

; try to bear it a

little longer till the formalities of

the law shall have been complied
with. We cannot dispense with

them. There shall be no delay, I

assure you, sir."

Mr. Schoninger was too proud to

need a second exhortation to con-

trol himself; was, perhaps, annoyed
that he should have incurred one.

He immediately drew back, and

seated himself. "Allow me to

say, sir," he remarked coldly,
"
that

I have not borne imprisonment

patiently. I have merely endured

it because I was obliged to submit

to force. And now will you

please to open the door ? I will

not go out till I may ;
but set the

door wide. Do not keep me any

longer under lock and key.
"
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The warden called to his guard, that, I shall be happy to place a

who were not far away. Indeed, room in my house at your disposal,

several of them, curious to know where you may receive your friends

what was going on, had gathered and transact business till the time

in the corridor, only just out of comes for you to go free."

sight of those in the cell. Mr. Schoninger glanced down
" Unlock the door of Mr. Schon- with loathing on his prison uni-

inger's cell," he said in a loud form, remembering it for the first

voice.
' He is no longer a prison- time since that day of horror and

er." despair when he had waked from
The bolts shot back, and the a half-swoon to find himself invest-

door clanged open against the stone ed with it and laid on the narrow

casing. bed in his cell.
'

Let me be the first one to con- Perhaps the officer, too, remem-

gratulate you, sir," the officer add- bered that day when he had said

ed. that he would rather resign his of-

Mr. Schoninger did not see the fice than receive such a prisoner
hand offered him, though he replied into his care, when he had exhaust-

to the words. He was looking ed arguments and persuasions to

past the officer, past the wondering induce him to submit to prison
faces of the guard who peeped in rules, and how, when at last he
at the door, and his glance flashed had felt obliged to hint at the em-

alongthe corridor, through which a ployment of force, he had seen the

ray of sunlight shone from the strong man fall powerless before

guard-room, and fresh breezes him.

blew. A slight quiver passed
: These clothes would hardly fit

through his frame, and he seemed Mr. Lawrence Gerald," Mr. Schon-
to be resisting an impulse to rush inger remarked, smiling scornfully,
out of the prison.

' But perhaps there will be no
It was only for one instant, question of his wearing them."

The next, he became aware of the The warden uttered an exclama-

eyes that curiously observed him, tion.
"
Is it Lawrence Gerald ?

and, by the exercise of that habit It cannot be!" He had not been
of self-control which had become told the name,
to him a second nature, shut off "And why not, sir ?" demanded
from his face every ripple of emo- the Jew haughtily,
tion. The officer was silent, discon-

'I thank you, sir!" he said in certed by the question, which he
answer to the warden's compliments, did not attempt to answer.
' And perhaps you will be so good "Poor Mrs. Gerald!" he said,

as to send those men away from looking at F. Chevreuse.
the corridor, and to let Mr. Benton Mrs. Gerald's fondness for her

know that I want to see him here son was almost a proverb in Crich-

immediately." ton.

The guard disappeared at once,
" Mrs. Gerald's troubles are

one of them as messenger to Mr. over," said the priest briefly.

Schoninger's lawyer; but the war- Mr. Schoninger went to the win-

den still lingered. dow, and stood there looking out,
' You will want to change your his back to his companions. To

clothes," he said.
" And after his hidden tumult of passions, his
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fierce, half-formed resolutions, his been making him a companion for

swelling pride, his burning anger demons. Wronged he had been in

and impatience, this news came a way that he could not help ;
but

with as sudden a check as if he he could at least prevent their low-

had seen the cold form of the dead ering him in mind. They should

woman brought into the cell and not induce him to yield to passion
laid at his feet. or to meanness.

He had been thinking of the He turned proudly toward his

world of men, of the bigoted crowd two companions, who still waited

which had condemned him un- for him to speak.
"
If the arrest

heard, of the judge who had pro- of Lawrence Gerald is not necessary
nounced sentence, and the jury for my release, then I hope he may
who had found him guilty of all escape," he said.

"
It is bad

the cold outside world which has to enough to be shut up in this way
be conquered by strength, or to be when one has a clear conscience

;

submitted to
;
and now rose up be- but with such a conscience as he

fore him another world of pitying must have, imprisonment could lead

women, whose tenderness reversed only to madness "or suicide."

the decisions pronounced by the
' Or to penitence," added F.

intellects of men, or swept over Chevreuse with emphasis,
them with an imperious charity ;

Mr. Schoninger did not reply ;

who were ever at the side of the this alternative was beyond his

sufferer, even when they knew him comprehension. But he glanced
to be the sinner, and whose silent at the priest ;

and in doing so, his

hearts felt the rebound of every eyes were attracted to the doorway,
blow that was struck. He saw the which was quite filled by the ample

priest's mother, a sacrifice to the figure of Mrs. Ferrier.

interests of her son; the criminal's "I couldn't help coming, father,"

wife, as he had seen her that night she said quite humbly.
"
And, be-

in his cell, with the only half-veil- sides, Honora Pembroke said she

ed splendor of her silks and jewels thought it right that I should,

mocking the pallid misery of her I sha'n't stay long or say much,
face

;
and now this last victim, I only want to say that when Mr.

more pitiful than all ! A sighing Schoninger goes out of this place,

wind seemed to sweep around him, my house and all in it are at his dis-

far-reaching and full of mingled posal."

voices, the infinite wail of innocent The scene she had witnessed had

and suffering hearts. How gross quieted her completely, and there

and demoniac in comparison were was even a certain dignity in her

the bitter, warring voices of hate submissive air. But when she

and pride and revenge ! To his turned to Mr. Schoninger, her tears

startled mental vision it was al- burst forth again, in spite of her

most as though there appeared be- efforts to restrain them.
;

You'll

fore him hideous and brutal forms have to learn to forgive and forget,"

cowering away from faces full of she said in a stifled voice, which

a pure and piercing sorrow. she vainly strove to render calm.

He perceived that he had been "I'm the only one left to make

taking low ground, and, with a firm amends to you."

will, caught himself back, setting Mr. Schoninger came forward in-

his foot on the temptation that had stantly, and extended his hands to
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her.
"

I have nothing to forgive who were nothing but men of

in you," he said warmly; "and I wealth all came to express their

would not wish to forget your kind- regrets and to offer their hospitality,

ness. I thank you for your offer, but He saw none of them, though he

I cannot give any answer to it now. sent courteous messages to some.

If I decline, it will not be because He was too much engaged in busi-

I am ungrateful. And now let me ness that day to receive visitors,

say good-by to you till a more Only one received a decided rebuff,

favorable time." "As for the judge who sentenced

She had had the discretion not me to be hanged," Mr. Schoninger
to wait for this intimation, and had said,

" no compliment which he can

of herself made the motion to go. pay will ever render his presence
"
Try to forgive and forget," she tolerable to me."

whispered hoarsely ; and, pulling All the young ladies took their

her veil over her tear-swollen face, walk in the direction of the prison
hurried away. that day, and all the young gentle-

This was Mr. Schoninger's first men followed the young ladies
;

visitor, but not his last. Before an and, in passing, they lingered and
hour had passed, the news had looked, or cast sidelong glances, at

overspread the whole city, produc- the windows of the warden's parlor,

ing a strange revulsion of feeling, where it was understood Mr. Schon-
There were, perhaps, those who inger was. People who did not like

were, at heart, sorry to know that to be suspected of romance or of

the Jew was innocent. They had curiosity had some excuse for go-
from the first expressed their belief ing in that direction, and those who
in his guilt, and they had been had business in the prison were
loud in their opinion that he should esteemed fortunate. Probably one-

be sentenced to the full extent of half the town took occasion that

the law. This class were not only day to look at the windows of the

disappointed in their prejudices, warden's house. But it cannot be
but humbled in their own persons, said that they were wiser for having
They could not but feel that they done so, for not a glimpse did one
had rendered themselves at once of them get of Mr. Schoninger.
odious and ridiculous. But the But when the soft spring evening

majority of the people were dispos- deepened, and all the curious crowd
ed to render full justice. All the had withdrawn, and the same full

Protestant clergymen called on him, moon which Lawrence Gerald and

though but few of them had ever his wife had seen the night before,

spoken to him. It was right, they flooding with its radiance the mel-

said, that every man of dignity and ancholy splendors of Rome, was

position in the city should pay veiling with a light scarcely less

some respect to the stranger who brilliant the beautiful young city of

had suffered in their midst such a Crichton, two men emerged from

cruel injustice, and the fact that the warden's house, and, taking a

he was a Jew should make them quiet by-street, where the trees

all the more anxious in doing so
;

made a delicate shadow with their

for the public must see that they budding branches, climbed the hill

did not persecute any one for his to South Avenue. They walked

religious belief. Judges, lawyers, leisurely, and almost in silence,

bankers, professors, men of wealth, only exchanging now and then a
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quiet word
;
but one who watched He understood the abounding joy

closely the taller of the two might of which the act was an outbreak,
have perceived that his quiet sig- and was pleased with the boyish-
nified anything but indifference to ness of it, and that the impulse
the scene around him, and that should have been yielded to in his

he was full of a strong though presence. Sad as he was, he could

controlled excitement. He step- not help feeling glad to see another

ped as though curbed, and every possessed by a full and unthinking
moment glanced up at the sky or happiness.
at the branches over his head, and Mr. Schoninger laughed, as he re-

drew in deep breaths of the fresh turned to his companion,

spring air. A fine delight ran
"
Don't be afraid," he said

;

"
I

bubbling through his veins. All am not a lunatic. I am free ! Do
the feverish mass of humanity, with you know what a delight it is to be in

its petty hates and still more hate- a place where you can swing your
ful loves, its jealousies, its trivial arms without hitting anything ? I

fears and despicable hopes, was could run here half an hour, and

put aside, and he was entering into neither turn nor be obliged to stop ;

a new and freshly-blooming creation, and I can stand upright without feel-

where mankind, too, might partake ing as though my head were going
of the nobility of nature. to strike." While speaking, he was

They passed Mrs. Ferrier's house, continually making slight motions,
with its broad front and long gar- as though trying if he had the free

dens, looking very stately in that use of his limbs
;
and when he stop-

softening light, and, after a few min- ped, he lifted his head to its full

utes, reached the summit of the hill, height, and drew in a long breath,

where only a single tree stood guard,
' How delicious the air is!" he

and all about them the world, of exclaimed.
;; How fresh and pure !

which they seemed to be the centre, It comes here from the forests and

lay spread in tranquil beauty, its the mountains and the sea. There
hills and dales, its towns and forests, is no smell of lime or close damp-
bound with a ring of mountains that ness or human breaths in it.

showed with a soft richness against Pah ! F. Chevreuse, when you
the sky. The city lay white beneath preach again, and tell your people
them, and the Saranac wound like what they have to be thankful for,

a silver ribbon across the view, in spite of sorrow and poverty, re-

Where the hills dipped, one spark- mind them of the air they breathe,

ling point, audible with dashing the sun that shines on them, the sky
foam, told where the Cocheco danc- above their heads, and the power
ed day and night with white and to move about as they will. If this

blithesome feet. sky were gray, and pouring down
F. Chevreuse, standing one si- rain, I should still think it beauti-

lent moment to contemplate the ful
;
for it is the sky, and not a

scene, was startled to see his com- stone."

panion break from his side, and, He walked away again to a little

running to the tree at a little dis- distance.

tance, catch one of its branches,
"
Instead of being obliged to give

and swing himself into the air by it. a reason for being happy, I think
The priest's first glance was one of we should be obliged to account

dismay ;
his second, a smiling one. for being unhappy," he said, coming
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back.
" How many sources of de-

light we have which we overlook

because we are accustomed to

them ! Mere motion, walking, run-

ning, any natural and unconstrain-

ed motion, is a pleasure ; breathing
is a pleasure ;

the eyes have a

thousand delights. It is a source

of pleasure to exercise one's

strength and overcome obstacles.

I never went up a hill in the coun-

try or climbed any height but I felt

like singing. Swimming, skating,

riding, driving how exhilarating

they are ! And for all these de-

lights you do not need the com-

panionship of man. Yourself and
nature these are enough."

'

I did not know you were so

fond of nature," F. Chevreuse

said, smiling.
"

I do not think I ever mention-

ed it to any one before," remarked
the other carelessly.

The priest was struck by this

reply, and looked with astonish-

ment on the man who for thirty

years had loved nature, yet never

said a word in praise of it. Could
it be because of a reserved and un-

social disposition ? Or was it that he

had been too much isolated ? The

priest was almost afraid to speak,
lest he should check a confidence

at once so charming and so manly.
He quite understood that it was
the unusual and deep agitation of

Mr. Schoninger's mind which had

brought this feeling to light, as the

sea, in its agitation, may toss up a

pearl.

He said nothing, therefore, but

waited for his companion to speak

again, not observing him, but look-

ing up at the illuminated dome
above.

* When one is free, and has the

use of one's limbs, and is happy,
then one believes in a good God,
who is a father to his creatures,"

Mr. Schoninger resumed in a voice

as gentle as he might have used

when a child at his mother's knee.

He had been holding his hat in his

hand
;
but in speaking, he covered

his head. At the same instant, F.

Chevreuse uncovered his, and the

Jew and the Christian, each after his

manner, acknowledged the presence
of God in that thought, which was

almost like a visible presence.
" To me," said the priest,

"
the

acknowledgment comes more sure-

ly when I am in trouble. It seems

to me that if I were in chains and

torments, he would be nearer to me
than ever before."

" That is because you have been

taught to believe in a suffering God,"
was the calm reply.

"
I have been

taught to see in God a being infi-

nitely glorious and strong, a mighty,
shoreless ocean of deep joy. That
he could suffer pain, that his puny
creatures could torment and kill

him, has always been to me a

thought at once absurd and blas-

phemous. It is probably for this

reason that you see him best in sor-

row, and I in joy."

He stood a little while thinking,
then added quietly, as if speaking
to himself :

" Yet it is a sweet and

comforting thought."
F. Chevreuse blushed red with a

sudden gladness, but said nothing.

It was no time for controversy ; and,

besides, he had the wisdom to leave

souls to God sometimes. That

people are to be converted by a

constant pelting of argument and

attack he did not believe. His ex-

perience had been that converts of

any great worth were not made in

that way, and that the soul that

studied out its own way helped by

God, and teased as little as possible

by man, was by far the most stead-

fast in the faith.

They went slowly down the hill
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together 'in the direction of the take him there openly ;
but for some

priest's house, and stopped a mo- reason he wished him to come near

ment to lean on Mrs. Ferrier's gate enough, at least, to feel the sorrow

in passing. That lady had just en- and desolation which had fallen

tered her house, having been all the upon it. Perhaps he wished to

day and evening at Mrs. Gerald's, soften Mr. Schoninger still more

She would gladly have stayed all toward the unhappy man the bur-

night had Honora allowed it. den of whose guilt he had borne
;

The two men had, unseen or un- perhaps he wanted to remind him

recognized, been near enough to how entirely that burden had been

hear the long sigh the good creature removed from him by showing how

gave as she mounted the steps to cruelly it had fallen elsewhere,

her door, and the exclamation she The priest tried the door before

made to the servant who followed ringing, and, finding it not lock-

her :

"
Little did I think last night ed, stepped quietly into the entry,

at this time what horrible things which was lighted through the open
were going to happen within twenty- doors of rooms at either side. In

four hours." Some persons have one of these rooms sat three or

that way of dating backward from four persons. He said a few words

startling events, and renewing thus to them, and closed the door of

the vividness of their sensations. their room before going to the

She did not know what kind other.

thoughts were following her in at Mr. Schoninger held back a mo-
the door, or she might have been ment, but could not resist longer
comforted. the temptation to approach. The

They went on, and soon came in outer door was still open, and a

sight of what had been Mrs. Ger- soft light shone over the threshold

aid's home. The blinds were all of it from the parlor. Drawn step

closed, and not a ray of light was by step, he went to the threshold,

visible. Under the vines and large, and stood just where the light and

over-hanging trees the cottage ap- shadow met, and the door framed

peared to shrink and hide itself. a picture for him. The room
"

I would like to go in for seemed to be nearly all white and

one minute, if you do not object flowers. White draperies covered

to waiting," F. Chevreuse said, the windows, the pictures, and the
" That poor girl means to sit up all cabinets and tables, the coldness

night, and she is likely to have no changed to a tender purity by flow-

one else in the room. It is a ers and green leaves, arranged,

gloomy watch, and she may feel not profusely, but with good taste,

better, if I speak a word to her." On what appeared to be a sofa
"
Pray do not think of me !" Mr. covered with black lay a motion-

Schoninger exclaimed. less, white-draped form lying easily,

F. Chevreuse stepped into the as one might sleep; but there

yard, and, as he held the gate open needed not the covered face to

for his companion, Mr. Schoninger show that it was the sleep of death,

followed, though with some hesita- Candles burned at the head of the

tion. There were many reasons sofa, and a prie-dieu stood before

why he would not be willing to en- it. All this Mr. Schoninger took

ter that house. Indeed, the priest in at a glance ;
but his eyes rested

well knew that it was no time to on what was to him the principal
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object in the room Honora Pern- open between. At daybreak Mrs.

broke, sitting near the head of the Ferrier is coming down, and then

sofa, with the light of the candles I shall go to rest. I am glad you
shining over her. She looked up, came in."

but did not speak, as F. Chevreuse
"

I was passing by with Mr.
came in and knelt at the prie-dieu. Schoninger," he said, "and I asked

Her eyes dropped again immedi- him to wait for me a moment."

ately to her folded hands, and she Her eyes had dropped again
sat there motionless, an image of while she spoke, seeming too heavy
calm and silent grief. Her face was to be lifted

;
but as the priest said

pale and utterly sad and languid this, she glanced into his face
;

with long weeping, her hands lay then, becoming aware that the

wearily in her lap, and her plain street-door was open, looked to-

black dress, and the hair all drawn ward it.

back together and fastened with a Mr. Schoninger stood there mo-

comb, showed how distant from tionless.

her mind was the thought of per- A change passed over her face,

sonal adornment. Yet never had her sadness becoming distress. She
she looked more lovely or shown rose from her seat and went to him,
how little her beauty depended on her hand's clasped,
ornament.

" Mr. Schoninger," she said,
"
she

Mr. Schoninger, looking at her was the last person who would have

attentively, perceived that her face wronged you or any one."

was thinner than when he had seen Then, seeing that he had not

it last
;
and though the sight gave come as an accuser, she held out

him a certain pain, it gave him, her hands to him.

too, a certain pleasure. He would The night before he had been like

have thought her cruel had she one buried alive, and his hand had
been quite prosperous and happy been against all the world

;
to-

while he was in torment. night life had crowded back upon
F. Chevreuse rose from his him with its honors, its friendships,

knees, and Miss Pembroke looked its pathos, and this last scene of

up and waited for him to speak. sorrow and tenderness.

'Had you not better go to bed, He bent, and kissed the hands
and leave the others to watch ?" she gave him, but did not utter a

he asked.
' You will be exhaust- word, and they parted instantly,

ed." Honora returned to the prie-dieu,
*

I do not want to leave her, and, kneeling there, hid her face

father," she replied.
"
If she had and began to weep again, and Mr.

had a long illness, it would have Schoninger went out to the gate
been different

;
but it is all so short, without giving a backward glance,

so sudden !" She stopped a mo- F. Chevreuse joined him imme-
ment, for her voice begun to trem- diately.

ble a little
;

but resumed :

" She
; '

All these wretched doings have
has no one left but me, and I want left Miss Pembroke very lonely,"
to stay by her till the last." he said. "She has really no one

" You will not be lonely ?" he left who is near to her, though she

asked, dropping further objections, has a host of friends. But what,
* Oh ! no. The others will sit after all, is a host of friends, as the

all night in there, with the doors world calls them, worth ? When a
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thunderbolt falls on you, people apartment lacked, and had given it

always gather round, and a great a pleasant look by employing those

deal of kind feeling is struck out
;

little devices which can introduce

but, perhaps, you have needed the a fragment of beauty into the most
kindness a great deal more in the desolate place; but her mantle had

long, dry days when there was no not fallen on Jane, the housekeep-
thunder. It is the constant, daily, er, and thus it chanced that the

intimate friendship that gives hap- priest had, without knowing it, lost

piness. But there ! it is of no use more than his mother.

to abuse the world, especially when Her sitting-room was cheerfully
one forms a part of it, and is thus lighted when the two entered it,

abusing one's self. All of us feel and the table, prepared for supper,
our hearts warm towards people awaited them. It was the Thurs-
who are in great affliction, when we day before Palm Sunday, and F.

do not think of them in their ordi- Chevreuse had eaten nothing since

nary trials. It is only God who taking a cup of coffee and a crust

is constant to all needs, who knows of bread in the morning ;
and now,

all. Mr. Schoninger, you are wel- the work and excitement of the day
come." over, and nothing worse than he

They had reached the house, and had anticipated having happened,
the priest turned on the threshold he felt like resting and refreshing
to offer his hand to the man whom himself. If Mrs. Gerald had been
he had so long courted in vain, and alive and mourning, he would have
who had so many times refused his been tormented by the thought of

friendship. He knew that he had her
;
but she was safe in the care

conquered when his hospitality was of God, and he left her there in

accepted. perfect trust.

He had conquered, in so much Andrew, the man-servant, sacris-

as he had won the Jew's friendship tan, and factotum of the establish-

and confidence
; for, having re- ment, was lurking somewhere about

nounced his distrust, Mr. Schonin- when the priest entered, and came

ger was, in an undemonstrative way, forward to make a crabbed saluta-

generously confiding. Hard to win tion. If he ever felt in an amiable

by one whose circumstances were mood or was satisfied with anything,
so alien to his own, when won, there this man took good care that no
was no reserve. one should know it

;
and not all the

F. Chevreuse's sitting-room was cheerfulness, patience, and amiabil-

never a very pleasant one, except ity of F. Chevreuse could for a mo-
for his presence. It had too many ment chase away the cloud that

doors, was too shut in from outside, brooded over his face, or make him
and had also the uncomfortable air acknowledge that there, was any-
of being the first of a suite. One thing but tribulation in his life,

never feels at rest in the first room The priest bore more patiently the

of a suite. He felt the unpleasant- constant, petty trial of such a pre-
ness of the place, without in the sence about him because he believed

least knowing the cause of it, and that sorrow for the death of Mother

always took his special visitors into Chevreuse had changed the old

his mother's room. man from bad to worse, when the

Mother Chevreuse had, woman- truth was that the lady had skilful-

like, known precisely what her son's ly hidden much of their servant's
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crabbedness, or had so displayed home since early morning, and din-

the comical phase of it that it had ner had been prepared, had waited,

ceased to be an annoyance, and and been put away no small griev-

was often amusing. ance to even a good-natured house-
"
Tell Jane to give us our supper keeper. Secondly, about noon,

right away, Andrew," the priest when all the rest of the city knew

said.
" And bring up a bottle of it, Andrew above all, the great

wine with it." news of the day had burst upon

"Jane is gone to bed, sir," An- Jane. It was too much ; and when,

drew announced, and stood stub- toward evening, Andrew had come

bornly to be questioned, his whole home with an order that supper
air saying plainly that all had not should be prepared for two that

been told. night, and a little extra prepara-
" Gone to bed !" echoed F. Chev- tion made, and that, moreover, the

reuse.
" What is the matter with priest's visitor would stay all night,

her?" the housekeeper's cup ran over.

"She says she is sick." The News had started from the priest's

man suffered an acrid smile to house, and made the circuit of the

show in the corners of his mouth. city, electrifying everybody, and she

"Jane sick!" said the priest, had been the last to hear it, and

much concerned.
"
Is there any had heard it at last from Andrew !

one with her ? Has anything been She would not have dared to hint

done for her?" such a thing; but she thought that

In speaking, he took a step toward F. Chevreuse should have told her

the door. before leaving the house, even if

" Oh ! don't you trouble yourself he had commanded her silence,

sir," interposed Andrew quickly, It would have saved her the morti-

finding that he must deny himself fication of being taken entirely by
the pleasure of a long cross-exami- surprise and displaying such utter

nation.
' She says she doesn't ignorance.

want anything or anybody. She'll While she mused, the fire burned,

get well when she's ready. She's She would henceforth bear herself

got the supper, and I can manage very stiffly toward F. Chevreuse.
to bring it up. All the doctors and Since he thought that she was not
all the nurses in the world won't to be trusted, that she was nothing
make her well till she's a mind to be." but a servant, she would act like a

*

Well, well !" said F. Chevreuse, servant. All those things which
rather mortified at this exposition she had done for his comfort with-

of his domestic trials.
*

Bring up out being asked she would now
the supper." wait to be asked to do. He should

Jane had, in fact, one of those see the difference between a house-

convenient illnesses sometimes in- keeper, who should, according to

dulged in by some women, and now her opinion, be in some sort a friend,

and then by men, when they are and a mere hired servant. She
seized by a fit of ungovernable ill- would be very dignified, and im-

humor which they dare not show mensely respectful and reverential ;

in its true guise, or when they de- would be astonished if he should

sire to appear very much abused, ask if anything was the matter;
or to escape blame for some ill-do- would do in great and anxious

ing. F. Chevreuse had not been haste whatever he should command,
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and no more than he commanded; Presently, at six o'clock, Jane
and she would go to F. O'Donovan began to feel a pain in her back

;

for confession. In short, this wo- but nothing would induce her to

man, who knew that all the comfort rest. F. Chevreuse had sent word
of the priest's home depended on that he would have some one to

her, marked out for herself a line sup and stay all night, and she

of conduct which would have made must get the bed-room ready, and
that home a place of penance to cook something extra. She didn't

him, and herself a minister of tor- see how she could do it, but it must
ment

;
while at the same time she be done.

could not only hold herself guilt- When her gossips had gone home,
less of fault, but even assume an after vainly offering their assistance,
air of unwonted sanctity. Andrew came in and found the

To be frankly and honestly disa- housekeeper holding on to her head

greeable or wicked, one does not with one hand, while with the other

need to study ;
but a pious hateful- she did work which there was not

ness requires careful preparation. the least need of doing. He had
Her plan of future conduct ar- been watching with great interest

ranged, Jane perceived that a nota- the progress of her malady, and
ble pivot was needed where it perceived that it was near the crisis,

should turn from her past beha- The supper-hour had been casu-

vior
;
and what so suitable as a ally mentioned in the priest's mes-

short illness ? Besides, she did not sage as about seven o'clock. At
feel equal to assuming her new role half-past six Jane could not sup-
as yet. The temptation was too press an occasional moan of pain ;

strong to give way to anger. She and at ten minutes before seven

bewailed Mrs. Gerald, therefore, she consigned the supper, which was
with many tears

;
Mrs. Gerald's all prepared, to the care of Andrew,

death, which might have happened and staggered into her own room,
from any other cause, being the holding on by chairs and tables as

only point in the whole story which she went. She would not, perhaps,
she would recognize or hear any- have indulged in such violent symp-
thing about. Weeping brought on toms had she seen the smiles with

a headache, and the headache which her fellow-servant beheld her

increased. At five o'clock in tottering progress across the room,
the afternoon Jane bound her Fully persuaded that she had van-

head up in a wet linen band, and quished his scepticism, and half con-

began to feel unable to stand or vinced herself that she was suffering
walk. Duty alone compelled her severely, Jane set herself to listen

to keep about. What would be- for the priest's coming.
come of the house, if she were to Seven o'clock came, but not F.

give up ? What could a poor wo- Chevreuse
; half-past seven, and

man do who had no home or still he had not appeared,
friends of her own, and was obliged Jane stole out into the kitchen,
to take care of a priest's house ? scarcely able to stand, and renewed
She must work and watch early the spoiling dishes. She did not
and late, sick or well. Nobody but wish to leave anything to be com-
herself knew what a trial it was. plained of, meaning to be herself

And here the victim began to weep the only one ill-used. At length
over her own misfortunes. she heard a foot on the door-step,
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and, making haste to shut herself

into her room, with only a very little

opening left, Jane became a prey to

grief and pain.
All these movements Andrew had

listened to with great edification
;

but what Andrew did not know was
that the invalid, skurrying out to

stand at the foot of the stairs when
she heard talking in the room above,
had had the pleasure of listening to

the whole conversation regarding
her state of health.

Ten minutes after, F. Chevreuse,
without much surprise, it must be

owned, saw his housekeeper coming
feebly into the room where he sat

at table, her face red and swollen

with laborious weeping, and express-

ing chief among its varied emo-
tions and sentiments a saint-like

and anxious desire and determina-

tion to sacrifice herself to the ut-

most rather than omit the smallest

possible duty.
It was an unwelcome vision.

There was a point beyond which

even he did not want to have his

sympathies drained. He felt that

he was human, and would like to

rest both mind and body.
"

I am afraid, F. Chevreuse," she

began, in a very sick voice, lean-

ing against the side of the door
"

I am afraid that your toast is too

dry. I made it fresh three times . . ."
" Never mind, Jane," he inter-

rupted, rather impatiently.
"

It

does very well. You need not

trouble yourself."

Jane came into the room a few

tottering steps, and rested on the

back of a chair.
"

I don't know how Andrew

brought things up," she said, very
short of breath, but not so much so

but she could fire this little shot.
"

I suppose they are all at sixes and
sevens. But I wasn't able to do

any . . ."

"
If you are not well, you had

better go to bed," said the priest

quite sharply. "Andrew will do
all I want done."

Taken unawares by this unusual

severity, Jane lost her discretion.
'

It is my place to look that things
are properly done in the house,
and I shall do it," she said, half

defiant, half hysterical, and took a

step nearer to the table.

As she did so, her eyes fell on

the pale and haggard face of their

guest. At that sight she paused,
transfixed with a genuine astonish-

ment, for she had expected to see

F. O'Donovan
; and, after one

wild glance, as if she had seen a

ghost, uttered a cry and covered

her face with her hands.

"Jane!" exclaimed the priest in

a voice that told her he was not to

be tried much further.
" Have you

lost your senses ?"
'

My heart is broken for Mrs.

Gerald!" she cried, weeping loud-

ly.
"
I haven't been able to stand

hardly since I heard about her.

Oh ! such a wicked world as this

is. I shall be glad when the Lord
takes me out of it. To think that I

shall never see her again, that. . ."

F. Chevreuse laid down his knife

and fork, which he had made a pre-
tence of using.

" You and Mrs.

Gerald were by no means such in-

timate friends that her death should

plunge you in this great affliction,"

he said.
" Her nearest friends

bear their sorrow with fortitude.

Your agitation is therefore quite

uncalled for. I have no further

need of you to-night. If you want

anything done for you, Andrew
will go for some of your friends.".

There was no possibility of re-
,

sisting this intimation, and the

housekeeper retired speechless with

rage and mortification.
" Mr. Schoninger," remarked the
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priest gravely, when they were
' Our organist is dead, and the

alone,
" women are sometimes very singing is getting to be miserable,

troublesome." Our music would, I am sure, be
"
F. Chevreuse," returned his more pleasing to you ; but, if doc-

visitor with equal gravity, "men trines make any difference, you
are sometimes very troublesome." would find yourself more at home

" That is very true," the priest with the Unitarians. I don't see

made haste to admit. "I didn't any difference between them and
mean to say anything against wo- the reformed Jews."
men."

'

Doctrines do not make any
And yet, at the woman's first difference, especially as I am not

glance and cry of horror and aver- obliged to listen to them," Mr.

sion, Mr. Schoninger's face had Schoninger replied with a dignity
darkened.

" Was he always to that verged on coldness.
" In

have these vulgar animosities in- music I do not find any doctrines
;

truded on him?" he asked himself, and it is not necessary to believe

It was one of those annoyances in order to give the words their

which a proud and fastidious per- proper expression. Or rather, I

son would like to have the power might say that the artist has a po-
to banish for ever with

v
a gesture of etical faith, a faith of the imagina-

the hand or a word. tion, in all things grand, noble, or

The two friends talked long to- beautiful, and can utter with fervor,

gether that night, and Mr. Schonin- in his art, sentiments which have

ger told the priest quite freely all no place in his daily life
; or, if

his plans. they have a place, it is not such as
"

I shall stay here and take up would be assigned to them by the

my life where I left it off, except theologian. In his mind a pagan
that I must now give up all contest goddess and a Christian priest may
for that disputed inheritance," he have niches side by side, and it

said.
"
All I had has been thrown would be hard to say which he pre-

away in the struggle. Whether ferred. Your Raphael painted with

there would, in any case, have been equal delight and success a Ma-
a possible success for me I do not donna and a Galatea. Your Mo-
know. It is now too late. This zart wrote Masses and operas, and
infernal persecution I shall never vastly preferred to write operas,
call it anything else, sir has de- He says that he wrote church mu-

stroyed my last chance, and I have sic when he could do nothing else."

only to dismiss the subject from " So much the worse for them!"

my mind as far as possible. I re- said F. Chevreuse rather hotly,
ceived to-day a letter signed by all

"
Raphael would have painted

my former pupils, begging me to better Madonnas Madonnas which

resume my instruction of them, would have answered their true

They expressed themselves very purpose of inspiring holy thoughts
well, and I shall consent. The if he had devoted his gifts entirely
Unitarian minister has invited me to God

;
and Mozart would have

to play the organ in their church, written better Masses, if he had
but I have not decided on that done the same. When you see a

yet." thorough Christian artist, it will be
''

I would like to have you play one who will never lower himself

in my church," the priest said, to a subject contrary to, or discon-
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nected with, religion. The others soothed by the many kind and re-

have been false, and consequently gretful words that had been address-

have had only glimpses where they ed to him that day, and felt less

might have had visions. Some of disposed to dwell on his own
them were great^ but they might wrongs when he knew that so many
have been immeasurably greater, others were thinking and speaking
No, I repeat, do not imagine that of them.

you are going to feel or play our All round the room assigned to

music as you might if you were a him hung the pictures that had

good Catholic. But excuse me!" belonged to Mother Chevreuse an

he said, recalling himself.
'

I have old-fashioned portrait of her hus-

given you rather more of a lecture band in the uniform of a French
than I meant to. I still want you officer, a S. Ignatius of Loyola, a S.

to take our music in hand, if you Antony preaching to the fishes, a

will." print, on a gold ground, of the
'

I will with pleasure, if you will miraculous Lady of Perpetual Sue-
be content with my interpretation cor, and a Santa Prassede sleeping
of it," Mr. Schoninger said with a On her slab of granite,
smile. Mr. Schoninger held his candle

He was not in the least displeas- up to examine each of these, all

ed with the priest's lecture, and, but the portrait familiar to him in

on the contrary, decidedly liked it. their originals ;
and as he looked, the

He was stirred by anything which places where he had first seen them,
consecrated art as an embodiment the stately palaces and the quiet
of the divine rather than a mere ex- churches, enclosed his imagination

pression of the human. within their walls. He saw again

Surprise is but a short-lived the lines of sombre columns lead-

emotion
;
and when Mr. Schonin- ing up to the glowing mosaics of

ger was left alone that night, with the tribune, where the vision of S.

the first opportunity in many John hung petrified in air
;
the dim

months of thinking in an unobserv- lamp in the mysterious chapel of

ed solitude, he wondered more at the Colonna Santa shone out again
his own calmness than at anything inside its grating, and the walls

which had happened to him. The glittered dimly back. He saw the

hideous suffering from which he thickets of camellias mantled with

had but just escaped looked far bloom under an April sky, a little

away, and so alien that he could forest of white at the right hand,

contemplate it almost with a cold and a forest of rose-red at the left,

inquisitiveness, as something in and ever the fountains sparkling
which he had no part. It was through.

scarcely more to him than the How strange it was ! He set

delirious dreams of a fever which down his candle, almost impatient-
had passed away. Indignation ly, as if a beautiful vision were

and a desire to revenge himself being melted in the light of it,

might rise again, would rise again ;
and blew it out. How strange it

but for the present they slept. The was ! When he was in Rome, he

first joy of freedom, too, was over, had hated while he admired it
;
but

Nothing remained but a feeling of now, as the thought of it came up,

quiet and security. Doubtless he his heart yearned out towards it,

had, without knowing it, been and grew tender and full with long-
VOL. xix. 32
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ing for it. How strange that his of the curtain showed him the
dearest affections should cluster priest on his knees there before a

where his deepest hates had pierc- crucifix, his hands clasped, his

ed, and that, whenever an accus- black-robed form as motionless as

ing thought arose, an excusing one if it had been carved out of ebony,
immediately answered it. The city Here, too ! Could he have no other

of the Ghetto was becoming to him friend than a Christian priest for his

also the city of the silvery-haired hand and heart to cling to ?

old man who had opened its gates. Yet all was sweet and peaceful,
To remember him was like re- and everything conspired to soothe

membering a pure white star that him. The air touched him with a

had shone out one still evening breath too soft to be called a breeze,

long ago. the city was still about him, and
Mr. Schoninger put aside the only a foamy murmur told where

curtain that hardly barred the full the sleepless river flowed,

moonlight from the room, and lean- Triumph, joy, and sweetness he

ed out into the night. Not many had felt, and at last came gratitude
streets distant Honora Pembroke to God and forgiveness of man.
sat wakeful and mourning, alone One of his last thoughts that night
with her dead. By what fatality was of pity for Lawrence Gerald,

was it that the silent woman lying In that pity he was not alone
;

there, and the weeping one beside for nearly the whole of Crichton

her, should have the power to stand, shared it. They had known the

with their softness and their pallor, young man from his childhood, had
between him and his remembrance blamed and petted him, had put
of that gloomy mansion of hate and every temptation in his way, and

crime, the shadow of whose portal been ready to defend him when he

had but just slipped from him ? yielded. In spite of his haughti-
The cold and trembling hands he ness and assumption, there was not

had kissed that night had quenched a single person in the city, perhaps,
for a time all anger in his heart. who really disliked him. His cap-
He sighed, thinking of that sad tivating beauty and wayward sweet-

household, and his gaze turned ten- ness won more affection than the

derly and steadily in its direction, highest virtues or the noblest gifts

He would have liked to call down a of mind would have won. When a

blessing on the head he loved had it stranger and a Jew was accused,
not been so much nearer the source they could believe him to have been

of all blessing than he was. She actuated by the most cruel maligni-
was right, no matter what she be- ty ;

but it was impossible to impute
lieved. All she held good was such feelings to Lawrence Gerald,

good, at least as far as she was con- He was weak and imprudent, and

cerned, and no blame of false doc- had become involved, and so led

trine could be imputed to her. on beyond his intention. Each one

A ray of light stronger than that could imagine, even before the con-

of the moon shining across his eyes fession was made public, just how
attracted his attention. It came it. had happened; and when they
from F. Chevreuse's sitting-room, read the confession, the feeling was

the one window of which was at almost universal in favor of his es-

right angles with the window where cape. Only a few, sternly just, in-

he leaned. A small, displaced fold sisted on hoping that he would be
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brought to suffer the full penalty for a good while, and had resolved

of the law. Fathers and mothers never to do so again ;
and I have

whose boys, scarcely more govern- kept that resolution. If I would have
able than he, had played and grown broken it, and increased my debt,

up with him, looked with terror on the man would have waited. I was
their own children

;
and young men tempted to, but I resisted. It seem-

who secretly knew themselves to ed to me better to take the money
have been preserved only by what I did not call it stealing when I

they would have called chance from could get it, and repay it privately
crimes as bad as his, shuddered at after my marriage. I knew that I

the thought of his being brought could have it then, a little at a

back among them to be tried for time. I had known many men to

his life. A sort of pa.nic seized up- be excused for such things men
on all when they saw what horrors who had used money that belonged
could grow out of that which had to others, meaning to repay it some
seemed to be mere youthful errors, time, and the law had not punished
and how criminal had been the them severely. Yet there was not

leniency of public opinion and of a case where the need seemed to

the law. Mr. Schoninger's case be as great as mine. I thought of

had held no moral for them, for he it a long time before I felt as if I

was an alien
;
but what Lawrence could do it, and then I didn't re-

Gerald was some of their own solve that I would. I only felt that

might be. They were conspicuous- I would take advantage of whatever

ly generous, these people, in that chance occurred. I never arranged

charity which stays at home and anything. F. Chevreuse dropped
makes excuses for its own little his latch-key into the furnace re-

circle
;
and for this time, at least, gister one day when he was at my

they regretted that their charity mother's. I got it out afterward,
had not gone beyond that boundary, and kept it. I knew already that

and extended to the stranger with- the key of our street-door would
in their gates. unlock his. Those two helps I re-

'

I confess before Almighty God, garded as an intimation of what I

to the man who has been so wrong- was to do. I even thought them
ed on my account, and to my providential ;

and I promised God
friends and neighbors, whom I have that if I should succeed in getting
deceived

'

so Lawrence Gerald's the money and paying my debts, I

confession began
"
that I am guil- would lead a good life in future. I

ty in deed, though not in intention, didn't know that I was blasphem-
of the death of Madame Chevreuse, ing. Afterward I heard F. Chev-

for which Mr. Schoninger is now reuse say just how much money he

unjustly condemned. I had gam- had, and where he kept it. He
bled, and was in debt to a man who was talking to my mother and me.

threatened to expose me if I did I took that as another intimation,

not pay him at once. I knew that I said, Such a good man as he

the exposure would ruin me. I would not be permitted to help me
should have lost my situation, my along in this way, if I were not to

marriage would have been prevent- do what I am thinking of. Then

ed, and my mother's heart would I knew that for one night he would
have been broken. The debt was be away ;

but still I did not resolve,

not a new one. I had not gambled I only followed wherever circum-
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stances led me ;
and every circum-

stance led me straight on to crime.

We were at Mrs. Ferrier's that eve-

Jiing singing, and the night was

dark. If it had been a bright night,

I should not have ventured to go
to the priest's door. I said to my-
self that it was perhaps God who
had made the night dark for me.
I went home from Mrs. Ferrier's,

and went to my own room, taking
the key of the street-door with me.
I stayed there till all were asleep;
and I thought that if my mother
had left her chamber-door open, I

would not go out, for she might hear

me going down-stairs. She usual-

ly left it open, but that night it was
shut. I went down the back stairs,

and got out of a little window at

the back of the house
;
and even

then I did not say surely to myself
what I was going to do.

"
It was necessary that I should

have some disguise, and I had
none

;
but I had seen Mr. Schon-

inger lay his shawl down in Mrs.
Ferrier's garden, and I thought he
had left it there. I took that for

another sign. If the shawl were

not there, I would go home again.
It was there, and I wrapped myself
in it, and walked toward the priest's

house, ready to turn back at the

least obstacle. The only person
I saw was a policeman, and he was
behind me, so that I was forced

to go forward. A thunder-shower
was coming up, and the sound of it

deadened my steps. When I reach-

ed the door, I stopped again, and,
for the first time, made a plan. If

any one should find me unlocking
it, I would say that my mother was

sick, and I had come for Mother
Chevreuse. If Andrew or Jane
should meet and know me as I en-

tered, I would tell the same story,
and would ask for Mother Chev-

reuse, and then confess the whole

truth to her. I knew she would

pity, and perhaps she would help,
me. If Mother Chevreuse herself

should come upon me, and recog-
nize me, I would confess to her, and

beg her mercy. Nobody saw or

heard me till I had got the money
into my hands, and was going away ;

and then it was too late to confess.

All my irresolution had gone away,
and I was desperate. It was no

longer a question of confessing to

one person, but of being exposed
before three, and, of course, before

the world. All the excuses I had
made for myself before became as

nothing, and I knew that I was a

thief. The money was in my hands,
I had earned it, and I meant to

keep it. The rest is all like a flash

of lightning. Why did she cling so

to me ? I told her twice to let

go, or I might hurt her. My blood
was all in my head. If those two
servants had come and seen me
there, I should have killed myself
before their faces. I heard their

steps coming, and I pushed her

with all my strength. I did not stop
to think where we were. She let

go then
;
but I have felt her soft

hands clinging to me ever since.

It maddens a man to have a wo-
man's soft hands clinging to him
when he wants to get away. After

that, I ran back to Mrs. Ferrier's

garden, and left the shawl, and then

I went home.
" When I was sick, and thought

I was going to die, and couldn't

get another priest, I confessed to F.

Chevreuse, and he forgave me ;
but

he told me that I must consent to

his telling all in order to clear Mr.

Schoninger as soon as I should be
dead. I consented

;
but I did not

die, and so he could do nothing.
I hereby give him leave to tell all

that I then told him. I have not

been to confession since, because I
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didn't want to give him a chance to by him also, as well as by the

say anything to me. I forgot then criminal, for many a day. Mr.

to tell him that I had the money Schoninger shrank with a pang of

still, but I shall give it back with sympathetic pain when he saw the

this. Of course I did not dare to words, and almost wondered that

use it. I told the man I owed to Annette Gerald could, even in that

do his worst about it, and he did moment of supreme misery, have

nothing, only said he would wait been unaware of their cruelty,

till I could pay him. I found I had "I own to you," F. Chevreuse

gained nothing, and lost all confessed years afterward to F.
"
My wife found me out, I do O'Donovan,

"
that when I first read

not know how, and I never asked; those words, I realized for one mo-
and it is she who writes this from ment how a man might be willing

my dictation. John, my mother's to kill another. The image of him

footman, found me out, and I have flinging off my mother's clinging
never asked him how. He will hands well, well ! The time will

sign this, but 'without reading it. never come when I can speak
I think he has no proof against me. calmly of it. Fortunately for me
F. Chevreuse knows nothing ex- then, it was Holy Week, and I had

cept what he has learned in the my crucified Lord before me, and

confessional. This will be left with plenty of work on my hands. Mr.

him, to be opened four weeks from Schoninger helped me, too. I knew

to-day. With him, also, I leave a what he meant, though he made no

letter to my dearest mother, whom explanation. He only said,
' Your

I am not worthy to name, and a Christ is strong, if he can keep
letter for Mr. Schoninger." your hand from clinching.'

The letter to his mother was bu- Christ was strong, and the Jew
ried with her. No one ever read was yet to feel his might,

it, unless those dead eyes could Just at present, however, he had

see. The letter to Mr. Schoninger earthly things to think of, and a

was simply to beg the forgiveness trial to endure particularly disa-

which, the writer added, he scarce- greeable to one of his tempera-

ly hoped to receive. ment. He had to be a second

The confession was written in a time the lion of the hour, to be

clear, even hand, with evident de- stared at, followed, observed in all

liberation and painstaking on the he did, listened to in all he said in

part of the amanuensis
;
and if the short, to be the temporary victim

writer's heart had trembled, not a of public curiosity,

line showed it. Only here and Conquering his disgust and an-

there a large blister on the paper noyance, he chose the best method

showed where a tear had fallen. of making this trial a short one, by
Mr. and Mrs. Grundy were showing himself quite freely. He

shocked at the writer's insensibili- took rooms at a quiet hotel fre-

ty ;
but then Annette Ferrier al- quented by business men, and very

ways was queer, they added. seldom visited by ladies. If the

Perhaps only one of the many mood should take him to pace his

who read that confession was aware room at night, he did not choose

of the sting it contained for F. that any sympathizing heart should

Chevreuse, or dreamed that those be counting his footsteps. He
"
soft, clinging hands

" would be felt called on his former pupils, and
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made appointments with them, and discern the acanthus leaf where it

listened with patience to their earn- lies half choked in dust, and the

est, and often tearful, protestations dying glimmer of what once was
of regret and indignation in his re- gold, and, faintly burning through

gard. He gathered up into his its encrusting soil, the imperishable

hands, one by one, the threads color of that rare stone, blue as the

of ordinary life, and tried to inte- vault of a midnight sky. In the

rest himself in them again, and to ruin of his people Mr. Schoninger
renew some of his old pleasures ;

still beheld and gloried in that sub-

but he could not unite them and lime race which, in the early world,
weave his heart in with them as be- had borne the day-star on their

fore. A gulf, of which he only foreheads.

now became aware, lay between But it was only a memory to him,
him and the past. It was not the and the present was all vanity,
sense of wrong and loss, it was not While in prison, he had thought
even that he had a greater distrust that liberty was, of all things, the

of mankind; it was at once higher most precious. In his emptied heart

and deeper than anything merely it had been the one object of long-

personal : it was a disgust and fear ing; and in the first moments of

of life itself, as he had seen and freedom he had found it intoxicat-

felt it, a sense of instability and ing. But the joy it gave effervesced

of hollowness everywhere. His de- and died away like foam, and the

sires for wealth and power and emptiness remained. Looking back
fame dropped into an abyss, and on that prison life, he almost won-
left no sound to tell that they were dered at the agony it had caused

substances or had encountered any him, or even that the shameful

substance in their descent. Like death which had threatened him
one who, walking over a bridge, should have had power to move him

suddenly perceives that, instead of so, or that the opinions and the enmi-

solid arches of stone beneath, there ties of men should have struck such

is only a thin and trembling frame- bitterness from his soul. What was
work between him and the torrent, it all but motes in the beam ? "Van-
he felt that he might at any mo- ity of vanities, and all is vanity."
ment fall through into the unknown But life must be lived, and work

world, or into nothingness. must be done
;
and he took up the

This man had called himself a duties that came to hand, and per-

Jew, partly from an inherited alle- formed them almost as if he loved

giance, which ran in his blood, them.

though it was no longer niched in One small pleasure, indeed, he

his brain, partly, also, from a gener- gave himself. Escaping from the

ous unwillingness to desert the un- city, with as much care as if he had
fortunate. He cherished the frag- been flying from justice, he took

ments of his ancient traditions as a long, solitary walk in the pine-
the poet and the antiquary cherish woods where, nearly a year before,

the ruins of an antique temple, in he had gone with a May party, and,
which the vulgar see only broken searching there, he brought back
rocks and rubbish, but from which handfuls of pale, nodding snow-

their imaginations can rebuild por- drops, and sent them by a trusty
tico and sculptured frieze and messenger to Honora Pembroke,

painted ceiling. Their eyes can "
They are for her or for Mrs.
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Gerald, as she may choose," he heard many of them
; but he did

said. not wish to hear F. Chevreuse
She made no answer, but the mes- speak on the passion and death of

senger saw her lay the delicate Christ. To him, that had always
blossoms in the white hand of the been the weakest point in the

dead, while her' tears fell on them, Christian theology. He could re-

drop by drop. verence almost to the verge of

Mr. Schoninger's generosity of adoration the sublime humility
feeling would have prompted him and sweetness and patience of that

to attend the funeral, but his good life which they called divine
;
but

taste prevented. He would have he shrank from the agony which
been too much observed there. He crowned it as something weak and
watched the procession as it passed unfitting. A life so perfect ending
by his window an old-fashioned, thus was to him incongruous ;

as

solemn, genuine New-England fu- though the eye, travelling up a lofty
neral

;
no mourning carriages with and exquisite column, should see a

laughing people inside, no hired rude block at the top instead of a

bearers "but a long line of friends perfect capital,

and neighbors, who knew and la-
"
If it does not prove the false-

mented the dead, walking after her hood of the whole," Mr. Schoninger
with downcast faces, to stand by said to himself, "it proves a great
her grave till the earth should have mistake somewhere

;
and I would

covered her in. rather not hear such a man as F.

In a town like Crichton such a Chevreuse try to make it seem rea-

death for such a cause would create sonable."

a deep impression ;
and crowds But he would not be in too great

stood all about the cottage when a hurry to go. He lingered a

the friends who were admitted little, arranged the music, and
came out from its doors, and a stopped at the door of the choir

grave silence prevailed in all the long enough to hear the priest

streets as they passed through announce his text : The Lord hath

them. laid upon him the iniquities of us all.

It was Good Friday; and that "My Isaiah!" he thought. "I

evening, for the first time, the new wonder what he meant in writing

organist was to take charge of the that?"

choir in the Immaculate Concep-
" Good Friday is, to my mind,

tion. There was but little to do, not so much a day of sorrow as a

for the singers were not in training day of remorse," the priest began,

-only a hymn or two to sing before
' The Jews were ungrateful, and we

the sermon, and nothing after. are ungrateful."
Mr. Schoninger was glad that he "That dear, just soul!" Mr.

should thus be able to leave the Schoninger muttered with a smile,

church before the sermon without as he went slowly out.

seeming disrespectful to F. Chev- Going down the stairs, he caught

reuse, as he would have seemed in now and then a sentence.
' We

going out and coming in again sin, and are forgiven, and then we
when the sermon was over. He sin again ;

and we sin against a God
had not the least objection to whom we acknowledge ; they sin-

hearing Catholic sermons, provided ned against a God in whom they

they did not bore him had, indeed, did not believe.
"
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And again :

" Peter sinned once,

but he never denied his Master a

second time
; Magdalene was once

a sinner, but never again."
Mr. Schoninger stopped at a

narrow pointed window near the

foot of the stairs, and looked out

into the night. He had half a mind
to go back and listen to the sermon.

There was something enchaining
in the way F. Chevreuse preached.
His were no cut-and-dried orations

where the form is first laid out, and

each part fitted in as exact as a

mosaic, and where no fault can be

found, except that there is such an

absence of faults. He poured his

heart out
;
he announced a truth,

and then, in a few sentences, he

threw a picture before their eyes to

illustrate it
;
he walked the platform

where he stood, and seemed at

times so transported by his feelings

as to forget that he was not talking

to himself alone.

Mr. Schoninger paused in the

lower door, and listened again,

hating to stay, hating still more to

go away, so empty did his soul

feel.

The speaker gave a brief back-

ward glance over what he ha'
1

already said. They had seen the

agony in the garden, and now they
were going to see what it meant.

They had seen the cup put aside

by the hand of Christ, and now

they were going to see him drink

it to the dregs. They had seen

him bear uncomplainingly the

stripes and the thorns, now they

were going to hear him cry out in

the agony of desolation.

With a rapid touch he sketched

the scene the surging, angry crowd,

driving and hurrying forward a man
in the midst, who drags and stum-

bles under a heavy cross.

The priest wrung his hands slow-

ly, walking to and fro, with that

sight before him. "O my God!"
he said, half to himself,

"
is it thus

that I see thee ? Thy divinity is

reduced so small so small that it

requires all the fulness of my faith

to discern it. This man is covered
with dust and blood. He hath fall-

en beneath his load, and the dust

of the street is on him, on his hands,
and even his face, with the blood
and the sweat. They buffet him,

they laugh at him "
the speaker

faced his congregation suddenly,

stretching out his hands to them.
"A God! a God!" he cried, and
was for a moment silent.

Mr. Schoninger turned away,

shuddering at this image of Divini-

ty in the dust.

Yet he had not gone far when,
in spite of him, his feet were drawn
back.

F. Chevreuse stood beside the

great black and white crucifix, to

which he did not seem to dare to

lift his eyes.
" The cup is at his lips at last !

He has lost sight of the father ! The
Lord has laid upon him the ini-

quities of us all. All the murders,
all the adulteries of the world are

on him
;

all the sacrileges are on

him; all the brutality, the foul-

ness, the lies, the treacheries, the

meannesses, the cruelties they are

all heaped upon him. All iniqui-

ties, past, present, and to come,
overclouded and hid his divine

innocence out of sight. And the

Father, seeing him so, relented not,

spared him not, but poured on his

head the full measure of his hatred

of our sins, as if he were the crim-

inal who was guilty of them all."

Mr. Schoninger started back as

if lightning had flashed in his face,

uttered a faint cry, and hurried

from the church.

He knew why the veil of the tem-

ple was rent and the face of the
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sun darkened ;
and he knew why

the Son of God had bled at every

pore.
He walked once rapidly round

the square, baring his head to the

tender coolness of the air. When
he reached the church again, F.

Chevreuse had finished speaking,
and was just turning away. But

he paused, as he saw Mr. Schonin-

ger walk up the aisle as uncon-
scious of the astonished congrega-
tion who gazed at him as if the

church had been empty.

He knelt at the communion rail-

ing.
"
F. Chevreuse," he said in a

voice that every one heard, so still

were all,
"
I have not yet kissed the

cross on which my God was cruci-

fied."

F. Chevreuse drew the small cru-

cifix from his girdle, and presented

it, his hands trembling and tears

rolling down his face
;
and all the

congregation fell on their knees

while the Jew kissed the cross on
which his God was crucified.

TO BE CONTINUED.

THE JESUIT MARTYRS OF THE COMMUNE.*

IN this little volume the Rev. F.

de Ponlevoy has faithfully record-

ed the Acts, as he well entitles

them, of five brave men of our own

time, who went forth
'

rejoicing,"

like the apostles of old,
"
that they

were accounted worthy to suffer

reproach for the name of Jesus."
The author has not attempted a

biography or any detailed account

of the lives of these brave men pre-
vious to their arrest

"
in the name of

the Commune," but simply an exact

statement, far more impressive, of

their known words and acts from

that moment which so plainly

marked them as chosen ones of

God.
These Jesuit fathers suffered in

most saintly companionship, and

the world will heartily echo the

pious wish of our author that other

* Actes de la Captivite et de la Morte des R.R.
P.P. P. Olivaint^ L. Ducoudray, J. Caubert, A.
Clerc, A. de Bengy^ de la Compagnie de Jesus.

Par le P. Armand de Ponlevoy de la meme
Compagnie. Paris : G. Tegui. 1871.

societies may do for their martyred
brethren that which he has so lov-

ingly accomplished for his.

The Jesuits in Paris during the

war of 1870 saw plainly the gather-

ing signs of darker days yet to come
for France

;
but it is not in their

traditions to yield anything to fear,

and so they were resolved, the

moment the armistice was con-

cluded, to open their school of S.

Genevieve and College of Vau-

girard. At the very beginning of

the war with Prussia, these two es-

tablishments had been freely passed
over to the military authorities for

the use of the sick and wounded,
hundreds of whom had been there

received and tenderly cared for,

many of the fathers attaching them-
selves to the ambulances and hos-

pitals with the utmost devotion.

Consequently these buildings now
needed many repairs and to be
almost entirely refurnished. The
residence in the Rue Lafayette had
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fared better, as the greater part of

the community were Germans who
had been obliged to leave France

at the beginning of the war, while

the house fell under the protection
of the American minister, charged

by Prussia to watch over the inter-

ests of its people in Paris. Add to

which this modest mission had the

deserved reputation of being very

poor not much of a bait for the

blood-hounds of the Commune. At

the house in the Rue de Sevres such

measures were taken as prudence
seemed to suggest, leaving the rest

to Providence. Thus at first it

had seemed best to keep some
members of the order in Paris

men at once necessary and willing

to stay. Some were sent to the

provinces, and others remained

scattered throughout the ungrate-
ful capital. At the conclusion of

the armistice the College of Vaugi-
rard was hastily prepared for pupils,

and its ^reopening fixed for the pth
of March, by which time nearly
two hundred students had applied
for admission. But on the i8th

the long-threatened revolution burst

forth, and the rector, more anxious

for the pupils than for the fathers,

hurried both to the country-house
of the college, at Moulineaux, be-

tween Issy and Meudon. How-
ever, they were soon compelled to

retreat precipitately, first to Ver-

sailles, and finally to Saint Ger-

main-en-Laye ; for, placed exactly
in the narrow belt between the

belligerent lines, they found them-

selves, upon the breaking out of

hostilities between Paris and Ver-

sailles, veritably between two fires.

The deserted College of Vaugirard
was surrounded, occupied, and

pillaged, but no one was there to

be arrested.

The school of S. Genevieve re-

quired more time for repairs, and

was to be opened on March 20
;
but

the insurrection, coming in the in-

terval, necessitated new delays, and

parents were notified to await fur-

ther announcements. The rector,

F. Leon Ducoudray, born at Laval,

May 6, 1827, a man of great spirit

and energy, was not one to lose

time or to be dismayed in the hour
of trial. He at once sent out four

of the fathers, one to negotiate a

loan in England or Belgium to

meet the exigencies of the moment,
and the others to seek in the pro-
vinces an asylum for the exiled

school, which was finally removed
to a country-house at Athis-Mons,
on the railway line to Orleans, not

far from Paris. The pupils were

notified that the school would open
on April 12; the rector, who had

remained in Paris to superintend
the final arrangements, was to join
his community on Monday, the

third.

On Sunday, the second, F, Du-

coudray perceived that F. Paul

Piquet, a sick priest left at S. Gene-

vieve, was rapidly sinking, and at a

quarter-past eight in the evening
this good father had the happiness
of leaving this world and its mo-

mentarily-increasing trials. It was

a great loss to the house, and at

this time a very painful embarrass-

ment. The next morning (Monday)
the Commune issued a decree con-

fiscating all the furniture and pro-

perty belonging to religious houses,

and at S. Genevieve they every in-

stant expected a visit on the part

of the new rulers of the city. Nev-

ertheless, F. Ducoudray sent for

several of the fathers to come up
from Athis to attend the funeral

ceremonies of the deceased priest,

set for Tuesday, April 4.

All at once, just after midnight on

Tuesday, before these fathers had re-

turned to Athis, the buildings were
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encircled by a battalion of National once. They arrested everybody
Guards, armed to the teeth. The they could lay their hands on

Rue Lhomond, the Rue d'Ulm, the priests, lay brothers, even the ser-

Passage des Vignes, the very wood- vants of the school a.nd, as fast as

yard at the foot of the garden, all they found them, seated them in the

were guarded. There were repeat- entrance hall, and kept them there

ed blows at the door of No. 18. for several hours. They ransacked

The brother porter went at once to the entire house
;

the rector him-

say that the keys, according to self led them everywhere. The

custom, were in the rector's room, search was very long and very mi-

and that he would go and get them, nute, without the desired result
;
for

But at this simple and reasonable they found no arms and very little

answer the outsiders got into a money. F. Ducoudray, without

rage; a summons was sounded three falsifying himself in the slightest,

times at rapid intervals
;
the whole replied with so much unconcern,

neighborhood was startled by a with such dignity and politeness,

general discharge at all the win- that they said to each other in as-

dows of the Rue Lhomond
;
there tonishment :

" What a man this is !

were loud threats of bringing can- What energy of character!" At
nons and mitrailleuses from the last, after three painful hours, they
Place de Pantheon near by. Pre- took him to the hall

;
but even from

sently the doors were opened, and the first moment they separated
the rector himself appeared, calmly him from his brethren, and put him

requesting to be allowed to make in a little vestibule of the chapel in

some remarks in the name of com- front of the parlors. It is almost

mon justice and of individual lib- superfluous to add that the pillage

erty. But the day for these things of the house commenced almost at

had gone by. For sole response once, accelerated, and the next day
the leader signified, revolver in completed, by bands of women and

hand, that he constituted the rec- children.

tor his prisoner in the name of the At five in the morning the recall

Commune, and should occupy and was sounded
;

it was the signal for

search the house for the arms and defiling and departing for the pre-
munitions of war therein concealed, fecture of the police. The prison-
But in reality they were here, as ers were ranged between two lines

everywhere else, on a hunt for the of National Guards. First came the

cash-box. That which we most rector, a little ahead of the others ;

need," said a member of the Com- behind him the Rev. FF. Ferdinand

mune,
"

is money." Billot, Emile Chauveau, Alexis

Right away every one in the Clerc, Anatole de Bengy, Jean Bel-

house was on his feet, and each one langer, Theodore de Regnon, and
followed his instinct

;
but first of all Jean Tanguy, four lay brothers, and

one priest hurried to the private seven servants,

chapel, where, for precaution, the "
Well," said F. Ducoudray, with

Blessed Sacrament had been pre- a radiant countenance, to F. Cau-

viously placed, and hastened to se- bert, who was nearest him.
"
Ibaut

cure it against profanation. gaudentes* did they not?"
The envoys of the Commune "What is he saying there ?" ask-

were in number and force enough
to carry on several operations at * "

They went forth rejoicing."
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ed the uneasy guards. F. Caubert

repeated the sentence ;
God knows

what they understood by it !

At the prefecture a major ex-

claimed :

"
Why have you brought

me these rascals (coquins) ? Why
didn't you shoot them on the spot ?"

"
Gently," answered one of the

guard ;

"
it is necessary to proceed

calmly, or you yourself might get it

before the rest."

The same officer then asked, re-

volver in hand, for the director.
"

I am here," replied F. Ducou-

dray, advancing.
"

I know that you have arms con-

cealed in your house."

"No, sir."

"I have it on certain authority."
"
If there are any, it is without

my knowledge."
" You have an iron will. We are

going to see about that, we two
;
and

if we do not find them, you do not

get back here."

Then followed a number of

charges against the priests, such as

poisoning the sick and wounded in

the hospitals and ambulances, per-
version of youth, and complicity
with the government of Versailles.

F. Ducoudray, following the exam-

ple of his divine Master, made no

reply, and, after being loaded with

insults, was finally taken secretly
and locked up in a cell of the Con-

ciergerie prison. The others were

confined in a common hall of the

depot prison, intended for vagrant
women.

In the meantime, two priests and
one brother, who had escaped de-

tection in the tumult, remained at

S. Genevieve. The brother was an

invalid confined to his bed, and the

two priests, one of whom had been
concealed all night in the garden,
met in his room after the guards
had left, and it remained for nearly
two months virtually their prison.

The saintly president of the house

of the Rue de Sevres, F. Pierre Oli-

vaint, had seen all his flock shelter-

ed from the gathering storm, and
on that Monday was alone in the

house with one reverend compan-
ion, F. Alexis Lefebvre, and several

devoted brothers, incapable of fear.

All day long warnings and entrea-

ties poured in upon him to cause

him to fly in advance of the im-

pending visit from the Commune.
" But what would you have ?" he an-

swered tranquilly.
"

I am like the

captain of a vessel, who must be

the last to leave the ship. If we
are taken to-day, I shall have but

one regret : that it is Holy Tues-

day, not Good Friday."
"
Why, now, my child," he said

again, at six o'clock, to one who

implored him to save himself while

there was yet a moment, for it was

certain there was to be a visit

on the part of the Commune that

very evening
u
why, now, my child,

why do you excite yourself? Is it

not the best act of charity we can

perform to give our life for the love

of Jesus Christ ?" And then he

went to the lower floor, facing the

hall door, and calmly went on with

his office.
"

I am waiting," he

said to a friend who passed by,

pressing his hand.

Just as they were assembling in

the refectory for the evening colla-

tion, at the usual hour of a quarter-

past seven, the brother porter was

summoned
;
a delegate of the Com-

mune was at the door, behind him
a company of National Guards.

The brother was instructed to de-

tain them in the vestibule or in the

parlor until the superior himself

should come. Brother Francis did

so, in spite of the impatience and

threats of the visitors. In anticipa-

tion of this visit, but two hosts had
been left in the morning, and now
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each father hurried to his room, and
each had his viaticum ready. F.

Lefebvre returned the first, soon
followed by F. Olivaint. The dele-

gate announced the object of his

mission to look for arms and mu-
nitions kept in reserve by the Je-
suits

; but, being himself called away
on important business, deputed
citizen Lagrange to take his place.
This man, well worthy of the deed,
ordered every avenue of escape to

be guarded, and then, followed by
nearly half his force, began the tour

of inspection, accompanied by F.

Olivaint, and preceded by two bro-

thers, one with a light, the other

carrying the keys ;
two other bro-

thers were stationed at the entrance
with the guards, and, as each room
was examined, Lagrange left two
of his men to guard it. To have any
idea of the shameless impiety and

vulgar insolence of these function-

aries of the Commune, one must
have seen and heard them

;
for

three hours the search continued,
amid threats and mockery, through
all which F. Olivaint remained
calm and reserved.

The critical moment came while

in the procurator's chamber, where
the cash-box was discovered.

" Hur-

ry and open it," they cried.

"Where's the key?"
'

I haven't it
;

it is not even here,"
answered F. Olivaint.

" Our father

procurator, who is absent, has it with

him." Then came the tempest ;
one

of the brothers was sent off with

three guards, arms in hand, to hunt

up the father procurator, and bring
him back alive or dead. In the

end, F. Caubert really did arrive,

and opened the box. It was emp-
ty. Naturally, the siege had sup-

pressed all receipts and increased

all expenses ;
for a long time the

Jesuits had lived only by borrow-

ing.
" We are robbed," Lagrange

exclaimed.
"
All right, the superior

and the steward are my prisoners,
in the name of the Commune. Off

to the prefecture of police !" F.

Lefebvre begged to be taken with

his brethren. "No, no," was the

answer.
" You stay here and hold

this house in the name of the Com-
mune." And actually the sentence
was prophetic; for the house guarded
by F. Lefebvre was spared with him.
At about half-past eleven o'clock

the two prisoners departed, never
to return

; they sought in vain for

a carriage, to make the long tran-

sit. As they passed out, F. Oli-

vaint saw, in the crowd in the street,
a group of compassionate friends

;

he saluted them with a smile, as if

to say :

"
Weep not for me."

Lagrange and his company quar-
tered themselves at the Place Ven-
dome, as proud of their prowess
that night as if they had captured
Versailles

;
a single piquet of arm-

ed men took the prisoners to the

prefecture, and there, instead of

being placed with the others in the

common hall, they were immediate-

ly and secretly locked up in the

cells of the Conciergerie.
;< FF. Olivaint and Caubert are in

prison," F. Lefebvre wrote to our
author at Versailles.

"
They ab-

solutely would not take me. I am
alone at the house, with Brother

Bouille, both fearless, thank God !

The others are dispersed, and come
from time to time to see me. I

have placed the Blessed Sacrament
in the gallery near my room, and,
when they return, I shall consume
the sacred hosts. The church will

be closed. They are arresting the

priests. Monseigneur himself is at

the prefecture of police; they say
these are the hostages, I am told.

Pray, pray for me, my father ! Oh !

how happy I should be to give my
life for our Lord!"
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F. Ducoudray accepted his im-
' There must be victims," said F.

prisonment without any surprise. Caubert.
"
It is God who has chosen

"Before long," he had said, on them."

March 19, to the Prince deBroglie On the evening of Holy Thurs-
*'
before long our churches will be day there came a change. The

closed, our houses devastated, our archbishop, the president, Bonjeau,

persons arrested, and God knows FF. Ducoudray, Clerc, and de Ben-
who will regain his liberty. The gy, each in a separate compartment
things which are to be done will of a prison carriage, were conveyed
have a particular character of ha- from the Condergerie to the prison
tred to God, and that which is very of Mazas. F. Olivaint and F. Cau-
sad for a priest to say there will bert were left alone at the Concier-

prove to be no other argument for gerie, in separate cells, debarred
the miserable ones who are to be from all possible communication,
masters of Paris than the cannon.

'' And from this hour," cries F.

I have lived for seven months in Ponlevoy, in tender remembrance,*
the very midst of these men, and I "I seem to myself to be really writ-

have not met with one heart or one ing an episode of the Catacombs,
honest mind among them." The church is ever fruitful in gen-

" For six months," he wrote un- erous souls, but it is the hour of

der date of Feb. 20,
"

I have seen trial that more than any lays bare

only grief and mourning. . . . My the depths of the heart; and if, on
God ! must I say to you that I one side, there is in the martyrs a

can still hope ? Paris has lost the patience beyond all grief, there is

last fibre of moral and religious in the Christian a charity stronger
sense. Its population is mad, de- than death itself."

lirious. Can we hope for the re- A system of correspondence was
turn of divine mercy when this im- organized outside those now hallow-

mense city thinks only of founding ed prison walls, and continued to

a society based on the absence of the very end, consoling and sustain-

religion and on the hatred of God ? ing the captives, and laying up
Only a miracle can help us out of treasures for the faithful far and
the abyss in which we are plunged, wide through the edifying little

I hold my peace. . . . My heart is notes thus preserved. And finally,

too heavy, and my soul too gloomy." on Thursday, April 13, safe means
F. Olivaint, loving his country were found to convey to the prison-

not less, was filled with joy from ers at the Condergerie not simply a

the very moment of his arrest, consolation, but the Consoler him-
"
Ibaut gaudentes" he said with self. Only a few hours after this

sparkling eyes to the archbishop's was accomplished, FF. Olivaint and

secretary, who passed his grating Caubert were removed to Mazas,
"
Ibaut gaudentes ; it is for the same whither three of their order, as we

Master !"
"
France," he said, "like have seen, had preceded them,

the world, requires to be ransomed The prison of Mazas, on the

by blood not the blood of crimi- boulevard of the same name, is

nals, which sinks into the ground, constructed on the system of cells,

and remains mute and barren, but At its door all motion ceases
;

life

the blood of the just, which cries itself fades out; the isolation is

to heaven, invoking justice and

imploring mercy." *P. 46.
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complete ;
the unfortunate detained prisoners. Here is a work I did

there are buried alive. But the not fully comprehend until I was in

love and devotion of the faithful prison. How well you practise it

contrived to pierce even these I might almost say too well ! . . . No,

gloomy walls, and letters were again the time does not seem long to me."

carried back and forth between ..." In reality," he writes again,

the imprisoned priests and their
"

I do very well in body; and as for

exiled brethren. These letters con- the spirit, it seems to me that I am
tained few facts, but, put together, making a retreat of benediction,

make a most exquisite journal of the Deo gratias." . . . Later on: 'I

interior life of the saintly captives, am at the twenty-fourth day of my
F. Ducoudray opens this series of retreat. I had never hoped that a

letters by a formal one to his su- retreat of a month would be grant-

perior, giving an account of the ed me
;
and see, now I am touching

situation and of his own personal that term. Well, if we do not re-

disposition.
" You know our his- gain our liberty by the end of the

tory and its sadness," he writes, month, I shall not, I hope, lose any-
" Here I pass much time in prayer, thing in this way by the prolonga-
and a little in suffering. Isolation, tion of the trial. You will under-

separation, uncertainty, and, above stand that here we have no news

all, the privation of not being able to give. And those frightful cannon

to celebrate Mass this is indeed that never cease grumbling! But

cruel ! that, too, reminds me to pray for
" No possible communication our poor country. If it were re-

cum concaptivis meis. They are quired to give my miserable life to

there, near to me, in the same cor- put an end to its troubles, how
ridor

;
that is all I know. quickly I would make the sacri-

" This is the part it is the will of fice !"

God we should perform. For us, Those cannon jarred on the ears

we have only to follow the apostle's of the other captives.
" We hear

counsel :

" In omnibus exhibeamus day and night the roar of cannon,"

nosmetipsoS) sicut Dei ministros, in F. Clerc wrote to his brother.

multapatientia^ in tribulationibus, ... "I conclude that the siege and my
in carceribus, in seditionibus, . . . per detention will not end to-morrow. . . .

gloriam et ignobilitatem, per in/ami- People talk of the cloister of reli-

am et bonam faman"
*

gious houses; that of Mazas is not
"
Say to my friends," F. Olivaint to be despised. . . . We have

wrote to one of his brethren,
"
that neither Mass nor sacraments.

I do not find anything to complain Never, I well believe, did prisoners

of; health pretty good ;
not a more desire them. I pray to the

moment of ennui in my retreat, good God, I study, I read, I write

which I continue up to the very a little, and I find time goes quick-
neck. ... I know nothing of my ly, even at Mazas. . . . Do not

companions."
"

I thank you from take further measures to see me
;

the bottom of my heart," to another, I fear further efforts would bring
"
for your charity to the poor you annoyance, and I have little

...... , hope of the result. These gates' But in all things let us exhibit ourselves as .
r

the ministers of God, in much patience, in tribu- Will be Opened by another hand
lation, . .in prisons, in seditions, . . . through t ]ian yours ;

an(} if they open not,honor and dishonor, through infamy and good
J 7 J

name." 2 Cor. vi. 4-8. we know well that we must be
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resigned. ... I am proud and but, as they are patient, they suffer

happy to suffer for the name I bear, less than others
;
as they have hope,

You know well the blow did not they endure better than others
;

take me by surprise. I did not finally, as they love Christ crucified,

desire to evade it, and I wish to their joy is greater than their

support it. I do not hope for the pain. A Frenchman and a Jesuit
deliverance of which you speak. ... conquered by hard treatment or

The less I am master of myself, the most distressing privation ! Never !

more I am in the hands of God
; Starving, dying by inches, in stripes

there will happen to me what he and in prison, under the toma-

wills, and he will give me to do hawk, at the stake, in hunger and
that which he wishes I should do. thirst, in burning India or the

Omnia passum in eo qui me confer- snows of Canada, at the mercy of

tat.
"

Western savages or Paris revolution-

F. Caubert writes in the same ists, it is ever the same thing every-
tone :

'

My health up to the pre- thing is right and nice and fine
;

sent remains good. For the rest, I much better than could be expect-
have all that is necessary, and even ed. The story, fresh in our minds,
over. Besides, the moral serves to of our own early missionaries, ex-

strengthen the physical in giving iles of the first Revolution, prepares

courage and strength. Now, this us to hear the sweet patience of the

comes to me because I am full of American forests echoing to-day in

confidence in God, and most happy the prison of Mazas. God wills it.

to do his will in all that he really Ad majorem Dei gloriam.
demands of me. For the rest, the M. Ponlevoy, who had the tender

prison rule, in spite of its stern and curiosity tc visit the prison of Ma-
austere side, is not in itself injuri- zas on a holiday, when it could

ous to the health. They have us easily be inspected, says :

;

I saw

take the air every day for an hour, those three stories of long corri-

solitarily, and each in his turn, dors, wth double galleries, radiat-

The delicate stomachs can obtain ing around a centre where lately

the food they need. Twice a week there was a chapel ah ! if the

they give us soup and a bit of beef. Commune had but had at least

The house is conducted with pro- the humanity to leave to the cap-

priety, order, and regularity. . . . tives the divine Prisoner of the

We can visit the doctor or the tabernacle on both sides, on all

apothecary daily. There is a li- the floors, the doors loaded with

brary comprising a pretty good bolts and provided with regular
number of books of great variety, gratings, and those narrow cells, of

and any one can ask for them to which the inventory could be made

pass the time. As for the details in a single glance ! Facing the en-

of the menage, that which they trance, the grated window, which

bring me is quite sufficient, and I measured the air and light ;
in one

need no more. It simplifies mat- corner the hammock
; opposite, the

ters not to have my cell encum- little table, with just room enough
bered, otherwise I should get things for a straw chair

;
behind the door

a little pell-mell." a plank for a cupboard, a broom,
To hear these good fathers, every- and some pieces of coarse crock-

thing was right, everybody good to ery completed the furniture. As
them. Undoubtedly they suffer, for the famous promenade so often
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mentioned in their letters, it was a I am yet but a carcere uno, I boast
little triangular prison-yard, shut in of suffering somewhat. But if we

by a grating in front, and walls on are those of whom it is written :

the sides, without shelter anywhere,
*

Eritis odio omnibus propter nomen
and no other seat than a stone in meum,'* how contemptible our tri-

one corner. During their solitary bulations in comparison with those

recreation the captives could abso- of the great apostle !"
"

I am still,"

lutely see no one, unless the guard he wrote at another time, May 5,

under the arch who held them in
" more ill omened than the greatest

surveillance." pessimist. You tell me they fix the

But the human heart is still hu- 2oth as the final term of the civil

man, however resigned the will. war. I much fear it will be pro-

Say what they would, the prison was longed even to the 3oth. Military
still a prison, and Mazas certainly operations go slowly. The war be-

was more like Calvary than paradise, yond the ramparts offers difficul-

After all, Christians are not stoics, ties
;
the war of the streets has its

and the martyr himself feels the difficulties also most bloody ones,
weakness of the flesh, that he may alas ! . . . We touch upon the

overcome it by the vigor of the spirit, week of great events, or, at least, the

This poor heart !" writes brave beginning of great events. . . .

F. Ducoudray.
;

It sometimes will What a punishment ! It was ex-

be tempted to escape and to bound, pected. It is here."

The imagination willingly takes its Two or three human consola-

part. Neither lets itself be ruled tions were vouchsafed the prison-
as much by reason as I would wish, ers, after a time. On May 5 they
Thence come, at times, certain fits were permitted to read several of

or impressions of weariness, the suf- the daily papers approved by the

fering of the soul, throwing it into Commune, and about the same

languor, discouragement, uneasi- time F. Ducoudray had the ines-

ness, and disgust.
'

Magnum est et timable privilege of twice seeing
valde magnum, tarn kumano quam di- and saluting, at a short distance, F.

vino posse carere solatio et pro honore Clerc, and of once seeing far off

Dei, libenter exilium cordis v.elte sus- F. Bengy, his beloved brethren and
tinere.'

* There is matter in that one fellow-prisoners,

comprehends only when one feels it. In May another favor was vouch-
I had the good thought, when safed. F. Clerc's brother had been

leaving the house, to put into incessant in his attempts to obtain

my pocket a small volume contain- an interview with him, but without

ing the New Testament and the any success
;

at last a dear friend,

Imitation. I have read S. Paul a lady, received permission to visit

much. What a great and admir- the prisoner, and, as a French lady
able heart ! It expands my soul to must needs have an escort, she

read it, for it has been 'in laborious took M. Clerc for hers. This was

pliirimus^incarceribusabundantius,^ an inexpressible happiness to the

as he writes himself. And I, though noble-hearted priest, and his thanks

to God for the favor were bound-
*" It is a great, a very great virtue to know

j F Cailbert, whose simple
n-i\v to lack all consolation, human as well as di- . . r . J^ne, and to endure willingly tor the glory of God and exquisite letters, full OI golden
the exile of the keart." /;/'/., i. 2, c. ix.

t
" In many more labors, in prisons more fre- * " And you shall be hated by all men for my

quently." 2 Cor. xi. 23. uame's sake." Matt. x. 22.

VOL. xix. 33
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thoughts, we would gladly linger again,
'

praying much, suffering
over if there were only space some

;
for the privation of the Holy

enough, received, May n, a vi- Mass, the isolation, the separation,
sit from the Minister Plenipoten- are cruel, but I see not the end."

tiary of the United States, which On May 8 an order was pro-
was very agreeable to him.

"
It mitigated which put an end to all

appears," he said, "that I had been visits
;
on that very day F. Ducou-

recommended to him by some per- dray had expected to receive our
son of his acquaintance. He came Lord himself.

" What a sacrifice !"

to inquire most cordially, in true he exclaims.
"

I have offered to

American style, how I got along, our Lord this hard trial, incom-
and if I had need of anything." parably more painful yesterday

Here, in uncertainty, inaction, than ever, on account of the pre-
and shut out from all the world, cious pledge of the love of the di-

these brave men made light of all vine Master. I seek to make my
the trials and privations to which poor heart the altar on which I

their bodies were so long and pain- sacrifice. I shall add that of yes-

fully subjected. The Communists terday as new fuel to the sacrifice."

knew too much, however, to think
"
Six Sundays passed in dark-

of. breaking their spirit by bodily ness," writes F. Olivaint, May
suffering; they had the means of 14. "How many days without

creating cruel anguish in the heart ascending to the altar!" And the

cf every priest within those prison next day :

"
I am at the forty-first

walls, and well they knew how to day of my retreat. After to-day,
use it. From every cell came a I intend to meditate only on the

cry such as no rack or stake Eucharist. Is it not the best

could draw from them. means of consoling myself that I

On Easter Sunday, fifth day of cannot ascend to the altar? If I

their confinement, F. Clerc wrote were a little bird, I would go some-
to his brother :

"
To-day is the where every morning to hear Mass,

feast of feasts, the Pasch of the and then I would willingly come
Christians, the day the Lord has back to my cage."
made. For us there is no Mass to The fathers outside the prison

say or hear." Just at the hour of walls, understanding well the long-

leaving the Conciergerie^^ . Olivaint ing indicated by these and similar

and Caubert had the happiness, so expressions, had endeavored in

longed for and so unexpected, of every way to find means to answer

receiving the
: '

Consoler himself," their desires. But it required in-

Then came the long days at Mazas, finite precautions to secure the

and no such consolation possible, faithful and sure transmission
" Oh ! if we could but soon ascend through all the formalities of sur-

the altar!" cries F. Ducoudray in veillance. What is there prudence
the e-arly days at Mazas. " Here is and love together may not accom-
a privation to which I can never plish ? At last the doors opened ;

become accustomed." the prisoners came not out, but the
'

Here," F. Clerc wrote May 5 Redeemer entered. Towards mid-
"
here no confession, no Mass, not day of the 15 th the Long-Desired

even on Sunday. We are lodged, arrived. That tells all. Only FF.
fed it is enough for animals." Ducoudray, Olivaint, and Clerr

'

I pass my time," F. Ducoudray could be reached at first. Each of
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these was given four sacred hosts, good he is, how compassionate, how
and each preserved and carried on tender! Does it not seem as if he
his breast, as on a living altar, the made again the reproach: You have
God of his heart and his heritage for asked nothing in my name ; ask now,
all eternity. and you shall receive ? I have him

" There is no more prison," F. now without having asked ; I have
Clerc wrote to his brother,

" no him now, and I will never leave him
more solitude; and I have confi- more, and my desire, fainting for

dence that if our Lord permits the want of hope, is reanimated, and will

wicked to satisfy their malice, and only increase in the measure that

for a few hours to prevail, he will possession lasts,

profit by them in that very moment
" Ah ! prison, dear prison, thou

to glorify his name by the feeblest whose walls I have kissed, saying,
and vilest of his instruments." Bona crux, what happiness thou
Once again, May 22, an opportu- hast won me ! Thou art no lon>

nity was found to reach the cap- er a prison ;
thou art a chapel,

tives. Two feeble but intrepid Thou art no longer even a solitude,
women traversed the vast, deserted because I am not alone

;
but my

districts to Mazas. This time all Lord and my King, my Master and
measures had been taken, and each my God, lives here with me. It is

prisoner received a share four sa- not only in thought that I approach
cred hosts wrapped in a corporal, him; it is not only by grace that he
as in a shroud, duly enclosed in a approaches me

;
but he has really

little box with a silk case and a and corporally come to find and

cord, in order that it might be car- console the poor prisoner. He
ried around the neck. Coming at wished to keep him company ;

and
that hour, the Saviour seemed to can he not do it, all-powerful as he

say again: 'I return, not to live is? . . . Oh ! lost for ever, my pri-
with you, but to carry you with son, which wins for me the honor
me." For the end was at hand. to carry my Lord upon my heart,

We linger for a few moments not as a sign, but the reality of my
over the last letters gathered here union with him.

in a most fragrant, fadeless wreath.
" In the first days I demanded

On the 1 6th F. Clerc wrote his last with great earnestness that our

letter, truly his mine dimittis : Lord should call me to a more ex-
; ' Ah ! my God, how good thou cellent testimony to his name,

art ! How true it is that the mercy The worst days are not even yet
of thy heart will never fail ! . . . passed ;

on the contrary, they are

I had not dared conceive the hope coming near, and they will be so

of such a blessing to possess our evil that the goodness of God will

Lord, to have him for companion be obliged to shorten them
; but, at

of my captivity, to carry him on my all events, we are now drawing near

heart, and to rest on his, as he per- to them. I had from the first the

mitted to his beloved John ! Yes, hope that God would give me the

it is too much for me, and my grace to die well
;

at present my
thought cannot compass it. And hope has become a true and solid

still it is. But is it not. true that confidence. It seems to me that I

all men and all the saints together am prepared for anything through
could not conceive the Eucharist ? Him who sustains me and will ac-

O the God of the Eucharist ! how company me even unto death. Will
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he do it ? That which I know is,
' We pray, pray much, disposed

that if he will not, I shall have a to live if God pleases, to die if God

regret which nothing but submis- pleases, as worthy children of our

sion to his will can calm." most happy father, S. Ignatius."
F. Ducoudray gives us his fare- Happy the pen that is broken

well letter also. It ends with alle- after those last lines,

luia in the heart and the fiat on "
It should be well understood,"

the lips : wrote F. Caubert,
"
that it is really

"
I have received all. Tuesday God who gives us courage in our

what a surprise, what joy ! . . . I trials
;
otherwise the courage would

am no more alone. I have our very soon exhaust itself. For me,
Lord for guest in my little cell. ... I have to run often to prayer to

And it is true, credo! On Wed- renew mine, like a poor clock that

nesday I seemed to live over again has to be wound up every little

the day of my first communion, and while. In a life so isolated, seques-
I surprised myself by bursting into tered and devoid of occupation, en-

tears. For twenty-five days I had nui comes quickly. One can easily

been deprived of the rich blessing make himself a rule, but we cannot

of my only treasure ! . always read or pray. I should have
"

I shut myself in the guest-cham- experienced much of this in my-
ber," he continued, referring to the self during this my three weeks'

room in which the Last Supper retreat had I not been sustained

was eaten, and that
"
upper cham- by this very dose of prayer. You

ber,"in which the disciples remain- understand that in this monotonous
ed concealed until the coming of life, whenever the good God hides

the Holy Ghost,
" and much I wish, his presence (and that is usual, in

after these ten days which separate order to make the trial greater), one
us from Pentecost are passed, to must often feel the sinking of na-

see again the light of heaven. Be- ture. But this feeling of weakness
tween now and then what events is precisely the very thing that

may arise ! We are near the crisis
;

drives us constantly near to God.
but if it is prolonged, we have rea- The good God is most admirable

son to fear that horrible events will in his manner of sustaining the

take place. I cannot prevent my- soul through these very depres-
self at times from being greatly im- sions. Our feebleness is as a chain

pressed at finding myself connect- binding us to his strength, and as

ed with such grave circumstances, an attraction drawing us to his infi-

But here we make a good retreat, nite goodness.
which will facilitate our entrance

' You say to me that it must be
into eternity. I have held myself, that I surfer. In a measure it is

from the first day of my arrival true; but if one had nothing to en-

here, ready for any sacrifice what- dure, the good God would find

ever
;
for I have the strong, sweet nothing in his account. He de-

confidence that if God permits sires to show mercy to all, and, that

hostages and victims to be made he may do so, he wills that we
Of us priests and religious, it will should offer him some sorrows

truly be in odium fidei, in odium borne for love of him. Alas ! if

nominus Christi Jesu* one were not a prisoner (I speak
for myself), perhaps he would too* From hatred of the faith, hatred of the name J

of Jesus Christ. easily forget that charity requires
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that we should have compassion shipwreck. My health is always
on poor sinners, and offer something good, and, after forty-six days, I am
for their intention. And then is not tired of my retreat just the

not the priest the friend of God, contrary." To F. Chauveau :

and should he not, by this title,
" Thanks from my heart. Yes, we

devote himself to obtaining for his are nearing the end, by the grace
brothers reconciliation with God, of God. Let us seek to be ready
the father of all the father so full for all that comes. Confidence and
of goodness and so ready for in- prayer ! How good our Lord is !

diligence especially when he hears If you but knew how, especially for

himself importuned by the voice of several days past, my little cell has
a friend ?" become sweet to me ! Forsan et

*

I take little account of the time h<zc olim meminisse juvabit. Who
of my imprisonment," he wrote knows that I may not regret it some
later.

*

I prefer to leave all that in day ? I think just as you do that

the hands of God, and to give up Eugene [Count Eugene de Germi-
to him the care of all that concerns ny] should not interfere

;
but in the

me. He knows better than I what
. end, if, by the favor of M. Urbain

is most useful for my soul. I seek and his associates, I have need of

to remember often that one glori- help, I will ask for Eugene. In

fies him so much more, the more any case, thank him for me. Ten-
that one suffers for his love and to derest remembrances to Armand

;

accomplish his holy will. In real- many thanks to all
;
benedictions to

ity, in submitting to the trial, we our friends and benefactors. I be-

practise in an admirable manner lieve that all of our own here are

the annihilation of ourself ... Is doing well. For me, I am perfect-
it not also by the sacrifice of our- ly sustained. Once more our Lord
self that we best imitate our is good ! Yours from the heart. ...

Lord? It is true that my soul has May 19, '71."
not yet reached to that perfection On Monday, the 22d, the order
and to a love so pure and so de- was given to proceed at once, and
tached. It is necessary to pass on the spot, to the execution of all

through trials to reach this union the hostages confined at Mazas.
with God. He sends them, in his This was kept concealed from the

goodness, to purify the soul and to prisoners, but they could not help
break down the obstacles which suspecting it, from the additional

oppose themselves to this union, gloom growing every moment hea-

Pray for me, that I may draw this vier and more ominous throughout
profit from my present trial." that ever-gloomy building. The
A few rapidly-written words from guards came and went, exchanging

F. Olivaint were the last greeting mysterious words among themselves,
from one of the tenderest hearts and replying to the questions of the

sweetest souls in the world.
" What condemned by threatening allusion,

deplorable events !" he wrote, May or by an affected silence even more
1 8, to F. Lefebvre.

: How well I significant. However, the director

understand the weary souls of other of the prison, moved by a sentiment

days who fled to the desert ! But of humanity, or perhaps of pru-
it is worth much more to stay in the dence, ventured to represent to the

midst of perils and difficulties to imperious Commune that an execu-

save so many unfortunates from tion in a simple house of detention
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would be contrary to all forms and

precedents ;
and consequently they

were ordered to La Roquette, the

prison for those condemned to

death. It was on this day that the

two pious women succeeded in

reaching Mazas, and giving to each

of the Jesuit priests there four sa-

cred hosts, with conveniences for

carrying them around the neck.

Nearly all were transferred to La

Roquette late in the evening of

May 22d; but there were so many,
the wagons were not large enough
to hold all, and some were left at

Mazas until the next day. What a

moment that must have been when
the prisoners, so long in solitude,

not even knowing who were their

companions in misfortune, came
from their cells, and, meeting in the

office, beheld and recognized one
another ! Priests, religious, laymen,
all surrounded the Archbishop of

Paris.

The transit was long and painful.

The prisoners, forty in number,
were crowded into baggage-wagons
belonging to the railway of Lyon,
and. exposed to the gaze and the

insults of all. They had to cross

the populous quarters of the Fau-

bourg Saint Antoine and the Bastile,

where the insurrection was still

mistress. The convoy went at a

walk, between two lines of armed

men, followed by the grossest in-

sults and by a maddened multitude.
" Alas ! monseigneur," said a priest,

leaning towards the archbishop,
"look at your people now."

When they reached La Roquette
that night, they were assembled at

once, without any other formality,
in the hall, called by name, and

shown by a person with a lantern

to a long corridor on the lower

floor
;
and as each one passed on in

the order named, a door opened
and closed upon a captive. The

darkness was intense
;
but it is good

to remember that in some of the cells

there was the Real Presence, shed-

ding light and peace. The Com-
mune was in desperate straits, and
it was at first intended to execute

the victims as soon as they should

arrive at La Roquette ;
but a few

hours were gained through the

jealousy of the director. In the

cells was a bed, and such a bed ! a

pile of straw and a coverlet, and
that was all

;
no tables, not even a

chair. Still, Roquette was better

than Mazas, for the cells were not

vaults, and, though one was locked

up, he was not entombed. And, be-

sides, they were permitted to see

each other by means of a window
between every two cells, and at re-

creation, which they were allowed to

take in a corridor together, and
even in some unoccupied cell open-

ing into the corridor. Food was

scarce from the first
;
even bread

was rare. F. Olivaint shared some
little things which remained to him
with the archbishop, and had the

happiness, also, of giving him the

Bread of the Strong, for which the

prelate was overcome with grati-

tude.

Every hour the Commune was los-

ing ground. It had only strength
left for crime, and it hastened, with

its dying breath, to order the execu-

tion en masse of the hostages of La

Roquette. This was modified to

sixty at first. At any price the

Commune demanded the head of

the priests those hated men who
had troubled the world for eigh-
teen hundred years.

About eight o'clock in the eve-

ning of May 24, when the prisoners
were in their cells, there was heard

a confused noise in the distance-

the voices of men and of children,

a clamor and laughing that was

still more terrible, mixing with the
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clash of arms. It came nearer and

nearer, and some fifty rascals,

Avengers of the Republic, Garibal-

dians, soldiers with all kinds of arms,
National Guards with all sorts of

costumes, gamins of Paris, poured
into the prison, hungry for the

blood of .six victims, tbeir share.

They rushed the whole length of

the corridor containing the cells

of our dear prisoners, and ranged
themselves at the head of a small

spiral staircase which led to the

chcmin de ronde. As they passed,
each prisoner was pelted through
the grating of his cell with a run-

ning fire of insult and sentence of

death.

Then some one, assuming the

office of herald, summoned the

prisoners to be ready and to re-

spond each one as his name was
called. After that, as each name
was pronounced, a door opened,
and a victim presented himself.

M. Bonjeau, FF. Duguerry, Clerc,

Ducoudray, Allard, and Archbishop
Darboy were the six chosen. All

were present, all were ready, and, in

the order named, the procession

began. The archbishop and his

companions, preceded and followed

by this frightful escort, descended
the dark, narrow staircase one by
one. So unrestrained was the

insolence of the captors that their

leader was obliged to interfere.
"
Comrades," he cried,

" we have

something better to do than to

insult them that is, to shoot them.

It is the command of the Com-
mune."
No place of execution had been

fixed upon. They would have liked

to have had it on the spot, but that

would give too many witnesses
;
the

first chemin de rondd was in view of

the prison windows, and the occu-

pants of the cells on every floor

could see all, hear all. So they

passed to the second, where they
would be sheltered by high ram-

parts. The victims were ranged
in a line at the extreme end of this

path, at the foot of the great out-

side wall.

Those left behind knelt, prayed,
and held their breath. The fire of

a platoon was heard, followed by a

few scattered shots, then cries of

Vive la Commune ! which told that

all was over. There were martyrs
now, not victims.

Towards morning the bodies

were thrown into a hand-cart and
carried to Pere la Chaise, where

they were tossed into a ditch
;
no

coffins, no ceremony of any kind.

"What matters it," F. Olivaint had
said and proved

" what matters

it to a Jesuit, who daily sacrifices

his heart, once to sacrifice his

head?"
Two days passed, and Friday

came, rainy, and the prisoners
were confined to their corridor.

As they were taking their noon-day
recreation, a delegate of the Com-
mune appeared, and, standing in

their midst, called off fifteen names.
F. Olivaint was the first.

"
Present,"

he answered, crossing the corridor.

F. Caubert was second, and F. de

Bengy third. This last name was

badly written, and worse pronounc-
ed.

'

If you mean to say de Bengy"
he replied,

"
it is I, and I am

here."

The condemned men asked to be
allowed to go for a moment to their

cells, as some had slippers on, and
no hats.

"
No," was the response,

"
for what remains for you to do you

are well enough as you are." New
victims were added from other

parts of the prison until there were

fifty in all, the number required by
the Commune.

These were taken a long road to

Belleville, a faubourg at a great
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distance, in order, probably, to

excite the passions of the mob,
and rouse them once more.

The procession started at about

four o'clock from La Roquette.
First came a guard bareheaded, who

loudly announced that these were

Versaillais, made prisoners that

morning. The escort consisted of

five hundred armed men, National

Guards, to whom were added, for

this genial occasion, the Enfants
Perdus of Bergeret and rowdies

under various names. Presently
the women, veritable furies, and the

children joined in, howling, shriek-

ing, imprecating, blaspheming. The
crowd increasing in numbers and

insolence, the guards were obliged
to interfere to protect the prisoners,
not from insult, but from extreme

violence. The fury of the mob
constantly demanded the moment
of execution

;
a military band was

added to the procession to drown
the clamor and make the crowd
more willing to wait. Finally they
reached the entrance to the Cite

Vincennes. The passage is narrow,
the crowd was enormous, and grow-

ing ever more furious as they near-

ed the end. An aged priest, who
could not keep up, was shot and
killed by a woman, and dragged to

the place of general execution.

After a time, they found some

grounds laid out for country parties
or picnics, and an enclosure, un-

covered, which was intended for a

dancing-hall. The fifty prisoners
were forced into this, jammed

savagely against the walls, while
the crowd showered maledictions

upon them. Then, at about six

o'clock, there took place a scene

absolutely indescribable
;

not an

execution, but a slaughter. They
were not shot, but massacred. One
discharge followed another; there

was an attempt made to fire by
platoons, but it was badly managed.
The heroines of the Commune
climbed the walls, urging on the

men and insulting the priests.

The tumult at its height lasted for

about fifteen minutes. At seven

o'clock all was ended. The bodies

were left stretched upon the ground
until the next day, when they were
thrown into a cellar or vault.

v
lt was the death-throe of the

Commune. The blood of the just
had cried to heaven, and France
lifted up her head. The next day
was Pentecost

;
the Commune was

crushed, the doors of Roquette
were opened, the bodies of the

martyrs were recovered, and on

Wednesday, May 31, the Jesuit

church, for two months closed

like the rest, was~ opened once

more, and the funeral ceremonies

of the five of their order whose im-

prisonment we have so hastily fol-

lowed celebrated with the utmost

solemnity. Their remains now re-

pose in the Jesuit chapel of the

Rue de Sevres.
" There must be victims

;
it is

God who has chosen them." They
recognized the divine call, and went

forth rejoicing. Ibaut gaudentes.
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ANTAR AND ZARA;

OK,

"THE ONLY TRUE LOVERS."

AN EASTERN ROMANCE NARRATED IN SONGS.

BY AUBREY DE VERB.

PART III.

HE SANG.

i.

BESLDE the well she stood, and water drew :

The bowl, high held in both her hands, I drained;
She smiled, and sparkles showered of gelid dew
On my hot hair, and brows with travel stained.

" O maiden ! by thy lambs, and by thy kids,

And by that holy, hospitable hand,
Know'st thou her name whom Love to name forbids,

That fairest fair one of the far-off land ?"

Her eyes grew large ;
in wonder half, half ruth

She spake, like one who sorrowed, yet forgave-
" Our land a land of beauty is, O youth !

Her maids are fair and good; her sons are brave."

" O maiden ! by those eyes, and quivering lids,

Forgive! From thee Love hides not his sweet lore:

Breathe it to none not even thy lambs and kids
"

Then whispered I thy name, but told no more.

(Ontario.

II.

How base the soldier's revel o'er his wine !

The tale around the encampment fire
; the song !

Would I might hear, O maid ! no voice but thine,

Or clash of swords that meet to ri^ht the wrong !o O
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Why must his earthlier nature taint, or vex

Man's race? His heart is brave
; his thoughts are large;

Benigner angels guard thy happier sex,

The angels that have innocence in charge.

The brightest of that band I saw in dream
To thee make way : a lily stem she bore :

She vanished, lost in thee, as gleam in gleam
Is lost : thou glittered'st brighter than before.

in.

Who shall ascend into thy realm, O Love ?

It is a garden on a mountain steep :

From heaven it hangs, the woods, the clouds above ;

Sees many rivers into ocean creep.

Round it are icy spires ; that vale they guard ;

But who can breathe the airs that o'er it blow ?

Within it blooms the rose, and drops the nard
;

But who can clasp the roses of the snow ?

The bird that sings there sings as sings a bride ;

But who her mystic chaunt can understand ?

O maid, I saw thee ere we met, and cried,
" The land she treads on is a virgin land 1"

IV.

Gladdening, as if in founts of Eden dipped,

Thy beauty cheers and strengthens hearts forlorn,

Not like the shafts of Islam, venom-tipt;
Dove's eyes thou hast, the glances of the morn.

Thy father's joy art thou, thy mother's boast ;

Upon the dusty track by pilgrims trod

Laugheth the cripple; and the warlike host

Divides before thee, giving thanks to God.

The merchants praise thee, and the wandering guest-
" Her veil down streams with such a humble pride,

Fairer is that alone than all the West
Irreverent boasts of charms that scorn to hide !"
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v.

" Is thy love fairer than each other maiden ?"

The young maids ask me. Answer find I none:

I know but this ;
she shines on hearts grief-laden

Like visitant from star more near the sun.

Above her vesture's hem a lustre hovers :

Whiter her veil than earliest white of dawn,
Now lifted as on sighs of happy lovers,

Around her now, like mist o'er Hesper, drawn.

Sweet is her voice, as though with saint and angel
Her converse had been ever, and were still :

With her she seems to waft some high evangel,
So light her step, so frank with all good- will.

Let her be child, or girl, or maid, or woman
I know not what she is. Alone I know

She moves o'er earth like creature more than human,
Missioned from God to spread his peace below.

VI.

When, travel-worn, on thee I chance to muse,

Breeze-like the fragrance comes across my heart

Of spring-flowers breathing sweetness through their dews;
So blissful and so bountiful thou art.

That hour I sing no song ;
but all my soul

Inly with laughter loud of music rings :

The anthems of a spirit o'er me roll ;

Of virtue, loveliness, and love he sings.

All light, the fields of duty round me spread ;

Beyond them honor sits, with thee beside :

A heaven all glory flashes overhead ;

An earth all rapture trembles like a bride.'

VII.

Changed is my love from what it was when first

Forth from my heart that dream of fair and good,

Like Eve from side of sleeping Adam, burst,

And by me, when I woke, in glory stood.
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That dream wert thou ! A dream, and yet how true !

Still, still I see thee oft beside that brook,

Standing 'mid lilies in the evening dew,
And in thy hand a little open book.

Dear are such memories ;
dearer far than these

Art thou now known
;
a lovely human soul

Running on levels of some spirit-breeze

With winged feet to virtue's glittering goal.

The songs and sufferings of our native land,

The faith that lifts her high all griefs above,

These, and thy daily tasks of heart and hand,
Thee too have raised, and with thee raised my love.

VIII.

My hand, made strong by years of manly strife,

Has taught my heart to love in manly sort;
I know thee now a maid one day a wife;

No more a phantom from the fairy court.

Mine Arab sires their towers cross-crowned had raised

Like thine, on crag and peak, and dwelt therein,
Hundreds of years ere first in scorn they gazed

Far down on crescent flags of Saladin.

Seldom for us the unequal strife hath ceased :

Age after age that martyr-crown we bear,
Here in our old untamed, inviolate East,
The Church for three short centuries bore elsewhere.

Wife of our race must share the heroic mould :

A mother 'mid our mothers with calm eye
Must look on death : like that great heart of old

Must give her own if God so wills to die !

IX.

From things that be around thee stand apart,
For I thy lover am, and fight afar :

A sword I send thee, that betwixt thy heart

And alien things henceforth there may be war.
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I send thee not the trophies I have won,

Tokens of town redeemed, or rescued shrine :

I send a sword
; thy life is now begun :

Look up! In heaven, too, hangs the sword, a Sign !

With this commandment have I bound thine eyes,

That, fixed and set, henceforth no more they swerve :

Mine are they. She my life who glorifies

On me must gaze not, but that cause I serve !

x.

In single fight we met: the invader fell;

Two hosts stood mute, one gloomy, both amazed ;

His eyes, the eyes of one that hears his knell,

On me, and not my lifted sword, were raised.

Forth from that shivered helm outstreamed afar

His locks dust-stained. Forth from those eyes there shone,
Baleful in death, hate's never-setting star:

He hoped no mercy, and he asked for none.

Then cried my heart,
" A sister's hands have twined,

How oft ! those locks
;
a mother's lips have pressed :

Perhaps this morn the cassia-shaking wind

Waved them, rich-scented, o'er his true love's breast.
*

" Foe of my race," I said,
" arise

;
live free ;

But lift no more against the Faith thy sword !"

Was it thy prayer, or/but the thought of thee,

That sentenced chieftain rescued and restored ?
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A GLIMPSE OF THE GREEN ISLE.

ii.

AFTER mature reflection, the

Lady from Idaho pronounced the

Dublin ladies the most beautiful in

Europe. I consider the judgment
an important one. If the fair ar-

biter had any prejudice, it could

only be a general one against the

recognition of beauty in others of

her sex. I have been informed by
young gentlemen of my acquaint-
ance who profess a thorough know-

ledge of womankind that such a

prejudice is not unusual in femi-

nine minds. I think Madame
Idaho was rather astonished at the

result of her observations. It is

possible that, before her visit to

Ireland, she supposed that feminine

beauty in Ireland offered only one

style : that of the robustious or

'Irish washerwoman' type. She
did not say so, however. While I

agreed with her, in general, in her

estimate of the Dublin beauties,
I ventured to ask if their lovely
feet were not a trifle too flat and
too large for perfect symmetry.

" Not at all," was the reply.
"

It is the horrid, clumsy, broad-
toed English chaussure that makes
the ladies' feet look so broad and
flat. If they wore American brode-

quins, their feet would look as

small, in proportion, as ahem ! as

those of any other nation."

No more on those feet.

Of the various manifestations of

Irish beauty, the most engaging is

the union of black or dark-brown
hair with soft blue eyes, a skin

xvith the whiteness of milk, and
cheeks with the bloom of the rose.

It is inexpressibly soft and attrac-

tive. And that wonderful blush

that decks the cheek of youth and

age ! Is it the soft moisture of the

climate which makes the grass so

green, even in the winter of the year,
that causes the cheek to bloom so

rosily, even in the winter of old

age ?

A magnificent jeunesse of the

sterner sex may also be seen on

promenade in Grafton Street every
afternoon. Bright, intelligent-look-

ing, of splendid physique, well

dressed, not
"
flashy," the students

of the university and the other

colleges the picked youth of the

country are not inferior in appear-
ance to any class of young men in

the great educational institutions

either at home or abroad. They
have an amiable weakness for light-

colored Jouvins and single eye-

glasses. You shall not find two
out of twenty unprovided with a

glazing for the left eye. They are

armed with canes for use as well

as ornament. I witnessed a
" Town and Gown " row in Janu-

ary of 187-, in which the canes did

vigorous service. A little snow
had fallen. Snow is a very pre-
cious thing in Ireland. It does not

last long, and must be used at once.

The foolish janitors had swept the

snow into little heaps. This was

temptation too strong for under-

graduates. Snow-balling com-
menced. The young gentlemen

paid their compliments to the town

through the railings of College
Green. The unwashed young gen-
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tlemen of the town replied vigor- the ringleaders were fined. The

ously. The fun grew fast and fu- fines were paid at once. The cap-
rious. In the delightful excitement tured policeman, who was a little

of the moment some of the stu- battered and bruised, received ten

dents, not having the fear of the pounds from the students for
"
stick-

board before their eyes, paid their ing-plaster." The board wisely let

compliments to some of the dons, off the offenders with a reprimand,
who happened to cross the outer and the trouble ended in a grand

quadrangle in cap and gown, with display of fireworks by the stu-

snowballs of no contemptible solid- dents.

ity. The excitement increased. Old Trinity is an imposing struc-

The gownsmen went outside the ture. Life-size statues of Burke

college grounds, and charged on and Goldsmith are placed at either

the town ragabrashes who were side of the principal entrance. The
collected outside. The police in- college grounds cover about thirty

tervened in the interest of order, acres a beautiful green spot in the

and were attacked by both parties, heart of the city. In the centre of

The policeman is the natural enemy the outer quadrangle is a pretty
of the student as well as of the campanile. The provost has a

ragabrash. The police proceeded pleasant residence within the col-

to make some arrests among the lege limits. Entry into the grounds
leaders of the gownsmen, and be- is free to all. A chief porter, in a

gan brandishing their clubs. Snow- swallow-tailed coat and black-velvet

balls were thrown aside, and canes jockey-cap, watches over the princi-
were used. It was a sight to see pal entrance. The examination-hall,
the canes go up and down. The the library, the lecture-rooms, the

gownsmen succeed in rescuing the museum, etc., are each under

prisoners from the police, and re- charge of a special Cerberus in a

tire within the walls, taking a cap- jockey-cap, who shows you the

tive policeman with them, and cheer- room or building under his particu-

ing in triumph. The police invade lar charge. Each Cerberus expects
the college precincts, and rush to a gratuity. He will be very obse-

the rescue of their captured com- quious if he gets what his modesty
rade. They are driven out, and the considers a sufficient douceur, and
victorious students follow them into the reverse if he does not. The
the street. The police suddenly new museum building is a fine edi-

turn on their pursuers, seize one of fice. The entrance-hall and prin-
the college leaders, and, by a pretty cipal stair-case are remarkable for

piece of strategy, lift him on an out- the splendid specimens of every
side car, and drive off with him at variety of native marble they con-

full speed to the nearest police sta- tain. The old rooms, where the

tion. Rescue was out of the ques- museum now is, are damp and

tion, the coup was executed so cheerless. There is an interesting

quickly. Everybody rushes after collection of ancient Irish weapons,
the car, and the green is deserted. ornaments, etc. What is said to

. . f have been the harp of Brian Bo-
"Et le combat cessa faute de corabattants." ., . .

J

roihme will be pointed out to you
After a week of "hearings' at by the jockey-capped janitor, who

the police court and intense excite- will also inform you that, though
mcnt among the university men, the public is admitted, the collec-
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tion is intended for the use of the almost continual rain detracts

students, and not as an exhibition greatly from their effect. A por-
of curiosities. ter in livery, with a scarlet waist-

Lectures, to which the public are coat and a nose to match, shows

admitted free, are given twice a you the House of Lords. A statue

week by the various professors dur- of George III. stands where the

ing term-time. I had the pleasure throne formerly stood. In all

of attending some lectures by Sir other respects the room remains

Robert Stewart, the professor of as it was when Ireland had '

a

music, and one by the professor of Parliament House of her own."
ancient history. The latter gentle- Tapestries of the Siege of Derry
man handled Mr. Froude in an and the Battle of the Boyne are

eminently courteous and scholarly hung on the walls. If you give your
manner, but at the same time most red-breasted conductor a sufficient

decidedly "without gloves." His gratuity, he will ask you to
"
take a

lectures, however, were but poorly chair," that you may be able to say

attended, while Sir Robert cram- *

you had a seat in the House of

med the examination-hall with the Lords."

taste and fashion of Dublin, from One must not leave College
the lady-lieutenant down. All Green without paying his compli-
flocked to hear his comparison of ments to the equestrian statue of

the Scotch and Irish bag-pipes, il- William III., which stands nearly
lustrated by performers on these opposite the Bank of Ireland. The
instruments. Lady Spencer, it king is costumed en Romain. The
seems, has taken the Irish bag- bronze representative of the glo-

pipes under her patronage. Her rious and pious Dutchman and his

ladyship seems to be a very ami- charger have suffered severely at

able and charming person, but as to the hands of their enemies. The
her taste in musical instruments steed's fore-leg, which is raised, as

well ! dvgustibus non. in the act of stepping, has been

Trinity College is on the east broken off more than once, and re-

side of College Green. On the placed in contempt of proportion,
north is the principal fa9ade of A curious critic has calculated that,

the old Parliament House. It was if the leg were straightened out, it

sold to the Bank of Ireland after would prove to be about half a foot

the Union. The House of Com- longer than the other legs. A gild-

mons is now the teller's office, ed wreath on the brows of the statue

The principal fagade is of the same gives it rather a
"
gingerbread

'

order. It is grandly simple and appearance.

impressive. The semi-circular col- At the end of College Street is a

onnades of Ionic columns produce a bronze statue of Thomas Moore,

noble effect. This building is said The Dublin critics call it
" a gloomy

to be the finest development of the horror that murders the memory
"
of

order among modern structures in the poet. The unrivalled songster

Europe. I am inclined to think is enveloped in a long cloak, and
that this pretension is not without holds a tablet and pencil. He
foundation. The dingy appear- seems to be taking an inventory of

ance of all public buildings in Ire- the cabs and "
outsides

"
that pass

land and throughout the British his station. The statue remind-

Islandii the effect of smoke and ed me of that of Mr. Lincoln in
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Union Square. Both have the same ments of the viceroy ;
in the low-

weather-beaten,
" Ancient Mariner

'

er, the offices and the castle chapel.

appearance, even to the trowsers The only portion of the original

of truly nautical extent. At the building now standing is the Record

end of Westmoreland Street which Tower, anciently known as the Ward
is a continuation of College Street Tower. Irish prisoners of state

is a statue of William Smith O'Brien, were here formerly confined. Gen-
which is quite respectable in design, eral Arthur O'Connor, I believe,

and does not lack spirit in execu- was the last state prisoner who had

tion. The artist saw that volu- to endure its hospitality,

minous trowsers are incompatible The castle chapel is really a

with bronze or marble. Gothic gem. It is built of Irish

Two minutes' walk brings us to limestone and oak. The carving in

the City Hall formerly the Ex- the interior is exquisite. The win-

change situated on Cork Hill, dows bear the arms of the various

It is a fine building of Portland lord-lieutenants in stained glass,

stone with a Corinthian portico of The verger a patriarchal-looking
six lofty columns. It is surmounted Englishman in a long, gray beard

by a cupola. In the hall is a statue was very polite and attentive,

of Grattan by Chantrey, one of He looked so
"
respectable," so

O'Connell by Hogan, of Dr. Lucas venerable, that we hesitated to offer

by Rontilias, and of the Third him a gratuity, lest we might offend

George by Van Nost. If you wish him. He soon undeceived us on

to see the Council Chamber which this point, for he accepted an Eng-
has nothing more attractive than lish shilling ;

and pocketed it with

portraits of the various lord-may- an expression of thanks. The
ors, O'Connell among the number traveller through the three king-
-a gruff and crusty old porter in doms never fails to discover a great
blue coat and brass buttons will ad- many very respectable-looking per-
mit you, moyennant finance. Even sons who are not above receiving
an extra obolus will not soften this gratuities of sums from a three-

rough old Cerberus. penny piece upwards.
We are now close by the Cork Hill S. Patrick's Cathedral is situat-

entrance to" the Castle." A figure of ed in a poor and squalid portion

Justice, or Fortitude I really for- of the city. The poor buildings

get which surmounts the gate, and which cluster close around it mar
a private of the Coldstream Guards its general effect. It was closed

stands sentry. He will not stop when we reached it, but a silver

you, as entry is free to all. About key will open S. Patrick's, like

eleven in the morning is a good most other buildings, at most hours,

time to visit the castle-yard. At We were informed that in one of

that hour the guard is relieved, and the dingy tenements hard by we
a magnificent military band will should find a person who would

delight your ears with most excel- admit us. We did find him a

lent music. man still young, dressed in very
The castle is a rambling structure, rusty black. He smelled very

situated in a poor quarter of the strongly of whiskey, entre nous.

city. There are two quadrangles : The interior of the cathedral is

the upper and the lower castle- simple and grand. In the choir

yard. In the upper are the apart- hang the helmets, swords, and ban-

VOL. xix. 34
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ners of the Knights of S. Patrick.

The spot where Swift and Stella

sleep was the one most interesting
to us, and thither our guide led us

at once. Swift's memorial is a

plain slab of marble affixed to one
of the pillars. He is buried in

front of it. The church is damp
and cold. Our guide seems to

feel the need of another stimulant.

His voice trembles as he reads

the caustic dean's inscription on
Marshal Schomberg's tomb

;
for

our guide has picked up some
Latin off the tomb-stones, proba-

bly. The dean made several ap-

plications to the descendants of

Schomberg for funds to raise a

monument to their deceased an-

cestor. But they never vouchsafed
a reply to the dean. He finally

put up a tablet at his own expense.
The inscription, which was written

by him, shows that he was very
bitter on the subject. The place
where Swift lies now needs a little

care. Our conductor said he had
called attention to it in vain

; but,

as I said before, he smelt strongly
of the native beverage. There is a

very fine monument to the officers

and men of the i8th Royal Irish

who fell in the Indian Rebellion.

But the oldest and most remarkable

monument in the church is that of

Bovle, the first Earl of Cork. It is
* /

from twenty to thirty feet high, and

represents the earl and countess

lying side by side, surrounded by
their children, thirteen in number,
if I remember rightly. The figures

are kneeling. They are life-size,

and are colored.

S. Patrick's has been recently
restored in its original style by a

wealthy brewer of Dublin at a

cost of seven hundred thousand
dollars. It procured him a bar-

onetcy. The grandeur of the in-

terior is not marred by pews. The

movable seats such as one sees

in Notre Dame and the Madeleine
are adopted. A pregnant notice is

posted on each chair. It informs

the public that
"
the future susten-

tation
'

of the cathedral depends
solely on the voluntary contribu-

tions made by the public at the

Offertory. Pity the sorrows of the

disendowed Irish Church !

We were not able to visit Christ

Church and the tomb of that an-

cient filibuster, Strongbow, as the

church was closed for repairs. A
wealthy distiller has undertaken the

restoration of this cathedral at his

own expense. It is said that he

also expects to get a baronetcy
for his money, like his rival, the

manufacturer of
"
Foker's Entire."

Money is a glorious thing, if one
has plenty of it. Tom Stumps, who
sells just enough of man's brain-

stealing enemy to eke out a miser-

able living, is a low, disreputable
fellow. Bob Shallow, who manu-
factures the liquid madness engrana
and makes a fortune by selling it

to Tom Stumps and his like, be-

comes a distinguished patriot, a

public benefactor, and
"
Sir Robert

Shallow, Esq., Justice of the Peace
and coram"
The cathedral in Maryborough

Street is in the Grecian style, with a

portico of Ionic columns, in imita-

tion, as we are told, of the facade of

the Temple of Theseus at Athens.

Massive columns separate the nave

and aisles. The interior decora-

tions are of great richness. In my
humble judgment, they trench on
the florid.

The Four Courts, on Usher's

Quay, rise in solemn grandeur
over the Liffey. This building
stands on the site of the ancient

Monastery of S. Savior. It was
finished in 1800. The central front

has a fine portico of six Corinthian
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columns surmounted by a rich ped- of England and Ireland is allegori-
iment. On the left stands a statue cally represented in alto-relievo.

of Moses. On either side are sta- The sister kingdoms are sailing
tues of Justice and Mercy. At the in the same shell, while Neptune
extremities of the fapades are re- drives away Famine and Despair,

dining figures of Wisdom and Au- The building is surmounted by
thority. The main building is flank- a lofty dome which bears a statue

ed by spacious quadrangles en- of Hope.
closed by arcades of stone. The Dublin is well supplied with

quadrangles are entered by broad means of locomotion at cheap
and lofty gateways. The main rates. There are omnibuses, street-

hall is circular in shape, and about railroads, outsides, insides, covered

seventy feet in diameter. The cars, and four-wheelers. The four-

'Four Courts," Chancery, Queen's wheeler is something the same as

Bench, Exchequer, and Common the New York coupe'. The fares

Pleas, open into this hail. It is a for cars or coupes are sixpence
busy, buzzing place in term-time. English per trip for two persons,

Lawyers with plenty of briefs, and sixpence for each additional per-

plenty of lawyers without briefs, son, and an additional sixpence for

may be seen there, the former hav- each stoppage or "set-down." The
ing hurried interviews with their street-cars, or

"
tramway cars,"

clients, the latter dawdling about have seats on the roof, which are

with quizzing glasses on their eyes, a few cents cheaper than the seats

exhibiting their wigs and gowns, in the interior. The "top seats'

and eating oranges and "currant- are much used by all classes in fine

buns." The court-rooms are small, weather. The city ordinances are

uncomfortable, badly lighted, and very strict regarding cabmen and
ill ventilated. The hall is cov- car-drivers, and the magistrates
ered by a lantern and a dome sup- show the "jarveys' no mercy
ported by Corinthian pillars. In when they t

are proved to have
the spaces between the windows made overcharges or illegal de-
are allegorical alti-relievi Justice, mands. The drivers are consequent-
Wisdom, Liberty, Law, etc., and ly very careful in their dealings with
medallions of Moses, Lycurgus, the general public. If you have

Solon, and other great law-givers, a trans-Atlantic flavor about you,

During night sessions a colossal 'jarvey' will expect a gratuity,
statue of Truth, holding a torch You give him his exact fare. In
lit by gas, illuminates the hall, order to keep within the law, he
Over the entrances to the court- does not make a demand for a

rooms are bas-reliefs of subjects in greater sum, but, allowing the coin

English and Irish history. The to rest on his open palm, he looks

hall contains statues of Lord Plun- at it with an air of superb disdain,

kett and other legal celebrities. and then, eyeing you with a side-

The custom-house is on Cus- long glance, he asks with an air of

torn-House Quay, four or five primitive innocence :

squares east of the Four Courts, and,
" An' what's this for, sir?"

like the latter building, looks upon "For your fare," you reply
the Liffey. The riverfront is about sharply, with a determination not
a hundred and thirty yards long, to be imposed upon.
The portico is Doric. The Union "Humph!" he says.

"
Shure it's
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a mighty long dhrive for half a bob. cars. This was when we met with

Faith, it's hard for a poor divil to no accidents, and made a good trip,

make a livin' nowadays." But New York has the worst loco-

Ten to one you agree with him, motive arrangements of any city in

and give him an additional three- the world, and immeasurably the

pence or sixpence, which he re- dearest.

ceives with enthusiastic wishes I had counted upon finding a

that your life may be prolonged to great many beggars in Ireland. I

an indefinite extent. expected, whenever I alighted from
Our party patronized the four- coach or car, to have to run the

wheelers extensively, but never had gauntlet of a crowd of hungry pe-
the hardihood to venture on an titioners. I was most agreeably
"outside" in daylight. We were disappointed. During my stay in

averse to public display. During Ireland I was asked for charity in

our stay in Ireland we tried the the public streets only once. It
"
outside

'

on one occasion only ;
was in Dublin, by a wretched-look-

then it was against our will, ing woman with a sick child.

Fortunately, it was at night. We A fine view of Dublin is obtained

reached Dublin, from a visit to from one of the eminences in the

some friends in the south, by the Phoenix Park. It takes in the en-

10 P.M. train. All the coupe's and tire line of quays. This view has

covered cars were engaged. Our something of a reduced and smoke-

lodgings were about two miles blackened effect of Paris. The
from the railway station. Walk- Phoenix is one of the finest and most

ing, with the travelling
"
traps

" extensive parks in the world. It

necessary on British railroads, was covers nearly eighteen hundred
out of the question. We were acres. It is true that art has not

compelled to take an "
outside." done much for it, but nature has

" How do you feel ?" I asked done a great deal. It possesses
the Lady from Idaho after we were some of the most beautiful charac-

seated and had started. teristics of English park scenery
" Rather out of place," she re- beautiful green lawns, dotted with

plied. "I feel as if I ought to be clumps of trees. Large herds of deer

a little intoxicated." course swiftly over the uplands, or

Her answer expressed my feeling stop in groups, half frightened, to

exactly. It seemed to me that I reconnoitre, in a coy side-glance,
was going

" on the biggest kind of the intruder into their domain,
a spree." Charming rides, drives, and walks

Railroads furnish rapid transit invite the dwellers in the city to

to suburban retreats where reside pure air and healthful exercise. A
professional and commercial men portion of the park is railed off

whose business is in the city. One into a
"
People's Garden," where

can live in the pleasant little village poor as well as rich have free in-

of Kingstown, the harbor of Dub- gress, and can gladden their town-

lin, six miles from the city, and weary eyes with the sight of grow-
reach Dublin in fifteen minutes, ing shrubs and budding flowers,
Trains run each way every half- and graceful water-fowl sailing on
hour. It has taken me an hour the pretty meres. A lofty monu-
and a half to come from Eighty-sixth ment to the Duke of Wellington
Street to the City Hall by the street- not possessed of any artistic grace,
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however crowns one of the knolls, ly, the Irish in Ireland are becom-
On the right of the main avenue ing a serious people,

is the Viceregal Lodge. Near it is Between the Under Secretary's
the column, mounted by a phoenix, Lodge and the Hibernian School is

erected bv the celebrated Lord the historical tract known as
" The

j

Chesterfield, who first caused the Fifteen Acres." It was a celebrat-

park to be thrown open to the peo- ed duelling-ground in the old days,

pie. The English Government when a
u
crooked look

'

was fol-

never sent to Ireland a viceroy lowed by an invitation to pistols
who had less prejudices against the and coffee. There it was that "the

people he was sent to govern. Queen's Bench went out with the

Somewhere in his celebrated letters Common Pleas," and the
" Chan-

he speaks of
u
his friends the Irish," eery winged the Exchequer." It

and says : They always liked me, was there that Daniel O'Connell
and I liked them." The Viceregal met Mr. d'Esterre, and killed him.

Lodge, with its dependent buildings, Beyond the park lie the famous
is a delightful summer retreat. I

"
Strawberry Beds," where the

do not wonder that the viceroy Dubliners crowd, in the season, to

should be glad to see the return of enjoy their
"
sweet strawberries

spring, that he might get away from smothered in cream."
the poor locality in which the cas- An omnibus plies regularly be-

tle is situated. The Hibernian tween the city and the Botanical

school for soldiers' children is situ- Gardens at Glasnevin
;
but it is bet-

ated at the lower extremity of the ter to take a four-wheeler, and suit

park. your own time and convenience.

The Zoological Gardens are not Make your bargain with Jehu be-

far from the King's Bridge entrance, fore you start, however. The gar-
The collection is a fair one, but the dens are about thirty acres in ex-

damp climate does not agree with tent. The cemetery where lie the

the animals, and they have the sa;ne ashes of the great orators, Curran

woe-begone appearance as their fel- and O'Connell, is at Glasnevin.

low-sufferers in the Regent's Park. The monument to O'Connell is an

The elephants have a. faded, mil- imitation of that puzzle to antiqua-
dewed appearance. The furred rians the Irish Round Tower,
animals are suggestive of worn-out The effect of the monument is not

hair trunks. In neither the Dublin good. It seemed to me grotesque
nor the London Gardens do they and out of place. I could not at

look so bright and sleek as, under first explain to myself why it pro-
the brighter sky and more genial duced such a harsh, unpleasing ef-

atmosphere of Paris, in the Jardin feet. A glance at the veritable

des Plantes and the Jardin d'Ac- Tower of Clondalkin enlightened
climatation. The collection of me. The mock tower wants the

lions is good. Among them is a mellowing touch of artist-centuries

noble leo which the keeper inform- to soften down its hard, new out-

ed us was born in the gardens. lines, and make it seem in keeping

"Why, he is an Irish lion!" with the repose that reigns in the

said one of our party, hazarding a City of the Dead,

gentle joke. There was no re- A pilgrimage to the birthplace

sponse from the keeper. Not the of Thomas Moore was a labor of

merest ripple of a smile. Decided- love which we promised ourselves
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would be among the first performed their power of smoothing the brow
after reaching Dublin. We learn- of Care, was probably rather bored
ed that the spot where the bard by the continual visits of votaries

first saw the light was in Anngiers to the shrine of the poet. The
Street, generally pronounced by sacrifices of these pilgrims to the

the Dubliners Aingers Street, rosy muse were most probably mere-

Everybody we asked professed to ly theoretical. They did not "
send

know all about it, yet nobody could round the wine," or order any of it

tell us the number of the house, sent to their address in the city.

Anngiers Street is not a very long They took none of those "brim-
street. We concluded to go through ming glasses

"
generative of

"
wit's

it from end to end, and at either electric flame." A plague on such

side, examining every house in de- pilgrims ! say I, marry and amen !

tail. Anngiers Street commences The bust of the bard shall no long-
at Stephen Street, in rear of the er be a beacon for them. But the

castle, and extends to Bishop Street, statesmen and critics who sit at the

It is not a particularly clean street, base of Nelson's Pillar soon noticed
It is only just to say, however, that that the niche was empty. Their
it is no dirtier than continental, poetical ire was raised to an un-

transatlantic, or Britannic streets pleasant degree. They brought
of like degree. We began our pil- such influences to bear on the pro-

grimage at the wrong end, but our prietor of the Cradle of Genius that

patient search was at length re- the bust was at once restored to its

warded. The house is No. 12, at accustomed niche,

the corner of Anngiers Street and The Dubliners have a passion for

Little Longford Street. It was flowers and rock-work. Every
then occupied by

" Thomas Healy, available foot of ground in front

Wine and Spirit Merchant." Ac- and in rear of their houses is de-

cording to some of little Tom's voted to the cultivation of flowers

biographers, the old house has al- and the building of miniature grot-

ways been devoted to the sale of tos. The city is spreading very

intoxicating beverages. His father fast, and rows of cottages are build-

was what Uncle Sam calls by the ing in the suburbs on all sides. In

undignified name of "rumseller." general, the houses are not what we
But " honor and shame from no con- Americans would call comfortable,

dition rise," and Tom's muse may The fire-places are very small
;
for

owe her seductive, anacreontic coal is scarce and dear, and a bun-
blush to his early associations. die of kindling-wood, composed of

A weather-soiled and smoke- half a dozen chips not much larger
blackened bust of the poet occu- than matches, is an object of pur-

pies a niche between the windows chase. The grates seem construct-

of the second story. The house ed to throw out smoke instead of

has been recently painted and re- heat. In this they are well second-

novated. When these repairs were ed by the moist, heavy atmosphere,

commenced, the bust was removed Living is good and cheap, however

by the proprietor, and was not re- about one-fourth cheaper than it is

placed at their completion. The in our principal cities on this side

worthy vender of wine and spirits of the Atlantic. Liquors are good
who occupied the house, though he in quality and moderate in price,
believed in filling bumpers fair, and Clothing of all kinds costs two-
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thirds less than in New York, and
is not

"
shoddy." The English

custom of wearing flowers in the

button-hole prevails in Dublin.

The commerce in flowers is there-

fore extensive, and the shops de-

voted to that charming traffic make

delightful displays of floral trea-

sures. The Irish fruit, however,
with the exception of strawberries,

gooseberries, and currants, is inferior

to ours. American apples are for

sale at all fruiterers', at prices very
little greater than those of New
York.

Carving in
"
bog-oak

'

is quite
an important trade in Dublin. In-

deed, it may much more probably
be called an art. I have seen some

very artistic specimens of bog-wood
ornaments statuettes, groups, etc.

Ladies' chains, brooches, and brace-

lets of Irish bog-oak were very
fashionable a year or two since.

The fashion extended even to

London and Paris.

The Dublin streets are dull at

night. The quality of gas supplied
the city is poor. Early closing is

pretty general, and all the principal
stores are closed at dark. Doubt-

less this is better for the clerks and

shopmen, and more economical for

their employers. But it is not so

pleasant for that large class of the

community who love to saunter

along the lighted streets in the

evening, and feast their eyes on the

treasures in the illuminated shop-
windows. There is little to tempt
the tourist into the Dublin streets

at night. I should advise him or

particularly her to avoid prome-
nading on Saturday evening. I

regret to say that evening is very

generally observed by handicrafts-

men and laborers, and even by
shopmen and clerks, as a Bac-

chanalian festival. The number
of persons who sacrifice to the rosy

god at the week's end is lamentably

great. Monday is a workmen's

holiday, and it is very hard to get
mechanics to work on that day.
The unsavory localities of Dub-

lin are designated by strange
names. Here are a few by way of

example : Bow Lane, near the

Insane Hospital founded by Dean

Swift, who, as he says or sings,
" Left the little wealth he had
To build a house for fools or mad,
To show, by one satiric touch
No nation wanted it so much ";

Cook's Lane, Paradise Row, Cuff

Street, Bride Alley, Lung Lane,
Smoke Alley, Black Horse Lane,
Bull Alley, Pill Lane, Marrowbone

Lane, Pig Town, and Stony Batter.
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ONE CORPUS CHRISTI.

" FLOWERS ? Are they for a bride ?" he said,

And wondered if that graceful head,
Now bent to catch the soft perfume,
Was soon to wear their tender bloom

;

But when she raised her modest eyes,
And answered him in half surprise,

; '

No, they are for our Lord," he smiled,
And thought :

"
This is indeed a child."

' Give me the loveliest," she said
*

Delicate white and rosy red,

And heliotrope and mignonette,
All that you know and I forget ;

And heap these crimson roses, so :

Yes, they are costly, that I know
;

But what can be too fair or sweet

To strew beneath His sacred feet ?"

The light was fading ;
broken flowers

Lay scattered through the aisles in showers
;

For all their fragrant wealth that day
Had marked the Master's glorious way,
And now, before the altar-rail,

A girl knelt, motionless and pale.

A line of sunlight touched her hair,

Her slender hands were clasped in prayer ;

In silent bliss the moments passed,
For she had lingered to the last,

Unconscious, in that holy spot,
Of eyes that watched and wearied not.

" How beautiful !" the whispered thought,
All human, all of earth, she caught ;

And reading what that thought expressed

By the one key-note in her breast,

Uplifting her adoring head,
"
Is He not beautiful ?" she said.

A thrill of awe, a flush of shame
,

He knelt, and named his Saviour's name.

Softly she glided from the place :

He never looked upon her face
;

Low bent to earth his suppliant head,
" O Lord ! make me a child," he said
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RELATIO ITINERIS IN MARYLANDIAM.

NARRATIVE OF A VOYAGE TO MARYLAND. 1633.

BY F. ANDREW WHITE, S.J.

THE most beautiful chapter in

the colonial history of North Amer-
ica is that setting forth the coloniza-

tion of fair Maryland, Terra Ma-
ria, or, as she was pre-eminently

called, the Land of the Sanctuary.
And yet this is, strange to say, one

of the least read and least known
of the chapters of our early histo-

ry. Every American knows all

about the Puritan Pilgrim Fathers,
and the Mayflower, and Plymouth
Rock, and all the facts and fictions

concerning the settlement of New
England. Most Americans de-

voutly believe, upon the authority
of New England orators and histo-

rians, that the Pilgrim Fathers afore-

said were the founders of the civil

and religious liberty now organized
in this great republic, mistaking a

strife for sectarian ascendency and

domination for a contest for the

great principles of religious liberty.

In point of fact, the Puritan Pil-

grims held in intense horror the

very principles now so generously

assigned to them. They wanted,
not equality, but supremacy. It

was only in Catholic Maryland that

religious equality was truly estab-

lished, both by the design of the

Catholic proprietary, Lord Balti-

more, and by the legislative enact-

ments of the freemen of the pro-

vince, who cordially invited all per-
sons persecuted for their religious
belief to find not only a refuge in

Maryland, but all the rights and

privileges, civil and religious, en-

joyed by themselves, the founders

of the colony.

Here, and here only, then, do we
see the first rays of true civil and

religious liberty in the American
colonies a glimmer of light in old

S. Mary's like Portia's candle :

u Portia That light we see is burning in my
hall.

How far that little candle throws his beams I

So shines a good deed in a naughty world."

If now, indeed, the greater glory
dims the less, we must not forget
the light of the candle in the then

surrounding darkness.

Everything connected with the

early history of Maryland is, and

ought to be, deeply interesting to

every American of liberal culture

or sentiment. We are pleased to

see that the Maryland Historical

Society is making earnest efforts to

gather and save all the fragmentary
lore pertaining thereto. The vol-

ume we now have in hand bears

evidence of the fact. We give the

title-page in full, as a summary of

its substance :

"Fund Publication, No. 7."
Relatio Itineris in Marylandiam.
Dedaratio Colonies Domini Baronis
de Baltimoro. Excerpta ex Diversis

Litteris Missionariorum, ab anno

1635, afl annum 1638. (Seal of

Maryland Historical Society.)
"
Narrative of a Voyage to Mary-

land. By F. Andrew White, S.J.

An Account of the Colony of the

Lord Baron of Baltimore. Ex-
tracts from different letters of mis-
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sionaries, from the year 1635 to tne

year 1677. Edited by the Rev. E.

A. Dalrymple, S.T.D. Baltimore,

February, 1874. Baltimore : John

Murphy & Co. (Printers to the

Maryland Historical Society)."
The Historical Society gives us

a neat octavo volume of nearly 200

pages, issued in a style that would
do credit to any publishing house

in America, or, for that matter, in

Europe either.

The learned editor, Dr. Dal-

rymple, tells us in the preface where
and how these valuable documents
were obtained :

" About the year

1832 the Rev. William McSherry,
S.J., discovered, in the archives of

the
' Domus Professa' of the Society

in Rome, the originals of the MSS.
which are named on the title-page.

He carefully copied these MSS.,
and placed the copies in the library

of Georgetown College, D. C., of

which institution (being at the same
time the provincial of the society
in Maryland) he afterwards be-

came the honored president."
Translations were made and

printed of these manuscripts ; but,

copies being nearly exhausted, the

Historical Society determined to

make a new issue, accompanying
the new translation with the Latin

text, as far as that could be obtain-

ed, some pages of the original tran-

scripts being unfortunately lost.

The present volume is of the new

issue, and it is little to say that its

contents are intensely interesting.

It is quite charming to follow

good F. White, missionary, saint,

scholar,
"
vir non minus sanctitate

vitae, quam doctrina conspicuus,"
in his humble and earnest and

successful labors among the savage

aborigines of Maryland. His great
soul was given up to his holy mis-

sion. We follow the little fleet,

the Ark and the Dove (what beau-

tiful and significant names the

ark of Noah, and the dove sent

forth by the patriarch !), over the

waste of waters, where they had not

only the dangers of the sea, but
Turks and pirates, to dread, even
from the British Channel onward
over the whole Virginian Ocean.

On the 25th of March, A.D. 1634,
the pious missionaries celebrated,
as they believed, the first Mass ever

said in Maryland. But it seems
that some of their own order had

preceded them on this field
;
for as

early as 1570 F. Segura and other

Spanish Jesuits from Florida were

endeavoring to bring the Indian

tribes on the shores of the Chesa-

peake into the Christian fold, when

they were ruthlessly murdered be-

fore the rustic altar on which they
had daily offered the Holy Sacrifice

for the traitors who slew them

( Woodstock Letters],

The colonists in S. Mary's soon

made friendly relations with the

Indians, and the missionaries had
the inexpressible happiness of

bringing many over to the true

faith. The fathers would often-

times leave the dwellings of the

whites to abide entirely with the

Indians, though the governor

disapproved of remote excursions,
on account of the treachery of

hostile tribes, who were always

hovering around the borders. The

fathers, moreover, had no light

duties in attending to the spiritual

wants of the colonists themselves,
who were largely, but by no means

exclusively, good Catholics.

In those primitive days, when all

the freemen of the province met in

general assembly for the purposes
of legislation, F. White and his

colleagues were summoned to take

part in the sessions ;
but they de-

clined the honor, and, as
"
they

earnestly requested to be excused
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from taking part in the secular

concerns of the colony, their re-

quest was granted." They could

do their work more effectively, ad

nmjorem Dei gloriam, in the rude
Indian wigwam where they had
established an altar, than in the

hall of the legislative assembly.
Lord Baltimore obtained lands

from the Indians by purchase, and
not by conquest, and colonists and
Indians and missionaries were

usually upon the most friendly
terms together. The Indians

treated the strangers to their dishes,
to pone and omini, and roasting ears,

and game, and fish, and oysters ;

and, in return, during a season of

famine, the Indians were supplied
from the not over-abundant stores

of the colonists. The natives then

were not inclined to strong pota-
tions : They are especially careful

to refrain from wine and warm
drinks, and are not easily persuaded
to taste them, except some whom
the English have corrupted with

their own vices." Alas! from that

day to this how many untold

thousands of the children of the

forest have been sent, body and

soul, to perdition by the infusion

and diffusion among them of

English vices !

The missionaries give accounts

of their labors with a naivete' that is

charming. We can see them start-

ing on the broad river in a little

boat a father, an interpreter, and
a servant-man of all work, with

their supplies of bread and cheese,
and dried corn and beans, with a

bottle of wine for religious purpos- ..

es, a casket with the sacred utensils,

and a table as an altar for perform-

ing sacrifice, and another casket

with trifles for the Indians bells,

combs, fishing-hooks, needles and

thread, and other such commodities.

They take a tent to cover them

when beyond the reach of English
residents, and, after a weary day's

work, they lie down by the open
fire to take their rest.

"
If fear of

rain threatens, we erect our hut, and
cover it with a larger mat spread
over

; nor, praise be to God, do we

enjoy this humble fare and hard

couch with a less joyful mind than

more luxurious provisions in Eu-

rope." In fact, they are so happy
in their work that they think God,
gives them already a foretaste of

the blessed life of the future.

Upon one of these excursions a

friendly Indian was pursued by
enemies and transfixed with a

spear ; they
"
pierced him through

from the right side to the left, at

a hand's breath below the arm-pit,
near the heart itself, with a wound
two fingers broad at each side."

Some of the man's friends were

converts, and they called in F.

White to prepare him for death.

The missionary gave him suitable

instructions, taught him short pray-

ers, and received him into the

church, and, touching his wounds
with relics of the most holy cross,

took his leave, directing the by-

standers, when he should breath his

last, to take him to the chapel for the

purpose of burial. The next day
this same Indian, with a compan-
ion, followed the father in a boat,
showed him the red spots where
the wounds were of the previous

day, exclaiming
"
that he is entire-

ly well, nor from the hour at which
the father had left yesterday had
he ceased to invoke the most holy
name of Jesus, to whom he attri-

buted his recovered health."

The people of the lower counties

of Maryland have always had a

reputation for culture, refinement,
and good manners. They appear
to have these traits by inheritance.
" The Catholics who live in the
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colony," writes a missionary (A.D. privations, he went to rest from his

1640),
"
are not inferior in piety to labors.

those who live in other countries
;

Good F. White, seized by Clai-

but in urbanity of manners, ac- borne's rebel soldiers, was sent in

cording to the judgment of those irons to England, where he died

who have visited the other colo- like a saint, as he had lived. "His

nies, are considered far superior to self-denial, privations, and suffer-

them." ings," says Dr. Dalrymple, himself

We find we are extending what a Protestant minister,
" and the

was intended for a brief notice into touching patience and cheerfulness

a regular article, for which the read- with which they were all endured,

.er may or not thank us
;
an abid- move our profound respect and

ing and essential interest in the admiration. F. White deserves a

cause must be our apology. We high place of honor amongst the

will say but little more, though many heroic missionaries of the

the theme admits of vast expan- Society of Jesus." What wonder-

sion. ful men they were indeed, the old

In Lord Baltimore's Dedaratio, or Jesuit missionaries ! We of the

account of the colony which, by present day could scarcely believe

the way, is very much couleur de their lives possible but for the

rose (" It is sad to contrast the F. De Smets and kindred spirits

glowing accounts of Maryland in who repeat them even in our own
the Dedaratio and the painful ex- day. Laudamus viros gloriosos. . . .

perience of the missionaries," says Onuies isti in generatione sucz gentis
the editor with great justice) gloriarn adepti sunt." Eccles. cap.
we find him inviting his country- xliv.

men to go to his colony, not only We may repeat that the Mary-
to better their material interests, land Historical Society has done
but also to spread the seeds of re- a good work in bringing out this

ligion and piety a work, he says, volume anew
;
and its agents, edi-

dignum angelis, dignum Anglis. This tor, translator, and publisher have

recalls to mind the happy witticism all done their work in the most
of the great pontiff who sent Angus- creditable manner. We observed

tine to perform the same work with in the translation, excellent as it is,

the English themselves. some few points open to criticism
;

There is scarcely a page of this as, e.g., p.io,
" To the Very Rev. Fa-

new issue of the Relatio, and the ther, General Miitius Vitelleschi."

accompanying letters, that does not The comma is misplaced between
invite special interest. Surely father and general. On p. u it

those missionaries were men of is said, speaking of S. Clement,

God, living and dying to serve him "
who, because he had been tied to

only.
"

I would rather," writes an anchor and thrown into the sea,

F. Brock, laboring in the conver- obtained the crown of martyrdom."
sion of these Indians, "expire on the A man is not a martyr because of

bare ground, deprived of all human his execution in any fashion, but

succor, and perishing with hunger, because of the principles for which
than once think of abandoning this he suffers. We find, on p. 12, the

holy work of God from fear of word Sabbatum rendered Sabbath,
want." Within a few weeks after instead of Saturday, which would

writing that letter, worn out with convey the true idea in this case.
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There may be some other slight in- reader would wish to spend a few

accuracies of the same or a similar hours, safely, profitably, and plea-

kind, but, upon the whole, they are santly in field and camp, with true

unimportant, and the translation is soldiers of the cross, let him ob-
a fair and creditable rendering of tain and read the Relatio Jtinc-

the text. ris, with the accompanying docu-

Finally, we would say that if the ments.

ON THE WING.

A SOUTHERN FLIGHT.

IV.

DB FIL EN AIGUILLE." *

night at

BY the time we had been a fort-

R R
,
the senti-

ment of the dolce far niente \ of

the Italians seemed gradually to

take possession of Mary and my-
self. I sketched a little, and Mary
sat in the loggia, reading occasion-

ally, and dreaming a great deal.

Frank was still absent
; having, in

the most unjustifiable way, under-

taken a complete tour in the Ab-

ruzzi, accompanied by his friend,

Don Emidio Gandolfi, who had

given him rendezvous at Monte
Casino. One day, however, when
1 came home from a delightful ram-

ble all over the gardens of the Villa
" Mon Caprice," Mary greeted me
with the exclamation :

" Frank will arrive the day after

to-morrow, and Don Emidio is com-

ing with him."
"
I thought it had been settled

Don Emidio was to go back to

Rome."
"
Settled by whom, my dear

Jane ? I conclude he has changed
his plans."

* French proverb : From thread to needle,
t The pleasure of doing nothing.

" Well ! I know how it will be :

Ave shall have none of Frank's soci-

ety ;
he will for ever be making ex-

cursions with Don Emidio where
we cannot go."

Their distant excursions are

over
;
and we want them for all the

places we have to visit near Naples.

Up to now we have been so taken

up with the Vernons that I have
not cared for much more than the

walk backwards and forwards to

their house and our own. But we
have a great deal to see, and I am
longing to begin."

* Oh ! Don Emidio has seen it

already a dozen times. It would

only bore him to go over it again."
I cannot conceive what made me

say this to Mary. I think I was
cross. I know I was tired and hot

with my walk. She made no an-

swer for a few seconds; but I felt

she was looking at me. And so I

did that stupid thing which one

always hates doing and cannot the

least prevent I blushed. Having
thus made myself look like a fool,

I glanced at Mary, and our eyes
met.
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" Do you dislike Don Emidio,

Jane, that you speak in that way ?"
" Dear me ! no, not at all. I only

did not suppose he would care to

go over all the old places again."
"

It is not always the places ;
it

is sometimes the company that is

the chief attraction."
" Oh ! yes ;

I know Don Emidio
is devoted to Frank."

"
I think he likes us all, Jane."

" No one can help liking you,

Mary ;
and I dare say he does not

dislike me."
"

Is that all you think about it,

my dear?"
" Of course it is. What more is

there to think about it ?" And then,

as I knew I was blushing again, I

went out of the room to take off

my hat. But I did not care to go
back to Mary directly, for fear she

should say anything more to make
me cross. So I ran down to Villa

Casinelli to have a chat with the

Vernons. I found them all in a

state of very great excitement. Ida

was looking anxious, her eyes glis-

tening like diamonds, and a bright,
hectic spot on each cheek which
.1 never like to see, knowing how
delicate she is. Elizabeth, who is

always calm and gentle, and rather

slow in speaking and moving,- was

sitting opposite Ida, with her large,

dark velvet eyes full of tears. As
I entered, Ida started up, exclaim-

ing :

* O Jane ! what do you think

those dreadful Casinelli have done
now ? This morning, before any-

body was up, they cut down the

chapel bell, which was hung outside

the door on our floor, near the ser-

vants' rooms, so that Lucia might
ring it every morning. And now,

to-day, a feast-day, on which the

congregation was sure to be numer-

ous, when Lucia went to ring the

bell for the first time (you know we

always ring it thrice), she found
that the rope was left dangling,
but no bell. After hunting about

everywhere, one of the Camerota,
the father of your Paolino, found it

tied to a fig-tree on the terrace

just above the chapel. The con-

tadini* are in a wild state of indig-

nation, and I really am at a loss

to imagine what will happen next ;

for what with the insult to religion,

the annoyance to Padre Cataldo,
and the constant anxiety to our-

selves, I begin to think we shall

have to throw it all up, and leave

this place."
I had already heard a great deal

about the Casinelli and their ex-

traordinary conduct. Indeed, ever

since we had been near neighbors
to the Vernons, the ins and outs

of this intricate and truly Italian

intrigue had formed one of the

chief themes of our daily conversa-

tions. But to enable my readers to

follow the plots and stratagems of

this Macchiavelian family, I must

give an account of the whole group.

My story will represent a state of

things not, I imagine, to be found

anywhere out of Italy. Every
nation has its characteristics, its

qualities, and their corresponding
defects. The peculiar finesse and

acuteness of the Italians make
them the best constructors of a

plot that imagination can con-

ceive, and give them a proportion-
ate facility for carrying it on and

working it out. They are natural

born actors. And they can so

identify themselves with the charac-

ter they wish to assume that not

only is it exceedingly difficult for

the most diligent observer to detect

the false from the true, but I doubt

if even they themselves do not end

in interiorly confusing the two so

* Peasants.
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absolutely as to efface all moral they do, so long as he gets his

lines of demarcation. They can money ?" And in the case of the

make themselves a false conscience honest man happening to have a

on a gigantic scale, and end in preference for the brother's rooms,
themselves believing the lies they while the gay Lothario has set his

have invented. heart on the spinster's domain, ho !

The Casinelli are a numerous presto, the proprietorship is quick-

family, consisting of seven daugh- ly changed ;
the brother owns the

ters and two sons, all equally en- sister's side of the house, while the

dowed with the faculty, of assuming sister is the fair possessor of the

a part, not for days or weeks, but brother's portion. If you are so

for years or for a whole life. The ill advised as to look dubious and
one fixed and determinate object express an impression that it had
of the nine persons is, as is usual been otherwise, you are met with a

with Italians, to make money. To calm, indulgent smile at your evi-

obtain wealth, and always more dent deficiency of intelligence :

wealth, all means seem lawful to
" Dear me ! no. Were you not aware

them, and no stratagem too low. it was nothing of the kind ? Some
The house, garden, and vineyards repairs necessary to be made in my
of Casinelli make altogether a nice brother's rooms had led tohishold-
and profitable little property, and, ing mine for a time. He wanted
of course, it belongs to them all them for a friend of his. I regret-
that is, each has a share in it. They ted the fact

;
but I was not ac-

have wisely agreed that more will quainted with the character of the

be gained by their all holding to- tenant when I conceded my rooms

gether, as regards the property, to my brother, because I was myself
than by any division, especially as called from home "

(or some such
it is but small. They reserve a few reason),

" and was unable to attend
rooms on the ground floor of the to the letting. I deeply regretted
house for their own use, though their the fact

;
but it was done without

residence is principally in Naples, my knowledge." And thus they
The other two sets of apartments turn about

; always contriving to

in the house they let to strangers, run with the hare, and hunt with
But in order to make sure of all the the hounds. As a rule, it is the
fish that may come to the net, the sister who crmes forward and acts

elder brother is stated to be the as padrona* when the parties
owner of one of the suites of rooms, wishing to hire either set of rooms
and one of the sisters of the other, are evidently respectable. If they
The sister professes to be a very are the reverse, the rooms are let

dragon of virtue, and will receive nevertheless, but then it is the

no tenants who do not bear an brother who meets the storm. And
unspotted reputation, and who can- thus they enact the little man and
not also give evidence of a more woman who come out of the clock :

than merely respectable position the lady in fair weather, the gentle-
oflife they must be well, and even man in great-coat and umbrella

highly, connected. The brother, on when it is wet.

the contrary, is quite ready to part I am not aware of what the Casi-
with his rooms to anybody who nelli family motto is

;
but it ought

pays his rent.
' What does he

care about who they are, or what * Mistress.
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to be, "Divide and govern." For

they adopt the same double-surface

process as regards politics. One
brother is a staunch Bourbonist,

'the other a fervent Liberal. In

public each bewails the opinions
of the other. And thus, between

the two, they catch the favor of

both parties, and divide the spoils

between them. If circumstances

call for extreme measures in order

to gain some end in view, the

whole family will combine together
to fall upon one particular member

who, for the time being, represents
some political view at that moment
discredited. Their lamentations

over the one black sheep are long
and loud. Everybody's sympathy
is appealed to

; everybody must
lend an ear to the terrible calamity
which has befallen their illustrious

family, inasmuch as one of the race

has been, or is, guilty of
,
whatever

the crime in question may be.

Such grief, such indignation, ex-

pressed on the highest moral

grounds, attracts attention, procures
small favors from compassionating

friends, creates at least an interest,

and adds to their importance and
consideration

;
while all the time

the black sheep himself is privy to

the whole affair, and receives, in the

secrecy of the domestic circle, his

full share of indemnification for

having stood as whipping-boy for

the rest of the family. He keeps

quiet for a little while, as being
under a cloud. Then presently he

reappears to enjoy the results of

his own condemnation. The elder

brother and sister, who are the

prima donna and tenor of the do-

mestic comic opera, are always said

to be on bad terms with each

other
;
not that they are so in re-

ality, but because, if one has made
a bad bargain or inconveniently of-

fended anybody, the other can im-

mediately step forward, pretending
severely to blame the delinquent,
and offering his or her services to

repair the injury, or, in the case of

a bad bargain having been made,
insisting on a readjustment of the

case
;

not from personal motives,

having, as he or she states, no inte-

rest in the matter, but solely from
a sense of justice. In short, they
*

hedge
'

in a way that would
make their fortune a thousand
times over at Epsom or Ascot.

No matter what horse loses, they
are sure to have made up their

book in such a way that they must
win something out of whatever hap-

pens. And, meanwhile, the member
of the family who appears to the

outsider to take his part against all

his own kith and kin obtains the

eternal gratitude of the deluded in-

dividual, who is not aware that he
has been assisting at a family in-

trigue, based upon his own misfor-

tune, and intimately and minutely
combined by the whole set of them.

When the Vernons wished to rent

one of the suites of apartments, it

was the elder sister who came for-

ward with expressions of the warm-
est delight. What she had long
desired had been that some family
should reside there who had a

chaplain, and that thus their pretty
little chapel, entirely cut out in the

tufa rock on the sands of the sea-

shore, which rock forms the foun-

dation of the house, would again
come into use. She was eloquent
in describing how that formerly
that chapel had been so useful to

the numerous vignaiuoli and their

families living on and near the

premises. They themselves, she

stated, were no longer rich enough
to afford themselves so great a con-

solation, now that the one brother

who had been in the priesthood
was dead. She was quite certain
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that Padre Cataldo was a saint;

and, for her part, no one but the

Vernons should inhabit that part
of the house, for their mere pre-
sence would bring a blessing on all

the rest. She even talked of re-

storing whatever was wanting in

the chapel, and doing it up. It had
been sadly neglected, and the cob-

webs hung in festoons from the

rude but effective carving above

the altar on the coved roof and the

walls. The subject of the bas-

reliefs was the Assumption, and,

though roughly done, it had a very

good effect, scrolls and angels'
heads being intermixed with the

principal figures, and the whole

distempered in white picked out

with bright blue. A great deal was
said about the reparations, and the

Vernons, who did not then know
what sort of people they had to

deal with, imagined all that was re-

quired for the use of the chapel
would be found. They soon dis-

covered their mistake, and, beyond
a little cleaning done, they had to

provide almost everything. As
soon as the Vernons had prepared

it, the eldest Casinelli brought all

her friends to look at it, that they

might admire the piety of her

family, and learn the sacrifices they

had made in order to afford this

consolation to the neighborhood !

But wisely judging that unfore-

seen circumstances might occur

whicli would show their interests

and the way to make more money
might lie in another direction, the

eldest brother was directed to as-

sume quite another tone. He was

therefore deputed to act the sceptic
on the occasion, and make super-
cilious remarks about his sister's

excess of piety, and the inconve-

nience and folly of these extremes

of devotion. He shrugged his

shoulders about it, and lamented

VOL. xix. 35

that, not being master, he could do

nothing to refrain her from so rash-

ly committing herself to possible

expenses, and even to probable diffi-

culties with the present government,
from the presence of a zealous and

hard-working Jesuit father. At the

same time, he gave no handle

against himself in the matter, but

preserved an outwardly civil man-
ner towards the Vernons, and a

cold regret towards Padre Cataldo.

As time went on, the Vernons dis-

covered that there was an ever-in-

creasing difficulty about all that

was requisite for the altar. The
altar linen was withdrawn, and they
had to find their own. The vest-

ments were borrowed one day, and
never returned. By the time we

arrived, almost everything for the

service of the altar was the proper-

ty of the Vernons
;
and Ida's ac-

tive fingers had achieved the hap-

piest results from very limited ma-
terials.

Meanwhile, there could be no

doubt of the good that was being
done in the neighborhood from the

reopening of the little chapel and

the active piety of Padre Cataldo.

The parish church is a long way off,

and up a very steep hill. The re-

sult is that few of the little children

and women could get to church at

all. There is a chapel, dedicated

to Our Lady of Dolors, by the

roadside at Posilippo, but it is very
small. And there is another built

by the Minutoli when, for love of

the poor, they left their beautiful

villa of
" Mon Caprice," and raised

an asylum for the aged poor, and a

house to which they themselves re-

tired, giving away all they could

spare from their own modest re-

quirements. But this also is some-

what at a distance ; and, moreover,

the population is large, and the ac-

commodation altogether but scanty.
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I have seldom seen more fervor into an aisle of the chapel, cut fur-

and devotion than in the little cha- ther in the rock, and consequently

pel at Casinelli, hewn out of a rock, always somewhat dark. I remember
with its simple decorations and a Mary's going to Mass before break-

few natural flowers on the altar, fast, and having desired Paolino to

There was no music, and I cannot bring her coffee, and put it in one
for a moment pretend that there of the niches of the marble stair-

was the slightest approach to-har- case; which he did, greatly amused

mony in the loud, harsh, powerful and pleased at so unusual a pro-

shouting which the Italian peasant- ceeding. It was never, however, re-

ry are content to mistake for sing- peated, for the wind blew fresh and

ing. But, at least, there was real cold, and the Vernons were almost

devotion, as they sat with eyes fixed hurt at what might look like a mis-

on the preacher, who so beautifully trust of their ever-ready and abun-

and so earnestly discoursed to them dant hospitality,
as a father might to his children. There was altogether something
I have often seen the tears stream- about the arrangement and posi-

ing down their cheeks; and then tion of the chapel so unlike the

from time to time we would hear beaten ways of everyday life that,

of first this and then that hardened united as it is with the memory of

sinner who came creeping back to the beautiful short addresses of

his or her duties, and making us all the father and the devotion of the

glad. Several small boys served at people, it remains in our minds

the altar
;
and as the honor was heightened by a tinge of romance,

highly prized, they had been made And now there was the fatal appre-
to come in rotation to obviate hension that all this was to be de-

quarrels. One small creature of stroyed.
about four years of age, and who It was some little time before

had quite the most marvellous eyes Mary and I could quite make
and the longest lashes I ever saw, out Athat this suddenly-developed
was specially pertinacious about his though long smouldering hostility

rights. In short, there was some- to Padre Cataldo and the Vernons

thing touchingly primitive and real could mean, the Casinelli had ap-

about the whole thing which could peared so anxious to be civil to the

not fail deeply to impress us who latter, and had professed such de-

came as strangers into this little light at first that the chapel should

seaside sanctuary. As we sat wait- be reopened. At length we learnt

ing for the priest to arrive, or in . the facts of the case, which were as

the silent parts of the Mass, we follows : The Vernons had been

could hear the waves lapping the residing at Casinelli for about two

yellow sands just outside the half- years, and doing a great deal of

closed door. This was the public good in their immediate neighbor-
entrance

;
and sometimes, in rough hood, when an Italian gentleman,

weather, I think it must have entail- a strong Liberal, and openly pro-
ed a little sprinkling of salt water fessing infidelity, applied for the

on the worshippers. We entered set of apartments corresponding to

the chapel by a flight of marble those occupied by the Vernons.

stairs, in a tower which led from In this case it was the brother who
the inner court of the Villa Casi- appeared as the owner, and who.

nelli, and which stairs brought us careless of all save his rent, let it at
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once to the Martorelli, as we will occasion, as the brother returned

call the gentleman in question and from dining with the Martorelli,

the lady who accompanied him. he said something positively insult-

This, of course, was a grand op- ing to the Vernons, whom he met

portunity for the sister to come in the garden. This was overheard

forward in the family comedy, and by some of vignaiuoli* and was re-

enact her part. So with loud be- peated to the seven sisters, who

wailings and great disturbance of accordingly went in a body, the

the whole household, she took to next day, to call on the Vernons,

her bed, and sent for all her ac- with redoubled regrets about their

quaintances to come and bewail brother and about the vicinity of

with her the wickedness of her such objectionable people as the

brother, who had let the apartments Martorelli, who, however, they re-

to such people not even respect- joiced to add, would certainly

able ! and so brought a slur on his vacate the apartment in another

father's house. Everybody was en- month. The Vernons, knowing no

treated to pray that the brother's reason to doubt their statement,

hard heart might be touched and were naturally gratified to hear it,

his conversion effected. as the garden belonged equally to

But, in the meanwhile, nothing all the inhabitants of the house, ex-

was done by any member of the cept a very small portion assigned

family to prevent the Martorelli to each family, only sufficient for

from taking quiet possession, as the cultivation of a few flowers,

tenants, of a property which belongs Time, however, wore on, and another

to all the Casinelli, and about the six months had expired without

letting of which, therefore, every making any difference as regarded
one had a voice. This case was so the presence of the Martorelli.

glaring a one, and was so likely to Far from showing any signs of

bring the Casinelli into disrepute, intended departure, Signor Marto-

that it was found necessary to drill relli was allowed to undertake sev-

all the members of the family to eral improvements in the house

act the part of outraged propriety, and garden at his own expense.
Therefore all the seven sisters re- About the same time some of the

fused acquaintance with the new- sisters called on Padre Cataldo,

comers, while they redoubled their and, without making any allusion

attentions to the Vernons, weary- to the works that were being car-

ing them with reiterated invectives ried on by their tenant, they in-

against the Martorelli, and osten- formed him, with every demonstra-

tatiously going the whole round tion of zeal, that the lady vrho re-

of the garden, rather than run the sided in the house with him had

risk of meeting them in the avenue shown some signs of a better state

which leads to the principal en- of feeling than the gentleman ;
and

trance. that, in short, she was a very inter-

Six months elapsed, and during estingperson one about whose wel-

that time the brother was a con- fare they could not but feel anxious,

slant guest at the Martorelli's, They added that, when she saw

while more and more he evinced people going to and from the chapel,
a marked absence of civility to- she was noticed to sigh deeply,
wards the Vernons, and especially

towards Padre Cataldo. On one * The keepers of the vineyards
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and had actually expressed surprise man threw off the mask, and openly
that no one had ever invited her to began to do the devil's work among
enter the chapel; while, on the the pious contadini* of the place.
<)ther hand, their brother was al- He would send for two or three of

ways taunting them with a want of the young lads at the hour of Mass
real charity in having avoided any on Sundays and feast days, and
intercourse with this perhaps re- promise them a trifling sum, if, in-

pentant sister. They had therefore, stead of going to church, they would

they asserted, after many misgiv- execute some commission for him.

ings, come in a body to consult his When they hesitated, he would
reverence as to what he would ad- laugh at their scruples, and ridicule

vise them to do. Personally, they their attachment to the Jesuit fa-

could have no wish to know such ther, and their caring to have ob-

people ;
but here, possibly, was a jects of devotion like a rosary or

question of the salvation of a soul, the picture of a saint. By degrees
and all selfish sentiments must be his discourses to them became im-

laid aside for that. Perhaps their pregnated with positive blasphemy ;

knowing her might do good ;
did he grew bolder in his expressions

his reverence not think that, with of hatred against religion, and more
such an end in view, they ought virulent in his attacks on the minis-

to sacrifice their natural aversion, ters of the church. At length he
and call on the interesting lady ? had messages conveyed to the Ver-
Of course the only reply that a nons, to the effect that the bell for

. priest could make to such a ques- Mass (which was never rung before
tion was that no consideration 8 o'clock) was an intolerable nui-

should stand in the \vay when any sance to him
;
and he threw out

hope of doing good is in question, hints of revenge if it was not dis-

And then all the seven damsels, continued. Whenever it was rung,

breaking forth in expressions of suddenly furious sounds proceeded
submission to his advice, and ap- from his part of the house. And
pearing to take it as if the initiative really it would seem as if the

had come from him, with pious wretched man were seized with the

phrases and low courtesies, left his rage of the possessed, and that,

reverence's presence. From that when that bell sounded, the devil

day the greatest intimacy and con- entered into him. The Vernons'
stant intercourse sprang up between servants became the objects of mys-
the two families. The seven sisters terious threats and of vile calum-
and the young lady were insepara- nies. A wretched peasant was
ble. Signor Martorelli's sentiments bribed to frighten one of them at

and principles were deeply bewail- night ;
and a more daring sinner,

ed
;
but if her husband, as he is call- but who afterwards repented with

ed, and as we hope he is, showed so tears, was induced, by promises of
little religion, at least she was a money, to fire at Padre Cataldo

promising subject ;
and whenever one evening as he was entering the

they saw the Vernons, it was always avenue where the man stood con-
to relate the growing success of their cealed.

happy manoeuvre. Time, however, At length the climax was reach-

sped on his way, and no practical ed which I have related at the
results followed. Signora Marto-
relli entered no church, while the * Peasantry.
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beginning of this chapter, and the listened anxiously for the first

Mass bell was cut down in the sound of the Mass bell. My watch

night, and hung upon a fig-tree. I was, I suppose, in advance of the

remained a long time with Ida and right time
;
for it was five minutes

Elizabeth, discussing what would past eight, and I had not heard a

be the best course to pursue ;
and sound, when Mary came running in

as I have got so far in the history with the joyful exclamation that it

of the Mass bell, I think I had was all right, and that the bell was

better carry it on to the end, though pealing loud. The good Posilippi-

it will lead me beyond many of the ans looked out of their cavernous

other incidents of our stay at Posi- houses, and peeped from their win-

lippo. It was decided that Ida dows
;
and as we stood at our garden

should write very civilly but very door, we could hear them calling to

firmly to the elder sister, remon- each other just as Mary had done

strating at the bell being removed, to me that the bad man had not

The sisters rose up in a body, and dared again to cut down the bell in

all together intoned a loud lamen- the night.

tation over the wickedness of the It was not long, however, before

world. It was their desire the bell Martorelli, whose rage knew no

should be replaced, and that in all bounds, began to express his

things the reverend father should threats against the Vernons, and

do whatever he thought proper. It especially against their chaplain,
was impossible to say who had re- too loudly to escape notice. The
moved the bell

;
no one could so father himself was well aware of

much as guess who could be at the these threats, because they never

bottom of so much wickedness ; failed to be repeated by the people
but as it was quite overwhelming, about the place, who were all de-

the eldest sister, true to her tradi- voted to him. Of course he avoid-

tions and habits, retired to bed, ed telling the Vernons, for three

informed her friends of the cir- girls and one aged lady could do

cumstance, and gathered them little in the matter, except feel very
round her couch for two days of anxious for his safety. On the

sympathy and condolence. The other hand, he was not the man to

bell was, of course, replaced by avenge, or even protect, himself,

the still trusting Vernons ;
but the But as he was constantly out till

atheistic Martorelli only escaped late in the evening, preaching at

condign punishment at the hands different churches, giving retreats,

of the indignant contadini through and visiting the sick, several of

the remonstrances and commands the men who fornied part of the

of Padre Cataldo, who, in this in- congregation decided that he was

stance, had unusual difficulty in never to be allowed to go down

getting his orders obeyed, and in that treacherous winding path

preventing the insults that had which leads from the Strada Nuova
been heaped upon him from being through the vineyards and garden to

revenged by his loving but hot- Casinelli, except accompanied by
headed Italian penitents. one of them. The terraces are

The next Sunday morning Mary admirably adapted for shooting

and I, who had far less faith in the down upon your enemy, as he

possibility of any sincerity in the passes just beneath you, while you
Casinelli than even the Vernons, lie concealed amongst the beans
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above. At length some of the
'

I forgot you were not one of us. I

wiser and more authoritative of forgot you were an Italian."

the men, disgusted at the annoy-
'

It needs no apology, signorina.
ances to which the females of the I agree with a great deal that you
Vernon household were exposed, say. In the first place, you spoke
and at the threats against Padre chiefly of Neapolitans. I am only
Cataldo's life, had Martorelli sum- half a Neapolitan. And, secondly,
moned before the magistrates as whatever you may think of Italians

a disturber of the peace. This you are too just not to believe

strong measure kept him quiet for there are many honest men amongst
some time; and it was during them."

this happy interval that Frank and : You are very kind to let me
Don ' Emidio Gandolfi returned off so easily. No one who knew
from their long wanderings, Frank, Padre Cataldo, who is a Neapolitan,
of course, to take up his abode with could fail to believe in the possibil-

us, and Don Emidio to return to ity of honest Italians."

his Neapolitan villa, his principal
' Excuse me, signorina, if I say

residence being in Rome. that you would be nearly as far

The day of their return we were wrong in taking Padre Cataldo as

all sitting in the loggia together a guarantee for there being honest

watching the evening light, which, men amongst us as you would be

falling on the rocks of Sorrento in believing us all rogues because

and on the island of Capri, seemed you have met with people like the

to turn them into pink topaz set Casinelli."

in a sapphire sea. I was eagerly re-
:

Why so ?"

lating the history of the bell to our
" Because saints are as much an

two gentlemen, and, forgetting that exception to the generality as are

Don Emidio was an Italian, I accomplished Macchiavelians like

launched out in strong expressions the Casinelli."

against the cunning and intrigue of "You are right," said Mary,
the whole nation. In the midst of

" But do you not think that just as

my harangue I suddenly looked up, the French are specially addicted

and there was Don Emidio leaning to vanity, so the Italians are to in-

forward with his elbows on his trigue ?"

knees, his hands loosely clasped,
"
I do. It is the reverse of the

his deep, calm eyes fixed on my eager medal. The French are sanguine,

face, and a slight, sly smile curving and the drawback to that is self-

his well-defined mouth. I stopped conceit. The Italians are astute,

dead short, and blushed to the eyes, and the corresponding defect is

We were so used to seeing him with cunning."

us, and to hearing him talk in his
: ' As Emidio is too sensible to be

perfect English, that, in the heat of thin-skinned at our speaking out

my discourse, I forgot I was abus- our thoughts," interrupted Frank,

ing his countrymen. Frank laugh-
"

I must say that I have always
ed outright when, looking at Don thought the Italians great in dupli-

Emidio, he saw the expression city."
which had so suddenly arrested

" The Italian does not care to tell

me, and Mary alone looked sorry you an untruth about a trifle. If he

for me. did so, it would be from carelessness

"O Don Emidio!" I exclaimed, rather than from purpose. But when
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once he sees his way, or thinks he they belong to a different category,
sees it, to accomplishing some dis- The greatest contemplatives have
tant and important end, then the full been Italian or Spanish."

strength of his close-knit mind and "
But, Don Emidio, I don't like to

his marvellous faculty of mental in- think that nationality, which seems

vestigation are brought to bear. He to include temperament, and even
is unscrupulous because he is pas- climate, can have anything to do
sionate. Not passionate only as a with the making of God's saints."

sudden burst, but condensed, sus-
' And why, signorina, should you

tained passion. The object he has in object to it when He who makes

view, no matter what it be, becomes his saints makes also the climate

the object ofhis passion, and gradual- and the temperament ? He has

ly he weaves around it the web of his linked the outer and inner world

whole being. With fixed, undeviat- too closely together for us to have

ing purpose, he bends all things to any reason to be astonished that

one point. If truth will serve him, he he should observe certain general
will employ truth

;
where that fails, laws in connection with the gifts of

deceit will be as readily adopted, his highest graces."
He overlooks mountains and val- Mary started forward from the

leys, walls and barriers, in pursuit depths of her arm-chair, and said

of his end
;
or rather he sees through eagerly :

" Then do you really think

them, as if they were merely a mist, that the slower temperament and
and fixes his unflinching gaze on depressing climate of England, for

what he is resolved to obtain be- example, have prevented, and will

yond them. So long as his purpose prevent, our country from being
is unchanged, nothing will stay his honored by great saints ?"

progress. Once that changed, no "
I am very far from thinking it.

matter how or why out of his own On the contrary, and strange as

will or through the will of others it may appear at first sight, there are

and the whole fabric of deceit pass- certain characteristics amongst the

es from him like a mantle loosely English which assimilate them, in

draped from his shoulders, only to my mind, to the Italians in a way I

be resumed when next required." nevercould assimilate the French. I

" You seem to me to have made allude to your steadiness of purpose
it out very clearly, Emidio," said and to your reserved and silent

Frank.
*

No\v, what is the good side habits. These qualities, when laid

of this disagreeable picture?" hold of by grace, tend to lead to
" The good side is the strength contemplation and mystic holiness,

of will and the power of sustained much as do the qualities we have

and concentrated thought and pur- spoken of among Italians."

pose. Turn all that in the right
"
Then, I suppose, the extraor-

ditection, and you will find it leads dinary energy and versatility of the

you to a long list of heroic saints, French are likely to make them

surpassed in no country, and equal- more active than contemplative."
led only in Spain, where some of

"
Just so, signorina, and yet

the like characteristics exist." there have been wonderful ex-
" But surely," said I,

"
France ceptions ;

and I should be wrong
also is a great land of saints." in making out anything like a

" No doubt. But, generally speak- rigid rule. In the first place,

ing (of course there are exceptions), 'the wind bloweth where it list-
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eth
'

; and, in the next, the demar- has faded from the sky, there is a

cations of national character are strange color of mingled purple and
not sufficiently strong to necessitate orange that seems to flash upon
any given development of even the water, and that I never saw
mere natural qualities, much less anywhere except in the Bay of Na-
of spiritual qualities." pies. Presently we are roused

"
I suppose, in short, all you really from our reverie by the sound of

mean, Don Emidio," resumed Mary, voices; and Ida's tall figure stands
"

is that, when it pleases God to by the open window looking out

make a saint in the full acceptation upon us, while Elizabeth and Helen
of the term, he makes use of natural are behind.

conditions blended with the super-
' Ho\v silent you all are!" ex-

natural." claims Ida with a laugh. "I am
"God always works with a me- afraid we shall disturb you."

thod, signora by rule and mea- '' Oh ! it is only that Don Emidio
sure. We cannot solve all the has been talking to us so much
divine problems; but we know about heroic sanctity that we are

that they are according to truth all in a state of depression from
and justice." the consciousness that we have no
Don Emidio's last words seemed hope of ever reaching it."

to shut us all up in silent thought.
'

I am quite sure you never will,

Frank went on puffing at his cigar in if you set about it in this melancho-
a way which set my wicked imagi- ly fashion. Besides, nobody is a

nation wondering how far smoking saint till he is dead
;
and who

was conducive to meditation. But knows but what you may live to

then I never heard of a saint who pray at my tomb yet ?"

smoked. Perhaps if any very holy
'

Yours, Ida dear?" said Mary
man, whose canonization was in pro- quite gravely.

gress, had been given to smoking,
'

Why not ? There are so many
the devil's advocate would lay hold kinds of saints

;
and I may yet

of it, and try to destroy the cause. I come out as quite a new variety,
do not think tobacco was much in But that is not what I am come

vogue when the great modern saints about. Padre Cataldo is gone to

lived. S. Philip Neri, for instance, see the poor man I told Mary of

that large-hearted,
"
large-sleeved

"* this morning. He has got the fever,

saint I wonder if, in these days, he and, when he is delirious, he keeps
would have smoked ? But then he calling so piteously for the padre
was a priest. That makes a great that this is the second time to-day
difference. I think a layman might he has had to toil up our hill to go
have an occasional cigar. There to him, besides all his other toils,

is that dear old Frank lighting his As soon as the man is pacified, he

second. But Don Emidio has had promised to come here. He told

only two tiny cigarettes. WT

hat us at dinner that to-morrow will be

nonsense runs in my head ! And, a free day, and that for once he

meanwhile, the red lights have all could make an excursion with us,

died away. Capri lies like a large,
if we liked to go to Baiae."

dense cloud on the bosom of the It was soon all settled. I thought

sea; and though all the sunlight
it strange the two gentlemen did not

* Literal translation of an Italian term meaning
wish tO ride, but preferred COllling

without narrow prejudice. in the carriage with us. For my
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part, I longed to be on horseback, to compassionate the birds, who
and, in their place, I would have flew away from Paolino's aim with

ridden. Padre Cataldo looked in perfect impunity. It was therefore

for a moment to learn our plans, from no apprehensions for the fe\v

and then Don Emidio took leave songsters of a garden in Southern
of us. He had a long way to drive Italy that we complained. But all

home. day long Paolino was absent at in-
" Your villa is on the Vomero, is opportune moments, attempting a

it not?" I said. hopeless massacre, of sparrows and
"
No, signorina ;

it is at Capo di finches. He had often been scold-

Monte. Do you prefer the Vo- ed about it, but the instinct of sport
mero ?" in the boy was superior to any fear

" Oh ! dear, no. I think Capo di of being found fault with. When
Monte very beautiful." at length it reached such a pitch
He was holding my hand, as he that Mary even was induced to

wished me good-night. I thought complain, Paolino had to endure a

what an odd question it was to ask sharp scolding from Frank. The
me. What could it matter which I result of which was that, a few

liked best ? I told Mary I thought hours after, he took the gun, with

Don Emidio was sometimes a little tears in his eyes, to Monica, re-

absent, and hardly knew what he questing her to carry it to his fa-

was saying. But I suppose' Mary ther, that through him it might be

did not agree with me, for she only returned to the friend who had
smiled and made no answer. lent him the fatal weapon. He al-

The next morning I overheard leged that he had not the moral

Mary lamenting to Frank about the courage to have the gun in his pos-

way in which Paolino disturbed session, and yet refrain from inordi-

her rest, beginning, as early as half- nate use of it
;
and thus, as he said,

past four, firing at the little birds in the only way was to put the occa-

the garden. I used to envy that sion out of his reach. The little

lad his faculty for early rising, birds enjoyed peaceful matins ever

The first streak of light through after, and Paolino rose wonderfully
his shutterless window saw Paolino in our esteem.

on the alert. And then he would The roomy landau and the imp-

go strolling out into the garden, ish coachman were ready early to

leaning over the low wall that di- take us on our long excursion
;

vided our entrance from the main while Pascarillo, the coachman's

road, hailing all his comrades on master, and the owner of many
their way to their work, whistling carriages, provided another convey-
and shouting to his sisters, who ance for the rest of the party. Don
lived in a portion of the villa where Emidio went with Mary, Ida, and

we had originally thought of taking myself; Padre Cataldo and Frank

apartments but for its dirty and with Mrs. Vernon and the other

miserable condition. These noises girls. We took the Posilippo road,

so early in the morning, and close intending to return by the Grotto

to our windows, were bad enough; of Puzzuoli. Nothing can be more
but when to these the constant fir- beautiful than the view which

ing of a gun was added, Mary's greets you at the top of the hill, and

powers of endurance failed. It which, in a steep winding descent,

would have been a waste of feeling brings you to the town of Puzzuoli.
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To the left is a high bank of ver- had lent their aid in the long course

dure covered with flowering shrubs, of ages. Never was ruin greater,

and here and there a goat browsing perhaps, since the beginning of the

on some almost inaccessible peak. Christian era. Sodom and Go-
The sea always seemed to me to be morrah, Nineveh and Babylon, have

even bluer here than in the Bay of passed away more entirely. But in

Naples. We drive past places Puzzuoli, Misenum, Cumae, and

bearing some of the grandest names Baiae the ruin is more pathetic,
of antiquity ;

Puzzuoli itself was from the fact that enough remains

once a
"

little Rome "
;

Cicero's to betray how vast those villas and
villa was here

; here, Sylla died, baths and temples once were, and

Temples unrivalled in beauty cov- how absolutely the aggressive force

ered those hill-sides, and villas of silent nature has overpowered
with umbrageous trees were dotted and swept away or buried the

all over those flat plains where the proud achievements of man.
willows wave their long, yellow We proceed from one marvel of

twigs amid rows of tall poplars, destruction to another. The Mare
and here and there a plane-tree. Morto is to our right, shrunk to a

Here are the market gardens that tiny lake
;
and yet this was to have

supply Naples, or rather a portion been, when completed, the great
of them. But all the land is full of port for Roman merchandise. The

sulphur springs, and it is only in same melancholy feeling of utter

certain seasons of the year that destruction and radical change in

Puzzuoli and its neighborhood is the whole aspect of the country
fit for habitation. Then Neapoli- fills the mind wherever we turn

;

tans and strangers come to take the and through all the excursions we

sulphur baths, the hateful vapors made in this neighborhood, I never

of which catch our breath as we found it less
;
while Mary, who had

pass. I have a growing sense of been here many years ago, recol-

everything being unreal around me
;

lected having experienced the same
and no length of time or habit re- impression, and found that it return-

moves the impression. The sea ed upon her, if possible, with fuller

has swallowed up one-half of the force. It may be as well to remind

spots sacred to classic memories, my readers that the ancient name
But where are the trees of Cicero's of Puzzuoli was Puteoli. And per-
villa that Pliny praises? What haps in no one place are crowded,
wild havoc or gradual but most within a circumference of about

obliterating change has availed to twelve miles around it, so many and

wipe away all but the faintest traces such intimate associations with pa-
of what once was looked on as a gan Rome and the old classic life,

paradise ? Fire and water alike The crumbling tufa-banks by the

have combined to erase the last road-side are filled with rectangular
relics of that luxurious pagan time. Roman bricks, the remains of baths

The volcanic action in all this part connected with the villa residen-

of Italy and the encroaching ocean ces and temples of antiquity. Also,

have sufficed to wipe out all but there are considerable remains of

the faintest indications of a state of Columbaria and large tombs. We
luxury, wealth, architectural beau- passed beneath the Arco Felice,

ty, and lavish decoration to which and, clambering up a high bank,
old Phoenicia, Greece, and Rome reached the cottage of a vignaiuolo^
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and rested beneath an elm-tree the nymphs fled, shamefaced, from

while I made a drawing of Lago lakes no longer solitary ! Victor

Inisaro and part of the Elysian Emanuel will scare no dryads

Fields. We saw the Lake of Lucri- from their leafy bowers, and
t
is

mis, but the oysters are gone. We hardly the man to trace the small

shuddered as we approached Aver- footprint of the chaste huntress on

nus. The dense forest which once the yielding moss, as he pursues

flung its black shadows on the the wild boar through what were
waters has long ago been felled or doubtless once her covers. No
died away. The wholesome mid- laughing Bacchante peeps behind

day sun shot laughing beams on the the trailing vine, or dances, with

clear surface, disarmed of all preter- light, flowing tresses and scanty
natural horror. The Elysian Fields tunic, to the trilling of double pipes,

are, indeed, a smiling plain of land The goats are here, but the satyrs

partially cultivated, and partially are absent. The vines show pro-
covered with trees and brush-wood, mise of rich grapes ;

but Bacchus,
the king's favorite hunting-grounds, grape-crowned, with the skin of the

We women refused to enter the spotted pard across his sun-bronzed

Sibyl's cave, liking neither damp chest, and the tragic melancholy
nor sulphurous smells. The horrors o f liquid eyes with sleepy lids, is

of the surroundings are all swept nowhere found; for, be it remem-

away. The little birds fly over the bered, the god of wine was no
once deadly Lake of Avernus as drunken lout, but rather one who,

safely as from Paolino's harmless at least in his ripe youth, was but

gun ;
and as we look back through quickened and inspired by the

the dim avenue of misty ages, it is blood of the red grape,
curious to reflect that what is a The myths and fables have long
dream of the past to ourselves was ceased. As myths, they held a di-

hardly less so to others who are vine truth, dimly shadowed forth,

now but shadowy representatives As fables, they degenerated, like all

of a world gone by to us
;

for it half-truths, into wholesale errors,

was Agrippa whose engineering Then human depravity swept over

robbed Avernus of many of its ter- them, and left its poisonous slime

rors, and probably disturbed even o 'er all. We go back to the memo-
trie placid oysters of Lucrinus. rv of those times with mingled feel-

Thus the sense of unreality grows ings of wonder and of pain. But

upon us, as we visit one spot after amid the decaying fragments of

another, and find the green tendrils classic lore there shines forth one
of the young vine, the blue-purple little incident which quickens our
blossoms of the vetch, and bright pulse, and bridges over all the suc-

scarlet poppies covering with gay ceeding ages with a touch of feeling

garlands the few vestiges of a world that obliterates time and space. The
that is dead and gone. Yet even words are few, but they are dearer to

here I am tempted to repeat,
" Le us than the epics of Virgil, or the let-

passe n'est pas mort, il n'est qu'ab- ters of Cicero, or all else that may
sent," and yet how far absent!

grace the memory of this lovely land:

How the old gods have died away "The south wind blowing, we came
from their own sylvan scenes, and the second day to Puteoli, where,

finding brethren, we were desired

* The past is absent, but not dead. to tarry with them seven days."
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"
Finding brHhi<-i, !" V--;, r ven circular temple of Venus or Menu-

here, beneath the shade of m.-iili!*: ry shone, deep red, in the light of

porticos, temple, and fane devoted the setting sun. 'I he ni'-rry land-

to, an infamous re-ligion, the Name lord and a half-do/en nondescript
ih;ii. [f .'iljovc every BAme was vvhis- servants, men and maids, proposed

p-Ted \>y a few. The sign of the to dance the tarantella lor us.

loss was ttCfetiy made by quiet The women happened to lark

inhabitants of I'n/./uoli's noisy beauty, and the men youth, liui

streets, the Virgin Mother was re- that was not our reason for declin-

vcnd, ;uid the words of S. Paul and ing the pleasure. The dance \v

S. Luke listened to as a message doubtless innocent enough; but it

from above. And how little the was not often we were favored

citizens of Puteoli knew of the di- with the company of
"
Nostro Zio

vine mysteries which were goin", on Prete," our uncle priest, and we

among them ! And now, as if the thought it more decorous not to

wi<k< d city had been in every sense order dances in his presence. I

too near the gate of hell, the vol- must explain to my readers that

cani<: flames have penetrated the the peasantry in South Italy call a

earth's thin crust on all sides, and priest uncle when they do not call

flung down and devoured the traces him father; and that in some of

of brilliant, triumphant, and over- our excursions, when Padre Cataldo

bearing vice, leaving in its place bargained about carriages or re-

a handful of Christian peasants freshment (and which must always
and a few relics prized by the be done if you do not want to

< holar and the antiquarian. be scandalously overcharged), they
I must own to my readers that I always protested that for no con-

am chiefly repeating Don Kmidio's sideration would they attempt to

words, and that, as we approach- impose on their uncle priest!
ed JJaia3, I with startling indecorum Happily for us, our reverend uncle

exclaimed: "But it must not be was a Neapolitan, and too well ac-

forgotten that we have come here quainted with the true value of the

to eat oysters, whether or not the services we received for us to have

Lake of Lucrinus produces them." any apprehension of being cheated

We did eat oysters. We alighted in any expedition organized by him.

at the humblest little wayside inn Perhaps our host himself surmised

close to the shore. We sat beneath our reason for declining the tanin-

the trellised vine that covered the tclla, for he did not press it
;
and

vast loggia. The lemons were ga- returning to our carriage, we drove

thered, as sauce for the oysters, in home by , moonlight through the

the garden below
;
the ruins of the Grotto of Puzzuoli.
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SWITZERLAND IN 1873.

LAKE OP LUCERNE.
-

IT was a lovely evening as we extremity. At one of the angles
sailed away, a happy, lively party, of the cross stands Mount Pilatus,

from Lucerne. Our minds were 5,900 feet high at the opposite
full of the enthusiasm for his na- one the Rigi, 5,541 feet above the

tive land which Herr H '

's de- sea like two sentinels guarding the

scriptions had excited, but for one entrance to the territory beyond,
characteristic of the Lake of the The tourist sailing straight onwards
Forest Cantons we were as yet from Lucerne is fain to believe

totally unprepared, namely, its that the lake ends where a spur of

unusual and wonderful variety. the Rigi seems to stretch across the

Every traveller viewing it from southern bay, right before him.

Lucerne readily admits its extreme No other explanation appears pos-

beauty. Its interest is acknowledg- sible until the spot itself is reach-

ed beforehand, according to the ed, when suddenly a channel, hi-

greater or lesser degree in which therto unperceived, opens to the

each one can clothe its shores with right, between that mountain and
historic memories, but its remarka- the opposite shore the two pro-
ble diversity of scenery is a feature montories thus disclosed rejoicing

generally ignored until seen, al- in the rather ignoble appellation of

though amongst Swiss lakes it is
" Die Nasen," or

" The Noses."

in this respect pre-eminent. And What a beautiful and perfectly
this peculiarity is mainly attributa- different view is then disclosed, as

ble to its geographical formation, the steamer darts through the

Consisting, as it does, of divisions narrow strait to the village of

completely distinct one from the Buochs, at the foot of its own
other, they lead us on, as if design- Buochserhorn, the base of which is

edly arranged in the most artistic covered with comfortable farm-

manner, in a series of
u
surprises," houses, embosomed in their or-

from one picture to another, on an chards, changing step by step into

ever-increasing scale of beauty. chalets as they ascend to the higher
That part of the lake which is pastures ! At once we have got

nearest to Lucerne may be said to into another country. A land-

resemble in shape a Maltese cross, locked bay, that to the eye seems
so equal do its proportions appear nearly circular, bordered on one
to the passing observer. In charac- side by the precipitous but wooded
teristics and detail, however, it dif- mountains of Unterwalden, and on

rs widely. The northern shores, the opposite by the southern peaks

though spreading round two of and slopes of the Rigi, between
the arms in undulating hills, may whose folds nestles pretty Gersau,

decidedly be called flat compared not large enough to be called a

to the magnificent line of Alpine town nor unimportant enough for

peaks towering along the southern a village. A sunny, peaceful
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picture a "
happy lake of Ras-

selas
" from which no exit is

visible, nor, we might suppose,
ever need be sought for ! At the

further end, towering in the dis-

tance, snow-clad summits peer
above the clouds

; but, more strik-

ing than all, rise two curiously-

pointed peaks close by, which stand,

we are told, right above the white

houses of Schwyz. So here we are

truly in the cradle of Switzerland

the genuine
" Urschweiz" ! And

as we sail towards Brunnen (the

port of Schwyz, three miles inland)
we try to trace their resemblance

to a bishop's distinctive mark,
which has given to these two bare

rocks, nearly five thousand feet

high, the familiar name of "The
Mitres."

But where is the land of Tell

Uri and the Rtiti ? for again our

course seems barred at Brunnen :

valleys, meadows, and a back-

ground of mountains alone lie be-

fore us. Once more turn round
on the quay of Brunnen, at a sharp

angle to the right, and say, can a

more exquisite picture anywhere be

found ! Here, in this bay of Uri

for so this part is named in-

stead of the great expanse near

Lucerne, the lake has narrowed
into a space not wider than a val-

ley, whilst huge mountains jut for-

ward, and, dipping perpendicularly
into the green waters beneath, barely
leave room in some spots for the

road, which is an engineering
achievement of recent years, whilst

in others it must needs be carried

on through tunnels and open
galleries. Right in front, the Uri

Roth^tock rears its lofty head, with

its glacier a transparent wall of

ice three hundred feet in height

sparkling in the sun. Tell's home
lies within its folds. But close by,

just opposite, is the Riiti, almost

undistinguishable until the steamer

passes near it. At the head of the

bay, on its broad, green meadows,
lies Aldorf, below the Bristenstock,
which alone, when we reach that

spot, hides from us the mighty
Gothard. A paradise it truly
seems on a brilliant sunny day,
with a people worthy of such a land

and nurtured into excellence amidst

this noble nature. But we have

not reached them yet, and have to

see and hear of others before we
come to this quarter.

Like every other part of Switzer-

land, the shores of Lucerne Lake
are thickly inhabited. No signs

of poverty are anywhere visible,

and an air of comfort is diffused

over the whole district. The most

fruitful portion, however, is pre-em-

inently the strip of land lying at the

base of the Rigi, where the straight

wall of the mountain rises precipi-

tately facing the north. So pro-
verbial is its fertility that it is call-

ed the
" Garden of Lucerne," and

through winter and summer that

town is supplied with fruit and ve-

getables by the peasants of this

neighborhood. The steamers which

now navigate the lake carry them
thither in numbers with 'their pro-
duce on every market-day. Of its

numerous villages, Weggis held the

first place until the last three years,
when the engineers of the wonder-

ful Rigi Railway fixed on Vitznau,

three miles further on, for their

station. Up to that period, no one

ever thought of this out-of-the-way
little village, lying in a sheltered

nook close under the Rigi-Nase.

Weggis, on the other hand, was the

starting-point for all aspirants to

sunsets on the Kulm : the chief

place for horses and guides, ami

full, in consequence, of animation

and importance. But the world

marches on rapidly nowadays.
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and matters, therefore, are much There had been such a spell of fine

changed ;
for few, except the timid, days and lovely moonlights that

or the most determined seekers of nothing else was taken into ac-

the picturesque, think of choosing count. But, alas for presumptuous
this route to the summit, when both confidence ! What was our dismay
time and trouble can be saved by on awaking to hear the unwel-

the railway ascent to those hun- come sounds of rain ! Patter !

dreds of summer tourists whose patter! drop after drop, it fell

excursions are made at high-pres- against the window
; and, rising in

sure speed. Vitznau, consequent- trepidation, the painful fact became

ly, is daily advancing in importance, evident that a steady downpour
and the price of land has risen in had commenced. There was no
an incredibly short space of time wind, but such thick clouds rolled

from fifty centimes to five francs down from the mountain and spread

per metre. No buildings, however, over the lake that the opposite
have yet been attempted, except shore was soon invisible. It might
two pretty hotels

;
and it was to one pass off, and we determined to have

of these, opened this season on the patience; so, when the bell tolled

water's edge, that we had telegraph- for Mass at half-past seven o'clock,

ed for rooms. But it was not large seizing our umbrellas we rushed

enough to accommodate all our across the cemetery, which separa-

party, so my friend Anna L and ted our hotel from the church.

myself adjourned at night to the This latter, as suited to so small a

second one, situated further back village, is not large nor rich-looking
near the church. on the contrary ;

but all was very
The evening continued fine, and clean, the building solidly con-

as the moon shone on the calm structed, and the congregation, de-

waters whilst we supped under the spite the rain, fairly large, and
veranda of the inn, every one was most attentive. Everything was

happy and contented. The young arranged, too, on the same system
C s declared they felt

" most as elsewhere. The cemetery full

romantic," we elders
"
sehr aes- of holy-water stoups, with a sepa-

thetisch
"
(very aesthetic), as Heine rate corner for the children, the

calls it, and all looked forward church doors open all day long, the

with confidence to the morrow, lighted lamp betokening the Bless-

The plan was, by sleeping here, to ed Sacrament, and men and women
start in the first train, which is gen- often, as we noticed, passing in and

erally the least crowded, and, halt- out, to say a prayer in its divine

ing at Kaltbad, thence to explore presence.
the other parts of the Rigi. It had At half-past nine the train was to

been devised by Herr H start, but the rain grew heavier
: '

cunningly devised," he secretly each minute, and no one, we sup-
told Mr. C- -,

"
in order to hu- posed, could think of ascending the

mor the nerves of the ladies, al- mountain in such weather. At the

ways stronger in the early morning, appointed time, however, the steam-
and which he knew, though he ers arrived from both ends of the

chose to conceal this fact from us, lake, with their ship-loads of enter-

would be sorely tried by the alarm- prising tourists. How we pitied

ing railway." As to a change of them! To have come so far in

weather, no. one ever dreamt of it. this weather, only to be disappoint-
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ed for no one surely could land tains cross benches for fifty passen-
on such a day! But experience gers (with an ominous printed re-

has since taught us differently, and quest 'not to move !"), and with
shown that in no part of Switzer- open sides, so that nothing should

land, or perhaps of any other coun- obstruct the view to those whose

try, does this class so pertinacious- nerves might retain their custom-

ly defy the elements as on the ary tranquillity. Five such trains

Lucerne Lake and the Rigi Railway, compose each departure, hence,

To-day, from behind our hotel should the arrivals exceed 250, the

windows, we watched hundreds unlucky
"
last

'

are left behind at

rushing on shore, in their water- Vitznau to wait patiently for the

proofs, and with dripping umbrel- next trains two or three hours

las, to the railway station adven- later. And now we understood
turous spirits, who trusted to their the cause of the rush on shore, and

good stars to drive away the clouds the violent squeezing between the

from the mountain-top on their ar- rails of the ticket office, which had
rival

; or, if the views should fail so much puzzled and amused us.

them, at least to go through the In mid-season this constantly
u
sensation

'

of this singular rail- happens, it being a case of
"

first

way. And, in this one respect, no come, first served." Even to-day,
one could be disappointed. A all the carriages were full. As a
"
sensation

"
it certainly would be : rule, therefore, i

f is calculated that

whether pleasant or terrifying must on an average between 1,100 and

depend on each individual tempera- i
}
2oo tourists daily ascend the

ment. Rigi during the summer months
And now the sloping engines from this point alone. Up they

emerged from their night's hiding- went at a short interval between

place, and we too began to share each train; the' engine not preced-
the general excitement. One by ing, but pushing the carriage be-

one our party ran to the pretty fore it mounting slowly to all

station, and there stood examining appearances, but withal rapidly,
the proceedings. So fascinating did for in less than five minutes they
the attraction become, that every were lost to sight ; climbing first

time there was an arrival or de- high above the church-tower, and

parture whilst we remained at Vitz- then above the cottages, which

nau, books, writing, and all other oc- one by one here overtop the vil-

cnpations were hastily thrown aside lage. It took away one's breath
to scamper off to the still novel to look at them : a seeming tempt-
sight. But a very unwise course ing of Providence thus scaling
this proved ; for, instead of reassur- mountain walls and precipices at

ing our feeble nerves, the disincli- the measure of from 18 to .25
nation to make a personal experi- perhaps all the more awe-inspiring
ence of the ascent visibly increased to day by reason of the weather
as the day wore on. And what and the mysterious cloud-land
wonder ! The engines were unlike they boldly pierced through,

any we had ever seen; shaped in As yet, no serious accident has
a slanting fashion to fit the moun- happened. Let us hope none ever
tain side. There were five, but may ! The principle of construc-
of these each one was attached tion, with a central notched rail,

\o only one carriage, which con- tightly grasped by a cog-wheel, be-
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sides the powerful brakes belonging the precipitous Rigi cliffs on one
to each carriage, seem to promise side and the lake on the other, so

fairly. The trains, too, proceed in that room does not exist for very
reality so slowly, and with such large extension. Only this summer
caution, that a man is always able it narrowly escaped destruction from
to walk in front of the first carriage, the effects of a thunder-storm
Most striking was it to watch the higher up, such as had not been
down trains two hours later

;
the known for years. The stream over-

guard blowing a horn as they flowed into a torrent, carrying all

passed the height above the village, before it, and the villagers and rail-

then marching into the station with way officials had to turn out in the

a solemn countenance that seemed middle of the night to open chan-
to tell of perils met and conquered, nels and raise embankments, and

leisurely followed by the sloping en- only succeeded by great exertions

gine, looking helpless and distorted in arresting destruction. Person-

once it reached the level ground, ally, I should fear the rocks rolling

Steady and serious - looking men from above more, as they have
these guards and engine-drivers often done at Weggis but of this

are, quite unlike the daring beings the natives seem to take no ac-

to whose care we so thoughtlessly count. We were told that there is

entrust our precious lives in every- one point on the road between this

day railway travelling. In walk and Weggis to which larger village
and dress, too, they have a moun- the Vitznau children go to school,
tain air and bearing, at once telling three miles distant where stones

us of the life to which they were fall so constantly that the little

'born and bred," and reminding ones are always on the look-out,
us of the intrusion of our material and make a run when they see

world into their hitherto simple them approaching. Yet this pretty

sphere. So far, however, it does spot has many attractions, especially
not- appear to have interfered with for invalids. We met a gentleman
Vitznau habits. Being what the lately who had passed a winter here,
French call a "

cul de sac," with- and was loud in its praises. No-
out even a road over the promon- thing can exceed the morality and

tory to Gersau, there is no tempta- sobriety of the people ;
the winter

tion to linger here, and the trains and climate, too, is perfect he and the

steamers are made to fit in so ex- parish priest had made observations,

actly that, except in the case of together during one season, which
undue numbers, or for a hasty lun- proved that the temperature is as.

cheon, few travellers ever do remain, mild as that of Montreux and of

Nothing struck us so much during our other sheltered spots on this side

enforced stay as the sudden relapse of the Alps. Fruit grows here

into its ordinary quiet which took abundantly, even figs and melons,,

place at Vitznau the moment train as in Italy, and flowers thrive

or steamer passed on. equally well. One of the prettiest

The nature of its position will features in the place was the num-
also prevent this pretty village from berless girls in front of the station

ever losing much of its original with small baskets of each the

character. It consists of but forty grapes having just arrived from-

or fifty houses situated on a narrow Italy over the St. Gothard, and

ledge, a small strip of land, between come hither by the steamers
;
but

VOL. xix. 36
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the
"
fresh figs

' and "
beautiful

peaches
" which they offer in excel-

lent English are genuine Vitznau

productions.
The day advanced, yet there

seemed no cessation of the down-

pour, and all were in despair at be-

ing thus caught at such a spot, with-

out the resources even of a large
hotel. At last

"
a happy thought

'

suggested the idea of our abandon-

ing the Rigi altogether !

" Let us

move on to Gersau," said one

"just round the corner !

'

broke in

another weather-bound traveller,

who gave a glowing report of its

charms and comforts. Even the

young people, who in the morning
were so anxious for the railroad ex-

citement, were worn out by waiting
and the little likelihood of a change.
" No sooner said than done

"
was

therefore the result of our conversa-

tion, and the telegraph had ordered

our rooms, and our luggage was on

board the steamer, before we almost

reflected on the consequences.
But what matter if we never saw
the Rigi ! It v/as more than likely
those travellers would never reach

the top in that dreadful railway, and
our vexed spirits refused to recog-
nize the attractions of anything on
such an afternoon but the prospec-
tive charms of comfortable salons

and piles of the latest newspapers,
which we prophetically beheld

awaiting us at Gersau. In twenty
minutes we had crossed to Buochs,
tried in vain to discover the land-

scape thence so lovely from this

point in fair weather through the

heavy mist of rain and cloud hang-
ing over the lake, and found our-

selves lodged in
"
the palatial hotel

'

(as the prospectus calls it) at Ger-

sau, close alongside the water's

edge.
No sooner were we fairly landed

than the curtain of cloud began to

rise, and we clearly beheld the op-

posite shore. Half an hour after-

wards, we were discussing the pos-
sible return of fine weather, when
a sudden commotion took place
around us. Waiters rushed right
and left closing windows, house-

maids even shutting shutters, with-

out any apparent reason, like de-

mented beings, not giving them-
selves time to answer our questions.
At last, they declared that a storm

of wind was approaching, although
we could perceive no symptoms of

it, and truly, as they foretold, there

soon came rushing by one of those

sudden squalls against which kind-

ly 'guide-books have so many words

of warning. Small waves rose

rapidly, and in less than half an

hour, without one drop of rain, the

whole surface of the lake was in

commotion. Then came a great
4 >

excitement ! half the village and all

the travellers crowded to the shore,

and every eye fixed on the centre

of the lake told of a tiny boat in

extreme danger. Had the clouds

still continued, it could scarcely
have been seen, but now a large,

well-manned craft pulled out to the

rescue. It took a long time to

reach the sinking boat, for the lake

is wider here than it seems, but

at last there was a cry of joy on

shore when three men were seen to

jump from one to the other, and so

certain did we then feel of their

safety that only a few remained to

greet their arrival. The wind, too,

subsided, and later that evening the

moon struggled though feebly-
to reassert her empire.
The Gersau Hotel is certainly

excellent, owing to the skilful di-

rection of Herr Miiller, one of the

potentates of the place, as are the

majority of hotel-keepers in all

these Forest Cantons. He also built

the one at the Rigi-Scheideck, on
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the peak above Gersau, equally law, are not compelled to attend

celebrated for its comfort
;
but late- Mass, but that, as a rule, they do

ly a company, which calls itself the so both by their own and their

Regina Montium (one of the sup- parents' desire. Nothing could be

posed meanings of the word Rigi), tidier than the little maidens' ap-
has purchased it together with pearance ;

their frocks clean, and
others on the mountain. We found their hair neatly plaited round their

the Gersau establishment full, many heads, all according to the same

having come down from the high- pattern, probably as their mothers

er "pensions," and amongst the had done before them; and so at-

number two or three acquaint- tentive and reverential were they,
ances who laughed at our fear of that although we strangers knelt

the railway and general lack of right behind them, not one ever

spirit. But nothing is so discour- turned to look at us. Each had

aging to tourists as rain, especially her prayer-book, which she read at-

when nearer to the end than to the tentively, and, besides, her rosary

beginning of their rambles. We wound round her hand when not

were all in bad humor at the trick in use, all in the same fashion and
the clouds had played us, and plan- of the same pattern. This small

less and annoyed we all retired incident carried our thoughts back

early to bed that night. swiftly to another land, recalling a

But '

la nuit porte conseil," and sermon we had heard in London
there is no resisting a sunshiny by the Archbishop of Westminster,

morning ! The Angelus-bell once when, after speaking of the olden

more awoke us, but this time to sun days of the true faith in England,
and brightness. Again the church and the culpability of its first dis-

was close by, its bell ringing for turbers, he made allowance for the

half-past seven o'clock Mass. Anna "
invincible ignorance

"
of the mass

and I quickly answered its bidding, of its people nowadays; "for,"
It is a good-sized parish church, exclaimed his grace,

" who has
of the solid, unarchitectural style there been since then to teach the

of building usual in these parts, but little maidens their rosary, and to

making a pretty effect with its lofty bring them to our Lord and his

tower seen rising against the high blessed Mother?" and we thank-

green hill behind it. To-day, the ed God, as we beheld the Gersau
Mass was for the dead, and the children making their genuflections
benches were all full, as at Lucerne

;
with serious little countenances,

respectably dressed men on one that there is still one nook at least

side, while the women knelt on the left in this world where the demon
other. What most struck us, how- of heresy and unbelief has not pene-

ever, were the children
;
the boys trated, and where piety and rever-

in front of the men, and about ence are, from earliest childhood,

twenty girls in the two front bench- taught to go hand-in-hand with

es opposite. These were in charge modern life. At the offertory of

of a devout-looking young school- the Mass another peculiarity occur-

mistress, whose sweet, placid coun- red. Suddenly, an elderly woman
en Alice seemed to tell of pleasant rose, and, going forward, was fol-

irs for her youthful scholars, lowed by all the other women in

.ater, we learned that the children, the church, who, in single file, ad-

though obliged to attend school by v'anced towards the altar, walked
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round it by a passage at the back, ceived holy communion in those

laid an offering on the altar itself, same churches, long before she

and then quietly returned to their probably was awake each morning,

places. The oldest man, on the So in the present instance, the con-

other side, now rose, and followed gregation, consisting of working-

by all the men, in like manner pro- men and women, might have been

ceeded through the same ceremony, through half their daily occupations

only varied by their passing round before any traveller at Gersau

the altar from the contrary side, and thought of looking in at the church,

depositing, as did some of the wo- "
wondering at its desolation !" .

men too, an offering besides on a The sun was streaming in bright-

small table in front of the choir, ly through an open side-door, in-

It was weeks before I could learn viting us to depart by that exit,

the origin of this custom, but then, What a beautiful sight met us on

opening by chance an old history the threshold ! The lake, placid
of Switzerland, I found this rule and sunny, framed in by surround-

quoted from an ancient document, ing green slopes and peaks, lay close

which purported to regulate the re- in front, separated only by the

lations between pastor and people public road to Brunnen from a

some centuries ago. There it was beautiful little cemetery belonging
stated that the offering for the to the church. Here were a crowd

priest should be laid on the altar of pretty monuments, the majority
itself, and that for the sacristan on in stone, but some in white marble,
a small table outside so steadily in excellent taste, bordered with

and closely do these conservative- flowers, or delicately twined round

republicans still keep, even in with creeping roses and ivy. The
form, to the pattern of their ances- children's corner lay to the right,

tors. and there an old woman was

The Mass being only one of sprinkling holy water and arrang-
commemoration and not of burial, ing flowers on some of the poorer
the congregation soon dispersed to graves, which lay between them
their different avocations. In this and the handsome tombs in the

way tourists are so often deceived, pathway from the church-door to

when, coming in at a late hour, the road a path that quite formed

they find foreign churches empty. a
"
via sacra

"
of Gersau notabili-

I remember a Protestant lady ties. Judging from these, the

who had passed three winters in population would seem -to consist

Rome once asking me seriously if of Camenzinds and Klittels. An
Catholics ever went to holy com- occasional Miiller figured on a

munion. I thought her mind must tombstone, but otherwise it might
be wandering, but discovered on safely be assumed that what was

enquiry that she had never been in- not Camenzind was Kiittel if not

side a church, even in Rome, before Kiittel, Camenzind. The names,
eleven o'clock or later; therefore, even if only seen once, would have

though many were hearing Mass, attracted notice Camenzind, es-

she had noticed none at holy pecially, had a non-local sound, and
communion. It had never occur- we willingly jumped at the conclu-

red to her that, contrary to her sion that it may be one of those

Protestant custom, Masses were which, according to Herr H 's

begun, and devout Catholics re- theory, still exist in these cantons,
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and are equally to be found in purchased exemption from them
Swedish and Northern valleys to early in the middle ages. Indeed,
this day. That they are the living none of these small communities
autocrats of Gersau admits of little retained their independence down
doubt, for every house above the to late times with the exception of

common run is certain on enquiry Gersau.
'*

It was forgotten, hidden
to prove the property of this fami- away in its beautiful retreat," say

ly. The manufactory, too, at the some
;

!<

steady, self-respecting, and
end of the village belongs to them, not quarrelsome," say others, with

A beautiful resting-place they cer- more likelihood of truth. At all

tainly have between their church events, the fact is undeniable that

and the lake, which every Camen- it owned obedience to none but its

zind and Kiittel must have been own local authorities. Tradition

looking upon from their tenderest says, and the date is proudly re-

years, for many centuries past. corded on the wall of the town-
When our party met at breakfast, hall a true peasant town-hall, only

it was amusing to see what a com- one degree superior to the sur-

plete change the sun and general rounding houses that the pea-

brightness had effected. All were sants of Gersau, having put aside

equally bent on retracing our steps their savings for this purpose dur-

at once, the railroad being the only ing ten years, bought their freedom
drawback in the foreground. The from the Counts von Moos, for the

juniors would not consent to give sum of 690
" Pfund pfenninge,

"
in

that up on any account, but the el- 1390. Years before, in 1359, they
ders still hesitated, daunted by yes- had made a treaty with the four

terday's recollections. Opportunely, Forest Cantons, and were acknowl-

a casual acquaintance proposed a so- edged by them as confederates,
lution that conquered all difficulties, which singular position this small

He suggested that the younger folk community retained until the

should take the railway, and the French invasion of 1798, since

timid, going on to the next steam- which time they have been incor-

boat station Weggis get horses porated with the Canton of Schwyz.
there, and thence ascend by road The place is, literally, nothing
in the old-fashioned style. What more than a large village, said to

we (for I was among the latter contain only 2,276 inhabitants, but,

class) should lose in
"
sensation

'

seen from the lake with the anima-
he asserted that we should gain in tion given to it by the tourist life,

interest and picturesqueness, and and the manufactories of the Ca-
his plan, suiting all parties, was at menzinds along the shore, it makes
once adopted. the effect of a much larger popula-

Having an hour to spare before tion and of a very thriving town,

the steamer was due, we strolled Penetrating, however, as we did to

through the village. No wonder the original background of houses,
that Gersau has an individuality of we found them of quite another
its own, for it is a rare specimen character. Swiss peasant dwell-

descended almost to our own day of ings, in general, are more comfort-

those village communes Herr H able than those of almost any coun-

had spoken to us of, which, taking try, and so capacious as to be thor-

advantage of the debts and embar- oughly patriarchal, often sheltering
rassments of their feudal lords, had numberless children and grand-
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children together under the one and to know what a stiff climb

roof. These of Gersau look like awaited them higher up. At pre-
true family strongholds ;

as if they sent there is no road up the hill

contained in themselves the his- nor any other means of transport,
tories of many generations, and and the \diole supplies for that

everything seemed so stationary, so large establishment at the top have
unmoved and immovable, that we to be taken up by these carriers. It

could not help thinking of Haw- was fortunate for the ladies' happi-
thorne's description of an English ness that they had started before

country village, where he fancied their luggage, for the sight would
he saw the grandfathers and grand- have completely spoiled the welcome
mothers marrying over and over one's trunks always receive on their

again in their descendants, so com- arrival when you are tempted to part

pletely had the place and people a with them even for a short time

centenarian air about them. Pret- tender-hearted, as they certainly

ty it was, too, to see these pictu- looked, the finery would doubtless

resque homes extending one above have been left to repose quietly be-

the other up the defile behind, side the lake below,

amidst their orchards and fresh The thunder-storm of which we

green pasture-grounds, headed by had heard so much at Vitznau

the Rigi-Scheideck Hotel, which committed even greater mischief at

crowns the summit and looks quite Gersau this summer. Two small

near, though it is not so in reality, streams here unite, and an unusual

The intercourse between the two mass of water rolling down from

now gives Gersau much stirring im- the hillside that night, increased

portance, but, as in the case of them to a violent torrent, which

Weggis, the advance of
"
civiliza- broke down the strong embank-

tion
"

is likely to prove of perma- ment, carrying all before it

nent injury to it. Next year a rail- sweeping two houses into the lake

road, branching off from Kaltbad, and flooding the manufactory to

is to be finished along the brow to the first floor. A poor woman
the Scheideck, when the stream of and two children were also drown-

tourists will of course flow in that ed
;
in fine, the damage done was

direction. And perhaps nowhere very great. There had not been

could there be more excuse for time for repairs when we visited it,

abandoning "picturesque old ways." and the broken walls and scatter-

Although it seemed a short ascent, ed stones told their own tale,

and we saw a merry party starting
"
Appeals," too, were hung up on

from the Pension Muller on horse- all sides, but also many notices of

back, intending to dine and sleep
" thanks

" from the commune to

at the top, we found on enquiry every one who had helped on the

that it would take them at least occasion, worded in the same touch-

two and a half hours to reach the ing style we had noticed in the

Scheideck, and between three and Lucerne papers giving a most

four hours for the unfortunate car- agreeable impression of the natural

riers who followed soon after laden simplicity and dignity of this small

with the ladies' huge trunks. No- community. As we steamed away

thing could be more painful than back again round the Rigi-Nase,
to see these men, some quite the sun was resting on the pretty

old, staggering under the weight, spot, inhabited by the descendants
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of the original hard-working pea- over, the brightness was enhanced

sants, and it seemed as if the spirits by the national flag of Switzerland

of former Camenzinds, Kiittels, floating over the hotel, looking
and Mullers must look down ap- more red and striking then ever

provingly on their posterity, who against the green background.
are not yet ashamed to profess Yes ! striking is the true word for

their faith, nor unwilling to have it, not showy nor flaunting its im-

their children still taught how to portance like the tricolor and

unite liberty with religion, and many another particolored stand-

thus preserve the two treasures in- ard of our own days, but solemn

tact. and yet attractive, one quite im-

Certainly there is no magician possible not to notice wherever
like Apollo and none who so well or however seen. It had always
knows how to make himself valued suggested some history to my mind,

by occasional fits of absence. Un- with its white cross on the red

der his influence, Vitznau was to- ground, which could not have been

day another place, an ideal picture adopted without a purpose, but

of the stir and movement of mo- since yesterday it had acquired a

dern life, combined with a tranquil new and deep interest, for one of

beauty which we could not have the pamphlets Herr H had be-

imagined, veiled in cloud and mist stowed on me in Lucerne treated

as it had been on the day before, of nothing but this same flag. It

It already looked like an old friend, was a sermon preached before the

though only the acquaintance of "
Pius-Verein" or

" Pius Union
'

one day. There were the curious of Switzerland, at the general .meet-

engines, showing themselves ready ing, which took place at Einsie-

to brave the dangers of the ascent
; dlen in the summer of 1872, en-

the pretty station with its fruit and titled the
"
Wappenschild

'

or

flower girls and photograph stall;
"
coat-of-arms

"
of the Swiss

"
Pius

the old church, and the two hotels, Union." During the rain of yester-

looking bright and clean all stand- day I had read it through, and

ing out in relief against the pre- most interesting it was to note

cipitous cliff behind, and surround- the very characteristics he had
ed by luxuriant chestnut and wal- foretold that we should observe

nut trees, and patches of green, pervading all sermons in these

freshened up by the recent rain, parts : the constant allusions to

Even the Nase-prornontory was their beautiful nature and unin-

clothed with timber down to the terrupted reference to their past

shore, and the water reflecting the history.
trees was only of another lighter It commenced by recording how
shade, that beautiful transparent the

"
Pius-Verein

" had been found-

green which is now known as ed in 1854 by some devout Catho-
* Eau de Nil." One felt too that lies who could not stand by quietly
the picture could never be much noticing the evil tendencies of the

spoiled, there being no space for age without protesting, and who

ugly buildings, or the factory life had, in consequence,
"
assembled

which, although it tells of employ- on the shore of the tranquil lake of

ment with its own peculiar charms, the Forest Cantons, where 500 years
rather mars the picturesque beauty previously their forefathers had met
of the landscape at Gersau. More- together in order to shake off the
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hated yoke of the Austrian governors holidays displease-them, and instead

and imperial Vogts." It then pro- of church-services and hymns they
ceeded in most eloquent language wish to hear of nothing but labor

to give the reasons why, amongst a on these days. Let us then be

variety of flags, none could be found more strict than ever in the sancti-

which corresponded so completely fication of the Sunday, and give
to the sentiments of the associates our enemies the example of disin-

as the national standard of Svvitz- terested love and charity ! The
erland the white cross on the red

"
Wolfenschiess

"
of sensuality and

ground. self-indulgence is more likely to
' The white cross had originally bring our beloved land under the

been chosen," said the preacher, slavery of Satan now than 500
"
as being the emblem of purity years ago a worthy undertaking,

and innocence," and the honesty, therefore, for the
*

Pius-Verein
'

uprightness, and union of their an- would be the establishment of

cestors in that distant age were temperance societies. . . . And
forcibly dwelt upon for the imita- let us courageously fight the third

tion of their descendants, whilst he
*

Landvogt
'

the Gessler of luxury,
drew a lamentable picture of the wealth, and despotism. . . . Corn-

divisions and ineffective schemes merce and industry are the sources

of the present day. The second of public prosperity, but let not the

part explained that these ancestors golden calf of gain become the god
had placed this white cross on a of our XlXth century. Let not

red field first, because red, being our factories become modern
the color of blood, was the symbol Zwinglius, nor their proprietors
of bravery, and was justly claimed force others to bend the knee to

by those same ancestors, who had the hat of self-interest, nor to offer

made Swiss courage a proverb, and up the sacrifice of their freedom
who had so often shed their hearts' and liberty of speech. The red

blood in defence of liberty and of field with its white cross will remind
their faith

;
for through Christian us in all this of our forefathers'

liberty alone could civil liberty be example.
attained. New "

Vogts
"
or

"
gov-

"
Red, too, is the color of fire, and

ernors," continued the preacher, symbolizes love of country. It re-
"
threaten our land nowadays, but minds us of the fifty men of Schwyz,

let us manfully resist, and conquer who decided the fate of that first

them. The Lardenberg* of ava- fight for freedom, the great battle

rice which formerly seized the oxen of Morgarten of the love of fa-

of a poor man, and put his eyes out, therland shown by an Arnold von

to-day tries to blind the poor by a Winkelried, an Adrian von Buben-

godless press and scandalous liter- berg, a Nicholas von der Flue, and

ature, robbing them of their most the many thousand others who left

precious possessions of their wife, children, trades, and home, to

churches, convents, priests, and seek the death of heroes for love

schools. Let us fight against this of country. Compare their con-

vice in ourselves, in our families duct with the boastful toasts of the

and our communes. Sundays and present day, and see the difference

between deeds and words. They
See

'tec^l^ History ofSwitzerland, pa?e reproacn us only because WC do not
45, tor all these characters in the uprising against

J

Austria m 1307. boast with these boasters, and that
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we seek to give our ' Union '

areli- day into the eternal fatherland of

gious character. . . . But history heaven!"
will judge us differently! Let us Fresh from the impression of
on our side show love and charity these eloquent words, it was im-

to all
;
to those also who differ from possible not to look on this beauti-

us in belief; love our confeder- ful flag to-day with increasing admi-
ates as fellow- Christians; maintain ration, nay affection. But my
every bond of union and in this reveries were cut short by the
the red ground of the white cross young C s, whose approaching
may be the sign of fraternal love railway ascent caused them intense

and harmony." excitement. George C ,
the son,

Lastly, the preacher showed how especially, became full of anima-
'

red typifies the aurora or the tion when he undertook to procure
dawn of day," alluding to the the tickets for his sisters at the of-
*

battle near Murten, where, after fice. Stationing himself close to the

a short prayer recited by the com- gangway, he bade them follow at

batants, the sun broke through the their leisure, as he would jump on

heavy bank of clouds, lighting up shore and put his experience of

the horizon in brilliant colors, and yesterday's many long hours to

their leader, Hans von Hallwyl, ex- profit. Accordingly, the instant

claimed, Up, confederates, and for- the steamer came alongside the

ward, for God lights us to vie- quay, he" got ahead of all the other

tory ! a prophecy which proved passengers, and giving one bound

perfectly true. A firm trust and to the office, proudly flourished his

reliance on the Lord gave soul, tickets for the first carriage to us

courage, and strength to our ances- who remained on board, long be-

tors, and never were they deceived, fore the untaught crowd thought
God has preserved our fatherland of moving. A few who knew bet-

in a marvellous manner, and why ter, like himself, made a rush too,
should we despair ? Great should and one old man tripped and fell,

be our hopes of a better future, whilst another leaped over him,
. . . For every reason, then, ought without allowing himself time to

we to choose the white cross on the help his companion so selfish does
red field as the flag of our Pius-Ve- excitement and locomotion make
rein. Let us show to our Lord and all ages and ranks! We likewise

to the world that we seek nothing for moved on, and so rapidly, that

ourselves, but, treading in the foot- there was barely time to see the

steps of our forefathers, only strive start of the first train containing
for the welfare of our fatherland, our young friends, who were wav-
. . . God will be with us ! and we ing handkerchiefs to us, as their

shall have the intercession of the carriage seemed to creep above the

Blessed Virgin Mary, and of the church-tower up the mountain, or to

patrons of our Union, S. Charles note the fruitful garden-land stretch-

Borromeo and Nicholas von der ing along the shore with the precipi-
Flue. Let us hold firm to our tous wall of rock above, extendingo
glorious faith, and then, when the the whole length of this side of the

sign of the Son of God our Holy Rigi, when in a few minutes we
cross, our

" coat-of-arms
"

shall reached our landing-place at Weg-
appear amidst the clouds, may it gis, and found ourselves sitting in

lead us in triumph on that dreadful the garden of the
" Golden Lion."
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ODD STORIES.

VII.

THE PHILOSOPHERS OF THE DRAGON'S EOV/ER.

IN the reign of King, and in the

Dragon's Bower of the beautiful

tea-garden of the statesman Kung,
had assembled the philosophers

Tung, Bang, Sing, Lung, Wing,

Hang, with the rich mandarins Bo
and Sho. Sipping that exquisite

beverage which, as yielded by a

choice herb grown only in the

flower-sprinkled garden of Kung, has

imparted to the Hi-Tea philosophy
the peculiar intellectual flavor which

distinguishes it from the Lo-Tea

doctrine, they discussed the prob-
lems of existence. Only a vague,
brief record has been preserved of

that eventful meeting, so well called

by Yung Sing, the poet,
"
the shock

of minds," and which, it was long
maintained by the Hi-Tea school,

had solved the mysteries of preor-
dained genesis and circumstantial

fixture. The dialogue turned upon
that profound saying of the old man
of Chow, the wise Lautze " The
Tan which can be tau-ed is not the

eternal Tau." Vainly having sought
in his own poor wit the meaning of

this sublime sentence, the mandarin
Sho begged the six sages, in the

grace of their princely hearts, and
with the light of their shining minds,
to make it clear to his benighted in-

telligence.

Tung : Tau is the unbounded

entity.

Bang : Thunder without sound.

Sing : Unsung music of all things.

Lung : Breath of life without

life.

Hang : Justice of accidents.

Wing : Eternal entity of non-

entity.

"In short," added Tung,
"
the

supreme principle Tau is the un-

circumscribed limit of universes ;

the order of disorder
;
the contra-

diction which reconciles
;
the peace

into which all storms subside
;

the

mother and father of action
;
the

source of the unworshipped un-

worshipping worship, and of power
beyond dominion."

The mandarin Sho acknowledged
this to be a grand definition of

Tau
; but, being a collector of the

imperial revenues, prayed to be in-

formed of the use and value of

Tau in the practical administration

of the affairs of men; for to save

his worthless life he could not see

(begging the favor of the assembled

wisdom) how Tau was of any use

whatever.
"

It's of no use," said

Wing ;

" and there's the beauty of

it."
" Then what is the use of

mentioning it ?" tartly added Hang,
a devoted admirer of the Tau

theory. At this arose an admira-

ble wrangle over the question of

use and beauty, in that happy
style of wit which only the great

Hi-Tea school of wisdom could

boast. Its upshot was that matter

resolved itself into the final irre-

sponsibility of all things.
" But woe to that mortal," said

Tung,
" who carries not about him

the talisman of wisdom which im-
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parts to everything its infinite ma- ter than life, friends ? Here we
gic, and who, groaning in the pri- live, responsible neither to be nor
son-house of the senses, sees not to do nor to die

;
life and fate stand

the eternal day-beam in all things, pledged for us. Do we fall out of

With eyes he sees not; with life he the charmed circle ? We are caught
lives not. He hath the six becloud- up into another. Do we die ? Then

ings of Kungfootse." we live again; or, if we do not,"
The wise man," said Bang, continued Lung, gasping,

"
so much

'

fears no fate. Torrents, tempests, the better. What so excellent as

earthquakes, are but blustering fie- life; what so merciful as death?"
tions

; nothing is true but his cour- Here a painful fit of coughing corn-

age. Fixed in his will, his condi- pelled the philosopher to pause,
tion is victory ;

and if he falls, he But what now most drew the at-

finds in the elements his kindred, tention of the company was the en-

and in nature his home." trance of the statesman Kung, who,
Here the countenance of the phi- in a voice of dignified emotion, in-

losopher Tung was observed to formed the wise Sing that his bro-

change frpm yellow to pale green, ther had been suddenly seized and
with signs of great agony caused by decapitated on a charge of conspi-
unknown interior workings ; for, it racy, and all his immense fortune

was afterward told, his morning re- confiscated to the state, save a

past had been poisoned by an igno- portion awarded to his betrayer,
rant cook and a bad doctor. Lost Pangs and groans shook the bosom
in their thoughts, the sages heeded of the sage, as he left the tea-table

;

not his groans. for his brother's bounty had been
'

Always should the sage rejoice," the mainstay of his life,

said Sing.
' His spirit should take "O friends!" cried Kung, "the

part in the feast of events, the law is inexorable ; it kills its child

sublime comedy of life. Does for- and devours its mother, and swallows
tune desert him ? Let him be glad the substance of its benefactors

;

that it seeks another. Is his friend but the state reigns and the king
dead ? Let him be glad that he is lives, and the land is happy,
gone to joy. In every event we Praised be the king!"
can as easily discover reason for "Praised be justice!" echoed
cheer as for despair." Hang, who had counselled the as-

Ere Sing had finished speaking, tute Kung in the preparation of his

an ornamented tile from the roof criminal code.
"
Justice reigns in

of the Dragon's Bower, loosened King, and acts through Kung.
by one of those disturbances of the What is nature but justice, and
earth not unknown to the learned what are her thousand-fold acci-

men of the East, fell upon the bare dents but executioners? Every
head of the philosopher Bang, who, man gravitates to his fate, and
after experience of a severe fright, every fate is a judgment. The
was borne away helpless from the king makes death : he can do no
scene. Wing smiled, Sing laughed, wrong; let no man mourn." Long
and a perceptible scorn was on the after the piercing mind of Hang
lips of Hang. had perished under the terrors of

Thus said Lung, he who had been that great instrument which his ge-
called the gaunt thinker: "What nius invented for the reform of
think you ? Is there anything bet- mankind

; long after the astute
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Kung had yielded up his life to the thoughts, the silent mandarin could

demands of state (for he had put to only nod his head to a remark of

death by mistake the favorite dog the mandarin Sho, that life was a

of his imperial master), these sen- business of profit and loss, and the

tences, which seem to tear to best speculations were always prac-

pieces the leading tenet of the Lo- tical. What man can foretell his

Tea doctrines as the dragon tears fate? The frank and candid Sho,
the bull, were remembered in the whose manners concealed his pur-
realm of King. pose, lost his head for speculating

Spake at last that strange sage with the king's money. The secret

whose eyes are as starlight to the Bo, through his love of silence, for-

darkness of common minds, and got to send his kinsman Bang a

whose vision seeks the abode of physician who would have saved

Tau. "
Since we but dream we his life, and so was disinherited,

live," said Wing, "let us live to and died a beggar,
dream well. In reason are the pil- The thinkers of Lo-Tea, having
lars of our temple ;

in imagination taken the measure of these and
is its worship. Happy are ye who, other events subsequent to the great
out of the toils of vain science and dialogue of

t
the Dragon's Bower,

hard action, take rest in the bower could not avoid the boast that their

of fancy, the pavilion of dreams, humble philosophy was better than

the garden of poetry, or roam the a proud one
; whereupon the infu-

royal hunting-grounds of imagina- riated statesman Kung sent a num-
tion to capture logic in the chase ber of them into exile,

of pleasure, and find wisdom by When the old philosopher of

seeking delight. Thrice fortunate Chow heard of these sayings and

ye," continued the star-eyed Wing, doings, he murmured :

"
Half-truths

taking another whiff from his pipe are contradicted, whole truths are

of opium, "who, when the caprices verified. There is no courage
of power have driven you from without right fear

;
no good silence

doctrine, can retreat upon your without true speech ;
no aspiration

dreams. Life is a fiction
;

let us without reverence
;
no dignity with-

dream that it is the truth." Such out humility; no good without

was the curious doctrine of that affection
;
and philosophy has no

wonderful man, whose visions of room for a cold heart and a vain

demons and the powers of the air mind. But life is not contradict-

have so often filled the imperial ed, though lives are slain. Tau

stage, and who died in the frenzy of reigns."
his powerful mind. O sages ! how by thinking shall

The refined mandarin Bo he who, ye add a foot to your stature? And
for his reticence, had been entrusted how shall it avail ye when a brick,

with so many affairs of state heard as it were, dropped down by a tor-

all these words of the learned, and nado centre-wise, so to speak, on

spoke not.
"
All men and things," a shaven head, shall fracture your

he said to himself,
"
serve him who systems of philosophy? What

listens, and resist him who talks, withstands the accidents of fate

Shrewd is he who gains with- save the divine Truth, which is no

out giving." Immersed in these accident?
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.

LIFE AND DOCTRINE OF S. CATHERINE OF right to live and die, and be buried like

GENOA. Translated from the Italian. rational and immortal beings who expect
New York: The Catholic Publication a resurrection from the dead. It is high-

Society. 1874. i vol. 121110, pp. 418. ly important that the eyes of all men who
The Catherines are a wonderful group have any glimmering of reason and re-

among the female saints. The one of ligious belief left should be opened to

Genoa was a married lady, and this cir- the loathsome wickedness and brutality

cumstance will undoubtedly make her of the sect of atheists and communists

Life doubly interesting to those who are who are everywhere conspiring for the

in the same condition, and sometimes are destruction of society and the human

tempted to envy those who live in the race. This book will serve as an eye-
cloister. The remarkable Life of this opener to all who read it attentively,

saint, accompanied by her Spiritual Dia- We trust it will also act as an antidote to

logues, now first published in English, the heathenish and revolting notions re-

will have an additional interest, in the specting the burning of the bodies of the

eyes of all its readers, on account of the dead which have of late been so offen-

introduction by F. Hecker, which is dated sively presented in many newspapers.

Annecy, Oct. 7, 1873. The translation The book has been well translated and
was made several years ago, and left, in neatly printed. We cannot, however, ad-

the state of a rough draught, by a lady mire the grave-yard view on the cover,

well known for her high culture and vir- which reminds us of the car-doors on the

tues the late Mrs. Ripley. It has been Camden and Amboy Railway, with a

lately revised with care, and made as ac- grave-stone and a weeping-willow,
curate as possible.
The work itself has long been very LIFE OF S. THOMAS OF VILLANOVA

;
with

famous, and ranks next to the writings an Introduction by F. Middleton,
of S. Teresa among the spiritual treatises O.S.A. Philadelphia : P. F. Cunning-
of female authors. Its spirituality is of a ham & Son. 1874.

very high order, suited for those who, This is a reprint of one of the Orato-

either from necessity or by their own free rian Series, and gives a sufficiently good
choice, are trying to climb the rugged biography of the great Archbishop of

heights of Mount Carmel. Valentia, which is better translated than

most of its companion volumes. The
THE CHRISTIAN CEMETERY IN THE XIXTH introduction is quite a learned and elo-

CENTURY
; or, The Last War-cry of the quently-vvritten paper, chiefly valuable

Communists. By Mgr. Gaume. Trans- on account of its information respecting
lated by the Rev. R. Brennan, A.M., learned and able members of the Au-
with a preface by the Very Rev. T. S. gustinian Order who were champions of

Preston, V.G. New York : Benziger the faith against the modern heresies.

Bros. 1874.

Mgr. Gaume attacks, with his usual ON SOME POPULAR ERRORS CONCERNING
trenchant vigor and sarcasm, in this vol- POLITICS AND RELIGION. By the Right
ume, the horrible travesty of funeral ob- Hon. Lord Robert Montagu, M.P.
sequies which atheists are wont to per- London : Burns & Oates. 1874. (For
petrate at the burial of what they regard sale by The Catholic Publication So-
as mere clods of earth, the carcases of ciety.)
dead animals. These enemies of the The popular errors attacked and re-

human race are not content with the en- futed in this collection of essays are such

joyment of the civil right to live and die as relate to political ethics, the mutual
like beasts themselves, but they must bearings of religion and law, church and
needs attempt to desecrate the cemeteries state, civil marriage, education in a
of Christians, and to interfere with their word, they are the errors of the party of
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revolution, the so-called principles of and the real scope of the volume are

1789. Lord Robert Montagu has made radically anti- Christian and anti-theistic.

a work by F. Franco, S.J., the basis of his The very idea of presenting a conglomer-

own, which is neither, strictly speaking, ation of the Divine Scriptures and of

original, nor yet a translation or compen- the sacred writings, legends, and philo-

diurn of F. Franco's work. The Pro- sophical works of heathens, is to place all

testant and secular papers are just now religions on a common level. In the

peculiarly inquisitive abou^ the doctrines index the author, with the pert assump-
of sound and instructed Catholics on tion of a neological sciolist, takes care to

these mixed questions. It is not very assert as a fact the want of genuineness

easy to satisfy them by mere newspaper and authenticity of a great part of the

and magazine articles written in haste books of the Bible. As a mere opinion,
and under the pressure of editorial labors, this is in defiance of sound criticism, and

Here is a book where they may find the has been often exploded. To put forward

information they are in quest of, and such an opinion, in defiance of the learn-

where Catholics also may gain much in- ing of the whole Christian world, as some-

struction. We have no reason to wish thing certain and unquestionable, is sim-

to withhold the full, clear, and unreserved pie impudence, and is as unscientific as

statement of our Catholic doctrines on it is irreligious. In the extracts on the-

any subject from our non-Catholic fellow- ism the author has adroitly given the

citizens. The great difficulty lies in the whole a pantheistic issue,

universal confusion of ideas on these The ignorant, the unwary, and those

subjects, and the general want of willing- who wish to escape from the sense of re-

ness to inquire and discuss thoroughly sponsibility to God may be deceived by
and fairly. The European Catholic press this kind of art. But really, and in the

is fairly teeming with books and articles riew of a true and comprehensive science,
of the most consummate ability on these all that can be gathered from false reli-

burning questions of the day, and we gions and imperfect philosophies, both in

welcome every effort made by those who those things which resemble, and those

write in English to place these products which are partly or wholly dissimilar to,

of sound learning and thought before the divine philosophy of revelation and
our own reading public. This book is Christian theology, confirms and proves
an effort of that kind, and we hope it will the divine truth of the Old and New
be read by a great number of both Cath- Testaments and the concurrent religious
olics and non-Catholics who wish to in- tradition of the church of God from the

form themselves about the true issues creation of man. Proudhon was right
between the church on one side, Caesar- when he said that a man who is logical
ism and revolution on the other. must be an atheist or an ultramontane.
This is the first volume of "

S.Joseph's Whoever stands by what is positive, and

Theological Library
"
Series, edited by is ready to follow it to its consequences,

the Fathers of the Society of Jesus, and belongs logically to the Catholic side,

is to be followed by several others. Whoever takes the negative beings with

atheists and materialists. One sad and
THE SACRED ANTHOLOGY. A Book of startling proof that the great mass of those

Ethnical Scriptures Collected and Edit- who reject the Catholic Church, and yet
ed by Moncure Daniel Conway. New are not ready to renounce the name of

York : Henry Holt & Co. 1874. Christian, are sliding downward, is the

As a specimen of the typographical art, multiplication of books like this one, and
this book is superb. The literary taste much worse than this, published by our
and skill exhibited in its preparation are principal firms, and everywhere advertis-

also of a high order. Its contents are, ed along with works professedly Chris-

moreover, specimens of the productions tian and pious. We suppose that most
of genius and wisdom gathered from all of these gentlemen profess to be Chris-

time and all cultivated nations, including tians. Where is their conscience, then,

many passages from the inspired writings, when, for the sake of money, they dissem
So far, the book is one which maybe val- inate the works of Renan, Strauss, Biich-

uable to one who knows how to use it, ner, and other infidels and atheists, which
and is competent to discriminate between are sapping the foundations of religion
the truth and the error which it contains, and morality, and poisoning the public
Nevertheless, the intention of the author mind? Where is the public consc : encc
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which tolerates this? And why do not from the learned and accomplished group
the Protestant periodicals, newspapers, of professors at the Woodstock College,

synods and conventions, pulpits and lec-

turing rostrums, resound with a cry of THE CATHOLIC CHURCH IN ITS RELATIONS

alarm, warning and denunciation? Have TO HUMAN PROGRESS. A Lecture by

they lost all interest and all courage the Rev. J. J. Moriarty, A.M., Chat-

in the matter, or are they going over to ham Village, N. Y. Albany : Van
the enemy ? Benthuysen.

This pamphlet, which has as neat an

DIALOGUES OF ST. GREGORY. London : appearance as if it had been printed in

Burns & Gates 1874. (For sale by London or Boston, is a good specimen
The Catholic Publication Society.) of a well-written popular lecture, of just

Gregory the Great is illustrious among the sort to please and instruct an ordi-

the popes, and even among the doctors nary audience. Our familiar friend, the

of the church, for his genius. There is New Zealander, who is an indefatigable
an exquisite flavor in his writings which traveller, and whom we last saw in a

is peculiar to them. Edited and publish- French costume in the columns of a

ed with the utmost care and the most Paris newspaper, turns up again in the

perfect literary taste, like all the books of lecture. Lord Macaulay would have

this series, this volume adds one more been astonished, when he drew the picture

gem to the treasury of English Catholic of this venerable personage sitting on a

literature which is now so rapidly filling broken arch of London bridge, if he

up. The publication of entire works of could have foreseen how many would
the fathers presents the evidences of the make use of it to adorn their discourse.

Catholic religion in the most convincing We can say nothing, however, to F. Mo-

form, and is therefore a way of propagat- riarty, which does not recoil upon cur-

ing the faith in some respects superior selves
;
for have we not done the same

to the ordinary method of controversy, thing?
It is also most valuable for Catholics as

a means of increasing and deepening CATHOLICS AND ROMAN CATHOLICS. By
their knowledge of our holy faith. It is an Old Catholic (Bishop Coxe). Buf-

to be hoped that a taste for books of this falo : Martin Taylor,

description will become more general This reply to Dr. Ryan's pamphlet
among reading Catholics, and that all seems to have elated the spirits of our
who have the means of doing so will in Episcopalian friends no little. It is

every way promote their general circula- receiving due attention at present in the

tion. columns of the Catholic paper at Buffalo,
and no doubt the articles published in

TIGRANES : A TALE OF THE DAYS OF that paper will appear in a pamphlet form

JULIAN THE APOSTATE. Translated when they are completed. Etiquette will

from the Italian of F. John Joseph not allow us to interfere in this contro-

Franco, SJ. Philadelphia : P. F. versy until the principals have done with

Cunningham & Son. 1874. it. If anything is left for us to say after

This historical romance, which is not that, we may pay our respects to Dr.

literally translated, but condensed and Coxe in this magazine,
abridged judiciously, we think, for it is

plenty long enough as it is is much su- THE BALTIMORE GUN CLUB. From the

perior to the most of similar works of French of Jules Verne. Freely trans-

fiction founded on early Christian histo- lated by Edward Roth. Philadelphia :

ry. It is full of information which only King & Baird, Publishers, 607 San-
a learned man could give with accuracy, som St.

and the events it describes are of thrill- It is a daring attempt to improve on

ing interest. The Messenger of the Jules Verne, but Mr. Roth has, on the

Sacred Heart, from whose pages the whole, been successful in making his

translation is reprinted, we have already celebrated story of the great Columbiad
had occasion to say, is as distinguished and the shot fired from Florida to the
for its literary excellence as it is for its moon even more American and more in-

edifying piety. We hope to see much teresting to Americans than before. De
more frequent and more important con- la Terre a la Lime has been translated
tribiuions to sacred literature in future previously, but Mr. Roth has introduced
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some little points of his own, and local

traits which it would have been almost

impossible for a foreigner to seize.

THEOLOGIA MORALIS NOVISSIMI ECCLE-

SLE DOCTORIS S. ALPHONSI, IN COM-
PENDIUM REDACTA, ET usui VENERA-
BILIS CLERI AMERICANI ACCOMMODATA.
Auctore A. Konings, C.SS.R. Pars

Prima. Bostoniae : Typis Patricii Do-
nahoe. 1874.

This is the first instalment of what pro-

mises to be a valuable work, and one

which has been much needed. The trea-

tises on moral theology hitherto in use

in this country are, with the exception of

Archbishop Kenrick's, which is not in a

very convenient form for a text-book, of

European origin, and are unsatisfactory
in America both by excess and defect.

In this first part of F. Koning's work,

containing the treatises,
" De Actibus

Humanis, de Co'nscientia, de Legibus,
de Peccatis, de Virtutibus," there is not,

of course, so much opportunity for the

introduction of matter peculiar to this

country as in those which will follow.

The objection may be made to the book
that the various opinions of theolo-

gians are not always given on contro-

verted points ;
but this is unavoidable

in a treatise merely intended as an expo-
nent of S. Alphonsus. The system advo-

cated is that of equiprobabilism.

CHILDREN OF MARY. Baltimore : Kelly,
Piet & Co.

Seven simple and interesting biogra-

phies of young pupils of the Maison des

Oiseaux, Paris. The book is nicely
bound and suited for a premium.

TWELVE TALES FOR THE YOUNG. Lon-
don : Burns & Gates. (For sale by
The Catholic Publication Society.)
This is the second volume of Mrs. Par-

sons's "Twelve Tales for the Young," the

first volume having appeared several years

ago. They are what the title indicates, and
we may add are very good and instruc-

tive.

SILVIA, AND OTHER DRAMAS. By a Sister

of Charity. New York : P. M. Haverty.
The plays performed by the young

ladies in our convent schools are often

very pretty and entertaining spectacles to

those who can appreciate the charm of

innocence and simplicity. Of course

there is a great demand for dramas which
are suitable for such occasions, and the

supply is not always easy. It is a great
favor to those concerned in preparing
these plays when the managers of the con-
vent theatres publish some good dramas.
Those before us are from Mt. St. Vincent.
The author 'has shown a great deal of

judgment and good taste, and no little

dramatic and poetic talent. The pub-
lisher has brought them out in a pretty
dress. They will do well for private fam-

ily theatricals, as well as for schools, and
make also a nice little volume for a pre-
sent.

THE LETTER-BOOKS OF SIR AMIAS POULET,
KEEPER OF MARY, QUEEN OF SCOTS.

Edited by John Morris, Priest of the

Society of Jesus. London : Burns and
Gates. (For sale by The Catholic Pub-
lication Society).
The heart of our late friend, Mr. Meline,

would have leapt up at sight of this book,
and his pen would have given our pages
another racy article, had it appeared
while he was still in this mortal coil.

The letters in this collection are many of

them newly discovered and now first pub-
lished. They throw new light on the vil-

lany of Walsingham, and thus really add

something to the already numerous doc-

uments in the Marian controversy.

SCHOOL HYGIENE. By Dr. R. J. O'Sulli-

van. New York : D. Appleton & Co.

Dr. O'Sullivan's pamphlet is a paper
which all persons having the oversight
of schools will find worthy to be care-

fully read and preserved.

BRIC-A-BRAC SERIES PERSONAL REMIN-

ISCENCES. By Chorley, Planche, and

Young. Edited by Richard Henry
Stoddard. New York : Scribner,

Armstrong & Co. 1874.

An agreeable volume of chat, gossip,

and anecdote about many well-known

persons, with other miscellaneous bric-a-

brac, very well printed, and having an

uncommonly pretty binding. In this

last department of art the recent efforts

of publishers are enough to fill one with

astonishment
;
but success is rare, unless

they may be regarded as attempts to

illustrate the metaphysical definition of

ens rationis. Something really pretty is

therefore always doubly welcome.
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MATTER.

MUCH as has been written on dilation discovers the relations in-

matter by ancient and modern tervening between effects and ef-

philosophers, the last word about fects, as also between effects and
its constitution has not yet been causes, thus paving the way to the

said. The old school of metaphy- determination of the nature of

sicians, in spite of its high intellec- causes from the nature of their ef-

tual attainments, could not unravel fects.

this perplexing subject, because it We are of opinion that the scien-

had not a sufficient knowledge of tific materials gathered from obssr-

natural facts.. The modern scien- vation and experiment since the

tist, on the other hand, in spite of discovery of universal attraction

his vast knowledge of facts, can are quite sufficient for the purpose
never reach the ultimate consequen- of determining the constitution of

ces implied in them, because he is matter
;
and we presume that, un-

too little acquainted with the old der the guidance of positive science,

principles of philosophical specula- we may safely engage in a full phi-
tion. For, as all the questions con- losophical investigation of this in-

nected with the constitution of mat- teresting subject. We are not ig-

ter are of a metaphysical character, norant that the treatment of this

purely experimental science cannot great question has always present-
answer them

;
it can only supply ed, and still presents, many diffi-

materials to the philosopher for culties and dangers, against which

their solution. In the study of proper precautions are to be taken,

natural philosophy observation Sometimes the phenomena on

picks up the spontaneous revela- which our reasonings must be bas-

tions of nature, experiment verifies ed are so complex that it might be

and controls the results of observa- doubted whether they reveal more
tion by compelling nature to act than they mask the truths which

under definite conditions, and spe- we aspire to discover. Again, we

Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1874, by Rev. I. T. HHCKKRJQ the Office of

the Librarian of Congress, at Washington, D. C.
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are very easily misled by the out-

ward appearance of things, and

blinded in a measure by deep-root-
ed prejudices of our infancy, which,
besides being shared by all classes

of persons, have in their favor the

almost irrefragable sanction of the

popular language. Moreover, many
conflicting hypotheses have been

advanced by philosophers of differ-

ent schools in their attempt at solv-

ing the questions concerning the

nature of material things ;
and thus

the subject of our discussion comes
before us with an accompaniment
of many elaborate theories, old and

new, which it becomes our duty to

subject to a careful criticism, lest

they overcloud the intellect and
obstruct our vision of truth. For-

tunately, however, as we shall see

in the sequel, only three of those

theories can be considered to have

a real claim to the attention of the

modern philosopher, and each of

them, by proper management, can

be made to yield a fair portion of

truth.

We propose to commence with

the consideration of those natural

facts from which the true nature

and the essential constitution of

material substance can be most

easily ascertained. We shall then

determine accurately the essence

of matter, examine its constituents

in particular, and point out their

necessary relations, according to

the scholastic method. And, lastly,

we shall inquire what, in the light

of modern science, must be the

philosophical theory of the genera-
tion and corruption of material

compounds.
I.

Existence of matter. The first

foundation of what we shall say
hereafter is that matter, or material

substance, really exists. By
" mat-

ter
"
we mean a being which is the

proper subject of local motion, or

Ens mobile, as the ancient philoso-

phers define it. Hence, if there is

local motion, there is matter. And
since local motion is undeniable,

the existence of matter is equally
undeniable.

It is all very well for the idealist

to say that we perceive nothing but

phenomena. Local movement, of

course, is only a phenomenon ;
but

evidently such a phenomenon
would be impossible, if nothing ex-

isted which could receive local mo-
tion. But that which can receive

local motion we call matter. And
therefore what we call matter is

something real in the world.

Origin of matter. Democritus,

Epicurus, and other pagan philoso-

phers taught that matter is eternal

and uncreated. This old error has

been utterly dispelled by the light

of Christian philosophy ; yet it has

been lately revived, and is studiously

propagated in our own days by a set

of infidel scribblers, who pretend,
in the name of science, to do away
with what they call the obsolete

notion of a Creator. It may there-

fore be useful to say here a few

words about the contingency and

the creation of matter. We have

already shown, in an article on the

extrinsic principles of being,* that

the changeableness of a thing is a

sufficient proof of its coming out

of nothing, inasmuch as nothing-
ness is the true extrinsic principle

of passivity and potentiality. As

matter is evidently passive and po-

tential, it directly follows that mat-

ter has come out of nothing.

But since unbelievers are not phi-

losophers, though they call them-

selves so, and may not be able to

realize the value of an argument
based on metaphysical grounds.

* CATHOLIC WORLD for February, 1874, p. 584-!
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and since we hear them repeat with- therefore, throughout the universe,

out end that science their degrad- bears impressed on it the stamp
ed science has done away with of a metric system as distinctly as

the old dream of creation, we deem does the metre of the Archives of

it expedient to appeal to science it- Paris or the double royal cubit of

self, and bring forward from it a the temple of Karnac. No theory
clear proof of the fact of creation, of evolution can be formed to ac-

This proof is to be found in the count for the similarity of mole-

very constitution of the primitive cules
;
for evolution necessarily im-

molecules of bodies, as Prof. Clerk- plies continuous change, and the

Maxwell has recently shown in a molecule is incapable of growth or

very remarkable lecture on mole- decay, of generation or destruction,

cules.* His scientific argument is None of the processes of nature,

contained in the following passage : since the time when nature began,
" The molecule, though inde- have produced the slightest differ-

structible, is not a hard, rigid body, ence in the properties of any mole-

but is capable of internal movements, cule. We are therefore unable to

and, when these are excited, it emits ascribe either the existence of the

rays, the wave-length of which is molecules or the identity of their

a measure for the time of vibration properties to the operation of any
of a molecule. By means of the of the causes which we call natural,

spectroscope the wave-length of On the other hand, the exact equal-
different kinds of light may be com- ity of each molecule to all others

pared to within one ten-thousandth of the same kind gives it, as Sir

part. In this way it has been as- John Herschel has well said, the es-

certained not only that molecules sential character of a manufactured

taken from every specimen of hy- article, and precludes the idea of

drogen in our laboratories have the its being eternal and self-existent,

same set of periods of vibration, Thus we have been led, along a

but that light having the same set strictly scientific path, very near to

of periods of vibration is emitted the point at which science must
from the sun and from the fixed stop. Not that science is debarred

stars. We are thus assured that from studying the internal mecha-
molecules of the same nature as nism of a molecule which she can-

those of our hydrogen exist in those not take to pieces, any more than

distant regions, or at least did ex- from investigating an organism
ist when the light by which we which she cannot put together.
see them was emitted. . . . Light, But in tracing back the history of

which is to us the sole evidence of matter science is arrested when she

the existence of these distant worlds, assures herself, on the one hand,
tells us also that each of them is that the molecule has been made,
built of molecules of the same kind and, on the other, that it has

as those which we find on earth, not been made by any of the pro-
A molecule of hydrogen, for exam- cesses we call natural. Science is

pie, whether in Sirius or Arcturus, incompetent to reason upon the

executes its vibrations in precisely creation of matter itself out of
the same time. Each molecule, nothing.* We have reached the

1 A lecture On Molecules, delivered before the * It is competent, however, to furnish the phi-
Briush Association at Bradford, by Prof. Clerk- losopher with all the materials of such a reason-

Maxwell, K.R.S. Nature^ September 25, 1873. in
> as this very passage clearly shows.
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utmost limit of our thinking facul-

ties when we have admitted that,

because matter cannot be eternal

and self-existent, it must have been

created. That matter, as such,

should have certain fundamental

properties, that it should exist in

space and be capable of motion,

that its motion should be persistent,

and so on, are truths which may,
for anything we know, be of the

kind which metaphysicians call

necessary. We may use our know-

ledge of such truths for purposes
of deduction,, but we have no data

for speculating as to their origin.

But that there should be exactly so

much matter and no more in every
molecule of hydrogen is a fact of a

very different order. . . . Natural

causes, as we know, are at work,
which tend to modify, if they do
not at length destroy, all the ar-

rangements and dimensions of the

earth, and of the whole solar sys-

tem. But though, in the course of

ages, catastrophes have occurred,
and may yet occur, in the heavens

;

though ancient systems may be dis-

solved, and new systems evolved

out of their ruins, the molecules

out of which those systems are

built, the foundation-stones of the

material universe, remain unbroken
and unworn. They continue to

this day as they were created, per-
fect in number and measure and

weight, and from the ineffaceable

characters impressed on them we

may learn that those aspirations
after accuracy in measurement,
truth in statement, and justice in

action, which we reckon among our

noblest attributes as men, are ours

because they are essential constitu-

ents of the image of Him who, in

the beginning, created not only the

heaven and the earth, but the mate-
rials of which heaven and earth

consist."

Such is the verdict of true sci-

ence as interpreted by the eminent

English mathematician and natural

philosopher. The whole is so in-

structive and interesting that we
think we have no need of apologiz-

ing for the length of the quotation.
Essential properties of matter.

The constituents of things are re-

vealed to us by their properties.

For, as every being acts according
as it is in act, and suffers accord-

ing as it is in potency, from the

activity and the passivity with

which a being is endowed we can

easily find out the special nature

of the act and of the potency
which constitute its metaphysical
essence. Hence, if we wish to as-

certain the essential constitution

of material substance, we must first

ascertain and thoroughly under-

stand the properties which are

common to all material substances,
and without which no material

substance can be conceived. In

doing this we must guard against

confounding, as many scientists do,
the essential properties of matter

with the general properties of bo-

dies. Extension, impenetrability,

divisibility, porosity, etc., are gen-
eral properties of bodies

;
but it

does not follow that they are es-

sential properties of material sub-

stance as such, as they may arise

from accidental composition. Those

properties alone are essential

which are altogether primitive,

unchangeable, and involved in the

principles of the substance
;
and

such properties, as we shall see, are,

so far as material substance is con-

cerned, the three following : active

power to produce local motion,/0.r-

sivity for receiving local motion,

and inertia. These three proper-
ties correspond to the three con-

stituents of material substance.

There are philosophers who deny
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that material things have any active takes place but through local move-

power. They know that matter is ments; so that we cannot even con-

inert, and they cannot see how ceive a change in the material

activity can be reconciled with world without a displacement of

inertia. There are others, on the matter. Hence all the actions of

contrary, who, for a similar reason, matter upon matter tend to produce

being unable to deny the activity local movement, or to modify it ;

of bodies, deny their inertia. From and all passion of the matter acted

what we are going to say it will on is a reception of movement,
be manifest that these philosophers That all material substances pos-
have never known exactly what is sess activity, passivity, and inertia

meant in natural science by the is quite certain on experimental
inertia of matter. grounds. No conclusion is better

Other writers, especially those of established in science than that all

the old school, while admitting the the particles of matter act on one
three essential properties of matter another according to a fixed law,
which we have just mentioned, con- and receive from one another their

tend that material substance has a determination to move from place
fourth important and connatural, to place, while they are incapable
if not essential, property viz., con- of setting themselves in movement
tinuous extension without which, or modifying the movement receiv-

they say, nothing material can be ed from without. Now, it is clear

conceived. They further teach, that they cannot act without being
and would fain have us believe, active, nor receive the action with-

that all material substance is en- out being passive, nor be incapable
dowed with extension and resist- of modifying their own state with-

ance
;
and many of them think out being inert.

that extension and resistance con- This shows that activity and
stitute the essence of matter. This inertia do not exclude one another,
last opinion is very common among A particle of matter is said to be

philosophical writers, and deserves active inasmuch as it has the power
the most careful examination, as it o f causing the movement of any
bears very heavily on an essential other particle ;

and is said to be

point of the controversy in which inert inasmuch as it has no power
we have to engage. of giving movement to itself. It is

Let us see, then, first, what we plain that these two things are very
have to think regarding the activity, far from being contradictory. Those
the passivity, and the inertia of philosophers, therefore, who have
matter

; and, when we have done apprehended an irreconcilable op-
with these, we shall take up the

position between the two, must
question of material continuity, of have attached to the term "

inertia
"

which we hope to give a full analy- a meaning quite different from that
sis and a satisfactory solution. recognized by physical science.

Activity, passivity, and inertia- Balmes remarks, in his Fundamen-
:he special character by which the tal Philosophy,

* that there is no-

phenomena of the material world thing perfectly still either on earth
are recognized consists in their be- Or in the heavens

;
and for this

ing brought about by local motion, reason he expresses the opinion
For it is a well-known fact that in

things purely material no change * Book 10, chu 15.
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that all bodies have a constant Hence, if bodies are not active,

tendency to move. And as he can- there is no reason why they should

not see how such a tendency can be admitted to exist, and we are ac-

be reconciled with the inertia of cordingly condemned to an absurd

matter, he comes to the conclusion idealism. Nor can we escape pan-
that bodies are not inert. But it is theism. For, if the impressions we

scarcely necessary to remark that receive from outside are caused by
the constant tendency to move God alone, we cannot but conclude

which we observe in bodies is the that whatever we see outside of us

result of universal attraction, and has no other objectivity than that

not of a self-acting power inhering of the divine substance itself ap-
in the matter of which the bodies pearing under different forms,

consist
;
and therefore such a ten- Now, this is a pantheistic doctrine,

dency does not in the least inter- Therefore the theory which denies

fere with the inertia of matter. A the activity of bodies leads to pan-

simple reference to the laws of theism. We will say nothing more
motion suffices to convince the about this preposterous doctrine

most superficial student that such and its absurd consequences. Plain

is the case. common sense, without need of

Malebranche goes to the other further argument, condemns what-

extreme. He supposes that bodies ever calls in question the reality

have no activity of any kind, and and objectivity of our knowledge
that accordingly all the phenomena concerning the exterior world,

we witness in the physical world But, while we admit with all the

are produced by God alone. This physicists, and indeed with all man-

theory, as every one will acknow- kind, that material substance is

ledge, is supremely extravagant and competent, through its natural ac-

unphilosophical. It leads to ideal- tivity, to cause local motion, we
ism and to pantheism. To ideal- must guard against the opinion of

ism, because, if bodies do not act, the materialists, who pretend that

there is no reason why they should the active power of matter is also

exist; as nothing can be admitted competent, under certain condi-

to exist throughout creation which tions and through certain combi-

has no aptitude to manifest in its nations, to produce thought. No-
<own reality a reflex of the Creator's thing, perhaps, can be more incon-

perfections. And since manifesta- sistent with reason than this as-

tion is action, no created being can sumption. Were matter not inert,

be destitute of active power. This the hypothesis might deserve ex-

argument drawn from the end of amination
;

but an inert thinking
creation may be supplemented by substance is such an enormity
another drawn from the impossibil- that it cannot, even hypothetically,

ity of our knowing the existence of be entertained. The thinking fa-

bodies if they do not act. For, if culty evidently implies self-acting

bodies do not act on our senses, power, whereas inertia evidently
we cannot refer to bodies for the excludes it

;
and therefore, so long

causality of our sensations
; and as we keep in mind that matter is

thus the only link by which we inert, we cannot, without evident

have the means of connecting our inconsistency, extend the range of

subjective impressions with ex- its activity to immanent operations,
.terior objects will be destroyed, but must confine it to the extrinsic
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production of local motion. Let properties of the same. The iner-

us here remark that, of all the ar- tia of matter is also a necessary re-

guments usually employed in psy- suit of the essential constitution of

chology against the materialistic material substance
;

for the only

hypothesis, this one drawn from the reason why an element of matter

inertia of matter is the most valu- cannot give motion to itself is to

able as it is the most simple and in- be found in the mutual relation of

controvertible. its essential principles, which is of

The inertia of matter is so tini- such a nature that the principle of

versally admitted that it is hardly passivity cannot be influenced by

necessary to say a word about it. any exertion of the active principle,

No fact, indeed, is more certain in of which it is the intrinsic term,

science than that matter, when at Now, this relation, for which we

rest, cannot but remain so until it shall fully account hereafter, be-

receive from without a determina- longs to the "essence of the sub-

tion to move ; and likewise that, stance as truly and as necessarily

when determined to move with any as the essential principles them-

velocity and in any direction, it selves. Hence the inertia of mat-

cannot but move with that velocity ter is an essential property of mat-

and in that direction until it receive ter no less than its activity and

some other determination from passivity.

without. This incapability of Action at a distance. The activi-

changing its own state constitutes, ty of material substance is a very
as we have already stated, the iner- interesting subject of investigation ;

tia of matter, and is the very foun- its nature, its mode of working, the

dation of mechanical science. law of its exertion, and the condi-

As to the natural passivity of ma- tions on which the production of

terial substance, we need only say its effects depends, give rise to

that it consists in its capability of many important questions, which,

receiving, when it is acted on, any owing to philosophical discords,
accidental determination to move have not yet received a satisfactory
in any direction and with any ve- solution. The first of these ques-

locity. That matter has this pas- tions is : Does material substance act

jjivity is an obvious experimental at a distance, or does it require, as a

truth
;
and that matter has no other condition sine qua non for acting, a

passivity except this one we shall mathematical contact of its matter

prove in another place. with the matter acted upon ?

Meanwhile, it is evident from Philosophers and scientists have
the preceding considerations that all often examined this grave subject,
matter is active, passive, and inert, but their opinions are still divided.

The principle of activity, in every be- Those philosophers who form

ing, is its essential act, and the princi- their physical views from the scho-

ple of passivity its essential term, lastic system, commonly hold that

which is a real passive potency ;

*
a true material contact is an indis-

hence the activity and the passivity pensable condition for the action

of matter are a necessary result of the of matter upon matter, and think it

essential constitution ofmaterial sub- to be an evident truth. But physi-

stance, and are therefore essential cists,
" with few exceptions," as

Prof. Faraday remarks, admit that

See CATHOLIC WORLD, Marck, i874 , p. 827. all action of matter upon matter is
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an actio in distans, and he himself for any length of time the same re-

supports the same doctrine, al- lation in space. To assume, there-

though suggesting that it should be fore, that the contact can be pro-

expressed in somewhat different longed, is to assume that from the

terms. We propose to show that very first instant of the collision

this latter solution is the only one the unequal velocities of the strug-

consistent with the principles both gling particles have been equalized,

of science and of philosophy. And or, in other terms, that the velocity

as the opposite view owes its ori- imparted has been communicated

gin, and in a great measure its in the very first instant of the im-

plausibility, to the known theory pact. But if so, then the assump-
of kinetic forces as deduced from tion of a prolonged contact, as a

the impact of bodies, we shall argue means of communicating the velo-

from the same theory in support city, is altogether useless, and in-

of our conclusion. volves an evident contradiction.

Here is our argument. When a It is therefore necessary to concede

body impinges upon another body, that, if the velocity is communicat-
if any communication of movement ed by a true and immediate contact

is made by a true and immediate of matter with matter, the commu-
contact of matter with matter, its nication must be made in an indi-

duration must be limited to that visible instant of time,

indivisible instant of time in which The minor proposition of our

the distance between the struggling syllogism is equally evident. For

particles of matter becomes = o. it is one of the fundamental axioms
But in an indivisible instant of time of mechanics that actions, all other

no finite velocity can be commu- things being equal, are proportion-
nicated. And therefore no real al to their respective duration

;

movement can be caused in the im- whence it is plain that an action

pact of bodies by a true and imme- of which the duration is infinitesi-

diate contact of matter with mat- mal cannot produce more than an

ter. infinitesimal effect. And therefore

We think that this argument ad- no finite velocity can be produced
mits of no reply. Its major propo- by true material contact,

sition is the statement of an obvi- Against this argument four ob-

ous geometric truth. Nor can it jections may be advanced : First,

be gainsaid by assuming that the that although in the contact of one
duration of the action can be pro- point with another point no finite

longed; for the action, in the opin- velocity can be communicated, yet
ion of those against whom we now in the case of a multitude of mate-

are arguing, is supposed to require rial points coming into collision

true material contact
;

and it is the effect might be appreciable,

plain that two particles of matter Secondly, that a particle of matter

coming into contact cannot remain may be carried straight away by
in contact for any length of time, another particle which impinge*
however inappreciable, unless in upon it with sufficient velocity,

the very first instant of their meet- Thirdly, that a distinction is to be

ing their velocities have become made between continuous and in-

equal ;
it being evident that two stantaneous actions, and that, al-

particles of matter animated by dif- though a continuous action produ-
ferent velocities cannot preserve ces an effect proportional to its
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duration, as in the case of univer- tically to the body impinged upon,
sal attraction, yet instantaneous This is, however, a mere delusion,

actions, as in the case of impact, The velocity acquired by the

may not necessarily follow the body impinged upon has no pre-

same law. Lastly, that even admit- vious existence in the imping-

ting the impossibility of producing ing body; and accordingly its

finite velocity in an infinitesimal communication implies its real

unit of time, yet finite velocity production, as we have proved in

might still be communicated in an one of our past articles.*

infinitesimal unit of time without The actio in distans can also be

any new production, as modern proved from the very nature of

scientists assume. material activity. It is generally
To the first objection we answer admitted that the active power of

that, if each material point cannot, matter is either attractive or repul-

in the instant of the contact, ac- sive
;
for all men of science agree

quire more than an infinitesimal that the movements of the material

velocity, the whole multitude will world are brought about by attrac-

have only an infinitesimal velocity ;
tions and repulsions. Now, attrac-

and thus no movement will ensue. tion and repulsion do not imply
To the second we answer that a material contact between the

a particle cannot be carried straight agent and the patient, but, on the

away unless it receives a communi- contrary, exclude it
;
and therefore

cation of finite velocity ;
and such all the movements of the material

a communication, as we have al- world are due to actions at a dis-

ready shown, cannot be made in tance. That attraction excludes

the instant of the contact. material contact is quite evident,

The third objection we answer for attraction produces movement

by denying that there is any rigor- by causing the approach of one

ously instantaneous action. When body to another ;
and it is evident

physicists speak of
"
instantaneous

"
that no approach will be possible

actions, they mean actions having if the bodies are already in immedi-
a finite duration, which, however, ate contact. It is therefore an es-

is so short that it cannot be appre- sential condition for the possibility

ciated or measured by our means of attraction that the agent be not

of observation. And therefore in immediate contact with the

what is called an '

instantaneous
'

patient. And as for repulsion, it is

action is nothing but a continu- known that it serves to keep the

ous action of a short duration, molecules of a body distant from

Now, a difference of duration is one another, and consequently it is

not a difference in kind
;
and ac- exercised at molecular distances,

cordingly, if actions are proportion- This is especially evident in the

al to their duration when their du- case of elastic fluids. For repul-
ration is longer, they are no less so sion obtains among the molecules

when their duration is shorter. of such fluids, whether the said

The last objection takes for molecules be pressed nearer or let

granted that there can be a com- further apart. And therefore re-

munication of velocity without pro- pulsion, too, is exercised without

duction of velocity ;
which amounts material contact,

to saying that the velocity of the

impinging body is transmitted iden- * CATHOLIC WORLD, March, 1874, page 75*
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Some modern physicists try to

do away with repulsion, and ex-

plain the pressure exercised by
a gas against the vessel in which

it is confined by saying that the

gaseous molecules are continually

flying about in all directions, and

continually impinging on the inte-

rior surface of the recipient, where

their excursions are intercepted,

and that this continuous series of

impacts constitutes what we call

the pressure of the gas on the ves-

sel.

But this new theory cannot bear

one moment's examination. It is

wholly gratuitous ;
it disregards me-

chanical principles by admitting
that the movement of the mole-

cules can go on unabated in spite

of repeated impacts, and it assumes

that the momentum of a moving
molecule is its active power ;

which

is utterly false, as we will show la-

ter.

Other physicists have tried to get
rid of attraction, also, by assuming
that those effects which we ascribe

to attraction are to be attributed to

ethereal pressure. This hypothe-
sis has no better foundation than

the preceding one, and is equally
untenable for many reasons which
we shall explain hereafter.

The actio in distans can also be

directly proved by the consider-

ation of statical forces. We know
that the action which tends to com-
municate movement in a given
direction cannot be frustrated or

neutralized, except by an action of

the same intensity applied in an

opposite direction. It is evident,
on the other hand, that, if the first

requires an immediate contact of

matter with matter, the second also

must be subject to the same condi-

tion. Now, this latter is altogether

independent of such a condition.

Accordingly, the former also that

is, the action which tends to com-
municate the movement is inde-

pendent of a true material con-

tact.

The minor proposition of this

syllogism may be proved as follows :

Let a small cube of hard steel

be placed on a smooth, horizontal

plate of cast- iron lying on a table.

The cube will remain at rest on

the plate, notwithstanding the ac-

tion of gravity upon it, because,
while the cube tends to fall and

presses the plate, the action of the

plate frustrates that tendency, and

keeps the equilibrium. Now, the

cube and the plate do not immedi-

ately touch one another with their

matter
;
for we know that they can

be brought nearer than they are.

We may place, for instance, a se-

cond cube on the top of the first,

and thus increase the pressure on
the plate, and cause the plate itself

to react with an increased intensity.
But it is obvious that neither of the

two actions can become intenser,
unless the cube is brought nearer

to the plate ;
for the resistance of

the plate cannot be modified, un-

less some of the previous condi-

tions be altered
;

and since the

two surfaces have remained the

same, no other condition can be

conceived to be changed except
their relative distance. It is there-

fore a change, and in fact a diminu-

tion, of the distance between the

cube and the plate that entails the

change of the action. Whence we
see that, even in the case of the so-

called physical contact, bodies do
not touoli one another with their

matter. This shows that physical
contact does not exclude distance;
and therefore, when we say that

two bodies touch one another, the

fact we express is that the two

bodies are so near to one another

that they cannot approach nearer
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without their molecular arrangement to convince all intelligent readers

being disturbed by their mutual ac- of the truth of our conclusion, viz. :

tions. Therefore the hypothesis i. That distance is a necessary
that a true material contact of mat- condition of the action of matter

ter with matter is needed for caus- upon matter
;

ing or for hindering movement is 2. That the contact between the

irreconcilable with fact. agent and the object acted on is

As a further development of this not material, but virtual, inasmuch

proof, we may add that one of the as it is by its active power (virtus),

necessary conditions for the equili- and not by its matter, that the

brium of the cube on the plate is, agent reaches the matter of the ob-

that the action of the plate have a ject acted upon ;

direction opposite to the 'action of 3. Hence that any material sub-

the cube. Now, no direction what- stance, which is anywhere by rea-

ever can be conceived but between son of its matter, has within itself

two distinct, and therefore distant, a power prepared to act where the

points. Accordingly, there cannot substance itself is not present by its

be the least doubt that all the matter.

points belonging to the surface of As the actio in distans shocks

the plate are really distant from vulgar prejudices, and has there-

those of the neighboring surface of fore many decided adversaries, it is

the cube. Whence we conclude plain that we must be ready to

again that their mutual action is meet a great number of objections,
exercised at a distance. For the present we respectfully in-

Other proofs of the same truth vite those who consider the action

might be drawn, if necessary, from at a distance as an obvious impos-
other considerations. Faraday, from sibility to examine carefully the

the phenomena of electric conduc- arguments by which we have es-

tion, was led to the conclusion that tablished the impossibility of the

each atom of matter, though oc- action by material contact. As to

cupying a mere point in space, has a their own reasons for a contrary

sphere of action extending through- opinion, we hope to answer them
out the whole solar system.* Bos- satisfactorily as soon as we have

covich,f from the law of continuity, done with the explanation of a few

demonstrates that movement is not other preliminaries,
communicated through material Power and velocity. The ques-
contact. And mechanical writers tion which now presents itself is

generally consider all dynamical the following : Is velocity the active

forces that is, all accelerating or power of material substance ? This

retarding actions as functions of question has some importance in

distances
;
which shows that all the present state of science, on ac-

motive actions depend on distance, count of the confusion generally
not only for their direction, but made by physical writers between
also for their intensity. We have powers, forces, actions, and move-
no need of developing these proofs,* ments. We answer that, although
as we think that the preceding ar- active power and velocity are now

ments are abundantly sufficient generally considered as synony-

mous, they are quite different things.
See A Speculation touching Electric Conditc~ Here are OUT reasons *

tion andth' Nature of Matter, .....
t Tktoria Philosophies Naturalis, p. i, n. 18. In the first plaCC, it IS phllO-
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sophically evident that the result of the active power of matter is not its

an action and the principle of the velocity.

action cannot be of the same na- In the fourth place, a mass of

ture. But velocity is certainly the matter at rest acts on the body by
result of an action, whilst the active which it is supported, and exercises

power is the principle of the action, a pressure against it
;
and therefore

And therefore velocity and active matter is active independently of

power cannot be of the same nature, actual movement;, which conclu-

But surely, if velocity has not the sively shows that the active power
nature of an active power, it is not of matter has nothing common with

an active power, as every one must its velocity,

admit. Lastly, velocity, is an accidental

In the second place, the active mode
;
and nothing accidental pos-

power of creatures, be they materi- sesses active power, as has been

al or immaterial, is the power by shown in one of our philosophical
the exertion of which they mani- articles.*

fest themselves and their natural Thus it appears that the active

perfection, thus leading us to the power of material substance is not

knowledge of the existence and the its velocity. Those physicists who

perfections of our Creator, such a acknowledge no other powers but

knowledge being the end of crea-
"
masses multiplied by velocities

'

tion. Active power is therefore are therefore wholly mistaken. The
not an accidental and changeable product of a mass into its velocity

affection, but an essential, primitive, does not represent an active power,
and permanent appurtenance of all and not even a dynamical force, but

created substances; nor does it simply the quantity of an effect

come from interaction of creatures, produced by a previous action. It

but only from creation itself; so is true that a mass animated by
that we might well apply to it what velocity can do work, which a

S. Paul says of the power of kings mass at rest cannot do. But we
and rulers :

" There is no power have shown in the article just men-

except from God." And accord- tioned that such a work -is done,

ingly velocity, which is an accident- not by velocity, but by the natural

al and changeable affection of mat- powers inherent in the body, the

ter, cannot be the active power of velocity being only a condition

the material substance. sine qua non. Nor does it matter

In the third place, if velocity that the work done by a body is a

were the active principle of matter, function of its velocity. This only
matter would have no definite na- proves that the greater the velocity
ture of its own. For "

nature
"

is of the body, the greater is the re-

defined as the principle of motion; sistance required to exhaust it.

and material substance would be Sphere of action. The next

destitute of such a principle ;
for question is : Has matter a sphere of

velocity, by which it is assumed action ? That is, Does a primitive
that it would cause movement, has element of matter act around itself

no part in the constitution of the with equal intensity on all other ele-

substance itself. Hence we must ments equally distantfrom it ?

conclude that either material sub- The answer must be affirmative,

stance has no definite nature of its

Own, Or, if this cannot be admitted, * CATHOLIC WORLD, March, 1874, page 766.
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And first, since the active principle pends on their distance from the

of material substance is destined, bodies acted on
;

so that, all other

as above stated, to produce local things being equal, to equal dis-

movement, it is evident that its tances equal actions correspond,
action must proceed from a term That such actions really proceed

marking a point in space, and reach from the earth, the planets, and the

other terms marking other similar sun respectively there can be no

points. Local movement, in fact, doubt. For to no other sources

cannot be produced, unless the can the actions be referred than to

term acted on be determined by those bodies from which both their

the agent to follow a certain direc- direction and their intensity pro-
tion

;
for the direction of the move- ceed. Now, the action by which

ment must be imparted by the a planet is attracted is directed to

agent which imparts the movement, the centre of the sun, and the ac-

Now, the direction of the move- tion by which a satellite is retained

ment, and of the action which in its orbit is directed to the centre

causes it, cannot evidently be con- of the planet to which it belongs,
ceived without two distinct points, On the other hand, the intensity of

the one marked in space by the all such actions varies only with

agent, the other by the patient, the distance of the planet from the

Hence the exertion of the active sun, and of the satellite from the

power of matter necessarily pro- planet. Whence we conclude that

ceeds from a point in space to the actions which we attribute to

other points in space. Whether these bodies are really their own.
such points be rigorously unexterid- Now, if such great bodies as the

ed and mathematically indivisible sun, the earth, and all the planets
we shall inquire in another article; act thus in a sphere, it is manifest

our object at present is only to show that every particle of matter in

the necessity of a local term from their mass acts in a sphere. For
which the direction of the action the action of the whole mass, being
has to proceed towards other local only a resultant of the particular
terms. actions of all the component ele-

This being understood, we can ments, cannot but follow the na-

now show that the point from which ture of its components ;
and there-

the action of a material element is fore, from the fact that the action

directed is the centre of a sphere of the whole mass is directed in a

of activity, or, in other terms, that sphere, and has equal intensity at

the primitive elements of matter equal distances, we must conclude
act in a sphere of which they oc- that all the component actions are

cupy the centre. This proposition similarly directed, and have equal in-

implies that material elements not tensities at equal distances. Hence
only act all around, or in every every element of matter has a

direction, but also that they act sphere of action, and acts all

with equal intensity at equal dis- around itself with equal actions on
tances. This we show in the fol- all other elements equally distant

lowing manner. from it.

The earth, the planets, and the This conclusion applies to all

sun act in all directions, and the matter. For we have proved, on

intensity of their respective actions, the one hand, that matter cannot
all other things being equal, de- act except at a distance, and, on
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the other, we can show by a gener- ets, on which the demonstration of

al argument that the actions them- our proposition is grounded, can
selves must be equal at equal dis- be denied. Some modern physi-
tances around each centre of activ- cists, in fact, hold that what we per-

ity. It is evident, in fact, that the sist in calling "universal attrac-

actions of any material element on tion
'

is not attraction, but only

any other must be equal when the an ethereal pressure exercised on
local relation between the elements the celestial bodies

;
and if this

is the same. But whatever be the be the real case, the action of mat-

position in space of the element ter in a sphere will be out of the

acted on, its local relation to the question.
other element remains the same In answer to the first objection,
whenever the distance between we say that elements of matter and
them is not altered

;
for so long as molecules of bodies are not to be

we consider two elements only, no confounded. The molecule is ca-

other local relation can be conceiv- pable of internal movements, as

ed to exist between them than that we have alr-eady remarked
;

and
of distance

;
and therefore a change therefore every molecule consists

of position in space which does of a number of primitive elements

not alter the distance of the two having a distinct and independent
elements leaves them in the same existence in space. Hence the ac-

relation with one another, however tion of a molecule is not a simple
much it may alter their relation to action, but is the resultant of the

other surrounding matter. Since", actions proceeding from those dis-

then, the elements which are ar- tinct elements
;
and it is plain that,

ranged spherically around a given if such elements are made to ap-
element are all equally distant proach the centre of the molecule

from it, they are all equally related in one direction more than in an-

to it, and are all acted on in the other, the resultant of their actions

same manner. And therefore all will be greater in one direction

material element acts with equal than in another, and the neighbor-

intensity on all other elements ing molecules will adhere to each

equally distant from it. other more firmly in one direction

The truth of this proposition than in another. This inequality

being very generally acknowledged of molecular actions does not.

by astronomers and physicists, we however, extend beyond the limits

need not dwell on it any longer, of molecular distances
; for, when

We must, however, mention and the distance is great (and we can

solve two objections which have call great those distances in com-
been advanced against it. The parison with which the diameter of

first is, that the cohesion of the a molecule is of no account), all the

molecules in a certain number of distinct centres of elementary ac-

bodies is more energetic in some tion may be admitted to coincide

directions than in others; as in with the centre of the molecule, and

crystals, which are cleavable only all their spheres to coalesce into one

in definite planes. This would sphere. And thus at such greater
tend to show that material elements distances all molecules, no less

do not always act in a sphere, than all primitive elements, act in

The second objection is, that the a sphere,
action of the sun and of the plan- The second objection rests on the
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singular assumption that the uni- bodies should fall in the direction

versal ether, owing to the centri- of the pressure that is, perpen-

fugal force called into existence by dicularly to the axis of rotation,

the rotation of the celestial bodies, and not perpendicularly to the hori-

is reduced, around each of them, to zon. Then, also, the pressure of

a density directly proportional to the ether being proportional to the

the distance from the centre of the surface of the falling body, of two

rotation. Hence they suppose that equal masses having different sur-

the ether which surrounds and faces, the one whose surface is greater

presses the earth must be denser should fall with a greater impetus,
on the hemisphere where there is Now, all this is contrary to fact,

night than on that where there is day, The preceding remarks suffice to

because the former is more distant annihilate the theory. We might
from the sun than the latter

;
and add that centrifugal forces are not

they infer that on the former hemi- active powers, as the theory as-

sphere the pressure of the ether must sumes, but only components of the

be greater than on the latter; which rotatory movement, and affections

brings them to the conclusion that of the rotating matter. Hence, if

the earth must move towards the the ether surrounding the earth

sun with a velocity proportional to does not rotate with it, its conden-
the difference between the two pres- sation through centrifugal force is a

sures. Such is the theory by which patent impossibility; while, if the

some modern thinkers tried to ether rotates with the earth, its

supplant universal attraction. We condensation through centrifugal
need not go far to show the utter force will again be impossible, inas-

absurdity of this rash conception, as much as its centrifugal force will be

the most common phenomena and greater and greater in proportion
the most elementary principles of as its distance from the earth is

mechanics supply us with abundant greater. It is rarefaction, not con-

proofs of its falsity. Centrifugal densation, that would take place in

force is necessarily perpendicular this latter hypothesis. One word
to the axis of the rotation, and is more. If the mere difference of

proportional to the radius of the the pressures exercised by the

circle described. Hence its inten- ether on the two hemispheres of a

sity, which is a maximum on the planet is sufficient to communicate

equator of the revolving body, di- to it a considerable centripetal ve-

minishes from the equator to the locity, as the theory asserts, how
poles, where it becomes = o. If, can we escape the conclusion that

then, the ether surrounding the all progress of a planet in its orbit

earth (or any other celestial body) should have been checked long ago
acquires by centrifugal force a by the total pressure of the same

greater density at a greater distance ether on its advancing hemi-
from the earth, the effect must be sphere ?

greater at the equator than in any It is strange indeed that a the-

latitude from the equator to the ory so preposterous in its assump-
poles, and bodies must accordingly tions and so absurd in its conse-
have a greater weight, and fall with quences can have found favor with

greater impetus, at the equator scientific writers in the full light of
than in any latitude. Moreover, all this nineteenth century !

TO BE CONTINUED.
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ANTAR AND /ARA;

UK.

"THE ONLY TRUE LOVERS."

AN EASTERN ROMANCK NAi::;\lKI> IN SONGS.

BY Al'lUlltV 1>K VKKIt.

PART IV.

SHE SANO.

I.

i

I r came: it reached me from afar:

I kissed the seal, the cords unwove ;

Came wafted from the fields of war

on all the odorous airs of love.

Close hid I sang; close hid I sighed

In places where no echoes were,

Where dashed the streams through gorges wide,

And sprays leaned back on moistened air.

I sang a song, half sighs, yet proud,

And smothered by those downward rills,

A music proud, and yet not loud,

As when her babe a mother stills.

n.

Behold 1 for thee, and for thy love

I fain would make my spirit fair :

For this I strive
;

for this I strove :

My toil, though luU-, shall blossom be:n.

Before thy face the plant shall rise,

hi thy fair presence bloom and flower:

O love me! Thou art ijivat and wise:

Heart-greatness is the woman's dower.
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Thou mad'st me as ;i warrior young
That yearns to flesh a maiden sword,

That burns lor battU- with the strong,

That pants to crush some rebel horde.

Rebels I count all things in me
Thai In Mr no impress of my King!

"
J

('air is a great king's jealousy ;

1 1 is worth he knoweth "
;

tluis I sing.

in

I stood upon a rock what time

The moon rushed up above the plain :

The crags were white like frosty rime
;

Her beams upon me fell like rain.

It was her harvest month of might :

The vales and villages were glad ;

I cried my palms against the light

Like one with sudden pinions clad,

" Whom seek'st thou, O thou rising moon
That broad'nest like a warrior's shield ?

Whom seest thou ? Thou shall see him soon,

My Warrior 'mid the tented field !

" He reaches now some gorge's mouth ;

Upon his helmet thou shall shine
;

Seest thou, O moon, from north to south,

Another loved one like to mine ?
"

IV.

No merchant from the isles of spice
Who stands in hushed hareem or hall

Who parts his goods, and names the price,

Was I, O friend ! I gave thee all.

When from me I had all things cast

Kxcept thy gifts, that hour I found

A gift i, too, might ;ivc at last

The being ihou luul'st made and crowned I

VOL. xix. 38
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I am not nothing since thy vow
Enriched my heart. That wealth is mine

Nothing
"

I call myself, that thou

May'st hear, O love ! and call me thine.

v.

High on the hills I sat at dawn
Where cedar caverns, branching, breathe

Their darkness o'er the dewy lawn,
While slowly bloomed in heaven a wreath

Of eastern lilies. Soon the sun

Ascended o'er the far sea-tide

Smiting to glory billows dun
And clouds and trees

;
and loud I cried,

" Thou too shalt rise, my sun thou too

O'er darkling hearts in power shalt rise,

And flame on souls, and flash on dew
Of tears that dim expectant eyes."

And every wind from vale and glen

Sang loud,
"
He, too, shall rise and shine !

A warrior he, a chief of men,
A prince with might ;

and he is thine."

VI.

Men praised my words. Thy spirit dwells

Within me, strangely linked with mine :

At times my mind's remotest cells

Brighten with thoughts less mine than thine.

A gleam of thee on me they cast :

They wear thy look ; they catch thy tone :

A kingdom in my breast thou hast :

The words they praised were not mine own.

VII.

A chance was that our meeting first ?

At morn I read a quaint old book
That told of maiden palace-nursed
Who met a prince beside a brook.
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" Beside our brook the lilies blow,"
I mused,

"
green-girt, and silver-tipped

"
;

And, dreaming of their bells of snow,
At eve adown the rocks I tripped.

Sudden I saw thee ! saw thee take

Toward me thy path ! I turned, and fled :

So swifdy pushed I through the brake

My girdle dropped : still on I sped.

Had I but guessed that past the dates

That hour the stranger youth made way,
I ne'er had left my maiden mates

Beside that brook, alone, to stray.

VIII.

Surely my thoughts, ere yet we met,
Even then were loyal to their lord ;

The tides of all my being set

Towards thee with blind yet just accord.

When first I kenned, through showers aslant,

The snowy Lebanonian line,

When first I heard the night-bird's chant,
Even then my beating heart was thine.

When minstrels sang the sacred strife,

And thus I wept,
(( The land made free

By warrior's sword is as a wife

Whose head is on her husband's knee,"

Then, too, I nursed this hope sublime :

My breast unconscious turned to thee :

Let no one say there lived a time

When thou wert nothing unto me !

IX.

How often, dimmed by grateful tears,

I see that convent near the snow
Wherein I lived those seven sweet years,

And seven times saw the lilies blow
;
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There sent to couch on pavements cold,

Fearless to suffer and to dare,

And reverence learn from nuns dark-stoled

Who live in penance and in prayer.

There, too, of love they sang there, too

Ah ! not this love of maid and youth !

To that first love oh ! keep me true,

Thou Who art Love at once and Truth !

Have I not heard of hearts that nursed

This human love, yet wronged their troth ?

That first, great love they outraged first :

Falsehood to that was death to both !

x.

Now glorious grows my Warrior's name :

The very babes his praises spread :

But late released, this morn they came
Around me, clamouring,

" Give us bread !"

His light was on them ! Freed by him,
A land redeemed I saw them tread !

I gazed on them with eyes tear- dim :

I blessed them, and I gave them bread.

*' What man is this ?" our ancients sought :

" This chief we know not can we trust ?"

Thou gav'st them back, unbribed, unbought,
Their towers far off, their state august.

Thou gav'st to warriors proved of yore

Victory, by carnage undisgraced ;

To matrons hearts unpierced by war
;

To maids their nuptials high and chaste.

To others, these : but what to me ?

I speak it not : I know it well :

The fawn whose head is on my knee
As well as I that gift might tell !
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THE VEIL WITHDRAWN.

TRANSLATED, BY PERMISSION, FROM THE FRENCH OF MADAME CRAVEN, AUTHOR OF UA SISTER'S STORY,"
"
FLEURANGE," ETC.

X.

LIVIA was the first to return to to love thus though I say this hesi-

herself and put an end to my tatingly, lest it seem ungrateful to

singular and ill-timed reverie. Lorenzo."
'

I hope, however, you do not " You are right, Ginevra. It is

imagine my resolution is to be at- very difficult, and even impossible,
tributed to \\~\z jettatura" she said. in this world, as you will some day
These words immediately recall- realize more fully than you do

ed me to a sense of all that had now."
taken place the previous hour. I We were both silent for a few

reflected an instant, and then re- moments,

plied :

" And my father," I at last re-
" No

;
I know too well what you sumed " what will my poor father

yourself would think of a vocation say to this separation ?"

that had such an origin." "What would he say, I beg to
' And yet I cannot deny," she know, if a noble, wealthy man in

said,
"
that it has had a certain in- fact, a great lord like Lorenzo

fluence on my destiny ; for, thanks should ask my hand on condition

to t\\s jettaiura, I have had a heavy, of carrying me away, like you, be-

mysterious cross to bear. It is not yond the mountains and the sea ?

to get rid of this cross I wish to Do you think he would refuse?

leave the world, but to embrace it "Well, neither will he refuse Him
more closely and experience more who demands my heart and life,

fully the blessings it has revealed For, after all, is not he alone

tome." great the only Lord? . . . But
That is above my comprehen- of course my father will decide the

sion, Livia. I no longer under- matter. It will be when and as

stand you." he wishes."
: You know very well, however, This conversation gave me a

do you not, that love is the chief glimpse of a world into which the

element of happiness?" said she hour had not yet come for me to

slowly. penetrate, and I was diverted from

Yes, I believe that. Happi- the thoughts it awakened in my
ness consists chiefly in loving and soul by the excitement and agita-

being loved, I imagine. Every- tion that followed. But every

thing else is merely accessory." word of this last conversation re-
'* And you know what is acces- mained fixed in my memory ;

where-

sory loses all importance when the as the incidents and impressions of

/hole heart and soul are absorbed the following day only seem like a

in some adored and adorable be- dream yes, like a dream when I

recall the confusion of that last

Yes
;

. . . but the difficulty is day, the preparations both for my
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wedding and my journey (for I

was to leave my father's house and

my native land nearly at the same

time), Ottavia's feverish excite-

ment, and the quiet activity of Li-

via, who thought of everything, and

arranged everything calmly and in

order. Then there was a succes-

sion of calls from our young friends

and relatives, who, according to

the custom in our country, could

not be present at the wedding, and

therefore came to take leave of me
on the eve, and admire at their

leisure the rich presents of the

bridegroom, especially the jewels,
which were unusually splendid.

Among these young girls I par-

ticularly remember my two cousins,
Mariuccia and Teresina, who, as

well as their mother, Donna Clelia,

experienced many conflicting emo-
tions on the occasion of their young
cousin s brilliant marriage. But in-

terest and curiosity finally over-

came the grain of ill-humor which

my aunt especially could not help

feeling at seeing me attain a rank

and position which her most ambi-

tious flights could not hope for her

daughters to obtain. Donna Clelia

was my father's sister, but she did

not resemble him in the least. She
was married to a wealthy man of

an obscure family, and, as she was
remarkable for nothing but her

ability as a manager and her kind

heart, she had passed her life in a

different sphere from that my father

had attained by his talents and

celebrity. This sometimes caused
a temporary feeling of spite, but

she was in the main an excellent

woman and a good mother.

At length the great day came
and nearly passed away ;

for it was
not till night came on that is,

about nine o'clock in the evening
that the ceremony took place.
The large salon was illuminated

with all the lights in the crystal

chandelier, and at the farther end
of the room an altar had been

placed, adorned with lights ami
flowers. Before it stood good old

Don Placido, awaiting those he was
to unite. His long, white beard
and Capuchin habit formed a singu-
lar contrast to the elegant toilets

around him and the total lack of

any religious aspect as was proper
at a wedding in the midst of a bril-

liant assembly like this, and in a

place better fitted for worldly gayety
than the celebration of a holy rite.

Don Fabrizio soon appeared,

leading the pale, trembling bride

clothed in white, and wearing on
her forehead a coronet of diamonds
whose fleurons indicated her new
rank. Every eye was fastened on

her, as she knelt beside the bride-

groom at the feet of the venerable

old priest who had baptized her,

and was now waiting to bless her

marriage. I only remember that

the very moment when Don Placi-

do was joining our hands Livia's

words occurred to my mind :

" You
are going to pronounce the most
fearful vow there is in the \vorld,"

and my voice failed me. Lorenzo,
on the contrary, spoke unhesitat-

ingly and with perfect distinctness.

Don Placido then addressed us a

few words that affected me to tears,

for he spoke of her who was not

here to accompany her child to the

altar
; and this sorrowful recollec-

tion, alluded to in language so

touching, made me forget every-

thing else, and for a few moments

entirely absorbed me. I cannot

recollect anything more till, lean-

ing on Lorenzo's arm, I descended

the grand staircase, in order to go
to the palace he owned at a short

distance, and where he had lately

resided. The night was glorious, the

air soft and balmy, and I took a seat
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in the open carriage with nothing not even seem astonishing that, in

around me but my lace veil. My spite of all that was apparently
bridal dress was becoming, notwith- combined to intoxicate me with

standing my paleness, and the dia- joy and pride, a scene so brilliant,

monds I was covered with sparkled so little in accordance with the

in the light of the torches borne solemn emotions of the day, should

by the attendants. A murmur of have produced an entirely opposite
admiration ran through the crowd effect on me. The transition had
at my appearance; and when Lo- been too sudden and abrupt. This

renzo took a seat at my side, the was the first time but once I had
air resounded with cheers and ever been in the gay world, and
enthusiastic exclamations. We at the recollections associated with

last set off amid cries of
" Evviva i that occasion were the most terri-

sposi /" ''Evviva il duca /"
" Ev- ble of my life, as well as the most

viva la duchessa /" . . . We deeply graven on my memory. It

set off, but not alone. According is not strange, therefore, that I felt

to our custom, we were preceded, a painful depression of spirits, as

accompanied, and followed by a well as a fearful embarrassment
crowd of relatives and friends who and an irresistible desire to escape
thronged the house which I now from them all even from Lorenzo
entered for the first time. I was himself, whose radiant look seemed

obliged to receive them all, listen so unable to comprehend my feel-

to them, reply, and, above all, do ings that I could not turn to him
the honors of a place more familiar for the sympathy that had hereto-

to every one there than to my- fore inspired me with so much
self! confidence in him. I looked

This old palace had been very around in vain for a glimpse of

magnificent once, but it was now my compassionate sister
;
but she

in the dilapidated condition into had been made no exception to

which all buildings for a long time the custom forbidding young girls
uninhabited generally fall. On to be present at nuptial festi-

this occasion the walls were cov- vals. My father, after escorting
ered with rich hangings, and on me to the door of my new home,
every side there was a profusion had returned, not being able to

of lights and flowers. It was bril- overcome his repugnance to mingle
liantly illuminated without, and in the world. Mario that evening
through the open windows of the was cold and sarcastic. I felt,

salon came the sound of ravishing therefore, alone and frightened,
music in the garden. For this and quite overcome by emotion

evening, at least, they had succeed- and fatigue. In addition to this, I

ed in giving to this ancient habi- had a severe headache from the
tation not only a sumptuous and weight of the coronet I wore, and,
cheerful aspect, but one really fairy- feeling nearly ready to faint, I went

to one of the balconies, when, per-
It will not seem surprising that, ceiving some steps leading to a

agitated and excited as I had been, vast loggia, I hastily descended, and
the brilliancy of such a soirte was almost ran to seat myself on a

repugnant to my feelings. It may stone bench at the end of the

*"
Long lire the spouses! Long live the duke !

terrace which Overlooked a part of
live the duchess!" the garden more retired and ob-
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scure than the rest. There I felt sume.
:

Yes, you are right. This

I could breathe freely. Away display is foolish, this crowd is

from the crowd and the dazzling odious, and has been too much for

lights, the sound of the music your strength. And how absurd,"

faintly heard at a distance, and he continued,
"
to hide this golden

looking up with delight through hair, and burden so young and fair

the foliage at the tranquil heavens a brow with heavy jewels ! You did

brilliant with stars, I took off the not need them, my Ginevra. You
rich diadem that burdened my were certainly charming with the

head, and felt relieved as the coronet on, but much more so as

evening wind blew back my hair you are. . . . Ah ! do not shake

and cooled my brow. I leaned your head. You must allow me to

my head against my clasped hands, say what I please now. You no
and did what had hitherto seem- longer have the right to impose si-

ed impossible I collected my lence on me, and I am no longer

thoughts a moment : I reflected bound to obey you. ..."
and prayed. So saying, he led me slowly back

I was married. My past life was to the house, but, instead of return-

at an end. A new and untried ing to the rooms still crowded with

life had begun. What had it in re- company, he took me another way
serve for me ? What lay in the fu- leading to a boudoir of a circular

ture, seemingly so brilliant, but in form, which was ornamented with

reality so dark ? I could not tell, particular care. The gilding, the

and at this moment I felt a vague mirrors, and the paintings did not

terror rather than joyful anticipa- seem to have suffered from the ef-

tions. For the second time that fects of time like the rest of the

evening Livia's voice seemed to re- house. Nothing was wanting that

sound in my ears, and this time to could give this little room a corn-

echo the words my mother had fortable and sumptuous aspect,
written. I seemed to make them The soft light of a lamp suspend -

some promise I hardly comprehend- ed from the ceiling was diffused

ed myself, and I murmured the throughout the room, and perfect
words :

" Rather die ! . . ." silence reigned.
Lorenzo's voice recalled me to

" This is your room, Ginevra,"

myself. His eyes, which had never said Lorenzo, carelessly throwing
lost sight of me, immediately per- on one of the tables the circlet of

ceived my absence, and he was now diamonds he held in his hands,

at my side. He was alarmed at
" Here you can quietly repose un-

first at the sight of my tears, my disturbed by the crowd. There is

disordered hair, and the coronet absolutely nothing to disturb you

lying on the stone bench beside me, here
;
the music itself can scarcely

but was reassured when I looked up be heard. I will leave you, my
.with an appealing expression, and Ginevra, to explain your absence

understood me without giving me and endure till the end of the eve-

the trouble to speak. rung the fearful task it pleases them

"Poor Ginevra!" he softly said to impose on us, but from which, at

in a caressing tone of protection least, they must allow me to deliver

which he so well knew how to as- you."
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XI.

The following day, as the breeze to my memory. The interest I was

declined, I was standing beside capable of feeling in every subject,

Lorenzo on the deck of the ship the curiosity so natural to the

that was bearing us away. I had young, and the undeveloped sense

left Behind me all I had hitherto of the beautiful which Lorenzo

known and loved, and my eyes were knew so well how to draw out and

yet tearful from my last farewells, gratify, the taste for art with which

1 stood looking at the receding he was gifted all these chords, as

shores of Sicily, and the magnificent yet nearly untried, seemed to vi-

amphitheatre of Messina rising up brate within me as I listened to

before us, which presents so impos- him. I was like a docile instru-

ing an appearance when seen from ment from which a skilful hand
the sea. We soon passed between knows how to draw forth sounds

the two famous whirlpools which hitherto unsuspected. As in cer-

often afford a comparison for those tain compositions of the great mas-

among us voyageurs over the sea of ters, the same musical idea is persis-
life who escape one only to fall into tently reproduced in the most va-

the other a comparison figurative- ried modulations, so on all sub-

ly very apt, though in reality it is jects and on all occasions he found

quite doubtful if in our day any means to lead my heart back to the

navigator ever falls either into certain conviction of being loved

Scylla or Charybdis. loved as much as in my most ambi-

VVhen nothing more was to be tious dreams I had ever imagined
seen, and night came on with its it would be sweet to be loved. At

one and starry heavens, reveal- that moment the vow so
"
fearful

'

ing only the outline like a silvery seemed easy to keep ;
and if Livia's

vapor which marked the coast of words had occurred to me then,

Italy, I consented at last to leave they would doubtless have excited

the place where I had been stand- a smile ! . . .

ing motionless, and took a seat un- One false note, however, or at

der an awning Lorenzo had had least a doubtful one, disturbed for

put up for me on deck. During an instant the harmony that seemed
the hour of calm repose I enjoyed to reign between us.

there my first and almost only Every one who has crossed, on a

hour of perfect happiness ! I was beautiful summer night, the sea

inspired with renewed hope and that washes those enchanted shores,
confidence while listening to the has doubtless experienced the un-

penetrating accents of the husband definable impression of mingled de-

whose idol I was, as he depicted light and peace, enthusiasm and
the future in language whose magic dreaminess, that sometimes comes
charm seemed to open a whole life over one while watching the stars

of pleasure before me. After a few becoming more intense in their

days' rest at Naples, we were to brilliancy, and the luminous sea

take a delightful journey through like a widespread mirror reflecting

Italy and France. We should be- the immensity of the heavens. We
hold all the places and objects I grew silent, and after a time I rose

had so often seen in imagination, and went to the side of the ship to

and whose names were so familiar contemplate more fully the beauty
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of the night, and there, with up- guage." Then I stopped, obeying
lifted face and clasped hands, one for the first time the instinctive

of those inarticulate prayers rose feeling, so painful but right, that

from my heart in which the happi- checks every word on a woman's
ness of the present moment is con- lips which, as has been so well ex-

founded with admiration for the pressed, would be profaned if not

wonders of the divine creation, and understood.

the soul truly feels itself greater But this was rather instinctive

than the entire universe, because than the result of thought with me.

it alone has the power to render And though the ray of truth that

thanks to Him who not only created time was to reveal more fully was

it but the whole world. vivid, it was only transient, . . .

Lorenzo had followed me, and and my momentary disappointment
taken a seat on the bench that ran left no permanent impression at

along the side of the ship, where, the time, though I did not forget
with his head leaning on one hand, it, and the recollection came back
and his back to the sea, he sat in- at a later day.

tently gazing at me. Filled with Coming from Sicily, the sight of

devout thoughts, I took his hand, the Bay of Naples does not, of

and, pressing it in mine, I said : course, inspire the same degree of
" O my dear husband ! let us offer up wonder and admiration felt by
one short prayer together a pray- those who come from the north

;

er of thanksgiving to God. . . ." but it was with a feeling of delight
His only reply was to seize both of my eyes wandered around, after

my hands, and kiss them one after passing Capri, and beheld at the

the other, and then to laugh gently, right the wonderful chain of moun-
as one would at the prattling of a tains at whose foot lies the charm-
child ! . . . A sudden sensation ing shore of Sorrento

;
at the left

of pain darted through my heart Posilippo and all the pleasant
like an arrow; and if it had not villas that crown its height; in

been so dark, he might have seen front the marked outline of Vesuvi-

how pale I at once turned. But he us standing out against the majestic
did not notice or suspect my emo- Apennines in the distance

; and,

tion, though his eyes were fastened finally, Naples, smiling and lovely,

on my face. '"''Beatrice in suso, ed seated on the inner shore of its

io in lei guardava"
* he said in his beautiful bay ! Whatever may be

most caressing tone. Then he con- said as to the possibility of finding
tinned :

" Your eyes are my heaven, anywhere else in the world a pros-
Ginevra. I need not raise them any pect as magnificent as this, and

higher." even if it is true that there is one, it

The sentiment to which I had would be impossible to remember

appealed was one so utterly un- it when the view I have just de-

known to him that he unconscious- scribed is presented to the eye for

ly destroyed the emotion I felt. the first time.
" Ah ! Lorenzo," I exclaimed in While we were thus rapidly

my anguish,
" Dante had a differ- crossing the bay, and I was gazing

ent meaning, or Beatrice would not on every side with delight, Loren-

have allowed him to use such Ian- zo pointed out the Villa Reale, be-

yond which stood the house we
* ll

Beatrice upward gazed, and I on her." were to live in, surrounded by a
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large garden a charming habita-

tion which combined all the attrac-

tions of the country and all the ad-

vantages of the city, and which,
when I entered it for the first time,

seemed like a beautiful frame to

the sunny picture of my future

life.

On this occasion we only remain-

ed a fortnight at Naples; but this

was sufficient to make me appre-
ciate my new home, and the pros-

pect of returning to it an addition-

al pleasure in the journey before

us. It is, in fact, only pleasant to

travel around the world when we
can see in imagination a place

awaiting us where some day we are

to find rest and deposit the trea-

sures we have accumulated. . . .

Happily for me, I was then far from

foreseeing those I should have to

bring back when I returned to this

spot ! . . .

The day after our arrival Loren-

zo took me for the first time into

his studio, where I was filled with

astonishment at the exquisite per-
fection of the productions I found

there. I had often heard him call-

ed a great artist, and I now realiz-

ed it was no idle flattery. But I

involuntarily turned my eyes away
from many of them, and stood gaz-

ing with admiration at a statue

which was incontestably the finest

in the gallery. It represented a

young girl whose flowing drapery
was marvellous in execution and

grace. Her face, though perfectly

beautiful, had an expression of

grief and terror. A lamp stood

at her feet, but the light had gone
out.

Lorenzo's pride as an artist had
never been gratified with a more

lively or more naive admiration

than mine.
14 O Ginevra mi'a /" he exclaimed,

'

if I have hitherto been consid-

ered an artist, what shall I be
when I have you for my model and

my judge?"
He then told me that this beauti-

ful statue represented a vestal, but

it lacked a pendant which he had
never been able to execute.

"But now," he added, "I am
sure of succeeding. I have long

sought a model for my second*

vestal, and at last I have found
one.'

He put my hair back with one

hand, and, examining me attentive-

ly with a thoughtful air, continued,

as if talking to himself: "Yes, . . .

these faultless features, the noble,

dignified air of the head, the pro-
found expression of the eyes, and
the gravity of the mouth, consti-

tute the very type I want. I could

not find a better combination of

all I need for my noble, mysterious
vestal the vigilant, faithful guar-
dian of the sacred fire. I will begin
it to morrow."
"Not here, will you?" said I,

glancing uneasily at a Bacchante
as unlike as possible to the statue

I had been admiring, and which I

could hardly believe came from
the same hand. Lorenzo looked

at me with astonishment, and hard-

ly seemed to comprehend me.
He only regarded such things from
an artistic point of view perhaps a

valid excuse, but it was the second
time within two i days his uncom-
mon penetration had been at fault.

He was really skilful at reading a

passing thought that had not been

expressed, and in penetrating some-
what below the surface, but he was

incapable of looking deeply into a

soul, or of following it when it rose

to certain heights. When I clearly
made known my wishes, however,
he immediately assented to them,
and took me into an adjoining room
that was smaller.
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"Just as you please," he said, there shall be nothing in this stu-
" You shall come here to sit to me, dio except what you are willing to

and I promise you, Ginevra, that look at."

XII.

During my first stay at Naples we know, and I am willing you should
made no visits, and our doors were become friends. I used to consi-

dosed against every one. It was our der her a little too perfect to suit

^honeymoon. Lorenzo chose to pass me, but I am of a different opinion
it entirely alone with me, and I was when it is a question of my
far from wishing it otherwise. Every wife. . . ."

one respected our solitude. Never- The new statue was begun with-

theless, as soon as my arrival was out any delay. I sat to him two or

known, Lorenzo's friends and ac- three hours every day, and in the

quaintances, with the proverbial evening we took long walks on the

courtesy of Neapolitan society, sent heights of Camaldoli, where we were
me their cards as a sign of welcome, most sure of not meeting any one. He
We looked them over together in enjoyed my admiration for the won-
the evening, and I thus learned derful aspect of nature around us,

the names of the acquaintances I and took pleasure in giving me a

should soon have to make. Loren- fresh surprise every day. And he
zo sometimes laughingly made com- was not yet tired of entertaining,
ments on them which were more me with the varied events of his

or less flattering and diffuse. One past life, and of witnessing the in-

evening, however, he excited a feel- terest his conversation invariably

ing of surprise and uneasiness. I excited in one who possessed an in-

had, as usual, taken up the cards telligent but imstored mind. Com-
that had been left that day, when I plete harmony seemed to reign be-

saw him change color at the sight tween us, and yet more than once
of one, which he snatched hastily during the brief duration of thes<

from my hand, and tore into a thou- happy days it was suddenly disturb-

sand pieces. The extreme sudden- ed by some discordant note which

ness of the act checked the question caused the vague uneasiness I have

I was on the point of asking. I re- already spoken of that seemed like

mained silent, but the name I had one of those momentary shooting
read on the card was graven inef- pains that are the premonitions of

faceably on my memory in conse- some fixed, incurable disease. In

quence of the occurrence. I shall both cases they are experienced a

never forget it. Lorenzo quickly long time before the cause is under-

recovered himself at seeing my sur- stood, and the disease is often far

prise, and told me it was the card advanced before the tendency of

of a foreign lady who had left Na- these symptoms is clear and unmis-

ples, and whose call I never need takable.

trouble myself to return. Then The terrible chastisement that

taking up the next card, he read followed the gratification of my
aloud : vanity on that one occasion had in-

"
Stella d'Oria, Contessa di San spired me, as I have said, with a

Giulio." "Ah! as for her," he kind of repugnance, if not terror, to

exclaimed,
"
you will like her, I have my face praised. This repug-
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nance on the part of a young girl to art and history, and yet he did

who had reason to be proud of her not seem to realize that the church

beauty was an originality which had also had its rdle in the history
had perhaps given me additional of his country. Therefore one side

attraction in Lorenzo's eyes. Now of Italian history escaped him en-

I was his wife, I could not, of course, tirely, and I do not know if, even at

expect him to obey me and keep up Rome, it had ever occurred to him
the same reserve in our intercourse, there had been any change what-

And yet how many times, especially ever of religion between the build-

during those long sittings in the ing of the Temple of Vesta and the

studio, I longed to impose silence time when the dome of Michael

on him ! . . . How many times I Angelo was raised in the air. Both

felt a blush mount to my forehead are worthy of admiration in a differ-

when, after arranging my drapery ent degree, and he regarded them

and attitude, unbraiding and putting with the same eye. But I did not

my long hair to suit his own fancy, then perceive all he left unexpress-
and making me change my position ed. My thoughts and attention

a dozen times, he would fall into an were absorbed by all there was

ecstasy against which my whole around me to see. I was astonish-

soul revolted ! Was this the passion ed to find myself in a world so fruit-

full of mingled tenderness and re- fill in sources of interest that perhaps

spect that I should have been as there is no one man on earth able

proud to inspire as to experience ? to investigate them all equally.
Was this really being loved as I had One alone, independent of the rest,

longed to be? I sometimes asked might really suffice for the study of

myself if his admiration for the a whole life-time,

hands, arms, face, and whole form At length we arrived at Paris,

of a statue was of a different nature. Lorenzo, of course, had frequently
I did not yet go so far as to won- made long visits there, and had a

der if some other woman, merely host of friends and acquaintances
endowed with greater beauty than there as well as everywhere else.

I, could not easily rob me of a love A few days after our arrival, I at-

that had so frail a foundation. . . . tended a large ball for the first

Fortunately, we left Naples when time since my marriage, and the

the fortnight was at an end, though second in my life. I heard my
the statue was not half finished, name murmured on every side. I

Our long tete-a-tete had not proved was surrounded with homage and
to be all I had anticipated. I hop- overwhelmed with compliments. I

ed more from the journey, and this was afterwards informed I had been

hope was not disappointed. Lorenzo the object of universal admiration;
was capable of being the best and that nothing was talked of but the

most intelligent of guides every- beauty of the Duchessa di Valen-

where, and such he was during our zano and her diamonds; and that

rapid journey through Italy, where a journal accustomed to give an

we only remained long enough in account of the gayeties of the season

each city to admire the monu- had devoted a long paragraph to

ments and museums, though we the description of my dress and
did not follow the beaten track of person.

ordinary tourists. Lorenzo thought All this was reported to us by a

himself versed in everything relating young cousin of Lorenzo's whose
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name, in reality, was Landolfo Lan- remote period of my youth had my
dini, though his friends usually mother detected the germ of this

called him Lando Landi. He had poisonous plant which was to shed

lived in Paris several years, and so baleful an influence over the

considered himself almost a French- simplicity and uprightness of my
man. He had acquired the stamp nature.

of those people who have no aim in This plant had been swept away
life as easily imitated as they are in a single tempestuous night, and

unworthy of being so and had a divine hand had plucked out al-

wasted the natural cleverness and most its last root. Was this pecu-

good-nature which redeemed some liar grace (the forerunner of a much
of his faults. He prided himself greater one I was to receive at a

particularly on using the language later day) granted me in answer to

of polite society, and was under the the prayer of my dying mother?
illusion that he completely disguis- Or was it to the sincere repentance
ed his nationality. When he fell in that had so overwhelmed my soul ?

with a fellow-countryman, however, These things are among the mys-
he allowed his natural disposition teries of divine mercy beyond one's

to reassert itself, and indulged in a power to fathom. But it is certain

flow of language that might have I was thus preserved from one of

been amusing to some, but to me the greatest dangers that await

was frivolous and tiresome, and, most ladies in the fashionable

after listening to the account of my world. I was very far from being

grand success the previous evening invulnerable on all points, as the

with a coolness that seemed to as- future showed only too plainly; but

tonish him, I fell into a reverie that I was on this.

had more than one cause. Why Nevertheless, I had not been put
had Lorenzo watched me so at- to so decided a proof before,

tentively all the evening before ? It Never had I seen or imagined so

was the first time we had appear- brilliant a scene. I was delighted
ed in society together, and he was and charmed, and unhesitatingly
anxious I should create a sensation, gave myself up to the enjoyment
He himself had carefully selected of the evening; but the incense

the dress I was to wear, and I was lavished on me added nothing to

pleased with the admiration with my pleasure. It only produced a

which he regarded me. On this certain timidity that lessened my
point I had no hesitation : I was ease and greatly diminished my
anxious to please him, but not to enjoyment. I sincerely think if I

please; and as to the gay world into had been less beautiful or more
which he now introduced me, I simply dressed in a word, less ad-

entered it with the pleasure and mired I should have been happier

curiosity of a child, and the lively and much more at my ease,

interest inspired by everything that In my embarrassment I was

is new
;
but I had become strange- glad to find Lorenzo always near

ly insensible to the pleasure of be- me, and the more so because I had

ing admired, or even the gratifica- no idea it was not absolutely the

tion that springs from vanity. custom. But I noticed with some
In alluding once more to this surprise that he observed every

fact, I will add that it was the effect movement I made with a strange
of an exceptional grace ;

for at no attention, and listened to every
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word I uttered when addressed, proof, doubtless, that to soar above

Perhaps others did not perceive the every-day world, and keep at

this, but I understood his quick, ob- such heights, talent and genius, no

servant glance and the expressive more than the soul, should be se-

features he knew so well how to parated from God !

control, and I knew also the art The morning at length passed
with which he could seem occupied away, and about four o'clock we
with what was going on at one end ordered the caleche for a long
of a room, while his whole attention drive. The first hour was devoted

was absorbed in what was said at the to making numerous purchases,
other. In short, I felt he had not Lando Landi escorted us. Perfect

lost sight of me a single instant the familiarity with the shops of Paris

whole evening, and that not one was one of his specialties. Above
of my words had escaped him. I all, he knew where to find those

wondered if his affection for me curiosities that are almost objects
was the sole cause of this constant- of art, and which have the gift, so

ly-marked solicitude. This was precious to those who sell them, of

the primary cause of my uneasi- inducing people who make the first

ness. Another arose from the con- purchase to continue indefinitely ;

versation that was actually going for each new object of that class

on in my presence, which I listen- acquires additional value in the

ed to with pain, and as a pas- eyes of a connoisseur, and in such

sive witness
;
for I could take no matters, more than any other, Fap-

part in it. ///// vient en mangeant*
How could Lorenzo take any We remained more than an hour

pleasure in the trivial details, the in the first shop we stopped at.

unmeaning gossip, and the doubtful Lorenzo was in his element. He
jests of Landolfo Landini? . . . was a genuine connoisseur in every-
How could he question him, reply thing. He examined bronzes, por-
to what he said, and encourage him celains, furniture of every epoch,
to continue ? And yet Lorenzo carved wood from all countries, and
was a very different person from old tapestry, with a sure and experi-
his cousin. He was very far from enced eye, and the merchant, see-

leading an aimless life. He had ing whom he had to deal with,
undertaken long, dangerous journeys brought out of his secret recesses

that had entailed great exertion treasures hidden from the vulgar,
and incredible fatigue, in order to and multiplied temptations Loren-
increase his extensive and varied zo seemed very little inclined to

knowledge. He was capable of resist. As for me, I took a seat

continued application. Talents like beside the counter, and looked with

his could only be acquired by pro- indifference at the various objects
found study of a hundred different that were spread out before me,

subjects, as well as by long, se- but of which I was quite unable to

rious, persevering practice in the art perceive the value, which was some-
in which he had become such a what conventional. I was a little

proficient. One can hardly con- astonished at the number and value

ceive of frivolity in an artist, and of Lorenzo's purchases, but, on the

yet this anomaly exists. I have whole, the business did not interest

since remarked it in others, as I

observed it now in Lorenzo a * The appetite comes with eating.
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me much, and I felt glad when it considered so handsome. It was

was at an end. of a type often admired out of Italy,
" Bravo ! Lorenzo," said Lando because somewhat different from

as soon as we re-entered the car- that foreigners are accustomed to,

ria^e. "You don't do things half who have no idea to what a degree

way. That is the way I like to see it is common in that country. A
other people spend their money, dark complexion, rather handsome
It consoles me for not having any eyes, fine teeth, and curly black

myself to throw out of the win- hair, formed in my eyes a most un-

dow." pleasing combination, and, without
"

I have got to entirely refurnish knowing a word they were saying,

my palace in Sicily," said Lorenzo, I felt positively certain he had
"
as well as to decorate my house in never in his life uttered a syllable I

Naples, which is quite unworthy of should think worth listening to.

her who is to live in it." At length we left the boulevards,
" You are jesting, Lorenzo," said drove through the Champs Elysees,

I.
" You know very well I think and at last found ourselves in the

nothing is lacking." shade of the Bois de Boulogne.
" That is the consequence of While my two companions were

your extreme youth, my dear cou- conversing together in a low tone,

sin," said Lando. "Wait a while, I abandoned myself to the pleasure
and you will find out how much of being in a cool place where I

becomes indispensable to one who could breathe more freely ; for, un-

has lived in Paris." accustomed to going out during the

"At all events," said Lorenzo, middle of the day in summer, the

"now or never is the time for me heat had seemed overpowering,
to gratify my fancy. I am just Apart from this, there was nothing

going to housekeeping. I have here to strike a person accustomed

barely spent a third of my present to the loveliest scenery in the

fortune, and am perfectly confident world. Unused as I was to Pari-

as to that I shall have
;
for every- sian life, the charm of which often

body knows that a cause under- produces an impression that effaces

taken by Fabrizio dei Monti is a all others, the things I saw had
cause gained." no other prestige in my eyes than

At that instant a beautiful lady what they were in themselves,

in a conspicuous dress passed us in Viewed in this light, the museums,
an elegant caliche, and the conver- churches, and palaces seemed less

sation suddenly took a different grand and magnificent than those

turn. Lorenzo silently questioned we had seen before, and the prome-
his cousin with a look, and Lando nades less picturesque and less va-

began to give him in a low tone ried. I missed particularly the

some information which an instinc- lovely vistas which everywhere in

tive repugnance prevented me from Italy form the background of the

listening to. ... picture, and attract the eye, and
I began (perhaps unjustly) to elevate the mind to something

conceive a strong dislike to this higher than the mere treasures of

Cousin Landolfo, and I imagine he history and art that have accumu-
vvould have been very much aston- lated in all old Italian cities,

ished had he guessed with what eye And yet it cannot be denied that

I now looked at his face, generally Paris has the power of making it-
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self preferred to any other place in

the world. It speaks a different

language to every individual, and

is comprehended by all. It is

filled wiih treasures of every kind,

and has wherewithal to gratify

every taste indiscriminately, from

that which is evil in its vilest form

to an excess of goodness amount-

ing to sublimity ;
from the most re-

fined extravagance of fashion to

the extreme renunciation of chari-

ty ;
and from pleasure in its most

dangerous aspect to piety in its

most perfect manifestations. It

flatters vanity and vice more than

would be dared anywhere else, and

yet it prides itself on being able

to produce examples of goodness,
devoted ness, and humility that are

almost unparalleled. In a word,

every one, for a different reason,
feels more at home there than any-
where else in the world. He who
once learns to love Paris finds it

difficult to like any other city as

well
;
and he who has lived there

finds it hard to resign himself to

live in any other place. It is the

one city on earth that has been able

to vie with Rome in the honor of

being the home of all nations. . . .

TO BE CONTINUED.

THE ROCK OF REST.
S. MATTHEW xvi. 18.

TOSSED on many a wave of doctrine,

Restless, weary, ill at ease

With beliefs that quiet others,

But as vague to me as these
;

I have done with idly chasing
^Phantom lights, that rise and fall;

Drift no more with drifting doctrines

Grown indifferent to them all !

Shall I long regret the visions

Of a rest so inly wooed ?

Shall I long go on deploring

Creeds, that but opinions proved ?

Quenched be every weak emotion !

Bring my future weal or woe,
Weal nor woe shall blight or bless me

Faith, nor creed, shall move me now !

Murmuring thus, there came a whisper
From the Friend who knew me best :

" Seek the rock on which I builded :

On that rock alone is rest."

Suddenly, with light supernal,

Faith, the higher reason, came,
And my foot touched base eternal

Benedictions on his name ! R. S. W.
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM.

VOL. xix. 39
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ANGLICAN ORDERS.

n.

THE VALIDITY OF THE EDWARDINE illud eis nondum impensum exstiterit).

RITE. The cases in which the ordination

Before entering upon the theology or consecration had been validly

of the question, we must meet an ini- though irregularly conferred are also

tial objection of Anglicans to our at- described as "received from heretical

tempting to criticise the Edwardine or schismatical bishops, or in other

rite. They insist that the question respects unduly
"
(quod iis ab epis-

has been settled long ago, and in copis hsereticis et schismaticis ciut

their favor, by no less an authority alias minus rite et non servata forma

than the Holy See and its legate, ecclesiae consueta impensum fuit).

Cardinal Pole. The cardinal, they By these last words power is given

say, in accordance with instructions " to consider cases in which the an-

from Rome, admitted all the schis- cient form of the sacrament had not

matical bishops and clergy, who were been observed, and, if the form used

not irreconcilables, in the orders they was sufficient for validity, to admit it

had received in schism, whether ac- as such, and to admit a person or-

cording to the Pontifical or accord- dained in such a manner to exercise

ing to the Edwardine rite. Great the orders so received."

stress has been laid upon this by An- Canon Estcourt shows that the

glican controversialists from Bram- " minus rite
" cannot be intended to

hall down to Mr. Haddan; and cer- designate, as Mr. Haddan and others

tainly, if it be a true statement of the have maintained, the Edwardine or-

case, the value of the objection can ders. He appeals to the dispensa-

scarcely be overrated. Its truth must tions granted to no less than eight
be decided by an appeal to the Papal bishops, all ordained according to

briefs and to the official acts' of the the Pontifical in Henry VIII. 's time,

legate. wherein their orders are referred to

The bull of March 8, 1553-4, grant- as received " ab episcopis haereticis

ing full legatine faculties to Pole, an- et schismaticis aut alias minus rite."

thorizes him to deal with two classes In the faculties granted by Pole to

of the bishops and clergy viz., of the his bishops for the absolution and

clergy, those who have not received rehabilitation of priests, he carefully
orders at all, and those who have explains their limitation to cases in

received them ill
;
that is to say, orders which " the form and intention of the

null and orders irregular (ordines quos church have been preserved." Thus

nunquarn, aut male susceperunt). The it is clear " that though the cardinal

bishops, in like manner, who have had power to recognize ordinations

received cathedral churches from in which some departure had been

Henry or Edward are divided into made from the accustomed form, yet
those on whom " the gift of conse- that, on examination, he found no
cration has been heretofore confer- other form in use which could be ad-

red," and " those on whom it is not mitted by the church as valid." In

yet conferred "
(munere consecra- the same faculties he permits the or-

tionis eis hactenus impenso vel si dination, if they are otherwise fit, of
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those whose orders are " null." He Anglicans have tried to make out

describes them as persons holding a charge of inconsistency against the

benefices without being ordained. Holy See, on the ground that it did

In 1554, Bonner, Bishop of Bath not recognize the episcopate of Rid-

and Wells, gave a commission to his ley, Latimer, and Ferrer who were

vicar-general
" to deal with married all three supposed to have been con-

kn'cs who, in pretence and under secrated according to the Roman
color of priestly orders, had rashly Pontifical but degraded them from

and unlawfully mingled themselves the priesthood and inferior orders

in ecclesiastical rights, and had ob- only. Canon Estcourt admits that

tained de facto parochial churches Ferrer was treated merely as a priest,

with cure of souls and ecclesiastical but he shows that his consecration

dignities, against the sacred sanctions had been a medley rite, in which the

of the canons and ecclesiastical rights,
order of the Pontifical was not fol-

and to deprive and remove them lowed. As to Latimer, he remarks

from the said churches and dignities."
that there is no pretence for saying

It is impossible to conjecture who that he was not degraded from the

else these unordained beneficiaries episcopate ;
and that, with regard to

can be, if they are not the Edwardine Ridley, the great weight of authority

clergy.
makes for his having been degrad-

Anglicans, on the other hand, have ed from the episcopate. Cardinal

made a great deal of a certain testi- Pole, in his commission, ordered that

monial letter granted by Bonner to both Ridley and Latimer should be

Scory, which speaks of the latter's sin degraded "from their promotion and
and repentance, and of his subse- dignity of bishops, priests, and all oth-

quent rehabilitation by Bonner, and er ecclesiastical orders." The Bishop
restoration to the public exercise of ofLincoln, in his exhortation to Ridley,
the ecclesiastical ministry within the says :

" You were made a bishop ac-

diocese of London. As Scory is cording to our laws." Heylin says

spoken of as " our confrere, lately
that they were both degraded from

Bishop of Chichester," it is urged that the episcopate. The only authority
the ministry to the exercise of which for the contrary opinion is Foxe,
he was restored must have been that who makes the acting commissioner

of a bishop. Canon Estcourt, after Brookes, Bishop of Gloucester, con-

pointing out certain grounds for sus- elude an address to Ridley thus :

peering the authenticity of this letter, "We take you for no bishop, and
remarks that Bonner's faculties only therefore we will the sooner have
extended to the case of priests,

" so done with you." Foxe then proceeds
that Scory must have acknowledged to describe the actual ceremony as

the nullity of his consecration, in a degradation from the priesthood,
order to enable Bonner to deal with Canon Estcourt's reviewer in the

him at all
"

;
and. after all,

" the letter Dublin Review of July, 1873, main-
does no more than enable him to tains that Foxe was right. The re-

celebrate Mass in churches within viewer thinks that Ridley and Lati-

the diocese of London "
in fact, to mer were not degraded from the

exercise that office, and that office episcopate, because the status epis-

only, which he had received *' serva- copalis was not recognized in those
ta forma et intentione ecclesise." So who, though validly consecrated, had
much for the Holy See's approval of not received the Papal confirmation,
the Edwardine orders. Upon this we remark, ist, that the
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ceremonies of degradation came into the theology of orders, which, as a

use when it was a very common opin- Catholic contemporary well observes,

ion in the church that degradation is still in course of formation,

destroyed t\\Qpotestas ordinis. 2. That Canon Estcourt, following Bene-

the form of degradation, in so many diet XIV., De Syn. Dioc.,\\\). viii. cap.

words, expresses the taking away the 10, maintains, as the more probable

potestas ordinis " amovemus a te," opinion, i, that, in the case of the
" tollemus tibi,"

"
potestatem offeren- priesthood, the second imposition of

di,"
"
potestatem consecrandi

" and hands, with the prayer for the infusion

this in contradistinction to another " of the virtue of the sacerdotal

form ofperpetual suspension "abex- grace," is all that is really necessary
ecutione potestatis." The ceremony for validity; although, in practice, we
aims at effecting the destruction of of the West must ordain again sub

orders, so far as this is possible. It conditions, if the tradition of the in-

may be called a " destruction of or- struments has been omitted. 2. That

ders," in the same sense that mortal in the case of priests, the third impo-
sin is called the crucifixion of Christ sition of hands, with the words,

" Re-

anevv. Indeed, in one place, the ceive the Holy Ghost
;
whose sins

clause,
"
quantum in nobis est," is in- thou dost remit, they are remitted un-

troduced. 3. Degradation does not to them; and whose sins thou retain-

depend upon previous confirmation
; est, they are retained," is not essen-

for Innocent II. (1139) thus deals tial, and, if omitted, is to be supplied
with those who had been consecrated without repeating the rest. 3. That

bishops by the antipope Peter Leo, as to the episcopate, the "
Accipe

who therefore assuredly had never Spiritum Sanctum," with the imposi-
been confirmed or acknowledged in tion of hands, is all that is essential

;

any way by the pope. After ex- and, finally, he allows, in deference to

claiming,
"
Quoscunque exaltaverat the Holy Office (vide infra), that the

degradamus," etc., etc., "he violent- form i.e., the prayer immediately ac-

ly wrested their pastoral staffs from companying the imposition of hands

their hands, and ignominiously tore need not express the specific char-

from their shoulders the pontifical acter or work of the order conferred,

palls in which their high dignity re- as, for instance, the Holy Sacrifice in

sides. Their rings, too, which express the ordination of a priest,

their espousals with the church, Consistently with these principles,

showing them no mercy, he drew Canon Estcourt admits that, so far as

off."* If the Bishop of Gloucester words go,
" Receive the Holy Ghost"

really acted as Foxe describes, he is a sufficient form both for the epis-
did so on his own responsibility, and copate and the priesthood. As re-

in the teeth of ecclesiastical prece- gards the episcopate, this has been

dent. long a common opinion. As regards

Perhaps the most important and the priesthood, the Sacred Congre-

interesting portion of Canon Est- gation of the Inquisition, in 1704, de-

court's book is that in which he dis- cided that certain Abyssinians had
cusses the theological value of the been validly ordained priests by im-

Edwardine form. It is not merely position of hands and the words,

of controversial importance, but is "Accipe Spiritum Sanctum." From

really calculated to throw light upon this it follows that the Anglican forms

for ordaining priests and bishops are,* F,x Cnron. Maunmac. ap. Harduitt Conctl.^ r ,
~ . ,-rv

tom. 6, p. i2i so far as words go, surrrcient. 1 hey
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are as follows, from 1549 to 1662, we must look for it in the rite and

for the priesthood: "Receive the liturgy of which it forms a part. This

Holy Ghost; whose sins thou dost is not an appeal to the mere subjec-

forgive, they are forgiven ;
and whose tive intention of the minister, but to

sins thou dost retain, they are re- the objective meaning of the words.

tained
;
and be thou a faithful dis- Upon this principle we must, in or-

penser of the word of God and of his der to get at the value of the Angli-

holy sacraments, in the name of the can forms, discover, ist, by an ex-

Father, etc." For the episcopate : animation of the various admittedly
" Take the Holy Ghost, and remem- valid rites of ordination, what such

her that thou stir up the grace of words should mean; 2d, by an ex-

God which is in thee by imposition animation of the Anglican rite, what

of hands
;
for God hath not given us these words, in the position which

the spirit of fear, but of power and they occupy in that rite, do or do

love and soberness." In 1662, cer- not mean.

tain changes were introduced by the Canon Estcourt examines the nu-

High Church party. In the form merous rites which the Roman Church
for the priesthood, after the words acknowledges to be valid, whether
"
Holy Ghost " was added,

" for the fallen out of use, and only to be

office and work of a priest in the found in the pages of ancient sacra-

church of God, now committed unto mentaries, or still living and opera-
thee by the imposition of our hands." tive, in East or West, among Catho-

For the form of the episcopate was lies or among those who have sepa-

substituted,
" Receive the Holy rated from Catholic unity. He finds

Ghost for the office and work of a three qualities in which they all unite :

bishop in the church of God, now ist, a recognition of the divine voca-

committed unto thee by the imposi- tion or election of the ordained
; 2d,

tion of our hands, in the name of the a recognition of the " virtus sacra-

Father, etc." mentalis
"

of orders, as something
Of course the value of Anglican quite distinct from and beyond the

orders " secundum formam ' must grace which is also given to the or-

depend upon the value of the form dained to acquit himself worthily in

as it originally stood. The subse- the duties of his calling ; 3d, a con-

quent alterations are important as stant recognition of, and appeal to,

marking, ist, the dissatisfaction of the main scope and duty of orders

the High Church party with the the offering of the Holy Sacrifice,

forms upon which their orders de- Canon Estcourt next proceeds to

pended ; 2d, the low theological examine the Anglican liturgy and
standard which satisfied them, after ordinal with special reference to

these three points: i. The divine
So far as the material words of the election. 2. The sacramental virtue.

Kdwardine forms go, they are suffi- 3. The Holy Sacrifice. And he finds

rient i.e., they are words capable of that both the liturgy and the ordinal

being used in a sense in which they are the result of a deliberate manipu-
would be sufficient but the words lation of the ancient Catholic ritual

j ambiguous. The form of ordi- previously in use, in order to the exclu-

nation, although it need not express, sion of these three points, which con-
must signify or mean, the essential tain the essential idea of holy orders,

i of the order. Where it does not Ordination in the Anglical ritual

carry its meaning on the face of it, no longer appeals to a divine elec-
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tion of which it is the expression the remembrance of our Saviour's

and the fulfilment. It is merely the passion." Of Cranmer, the most in-

public expression of the approval of fluential member of the commission,

the authorities of church and state, we are told that " about a year after

For the " virtus sacramentalis
'

it the publication of King Edward's

has substituted a mere grace d'etat. First Book, Archbishop Cranmer

From this it only naturally follows abandoned his belief in the Real

that episcopal ordination cannot be Presence a change which seems to

of indispensable necessity, or more have been very acceptable to the

than a matter of regulation and pro- young king and his favorites."* In

priety which, in an emergency, may the revision of 1662, an apparent at-

be abrogated. This is the express tempt was made to attain to the ex-

teaching of many of the early Angli- pression of a higher doctrine, both as

can reformers. Even when engaged regards orders and the Holy Encha-

in defending their episcopal succes- rist
;
but even if the expressions intro-

sion, they are careful to say that they duced were in themselves adequate,
do not regard it as indispensable, as Canon Estcourt fairly shows they

Hooker, who is in many respects so were not, of what avail could have
much more orthodox than his prede- been so tardy a restoration? But if

cessors and contemporaries, allows we examine these restorations and
" that there may be sometimes very emendations, we can hardly avoid

just and sufficient reason to allow coming to the conclusion that they
ordination to be made without a were not really dictated by any con-

bishop." ception of, or aspiration after, a high-
Canon Estcourt prints considera- er doctrine, but were the genuine

ble portions of the Anglican ordinal fruits of a conservative reaction fired

and liturgy in parallel columns, with by controversial pique. The First

the corresponding text of the Sarum Book substituted for the Catholic

and Exeter pontificals and missals, faith a hazy Lutheranism
;
the Second

We see with what an unerring sacri- Book for this again a hazy sacramen-

legious instinct everything bearing tarianism; and tjie revision of 1662,

upon the Holy Sacrifice, and even a hazy compound of the two, with

upon the Real Presence, is either cut the addition of a Catholic phrase or

out or perverted. so in order to support claims to a

As regards the Second Book of wider sweep of church authority.

1552, it is clear that it was the work Thus the revisers of 1662 introduced
of sacramentarians who disbelieved the words "priest" and "bishop"
in the Real Presence in any sense, into the ordination form, whilst doing
and was undertaken for the express absolutely nothing toward restoring

purpose of purging the ritual of what the idea of sacrifice to the liturgy,

previous handling had still allowed it But, it may be urged, there is one
to retain of the impress of that Pre-

portion of the Anglican form for

sence. Mr. Card well, in his compa- making priests which expresses the
rison of the " Two Books of Edward Catholic doctrine of priestly virtue-

VI.," pref. xxvii., admits that Cox the power of forgiving sins. Unfor-
and Taylor, who were probably the

tunately for Anglicans, whatever force

working members of the commission, may He in this expression and all

appear to have looked upon the ob-
precedents are against its being re-

lation of the Eucharist as consisting

merely of prayer, thanksgiving, and * Wiiberfbrce, Holy Euchar., p. 43s.
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garded as a sufficient form is neu-

tralized by the Lutheran new form of

absolution which had been introduced

in addition to the two Catholic forms.

At best, one is left in doubt whether

the mighty words have not shrivelled

into a Lutheran sense, in which sins

are not forgiven, but the forgiveness
of sin is merely declared.

It is impossible to do justice in a

review to the exhaustive complete-
ness of Canon Estcourt's treatment

of this portion of his subject. Hio

conspectus of the Catholic missals

and the different editions of the Book

of Common Prayer in parallel col-

umns enables us, as it were, to detect

the pulsations of each several heresy,
and to appreciate its share in what

may be called the passion of the

Catholic liturgy in England. A
quotation from each of his parallels

may serve as examples of, ist, the

action of the Lutheran First Book

upon the missal
; 2cl, the Zuinglian

Second Book upon the First Book
;

3(1, the compromise of 1662.

THE SA.RUM MISSAL.

We thy servants, and
likewise thy holy peo-
ple, do offer to thy ex-

cellent Majesty, of thy
Sifts and bounties, a

pure victim, a holy vic-

tim, the holy bread of
eternal life, and the cha-

lice of everlasting sal-

vation.

1549.

lie hath left us in

those holy mysteries, as
u public pledge of his

love, and a continual

remembrance of the

same, his own blessed

body and precious blood
for us to teed upon spi-

ritually, to our great
and endless comfort.

THK SARUM MISSAL.
"The body of our

Lord Jesus Christ [1549 :

which was given for

ihee] preserve thy bo-

dy and thy soul unto

:rlasting life."

THE BOOK OF COMMON
PRAYER, 1549.

We, thy humble ser-

vants, do celebrate and
make here before thy
divine Majesty, with
these thy holy gifts,

the memorial which
thy Son hath willed us
to make.

1552, UNTOUCHED IN 1662.

He hath instituted and
ordained holy myste-
ries, as pledges of his

love, and for a contin-

ual remembrance of his

death, to our great and
endless comfort.

1552.
1 Take and eat this

in remembrance that

Christ died for thee,
and feed on him in thy
heart with thanksgiv-
ing."

(This form was sub-
stituted for that of

1549, in 1552, and was
appended to it in 1662.)

Canon Estcourt's argument against
the validity of Anglican orders is no

argument from lack of sufficient in-

tention on the part of Anglicans.
Neither do we think that such an ar-

gument could be maintained, in ac-

cordance with the commonly-accept-
ed principles of theology. If it is a

sufficient intention for valid baptism to

intend to administer the form of Chris-

tian initiation, it is sufficient, in the case

of orders, to intend to administer the

form of Christian ordination, although
the ceremony in either case may be

regarded as merely an external form

without any intrinsic value. It is

only as a witness to the sense of the

form that the intention of Anglicans
is brought into court

;
and it is not

the intention with which they ordain

at which we demur, but the intention

with which they have altered the or-

dination service and liturgy z>., the

form of ordination and its context.

Had these alterations been merely
the result of an antiquarian leaning
towards a more primitive though less

perfect utterance of the same truth,

t
or of a puritanic craving after sim-

plicity, the irreverence would have
been of the extremest kind, but still

there would have been no grounds
for disputing the orthodox sense, and
so the validity of the form. But, on
the contrary, the very object of the

alterations, as Canon Estcourt has

shown, was the elimination of the

orthodox doctrines of priesthood and

sacrifice, and therefore of the signifi-

cance upon which the validity of the

form depends.
The doubts which should beset

the minds of honest Anglicans on the

subject of their orders, if they have
the least scruple as to the orthodoxy
of their position, are simply over-

whelming. If thev turn to the earlyo ^ j

church, they find that there are at

least as. many precedents and author-

ities foi regarding as null the ordina-
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tions of heretics and schismatics as

for accepting them. Morinus' opin-

ion is that such ordinations are in-

valid, except where the church has

thought fit to dispense with the im-

pediment ;
and Morinus is a genuine

student of antiquity, and no mere

controversialist. True it is Angli-

cans may appeal to what is unde-

niably the more common doctrine

in the Roman Church viz., that

such ordinations are valid but then

she unflinchingly condemns Anglicans,
whereas she has never condemned
Morinus. It is nothing to the pur-

pose to say that the practice of the

church prevents her using Morinus'

opinion against Anglicans which is

begging the question against Mori-

nus
;
the point is, Can Anglicans es-

cape using it against themselves?

Again, when they direct their atten-

tion to the special facts of their own

history, their view is to the last de-

gree discouraging. Their latest an-

tagonist, Canon Estcourt, has noto-

riously given up to them every point
to which they could make the remo-

test claim, and has broken and thrown

away every weapon to which the*

least exception could be taken
;
and

yet it has come to this : that their

only title to orders is a succession

probably broken by the non-conse-

cration of Barlow, and an ambiguous
form which, when read in the light

of their mutilated ordinal and liturgy,

is unlike any that has been accepted
as even probably adequate either by
East or West.

Even if Anglicans could find their

identical form, as far as words go, in

approved ordinals, they could not

argue from this the sufficiency of

their own form. Mutilation and in-

volution, although they contract with-

in the same span, can never be iden-

tical. You might as well pretend
that there is no difference between a

stamen from which you have pluck-

ed the leaves and an undeveloped
bud.

It is true that originally different

portions of the church were allowed,
in regard to orders, to give expres-
sion to the same truth in various

forms with various degrees of expli-

citness
;
but this can afford no prece-

dent to an individual church for mu-

tilating a common form in order to

deny a common truth.

THE ABYSSINIAN DECISION.

We cannot conclude our review

without noticing an important criti-

cism made upon our author in the

shape of a letter to the Month, Novem-

ber-December, 1873, by the Rev.
F. Jones, S.J. F. Jones, whilst ex-

pressing his thorough concurrence

with Canon Estcourt in every other

particular, thinks that he has attach-

ed an undue force to the decision

of the holy office upon Abyssinian
orders.

Canon Estcourt has understood

the Sacred Congregation of the Inqui-

sition, in their decree in 1704, to have
ruled that the form,

"
Accipe Spiritum

Sanctum," understood in the sense

of the Abyssinian liturgical books,
is valid for the priesthood, although,
in the particular case, no further ex-

pression is given to this sense, at

least no expression within the limits

of the form strictly so called i.e., the

verbal formula synchronous with the

matter. The decree which he so

understands is as follows :

Question :

" The ordainer passed

hurriedly along a line of deacons, lay-

ing his hands upon the head of each,
and saying, 'Accipe Spiritum Sanc-

tum '

;
are they validly ordained in

tal modo e forma, and admissible to

the exercise of their orders ?" An-
swer: "The ordination of a priest

with the imposition of hands and ut-

terance of the form as in the question
is undoubtedly valid."
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F. Jones, whilst allowing that elimination of the Abyssinian deci-

Canon Estcourt's interpretation is sion would have upon Canon Est-

the natural one according to ordinary court's controversial position.

canons of criticism, insists that the Pp. 158-163. Canon Estcourt con-

decree,
" when interpreted in the siders various objections made by

light of certain rules which arise out Catholic controversialists to the An-

of what is called the stylus curitz" glican form of the priesthood. He
asserts, indeed, the sufficiency of the is considering the question of the

imposition of hands as matter, when form in its strict sense viz., that por-
used with the form, but does not de- tion of the ordination formulary which

fine the sufficiency of the particular is synchronous with the matter, wheth-

form,
"
Accipe Spiritum Sanctum." er this last consist in the tradition of

The rules in question are as follows : the instruments or in the imposition
i. The meaning of the answer de- of hands. One objection urged by

pends upon the meaning of the dii- Lequien, amongst others, is grounded
bium. 2. Nothing but what is di- upon the very common doctrine that

rectly stated is decided. 3. "If there is the form of priestly ordination must

anything in the wording of a decision express the principal effect of the sa-

which appears inconsistent with the crament of order by making mention

teaching of an approved body of the- of the priesthood in relation to the

ologians such teaching as amounts sacrifice, which is its principal object.

to a true theological probability the Now, if,
as F. Jones suggests was the

decision is to be interpreted so as to case, the unmutilated Coptic rite

leave such teaching intact, unless was in use in Abyssinia up to 1704,
the decision should itself show that and the examples given by Ludolf

it intended to condemn that teach- and Monsignor Beb are merely im-

ing, and to take away that proba- perfect copies ;
and if no decision as

bility." 4. Such decisions are form- to the form was given in 1704, then,

ed on the presumption that every so far as anything has been shown

point except the one in question is to the contrary, Lequien's objection

correct, on the maxim,
" Standum holds good that no approved form

est pro valore actus." 5. When the for the priesthood fails to make an

validity of an ordination is the sub- appeal to the Holy Sacrifice.

ject-matter of a decision
,
it must be And now as regards F. Jones'

assumed that the decision has been rules for interpreting the "
stylus cu-

made after an inspection of the ordi- riae," and their application to the

nal. 6.
" It is hardly safe to allege Abyssinian decision. We have no cri-

the authority of a decision (I speak ticism to make upon Rules i and 2.

merely of a curial decision), particu- They are sufficiently obvious even to

larly when the details of the case are a non-expert. Rule 3 cannot, we
but imperfectly known to us, with- think, be admitted without qualifica-

out having ascertained the sense in tion. It is no doubt an important

which, after its promulgation, it was principle that the presumption is in

understood by those who were most favor of an interpretation which

competent to measure its impor- leaves intact a probable opinion, sup-
tance." We shall examine these posing that this is not the formal

rules when we come to consider the subject of the decision
;
but we must

worth of F. Jones' application of not do violence to the natural sense

them to the case in hand. But first of words, and it is quite possible that

it will be well to see what effect the such a decision might completely
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evacuate the probability of an opin- quae infirma sanat." * But these

ion of which it took no direct cogni- words, as Canon Estcourt points out,

zance whatever. The Council of p. 181, "in the Coptic and Jacobite

Florence did not directly intend to rites, are said by the archdeacon or

condemn the opinion requiring as one of the assisting bishops. In the

absolutely necessary the tradition of Nestorian and ancient Greek, they are

the instruments, yet effectively it has said by the bishop without imposing
done so. As to Rule 4,

" Standum his hands
;
and only in the modern

est pro valore actus," its application Greek, the Maronite, and the Arme-
to the case before us must depend nian are they united with the imposi-

upon whether the course indicated is tion of hands." This looks as if the

equivalent to the introduction of a Abyssinian ritual was a complete
new " actus." To ask, as the dubium medley.

does, concerning the validity of "tal This view is borne out by F.

modo e forma," implies that this is Godigno, S.J. (De Abyssin. Rebus,

given in its integrity. In the Abys- p. 224), who tells us that the Jesuit
sinian case, it was a question whether Patriarch of Abyssinia, Oviedo,

" as

certain persons were to be allowed long as he lived in ^Ethiopia, always
to say Mass and perform other priest- doubted very much, and with good
ly functions, and the Sacred Congre- reason, if the Abyssinian priests had

gation allowed them. As to Rule 5, been duly and lawfully ordained,
no doubt an inspection of the ordi- inasmuch as the forms of consecration

nals is to be presumed ;
but here the used by the Abuna were so uncertain

very contention of the questioner is that they seemed to have been corrupted.
that the ordinal had not been follow- On which account, in those matters

ed. Moreover, there was ample which belong to orders, and which

evidence, in the sacred books quoted require in the minister a real charac-

by Ludolf and Monsignor Beb, ac- ter, he never could persuade himself

cessible to the Sacred Congregation, to use their offices, lest haply the

and which, according to F. Jones' sacraments should be rendered

principle, we may assume it had be- void,
fore

it, that in Abyssinian hands the F. Jones thinks that Assemani

Coptic ritual had been seriously would certainly have .noticed these

tampered with. The translation corruptions, had they existed, in his

from the Abyssinian, as given by the Controversia Coptica, composed for

above-named writers, is certainly not the information of Propaganda in

an imperfect version of the Coptic, 1731. But Assemani was not called
but a deliberate compilation from the upon to consider the corruptions of

Coptic form and that of the aposto- Abyssinia ; for, as he tells us in his

lie constitutions, which would hardly preface, the occasion of his writing
have been made except for ritual was the conversion of two Egyptian
purposes. monks of the Alexandrian Church,

If we may accept the earliest and of whose reordination there was
most precise evidence as to actual

question.
practice in Abyssinia that of the As to Rule 6, obviously nothing
missionary Francis Alvarez (1520), can be more important than the es-

the one prayer used by the Abuna, timate of a decision expressed by
with the imposition of hands, is not contemporary theologians; but it is

the form "
Respice," but, in the Coptic

*/->,-, rv,, *1 ti t^'
* See M. Le Grand, Dissert, de Ord. Abyss.^

tongue, the prayer Divma gratia p . 36i, translated by s. Johnson.
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very easy to misinterpret their silence, to mention one work in which it oc-

In his defence of the Coptic rite, curs a certain edition of the theology

urges F. Jones, Assemani ought to of Antoine, a Jesuit, and Prefect of

have quoted the authorization of a Propaganda under Benedict XIV.

form which a fortiori authorized the But then there is a vast technical

Coptic. We reply that Assemani had difference, anyhow, between a decision

no lack of far more obvious and taking the shape of a practical rule

splendid instances of the recognition of procedure and a speculative defi-

of the -Coptic rite
;
that he had no nition. For more than a century

need of such indirect support. The after the Council of Florence, its

examination of the Abyssinian monk recognition of Greek orders had no

Tecla Maria, in 1594, sufficiently perceptible influence upon the Ian-

shows that it was impossible to judge guage of theologians concerning the

of Abyssinian ordinations by the matter of the priesthood. It takes

Coptic rite. Assemani himself ac- time to translate from the language

knowledges, p. 227, that either Tecla of action into that of speculation;

Maria's memory failed him, or his or- but who can deny that in any fair

dainers must have been "
poco prati- controversy such action must be

ci del rito Coptico o 1'avessero in discounted.

qualche parte alterato." F. Godigno It remains to be determined wheth-

(1. c.) says that the reason of Tecla er, everything considered, the decision

Maria's reordination was the corrup- of the Sacred Office admits of F.

lion of the rite. On the other hand, Jones' interpretation ;
whether the

it is clearly a great exaggeration to dubium can be understood, as he

say that the missionaries made no- suggests (p. 456), to turn exclusively

thing of Abyssinian orders, and that upon these two points : the non-tra-

the motive of reordination was the ditionof the instruments and the devi-

non-tradition of the instruments, ation from the Coptic rite which pre-
Of John Bermudes, the first of the scribes that the bishop's hands should

Jesuit patriarchs, Ludolf (pars. ii. p. be imposed upon each ordlnandus

473) tells us that he (Bermudes) has during the whole of the form Respice,
recorded in so many words, that he instead of during the one phrase,
received all the sacred orders, includ- "

Repleeum Spiritu Sancto," which F.

ing the episcopate, with right of sue- Jones thinks the missionaries para-
cession to the patriarchate, from the phrased by

"
Accipe Spiritum Sanc-

Abuna Mark, under condition that turn." Now, we must say that it is

the pope would confirm it,
and that hardly probable that in 1704 the mis-

the pope confirmed and ratified all sionaries should be seriously exercised

Mark's acts. Again, the Portuguese about the non-tradition of the instru-

De Francia, one of the negotiators merits. Neither is it likely that they
for the Jesuits, tells the Abyssinian should have proposed, in the same

king that he had been taught that, breath, the two difficulties suggested
if he is in danger of death, and can- by F. Jones; for why should devia-

not get a Catholic priest, he must tion from a rite, the substantial valid-

ask the Abyssinians for communion.* ity of which they doubted, be a diffi-

Certainly, this Abyssinian decision culty ? They ask about the validity
has not as yet made much mark in of a form and a manner of imposing
theology. Canon Estcourt is able hands, which they describe " talmo do

e forma." There may have been
*
Godzgnc, \ c. p. 327. other prayers used in the service
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from the Coptic ordinal and liturgy, to make it most important to show
but the dubium excludes them from that, even so understood, it cannot
<

tal forma.' sanction Anglican orders.

F. Jones' notion that the "
Accip"

Spiritum Sanctum "
is a mistransla POSTSCRIPTS

tionof the Coptic ''Repleeum Spiritu Since the above w tv? written, the

Sancto" which is not found in the discussion has been continued in the

Abyssinian version is, we think, quite Month by an ari.fj\ver from Canon
untenable. No distinction was more Estcourt in January, and an elabo-

thoroughly appreciated on both sides rate rejoinder by F. Jones in Febru-

than that between an imperative and ary. Something of what we have
a precatory form. The Patriarch of written has been anticipated; but, on
the Maronites, in 1572, informs the the whole, we have thought it better

pope: "In our Pontifical, the orders to leave our article as it stands, and
are conferred without a form by content ourselves with appending
way of prayer."* In 1860, the mis- such further remarks as may seem
sionaries inform the Sacred Congre- called for.

gation
"
that the Monophysites be- F. Jones, in his second letter, in-

lieve the essence of ordination con- sists that Canon Estcourt has mis-

sists in the expiration (insuflazione) taken what the missionaries proposed
the ordainer makes in the act of say- as a solitary deviation from a well-

ing,
'

Accipe Spiritum Sanctum.' "
t known and approved rite for the

Amongst the various deviations from whole form used on the occasion,

the Coptic rite which Assemani notes He proceeds to support his position
in the evidence of Tecla Maria, the by italicizing the concluding words

Abyssinian says of his ordainer,
" In- of the answer of the Holy Office al-

sufrlavit in faciem ineam." This lowing the missionaries to admit the
"
insufflatio

''

almost implies an im- person so ordained "
to the exercise

perative form, and so far isolates the of his orders according to the rite, ap-
words from any precatory formula- proved and expurgated, in which he

ries that may precede and follow was ordained.'"
" The Holy Office,

them. Most probably this form was then," he argues,
" did not suppose

obtained from the missionaries with that the Abyssinians were ordained

whom the Abyssinians had been so with only the words, 'Accipe Spiritum

long in intercourse. Sanctum,' but presumed that some rite,

Doubtless the Sacred Congrega- andthatan tf//;w<^/rite, had been fol-

tion did not sanction the form " Ac- lowed."

cipe Spiritum Sanctum "
taken by Now, it is quite certain that the

itself simply, but specificated in the schismatical Abuna did not make
sense of the Abyssinian liturgy ;

but use of a rite expurgated and approv-
this is exactly Canon Estcourt's con- ed by the Holy See ;

therefore the

tention against Anglicans. word "
rite

" must refer to the sacer-

In spite of F. Jones' shrewd and dotal rite to the exercise of which the

interesting observations, we are of person in question was ordained,

opinion that Canon Estcourt's ap- which rite he might use in its ex-

preciation of the Abyssinian decision purgated and approved form
;

but

is the true one. At any rate, his in- whether the bare words, Accipe Spir-

terpretation is sufficiently probable itum Sanctum, were used, or the full-

*
Assemani, Cant. c<,pt.< p. x8s .

er Abyssinian or Coptic forms, the

t, Append, xxxiv. priest would have been ordained in
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that rite with a view to the exercise lished in Rome, and may be found

of which he had been ordained. in various editions of the Bibliotheca

As to the question whethei the Patnim (Paris, 1624, torn, vi.), to-

yEthiopic liturgy, as distmct from the gether with the ./Ethiopia rite of

Coptic, was approved, we cannot baptism and confirmation. This rite

admit that a conclusion in the ne- of confirmation affords a curious ex-

gative can be drawn from the pas- ample of the unprincipled variations

sage F. Jones quotes from the en- of ^Ethiopic ritual. It is almost the

cyclical of Benedict XIV. The same as the Coptic rite published by

pope lays down that the Oriental Assemani, to which F. Jones refers,

churches in communion with Rome but it carefully eliminates the direct

consist of four rites Greek, Arme- form,
"
Accipe Spiritum Sanctum,"

nian, Syrian, and Coptic; but he is wherever it occurs in the Coptic,

clearly only giving general heads. We are inclined to believe that the

The yEthiopic, if approved, might Abuna sometimes ordained in the

well have been included under the Coptic, sometimes in the Abyssinian,

Coptic. The Melchite and Chal- tongue; but we must confess that the

daic liturgies are approved ;
but in only direct testimony we have met

this enumeration they are not distin- with on this point is in favor of the

guished from the Syrian and the Coptic. Still, whatever was the Ian-

Greek, of which they are respectively guage used, there is ample evidence

slight variations. Further on in this to show that the Abyssinians were in

encyclical, the pope says that the habit of materially diverging from
"
Greeks, Maronites, Armenians, the Coptic ordinal. To the testimo-

Copts, and Melchites had been giv- nies of Oviedo and Alvarez, already
en churches in Rome, in order that quoted, we may add that of F. Sol-

they may perform their sacred offices ler. Referring to F. Bernat's corre-

each according to his rite." We spondence, he says that that father

know that the Abyssinians also had discusses " the different rite of ordi-

a church in Rome, where we may nation and other points of difference

assume that they were allowed the between the Copts and Abyssin-
same privilege. The fact that an ians."*

expurgated edition of the ^Ethiopia We submit that the Holy Office

liturgy was brought out in Rome in had no grounds for assuming the use

1549 goes some way to show that of the Coptic, or, indeed, of any spe-

the liturgy was approved.* This was cific ritual in the case brought before

the first of the Oriental liturgies pub- them.

* See Le Brun, Expllc. Miss. (Venice, 1770
torn. ii. p. 273).

* Act. Sand. Junii^ torn. v. p. xa8.
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ON THE WING.

A SOUTHERN FLIGHT.

"Les Dieuxdtaientalors si voisinsde la terre

Qu'ils y venaient souvent avec ou sans mystfcre."*

" THERE is no sense of desolation resided there, and it is used chief-

greater than that produced by the ly for public offices. It is sad to

sight of a dismantled palace and a see these magnificent buildings left

deserted garden." These were the nearly empty; and we can only
words with which Don Emidio wonder at the extraordinary wealth

broke a long and somewhat sad of the past when we reflect that

silence which had fallen on our lit- Portici is one only of many other

tie party the day we went to Por- beautiful royal residences which
tici. are no longer kept up. Even

It is a long drive of four miles Caserta, which is said to be the

on the rough pavement of huge largest palace in Europe, is all but

slabs common to Naples and its deserted. Don Emidio was telling

environs. We passed over the bridge us an anecdote in connection

where S. Januarius had gone forth with it. Just before the revolution

with cross and banners, incense and of 1860 the palace had been

choristers, to meet the torrents of put in order, partially refurnished,

burning lava from Mount Vesuvi- and redecorated, for the reception

us, and arrest the destruction of of Francis II. and his bride, the

the city by prayer. It made me ex- King and Queen of Naples,
shudder to think how very near Amongst other valuable orna-

that destruction we had then been, ments, in one room the walls had

For, of course, if the lava had once hangings attached with massive

gone so far, there was no natural gold fleurs-de-lis. When the revolu-

reason why it should not do so tion broke out, a Neapolitan duke,

again, and even pass on further one of the very few of the really

still. That bridge is now hardly noble families who turned traitor to

outside the town. Indeed, town their king, was appointed to adapt
succeeds town, and the whole way and readjust the palace for the

from Naples to Portici is one long usurper. The whole matter was put
street, chiefly consisting of villas into his hands, in perfect confidence,
and handsome palaces, now sadly no doubt, that he would see it pro-

neglected, but probably still con- perly carried out. For some time

taining many treasures, and all the palace was closed to the public,
with more or less of garden ground When again it was opened on cer-

attached. tain days, and those who had
Portici is a royal palace ;

but for known it before saw it again, they
years none of the royal family have observed that all the gold fleurs-

de-lis had disappeared. Of course

* Montesauiou. the fact provoked enquiry ;
but no
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account of them was ever rendered, the same in everything else. There
and all researches proved fruitless, is a gesture for all the emotions

No one doubted but that they had and most of the casualties of daily

been
" annexed

'

by the liberal life. No beggar tells you he is

aristocrat, but, equally, no one dar- hungry ;
but standing silently be-

ed call him to task. For as annex- fore you, with a perfectly immov-
ation on a large scale was the able expression, he opens his mouth,
order of the day, it did not answer and points downwards with his

to look too closely into minor ex- finger. A woman and half a do-

amples of the same. Nevertheless, zen children gathering round you,
the story got whispered abroad, and all doing the same thing, pro-
and his reputation, in consequence, duces an effect so curiously divid-

was far less golden than the miss- ed between the ludicrous and the

ing fleurs-de-lis. pathetic that it is far harder to re-

One day the duke was standing fuse an alms than if the request
at a window in his own palace were made in downright words,

overlooking the courtyard, when It is the same with the coachmen
a poor artisan, who had already of the hired public carnages. You
sent in his bill more than once, are driving rapidly along, and your
came to request payment. The coachman passes another whom he

duke, who thought, or pretended knows. In less than a second he

to think, the charges in the bill were has conveyed to his friend full in-

exorbitant, began to upbraid and formation of where he comes from,
scold the man from the window, where he is going, and how soon
At the same moment the wife of he will be back, probably conclud-

one of the men-servants of the es- ing with the amount of the fare for

tablishment was crossing the yard, which he has agreed to do the dis-

The duke called to her, exclaiming, tance
;
and all without a word being

'It is a downright theft. But uttered.

these artisans are all thieves, are The Neapolitans carry the same

they not, Donna Rafaele ?" extraordinary pantomimic power
' Your excellency is a better into all scenes and all places, in-

judge of that than I am," was the eluding the pulpit, or, more likely,

reply,
"
since the greater ought to the platform, from which the priest

know the lesser." delivers his Lenten or Month of
'

I wonder how the duke took Mary discourses. He walks to and
it ?

"
said I. fro in the heat of his argument,

Don Emidio gave me a knowing he sits down, and starts up again,

look, and shook his right hand he weeps, and he even laughs. It

under his left elbow. We all is often very striking ;
and it is so

laughed ;
but no description can natural, it belongs so essentially

convey the inimitable drollery of to the genius of the people, that

Neapolitan pantomime. It is a it is never ridiculous, nor does it

thousand times more eloquent than seem out of place. Of course some-
words. What expression, such as times it is done less well and grace-
'

to make yourself scarce," or
"
to fully than at others

;
but it is too

skedaddle," 'could convey what is thoroughly in unison with the

indicated by that wagging of the language and habits of the people
straightened hand under the elbow? ever to appear incongruous.
You see the thief escaping. It is We were sitting on the low wall
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of the outer steps leading to the

tower entrance of a building at the

end of the Portici pleasure-grounds
when this conversation occurred.

The tower belongs, I believe, to an

observatory, and all around are the

stables, the barracks, and the ap-

purtenances of the palace, now

empty and silent. The grass grew

high and thick in the courtyard.
The deep-red blossoms of the wild

sorrel, with the sunlight shining

through them, looked like drops of

blood among the grass. The oxeyed
daisies boldly faced the blue, glar-

ing sky. The low, long building
used for stables was in front of us.

Then a dark, dense wood of ilex

and cork-trees, like a strong, black

line. And beyond that no middle

distance was visible, but stark and
sudden rose the seamed and bar-

ren sides of Mount Vesuvius. No
beneficent and tender white cloud

broke the intense, monotonous blue

of all the wide heavens. The sky,
the grim mountain, the black wood,
and the deserted stables that was
all

;
bathed in sunshine, spark-

ling with intense light, silent with

brdoding heat, and unspeakably
desolate with a broad, unmodulat-

ed, horrific beauty like the face of

the sphinx.

Suddenly there came over me a

dim, weird feeling of the ancient

pagan world. There was an inner

perception and consciousness that

in some undefined way it was homo-

geneous to the scene around me and
to unredeemed man. It was cruel

in its beauty ;
as poetic, but not

picturesque, beauty so often is.

I started up, and exclaimed,
" Let us get back. The old gods
are about this place, and I cannot

stay."

Time has not effaced the impres-
sion, and I can recall the inner

vision at any moment. Frank de-

clared we should come again, and
have a picnic there with the Ver-
nons. But I protested I would
not be of the party.

"
By the bye,

Jane," said Frank,
"
why did Eliza-

beth not come ?"
" Because little Franceschiella

was buried this morning, and
neither Ida nor Elizabeth would
leave the poor mother

;
while

Helen remained to keep Mrs. Ver-
non company."

Franceschiella was a lovely child

of six years who had died of a

fever the day before. She was the

only child, and that fact, added to

her quite extraordinary beauty, had
made the trial doubly hard to beai

for her adoring parents. For, in-

deed, it was little less than adora-

tion that Franceschiella received,
not only in her own home, but

from all her neighbors. We were

very much struck in this instance

by the poetic nature of the Ita-

lians. The father was a vtgnaiuolo ,

the mother did a little needle-

work, or took in washing ;
but no

nobleman's child was ever more

carefully bathed and dressed and
nourished than this one darling,
and that partly in consequence of

her angelic beauty and her infan-

tine charm. The little creature

ran every risk of being entirely

spoilt by the amount of petting
and flattery that she received on

all sides. On Sundays and holi-

days they always dressed her in

white with a red coral necklace
;

and the mother or the cousins

would weave a wreath of flowers

to crown her beautiful, golden hair,

that fell below her waist. She had

deep violet eyes with black lashes,

and a milk-white skin. She was

very forward for her age, and sin-

gularly intelligent. But she was

surely never meant to live long in

this rough world. She came to it
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like a stranger, and she remained as the mysteries of the faith only
a stranger all the time of her brief are in lands altogether Catholic,

sojourn as though some princess But nothing was to avail to keep
from the distant lands of poetry the pretty human flower from

and romance had come for a brief fading fast. And before a week
visit to dwell with common mortals, had past little Franceschiella had

There was an inexpressible refine- taken flight ere any of the ugliness
ment in all the little creature's ways of mortal life had tarnished her

which would have become a real sweet loveliness. They crowned
cross to her and the occasion of her with roses, and laid her, dressed

endless trials had she lived long in white, in the little wooden coffin

enough to find the harsh side of filled with flowers. Then they
life ruffling her angel wings. It flung handfuls of colored sugar-
was in mercy the child was taken plums over her, and placed a white

away before the period of white camellia between her still red lips,

frocks and fresh flowers had come saying, as they did so,
" She breathes

to an end. Life could have flowers." And so they carried her,

brought to her nothing but tempta- in the open bier, the uncovered,
tion and anguish. But of course lovely face turned towards the

in proportion to her exceptional heavens, and thus laid their dar-

nature was the despair of the poor ling in the dark grave, but in

parents in seeing her fading before the full hope of a bright resurrec-

their eyes. As little Franceschiel- tion.

la had been unaccustomed to re- The mother's anguish was ex-

straint or coercion of any kind, it treme. The Neapolitan women are

was exceedingly difficult, during an excitable and highly nervous

her short illness, to induce her to race; which arises, no doubt, in

take the necessary remedies. And great measure from the climate, as

nothing could be more touchingly every stranger knows who finds the

beautiful than the arguments used effect produced on his nerves by
by the distracted parents to per- this intoxicating atmosphere, which
suade her to swallow the nauseous I have heard compared to drinking

draughts. As usual, there was a champagne. As in the case of the

crucifix near the bed, and an image peasantry much self-control has

of the Mater Dolorosa the devo- not been inculcated, the result

tion of the Neapolitans being very is the frequency of terrible ner-

specially to the Seven Sorrows of vous attacks producing convul-

the Blessed Virgin. They would sions what we should probably
beg the poor little darling to take designate as very aggravated hys-
lier medicine in honor of Our teria. After Franceschiella's death

Lord's thirst on the cross, or of the. mother became subject to these

( >ur Lady's anguish when His dead attacks, and seemed incapable of

form was laid in her arms. And receiving any consolation till hea-

these were not unmeaning or mere- ven granted her the hope of again
lv mystical phrases, to which the becoming a mother. On the day
child could attach but little sense, we went to Portici the Vernons

They were as household words had hardly left her. And it was
to her; familiar to her childish very charming to see the Christian

thoughts from the moment she sense of equality on their side, and
could lisp, and woven into her life the deference and gratitude shown

VOL. xix. 40
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them by their peasant neighbors on

the other.

But why did Frank so particu-

larly ask why Elizabeth had not

come, instead of asking equally

about Ida and Helen ?

"You have, then, seen Medusa

in the woods of Portici, Miss

Jane?" said Don Emidio sudden-

ly to me, as we were driving home
in absolute silence.

I looked up out of my brown

study to find his eyes fixed upon
me.

" Do you mean that I am

changed to stone ?"
" You are as silent as one."

I laughed, and said,
" At least,

thank heaven, I am not malheureuse

commc ks pierres* as the French

say, though I may be as silent as

they. I did not, however, see any-

thing in those dark ilex groves. I

only suddenly felt the awfulness of

nature when you look at her in all

her inexorable beauty, with the

rhythm ofher apparently changeless
laws and her sublime disdain of

man. She breathes and blossoms,

she burns and thunders, she weeps
and smiles, utterly independent of

us all. She knows no weakness
;

no decay touches her but such as

she can repair. She embraces

death, that she may produce life.

She is ever fertile, ever lavish of her-

self and of her gifts. But she never

cares. Her mountains are gran-
ite even to the feet of her Creator, as

he climbs the heights of Calvary.
Her noontide heavens are brass to

the cravings of man's heart in his

midday toil. She will not pause in

the twenty-four hours of her inevita-

ble day, though sundown should

bring death to one and despair to

many again and again. She treads

her ever-victorious march over ruin-

ed nations, buried cities, and broken

* As unhappy as the stones.

hearts. Oh ! I could hate her

cruel power, terrible Pythoness ;

mocking me with sunshine, scaring
me with storms

;
ever rejoicing in

her strength, ever regardless oi me.

I cannot explain why these thoughts
came to me, as across the dark

wood I traced the violet scars on.

awful Vesuvius, and heard the low

whispers of the wind in the long

grass at our feet. Suddenly faith

seemed to die out of me. I forgot
what I believe

;
and back came

trooping the pagan gods and the

pagan world, with the strong feel-

ing that pantheism is the inevitable

religion of the natural man, and

that were I not, thank God, a

Christian and a Catholic, some form

of it would grow into my mind, as

the impress left by the face of na-

ture. For a moment a dark cloud

overshadowed me while I looked

into the depths of the old pagan
belief; and it became so real to me
that I shuddered. It has left me
silent; that's all."

"That's all!" repeated Don
Emidio with a sly smile, and imi-

tating my voice in a way that I

half thought was rather imperti-
nent.

" Allow me to tell you that

I think that is a great deal. I do

not imagine there are many young
ladies who come out for a day's

pleasuring to the gardens of Portici

or elsewhere, and indulge in such

profound reflections as you do."

I looked round, and saw that

Frank and Mary were listening.

Frank said :

"
I believe Jane is

quite right ;
and she has so well

described the effect which the as-

pects of nature produce en the

mind of man that I am convinced

her words embody and express the

riddle of the sphinx. The laws of

nature, taken without the doctrine

of the Incarnation, which alone is

the keystone to the whole creation,
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form the enigma which is put be-

fore us to understand and answer
;

failing which, we perish."
" But all paganism was a falsified

adumbration of the Incarnation
;

the gods for ever assuming a hu-

man form, and the men becoming
gods," said Mary.

"
It had that

germ of truth in it which every sys-

tem must have to be built at all,

no matter in what monstrous form.

But it required revelation to tell us

that the
' Word was made flesh and

dwelt amongst men.' And that alone

explains nature. She is the herald,

the servant, or rather the slave, of

Him by whom and for whom all

things were created. She speeds
on her way in the full vigor of those

laws which were impressed upon
her as she first sprang from the hand
of her Creator. She does not stop
to share our griefs or our joys, for

she has a higher mission. But 'she

has ceased to be terrible to us, for

faith has unveiled her face, and her

harmonious forces no longer scare

us by their inexorable relentlessness.

Her one mission is to sing of God,
and repeat to Time the refrain of

Eternity."
'

Why, then, do we sometimes pine
for her sympathy?" said I.

" Ah ! Miss Jane," exclaimed Don
Emidio,

"
that is because we are for

ever looking for sympathy in the

wrong place and from the wrong
people."

" Not always," I replied. What
made me say so ? And why did

Don Emidio change color and look

at me so fixedly ? I was still won-

dering when we reached home.

Mary and I were, as usual in the

evening, sitting in the loggia. But

Frank was not with us, and I miss-

ed his genial talk and the odor of

his cigar.
' What has become of Frank

this evening, Mary?"

' He has gone down to see the

Vernons, and 'said he should per-
suade them to come to us."

'*

I hope he will succeed, for I do
not like his spending his evenings

away from us. This is not the:

first nor the fourth time he has gone
to Casinelli as soon as he got up
from dinner."

" Ah ! well, Jane, we must not be

selfish. He has his life to live, as

you have yours ;
and I must expect

one day to lose you both."

I felt my heart stop, and then

beat violently. What did Mary
mean? And why did some veil

seem suddenly to fall from my eyes ?

It was some moments before I

spoke ;
and then I tried to say in

my ordinary voice :

" You have
some presentiment about Frank,

Mary. What is it ?"
"

I have presentiments about botli

of you. But I do not want to

force your confidence."

In a moment I was kneeling by
her side.

" Dearest Mary, do you sup-

pose I have any secrets from you ?

I tell you everything. If I do not

tell you more, it is because I know
no more." It was a sudden impulse,
dim but overwhelming, which made
me add those strange words. Mary
looked at me intently.

" Has it

never struck you that Frank has

a reason for going so often to the

Villa Casinelli, as Emidio has a

reason for coming so often here ?"

Our eyes met for one moment.
Then I hid my face in my hands,
and burst into tears.

" O Mary ! what bitter-sweet

things are you saying ? I do not

want to lose Frank, and I do not

want to leave you, or to tread in

other paths than those I have

known since my childhood. Arc

you sure it is so ? Why have I not

known it till now ? And even now
I doubt."
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" That is because you were not

in the least looking out for it, and

were absorbed in other thoughts,

preventing that retrospection which

would have shown you that Emi-

dio's manner towards you has been

intensifying with every day of our

stay here. And now what answer

will you give when the time

comes?"
" Do not ask me yet, dear Mary.

I must have leisure to reflect. At

this moment my heart is more full

of Frank and Elizabeth than of

anything else."
" Ah ! my dear, he could not have

made a wiser choice
;
she is a girl

after my own heart, so true, so

tender, so good, and so utterly un-

selfish."
"
I only hope she will not spoil

Frank."
"

I am not afraid of that, for she

has a high sense of duty for her-

self and for all who approach her."

"And what is to become of Ida

and of you, Mary?"
"

I cannot, think," said Mary
with a sweet, sad smile.

" But I

suppose we shall both of us be

happy in the happiness of those

who are so dear to us. It is worse

for me than for her. She loses a

sister, I lose a brother and sister

both."
" You don't know that, Mary.

Nobody has proposed to me. and,
if somebody did, I am not certain

what answer I should give."
"
But. I am," rejoined Mary.

I clapped my hand over her

mouth, exclaiming,
"
Don't say it,

Mary dear. Let me be free and
feel free. I am frightened at the

thought of promising myself to any
one, even where I may feel I could
love."

' Be free, dear sister, until the

moment has come when you are

sure it is God's will you should

enter on another phase of woman's

destiny."
" And may I never do so, except

to accomplish his will!" I replied;
and with one long kiss on dear

Mary's brow I turned away, for we
heard approaching footsteps.
Frank and Elizabeth entered

first. Ida and Padre Cataldo fol-

lowed. I looked to see if there

were a fifth figure behind, and was
rather relieved to find Don Emidio
was not there. I needed time to

collect my thoughts before I saw
him again. Perhaps, after all, Mary
was mistaken, and attached more

importance to this matter than was

necessary. At any rate, I was in

no hurry to see Don Emidio again.
Frank seemed in high spirits, and

Elizabeth looked serenely, calmly

happy. Her soft manner and her

slow, graceful movements had long

ago won for her the nickname of

Pussy ; particularly as her velvet

ways were not unmixed with a

playful slyness ;
so that from time

to time she came out with some re-

mark far more acute and incisive

that at first you would have given
her credit for. It was a relief to

me when I heard Frank say that

he had been particularly anxious to

induce Padre Cataldo to join us,

because he had promised to give us

the account of an unfortunate man
whose execution he had attended

some years ago in the course of his

priestly ministrations. Ida was

looking as thoughtful as Mary;
and I saw her eyes constantly

wandering to where Frank and

Elizabeth were sitting together.
We were all too preoccupied to

talk, but were very glad to listen

to a long story.
" Frank tells us, reverend fa-

ther," began Mary, "that some

twenty years ago you attended the

execution of a poor criminal. It
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would interest us very much if you
would give us the particulars. In

what part of Italy did it occur?"
"
It took place in the Basilicata,"

replied the father,
" and the whole

province was filled with consterna-

tion
;
for the culprit did not belong

to the lower ranks of life, but was a

gentleman by birth, education, and

position. He was the proprietor
of a chateau and a considerable

patrimony near one of the towns

of the province, and his crime was
the murder of his own brother.

For many generations the family
had had an undesirable reputation
for deeds of violence and sudden
acts of rage or revenge. It was
not the first time that the history
of the family chronicled some

bloody act; though it was the first

time, at least in modern days, that

any member of this unfortunate

house had suffered the utmost pen-

alty of the law. I am unable to

tell you what gave rise to the vio-

lent feeling of hatred which the

elder brother entertained for the

younger. There had been many
quarrels and disputes between them
from their boyhood upwards.
Frank told me the other day you
had been talking about the extra-

ordinary power the Italian, and

especially the native of Southern

Italy, has of following out one de-

sign through all obstacles and diffi-

culties, silently and secretly, for

years. If they possess this tenacity
of character in the search for

wealth, I am afraid they have it

equally in questions of revenge.
And for some reason or other this

had been the sentiment of Conte

Falcone for his brother, Don Carlo.

One day Don Carlo was found

stabbed through the heart, and

suspicion immediately fell on Conte

Falcone. He was arrested, but the

trial was a long one, and some

months were passed in collecting
evidence. At length he was con-

victed, and from the moment of

his condemnation made no at-

tempt to deny his guilt. At that

time the prison at Potenza, where
he was to await his execution, was
under the direction of a Jesuit fa-

ther, whose efforts were ceaseless

for the good of the unfortunate

criminals under his charge.
"
Naturally, Conte Falcone was a

special object of care and anxiety,
from the enormity of his crime, and
from the fact that his position and
circumstances are generally in

themselves a guarantee against of-

fences of so deep a dye.
" No efforts were wanting on the

part of the Jesuit priest. He was
with his prisoner day and night,

endeavoring to bring him to a true

repentance of his sin against God
and against humanity. And he

succeeded. He found the count

from the first overwhelmed with

remorse, and his object was to

prevent this remorse degenerating
into despair, and thus excluding
the light of faith. Happily, Conte

Falcone, grievously as he had of-

fended against the laws of God,
had never given place to rational-

istic or scoffing doubts. It needed
but to transform the awful bitter-

ness of human remorse into the

tenderness of perfect contrition
;

and this great work in the culprit's

soul was happily accomplished in

time to give him courage to bear

the dreadful intelligence that all

efforts made at the Court of Appeal
to get the sentence commuted had

entirely failed. This was an un-

usual and remarkable fact, for cap-
ital punishment is very rarely car-

ried out in Italy ; many would tell

you not sufficiently for the protec-
tion of society. Probably in this

case the judges were urged to un-
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usual severity by the position of

the criminal, lest it should appear

that, being a nobleman, he was less

severely dealt with than a common
man might have been. Moreover,

it was not forgotten that this was

the third time one of his unfortu-

nate family had taken the life of a

relation, and it was thought neces-

sary an example should be made.

The priest accordingly announced

to him that his fate was sealed, and

that the next morning he must pro-

ceed on the terrible journey which

was to be his last.

" In the kingdom of Naples, as

well as in some other parts of Italy,

it is the law that the execution of

a criminal should take place on or

near the spot where the deed was

done."
" What a terrible law of retribu-

tion !" exclaimed Mary.
"
Yes, and one strictly in con-

formity with many passages of the

Holy Scriptures, and with the Bib-

lical spirit generally."
" Has it not been supposed, fa-

ther," asked Frank,
"
that possibly

after death the souls in purgatory,
as also the lost, surfer for their er-

rors there where they were guilty

of them ?"
"

It is a common opinion, and

it goes far towards explaining the

accounts of strange noises and

spectral forms in places where it is

known there has been a murder.

The very sound of the fatal blow is

repeated through the hours of the

night, as though the disembodied

spirit were condemned for ever to

re-enact the semblance of that

crime which has grown into one

idea, one all-absorbing memory of

the past. The soul becomes, as it

were, the personification and es-

sence of its fatal crime."
" What a fearful verification of the

worm that dieth not !" said Mary.

Cv But surely," I exclaimed,
" we

may have softer and happier feel-

ings about the souls in purgatory?"
" Of course we may," replied the

father, almost smiling at my look

of horror and anxiety.
"
If they fre-

quent the scenes of their past, it is

not to inspire us with fear
;
for of

that dreadful passion they are now
themselves no longer capable, the

blessed security of their future an-

nihilating all touch of apprehension.
If they reappear to the living, it is

either to remedy some evil or to

solicit our prayers. I never could

understand the terror people have
of what they call ghosts."

"
It would be strange indeed,"

said Mary,
" not to wish to see

again those we have loved and lost,

even their disembodied souls."
" And yet it is not lawful to de-

sire it with ardor or to entreat for

it; because it is outside the bounds
of God's usual dealings with his

creatures to permit the dead to

revisit the living, or rather to re-

appear to them
;
for I believe they

revisit us constantly, and probably

mostly dwell amongst us, unseen

and, alas ! generally forgotten."
" Oh ! no, not forgotten, dear fa-

ther," said Mary, the tears filling

her eyes.
" Not forgotten by such as you,

figlia mia* But we have entered

on a subject which might keep us

discussing till midnight. I go
back to my poor penitent."

" Was he your penitent from the

first, father ? W^ere you the director

of the prison ?"
" You have robbed me of my dis-

guise, cara figlia.\ I meant to have

told you a story, but not to talk of

myself. However, it does not mat-

ter, and I will lay aside all disguise.

The journey the unhappy count

* My daughter. t Dear daughter.
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had to make to his native place was

perhaps the most terrible part of

his punishment. But I had the

satisfaction of seeing him receive

the announcement with the greatest

resignation, once more offering it

as an atonement for his crime. As
lie was a man of considerable re-

finement and education, his resig-

nation arose from no lack of power
to appreciate the dreadful contrast

between his present position on re-

turning to his home and that which

he had once filled. It would be

impossible to put into words what

he felt on arriving to meet an ig-

nominious death at the place where

he had been the great man and the

most influential person. Early in

the morning of the dreadful day on

which we began our long journey
he was led out of the prison, and

mounted on an ass such being the

law in that part of Italy. The
slow paces of the beast added con-

siderably to the torture of the

count's feelings, it being impossible
to hasten a progress every hour of

which seemed an age. He had
made his general confession to me
before that fatal morning, and con-

stantly on the road he would turn

to me for a word of consolation and

encouragement, or to renew his fre-

quent acts of contrition. I need

hardly say I never left his side for

a moment. Poor fellow ! what an

agony the whole journey was to

him, and, from sympathy, hardly
less so to me

;
for he was bound

hand and foot, and the animal was

led by one of the guards, the others

following and surrounding him on

horseback. You know enough of

us Italians to be aware that, physi-

cally and morally, we are more sen-

sitively constituted than any other

European nation. Our feelings are

extraordinarily keen, and our im-

aginative powers excessive
;
and

these two qualities combine to give
us a most intense love of life. All

the incidents of our journey, which

occupied the entire day, must have

been, and indeed I can bear testi-

mony that they were, the perfection
of anguish to the count, such a c

;

seldom can fall to the lot of any
man, taking his whole life together.
The sun poured its scorching rays
on his uncovered head

; he, being

bound, could not in any way help

himself; and several times he turn-

ed so faint that the guards had to

fetch water to revive him. I ob-

tained permission at last for his

poor head to be covered all the

more so as I apprehended a sun-

stroke. I held the cup for him to

drink from, and sometimes sup-

ported him for a few seconds in my
arms to relieve him as well as I

could from the restraint of his pain-
ful position. It was nightfall when
our awful and melancholy proces-
sion reached the prison of the

count's native town. His own cha-

teau was not far distant ! I had
written to have a chapel prepared
in the prison ;

and in that chapel,

kneeling at the foot of the altar, he
whom I had come to love as the very
child of my soul spent the entire

night. Naturally, his first thought
on arriving was for his wife and
his two little children. And he
entreated to be allowed to see

them once more. I was not then
aware of what was the custom on
such melancholy occasions, and I

applied for permission to send for

the countess and her childrer.

But I found that they had been re-

moved from their home by the or-

der of the magistrates, and were

already at a considerable distance.

This had been done from motives
of humanity, that the poor wife

might not be almost within hear-

ing of the dreadful event which was
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to take place on the morrow, or

his children grow up with a full

knowledge of their father's fate. It

was almost more than I myself
could bear when I had to return to

him in the prison, and tell him of

the ill-success of my request. It

was the last drop of extreme bitter-

ness. It was the vinegar and the

gall ;
the absolute isolation from all

that he had loved, the utter deso-

lation of his human affections. A
spasm of agony passed over his

face
;
but the only words he spoke

were,
' The will of God be done.'

" In the morning he again made
his confession with the ardent con-

trition and fervor of a saint. He
heard a Mass as preparation for his

last communion. He received the

Blessed Sacrament at the second

Mass, and assisted at a third in

thanksgiving.
" The dreadful moment was now

at hand. The horrid black limbs

of the fatal guillotine stood stark

and rigid against the bright morn-

ing sky in the great public square
of the town.

"
Every church in the place was

thronged with worshippers, praying
and offering their communions for

the salvation of the poor soul so

soon to be wrenched from sweet

life, and sent to its everlasting
doom. The public square was also

filled with spectators a silent, awe-
struck throng, while occasionally
a prayer would seem to quiver on
the air from the suppressed voice

of a hundred people.
" At length the count appeared,

supported by the guards ;
for by

that time he was in a very exhaust-

ed state. His last act was to press

my hand in silence. It was the

signal for me to give him the last

absolution. I had just turned

aside, hardly conscious myself from
excess of feeling, when the fatal

knife fell. A cry of horror ran

through the crowd
;
and then im-

mediately they dispersed, many of

them repeating aloud the De pro-

fundis, as they retired to their

homes.
"
I always remember poor Falcone

in my daily Mass
; though I can-

not say I think he is in any further

need of prayers, but is, I hope,

long since in a position to benefit

me by his."
* What is your opinion, father,"

asked Mary,
"
of public execu-

tions?"
'*' In the present state of feel-

ing in Italy they are beneficial

rather than otherwise. I attended
the execution of two soldiers a few

years ago at Terracina. The
whole town was crowding to the

church the evening before, and at

aa early hour on the day itself, to

pray for the poor men. It was
like the general communion at the

close of a mission
; and those

who actually witnessed the execu
tion seemed to do so with no other

object than to assist the poor crim-

inals by their prayers. Many of

the women were on their knees in

the public place. And I do not

believe but that such a fervor of

devotion had a beneficial effect

upon all. It is, or at least it was,
the same thing in Rome. But

where, as in London and Paris,
that idea of intercessory prayer has
died out with the faith of which
it forms a part, and the vilest rab-

ble collects from a brutal curios-

ity to see a man hung or guillotin-

ed, then I am convinced that pub-
lic executions are demoralizing,
and tend to increase the crimes

they are meant to repress."
''

All I know is," said Frank, sud-

denly starting up,
"

if a fellow

could only have the good-luck to

be hung in the presence of a large
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Italian crowd, I think he would As soon as they had left, Ida told

have a better chance of going us that all their troubles and anxie-

straight to heaven than by any ties in reference to the Casinelli and
other death. I think I should like to the chapel bell had been renewed,

go in for that sort of thing myself." There had,been an interregnum of
" O Frank ! what do you mean ?" comparative peace, and we had
"
Why, this is what I mean : If entertained the hope that all was

you have a long illness, you get likely to go on quietly. But it

weak in mind and in the power of turned out that one of the sisters

volition, as well as weak in body, some days previously had called on
I know, if I have only a headache, Mrs. Vernon and her daughters to

how difficult it is to say my pray- explain that the bell ringing for

ers. Fancy, then, what it must be Mass was such a cause of annoyance
through a long, painful illness, to the other lodgers that she really

Whereas, if you are going to be must request that it should be en-

hung, you have all your faculties tirely given up. Of course Mrs.

about you ; you are in no doubt of Vernon refused. The chapel had
when you are going to die

;
the been conceded to them

;
Mass was '

time is fixed to the minute. You said there daily by the express
have made your last confession; permission of the cardinal arch-

and I can imagine being able then bishop, and was of the greatest
to make such an act of perfect con- benefit to the neighborhood ;

and

trition, with all the forces of one's she and her daughters absolutely
mind and soul, that would land one declined to sanction such an insult

safe past the realms of purgatory, to religion. Signorina Casinelli

I often feel as if it would be my only proposed that the bell should be

chance, and not a bad one, either." hung somewhere in the garden at a

Padre Cataldo look amused. Eli- considerable distance. But this

zabeth did not appear quite to like also was refused. It was not rung
it, and I overheard her say to him : at an early hour. It was not a
*

I think you might manage to end large bell, and it was absurd to

an honorable life in a more honor- have the chapel in one place, and
able way, and secure heaven all the the chapel bell an eighth of a mile

same." I thought I heard some- away, to say nothing of the trou-

thing in reply about '

with your ble of sending some one to ring it.

help and your example"; but I Signorina Casinelli. left the house
did not listen, as I wanted to in- in high dudgeon ;

and the next day
duce Padre Cataldo to tell us about she waylaid Padre Cataldo, as he
his wonderful escape during the was returning through the garden
revolution of 1860. I said some- from visiting the sick. She flew

thing to him about it; but he into a violent rage the moment she

turned it off, and Mary whispered saw him, and told him that, rather

to me that he never liked to talk than offend their other tenants, they
about it, but that Don Emidio would, the house being their pro-
knew all about it, and we could ask perty, shut up the chapel entirely,
him to tell us the next time we Unfortunately, no written agree-
met. Padre Cataldo now took ment respecting the use of the

leave, Frank accompanying him chapel existed between the Ver-

3ack, and promising to return for nons and the Casinelli
;
and it had

the Vernons later. never entered any one's head that
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they could be guilty of such a situated. Padre Cataldo had to go
transaction. The threat was, how- elsewhere to say his Mass, to the

ever, only too well carried out. great inconvenience of himself and

That same evening the bell was cut others. But that was as nothing
down and carried away. The compared to the grief of seeing all

Vernons learnt from the vignaiuoli his little flock dispersed,

in their neighborhood that the Signore Casinelli informed his

Casinelli had had some difficulty tenant, in the presence of several

in finding any workmen who would persons, that henceforth he might
undertake the job. They had first consider himself master of the situ-

sent for a mason in their own em- ation. And so he has remained,

ploy ;
but he had absolutely re- But the Casinelli have never since

fused to have anything to do with been able to command the slight-

a work which he considered as sac- est respect from the vignaiuoli and

rilegious ;
and turning to the pa- peasantry of' the neighborhood.

drona, the eldest sister, he ex- They have lost all prestige. And
claimed,

"
Judas also sold his Mas- long before these pages see the light

ter for money, but I will have no- the Vernons will have left Casinelli

thing to do with conduct which re- to establish themselves in one of

sembles his. You may manage the many villas whose doors were

your own affairs in your own way." open to them from that moment.

The following Saturday they All in the neighborhood wanted to

completed their evil work by liter- let their apartments to them and

ally doing as they threatened. A Padre Cataldo
;

and if anything

message was sent to the Vernons could console them for all they
to warn them that they had. better had had to sacrifice, it might be

take out of the chapel anything the amount of sympathy and re-

therein which belonged to them spect which met them on all sides

without loss of time, as that night and from all classes; while the

it was to be locked and the keys incident, far from diminishing Padre

withdrawn. Cataldo's field of usefulness, seem-

It was a sad office indeed for the ed to have opened out fresh spheres
Vernons to have to strip the little for him to work in, and to have

chapel of all its ornaments, the extended his influence far and

work of their hands and their wide,

hearts. They did it in silence. The garden in which our villa

and in silence they bore the heavy of R R stood led by steps
trial

;
for had they allowed them- and winding paths to a tiny bay

selves any expressions which would and to a long series of rocks and

have served as a cry for the pea- large natural caves. There was

santry around, it would have been more than one bath, fed by the

difficult to restrain the grief and fresh sea-water, in whose limpid

indignation of tjiese poor people depths we not unfrequently saw
at finding themselves deprived of brilliant sea-anemones, and even

their Mass and of the instructions small fish which sometimes forced

of a priest whom they all loved their way through to the openings
as a father. Ida's delicate health left in an artificial dike to supply
made it very difficult for her to the bath with water. Here and
walk to any church up the high hill there a wooden bridge was thrown
at the foot of which Casinelli is over some part where the water
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broke the communication from one

cave to another. The views from

the wide, arched openings of the

raves were very lovely ; Naples and

the bay on one side, and the flower-

clad, precipitous rocks of the coast

of Posilippo on the other. At

night the fishermen's boats which

had been moored in these caves,

and in others like them, came

gliding out with a lighted torch at

the prow. And all through the

night many of them might be seen,

with the black figures of two or

three fishermen dimly distinguished
from time to time

; though more

generally all that can be seen is the

dark, shadowy form of the boat

and the flaring torch, intended to

attract the unwary fish into the net.

I should have liked the caves

better had they not been disfigured

by the stuffed, gaunt forms of a

hippopotamus and some alligators

and similar monsters, which were

placed in all sorts of unexpected

places, and seemed to meet you
round the corner with gaping jaws.
These caves had formed part of a

public place of resort some years

ago, but were now deserted and

forgotten, with all the monsters

rapidly falling into dusty decay.
We had been for some time at

the villa before my curiosity had

ever led me to explore this strange

place. When I did so, it was in

company with Don Emidio. But

as I protested that I did not like

crocodiles and hippopotami, he

suggested that we should climb the

rock outside the cave to the pretty
little pink and green kiosk which

crowned it, and which commanded
a lovely view from where it stood

embedded in aloes and cacti,

opuntias and zoccas, besides many
varieties of climbing plants. No-

thing could be prettier than the

winding paths, protected on one

side by a rustic fence, while every

cranny in the rock on the other side

bore some tuft of blossom or af-

forded roothold for the wild tress-

es of some flowering creeper.

Mary and Frank had remained
in the lower garden, while we wan-
dered into every nook and corner,
and finally sat down to rest inside

the kiosk, which, with windows all

round, presented to us a wide and

lovely scene.

It was here I consented to be-

come Don Emidio's wife.

That effected, no matter how or

in what words for those things sel-

dom read wisely I suggested that

we should rejoin Mary and Frank.

Don Emidio took the latter by the

arm, and walked with him a little

way apart. I remained silent, sit-

ting at Mary's feet. When Don
Emidio joined us, it was without

Frank. I asked where he was.
" Gone down to Casinelli," was the

reply. I knew why. He was de-

termined to have his fate also de-

cided that same day, that same
hour. I had no doubts for him. I

knew that Elizabeth would consent
;

and I felt partly glad, and partly
saddened'at the thought that our

life, hitherto so united and bound

up in each other, was about to di-

vide and separate, each following
his or her own destiny, and weaving
a new web of life's joys and sorrows.

Don Emidio left us soon. But

long after, I saw him leaning over

the parapet of the road, waiting for

Frank to return from Casinelli, that

he might learn whether his wishes

also were to be crowned with suc-

cess. I could see the meeting from

my window, as the tall figures of

the two friends stood dark against
the deep blue of an Italian star-

light night. I could have no doubt

of the nature of the intelligence

conveyed by Frank to his friend
;
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for, to my horror, Don Emidio

threw his arms around him and

kissed him, as Italians do. Poor

Frank ! thought I, how will he put up
with such an un-English proceed-

ing ? No doubt it had happened to

Frank before
;
for he did not, so far

as I could judge at that distance,

start with astonishment. But it set

me thinking about my future hus-

band's foreign ways. And the next

morning, when Frank and I had
talked over the more serious ques-
tions in our affairs, I found myself

drifting into that part of the matter.
"
I wonder, Frank, if I shall ever get

quite reconciled to his Italian cus-

toms, so as either not to notice, or

to prefer them ?"
"
It is to be hoped so, since he

will be your husband. But what do

you mean in particular ?"
"
Why, you know he will call me

Miss Jane ; any one else would say
Miss Hamilton."

" That is an evil which is already
at an end. No doubt for the future

he will call you simply Jane, and

speak of you a short time hence as

la Contessa Gandolfi."
" Then I wish he would not em-

brace you, Frank." Frank laughed
aloud.

" He would be hurt if I repulsed
him. They all do it. He will soon
see that in England it is not the

custom, and then he will give it up
at least while there."
" Another thing is, I do not like

his wearing a large ring though I

own it is a handsome one on his

forefinger. We think that vulgar in

England."
" And it does not happen to be

vulgar here
;
that is all about it, my

dear Jane. I am afraid I cannot

help you in that matter. But pos-
sibly in time you will succeed in

bringing him round to your views
;

though I doubt your ever being able

to break him of occasionally trans-

ferring that ring from his finger to his

thumb whenever he is particularly
anxious to remember something.
When you see his palazzo in

Rome, you will find that he possess-
es a beautiful portrait, by Vandyke,
of an ancestor on his mother's side.

That very ring is on the forefinger
of the portrait. Emidio is the liv-

ing image of that picture. And

you can hardly blame a man for

carrying out a likeness he has such

reason to be proud of."
u There is one other thing, Frank,

which strikes me as odd. If he is

sitting in the arm-chair when Mary
or I come into the room (and you
know we are not rich in arm-chairs

here), he never gives either of us

that chair, but fetches us another,
and goes back to the arm-chair him-

self."
"
Jane, you are a little fool. Do

you not know that in Italy, at least

in the south, it is the height of ill-

breeding to offer any one the chair

you have just occupied yourself?
A cool seat is always a desideratum
in this climate, even though it may
be a less luxurious one."

'

Shall I ever, do you think, be

able to take back to England with

me a husband with such a name as

Emidio ? What a pity he was not

christened Paul, or Stephen, or

even Anthony! But Emidio!" By
this time we were both laughing-
Frank at me, I at myself.

' You need never call him Emi-
dio in public. We call him so be-

cause, when we have been travelling
about Italy alone together, we found
it convenient to drop his title. But

you know he is il Conte Gandolfi.

His mother was the only child of a

noble Roman family, and conse-

quently a great heiress. She mar-

ried a Neapolitan Conte Gandolfi
;

and that is how it happens that
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with a Neapolitan name his chief

residence is in Rome, in the palaz-
zo that belonged to his mother.

His father was not a man of very
considerable fortune, and his only

property here is his villa at Capo di

Monte, where he spends the sum-
mer. A nobler heart and a finer

nature I never saw. There is the

simplicity of a child, the honor of

a true-born gentleman, the delicacy
of a woman, the courage of a hero,

and the piety of a saint."

The tears stood in my eyes ; and

taking dear Frank's hand in mine,
I said,

" Thank you, dear old fellow,

for saying that. And, thank God,

you too have drawn a prize !"

A DISCUSSION WITH AN INFIDEL.

IV.

IMMORTALITY OF MATTER.

Reader. And now, doctor, what
other argument do you allege

against creation ?

Biichner. The immortality of

matter, and the immortality of

force.

Reader. The immortality of

matter ?

Biichner. Yes, sir.
" Matter is

immortal, indestructible. There is

not an atom in the universe which
can be lost. We cannot, even in

thought, remove or add an atom
without admitting that the world

would thereby be disturbed, and
the laws of gravitation and the

equilibrium of matter interfered

with. It is the great merit of mo-
dern chemistry to have proved in

the most convincing manner that

the uninterrupted changes of mat-

ter which we daily witness, the

origin and decay of organic and

inorganic forms and tissues, do not

arise, as was hitherto believed, from
new materials, but that this change

>nsists in nothing else but the

Constant and continuous metamor-

phosis of the same elementary

principles, the quantity and quality

of which ever are, and ever remain,
the same '

(p. 9).
" The atoms

are in themselves unchangeable and
indestructible

; to-day in this, to-

morrow in another form, they pre-
sent by the variety of their com-
binations the innumerable forms in

which matter appears to our senses.

The number of atoms in any ele-

ment remains, on the whole, the

same
;
not a single particle is form-

ed anew
;
nor can it, when formed,

disappear from existence
"

(p. n).
Reader. Do you say in the same

breath that no particle of matter

can be formed anew, and that,

when formed, it cannot disappear ?

AVhen is it formed, if it cannot be
formed at all ?

Biichner. The phrase may be

incorrect, but the idea is sound,
and the argument conclusive.

Reader. Poor doctor ! the idea
is as inconsistent as the phrase is

incorrect
;
and the argument is not

worthy of the name. Let us admit
that matter, elements, and atoms
have been observed to remain al-

ways and everywhere the same.
Does it follow that matter, ele-

ments, and atoms are indestructi-

ble ? By no means
;

it only fol-

lows that, be they destructible or
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not, they have not been actually

destroyed. You say that by the

destruction or addition of an atom
"
the world would be disturbed."

Let it be disturbed
;
what then ?

Buchner. Then the laws of

gravitation and the equilibrium of

matter would be interfered with
;

which cannot be admitted. The
laws of nature are unchangeable.
What has been constantly true for

the past must be true for ever.

Reader. You are utterly mista-

ken, doctor. The world may be

disturbed by the creation or the

annihilation of matter without the

laws of nature being interfered

with. I admit that the laws of na-

ture are unchangeable ; they have

been true for the past, and they
will be true for ever. But what is

the object of these laws ? Nothing
but the mode of production of the

phenomena of the material world.

Hence you have a law of gravita-

tion, a law of propagation of sound,
a law of impact, a law of reflection

and of refraction, and generally
laws of motion, but you have no
law of existence and no law of sub-

stance. Whence it is clear that all

your laws of nature would remain

exactly the same whether any n^w
portion of matter were brought into

being or any portion of existing
matter annihilated. Suppose that

your own body were annihilated
;

would any law of nature be upset ?

Would the sun cease to illuminate

the earth ? Would the earth cease

to revolve round its axis or to

attract bodies ? Would the ocean
cease rolling its waves to the shore ?

Would fire cease to burn ? In one

word, would any law of statics or

of dynamics cease to be true ?

Nor can you decline this sup-

position by saying that annihilation

itself would be against the laws of

nature. For all your laws of na-

ture, as I have just remarked, re-

gard the movements, and not the

substance, of the material world.

Your laws suppose the existence

of matter in the same manner as

civil laws suppose the existence of

civil society ;
and as these latter

are not modified by an increase or

a decrease in the number of the in-

dividuals subject to them, so nei-

ther would the former be modified

by any increase or decrease in

the number of material elements.

There would be, of course, a

change in the phenomena them-

selves, because the execution of the

laws would be carried on suitably
to the new condition of the case

;

but the laws would remain the

same. Consequently any amount
of matter could be annihilated

without the least change in the

laws of nature. Let the moon be

annihilated
;
the ebb and flow of

the ocean will be altered, but the

laws of motion will remain the

same
;
for the ebbing and flowing

of the waters will still be propor-
tional to the action of the disturb-

ing causes. Let a stone be annihi-

lated in the act of its falling

to the ground ;
the law of attrac-

tion will remain unaltered, as it

will still be true that every falling

body must acquire, under gravita-

tion, a uniformly increasing velo-

city. Hence the unchangeableness
of natural laws cannot be alleged
as a proof of the indestructibility

of matter
;
and your argument is

worthless. The utmost you can be

allowed to assume is that matter,

whether destructible or not, has

hitherto continued to exist, and

no particle of it has ever been an-

nihilated.

This last assertion, however, is

admitted by natural philosophers,
not because there is any scientific

proof of it, but simply because
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science has no grounds for deny- this is not the real question. What

ing it. Science has no means of we want to know is whether an

ascertaining, for instance, whether atom, or any number of atoms, has

any remote star has been annihi- a necessary existence and cannot

lated, or any new star created, in be annihilated by God. This is

the last thousand years ;
and if your assumption ;

and this is what

the common belief is that no new you are unable to show. Your ar-

matter has been created, and no gument is, in fact, nothing but a

portion of matter annihilated, we vicious circle. You say :

"
There-

owe it, not to science, but to the is no God; and therefore matter

teaching of the Bible, which repre- cannot be annihilated"; and at the

sents the work of creation as long same time you say :

" Matter can-

ago completed, and the conserva- not be annihilated
;
and therefore

tion of all created substances as there is no God." This is, in real-

the effect of design. But you, who ity, the covert drift of your argu-

laugh at revelation, and pretend to mentation, when from the assumed
substantiate all your assertions by indestructibility of matter you con-

facts, have no right to assume that elude, first, that matter could not

no matter has ever been annihilat- have been created, and, further,

ed. Hence not only are you un- that the existence of a Creator is

able to show that matter is inde- a gratuitous hypothesis. On the

structible, but you cannot even other hand, you cannot make good
maintain that no particle of mat- your assertion that matter is inde-

ter has ever been destroyed. structible without first denying the

But I will no longer insist on existence of a Creator. Such is

this point. I admit that no atom your nice logic in what you proba-
of matter can ever be lost to the bly consider to be one of your
world by naturalprocesses. My rea- best arguments,
son is that the natural actions of And let me here make a passing

bodies, whether physical or chemi- remark on the word "immortality,"
cal, tend merely to the production, which you have chosen to desig-

modification, or neutralization of nate the pretended indestructibility

movement, and that no amount of of matter. Immortality is not simply

change in the movement of an
"
existence without end," but "life

atom can cause the atom to vanish, without end." Hence living beings
This is not, however, a discovery alone can be immortal. Do you
of modern chemistry, as you seem assume, then, that a grain of dust or

to believe. The scholastic philo- an atom of matter is a living being ?

sophers had not the fortune to If you say ^w, where are the facts

know modern chemistry ; yet they that will lend a support to such an

never believed that new compounds unscientific doctrine ? If you say
were made of new materials, though no, then the immortality of your
you recklessly assert that

"
it was matter is nothing indeed but a new

hitherto believed"; but they al- form of what you would style
"
phi-

ways uniformly taught that matter losophical charlatanism."

was ingenerable and incorruptible. To conclude : the indestructibil-

1'here was therefore scarcely any ity of matter is a ridiculous inven-

nccd of modern chemistry to teach tion of ignorant empiricists, who
us that no portion of matter can know neither what matter is nor
be lost by natural processes. Yet what is philosophical reasoning.
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They make, indeed, a great deal of

noise with their scientific publica-
tions

;
but their ephemeral cele-

brity is due to an organized system
of mutual laudation and to Mason-
ic support, as you know. Let only

twenty years pass, and you may be

sure that our children will laugh at

your celebrities : and if your Force

and Matter is to reach them, they
will laugh at you too. Common
sense cannot slumber for ever

;

and -when it awakes, then will all

your infidel scribes be pronounced
designing knaves.

Buchner. I thought you would

never end, sir; but, long as your
answer has been, it has failed to

convince me. The force of my ar-

gument lies in this : that what can

have an end must have had a be-

ginning. If, therefore, matter is

not indestructible, it must have had
a beginning.

Reader. Certainly.
Buchner. But a beginning of

matter is inconceivable. For how
could matter come into existence ?

Reader. By creation out of no-

thing.

Buchner. This is what I deny.
For out of nothing nothing can

arise. This is an axiom. Hence
"
never can an atom arise anew or

disappear ;
it can only change its

combinations. . . . Matter must
have existed from eternity, and
must last for ever

"
(p. 12).

Reader. I am not in the least

surprised to hear that my long talk

did not convince you. It is always
difficult to convince a man against
his will. My object, however, was
not to give you a positive demon-
stration of the fact of creation, but

only to show that the reasons which

you were parading against creation

amount to nothing. Of this I hope
I have not failed to convince you.
But now you come forward with a

new argument, which indeed is very
old, consisting in a pretended axiom,
that out of nothing nothing can
arise. Suppose, doctor, that I deny
your axiom. How would you show
that I deny a truth ?

Buchner. "How can any one

deny the axiom that out of nothing
nothing can arise?" (p. 12).

Reader. You must know, doc-

tor, that what you assume to be an
old axiom is only an old error. In

fact, why do you say that out of no-

thing nothing can arise ? Simply
because natural energies can do no-

thing without pre-existing materials.

Hence your argument amounts to

this .

'

Natural energies never make

anything out of nothing ; therefore

out of nothing nothing can be

made." That this conclusion is a

great blunder I need not prove, I

presume, as logic teaches that no
conclusion can be more general
than its premises. Where is, then,
the ground of your pretended
axiom ?

Nor can you reply that the natural

energies are the only energies known
to us, and that, if these cannot make

anything out of nothing, the ax-

iom is unexceptionably true. This

would be to assume what you are

bound to prove, to wit, that there is

no power above the natural forces
;

and to assume this is what logi-

cians call Petitio principii. On the

other hand, you cannot maintain

that such natural forces are the

only ones we know
;
for you can-

not limit the range of human know-

ledge within the narrow sphere of

mere empiricism without denying
human reason.

Buchner. We have no notion of

supersensible forces.

Reader. You talk without re-

flection, doctor. If you have no

such a notion, what is it, then, that

compels you to admit any demon-
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strated truth? Is it attraction,

heat, electricity, or any of your phy-
sical or chemical forces ? No

;
it is

the force of demonstration, it is the

force of truth. This is no vain

theory ;
I appeal to your own expe-

rience. Your intellect is obliged
to yield to the force of evidence

and demonstration just as inevita-

bly as the pendulum is obliged to

yield to the force of gravitation.
And since a real effect requires a

real cause, hence whatever thus

really compels your intellect to

yield must have a real power, and
that evidently supersensible.
But reverting to your pretended

axiom, I have yet to remark that,

strictly speaking, it does not even
hold in the case of natural causes

;

in other terms, I say that nothing
is ever produced by natural causes

except out of nothing. Of course

no tailor ever made a coat without

cloth, and no carpenter ever built a

ship without pre-existing materials.

This I admit
;
but if you closely

examine the point, you will see that

to make a coat or a ship is not to

produce it, and that the action of

the tailor and the carpenter wholly
consists in modifying and arranging
the materials so as to give them a

form. It is, therefore, this form
alone that is produced. Now,
clearly, this form, before its produc-
tion, was nothing ;

for it had no ex-

istence. And therefore the work
of the tailor or the carpenter is a

production of something out of no-

thing.* And thus either you must

deny that anything is ever produc-
ed, or you must give up your axiom
that nothing can be produced out

of nothing.

*Such forms are usually said to be produced
"out of the potency of matter"

; but this makes
ii') difference. For what is only in potency to

exist is still nothing : hence what is to be drawn
out of the potency of matter is still nothing. Its

production, however, is not a creation, because
>t implies a real subject.

VOL. XIX. 41

JBiichner. I cannot give up my
axiom without inconsistency. I

will rather deny that anything is

ever really produced. In fact,
" Those are children, or persons
with a narrow sphere of vision, says

Empedocles, who imagine that any-

thing arises that has not existed be-

fore, or that anything can entirely
die and perish

"
(p. 15).

Reader. These are empty
words.

Biichner. On the other hand,
'

the immortality of matter is now
a fact scientifically established, and
can no longer be denied

"
(p. 13).

Reader. Indeed ?

Biichner. Yes
;

"
Its actual proof

is given by our scales and retorts
'

(P- 13).

Reader. I thought I had already
shown that your scales and retorts

are incapable of giving such a

proof.

Biichner.
"
Sebastian Frank, a

German who lived in 1528, says :

Matter was in the beginning in

God, and is on that account eter-

nal and infinite. The earth and

everything created may pass away,
but we cannot say that that will

perish out of which matter is creat-

ed. The substance remains for

ever
"

(p. 14).

Reader. Do you endorse these

words ?

Biichner. Certainly.
Reader. Then you catch your-

self in your own trap. For if mat-

ter is created, as your German
writer says, surely there is a Crea-

tor.

Biichner. But if matter was in

the beginning in God, and was

eternal, it is plain that matter could

not be created.

Reader. Perfectly true. And
therefore, since matter, according
to your German authority, has been

created, surely matter was not in
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the beginning in God. But, after

all, can you endorse Frank's words

without admitting a God ? And
can you admit a God and a Crea-

tor while fighting against creation

and the existence of God ? Be

honest, doctor, and confess that bad
indeed must a cause be which can-

not be maintained but by clumsy

sophistry and shameful contradic-

tion.

v.

IMMORTALITY OF FORCE.

Reader. In your theory, doctor,
force is immortal. This I cannot

understand. Would you tell me
how you come to such a conclu-

sion ?

Biichner.
"
Indestructible, im-

perishable, and immortal as matter is

also its immanent force. Intimate-

ly united to matter, force revolves

in the same never-ending cycle, and

emerges from any form in the same

quantity as it entered. If it be an

undoubted fact that matter can
neither be produced nor destroyed,
but merely transformed, then it must
also be assumed as an established

principle that there is not a single
case in which force can be produced
out of, or pass into, nothing ; or, in

other words, can be born or annihi-

lated. In all cases where force is

manifested it may be reduced to

its sources
;
that is to say, it can be

ascertained from what other forces

a definite amount of force has been

obtained, either directly or by con-

version. This convertibility is not

arbitrary, but takes place according
to definite equivalents, so that not

the smallest quantity of force can
be lost" (p. 16).

Reader. How do you account
for this theory ?

Biichner.
"
Logic and our daily

experience teach us that no natural

motion or change, consequently no

manifestation of force, can take

place without producing an endless

chain of successive motions and

changes, as every effect becomes

immediately the cause of suc-

ceeding effects. There is no re-

pose of any kind in nature
;

its

whole existence is a constant cycle,
in which every motion, the conse-

quence of a preceding motion, be-

comes immediately the cause of an

equivalent succeeding one
;
so that

there is nowhere a gap, nowhere
either loss or gain. No motion in

nature proceeds from or passes into

nothing; and as in the material

world every individual form can

only realize its existence by draw-

ing its materials from the immense
storehouse of matter, so does every
motion originate from the equally
immense storehouse of forces, to

which sooner or later the borrowed

quantity of force is again returned.

The motion may become latent />.,

apparently concealed
;
but never-

theless it is not lost, having merely
been converted into equivalent

states, from which it will escape

again m some shape. During this

process force has changed its mode
;

for force may, though essentially
the same, assume in the universe

a variety of modes. The various

forms may, as already stated, be

converted into others without loss,

so that the sum-total of existing for-

ces can neither be increased nor

diminished, the forms only chang-

ing
"
(pp. 17, 18).

Reader. What do you mean by
" forms of forces

"
?

Biichner. Physics, as I stated to

you on another occasion, ''makes

us acquainted with eight different

forces gravitation, mechanical

force, heat, light, electricity, mag-

netism, affinity, cohesion, which,

inseparably united to matter, form

and give shape to the world. These
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forces are, with few exceptions, mu-

tually convertible, so that nothing
is lost in- the process of conver-

sion
"

(p. 18).

Reader.
u With few exceptions

"
?

I fear that any exception will prove
fatal to your theory. But go on,

doctor
;

I wish to hear more about

your conversion of forces.

Buchner.
" We may cite a few

instances of transformation or con-

vertibility of forces. Heat and

light are produced by combustion.

Heat again is converted into me-
chanical power in steam, and me-
chanical force can again by friction

be reconverted into heat, and, as in

the electro-magnetical machine, in-

to heat, electricity, magnetism, and

light. One of the most frequent
conversions of force is that of heat

into mechanical force, and vice

versa
"

(pp. 18, 19).

Reader. What conclusion do you
draw from these and similar facts ?

Buchner. I draw the conclusion

that in speaking of forces
"
the word

lost is an incorrect expression ;
for

in all these and similar cases there

is not a minim of power lost as re-

gards the universe, but merely as

regards the immediate object. The

expended force has in reality only
assumed different forms, the sum-
total of which is equivalent to the

original force. Innumerable ex-

amples may be adduced to estab-

lish this law, which is expressed in

the axiom that force can neither be

created nor destroyed an axiom from
which results the immortality of

force, and the impossibility of its

having a beginning or an end. The

consequence of this recently-dis-
covered natural truth is the same
as that deduced from the immortal-

ity of matter, and both form and
manifest from eternity the sum of

phenomena which we term world.

The cycle of matter sides, as a ne-

cessary correlate, with the cycle of

force, and teaches* that nothing is

generated anew, that nothing dis-

appears, and that the secret of na-

ture lies in an eternal and imma-
nent cycle, in which cause and ef-

fect are connected without begin-

ning or end. That only can be im-

mortal which has existed from

eternity ;
and what is immortal can-

not have been created
"
(pp. 2r, 22).

Reader. I have heard with great
attention all you have said, doctor,
and I am sorry to see that you are

as wrong as ever. Your argument
is altogether ludicrous.

Buchner. It- is, however, a mere
statement of known facts.

Reader. I question this very
much. But even if the alleged facts

were unquestionable, and could
not receive any other interpretation
than that which you give of them,

your conclusion about the
" immor-

tality of force
'

would still be

groundless. Ih fact, the forces of

which you speak are all material,
and have their existence in matter

alone. It is therefore vain and

preposterous to argue about the

immortality of such forces when

you have already failed to show the

immortality of matter itself. You
boast that your argument is a mere
statement of facts

;
and so do all

modern sciolists, more or less awk-

wardly, when pushed to the wall.

But what are the facts ? Is heat a

form of force? Is it a form con-

vertible into another form ? I per-
ceive from your style that you
never studied this subject; you
only repeat like a parrot what other

parrots have learned to say, with-

out the least notion of the true state

of things. Tell me, what is a form
of force ? What is force itself?

Buchner. It is not my duty to

define force. I accept the defini-

tion of the physicists.
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Reader. This is exactly what I

expected to hear. Yet when a

man undertakes to philosophize on

anything, he ought to know very

distinctly what that thing is. Do

you make any difference between
"
forces

" and "
powers

"
?

Buchner. No, sir, as is evident

from my terminology.
Reader. Do you discriminate be-

tween
"
force

' and "
quantity of

action
"

?

Buchner. No, sir.

Reader. Do you identify
"
force

'

with
"
quantity of movement "

?

Buchner. Yes, sir.

Reader. Then it is evident that

you confound force, power, quantity
of action, and quantity of move-
ment.

Buchner. All these terms are

substantially identical in science.

Reader. True, the lowest school

of physicists considers them as sub-

stantially identical, and in this

manner they succeed in persuading
themselves aftd many others that

the quantity of living force existing
in the world is always invariably
the same. But, after all, those phy-
sicists speak very incorrectly, and

are not to be followed in their

blundering terminology. A quan-

tity of movement is not an action,

but the result of action
;
and a

quantity of action is not a power,
but the exertion of power. In fact,

the same power acts with different

intensity in different conditions
;

and equal actions produce different

movements in bodies actually sub-

ject to different dynamical deter-

minations. Hence it is impossible
to admit that powers, actions, and
movements are synonymous.
And now, which of these three

notions do you choose to identify
with force? If* you say that force

is "a quantity of movement," then

it will be false that no force is ever

lost
;
for any quantity of movement

can be lost without compensation.
Thus a stone thrown up vertically

loses its quantity of movement
without compensation.* If you

say that force is
"
a quantity of ac-

tion," it will again be false that no

force is ever lost
;
for all successive

actions successively pass away, and

continually change their direction

and their intensity, according as

the distances and positions of the

bodies acted on are altered. Lastly,
if you say that force is

"
power,"

then it is false that forces are trans-

formed or convertible
;

for the

power of each element of matter

remains unalterably the same, as

you yourself acknowledge, through-
out all the vicissitudes of time.
" A particle of iron," you say with

Dubois-Reymond,
"

is and remains

the same, whether it crosses the

horizon in the meteoric stone,

rushes along in the wheel of the

steam-engine, or circulates in the

blood through the temples of the

poet."
Biichner. Would you, then, re-

pudiate science ?

Reader. By no means. I love

and respect true science. I only

repudiate that false and presump-
tuous dogmatism which prompts a

class of physicists to draw general
conclusions from particular, and
often questionable, premises.

Buchner. Do you, then, condemn
the method of induction ?

Reader. Not at all. I condemn
the abuse of that method. What

right have modern scientists of ex-

tending the principle of the
"
con-

servation of force
'

beyond the

boundaries marked by observation

and experiment ? All they have a

right to say is that in the impact of
bodies an equal quantity of movement

* This hasbeen shown in THE CATHOLIC WORLD
for March, 1874, pp. 764, 765.
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is lost by one body and acquired by

another. This is the fact. But

does it follow that therefore the

movement lost by the one body
passes identically into the other?

This is what they imagine ;
and

this is what cannot be proved, be-

cause it is absurd. Movement is

an affection of matter, and has no

independent existence, as you well

know. It cannot, therefore, pass

identically from body to body any
more than a movement of anger can

pass identically from man to man.
And yet it is on this absurd notion

of nomadic movement that the whole

theory of the conservation of force,

as now held by your advanced

thinkers, has been raised. They
say :

" The quantity of movement
which is lost by one of the bodies,
and that which is acquired by the

other, are perfectly equal ;
therefore

a quantity of movement passes iden-

tically from one body to another."

In other terms they say :

" There
is equality ; therefore there is iden-

tity." Is this legitimate induction ?

Good logic would lead us to argue
in the following manner : The ac-

tions of the two struggling bodies,

being equal and opposite, must

produce equal and opposite quan-
tities of movement; hence the

quantity of movement which is de-

stroyed in the impinging body must

equal the quantity of movement

produced in the body impinged up-
on. Such is the only logical view
of the subject; it agrees both with

reason and with fact, and it strikes

your theory at the root. For what
is destroyed is no more

;
and what

is produced had no existence be-

fore its production.
We might allow you to talk of the

"
conservation

"
and "

conversion
'

of forces, were you reasonable

enough to consider such expres-
sions as mere conventional techni-

calities suited to explain the rela-

tions of effects to effects rather than

of effects to causes. But you con-

strue the technical phrases into

real and absolute principles, and

try to explain causation by substi-

tuting the effect for the cause;
which is as ridiculous an abuse of the

word "
force

"
as if a carpenter pre-

tended that his iron square is the

square spoken of in the treatises of

geometry. But this is not all.

What right have you to apply such

a theory, whether right or wrong, to

gravitation ?

JBuchner.
" The pendulum of

every clock shows the conversion

of gravitation into motion
"

(p. 21).

Reader. Indeed ? What do you
mean by gravitation ? The attrac-

tive power of the earth, or its ac-

tion, or the weight of the pendu-
lum ? Surely the attractive power of

the earth is not converted into move-
ment

;
for it remains in the earth, and

it continues its work. Neither is the

weight of the pendulum converted

into movement
;
for the pendulum

does not cease, while moving, to

have weight, nor does it weigh more
when, at rest

;
and at the end of its os-

cillation is not found to have expend-
ed or consumed any portion of its

weight. You are therefore obliged
to say that it is the action of the earth

that is converted into movement.
But such an expression can have

no meaning; because the action is

the production of an act, and it is

the act itself, not its production,
that constitutes the formal princi-

ple of the movement. On the

other hand, a production which

becomes the thing produced is

such an absurdity that not even a

lunatic could dream of it. Thus it

is quite evident that in no imagina-
ble sense can gravitation be con-

sidered as converted into movement.
It produces movement, but is not
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converted into it. You see, doctor,

that your so boasted theory has no

foundation either in reason or in

fact.

Biichner. But we cannot deny
that mechanical movement is con-

vertible into heat, that heat may
become light, and that all other

such forces can be transformed.

Reader. I repeat, and, on the

strength of the reasons which I

have brought forward, I maintain

that the term " conversion of

forces
"
may be admitted as a con-

ventional phrase, but not as exhib-

iting a philosophical notion. A
real conversion of mechanical

movement into heat would require

that a movement of translation

should be transformed into a move-

ment of vibration by being distri-

buted among the molecules of the

body which is heated. This I have

already shown to be impossible.

Things follow a different course.

When the hammer falls upon the

anvil, its action (and not its move-

ment) shakes the first range of

molecules which it encounters.

These molecules are thus constrain-

ed to approach the following set of

molecules lying immediately under

them, and to trouble their relative

equilibrium. These latter, in their

turn, trouble the equilibrium of the

following set, and so on till all the

molecules of the anvil partake in the

movement, each molecule undergo-

ing alternate compression and dilata-

tion, the first through the violent ac-

tion of its neighbors, and the second

by the reaction due to its immanent

powers. The consequence of all this

is that a rapid succession of vibra-

tory movements is originated in

each molecule
;
and thus, as soon

as the movement of translation of

the falling hammer is extinguished,
the movement of vibration is awa-

kened in the molecules of both the

anvil and the hammer. Now, what
is this but a case of impact ? Foi

just as the hammer impinges on

the surface of the anvil does each

molecule of the anvil impinge on
its neighbor ;

and therefore what

you call a transformation of me-
chanical into vibratory movement
is not a real transformation of the

one into the other, but the extinc-

tion of the one and the production
of the other. Thus heat is generat-
ed by percussion ;

and in a similar

manner it would be generated by
friction and by other mechanical

processes. Whenever heat is pro-

duced, molecules are set into vi-

brations of a certain intensity, and

their relative equilibrium disturbed.

Evidently, such a disturbance of the

molecular equilibrium is due to in-

teraction of molecules that is, to

molecular impact. Now, I have

already shown, and you have un-

derstood it, I hope, that, in the case

of impact, the movement never

passes identically from this matter

to that, but is produced in the one

at the same rate as it is extinguish-
ed in the other.

I might say a great deal more on

this subject, but here I stop, as I

almost regret having said so much.

Your theory of the conservation of

force does not bear out your
" im-

mortality of force," and is so desti-

tute of proof that it does not de-

serve the honor of a longer refuta-

tion.*

* We are not unfrequently imposed upon by
the infidel phraseology and the bold assertions

of modern scientists. We should remember that

bold assertions in science may be as false as

they are bold. The theory of the indestructibil-

ity of force is one of such assertions
;
and yet it

is trumpeted about as a demonstrated truth. It

is time for us to awake. The seed of atheism is

sown everywhere under cover of positive sci-

ence
;
but the fraud may be easily detected. In-

fidel theories are usually mere trash ; and if we
were to look into them a little more sharply, we
would find that they bear no examination. It is

the duty of our Catholic professors of physics
and mechanics to raise their voices in earnest,

and expose the fraud* instead of gobbling it
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VI.

INFINITY OF MATTER.

Reader. How do you account,

doctor, for your assertion that
"
matter is infinite

"
?

Biichner. In a very simple man-
ner :

' Whether we investigate the

extension of matter in its magni-
tude or minuteness, we never come
to an end or to an ultimate form of

it. When the invention of the mi-

croscope disclosed unknown worlds,
and exhibited to the eye of the in-

vestigator the infinite minuteness
of organic elements, the hope was
raised that we might discover the

ultimate organic atom, perhaps the

mode of its origin. This hope
vanished with the improvement of
our instruments. The microscope
showed that in the hundredth part
of a drop of water there existed a

world of animalcules, of the most
delicate and definite forms, which
move and digest like other animals,
and are endowed with organs, the

structure of which we have little

conception of (p. 23). "We
term the most minute particle of

matter, which we imagine to be no

longer capable of division, an atom,
and consider matter to be compos-
ed of such atoms, acquiring from
them its qualities, and existing by
their reciprocal attraction and re-

pulsion. But the word atom is

merely an expression for a necessa-

ry conception, required for certain

purposes. We have no real notion
of the thing we term atom ; we
know nothing of its size, form, com-
position, etc. No one has seen it.

The speculative philosophers deny

down. We have only pointed out some of the
reasons why the new mechanical theory must be
ejected ; but its pretensions may be more effec-

ually crushed by thorough scientific and mathe-
.tical analysis, as pure philosophical argu-

ments are unfortunately above the comprehen-
sion of most modern students.

its existence, as they do not admit
that a thing can exist which is no

longer divisible. Thus neither ob-

servation nor thought leads us, in

regard to the minuteness of matter,
to a point where we can stop ;

nor

have we any hope that we shall

ever reach that point
"

(p. 24, 25).
Reader. That point has been

reached, doctor. The theory of

primitive, unextended elements is

well known and advocated by good
scientists and thoughtful philoso-

phers. But let this pass, as I long
for your demonstration of the infin-

ity of matter.

Biichner.
"
Like the microscope

in respect to the minuteness, so

does the telescope conduct us to

the universe at large. Astronomers

boldly thought to penetrate into the

inmost recesses of the world
;
but

the more their instruments were

improved, the more worlds expand-
ed before their astonished eyes.
The telescope resolved the whitish

nebulae in the sky into myriads of

stars, worlds, solar and planetary

systems ;
and the earth with its in-

habitants, hitherto imagined to be
the crown and centre of existence,
was degraded from its imaginary
height to be a mere atom moving
in universal space. The distances

of the celestial bodies are so im-
mense that our intellect wonders
at the contemplation of them, and
becomes confused. Light, moving
with a velocity of millions of miles
in a minute, required no less than
two thousand years to reach the

earth from the galaxy ! And th-

large telescope of Lord Rosse has
disclosed stars so distant from us

that their light must have travelled

thirty millions of years before it

reached the earth. But a simple
observation must convince us that

these stars are not at the limit of

space. All bodies obey the law of
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gravitation, and attract each other, no foundation. You imagine that,

In assuming, now, a limitation, the if the world were not infinitely ex-

attractiori must tend towards an panded in all directions, all matter,

imagined centre of gravity, and the by universal gravitation, would have

consequence would be the con- conglomerated into one celestial

glomeration of all matter in one ce- body. But tell me, Does the moon
lestial body. However great the gravitate towards the earth ?

distances may be, such an union Biichner. Of course it does,

must happen ;
but as it does not Reader. How do you account,

happen, although the world exists then, for the fact that the moon has

from eternity, there can be no at- not fallen, nor is likely to fall, on

traction towards a common centre, the earth ? Is it because the moon
And this gravitation towards a is attracted by some matter lying

centre can only be prevented by outside its orbit ?

there being, beyond the bodies visi- Biichner. It is on account of

ble to us, others still further which centrifugal force accompanying its

attract from without and so forth curvilinear motion.

ad infinitum. Every imagined limi- Reader. I am delighted to see

tation would render the existence that you can explain the fact with-

of the world impossible
"

(pp. 25, out appealing to the infinity of

26). matter. Let us go on. As the

Reader. Is this the whole of yoar moon gravitates towards the earth,

argument ? so do all satellites towards their

Biichner. Yes, sir. planets, and all planets towards the

Reader. I should like to know sun. And yet none of the satellites

how could the large telescope of have fallen into their planets, and

Lord Rosse disclose stars so distant none of the planets into the sun.

from us that their light must have Is this owing to the matter which

travelled thirty millions of years lies outside of the planetary and

before it reached the earth ? Do you solar system ? I presume, doctor,

not know that in thirty millions of that the enormous distance of fixed

years light travels two million mil- stars from us will not encourage
lions of times over the distance from you to believe that their attraction

the earth to the sun ? And do you on any planet can cope with its

hope the world will believe that, gravitation towards the sun. On
thanks to Lord Rosse's telescope, it the other hand, this gravitation is

has been possible to determine the not neutralized by the action of

parallax of a star two million mil- any exterior matter
;
for all planets

lions of times more distant from us actually obey the solar attraction,

than we are from the sun ? The as their orbital movement conclu-

world indeed is ignorant and cred- sively shows. This same orbital

ulous
;
but when the lie is too im- movement implies also a centrifu-

pudent, it is apt to cry you down gal tendency ;
and this tendency

as a charlatan. You are most im- sufficiently prevents the falling of

prudent, doctor. You had no need the planets on the sun. This is

of Lord Rosse's telescope for your unquestionable doctrine,

argumentation ;
and your mention Biichner. I admit the doctrine.

of the distant stars disclosed by it Reader. Accordingly it is evi-

was therefore an inexcusable blun- dent there is no need of infinite

der. But the argument itself has matter to prevent the celestial
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bodies from clustering into one

central body. Centrifugal forces,

in fact, are sufficient, even by your
own admission, to remove all dan-

ger of such a catastrophe ;
and

centrifugal forces are to be found

wherever there is curvilinear move-
ment around a centre of attraction,

that is, throughout all the world,

according to astronomical induc-

tion. Consequently your argu-
ment in favor of the infinity of mat-

ter is a mere delusion.

Buchner.
"
If we can find no

limit to minuteness, and are still

less able to reach it in respect to

magnitude, we must declare matter

to be infinite in either direction,

and incapable of limitation in time

or space. If the laws of thought
demonstrate an infinite divisibility

of matter, and if it be further im-

possible to imagine a limited space
or a nothing, it must be admitted

that there is here a remarkable con-

cordance of logical laws with the

results of our scientific investiga-
tions

"
(p. 27).

Reader. Your great scientific in-

vestigations give no result that fa-

vors the infinity of matter. This

we have just seen. Logical laws

give no better results. It is idle,

doctor, to assume that there is any
law of thought which demonstrates

the infinite divisibility of matter
;

and it is as capricious to assert the

impossibility of imagining that the

space occupied by matter is lim-

ited. You say that outside that

space there would be nothing, and
therefore there would be no space

except that occupied by matter
;

whence you conclude that space
would be limited. Do not fear,

doctor, for the fate of space. Out-
side the space which is occupied
by matter there is yet infinite

space unoccupied by matter. Space
is not made up of matter. Move

the matter; you will not move

space. Remove all matter
; space

will not disappear. Of course you
cannot understand this, because

whoever blots God out of the world

extinguishes the source of his in-

tellectual light, and is therefore

doomed to grope for ever in the

dark. But we Christian philoso-

phers, who admit a God infinite

and immense, have no great diffi-

culty to understand how there can

be space not occupied by matter.

Wherever God is, there is space
which can be occupied by matter

;

for wherever God is, there he can

create any amount of matter
;
and

wherever matter can be placed,
there is space ; for space is nothing
but the possibility of locating mat-

ter.

It is not my intention to dilate

on this topic, nor is it necessary.
To answer your difficulty I need

only say that space, though void of

matter, is always full of God's sub-

stance, to whose immensity alone

we must resort, if we desire to ac-

count at all for the existence of in-

finite space.

VII.

DIGNITY OF MATTER.

Reader. I scarcely expected,

doctor, that you would devote a

chapter of your book to such a tri-

fling and unscientific subject as the

dignity of matter. Is not matter,
as such, the lowest of all known
substances ? What is the dignity
of matter ?

Buchner. You belong to the old

school, sir. I will tell you what is

the modern view of matter :

" To de-

spise matter and our own body be-

cause it is material, to consider na-

ture and the world as dust which we
must endeavor to shake off, nay, to

torment our own body, can only arise
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from a confusion of notions, the re-

sult of ignorance and fanaticism
'

(p. 28).

Reader. You begin with a false

assumption, doctor. We of the old

school do not despise the body
"
because it is material." God cre-

ated matter; and whatever pro-
ceeds from God is very good. We,
however, consider the body as of a

lower nature than our rational soul,

and try to put a check to its un-

ruly appetites a thing which you,

being a physician, will surely ap-

prove and commend as conducive

to the preservation of health, not to

say of morality.
Biichner.

" Matter is not inferior

to, but the peer of, spirit ;
the one

cannot exist without the other;

and matter is the vehicle of all

mental power, of all* human and

earthly greatness
"

(p. 28).

Reader. This is, doctor, the most

abject and degrading material-

ism.

Buchner. I am not afraid of this

word, sir.
" We frequently hear

those persons contemptuously call-

ed materialists who do not share the

fashionable contempt for matter,
but endeavor to fathom by its means
the powers and laws of existence

;

who have discerned that spirit

could not have built the world out

of itself, and that it is impossible to

arrive at a just conception of the

world without an exact knowledge
of matter and its laws. In this

sense the name of materialist can

nowadays be only a title of

honor. It is to materialists that

we owe the conquest over matter

and a knowledge of its laws, so

that, almost released from the

chains of gravitation, we fly with

the swiftness of the wind across the

plain, and are enabled to communi-

cate, with the celerity of thought,
with the most distant parts of the

globe. Malevolence is silenced by
such facts

;
and the times are past

in which a world produced by a

deceitful fancy was considered of

more value than the reality
"

(p.

29).

Reader. You commit blunders

upon blunders, doctor. We do not

call materialists those who do not

share
"
the fashionable contempt for

matter," but those who deny the

existence of a spiritual soul, or

teach that matter is not inferior to,

but the peer of, spirit, and that the

one cannot exist without the other,

just as you teach. And therefore

your definition of materialism is

your first blunder. Again, con-

tempt for matter is not, and never
has been, "fashionable"; second
blunder. That materialists en-

deavor "
to fathom the powers and

laws of existence
"

is a third blun-

der
;
for they are not even capable

of fathoming their own ignorance,
as our present discussion shows

very clearly. A further blunder is

to speak of
"
the powers and laws

of existence," as if there were any
law of existence. A fifth blunder
is to give credit to the materialists

for having discerned
"
that spirit

could not have built the world out

of itself." This was discerned long

ago by Christian philosophers ;

whereas your materialists have
even failed to discern that spirit

could create the world out of no-

thing. A sixth blunder is contain-

ed in your assertion that
"

it is to

materialists that we owe the con-

quest over matter and a knowledge
of its laws." Indeed, you might as

well say that we owe light to dark-

ness, and wisdom to dolts. Go
and study, O great doctor and presi-

dent of the medical association of

Hessen-Darmstadt ! and then tell

us whether Newton, Volta, Galileo,

Galvani, Biot, Ampere, Cuvier,
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Faraday, Liebig, and scores of

other great scientists were material-

ists. To such men we owe modern

science; but what does science owe
to your materialists ? What law

did they discover ? What conquests
have they achieved ? It is absurd

for them to complain of
' malevo-

lence
" when they are treated with

the contempt they deserve. They
are, in fact, mere plunderers and
traitors of science.

But I wonder, doctor, whether

your love of materialism is much
calculated to show the dignity of

matter. You have not adduced as

yet any reason why we should think

of matter very highly. You have

said, indeed, that matter is
"
the peer

of spirit
"

;
but this is mere twaddle,

as you admit of no other spirit than

what would be a result of material

combination. I want something
better something like a good argu-
ment before I can appreciate the

dignity of matter.

Biichner.
" Pretended worship-

pers of God have in the middle ages
carried their contempt for matter

so far as to nail their own bodies,
the noble works of nature, to the

pillory
"

(p. 29).

Reader. What do you mean ?

Biichner.
" Some have tormented,

others crucified themselves . . ."

(ibid.)

Reader. Who crucified himself?

When ? Where ? Can any one
nail himself to a cross any more
than he can raise himself by his

belt ?

Biichner.
" Crowds of flagellants

travelled through the country, ex-

hibiting their lacerated backs.

Strength and health were under-
mined in the most refined manner,
in order to render to the spirit

'nsidered as independent of the

body its superiority over the sin-

ful flesh
"

(p. 29).

Reader. The flagellants were a

set of fanatics
;
but their excesses

do not prove the dignity of matter.

After all, had they been materialists,

they would surely have done some-

thing worse than to scourge them-
selves. They may have undermin-
ed their strength and their health,

as you remark
;

but how much

greater is the number of materialists

who shorten their lives by shameful

disorders, since they have lost all

hope of a future and better life ? Do
you pretend that what is done by
your adepts for the sake of worldly
or sensual pleasure cannot be done

by Christians for the sake of eter-

nal salvation ? We believe in eter-

nal salvation, and we know what

we believe. Strength and health

are goods of a lower order than

morality, and no true man would
hesitate to endanger them for a su-

perior good. But on what authori-

ty do you assume that in the middle

ages strength and health were un-

dermined "
in the most refined man-

ner
"

?

Biichner.
" Feuerbach relates

that S. Bernard had, by his exag-

gerated asceticism, lost his sense of

taste, so that he took grease for

butter, oil for water
"

(p. 30).

Reader. You know that Feuer-

bach is no authority ;
and yet I

should like to know, how can a man
lose his sense of taste by asceticis?n ?

Does asceticism affect the tongue
or the palate ? S. Bernard lived

sixty-three years, in spite of contin-

uous intellectual and corporal work,
so that you can scarcely say that

his manner of undermining his

strength and health was " most re-

fined." As to grease and butter, I

have the honor to inform you that

S. Bernard seldom tasted either, as

they were excluded from the Cister-

cian table. What do you say to that ?

Biichner.
" Rostan reports that
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in many cloisters the superiors were whether the earth is a globe or a

in the habit of frequently bleeding plain ? what was God's design ?

their monks, in order to repress their No! That would be an impossi-

passions
"

(p. 30). bility. To start from God in the

Reader. Bosh investigation of nature is a phrase
Buchner. " He further states that without meaning. The unfortunate

injured nature avenged itself, and tendency to proceed in the investi-

that rebellion, the use of poison and gation of nature from theoretical

the dagger against superiors, were premises, and to construe the world

by no means rare in these living and natural truths by way of specu-
tombs

"
(p. 30). lation, is long abandoned

;
and it is

Reader. And you believe such by pursuing an opposite course of

lies ? Of course there is no reason scientific investigation that the great

why they should not be circulated advance of our knowledge of nature

among the ignorant and supersti- in recent times must be ascribed
'

tious. They are fond of believing (pp. 31, 32).

such things, and they are served Reader. It is evident that all

according to their taste. The sup- our knowledge begins in sensible

ply always meets the demand. Oh ! representations, and therefore de-

how truly right was S. Paul when pends on matter. But how can you
he said that those who turn a deaf infer from this the dignity of mat-

ear to truth are doomed to swallow ter ? When you ascend a ladder,

fables ! Those who do not believe the first step is always the lowest
;

the Catholic Church, the highest which shows the contrary of what

authority on earth, by just judg- you wish to prove. Matter is the

ment stupidly believe the lies of a lowest of all objects of knowledge,
Rostan and of a hundred other while the highest is God. From
charlatans of modern times. But matter we start, and in God we
let us not forget the real point at must end. This every one admits;
issue. Your object was to show you, however, assume that some

the dignity of matter. Where are philosophers
"
start from God, and

your proofs? Do you think that not from matter." Who are they ?

the dignity of matter can be estab- Are they, forsooth, those who teach

lished by defamation ? Every in- that matter has been created by

telligent reader will infer, on the God? Then you are unjust to

contrary, that it is from lack of them, and falsify the history of sci-

reasons that you are obliged to dis- ence, by giving us to understand

grace your work with libel and that they could not tell us whether

slander. the sun moves or is at rest, and

Buchner. I am not a forger, whether the earth is a globe or a

after all. I have cited my authoru plain. It was not the atheist or

ties. But the dignity of matter the materialist that taught us as-

appears from the fact that it is to tronomy and geography. The ma-

matter that we owe science.
" Have terialist can only tell us, as you do,

those who start from God and not that
"
all natural and mental forces

from matter ever given us any clue are inherent in matter
'

(p. 32),

as to the quality of matter and its which is no science at all
;
and

laws, after which they say the world that
"
in matter alone forces can

is governed ? Could they tell us manifest themselves," or that
" mat-

whether the sun moves or is at rest ? ter is the origin of all that exists
'
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which is the reverse of

science. This they can prate; but

as for the great laws of nature, they
hud to learn them from us I

mean from men who did not preach
the dignity of matter with the fool-

ish and ignoble purpose of dethron-

ing God. You condemn those who
"construe the world and natural

truths by way of speculation."
This I have already answered

;
but

1 may remind you that by condemn-

ing speculation you condemn your-
self. Experimental knowledge is

very good ;
but it is by speculation

alone that our knowledge acquires
its scientific character. Hence

your view of science without spe-
culation is as absurd as your assump-
tion of matter without spirit and
without God. This may suit mate-

rialists, for they stop supinely at

the lowest step of the ladder
;
but

intellectual men have a mind to as-

cend the ladder to the very top.

What is the use of knowing matter,
if you know nothing else ? Matter

is the alphabet of science
;
to study

matter, and to ignore the methods
of rising from matter to spirit, and
from the world to God, is to study
the alphabet alone during all your
life, and to die an abecedarian,
This is what you crave

;
this is what

you adorn with the venerable name
of science

;
whereas we believers

not only study the alphabet, but

also read the great book of the uni-

verse, and know that the book has

an Author, whose thoughts it re-

veals. You have vainly labored to

establish the dignity of matter.

Had you known how to read the

book of nature, you would have
discovered that matter has no nat-

ural dignity but that of being the

lowest work of Him whose works are

all perfect.

TO BE CONTINUED.

WHO WILL REMEMBER?

LIKE as a pebble on the salt sea-sands

That some wave washes to an unknown shore,
So shall we quietly be swept away
From out the millions to be seen no more.

Who will remember, who will say
"
dear friend

"

Who will walk sadly seeking yet a trace

Of well-known footsteps, of caressing hands,
Of some remembrance of a lost, dead face ?

Ask not too much of human hearts that wait ;

Fresh buds will blossom for their eyes at last,

And flowers dead, however sweet they were,

Are, like the whole of earth's dead treasures, past.
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CHURCH MUSIC *

FROM the earliest times music

has had a place in the public wor-

ship of all peoples among the

pagans, among the Jews, among
Christians. Its use in this connec-

tion has been dictated by God him-

self in the act of constituting the

human mind
;

it has, moreover, re-

ceived his express sanction, as we
learn from the ordinances of the

Jewish people. In the new law it

has even been consecrated by his

own divine example, since we read

that our Lord and his apostles

sang hymns together. His birth

was heralded to the world by the

song of his angels, and heaven is

represented to the Christian as a

place where we shall sing for ever

the praises of God.
Church music, therefore, dates

from the origin of Christianity, and
has constituted ever since an inte-

gral, though not an essential, part
of public worship among Chris-

tians.

The church has her simple offices

and her solemn offices, and she has

made the use of music one of the

chief marks by which they are dis-

tinguished.
Church music grew with the

growth of the church. As Chris-

tians increased and prospered, mu-
sic was more and more cultivated,

and was more largely introduced

into their solemn exercises of wor-

ship.

The extent to which sacred music

* A paper read before the CATHOLIC UNION of

Boston, Mass., June 4, 1874.

I.

was cultivated in the early church

cannot be easily determined
;

we
have no reason to think it was very

great.

When Europe emerged from that

sad state of confusion which came
over it with the invasion of the

northern barbarians, and music was

revived as a science and an art,' it

was, like the other branches of learn-

ing, at first confined mostly to the

clergy, and its productions were

for a long time almost exclusively
of a sacred character.

The church being an indestructi-

ble institution, her traditions are

handed down by one generation of

her children to another. It was

thus that in a dark day of confusion

and destruction she preserved for

us the treasures of ancient learning
and the arts

;
and the world to-day

owes to her not only the modern

developments of poetry, painting,

sculpture, and architecture, but also

the beautiful and varied combina-

tions of modern music.

At first, as we have just said,

there was no music but that which

was dedicated to holy purposes,

except such rude melodies as nature

in all ages teaches the most uncul-

tivated.

The musical drama did not exist
;

and music does not seem to have

made any essential part of the pa-

geants or spectacles destined for the

public entertainment.

It was from the church that mu-

sic was introduced into the cham-

ber, the hall, and the street, and
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in the beginning secular music imi- confusion,"but, as we have just said,

tated and borrowed the forms of the words of other sacred pieces

that which was sacred. were foisted among them, so that

The music used in the sacred of- they no longer expressed any one

fices at first and during many cen- idea. Worse far, the gaps were

turies was the plain chant. How even sometimes filled up
'

with

much of this chant was taken from snatches of old songs," the ballads

pagan or Jewish sources cannot be of the day, and tho:>e not always

determined, for authorities differ of the most unexceptionable char-

widely ;
but in any case it was so acter.

modified and improved by the fa- Attempts were also made to vary
thers of the Eastern Church, and the stately measure of the chant,

afterwards in the West by SS. Am- Indeed, all sorts of devices were

brose and Gregory, when they introduced in the search for novelty,

adapted it to the purposes of Chris- and so great had become the abuse

tian worship, that it is now frequent- about the period of the Council of

ly called the ecclesiastical chant, Trent that a celebrated cardinal

though it is oftener called Gregorian, declared that some of the church

from the pope just mentioned. music of his day was so unfit to be

In the beginning it was what its offered to God that nothing but

name indicates plain and simple, invincible ignorance could excuse

It was sung in unison, and its mel- from mortal sin those who offered it.

odies did not exceed the compass At this juncture arose the illus-

of the most ordinary voices. trious Palestrina.

But unison was found monoto- Born in an age of the most viti-

nous, as also the uniformity of time ated taste, and himself not quite ex-

or measure generally observed in empt from its unfavorable influences

plain chant. The first departure at the opening of his professional
from the old and severe forms was career, his exalted and discriminat-

made when, about the middle of the ing genius was guided to disentan-

IXth century, they introduced a gle the sweet spirit of song from tire

sort of rude harmony constructed mazes in which it was well-nigh lost,

on the chant. and to rescue his art from the iner-

But this did not satisfy the crav- ited reproaches which it wras receiv-

ing for change, and the love of noy- ing on every side. He was en-

elty, once indulged, led the way to couraged and assisted in his task by
many excesses. two saints, S. Charles Borromeo and

Baini gives us an example of the S. Philip Neri. When his celebrat-

abuses that then became prevalent, ed Missa Papce Marcelli was first

They would write, for example, heard in 1565, it at once banished
a Mass," he says,

"
taking as a sub- from the churches all the profane

ject the melody of the Gregorian novelties that had preceded it, and
Ave Maria. Three parts in the became the model for church corn-

harmony would sing portions of the positions during the next hundred

A'yrie, Gloria, and Crecfa at the same years, when with Carissimi began
time, while a fourth would take up the change to what is modern,
at intervals the entire Ave Maria" When Pius IV., the reigning pon-

Not merely were the sacred tiff, heard it, he declared it satisfied

words of the composition itself all the requirements of sacred mu-
'

shaken together in most admired sic
;

in fact, so charmed was he by
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its exquisite strains that he compar-
ed it to the melodies that the Apos-
tle S. John had heard in the heaven-

ly Jerusalem, saying that another

John (Palestrina's Christian name
was John) had given us in the earth-

ly Jerusalem a foretaste of the mu-
sic in heaven.

From that day to this the use of

Palestrina's music has been retained

in the Pope's own choir, to the ex-

clusion of all other except the sim-

ple plain chant, with which it is

made to alternate. Even when the

Pope officiates or presides at any
celebration outside his own chapel,
his choir accompanies him and sings
the same music.

It is this music, alia Palestrina,
that travellers go to Rome to hear,

especially during Holy Week. One
generation has thus followed an-

other to Rome for three hundred

years ;
and the harmonies of Pales-

trina, though ever ancient, are, like

the beauty of divine truth, found to

be ever new.

Though Palestrina has retained

his hold on the Papal choir at

Rome, music far different in charac-

ter from his has been introduced
into the other choirs, even of Rome.
The perfection of the organ and

of other instruments used to ac-

company the voices of singers, and
the consequent discovery of other

and more scientific complications
in the art of harmony, especially
since the introduction of the natu-

ral discord, the development of

melody, joined with much greater
skill in execution and the inces-

sant thirst for novelty, have led to

the introduction into nearly all the

churches of compositions in which
the voices and instruments are

heard together in every variety of

combination.

Add to this that about two cen-
turies ago the opera took its rise,

and the dramatic style, followed in

it and developed by it, made its in-

fluence felt in the church.

For kings and princes then be-

gan the practice of selecting the

same musician to preside over the

performances of their theatres and
of their chapels ; nay, the whole
staff of the theatre was brought
into the chapel on Sundays, as is

done to-day in Dresden. Nothing
better and nothing different was

required for the chapel, except the

substitution of other words and a

toning down of the measures of

the drama, and thus the chapel
became merely a sort of sacred

concert-room.

But the maitres de chapelle at

these courts were the first musi-

cians of their day, and their success

in operatic music, sounded over all

Europe, caused their sacred compo-
sitions to be looked on with undis-

criminating favor by the pubHc.
And as the weakness of human na-

ture is such that inferiors naturally
imitate their superiors, and some-
times even copy their faults, it be-

came the fashion to sing in church-

es the sacred music used in court-

chapels, especially as this was more

easily obtained, being printed at

the expense of the courts.

Besides this, the modern com-

posers of opera seem to have the

ambition of composing also for

the church. But they generally

forget how very different the church

and the theatre are, and they sel-

dom care to follow a different

method in the church from that

which gains them applause in the

theatre
;
and the public are fre-

quently as forgetful in this matter

as the composers.
It must be added that the direc-

tors of choirs seem to have a fatal

habit of following, even in church,

if they are allowed, the prevailing
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style set by the latest and most

popular writers for the stage.

When the model so successfully
set by Palestrina was first departed

from, and instrumental music used

in conjunction with vocal, there

may have been a certain gain, as

the chant became more melodious

and less monotonous without losing
its depth and solemnity. Gradual-

ly, however, the grave style of the

older musicians disappeared, and
the music of the church has be-

come, at least in some places, al-

most as light and as airy as that of

the theatre.

This music sometimes seems writ-

ten in derision or contempt of the

sacred words; as, i, when a prayer
of supplication, such as the Kyrie
cleison and Dona nobis pacem, is set

,to numbers as lively as those of a jig

(frequently the case with Haydn).
2. When the words are omitted,

even though they be of importance ;

us the words of the Creed, qui
ex Patre Filioque procedit (nearly

always omitted, even in the longest

Masses of Haydn). 3. When they
are interminably repeated or sense-

lessly inverted. In Mozart's Twelfth

Mass we have : Crucifixus, et homo

factus est.

What shall we say of the operatic

solos, duos, trios, etc., instrumental

interludes, sincopations, etc., which,
to any one who reflects, are in direct

contradiction to all our notions of

what is reverent and appropriate
to the church ?

n.

From what has been said in

the preceding pages, there are

three general forms of church mu-
MC : the plain chant, the music
termed alia Palestrina, and modern
figured music.

(a.) Plain chant is the old and

original song of the church, of

which the forms, like those of a

dead language, are fixed and im-

mutable. Long, long ago the se-

cret of plain chant composition was

lost, and it is probable that we
have lost in great measure also the

secret of its proper execution.
' The leading idea which is re-

presented by plain chant," says Ca-
non Oakeley,*

" and in no degree
by any other style of music, except
that which consists in bare recita-

tive,.is that in certain cases music
best discharges her office by retreat-

ing, as it were, in despair before

certain divine words, and content-

ing herself with merely providing
a vehicle for their utterance, so

simple as not by any studied beau-

ty of its own to detract from their

intrinsic majesty and power. This,
I think, will be admitted to be the

leading idea of plain chant, though
I am far from denying that acci-

dentally this idea produces some
of the most attractive charms of

the divine art in its results. . . .

In many of these accidental in-

stances plain chant not only ex-

eels other music, but absolutely
s-ets it at defiance in its own par-
ticular line." Hence a celebrated
musician is reported to have said

that he preferred the plain chant of

the Preface and the Pater Noster to

all he himself had ever written.

In the beginning this chant was
not even harmonized. It was

plain and unadorned, as its name
implies cantus planus.

(b.) The music of Palestrina is

the last and triumphant result of

the efforts that were made in his

time and before it to vary, to modi-

fy, and to adorn the plain chant,
which all had found too simple and
too monotonous.

Pope John XXII., elected in 1316,

* A /vw Words on Church Choirs and Church
Music.
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complains of the novelties intro-

duced into the execution of plain

chant in his day. These innova-

tions he condemns as unbecoming
and undevotional, especially the

attempts to vary the measure; but

he immediately adds :

" We do not

intend by this to prohibit that oc-

casionally, especially on festival

days, either at the solemn Masses

or the other divine offices, some
harmonious combinations (conso-

nanticR qua mclodiam sapiunt], yiz.,

harmonies of the octave, the fifth,

the fourth, and such like, on the

simple ecclesiastical chant, be sung ;

in such manner, however, that the

integrity of the chant remain un-

touched, and nothing of this grave
and stately music (jnusica bene mo-

rata) be changed, especially since

these harmonies delight the ear, excite

devotion, and prevent the spirit of
those who sing to God from droop-

ing
''

(torpere non sinunt). (Extr.

Comm., lib. iii., cap. i, Docta Sanc-

torum.) This Constitution is the

earliest utterance of the popes con-

cerning church music at least since

innovations were attempted that

we possess. The abuses of which

Pope John XXII. complained con-

tinued to exist, and even to in-

crease, till the time of the Council

of Trent, when Palestrina produced
that style of music which is known

by his name, and which, though
built upon the plain chant, is as un-

like it as Grecian is unlike Italian

architecture. It is equally unlike

modern music. It differs from

plain chant, being an unbroken se-

ries of artistically-constructed har-

monies, in which unison is un-

known. It differs from modern mu-
sic by the absolute disuse of instru-

ments of any kind (even the organ),

by the exclusion of all passages for

sell, and by being written in plain
chant tonality.

" With the grave

Gregorian melody, learnedly elabo-

rated in rigorous counterpoint, and
reduced to greater clearness and

elegance without any instrumental

aid," says Picchianti,
"
Palestrina

knew how to awaken among his

hearers mysterious, grand, deep,

vague sensations that seemed
caused by the objects of an un-

known world, or by superior pow-
ers in the human imagination."

*

(c.) Modern music differs essen-

tially from all that went before it,

and this difference is attributable

to two principal causes : i. The
improvement in the manufacture
and the use of instruments, and
their introduction into the church

;

and, 2, The influence of theatrical

music on that of the church, before

alluded to. Modern music could
not be in ancient times, for the

want of modern instruments. As
the perfection of the art of vaulting

gave us that advance on the simple
lines and heavy masses of Grecian

architecture which we have in

Gothic and Italian architecture,
so the modern developments in

orchestration have changed
in

the

thewhole character of music
church and out of it.

The influence of operatic music,

on that of the church is seen in the

attempt of modern composers of

church music to make it dramatic*

Church music, as Palestrina and
.the other great masters of the old

Roman school had conceived it,

had been treated as an emanation
of pure sentiment, stripped of all

human passion as something ideal.

The modern composers, on the con-

trary, pretend by their music to ex-

press dramatically the sense of the

text. They say that, to be dramatic,
it is not necessary to be theatrical,

and they point to certain composi-

* Apud Bellasis, Memorial of Ckerubini.
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tions of Cherubini, Beethoven, Hum- in threats in a word, the evil

mel, and even Haydn, in which they seems to have attracted general at-

say the contrary is practically de- tention, as a similar evil did in the

monstrated.* time of John XXII. and at the

It must, however, be confessed period of the Council of Trent,
that modern composers, by trying and a remedy is called for.

to be dramatic, have more frequent- I. On account of the unsatisfar-

ly fallen into the great fault of tory character of most modern corn-

being theatrical than they have positions, some have proposed that

avoided it. we should go back plainly and sim-

The use of instrumentation and ply to the original or plain song,
of dramatic expression has given This was proposed in two able ar-

them immense scope, but their sue- tides in THE CATHOLIC WORLD,
cess bears no proportion to their Dec., 1869, and Feb., 1870, and the

talents, their opportunities, their Paulists of New York have actu-

numbers, and the immense quantity ally made the experiment.
'

of their compositions. The reasons in favor of the re-

Like the Athenians of old (Acts sumption of plain chant and the

xvii.) spoken of by S. Paul, they exclusion of all other music may
incessantly crave something new, be stated thus :

and, in their search for novelty, i. It is the original song of the

more often give us what is novel church
;

it is of venerable antiquity;
and strange than what is beautiful it was originated under ecclesias-

and appropriate, so that their tical influences, and has been sane-

compositions hardly ever continue tified by having been always asso-

to be used for a long time
; they ciated with what is best and holiest

are soon thrown aside and forgot- in the history of the church,

ten; and, indeed, we think it no ex- 2. It is so dissimilar from the

aggeration to say that, if all their music of the world that it is recog-

compositions, except a very few, were nized at once and by everybody as

burned, or should otherwise perish, ecclesiastical, and can never be
the church would suffer no loss. confounded with secular music.

In consequence of the failure of 3- It possesses, when well sung,
modern composers to meet the re- an air of stateliness and solemnity

quirements of Catholic devotion, which is never reached by all the

though their music has been intro- refinements and artifices of modern
duced into our churches and given music. If it is less dramatic than

every chance of trial, complaints figured music, it is also more ex-

against it are heard on every side, pressive, because in it the words of

We grumble about it in our con- the ritual speak for themselves natti-

versations
;
we write against its ex- rally and without affectation, and

cesses in the public journals; bish- therefore most eloquently; where-

ops complain of it in pastoral let- as in figured music the words are

ters
; provincial councils are forced made so subservient to the musical

to issue decrees about it
;

the numbers, are so senselessly repeat-

Sovereign Pontiffs themselves not ed and so jumbled together, that

^infrequently raise their voices, their meaning is disguised rather

sometimes in warning, sometimes than conveyed, and they cannot

speak intelligibly to the mind, es-

* Cf. Bdiasis, loco cit. pecially of the uneducated. Now,
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S. Paul says that psalmody should

speak to the understanding; and

Benedict XIV., speaking of S. Au-

gustine, who used to be moved to

tears by the Ambrosian chants he

heard at Milan, says :

" The music

moved him indeed, but still more

so the words he heard. But he

would weep now also for grief; for

although he heard the singing, he

could not distinguish the words."

No one will dare to say that to

the ninety-nine one-hundredths of

every congregation the Requiem of

Mozart, with all its beauty of mel-

ody and its wealth of harmony,
would be as expressive and as pro-
vocative of the feelings proper to

the funeral service as the old and

ever-charming plain chant Re-

quiem.

4. Plain chant is the best safe-

guard against vainglorious display
and its host of attendant evils, be-

cause it allows no scope for per-
sonal exhibition, and does not give
undue prominence to individuals.

5. It is the only chant used in

many places, and is found sufficient

for the purposes of worship.
6. It alone has had the express

authorization of the church.

This is a fair exposition of the

arguments in favor of plain chant.

We admit the full force of the

arguments derived from the venera-

ble antiquity of plain chant, its

Christian origin, its long and ex-

clusive connection with the rites

of religion, its dissimilarity with the

music of the world, its simplicity,
its impressiveness, and its incom-

patibility with individual display ;

but it must be remembered against
it that it requires for its execution,

especially here, where the know-

ledge of it and the taste for it are

to be acquired, conditions not easi-

ly fulfilled; that its range is very
limited; and that, however grand

the impression it sometimes creates,

its resources are soon exhausted
;

whence to those who for a long
time hear it and nothing else it be-

comes extremely monotonous, and
burdens the ear with a dull weight
of sound not always tolerable. This

will be admitted by all who in sem-

inaries and monasteries have been
most accustomed to hear it.

In those countries where plain
chant is exclusively used every
sort of device is resorted to on festi-

val days to escape its monotony,
e.g., by harmonies on the chant
which are out of all keeping with

it, as also by interludes on the

grand orgue, by which one-half of

the words of the text are absolute-

ly omitted, and the recollections

of the world are frequently as

vividly brought to mind as by any
modern vocal compositions.
No one will deny the appropri-

ateness and impressiveness of plain
chant on certain solemn occa-

sions, especially those of sorrow,
but it is confessedly unequal to the

task of evoking and expressing the

feelings of Christian joy and tri-

umph. If the plain chant Requiem
is superior to Mozart's, the Masses
of Haydn are far more suitable to

the joys of Easter-day than any-

thing we can find in plain chant.

The writer in THE CATHOLIC
WORLD before alluded to tells us

that plain chant prays. Give me,
he says, the chant that prays. But

prayer is fourfold, like the Sacrifice

of the Mass ; viz., it is latreutic

that is, the homage of adoration
;

it

is propitiatory, inasmuch as it tries

to appease God's anger ;
it is impe-

tratory that is, it asks and suppli-
cates for what we need ; but it is

also eucharistic that is, it gives
God praise and thanksgiving.

Now, if plain c'uint express* s bet-

ter our feelings of adoration and
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supplication, it certainly must bor- day, says :

"
It is a sufficient argu-

row from figured music the tri- ment that this use (of organic or

umphant strains of praise and figured music) is retained through-

thanksgiving, out the church, and that in the

However, if the argument from very church of Rome itself, and in

authority for plain chant held good, the chapel of the Sovereign Pontiff,

notwithstanding all we have said, the divine offices are sung after

we should instantly waive further this manner." He then proceeds to

discussion. But the force of this comment as strongly as any one on

argument we absolutely deny. the danger of excesses and abuses ;

Dr. Burney has created the im- only he does not seem to feel, either

pression that the Council of Trent with the objectors of his day or

was at one time on the point of with some writers of the present

banishing figured music from the time, that figured music is intrin-

church. This was not the case, sically mischievous, any more than

Benedict XIV. (1. xi., c. 7, De Syn. that it is ecclesiastically irregular.

Dicec.}, following Cardinal Palla- A later and better authority,

vicini, the historian of the council, Benedict XIV., speaking as a theo-

says : 'It was proposed by some logian in his work De Synodo Dicec.,

bishops, zealous for ecclesiastical loco cit., and as Pope, in his Con-

discipline, that musical chant stitution Animus, igth Feb., 1749,
should altogether be banished from addressed to the bishops of the

the churches, and the plain chant Pontifical States, says that it would
alone retained

; [but] as others ob- be an extreme measure to banish

served that this novelty \sic\ would figured music from the church, and

give rise to innumerable complaints that he considers it sufficient to

and immense trouble, it was finally banish such music as is theatrical

resolved, not that musical chants (modi theatrales).

should be prohibited, but that they Much has been made of the plea
should be reformed, according to that plain chant is the only chant

certain rules, to the requirements that has ever been expressly author-

of piety and gravity." And, in fact, ized.

the Council of Trent merely de- Now, it must be remembered, i,

creed that Ordinaries should ban- that when plain chant originated,
ish from their churches that music music was not used outside of the

in which, either by the organ or by church, and that in the dark ages
the chant, anything lascivious or churchmen were the only ones who

impure is introduced, in order that knew music, and that the church

the house of God may seem to be was necessarily its guardian ; and,
and may be a house of prayer

'

2, that for three hundred years

(Sess. xxii., Deer, de obs. et ev. in the church has treated her au-

cel. Missce.) The other decree (Sess. thorized version with strange in-

xxiv., cap. 12, De Ref.) adds nothing curia ; for of this chant there is now
to this. no version commanded (though the

The teaching of the theologians differences of versions are very re-

is much more lenient than that of markable indeed), and till within a

many of our modern dogmatists. year or two there was no version

The great theologian, Suarez (De to which any special authorization or

Orat. Voc., lib. iii., c. 8), arguing even recommendation was given by

against Navarre, a rigorist of his the popes. Even the version now
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being prepared under the supervi-

sion of the Roman Congregation
of Rites is merely recommend-

ed.

We must be excused for this long

argument about plain chant, but

we have been forced into it by the

exaggerations of the advocates of

this chant, who are, like some of

the advocates of Gothic architec-

ture, extremists, and in their zeal

fear not to censure the whole

church, and even the Pope him-

self.

They indeed censure the church
;

for the use of figured music has

penetrated everywhere with epis-

copal sanction and Papal toleration,

and, say what we may, it must be

admitted that all the theories ad-

vanced for the exclusive use of

plain chant have invariably fallen

to the ground under the hand of

practice.
We deny, then, the obligation of

confining ourselves to plain chant,
if we except that which is in the

Missal and the Pontifical, and which

contains what is sung by the priest
or bishop at the altar.

But while we deny the obligation
of using the plain chant exclusive-

ly, we would retain a large portion
of it, i, because there are parts of

it so appropriate to special services

that we can invent nothing better
;

such as the Requiem, the Lamenta-

tion?, the Veni Creator, and many
hymns, and the incomparable

psalm tones, as charming to-day as

when heard by S. Augustine, who

says of them :

" As the voices

flowed into my ears, truth was in-

stilled into my heart, and the affec-

tions of piety overflowed in tears

of joy." 2. Because, like our vest-

ments and other appendages of our

ceremonial, it carries us back to

the never-to-be-forgotten past. 3.

Because by being used alternately

(as in the Papal choir) with music
of a different and more modern

character, it contributes most pow-
erfully, by the effect of contrast, to

the dignity and grandeur of church

celebrations.

TO BE CONCLUDED NEXT MONTH.

COMPARISON OF WAVES WITH FLOWERS.

CERTAINLY, no more am I glad-
dened by the emulous reflections

which the earth and sea, with dark
shades and distant projections,
form

;
when alike in charms and

powers the sparkling foam com-

petes with snow-white flowers, for

the garden, envious of the curling
waves of ocean, loves to imitate

their motion, and the amorous

zephyr gives back the perfumes
which it drinks in by blowing over
the shining waters, and makes the

waving leaves an ocean of bright
flowers

;
when the sea, sad to view

the natural beauties of the garden,
while it tries to adorn its own realm,

destroys its majestic mien, and, sub-

ject to second laws, blends with

sweet effect fields of blue with

waves of green ;
colored now like

heaven's blue dome, now plum-
ed with various hues, the garden
seems a sea of flowers, and the sea

a garden of bright foam. Calde-

ron.
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A GLIMPSE OF THE GREEN ISLE.

in.

CONCLUDED.

I RETURN to some incidents in our

journey to and arrival at Dublin.

Goold's Cross is the nearest station

to the Rock of Cashel, from which
it is distant about five miles. We
alight here. We go to visit one who
is kin and more than kind. His
lares are enshrined at Mora House.
An Irish conveyance, called a cover-

ed car, takes us thither pretty

comfortably. There are three kinds

of cars for the transportation of

travellers in Ireland, not including
the

" low-backed car
' which is, or

was, designed for the movement of

farm produce, and, according to

Sam Lover, of rustics on ante-nup-
tial expeditions intent. Apropos,
I did not see a specimen of the

'low-backed car'
1

from Queens-
town to Kingstown. That time-

honored and poetical vehicle seems
to have given place to a modern

box-cart, in the East and South at

least. The three varieties of car

above mentioned belong to the

genus known as jaunting-cars.

First, there is the
*

outside car,"
on which the passengers are seated

facing outward and back to back.

The space between the backs of

the sitters is railed off into a place
for baggage or, Anglic^ luggage
called the

"
well." It is one of the

wells in which truth is not always
to be found. At the front end of
'

the well
'

is a raised seat for the

driver. The ;<

outside car
'

fur-

nishes seats for from two to three

persons on each side. When the

seats are not full, the driver usual-

ly sits on a side
"
to balance the

cyar." The "inside car' is the

converse of the "outside." In the

former the sitters face each other
;

their legs are in a space between
the wheels, instead of outside them,
as on the latter. It is entered by
a small door at the back. The
driver occupies a raised seat in

front. The ; '

covered car
'

is an
'

inside
"
with a high, square cover-

ing of black oil-cloth. It is used
in rainy weather. It has some dis-

advantages. You can see only

through the curtain at the back.

There are no openings at the sides,

and the small glazed apertures in

front are placed too high to admit
even of an occasional glimpse of

the face of Nature. You can only
see the dame from behind. Both
the

"
inside

"
and the

"
covered

car
"
have a tendency to tilt back-

wards. You are eternally slipping
down the seat toward the door. A
sudden start may drop you out like

a too well-warmed plate from the

hand of a greedy guest. .1 came
near dropping out once or twice in

a ride of a few miles. In one of

these conveyances it is wise to take

a double hitch around infant Amer-
ica.

A hearty welcome meets us at

Mora House. It is situated in the

heart of a most lovely country."
The house is embowered in trees
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and shrubbery. The walls, offices,

and outhouses are covered with

ivy. Along the front of the house

is a conservatory. Around it are

parterres with evergreens and early

flowers, and borders of dark-green
box. Broad pastures, spreading
their green slopes into the distance,

are relieved here and there by
clumps of tall oaks. Cattle and

sheep dot the landscape, giving it

life without taking from its beauti-

ful repose. In the background the

Rock of Cashel, with its ruins and

lofty round tower, rears its grim
silhouette against the evening sky.
The frame of the picture is com-

pleted by the mountains of misty
blue in the far distance. Among
them towers the peak from which,

according to tradition, his sable

majesty in a very hungry moment
doubtless is said to have taken a

"Devil's Bit." Over all this is

spread a sky half blue, half cloud,
with the softest of clare-obscures.

What a feeling of peace steals over

my soul as I look upon this sweet

landscape ! What a lovely spot for

that retirement,
"
friend to life's

decline,"

1 To husband out life's taper at the close,
And keep the lamp from wasting by repose "!

Alas ! there is no such gentle
decline for us, poor nomads of the

New World ! We must work with

tongue, or pen, or sword, or pencil

by the failing light of the lamp
until the last of its flickering rays
dies into darkness for ever.

After luncheon our gentle cousin
takes us to look at his horses and
his dogs. One is a Mount St. Ber-

nard, a colossal brute and a prime
favorite. Then we visit his kitchen

'garden, and his cows, and his bee-

Jiives, and, in short, everything that
is his. Next we examine the paint-
ings and the photographs; among

the former a life-size oil-painting,

by O'Keefe, of an uncle, a univer-

sity man, a brilliant scholar, who
sat in more than one professor's
chair.

Thus we occupied the time until

dinner was announced. Then we
sat down to one of those long-

drawn-out, old-fashioned dinners

which commence at six in the eve-

ning and end any time before mid-

night. Gentle cousin, having heard
the Lady from Idaho express a de-

sire to see an Irish turf-fire, had
one made in the dining-room ;

and
a bright, pleasant, cheerful, cleanly
fire it is. We persuaded the ladies

to honor in the breach, for this

once, the absurd British custom of

withdrawing from the table after the

dessert. What a pleasant evening
we spent !

Next morning we found rain still

falling. It softened the atmosphere
without obscuring it. The Rock
of Cashel loomed up grimly but

distinctly in the distance.

There is now little that is regal
about "Cashel of the Kings." It

has its ruins, but nothing else. The
* ^^

approaches to the ruins show more
of poverty and discomfort than I

remember to have seen in any other

town in Ireland. There is a ma-

jesty about the ruins. The rock
on which they stand is about three

hundred feet high. There is a

lofty round tower in a good state

of preservation. The frescos in

one of the halls, said to have been
the council-chamber, are in a state

of wonderful freshness. The floors

of some of the apartments in the

second story seem as perfect as

ever they could have been. The
carved stone-work over the porch
of one of the entrances to Cor-
mac's Chapel, I think is the ad-

miration of connoisseurs. Every
foot of this ground awakens a his-
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torical remembrance. I see the

rude rulers of ancient Ireland as-

sembled in their regal state. The
second Henry and Edward Bruce

pass before my mind's eye. I see

that fierce and unscrupulous no-

bleman, the eighth of the Geraldine

earls of Kildare, and think of his

astonishing ideas of right and

wrong. When Mormon Harry took

him to task for burning the Cathe-

dral of Cashel, he pleaded as his

excuse that when he fired the

church he thought the bishop was
in it ! What a pleasant neigh-
bor Lord Gerald must have

been !

We have a delightful drive to the

little old town of Thurles. The
green of the fields and the hedges
is enhanced by the contrast of

thousands of soft, yellow primroses.
How purely fresh those primroses
look ! Here bunches of violets

peer forth bashfully, their modest
little faces freshly washed by the

gently-dropping rain !

Thurles is a station on the Great
Southern and Western Railway.
There we take rail for Dublin. It

is an old town with a quaint old

ivy-mantled tower which dates from
the XHIth century. The tower
stands by a bridge, and watches over

an infant stream that becomes a

broad river before it reaches the

sea. It is a relic of the time when
Thurles was a walled town. Thurles
is the seat of the Catholic Arch-

bishop of Cashel. There are two

convents, the Presentation and the

rrsuline. The Sisters of the form-
er institution devote themselves to

the education of the poor. The
rrsuline Sisters have an academy
for young ladies of the wealthier

and more aristocratic classes. The
Presentation school gets a share of

the Government educational fund,
and is subject to the supervision of

the Government inspectors. The
mode of teaching in the Presenta-

tion school is very similar to that

of the public schools in New York.

The children sang in chorus re-

markably well. There is also a

collegiate institution for the educa-

tion of candidates for the priest-

hood. We visited both convents,

and were kindly and hospitably
received.

Among the objects most worthy
of a visit is the cathedral, which in

taste and magnificence of decora-

tion promises to surpass all mo-
dern ecclesiastical buildings in Ire-

land. It has rich marbles from

Italy, fine specimens of native

marble, lapis lazuli and verd-antique^
in stones that are worth their weight
in gold. Some of the work on the

altars is exquisite. The cathedral

will be a superb memorial of the

piety and taste of the present arch-

bishop, Dr. Leahy. We had the

pleasure of visiting, and being visit-

ed by, that distinguished ecclesias-

tic and most refined and courteous

gentleman. Very kindly and hos-

pitably did he entreat us.

About four or five miles from

Thurles are the ruins of floly Cross

Abbey. Our ride thither was

through a delightful country in all

the humid beauty of an Irish spring.
The ruins are not extensive. They
have been so often and so minutely
described that a detailed descrip-
tion is not necessary here. Besides,
I am not writing a guide-book. I

must mention, however, a stone bal-

ustrade which is quite artistic in its

effect. The principal window is a

splendid piece of work. It is in

excellent preservation. There are

a number of tombs of considerable

age in the abbey. Near the princi-

pal window is one to which a sin-

gular legend is attached, It was

related to us by the guardian of the
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place, an old woman of eighty,

but hale and hearty, chatty and

cheerful such a pleasant female

Old Mortality as the immortal Sir

Walter would have loved to study
and depict. I have often wondered
at the cheerfulness with which the

old among the Irish poor bear the

burden of lengthened existence.

The tomb is of stone, and in its up-

per surface is a hollow. The old

woman told us that it was worn by
a rain-drop which for many years
fell unceasingly from the roof until

the constant dropping wore into the

stone the hollow that we saw. The

drop began to fall on the commis-
sion of some crime, or some offence

against the church she did not

recollect which by
" one of the

family" "perhaps some trouble

with the priest of the parish." It

continued to fall, drip, drip, drip,
rain or shine, year in and year out,

until the crime was atoned for,

or the offence pardoned, or the

family sold out and left the country.
Then the drop ceased to fall, and
has never fallen since.

" Do you think the story is really
true ?" asked the Lady from Idaho
of the old custodian.

" Do I think its thrue, ma'am ?"

said the old woman, giving her ter-

ritorial ladyship a diplomatic look.
"
Shure, it isn't for the likes o'

me to be denyin' the likes of that.

And shure, ma'am, can't you see the

hole for yourself?"
' Of course. There is no better

proof than that."
" And don't you see, ma'am, that

it's rainin' now at the very minnit

that I'm talkin' to ye ?"
" There certainly can be no

doubt about that," replied the Lady
from Idaho, glancing upwards at

the umbrella which Cousin George
held over her head.

' And don't you see, ma'am, that

niver a dhrop falls on the tomb
where the hole is, now ?" added the

old woman triumphantly.
"

I do indeed," replied Mine.
Idaho.

" That last argument is

conclusive. Even if it were not, I

am of easy faith in such matters."
" And wisely so," chimed in Cou-

sin George.
"
Doubting Thomas

makes a miserable traveller. He
loses the pleasures of travel in the

search for proofs that he is not en-

joying himself without proper war-

rant. If he finds evidence for us

that our pleasures of association

are not justified by fact, that we
have no right to be pleased by le-

gends he can disprove, we tell him
he is a fool for his pains. We do
not want his facts. We are deter-

mined to believe in our favorite

legends, in spite of him and all the

Gradgrinds in the world."

The old woman looked at Cousin

George with rather a puzzled air.

She had listened most attentively,

leaning her old head forward, and
with withered forefinger pushing
back her mob-cap from her time-

dulled ear; but Cousin George's

harangue was evidently Greek to

her. She instinctively divined,

nevertheless, that George was talk-

ing on her side of the question ;

for she said, nodding her head ap-

provingly the while :

-
"
Faith, and shure it's mighty

right ye are, yer honor !"

A gratuity, calculated according
to the American standard, resulted

in a series of blessings and a succes-

sion of antique
"
dips," known as

; '

courtesies
'

by the Irish peasant
women of a past generation.
We took the cars again at

Thurles on our way Dublin-ward.

There is an air of comfort and

solidity about the few farm-houses

we notice on our route, but they
were indeed few. The proportion
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of land under tillage was compara- Bridge terminus, so called from

lively very small. The country being near the bridge erected over
seemed generally to be in pastur- the Liffey to commemorate the

age. Large flocks of sheep and visit to Dublin of the fourth of the

herds of cattle were to be seen, royal personages so imflatteringly
The small proprietors and farmers designated by the author of Childc

had disappeared. We saw a con- Harold. A charming Irish land-

pie of women working in the fields, scape greets the eye as you ap-
This annoyed the Lady from Idaho proach the city; on the left the

very much. She said that no mat- prettiest portion of the Liffey and
ter how beautiful the landscape the Phoenix Park

;
on the right a

might be, that blot destroyed all gently-undulating expanse of green
her enjoyment of it. Our travel- fields bordered by old trees and

ling companion, Viator, bade her dotted with ancient churches and
season her admiration for a while picturesque cottages, bounded in

until she reached the interior the distance by the soft outline of
of Germany, where she would see the Wicklow Hills,

many a team of wayward sisters One of our party expected to

harnessed to the plough and driven meet a brother whom he had not

by a beery lord of the creation, seen since they were both boys
Mine. Idaho said she did not want nearly a quarter of a century ago.
to go where such sights could be Arrived at the terminus, and once
seen. more restored to liberty by the un-

\Ve pass Kildare, with its locking of the carriage-doors, he
world-famed ; '

Curragh," an exten- looked around anxiously for the in-

sive flat, on which a few thousand dividual he expected to find wait-

British troops were encamped at ing for him. He could pick out

the time. At every station we find no one in the crowd whom he could
a policeman or two casting argus claim as a brother,

eyes over things in general. Phy-
; '

I do not think there is any one

sically, the policemen the
"
Royal here," said Mr. Hibernicus with an

Irish Constabulary
"

are among air of disappointment, after vainly
the finest specimens of the genus peering into the faces of a dozen
homo I have seen. They are tall, gentlemen, who seemed rather sur-

generally over six feet, and magnifi- prised by his close scrutiny,

cently moulded. Their uniform,
* What kind of a brother do you

though somewhat sombre, is in expect, Mr. Hibernicus?" asked

good taste : a dark, green tunic and the Lady from Idaho,

trousers, with a small, visorless for-
p<

I assure you, my dear madam,"
age-cap ornamented in front with replied Mr. Hibernicus,

"
I have

a harp in scarlet. not the remotest idea what Jack
Clondalkin, which is within a few looks like now. He was quite a

miles of Dublin, possesses a round boy when we parted, and I have not

tower in excellent preservation. It seen even a photograph of him
is about eighty feet. high. The en- since. I hoped that instinct would
.trance is about twelve feet from reveal to me, as to honest Jack
the ground. It has four openings Falstaff, the 'true prince.'
or windows some ten feet below We stood irresolute for a mo-
the roof. ment, when a gentleman with a

We are in Dublin, at King's long beard a FAmfoicaine ap-
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preached our group. Raising his

hat, and acknowledging the pre-

sence of ladies by a bow, he said to

Mr. Hibernicus, who was still en-

deavoring to bring his instinct into

play :

"
May I ask, sir, if you are look-

ing for anybody ?"
"
I am looking for my brother,

sir," replied Mr. Hibernicus.
"
Per-

mit me to inquire if you expect any
one?"

"
I expect my brother," returned

the gentleman.
"Are you Jack?"
"

I am Jack."
" How are you, Jack?"
And the brothers, after a vigor-

ous hand-shake and some inquiries
after

"
So-and-so," took things as

coolly as if they had only been

parted a quarter of an hour instead

of a quarter of a century.

Decidedly, people born to the

English tongue have a horror of

anything approaching to demon-
strative sensibility. They have no-

thing dramatic about them. What
a scene two Frenchmen or two

Italians would have made out of

such a meeting after many roving

years ! During the days when a

generous and romantic credulity

gave me undeserved credit for

burning the midnight oil over

Homer and Horace, I had a

French student-friend named 1'Ori-

ent an ami intime of six months'

standing. L'Orient made a six

weeks' trip to England, and I was
at the station to receive the great
traveller when he returned.

' Te revoila toi ! Comment vas-

tu ?" said I, putting forth my hand
for a friendly shake. But 1'Orient

was not to be put off with anything
so commonplace as the usual En-

glish pump-handle reception.
"
Enfin,je te revois /" he exclaim-

ed, throwing his arms around me,

''

ce chcr ami ! Ce brave Jeem !

Ce vieux de la vieille /" And put-

ting a hand behind each of my
ears, thus rendering escape impos-
sible, he kissed me vigorously on
both cheeks. Then we walked to-

ward our hotel, 1'Orient holding

my hand in his. We met Jules;
and 1'Orient left me, and threw
himself on Jules :

" Ce cher Jules !

Ce brave Jules !" etc., etc., and per-
formed a double osculation on

Jules. Next we met Victor, and
then Benoit and several others, each
of whom was accosted by 1'Orient

and embraced in the same effusive

manner. Our two brothers meet
after a separation of half a century
with a simple

" How are you,

Jack ?" and a hand-shake. What de-

monstration would be lively enough
for my old friend 1'Orient under
such circumstances ? Yet 1'Orient

did not feel a tithe of what Jack
and his brother felt. I often think

it would be better for us if we were
more demonstrative. We should

perhaps be better satisfied with our-

selves, and perhaps others would
be better satisfied with us also.

I had directed my telegram from

Queenstown to a wrong number,
but the telegraph people took the

trouble to find the person to whom
it was addressed. I have had oc-

casion frequently to use the postal

telegraph. I have found its man-

agement admirable. The post-of-
fice department is also excellently
well conducted. If there is any
possibility of delivery, a letter is

sure to be delivered. One of my
friends writes a hand so hard to

decipher that I can generally
achieve most su.ccess in unravelling
its mysteries by turning his mis-,

sives upside down and studying
his hieroglyphics in an inverted

position. He wrote to me at Dub-

lin, and addressed me at a street
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unknown to the Dublin directory, agreeable to contemplate eithe

In New York this would have from an aesthetic or from a sanitary
been the last of the letter. The point of view. I should suppose the

Dublin post-officials referred the quays to be unhealthy places for

letter from one postal district to residence. One must have the

the other until the person to whose suicidal mania very strong indeed

care it was addressed was found, who would throw himself into the

and it was forwarded to Paris, LifTey between King's and Carlisle

where I happened to be at the Bridges. Beyond King's Bridge
time. you get into the country, where the

Dublin occupies both sides of stream is not defiled by the filth

the Liffey. The river runs through of the city.

the city from east to west. The Sackville Street is the principal
streets along its banks are subdi- street of Dublin. It is about twice

vided into "quays." The banks as wide as Broadway, but is not

are faced with granite, of which longer than from Canal Street to

the parapets are also constructed. Houston Street. Its shortness

The river is spanned by nine hand- takes away from its impressiveness.
some bridges, seven of stone and At the foot of Sackville Street

two of iron. The river streets ex- stands Nelson's Pillar, a Doric col-

tend about three miles on either umn about a hundred and twenty
side. Each block, as we would say feet high, with a figure of the great
in New York, has a different name, admiral leaning against a capstan
Thus there is Usher's Quay, Mer- on the summit. A fine view can be

chants' Quay, Wellington Quay, had on a clear day (which is not

etc., on the north side, extending always to be had) from the top of

from the Phoenix Park gate to the the monument, to which you may
North Wall Lighthouse. On the ascend by a spiral staircase in the

south side are Arran Quay, King's interior on payment of a small fee.

Inn Quay, where the Four Courts The steps at the base of the col-

tire situated, Upper Ormond Quay umn are generally occupied by
and Lower, Eden Quay, Cus- squatting idlers of all ages. On a

torn-House Quay, etc. The en- fine day i.e., when it does not rain

tire street reaches from King's every inch of sitting space is oc-

Bridge to the end of the South cupied. Belated "squatters "maybe
Wall at Dublin Bar Lighthouse, seen waiting for hours until place
The Liffey may be considered as is made by the retirement of some
the diameter of a circle in which of the sitting members. Then a

I Hiblin is contained
;

the circular general rush is made for the vacant

roads which run around it de- place. Here the politics of the

scribe the circumference. West of nation and of the universe are dis-

Carlisle Bridge, which is the head cussed by the unwashed politicians

of navigation, the Liffey is a dull of the Irish capital. I endeavored

and uninviting stream, especially to ascertain how these squatters

at low water. It is not more than manage to live; but I was told that

eighty yards wide. The mouths it is one of those mysteries which

"f the sewers which 'empty into it no one can penetrate,
are some feet above low-water The General Post-Office and the

mark. Their contributions to its Rotunda are near the monument,

by no means pellucid flood are not The Post-Office is a fine structure
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of stone with a portico of Ionic Carlisle Bridge, the embouchure

pillars five feet in diameter. Its of Sackville Street, being consider-

pediment is surmounted by three ably narrower than the street, is

statues : Ireland at the apex, Fi- generally the scene of something

delity on the left, and Mercury on like a
"
Broadway jam." On a busy

the right. In certain post-offices day it reminds one of the Fulton

that we wot of Mercury would in- Street crossing even to the police-

deed be the right statue in the man.

right place, and might be consider- The Mite of Dublin, however,

ed to have a double significance will be found in Grafton Street

as a celestial messenger and a about four P.M. This street, though

patron of thieving post-office narrow narrower even than Broad

clerks. way is the brightest, cheeriest

Certain tourists have claimed for street in Dublin. It is laid with

Sackville Street the proud pre-emi- asphaltum, and is delightfully free

nence of being
"
the finest thor- from mud or noise. It is the fash-

oughfare in Europe." I do not ionable shopping-street. Equipa-
think the claim well founded. I ges in the very perfection of good
do not consider it equal to some taste may be seen in long lines at .

of the new boulevards in Paris, or both sides of the street in front of the

even to some of those in Brussels, principal shops, while ranks of mag-
It is certainly grand and imposing nificent

"
Yellowplushes," inrichliv-

as far as it goes, but it does not go cries and powdered heads, wait, with

far enough. Sackville Street, how- the grand imperturbability of flunky

ever, presents a lively scene on a fine dignity, to open the carriage-door
afternoon. Beautiful women, well- for madame or

"
my lady."

dressed gentlemen, rich toilets, I have already said that the

and magnificent equipages may Irish in Ireland are becoming a seri-

then be seen
;
the toilets superior ous people. I did not meet a single

to anything to be seen out of Paris, specimen of the Irish joker, indis-

the equipages not to be equalled pensable to the tourist in Ireland

out of London. Nothing that I a quarter of a century ago. If he

have seen on the Continent of Eu- ever existed as they represented

rope can compare with the
"
turn- him, the railways have killed him.

outs
" and "

cattle
"
driven in Dub- Now there is no time for display

lin. The most beautiful equipage of wit, so called. I think the ex-

I have noticed, and at the same tinction of the genus "joker' is

time the chastest in its elegant sim- something to be grateful for. I did

plicity, was that of Earl Spencer, not see any evidence of suffering
the present viceroy ;

four dark among the laboring classes or any
bays blood-horses with postil- more raggedness than in England,
lions and outriders in a dark livery France, or Germany. Artisans are

almost black, with white buckskin becoming scarce, and can command
breeches and top-boots. Not a good wages. It is hard to get agri-
brass button or strip of tawdry cultural laborers ; they can almost

gold lace to be seen. Compared set their own terms. Those who
with this equipage, the state car- may be obtained cannot be kept

riages at Buckingham Palace and very long ; they work merely to save

those at Versailles looked like cir- enough to join their relatives and
cus wagons. friends in the Land of the Free.
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The traditional costume of the States. I saw but one pair of

stage Irishman is as rarely seen in
" knee-breeches

"
between Cork and

Ireland as the short-waisted, long- Kingstown.
tailed coat, and striped trousers of I did not encounter a single

the stage Yankee in the United shillelah.

GRAPES AND THORNS. '

BY THE AUTHOR OF ".THE HOUSE OF YORKE."

CHAPTER XIV.

UPROOTING THORNS.

" You are happy, then !" F. Chev- tion of resentment among them
;
but

reuse said to J&r. Schoninger the they seemed merely surprised and a

next evening when they were talk- little awe-struck, and, after amomen-

ing together. tary hesitation, withdrew in silence,

His companion repeated the leaving the organist alone in the

word with a doubting inflection, loft, with the soft gloaming paint-
"

I have always associated the idea ing the air about him, as he closed

of happiness with excitement," he the instrument with tender care,

said; -"and I am too calm for that, and drew the curtain about it.

I should say that I am deeply satis- While waiting for him to come
fied." down, the priest perceived for the

Mr. Schoninger had been re- first time a lady dressed in dee})

hearsing in the church the music mourning, who knelt near the door,

for the next day, and F. Chevreuse and who quietly followed the- sing-

had sat in the sanctuary listening, ers from the church. Miss Pern-

marking with what will and effect broke had the habit of visiting the

the leader accomplished his work. Blessed Sacrament at this hour;
He showed small regard, indeed, and she was, moreover, making a

for the vanity or the personal dig- Novena, which she had begun the

nity of the singers he was training, night before, with a special inten-

but the success was admirable. If tion. In that Novena her dear

the men and women around him Sisters at the convent had joined,
had been organ-pipes or keys, he only Sister Cecilia knowing what
could scarcely have treated them the intention was.

with less ceremony. When the re- Mr. Schoninger went into the

hearsal was over, he dismissed house with F. Chevreuse, and stood

them without a word, except the with him at an open window look-

command to be promptly in their ing out in that exquisite hour when
places the next morning. Know- day and night meet in mid-air, the

ing the touchiness of singers in gen- sunset not yet relinquishing all its

cral, and the peculiar touchiness of rose and gold, the night drawing
some of his own choir, the priest ful- only her tenderest film of purple
ly expected to see some manifesta- across the sky, and crushing back
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her trembling stars like glimmering
tears crushed between dark-fringed

eyelids.

The two men looked out, both

unconsciously pleased because the

evening was beautiful and spring in

its freshness, and consciously think-

ing of other things.
"
They are all taking their places

again," Mr. Schoninger said, after

looking upward a moment in si-

lence.
"
My patriarchs and pro-

phets ! I hated to see them dis-

crowned, and growing dim, and

fading away into myths. Now they
burn out again with a greater splen-
dor than ever. The church of the

fulfilment has never shown such

men as my prophetic church. The

glory of the later ritual is theirs.

When the church which sees would

express her emotion, she borrows

the song of the men who foresaw.

They were a grand race. I would

like to build a church, and dedicate

it to King David, and have a stone

statue of him playing on his harp
over against the altar."

F. Chevreuse smiled, but said

nothing. He was watching with

intense interest the development of

this new Christian, who took his re-

ligion as he might have taken a

crown. Mr. Schoninger had an

odd way of performing what in any
one else would have been acts of

humility with a proud unconscious-

ness, or an unconscious pride that

was a little puzzling. Of what is

commonly called piety he showed
not a sign ; yet he did without hesi-

tation or apparent effort what or-

dinary piety shrinks from. One

might say that he possessed a sub-

lime common sense, which, perceiv-

ing the relative importance of God
and man, worshipped God as a

matter of course, taking no thought
whether man were pleased or not.

Certainly, had any religious perse-

cution threatened him, he would
have taken it as a piece of astonish-

ing impertinence.
F. Chevreuse had only just

checked in himself an intention to

compliment the convert on what he

took to be the bravery of his pro-
fession of faith the evening before,

finding that Mr. Schoninger had
been as disregardful of the crowd
who had listened to him as if they
had been wooden posts ;

and he

refrained also from referring to the

cool
" Oh ! come to think of it, I

do not eat meat to-day," with

which he had that day, at the hotel

table, sent his plate away in the

face of a score of staring people,

who, however, did not venture to

smile.

If any one had exhorted him not

to be ashamed of God, he would

probably have asked simply, Do
you think I am a fool ?

Their conversation approached
this topic after a while.

" One thing that has always as-

tonished me is the mean spirit so

many Christians have," Mr. Scho-

ninger said. "Their religion seems

to degrade rather than ennoble their

character. They make such grand,
heroic talk because they overcome
some contemptible temptation
which a pagan should be ashamed
to yield to, and seem to regard
themselves as constant proofs of

special divine interposition because

they are not habitual liars, thieves,

and robbers. They delight, appar-

ently, in calling themselves misera-

ble and worthless, which is a shame
to them and a contradiction of

God. If they had been so worth-

less, the Almighty would not have

taken so great pains to be recon-

ciled to them."
" You are regarding the dignity

of man, not that of God," remark-

ed the priest quietly. Then, see-
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ing that his companion did not

understand his meaning, added :

" These expressions of humility
and abasement come with sincerity

only from those souls which, gazing

heavenward, have seen so much of

the glory of God that they shrink

to nothingness in comparison. It

is by looking at him that they grow
small in their own eyes, and their

little faults, if you would call them

so, become so mountainous in ap-

pearance. There is, indeed, an

immense dignity in man, but he

loses in contemplating it
;
for there

is sure to grow up in his soul as

immense a pride and egotism. We
are quite safe when we leave our

honors to the guardianship of the

God who gave them, and occupy
our minds in caring for his honor,
which was once so fatally lost sight

of that all mankind were smitten

with a curse. We are a fallen race.

Adam and Eve could once walk

with heads erect in the face of

heaven, but no human being since."

Seeing his pupil frown, F. Chev-

reuse added more lightly :

" But I

do not think it worth while to

make the devil of too much conse-

quence. Our Lord said,
' Get thee

behind me, Satan.' Now, most

people would be afraid to have the

devil behind them. They would

be continually peeping over their

shoulder to see what he was about.

His great strength is in our mis-

conception of him. I don't sup-

pose any man ever yielded to him
and consented to offend God but

he was astonished afterward to see

how easily he might have conquer-
ed, and how small was the bribe for

which he had sacrificed so much."
The devil, too," said Mr. Scho-

ninger with an odd little smile.
'

Must I accept him?"
1 No

; you must reject him," re-

torted the priest.

VOL. xix. 43

And then came question after

question. How did the church

explain this ? What was the mean-

ing of that ? F. Chevreuse found

his philosophy and theology some-
what tested by this searching ques-

tioner, who, without doubting, wish-

ed that all things should be made

plain to him.
"
I always had a tender feeling

for Christ," he said,
" and sometimes

a slight questioning if he might not

be the Messias
;
but only last night

were the needed links supplied
which made my fragmentary acqui-
escences a single conviction. But

though satisfied with Christ, I am
not satisfied with religion as I see

it. There are too many trumpery
glozes and comments and compli-
cations. I like common sense in

religion, and without it religion
has no dignity in my eyes. No-

thing, not even his humility and

love, was more conspicuous in the

character of Jesus Christ than his

common sense and consistency.
How honest he was ! I say it with

all reverence and adoration. How
free he was from evasion and po-
licy, and that prudence which is

founded on an infinite number of

small lies ! He always detected a

fallacy, and exposed it
;
and he was

constantly appealing to the reason
and good sense of his followers.

When he propounded a mystery, it

was not a mystery because it was
involved and obscure, but because
it was so great that we could not
see all the parts of it. His myste-
ries hang like suns in space. How
little there is in common between
his transparent nobleness and the

petty tricks of, I must say, the ma-

jority of Christians, their weights
and measures for the offences they
may dare against him, and those
which are over the permitted guilt,
their excuses, their compromises !
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Why, sir, there never was a time

when I did not think, there never

will be a time Avhen I shall not

believe, that the greatest foes to

the Christian church are Christians

themselves."

"You are quite right," F. Chev-

reuse answered with an air of sor-

row and mortification.
" There is a

vast difference between Christ and

Christians. He is God, and we are

men. And it is the thought of this

difference which makes us walk

with t^at downcast, face which so

offended you a few minutes ago.
Do not come to too many decisions

at once. Wait, and learn by expe-
rience. Here in your reach now is

all the splendor of faith, a free gift

for you to work out your life by.
Your privileges are peculiar. You
have had no sacrament to misuse

;

and when you are baptized, you
will stand as new and sinless a man
as Adam was at his creation. In

that instant, if your intention is

pure, you will possess heaven in

your soul. It does not often fall to

the lot of a man to be sure of such

happiness. Let us see how you
will use the privilege. Show us, if

you will, the ideal Christian, and
we will be glad to see and imitate

him. But beware of pride !"
"
My dear friend !" exclaimed

Mr. Schoninger, "I did not mean
to be presuming nor to wound you.
I am sure you do not wish me to

say it, but to me you, at least, are

perfect."
F. Chevreuse laughed slightly.

'

Only wait and see," he said.
' And now a score or two of peni-
tents are waiting to confess, and F.

O'Donovan is wondering if I am
going to let him stay in the confes-

sional till midnight. I must leave

you. Why do you not go up and
see Mrs. Ferrier? She has been

anxiously inquiring for you to-day,

and complaining a little. Go and
make the good soul happy. Miss
Pembroke will be glad to see you
too, I am sure. She has gone to

live with Mrs. Ferrier. They do
not receive company ;

but send

your name in, and you will be wel-

come."
"I had forgotten them both!"

Mr. Schoninger said with some

compunction.
"

I will go at once."

F. Chevreuse soon found that he

had been mistaken in two of his as-

sertions
;
F. O'Donovan was not in

the confessional, and Miss Pem-
broke was not at that moment in

Mrs. Ferrier's house. Both had

gone to the convent, one called

there, the other hastening to follow

when she knew his errand.

Little Anita was dying, killed by
her first vision of the wickedness

and agony of the world. She had
heard of sin as one living far inland

hears of the ocean, which he lias

never seen
;
and now the bitter

waves of that wide, salt sea she be-

lieved so far away and alien had
rolled in about her. It toucher]

her feet and her garments, and left

its poisonous rime there
;

it caught
and strangled before her eyes those

<-j J

she had trusted and been near to
;

it tossed its sacrilegious foam on to

the very altar of God. Her soul

trembled within her, and she turn-

ed her face away from life, and hid

it in the bosom of her Lord.

"O my God! my God!" she

prayed.
"
Forgive me ! but I can-

not live."

There was no physical malady ;

but the heart, which, like a busy

shuttle, tosses to and fro its rosy

threads, weaving soul and body to-

gether, faltered, and let slip link

after link. The invisible folded

wings detached themselves, trem-

bling ;
the spiritual hands left the

bodilv hands cold, and .stretched
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out into eternity, trembling, always

trembling ;
the whole soul, still full

of the fear and agony of the world,
shrank outward.

The Sisters knelt about her,

cruelly grieved. Was this delicate

saint to be torn away from them

thus, leaving them no consolation

but the memory of her blameless

life ? Was she to go down to the

grave without a sign of victory?
Were they to keep for ever this

last vision of her, prostrate in' the

shadow of that low portal ?

And even while they prayed, just

giving up hope, as the slight form

grew cold and rigid, all at once

it shone out like a marble statue

on which a sudden sunbeam falls.

The eyes flashed wide open, the

shining soul stood tiptoe in them
an instant, then parted softly.

It is not for us to follow, even in

fancy, the flight of that innocent

soul, nor to witness the tears of

mingled sorrow and joy which the

Sisters shed over their young com-

panion, nor to listen to the prayers

they said, nor the sacred commun-

ings they held together.

Our business is with earth, with

Honora Pembroke, driving home-
ward soberly through the still eve-

ning.
"
Drive slowly," she said to the

footman not John now. " There is

no haste." And she added to her-

self:
"

I want a chance to think,"

There was, indeed, little chance
to think in her new home

;
for

good Mrs. Ferrier, who did her

thinking with her tongue, could not

conceive any need for solitude, and
was constantly breaking in upon
the few moments of retirement

her young friend allowed herself to

ask if she had "got through," if

she were ill, if she would please to

'ne down, or if she objected to

company. And then would come

the recapitulation of her trials, her

fears for her daughter, and lamen-

tations without end. That Miss

Pembroke herself might be sad and

troubled, and stand in need of

cheering and sympathy, did not

seem to enter her mind.

So thus early in their intercourse

the young woman was fain to seize

every excuse for a moment of soli-

tude. Whether she would have
taken advantage of this had she

known that a visitor awaited her

return is doubtful.

The drive was not interminable,

however, and it was still early in

the evening when she reached the

house and entered. She stopped
at sound of a voice in the draw-

ing-room. It was Mrs. Ferrier

who spoke, but her words were

quite sufficient to tell whom she

spoke to.
"

I shall never, never get over

your having been treated so

never !"
"
Madam," said Mr. Schonin-

ger with a decision which scarcely
covered his displeasure,

"
I request

as a favor that you will never again
mention this subject to me. I am
sorry for your trouble in the mat-

ter, and grateful for the kindness

you have shown me
;
but you must

see that it is something of which I

do not wish to be reminded."
Miss Pembroke's impulse was to

go immediately up-stairs. A kind
of terror seized her at the thought
of meeting him. What if he
should know that she was making
a Novena, and what it was for !

She stopped one moment, irreso-

lute, then went into the bright

drawing-room where the two sat.

Mrs. Ferrier uttered a little excla-

mation, not having heard her come
;

but Mr. Schoninger had heard the

carriage, the door, even the step
that paused at sound of their
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voices, and half divined that he

had come near not seeing Miss

Pembroke that night.

She gave him her hand with dig-

nified and earnest friendliness.
'

I

cannot tell you how happy you
made us all last night," she said.
u You are welcome."
He found something haughty in

her mode of address, like that of a

queen speaking to a subject, and

looked at her intently to discern its

meaning, if possible.
Alarmed at his searching expres-

sion, she turned abruptly away
from him with unmistakable haugh-
tiness this time. But no sooner

had she done so than, smitten by a

swift recollection of the folly and

injustice of the act, she returned

with a glance and gesture so full

of mute, impulsive penitence that

it more than atoned
;

it explained.
The proud surprise in his face

melted to a quiet smile. He re-

sumed his seat by Mrs. Ferrier,

and began to talk with her, taking
no further notice of Honora for a

few minutes. But when he saw

her sitting silent and pale, her mo-

mentary trouble forgotten in the

recollection of the solemn scenes

which she had witnessed in the

last few days, he spoke to her.
"
I hope you will take some inte-

rest in my choir," he said; "for I

wish to improve it very much.
The material is bad, the greater

part of it. Those persons seem to

have been selected who had loud,
blatant voices and a firm belief that

they were excellent singers. They
make noise enough, and are not

afraid
;
but they are vulgar singers.

I want a choir of boys in addition to

them. You must know some good
voices among the children."

She brightened. It was a plea-
sant surprise to hear something in

common life spoken of, and ,tp

have one who knew all assume that

all was not lost.
"

I know a good many such

voices," she said; "and I should

be glad to help you. Could not I

make the selection, and teach them
the first lessons ? It would be
small work for you."

"
If 'you would be so good," he

replied, quite as if he had expect-
ed the offer.

And so, without more words,
Miss Pembroke was installed as

Mr. Schoninger's musical assist-

ant. It was a timely employment
and interest in her changed life,

and exerted a softening influence

on his. He gradually relinquished
the designs he had meditated, and
looked on his sufferings in a more

impartial light. Whatever preju-
dice had existed, he could not

doubt, when he examined the sub-

ject calmly, that he had been con-

demned on a reasonable array of

circumstantial evidence, and that,

without prejudice, any other man
would have been condemned on
the same evidence. Besides, even

had there been a chance of success

in the attempt, he could not have

received as much in legal repara-
tion as was voluntarily given him

by the public. The city was, in a

manner, at his feet. The highest

officials, both in private and in

their public capacity, tendered to

him their respect, their regrets, and
offers of any assistance he might
need. People felt that they could

not do too much for him. It was

quite true, as Mrs. Ferrier said to

him :

" Now is the time for you to

break the law, if you want to. You
could do anything, and no one

would find fault with you for it."

For the real criminal, who shall

say how it happened that he was

not brought to justice ? There was

certainly an immense activity in
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searching where he was not. The
law put on its most piercing spec-

tacles, then shut its eyes and

looked in every direction. The

spectacles saw nothing. If they
were on the point of having a

glimpse, they were instantly turned

in another direction. We have all

seen such justice when wealth and

influence are on the side of the cul-

prit. Letters came from Annette

to her mother with only the small-

est circumlocution, and answers

were sent to them with the most

transparent diplomacy in the world.
" When my poor Gerald heard

of his mother's death," Annette

wrote,
"
I thought for a while that

he would die. He lay for hours

almost insensible, and only revived

from one swoon to fall into another.

But he soon recovered from the

first shock, and is, I think, glad to

know that her sufferings were so

short. But he says nothing, and I

do not talk to him. I wait to see

what God will do with his soul.

He is like a frail building that has

been overthrown so thoroughly that

not one stone remains upon an-

other, and is being built up again
in a different shape. I can perceive
a strength in the new foundations

of his life which I had not believed

him capable of. Indeed, he is not

humanly capable of them. But this

is the city of miracles, and ours is

a miraculous faith. As I have told

you, he says nothing. His life is

almost an absolute silence, and, I

might say, blindness to earthly

things. I never see him looking at

any beautiful or sublime object ex-

cept the crucifix. Even I seem to

be only a voice to him. He begins

lately to show a disposition to be

active, which is to me a sign that

his mind is becoming settled."

Annette did not think it best to

describe the nature of the activity

that her husband was showing, well

knowing that it would have made
Mrs. Ferrier believe herself to be, in

addition to her other afflictions, the

mother-in-law of a maniac. For
the work he did, here and there,

wherever it could be quietly done
without attracting attention, was
menial. She had seen him help the

poor man unload his cart of stones,
or take the spade from his hands to

labor in his stead, and he was con-

stantly performing menial labors in

the house. All this was done, not

with any appearance of being an
eccentric gentleman, but as one of

the poor. For day by day his dress

had been growing rude and his

whole aspect changed. The sun

had burnt his fair skin and faded
his unshorn beard, and, by means
best known to himself, his delicate

hands had become dark and rough.

Looking at the firm, silent lips
and downcast eyes, Annette could

scarcely doubt that the man she

had called her husband was grad-

ually and purposely effacing all the

beauty and daintiness of which he
had been so proud. He never went
out with her, and if by chance they
were likely to encounter in the

street, he avoided the meeting. No
one, except the people of the house
where they lived, suspected that

there was any acquaintance or con-
nection between this dainty signora
and this man, who grew every day
less and less to be distinguished
from the common laborer.

But in humbling himself Law-
rence Gerald had not been unmind-
ful of the one earthly duty remain-

ing to him.
" Are you willing to

give me up entirely, Annette?" he
asked her one day.

She answered with a brief affirma-

tive.
" Follow wherever God leads

you," she said ;

* and do not stop
an instant to think of me."
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He was used to depending on

her, and to being sure that she

meant what she said, and could per-

form her promises. Yet he wished

to make certain.
[ You have to go

out alone, and have no protection
but that of servants," he said.

"
I do not need any other protec-

tion; I am quite safe here," she re-

plied.
" You cannot marry again," he

went on.
"

I have no wish to !"

Perhaps there could not have

been a stronger proof of the purifica-

tion which Annette Gerald's char-

acter had undergone than the fact

that this reply was made without a

tinge of bitterness or regret. She

spoke with gentle sincerity that was

all. As an absorbing affection had
made her consent to be taken with-

out love, so now a pity and charity

yet more engrossing enabled her to

find herself discarded without an-

ger.
" Follow God, and think no more

of me," she said.
"

I remain here.

Go when and where you will."

It was the first time they had

spoken together for several days,
and was more by accident, appa-

rently, than of their seeking. Pass-

ing through the room where An-
nette was, Lawrence had seen her

trying to open a window that resist-

ed her slight hands, and had opened
it for her. Then the sweet clangor
of the Ave Maria breaking out from
all the towers at once, they had

paused side by side a moment.

Perhaps he had wished to speak,
and seized this opportunity.
At her answer he looked at her

earnestly, for the first time in

months, it seemed to her, and with

a look she could not endure with-

out emotion, so far-away and

mournful, yet so searching, was it.

It was a gaze like that of one dying,

who sees the impassable gulf widen-

ing between his eyes and what

they rest upon. How many, many
glances she had encountered of

his ! laughing, critical, impatient,
in the old days that now seemed
centuries past ; superficially kind,

penitent, disregardful, careless, but

never from the depths of his soul

till now. Now she knew at last

that his soul had depths, and that,

as she stood before him, he was
aware of her, and saw her as she

was.
"
Annette," he said, almost in a

whisper,
" words cannot tell my

sense of the wrong and insult which
I have heaped upon you on you
more than all the rest put to-

gether."
" Do not speak of that," she said,

trying still to be calm.
" Of all the women I have hurt

or destroyed, you are the noblest,"
he went on, seeming not to have

heard her.

She drew her breath in quickly,
and stood mute, looking down, and
some strong band that had been

holding her down how long she

knew not, perhaps for years, per-

haps for her whole life loosened,
and she felt herself growing up-

right. She was like the graceful
silver birch that has been bowed
over by the snow, flake after flake,

till its head touches the ground,
when the warm sun begins to melt

its burden, and it lifts a little, and

feels itself elastic.

In days when Honora Pembroke
was his ideal,

"
noble

' was the

word he applied to her, and An-
nette Ferrier always felt herself

grow small when she heard him
utter it.

" Of all women I have ever

known, you are the noblest and

most lovely," he said slowly,

was blind. Too late I have learned
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that. And if I had a wish left, it lighted mornings, when the singing
would be that God would reunite of birds, mingled with the prattle
us in heaven." of children, and quiet and elegant
The snows had melted, and she leisure, and smiling friends, made

stood upright at last
'

earthly existence seem like an Ely-
There was a confused whisper- sian dream

; ever-present affection,

ing in her brain. Since she was with its excuses for every fault, its

loved and honored, why need they recognition, prompt and inspiring,

part ? She could comfort him, be of every virtue, its cheering word
at his side always, and help him to for the hour of sadness, its loving
win back peace, if not happiness, check, its sympathy, its silent ten-

They would perform works of derness; the freedom of earth

charity together, and in humbling which wealth <;an give, every portal
herself she would raise him. opening as if by magic, existence

She lifted her eyes, and opened a perpetual feast. They crowded
her lips to speak some such word, upon him mercilessly, and tossed
but checked herself on seeing him to and fro his grief and remorse as

turn away. His face was no longer the sea tosses its dead, that are

calm and sad, but full of anguish, now but faint white outlines, half
All the enticements of human life lost in froth, now cold faces starting
had assailed his soul, and were fight- clearly out of the thin, green wave.

ing against its one stern tenant, re- Ho\v many times that soul was
morse. Silently, and with a feel- lost and won in those few minutes

ing of unacknowledged disappoint- none but the invisible witnesses of

ment, she awaited the result, scarce- the scene could tell.

ly doubting that he would yield. He moved at length, and An-
\Vhen had he not yielded ? was the nette stepped nearer with sudden
bitter question that rose in spite of alarm, as she saw him put his hand
her, only to be thrust down again into his bosom slowly, as if with
under many excuses, as she called dread to draw forth what was there,

to mind his sufferings and his iso- The hand closed on what it sought,
lation. and with bitter shrinking, as if it

He stood near the window, with were his heart he was thus uproot-
his face turned to the light, and she ing, brought it to light. It was no
watched the struggle without dar- knife, nor pistol, nor vial of poison,

ing to move or to speak. What si- as she had feared, but a folded pa-
lent clash of warring passion held per. She had seen it in his hands
him thus rigid she could only before, and wondered what he kept
guess ;

what voices sweet and piti- with such care.

ful were pleading, and what voices He opened it and read
;
and she,

stern and terrible replying, who leaning nearer, read also, without
ran say ? It did not need that stopping to consider her right,

angels of darkness should be there
;

This was the breviary Lawrence
the human heart was enough. In Gerald carried in his bosom, writ-

that swift review when the soul, an- ten largely and clearly, and signed

ticipating a privilege of eternity, with his name in full :

ran compress a lifetime into a mo- "
I am a gambler, a housebreaker,

ment, what visions of all that life a thief, a sacrilegious liar, a murder-

might give could have presented er, and a matricide."

themselves! dusky eves and sun- "O my love! stand firm! stand
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firm!" the wife tried to say; but

the words died in a whisper on her

lips, as her heart fainted with pain
and delight.

He did stand firm without having
heard her admonition. She saw the

unsteady lips close again, the gaz-

ing eyes droop, the whole face and

form compose itself. That brief

reminder, written to be a visible

witness when the voice of con-

science should fail, was more po-
tent than poison or blade or bullet.

"
I wish to take a room by myself

in another part of the city," he

said.
" Are you willing?"

"
Certainly !" she replied.

" But

I would like to know where it is.

Not," she added quickly, "that I

would intrude or trouble you in

any way. But you cannot expect
me to lose all interest in you, and I

shall feel better to know where you
are, and to go once to see your
room and the people you are

with."
"
I will let you know as soon

as I find a place," he said. "Of
course I wish to support myself,

to be removed from all society, ex-

cept those persons whom I must

see, and to wait my time in penance.
You understand it all, Annette. I

no longer exist in the ordinary life

of men. I am either in purgatory
or in hell I do not yet feel sure

which."

He was going away, but turned

at a little distance, and looked at

her once again.
" My dear," he

said faintly,
"
good-by !"

She could not utter a word, could

only clasp her hands over her face,

and so lose his last glance. For as

he spoke that farewell, and as she

heard his retreating step, the door
of her sealed and frozen heart burst

open, and her dead love, stirring

uneasily in its grave during these

last days, rose up stronger than

ever before, and resumed the throne
it was never again to abdicate.

There, at iast, was a man worth

loving !

The next evening she received

his new address
;
and he added :

"
I

shall be out to-morrow, and the

padrona will admit you, if you wish

to come."
Of course she went

; but, what
had not been to her a matter of

course, the place pleased her. The
house was in an old and crowded

part of the city, where the streets

swarmed with poor people ;
but the

room was at the very top, in an odd
corner quite removed from noise

and communication with any other

apartment, and had an eastern and
a northern window that looked off

over palace roofs and through
towers and domes to the beautiful

mountains. Close to its southern
wall pressed a church tower, and
on a level with its windows rose the

sculptured faade, wreathed with

angels. Once there, one might
easily forget the steep, dark stair,

the squalid street below, and even
the bare walls and floor of the

room itself.

Annette had not allowed herself

to bring any article of comfort, still

less of adornment, though her heart

had ached with longing to do so.

But she placed a beautiful crucifix

on the one poor table, and left a

volume of lives of saints beside it.

A bunch of roses hung at her belt,

and her fingers lingered on them
in doubt for a moment. But she

checked that impulse also. How
much might roses breathe of wo-
man's presence there and all the

graces and sweetnesses of life ! But
before leaving, she hung over an
arm of the crucifix a single small

bud, where the petals showed like

a drop of blood oozing through the

green.
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As she was placing this last sou- to America. I do not wish for so-

venir, her tears dropping over ciety anywhere. Here in Rome is

flowers and cross, there was a sound my place, with my religion and the

as though a hurricane should draw poor to occupy my time. Try to

in its breath before blowing, the be happy, and to think of me as

floor of the room trembled, then peaceful and contented. And,
there came a tremendous and re- mamma, if there should be any

verberating stroke. The great bell good, honest man whom you would
in the tower was striking the hour like to marry, I shall be glad of it.

of noon, and the chamber shook as Goodness is the chief thing."
a bird's nest shakes when a storm Mrs. Ferrier wept profusely over

sweeps over the tree in which it is this letter, not doubting that Law-
built. For the moment everything rence was dead,

in the universe was obliterated but "The poor fellow!" she said,

sound. She breathed its tremulous
"
After all, he wasn't so bad as he

waves, she was enveloped and might have been."

borne up by its strong tide
;

the And then, bethinking herself, she

very sunshine and the blue of the wiped away her tears, and calmed

sky were like bright, resounding her grief as much as possible ; for

tones. Then the stroke ceased; it would not do to render herself

and, circling round and round in unpresentable. It was necessary

fainting rings, the music of the to go at once with the riews to F.

bells went out to join the music of Chevreuse.

the spheres, perhaps to creep with The way that Mrs. Ferrier took
a golden ripple up the shores of to the priest's house was a round-
heaven, about one

;
it led in an opposite

The woman who had opened the direction, and stopped before a

door wondered much to see the pale new dry-goods store of the most

signora come down with a face glittering sort. There was, in fact,

flushed with weeping ;
but a liberal no shop in Crichton so fine

gift disposed her to think the best or so much frequented as this,

of everything. People went there at first from
'You must be very good to him, curiosity, and were disposed to

and not allow any one to intrude," make themselves very merry re-

Annette said to her.
'

I shall garding it
;
but there seemed to be

come to the church here below nothing to laugh at, unless it might
every morning at seven o'clock

;
be certain erroneous notions in

and if he should be ill, or any ac- their own minds. Everything was
cident should happen to him, I wish well ordered and business-like, the

you to come there and tell me. clerks attentive and respectful, and
Hut you must not talk to him. the proprietor perfectly dignified

Speak to him only when he asks and watchful. Indeed, a slight ex-

you to." cess of dignity and watchfulness

That evening she wrote to her had at first marked his conduct,
mother :

' Lawrence has left me, and made his cuitomers wary of
and is in the arms of God. That giving offence.

is all I can say, except that I trust We have already intimated that

he has won a perfect forgiveness. Mrs. Ferrier had a new footman.
'

I am sorry, dear mamma, if This functionary, a slim and sen-

you are lonely, but I cannot return timental young man, let down the
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step for his mistress ;
but before

she had made her majestic descent,

the proprietor of the shop stood in

the door, bowing to his wealthy
customer. She beckoned him out,

and motioned the footman away
out of hearing.

" Poor Lawrence is dead, John !"

she said plaintively, a smile tem-

pering her grief.
" And it's best so,

of course. I've just got a letter

from Annette. And, John
"

The lady paused, and looked

down, and laughed a little.

"Well, what is it?" asked the.

new merchant with an appearance
of curiosity.

"She's willing."

John's face expressed two con-

trary emotions at this announce-

ment one of pleasure, the other a

dogged sort of resentment that

Annette's willingness should have

been considered of consequence.
"

It is pleasanter to have every-

body pleased," the lady said sooth-

ingly.
" Of course, though, it

doesn't make one bit of difference

with me so far as what I shall do
;

for you know, John, I'd stand by
you through thick and thin. Now
I must go to F. Chevreuse."

' There isn't a more respectable-

looking merchant in the city of

Crichton," said Mrs. Ferrier em-

phatically to herself, as she drove

away.
"
Beg y'r pardon, mum ?" said

the slim footman, leaning over.
"

I wasn't talking to you !" ex-

claimed his mistress indignantly.
It was, indeed, observed by every-

body that Mrs. Ferrier was very

high with this unfortunate man,
who was humility personified, and

only too assiduous in his obedience.

She had assumed a trifle more of

state with all her servants
;
but the

footman was scarcely allowed to

breathe freely.

'

I shouldn't wonder, now, if he

might think he could marry An-

nette," she muttered to herself, as

they drove on.

Poor fellow ! his ambition did

not soar beyond Betty, and she was

treating him with cruelty. How-
ever, with a story-teller's prescience,
we are fully aware that his trials

are only the little waves which are

sending him nearer and nearer to

his haven, and that before the year
is over the day will be named. Al-

ready in our mind's eye we see the

fair Betty in her bridal robes, with

her magnificent and patronizing
mistress fastening on the veil, and

giving her a kind and resounding
kiss at the same time. We even

hear the small whisper with which

she silences her bridegroom's last

jealous misgiving when he com-
ments on the salute given her by
the master of the house :

" What ! you think that I could

ever have had a fancy for him a

man who drops his h's ?
'

The withering contempt of this

remark was decisive.

But we are anticipating.
Mrs. Ferrier found the priest at

home, and gave him the letter to

read. He read it attentively, but

came to a different conclusion from

hers. He did not tell her so,

though, for it was evident that An-

nette wished them to think that

her husband was dead. Her for-

mer letters had prepared him to

suspect a state of things very near

the truth.

After a long conversation, in

which F. Chevreuse perceived that

his visitor was lingering and hesi-

tating in an unusual manner, Mrs.

Ferrier at last called his attention

to the concluding sentences of the

letter.

He read it a second time, glanc-

ed up through his spectacles at his
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visitor, read it again, and gave the chant as well as any other man.
letter back, quite uncomprehending. He's capable of it, if anybody is,"

Pie was, doubtless, the only person she said, becoming a little defiant,

in Crichton who could have been "Certainly!" replied F. Chev-
unconscious of her meaning. reuse with perfect gravity. "There

; You may think me foolish, fa- is not a law in the commonwealth
ther, at my time of life, to be think- which will prevent his being as

ing of marrying again," she said great a merchant as he pleases,

deprecatingly.
' But you have no The world of trade is open to John,

idea how lonely I am. Honora and I wish him all success in it.

will soon have a house of her own, Do you put your property into his

anybody can see that; Annette hands?"
won't come back, and Louis won't Instantly the beautiful modesty
live here, after what has happened, of the bride-elect gave place to the

I have nothing to do but wander business-like acuteness of the wo-
from room to room of my great man who knew perfectly well the

house, and think how awfully lone- value of money,
some I am, and almost wish that I '.No, father, we keep our ac-

had a little cabin that I could fill, counts separate," she said.
" He

I don't feel as if I were in a house, had half enough to start* in busi-

but as if I were out somewhere, ness with, and I lent him the other

Many a time I've gone and sat in half. The income of the whole is

my chamber-closet, just to feel my to go toward our housekeeping,
elbows hit something." but he will have nothing to do with

She paused, and F. Chevreuse the rest of my property."

said,
' ;

Yes!" as sympathizingly as F. Chevreuse nodded. "I see

lie could, wondering greatly what that you haven't lost your head,

was to come. You have managed your own affairs
'

John is a decent man, and my so well thus far, you may as well

equal in everything but money," continue to do the same, for your
she went on. children's sake."

'Oh! it's John !" F. Chevreuse A month later there was a quiet

exclaimed, light breaking in. marriage at the priest's house
;
and

Mrs. Ferrier dropped her eyes the only notice the Crichtonians

and smiled. had of it was when John appeared
*

I don't see any harm in it, if again in Mrs. Ferrier's carriage,

you have got your mind made up," this time by her side, instead of in

the priest said, recovering from his the dicky.
first astonishment. 'I suppose it Everybody smiled except Honora
would be of no use for me to try to Pembroke. She alone, perfectly
break off the arrangement, even if polite, and refraining from all in-

I \vanted to." terference, felt haughtily indignant
:

Well, John is pretty set," the at the marriage. It was in vain

lady admitted modestly. that F. Chevreuse tried to reason
'

I dare say," was the smiling away her prejudices,

rejoinder.
" When is it to be ?"

"
I do not object because he was

*

In a month, if you please. He poor," she said.
"
Riches are less

is started in business now, and is a distinction than a difference,

doing well, and there's no reason But he has been a seivant, and

why he shouldn't be a great mer- that is irreparable."
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The priest began to hum a tune :

14 Ah ! 9a ira, go. ira, $a ira !

Les aristocrats la lanterne."

Somewhat to his surprise, she

blushed slightly, but did not smile.
" You may think me foolish, or

even guilty of sinful pride," she

said with a certain stiffness
;

"
but

this is a feeling of which I cannot

rid myself. I do not like to sit at

table with a person who has once

brought me my soup, nor on the

same seat in the carriage with one

who used to let down the step for

me. Of course I recognize and
submit to the situation; but I shall

go to my own house again im-

mediately."
"Well!" said the priest, "it

takes a good while to get acquaint-
ed with people. Here have I

known you these ten years and

more, have seen you simple, un-

pretending, humble, apparently,

good to the poor, and going freely

among them. I thought I knew

you thoroughly ; yet all at once I

come upon the rock in that smooth
stream. Have I ever caught a

little gray shadow of it before, I

wonder ? Well, well ! I won't un-

dertake to blast it out of the way
at once. I am sorry, though, that

you do not like John."
'

I like him in liveries," said

Miss Pembroke with dignity.
;

'I tell you," persisted the priest,
'

they are going to be a very happy
couple."

"
I haven't a doubt of it," she re-

plied.
" But that is no excuse."

He laughed, and let her go.
The haughty recoil of pride in the

fibre was not to be reasoned away.
It was a clear afternoon in mid-

autumn
;
and when Miss Pembroke

stepped from the priest's door, she

paused a minute on the sidewalk,
and hesitated which way to go. She

did not wish to return home, and
she did not think of any other

place where she would rather go.
And then, without looking, she

was aware of a tall gentleman, who
came down the street, and, still

without looking, knew that he had
crossed to her side of the street,

and was approaching her. And
then, with a perverseness which
was scarcely natural to her, she

turned quite coolly in the opposite

direction, and walked from him,

perhaps lest he might think that

she wished for his company. Not
but she and Mr. Schoninger were
on the most friendly, and even cor-

dial, terms it was, indeed, taken

for granted in Crichton that they
were the best of friends but in

short, she walked away from him.

Perhaps she found his full and

prosperous life a little discordant

with her saddened one. She almost

fancied sometimes that he had an

air of triumphant pride, and that

he was being spoiled by the adula-

tion paid him on all sides.

She had been wishing lately that

she could go to Annette
; and, now

that Gerald was dead, if the am-

biguous letter they had received

really meant that, perhaps Annette

would like to have her. Miss Pem-
broke felt strangely lonely in her

native town, where she knew every-

body, and where she had not, cer-

tainly, to complain of any lack of

attention. But she would be lonely
for ever rather than Mr. Schoninger
should think that she waited on

F. Chevreuse's step for him. He
must have been at the end of the

street when she came out, and-

surely he would never dare to think

that she saw him, and had been

giving him time to overtake her !

Mr. Schoninger was meantime

'walking leisurely behind her quick-

ening steps, intending to overtake
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her presently, but wishing first to

watch her a little, and to think of

some things. One was that he did

not approve of her wearing black

any longer. She was beautiful in

anything, but too sad in this
; and,

besides, it interfered with certain

plans of his. He made a slight

reckoning, as nearly correct as the

masculine mind could make it on

such a subject. She might put on

gray, or black and white, immediate-

ly. That would enable her to wear

a rich purple in the winter. He
liked to see her in purple. Some

day, when she should be older, she

must have a trailing robe of pur-

ple velvet with diamonds. Well, in

the spring, then, she could change
her deeper color for one of those

delicate lavenders or lilacs that wo-

men know how to look pretty in
;

and then the way would be quite

open for white, and rose, and blue,

and all the fresh, gay colors a bride

might wish to wear.
" We should be married by the

first of May, at latest," thought the

gentleman very decidedly.
Miss Pembroke was quite right

in fancying that there was something

triumphant in Mr. Schoninger's
air

;
but she did not believe, and

it was not true, her pettish charge
that he was being spoiled by adula-

tion. All was going well with him.

Hosts of friends surrounded him

friends as sincere as any one can

claim
;

he did not believe they
would stand any great test, but, also,

he did not believe that they were

hypocrites. In his profession he

was winning gold and reputation ;

and, what no one but himself knew
as yet, the fortune for which he had

vainly struggled so long was ap-

proaching him of itself. Two of

those who had stood between it and
him had died, and there remained

now but a feeble old man. With

his death all other claims would die.

And not least in his cause of con-

gratulation was his conviction that

this fair woman, who walked before

him with the black drapery fluttering

back from her light foot, the braid of

hair just showing its glossy bronze

beneath the mourning veil, and, as

she turned the corner of a street,

the curve of her smooth cheek glow-

ing like a peach, was his own.
What made her cheek so red

now?
" Honora !" he said, quickening

his pace.
She stopped with a start.
" Mr. Schoniriger!"
"I beg your pardon !" he exclaim-

ed, recollecting that he had never

called her by her Christian name
before.

"
I was thinking, and I for-

got."
She walked soberly by his side

without asking what the subject of

his thoughts had been. His excla-

mation may have revealed to her

something of their nature
;
but she

was far from suspecting that she

was engaged, still less that her mar-

riage-day was fixed. She had, in-

deed, no reason to suppose that Mr.

Schoninger had any intention of re-

newing the suit that she had once

rejected.
" You are willing to take a walk ?"

he asked, and, when she nodded as-

sent, added :

' Let us go up the Cocheco.
Last night's frost has added the

finishing touch to the trees, and

everybody is admiring them."
A beautiful road, almost as wild

as a country lane, led between the

river-bank and the flowery cliffs

beside it, and here at evening all

the youths and maidens, and many
of their elders in whom age had
not chilled the love of nature, used
to walk soberly in the soundless

path, or climb the cliffs, or sit
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on the mossy rocks, or venture rally more grand than any it has

out on the rocks that studded the yet seen a worship of the heart

stream. Not a pleasant evening and the intellect, where children

but found people strolling through shall be delighted, and yet com-

this romantic avenue. moil sense find nothing to regret.
" Nowhere but in New England Still, Rome is the sacred city of the

does nature dazzle, I think," Mr. martyrs, the popes, and the tem-

Schoninger said.
" See this maple- pies. I think we should go there

leaf! It is a fine scarlet, and as in two years at latest."

glossy as a gem, even when exam- He had spoken earnestly, and

ined closely. And the elm-leaf is had absolutely forgotten how much
as fine a gold. Everywhere else remained unsaid, so sure was he of

the autumn foliage is dingy when her.

looked at so closely. The sky, too. Honora's glance of astonishment

Look at those long lines of fire and incredulity reminded him. He
that are beginning to stretch over- bent a little nearer, smiling, and

head, and at the gathering crim- said softly : "But we shall be mar-

sons ! In half an hour the heavens ried long before that time, dear,

will be as brilliant as the earth, shall we not ?"

In Italy the colors are soft, like the
"

It is the first I have heard of

colors in an old painting; they it," Miss Pembroke managed to

have great depth and richness, but say with a certain degree of com-

they lack the fresh brilliancy of the posure, after a moment,
skies in the New World. You " You surely are not vexed!" he

must go to Italy soon, Honora." said quickly, beginning to fear that

This time the name was used he had assumed too much. "
I

without an apology. asked you once in the proper,
"

I have been thinking of it," she lover-like fashion, and you refused

replied quietly, and began to feel me, not because you were indiffer-

as a stranded seaweed may when, enttome you never said that but

after having lain awhile painfully because you would not marry and
on the dry sand, it finds the bright would not love one who denied

sea slipping under it, and lifting it your Saviour. That obstacle no
from its hard resting-place. With- longer exists. You did not ima-

out a word of explanation she gine that I had become indifferent

found herself claimed and cared to you ? That is out of the ques-
for. tion. Have I made a mistake?"

'

I wish to go there again as a " No
;

it is I who have made a

Catholic," he continued, "and see mistake," she answered frankly,
with the eyes of faith what I saw "

I was afraid that you had given
before with the eyes of an artist, me up." She hesitated a little, then,
I shall always admire most the since he still listened, added: "I
Catholicism of America, or what am very glad that you have not."

the Catholicism of America is go- "Thank you!" he said,

ing to be. It is more intelligent, They walked slowly up the road

noble, and reverent. It isn't a sort between the foaming river and the

of devotion that expresses itself in glowing cliffs, praising the skies

tawdry paper flowers. Indeed, I and the trees as they went, finding
believe that America is destined to everything beautiful, finding each
show the world a Catholicism mo- the other more beautiful than all
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else. And when the evening began
"

is the thought of Annette. A
to fade a little, they turned their letter came from her last night

steps, and went down again with which seems to shut us all out from

the river, filled with that deep and giving her either society or comfort,

quiet happiness which leaves no- She evidently does not wish to see

thing to wish for and nothing to any one she has ever known. She

tell. says that her time and thoughts
The very next morning a little are entirely occupied."

note was sped from Miss Pembroke Annette Gerald was fully occu-

to Sister Cecilia with the following pied. She was like one who stands

mysterious announcement : at the head of a long flight of wind-
"
My Novena has succeeded per- ing stairs, watching another de-

fectly ! I will come very soon and scend, and, beginning to lose sight
tell you all about it." of the object of her attention,

Since the matter is settled, we begins to follow slowly, intent, at

may as well own at once that when the same time, not to be too near

Mr. Schoninger first announced or too far away,
himself a Catholic, Honora had It was necessary that she should

said to her friend and confidant at keep Lawrence Gerald in sight
the convent,

"
If I do not marry without attracting attention either

him, I shall never marry any one "; to him or to herself. As a rich

and that the result of this confes- lady, driving in her own carriage,
sion was a Novena, in which the she could not do this. She there-

young woman had as^ed that she fore gave up her carriage, and

might find favor in his sight. moved to an humbler apartment,
; '

I told him about the Novena" where she lived with one servant.

Miss Pembroke said when she Still, the dainty elegance of the

made her explanatory visit to the widow's attire she had assumed,
convent. "And I told him that fastidious in her choice, not con-

you and all the Sisters joined with sciously, but from habit, pointed
me

;
and he bade me thank you her out as of a different class from

for his part, and say that he hoped the people she went most among,
you would never be sorry for hav- To remedy this, it was necessary

ing done so." only to be passive; and in a few
But Honora did not tell how months Roman dust and mud and

astonished and touched her lover brambles had reduced her to a

had been at this confession of what dinginess almost Roman, and she

seemed to her the most simple could go unremarked, could see

thing in the world. Lawrence about his work, digging
'

I never thought of asking God in the excavations, carrying stone

for you," he said
;

' and yet there and mortar for the masons, doing
is nothing in the world so well any rough labor that offered. She
worth praying for. I am a very could see him in the church, where

ignorant Catholic, Honora, in all he spent an hour every morning;
except doctrine. You will have she knew that every Sunday he
much to teach me. But, then," he entered the same confessional, and,

added, smiling,
' we have all our as she could well guess, told the

lives for that." same tale to the priest, who, when
The only blot on my happi- his penitent left him, leaned for-

ness," Honora said to her friends, ward and looked after him with a
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sad and earnest gaze. More than hide their refinement; and the ex-

once, late in the evening, she had traordinary piety of both invested

looked up from the street where them with a certain sacredness in

her close carriage stood waiting, the eyes of these people, who had
and seen, out on the corner of the walked and talked with saints,

open roof, to which no one but he The rude workmen ceased, not only
had access, his form drawn clearly to jest with, but to jest in the pre-

against the transparent purple of sence of this man who never smiled,
the sky, and, after waiting as long or spoke without necessity, whose
as prudence would allow, had gone pale face was for ever downcast, and

away to her lonely apartment, leav- who, in the midst of Italian indeli-

ing him there in company of the cacy, carried himself with the refine-

marble angels that clustered about ment of an angel. In the long
the church front, and the blessed noon rest of the hot summer days
bells, and whatever invisible spirits they withdrew from the place where
God should will and his own soul he threw himself down, faint with

invoke. Never did she see a light fatigue and the heat, and left him
in that lofty window

; and, after a to that solitude he unmistakably
while, it occurred to her to ask the desired. Only little children ven-

reason of the padrona, who often tured near the "penitent," as he

came to the church in the hope of began to be called, and smiled wist-

receiving money from the lady. fully in his face, and kissed the
" He never will have a candle," hand that now and then gave them

the v/oman said.
"

I think he is a soldo.

very poor. And he never drinks Once, as he lay asleep on the grass,

wine or eats meat. And, signora, in the shadow of a ruined arch, an

he is growing very pale." artist, who was just returning home
That night Annette Gerald ex- from a morning's sketching in the

tmguished the candles in her own Campagna, paused to look at him.

apartment, and never lighted them The other workmen lounged about

again. She could weep and pray at a distance, some asleep, some
without light. The next day she eating their noon luncheon of dry
dismissed her one servant, and bread, others smoking and talking,
thenceforward waited on herself. This one seemed laid there apart
No ease or elegance must her life for a picture. Thrown carelessly
know while his was passed in such on his back, with his hand under

poverty. He ate the dry, sour the cheek turned a little aside, and
bread of the poor ;

she ate it too. the hat dropped off, his form and
He discarded every luxury of the face were fully seen. It was not

table
;
she also became an ascetic, the form and face of a plebeian.

If she put wine or fruit to her lips, The elegant shape was not disguis-
tears choked her, and she set ed by its faded garments ;

the beau-

them aside. As he went down, so ty of the face, delicately flushed

she followed him, unseen, weeping with heat, and beaded with perspi-

pitifully, watching constantly, lov- ration, was even enhanced by the

ing utterly. unshorn and untended beard and
Without suspecting it, both be- the confused mass of clustering

came after a while objects of inter- hair; and the expression of calm
est to those about them. No din- melancholy, which was not obliter-

giness or apparent poverty could ated even by the unconsciousness of
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sleep, did not belong to a common you, if you will come to my studio

nature. for it."

The artist drew softly nearer, ''Certainly not!" she exclaimed,

and opened his portfolio, too much and for the first time looked at

engaged to give more than a pass- him with a clear and haughty gaze,

ing glance to a woman who stood
' You have no right to keep it,

by the arch. With a rapid pencil for you took it without permission,
he sketched his subject, trying to It would be dishonorable and in-

catch that hovering sadness and trusive of you to show that to any
the weary bend of the head. person. We are not contadini !"

Drawing back presently to see The artist rose and bowed,

if he could add anything to his
*

Madam, allow me to present

sketch, he perceived that the wo- my sketch to you," he said with

man who had been standing by the equal pride.

arch was at his side, watching his 'Some day you will know, and

progress. then you will no longer be offend-
" Don't let the shadow run off ed," she said calmly, and took the

so," she said, looking at the sketch, sketch from his hand just as the

not at him.
" Show how the sun- sleeper stirred and began to awake,

shine comes, close to his feet, so
' And now, I beg you never to no-

that he has only a step to take to tice him again, or mention him to

reach it. And do you see how any one till I come to you for the

those yellow flowers lean against picture."
his hair in the form of a crown ? And so three years passed away,
Put them in too

;
and the group of and there came an Easter morning

workmen yonder, and a corner of such as Easters used to be in the

the excavation, with that beautiful days when the pope was King of

pedestal half uncovered. As you Rome, and there was one city in

have it, it is only a pretty poem the world where the business was
without meaning; give the whole, religion,

and it will be a tragical story." -Who can forget the scene, having
The artist looked intently at the once beheld it the sky built up of

lady while she spoke. Surely she sapphires, glitter on glitter of such
must be the sister of the sleeper ! blue as the queen of heaven might
Their two faces would do to stamp make her mantle of; the full, warm
on a coin, the man's profile showing gold of the sunshine looking the sad

beyond the woman's. ruins in the face till they smile, and
'

Finish the sketch quickly be- revealing its hidden rainbows now
fore he wakes," she said.

"
I will and then, as the foamy columns of

pay you whatever you want for it. fountains sway in the light breeze,
Some day I will have you paint it. and catch it unawares; the birds,
Don't forget the red poppies at his with long, pointed wings, that cut

feet. And can you see, can you the air, and seem inebriated with the

show, that there is a blister on his delight of flying. Then the crowd
hand ?" in the piazza of S. Peter's, the mil-

Wondering much at this strange lennial mingling of rich and poor,
soli of poor people whom he found royal and plebeian, making in all

himself among, the artist obeyed. a scene to be witnessed nowhere
'

But I want to keep the sketch," else.

he said. 'I will make a copy for "How familiar, yet how new!"
VOL. xix. 44
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said a lady who stepped from her The thin and transparent face of

carnage at the barrier.
"

It is all this invalid, bathed now in the per-

I could wish ! I am glad, Max, that spiration of weakness, showed that

we did not come sooner to Rome, he was worn by consumption or by
I would rather my first sight of it a long and exhausting fever.' He
should be a festal one." was so weak, indeed, that his two

This lady was richly dressed, assistants supported him in their

and the black lace of her large arms
;
and when they reached the

Spanish veil was drawn back from stone posts at the foot of the steps,

a face like a fresh lily. he knelt there, and leaned against
She was instantly addressed as one of them, almost insensible.

principessa by all the beggars A lady, following closely behind,
about. wet her handkerchief in cologne-
"I am sorry I cannot give you water, and handed it over his shoul-

the title, Honora," her husband der to one of the men, but did not

said, and smilingly dropped a coin herself speak to them. He revived

into each outstretched hand.
" So a little at that, and, still leaning

nothing disappoints you ? I thought against the central post, remained

it would be so. Now, we must not fixed in prayer,

linger outside." A whisper began to creep among
"
Let us go slowly up ;

and the poor people about. Some of

please do not speak to me," Mrs. them had seen this man, and knew

Schoninger said.
"
No, I do not what they conceived to be his story,

want your arm now. I must enter and they told it in intervals of lis-

S. Peter's the first time praying." tening to the strains of heavenly

They went slowly up the as- music faintly heard now and then

cent, Honora with her hands clasp- from the church,

ed, and her eyes dilating as they
" He is a penitent," one whisper-

entered the grand vestibule. Then ed,
" and has been doing penance

Mr. Schoninger lifted the heavy here as a laborer, though he is so

curtain, and she crossed the thres- rich so rich ! Some say that he

hold. killed his own mother
;
but who

At that first step into S. Peter's knows ? The beautiful signore !

a Catholic feels as though he had Look at his face ! She must have

touched the beating heart of mo- provoked him
;
and perhaps she

ther church. was a very wicked woman. Ah ! I

The crowd pressed in
;
but still an- could tell stories of mothers. They

other crowd remained outside, keep- are not all like the blessed Madon-

ing their places for the papal bene- na. There are the trumpets ! Alle-

diction, and listening for the silvery luia ! alleluia ! Blessed is he who
burst of trumpets inside which cometh in the name of the Lord !-

should tell that the risen God stood And so this poor signore has been
on the central altar of Christen- living a hard life, and is about to

dom. die
;
and he has come at last to get

Among this crowd was a group, the Holy Father's blessing. He
for which they made way, as it cross- would not ask for it before. But,
ed the piazza and approached the indeed, he might, for he is as holy

steps. Yet it was only two poor as the blessed Labre, though he

laborers who supported a sick man sleeps in a bed arid works for his

between them. living, instead of begging it. The
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pale signora who stands behind him and receive communion, though not

is his sister. She has been in Rome really able to leave his bed, and
all these years, watching over him, had afterwards spent his remaining
without his knowing it. See! she strength in the first careful toilet he
stands out of his sight now. He had made for years. After having
worked up to a week ago, and then so long heaped every indignity on
he fell one day in a faint. She was his own body, to-day he had seem-
near by, and called a carriage to ed desirous of treating it with re-

take him home. And since then spect as the temple of God. He
she has had a room in the same still wore the dress of the laborer,

house, but told the padrona not to but his face was shorn of its ill-

let him know. She is rich, for all tended beard, his hair brushed once
her poor clothes. She puts some- more into silken waves, and his

thing into every hand that is held linen snowy white. And more ex-

out to her. See the way she looks hausting than these efforts had
at him ! Ah ! there they come." been the excitement of mind under
Mass was over, and the crowd in which he labored, and his fear lest

the church came pouring out. It in some way he should miss the

was with difficulty that Lawrence benediction he so longed for.

Gerald's protectors could keep his
"
I want to be placed directly in

place in that pressure. But that he front of the balcony," he had said,

had revived, they could not have "where I can see the Pope's face,

done so. With the first intimation I shall recognize his face at once,

that the moment for which he had Who knows but he may look at me ?

so long waited was at hand, he had If he should, then I shall think

roused himself, and exerted his that at last God looks at me."

whole strength. Upright on his The crowd hushed itself, as the

knees, with his arms clinging to the golden cross came in sight, and

post against which he leaned, he after it the crowned and mitred

fixed his eager eyes upon the bal- heads, all in white save one. And
cony where the Pope would in a that one, under its glittering tiara,

short time appear. He saw nothing wore a crown of snowy hair dearer

else, not even two familiar forms to Catholic hearts than gold or

and faces directly in front of him, jewels. On this central face the

which he could scarcely have seen eyes of the sick man fixed them-

even then with indifference. selves with a wide and imploring
"
My God !" exclaimed Honora gaze, and his hands stretched them-

Schoninger, and clung to her hus- selves out, as if to beg that he

band's arm.
"
Look, Max ! It is might not be forgotten.

Lawrence, and he is dying!
' "Do not fear!" Annette whis-

Mr. Schoninger drew his wife pered in his ear.
" The Holy Fa-

aside.
"
It is no time to recognize ther knows all your story, and

him now," he said.
" And there is pities you ;

and there is one stand-

Annette behind him. Poor fellow ! ing beside him who will remind

poor fellow !" him that you are here. He will

Annette pressed close to her hus- know just where you are."

band, ready to catch him if he To the waiting and trembling
should fall. She knew that he had penitent this was like a whisper
had an exhausting day. He had from his good angel. He associated

risen at early dawn to hear Mass no other thought with the voice.
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The silence deepened till nothing
could be heard but the swift wings
of a bird flying over the piazza,

and the soft
"

zitti ! zitti!" of the

fountains, and the heart that each

one in that vast crowd felt beat in

his bosom.

Surely that mild and blessed

face was turned his way ! the peni-
tent thought. Surely, surely, the

Holy Father had looked at .him,

searching the crowd one instant

with his eyes, and finding him !

Then a single voice was heard

the only voice in the universe, it

seemed.
"
May the holy Apostles Peter

and Paul, in whose power and au-

thority we confide, intercede for us

with the Lord."

"Amen!" chanted the choir, as

though the world had found voice.

Again the single voice :

"
Through the prayers and merits

of blessed Mary ever Virgin, of

blessed Michael the archangel, of

blessed John the Baptist, of the

holy Apostles Peter and Paul, and
all the saints, may the omnipotent
God have mercy upon you, may
all your sins be remitted, and

Jesus Christ lead you to eternal

life."

"Amen!"
' l

Indulgence, absolution, and re-

mission of all your sins, space for

true and faithful repentance, hearts

ever contrite, and amendment of

life, may the omnipotent and merci-
ful God afford you."
"Amen!"
" And may the blessing of the

omnipotent God, Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost, descend upon you,
and remain with you for ever."

"Amen!"
Every stain was washed away !

Full and strong the blessing flowed,
a divine river from the throne of

God himself ! On its tide were borne

away, not only guilt, but the mem-
ory of guilt ;

not only fear, but the

remembrance that fear had been.

Supported in the arms of his wife

and attendants, and of the old

friends of whose presence he was

unconscious, Lawrence Gerald lay
back with his eyes half closed, and
a smile of such peace and ecstasy
on his face as could only come
from God. His soul was gliding

sweetly away on the echoes of that

last amen.
The military bands began to

play, the guns boomed from Sant'

Angelo, the bells of S. Peter's

rang out with a joyful clash on the

air, and all Rome broke into music

over the resurrection.

And there was joy before the

angels of God over one sinful soul

redeemed.

THE END.
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MADAME DU DEFFAND.

" MEN have died, and worms have

eateji them, but not of love," the

poet tells us. And women too have

died, and worms have eaten them,
but not of ennui, although Mme. du
Deffand for nearly fourscore years
woke the echoes of Versailles and

Paris with the pitiful lament :

"
I

am bored ! I am bored ! I am dying
of ennuir If she eventually did

die of it which we stoutly deny
a malady that took eighty years to

kill its victim can hardly be called

a very cruel one. The vivacious,

gossipping, wearied old lady con-

trived to extract a very reasonable

amount of amusement, even of ex-

citement, out of the existence whose

wearisomeness she was for ever de-

nouncing; and it is only fair to

add that she contributed a very

goodly share of amusement to other

people. This renowned heroine

and victim of ennui, Marie de Vichy-
Chamroud, was born into this wea-

risome world in the year of grace

1697, of a noble family of the pro-
vince of Burgundy. The De Vichy-
Chamrouds were richer in parch-
ments than in lands

;
so it fell out

that Marie, young, lovely, accom-

plished, and teeming with wit, was
condemned to marry an old man,
and, what was still more terrible, a

wearisome old man, who had not a

single taste in common with her.

Immediately on leaving the con-

vent where she received what in

those days was considered a liberal

education, the beautiful young lady
was presented to her future lord.

If she bored herself as a young girl,

free and happy, and with life before

her, what must she have done as

the wife of a querulous, stingy old

man? All the revenge that was in

her power Marie took. She bored
her husband as much as he bored

her, until at last, in sheer despera-

tion, he agreed to give her an an-

nuity, and let her go her way with-

out him. As Marquise du Deffand,
free and comparatively wealthy, the

young wife began a new era. She

opened a salon which soon became
the centre of the wit and fashion

of Paris. All that was eminent in

war, arts, sciences, literature, and

folly came there, and tried to chase

away her eternal ennui. Amongst
her many admirers, the President

Henault occupies the most con-

spicuous place, both from the dig-

nity of his own character and the

enduring nature of their mutual at-

tachment. Henault was one of the

most remarkable men of his time.

He was educated by the Oratorians,
and had early the inestimable ad-

vantage of enjoying the advice, and
almost the intimacy, of Massillon.

He counted the scarcely lesser pri-

vilege of early personal acquaint-
ance with the great poet Racine.

As soon as he had completed his

studies, young Henault was intro-

duced at court, where he at once
made a favorable impression.

" This
is not to be wondered at," says a

chronicler of the times
;

"
for, in

truth, he was a youth of gracious

parts, gay, witty, amiable, a good
musician, and gifted with the art of

making light and graceful verses."

While the Duchesse de Maine held

her brilliant court, Henault was a
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constant presence there, and one

of its principal ornaments. He
was so universally beloved that it

was popularly said of him :

" There

is a man who has more friends than

he can count, and not a single ene-

my." And this lucky man was the

devoted admirer of Mme. du Def-

fand for over fifty years.
He attained considerable fame as

an author, and not the least re-

markable feature in his works is

that their authorship was vehement-

ly contested, not only during He-
nault's life, but for many years after

his death. Most of his books were
first published anonymously a

circumstance which, in their early

career, may have explained the

doubts concerning their origin.
But the Abrege Chronologique,
which Henault regarded as his best,

appeared with the author's name at

the outset, and this, strange to say,
was the one which the world refus-

ed longest to believe was his, and

persevered in long attributing to

the Abbe Boudot. A copy of the

book was found, in the abbe's own
writing, amongst his papers when
he died, and this is the only piece
of evidence on which Renault's

detractors built their obstinate de-

nial that he was the author of the

Abrege. Admitting that this fact

looked suspicious, the book itself

from first to last bears the stamp
of Renault's composition in the

most unmistakable manner; the

choice of the subject, its style and

treatment, all point emphatically to

him as the author, while there is

abundant explanation of the ac-

cidental presence of the com-

promising copy amongst Boudot's

papers. Henault was in the habit
of employing him to copy out his

compositions. Voltaire, in one of
his letters to the president, recom-
mends the abbe as a very clever

copyist, and also as a useful person
to make researches for him at the

Royal Library ;
and Grimm also re-

commends him for the same purpose,

informing Henault that Boudot
had employment at the library, and
was in charge of the literary and
historical department. A man who
held this subaltern* post, and was
treated as a mere scribe by such

authorities, and who never pleaded

guilty to writing even a pamphlet
in his life, is, to say the least, a very

unlikely person to be the author of

such a work as Renault's Abrege.
Mme. du Deffand and Grimm, who
both liked to sharpen their wits pret-

ty freely at the president's expense,
never for an instant doubted the

reality of his authorship, or suspect-
ed that any one had had a share

in his books.

Unlike so many of his distin-

guished literary contemporaries,
Henault was a practical Christian.
" His piety," says the Marquis de

Agesson,
" was as free from fana-

ticism or bitterness as his books
were from pedantry."
Mme. du Deffand, who spared

her friend on no other points, spar-
ed him on this. She never laughed
at his religion. On that score

alone he was safe from her irony
and sarcasm. She even openly
commended him for challenging
Voltaire's impious vituperation of

the faith
;
and in her own corre-

spondence with the infidel philoso-

pher she speaks almost with en-

thusiasm of the clear intellect, the

pointed wit, and irresistible good-
ness of his antagonist. When he
was past eighty, Henault wrote

privately to Voltaire, imploring him ?

in the most touching terms, to re-

tract some of his diabolical satires

on religion ;
and this letter, which,

unhappily, we know remained with-

out effect, was found amongst Vol-
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taire's papers after his death. He, undoubtedly difficult to live with,
on his side, strove to win over He- as all people are who draw excii-

nault to the "
enlightened school," sively on those around them fo_

and with artful flattery and amusement
;
but she was old and

subtlest sophistry urged him to she was blind, and it is beyond
change certain historical passages doubt she was a kind benefactress

in the Abrc'ge Chronologique which to her young companion, and that,

strongly vindicated the influence of at the moment of separation, she

Christianity. But the Christian wri- wrote a most touching letter to her,

ter withstood these blandishments, asking forgiveness for all she had
In a literary point Voltaire con- done inadvertently to pain her, and
tributed in no small degree to the urging the young girl to remember

reputation of Henault, whose style how cruelly she was afflicted both
he praised with creditable candor, by blindness and by ennui. To
It is strange to see the lively and this Mile, de 1'Espinasse returned a

bored old marquise holding steadi- curt and ungracious answer. Nor

ly the friendship of these widely did she imitate the kindliness of

dissimilar men. Diderot, D'Alem- speech of her quondam employer,
bert, and Montesquieu were also who always spoke of her ever after

habitue's of her brilliant salon. But their quarrel with the utmost good-
none of them could do more than nature and forbearance,

give her momentary deliverance Just as her home was resounding
from her life-long enemy ennui, to these domestic discords, Mine.
She went on boring herself, in spite du Deffand made the acquaintance
of the perpetual cross-fire of esprit of Horace Walpole. They were
that the brightest wits of the age spontaneously pleased with each

kept up around her, and she bored other. Mme. du Deffand would
her friends almost to exasperation have probably been still more so,

by the unceasing repetition of the if she could have foreseen how tri-

complaint : Que je m'ennuie ! Que umphantly this new friendship was

je niennuie ! destined to rescue her memory from

At the age of fifty-four a terri- oblivion. We know more of her

ble misfortune befell the marquise, and her salon through the volumin-

She grew blind. It was soon after ous correspondence that passed be-

this that she became acquainted tween her and that prince of gos-
with Mile, de 1'Espinasse. The sips and most brilliant of scrib-

sprightliness and the energy of this biers than through any other

young girl were an immense conso- source
; although she comes in, it

lation to Mme. du Deffand, and is true, for more ridicule at his

cheered her for a time in that hands than eulogy. He constantly
"eternal night," as she pathetically reproaches her for making him the

described it, in which she now laughing-stock of Paris and Lon-
dwelt. But they did not agree for don by her absurd affection, and

long. After living happily to- coarsely tells her he does not want

gether for some few years, they to be the hero of a novel where the

quarrelled and separated. It is heroine is a blind octogenarian,

impossible to say whose fault it This correspondence was pub-
was. Each had violent partisans, lished at the beginning of the cen-

who accused the other, but proved tury, and was hailed as a valuable

nothing. Mme. du Deffand was addition to the French literature
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of that period. On reading it, one memoirs of the lively French wo-

feels transported into the society man was one of the countless

of the fascinating women and ac- noble and touching victims of the

complished men whom it so clever- Revolution that raging torrent that

ly depicts. Mme. du Deffand pass- drowned so many gentle voices in

es in review the authors and actors its roar. He was gifted with an

of her time with a graphic power eloquence that drew around him
'

of delineation rarely equalled, all the lovers of rhetoric and the

Unsparing in her criticism, she is most able men of his day. The
in some instances no doubt too poet Young heard him, and was

severe, and occasionally even un- so struck by his power and pathos

just ;
it is nevertheless acknowledg- that he entreated a Protestant

ed that in her literary judgments clergyman of his acquaintance to

she is rarely at fault
; they are go and hear him

; the latter did

marked throughout by discrimina- so, and embraced the faith. Once,

tion, taste, and delicacy. on coming out from a sermon of

Horace Walpole made Mme. du the Pere Lenfant's, preached at

Deffand's acquaintance when she S. Sulpice during Lent, Diderot ex-

had become quite blind
;
on his claimed to D'Alembert, who had

being presented to her, she drew been drinking in every word from

her hand over his face, in order to beginning to end, with his eyes
ascertain whether he was plain or riveted on the preacher:

'

It would

handsome, and what his age was. be hard to hear that man often

Her touch had acquired such sensi- without becoming a Christian."

tive delicacy in course of time that When the order of the Jesuits
it enabled her to calculate people's was disbanded in France, the Pere

ages and looks with the greatest Lenfant was thrown upon the

accuracy. In quite the latter years world. He was then forty-seven
of her life Mme. du Deffand, who years of age. The decree which
had never been avowedly an unbe- despoiled him of his religious garb

liever, although practically so, turned could not rob him of its spirit,

her thoughts to religion, and sought He continued his good works and
in the teaching of the faith those his apostolate with fervor and wis-

consolations to her ennui that wit dom. Several crowned heads tried

and philosophy had failed to secure to win him to their courts, but in

her. She announces this change vain. The son of S. Ignatius held

of sentiment, with her usual frank- steadily aloof from the tempting
ness, in one of her letters to Wai- snare. He preached indefatigably

pole. Her biographers throw but at all times and places, at Lime-
little light on the subject. La ville, Vienne, Versailles, wherever

Harpe alludes to her having had he was called; and everywhere
many interviews with the celebrat- the great and the learned flocked

ed Jesuit, F. Lenfant an episode round his pulpit. His contempo-
which is dismissed by Mme. du raries describe the effects of his

Deffand herself with the remark eloquence as electrical. He capti-
that

"
the Pere Lenfant was very vated his hearers, not so much

clever, and that she was much by the magnificence of his Ian-

pleased with him." guage, as by the pathos of his

The Pere Lenfant who is thus in- voice and the force of his own

cidentally introduced to us in the faith. Pere Lenfant preached the
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Lent of 1791 before the court; but only to the recipients was the real,

on refusing to take the oath of the and perhaps the only, cause of his

clergy to the civil constitution, he reputed avarice. One example of his

was obliged to withdraw. Shortly delicate generosity we cannot re-

afterwards he was taken prisoner frain from giving,

and condemned to death. On He was in the habit of visiting

being brought before his judges, Marseilles to see his sister, Mme.
the people cried out that his life d'Hericourt, who resided there,

might be spared, and, yielding to During one of these visits he hap-
the cries, his jailers let him go ; pened one evening to be lounging
before, however, he had got free on the quay ;

the weather was sul-

from the crowd, a woman called try, and it occurred to Montesquieu
out :

" There goes the king's con- that he would take a boat, and
fessor !" At these words the thirst have a row on the sea. His atten-

for blood, that had seemed for tion was drawn to a young man who
A moment satiated or suspended, was looking out for a customer,

rose up anew. The mob set upon He hailed him, and got in. As
him like tigers. The Pere Lenfant soon as they were out a little at

uttered only words of love and for- sea, Montesquieu perceived that his

giveness, and, raising his hands to boatman was a novice at the work,
heaven, exclaimed :

"
My God, I and rowed with difficulty. .

He
thank thee for allowing me to offer questioned him, and learned that

my life for thee, as thou hast offer- he was, in truth, a jeweller by trade,
ed thine for me!" And with this and a boatman only on Sundays
gracious sentence on his lips the and holidays, in order to gain a

Jesuit father fell and expired un- trifle towards helping his mother
der the blows of the murderers. and sisters, who were working to

This little sketch of the Mar- procure 4,000 crowns to ransom his

quise du Deffand would be incom- father, who was aprisoner at Tetuan.

plete without a passing mention Montesquieu was deeply touched
of the author of the Esprit des by the story. He made a resolution

Lois, who was one of the most dis- on the spot, but said nothing. Be-

tinguished of her numerous friends, fore landing, however, he got from
Her letters to Montesquieu have the boatman his father's name and

been preserved ; they are, however, the name of his master. On part-
much less interesting than those ing, he handed him his purse, and
to Walpole, and consequently much walked away rapidly ; great was
less known. Mme. du Deffand the delight of the young man, on
could be a staunch friend, though opening it, to find that it contained
she was often a trying one

;
she sixteen golden louts.

proved herselfsuch to Montesquieu. Six weeks after this the captive
Amongst other good offices, she suddenly appeared in the midst of
cleared him from the charge of his wife and children. He saw, by
avarice which was laid at his door the astonishment mingled with their
so generally. History revoked the joy, that it was not to them he
verdict, it is true, but only when the owed his liberation; but the sur-

subject of it was gone beyond the prise and gratitude of all were in-

reach of earthly rehabilitation, creased on his telling them that

Montesquieu's exceeding modesty not only was his ransom paid, but
and desire to have his benefits known likewise his voyage home and his
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clothing; and, over and above this,

a sum of fifty louis d'or had been

handed to him on starting. The

young boatman no sooner heard

this fairy tale than he bethought
him of the generous stranger who
had presented him the purse and

expressed such sympathy on hear-

ing of his sorrow. He determined

to seek him. For two years he did

so, but in vain. The name of the

benefactor to whom he and his

owed such a sweet and magnificent
debt of gratitude remained an im-

penetrable mystery. At last one

day, -while -walking in the streets

of Paris, he suddenly encounter-

ed Montesquieu face to face
;
the

young man fell upon his knees, kiss-

ed the hand of his benefactor, and
entreated him to come with him to

the home he had blessed, and wit-

ness the joy that he had brought
back to a desolate family. But

Montesquieu feigned ignorance
and surprise, declared he knew

nothing of what the young man

was talking about, and at last,

wrenching his hand away abruptly,
he disappeared in the crowd, nor

did his pursuer succeed in finding
him again.

This action would never have

been discovered had not Montes-

quieu's executor found among his

papers a memorandum in his own

handwriting, stating that he had
sent 7,500 francs to Mr. Main, an

English banker at Cadiz
;
on the

latter being applied to for informa-

tion, he replied that he had given
that sum, by the order of M. de

Montesquieu, for the ransom of a

man named Robert, a Marseillais,

detained as a slave at Tetuan.

Inquiries were set on foot, and the

Robert family told the rest.

This touching incident was made
the foundation of many dramatic

pieces. If it did no more than

clear a noble character from the

unworthy charge of heartlessness

and avarice, the world would have

been the better for its discovery.

CAIN, WHAT HAST THOU DONE WITH THY BROTHER?

BY ERNEST HELLO.

PROM THE REVUE DU MONDE CATHOLIQUE.

BY way of preface, I will relate a

true story given by F. Agathon, a

priest of the Monastery of Ruba,
and preserved in the Lives of the

Fathers of the Desert.

F. Agathon says :

" One day I

descended into the valley of Ruba
to find the holy solitary, F. Pemeu,
as I wished to consult him on a

subject that weighed heavily upon
my rnind. We conversed until late

in the' evening, and then he sent
me into a cavern to pass the rest

of the night. Now, as it was win-

ter, and the cold extreme, I was

nearly frozen. The next morning,
when the old man came in to see

me, he asked: 'How have you
passed the night, my son?'

" *

Father,' I answered,
'

I must

say, in truth, I passed a terrible

night, on account of the extraor-

dinary severity of the cold.'

"'And I did not feel it at all,'

he replied.
" These words filled rne with as-
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tonishment, as he was nearly naked,
and I said :

'

I beg of you, father,

to tell me how that could have hap-

pened.'
"' For the reason,' he answered,

'

that a lion came and lay down
beside me, and kept me warm.
But nevertheless, m'y dear son, I

can assure you that I shall be de-

voured by wild beasts.'

Why do you say so ?' I asked.

Because,' he replied,
' when I

was a shepherd in our country (we
were both from Galatia), I would
have saved the life of a traveller,

if I had accompanied him
;
but I

did not show him that charity, and
he was devoured by the dogs.
Therefore I shall most certainly
meet with a similar death.'

'' And it really happened as he

said. For three years afterwards

he was torn to pieces by wild

beasts."

I.

Dear Marie, cease to think of

me
;

all is ended
;

I am lost. I do
not tell you what will become of

me
;
I know nothing myself. I only

know that yesterday I received the

fatal blow, from which I cannot re-

cover.

I had just finished the last pic-

ture, of which I have so often spoke
to you The First Glance. It is

the portrait of a young man, who
awakens and looks around him, as

though he saw everything for the

first time.

Some of my friends thought the

picture splendid, but added that it

would not sell well, as my name
was unknown to the public.

After innumerable attempts, all

equally unfortunate, I showed it

yesterday to a very rich amateur
Baron de Brienne. He examined
the picture, thought it remarkable,

and then asked if I had often ex-

hibited my pictures.
On my replying in the negative,

his expression changed.
"I thought," said he,

"
I did not

know your name. You must make

yourself known. This picture has

great merit, and this sketch also,"

he added, throwing a rapid glance
at my other picture just commenc-
ed you know it, Marie Cain after

his Crime "but, in fact, you are

not known," he concluded.

"But, sir," I replied,
"

I am en-

deavoring to make myself known."
"
Well," continued the baron,

"
you have talent, that I acknow-

ledge ;
but I doubt if it is the kind

of talent that will be appreciated

by the public. If I bought your
picture, I would be asked where I

found it. As it stands there, it has

a certain value; but if you were

dead, it would be worth a hundred
times as much, and perhaps would
soon find purchasers, possibly my-
self among the first. You see I

can't change the world. So it is

with men
; they will pay the most

ridiculous price for objects of art

whose worth is guaranteed by a

signature, but will not bother them-
selves to talk up unknown talent.

I," he added with a happy smile,
"
recently gave a hundred thousand

francs for a picture which I do not

place above yours ;
but it was a

Murillo ! I am a modest man, and
*

always side with the majority. The
majority is always right, and, for

my part, I am not vain enough to

think I know more than the entire

human race. Make yourselfknown ;

everything is in that. Make your-
self known

; put your pictures in the

exhibition
;
receive medals and de-

corations. But, above all, die
; your

pictures then will be worth so much

gold. You see you are talking to a

practical man, who don't believe in
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neglected genius. Au revoir, mon-

sieur. You really have talent
;
more

even than that, I do not hesitate to

say you have genius. Au rcvoir,

monsieur."

This, Marie, was my last adven-

ture. All the others were similar. I

will spare you any further details.

I have told you in a few words what

in reality was a long agony. But

despair is brief; it has not the cou-

rage to dwell 'on separate facts; it

sums up the causes, and only shows

the effects.

Now, my dear Marie, you know
what happened yesterday. The

day before there came another

gentleman, who had not the time to

examine my picture as it deserved.

This he explained to me for two
hours without looking at the pic-
ture. He really had no time

;
for ex-

ample, every morning he visits his

stables from ten to twelve, and in

the afternoon rows on the lake from
four to six.

As for Baron de Brienne, when
he left, he assured me he held my
talent in the highest estimation

;

that he would like to have a gallery
of pictures all painted by me, as it

would probably one day be very
valuable

; later, my pictures would
sell splendidly, and he could make

money by the operation.
If there is ever to be a later day

for me, I shall find him, when I will

no longer need him, and hewill be
the first to show me honor.

Adieu, Marie. I was so sanguine,
so buoyed up with hope, it needed
all this time all this precious time,
of which these gentlemen had so

little to waste to bring me where I

am now.
I think the baron saw despair in

my face, for he used a singular ex-

pression on leaving which I had
not provoked by any remark.

*

My dear sir, do not look so

dismal and wretched. I am not

the Don Quixote of budding ge-
nius. Make yourself known, make

yourself known, and you will find

me ! But if your courage fails, you
will commit blunders and spoil your
talent, for which- I will not be re-

sponsible ;
like Pilate, I wash my

hands of you !"

I listened to them going down
the stairs.

"No, no," said he to his wife;
"
you see for my portrait I must

have a master, a signature."
a
Perhaps," replied the baroness

"
perhaps we have done wrong to

discourage the young man."
"
Discourage ? What are you

talking about ? I told him he had

great talent. Do you wish to know
what I think ?" he added, as he stood

for an instant before her.
" What

ruins art in the present day is that

it is gorged with gold, and that too

few men of genius die in the hospi-
tal that is the reason !"

Adieu, Marie.

Something else was said, which
Paul did not hear.

The baroness paused, as she was
about to enter the carriage.

"
Well, what is the matter with

you?" said her husband.
"

I am not very well," she re-

plied.
" So much more reason for get-

ting in the carriage. What ails

you ?"
' The face of that young man

haunts me. Who knows what de-

spair may drive him to ? Who
knows how terrible may be his hid-

den suffering ? Let us go back. I

feel as though we had just commit-
ted a crime. Let us go back. Thirty

years ago I read a story which I

had long forgotten, but that now
returns vaguely to my memory as

a warning. I no longer remember
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the whole, but the impression comes
back vague and terrible after thirty

years. Ah ! let us go back."

The baron stopped, and laughed

immensely.
" Ha ! ha ! Are you crazy ?

Haven't I the right to choose the

pictures I wish to buy ? Is there a

law which compels me to buy pic-
tures from this gentleman ? I speak
to you very seriously, my dear

;

such fancies as these will make

you crazy. There is a great deal

of insanity in our present day. Let

us take care, let us take care !"

ii.

Marie, after reading her brother's

letter, was half frantic with terror,

as she knew him thoroughly, and
understood his bitter despair. She

lost no time, but left in the first

train. Arrived in Paris, she ran to

the little house in the Quartier La-

tin where Paul lived. She was too ex-

cited to take a carriage. The rapid
walk seemed to soothe her. In the

cars she longed for quicker move-
ment

;
in the street she wished for

wings ;
at the door she would ra-

ther have been at the other end of

the world. She dared not go up.
She stopped, suffocated with the

beating of her heart. If it was al-

ready too late the thought nearly

paralyzed her with horror. If she

were a minute too late !

Finally, when on the stairs, she

wept. Then she dared ring.
'

I have wept," she thought ;

"
he

is saved." Taught by a long and sin-

gular experience, the young girl

knew that tears were for her the mys-
terious and certain sign that her

prayer was granted. She rang. A ser-

vant-girl, without speaking, led her
to a bed, and uttered a single word

;

Dead' -and then r.dded : "The
funeral will take place in two hours.

He threw himself into the Seine

from the bridge of Austerlitz."
" He is not dead," said Marie.
" The registration of the death

has been made," said the woman.
Without replying, Marie looked

fixedly at him, and said to herself :

" He is not dead. I have wept ;

he is not dead. Paul!" she called.

Silence.
" Paul !" Silence.

She seized a mirror, and held it

to her brother's lips. At the mo-
ment she took it in her hand she

burst into tears.
" You will see

that he is saved !" she said.

The woman thought her crazy.
Marie still held the mirror before

Paul's lips. Dead silence
;
her own

poor heart nearly stopped the

mirror was tarnished !

in.

Seven years afterwards M. le

Baron de Brienne was conversing
in a numerous and choice circle.

It was at a grand dinner. The wo-
men were crowned with flowers

and sparkling with jewels. The
conversation turned upon a great
crime which had recently been

committed, the details of which
filled two columns of every paper.

Suddenly the Baron de Brienne
became singularly agitated, and

then, in a voice which he endeavor-
ed to keep calm, but whose trem-

bling was still further shown by
the effort to subdue it, said :

'

It appears that the police have
not yet discovered any trace of the

assassin."
*

I don't know," replied a guest.
*

I believe not," said another.
* Excuse me," replied a third

person ;

"
according to the latest ac-

counts, the police, if not positively

sure, had at least great hopes."
The Baron de Brienne was as

white as his napkin. He tried to
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overcome and conceal his excite-

ment, and attempted to eat
;
but

the effort was too great. He
swooned, and fell heavily to the

ground.

Every one rose and crowded

around him. Water was thrown in

his face, salts were held for him to

inhale. The hostess neglected none

of the ceremonies usual in such

cases. Fortunately, there was a

physician among the guests. Every
attention was lavished upon M. le

Baron. His carriage was called, and

he was taken home.
The next day he was better

;
at

the end of three days he was well.

He made them bring any quantity
of papers, and read them to him.

Mme. la Baronne, who was the

reader, suddenly paused, and said .

" Here is more of the horrid

crime of which we were all talking
when you were taken ill."

"Well?" said the baron in a

singular tone.
"
Well," continued the baroness,

"
the murderer has been arrested.

But what a strange interest you take

in the affair !"
44

1 ?" replied the baron.
" Oh ! not

at all
;
lean very truly say that. Why

do you think otherwise?"
" Because you are so strangely

excited whenever the subject is

mentioned."
" What do you mean, talking

about my excitement ?" he replied.
" Can you possibly imagine, like

those stupid people at dinner the

other evening, that this affair inter-

ests me in the slightest degree ?

They were all there looking at me,

looking at me . . . with eyes . . .

with eyes . . . Are you, too, going
to stare .at me now with those

eyes . . . with those eyes. . . ."

Mme. la Baronne rose, and wrote
two lines :

" Dear doctor, come in-

stantly."

"
Carry that to the telegraph

office," she said to the servant.
' She did not count the words,"

muttered the man in astonishment,
as he withdrew.

"
It must be some-

thing very serious.

IV.

Three months had elapsed, and
the baron had resumed his ordinary
life, when one evening, in a salon

in the faubourg Saint-Honore, a

gentleman remarked, in the course
of conversation, that it was astonish-

ing the number of crimes one daily
heard of. And he related the last

murder that the daily paper had

brought under his eyes.
Said the baron :

"
Why do you

make such an assertion ? Never
were crimes so rare as to-day;
manners and customs are so much
softened, we can almost say there

are no longer any criminals. None
can be found in the higher class of

society ;
and when we speak of the

aristocracy, it means the entire

nation. Indeed, to speak the truth,
I believe very little in the wonder-
ful crimes with which the daily

journals fill their columns when
there is a dearth of political news."

" You are very incredulous, M. le
'

Baron," replied the Comte de Sar-

tigny.
"
Probably it is from kindness

to the editors that the police seek

the criminals, and the courts judge
them,"

" You say," answered the baron,
;<

that the police seek the criminals.

It is false, M. le Comte. In the

first place, only one is guilty, and

the police are not hunting him up ;

he is already found, and he has no

accomplice. He has been found,
I tell you, he has been found

;
and

the man has no accomplice. Per-

haps I don't know it. Ha ! ha !"

While the baron, pale as death,
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spoke these words, with terror im-

printed on his face, the count look-

ed steadily at him, and said :

" You say that I have spoken

falsely, M. le fearon ? Will you

repeat that remark ? I think those

were your words, but perhaps I

was mistaken."
"

I only say one thing," replied
the baron,

" which is, that the crimi-

nal has been found and arrested."
" But a moment ago you denied

the reality of the crime."

"I only say one thing, M. le

Comte : that there is no doubt

about the name of the assassin."

The master of the house took

the count by the arm, and led him
to the recess of a window. . . .

" Ah ! very well, very well
;
I did

not know it," said the count, as he

left the room.

While they were conversing to-

gether, the baron made several

vain efforts to rise. He experienced
the supreme anguish of a man who,
while still in the possession of his

faculties, feels they are leaving him
of a man who has not fainted, but

who is about to faint, and who feels

on his brow the first drops of cold

sweat.

The baroness made her excuses

for leaving so early, and, when alone

with her husband, asked anxious-

ly:
' What can be the matter with

you?"
; ' And you too, you too," he re-

plied, pushing her from him, as he

raised his blood-shot eyes.

v.

' We must," said the doctor,
'

enter into his mania, so as to en-

deavor to discover the cause. We
must make him talk without ques-

tioning him. Do you know, ma-

dame, in the life of M. le Baron,

of any fact that may have left a

disagreeable remembrance ?"
"
Doctor, do you mean a guilty

remembrance ?"
"
No, madame ; something terrify-

ing."
The baroness thought a long

while.
"
No," said she,

"
not one. Our

life has always passed most tran-

quilly. You know how people of the

world live
; well, so we live, and

have always lived. My husband is

a quiet man, who has never had a

quarrel in his life with any one, and
has never done an injury that I

know of."
; You have never seen in the ba-

ron any anxiety of conscience ?"
*

Any anxiety of conscience ?

He ? Why should he have any ?

He has never in his life done any-
thing to reproach himself with."

" The baron," replied the doctor,
"has the reputation of being be-

nevolent and kind-hearted. I don't

think he is naturally very imagina-
tive

;
do you, madame ?"

" Not at all, doctor. I think he is

just the contrary. I can even say
he has very little faith."

' But when and where did you
first perceive the commencement of
this mania?"

;<

It was one day when nothing
strange had happened. Some one
had been speaking of a young sculp-
tor, who now is very famous. A
friend told us that he owed his suc-

cess to a rich banker, who had dis-

covered his talents by some happy
accident, and had aided him with
his fortune and influence. When
our guests had left, and we were

alone, I thought he would kill him-

self; as now, without the slightest
reason."

" In his daily life does he show

any eccentricity of which I am yet
ignorant?"
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i: Not precisely eccentricity," times acted more unwisely than

said Mine, de Brienne.
' His tastes lie. I remember once he even re-

have changed very much, but that fused ..."
cannot be called eccentricity. He '

Nevertheless," interrupted the

formerly spent quite a fortune in doctor, "the case is very serious."

purchasing pictures, of which he The baron was alone in his

has a very fine collection, that he room. His wife listened attentively

admired extravagantly ;
now he at the door, and watched him

never looks at them. But he has through the key-hole. He raised

always been rather fickle." the curtains, shook the cushions on
" Does he talk in his sleep ?" the sofa, searched around, and,

"No; but one morning (now when convinced that he was alone,

that you make me think of it) spoke in a low voice
;
but his wife

he awoke terribly frightened at a caught his words,

dream. * Ah ! what a dream I have
'' No one suspects me. No one,

had,' he said to me. His face looked not even she; and yet everything
worn and haggard, and, as I begged should warn them, everything. . . .

him to relate it, he turned away his The circumstances that accompa-
eyes, and refused peremptorily. I nied the act are reproduced every

insisted, but he kept silent, and I instant. For example, the clouds

have never been able to make him in the sky have nearly always the

relate it." same form as at that moment. . . .

The doctor reflected. The clouds do it purposely ; they
"
Perhaps that is the whole se- have assumed since that day cer-

cret," said he.
" But if we were tain positions always the same.

to ask him about it now, probably What do they resemble ? What I

to-morrow we would be obliged to do not wish to say, but I know
confine him." well since my dream. Oh ! that

"
Confine him ?" cried the baro- dream. ... I am cold, frozen,

ness.
" Do you think him so seri- Why is it no one ever speaks to

ously affected?" me of that dream; that no one in
"
Very seriously, madame, and this house remembers it ? And

more so as he is 'perfectly sane in yet they were all there ... in the

relation to other affairs. His mania dream. . . . My wife was there,

is confined to one point, and is and the other one also," he added,
what we call hallucination. My lowering his voice,

duty compels me to tell you, mad- And after a silence, occasionally

ame, that it is a case where science broken by unintelligible words, and

up to the present time has been joined to a strange pantomime, he

very unsuccessful." continued :

"
But, doctor, never was there a

"
It was frightful. How that man

man less crazy. As for the pic- struggled for his life !"

tures, which was the only passion I And speaking always lower and
ever knew him to have, he prided lower, the baron gasped out :

himself on never having done a
" He clung to me, and, when I

foolish thing; he only bought pic- pushed him into the water, an ex-

^ures of known value, with the sig- pression passed over his face such

natures of the artists fully guaran- as was never seen but then in this

teed. I, for instance, who am world. It was near the bridge of

speaking to you, would have some- Austerlitz. How he glared at me
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as lie disappeared the last time !

How is it that in the street the

passers-by do not say on seeing

me,
' There is the man, there he

is the man who had the dream
'

?

But was it a dream or reality ?

Men often pass me quickly in the

street. Who knows but that they
know or see something?"
The baron walked' around the

room, greatly excited, and then,

pausing, he sighed, and said in a

mournful tone :

" How do other men act those

who are not followed ? They can

take a step without hearing behind

them another step that goes quicker
or slower, according as they walk.

Then there are men who do not

hear steps behind them as they
walk. Yet I always seek the

noisiest places ;
but no noise ever

deadens the sound of that step, so

faint but so invincible. The noise

of carriages, the roar of cannon
I have tried everything. . . . If pos-
sible I would live amidst thunder

;

but the lightning might fall near

me, and cover me with ruins; still

should I hear that faint, almost im-

perceptible noise, a foot that just

touches the ground. I am cold !

How cold it is ! Fire no longer
warms me ! How lightly that foot

touches the ground. It does not

press -heavily like ours. No, de-

cidedly not
;

it was no dream it

was reality. That foot never is

tired
;
but when I stop, it stops. It

has a certain manner of stopping
that makes me always feel that it is

there, and that it will resume its

walk when I do mine. Sometimes
I would rather hear it, and I walk
to make it walk; when it is silent,

its menace is to me more terrible

than the sound of the step. ... If

it would only change place ! . . .

But, no
; always at an equal distance

from me. Ah ! how cruel. If I
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could but see some one, I think

the most horrible spectacle would

be less terrifying than this dreary
void. To hear and not see !"

Here the baron rapidly jumped
backwards, and put out his hand as

though to grasp something in the

air, then exclaimed :

" Gone ! He has escaped es-

caped, as ever!"

VI.

The course of the baron's ordi-

nary life flowed on as smoothly as

ever. Nothing was changed, and
those who were not much with

him perceived no difference
;

to

them he was the same as heretofore.

The following summer he wished
to go to the sea-shore.

They left for Brittany. They
spoke of the pleasant walks and

drives, and the baron, in an absent

manner, asked on which part of the

coast was the most sand. He would
not hear of the cliffs

;
he wanted

sand only sand. Gavre was re-

commended by a gentleman who
was seated near them at the table

d'hdte.

The baron instantly decided up-
on going to Gavre.

"At what hour shall we leave ?"

asked the baroness.

The we evidently displeased the

baron. He wished to go alone. He
gave a thousand pretexts to prevent
his wife accompanying him. As
she would not admit them, he said,

contrary to his usual custom, 'I

will" . . . "I wish to go alone,"
said he. "Am I in prison? Do
you take me for a criminal?"

The baron left Port Louis in the

steamboat. His wife followed him,
without being seen, on another

boat, and watched his movements

through a spy-glass, as he paced up
and down the shore at Gavre.
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First, according to his usual cus-

tom, he assured himself that he was

alone. Then he would take seve-

ral steps, and return quickly, seeing

nothing; he searched in the sand,

and, finding his own footsteps, he

sought a little further on the trace

of the other one. All in vain. Dis-

appointed, he went to another spot,

and recommenced his weary walk,

always seeing his own footprints,
never the other. He had hoped
in the sand; the sand had proved
false, as everything else.

vn.

Meanwhile, the doctor was in

Paris, and one evening in a salon in

the faubourg Saint Germain. The
conversation was on madness

;
and

the doctor, who was a celebrated

dliiniste, was asked many questions
as to the causes of insanity.

" The causes of insanity," said

he,
"
are so profound and myste-

rious that to know them one must
make the tour of the invisible

world."
"

I have known," said one gen-

tleman,
"
insane persons who

thought themselves guilty of crimes

which they had never committed
innocent men, intelligent and good,

incapable of harming a bird, and
who thought themselves assassins."

Among the guests that evening
was a famous artist, M. Paul Bay-
ard, whose most admired works,
The First Glance, and Cain after

his Crime, ranked with the chefs-
cFxuvre of the greatest masters of

the day.
Said M. Bayard :

"
I have not

studied, like you, doctor, from life.

J don't know any insane persons,
and what I am going to tell, you is

not founded on fact. But this is

what I think about this strange re-

morse felt by innocent people :

who knows if they may not have
committed spiritually the crime of

which they think themselves guilty

materially
1

} In this hypothesis

they have completely forgotten the

real and spiritual crime, which they
committed really and spiritually ;

they did not even know or feel it

at the instant they committed it.

But this crime real, spiritual, and

forgotten is transformed, by virtue

of madness, into a material crime,
of which they are innocent, but of

which they believe themselves guil-

ty. Perhaps a man has betrayed
his friend

; instead of accusing him-
self of this treason, he accuses him-
self of another fault which resem-
bles that one, as the body resem-
bles the soul. I repeat, I cannot
cite an example. It is purely hypo-
thetical

;
but something which I

cannot define makes me think it

possible, nay, even probable. The

guilty person deceived his con-

science
;
conscience in turn deceives

him. To make a child understand,
we give examples of sensible things.

Perhaps justice thus acts with these

men, and, finding them insensible

in the sphere of the mind, trans-

ports their crime into the sphere
of the body.

"
Perhaps it is a real crime, but

too subtle to be understood by
them, that descends to their level,

and pursues them under the appear-
ance of an external and sensible

crime, the only one which they can

understand. There are whimsical

scruples which resemble madness,
as exaggeration resembles falsehood.

Who knows if these scruples are

not the wanderings, or, if you pre-

fer it, the transpositions of remorse ?

I say remorse. I do not say repent-

ance, for repentance enlightens, and

remorse blinds. Between repent-

ance and remorse there is an abyss ;

the first gives peace, the second do-
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stroys it. Perhaps conscience, not

being able to make itself felt by the

guilty person on its own ground,

speaks to him, by way of revenge, in

language as coarse as himself, on

his own domain. Through a terri-

ble justice, it makes him reproach
himself with what appears unjust
on the surface, but which is a thou-

sand times just at the bottom.

Conscience, which spoke in vain at

the moment of the crime, now arms

itself against the criminal as a

phantom. We are men here to-

night, as we appear to each other;
but who knows if we are not for

some one somewhere, at this mo-

ment, phantoms?"
The doctor rose, and, taking the

artist's hand, said :

"
I do not know

how much truth there may be in

your theory. I only know one

thing : that you are a man of ge-

nius, and, if I had doubted it before,

I am now convinced of it. I will

reflect on your words
; they open to

me a new horizon."
"
I have always been pursued by

the thought," said the artist,
"
that

there is a moment when a man un-

derstands for the first time what

he has seen since his infancy. It

is the day when the eyes of the

mind open. It is this I have at-

tempted to show in my picture
The First Glance. But as the

horizon is constantly enlarging, I

endeavor to throw upon every-

thing, each time, a look which
I may call The First Glance.

In the other composition, Cain

after his Crime, I wished to show
in Cain, not the melodramatic as-

sassin, but a vulgar, common man.

The stigmata of anger, of which he

received the visible mark, opens
to him the eyes of the soul. He
lli rows upon his crime a first glance.
There are spiritual Cains whose
arms are innocent. Perhaps there

may be some among the insane, of

whom we have spoken ;
and in that

case there is more truth in their

madness than in their previous

security. Their insanity only de-

ceives them about the nature of the

crime
;
their security deceived then:

about the crime itself."

The doctor was thoughtful. He
took the artist aside, and in a low

tone said :

"
Shall we leave togeth-

er?" And they left.

After their departure the conver-

sation turned on what had just

been said.
" Were you always a material-

ist ?" asked one person of his neigh-
bor.

"
It is scarcely fair or generous

to choose this moment for such a

question," was the reply.
" As for me," said a young lady,

"
I don't like to hear M. Bayard

talk. He is a great artist that I

admit
;
but when he commences in

that style, he worries me !"
" Would it be indiscreet, madame,

to ask you why?" timidly inquired
a young man with a badly-tied cra-

vat.

"Because I am afraid he is right

in his opinions. I wish to pass

gaily through life
;
and if we believe

what he says, life would be such a

serious affair, we should have to

think. Really, to hear him, we can

imagine ourselves surrounded with

mysteries."

VIII.

"I wish to see and study your

picture of Cain. I was going to say

your portrait of Cain," said the

doctor to the painter; "for it

seems to me that you must have

known him personally, from the

manner in which you have spoken
to me of him."

Perhaps I have known him,"
"
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said Paul. "At any rate, come !"

And they entered the studio.

Arrived before the picture, the

doctor started back in surprise.

The portrait of Cain was that of

the baron, horrible in the resem-

blance.

There was on that face the cold-

ness of the criminal and the horror

of the cursed. The coldness did not

impair the horror, nor the horror

the coldness
;
and from the mouth

of Cain the spectator might expect
to hear the words that S. Bridget
heard from the mouth of Satan

when he said to God :

" O Judge ! I am coldness it-

self."

Indifference and despair were in

those eyes, on those lips, and on
that brow. But the despair was
not heartrending, for repentance
was wanting, and this despair even

appeared expiatory, like justice eat-

ing its bread.

The doctor remained a long
while motionless. The horizon open-
ed before his eyes. His science

sought new depths. He did not

precisely reflect, but he remem-

bered, and, perhaps for the first

time in his life, passed an hour in

profound contemplation.
" So you know him ?" said he at

last to Paul.
" Whom do you mean ?"
"
Why, my patient !"

'

I don't know any of your
patients."

Professional discretion arrested

the name before it passed the doc-
tor's lips.

"But, really," said he, "this

head is a portrait. You could not

have drawn it by chance."
'

Neither one nor the other," repli-
ed Paul.

" No one sat for me, and I

did not draw it by chance. It appears
to me, when I work, certain faces are

offered to me without forcing them-

selves upon me. I perceive then:

interiorly ;
for my eyes are closed,

and I see nothing. Perceive is not

the proper word, for the sense of

sight is not needed. If I perceive

them, it is with an unknown sense
which is not that of sight, and in a

peculiar condition, in comparison
with which wakefulness is pro-
found sleep. I think these percep-
tions correspond with some reality,
either distant or future, whose photo-

graphic likeness at that moment
passes before the eyes of the

mind.
' This faculty, which may be call-

ed natural inspiration, has never
abandoned me. The aptitude to

surmise what I do not know is the

highest form of the activity of my
mind, and not only do I surmise
what I do not know, but very often

I do it, I realize it, without inten-

tion and without knowledge. It is

as though I were an actor in a

drama of which I was ignorant. I

recite a part in a play that I do not

know, and whose title and plot are

equally unknown.
" Yet I feel myself free, and the

profound sentiment of my liberty
bursts forth, above all, in the re-

membrance of my faults. I wished
to die, but death did not want me.
I have sometimes asked myself if,

having wished to lose my life, I

might not lose inspiration, which
would be for me a subtle and
cruel manner of death. It has

seemed to me that the question has

been agitated somewhere, and that

inspiration, which has compassion
on the weak, came back to me
gratuitously. If I had been crimi-

nal from malice, it would have
abandoned me, perhaps, or have
become in me the auxiliary of a

future crime. It might have re-

fused to help me, or have assisted

me in doing wrong."
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IX.

Shortly after this interview the

baron returned to Paris, apparently
calmer than usual.

" He is much better," said Mine,

la Baronne.
" The doctor alarmed

me terribly ;
but I knew very well

in reality there was no danger. My
husband is a cold man, and I have

nothing to fear for his reason."

The following night the baron

waited until the house was quiet,

and then went on tiptoe, as though
afraid of being surprised or disturb-

ed. Once safely in his picture

gallery, he cut each of the pictures
with a penknife, and then one by
one burst them open by placing
his knee against the canvas

; and,
that accomplished, left the house

toward morning. The porter saw

him pass, but did not recognize
him.

" Who is that old man," said he

to his wife,
" who passed the night

in the house ?"

The baron's hair, black the night

before, was white as snow.

They waited for him at breakfast,

they waited for him at dinner
;

he did not return. In- searching
his papers his wife found a note

containing these words :

" This time I will not escape ;
the

police are on my track."

Said madame :

"
I always feared

some misfortune would happen to

me."
The next day the baron's body

was found in the Seine under the

bridge of Austerlitz.
"

I am much distressed, but not

astonished," said the doctor to ma-
dame. "

I always thought his mad-
ness absolutely incurable."

" Ah ! doctor, he destroyed all

the pictures. I have not even his

portrait."
" You shall have it, madame,"

said the doctor.

Eight days afterwards the doc-

tor kept his promise. He brought
the baroness a photograph.
Madame de Brienne was pro-

foundly agitated, and nearly fainted.

"Oh! what a resemblance," she

gasped, "what a resemblance ! Doc-

tor, how was it done ? This is not

natural. It is not his portrait, it is

himself. He is going to speak. I

am afraid !"

There was horror in the astonish-

ment of the poor woman. She
threw upon her husband and herself

a first glance.
" But tell me, doctor, where did

you find it?"
" Allow me to keep the secret,

madame."
In reality, the thing was very

simple : they had only photograph-
ed the picture of the great artist

Cain after his Crime.
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THE LEGEND OF VALLAMBROSA.

AN ancient myth like ivied vesture clings

About fair Vallambrosa's cloistered walls,

Telling that 'neath the roof sweet charity
Has spread her soft, warm draperies within

What time eight circling centuries have traced,

In memories gray and green, her blessedness.

Of the fair, nestling valley here to sing,

With sweet-strung choice of cadenced synonymes,
Could better music hold the ear, to note

Its silver-dropping streams and shadowy dells

Than that wherewith Italia christened it,

Calling it Aqua-Bella, or the Val-

Ambrosa, liquid-toned and clear ?

No ripple,

Methinks, of happier tones or tenderer hues

Could voice its lapsing falls and verdant vales

Than lives within such naming !

Hither came

Long years agone long years before the years
That gave the legend birth a prayerful priest,

Bearing the cross where untamed beast and bird,

Alone frequenting, poured in wildest notes

The praise for life which lowest life uplifts !

And here, as ever, man's triumphant voice

Leaped up above the brute's, beseeching heaven

To consecrate with holy dews, and bless,

The heights which, cycles later, cradling held

The hermitage of one so famed
;
and grew,

As seed luxuriant in rich soil will grow,
Because all teeming life must needs expand,
These walls of generous hospice that outstretch

Their sheltering arms to weary travellers.

If it be true, as we have often heard,

That lukewarm sinners make but lukewarm saints,

Perhaps the converse proof we hold in hand
;

For, mark ! once lived in Florence, of the proud
Gualberto house, one heir to all its pride,

Giovanni named he this same sinner-saint.

Quickened by summers of some eighteen years,

And flushed by southern suns to fervid warmth
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Of life impetuous, his youthful form

Bore stamp already of the venturous will

Of a gay, dashing cavalier outgiven
To heedless coursings in the round of sense.

And yet there dwelt adeep within his breast

A living well of tenderness that flowed

In gentle care for Hubert, his beloved

And only brother.

Hubert (a twelvemonth

Scarce younger) stood between his tempted soul

And much that might have swayed it past recall

Over the margin of sin's dread abyss.
'Twas not that Hubert was a chastened saint,

But love within the brother's ardent soul

Invested him with raiment pure and white

Love holding from assoil the fabric fine

Itself had wove, and still will choose to weave
So long as life is life, or love is love.

Thus, when unto Giovanni came a dawn
That kindled to a conscious glow of health

His own quick pulse, yet, warming, failed to melt

The frozen current in pale Hubert's veins,

Because those veins had felt the frigid touch

Of steel in duelling combat, there arose

Within his anguished heart a stern demand

Against the murderer of life for life

An unrelenting thirst of blood, to quell
The ghostly phantoms of his fevered brain.

And satisfy with feast of sweet revenge,
His brother's manes.

On one Good-Friday morn,
Followed by armed retainers, and slow bent

Unto San Miniato to attend

High Mass, in faithfulness to Hubert's sou],

He met unwittingly within a pass
That leads to the Basilica this man,
Of all men hated most. Close, face to face,

Spell-bound they stood a moment's span ;
then flashed.

From out Giovanni's sheath his gleaming sword,
And by its glittering sign with one will rose

From every trusty scabbard near at hand

Sharp kindred swords that gleamed defiant fire

Into the bright 'ning day, and in his face

Who stood unarmed, alone.

The unsheathed sword
Of pitiless Giovanni had well-nigh
Its rueful deed of deadly wrath made sure

When he, the helpless foe confronted thus

By certain death, saw in death's pallid light

The spectre of his sin as it must seem
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To disembodied spirits, and he fell

Prone, horror-stricken, at the avenger's feet.

There, graving on the ground with level arms

The crucial sign, he prayed for pardoning grace,

And grace of lengthened days for penitence,
And all in name of Him whose agony

Upon the cross he thus in dust recalled !

The sword is stayed, and in the tremulous pause
Great waves of varying passions meet
And battle in Giovanni's breast. Through all

A voice, as of faint music o'er the din

, Of tumult, whispers :

" Who loveth brother more

Than me, or any loved one more than me,

Is all unworthy of me" Qu ick
,
w ith eve r

Conquering motions of the Spirit's power,
As winds of peace the passionate waters calm,
His sword is dropped, and, offering helpful hands,

He cries :

" Thou who hast slain my brother be

As Christ doth will a brother unto me.'

O'erwhelmed with gratitude, and filled with deep
Contrition for his sin, the uplifted foe

Lets fall his head upon Giovanni's neck,
And there with loosened torrent of remorse

He pours the unguent of his tears, as once

Another penitent poured costly balm

Upon the Holiest One, growing therefrom

Through mercy's twofold grace to peace and joy.

While yet the day was young, the legend tells

How both these humbled, contrite cavaliers

Offered their thanks for comfort at the shrine

Whither their steps together now were led
;

And how, while kneeling at the crucifix,

Broke from the Saviour's parted lips a smile

Upon Giovanni, while the sacred head
In gracious token bowed.

O crowning joy !

Too much to halo one poor human brow,
And not the radiance divine extend

To others all unconscious, even as once
Himself had been of its illumining might !

Henceforth no other smile was aught to him
If for a passing moment it could hide

The memory of that glory from his eyes.
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Henceforth the impulse of his life was one

Deep, passionate desire to shadow forth,

In the best shadowy way a mortal can,

The glowing flame of beatific fire

That hallowed smile had kindled in his soul.

And thence so perfect was his Godward walk

That scarce five summers of devoted life

Were added to his eighteen worldly years
Before San Miniato's brotherhood

Decreed him to its abbacy. But, no !

Nor stole nor triple crown had charm for one

Too wholly Christ's to care for stole or crown,
Save for that lustrous crown of ransomed souls

His earnest life might win to shine as stars.

For this to Vallambrosa's lonely height
In rapt and silent vigil he withdrew

;

But even as sweetness bursts the seedling's cell,

So holiness from him exhaled in light

That drew, to seek his counsel, devotees

Led faithfully by his unswerving faith

To live with him a life of prayer and praise.

Or, if they came not cowled as lowly monks,
Still hither fared the noble of the land,

Even kings whose purple.paled beside his gray,
And royal ladies and most knightly knights,
To pour their wealth of treasure at the feet

Of one all saintly.

Thus the order grew
Of world-famed Vallambrosa, where to-day
The weary find repose and welcoming chee!\

And benison of heavenly graciousness.
And thus of one soul's overflow of light

The Saviour's smile is seen in saving love

To stream adown the ever-widening years
That close and closer bring us to the day
Of promised joy, when all our utmost need
Shall in that glorious smile be satisfied.
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ODD STORIES.

VIII.

SNIFKIN.

THERE certainly was a time when

dogs were more respected than

now. Such a period in particular
must have been the reign of Gigag,
when the Odomites, who had once

kicked, maimed, and starved their

poor curs in a manner inhuman,
now fed and fondled them with an

affection that was almost canine.

This revolution in sentiment was

entirely due to what may be called

a 'genius of instinct possessed by
one extraordinary dog. His owner,
who was none other than the gob-
lin Gigag, had, in one of those

journeys which he sometimes took

through his underground thorough-
fare, named his four-footed com-

panion, with a fond conceit, Snifkin
;

and when they emerged into the

atmosphere of the king's grounds,
the latter was allowed the chief

place at supper among the royal

dogs. Some of this many-colored
pack were wont to bark, as others

were to bite. Some were renown-
ed for scent and vigilance, and
others for speed and courage;
still others for motley skins, lap-

ping lips, great ears, and yelling,

yelping, and howling. But the

dog Snifkin united their best quali-
ties with a sagacity that was almost

diplomatic. He never barked till

he was prepared to bite, and he

sometimes bit without barking. He
had a scent and sight which are

only acquired by dogs who have
seen a great deal of human nature.

So various and cabalistic seemed
the marks and colors upon him,

that the vulgar ascribed them to the

science of Gigag rather

natural revelation.

than to

To crown all,

the dog Snifkin showed his ivory
teeth at times, sneezing, snorting,
and laughing in a way next to hu-

man for its friendliness.

From a number of the faculties

described arose two incidents which
increased the fame and worth of all

dogs, and which no man can suffi-

ciently admire. A miser, in whom
the sagacious Snifkin recognized a

former oppressor of his kind, came
to plead his cause at court, alleg-

ing his ownership of four hundred
and ninety-five thriving estates, and

prosecuting his poor nephew for

about as many cents At a con-

trast so preposterous the knowing
dog could not contain himself, and

sniffed, snorted, and showed his

teeth to such a degree that even

his royal master, at whose side he

sat during the hearing of the plea,

was forced to join in the general

guffaw which greeted the miser.

Another incident related chiefly
to one of four malcontent noblemen,

who, with bows and smiles, came
to the royal presence. With no

more ado the dog Snifkin jumped
at his throat, bringing him to the

foot of the king, when a concealed

bodkin fell out of his bosom, and a

number of poisons, which Gigag

recognized as badly prepared, were

strewn upon the floor. Without a

word the king understood why it

was that his dumb counsellor had

not taken soup that day. While
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irons were being placed on the the realm to reject everything with

limbs of the malcontents, a collar a tail to it, even were it a shirt, or

made of the finest cloth of gold, an entailed estate not already own-
adorned with precious stones, was ed and occupied by one of their

put upon the neck of the loyal dog. number, or a story which was not

.By sovereign order it was decreed to be continued. In fact, it be-

that, taking with him all the dogs came a question whether they
in the kennels of the palace, the would give ear to any tale whatever,
crown crier should go out and cry and hence it was truly said of the

to all the people the patriotism of malcontent faction that their ears

Snifkin, and the fidelity of dogs were longer than their tails. Of
generally. course the scientific king lost no
But it would require a million time in improving the situation ;

miracles to convince those whose indeed, of putting an end to it.

unreason has placed them nearest He trained a pack of dogs, under
to the brutes, that dogs and other the teaching of Snifkin, to scent out

animals, human and inhuman, exist treason, and, when that was done,
for the trying and proving of the he managed to give the hydropho-
souls of men. As Snifkin was one bia to a large number of rebellious

day seated in the high easy-chair curs, who afterwards bit their mas-
of the barber who clipped and ters. The dog Snifkin barked
shaved for the king's dogs, a com- against this measure in vain,

motion in the street provoked him A war now broke out, assisted by
to bark loudly, hazarding thereby the prince of a neighboring country,
the loss of his nose at the hands of who had conceived a great hatred
the barber. Arrived in the street, of the goblin Gigag. It was the

what was his surprise to see fifty habit of the royal dogs to discov-

of the royal hounds yelping in the er supplies to their masters, and
most distressful manner over the guard their camp at night, and, be-
loss of his tail by the chief hound, sides, to indicate in what direction

who had provoked by impudent were the princely headquarters and

barking a slashing cut from the trains of the enemy, which they
sword of a cavalier, who, it came to knew by the smell of many viands,

be known, was a conspirator against The same, perhaps, would have
the life of King Gigag. Not being been the practice of those dogs
able to contend with swordsmen, without tails who barked for the mal-
Snifkin quickly seized upon the contents and their ally, were it not

largest and finest specimen of the that the poor fare they received

breed of curs who barked against compelled their flight to the better

the king's hounds, and made short provisions of the enemy. Neverthe-
work of him. less, it would have gone hard with
This act, loyal though it was, be- King Gigag if his rival's device of

came the signal for that factious drawing off the dogs by a concen-
state of feeling among the Odomites tration of savory meats in an am-
\vhich eventuated in the famous bushed ravine had succeeded; for

war of tails. Most of the best dogs the king, had it not been for the

belonging to the houses which sagacity of Snifkin, would certainly
barked against the king having had have gone to the dogs. Despairing
their tails cut off, it grew to be a now of being able to foil their an-

fashion with the malcontents of tagonists, the allies heard with
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growing dismay the general bark

and howl in the king's camp at

night ere his warriors slept upon
their arms. Only a low growl here

and there, or perhaps the voice of

some lonely hound who had stray-

ed out of camp to bay the moon,
broke the silence of the sleep of

war.

While thus the silent avalanche

was prepared that was to overwhelm

the allies in the carnage of civil

strife, a most unforeseen accident

occurred. King Gigag was on his

rounds through the camp when
a dog taken with hydrophobia bit

him in the leg. Returning mad to

his headquarters, he saw the dog
Snifkin laughing and wagging his

tail, and, frenzied by the sight, he

drew his sword, and at once cut off

the whole of that pleasant append-

age. Immediately the dog Snifkin

became the most beautiful young

prince you ever saw. Seizing an

enchanted blade that hung up in

the tent of the goblin, he defended

himself with fury, and by an artful

stroke put the unlucky Gigag out

of his pains. When it became
known throughout both camps that

King Gigag had cut off the tail of

the dog Snifkin, a reconciliation

grew apace between those dogs who
had tails and those dogs who had
none

; and, indeed, the royal
hounds especially were anxious to

have their tails cut off, so that they

might turn at once into princes ;

but, unfortunately, this result never

happened, two of these dogs at

least having been curtailed, to their

great shame and mortification, with-

out so much as becoming scullions,

or anything but unlucky dogs. It

was then seen by the Odomites that

the dog Snifkin was none other

than their long-lost Prince Gudood,
who would have been devoured by
the giant Googloom, had not the

goblins got hold of him and changed
him into a dog ;

in which character

he served the excellent goblin Gi-

gag, who, however, was not made
aware of his identity by the evil

goblins from whom he had escaped.

By means of a birthmark on his

right arm the allied lords were

speedily brought to understand

that this, indeed, was the long-lost

prince who had been affianced tc

the daughter of the neighboring

king. And now with one heart and
soul they hastened the marriage of

the prince and princess, who evei

afterwards lived happily in the joy
and glory and union of both king-
doms. In the magnificent bridal

procession nothing was more as-

tonishing than the thousand train-

ed dogs of all kinds, large and

small, who marched in order, clad

sometimes in variegated suits, and

wearing rich collars. First came
the royal hounds and mastiffs; se-

cond, a fine breed of mountaineer

dogs as large as wolves
; third, two

or three hundred pointers, spotted
all colors

; fourth, as many setters,

their backs streaked with colors

like gold and snow; fifth, a bat-

talion of mixed red, white, and blue

dogs ; sixth, a body of sky-terriers,
followed by the finest array of

black-and-tan dogs that was ever

known
; sixth, a large number of

dogs who looked like nothing so

much as walking hearth-rugs ;

seventh, a noble lot of shaggy wa-

ter-dogs as large as men
;
then a

great many shepherd-dogs, spaniels,

poodles, pups ;
after these a bat-

talion of dogs shaved to look like

lions; and finally a rear-guard of

bull-dogs with their tails cut off,

walking as steadily as firemen on

parade. A loud and harmonious

barking at intervals interrupted the

sound of the wedding bells, and
five hundred terrier dogs at least
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stood up on their hind legs when
the marriage ceremony was per-

formed.

Thus the reign of humanity and

utility succeeded to the reign of

science and pelf. Only dogs were

allowed to do the fighting, and

they were treated so well that they
did nothing worse than bark. The

following conversation was one

time overhead among them in a

street near the king's palace :

Royal Mastiff. Bowoghowo\v j

Bowgh !

Hound without tail. Boowoogh !

Boohoo ! Wowoo !

Terrier dog. Gr-r-r-r-row, r-r-

ow !

Bull-dog. Hr-r-r-um-g-r-r-u-m.

Bowowgh !

From these syllables it was con-

jectured by the knowing that the

new King Gudood had no enemies,

and that peace abode in the land.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

DE L'AUTORITE
; ou, LA PHILOSOPHIE

DU PERSONNALISME. LETTRE AU REV.

PERE J. F. BECKER, SUIVIE D'UN AP-

PENDICE SUR LA SOUVERAINETE DU PEU-
PLE. PAR DWIGHT H. OLMSTEAD. Tra-

duction approuvee par 1'auteur. Ge-

neve: Japonnier et Steuder. 1874.

This pamphlet, the English original of

which we have not seen, has been sent to

us from Geneva, by the author, we pre-
sume. The Rev. F. I. T. (not J. F.)

Hecker has been abroad, travelling for

the restoration of his impaired health, for

more than a year, and cannot, therefore,

give his personal attention to Mr. Olm-
stead's very courteous Letter, at least for

the present, and in the columns of THE
CATHOLIC WORLD. Moreover, the au-

thor is mistaken in attributing a certain

article in THE CATHOLIC WORLD, with

which he chiefly employs his pen in

the Letter, to F. Hecker. The article

in question is one of the numerous con-

tributions with which Dr. Brownson
enriched and adorned our pages dur-

ing the interval of the suspension of

his own Review. In our opinion, Mr.
Olmstead has not dealt a very heavy
blow upon the head-piece of his veteran

antagonist. In fact, we do not see that

he has attempted any serious answer to

arguments which he would find it no

easy task to refute. Mr. Olmstead deals

more in objections and assertions than
in arguments, and his assertions are so

general and vague that one would need

to write a treatise on general and special

metaphysics to refute them. They mere-

ly amount to this: that Mr. Olmstead

agrees with Kant and J. Stuart Mill. F.

Hecker's works were written for per-

sons who either believe in some sense

in Christianity, or at least in God and in

human reason and intelligence. It is not

necessary to prove the premises admitted

by the persons with whom you argue.
If they are Protestants, you assume the

truth of Christianity. Your only effort is

then to prove that Catholicity is the gen-
uine Christianity. If they are rationalis-

tic theists, you prove that the truth of

Christianity, and specifically the authority
of the church as one of its essential doc-

trines and laws, is demonstrable from

principles of reason and natural theology.
When it is a question of arguing with an
atheist or sceptic, these topics must be

postponed, and the discussion turned

upon the first principles of metaphysics.
Even here something in common must
be admitted as a starting-point for ar-

gument. If a man denies everything
or doubts everything, the only thing
which can possibly be done is to watch

him closely until he asserts something,
and then you can do no more than

show to a bystander his absurdity. If

we understand Mr. Olmstead correctly,

he admits the reality of all that is con-

tained within self-consciousness, and
considers all else, by the mere fact of its

being exterior to consciousness, as an

unknown quantity in respect toils reality.
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He merely holds this, however, as an

opinion, and admits that the contrary
is very probable. If he is in earnest and

it is fair to presume that he is in search-

ing for philosophical truth, the only way
in which a Catholic philosopher could

argue with him to any purpose would

be by presenting a theory of the origin
of ideas and knowledge, which would

give him something objective as a primi-
tive element in his very first act of intel-

lectual self-consciousness. This is rather

too serious a task to be performed in a

hurry. Whatever we have to say on
these great fundamental topics of philo-

sophy has been already partly said in

the elaborate articles which hive Ap-

peared in our columns, and will be said

hereafter in articles of a similar nature.

We refer the author of the Letter and
others in a similar position to THE CA-
THOLIC WORLD, passim, to get what mo-
dicum of light we are able to furnish

them. If they wish for more light, they
must go to the great works of great au-

thors, and study them carefully. As for

the great number of very excellent per-
sons who do not trouble their heads with

philosophy, and who complain that our

philosophical articles are too dry and
abstruse, we must beg them to content
themselves with the lighter portions of

the magazine, and allow us to give a rea-

sonable amount of space to the few
readers who have some taste and capa-

city for real science.

HOLY PLACES : THEIR SANCTITY AND AU-
THENTICITY. By F. Philpin de Rivieres,
of the London Oratory. London :

Washbourne. 1874. (New York : Sold

by The Catholic Publication Society.)

F. De Rivieres gives play both to

reason and imagination in an instructive

and agreeable manner in treating of the

attractive topic of holy places. The book
contains some interesting information
about the recent explorations in Jerusa-
lem.

THE MONTH OF MARY OF OUR LADY OF
LOURDES. By Henri Lasserre. Trans-
lated from the French (23d edition)

by Mrs. Crosier. London : Burns and
Gates. 1874. (New York : Sold by
The Catholic Publication Society.)

Henri Lasserre's beautiful work of
which a translation, which the best judges
have pronounced to be of the very high-

est literary merit as well as the most lit-

eral accuracy, appeared in this magazine-
is abridged and divided into thirty-one
chapters for each day of the month of

May, in this neat and pretty volume.
The Blessed Virgin pressed very hard

on the head of the old serpent when she

appeared at the rocks of Massabielle.
The sympathizers with this

" revolution-

naire malheureux," as Renan calls him,
in his warfare on the Queen of Heaven,

frequently show their perplexity and vex-
ation at the overwhelming proof of the

miracles she has wrought, by an attempt
at scornful ridicule, which is always un-

accompanied by any argument, or any
attempt at meeting the challenge so often

addressed to them to rebut the evidence
M. Lasserre has furnished. Louis Veu-
illot, probably the wittiest man now on
the earth, once said of a certain French-
man that he was a clever writer, but

fort pique contre le Saint Esprit. Dr.

Coxe, who has formerly shown himself
to be a clever poet, to say the least, in

his recent pamphlet against Bishop Ryan,
which is not at all clever, but only cun-

ning, has exhibited a great pique against
Our Lady ol Lourdes. In this we see a

fulfilment of the ancient prophecj-,
"

I

will place enmity between thee and the

woman, between thy seed and her seed."

The vulgar and unmeaning jibes of the

infidel and the heretic, as well as the

pious writings and devout pilgrimages
of the faithful, alike serve to make the

wonderful event of Lourdes more and
more widely known all over the world,
to the greater glory of God, and his Bless-

ed Mother.

A FULL CATECHISM OF THE CATHOLIC
RELIGION (preceded by a short history
of religion), from the creation of the

world to the present time. With Ques-
tions for Examination. Translated
from the German of the Rev. Joseph
Deharbe, S.J., by the Rev. John
Fander. Fourth Edition. London :

Burns Oates. 1874. (New York :

Sold by The Catholic Publication So-

ciety.)

This is the most celebrated catechism

of the century, has been most extensively

approved and brought into use, and will

be of great service to those who are em-

ployed in teaching young people the

Christian doctrine, as well as for the in-

struction of converts.
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THE COMMONITORY OF S. VINCENT OF

LERINS. London : Washbourne. 1874.

(New York: Sold by The Catholic Pub-

lication Society.)

There is no treatise of such small size

as the Connnonitory among Christian

writings, so far as we know, which has

been so universal in fame and influence,

and has made its author so illustrious, as

this one.

The neat little libretto, containing the

translation, with some accompanying tes-

timonies of eminent Protestant divines to

the excellence of the work, is edited by
the Rev. John Lynch, of Ballymena, Dio-

cese ofDown and Connor, Ireland. In the

preface he mentions the fact that S. Vin-

cent and S. Patrick were fellow-students.

The treatise can be easily read and un-

derstood by any intelligent person, and

yet contains an amount of instruction and

information on Catholic doctrine equal
to that which is ordinarily spread through
volumes.

MONASTICON HIBERNICUM. With Engrav-

ings in Gold and Colors, Maps and
Views. By Mervyn Archdall, A.M.
Edited by the Right Rev. Dr. Moran.
Vol. I., 410. Dublin: W. B. Kelly.

1873-

This well-known historical work is

now republished in the most splendid

style. It is a history of religious houses

and orders in Ireland, extensive, learned,

and full of romantic and religious inter-

est. Trve first volume contains two fine

views of the exterior and interior of S.

Patrick's Cathedral, Dublin, one of the

ancient episcopal palace, and several

engravings, in gold, of different religious
orders. The work is, of course, a costly

one, and is only published by subscrip-
tion. Every wealthy Irishman in the

United States ought to subscribe for a

work which is an honor to his country
and the Catholic religion. The first edi-

tion is, however, limited to one thousand

copies, and we presume that persons de-

siring to procure a copy will find it ne-

cessary to send on their names imme-

diately.

CHKRUBINI: MEMORIALS ILLUSTRATIVE
OF HIS LIFE. By Edward Bellasis,

Harrister-at-Law. London : Burns &
Gates. (With a portrait.)

This is an elaborate biography of the

great musical composer, edited and pub-

lished with the greatest care in an at-

tractive style of typography. It cannot
fail to interest very much those who have
a taste for musical literature.

LA SAINTE ECRITURE ET LA REGLE DK
Foi. Par 1'Abbe Begin, de 1'Uni

versite Laval. Quebec : Cote et Cie.

1874-

With admirable precision and clear-

ness the Abbe Begin develops and de
fends in this volume the Catholic doc-

trine of the rule of faith in accordance
with the soundest and most orthodox

theology. We cannot sufficiently recom-
mend his treatise to clergymen and other

students of sacred science. There are

some mistakes in the spelling of English
names, as is very usual in French books.
For example, we have Richard Buxter
instead of Baxter. Whoever wishes to

preach, lecture, or write for the press on
the topics treated in this volume will

find it even more available for use than
the treatises contained in our dogmatic
text-books.

SKETCHES OF ILLUSTRIOUS SOLDIERS. Bv

James Grant Wilson. New York .

George P. Putnam's Sons. 1874.

This work has a promising look, the

author's name reminding us that the mili-

tary profession was for some time his

own, and that he is a diligent student of

the literature of his subject.

Military biography has a strange charm
for most readers

; indeed, it is doubtful
whether fiction has an equal fascination

at certain periods of our lives. Few of

us have attained middle age without hav-

ing had our cheeks frequently glow and
our patriotism grow warm at the narra-

tion of deeds of prowess performed by
our favorite heroes. Unfortunately, how-

ever, the production of this species oflit-

erature has fallen to a great extent into

the hands of literary adventurers writers

who looked only to making the most of

a profitable enterprise. Hence the peri-
odical eruption of lives of great captains,

distinguished, indeed, as men count great-

ness, but whose most valid claim to emi-

nence consisted in their ability to destroy
whatever opposed the realization of the

objects of their ambition, and the per-
manent maintenance of unjustly-won
crowns. To this cause we may partly
attribute the fact that people have well-
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nigh lost sight of the loftiest form of

heroismthat which prompts a man to

stake everything on the defence of a

principle; to brave all dangers and sus-

tain all privations, so that conscience be

kept pure and the Christian character

preserved unsullied.

The work under notice belongs to a

different category. It is written, for the

most part, in a calm, judicial spirit, the

author evidently intending to avoid par-

tisanship, and exhibiting a painstaking

fidelity to the data before him. Occasion-

ally, however, he betrays the hero-wor-

shipper in the case of individuals who

appear anything but admirable to us.

On such common ground as the sketch

of Washington we are glad to express

our agreement with the author. We also

like his estimate of anecdotes as illus-

trations of character.

UNIVERSAL PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY OF

BIOGRAPHY AND MYTHOLOGY. By J.

Thomas, A.M., M.D. Philadelphia: J.

B. Lippincott & Co. 1874.

A COMPLETE PRONOUNCING GAZETTEER.

Edited by J. Thomas and T. Baldwin,

assisted by several other gentlemen.

Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott & Co.

(Sold at 25 Bond St., New York )

Next to a dictionary of the language
\ve rank dictionaries of persons and

places, as works of reference for those

engaged in writing, and, indeed, for all

intelligent readers as well. We hear of

so many men of eminence, or of localities

so nearly alike in orthography, that we
never feel entirely at ease without refer-

ence to a good authority ;
so that, for the

mere purpose of identification, books like

these are worth all they cost. The period
and country at and in which a given sub-

ject lived, his occupation, his contempo-
raries, and for what he was distinguish-
ed

;
the county, state, or kingdom in

which a certain city or town lies, serve all

ordinary uses. Should we desire more,
we can at our leisure resort to the ency-

clopaedias or individual biographies for

fuller information. Ofcourse these works
would be more acceptable if written from
our point of view

;
but that we cannot

expect for a long time to come. Mean-
while, being reasonably impartial, as we
have found them to be so far as we have

examined, we accept them as the best

attainable. Lest the fact that they are

each in one volume should convey an

inadequate idea of their extent, we may
state that the Biographical Dictionary has

2,345 closely-printed royal octavo pages,
and the Gazetteer xviii.-2,i82 pages of the

same size and compactness. We know
of no works of the kind so convenient and

full in all matters for which they are or-

dinarily consulted.

A DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

By Joseph E. Worcester, LL.D. Bos-

ton : Brewer & Tileston. 1874.

As it would be quite superfluous to

advise any one to get a dictionary at the

present time, we content ourseives with

asking our readers to get the best Wor-
cester's Unabridged. We have warmed
towards this author, among other reasons,

because he is less of an iconoclast than

some of his fellow-lexicographers. It

has grieved us not a little to see our

favorite words maltreated as if they had

no personality about which to be sensi-

tive, or pedigree whereof to be proud.
We can scarcely recognize them in the

new dress, or rather mask, in which they
are often presented. Were we a boy again,

not a hair of our head would rise at a spec-

ter, and we should have an additional rea-

son for refusing allegiance^ to a sovereign
who held only a scepter though the sun

should still refuse to set on her domin-

ions.

In saying this we would by no means

disparage a standard in spelling. When
some new Ursa Major shall arise who
will not only give us an uniform, harmoni-

ous system of orthography, but ttch sub-

stantial reasons in favor of it as will sat-

isfy the learned and confound all oppo-
nents, we may yield to the general ver-

dict. But we are not at all on the look-

out for such a contingency while our

language is in the process of formation,

and expect to possess our Worcester

Unabridged in peace for many long years

to come. The work has Ixviii. -1,786

pages quarto, and is quite as full, we be-

lieve, as any other extant in the various

tables, grammatical and other information

having a bearing on the main purpose of

the volume.
The same publishers also issue Wor-

cester's Comprehensive Dictionary, Wor-

cester's Pninary Dictionary, and A Pocket

Dictionary, compiled from the quarto and

school dictionaries of J. E. Worcester,

by Loomis J. Campbell ;
for those who

desire inexpensive and portable man-

uals.
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MATTER.

ii.

THE activity displayed by matter

in the production of natural phe-
nomena is twofold, viz., attractive

and repulsive ;
and the question

has been raised whether these two

kinds of activity can reside in one

and the same subject, or, owing to

their opposite nature, require sepa-
rate subjects. With regard to mole-

cules, it is quite certain, though
some have thought otherwise, that

in all ponderable bodies each mole-

cule is in possession of both pow-
ers

;
but with regard to the primi-

tive elements which enter into

the constitution of a molecule, the

question needs a special treatment,

as no direct evidence is supplied

by experimental science for an af-

firmative more than for a negative

solution, and different views have

been advanced which it is impor-
tant to examine in the light of phi-

losophical principles, that we may
ascertain which of them has the

best claim to adoption both in phi-

losophy and in molecular mechan-
ics.

Attractive and repulsivepowers.
Since it is well known that all the

phenomena of the material order,
whether physical or chemical, ulti-

mately depend on attractions and

repulsions, we are compelled to ad-

mit the existence in nature of at-

tractive and repulsive powers. Nei-
ther attractive powers alone nor

repulsive powers alone would afford

us a rational explanation of natu-

ral facts.
.
If the primitive elements,

of matter were all repulsive, and

nothing but repulsive, then neither

'the cohesion of material particles,

nor the gravitation of bodies would
be possible; no solid and no liquid
would exist; and all matter from
the very beginning of its existence

would have vanished in a state of

extreme attenuation through the

immensity of space. If, on the

contrary, the primitive elements of

matter were all attractive, and no-

Entered according to Act of Congress in the year 1874, by Rev. I. T. HKCKER, in the Office of
the Librarian of Congress, at Washington, D. C.
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thing but attractive, no expansive

power would be found in nature
;

for the expansion of bodies evident-

ly depends on a repulsion prevail-

ing between their molecules. AllO
solid and liquid bodies likewise

proclaim the existence of repulsive

powers by the resistance they op-

pose to compression. This resist-

ance shows that their molecules are

endowed with powers whose exer-

tion impedes their mutual approach
as soon as they have reached a cer-

tain limit of distance. It is plain

that the power which impedes the

approach under pressure must be a

repulsive one. Thus both attrac-

tive and repulsive powers exist in

nature.

But do they exist together in the

same primitive element of matter ?

Boscovich answers in the affirma-

tive
;
but his answer is not support-

ed by any cogent reason. Having
found no other means of account-

ing for the impenetrability of bodies,
he assumed that every element of

matter is so constituted as to be at-

tractive at all great distances, ac-

cording to the law of universal at-

traction, but that each element, at

molecular distances, becomes re-

pulsive in order to resist pressure,
and again attractive in order to ex-

ercise chemical affinity, and then

repulsive again, these alternations

going on a certain number of times,
till at last repulsivity alone prevails,
which indefinitely increases when
the distance of two elements indefi-

nitely diminishes.

Yet this theory is by no means
needed to account either for the

impenetrability of bodies or for

any other phenomenon ;
as what

Boscovich ascribes to elements

may be, and is in fact, a property of

molecules that is, of a compound
system of elements. On the other

hand, the theory is unnaturally

complex, and the alternation of the

attractive and repulsive exertions

looks as unscientific as the epicycles
of the old astronomers and other

hypotheses once admitted as plausi-

ble, and now superseded by a fuller

knowledge of natural laws. To a

mind which examines the question
of attractive and repulsive powers
in the light of philosophy, it must

be evident that each primitive ele-

ment of matter cannot possess them
both. If an element is attractive at

any distance, it imist be attractive at

all distances, whether enormously

great or indefinitely small ; like-

wise, if an element is repulsive at any

distance, it must be repulsive at all

distances.

This proposition can be proved
as follows : Opposite actions can-

not originate from one and the same

simple principle when such a prin-

ciple has no control over itself, but

acts by inherent necessity. But in

each primitive element of matter

there is but one simple principle of

activity, which has no control over

itself, as it acts by inherent neces-

sity. And therefore no primitive
element can be both attractive and

repulsive, but is either attractive at

all distances or at all distances re-

pulsive.
In this syllogism the major is

evident. An active principle

which, like the human soul, can,

by immanent operations, assume at

pleasure different attitudes towards

the term of its action, and which

masters the conditions and controls

the intensity of its exertions, may
perhaps be considered competent
to originate actions of opposite
kinds.* But a being which is des-

* The only efficient actions of our soul are

those by which the will carries its desires into

execution. This is done by the will, not as the

faculty of willing, but as a moving power, and

consequently by means of atrul}
r efficient action.

The immanent operations of the soul ate, on
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titute of immanent operations, and principles ;
for a primitive element

acts by an inherent necessity of its is a being entitatively one, having

nature, has no power to modify it- only one essential act, and conse-

self or to alter its intrinsic deter- quently only one active principle and

mination
;
and its action is so ruled one intrinsic determination to act.

by its intrinsic determination that It would therefore be absurd to ex-

there is no chance of its being pect from such an element actions

either transmuted into its opposite, of such an opposite nature as are

or even partially suspended. Now, attraction and repulsion. For evi-

in a primitive being the principle dently, to enable the element to

of activity is nothing else than the display two opposite powers, two

simple act which formally deter- opposite determinations would be

mines its nature
;
and it is plain that necessary. Hence, if the intrinsic

wherever there is one simple formal determination enables the primitive

act, there can be only one formal element to attract, such an element

determination to act. And conse- will always attract, and never repel ;

quently a simple principle of ac- and if, on the contrary, the intrinsic

tivity which has no immanent op- determination enables the primitive
erations cannot be the source of element to repel, such an element

two opposite kinds of actions, will always repel, and never attract.

Bodies and their molecules, on ac- In other terms, the attractive and
count of their physical composition, the repulsive power cannot coexist

contain as many distinct principles in the same primitive element.

of activity as they contain physical This conclusion, which affords

components or elements
;

hence the only possible basis for the spe-
we can easily account for their ca- dilations of molecular mechanics, is

pability of originating opposite ac- one of those which mere scientists

tions by admitting that among cannot reach through their empiri-
those elements some are attractive cal and inductive method

;
but its

and others repulsive. But in a truth is not less certain for that
;

primitive element it is impossible it is rather all the more certain, as

to admit of two opposite active it is not founded on accidental facts,

but on the unchangeable nature of

the contrary, formal acts, not efficient actions.
thin S aild the transcendental rela-

The intellect and the will are moved by their tion of the principles involved in
objects in a manner analogous to that in which ^ constitution of reil hpino-c
a material element is moved by physical agents.

l n n S -

If an element could treasure up all the momenta Our proposition may be COllflrm-
it receives from different agents, and were not

-j

>

rpflprr ;no- thai- rh^ rVinno-p nf
under the necessity of following their resultant,
but had the faculty of yielding at pleasure now to attraction into repulsion, according
this and now to that determination, then such T> i i j j j vu^
an element would give us a true image of what to BoSCOVldl, WOUld depend On the
our soul is competent to do by immanent opera- diminution of the distance between
tion. The soul treasures up the species impress- .-, -, ., *

T

edby intelligible objects, that is, its intellectual tlie agent and tlie patient. INOW,
momenta, and yields or not to the attraction of this view is inadmissible. For a
any of tliem as it chooses. And the like occurs

1 r j i

with regard to the object of the will. To think Change OI distance, tllOUgll
and to will is therefore nothing more than to let T[\y accompanied by a change ill
one's self be carried by an object or in the direc- , . .* .

J

tion of an object. Accordingly, the soul, when the intensity OI the action, cannot
understanding or willing, is indeed actuated by exercise any influence On the Speci-the object, and theretore is in act ; but this act is r

resultant, not efficient. In other terms, imma- fie nature of the action. 1 he IHt^l-
.ent acts are not efficient actions but formal at-

sity Q f the act jon i an accidentalnudes lormally resulting from either spontane- <
ous or free movements of the appetitive potency. thing, and can change Without 111 the
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least interfering with the nature of of the centre an opposite principle
the agent ;

and for this reason it prevails ? Were this the case, the

can, and must, depend on distance same primitive being would have

as a condition implied in the exer- two formal acts, and it would be

cise of the active power. But the two beings and two natures / which
nature of the action always follows is an evident contradiction. As
the nature of the substance from long, therefore, as we adhere to the

which it proceeds. Now, a change fundamental doctrine that a primi-
of distance does not change the na- tive being cannot have more than

ture of the substance. And accord- one simple principle of activity, we

ingly the nature of the action must must admit that a primitive element,
remain the same, even though the if attractive at any distance, is at-

distance be indefinitely diminished, tractive at all molecular distances,

Moreover, if there were any dis- and, if repulsive at molecular dis-

tance at which the action of a primi- tances, is repulsive at all distances,

tive element could change from at- Against the existence of attrac-

tractive to repulsive, evidently the tive and repulsive powers in dis-

element, at such a distance, would tinct primitive elements some ob-

bc unable to exercise either attrac- jections now and then have been
tion or repulsion, as Boscovich made. It has been said, first, that

concedes
;
and therefore, at such a what we call repulsion is only a

distance, the material element result of certain vortical movements
would have no activity. We may, of the ether all around the mole-

then, ask : Whence does the attrac- cules of ponderable bodies. This
tive power emanate which is to objection is based on a false sup-
have uncontrolled sway at all great- position. We have already shown
er distances ? Does it emanate that the arbitrary theory of the

from any point of space outside the vortices fails altogether to explain
element ? Then it would not be the great phenomenon of univer-

the active power of the element, as sal attraction
;
and we may easily

it would have nothing to do with show that it fails as completely in

it. On the other hand, it is ob- regard to molecular repulsion. In
vious that if it emanates from the fact, the .centrifugal forces which

element, it does not end at a dis- are developed by vortical move-
tance from it. For, since the ac- ments, and which in this theory are

tive power is really identical with assumed as the cause of the pheno-
the formal principle from which the mena of molecular resistances, are

primitive element receives its na- not active powers. They are com-
ture, it is as necessary for the ele- ponents of the vortical movementr,,

mentary power to reach the very and nothing more
;
that is to say,

centre of the element as it is for they do not efficiently produce
the form to be intrinsically termi- movements, but are the formal prin-
nated to its matter. Whence it fol- ciples of movements already pro-
lows that the elementary power of duced. To ascribe to them the mo-
attraction, which prevails at all lecular resistances and the impene-
great distances, must emanate from trability of bodies is, therefore, to

the very centre of the element, admit the effect without the cause.
But if so, why shall it not prevail Secondly, some authors object
up to that very centre ? Is it, for- that the resistance called into play
sooth, because in the neighborhood by pressure is not a real action, and
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requires no efficient repulsive pow- which, after all, must not surprise

ers. They consider it, according us, as one can be well read in phy-
to the vulgar prejudice, as a merely sics without necessarily being a

passive resistance
;
for they imagine profound philosopher,

that a body, when pressed or im- The third objection is aimed at

pinged on, resists the progress of our argument against Boscovich's

the obtruding body by its own inert theory, in which we have said that

matter, which with its materiality attraction and repulsion are actions

obstructs the way onward. This of opposite kinds. Boscovich, on

old explanation is still popular with the contrary, maintains that attrac-

the great mass of the uninstruct- tion and repulsion differ only as the

ed, but is scientifically and philoso- greater from the less, and therefore

phically worthless. For whatever cannot be considered as actions of

causes a real change really acts
;

a different kind. He says :

; ' Both

now, a body resisting the advance actions are of the same kind
;
for

of another body causes a real the one, as compared with the

change in the rate of its movement
; other, is negative; and negative

therefore a body resisting the ad- things do not differ in kind from

vance of another body really acts, positive ones. That the one, as

Its resistance is therefore active, and compared with the other, is nega-
not passive ;

that is, it consists in tive, is evident from this : that they
an exertion of repulsive power, and differ only in direction. That the

not in a material obstruction of the negative and the positive belong to

path. the same kind is evident from the

Hence what physicists call
"
force principle, More and less do not dif-

of inertia
"

is not a passive resistance fer in kind. In fact, from the posi-

proceeding from the inertia of tive, by a continued subtraction or

matter, but an active exertion of diminution, we obtain first some
the molecular powers, and has been smaller positive quantities, then

so called only because, all other zero, and lastly, if we still go on in

things being equal, its intensity is our subtraction, negative quanti-

proportional to the mass of the ties."*

inert body.* Evidently, inertia This argument, notwithstanding
itself cannot resist or check the its speciousness, is not difficult to

advance of an impinging body, upset. It is not true, in the first

Nothing but a positive action can place, that attraction and repulsion
do it

;
for nothing but a positive differ only in direction

;
on the

action can communicate to the ad- contrary, they differ in everything

vancing body that impetus in the except in direction. Two points

opposite direction which alone is A and B being given, there is only

competent to neutralize the impetus one direction from A to B, whether
of the advance. Physicists know A be attractive or repulsive. If A
this very well, though many of is attractive, its attraction is direct-

them, owing to the difficulty of ed from A to B ; and if A is repul-

analyzing and expressing certain sive, its repulsion is no less direct-

things with philosophical accuracy, ed from A to B. This is quite
do not always use, in this particular, evident, as the action must in all

a very correct language a thing cases proceed from the agent to

* On this subject see THE CATHOLIC WORLD * Boscovich's Theoria Philosophies Naturalis,
for March, 1874, p. 768. part i. n. 108.
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the patient. It is evident, therefore, sidered as positive or negative;
that the two actions must have the and, moreover, either of the two

same direction. The movements opposite movements can be assum-

of B will indeed have opposite ed as positive or as negative, at

directions, according as B is attract- will
;
which shows very clearly that

ed or repelled ;
but this does not the negative and the positive do

show that the actions themselves not differ in this case as the greater

have opposite directions
;

it shows, differs from the less, as Boscovich

on the contrary, that those actions, assumes
;
for either of the two can,

though directed in the same man- at pleasure, be taken as positive,

ner from A to B, are of a different whereas it would be absurd to pre-

nature, and proceed from opposite tend that either of the two can, at

principles. And this conclusion pleasure, be pronounced to be the

may be confirmed by remarking greater. Thus, when a stone is

that the direction is always from a thrown up vertically, and abandon-

point to a point, or from matter to ed to itself, if its ascent is taken as

matter ;
and consequently it is not positive, its descent will be consid-

the active power or the action, ered as negative. Now, according
but only the position of the mate- to Boscovich's reasoning, we should

rial centres, that can determine any infer that the ascent is greater than

direction. Accordingly, so long as the descent, though they are evident-

such a position is not inverted, it ly equal. And in the same.manner,
is impossible to conceive two oppo- if the ascent is taken as negative
site directions from A to B. It is (which nothing forbids), the descent

therefore evidently false that attrac- must be taken as positive ; whence,
tion and repulsion differ in direc- according to Boscovich, we ought
tion. to infer also that the descent isgreat-

It is not true, in the second place, er than the ascent. Any argument
that attraction and repulsion differ which leads to such glaring con-

only as the positive differs from the tradictions must be radically false,

negative, or the greater from the And therefore it is false that attrac-

less. In the mathematical expres- tiori and repulsion differ from one

sion of mechanical relations, if we another as the greater from the

consider a movement as positive, less.

the movement which points to an It might be urged, as a fourth

opposite direction must, of course, objection, that if an attractive and
be affected by the negative sign, a repulsive power differ in kind,

The same we must do with regard then a repulsive element and an

to forces and actions
;
for we esti- attractive element will be two kinds

mate the actions by the movements of material substance
;

which is

which they produce, and we express inadmissible. For we cannot admit

them only in terms of movement two kinds of primitive material be-

that is, by their effects. But this ings essentially different, as the es-

does not mean that there is either sence of matter must be the same

any movement or any action abso- in all the elements.

lutely negative ;
for a negative To this we answer that although

movement would be no movement, there are two kinds of elements,
and a negative action no action, there are not two kinds of matter.

It is in a relative and conventional In other terms, an attractive ele-

sense only that movements are con- ment differs from a repulsive one as
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to the principle of action, but not We have stated that .Hoscovich

as to tjie matter itself. In fact, the was led to admit two opposite pow-
essence of a material being as such ers in the same element, because he

requires nothing more than a form thought this to be the only means

giving existence to matter
; hence, of accounting for the impenetrabil-

wherever there is a form giving ex- ity of bodies. We observe that,

istence to matter, there also is the although the impenetrability of bo-

essence of matter. Now, matter is dies peremptorily proves the exist-

as much and as completely actuated ence of repulsive powers, it by no

by a form or act which is a princi- means proves that the repulsive

pie of attraction as by a form or act power coexists with the attractive

which is a principle of repulsion, in the same primitive element.

For the actuation of the matter by Hence Boscovich's inference is not

its form is not efficient, but formal ; legitimate. Molecules, as we have
and its result is not to approach by already remarked, may possess both
attraction or to recede by repulsion, powers, as their composition in-

but to be simply and absolutely ;
so volves a great number of elements,

that neither attractivity nor repul- which can be of different natures,

sivity has any bearing on the essen- And this suffices to explain the

tial constitution of a material ele- impenetrability of* bodies, and all

ment as such that is, inasmuch as other properties dependent on mo-
it is material. Accordingly, two lecular actions, without need of

elements of opposite natures differ arbitrary hypotheses.
in kind as agents, but not as mate- A last objection against the doc-
rial beings ;

and thus the essence trine we have established might be
of matter as such remains one and drawn from the difficulty of recon-

the same in all the elements. Mat- ciling the existence of repulsive

ter, as we have already shown, is elements with universal attraction
;

the centre of a sphere of activity ;
for if we admit that repulsion can

and it is evident that, by this ac- be exercised at astronomical dis-

tivity of an attractive or of a re- tances, it will be difficult to see how
pulsive nature, the centre remains the celestial bodies can attract one
a centre, and the sphere a sphere, another in the direct ratio of their

without the least alteration. Gold masses, as the law of attraction re-

and ivory differ in kind
;

but a quires.

sphere of ivory and a sphere of gold The answer is obvious. If all

do not differ in kind as spheres, and matter were repulsive, universal re-

their centres do not differ in kind pulsion would be the consequence..
as centres. In a like manner the But if bodies are made up partly

sphere of activity of an attractive of attractive and partly of repulsive
element does not differ from the elements, then will either universal

sphere of activity of a repulsive ele- repulsion or universal attraction;

ment, nor the centre of the one prevail, according as the number
from the centre of the other. And and power of the repulsive elements
therefore two elements, however is greater or smaller than that of
different in their nature as agents, the attractive ones. Hence, from
do not cease to be of the same kind the fact that in the solar system
as material. Their form is differ- and elsewhere attraction prevails,

cut, but informs equally, and their it follows, indeed, that the attractive
matter is exactly the same. powers are the stronger, but it
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does not follow that they are the

whole stuff of which "bodies are

compounded.
As to the law of attraction in the

direct ratio of the masses, a distinc-

tion is to be made. The law is

certainly true if by masses we mean
the masses acted on ; not so, how-

ever, if for the masses acted on we
substitute the masses of the attract-

ing bodies. The fact of universal

attraction shows that two planets,

all other things being equal, must

be attracted by the sun in the di-

rect ratio of their masses. This is

an established truth. But to say

that, all other things being equal,

the sun and the earth would at-

tract the moon in the direct ratio

of their absolute masses, is to assume

what no fact whatever gives us the

right to assert. Physicists very

commonly admit this second as-

sumption, and consider it a part of

the law of attraction
;

but they
would be not a little embarrassed

were they required to undertake its

demonstration. They take for

granted that all the particles of

matter are equally and uniformly
attractive. Now, this assumption
has never been established by facts

;

it simply arises from an unlawful

generalization that is, from the ex-

tension of the law of kinetic forces

to dynamical actions. The mo-
menta of two bodies animated by
equal velocities are proportional to

the masses of the same bodies; but

nothing justifies the inference that

therefore the attractive powers
must be proportional to the masses.

Indeed, it is scarcely possible to

believe that equal masses of lead,

iron, and zinc possess equal powers.
Their properties are, in fact, so dif-

ferent that we cannot assume their

constitution to be the result of an

assemblage of equal powers. Hence
we maintain that, unless two bodies

have the same molecular constitu-

tion, their attractions cannot be

proportional to their masses.*

Universal attraction being also
<_*

proportional to the inverse squares
of the distances, as we are going to

show, we may add that the exist-

ence of repulsive elements in the

sun and in the planets by no means
interferes with this law. In fact,

the total action of one celestial

body on another, on account of the

great distance at which the law

of universal attraction is applied,

equals the algebraic sum of all the

actions by which one body makes
an impression upon the other.

Hence, if all the elements of which

the body consists, whether they be

attractive or repulsive, act propor-

tionally to the inverse square of

the distance, it is evident that the

resultant of all such actions will

also be proportional to the inverse

square of the distance, whenever
the form of the body is spherical, or

nearly so, as is the case with the ce-

lestial bodies. And thus it is plain

that no valid objection can be drawn
from universal attraction against the

existence of repulsive elements.

* Cavendish in 1798 made his celebrated ex-

periments concerning terrestrial attraction, in

order to determine the density of the earth
;
but

his calculations were grounded on the assump-
tion that all the material particles of the earth

were equally attractive
;
and therefore the re-

sult of such calculation cannot be implicitly re-

lied on. M. Reich in 1837, and M. Bayly in

1842, repeated the same experiments, and calcu-

lated the density of the earth according to the

same assumption. It did not occur to either of

them that the assumption itself might have been

subjected to a crucial test by successively sub-

stituting spheres of zinc, iron, copper, silver,

etc., instead of the leaden ones which they
uniformly employed. Had they tried these sub-

stances in a proper manner that is, with a suit-

able modification of the apparatus we have lit-

tle doubt that they would have discovered a

diiference of action for equal masses of different

substances. The experiment ma)' yet be made,
and we hope it will, as it is of great scientific

importance ;
but it should be encouraged by

the help of some powerful scientific body, as the

cost of the new apparatus would probably ex-

ceed the ordinary means at the command of un-
aided individuals.
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Law of elementary actions. We has but one formal principle of be-

have now to establish the general ing ;
for it is entitatively one, and

law of elementary attraction and therefore it has but one formal de-

repulsion. We hold that the actions termination to act, which, as result-

of every primitive element are always ing from its essential constitution,

inversely proportional to the squares is unchangeable and inviolable.

of the distances, no matter whether But it is evident that from one for-

such distances be great or small, as- mal determination to act only one

tronomical or molecular. law of action can possibly result.

This proposition can be briefly Two laws would be two formal re-

proved in the following manner : suits, and would require two formal

Astronomy teaches us that the principles giving two different de-

Newtonian law, according to which terminations. Accordingly, since

the actions are inversely proper- each primitive element has but one
tional to the squares of the dis- formal principle, it cannot have two

tances, is true for all the celestial laws of action. "And therefore the

bodies. Now, the total action of Newtonian law, which primitive
one celestial body upon another is elements follow at astronomical

a resultant of elementary actions, distances, must prevail also at all

and arises from the algebraic sum other distances,

of them all. Hence it follows that Let the reader observe that this

every element of matter, when act- conclusion regards the action of

ing from certain distances, obeys primitive elements, not the action of

the Newtonian law
;

for it is evi- molecules. That molecular actions

dent, from the theory of the com- at molecular distances are not in-

position of forces, that the sum of versely proportional to the square
the elementary actions cannot fol- of the distance is a known fact,

low the Newtonian law unless these Molecular cohesion, for instance, is

actions themselves follow it. But immensely greater than it could

if the law is true in the case of possibly be by the Newtonian law
;

astronomical distances, it must be so also molecular repulsion. This

true also in the case of microscopi- is what prevented physicists from

cal and molecular distances. For recognizing the applicability of the

as a primitive element cannot have Newtonian law at molecular dis-

two laws of action, so neither can tances. As long as the primitive
it follow at molecular distances any elements were confounded, under
other law than that which it follows the name of atoms, with the mole-
at all other distances. cules of the so-called primitive
That a primitive element cannot bodies, hydrogen, oxygen, carbon,

have two different laws of action etc., it was impossible to recognize
will be manifest by considering that in the molecular actions any trace

the law which an element obeys in of the Newtonian law
;
hence came

its actions results from' the intrin- the division of attraction into uni-

sic determination of its nature that versal and molecular, the first fol-

is, from its formal constitution in- lowing a known law, the second

asmuch as the principle of action following some other law or laws

is, in every primitive substance, the which physicists could never dis-

formal principle of its very being : cover. Their embarrassment was

Principium essendi estprincipium op- a necessary consequence of an in-

erandi. Now, a primitive element complete analysis of the material
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compound. The molecule of a

given substance, though often call-

ed an atom, is a system of primi-

tive elements ;
and elements acting

according to the Newtonian law

can give rise to molecular systems

which, at very small distances, will

act according to any other law that

may be indicated by molecular phe-
nomena. This other law depends

entirely on the number, kind,

strength, and geometrical arrange-
ment of the primitive- elements

which enter into the constitution

of the molecule
;
and since mole-

cules of different piimitive substan-

ces are very differently constituted,

every kind of molecule must have

its own peculiar law of acting at

molecular distances a fact on

which the scientific explanation of

the different physical and chemical

properties of different substances

entirely depends. Hence it is

clear that all the attempts at find-

ing a general law of molecular at-

traction were, from the very nature

of the case, destined to fail. The

only general law of action which
all matter obeys is the Newtonian

law; and what was once considered

to form an exception to it is now

acknowledged to be the result of its

application to a complex system of

attractive and repulsive elements.

From the fact that the actions

of all elements are proportional to

the inverse squares of the distances,
it follows that the sphere of activity
of material elements extends be-

yond any assignable limit. The

intensity of the action cannot, in

fact, become = o unless the dis-

tance becomes infinite. The ob-

jections to which this corollary of

the Newtonian law may give rise

will be answered in our next arti-

cle, where all the difficulties con-

cerning the actio in distans will be
solved.

Mode of action. A last question
remains here to be examined re-

specting the action of primitive
material elements viz., whether
such an action needs a medium

through which it may be transmit-

ted and communicated to distant

bodies, or whether, on the contrary,
it is exerted upon them directly
without dependence on any mate-
rial medium.

In answering this question we
must be careful not to confound
action with movement. Movement,
though not properly transmitted, is

propagated, as we shall explain ;

and this cannot take place where
there is no movable matter. Those
who are wont to identify movement
with force, and force with action,

as is unfortunately the fashion even
in scientific treatises, will no doubt

imagine that actions must be trans-

mitted or propagated through a

material medium, just as sound

through air, or as light through
luminiferous ether. But action is

not movement
;
and therefore the

question how elementary actions

that is, how attractions or repul-
sions reach distant bodies has to

be resolved on its own merit, as

one altogether distinct from the

question about the propagation of

movement. This premised, we are

going to show that the elementary
actions are independent of all mate-

rial medium of communication.

In the first place, there is no rea-

son why we should assume that

the elementary action (attraction
or repulsion) depends on a medium
of communication, except inas-

much as we may apprehend that

the action itself, or the active pow-
er whence it proceeds, is in need
of being transmitted to some mat-

ter located at a certain distance.

But neither the elementary power
nor the elementary action can be
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transmitted to the distant matter, properly so called is the produc-
And therefore neither the power tion of an act, and the matter re-

nor the action can be dependent ceives, indeed, the act produced, but

on a medium of communication. not its production. And thus the

In this syllogism the major is action, properly speaking, is ter-

evident
;

and the minor can be urinated to the matter, and not re-

proved in two manners : First, be- ceived in it. Hence we see that

cause the power and the action are, neither the power of the agent nor

of their own nature, intransmissi- its exertion is received in the mat-

ble. Secondly, because, prescind- ter acted on
;

it is merely the pro-

ing from their intransmissibility, duced accidental act, or, in other

no medium can be assigned which terms, the momentum, that is re-

would be capable of transmitting ceived. But evidently matter can-

them. And as to the first, we not transmit what it does not re-

know that nothing can be transmit- ceive. And therefore matter can-

ted to a distant place except by not be a medium for transmitting
local movement

;
but neither the either power or action. Whether

active power nor the elementary it can transmit movement we shall

action is capable of receiving local examine at the end of the present
movement

;
for there is no other question.

subject capable of local movement This argument would suffice to

than matter alone, on account of its show that elementary actions are

passive potentiality. Hence nei- quite independent of a material

ther power nor action can be trans- medium. Yet as the prejudice
mitted. And in the second place, against which we are fighting is an-

even were they transmissible, what cient, popular, and deeply rooted,
medium could be found for their we think it will not be superfluous
transmission ? If any such me- to confirm our proof by a few other

dium could be found, it would con- considerations.

sist of some matter like ether or Those who maintain the trans-

air, this being the view of those mission of forces admit a material

who admit the necessity of such a medium, in which, by successive

medium. On the other hand, a contact of particles with particles,

material substance is not a suitable the transmission of the force to a

medium for transmitting action or distant body is supposed to be car-

power. For whenever an active ried on. By the word "
force

'

power is exerted upon matter, the they understand action as well as

result of the exertion is nothing movement. Now, let us ask them
but a determination to a change of whether the particles of their mate-

place ;
as it is well known that rial medium come into mathemati-

matter cannot receive any other de- cal contact or not. If they do not

termination. And therefore it is come into mathematical contact,

not the power that is received in then the action is not transmitted

the matter acted on, but only the by the medium from one particle
act produced by its exertion, which to another, for there will be a vac-

act is otherwise called a momen- uum between them
;
and vacuum

turn either statical or dynamical, is not a material medium. If, on

Strictly speaking, not even the ac- the contrary, the particles come
tion itself is received in the matter, into mathematical contact with

although we are wont to tolerate their own matter, then, as we have
such an expression ;

for the action already shown in our past article,
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they cannot by such a contact they hastily conclude that the direc-

communicate any movement to tion of every action depends on the

each other
;
and since the trans- direction of some impulse. We

mission in question should be car- may remark that, even in the case

ried on by successive communica- of impact, it is not safe to conclude

tions of movement, it is plain that that the direction of the movement
no such transmission will be pos- will follow the direction of the im-

sible. And accordingly the theory pulse, unless the impulse be cen-

of the transmission of actions tral, and the body impinged upon
through a medium must be rejected, homogeneous. But leaving aside

Moreover, elementary actions are the theory of impact, which has no-

either attractive or repulsive, and thing to do with the present ques-
neither of them can be conceived tion, what impulse can explain the

without intensity and direction, continuous resistance of a body to

Now, no direction is possible un- statical forces ? What impulse can

less there be two points distinctly account for the expansive tendency
ubicated in space. And therefore of gases, and for their continuous

the action, no matter whether at- pressure against the recipients in

tractive or repulsive, cannot reach which they are contained ? What

any material point which is not impulse, above all, can account for

distant from the matter of the universal attraction ?

agent. But if so, the action is in- We have mentioned this objec-

dependent of a medium of com- tion, not because it needed any sci-

munication
;
for the material medi- entific or philosophical discussion,

um, if it were needed, should lie but simply because it is one of those
between the agent and the patient notions to which the prejudices of

in such a manner as to link them our infancy give easy admittance

together, and nil by its material into our minds when we allow our-

continuity the gap by which they selves to be guided, as is often the

are separated ;
and if this were the case, by our senses and imagination,

case, the medium could not be set in matters pertaining in great part
in motion, as its contact with the to the intellectual order. Our mis-

agent would exclude distance, and takes in the appreciation of the

consequently the possibility of any character and conditions of natural

direction from the agent to the facts most ordinarily originate in

medium itself. the unwarranted assumption that,

Some will say that this argument since the facts are sensible, our

proves nothing, as the direction of knowledge of them must wholly de-

the action can be sufficiently ac- pend on our senses
;

whilst the

counted for by the direction of the truth is that our senses perceive
impulse. But this conclusion is the movements, but not the actions

evidently wrong. For what im- which cause them, and therefore

pulse can they imagine to proceed do not see the entirety of the natu-
from the sun to the moon ? Uncul- ral facts, but that portion only
tivated minds are easily deluded which is most superficial.

" A fun-

by unlawful generalizations. They damental fact, like an elementary
apply to all actions what they ima- principle, never fails us," says M.
gine to agree with some special Faraday, speaking of natural phi-

phenomenon ;
and because they see losophy ;

"
its evidence is always

that in the case of impact there is true
; but, on the other hand, we

an impulse in a certain direction, frequently have to ask, What is the
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fact ? often fail in distinguishing dies, in attracting and in repelling,

it often fail in the very statement act with equal promptitude, and

of it and mostly overpass or come without loss of time, whether the

short of its true recognition. If distance of the body acted on be

we are subject to mistake in the in- great or small. Time, in fact, fol-

terpretation of our mere sense im- lows movement
;
for without move-

pressions, we are much more liable ment there is no succession. Now,
to error when we proceed to deduce the action of a body does not reach

from these impressions (as supplied the distant body through move-

to us by our ordinary experience) ment that is, through successive

the relation of cause and effect
;
and transmission

;
on the contrary, each

the accuracy of our judgment, con- element is, of its own nature, deter-

sequently, is more endangered."
* mined to act directly and immedi-

And now, let no one imagine ately on every other element exist-

that we have any intention of de- ing in the indefinite sphere of its

nying the existence of a material activity. Hence a body will in-

medium between the celestial bo- deed act with a greater intensity at

dies. We only deny that there is a less distance, but will not act

a medium for transmitting actions, sooner than at a greater distance.

Again, we do not deny that when There have been scientists who
the earth, for instance, acts upon surmised that the solar attraction

the moon, the elements of matter may perhaps need time for reach-

lying between the earth and the ing the earth and the planets, and

moon exert their activity on one therefore that the attraction may
another, But we maintain that reach Mercury in a shorter time than

their actions are their own, and Jupiter or Neptune. From what

proceed from their own intrinsic precedes it is manifest that the sur-

and permanent power, and not mise is wholly without foundation,

from any extrinsic agent, and that Light needs time for its propaga-
such actions are not travelling from tion, because it consists in a kind

element to element till they reach of movement; but attraction, as

the moon. Neither do we deny that we have just remarked, is not

the elements located between the movement, and therefore is not de-

earth and the moon are also acted pendent on time,

on, for it is clear that gravity must Propagation of movements. We
tend to alter their position in have shown that there is no mate-

space ;
but we hold that the whole rial medium for the transmission of

possible effect of gravity on all such forces, if the word "
forces

'

is

elements is movement, and that taken to mean "
actions

"
;
but if

movement is a mere change of the word is intended to express

place, and not a transmission of "movements," then the material

the action by which it is produced, medium is quite indispensable.
How the movements themselves We read very frequently in scien-

are communicated from element to tine books that actions are trans-

element we shall explain presently, mitted
;
but as this is not true of

Meanwhile, from the fact that the actions themselves, we must
the elementary actions are inde- suppose that the phrase is intended

pendent of all material medium of to express only the fact of a pro-

communication, we infer that bo- gressive development of the effects

resulting from those actions. In

* A Lecture on Mental Education, London, 1855. the same way, when we read that
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actions are conveyed through a applies to any other medium, as

material medium, we interpret this ether with its vibrations, whether

expression as meaning that a mate- luminous or calorific. The mole-
rial medium is" strictly required for cules of ether have their own pow-
the progressive development of the ers, and exert them continually,
series of effects due to such actions, whether there exists a flame deter-

We will explain the fact by an ex- mining a series of vibrations or

ample. not; but with the flame the first

If, a mass of air being at rest, a molecules of ether which are dis-

string is stretched in order to elicit placed from their position of equi-
sound, the vibrations of the string librium will acquire a new local re-

will be communicated to the neigh- lation with regard to the following,

boring molecules of air by the ac- and their actions will be of a new
tion (not by the movement) of the intensity, sufficient to cause the

string itself; these first molecules, displacement of the next set of

being thrust out of their position molecules, and so on. The flame,
of equilibrium, will, by their action then, causes the displacement of the

(that is, by the exertion of a power first set of molecules
;
the first set

residing in each of their component displaced causes the displacement
elements, not of a power coming of the second

;
the second dis-

from the string, nor by their move- placed causes the displacement of

ment, nor by transmitted action), the third, etc.; each set producing
put in movement a following set of its own effect by its own inherent

molecules, and so on indefinitely ; powers, not by the exertion of any
so that, in the whole series of mo- power communicated to them by
lecular vibrations, each preceding the flame, and their displacement
molecule causes the motion of the being not a cause, but only a con-

following one, and causes it by the dition, on which the intensity of

exertion of its own powers, not of the exertion depends,

any power transmitted. It is evi- Hence it appears that in phe-
dent that the string cannot give nomena of this description it is not

activity to the molecules of air. the action, and much less the

These molecules, whether the string power, that is transmitted, but only
vibrates or not, have already their the movement, or the formal per-
own activity and their own mutual turbation of the equilibrium; and
action

; only their actions balance even the movement is not proper-
each other as long as the mass of ly transmitted, but only propagat-
air is at rest. But when the string ed ; because the movement of

begins to vibrate, the equilibrium each following molecule is not the

being broken near it, those mole- identical movement of each pre-
cules of air which first cease to be ceding one, but is a movement
in equilibrium begin to act on the really produced in the very impact

following molecules with a differ- of the one on the other, as our

ent intensity, according to the reader must have easily gathered

change of the molecular distance, from our preceding discussion.

Thus the movement by which the And therefore one movement suc-

distance is altered is not the cause, ceeds another indefinitely, the one
but the condition, of the phenome- being a condition for the existence

of the other
;
which constitutes pro-

AVhat we say of air and sound pagation, not properly transmission.

TO BE CONTINUED.
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ANTAR AND ZARA;

OK.

"THE ONLY TRUE LOVERS."

AN EASTERN ROMANCE NARRATED IN SONGS.

BY A0BREY DE VERB.

PART V.

THEY SANG.

I.

SUDDEN, in golden amis he came :

I stood begirt with maiden bands :

Sudden he came, all bright like flame
;

Upon my head he laid his hands.

" This day past victories I disown :

This day I seek the battle-field

A stranger chief, a knight unknown,
Without a blazon on my shield.

" Not man, but He the worlds who made,

My hope shall frustrate or approve
"

I only bent my knee, and said,
" Victor or vanquished, thee I love."

IT.

They set me on a milk-white horse
;

Our household tribe around me trod;

Like rivers down a rocky course,

On rushed the warriors vowed to God.

I rode, the victor's destined prize,

Last stake when hope was all but gone :

The flashes from a virgin's eyes

Like music swept the warriors on !
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'Twas theirs their maid elect to guard,
The direful battle's gentle guest :

'Twas mine to watch, inspire, reward
;

To honor all to crown the best.

But who that stranger chief from far

That like some brave ship tempest-tossed
Bore on o'er all the waves of war

;

Redeemed a battle ail but lost ?

I knew. The victor's crown I dropp'd

Upon thy brows, my future lord :

That night thou satt'st O boon unhoped
The first time by my father's board !

III.

The victory ours, the feasting o'er,

The nameless victor gazed arqund ;

" Emir ! I claim the prize of war,

Thy daughter's hand." My father frowned.

"
Uplift her in thine arms," he said

;

" Then scale yon hillside smooth and dry :

This done, my daughter thou shalt wed :

To halt forget not is to die."

I stood : my beating heart cried out,
" Thou canst not fail !" That cry he heard :

He raised me 'mid the warriors' shout ;

Forward he rushed without a word.

His breath came quick : his brows grew dark :

" My brother, lover, friend," I cried :

He reeled : his eyes were stiff and stark :

I wept,
" This day thou winn'st thy bride !"

He fell but on the summit won,
Amid the vast and wide acclaim :

He lay, a dead man, in the sun :

I kissed his lips, and felt no shame.

Round him the warriors stood amazed
;

His love 'twas that brought back his life :

Down on him long my father gazed,
Then spake,

" My son, behold thy wife!"
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IV.

On carpets heaped my mother sate :

I sate, I nestled on her knee
;

We heard a murmur round the gate :

My mantle, purple as the sea,

I drew about my little feet,

And nearer sought my mother's breast :

He came ;
she spake, not slow to greet

With courteous words the victor-guest.

Slowly my veil my mother's hands

Lifted, to boast the battle's prize ;

" Prince ! thou would'st give thy life and lands,
If I but raised it to her eyes !"

v.

I knew thee well when first we met ;

I knew thee well when seldom seen ;

When we had parted, plainlier yet
I read thy nature nay, thy mien.

Thine earliest glance my tremors stayed ;

Then softly, and by slow degrees,
With thee my confidence I made,

And, pleased, discovered I could please.

But now that we are drawn so near,

I lose thee in thine own fair light ;

Vanish the outlines once so clear :

I know thee more by faith than sight.

VI.

Upon my shoulder, lightly as a bird,

Her white hand lit : then back she fled, afraid ;

Beside my seat once more she stood, nor stirred,

But loosed her hair, and round me dropped its shade.

Down to my feet it fell a sudden night :

She spake, "Thy darkness and eclipse am I ;

But thou my sunrise art, and all my light ;

Still to weak things love grants the victory."

VOL. xix. 47
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More dulcet than the viol rang her laugh ;

Low laughed her mother; laughed her nurse full loud :

" Not thee I fear," she cried, indignant half,

And kissed, methought, the head o'er which she bowed.

VII.

My Lyre reproved my childish mirth :

My Lute, remembering sad, old years,

Complained,
"
Thy feet are yet on earth

;

Thou caroll'st in the vale of tears."

I hung my head : ashamed I moved ;

I answered soft with whispering voice,
" O Love ! 'tis thou that stand'st reproved ;

The fault is thine, if I rejoice ;

" Not less this covenant have I made :

I will not fold my hands in sleep

Till aid to those who cry for aid

I stretch have wept with them that weep."

VIII.

He sang,
" I dreamed. Of thee, all night, one thought

Shone like a white flower on a darkling mere
Or like one star that flashes, rapture-fraught,

Through one blue gulf of heaven serene, and clear."

She sang,
" I dreamed not : happiest sleep is deep :

I woke as wakes the young bird in the woods
;

Thy spirit must have hung above my sleep,

A bower balm-breathing from a thousand buds."

We strove in song; we sang, my love and I,

Where laughed the streams, and where the rock's broad breast

Echoed the untaught, ecstatic harmony :

We warred in happy songs ; but hers was best.

IX.

Thou art not mine as I am thine :

As great, or greater, is thy love ;

But loftier thoughts above thee shine,
And lordlier aims before thee move.
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The hand now clasping mine that hand
Let drop this hand to grasp the sword ;

It hurled in ruin from our land

The impostor Prophet's sons abhorred.

Manhood fell on thee with my tears

At parting. With a woman's joy
I loved the warrior 'mid his peers
'Twas girlish fancy loved the boy !

x.

Mother of him I loved and love,

My mother too, ere long, to be!

With loving words his choice approve,
And take thy daughter to thy knee :

So shall mine eyes, up-gazing still,

Thine eyes in filial reverence watch ;

My hand be subject to thy will;

My heart from thine its greatness catch.

The young can learn, and I am young
And labor to be good and true

Tell her, O thou that know'st ! I long
To give her age its honors due.

XI.

He sang,
"
Upon the myrtle's silver stem

,Thy name I carved. Henceforth that tree is mine !"

Low-laughing 'neath her vine-wrought anadem
She sang,

"
Thy name I graved upon the pine !

" The slenderer hand the stronger bark subdued

Say, is it lordlier, bound and tamed to lead

The forest-monarch from his sunburnt wood,
Or snare some little bird that took no heed ?"

We sang in valleys where the spring flowers sprang
To passionate life : the eagle o'er us sailed :

Down plunged the torrents, and the gray cliffs rang:
We clashed our songs in war

; but hers prevailed.

XII.

Methought to thine my angel spake :

Near us he seemed, and yet above
" Two children these ! their sport they take

;

They teach each other how to love.
"
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Thine angel answered thus to mine :

" When Virtue, perfected by pain,

Has changed earth-love to love divine,

Then, stooping, we will lift these twain

" From this dull cave of mortal life

Low-roofed, and dimly lit with spars,

To realms with love's whole glories rife,

And over-vaulted by the stars,

" Where souls that love their God are one
Where He who made them is their joy :

Play on too young for love play on !

Your sports are sport of girl and boy !"

XIII.

Two hands they meet; they part 'tis better so;

Parted, they meet to shape one coronal :

Two feet they meet
; they part, now swift, now slow

They pace to music through one palace hall.

Two eyes they move in concord : wanderers long,
At last they rest on one unmoving star :

Two mouths, in kisses met, dispart in song
Sweet are our meetings; sweet our partings are.

XIV.

I come, I go ; yet neither shall repine :

Sad is the parting ;
the return is sweet :

Once more the battle with a voice divine

Decrees our severance. Soon once more we meet.

We part not, save in seeming. We are one,
In spirit one

;
in spirit we rejoice ;

Two voices are we, blent in unison,

Two echoes of one mountain-thrilling: voice.'3

Nearer we are than words, than thought, can reach ;

Nearer we shall be ; nearest, met on high ;

Nearest as not belonging each to each,
But both to Him that Love Who cannot die.
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THE VEIL WITHDRAWN.
TRANSLATED, BY PERMISSION, FROM THE FRENCH OF MADAME CRAVEN, AUTHOR OF UA SISTER'S STORY,"

"FLEURANGE," ETC.

XIII.

THAT evening we went to the admiration but his. A vague un-

opera, the next night to the thea- easiness sometimes crossed my
tre

;
then came invitations without mind like an ominous cloud, but I

number to a series of dinners, mati- did not dream there could possibly

ne'es, and soirees that succeeded be any danger for either of us in

each other without intermission, the enervating atmosphere of flat-

I refrain from enumerating them, tery and frivolity which we breathed
for I am writing the history of my more and more constantly,
soul rather than my exterior life. Lorenzo continued to hover
I will merely say, therefore, that around me in public, or, if he re-

after continuing this course several mained at a distance, to watch me
weeks, I found myself in a most with an attention that was disagree-

singular and unhappy frame of able because it seemed inexplic-
mind. My thoughts, imagination, able. Nothing could have pleased
and whole mind became too much me more than to have his eyes al-

absorbed in the amusements and ways meeting mine, and to find him

pleasures the young are often car- everywhere near enough to speak to ;

ried away with through curiosity but this was quite a different thing,
and a superabundance of life and for, even when I was not looking to-

activity, which might be satisfied wards him, I could feel his persis-
more completely, however, and in tent eyes fastened on me, and as

a less dangerous way, than by a soon as I raised my head he would
career of pleasure, the almost in- turn away as if to avoid encounter-

evitable effect of which is to pro- ing my glance. Was it with love

duce a kind of intoxication. This or pride that his eyes thus followed

intoxication overpowered me to me ? Was it not rather as if he ex-

a .certain degree, but it left me, pected to take me by surprise, or

however, the faculty of realizing was mistrustful of me ? When this

the change that had come over me, doubt occurred to my mind, I felt

and I felt a painful desire to be the blood rush to my face, and love

what I once was. I had no peace and pride revolt in my heart,

of mind. I could not reflect or One day we were invited to a

pray, even in my short intervals of large dinner-party in one of those

leisure, and, in order to avoid the magnificent houses in Paris which
irksomeness of solitude, I gladly have the now rare advantage of a

returned to the round of pleasure fine garden. It was past the sea-

into which my husband liked to son for full dress, and I merely
draw me. I had, it is true, the wore a white muslin trimmed with
double safeguard of his love for me lace, and a wreath of flowers whose
and my indifference to any other colors harmonized with that perfect
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taste shown in everything at Paris, than ever before. . . . During the

When I made my appearance, dinner he appeared devoted to his

the whole company united in ex- neighbors on one side, a lady who

claiming that my fresh toilet was was still beautiful, though no longer

wonderfully becoming. Perhaps in the bloom of youth ;
and on the

they were right. I was of an age other, a young gentleman with a

that flowers suited better than jew- thoughtful, striking face, who grew
els, and my complexion could bear animated whenever Lorenzo ad-

the light of day without any dan- dressed him, and seemed to reply

ger. The days were now at their with much interest. I was told

longest, so, in spite of the inter- that the former was Mme. de B
,

minable length of a grand dinner, the other the young Count Gilbert

the delicious twilight hour was de Kergy,
"
a great traveller also,"

not quite gone when we rose from added the master of the house,
the table, and all issued forth beside whom I was seated.

" And

through the windows into the gar- it was solely the hope of meeting
den. If ever the sight of the green the Duca di Valenzano that induc-

grass, the leaves on the trees, the ed him to accept my invitation to

perfume and brilliancy of the flow- dine with us to-day. He does not

ers, and the varied hues of the sky care for thegrand monde ; and when
as day declines, are more attractive he returns from one of his extensive

and grateful at one time than an- journeys, he shuts himself up at

other, it is certainly when contrast- home, or plunges into the charitable

ed with the stifling atmosphere, the world, which is another grand
air impregnated with the odor of monde little suspected by strangers

dishes, and the brilliant artificial who only come to Paris for a

light, at a grand dinner in mid- time."

summer. Therefore it was with in- All this might perhaps have in-

expressible relief and an almost terested me at some other time,

child-like joy I flew down the steps but my mind was now occupied in

into the garden as soon as the trying (
to ascertain the reality of the

master of the house left my move- change I had remarked. It was
ments free, and strolled along the now my turn to give sly glances to-

broad alley that divided the lawn, wards the other side of the table,

inhaling with delight the freshness but I did not once detect Lorenzo
of the balmy air. . . . My life of looking towards me. And yet it

pleasure had never quenched the was not owing to the interest he

ardent love of solitude that some- took in the conversation. How
times came over me, and I now many times I had seen him appa-

longed to be alone. I desired this rently absorbed in conversation,
the more because I felt uneasy while a rapid glance of the eye con-

about a new change in Lorenzo's vinced me he had been constant-

manner, and wished to reflect un- ly attentive to every movement I

disturbed on the inference I should made. There was nothing of this

draw from it. kind to-day. I knew him too well

For the first time since our arri- not to perceive the difference, but
val at Paris he had not, to my I did not know what to think of it,

knowledge, watched one of my or if I had any reason to rejoice

movements, though I had received at it.

more flattery that day, perhaps, These thoughts beset me during
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the trifling conversation that varies said one of them.
; ' One would

the ennui of a large dinner, and really think she was trying to re-

even prevented me from perceiving gain her ascendency ! . . ."

that our host was a gentleman of
"
It would be very difficult, how-

superior intelligence, and profiting ever, to supplant that lovely, golden-

by it. Before leaving the table, I haired Sicilian."

stealthily turned my eyes once more "
Impossible, certainly, in the

in the direction they had so often eyes of any other man
;
but in those

taken within an hour. It was evi- of her husband, who knows ?"

dent that Lorenzo did not trouble This was one of those speeches
himself any more about me to-day that are always flying at random,
than any other husband about his and striking the ear on every si<ie

wife in public. But this time I in the world speeches which one

perceived his young neighbor look- hears without listening to, but

ing at me rather attentively, though which weaken the moral sense, as

with a look of seriousness almost physical diseases are produced by
amounting to austerity, very differ- breathing dangerous miasmata too

ent from the glances so often en- frequently. Since I had lived in

countered in the world which al- this atmosphere many things of a

ways made me lower my eyes. His similar nature had been said in my
inspired me with a kind of sympa- presence. Alas ! it was sufficient

thy, and did not give me the slight- to hear Lorenzo and Lando's con-
est embarrassment. versation to learn how far light

I had, however, no opportunity words of this kind can go. I there-

for reflection during my walk, for I fore tried to attach no importance
was almost immediately surrounded to the gossip I had thus accidental-

by friends, and I soon turned back ly overheard. Even if Lorenzo did

to hunt for Lorenzo. Daylight formerly pay homage to this now
was almost gone, which made it somewhat faded beauty, why should
difficult to recognize any one

;
but I care ? That did not trouble me

at last I discovered him on the for the moment. My only anxiety

steps by means of his lofty stature was to ascertain if his happening to

and noble features, which were dis- meet her was the cause of the

tinctly defined against the light of change I had observed, or if I must
the salon within. Near him sat his seek some other. In a word, ought
next neighbor at dinner, holding a I to be anxious or to rejoice ?

fan in her hand, and talking in an Having escaped, in the almost
animated manner. Lorenzo ap- utter darkness, from those who
peared to be listening without mak- tried to detain me, I was slowly ad-

ing any attempt to reply. Once or vancing towards the steps when I

twice he turned his head towards suddenly met Lorenzo. ... He
the garden. He was looking for was in search of me, for he had on

me, perhaps. . . . his arm my thin mantle of white
It had now grown entirely too cashmere, which he wrapped around

dark to distinguish any one around my shoulders. I joyfully seized

me. I was standing motionless near hold of his arm, and said in a low
a bench on which sat two or three tone :

"
Pray do not go in yet, Lo-

gentlemen talking together. renzo. Let us walk awhile in this
' Mme. de B looks almost as beautiful covered alley."

handsome as ever this evening," He began to laugh. "That
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would be very sentimental, said to have me answer your ques-
he, "for people who are no longer tions."

in their honey-moon ;
but no matter,

'

Yes, but without depending on
I consent. Honi soit qui maly pense. it

;
for I know how to question and

Besides, I see yonder an illuminat- obtain an answer without giving
ed tent, where, I am told, they are you the trouble to reply."

preparing a musical surprise for us.
<fc And is that why you look at me

Let us go in that direction." instead of speaking, and your eyes
We walked a short distance with- are always following me so atten-

out speaking. There was nothing tively?"

absolutely calculated to wound me He smiled, and made no reply
in what he said, but his light, in- for a while.

different tone was not what I long-
; *

Perhaps that has been the cause
ed to hear. Amid all the excite- of my doing so till to day."
ment of fashionable society, I felt

'

Till to-day ?"

that his love constituted the only
' Yes

;
since you ask me, I con-

happiness of my life
;
and if I had fess it without any hesitation. Love

supposed that to be the only cause does not always, among its privi-
of his vigilance and anxiety con- leges, possess the faculty of seeing

cerning me, I should never have clearly. Therefore I have been

sought to escape from it. But I mistrustful of mine, and have not
had been doubtful about this, and allowed it to influence me in the

felt so still. And I was too open, least in studying you."
too confiding, and perhaps too I made a slight gesture of sur-

petulant, to remain in doubt any prise,

longer. "Listen, Ginevra. One never
"
Let us stop here, Lorenzo," I knows what a young soldier is till

said when we arrived at the end of his first battle. Neither can one
the covered walk.

"
I see people tell what a young woman of your

coming this way. We can follow age is till she appears on the terri-

them into the tent, and it will be ble battle-field of the fashionable

supposed we came with the crowd." world. But if I have any faculty,
In fact, a brilliant soirte succeed- it is, I believe, that of not being

ed the dinner. The salons and deceived in a study of this kind,

garden were filled with company. Be assured, Ginevra, that from this

The light from the tent extended time I shall watch you no more."
to the place where we were stand-

:

Then, Lorenzo," said I, some-

ing, though we were out of sight,
what hurt,

"
you really watched me

I sat down on a bench against a through suspicion, and all this time

tree, and Lorenzo took a seat be- was necessary to convince you I

side me. am to be trusted?"
'I have a question to ask you," "I wished to see you under fire,"

said I suddenly.
"
Promise to give said he, resuming his jesting tone,

me a sincere reply."
" Do not complain of this, ma

He seemed surprised. He raised belle Ginevra. You have come out
his eyebrows slightly, and his smil- of the trial victorious victorious

ing face became clouded. to such a degree that, though I
'

I do not much like to be ques- thought you more charming to-day
tioned, Ginevra, I forewarn you." than ever, I have not once thought

k

But you always seem to like of watching you. And yet," con-
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tinued he in a tone he tried to ren- ing my regret, my sorrow, and my
der playful, but which was bitter in shame ! . . .

spite of himself,
"
those flowers He could read my heart to a cer-

that are so becoming to you are tain extent, but how far he was

not all calculated to reassure me." alas ! how incapable he was of

And plucking a red carnation from penetrating to the bottom of my
my wreath, he held it up before me soul, and fully comprehending, or

with a smile that seemed cruel, and even suspecting, the radical change
was about to put it in his but- which that one day had wrought in

ton-hole when, pale as death, I my nature.

snatched it from his hand, and He saw with surprise and alarm
threw it as far as I could. my agitation and the sudden pale-

;< Lorenzo !" I said in a trembling ness of my face, and endeavored to

voice,
'

you are ungenerous ! . . . calm me
;
but I noticed he was at

and you are very unjust ! ..." once anxious and annoyed about
I should have done better to say, the emotion he had excited,

as well as think, that he did not I made a violent effort to regain
know what he was doing. No

;
he my self-control, and soon succeed-

little knew what had taken place in ed in allaying the throbbing of my
my soul since the day he thus re- heart. But I felt as if an icy wind

called, which was so sanguinary, so had crossed my path, chilling too

fatal in its results. No
;
he could soon the opening flowers of my

not conceive the intolerable pain dawning happiness, and causing
he gave me by thus suddenly reviv- them to droop their heads.

XIV.

From that day Lorenzo, as he different salons where we were ac-

promised, ceased to manifest any customed to spend all our eve-

interest in what I did in society, nings, without being able to find

But this apparent confidence af- him. One day I perceived him
forded me no pleasure. I remained talking in a very animated manner

painfully wounded at what had with Mme. de B
, and, when I

passed between us. I considered approached, I fancied there was a
his suspicions even more humiliat- slight expression of displeasure in

ing than those of my father, and his face, which, though promptly
began to feel that the fault I had concealed, was sufficient to cause
so greatly deplored had not merited me a painful sensation of embar-
so long and cruel a chastisement. rassment.

Moreover, I was only relieved When we were alone, however, I

from the anxiety caused by his found him unchanged. His man-
vigilance to experience another ner towards me had lost nothing
which was soon to increase and re- of its charm

;
he seemed as affec-

veal to me at last my true destiny, tionate as ever, and yet an invisible
'

It did not, in fact, require along barrier had risen between us, which
time to discover that Lorenzo's was constantly increasing, and I

new attitude was sometimes less began to experience a feeling of
like confidence than indifference, solitude that was especially painful
It frequently happened that I in society, but from which I was
searched a long time for him in the nowhere completely exempt.
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But the success of my first ap- rate with the love and the disappro-

pearance in the world had now bation of which they are the object,

given way to that of fashion. The But the seductions of the world con-

arrival of some foreign prince, sist chiefly in the satisfaction of

whose name I no longer remember, eclipsing others, and the intoxica-

prolonged the gay season at Paris tion it causes is almost always pro-
this year, and one reunion succeed- duced, not by the pleasure it gives,
ed another as if it were carnival but by the vanity of those who
time. There was not one to which mingle in it. This seems strange
I was not invited, and, though an when we reflect upon it, and we
undeniable need of rest began to can see, without rising very high,

overpower the feverish activity that not only happiness, but plea-
that for some time had come over sure, and even amusement, can find

me, I was unable to stop, for I a better source
;
and consequently

began to perceive that a quiet, those who really possess these en-

tranquil life was insupportable to vied blessings are the people who
Lorenzo unless in his studio. Out are supposed to be the most de-

of that, he wished to be incessantly barred from them,
in motion, and, as he could not now As for me, I was no longer light-

seriously resume his artist life, he hearted, but I tried to appear so

gave himself up entirely to that of in society ;
for the sad expression

the world, and was not yet indiffer- I could not Always disguise had
ent to the pleasure of having me excited some observations that

accompany him. wounded my pride.
It was therefore impossible for

" What ! the fair Ginevra really
me to extricate myself from the melancholy?" said Lando Landi,

giddy round of which I had grown sitting down beside me one evening
so weary, and I sometimes envied at a concert, and speaking in the

those who were satisfied with the familiar tone authorized by his re-

mere pleasure of attracting atten- lationship, but which was none the

tion. I felt astonished then, and I less displeasing. "I have always
still am, at the wonderful part play- denied it, because you are so inva-

ed by vanity in these gayeties, which riably cheerful when I see you out
are so different to those who par- of this everlasting din, as I do

ticipate in them from what they every day. I only supposed you a

seem to the crowd who are ex;clud- little weary of so gay a life a thing
ed. The music, the dancing, the conceivable, even in your case, for

splendid apartments, the gayety of one gets tired of everything, even

youth requisite to enjoy all this, of turning people's heads
;
but this

and, to crown the whole, the plea- evening you really have the air of a

sure of meeting those who are dear, tragic muse."
are the chief attractions and keen- "I am a little fatigued, that is

est enjoyments which cause those all."

who have the power of exhausting "Listen to me, cousin, and do
them to be envied by all who are not treat me so badly. I see you do

deprived of them. If this were not like me, which proves I am not

really all, such a life would be en- self-conceited
;
and I am not angry

nobled to a certain degree in my with you, which proves I am not

eyes, for its dangers and its plea- malicious. Moreover, I greatly ad-
sures would at least be commensu- mire and love you, and yet (give
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me some credit for this) I do not person I meet will render me that

pay court to you." service."
"
Come, Lando, no more of such

" Ma che !
'

said he, rising and

jests, but come to the point." shaking his head, as he concluded
"

I was about to beg you to show to give me his arm.

some confidence in me. You are We began our voyage of discov-

sad, and I will tell you why : you ery through the long row of salons,

have heard some nonsensical gossip but could not find Lorenzo any-
about Lorenzo. Now, cousin, let where. Lando said nothing, but 1

me tell you . . ." noticed he cast a quick, mistrustful
" What gossip ?" I asked, turning glance around every room we enter-

red with an air of displeasure. ed, and it occurred to me he had not
' You understand me perfectly told the truth, but merely wished

well. I am certain I tell you no- to reassure me when he knew Lo-

thingnew. It ma^seem presuming renzo was having a tete-a-tete it was
to speak of this, but I must justify as humiliating for me to be igno-
Lorenzo. Believe what I say, and rant of as to discover. Lando had
do not attach any importance to touched a sorer spot than I was
a passing politeness in memory of willing he should see. For in spite
former times, which means nothing, of an apparently very frank expla-
and really does not, on my word of nation on this point from Lorenzo

honor, merit such a flash from your himself a few days before, suspicion
beautiful eyes." had entered my heart, and I was in

He had indeed found the means constant need of being reassured,

of making them flame up. Was not this acknowledging I al-
'

Really, Lando," said I haughti- ready had reason to tremble ?

ly,
"

it would serve you right if I At length we arrived at the last

never spoke to you again." salon Lorenzo was not there.

But he was evidently so seri- There was only a small room be-

ously astonished that I saw I was yond, not as well lighted as the

wrong. He had been presuming rest.

without knowing it or intending it.
" That is the library," explained

I therefore continued in a milder Lando in his way ;

"
or, at least, a

tone : cabinet full of books, where no one
'

I assure you, you are absolute- ever goes."

ly mistaken. I am neither sad nor An almost imperceptible move-

anxious, . . . only a little ennuye'e, ment of his arm made me feel he
that is all. And to-night I am wished to prevent me from enter-

sleepy, and wish to return home as ing. This was enough to induce
soon as possible.' Give me your me to go straight to the door, where

arm, and let us go in search of Lo- I stopped short, at once reassured
renzo." and amazed. Four men were there

'

It is not much after midnight," by themselves, sitting around a

he said
;

'

you must really remain card-table with a green covering,
a while longer to hear the last two Two of them were playing, and

pieces." Lorenzo was one of them; the
'

No, I tell you I have had others followed the game with the

enough of it. But if you wish to most intense interest. I remained
remain here, you need not feel leaning against the door, motion-

obliged to escort me. The first less, and my eyes fastened on him.
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Was that really Lorenzo? . . .

What a change in his counte-

nance ! . . . What a strange ex-

pression in his mobile face ! He
did not perceive me, and I felt that

my voice would have sounded in

his ear in vain. He neither saw

nor heard anything around him.

His looks, his attention, his mind,
and his whole being seemed absorb-

ed in the cards he held in his hand.

He was calm, but his slightly-com-

pressed eyebrows showed that luck

was against him.

In a few minutes he drew a roll

of gold pieces from his pocket, and

threw them on the table. His op-

ponent rose, but Lorenzo remained

in his seat, and began a new game
with one of those who had been

watching the old one.
" Take a seat here," said Lando,

leading me towards one of the sofas

in the room where we were.
"
I

am going to tell Lorenzo you are

waiting for him. Do not go in

yourself."
I made a sign of assent, and for

the first time gave Lando credit for

some tact. His usually smiling
face had, moreover, an air of anxious

solicitude that not only surprised

me, but redoubled the strange, un-

expected shock I had just experi-
enced. He went into the next

room, and, after waiting a long time,
I at last saw him come out

;
but he

was alone.
"
It is impossible to speak to him

till the end of the game," he said in

a tone of vexation. Then, after a

moment's silence, he added with a

forced laugh :

"
My dear cousin,

you would have done much better

to follow my advice and wait for

Lorenzo in the concert-room in-

stead of coming here after him.
But since you persisted in doing so,

allow me to give you one bit of

advice, now you have caught him

falling into his old bad habit

again."

"Again?" I said with an air of

surprise.

"Well, yes. . . . For a year he
did not touch a card, he told me,
for he well knew that for him the

mere touch was like a spark that

kindles a fire. He vowed not to

play moderately, for he is incapa-
ble of moderation in anything but

never to touch a card again,, and he

expressed great satisfaction some

days since that he had kept his

promise so faithfully. But to-day
he has broken it. Who knows
what will happen to-morrow ?

Make use, therefore, of the influence

you still have over him
;
use all the

persuasive powers you possess to

induce him to resolve once more
on a wise course. It is a thing, you
may be sure, that threatens your

happiness, as well as his, a thousand
times more than all the fair ones

in the past, present, or future who
should attempt to rival you !"

In spite of all that was displeas-

ing in Lando's manner, language,
and sentiments, and even in the ex-

pressions he made use of in giving
me this advice, I felt it was dictat-

ed by sincere interest, and it touch-

ed me. I felt weighed down by this

new trouble. This was a fear I had
never experienced before. It was

absolutely foreign to everything
that had crossed my mind. Was
this to live, love, and be happy ?

Everything around me looked dark,
and the night seemed to penetrate
to my very soul.

The time I had to wait seemed
interminable. The concert was

over, the rooms were growing emp-
ty, and we were to be the last. I

rose with an impatience I could no

longer control, and went again to

the cabinet. Lorenzo was rising

from the table just as I entered.
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I saw him slip another roll of with inexpressible anxiety and pro-

money into his opponent's hands, found affection for this dear part-

Then he came towards me with his ner of my life who was so charming
usual expression. It was evident in manner, and whom it would
he had no suspicion of my having have been so sweet to love in

been so near him for more than an peace ! I leaned my head against
hour. his shoulder, and, passing my arm

" Excuse me, Ginevra," said he. through his, said :

" What ! is the concert over ? And "
Lorenzo, if I take the liberty

you had to search for me ? ... It of giving you one word of advice,

is unpardonable ;
but I had no idea will you follow it ? If I beg you to

they would get to the end of that make me one promise a promise
interminable programme so early." that will render me happy will

"But it is nearly two o'clock," you not grant it ?"

said I. He made so abrupt a movement
He glanced towards the clock, that I was almost frightened. But

and looked surprised. Lando, he immediately resumed his self-

meanwhile, had hurried away to get control, and, softly kissing my
my cloak

;
but he soon returned hand and forehead, said in a tone

with it, saying the carriage was that was not rude, but which seem-

waiting for us. I entered it with ed to forbid all reply :

Lorenzo, after giving my hand "
Ginevra, I think I told you the

more cordially to his cousin than I other day that I do not like to be
had ever done before. questioned, and I now tell you that

On the way home Lorenzo, after I like advice still less, and, above

a long silence, thought proper to all, I cannot bear to make promises,

explain that he had got tired of the So let this warning suffice. Avoid

concert, and for amusement had these three shoals, if you wish to re-

had recourse to a game of ecarte. main in my eyes what I now con-

Lando's words were still in my sider you the most charming of

ears. My heart, too, was filled women."

xv.

The following day was Sunday.

Notwithstanding so fatiguing an

evening, the lateness of the hour

when I retired, and the restless

night that followed, I was ready for

Mass at the usual hour. But for

the first time since my marriage
Lorenzo sent me word not to wait

for him. Of course I had never

been under any great illusion as to

his religious sentiments. I suppos-
ed that habit, rather than piety, in-

duced him to accompany me to

church
;
but I was far from suspect-

ing that he had hitherto made it a

point to do so because he thought

it necessary to keep an eye on me
there as well as elsewhere. Above

all, I little expected the habit to be
laid aside as soon as he was re-

assured or became interested in

something else. I consoled my-
self on this occasion by thinking
he would go to a later Mass

;
and

for the first time I went out alone

and on foot, the distance being so

short between our hotel in the Rue
de Rivoli and the Church of S.

Roch.
The life I had led for two months

was not precisely adapted to dispose

my soul for prayer. Besides, ac-
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customed as I liad been to the on which stood the monstrance,

churches of Italy, those at Paris The church used to be filled solely

seemed destitute of all beauty, and by people of the humbler classes,

I found it difficult to get used to even on festivals. It was a rare

so different an aspect. But other thing to find a single person be-

impressions soon modified this, longing to the upper classes. What
The goodness and piety that so struck me, therefore, above all, at

thoroughly impregnated the atmo- Paris, was the complete difference

sphere which surrounded my child- of the churches in this respect. I

hood were rather the spirit of our was at first even more surprised

family than of the land that had than edified. For if I had often

providentially given me birth. And remarked the absence of the wealthy

yet there is, in Sicily, as well as all in Sicily, here I was struck with

Southern Italy, a great deal of faith, the absence of the poor. I looked

though it cannot be denied that, at around for the people clothed in

this time, great moral relaxation rags, whose fervor had so often re-

and religious indifference were too doubled mine, and did not like to

prevalent, especially among those feel that I was separated from them,

who belonged to the upper classes. This separation is much more mark-

There, more than anywhere else ed where the custom of private

even, holy souls led hidden lives, chapels has been established,

and edification was rather to be Christian equality calls the rich and
found in the obscurity of certain great to the foot of the altar, no
firesides than in the world at large, less than the poor and lowly ;

and
or even in the usages of public wor- if they do not all meet there, wheth-

ship. All the religious exercises er in France or Italy, we cannot
of our family were performed in the blame those whose attendance at

chapel of the old palace we occu- church is an example to the absent,

pied. This chapel was spacious, whatever rank they may belong to.

richly ornamented, and architec- But to return to this Sunday
turally beautiful. We not only morning. I knelt down and heard

heard Mass there on Sundays, but Mass with much less distraction

every day, and two or three times a than usual. I was, it is true, rather

week Don Placido gave us an in- sad than devout at the time, but I

structive, edifying discourse. My prayed more fervently than I had

father, mother, Livia, Ottavia, done for a long time, and, when I

Mario (who, in spite of his faults, slowly and reluctantly left the

retained his respect for holy things), church, the inner soul, that re-

and several faithful old servants sounds like a lyre under the divine

constituted the attentive, devout hand, had received a slight touch,

congregation. My childhood was and for the first time for a long
not wanting in any of those influ- while I felt the movement of one
ences that have so powerful an ef- of those hidden chords that cannot
feet on after-life. Ottavia often be sounded without causing all the

took Livia and myself to the eve- others to vibrate,

ning Benediction in one of the neigh- ^As I approached the door of the

boring churches, and my heart still church, I noticed a young girl

throbs at the remembrance of the kneeling on a chair, whose face did

pious transport with which I knelt not seem wholly unknown to me.
before the illuminated tabernacle She held a purse in her hand, and
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was soliciting contributions for or-

phans. I deposited my offering,

and received her smiling thanks in

return. As I passed on, I heard

her whisper my name to a lady of

noble and distinguished appearance
beside her (whom I supposed to be

her mother), who, with her eyes
fastened on her book, had not ob-

served me. As I went on, I recol-

lected having met this pretty girl

two or three times in company, but

did not know her name. I felt sur-

prised that she should know mine,

though this often happens to stran-

gers who are pointed out as objects
of curiosity, while they only know
a few of those around them.

I had no time, however, to dwell

on this accidental meeting, or

quietly enjoy the impressions left

by the services at church
;
for Lo-

renzo's first words immediately re-

vived all the recollections of the

morning.
; You are late, Ginevra," said he.

'

It is half-past eleven. Breakfast

is waiting, and I am in a hurry."
We took seats at the table in si-

lence, but he soon resumed :

' You have scarcely time to dress.

Have you forgotten that we are

going to the races ? Lando Lan-
di is to come for us before one
o'clock."

Yes, I had completely forgotten
it. I felt an earnest desire to with-

draw from the engagement. I

wanted one day of peace and quiet

repose. I felt the need of drinking
in more deeply the breath of pure
air I had just tasted. Could I not

have a few hours to myself? Must
I at once go where I should inhale

a different atmosphere ? And what
an atmosphere ! . . .

Seeing that I remained silent

and had a pensive air, he said in

an impatient tone :

"
Well, Ginevra, what is it ?

What have you to tell me or ask

me? . . ."

I replied without any circumlo-

cution :

"
I have nothing to say, ex-

cept that I am tired to death of

those races, and beg you to excuse

me from accompanying you to-day."

His face immediately cleared up.
"
Is that all ?" said he.

" As to that,

you are at perfect liberty to do as

you please. You may be sure,"
continued he, laughing,

"
that I

shall only contradict you on great
occasions. . . . But what will you
do with yourself this afternoon, if

you do not go to the races ?"
'

I shall do like everybody else

in France go to Vespers."
He gave a derisive laugh that

was horrible.
"
Everybody else, do you say ?

It would be very difficult to tell how

many in Paris even go to Mass !"

I looked at him, as he said this.

He understood my meaning, and

appeared displeased.
"
Come, Ginevra," said he in an

ill-humored manner,
"
are you go-

ing to insist that I must always

agree with you?"
"
By no means, Lorenzo, you

know very well."
" But you did not like it because

you had to go to church without

me this morning."
I hesitated an instant, but at last

replied with some emotion :

" Of course I love to have you
with me wherever I go, and more

especially there
;
but it would be

better, however, for you to go to

church always without me than

ever to go solely for me."
This reply increased his displea-

sure, and he said in a tone he had
never used before :

"
Unfortunately, the truth is, my

dear child, if I should consult my
own inclinations, I might perhaps
never go at all."
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Tears came into my eyes, and tions of the evening before were

my heart ached with the strongest still too recent to be forgotten,

feeling of grief I had ever expe- The conversation did not last

rienced ! . . .
l n g> for Lando, punctual to his

O my God! ... I must have engagement, arrived at half-past

had some love for thee,even at that twelve with a beaming face, a flow-

time, since the very thought of any er in his button-hole, and in his

one's not loving thee caused me so hand an enormous bunch of violets

much pain ! . . . destined for me.

Lorenzo's tone, look, and whole
" What !" he

manner not only showed his utter

indifference, but the complete in-

credulity he felt. I had never sus-

pected it before, because it was

something foreign to my experi-
ence. I knew it was possible to

exclaimed when
he learned my intentions for the

afternoon. . . .

' But that is impos-
sible ! Not go to the races ? Why,
you must. Remain at home when
the weather is the finest in the

world ? I never heard of such a

violate the law of God, but did not thing. . . . Deprive me of the

know it could be denied. I un- pleasure of taking you in my ca-

derstood lukewarmness and negli- leche, and making everybody envy

gence, for I had seen both in me
others as well as in him

;
but I had

never before encountered lack of re-

pentance and ignorance of duty.
This cold denial of any love for

God and of all belief in him Lo-

renzo, of course, had not expressly

declared, but it had been betrayed

by his manner doubtless even more

the most cruel

entered a wo-
. . . That is

caprice that ever

man's head ! . . ."

Here Lorenzo left the room an
instant to look for his hat, and
Lando suddenly began in another

tone :

"
I am in earnest, cousin.

You would do much better to

go"
than he would have wished. With What did he mean ? I remained
all the inconsistencies of my char- doubtful and troubled, but Loren-

acter and the faults of my age, he zo immediately returned, and I had
must have seen that I had too live- no time for reflection. As they

ly and profound a faith not to be were leaving the room, my hus-

displeased at anything that jarred band approached, and, taking me
on it, and heretofore he had been by the hand, looked at me with an

circumspect without being hypo- expression his eyes now and then

critical. assumed, and which always dis-

He saw the effect he had pro- persed, as by some enchantment,

duced, and, as he had not become the clouds that rose too often be-

indifferent to me, he regretted it;

but he knew he could not at once

tween us. He
my cheek with

slightly caressed

the glove in his

repair his mistake, and contented hand, and whispered with a smile :

himself for the moment by trying
"
Come, Ginevra mia, do not be

to divert mv mind from it bydivert my mind from it by a

change of subject. And I likewise

felt it would be better to talk of

something else. This prudence
was by no means natural to my

angry. Let me see you smile

again.
Then turning towards Lando,

"
It is not yet one o'clock," he

said.
" Let us start, and, before

disposition, but I began to under- going to the Bois de Boulogne, we
stand his. Besides, his injunc- will stop at the Madeleine.

"
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His looks, as well as his words, times beamed from his eyes always

allayed my anxiety ;
but a thousand inspired me with a confidence in

different ideas crossed my mind, him that was equal to my affection,

and after they were gone I remain- I had just experienced its effect,

ed thoughtfully leaning on the The look, however, was so transient

balustrade of my balcony, where I that it rather resembled the reflec-

followed them with my eyes to the tion of a distant light than any
end of the street, wondering what actual, real feeling. Whereas his

Lando meant, and if I had really mocking laugh and the tone that

done wrong not to accompany to-day for the first time accompan-
them. led it were alas ! I could not

The weather at that time was doubt it the expression of his real

fine. The clearness of the sky, as sentiments, and this contradiction

well as the verdure of the trees, at- terrified me. . . . He seemed to

tracted my attention more than the possess two natures, and my head

aspect of the street, and of the gar- grew weary in trying to decide

den already filled with the crowd which of the two was his real one a

of animated, happy, and gayly- question I frequently had occasion

dressed people, that give every to ask afterwards, and to wait a

pleasant summer day at Paris the long time for the reply as doubt-

appearance of a festival. But I ful to him then as it was to my-
was absorbed in my own thoughts, self. . . .

and looked at it all without notic- I left the window, and, buried in

ing anything. I had a vague feel- an arm-chair, I allowed the time to

ing that, among the dangers that pass away in reflections of this kind

seemed to encompass me in the new without opening the book I held in

life into which I had been thrown, my hand, or noticing the gradual
there were two I had special obscurity of the sky, that a short

reason to dread. The first the time before had been so clear. It

greatest would have broken my was not threatening enough, how-

heart, and on that I could not dwell ever, to hinder me from going on
for an instant. . . . The second foot to Vespers, which it was near-

threatened the loss of our property, ly time for, the hour not being as

and would diminish our income, if late at S. Roch's as elsewhere. I

not absolutely ruin us. This, too started without any delay, giving
was alarming, but much less so than orders for my carriage to be at the

the other in my eyes, though just church door at the end of the ser-

the contrary in Lando's estimation, vice.

if I read him aright. After con- The salutary impressions of the

siderable reflection, I concluded morning and the excessive anxiety
that he merely referred to some- and sadness that I afterwards ex-

thing of the same nature he had al- perienced had somewhat counter-

luded to the evening before, and acted the more or less unhealthy
I put it aside to ask myself with far influences that result from a con-

deeper anxiety if I had really had tinued life of pleasure. I was now
a glimpse of Lorenzo's heart, as he in that frame of mind when it is

looked at me on leaving the room, easy to collect one's thoughts ;

or whether he was playing a part, when the soul, so to speak, flies to

and deliberately deceiving me. The the first place of refuge in which it

heavenly expression that some- is sure of repose. . . . Who has

VOL. xix. 48
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not experienced the strange, mys-

terious, refreshing influence of

prayer, even when mute and inar-

ticulate? . . Who has not, in this

way, laid down for an instant all

his sorrows, all his fears, all his suf-

ferings, and afterwards taken up the

load again with a renewed strength

that seemed to have lightened the

burden ? . . .

I had suffered but little at that

time in comparison with what life

still had in reserve for me. But

after a while we learn to suffer, and

in this science, as in all others, it is

the beginning one always finds the

most difficult. A fearful storm, it

is true, had assailed the first flower

of my spring-time, and spread dark-

ness and gloom over the heavens

of my sixteenth year ;
but spring-

time and the sun returned, and at

an age when others only begin life

I was commencing mine the second

time. But this new life of happi-
ness was, I now felt, threatened in

a thousand ways. Apprehension,
a worse torture than sadness

;
a

vague, undefined fear, more diffi-

cult to endure than the woes it an-

ticipates ;
the uncertainty, doubt,

and suspicion, so much more intol-

erable to one of my nature than

any positive suffering, rendered my
heart heavy and depressed, and I

felt it would be a relief to weep
as well as to pray.

I knelt on the only vacant chair

in the church, and remained a long
time motionless, my face buried in

my hands, unable to give utterance

to my wants, but knowing God
could read my heart, as, when we
meet a friend after a long separa-

tion, we are often silent merely be-

cause we have so much to commu-
nicate, and know not where to

begin. In this attitude I heard

Vespers sung for the first time in

my life, this office of the church

being, as is well known, much less

frequently used in the south of

Italy than in other places. I have

already mentioned the public re-

ligious observances of my child-

hood. I had, therefore, never heard

Vespers chanted in this way. The
voices of the choristers were har-

monious, and the responses were no
less so. A large number of the

congregation joined in the chant.

There was something monotonous
rather than musical in it, but it was
more musical than reading, and it

produced a strangely soothing in-

fluence on me. I laid aside all

thought of myself, and attentively
followed the admirable lines of the

Psalmist
;
and when the Magnificat

was intoned, I rose with the whole

congregation to chant this divine

hymn with a sensation of joy and

hope that, for the moment, made
me forget the painful impressions I

felt when I entered beneath these

arches now resounding with its

words. . . .

Benediction followed, recalling
the earliest, dearest remembrances
of my childhood, and increasing the

emotion I already felt. When the

monstrance containing the divine

Host was placed above the altar, I

lost all thought of where I was. I

forgot whether it was Paris, Rome,
or Messina, and whether the arches

above me were those of some magni-
ficent church, or some humble cha-

pel, or a mere oratory like that in

which I had prayed from my child-

hood. What difference did it make ?

The sun shines everywhere alike, and

diffuses equal light in all places.
How much more truly shines

throughout the whole Catholic

world the living, uncreated Light,

present on all our altars ! Time
and place were forgotten. I was

once more with my beloved mo-

ther, once more with Livia, my
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sweet, saintly sister, and the faith- Patria* it seemed at that moment
ful Ottavia

;
and when, at the to have a double meaning, and de-

end of one of those hymns that signate, not only my earthly, but

are usually sung before the Bless- my heavenly country,
ed Sacrament, a young voice,

pure and clear, uttered the word +\&\bOS*l*tarisHt*ii*l

TO BE CONTINUED.

PIUS VI.

THOSE were terrible days. Even
the faithful quailed, and asked each

other timidly whether it was pos-
sible that God's enemies had at

last prevailed, and that the Rock had
been shaken and the Word pass-
ed away. Voltaire had come and
done his work, and gone, leaving a

new generation behind him to fight

the devil's cause, to flaunt his

standard over Christendom, to re-

vile "the Galilean," and wage war

against his church the subtle, dead-

ly, persevering war of envious ha-

tred, conquered impotence, malig-
nant fury. There was a shout

of hellish triumph throughout the

ranks of Voltaire's disciples ;
it

seemed as if their victory was now
secure

;
the old man of the Vatican,

who for generations had remained

unconquerable as fate, was in the

power of the soldier who had con-

quered fate, who held Europe
in the hollow of his hand, who
raised up kings with a nod, and over-

threw dynasties with a word. He
had overcome the world, why
should he not overcome the pope ?

He had demolished a score of

thrones, why should he not annihi-

late this fisherman's chair that for

seventeen centuries had defied the

combined forces of the world ?

Poor fools ! Why not !

Jean Angelo Braschi was born
at Cesena on the 2yth of Decem-

ber, 1717, of a noble but poor fam-

ily. His parents left him all the

patrimony they had, a faith of the

royal antique sort, and an education

worthy of the name he bore. He
was little more than a boy when
Clement XIV. saw of what stuff

the young cleric was made, and ap-

pointed him his secretary. This

was Braschi's first step on the lad-

der which was to lead him to the

perilous heights of the purple
"
the

dye of empire and of martyrdom."
When Clement XIV., pursued by

the entreaties and threats of Euro-

pean potentates, yielded a weak con-

cession to their cabals, and spoke
of

" reform
'

to the general of the

Jesuits (who answered, Loyola-like,
in royal scorn of the implied cal-

umny : Sint ut sunt, aut non sint),

Braschi, then cardinal, took his

stand by their side, resented every

outrage offered to the sons of Igna-

tius, those courtiers of martyrdom
in all ages, and thus vindicated his

future claim to a place in the palm-
bearers' ranks. He opened his

house to the persecuted Jesuits ;
he
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braved everything in his unswerv- ;<

Signer, we do not live
; we

ing, uncompromising fidelity to die !" was the answer,

their order. What else could be- Pius VI. declared that henceforth

fall him but the crown of the con- they should live. Colossal works

fessor or the martyr ? were set on foot, and, if the pesti-

Europe hailed his accession with lential marshes were not radically

delight. The pulses of the rising purified, they were so much im-

monster, Revolution, were beginning proved as to justify the people in

to beat, and the nations were grow- proclaiming the energetic pontiff

ing afraid, they knew not yet of as the worker of that miracle,

what; but all eyes were turned to During his pontificate the draining

Rome, as to the rock where the was so successful that Pius himself

safety of the world was anchored, declared this alone was ample
The advent of a man like Pius VI., reward for all his sufferings. The
firm as adamant, who could brave port of Ancona was repaired, and

death, not merely for the faith, but its entrance adorned with a light-

for every tittle of principle which house
;
works of art were sought for,

the uttermost integrity of the faith revealed, and cherished. Spiritual
included a man whom his enemies works were founded and fostered

likened to Moses for his meekness, with royal munificence and pater-
and to Solomon for his strong wis- nal care. The Christian Brothers

dom
;
who lived like an anchorite were called to Rome and a noble

and officiated with the splendor of school built for them, on the front

the prophet king, who loved the of which was inscribed the title so

beauty of God's house and the glorious and so dear to the Vicar

place where his glory dwelt the of Christ :

"
Pius VI., the Father

advent of a priest like this to the of the Poor."

papal throne gave joy all over
. But not even the wisdom and

Christendom. prestige of this ideal pontiff could
Pius VI. was elected on the i5th suffice to shelter him from the

of February, 1775. Seldom has tempest that was slowly but stead-

the weight of "that unearthly crown ily travelling towards the Holy
fallen more heavily on its wearer's

City. The infidel philosophers of
brow than it fell on that of the new France and Germany had done
pontiff. In the temporal order he their work; they had sown, and
saw before him a mountain to be up- now the time had come for reap-
lifted; in the spiritual order no far-

i ng> Austria first showed symp-
seeing eye could fail to detect the toms of disaffection. Joseph II.,

ominous signs of the coming storm. wno was too cowardly to rescue
Pius lost not a moment in design- his own sister

* from the hands of

ing and carrying out vast schemes the torturers, had become the tool

of material improvement in his of his minister, Kaunitz, whose
dominions. In those days the Pon-

delight it was to worry the pope
tine marshes were swamps of poi- with the small artillery of a cun-
son that had hitherto defied all pet- n ing and treacherous diplomacy,
ty

Attempts
at reclaiming them. These weapons, however, were not

; How do you live in this dread- the ones that could move Pius VI.
ful place?" inquired a traveller of They glided off from the shield
one of the inhabitants of the dismal
S01 1- * Marie Antonette.
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of his unalterable patience, humil- France was to give the signal, and

ity, and truth like arrows from a she was now ready. France, that

marble surface. Nor could the had so often raised the standard of

weak monarch withstand the charm the church, and defended it with

of the saintly pope when he came the blood of her fairest chivalry-
within its influence. He rallied to France was to sound the war-cry
his side when he visited Rome in hounding on the fanatics to the cle-

1783, and promised to be faithful struction of her own purest glory,
to him. But it was a broken reed, The Reign of Terror was inaugu-
the friendship of the vacillating rated. The Constituent Assembly
Joseph. had decreed the civil constitution

Spain, Tuscany, and Venice next of the clergy. Bishops were no
came to sadden the Holy Father's longer to be what they had hitherto

heart and strengthen his growing been
; they were henceforth to be

fears. His gentleness held them the nominees of an unbelieving

captive for a time; but they too mob; the beautiful structure of the

were of the tribe of broken reeds, spiritual hierarchy was to be de-

When friends prove false, then is stroyed. To legalize the crime, an

the time for the treason of foes to oath was exacted from the priest-

flourish. Catherine of Russia, the hood
;

those who refused to take

woman with the wily head of the it and their name was legion
snake joined to the cruel heart of were deprived of the pittance al-

the tiger, came with honeyed words lotted them by the state, and turned

of reverence to tender offers of ser- away to starve. Sixty thousand

vice, nay, even of allegiance, to preferred starvation to the bread

Pius. A far-sighted woman, this thus bought at the price of perjury,

tiger queen who was stealing into Of one hundred and thirty-eight

Poland, and sucking the nation's bishops, four only took the oath,

blood, as she crawled into its heart. Monasteries were dissolved
;
scan-

Then there was Frederick of Prus- dais arose on all sides. The papal

sia, more honest than many a self- nuncio, Cardinal de Bernis, was in-

styled son of the church in those suited and compelled to fly from

days ;
he was grateful to the prince Paris. The pope was burned in

who first assigned him his title of effigy. Thus did France sound the

king. Gustavus III. came to do tocsin that was to herald in the

homage to the man who had earthquake "a great horror ofdark-

drained the Pontine marshes, and ness and shakings of the world, and
made a noble road through that re- a cup of trembling which all the na-

gion, so long the tomb of all who tions shall drink." Faith is being
dwelt within its poisonous area, driven out, and

"
philosophy

"
is rid-

Pius received these marks of cour- ing in like a conqueror on her ruins,

tesy with his accustomed gentle Peace and the brave pageant of

grace ;
he knew what they were virtue and all goodly things are

worth, and was grateful without banished, and in their place enter

being beguiled. They were, in decay and chaos and unbelief;

truth, the last rays of the sun that and then the Revolution is ready,
was soon to set in darkness over The world is wheeling round, hu-

his reign, and to close it in suffer- inanity is going mad, nothing is

ings unparalleled for fourteen cen- stable on the earth nothing but

turies in the annals of the church. the rock of Peter, against which
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the storm beats in foolish and im- victories brought him quickly to

potent rage. Pius raises his voice the gates of Rome. He proposed
above the whirlwind, and those the most humiliating conditions to

who hearken hear it :

" God is un- the Sovereign Pontiff. Pius was sum-

changeable. Truth is immutable, moned to cancel every bull, brief,

The church can make no compro- and pastoral that the Holy See had

mise. Let us stand faithfully by issued from the beginning of the Rev-

the cross. God will save his own olution to the present time. The
and redeem his word." Avignon pope firmly refused to comply. Bo-

exhibited a hecatomb of murdered naparte was at first full of insolent

priests. On the 24th of October, fury, and threatened to annihilate

1791, over two hundred were butch- Rome and the Vatican. He relented,

ered in the Glacttre of that city, however, not out ofdeference to Pius,

In September of the following year but to show his defiance of the home
three bishops and three hundred government, and drew up a treaty of

priests were on one day massacred his own invention, which, ruinous as

in Paris. Numbers fled to Rome it was, the Holy Father meekly sign-

for protection. The fragments of ed, in order to save his people and
the altar and the throne met in the prevent bloodshed. This treaty
Eternal City Mesdames de France of Tolentino, as it was called, secur-

and the King and Queen of Sardi- ed to Bonaparte the sum of thirty-

nia, proscribed prelates and priests ;
one millions of francs, sixteen hun-

and Pius opened his fatherly arms dred cavalry horses, and a portion
to all. This shelter was, however, of the Romagna. The Roman
soon to be torn from them. treasury was drained by this mon-
On the 1 5th of February, 1793, strous ransom

; the people were

the commandant of the French starving, the misery was terrible,

fleet at Naples walked into the Pius was broken-hearted, but his

Roman consulate, and ordered the courage, fed by a faith that was
consul to hoist the red flag and the anchored in God, never faltered,

cap of liberty over the building. His conduct all through these

The consul refused
;
a row ensued

;
dreadful days was that of a saint,

blood was shed. The French gov- He found his only solace in prayer
eminent declared itself insulted, and in fortifying the faith of his

and threatened the pope in violent suffering flock. But he had as yet

language. Meantime, the Directory only tasted the first drops of his

succeeded to the Convention, and chalice. The Directory had resolv-

people drew a long breath, and ed to get possession of Rome,

hoped a change had come for the A pretext must be created, since

better. But, as Carnot said :

"
If Pius would not furnish even the

now there was less blood shed, semblance of one, for breaking the

there were more tears." The guil- iniquitous treaty, which had thus

lotine was still erect, and its work far secured to hirn the integrity of

only slackened because the arms the Holy City. General Duphot
of the executioners were weary, was fired on by the Roman troops
The republican armies were pro- acting in discharge of their duty,

grassing in their triumphal march- Berthier was at once ordered to

es. Italy still remained to be con- leave Ancona, where he was station-

quered. Bonaparte was entrusted ed with the French army, and to

with the expedition. A series of march on Rome and encamp under
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its Avails. His first step was to .Forty-eight hours were all that

issue a proclamation exciting the was allowed him to prepare for this

citizens to revolt, insulting and sudden departure. He devoted the

calumniating the pope and his short time entirely to the affairs of

government, and announcing him- the church and to the performance
self as the liberator of an oppressed of his religious duties. The night

people. He entered the city next of the 2oth of February was fixed

day, and took possession by placing for the departure. It was late

seals on the museums and galleries, when Haller brusquely entered the

which were "
henceforth the pro- Holy Father's room, and found him

perty of the grande natioti that had prostrate before the crucifix, bathed

come to set free the Roman peo- in tears.
"

It is time to go," he said,

pie." A tree of liberty was planted and the French escort entered and

on the capitol ;
tricolor flags float- rudely hurried the old man down

ed on the public monuments, and the Vatican stairs and into the car-

tricolor ribbons decked the ears riage that was waiting for him. In

of Marcus Aurelius' horse. The it were seated his physician and

Holy Father was outraged in his his groom of the chambers, and two

own house; his furniture was taken other officers of his household,

from him, and his jewels ;
he was The people followed the carriage,

despoiled even of his pontifical loudly lamenting, and invoking all

robes
;
his private library, a valua- blessings on their beloved pastor,

ble collection of 40,000 volumes, At Viterbo many French priests

was seized and sold to a dealer for flocked round him with the Italian

12,000 crowns. The deliverers of crowds, and fell on their knees for

Rome crowned these proceedings a last benediction. The first halt

by inviting their victim to wear the of the travellers was in Tuscany,
tricolor cockade by way of a badge The Directory would fain have sent

of authority from France. Pius VI. their august prisoner to Sardinia,

replied with majestic meekness : but they were deterred in this by
*

I can wear no livery but that with fear of the English government, and
which the church has clothed me." so proceeded to Sienna, where for

This answer was distorted into an three months the Augustinian con-

rnsulting challenge to the French vent had the privilege of harbor-

government, and Haller immediate- ing the persecuted Vicar of Christ.

ly received orders to convey the Whilst here the finger of Providence

pope by force out of Rome. Pius showed visibly its protecting care of

gently pleaded his age and many him. The Holy Father had just left

infirmities, and entreated the poor his room one morning when the ceil-

grace of being allowed to die in the ing fell in, and crushed everything
midst of his people.

' Oh ! for beneath it
;
the house was violently

that matter, you can die wherever shaken by an earthquake, and suf-

you are," was the brutal retort, and fered much damage. This event

measures were commenced for carry- forced Pius to seek hospitality at

ing him away by force, in case he the Monastery of Chartreuse, in

made any resistance. This was not Florence, where he arrived on the

likely ;
but the old pontiff's heart 2d of June. Here some tender con-

was breaking. "God's will be done!" solations awaited him. The Grand
he murmured. 4< Let us bow to Duke of Tuscany came frequently
whatever he sees good to ordain !" to the feet of his venerated pastor,
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to assure him of his loyal at-

tachment. The King and Queen
of Sardinia also gathered round him.

driven from Rome, where they had

been so lovingly welcomed on being
robbed of the throne which the

saintly sister of Louis XVI. had

adorned so nobly. Her husband
had ever been a devoted son of the

Holy Father, and now declared that

the sight of his serenity in the

midst of trials so overwhelming was

enough to make him forget his own
sorrows.

"
I cannot regret my throne, for

I find more than it gave me at the

feet of your Holiness !" he once ex-

claimed.

"Alas! beloved prince," re-

plied Pius,
"

all is vanity here be-

low. What examples of this are we
both ! Let us look up to heaven

;

there await us those thrones that can
never perish .

"
They entreated him to

go with them to Sardinia the moment
it was possible for themselves to re-

turn there
;
but Pius refused. He

alleged his age and suffering health

as a reason for remaining where he

was; but the true motive was the

fear that his presence in the gener-
ous king's dominions might prove
fatal to him and his people. They
parted with many tears, never to

meet again on earth.

All this time the captive pope
devoted his whole mind to the gov-
ernment of the church and the

strengthening of his afflicted chil-

dren. He lost no opportunity of

sending messages of encouragement
to those who were at a distance,

exhorting them to suffer cheerfully,

pointing to the day of joy and
of triumph that would soon dawn
after the short night of darkness.
His own serenity was a fountain of

hope and sweetness to all who be-
held it. Like the great apostle, he
seemed in deed and in truth to

glory in his infirmities and in Christ

crucified.

A multitude of proscribed priests
and prelates had fled to England,
whence they wrote eloquent letters

of condolence to their captive chief,

protesting their allegiance to him
and to the faith, and their readiness

to die for both, if needful. These

proofs of devout affection deeply
moved the Holy Father, and consol-

ed him for much. The Directory

began at last to feel alarmed at the

attitude of foreign cabinets towards

the Holy See. England spoke in

fearless condemnation of the cruel-

ty ofthe French government towards

Pius, and made no disguise of her

sympathy with the exiled priests
and royalists. France commanded
the Grand Duke of Tuscany to

drive the pontiff out of his states;

but that prince replied with royal

dignity :

"
I did not bring the pope

here, and I certainly will not drive

him away." The grand duke paid
for his boldness

;
his dominions were

forthwith invaded, and Etruria ad-

ded to the French territory. Aus-
tria was next appealed to, and re-

quested to receive the pope into

custody, a convent on the Danube

being named as a suitable abode
;

but Austria haughtily declined.

Spain lastly refused to become his

jailer.

Nothing, therefore, remained but

to secure his person by bringing
him to France. Humanity cried

out against the barbarity of subject-

ing the venerable old man to so

long and painful a journey in his

present state; but France had no

ears for the voice of humanity.
Pius VI. was now partially paralyz-

ed; he was covered with blisters, and

unable to move without labor and

acute pain. But what of that ?

He was dragged to Parma, where a

few days' rest was granted. The
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medical men even then declared touched with compassion, took off

they would not take the responsi- their warm pelisses, and begged him

bility of proceeding with their pri- to use them
;
the Holy Father thank-

soner, lest he should die on the road, ed them with emotion, but refused.

The French commissioner, impa- 'I do not suffer," said he gently,

tient of so paltry an obstacle in the "and I have nothing to fear; the

way of his orders, burst into the hand of God is upholding me.

pope's room, flung down the bed- Courage, my friends! Let us put

clothes, and, seeing with his own our confidence in God, and all will

eyes the truth of the report, turned be well with us."

on his heel with the remark,
"
Alive On the 3oth the wayfarers reach-

or dead, he must go on !" ed Briancon. Pius was visibly

The cortege started accordingly, moved on beholding the soil of

All along the road the gentle mar- France, that unhappy land where

tyr was cheered by the love and such fearful crimes were being per-

pity of the people. Multitudes ran petrated, but where God was al-

for miles by the side of his carriage, ready preparing miracles of repent-

bareheaded, weeping, and invoking ance. He was taken to the hospital
the blessing of the Most High upon for a lodging. The people, horrified

him. Pius was moved to tears at at the wretched, attenuated aspect
the sight of their courage in thus of the Vicar of Christ, a prisoner

openly compassionating him, and in the hands of the men who had
with his suffering hand, almost dis- deluged their country in blood, were

abled as it was, he made an effort loud in expressing their pity and re-

to bless them again and again from spect ; they flocked in crowds round
the window. the hospital, calling out for the Holy
On the 24th they reached Milan. Father to appear at the window and

The escort, in order to hide his bless them. But the jailers forbade

presence from the people, and pre- him to show himself, and forced the

vent similar scenes of enthusiasm people to disperse. The few com-
and indignation, conveyed their panions of his exile who had ac-

prisoner into the citadel at three companied him so far were now ta-

o'clock in the morning. On the ken from him, his confessor and
26th they hurried him out of his valet being alone permitted to re-

sleep in the dead of the night, and main. This cruel isolation lasted for

conveyed him secretly to Oulx, and nearly a month, and would no doubt
the next morning they started to have been continued still longer if

cross the Alps. Who shall describe the progress of Soovorof's army in

the sufferings of Pius VI. during Italy had not frightened the Directo-

that transit ? His body was now ry, and decided them to send their

one wound
;
his feeble strength was prisoner further on to Grenoble,

almost spent; he seemed scarcely where he was rejoined by his faithful

more than a breathing corpse. They attendants. Watched and humiliated

placed him roughly in a sort of sedan- as he was, his journey hither was one

chair, while the rest of the escort long ovation in every village and
followed on mules. The road over town through which he passed,
the mountains was precipitous and The people would not be beaten

stony ; every step was agony to off, but flocked in thousands to

the suffering pontiff. The cold was greet him, falling on their knees
intense. Some Piedmontese officers, round the carriage, rending the air
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with their cries, and calling down him, with the thorny diadem of sa-

vengeance on those who persecuted crifice and love, and now the promis-
Jesus Christ in the person of his ed land was in sight, and angel songs
vicar. The women everywhere were breaking on the pilgrim's ear :

were foremost in testifying their de-
"
Come, thou who hast suffered per-

votion to the Holy Father. They secution for my sake
;
come and

disguised themselves as peasants, reign with me in my kingdom."
as servants, or venders, and bribed For some days the Holy Father
the guards to admit them to his remained altogether absorbed in

presence, where ladies of the high- prayer, as if unconscious of every -

est rank were proud to perform any thing around him. Often in the
menial service for him. midst of his prayer he would break
At Grenoble a hundred young out into expressions of pardon to-

girls dressed in white came forth wards his enemies, or pity for the

to meet him, singing canticles and sufferings of his children.
" What

strewing flowers in his path. Pius are the sufferings of my body com-
VI. smiled lovingly on them, and pared to what my heart endures for

blessed them with tears in his them ?" he once exclaimed.
"
My

eyes. Precautions were useless
;
no cardinals, my bishops, scattered and

threats could restrain the hearts persecuted, . . . Rome, . . . my peo-
of the pastor's children, and this pie, . . . the church, . . . O my
sorrowful journey, in spite of its Saviour ! in what a state am I forced

cruelties, resembled the triumphal to leave them all."

march of a king amidst his people. The symptoms of final dissolu-

They reached Valence on the i/j-th tion now rapidly increased, and the

of July. The pope was lodged in pains he endured were so terrible

the citadel. Close by, imprisoned as to bring on long fainting fits,

in a Benedictine convent, were On the 28th of August Pius ask-

thirty-two priests who had shared ed for the last rites of the church,

his hospitality in Rome, and been He insisted, in spite of the agonies

compelled to leave it when he had he was suffering, on being dressed

been taken away. They entreated in full pontificals, and placed in a

on their knees to be allowed to go chair, so as to receive the Holy
and ask his blessing ;

but the pray- Viaticum with the greatest possible
er was denied, and the Holy Father reverence. His supreme devotion

was strictly forbidden to go beyond all through life had been to the Bless-

the garden-gate, which was guarded ed Sacrament. His desire was corn-

day and night, lest by showing him- plied with, and then, placing one
self he should excite disturbance hand upon his breast, and the other

amongst the people. All prohibi- on the Holy Gospels, he made with

tions were alike to Pius now, for he great solemnity his dying confes-

felt that the goal was at hand, and sion of faith according to the pon-
the journey would soon be ended, tifical formula. He then repeated
He was suffering terribly, and knew several times, in the most impres-
that the hand of death was upon sive tones, his free forgiveness of

him. Sweet came the summons to his enemies, invoking the mercy
the pilgrim pontiff.

"
All journeys and pardon of God upon them

;
he

end in welcomes to the weary." prayed earnestly also for the conver-

Pius had trod the stony path, cross- sion of France
;

this done, he re-

laden like his Master, crowned, like ceived the Bread of Angels.
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On the 29th, the following day, The remains of the venerable old

Extreme Unction was administered man were exposed for several days ;

by the Archbishop of Corinth. The the crowds were so great, both day

Holy Father seemed to rally slightly and night, that it was found impossi-
after this, and was able to turn his ble to remove them at once, as had

attention a little to temporal affairs, been intended. The people pro-
At midnight the palpitations of his claimed the martyr-pope a saint,

heart and other symptoms gave and flocked round the bier to gaze

warning that the end had come, upon those worn and emaciated

The faithful little band of friends features where the majestic peace
and fellow-captives gathered round of death now sat like a golden
their dying pastor, and kissed the shadow. For miles around Valence

hand that could no longer lift itself multitudes flowed in to see him, to

to bless them. The Archbishop of touch the bier, to throw flowers

Corinth gave the papal absolution, upon it, and bear them away again
which the Holy Father received with as sacred relics. The authorities

deep humility and fervor, and, after of the place did not even try to

a faint effort to give a last blessing prevent these public demonstra-

te those who were kneeling in tears tions of respect and enthusiasm,

at his feet, he breathed his last The Directory thought fit to be si-

with the words of the benediction lent regarding them, and even is-

half finished on his lips. It was an sued orders that the pope should

hour after midnight on the 2pth of be laid out with the state becoming

August, 1799. Pius VI. was in his a sovereign. Thus the victim who

eighty-second year, and had gov- had been denied the commonest
erned the church for twenty-four mercies of humanity when he was

years, six months, and fourteen on his death-bed was surrounded

days. in his coffin with the pomp and
A cry of anguish and of exulta- paraphernalia of royalty,

tion rang through Christendom The body was finally placed in

when the news of his death went the citadel of Valence, where it re-

forth. The faithful mourned their mained until Bonaparte, on being
shepherd, the brave pastor who raised to the consulate, had it re-

had loved them and defended them moved under a bombastic decree

even to death
;

the wicked re- setting forth
"
the magnanimity of

joiced and clapped hands, exclaim- the grande nation to a good but

ing,
" Now we have done with him ! weak old man who had for a while

This old man is the last of the been the enemy of France, owing
popes! He has died in a foreign to perfidious advisers, etc." This

land, hunted like a dog, without grandiloquent proclamation ended
honors or followers. His court in the remains of the first sovereign
and his hierarchy are dispersed ;

in Christendom being transported
we have done with Rome and Ro- to the common burial-ground,
man popes!" Short-sighted fools, where the charity of a Protestant
that knew not how to distinguish courageously raised a small stone
between defeat and victory, because chapel over his grave. A few years

they could not read the mystic later (1801) the body was brought
scroll which the hand of God has back to Rome, and placed in the
traced above the cross :

"
In this fitting shrine of a martyred pope

sign thou shalt conquer!" the Basilica of S. Peter. So does
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the King of Heaven overturn the

designs of earthly kings, making

sport of their power, and confound-

ing their vain rebellion.

* *

"
Elias smote the waters of Jor-

dan with his mantle, and with Eli-

seus passed over on dry ground. . . .

And Eliseus said unto him: I pray
thee let a double portion of thy

spirit be upon me."

And as the friends went on, be-

hold a chariot of fire and horses of

fire came and parted them both

asunder, and Elias went up to hea-

ven, and Eliseus saw him no more
;

but he took up the mantle of the

prophet that had fallen from him,

and went back and stood by the

banks of the Jordan, and smote the

waters with the mantle, and they

parted, and he went over as be-

fore.

And who are these that we be-

hold like a cloud travelling towards

us from the West ? Lo ! they come,
a grand procession, cleaving the

waters, singing glad songs, and bear-

ing in their hands gifts of gold and

frankincense. Welcome, ye goodly

company of pilgrims, who ' have

feared neither distance nor danger
'

to come from the furthest ends of

the earth to lay the tribute of your
iove at the feet of Peter. Thrice

welcome ! ye sons and daughters of

America, who have come to clasp
hands with your brethren of theiDld

World, and to receive the loving em-
brace of our common father. May
ye be blessed ten thousand-fold for

the joy your love has brought to his

suffering heart !

One venerable figure shines forth

amidst the band
;

the wisdom of

nigh fourscore years is on her brow,
the peace of a long life spent in the

service of her Lord. She gazes on

the wonders of the Holy City, on its

glorious shrines, its stately temples,
its monasteries and convents, its

brave army of priests and monks
and nuns, and, filled with holy envy
at the sight, her fervent spirit ex-

claims :

" Oh ! if we could but carry
this away with us. If we had these

riches in America !"
"
Nay, lady, grudge us not our

treasure ! Pray rather that this

likewise may not be taken from us,

and give thanks to God for the

great things that are being accom-

plished in your own wonderful land.

There the faith is like the sun at

daybreak, scarcely yet above the

horizon, but already powerful and

splendid. What has become of

that sun amongst us ? Oh ! I will

not utter it. ... Verily, there is

One who will blow with his breath,

and the cloud shall be scattered.

Let us pray only that the day be

hastened." *

The mystic mantle which Christ

first laid upon his apostle has de-

scended through the ages, through
evil times and persecutions, to the

prophet of our own days, untorn,

unstained, a garment of immortality
and strength. Now, as then, it

bears him in safety through the

flood; now, as then, does he
" throw

salt upon the waters," and cure

them, so that all those who come
and drink thereof have life and

salvation. For God changes not,

nor can those who love him and

love one another in his love perish,

nor their hope be confounded.

* Words of Monsignor Nardi to Mrs. Peter.
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ASSUNTA HOWARD.

i.

JUXTA CRUCEM.

THE full moon was pouring a

flood of light upon the marble pave-
ment of S. Peter's, and, by its weird

influence, increased to an almost

startling immensity the vastness of

that mighty work of art, worthy off-

spring and expression of the faith

which has subdued the world. The
soft radiance in the nave seemed
to throw into deeper gloom and
an almost immeasurable space the

ever-burning lamps which, like fix-

ed stars, surround the central point
of Christendom the tomb of the

great apostle, to whom was first

given the power of the keys. No
one could remain unmoved in such
an awe-inspiring scene

; certainly
not two, at least, of the three per-
sons who alone stood within the

church, silently receiving impres-
sions which come but seldom in a

life-time. And yet, as the same

sunbeam, falling upon different

objects, will produce different colors,
so on these three minds the im-

pressions were stamped accord-

ing to their preparation to receive

them. To the man, in whom the

moonlight, bathing him in bright-

ness, revealed the appearance of

gentle birth and refined culture, it

was merely the human, the miracle
of art, the power of man to design
and execute

;
while the pure soul

of the fair young girl at his side

was struggling through the human
up to the divine. The patient old

sacristan standing apart, keys in

hand, had dwelt for years in the

midst of material and spiritual

greatness with a faith so simple
that he never dreamed it was sub-

lime.
" How grand !" at length exclaim-

ed Mr. Carlisle. "What a power there

is in architecture
;
and how well those

master-minds understood and used
this power for the elevation of

man !

Yes," replied his young com-

panion ;

" and it seems to me that

in church architecture every detail

should be symbolic, and the whole
should convey to the soul the im-

pression of some one of God's at-

tributes. S. Peter's is so truly the

home of the Christian world, and
draws the heart so lovingly to it-

self, that it always seems to express
the paternity of God. But to-night
there is more than this. It speaks
to my very soul of the Father, but
'

the Father of an Infinite Majes-

Mr. Carlisle smiled.
" Another

of your pretty fancies, Assunta.

One would hardly expect to find

such grave thoughts beneath this

shining hair, which the alchemy of

the moonlight is fast turning into

gold."
The usual ready answer did not

come ; for any light conversation

was out ofharmony with the emotion

inspired by such surroundings. Be-

sides, the young girl was struggling
with herself and against herself

in a contest little suspected by her

companion. The wonderful influ-
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ence of the time and place had They two, the guardian and his

brought near the moment of defeat ward, had entered the church while

or victory. It is sometimes the yet the setting sun was irradiating

way of God with the soul to pre- column and statue with a glowing

pare it gradually for some struggle, splendor ;
and they had continued

and then suddenly and unexpect- to walk slowly and almost in silence

edly to bring it face to face with up and down the long nave until

the trial, and to permit* its whole the light had faded and darkness

future to hang upon the decision had succeeded the short twilight.

of a moment. Thank God ! to They were about to leave the

the faithful soul the strength is calm influence and the majesty of

never wanting. It was such a repose which this vast temple of

crisis as this which clouded the God ever inspires, when suddenly

bright face and darkened with the moon, rising to a level with

doubt the mind of one in whom the window above the porch, pour-

youth and innocence would seem ed its magic-working beams upon
to preclude the possibility of men- the pavement. They paused, and,
tal conflict. turning to the sacristan, who was

It was but a few days since she about to close the doors for the

had become convinced that the night, begged a few moments' de-

guardian who had been to her lay, which he, with unusual cordial-

both friend and father had come to ity, granted.
feel for her a love which indeed And what were the busy thoughts

might include that of father and which induced so prolonged a

friend, as the greater includes the silence during that hour's walk,

less, but which was something until the gathering darkness and
more than either. And with the then the rising moon warned them
consciousness there came a strange how the time was passing,* of which

yearning of her heart to go forth they had taken so little note ?

and meet his heart with an equal Suffice it to say that the mind of

love, to trust herself to the protect- each was filled with the other,

ing care she knew so well, to yield With Assunta Howard, the new
to the happiness which promised to sentiments kindled in her heart had

gild her life with a radiance too conjured up the memory of a scene

dazzling to be all of earth. But which, associated with her first sor-

there arose a barrier between them, row, was a living picture to her

and hence the struggle. imagination. Again, as if it were

Strange how we play the devil's but yesterday, she, a little child, en-

advocate against our conscience ! tered the room of her dying mother,
Must she respect that barrier? and saw her lying pale and beauti-

What if he were almost an infidel
;

ful upon her bed, her crucifix in

would it not be her sweet mission her hand, and beside her the little

to take heaven by violence, if need table covered with white linen, up-
be, and by her importunate prayers on which were the exquisite flowers

obtain for him the light of faith ? and the still burning candles placed

Dangerous sophistry ! And yet on there in honor of her divine Lord,
this quicksand how many women whom she had just received as the

wreck themselves, instead of steering Viaticum of her journey home,
the bark freighted with the loved The little Assunta thought how
soul into the calm waters of truth ! much her mamma looked like the
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beautiful S. Catherine, borne in the promise me this, for I feel that it

arms of the lovely angels, which would not be right to bind you by

hung above her own bed
;
and she a promise which you cannot under-

wondered if the angels would come stand. Yet it is your dying mo-
before she had time to kiss her mo- trier's wish. But I must kiss the

ther once again. It was almost wondering expression away from

with a feeling of awe that she whis- those dear eyes. One of these days

pered in the ear of the good priest dear F. Joseph will remind you of

who raised her in his arms,
"
Is my request when you are old

mamma a saint now?" enough to understand will you
"
My precious child," said the not, father ? But my little girl can

mother, strengthened for this bitter remember that she is to be poor
parting by the divine Guest who papa's dear comfort, and never for-

was reposing in her heart,
" mam- get the little prayer for him every

ma must leave her little Assunta, day, that God will give to him
her good little girl. But before tell me what you ask for papa, my
long I hope that I shall be with the darling?"
dear Jesus and his sweet Mother, The little Assunta answered
whom you love so much. So you through her sobs :

"
I want papa to

will be glad for mamma, and always love my blessed Mother Mary, and
remember how much she loves you. I ask God to make him. And,
I am not very strong, my darling, mamma, you said I must say faith

;

but put your arms around my neck, but I don't know what that means,
and your curly head close to mine, except when I say it in the cate-

while I say something to you. You chism, and so I ask God to make
will not understand me now, my him as good as mamma is, and a

poor child, but I know that you saint just like S. Joseph in my pic-
will try and remember all, and one ture

;
and I think he will, mamma,

of these days you will know what I because you know he heard me
mean. My darling, when you are once when I asked him to let me
grown up to be as tall as mamma, go to school to Sister Rose."

some one will perhaps find a way The mother smiled, as she re-

into that loving little heart. My plied :

little daughter, if divine love claims ** How earnestly I hope so, my
it, and our dear Lord wishes you daughter ! And papa has promised
to be all his own, do not hesitate, me to leave you with the good Sisters

but gladly give your life as a sweet for a long time
;
so you must please

offering to him who has chosen him by being his good, obedient

you. Give him your whole heart child. And now, my dear, precious
without a fear. But if it is a hu- little girl, kiss me once again, my
man love which seeks to make my darling. I am very tired, and must
treasure all its own, think long and rest. Perhaps, when I wake up, I

well and prayerfully, my child, be- shall see, instead of my darling's
fore you give your heart into its golden curls, the golden gates of the

keeping. And, O Assunta ! remem- celestial city. When I am gone,

ber, never marry one who does not Assunta, child of Mary, say every
cherish your faith as you do

;
who day :

' Dear Jesus, take mamma
cannot kneel with you before the home soon.' Now call papa."

altar, tand love you in God, even as The priest, who had stood by in

you do him. I do not ask you to silence, came forward and lifted the
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poor bewildeied child down from

the bed. He saw that the strength

which had until now supported the

mother in this time of trial was

quite exhausted. She uttered aloud

the words,
"
Thy will, not mine

'

words which, since that night be-

neath the olives in Gethsemane,

express both the bitterness of the

chalice and the ministry of the angel

then her eyes closed
;
and though

for a short time consciousness re-

mained, they never opened until

the resplendent majesty of the glori-

ous humanity of her divine Lord

burst upon her soul's vision.

As the child turned away to obey
her mother's request, the priest be-

gan to repeat the Proficisccre, anima

Christiana, with which the church

so lovingly speeds her children on

their last journey ;
and for the first

time she realized that her mother

was indeed going from her. She

crept softly from the room, only to

rush away to her own little chamber,

where, kneeling before the picture

of S. Catherine, evermore associat-

ed with that great, first sorrow,
she poured out the grief of her lov-

ing, childish heart in sobs and
tears

And it was this scene which was

again before the mental eye of the

young girl as she stood there in

the moonlight, herself so fair a

picture. Her sainted mother, with

her look of heavenly repose, and
the angel-borne S. Catherine, blend-

ed themselves into one image in her

mind, while the Holy Spirit was

guiding her innocent soul. Sud-

denly an impulse seized her ; per-

haps it was what mystic writers

call an inspiration. Turning to her

guardian, whose eyes had for some
time been wonderingly fixed upon
her, she hastily exclaimed :

" One
moment, my friend," and then walk-

ed quickly towards the chapel,

where hung the lamp which told

of the divine Presence upon the

altar.

Mr. Carlisle was quite accustom-
ed to what he was pleased to call

her
'

pretty, graceful piety," and

so, without surprise, he turned to

exchange a few words with the

patient sacristan, while, on her

knees before her Lord, Assunta

fought and conquered in the first

real battle of her life. She realized

fully now the love which seemed to

offer her such human happiness,
and she knew what it would cost

her to refuse it. But then came
the remembrance of her mother's

dying words- ~" Unless he can love

you in God" and her heroic soul

gathered up its strength for the

consummation of the act of sacrifice.

With one appealing, heart-breaking

prayer for help, she bowed her

head, and made to God the promise
which her mother had not required
from the child. And those alone

who know what it is to offer up the

crown and joy of life in sacrifice

N
can understand the peace and rest

which came to her troubled heart,

even through the vision of a life

robbed of its brightness.
Absorbed as she was, she had

forgotten the world outside and its

distracting claims until her guard-
ian stood beside her.

"
Petite" \& whispered, "in thy

orisons be all my sins remembered.
But since the list is somewhat long,
I think you must not wait to recall

them now. Your one moment has

lengthened into fifteen by my watch,
and I have exhausted my powers
of eloquence in my endeavors to

charm that good old man into for-

getfulness of the flight of time.

Can you not leave heaven for earth

and us poor mortals? There are so

many angels up in heaven, they can

afford to spare us our only one."
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P.ising hastily, Assunta exclaim-

ed :

"
I have been very thoughtless,

and you, as always, kind and pa-
tient. We will go at once."

Her gentle apologies to the old

ristan added value to the gift she

slipped into his hand; and as he

dosed and locked the door behind

them, he muttered to himself:
" She is a saint anyhow, if she is

an American."
As they passed down the steps to-

wards the carriage, Mr. Carlisle sud-

denly stopped, exclaiming :

"
Why,

child, what is the matter ? You
have the real martyr-look on your
face. I read there, as in a book,
that combination of suffering and

triumph which we see in pictures,

representing those times when men
were not so chivalrous as now, and
inflicted persecutions on account

of a devotion which is so natural

to your sex, and which," he added,

laughing,
"

is so particularly be-

coming where the woman is young
and pretty. But," he said uneasily,
"

I cannot see that expression in

the face of my petite. Sunshine is

her element
;
and the cloud which

should cast a shadow upon her life

would burst forth in thunder over

mine. But what is it ? Has the

moonlight enchanted you ?"
"
No, dear friend," replied As-

sunta, endeavoring to speak gayly.
"
Enough that you grant me the

triumph. The laurel wreath is a

woman's ambition. You need not

bestow the martyr's palm until it

is deserved. And now let us go
home."

"
Indeed, that is the one thing in

this world which I do not intend to

do, at least at present. Thanks
to my good sister's well-timed head-

ache, we have a rare opportunity to

, low out our own sweet will in

the most unconventional manner.
There is no respect for the world
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and the propriety Clara preaches
left in me to-night. I, for one, shall

take advantage of the absence of

that inconvenient third party and

her friend Mrs. Grundy to drive to

the Colosseum. If you decline to

accompany me, I will just remind

you that the walk home is some-
what long and the hour somewhat
late." Saying which, he gave his

order to the coachman, and took

his seat beside Assunta in the

barouche. After a short silence, he

continued :

" The cat-is-away sensation takes

me back to my school-boy days.

Though I confess dear Clara to be

the very best of the tabby race, still

she does show her claws sometimes

when I propose an escapade that

shocks her sense of what is becom-

ing at the advanced age of thirty-

five. To see the Colosseum to-night
is not to be resisted. There is no

dampness whatever in the air, and
the moon has risen just high enough
to make the shadows perfect."
"I think," said Assunta,

"
that it

must be a very guilty conscience

that needs so many words in its

justification. I, for my part, am
so strong in innocence that I will

meet Clara on my return with an

unblushing brow to speak poeti-

cally as far as the Colosseum is

concerned. The evening is cer-

tainly lovely enough to reduce even

your friend Mrs. Grundy to a spirit

of meek acquiescence.
' How beau-

tiful is night !' Do you remember
the first lines of Thalaba ? It must
have been just such a moon as this

that suggested the opening of that

remarkable poem."
" Did you not read it to me ?

How can you ask, then, if I remem-
ber? However, I did not hear it

then for the first time. The dogs,,
with their human eyes, made a great

impression even upon my boyish,
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mind. But here we are." And

jumping down from the carriage,

he held out his hand to her.

One moment she hesitated
; for,

by that instinct which is the shadow
of a coming event, she felt that her

trial was not yet at an end. But

if it must come, why not then ?

She might never again be so pre-

pared to meet it. There is a fer-

vor of heroism which immediately
succeeds a sacrifice that makes us

strong to endure. If there is a step
to be taken, it is better not to wait

until the inevitable reaction is upon
us with its enervating influence.

The hesitation was too instanta-

neous to be remarked, and Assun-
ta allowed her guardian to assist

her to alight; and placing her arm
within his, they passed the sentinel,

and entered the vast amphitheatre.
It was indeed a perfect Roman
night ; and, to an artistic eye, no-

thing could be more imposing than

the strong contrast between the

deep gloom beneath those bewilder-

ing arches, which threw their dark

shadows across the open arena,
and the brightness of a winter's

moon. The two walked towards

the centre, and seated themselves

upon the steps of the large cross

which rises in the midst of this

mighty relic of heathen Rome.
Assunta almost shuddered, as if at

an evil omen, when she observed
that she had unconsciously placed
herself so that the shadow of the

* cross fell directly- upon her, and
: stretched out its unnatural lensrthO
; at her feet. But even had she been
-

superstitiously inclined, she might
well have felt that no place could
be so safe and sure as beneath the

shadow of the cross
;

it rested so

protectingly on her young head,

-seeming to stand between her and
evil. Soon she realized this, and
'checked the impulse which, alas !

too many of us follow when sud-

denly we find ourselves close under

Calvary the mount whose crown
is a cross, and whose cross is sal-

vation the impulse to move "out
of the shadow into the sun," out of

the cloud which wraps us about in

love into the sunlight with which.

the world seeks to dazzle us into

forgetfulness.

Gradually they fell into a quiet

conversation, the beauty of the

scene, the many associations of the

past which cling to these ancient

walls, furnishing ample topics. At
last Mr. Carlisle, turning suddenly
to Assunta, said :

" And how many years is it since

your poor father summoned me to

his bedside, and told me of the

troublesome charge I should find

in the convent, to be transferred

into my hands when the patience
of the nuns had reached the limit

of endurance, and my young ladv

the age of eighteen ?"o O
"

It is five years since, my mo:;t

ungracious and ungrateful guar-
dian. But you will soon be releas-

ed from duty. The fifteenth of

next August will be my twenty-first

birthday. It was because I came
into the world on the Feast of the

Assumption that my dear mother

gave me the name, at which all her

good, practical American friends

wondered and held up their hands.

Well, on that morning I shall offer

you freedom, and I shall expect to

hear you exclaim, quoting your
favorite Shakespeare,

' For this re-

lief much thanks !'

" And I suppose you will think,"

said Mr. Carlisle, somewhat bitter-

ly,
"
that it will be enough, after all

these years, to say, 'You have been

kind to me, my guardian, quite

like a father; I am very grateful,

and hope that we may meet again
'

;

and with a good-by and a pretty
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courtesy shake off the shackles,
and take yourself, with all your
sunshine, out into the world to

make bright the life of others,

forgetting him whose life you alone

have the power to darken by ab-

sence. Ah ! child," he said, his

tone changing to tender earnest-

ness, "do you not know with what
tie I would bind you to me so

that no age could have the right to

separate us ? Do you think that it

is as a father that I love you ?

That might have been once
;
but

now it is the love of a man of

thirty-five, who for the first time

has found his ideal of woman real-

ized. Assunta, do I ask too much ?

When that day comes of which you

speak, will you not give me the

right to devote my life to you ?

You were looking forward to the

day which was to give you free-

dom
;
and you hesitate to put

yourself under bondage ? If you
knew my love for you, you would
believe that I ask but the right

to love and protect you always.
Have I been so severe a guardian
that you dare not trust me as a

husband ? Assunta, you do not

speak. If you cannot love me now,
will you not at least let me try to

win your love ?" And as he looked

into the face which she now turned

towards him, he exclaimed with a

mingling of doubt and triumph,

"Child, you do love me!"
It was well for Assunta that she

had fought her battle beforehand,
else she could hardly have hoped
to conquer now. '

My dear, kind

friend," she said sadly,
"

I would

have given much to spare you this.

It seems indeed a poor return for

all you have been to me to reject

the love for which I am very grate-

ful. But it must be so. I cannot

marry you, Mr. Carlisle."

The triumph in his face faded
;

but, fortunately for his diminishing

hope, doubt remained.
"
Petite" he said,

"
I have taken

you by surprise. Do not give me

your answer now. Let me take

home to-night but a hope and

your promise to reconsider your

hasty decision, and I will try to be

content. But you are so cold, so

calm, Assunta. Can it be that

I have entirely deceived myself,
that perhaps some other

" He
paused.

"
I am calm, my friend," she an-

swered,
"
because there is no

struggle of indecision in my mind.

There is very great regret that I

must give you pain, and it costs

me more than you know to do so.

I entreat you to be generous
more generous than I have been
to you and end this trying con-

versation."
"

I cannot end it without one

question more
; pardon me if I am

wrong in asking it. Assunta, there

is something that I do not under-

stand. You do not say that you
could not love me, but that you
cannot marry me. Who or what
is it, then, that comes between us ?"

"God!" And she spoke the

word so reverently that for one
moment Mr. Carlisle was subdued
and silent. Then the bitterness

which was always latent in his na-

ture gained the ascendency, as he

replied. :

" Some interference of your
church, I suppose."

Assunta was not a saint, and her

previous emotion had weakened
her powers of self-control, for she

spoke with unusual spirit.
"
Yes, the church does interfere,

thank God, to save her children,

else were she no true mother."

Then, a little ashamed of her warmth
of defence, she continued, without

seeming to notice Mr. Carlisle's
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ironical repetition of her words

"save her children
"

:

" You will no doubt consider me

fanatical, but you have a right to

know why I refuse the love which

I value so much, and which, at the

same time, I must beg you to for-

get. I can never marry one who
is not of my faith. I believe that,

in a true marriage, there must be

more than the tie of human love

there must be the union of soul

and the blessing of the church.

And more than this, there is the

insuperable barrier of a solemn

promise made to God in conse-

quence of my dying mother's last

request. Need I say more ? And
must I lose my best friend because

I can only respect and love him
'

as friends love
'

? I had not look-

ed for so great a sacrifice." And
for the first time the tears stood

in her eyes and her voice trembled.

She waited for a few minutes, but

no reply came. Then, noticing
that the moon had risen above

arch and wall, and, pouring its

light full upon the open arena, had
sent the shadows back to their hid-

ing-places, she said gently :

" Mr. Carlisle, it is getting late.

Shall we go home?"
He started from his moody si-

lence, and, taking in his the hand
that rested on the cross, he said :

"
Assunta, you are a noble girl ;

but," he added with a faint smile,
"
this conclusion does not make

your words easier to bear. But

you are shivering. Is it so cold ?

Come, we will go at once." And
as he led the way towards the car-

riage, he wrapped her shawl closer

about her, saying,
"
My poor child,

how thoughtless I have been !"

Once seated, there was again si-

lence until they reached the en-

trance of the villa. As they as-

cended the long stair-case, Mr.

Carlisle paused. His old tender-

ness of manner had all returned,
and he was her guardian, and no-

thing more, as he said :

"
Assunta, I have not been gen-

erous. I have taken an unfair

advantage of my position, and have

told you what I had not intended

you should know until you were

released from all obligation to me.

My child, will you trust your
friend and guardian to be only that

until next August shall make you
free ? I cannot promise to give up
all hope, but I will not repeat
what I have said to-night. Can

you forgive me so far as to go back
to our old relations ? Will you
trust me ?"

" Most gladly," said Assunta.
"

I feel as if my friend, whom I had
mourned as lost, has been restored

to me. And, Mr. Carlisle, the day
will come when we will both look

back without regret upon the de-

cision which was made to-night
under the shadow of the cross."

"
I hope so, even while I doubt,

fair prophetess."
But his thought was of the time

when he might even yet win that

stern conscience to his views, and

then indeed he could afford to think

without regret of a past disappoint-
ment

;
while she was thinking of

that sweet providence of God

which, in compensation for sacri-

fice, always lets us see in the end

that all things are for the best to

those who can wait and trust.

Mr. Carlisle opened the drawing-
room door, and entered an apart-

ment which had the rare combina-

tion of elegance and comfort, of

art and home. Mrs. Grey, his

pretty, widowed sister, was fond of

what she called the
" dim religious,"

and therefore the candles were not

lighted; but a blazing wood-fire

contributed light as well as warmth,
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while the silver urn upon the side

table hissed out an impatient wel-

come.
Mrs. Grey herself was lying upon

the sofa in the most charmingly
artistic costume and attitude

;
and

the injured manner she assumed
rather added to her fascination.

She idolized her only brother
;
and

when, after a short wedded happi-
ness of two years, he had offered

the childless widow a home with

him, she had gladly accepted; and
after a few months of becoming
weeds and retirement, she was so

far consoled as to mitigate her

crape, and allow her brother's visi-

tors to gaze from a distance upon
her charms. The mitigating pro-
cess had gone on until she was

now the gayest of the gay, except
when an occasional headache re-

minded her that she was mortal,

and others that amiability is not

to be found in perfection in this

world any more than any other

virtue. She was too frivolous to

satisfy her brother's deeper nature,

but he was as fond of her as her

affection for him deserved. She

had taken the orphan Assunta into

her heart as if she had been a sis-

ter; though she insisted that the

position of matron to a beautiful

young girl was no sinecure.
"
Really, Severn," she exclaimed,

as he seated himself beside the

sofa,
"
you must have thought it

very entertaining for me to stay

alone five mortal hours with only

my poor head for company."
" Dear Clara, if I had dreamed

you would be doomed to such a

dearth of companionship, I should

not have gone at all."
" Hush ! No impertinence," she

said.
" Where have you left As-

sunta ?"
" Here I am," said the young

girl, entering the room at the same

moment, and answering for her-

self.
" And how is your head,

Clara ? I hope you have not been

suffering all this time."
" Your sympathy is very pretty

and pleasing, Assunta ; but, indeed,

it is of too mushroom a growth
to be very consoling. Confess

that this is the first time I have

been in your thoughts since you
left the house. But," she exclaim-

ed, suddenly recollecting herself,
'

you have been out alone all this

time. Dear me ! I hope you did

not meet any one you knew, for

what would they think ? Where
have you been ?" And as she

spoke, she rose from the couch,
and went about the womanly oc-

cupation of making tea.
' We went to the Colosseum," re-

plied her brother
;

" and truly the

night was so lovely that if it had
not been for you and your head,

who knows but we might have
wandered about until the Roman
police lighted upon us, and com-
mitted us to the care of the Holy
Office as vagabonds?"

' Nonsense ! I would risk you
with Assunta anywhere, as far as

1

that is concerned. She is Papal
protection in herself. She is wrap-
ped about in the yellow and white,

metaphorically speaking. Besides,
I believe it is not exactly the

province of the Holy Office to deal

with vagabonds, but with here-

tics."

"And what am I?"
'* Oh ! I don't know anything

about religion. Has Assunta been

calling you a heretic ?"
" Assunta never calls me hard

names," he answered, and he cotihl

not forbear adding under his

breath :

" But she has made me
count the cost of unbelief."

"Has she been trying to convert

you ?" asked his persistent sister.
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" She has offered me every in-

ducement," was his reply.

"Assunta, here is your tea,"

called Mrs. Grey; for the young

girl had been arranging her music

in another part of the large draw-

ing-room during the conversation.
" Yes

;
and she needs it very

much, poor child," said Mr. Car-

lisle, placing a chair for her.
"

I

was so selfish that I did not even

notice it was cold until she was

quite chilled through. You find

your own head such poor company
that you must go with us next

time, Clara, and take better care

of us."

And then they relapsed into a

quiet tea-drinking; after which,
and the removal of the various ar-

ticles which constitute the tea ser-

vice, Mrs. Grey returned to her

sofa, while Assunta went to the

piano, and played some of Mendels-

sohn's
"
Songs without Words," and

Mr. Carlisle sat in deep thought be-

fore the fire.

It was a state of things which

Clara could not endure long. Any-
thing like constraint gave her the

sensation of a caged bird, and she

began at once to beat her wings

against imaginary bars.
"

I never knew such stupid peo-

ple. Severn, do please light my
candle. I am sure I trust my
dreams will be more agreeable, or I

shall die of ennui. Good-night,
dear Assunta. Do not fatigue me
by your efforts to rival the larks in

early rising, if you have any mercy."
And looking the very picture of

lovely discontent if so paradoxi-
cal an expression may be allowed

she retired to her own room.

Assunta extended her hand as

usual to her guardian. He held it

a moment, and then said :

' Good-

night, petite ; we will begin anew to-

morrow "
; and then he returned to

his arm-chair, which he did not

leave for many hours. Assunta

was very tired; but it was rather

with the weight of the cross she

had lifted upon her shoulders than

from any physical fatigue. She

soon dismissed her maid, and, like a

victorious soldier wearied with the

conflict, she fell into a dreamless

sleep, not. however, until she had
returned thanks for the victory to

the God of battles.

ii.

COR CORDIUM.

It was an established custom of

the household of Villa Moroni to

be quite independent of each other

until the twelve o'clock breakfast

afforded occasion for an agreeable
reunion. However pleasant an

early family gathering may be in

many home circles, where the

habits and pursuits of all are en-

tirely dissimilar and incongruous
we escape much of the roughness
ot life by not attempting too early
an interchange of forced courtesy.

Indeed, in Mr. Carlisle's family it

would have been difficult to effect

an earlier meeting than the one

which suited all parties so well.

Mrs. Grey declared that the morn-

ing hours with Morpheus were ab-

solutely necessary to her peace of

mind. And certainly the drowsy

god must have been lavish of

bright visions during those hours

when the sun was so carefully ex-

cluded from the apartment of the

fair sleeper; for when at last he

permitted the pretty lady to awake
from her dreams, she came from

the hands of her maid into the

outer world the very quintessence
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of amiability and freshness. Who
would feel assured of such a result

had she seen the sun rise? True,
it might occur to some persons who
take severe views of life to wonder
what her soul was doing all that

time; but it never did to her. The

supernatural was to her sierra incog-
tiita. She had skimmed over hersor-

row as sea-birds over the waves of

the ocean, scarcely bearing away a

drop on their spread wings. The
waters had never gone over her soul

and forced her to cry from out of

the depths to the God whom she ac-

knowledged in theory, but persis-

tently ignored in practice. Yet she

was so lovely and affectionate, and

besides, when she chose to exert

herself, she had so much good
sense withal, by all means let her

enjoy life's sunshine, and pluck its

sweetest roses, carefully guarding
her dainty fingers from contact

with the hidden thorns. But why
waste our time in moralizing over

one who would smile in uncon-
sciousness of our meaning if we
uttered our thoughts aloud, and
charm the frown from our brow by
some pretty petulance ?

Mr. Carlisle understood as little

of the supernatural as his frivolous

sister. But he had a deep, earnest

nature, which could not be satis-

fied with the mere outside of life,

Mental food he must have, though
it may be a question whether the

mind is ever fully nourished when
the soul is starving. He there-

fore, after taking his coffee and

smoking his cigar, devoted his

morning hours to reading or writ-

ing in the cosey little room he
used as 5, library.

The carriage was thus left at As-
sunta's disposal; and she usually
availed herself of it to assist at

Mass, accompanied by her maid;
and often an errand of mercy or

charitable visit \vas accomplished
before her return. It was her

guardian's wish that she should

never walk about the city, unless

accompanied by himself, else she

would many times have preferred
to show her American indepen-
dence by taking a morning stroll

with her faithful Marie.

The morning after the eventful

visit to the Colosseum was Friday,
and on that day Assunta was ac-

customed to make her confession

and receive Holy Communion. She

awoke with a stunned feelihg, as

if recovering from a blow. It was

still very early, but, remembering
the duties before her, she arose

quickly. She was so glad that it

was Friday ;
for good F. Joseph

would certainly be in the confes-

sional, as he always expected her,

and she felt the need of his coun-

sel. It was the same F. Joseph
du Pont who had placed her be-

side her dying mother, but who
had shortly afterwards returned to

Rome. When, a few weeks since,

she had arrived in the Eternal City,
he had welcomed her as a dear

child, and she loved and respected
him as a true spiritual father. The
sun was just rising when -she enter-

ed the carriage and drove to the

Gesu. Her confession was soon

made, and after the Precious Blood
had poured its healing drops upon
her soul through the words of the

absolution, she said :

"
Fattier, can

you spare me a few minutes more
this morning? I want your ad-

vice."
"
Certainly, my child," answered

the good priest.
"

It is nearly an

hour before my Mass. How can I

help you?"
"Last evening," said Assunta in

a low voice,
"

I did what I believed

to be right ;
but the morning light

has only confused my mind, and I
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see nothing clearly. Father, Mr.

Carlisle, my guardian, asked me to

marry him."
" And you, my child ?" question-

ed the priest somewhat anxiously.
"

I had been prepared somewhat

to expect it. I had thought of my
mother's request, and remembered
that it was in accordance with the

teaching of the church, and I was

impelled to fortify myself by a

promise to Almighty God to fulfil

to the letter my dear mother's wish.

Therefore, when the question came,
I could only refuse."

"
It cost you something to do

this, I can see, my poor child, and
this morning you are suffering from

the revenge our human nature

takes upon us when we have done
it violence. Let us look at the

matter calmly before God. I be-

lieve that you are right, but it will

help you to look at both sides of

the question. It is a reasonable

service that God requires of us
;

and, be very sure, he never leads

us to the altar of sacrifice with-

out bestowing upon us the strength
and generosity we need to place
our offering upon it. Perhaps you
were a little too impulsive in bind-

ing yourself by anything like a vow.

We must always be very careful

not to mistake impulse for inspira-
tion. However, as I understand

you, your mind was already decid-

ed, and the promise to God was
to act as a protection to yourself

against your own human weakness.
Am I right?"

"
Partly, father," replied As:un*a

;

'and yet, as I knelt beioic the

Blessed Sacrament, I felt that the

sacrifice was required of me in a

way I thought I could not mis-
take."

:

Then, my child, doubtless the

Holy Spirit has inspired it for some
end that we do not now see. But,

aside from that, without that addi-

tional and conclusive obstacle in

the way of such a marriage, I think

you acted rightly. Our holy mo-

ther, the church, is very wise, as

well as very lenient
;
and it is with

great reluctance that she risks the

soul of one of her precious chil-

dren by placing it under the con-

stant influence of one without faith.

It is very true that while there is

wisdom in knowing how to keep a

rule, there is still greater wisdom in

knowing when judiciously to make
the exception. And I confess that,

from a human point of view, yours
would seem to be an exceptional
case. You are quite alone in the

world
;
and your guardian has been,

and no doubt would always be, a

faithful friend. As a man, I esteem

him highly for his many noble quali-
ties. The world will unquestiona-

bly look upon such a marriage as

eminently fitting ;
and so it would

be, but for the one thing which is

so important. We, however, can-

not act upon human principles, as

if this world were all. It was not

without reason, my child, that your
poor mother said those last words
to you. When she was married,
her faith was as strong, her life as

true and pure, as yours. But your
father's intellect was powerful, and
her love for him so great that she

yielded to him until she nearly lost

her soul. God be blessed for his

mercy, she had the grace to die as a

saint, and is now, as I hope, in hea-

ven. But I have seen her in an

agony of remorse such as I should

grieve indeed to witness in this

dear child of hers. The .last two

years of her life after her return to

her faith were truly years of mar-

tyrdom, passed in the struggle to

reconcile those duties which never

should conflict her love of God
and duty to her husband. It u*:s
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from the very depths of her own
sad experience that she pleaded
with her little girl. My child, that

mother is praying for you no\v.
"

"
I believe it, father," said Assun-

ta, deeply moved by this story of

her beloved mother, which she

heard for the first time.
"
So, my child, the past is all as

it should be
;
and now for the fu-

ture. May God grant you the

grace to be always as good and
brave as you were last night ! I

would not discourage you, and yet
I must remind you that the sacri-

fice is only begun. It is not like-

ly that your guardian, with only hu-

man motives to urge him, will give

up so easily where his heart is en-

gaged. He will, of course, do all

he can to turn you from your pur-

pose, and no doubt your own
heart will sometimes plead on his

side. Here lies your further trial.

And yet I cannot, as under other

circumstances I should do, advise

you to shun the temptation. You
cannot leave your guardian's care

until you are of age; therefore you
must face the trial. But I trust you
entirely, my child that is, I trust

to the purity of your heart and the

power of grace that is in you to

guide your actions, even your very

thoughts. You must try to be as

you have been before
; try to for-

get the lover in the guardian.
Avoid coldness of manner as a safe-

guard ;
for it would only place you

in an unnatural position, and would

inevitably strengthen in the end the

feelings you would conquer. It is

not easy to give an exact rule of

conduct. Your own good sense

will teach you, and God will be

with you. And, my child, you
must pray for your guardian, and
at the same time it must be without

any future reference to yourself in

connection with him. Is this too

hard for you ? Do your best, and

grace will do the rest. By remem-

bering him before God you will

learn to purify your feelings towards

him to supernaturalize them; and

by committing your future unre-

servedly to the loving providence
of God, your prayer will be a con-

stant renewal of the act of sacrifice

you have made. Make it heroic

by perseverance. Do I explain

myself clearly, my child?"
"
Yes, father, perfectly so

;
and

I feel so much comforted and

strengthened."
"
Well, these are but the words

of your father, spoken out of his

love for you. Go now, child, and

prepare to receive your divine Lord,
and listen for the words of peace
and comfort he will speak to your
soul. To him I commend you with

all confidence. One thing more
remember that there is nothing
which helps us so much in such a

trial as acts of charity towards the

poor and the suffering. I kno\r

that you never fail in this respect ;

but now especially I would urge you
to forget yourself in sympathy for

others as occasion offers, though

you must always recognize those

claims which your position in soci-

ety entails upon you. Come to me
freely whenever you feel that I can

help you. God bless you ! I shall

remember you in the Holy Sacri-

fice."

The good priest went to vest him-

self for Mass, while the young girl

returned to the place before the al-

tar where Marie was patiently await-

ing her. She was herself a pious

woman, and time spent in church

never seemed long to her.

When the Mass was over and
her thanksgiving ended, Assunta re-

turned home with her heart light-

ened of its burden. She dressed

herself for breakfast with her usual
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care and taste, and, finding that it

still wanted half an hour or more

before the great gun of Sant' Ange-
lo would boom out the mid-day sig-

nal, she seated herself at the piano,

and song and ballad followed each

other in quick succession. Her
voice and manner were in harmony
with herself. Her music soothed,
but never excited. It had not the

dangerous power to quicken the

pulse and thrill the heart with pas-

sionate emotion, but it roused the

better feelings, while it conveyed to

the listener a restful, satisfied im-

pression which ambitious, brilliant

performers rarely impart. She was

just beginning Cherubim's beauti-

ful Ave Maria when Mr. Carlisle

entered the room.
" Here is our early bird welcom-

ing us in true songster fashion.

Do not stop yet, petite,

" My soul in an enchanted boat.

Which, like a sleeping swan, cloth float

Upon the silver waves of thy sweet singing."

But as Assunta had already left

the piano to greet her guardian and
his sister, he continued:

"
By the way, Clara, my quota-

tion has suggested to me an answer
to your question. Assunta, my
fickle sister, who a week ago was

ready to live and die in a picture-

gallery, has just now assured me
that the very mention of a picture
or statue is a fatigue to her

;
and

she has mercilessly compelled me
to find some new and original bit of

sight-seeing for to-day. We cannot,
of course, visit any church, since

the Holy Father is, unfortunately for

her, not an iconoclast. But, Clara,
what do you say to making a Shelley

day of it ? We will take Prome-
theus Unbound with us to the Baths
of Caracalla, and there, on the

very spot which inspired the poem,
we can read parts of it. And when
we are tired, we can prolong our

drive to the cemetery, and visit

Shelley's grave, as a proper conclu-

sion. How do you like the plan ?'i

"Oh !" said Mrs. Grey, "it will

be cleliciously sentimental
; only

breakfast is announced, and I am in

a famished condition. I was up so

early, this morning. It must have
been before eleven when that stu-

pid girl called me, arid it is an hour
since I took my coffee."

" Poor Clara!" said Mr. Carlisle,

'your condition is truly pitiable.
I should think you might find

the almshouse a pleasant change."
Mrs. Grey seemed only amused at

her brother's sarcasm, when sud-

denly she checked her silvery laugh,

and, springing from the table, at

which she had just seated herself,

she went towards Assunta with such
a pretty, penitential air that she

was quite irresistible.
'

My dear child," she exclaimed,
"
speaking of almshouses reminds me

of something you will never forgive.
Promise me not to scold, and I will

devote myself henceforth to the

cultivation of my memory."
" What is it ?" asked Assunta,

smiling at her earnestness.
"

I am
sure such a pleading look would
force forgiveness from a stone."

'

Well, then, for my confession,
since you absolve me beforehand.

While you were out yesterday

morning that miserable woman of

yours sent word that she was sick,

and something about not having a

mouthful of bread in the house.

I forget the whole message. My
maid saw the girl who came, and
I promised to tell you. But you
remember my wretched headache.

You forgave me, you know."
Assunta looked both grieved and

vexed for a moment, and then she

controlled herself enough to say :

"
I must attach a condition to

my forgiveness, Clara. Will you
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let me drive to the house on oui

way to the baths ? I will only de-

tain you a few minutes."
" Heavens ' Assunta, you will

not go there yourself?" exclaimed

the astonished Clara,
"

I dare say
it is some filthy hole, and perhaps
the woman may have fever. Send
a messenger with some money.
I'll give her five dollars."

" Thank you. I will take the five

dollars to her willingly," replied
the young girl ;

"
but I will take

myself too. I can easily walk,"
she added, looking for permission
to her guardian, as the occasion

was exceptional.

Displeasure at his sister's thought-
lessness was evident in Mr. Car-

lisle's tone, as he said :

" You will go in the carriage,

Assunta, and I will accompany you.
We will return for Clara after the

visit. Giovanni, order a basket

of provisions to be put up before

one o'clock, and be ready yourself
to cro with us and take charge ofO o t

it
;
and now that the matter is set-

tled, we will have some breakfast."

Poor Mrs. Grey looked discon-

certed
;
but she thought it her duty

to make a further protest.
" You surely will not wear that

dress, Assunta ? It will never be fit

to put on again."
Mr. Carlisle laughed outright at

this new objection, while Assunta

said with a smile :

"
Why, Clara, have you so soon

forgotten your admiration of Mrs.

Browning's Court Lady, who put on

her silks and jewels, and went to

the hospital as to the court of the

king? On the same principle I

should be arrayed in purple and

fine linen, for I am going to the

court of the King of kings; and if

I am not very much mistaken, this

same poor woman, whose contact

you fear so much, will find her

place very near to the throne in

the ranks of the celestial nobility.

However, I should be sorry to ruin

my new dress, as you predict, and
I will be very careful."

The breakfast was soon despatch-
ed, the carriage came punctually to

the door, and Mr. Carlisle and his

ward drove rapidly towards the

miserable home of the poor woman,
who, in the midst of her poverty,

possessed a faith at which Assunta
often wondered.

" You are very kind, Mr. Carlisle,"
she said.

"
I am sorry I have

given you so much trouble."
" In this case," he replied,

"
the

trouble is not altogether disinter-

ested. I must myself find out what
the sickness is before I can allow

you to enter the house. I cannot
let you run the risk of fever or any
other malignant disease. You see

I came as a sort of police."
"
But," said Assunta, touched by

his thoughtful care of her, at the

same time anxious not to be pre-
vented making what amends she

could,
"

I am so accustomed to

visiting the sick, I do not think

there can be any danger."
"
My child," he said,

"
as long as

your life can be guarded by me, it

shall be done. You are under
obedience still, you know." She
dared not insist

; and, indeed, at

the same moment they reached the

wretched dwelling. After exactingo
from her the promise to remain in

the carriage, Mr. Carlisle ascended
the broken stair-case. In a few
moments he returned, and, without

saying a word, he took the basket
from Giovanni, and again went up
the stairs. As he reappeared, he
said to the coachman :

" Drive on slowly. I will walk a
little. You must not go in, As-
sunta."

He continued to follow the car-
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riage at a quick pace for a quarter
of a mile

;
then he hailed the driver,

and took his seat beside the wonder-

ing girl, saying^"
I thought it would be best to

give myself an airing after leaving
that room. Petite, the poor woman
died two hours since of a terrible

fever. You could have done no-

thing, and, as usual, Clara was mis-

taken in the message. They sent

word to their
'

guardian angel,' as

they are pleased to call a certain

little friend of mine, of their suf-

fering and need, but with the par-
ticular warning that she should on
no account direct her flight that

way, lest she should expose the

unangelic part of her nature to con-

tagion. I left the basket, and

money enough to supply all the

temporary wants of the children
;

but it was a dreadful scene," he

added with a shudder.

He had striven to speak lightly
at first, because he saw the distress

in Assunta's anxious face and tear-

ful eyes. But his own feelings
were strangely stirred, and he for-

got his self-control, as he continued,
in a voice low and husky from the

very intensity of emotion :

'

Child, I am in an agony of

terror at the bare thought of what

might have been the result had

you been exposed to that atmo-

sphere, whose every breath was poi-
son. My God ! when I think of

the danger you have so narrowly
escaped. Oh ! if I might always
shield this dear life at any risk to

mine."
"
My life is in God's hands," said

Assunta coldly, as she gently disen-

gaged the hand which her guardian
had clasped in his, as if he would

show, by the action, the power of
his love to avert any and every
evil which might threaten her.

Poor child! she longed to ask

more about the woman's death, and

especially to express her gratitude
to Mr. Carlisle for his kindness

;

but she dared not face his present
mood. However, as they again
reached the villa, she said hurriedly
and in a tone full of anxiety :

' Mr. Carlisle, you have exposed
yourself to great danger, and I do
not forget that it was for my sake.

I shall not be satisfied unless vou
j

promise me that you will take every

possible precaution to avoid any
future evil consequences. I should

never forgive myself if any harm
came to you."
Her eyes lowered beneath the

look he for one moment fixed upon
her appealing face j then, with the

exclamation,
" An unblessed life is

of little consequence," he sprang
from the carriage, and, saying to

Giovanni,
"

I will summon Mrs.

Grey," he dashed up the stone stair-

case.

Assunta sank back with a feelingO
almost of despair at the task before

her. Even if she had not to strug-

gle with her own heart, it would
have been hard enough to steer the

right, straight course between these

contradictory moods in her guar-
dian

;
one moment so tender and

thoughtful, the next so full of

bitterness. How could she recon-

cile them ? How should she ever

be able to bear her burden, if this

weight were added to it day by
day ?

Assunta possessed the gift which,
advanced to a higher degree, might
be termed the natural science of

the saints of receiving religious

impressions and suggestions from

the natural objects about her. No\v,
as in a listless manner she looked

around, her eyes fell upon the snow-

crowned hills which bound the Ro-
man horizon, and rested there. She

had no thought of the classic asso-
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ciations which throng those moun-
tain-sides and nestle in the valleys.

She needed strength, and instantly
the words were present to her mind :

"
I have lifted up my eyes to the

mountains, from whence help shall

come to me." And following out

the consoling train of thought, she

'passed from those peaceful Roman
hills to Jerusalem and the moun-
tains which surround it, even "

as

the Lord is round about his people."

Then, by a natural transition, she

turned her thoughts to the poor
woman who had just left behind

her poverty, privation, and suffering,

and, accompanied only by that hope
and love which had endured and
survived them all, had entered, so

she confidently hoped, into the

possession of God the Beatific

Vision. What a contrast between
the temporal and eternal !

Her silent requiem for the de-

parted soul was interrupted by
Mrs. Grey's bright presence and

merry voice.
"

I cannot imagine what you
have been doing to Severn," she

said
;

"
but he is in one of his un-

accountable conditions of mind,
and declares that he will not go
to drive pressing business, etc. I

am sure we can do without him

very well, all but the reading part,

which had been assigned to him.
\0

It is so late, at any rate, that per-

haps we had better give up the

baths, and drive at once to the

cemetery. You see I have secured

an excellent substitute for our re-

creant cavalier," she added, as a

gentleman emerged from the mas-

sive doorway. "Come, Mr. Sin-

clair, we are waiting for you."
There was just a shade of state-

liness in Assunta's manner as she

greeted the somewhat elegant man
of the world, who seated himself

opposite to her. She would gladly

have been dispensed from the drive

altogether, feeling as she did then
;

nevertheless, she submitted to the

necessity which could hardly be
avoided.

"Truly, Miss Howard," said Mr.

Sinclair, as they drove away,
"

I

begin to believe the ancient god-
desses no myths. Flora herself

would find in you a worthy rival.

It is not often that I have the hap-
piness to be placed opposite two
such lovely ladies."

!

Very good for a. finale, Mr. Sin-

clair," replied Mrs. Grey; "but if

you were to speak your mind, you
would be calling me Ceres, or some-

thing else suggestive of the
'

sere

and yellow leaf.'
" That is a gross injustice, not

only to me, but to yourself," an-

swered Mr. Sinclair in his most gal-
lant tone.

" Have not the poets
ever vied with each other in dis-

putes as to the respective merits of

spring, with its freshness, and the

rich bloom of early summer ? And
permit me to add that neither has

yet been able to claim a victory.
In such a presence it would be

rash indeed for me to constitute

myself a judge."
"
Unwise, certainly," rejoined

Mrs. Grey,
"
to take into your hand

such an apple of discord. Women
and goddesses are pretty much
alike, and the fate of Paris might be

yours. Remember the ten years'

siege."

"Ah!" said Mr. Sinclair, "there

you do not frighten me. Welcome
the ten years' siege, if during that

time the fair Helen were safe with-

in the walls. After ten years one

might perhaps be reconciled to a

surrender and a change of scene,
since even the lovely Trojan's

beauty must have lost the freshness

of its charms by that time."

"O faithless men!" said Mrs.
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Grey, very much as if she were pro-

nouncing an eulogy.

"Miss Howard," said Mr. Sin-

clair,
"
you are silent. Does our

classic lore fail to enlist your inte-

rest, or are you studying antiqui-

ties?"
" Pardon me," replied Assunta

;

"it was rude in me to be so ab-

stracted. I must excuse myself on

the ground of sympathy for suffer-

ing which I have been unable to

alleviate."
"
By the way, Assunta," exclaimed

Mrs. Grey,
" how did you find your

protegee ?"
" She is dead," replied the young

girl, softly.
" Oh ! I am so sorry. How very

sudden ! Mr. Sinclair, you were

telling me about the Braschi ball

when Severn interrupted us. When
did you say it is to be?"

" In about three weeks," replied

the gentleman.
"

I hope that you
ladies will be there. Our Ameri-

can blondes are greatly in demand

among so many black eyes. You
are going, are you not?"

" Most certainly we shall," an-

swered Mrs. Grey with ready con-

fidence, the future being to her but a

continuation of to-day. The cloud

that might appear on her horizon

must be much larger than a man's

hand to turn her attention to it

from the sunshine immediately about

her.

And so, between pleasantry and

gossip, the time passed until the

carriage stopped at the gate of the

cemetery.
"You have chosen a very serious

termination to vour afternoon's
j

drive, Mrs. Grey," said Mr. Sin-

clair, as he assisted the ladies to

alight.
"

I always carefully avoid

whatever reminds me of my latter

end."

"Let me play Egyptian coffin,

then, for once," replied Mrs. Grey,
but with a merry laugh that belied

her words.
"

I will lead you to a

contemplation of the fate of genius.
I dote on Shelley, and so we have
made a pilgrimage to his grave."

' You have every appearance of

a pilgrim about to visit some sacred

shrine," said Mr. Sinclair with an

echo of her bright laugh.
" Lead

on, fair pilgrim princess ;
we hum-

ble votaries will follow wherever

your illustrious steps may guide."
A small, horizontal slab, almost

hidden beneath the pyramid of

Gains Cestus itself a tomb is all

that marks the resting-place of the

gifted, ill-fated Shelley.
' Here is your shrine, my lady

pilgrim," said Mr. Sinclair, as he
removed some of the green over-

growth from off the inscription.
*

Somebody make a suitable quo-
tation," said Mrs. Grey. "You
know we ought to be sentimental
now."

Assunta at once rejoined :

" ' How wonderful is Death-
Death and his brother, Sleep !'

Poor Shelley! But I do not like

the inscription, Clara
;
or rather, I

do not like such an expression on
such a grave."

'What do you mean, dear As-
sunta?" said Mrs. Grey, looking at

her as if she were talking Sanscrit.
'

I think it is lovely. Cor cor-

diitm the heart of hearts, is it

not ? I am sure nothing could be
more appropriate."

'

It does not seem to me appro-
priate," answered Assunta; "but
then you know I always do have

strange ideas so you say. Why
should Cor cordiiim be written

over the ashes of one who was

burned in true pagan fashion, and

who, as I think, should rather be

pitied for what he did not do, with
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his marvellous gifts, than loved for pathy even in a crowd, she con-

anything he has done ?" tinned :

As she paused, a voice beside
"

I hope that I am not guilty of

her exclaimed,"! am sure I can- the same want of reverence in think-

not be mistaken. Is not this Miss ing that if those words are to be in-

Howard ?" scribed on any grave, they should

Assunta turned and welcomed be written upon that stone which
with a pleased surprise the young was rolled against the opening of

man who appeared so unexpected- the new sepulchre in the garden,

ly, then she presented him to her and sealed with the Roman seal
;

companions as Mr. Percival, of Bal- for there the true Cor cordiiim was

timore, the brother of her only in- enclosed."

timate school friend. He was tall
" Mr. Percival, I see that you

and slender, not handsome, but have gone over to the ranks of the

with a manly and at the same time enemy," said Mrs. Grey ;

" and if

spiritual face. His eyes were his Mr. Sinclair deserts me, I shall

finest feature, but their beauty was never be able to stand my ground
rather that of the soul speaking against two such devotees."

through them. Assunta had not
"
I am yours to command, Mrs.

seen him since her school days at Grey," replied Mr. Sinclair with an

the convent, and then she had expression of contempt in his tone,

known him but slightly; so she 'But perhaps it might be well to

was herself surprised at her ready transfer our operations to another

recognition of him. battle-field. Allow me to offer you
' And what has brought you so a souvenir of the occasion." And

far away from my dear Mary ?" she he handed to each of the ladies a

asked after the first greetings were sprig of green from beside the mar-
over, ble tablet.

'

I am on that most unenvia- Assunta quite simply shared hers

ble of expeditions health-seeking," with Mr. Percival at his request,
was his reply.

'

After graduating and then they retraced their steps.
at college, the physician doomed As they approached the carriage,
me to a year of travel

;
and so we Mrs. Grey very cordially begged

meet again at Shelley's grave !" Mr. Percival to occupy the fourth
;

Yes," said Mrs. Grey,
" and As- seat, which he reluctantly declined,

sunta and I were in the midst of an as also the invitation to visit them,
amiable quarrel when you found us

"
For," said he,

" to-morrow I

out. I engage you on my side, Mr. start for Jerusalem ; and, Miss
Percival. It is about the inscrip- Howard, when I am kneeling, as I

tion, which I like and Assunta does hope to do, in the Chapel of the

not, for reasons which are Greek Holy Sepulchre, I shall remember
to me." you and those suggestive words of

'

I was just going to say," said yours."
Assunta,

"
that Cor cordiiim seemed " You could not do me a greater

to me a sacred phrase wholly mis- kindness," replied Assunta,
"
than

applied, though I have no doubt to remember me there. And when
the irreverence was unintentional." you return, what do you intend to

And turning to Mr. Percival with do in the way of a profession ? You
that sort of spiritual instinct which see I am interested for Mary's sake.

teaches us where to look for sym- I kno\v what her desire is."
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An hour before, if this question
had been proposed to him, Augus-
tine Percival would have been able

to give a probable answer. Though
he had not yet decided, his few

days' sojourn in Rome had stirred

tip within him a feeling which had

been latent even in his boyhood,
and from the depths of the Cata-

combs and beneath the lofty domes
he had thought he heard an inte-

rior voice which whispered to him,
"Follow me." And now a fair

young face had made him hesitate,

though, in justice to him, it must

be added that no mere charm of

beauty would have touched him for

a moment. It was the purity and

beauty of mind and soul, which he

read and appreciated, that caused

him to reply to Assunta's ques-
tion :

" The matter of my future voca-

tion will be left, I think, until my
return."

Then, with many pleasant fare-

well words, they parted ; and, ex-

cept to mention the meeting to her

friend in her next letter, Assunta

thought no more of the thread of

another life which had for a mo-
ment crossed hers.

That evening there were guests
at the villa

; and, as usual, Assunta's

amiability was taxed by the repeat-
ed demands for music. As she sat

absently turning over the leaves

before her in one of the intervals,

Mr. Carlisle came and stood beside

her.

"Petite" he said, "I have been
to see the authorities about the

family of that poor woman who
died to-day, and everything will be

arranged comfortably for them
;
so

you need feel no further anxiety !"
; ' How good you are, dear friend !"

she replied.
" God bless you for

it!"
"
It is your blessing that I want,"

said he.
"

It was for you that I

took the little trouble you are

pleased to magnify into something
deserving of gratitude."

"
Please do not say so, Mr. Car-

lisle," said Assunta earnestly.
: You do such noble acts, and then

you spoil them by your want of

faith."

The word was unfortunately
chosen.

"
If by faith," Mr. Carlisle replied,

"
you mean your Catholic faith,

I cannot force myself to accept
what does not appeal to my reason.

I can respect an honest conviction

in others when I am in turn treat-

ed with equal liberality; but," he

added in a low tone,
"
I could hate

the faith, so called, which comes be-

tween me and the fulfilment of my
dearest wish."

There was a call for more music,
and so there was no opportunity,
even had there been inclination, for

a reply. But as Assunta was pass-

ing wearily to her room after the

last guest had departed, Mr. Car-

lisle stopped her, and, after his

usual good-night, he said : "For-

give me, child. I have not been my-
self to-day."
Two weeks afterwards, when her

guardian lay prostrate on his bed
in the delirium of fever, Assunta

remembered those few words,
which at the time had given her

pain, with that agony of sorrow

which can only be aroused by the

knowledge that the soul of one

beloved may at any moment be

launched upon the immeasurable

ocean of eternity, rudderless and

anchorless.

TO BE CONTINUED.
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CHURCH MUSIC.*

CONCLUDED.

HAVING settled that plain chant music amongst us there is a fatal

should have a part, and indeed a objection.

large part, in our choral service, but It was written to be sung without

that figured music should not be instrumental accompaniment, which,
excluded, it remains for us to say when used in conjunction with it,

what figured music is to be used in always mars its effect; and hence,
alternation with plain chant, or sub- though nothing more suitable can

stituted when plain chant is com- be imagined for Lent and Advent,

pletely set aside. when, according to the rubrics (too

Some seem to imagine that no often slighted), the sound of the

figured music is suitable for the organ should not be heard, we can-

church but that which is termed not be expected to sing it at other

alia Palestrina. They urge the times
;
for we absolutely need the

great fitness of this species of mu- organ to make amends for our scanty
sic for church purposes ; for, like numbers, our lack of proficiency in

the plain chant, it is ancient, can execution, to support the voices,

boast a long and exclusive connec- and to give variety to the service,

tion with the Catholic ceremonial, The organ is regarded by us as

admits of no personal display, is essentially a church instrument by
dissimilar from the music of the its nature and the associations we

world, never alters the words or connect with it
;
indeed it never

does violence to them, is not only fails to arouse in us deeper feel-

distinctly ecclesiastical but papal, ings of reverence and devotion, and

and quite as solemn and grave as we cannot do without it.

plain chant, while it is of wider An attempt was made in several

range and of far more pleasing of the German cathedrals some
effect. Though written in strict years ago to revive music of the

measure, it follows the tonality of Palestrina style, to the exclusion of

plain chant. Its origin is holy, the more modern
;
but circumstan-

since S. Charles and S. Philip were ces, we think, have already led to

intimately associated with Pales- some modifications of the strict

trina. Then, again, it has the best rules first proposed,

possible authorization that of hav-

ing been used for the last three m -

hundred years by the popes, to the Practically, we can hardly hope
edification of the whole world, ever to exclude from our churches

non-Catholic as well as Catho- modern figured music as Bene-

lic. diet XIV. says, that would be an

We admit all these claims. But extreme measure
;
but we can ex-

against the use of this species of elude, and are bound, he says, to

n ., exclude, such compositions of it as* A paper read before the Catholic Union of '

.

Hostou, Mass. June 4 , 1874. are unsuitable for church purposes,
VOL. XIX. 5O
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But how shall we determine

what is suitable and what is not?

Music, it will be said, is a mere

matter of taste, and the adage has

it, De gustibus non est disputandum.
But there is bad taste as well as

good taste. Moreover, church mu-

sic is a matter of principle as well as

of taste, and good taste in this case

is closely allied to principle.

Taste is the instinct or habit, or

rather the instinct following habit,

and perfected by it, whereby we
are enabled to discern and detect

what is most proper and congruous
in each province of art.

Now, the reason for employing
music in the service of the church

is religious or it is none. Unless the

musical sounds, therefore, subserve

the meaning of the text, they are

better away.
" Where the religious

song is accompanied by musical

instruments," says Benedict XIV.,
"
these must serve solely for adding

to its force, so that the sense of the

words penetrate deeper into the

hearts of the faithful, and their

spirit, being roused to the contem-

plation of spiritual things, be ele-

vated towards God and the love

of divine objects." That style of

music, then, will be the most reli-

gious which deals most reverently
with its subject, and gives the least

scope to the play of irreligious dis-

positions. Being the most suitable

to its subject, it will also be in the

truest taste.

Hence that music will be the

most suitable and the best which
in its construction will correspond
most perfectly with the peculiar spirit

of each festival and with the special

character of each service
;
which

will most naturally and reverently
render the sense of the words with-

out changing, inverting, or abridg-

ing them, or marring their sense

by useless and tiresome repetitions,

which, in other words, will speak
as distinctly and as religiously to

the ear as the altar, the vestments
of the priest, and the ceremonies

speak to the eye. Music and cere-

monies, and everything connected
with them, should be in the most

perfect harmony, reminding all that

they are in the house of God, and
assembled in his presence to pay
him homage on earth like that ren-

dered him by the members of the

church triumphant in heaven.

Hence, i, church music should not

in any way recall the world, its

temptations or its pleasures ;
and

the prohibition made by popes and
councils against the introduction

into the church of compositions
written originally for the theatre or

the concert-room, but with other

words, or of compositions written

for the church, but in a style sug-

gestive of the stage, is so evidently

just and proper that any one who

objects to it must be wanting in

common sense.
" Humana nefas miscere divinis

'

finds its application here. To carry
the minds of worshippers in the

church back to the theatre by the

music is a crime, for it is a dese-

cration.*

Hence, 2, not even the feelings

of the congregation should ever

tempt the director of the music of

the church to admit what is not in

every respect most suitable to the

place, the time, and the occasion.

Fortunately, we have no difficulty

here in the United States with our

own people. The only trouble is

when we go out of our way to

satisfy the expectations of non-

Catholics who occasionally are

present at our services, or of a few

musicians not otherwise interested

in the services.

* Third Prov. Council N. Y.
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Hence, 3, undue prominence
should never be given to individual

singers. It is, to say the least, very

distracting.

Hence, 4, the director of the

music should never be willing to

sacrifice the liturgy, even the least

part of it, to the exigencies of the

music, whatever they may happen
to be

; but, on the contrary, he
should be ever ready, if need be,
to sacrifice even the most admira-
ble musical numbers to the exigen-
cies of the ceremonial.

In other words, he should never

forget that music is one of the many
accessories to our public worship
never the essential and is never
to be heard merely for its own
sake.

This is brought out clearly and

distinctly in two decrees that have for

us in this section of country the full

force of law a decree of the Second

Plenary Council of Baltimore, and
another decree of the Third Pro-
vincial Council of New York :

That all may be done according
to prescribed order, and that the

solemn rites of the church may be

preserved in their integrity, we ad-
monish pastors of churches to

labor earnestly to remove those
abuses which in our country have

crept into the church chant. Let
them therefore provide that the mu-
sic be subservient to the Holy Sacri-

fice of the Mass and the other offices,

and not the divine offices to the music.
Let them also bear in mind that, ac-

cording to the ritual of the church,
it is not lawful to sing hymns in the
vernacular languages at High Mass
and at solemn Vespers."

*
' At solemn Masses singers are

prohibited from so protracting the

Offertory, the Sanctus, and the JBene-

dictus that the celebrant is obliged
* Second Plenary Council of Baltimore, No

361.

to delay till they have made an end
of singing."

*

The general principles we have
laid down will be still better under-

stood if we examine the declara-

tions made by the church through
several of the popes.
The most notable and the most

precious of these are the brief of

Benedict XIV. already mentioned,
and the rules for composers given

by Pius IX.

Pope Benedict XIV., in his Con-
stitution A units 19, February, 1749,

begins by laying down the gene-
ral principle that the music of the

church must be so ordered that no-

thing profane, nothing worldly, and

especially nothing theatrical, be
heard in it. He repeats this prin-

ciple again and again, and says that

there is no one who does not detest

operatic music in the church, and
who does not look for and desire

a difference between the music of

the church and the music of the

stage.

He then reminds us of the Con-
stitution of Pope Innocent XII., by
which it is forbidden to sing at

solemn Mass and Vespers motets
or hymns that are not a part of the

Mass or the Vespers of the day ;

that is, at solemn Mass, the only
pieces allowed to be sung besides the

Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, Benc-
* Third Provincial Council of Neiv York, de-

cree the third. Since this latter decree has been
issued many organists have acted in the most
senseless manner. Instead of composing or
arranging music to which the words of the Sanc-
tus might easily be sung within the prescribed
time, they have retained what they had, and thus
are frequently obliged to interrupt the Sanctus
in the middle of a movement, and before half the
words have been pronounced. Sometimes they
continue the movement, and resume the same
words after the Elevation, and then they find it

impossible to sing the Benedictus, which should,
as is evident, immediately follow the consecra-
tion. It is true that at the High Mass the cele-
brant is expected to make a longer memento
than usual, both for the living before the conse-
cration and for the dead after it, to give the
singers time to sing all the words, but not that
they may indulge in useless and tiresome repeti
tions.
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dictus, and Agnus Dei are the In- in Italian, and especially in Roman,

troit, Gradual, Offertory, and Com- churches the public offices proper-

munion of the Mass of the day (a ly carried out, and thus be induced

single exception being made for to imitate them.

Corpus Christi, when the OSalutaris! The present vicar-general of

or other hymn of the office of the Pius IX., Cardinal Patrizzi, by or-

Blessed Sacrament may be sung der of the Pope, wrote two letters

at the Offertory), and at solemn to composers of church music in

Vespers only the Antiphons and Rome, on the i8th and 2oth of

the proper hymn with the November, 1856, and in them he

Psalms. so far supplements the directions

He then proceeds to condemn of Benedict XIV. that we have

frequent repetitions of the same wherewith to determine without

words, and places the chief distinc- much difficulty what music is, and

tion between theatrical music and what music is not, admissible in

church music in this : that in the Catholic choirs,

former the words are made quite In his first letter he says :

subservient to the singing and the
" The most sustained gravity is

accompaniment; whereas in the lat- to be observed, and nothing intro-

ter the words are rendered intelligi- duced suggestive of theatrical pie-

bly, and the music is made subservi- ces, either by the arrangement or by
ent to them. the melody ;

too many repetitions,

He next instructs bishops to and all changes and arbitrary
banish from the church absolutely inversions of the words are to be

all instruments except the organ ;
avoided.

but with the organ he allows the
' At Mass, Exposition, and Bene-

use of violins, violas, violoncel- diction of the Blessed Sacrament,

los, contrabasses, and bassoons, and other sacred ceremonies, organ-
because these add, he says, to ists are forbidden to execute the

the force of its tones
;
but he pro- whole or parts of theatrical pieces,

hibits cymbals, horns, trombones, or to play in a too florid or dis-

oboes, flutes in general, all wind- tracting style ;
and their music

instruments, as also harps and ought to be such as to promote the

guitars, because all these, he says, recollection and devotion of the

recall the theatre. faithful.

He directs that while the singing
" As we consider an interruption

is going on the instruments must between the various parts of the

merely accompany, never take the words of the liturgy very unbecom-

place of, the voices. ing, even when any verse is finish-

He allows suitable symphonies ed, as being an occasion of distrac-

when these are dissociated from the tion and noise among the musi-

office proper probably meaning cians and hearers, we order that

the pieces played at the beginning every part of the offices, especially
and the end of service, and to fill at Mass, shall be sung through
up pauses when the choir is si- continuously, so that the Kyrie,
lent. Gloria, and other parts may each

He closes by urging the Italian have a unity of structure."

bishops to comply with these in- In his second letter he teaches

structions faithfully, that foreign composers the necessity of their

bishops coming to Rome may see having for their object the praise
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of God and the devotion of the
"

3. We forbid too lively or ex-

faithful, and shows how church citing movements
;

if the words

music in its whole construction require cheerfulness and joy, let it

ought to differ from that of the be expressed by the sweetness of

stage. religious mirth, and not by the un-
"
If all composers," he says, bridled liveliness of the dance.

" drew their inspirations from piety
"

4. In all movements, whether

and religion, as some of them have slow or quick, the words of the sa-

the good spirit to do; if they al- cred text must be pronounced clear-

ways kept before their minds that ly, and never more quickly than in

their music ought to tend to praise ordinary discourse.

God in his holy temple, and to ex- "5. The words must be put to mu-
cite the devotion of the faithful, sic in the order which they occupy
there would have been but little in the sacred text. When the sense

need to make rules for musical has been entirely expressed, it will

composition. But it is only too be allowable to repeat some word
true that, in some instances, to the of it, or some phrase of it, as may
great surprise of the truly religious be necessary, without inversion,

among the faithful, there has been without confusion of the sense, and
heard in the churches certain mu- with the required moderation,

sic unworthy of the house of God,
"

6. All the words must be sung,
and showing that the composer, far and none added nor any omitted,

from having in view the service of It is not allowed for one syllable of

the divine Majesty and the edifica- them to be changed,
tion of his hearers, has only aimed

'

7. We forbid ariettas, duets, and

at displaying his own imagination, trios in imitation of theatrical

and that he has forgotten the pieces. Recitative and everything
church and written for the theatre, approaching to it is forbidden

;
as

not only by borrowing its style of also operatic finales, such as are

melody, but also by introducing known by the term cabaletta.

portions of theatrical music, to
"

8. As regards instruments, long
which he has sometimes violently introductions and long preludes are

adapted the words of the sacred to be avoided, whether with full or-

liturgy. In order that so great a chestra or with solos,

scandal may not be renewed, and ;<

9. Without depriving instru-

that those who write music for the mental music of the grace and co-

church may have a rule to keep loring which art and good taste sug-
them within due bounds, we pre- gest, an effeminate softness is to be

scribe as follows : avoided, as well as immoderate
"

i. Music destined for execu- noise, which is always tiring and
tion in the churches ought to be unbecoming in the house of God.

distinguishable from profane and '

10. The composer must not for-

theatrical music, not only in its get that the use of instrumental music

melodies, but also in its whole char- in the churches is in a state of simple
acter

;
hence toleration ; the object of it must be

"
2. Those movements are for- to sustain and enrich the singing,

bidden which would not be natu- to be far from overpowering it, or

rally inspired by the sacred charac- from enfeebling and deadening it,

ter of the words, and which would or reducing it to a mere accessory."
be suggestive of the theatre. These rules, if adhered to, would
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give us music which would meet

the requirements both of devotion

and of art
;
nor do they exclude

such variety as the diversity of our

feelings calls for. It could, by its

placid, quiet, and smooth-flowing

measures, soothe and subdue us into

that mood which best fits us to offer

to God reverential homage, and to

make acts of resignation when we
feel the hand of affliction bearing

heavily upon us
;
but also, by more

joyous and inspiriting strains, dis-

pose us to praise God according to

the immensity of his greatness, in

joy and gladness, on loud-sounding

cymbals (in cymbalis jubilationis),

and send us back to the battle of life

with renewed courage and strength.

IV.

But, it will be asked, can this

style of music which we have just

sketched be had ? Most certainly.

It is true our organists do not

know it; for they are lamentably
ill-read in musical lore. They
seem to imagine that whatever is

published as music for the service

of the Catholic Church is to be re-

garded as
"
Catholic music," and

perfectly proper, and they scarcely

dream of looking further than to

the publications or importations of

Ditson, Peters, and Novello, or of

critically examining these to test

their fitness for the purposes of

divine worship. To take the two

best composers of their class, how
fe\v organists have taken the

trouble to study critically the

Masses of Haydn and Mozart. Of
the sixteen Masses composed by
Haydn, there are only four in which

the words are all correct. These
are Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 9. All the

others are consequently defective.

In Nos. 7, 8, and n, although all

the words are to be found in one or

other of the voice parts, yet each

voice is often singing different

words at the same time.

In Nos. i, 2, 3, and 16 the words

Qui ex patre filioque proccdit are al-

together omitted. In Nos. 3 and
1 6 the words ei in unum Dominum

Jesum Christum, filium Deiunigeni-

tum, are wanting. In No. 2 the

words Qui cum Patre et Filio simul

adoratur et conglorificatur are omit-

ted. In No. 10 the words Domine

Deus, Agnus Dei, Filius Patris, qui
tollis peccata mundi miserere nobis,

are omitted. In the Credo all the

words from et in unum Dominum
as far as per quern omnia facta sunt

(inclusive), and again all the last

part of the Credo from et in Spiritum
to the end, are altogether omitted.

In No. 12 the words Qui tollis

peccata mundi (secundo) are omitted.

In No. 13 the words Jesu Christe,

Domine Deus, are omitted. The
words Filius Patris are immediate-

ly followed by miserere nobis, quo-
niam tu solus, etc.

Again, in the Credo of this same

Mass, after the words et invisibilium

we find the text read thus : credoper

quern omnia, etc., with all the inter-

mediate part left out. No. 14 con-

sists of a Kyrie and Gloria only.

In the Gloria the words Qui tollis

peccata mundi, suscipe, etc., qui sedes,

etc., are omitted. In No. 15 the

words Qui tollis peccata mundi (se-

cundo] are omitted. In the Credo of

this Mass, beginning with Et resur-

rexit, different words are sung simul-

taneously by each part, as remarked
above of Nos. 7, 8, and n.
While it cannot be denied that

much of the Mass music of Haydn
is the most beautiful in the world,

some of it is trivial and undevo-

tional, and it would seem as if, by
some of his movements, he wished

to
" Make the soul dance a jig to heaven."

Concerning the sacred composi-
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tions of Mozart, a recent French and of the traditions of the church

author, M. Felix Clement,* makes to judge of the appropriateness of

the following startling assertion : compositions ;
and the evil is aggra-

" The religious musical compo- vated to the last degree by the

sitions of Mozart are much less custom of making the organist the

numerous than is generally be- director of the music as well.

licved, and the catalogues of music Hardly any of them know either

publishers and the repertories of the theory or the practice of plain
maitres de chapdle are not to be chant.

trusted. Many of these musicians Music of the kind we have describ-

frequently take the liberty of steal- ed as fit for church use abounds

ing from Mozart's operas, and even in Italy, but mostly in the con-

from his compositions for instru- dition of MS. The works of the

ments, and of adapting them to Augustan age of Italian music, from
a Latin text, let the adaptations the time of Carissimi to that of

be worth what they may. . . . Jomelli, including those of Durante,
The only authentic religious com- Leo, Clari, Steffani, Martini, and

positions of Mozart are the follow- Pergolesi, and even of later masters,

ing : like Terziani, afford inexhaustible
" A Stabat mater for four voices, treasures almost entirely neglect-

without instruments, and very short, ed.
" A Vent Sancte Spiritus for four The new order of things in Italy

voices, two violins, two hautboys, has wrought and is working mis-

two horns, a clarinet, tympanum, chief there in more ways than one.

alto, and violoncello. Thus it has already been the occa-
" A solemn Mass for four voices, sion of the loss of a great number

two violins, two hautboys, two al- of valuable musical manuscripts,

tes, four clarinets, and tympanum, and unfortunately the end is not

1768. yet. The revolution of 1848 caus-
" A short Mass for four voices and ed a great deal of wanton destruc-

the same accompaniment, 1768. tion, the result of that spirit of
" A Grand Offertory for four vandalism which seems to possess

voices and similar accompaniment, all revolutionists
;
and the recent

1768. suppression of so many church-
"
h.n Ave Verum Corpus, 1791. es by the Italian government has

" The Mass of Requiem. brought about the dispersion and

"Two solemn Masses in C major." consequent loss of the manuscripts

There are adaptations in many of of as many musical libraries a

Peters' publications that are simply loss that can never be repaired,

shocking, and even our most worthy If we do not resume the execu-

Anthony Werner forgot himself tion of the compositions of the old-

while he was compiling the Memo- er masters, we must at least recur

rare and the Cantate, and inserted to them for the purposes of study.

a few compositions that are out of In no other way can we shake off

rule, and therefore out of taste. the influence of the drama.

Again, few organists amongst us We have learned from the in-

have a sufficient knowledge of structions of Benedict XIV. and

Latin, of the structure of the ritual,
the cardinal vicar of Pius IX. that

there is a distinction between the

* Histoire Gdndrale de la Musique Reli^ieuse. music of the Stage and that of the
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church, and that this distinction is fiercely, and the consequence is

based on the fact that in the latter that both parties go to extremes,
the music must be written to suit and both assert principles with re-

the \vords of the sacred text, and gard to the respective merits of the

that the music, whilst having that two styles that are utterly untena-

serious and chastened expression ble. There is no country in the

which befits the language of devo- world where plain chant is so much
tion, should be distinctively vocal sung, and none where so much
and choral

;
whereas in the former wretched stuff is palmed off as sa-

the tendency is to make the words cred music. Nevertheless, France
suit the modulations of the music, has composers of merit, who might
to subordinate the voices to the achieve great results if they had a

rich and powerful instrumental public of broader views to write

symphony which accompanies them, for, chief among whom is Gounod,
to flatter the popular ear by light who, in his Messe Solennelle and his

and taking airs, and to display to Ave Verum, has struck the right
the best advantage the voices of chord, and proved himself able to

individual singers and their won- write sacred music for great occa-

derful execution. sions, in which all the] resources of

These characteristics of secular modern art may be combined with

music, due to the influence first of a solemnity and an expression of

Mozart and afterwards of Rossini piety not less remarkable than that

more than to that of any other which we find in the compositions

composers, have been too long felt of Palestrina.

in the music of the church, and In England the advocates of

to be rid of them we must lean more what we may call the canonical

towards the past, and return to the style of church music are not in-

study of those grave and solemn active.

forms which existed prior to their The late Cardinal Wiseman had

day, and in which the instrumental an excellent collection of Palestrina

accompaniment contained no sug- music, published in the most ele-

gestion of levity, and was used to gant style by Burns,

support and enrich the vocal har- Years ago Monsignor Newsham,
mony without drawing attention at the cardinal's suggestion, com-
from it. posed for smaller choirs four cho-

The celebrated Robert Franz is rus Masses, to be sung in unison or

now editing some of the works of in parts ad libitum. They are easy,

Durante, who flourished not long flowing, and very devotional, and
after the departure from Palestrina strictly in rule. They are publish-
was made, and whose piety and ed by Novello.

exclusive devotedness to church Mr. Richardson, an excellent

music have given a more ecclesias- musician, has revised some of the

tical character to his compositions Masses of Haydn and Mozart, and,
than to those of any other compo- without altering substantially the

ser of his day. music of these two great compo-
In France the war between sers, reset the words with rare

those who advocate the exclusive skill
;
so that we have all the beau-

use of plain chant and those who ty of the music, while the text of

plead that music may have some the Mass does not suffer. They
share in the divine service is waged are published by Bums & Gates.
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Of late years Archbishop Man- represents the style that came into

ning has had a series of six Masses vogue when Palestrina was first de-

composed by excellent musicians, parted from.

chiefly for unison singing, but they But they have a large and able

may also be sung alternately in society, called the Cecilia, extend-

parts. They have a full and artistic ing all over Germany, which last

urgan accompaniment, and are so year numbered 7,ooo, and is ever

arranged that the effect produced increasing. They have at their

by them is scarcely inferior to that head F. Francis Witt, an exemplary
of vocal part music, while they are priest of Spire, whom the Germans
not hard to learn, and do not over- call

"
the modern Palestrina." He

tax the voices. is trying to achieve in our day the

He has also had other Masses success that Palestrina met in his.

published for four voices in the The number of compositions for

highest style of art. These are the church published by this society

by eminent composers, and have or under its own influence is im-

organ obbligato accompaniment, mense.

They are full without being of in- A writer in the London Tablet

convenient length. stated recently that by means of S.

In these, as in the preceding Cecilia's Society a thorough reform

Masses, the Sanctus and Benedictus had been effected in the church
in no case exceed the proper limits, music of Germany, and that friv-

They are published by Burns & olous compositions in the secular

Gates. style have at last been banished
Other compositions of the same from the churches.

class are promised. The writer of this paper remenu
Of what is being done in Belgium bers hearing in the autumn of 1869,

we cannot speak so confidently; in the Cathedral of Munich, two
but at the last Catholic Congress Masses of this school, which con-

of Mechlin the subject of church tained no passages for soli, and in

music received due attention
;

which the words were treated as re-

prizes were offered for compositions spectfully.as in the compositions of

that would meet the requirements Palestrina and his school, none be-

of devotion as well as art, and a con- ing repeated or inverted. The ac-

cursus actually took place, and the companiment of the organ and the

works of the contestants published, orchestra, in which no wind instru-

Jt is in Germany that the move- ments were heard except, perhaps,
ment in favor of the reform of the bassoon was so fully subordi-

church music has been the most nated to the voices and so perfect
active and has made the most pro- otherwise that his ear has been

gress. spoiled, as it were, and every simi-

We have already mentioned the lar performance heard since in

introduction of the Palestrina style other places has been a grievous
of music into some of the German disappointment. He never heard

cathedrals, and four immense vol- any music more pleasing artistically,

urnes of music of that class have and at the same time more devo-

becn published by Pustet, of Mu- tional and proper. It showed that

nich
; and, as we have just said, composers can give us the best mu-

Franz is publishing and drawing at- sic which modern art can furnish,

tention to the works of Durante, who and yet keep strictly within the
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limits marked by ecclesiastical au- a better knowledge of Gregorian

thority.
chant. For this chant should not

The Cecilia Society of Germany only form a part of our service, as

has a branch in this country, which was already stated in the first part

has recently begun to publish se- of this paper, but it should also be

lect music, and to issue a musical the source of inspiration to those

journal called the Cecilia. The who wish to compose for the church,

editor is F. Singinberger, and the as it was to Palestrina and his fol-

publishers Fisher & Brother, Day- lowers, as it is to-day to Gounod,

ton, Ohio. The language of Mr. Ritter may
The publications of sacred music be exaggerated, but it conveys a

amongst us have not been very nu- truth to be remembered :

* The
merous or very remarkable for ex- Gregorian chant," he says,

"
runs

cellence. Among the very best we like a red thread through the musi-

feel bound to notice the publica- cal part of the service of the Ca-

tions,* and especially the elegant tholic Church
;

this really sacred

compositions f of Mr. Falkestein, song creates in Catholic countries

who has shown that he knows how the first impressions which touch

to unite in his skilfully-constructed the soul of the young Christian on

and charming yet devout composi- his entrance into the church, and

tions the depth and severity of the
is, as such, the indestructible echo

old ecclesiastical masters with the of his first sacred associations. As

graceful and flowing melody and Holy Writ forms the invariable foun-

orchestral effects of the modern dation of the religious and moral

school. principles of the true Christian, so

There is no lack of good-will and the Gregorian chant ought to form

talent amongst our musicians, but the ground and invariable theme of

the trouble is that they have not the true church composer ;
and as

the models by the study of which long as composers understood and

they may form a true ecclesiastical valued this inestimable, noble, and

style. A library is as necessary really sacred practice their works

to the student of music who hopes composed for the church truthfully
to be a composer as it is to the and appropriately fulfilled their

student of literature who has the solemn office; these works were
ambition of becoming an author, thus imbued with the sacred cha-

Our directors of church choirs need racter derived from the themes of

a larger acquaintance with the the sacred songs ;
then necessarily

great masters, especially the older a distinct line of demarcation was
ones. Above all, they need to have drawn between secular and sacred

* Musica Sacra. Boston : Carl Prufer. music."
t A ve Veru;, and other Pieces. Boston: Oli-

ver Ditson. * History of Music. Boston : Oliver Ditson& Co.
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A WEEK IN WORDSWORTH'S HAUNTS.

WE had only a week to spare, day night when we reached it and
but we were not long in choosing went to an inn overlooking the

where to spend our holiday. At calm sheet of water. The moon
that time the Lake Country was was up, and streaked the shadows

accessible, but not yet crossed of the great mountains that lay

through and through, by railroads, across the lake with her shimmer-

The cars took us from London al- ing silver pathway; the little boats

most through to Windermere, but, moored by the various landings
that being the gate of the sanctti- rocked to and fro in the gentle

ary, they went no further. Wr
e had breeze, and the wavelets came with

to cross the
;< Black Country," a a "

swish
'

against the pebbly
weird region of coal-mines and fur- shore. Next morning, on inquiring

naces, where scarcely a blade of for the Catholic church, we were

grass meets the eye ;
interminable told that there was a private chapel

plains, strewn with gaunt machinery in the house of a Catholic gentle-
and bristling with tall brick chim- man who lived on an island in the

neys or low, wide, oven-like build- lake, and allowed any respectable

ings, stretch from the track of the tourist to come on Sunday. We
railroad as far as the horizon

;
a rowed over to the island, and found

muffled noise, rumbling and crack- it all a garden : smooth lawns to

ling, is the only sound besides the the water's edge, broad gravel-
shrill whistle of the engine ;

the sky paths through groves of elm and
is black as with the promise of ten chestnut, a glowing parterre, rustic

thousand thunder-storms, the murky seats, fountains and marble balus-

air hangs like a pall over the earth, trades, and by the boat-house a

and tongues of flame shoot up now little group of gay skiffs dancing
and then from the mouths of the up and down on the blue water,

furnaces. At night the scene is The chapel was up-stairs, and

gloomily splendid ; everywhere lu- there was an outside stair-case

rid flashes leap up from these open- leading to it, down which we saw

ings, for the work is incessant a familiar figure coming slowly
here

;
half-naked forms stalk from towards us. It was that of a Lon-

chimney to pit, wheeling giant bar- don priest whom we knew, and
rows or pushing forward heavy who, like us, was spending a brief

trucks on tramways ;
no sound but holiday among the lakes. He had

the never-ceasing rumble of wheels come over to say an early Mass ;

and crackle of flames apparently a the master of the house was not at

silent Pandemonium or Dantesque home, he said, but the chaplain

city of Dis
;

at any rate, a sight would be glad to welcome all Ca-
that one does not easily forget. tholics, many of whom came dur-

Windermere is the largest, the ing the touring season. After

most fashionable, and the best known Mass we strolled for an hour about
of the English lakes. It was Satur- the garden, admiring the vistas con-
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trived between the trees, at the end a tolerably clear day, England,
of which glimpses of the blue sky Scotland, and Ireland are all three

and sparkling water, with some gray visible. Many of the mountains,
or purple peak cleaving the line of both in Cumberland and West-

the horizon, could be seen. From moreland, have traces of inscrip-

every point of the lake itself these tions on the native rock which

mountains strike the eye ;
for the have by some learned men been

most part bare of trees, their lower supposed to be Runic, but which

ledges covered with green pasture- it is now generally agreed to call

land, and seamed here and there Roman. They are very rude, and
with the foamy streak of a beck or much effaced by time and the ac-

stream ; their summits sheer rock, tion of the weather
;
hence the un-

Their names all have a grand, free certainty.
sound that suits their craggy, ma- It was by the shores of Winder-

jestic beauty Helm Crag, Ham- mere that a party of young men,
mar Scar, Silver How, Skiddaw. all enthusiastic Tractarians, spent a

This one is the monarch of the vacation in one of the first years of

lake country. Great How is a that movement now called Puseyite

single, conspicuous peak rising at and ritualistic, but then known as

the foot of Lake Thirlmere, to the the Young England movement. In

west of the lovely vale of Legberth- those days ladies washed and iron-

waite, near the high-road between ed the church linen, and wore their

Ambleside and Keswick. Amble- dainty fingers to the bone sewing
side is a favorite resort of stu- surplices and embroidering altar-

dents
; young men from the two cloths

;
while others would take it

universities often come to spend by turn to sweep the churches and
the long vacation here, where read- dust the pews ;

and others again, in-

ing, walking, and boating can be tent on doing penance, would kneel

combined. The scenery is very for hours on stone floors, and even
beautiful

; the valleys are broken up use the discipline unsparingly, until

into a thousand nooks where fern the doctor's verdict put an end to

and heather grow, and some tiny their misguided zeal. Blindly they
rivulet trickles beneath the broad- were beating about for the truth, and
arched fronds of the bracken

; thought they had found it in prac-

every old wall wears a golden tices of self-denial. It was a touch-
crown of celandine, or, in native ing blindness one that God often

dialect, pilewort ;
the

"
ghyll" i.e., and often enlightened during those

a short, steep, narrow gorge, a fruitful years. Young men made a

miniature canon is traversed by point of exercising bodily mortifi-

the foamy brook, leaping to the cation, even in vacation time, and,
waterfall called in Cumberland a when thrown by circumstances

'

force
"

;
the birch, the rowan, amid unsympathizing companions,

the oak, cling to the rocky ledges would carry their zeal into the

that jut out over the little cataract, commonest actions, and make a si-

and everywhere above the green- lent boast of their new-found faith,

ery lies the shadow of the great One Friday, for instance, a few

lonely hills. Black Comb in Cum- young members of Parliament, as-

berland Wordsworth calls a spot sembled in the lobby of the House
fit for a "

ministering angel
'

to of Commons, called for
"
tea and

choose, for from its summit, on toast
"
instead of the unfailing mut-
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ton-chop of tradition, and the mild ing his college course. The young
protest created quite a sensation, man opened the book he had with

On going home they were receiv- him, and showed him his name
ed by thei'r several households as written on the fly-leaf. It was

champions of a holy cause who, Frederick William Faber.

from humble beginnings, were go- From Windermere we started on

ing to bring about a mighty revolu- our real tour. The native convey-

tion, a national awakening. It was ances are called "cars," and hold

very beautiful, this child-like faith four people sitting opposite each

in their own ideal so beautiful that other, but sideways and parallel with

God rewarded many of those who the horses. From a rough, square
held it by leading them into the box, painted dark blue or green,

everlasting reality of the great uni- up to a real town-made carriage

versal, apostolic church. The ath- in the same shape, this conveyance
letic young hermits of Ambleside is universally in use over the north,

were not left out of the reckon- Everywhere the same beautiful

ing. One day one of them strayed scenery moist nooks, a natural

out alon-e over the hills, with some fernery, tumbling waterfalls, walls

old volume of the fathers under covered with wild flowers
;

here

his arm, and his questioning young and there an old-fashioned inn

soul eager for the knowledge which with an old-fashioned landlord, wait-

the wonderful serenity of this ing himself on his customers, and

mountain region seemed at the sitting down to tell them at his ease

time to typify so well. He was out all the gossip and the guide-book
a long time, and, when he came lore of the neighborhood, the best

home to his companions, he seemed time to go up the mountain, when
to them transfigured. A new peace it was safe to take a boat out on

and yet a more ardent enthusiasm the mere, the accident in the lead-

had come to him, and he spoke in mine last year, etc., etc. At such

words almost incomprehensible to an inn,
" The Swan," we passed one

them : night, and had an excellent and
"
I have found the man who has abundant rustic supper, not a hun-

the idea !" dred yards from the brand-new tour-

What had happened to him was ist hotel,
" The Prince of Wales,"

this : In his walk he had met a gas-lighted and high-priced, with

young stranger, and spoken to him. saucy waiters and London uphol-
Kindred thoughts and aspirations stery, and each floor exactly the

had led them into a long and eager counterpart of the other, like a

conversation, wherein it soon ap- penitentiary.

peared that the stranger, with his Ullswater is a stormy lake, a

fair, girlish face and dreamy blue sort of caldron enclosed in steep,

eyes, was the master, and his new forbidding rocks rising perpendi-
friend only the humble disciple, cularly from the water. Above

They had talked on into the twi- them is a wooded table-land, with

light, and the latter, entranced, at old houses hidden up the slopes
last asked the name of him who beyond, one a ruined monas-
in a few short hours had taught tery, with a modem home fash-

him to see things in a clearer, di- ioned out of a few available frag-

viner light than all the patristic ments of strong mediaeval mason-

reading had been able to do dur- ry, and a sort of museum or ar-
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mory contrived among the standing coffin with holy water, as they are

arches of a less useful portion of now in most countries on the Con-

the building. It was a steep climb tinent
; but, besides this, box-wood

to get to it, and for miles on either is an evergreen, and therefore a sy in-

side of the pathway, that was half a bol of the immortality of the soul.

natural staircase, there was no other Sometimes we would come to a

road to it. The view over the dark little mountain tarn, across which

lake was impressive ;
the waters, we were ferried, car, horses, and all.

calm enough now, lay beneath us The regular travelling in these re-

like a floor of black marble, with a gions is done by stage-coaches, of

fringe of heavy shadows along the which we availed ourselves for

edge where the cliffs overhung it. sending forward our slender bag-
Now and then we would pass de- gage, so as to be quite independent

tached hamlets with their sturdy, and unencumbered in our move-

grave population all astir, the wo- ments. The mountain lakelets,

men fine specimens of their sex, that are never mentioned in guide-
with that frank expression and books, are very beautiful with their

grand physical development which fringe of rushes and boggy earth

are bred of mountain training and starred with white and golden flow-

open-air life. Together with all ers, and their flocks of teal and
the people of the north, they have wild duck dwelling in peace in

many peculiar customs, and alto- these undisturbed wildernesses,

gether form a race apart from the Grasmere, a village on one of the

inhabitants of other English coun- larger lakes bearing the same name,
ties. The accents of their ner- was Wordsworth's home for eight

vous, expressive dialect, the names years, the first eight of this cen-

of their mountains and lakes, the . tury. He was born in Cumber-
flavor of quaintness and individual- land, and the home-passion that

ity that hangs about their life, has gained him his title of Lake
somehow suggest the old times of Poet never left him. Fortunate in

early Christianity when S. Wilfrid his worldly circumstances, he went
ruled in York, or struggled inch by to Cambridge, and, though a desul-

inch for his invaded territory and tory reader, took a fairly creditable

ignored rights. Stopping to water degree after four years' study. He
your horses in one of these ham- made tours on foot through Wales

lets, you may see a knot of men and Germany, and published his

standing silently and expectantly poetical reminiscences, though with

round the door of a clean, home- little success; but through their

like cottage, and just outside, laid medium he gained the friendship
on the porch seat, a basin filled of Coleridge, his fellow-poet and
with sprigs of box-wood. The life-long companion. He settled

men are waiting for a coffin to be at Grasmere in 1799 with his

borne out, and, when it comes, they sister, who was throughout his life,

will all fall into line behind it, and even after his marriage, his guiding

each, taking a sprig from the basin, star the kindred spirit whose ap-
will throw it into the grave after proval and sympathy were the se-

the prayers have been said. Of cret sources of his intellectual life,

course this is a Catholic reminis- Of her he says, speaking of a peak
cence of the days when the box which they could see from their

sprigs were used to sprinkle the
"
orchard-seat

"
:
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"There is an eminence, of these our hills.

The last that parleys with the setting sun.

The meteors make of it a favorite haunt ;

The star of Jove, so beautiful and large
In the mid-heavens, is never half so fair

As when he shines above it. 'Tis, in truth,

The loneliest place we have among the clouds.

And she -who dwells ivith me, whom I have
loved

With such communion that no place on earth

Can ever be a solitude to me,
Hath to this lonely summit given my name."

Of his wife he wrote, after three

years of marriage, words contrast-

ing his first impressions as a lover

with the sweet, solemn experience
of a husband. Then " a phantom
of delight, ... a lovely appari-

tion, . . . a dancing shape, an image

gay, To haunt, to startle, and way-

lay," but now
"A being breathing thoughtful breath,
A traveller betwixt life and death ;

The reason firm, the temperate will,

Endurance, foresight, strength, and skill
;

A perfect woman, nobly plann'd,
To warn, to comfort and command ;

And yet a spirit still, and bright
With something of angelic light."

Song seemed to gush from Words-

worth's soul as naturally and copi-

ously as water from a mountain

spring. Some of his verses were writ-

ten with a slate-pencil on stones in

lonely places ;
for instance, in a de-

serted quarry on one of the islands

at Rydal, on a stone half way up
the grim mountain of Black Comb,
in Cumberland, or with a common

pencil on a stone in an outhouse on

the island at Grasmere. He lived

poetry. Everything with him was a

pretext for verse ;
neither the com-

monest household occurrence nor

the sublimest spectacle of nature

up there among those rocky fells

and green valleys lying under awful

shadows of coming storms, was a

stranger to his ready pen. He says

of himself that

" The sounding cataract

Ha,unted me like a passion ; the tall rock,
The mountain, and the deep and gloomy wood,
Their colors and their forms were then to me
An appetite',

afeeling^ and a love.
11

There are few places so thorough-

ly fitted for a poet's home as the

lake country of Cumberland and

Westmoreland, yet more so then

than now, when it has become the

fashion to make a tour among the

lakes, even as one does down the

Rhine. England has wakened to

the consciousness of her own beau-

ty within the last forty years, and a

home-tour often takes the place of

a foreign one
; yet to those who first

visited these Eden- spots the rare

charm is gone, for sight-seers have

taken the place of the
"
wanderer,"

and regular guides usurp the simple
escort of a stray shepherd whom
in old times you might have hap-

pened to meet by some /0m*, on the

cool banks of which he would have

told you, in his racy dialect, the old

traditions and legends of the neigh-
borhood the legend of the horn

of Egremont Castle, for instance, a

Cumberland tale, telling how Sir

Eustace Lucie and his brother Hu-
bert rode away to the Holy Land,
and the former, pointing to the

"horn of the inheritance' that

hung by the gate-way, and which

none could sound,

" Save he who came as rightful heir

To Egremont's domains and castle fair,"

said to his brother :

"
If I fall, and

Christ our Saviour demand my sin-

ful soul, do thou come back straight-

way, and sound the horn, that we

may have a living house in thee."

And Hubert promised. But out in

Palestine Sir Eustace disappeared,

and, when the news was brought to

Hubert that his elder brother lay
"
deep in Jordan flood," he said

darkly to the messengers : Take

your earnings. Oh ! that I could

have seen my brother die." He
went home, and whether he sound-

ed the horn or not none knew
;

it

was never heard, but Sir Hubert

lived in glee for years, with wife
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and sons and daughters, until one

day

" A blast was uttered from the horn

Where by the castle gate it hung forlorn,"

and Sir Eustace came back safe

and unsuspecting. Hubert rose up
and fled in silence, and it was years

before he was again heard of; then

he came and asked forgiveness, and

obtained it, and ended his penitent

life in the cloister
;
so that Eustace's

"
heirs of heirs, through a long pos-

terity, sounded the horn which they
alone could sound." The same le-

gend is told of the Hall of Hutton

John, an old house of the Huddle-

stones in a lonely valley on the river

Dacor, also in these parts.

Or it might be the tradition of

Henry, Lord Clifford, the shepherd-

boy, whose father lost his title and

estates during the wars of the

Roses. Henry was restored, after

twenty-four years of shepherd life,

in the first year of the reign of

Henry VII., and it is recorded that,

when called to Parliament, he be-

haved nobly and wisely, but other-

wise came seldom to London or

the court, and rather delighted to

live in the country, where he re-

paired several of his castles, which

had gone to decay during the late

troubles.
" There is a tradition,"

says Wordsworth himself,
"
current

in the village of Threlkeld (in Cum-

berland, where lay the estate of his

father-in-law, Sir Lancelot Threl-

keld), that in the course of his shep-
herd life he had acquired great as-

tronomical knowledge." The poet
clothed this incident (as he did

every other that Struck his fancy in

that poetic land of the north) in

verse, singing a lay of the Red

Rose, revived at last, the flower of

Lancaster, and weaving in the tale

of the boy's wanderings on ''
Car-

rock's side," in
" Rosedale's

groves," and "
Blencathara's rugged

coves." The common name of this

last-mentioned mountain is Saddle-
Back. Near Threlkeld, hidden in

the gorges of the purple hills, lies

Bowscale Tarn, where the people
of the country still believe two im-

mortal fish to dwell. Tarn signi-

fies, in north-country dialect, a small

mountain mere, or lake. Words-
worth's descriptions of scenery are

exquisite ; everywhere you find the

traces of that personal love of the

places he paints, that patient, detail-

ed minuteness of touch which only
comes of long gazing on a favorite

scene, and of familiarity with its

every aspect, in winter and summer,
in storm and sunshine, in mist and
rainbow. Every place has some
tender associations in his memory ;

the stately fir-grove whither he was
wont

41 To hasten, for I found beneath the roof
Of that perennial shade a cloistral place
Of refuge, with an unencumbered floor,"j

reminds him of a dear friend,
"
a

silent poet
"
but a sailor by profes-

sion, after whom he called the path-

way to the grove, whence

"The steep
Of Silver How, and Grasmere's placid lake

And one green island "

could be distinctly seen. That

friend never returned, but perished

by shipwreck in the discharge of

his duty. Here, too, in this beauti-

ful lake country, both at Grasmere

and at his later and more celebrat-

ed home, Rydal Mount, in West-

moreland, Wordsworth lost others

dearer yet two of his children, who
died young, and Dora, his favorite

daughter, who died six years after

her marriage. When on his own

death-bed, three years later, his wife,

brave and self-forgetting to the

last, comforted him by whispering :

"William, you are going to Dora.'

His poems are so complete a guide-
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book to the lake country, as well as

a series of living sketches of the

people of the north, that it is almost

unavoidable to treat them as tour-

ists in Scotland do The Lady of the

Lake, or tourists at Rome Childe

Harold. In his day, however, many
popular traits were in full vigor
which now have almost disappear-
ed. For instance, he says himself

that
"
the class of beggars to which

the old man here described belongs
will probably soon be extinct. It

consisted of poor and mostly old

and infirm persons, who confined

themselves to a stated round in

their neighborhood, and had cer-

tain fixed days, on which, at differ-

ent houses, they regularly receiv-

ed alms, sometimes in money, but

mostly in provisions." In his verse

he describes the
" Old Cumberland

Beggar
"
thus :

u Him from my childhood have I known
;
and

then
He was so old, he seems not older now.

He travels on, a solitary man .

His age has no companion."

The passing horseman does not

throw him a careless alms, but

stops, lingers, and drops a coin safe-

ly into the old man's hat
;
the toll-

-bar keeper sees him from a distance,

and leaves her work to lift the latch

for him
;
the post-boy slackens his

horse's speed, and turns with less

noisy wheels out of his path ;
the

very dogs do not bark at him.
* But deem not this man useless. Statesmen ! ye
Who are so restless in your wisdom, ye
Who have a broom still ready in your hands
To rid the world of nuisances

; ye proud
Heart-swoln, while in your heart ye contem-

plate
Your talents, power, and wisdom, deem him not
A burden of tire earth."

No
;
he is

"
a record binding to-

gether past deeds and offices of

charity
"

;

"
a silent monitor '

to

those who sit sheltered
"
in a little

grove of their own kindred
"

;
an ob-

ject to call forth that blessed feel-
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ing that you have, though
"
poorest

poor," been "
the fathers and deal-

ers-out of some small blessings
"

;
a

prompter to "tender offices and

pensive thoughts." See this pic-

ture :

11 Such pleasure is to one kind being known,
My neighbor, when with punctual care, each

week,
Duly as Friday comes, though press'd herself

By her own wants, she from her chest of meal
Takes one unsparing handful for the scrip
Of this old mendicant, and from her door,

Returning with exhilarated heart,
Sits by her fire, and builds her hope i#

heaven"

And the poet, the lover of nature,

the child of the mountain, ends bj
a warning and a prayer :

" Reverence the hope whose vital anxiousness
Gives the last human interest to his heart.

May never House, misnamed " of Industry,"
Make him a captive ! For that pent-up din,
Those life-consuming sounds that clog the air,

Be his the natural silence of old age !"

Though we have quoted Words-
worth's poetry, it is not as a poet
but as a man that we speak of him

here, not desiring to criticise his

verse or to enter into discussions

concerning the judgment given of

it by critics of his own time. In the

Lake Country his personality strikes

you with the same sense of re-

ality and continued presence as do
the everlasting hills and the change-
less lakes themselves. He died

only a quarter of a century ago,

though his principal poems all be-

longed to the first and second de-

cades of this century. In 1814
The Excursion was published, and
the poem which has made his chief

fame was so severely criticised at

the time that one of the reviewers

boasted that he had crushed it. A
brother poet, Southey, exclaimed :

" He crush The Excursion ! He
might as well fancy he could crush

Skiddaw !" If his verse was coldly
received at first, it was chiefly be-

cause emotional, passionate poetry,
such as By con's, Moore's, Scott's, and

Campbell's, was the fashion then.
,
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Wordsworth's was calm as na-

ture herself, and concerned itself

little with man's history, past or

present. When he did mingle the

deeds of men with the loving
touches of his scenery descriptions,
he would choose pure, white lives,

such as would not jar with the

calmness of lake and fell, of opal

sky and shimmering water. Here
is what the legend of the ruined

hermitage on S. Herbert's Island,
on Lake Derwentwater, suggested
to him. The story of the holy
friends is told also in Montalem-
bert's Monks of the West.

" This island, guarded from profane approach
By mountains high and waters widely spread,
Is that recess to which S. Herbert came
In life's decline, a self-secluded man,
After long exercise in social cares
And offices humane, intent t' adore
The Deity with undistracted mind,
And meditate on everlasting things.

But he had left

A fellow-laborer whom the good man loved
As his own soul

;
and when within his cave

-Alone he knelt before the crucifix,
While o'er the lake the cataract of Lodore
PealM to his orisons, and when he paced
Along the beach of this small isle, and thought
Of his companion, he would pray that both 5

(Now that their earthly duties were fulfilled)

"Might die in the same moment. Nor in vain
So prayed he

;
as our chronicles report,

Though here the hermit number'd his last day,
'Far from S. Cuthbert, hjte beloved friend :

Those holy men both died in the same hour."

Derwentwater is the most pictur-

esque of all the lakes in point of smil-

ing landscape. It has several little

wooded islands dotting its surface
;

its waters are clear and more blue
than those of the other lakes, and
the mountains round the shore are

less abrupt and naked. Lodore
Force tumbles almost perpendicu-
larly into it from the steep, shelving
rocks that jut out from the dense
forest growth, like the backbone
of a huge black snake wriggling
through the underbrush. These are
the same waters whose sound swept
over the lake and smote the ears
of the hermit-saint twelve centuries

ago. It is, except one, the most

romantic waterfall in the Lake Coun-

try. Below this wooded hill, and
on the very margin of Derwentwa-
ter, stands a little old-time inn, as

clean as a Dutch house, with a rus-

tic porch and a little lawn before

it, ringed in with chains hung in

festoons from four or five low

posts. In the middle is a minia-
ture gun, which is fired off every
now and then for the amusement
of the tourists. The echoes thus

awakened among the surrounding
hills are almost endless.

This beautiful North Country has

another interest not so romantic

that of its mines, which are mostly
of lead. Just across Derwentwater
there is a fine mine, which, from its

convenient position, is often visited.

We rowed across the lake to see it
;

but if you have seen one mine, you
will scarcely care to see a second
at least if you have no better motive
than curiosity. To us on that first ex-

pedition it was simplyfun. Lucki-

ly, there was no proposition made
to don male attire for the only wo-
man of the party ;

a huge oilskin

coat with an ample hood quite

wrapped her up and protected her

for the downward journey. We
got into a rough box or

"
basket,"

preferring this quicker and more
adventurous mode of descent to

the species of chair contrived for

the visitors to the mine, and
were shot down in an incredibly
short space of time to the sec-

ond "level." But of what we saw
there is really very little to tell.

The lodes or veins of metal

looked like irregular lines of shin-

ing moisture drawn on the rocky
walls

;
there was a tramway occu-

pying the whole of the narrow gal-

lery that formed the level, and up
and down this tramway, at a tre-

mendous rate, and with a noise like

thunder, came the trucks loaded
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with ore. We had to squeeze up
against the wall as they passed.
The path was more than half sub-

merged ;
we splashed into pools

and puddles at every third or

fourth step, and the moisture

dropped persistently from the glis-

tening roof. We should have gone
to the third and lowest "level'

had it not been so thoroughly un-

der water that the miners had to

wear long waterproof boots mid-

way up their thighs when they
worked there. On going up again
we stopped at the first level, which

looked exactly like the other. We
did not gain much information by
our excursion, but it was a rare

frolic, and we were greatly excited.

Our clothes came out of the
"
bas-

ket
"
in a soaked and streaky con-

dition; but nobody cared, the

achievement was enough to make

up for anything. Some years later

we tried the same sort of experi-

ment, and did not find it nearly so

exciting. It was at an iron-mine

in Monmouthshire, near the river

Wye, famed in the legends of the

Round Table
;
we were let down

the shaft in a kind of iron cage

(the miners' regular conveyance),
which swung unpleasantly to and

fro, grinding against the sides of

the narrow opening, and bumping
us roughly down at the bottom,

where, as their time was nearly out,

the men were gathering, ready to

go up. Here there was literally

nothing to see. The work was done
a long way off, and there was no

time to go there
; besides, the place

was several inches under water.

The interest of this expedition con-

sisted simply in going down and

coming up again, and in the feeling

that we could "say we had done
it." What was really interesting

on this same occasion was the

sight of the iron-works and fur-

naces at nightfall. The metal was

put into the furnaces at one end,
and came out at the other in a

continuous stream of intensest

light ; blindingly white it poured
out, running slowly and spreading
itself into a network of grooves
all parallel with each other, ready
fitted for its reception, where it was

left to cool. Few things so truly

realize one's idea of light as molten

metal. There seemed no color in

this beautiful stream, and one could

fancy just such an intense glow as

that to be the very radiance round
the throne of God. It was impos-
sible to stand near it for more than

a second, the heat was so fierce,

and we had to watch the calm, un-

interrupted lustre from a respectful
distance. This work was going on
in a kind of open shed, sheltered

above to protect the furnaces and

machinery, but open at the sides,

where in the darkness all kinds of

strange groups and forms succeed-

ed one another. The commonest
circumstances took on solemnity
and mystery in this half-light, the

red flashes from inside darting like

tongues into the fading light, and

making of it all a wonderful, living
Rembrandt.
To return to our lakes. We had

seen all the great ones, and driven

across the country in all directions

through mountain passes where
the bare crags and bowlders lay

heaped together, as if the Titans had

flung them there to bar the passage
to their fastnesses

; through smiling

pastoral valleys where the summer
stream bubbled peacefully enough,

hiding its secrets of roads washed

away and trees uprooted by its

anger in early spring ; by Esthwaite
Lake with its solitary yew-tree cele-

brated by Wordsworth
;
out into a

bleak region of gray stone walls and

hungry-looking pastures to West-
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dale (valley) and Wastwater.

Lonely and silent lies the black

mere under its frowning cliffs; no

house, no inn, near it
;
tourists sel-

dom pass it, and tradition says that

its depths have never been plumb-
ed. We got a boat at a fisherman's

hut
;

it was not often he used it for

anything but the necessities of his

craft. And yet, in spite or rather

because of this desolation, Wast-

water has made a more lasting im-

pression on us than the show-lakes

with their pretty activity and cheer-

ful bustle of tourist-life. Westdale

would be just the place to live in if

the mind needed bracing and re-

storing; few places within the pale
of civilization can so truly boast of

being absolute solitudes. We trust

it is not changed even yet. Quite

close, but you would not suspect
it from the grim, rocky aspect of

the scenery, is a little waterfall. It

is in a narrow gully, a mere cleft in

the rock, but alive with a thousand

varying shades of green ferns in

abundance and in every stage of

development, broad, dark, glossy
leaves of water-plants, and waxy
spikes of rockwort. The incline of

the waterfall is so gentle, and so

many bowlders jut out from the

stream, that you could almost climb

up this natural staircase
;
the snow-

white spray dashes all over the banks,

turning to diamonds in the hearts

of the tiny flowers, and to rainbows

on the broad surface of leaves
;
and

the noise of the waters their plash,
their gurgle, or their trickle, as they
strike moss, pebble, or little hollows

round the big bowlders seems like

a living voice.

Our week was nearly up, and we
were to meet the noonday train at

a station several miles beyond
Wastwater. The road lay through
rocky passes, arid was reckoned a

bad one. Our car-driver was

doubtful as to whether we could
make the distance in the time that

remained
;
for we had been tempted,

by the rugged beauty of the love-

ly vale, to overstay our appointed
time for exploration and natural-

history collections. The drive was

sufficiently exciting, a last bit of

"fun" to end our holiday, and
we jolted over the rough road,

crossing the worn channels of

mountain streams, and noticing on7 O
the steep sides of the hills what
looked like moving bowlders, but
what were in reality small, sure-foot-

ed sheep, white, brown, and black.

The country grew bleaker as we
went on, till at last we reached the

primitive railway station just in

time. We were very sorry to part
with our North-Country driver and
his car, and return to the civilized

mode of rapid locomotion ;
the more

so as the scenery through which
we flew for two or three hours was
as barren and as desolate as the

shores of the Dead Sea. Gray
stone walls made a sort of magni-
fied chess-board of the level coun-

try, enclosing small fields of forl'orn-

looking stubble or bits of dark-red

ploughed land. It was inexpressi-

bly dreary, and a marvellous con-

trast to the beautiful region, bold

and rocky, or wooded and smiling,
which we had left behind us.

At last we reached Furness, our

last halting-place. Here there was
a coquettish little station, gay with

ornamental wood and wire-work,
and with autumn flowers and late

climbing roses, while beyond the

trim lawn stood an inviting hotel

modern, it is true, but decked out

in villa style, full of bay-windows
and gables, with green Venetian

blinds and long French windows

opening into a garden. There was

no trace of a village near, or of

any human dwelling but these two
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buildings. The reason was that room preserved its stone groined
both of these were subservient to roof up to twenty or thirty years ago,
the ruins of S. Mary's Abbey, when it fe)l in. On the walls are

which stood, as it were, within the the remains of lovely, intricate dia-

hotel-garden. S. Mary's, Furness, per-work. The refectory is a long
is one of the three most stately and hall with a row of columns (only
most perfect ruined abbeys in Eng- the bases exist now) down the cen-

land
;

the others are Fountain's tre, and the principal dormitory is

Abbey in Yorkshire, and Tintern said to have been exactly above
on the Wye, Monmouthshire. It this. The whole is now open to

is built of red sandstone, the warm the sky. The quiet cloister, with

hue contrasting beautifully with some of the old graves of dead
the luxurious growth of evergreens and gone Cistercian monks, is

all round and inside its arches and still traceable, and beyond is a

cloisters. The tracery of the great little enclosed and railed-in stone

pointed windows is almost intact, chamber, contrived out of the

but here and there the tracery of ruined walls, but carefully roofed

delicate climbing plants is so inter- in, and used to stow away such
woven with it that the marvel of fragments of sculpture as have

carving is lost in the wealth of each been found within the precincts
summer's renewed growth. The of the abbey. They are thus pre-
church is built in the shape of a served from the rapacity of tour-

cross. The walls and windows of the ists. There are bones and skulls

nave are untouched, and down the among them, too. The North of

centre are the two rows of columns England was once called the gar-
that divided it from the aisles den-land of the Cistercians

;
their

round Saxon pillars, alternating abbeys abounded in that region,
with clustered Gothic shafts, a and their power, temporal and
sheaf of colonnettes forming one spiritual, was paramount. The ab-

support. The bases of all of them bots at the head of those religious

remain, though every one is broken corporations of early days had
more or less near the base, none episcopal jurisdiction and claimed

being more than two or three feet episcopal privileges, and were far

high. Of course the roof is gone, more powerful than the wander-
and everywhere around shaft and ing bishops who had no abbey to

pillar grow tall flowering grasses, back their authority. They had
shrubs with bright berries and tracts of land and many serfs. In

spear-like leaves, while a carpet of many respects the
"
villeins

"
of the

grass as green as an emerald covers church were a happy and a privi-
the stone floor. There were seven leged set of people. They were
altars in the church, and the steps not obliged to serve in the king's
to the smaller ones are even now armies, as were the serfs of secular

marked by the gradual ascent of lords, and they could not be sued
the turf. Poking into the earth for debt or trespass, or any other
with a walking-stick, we soon came local offence. They were immedi-
to the stone steps, not more than ately and solely under the jurisdic-
three inches under ground. The tion of the abbot, which super-
chancel and sedilia are very perfect, seded, in their case, that of the
and everywhere the piscina are common law. In return for their

visible in the walls. The chapter- service, agricultural and otherwise,
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the abbot gave them shelter, food,

clothing, and protection not an

unequal bargain, even for our days ;

but when we transport ourselves

into the conditions of life in the

middle ages, it will be easily seen

how desirable a fate it was to be

"made over to the church." In

those days protection was a greater
boon than even food, lodging, or

clothing ;
it was then what " habeas

corpus
" and the right of inviola-

bility of domicile are now
;
and so

long as the substance existed, it is

idle to quarrel with the garb in

which it was clothed.

The ruins were thronged all day ;

that was the only drawback to our

enjoyment, but we remedied that at

night. Every train came laden

with tourists to see Furness Abbey ;

they walked about with guide-books
and luncheon-baskets, and popped
champagne-corks in the cloisters,

and strewed chicken-bones among
the bases of the great Saxon pillars,

chatting, laughing, and joking, and

evidently enjoying themselves as

they would at a country fair or a

cattle-show. This went on all day
long ; but towards night, after a late

dinner at the hotel, they subsided,
and scarcely a soul was to be seen

in the garden. The men were in

the billiard-room, and the women
probably packing their things for

the morrow's journey ;
so we slipped

out, two of us, and went over to

the deserted ruins. The moon was

up, not quite at her full, but bright

enough to make the scene very
beautiful, and there were many
stars as well. It is not easy to de-
scribe the impression this night-
view of the old Catholic abbey
made on us

;
one might as well try

to catch a moonbeam, and examine
it and find out what it is made
of, Every one can sketch the pic-
ture for himself; every one with a

love of the beautiful, the spiritual-

ized, will understand what was its

solemn charm. We roamed about
in silence from nave to cloisters,

from refectory to chapel-room, and

then, hand-in-hand, went with some-

thing of awe in our hearts into

the old chancel, where in the

days of the monks none ever went
but the cowled, white-robed Cister-

cians themselves an angel and vir-

gin choir meet to sing the praises
of the Lamb. By the sedilia, in the

beautiful carved recesses of which

scarcely a stone is out of place or

an ornament broken off, we knelt

down and said the rosary together
for the conversion of England.

Presently a strange green light
flashed before our eyes, right above
the place where the high altar had
stood of old

;
it was gone in a min-

ute, and the calm radiance of the

moon was still undisturbed. Seen,
as it was, in this dim, silent place of

song and worship, it was very im-

pressive ;
and had it been nothing

but what we first took it for /.<?., a

railway signal even then it would
have remained in our imagination,
idealized into something symbolic.
Green is the color of hope, and
where is there more room for hope
than under the arches of a ruined

abbey, once the pride of a Catholic

country, the home of learning and

charity, the representative of a na-

tion's civilization ? We stayed a

long while yet, lingering about the

dusky arches, catching sight of the

starry sky through the Gothic trace-

ry of the windows, repeopling the

place in fancy with its silent, pray-
erful denizens in their white robes

and hoods, and wondering what

that fitful flash might have been.

Next morning we saw in the news-

paper that just at that very hour a

meteor of greenish hue had appear-
ed and been observed in many
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places all over England. You may
imagine how glad we were to find

that it had been no railway signal
that had cleft the white moonlight
while we were praying in the chan-

cel. It was a beautiful remem-
brance to carry away from the Ab-

bey of S. Mary at Furness. God
does not forget the places where
his feet have rested, and there are

heavenly, undying flowers yet in

the gardens of Paradise which the

angels fling down on those conse-

crated spots which princes once

endowed, because they humbly ac-

knowledged that
"
the roses and

flowers of kings, emperors, and

dukes, and the crowns and palms of

all the great, wither and decay, and

that all things, with an uninterrupt-
ed course, tend to dissolution and

death."*

So we took leave of the beauti-

ful North Country, its lakes, its sol-

emn mountains, its abbeys, and its

hardy, independent people, whose

character has in it yet all the ele-

ments out of which God, infusing
into them his grace, moulded the

great Northumbrian saint, Wilfrid

of York, the Thomas a Becket of the

Vlth century.

* From the introduction to the foundation-

charter ofthe Abbey of S. Mary at Furness.

ON THE WING.
A SOUTHERN FLIGHT.

VI.

" An evil spirit swept the land,
Of ruin and unrest."

NOT far from the villa we occu-

pied there stood an uninviting

house, as it appeared to me, the

loggia of which was surrounded on
three sides with green trellis-work,

and commanded a fine view of

Naples and the bay. Outside the

door I had noticed barrels of oys-

ters, as indicative of what we might
find inside. This was the Gaffe

Frisio, renowned in Naples, spite

of its unattractive appearance. I

was somewhat surprised when, a

few days after our engagement, Don
Emidio suggested to Mary that we
should all dine there, including, of

course, the Vernons. I remonstrat-

ed. I did not see the fun of leav-

ing our own quiet, cool house, with

a modest but sufficiently well-cook-

ed dinner prepared by Monica and

served with the honest awkwardness
of our unpretending Paolino, for

the hurry of noisy waiters and the

click-clack of other people's plates
and glasses. I stood up for my
point with my usual undiscerning

obstinacy until I thought I saw a

puzzled and half-pained expression
come over the usually serene brow
of my future master. Of course I

yielded instantly, and, before I had
stammered out a dozen words,
found I had gone the length of de-

claring that my appetite for that day
would fail me unless I dined at the

Gaffe Frisio. That point gained,
Don Emidio hurried off (no ! I am
wrong there

;
I never as yet have

seen him hurry about anything) to

press the Vernons to be of our

party. From thence he went, no
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doubt in his usually leisurely style,
will have to comply with. At Capo

to order dinner for us. He was no di Monte you will sit in the open

sooner gone out of the room than I loggia of your husband's house, in-

turned to Mary a bewildered face stead of in your drawing-room with

of inquiry, and asked her if she closed doors, as you would do in

could at all understand Emidio's England. When you want your

being so anxious we should dine at man-servant, you will call for him at

a cafe. Mary's reply was an indi- the top of the stairs at least quite

rect one. She look my hand in as often as you will ring a rare and

hers, and said with a smile : occasional bell. You will order
"
I sometimes wonder, my dear your dinner, from the balcony, of

girl, whether you will quite easily the cook below, just starting for his

take to the foreign ways of your in- marketing. And I am afraid you
tended husband." rnay very possibly see your maid

" Do you doubt it, Mary ? I think, surreptitiously laying out your fine

on the contrary, there is something linen to dry on the trim-cut box

so charming in that strange mix- hedge which surrounds the geomet-
ture of childlike simplicity and rical divisions of your garden. Of

manly generosity which is so re- course in your palazzo in Rome
markable in the really good and you may succeed in keeping up a

noble Italians. Emidio always re- little more state. But even there,

minds me of a high-bred school- and certainly in Villegiatura
* at

boy." Naples, you may have to make up
" That is even more the charac- your mind to your chef calling your

teristic, perhaps, of a thoroughly attention to an unusually fine piece
consistent Catholic life from child- of beef in its uncooked state which

hood upwards than of any particu- he designs for your dinner that

lar nation
; though I agree with you day."

that it is generally evident amongst
" Do you remember, Mary," I re-

Italians. Joy is the attribute of plied, laughing,
'

the man-servant

childhood, as distinct from any one day in Rome bringing you in

other period of life
;
and a joyful a beautiful pigeon with an ever-

spirit is one of the marks of hidden varying purple breast that remind-

sanctity. But I was not thinking ed me of the shot silks or stuffs

of anything so serious as this. I in Raphael's pictures ? You asked

mean that I wonder whether you will the man if he supposed you could

take easily to the out-of-door, un- by any possibility eat it an hour af-

private life which is engendered ter you had fondled it."

amongst Italians by their beautiful
"
I had to go without meat for

climate, and which makes it not luncheon that day, and the pigeon's

only a simple, but almost a necessa- life was spared. I fed it with rice,

ry, thing that Don Emidio should and it used to sit on my chest and

immediately think of celebrating pick the grains from between my
your engagement by dining at the lips."
celebrated Gaffe Frisio." " At last it got too bold, and,

"
I certainly wondered why he mistaking your teeth for grains of

wished it, but I suppose it is the rice, pecked at your lips till they
custom, and I am quite content." bled."

'You will doubtless, as you go
on, find many customs which you * A country-house.
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What a mischievous bird it was ! rente, and was obtained for us by
When we came home, after leaving Pascarillo, our coachman's master;

it at liberty in the house, we found so that frequently, as we passed
all the heads of a bouquet of vio- his door returning home from our

lets that stood in water picked off drive, his wife would hail us, and

and strewed on the table, and all hand into the carriage the fresh but-

the pens taken from the pen- tray ter wrapt up in green vine-leaves,

and laid on the floor. Finally one When dinner was over, and we sat

day the pins had been extracted looking out on the sea, I remem-
out of the pin-cushion and put on bered that Emidio had promised
the table, and the long, black hair- to tell us the story of Padre Catal-

pins taken out of Mary's silver toi- do's escape at the time of the Ita-

let-box and laid on the bed. At lian revolution in 1860, and I asked

last we noticed a black pigeon that him to give us the particulars,

used to come often and sit on the
" This will be a very good time

water-pipe of the house opposite, to do so, Miss Jane," was his re-

We never closed the windows on ply,
" because we are quite safe at

account of our purple pigeon, as Frisio from the father's presence,
it had shown no disposition to He does not like talking of it.

leave its human friends for others You very probably have heard of

of its own kind. But blood is the earthquake in Italy that took

stronger than water
;
and no doubt place in 1857; though I dare say

the black pigeon had wonderful the devastation it caused was hard-

tales to tell of the many roofs of ly noticed in the English papers.
Rome as presenting eligible habi- The Jesuit Fathers had a college

tations, and of the daily mar- at Potenza which was partly

kets in the Piazza Navona and be- thrown down at the time, and con-

neath the shadow of the Pantheon sequently the boys had been sent

as affording an easily-obtained re- home to their parents and most of

past among the refuse. So one the fathers dispersed. Padre Ca-

day, when we came home, the win- taldo and one other alone remain-

dow was open, and the pigeon no- ed. You are aware that Potenza

where to be found. Nor did we is the principal town of the Basili-

ever again see the black seducer cata, and is the see of a bishop,

sitting on the neighboring water- There were forty villages in the

spouts. same province destroyed at the

After all we were very much same time. The king (of course

amused at our dinner at Frisio. I mean Francis II.) had obtained

We ate frutti di mare* and ma- that Padre Cataldo should be

caroni dressed with pomi d'oro.\ sent on a mission to the inhabi-

Of the meat the less said the bet- tants of these unfortunate villages,

ter. I rarely thought any of it not only to preach in the different

good at Naples ; though no further places, but to carry relief to the

off than Sorrento the beef is excel- inhabitants, and to organize the

lent. All provisions are, in fact, proper burial of the dead, who
better there than at Naples. Our lay neglected among the ruins at

supply of butter came from Sor- the imminent risk of breeding a pes-
tilence. He was also to encourage

*" Sea-fruit." The name given at Naples to
t jie poor people tO rebuild their

star-fish, etc., which they eat fried. . . , . , ,

t Tomatoes, called apples of gold, habitations, and to aid them once
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again to gain their livelihood and an unusual agitation in the streets

resume the cultivation of the land, and the piazza, they received a se-

He was engaged in this arduous cret message to the effect that they

labor for a period of about fifteen would do well to leave the town as

months, during which he lived quickly and as quietly as possible,

amongst the people with the affec- for the one simple reason that

tion of a father and almost the where there is a Jesuit the revolu-

authority of a ruler
;
for there was tionist is his enemy. The persons

nothing they would not do at his sending this message to the fathers

bidding. added that if their advice were not
" The work accomplished, he re- forthwith taken, acts of violence

turned to the half-ruined college at might follow.

Potenza. There was but one other
" Not very far from the Jesuit col-

priest in residence with him there, lege there lived a priest who had

and Padre Cataldo had hardly known Padre Cataldo for many
joined him when the revolution years, and who, though himself cor-

broke out. The Jesuits were far rupted by revolutionary principles,

from apprehending any violence at and not in any way an honor to his

first from the inhabitants of Poten- sacred calling, maintained a great

za, a great many of whom were friendship and regard for the father,

much attached to them. But at He had gone on from one thing to

that time they had not had personal another in his own downward

experience of the insidious ways by course until at this time he was ac-

means of which the revolutionists tually one of the leaders of revolu-

instil their doctrines into the minds tionary principles in the Basilicata.

of the unsuspecting. They soon, He had nevertheless always told

however, began to notice that the Padre Cataldo that in case of need

caffes were thronged with noisier he would befriend him. And he

guests than usual, and who remain- kept his word
;
for one night, when

ed till late into the night discussing Potenza was getting too hot for a

and disputing over their wine or Jesuit to remain in safety, and the

coffee. The few shops where books only question seemed to be what
or newspapers could be found in kind of violence against the college
the not highly-educated or literary would be attempted, the apostate
town of Potenza began to display priest arrived in his own carriage,

pamphlets with brilliant-colored to fulfil his old promise, and safe-

covers and dubious titles. The ly conveyed Padre Cataldo to a

men frequenting the churches were house at some distance where he

fewer, and those that came were could lie hidden for the night. The
less respectful in their demeanor, flight had been so sudden that

At night the young men wandered Padre Cataldo, who was not likely

about in file, arm-in-arm, walking at any time to be cumbered with

rapidly with what no doubt they wealth, had come away without a

thought a military step, a flower franc in his possession. The next

stuck behind the ear, the hat on morning he despatched three mes-
one side, and singing revolutionary sengers to various friends in the

songs in a loud and often inebriated neighborhood to say where and in

voice. The symptoms were all bad. what condition he was
;
and they,

And the fathers were not surprised in return, sent him the money he
when one morning, having noticed needed. With this he procured
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for himself the disguise of lay the Feast of S. Ignatius, the found-

clothes, and set out to join the Je- er of his order, he went to the

suits residing at Bari. When he ar- church to say Mass. While he was

rived, he found the Jesuits had al- vesting in the sacristy he received

ready left
;
and the condition of a message that the intendente or

the country was such that he was governor of the place wanted to

unable to proceed with any hope speak with him. It so happened
of safety to Noci, his native place, that the intendente was the brother-

where his parents lived. in-law of a man who had been
' For many days he had to fly condemned to death for murder a

from place to place disguised as a short time previous. Padre Catal-

layman, and with a false beard, do had been acquainted with the

But even so there was something in case
;
and as he considered it had

his whole appearance which betray- been attended with extenuating
ed him. One day he was walking circumstances, and that the crime

along the street, swinging a walking- was not premeditated, he had used

stick, when he heard one man say his influence with success to get
to another, as they passed him, the sentence commuted to a term
There goes a Jesuit in disguise.' of years' imprisonment at the gal-

; ' A lady residing at Bitonto con- leys. He also obtained permission
cealed him in her house for one for the man, who was a jeweller, to

night. He left the house before work at his trade during his incar-

dawn
;
but already the rumor had ceration. Padre Cataldo had not

spread that a Jesuit was in hiding happened to see any members of

there, and early in the morning the the family since that event, in which

brother of the lady, who was a li- he had saved them from so great a

beral and the syndic of the town, calamity. Very naturally, therefore,

came to tell her the people were in on hearing that the brother-in-law

such a state of excitement that if of the criminal wanted to see him,
she did not give up the father, they he thought he had come to thank

would burn the house to the him for saving his relative from the

ground. And it was not till she guillotine. But on going to the

had taken him into every hole and door to receive him he found the

corner of the place that she could governor surrounded by soldiers,

persuade him there was no one who, at a word from him, seized the

concealed there, and that his asser- father as their prisoner. He was
tions to that effect calmed the mob. at that time suffering from fever

The foxes have holes, and the brought on by exposure to all

birds of the air nests,' but, like weathers in his endeavor to elude

their Master, the priests of the Son his enemies; creeping into some
of man had not where to lay their sheltering house late at night, when
heads. Thus driven from place to the evening damp, so fatal in Italy,

place, and hunted down like a wild was falling ; making his way over

beast, Padre Cataldo at length fields and mountains in the noon-

reached Venosa, where, as he had tide heat, and getting from place
once preached a very successful to place through by-ways, as he

mission, he was well known and dared not take the frequented road
;

much respected. He took up his and ofcourse often without sufficient

abode at the house of some friends, food. He was put upon a horse,

and the next morning, which was and conducted by a guard of sol-
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diers to a small place called Rio- " The liberal priest who had been

nero. It was a long day's journey, his friend in the first instance, and
and his sufferings were intense, had brought him away from Po-

Having been seized before he had tenza, had by this time heard of

begun his Mass, he had not tasted his arrest, and immediately came
food. When they reached Rionero to the rescue. This, however, was

in the evening, they found a terrible no easy matter. He was himself

scene. The revolutionists had en- one of their leaders
; and, lest they

tire possession of the town. It is should accuse him of infidelity to

said that the piazza the large open their cause, he was obliged to begin

place in the centre of every Italian by pretending that he shared their

town literally ran with blood, views with respect to Padre Cataldo.

Strange to say, many persons con- It was only in this way that he

nected by family ties with the in- could succeed in getting himself

tendente who had so cruelly betray- heard. By degrees he induced
ed Padre Cataldo perished in the them to consider whether, on the

massacres of that night. I know a whole, the burning alive of a well-

man who saw the father brought known Jesuit priest in their piazza
into the town in the midst of the wrould be altogether a wise pro-

guard. The insane fury of the ceeding. It might get them into

mob at the sight of a Jesuit knew trouble at some future day. It

no bounds. It was the Ecce Homo might be considered an extreme
over again in the person of one measure. At length he gained suf-

of his servants. He was taken ficient influence for them to pro-

through the piazza on horseback, pose that the question should be
and the soldiers did nothing to re- decided by an appeal to the people,
strain the people. They flung at The general inhabitants of the

him every missile they could lay town were not a bad set of people,
their hands on

;
and as it was eve- They were probably not very cour-

ning, a band of masons were return- ageous in a good cause, and they
ing from their work, and, transport- were overwhelmed by the noisy
ed with rage, actually threw their and daring wickedness of the revo-
tools at him, and beat him with lutionists. But when thus ap-
them as he passed. To all this ill- pealed to, their real sentiments

usage he made no other reply than found expression ;
and Padre Ca-

by blessing them. Some of the taldo, whose prison-cell overlooked
most violent cried out,

' Here is the piazza, could hear the shouts
the King of the Basilicata.' Did of Noi lo vogliamo salvo.

* Soon

they know they were parodying the after his prison-door was unlocked,
cry of

'

the King of the Jews
'

? and in the dead of the night he was
At length the prison-doors shut conducted by two guards to a dis-

him in from his persecutors; and tance from the town, where they
as he lay there, bruised all over, ie ft him. Faint with loss of blood,
and severely cut about the head bruised, and weary, he managed to

and face, he could hear them cry- reach the house of some friends,

ing out that they would yet get at He lay there for a fortnight, ill

him to burn him alive, while ac- from fever and the cruel treatment

tually they began building up a pile he had received. And it was not
in the centre of the piazza for that

purpose. * We will have him safe.
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till some time after, when the trou- ing from his face which reminded

bles had calmed down, that he was him of the pictures he had seen of

able to return to Naples in safety." the martyred saints.

We sat silent for a few seconds We finished our evening on our

at the end of Don Emidio's ac- own loggia. It was a lovely night,

count. It seemed to bring the na- and we felt we could never weary
ture and qualities of revolution of watching the moonbeams on the

keenly before us when we thus sea, and, when the moon had gone
heard of what it had done to one so down, the fishermen's little boats,

well known and so beloved by us noiselessly sailing one by one from

all. Ida was the first to speak ;
the dense, dark shadow of the caves

and she told us that not long where they are moored, and then,

after they had settled at Posilippo each with a burning torch at the

with Padre Cataldo, a gentleman prow, casting anchor and waiting
had called to see him on some for the fish to rise to the light,

business, accompanied by a young From time to time the fishermen

man. Ida remarked that when the utter a soft, monotonous cry to

latter came into the room, as soon each other in a minor key, which

as his eyes fell on Padre Cataldo, comes floating through the dark-

he turned deadly pale. As he was ness on the still night-air like an

only in attendance on the other echo from another world. There

gentleman, he sat a little back, and must be a strange fascination in

no one paid much attention to this life of the fisherman, whose oc-

him, while she watched him. She cupation begins as other men are

saw he was greatly overcome and laying aside theirs, and is con-

trembled very much. She tried to tinned through the silence of the

enter into conversation with him, night on the vast solitude of the

but he seemed too absent to talk, ocean.

When at length the gentleman had Don Emidio drew his chair near

concluded what he came to tell to where I was sitting, leaning on

Padre Cataldo, the latter turned the low wall of the loggia and look-

towards the younger man, who ing down upon the plain of waters,

got up and approached him, ex- which so mysteriously appear to

claiming,
" O father ! how is it I flash an unreal light from their

find you here ? I thought you had dark bosom, as if the sea itself gave
died at Rionero. I witnessed the out sparks. Presently I heard a

treatment you received there, and voice asking me if I thought I

I and many others believed you could learn to love the world-fa-

were dead. By what miracle did mous beauty of the Bay of Naples,

you escape?" When the conversa- "I have learnt to love it from

tion became more general, the the first moment I saw it
;
for I

young man, who could hardly re- love all that is beautiful. And
cover from his emotion, told Ida when the beauty of this glorious

that he should never forget the land comes to be wound up with

father's countenance, as he sat si- the duties of my life. I shall love it

lent and calm on his horse, with doubly."

stones, sticks, and missives of all
"
Say with life's affections too,

sorts flung at him. The blood dear Jane."

poured from his head ; but there
"
Why should I not say it ? Of

seemed to be a celestial light beam- course I mean it." .
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" Will you never tire of this un- rapid thought and universal intelli-

mitigated beauty ? Will you never, gence, the latest news from pole to

cara mia, have a pining for a soft, pole finds its way with every post

gray day, with the perfumed damp into the remotest depths of the

that comes up from the velvet moss country. Cara mia, it will not be

and dense greenery of an English so here."

copse ? Will you heave no sigh for There had been a choking sensa-

the pale but varied and most tion in my throat as Emidio de*

abundant wild flowers of your chilly scribed the dear old land of my
springs, a lapful of primroses, a birth, and brought so vividly before

wealth of cowslips ? Shall I have me exactly those little touches of

you longing after a narrow lane of home and country life which I

yellow sand, the trees meeting over- should most certainly not find in

head, the meadow-sweet growing my future Roman palazzo or in the

lavishly in the moist hedge, and villa at Capo di Monte, beyond
the ripe nuts hanging just with- the garden of which I could not

in reach, crisp and sweet in their stray into any wild woods and bar-

slippery brown shells ? Shall I ren but ever-beautiful heaths, as in

hear you reproaching me that the England. But there was some-
mushrooms are dotting the Sussex thing in the close of the vision he

downs all round the fairy rings, called up before me which turned

and that you long to tread the close, the current of feeling and made me
fine grass where the sheep are smile. Strange as it may seem, I

browsing, with the little hillocks of felt it was the newspapers and the

purple thyme scenting the breeze rapid intelligence that I could spare
with its aromatic breath ? When the more easily,

your nerves are overstrung by the
" There are good old books I

continuous dry heat and the brisk have never read, Emidio, and which
air of our joyous land, will not your you have in your library. From
Saxon nature long for one of the time to time we will get a few new
short autumn days of old England, ones from the teeming British press,

when you might walk through the I am none the happier in England
fields to the edge of the western for tracing day by day the- progress

hill, and watch the sun sink amidst of modern ideas. I will turn my
yellow and red clouds painted on a thoughts upon the past. I may
pale blue sky, and then, returning sometimes sigh for the shady lanes

in the soft wind of evening redolent and breezy downs of England ;

with nameless perfumes, feel the but I think the imperious beauty

damp like a creamy balm uncurl of Italy will hold quite as much

your locks and bathe your cheek sway over my heart in time. Are
as if with moist kisses? It will be you satisfied ?"

almost dark when you reach home
;

"I am satisfied as much as my
there is a low wood-fire flickering jealous Italian nature will allow me
on the hearth, and the steam of to be."

the urn curling up with a scent of "Are all Italians jealous ?"

new-made tea. Papers, pamphlets,
"
Nearly all, especially hus

magazines, and new volumes by the bands."
dozen from the London library are

" But I shall never give you
there to greet you. And day by cause."

day, hour by hour, in that land of
"

I am quite sure of that. But
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it will not prevent my being jea- husband, who grew yellower and
lous. Do not look frightened, greener every day until he finally

carissima* I am not going to prove died of jealousy."
a regular Bluebeard, like some of

"
Serve him right," was all I

my countrymen. But it would deigned to reply, being too indig-
sound strange to your English ears nant to be grammatical,
to know the intense sense of appro-

"
I knew a young girl," continued

priation which an Italian has with Don Emidio, "who had made up
regard to his wife. It is true he her mind she would marry a certain

adores her; but it is an adoration Neapolitan duke of immense wealth,
which would exclude the remotest Her parents did not object (which
homage of the merest stranger, they ought to have done). But
He waits upon her, watches her, her confessor, that Padre Cristo-

serves her. But it is possible to foro whom you heard preaching
have too much of that, particularly through the month of May at Santa
when it is done with an evident in- Catarina, did everything he could
tention to prevent the approach of to dissuade her. The only answer

any other human being. I had an she would ever make to his remon-

acquaintance for I cannot exactly strances was that she should have
call him a friend

;
he was too great a carriage. All life seemed to re-

a fool for that who would not al- sume itself in her mind in the pos-
low his wife to set her foot outside session of that one luxury, with just
the door unless he accompanied the addition of gowns from Paris,

her. She was not permitted to She was married to the old duke,
look out of the window, if he could and very soon after came to Padre

prevent it
;
and he actually one day Cristoforo to complain of her hard

consulted me on the possibility of lot. He could only repeat that he

running a railing in front of his win- had warned her how it would be,

dows inside the rooms to prevent and recommend her to take a

her getting near enough to look out." drive in her carriage, and ever

"And they did not shut him up more and more to drive in her ear-

as a madman ?" riage, reminding her that it was for
" Not at all

; though I think the that she had married. Alas ! she

generality allowed he was eccen- had to confess that even that con-

trie. The poor woman had a mel- solation was denied her, as her

ancholy time of it
;
for of course, if husband was too jealous of the

he would not allow her to look out, passers-by to allow of her being
neither would he allow any one seen driving out, and that for the

else to look in." most part she was kept to the

'Well ! and how did it end ?" house. It is true he was constant-
" The only way any man of sense ly making her magnificent presents

could expect it to end. She got of that other great object of her

out of the window and over the ambition dresses from Paris
; but,

wall one fine night, and left him. as she represented to him, they
The poor thing went no further were quite useless to her, as she

and to no other place than her fa- could not wear them shut up alone

ther's house. But nothing would with him in the house. Now, are

ever persuade her to return to her you not frightened by this peculi-

arity in us Italians, carina, or are
* Dearest. you prepared for it ?"
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Emidio was laughing, and so was always found she had in every col-

I, when he more gravely added : lection of pictures or statues she

"The other day we were talk- had once visited; a-nd faithful to

ing of the reverse of the medal, her old loves, she never could rest

as regards the good or bad quali- or look at other objects till she

ties of different people and na- had revisited those that had al-

tions. And I think I can promise ready struck her imagination. I

you, caret mia, that as my respect do not know whether it may arise

for you, and I hope my own good from the fact that in Rome the at-

sense, will always preserve me from tention is naturally more turned, in

this ludicrous excess of a national the collections at the Vatican, to

characteristic, so the only form those which have reference to the

which it will take will be in mak- life and customs of the early Chris-

ing me more observant that you tians, in preference to the indica-

should receive from my hands tions of pagan life
;
but certainly

alone those little attentions, and the objects in the museum at Na-
what the French call petits soins* pies brought before me, with a

which are so necessary to a woman, vividness I had never felt elsewhere,
and which make up so large a the very minutest details of old

share in the lesser enjoyments of Roman existence. And I believe,

her life. I hope never to bore in point of fact, no collection equals

you. But I hope always to wait that at Naples, enriched as it is by
upon you." the treasure-trove of Pompeii and

I looked over my shoulder as we Herculaneum. It would be quite
came to this point in our dis- easy to furnish a house with every
course. Frank and Elizabeth requirement of life from roof to

were discussing their future also in kitchen out of the abundance of

another part of the loggia. And I these interesting relics of the long

thought to myself, if we could have ago past. And as I wandered

compared notes, we should no about the large chambers filled with

doubt have traced many differ- kitchen utensils, lamps, vases, and
ences characteristic of English and female ornaments, and then passed
Italian future husbands. But I am into the halls where are the frescos

convinced that both English mai- that decorated the walls of their

dens were equally content with dwellings, I felt I could realize to

their prospects. myself the many differences in the

We paid more than one visit to external forms of their life and our

the great museum of Naples, now own.

called the Museo Nazionale, but The first conclusion I arrive at

which Mary and Frank remem- is that there was more sameness
bered as the Museo Borbonico. and less multiplicity. For in-

Since they were last here, the dy- stance, there was a certain received

nasty being changed, the name of form for lamps. You had your
the collection and the arrange- choice, in the ornamental parts, of

ment of the objects have also the heads of lions or of griffins,

changed. Mary, who is very de- but the shape was the same. In

cided in her artistic preferences, the kitchen the like shape reigned
had her favorites here, as I have as in the triclinium or the ad the

dining - room and drawing - rooms

"Little cares. of the ancients minus the orna-
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ments.* The same absence of di- Hum* from hospitium \ and exedra,\

versity is observable among the we dismiss all notion of knicknacks,

jewels. There could be very little all glass-fronted cabinets, all buhl

difference, except in size and and marqueterie, all enamelled snuff-

weight, between one lady's neck- boxes, china pug-dogs, and filigree ;

lace and another's. The houses, with no Berlin-wool work and no

judging from the discoveries at miniatures
;
a few severely beauti-

Pompeii, and borne out by the clas- ful bronze figures, some busts, some
sic writers, were all built on the heathen goddesses in tinted marble,
same model, some large and mag- standing cold and naked in a niche

;

nificent, others small and mean, an ever-plashing fountain like the

but alike in structure. I pause, pattering of incessant rain if we
and ask myself how life went on bring all this vividly before us, we
without modern china in the houses shall soon feel that the minute yet
of the great. Though much of all but infinite circumstances of ex-

their glass was beautiful, yet what ternal life having been so different

a difference between their earthen- from our own, the whole flow of

ware pots and our Sevres and Dres- thought and fancy must have been

den, Worcester and Minton ! Every- different.

where the tables and seats and We owe more than we are aware,
chairs were alike. The difference both for good and evil, to the way
lay in the draperies and the cush- we furnish our houses. And if we
ions, never in the shape. It sounds decorate them according to our

bald and trite to register these re- own ideas, we must remember that

marks; but if we carry out the those decorations are for ever

thought, and try and place ourselves throwing back our ideas upon our-

where the men and women of Rome selves in a perpetual reflection

and its subject provinces stood, until a sort of moral identity is es-

and in imagination sleep in a cubi- tablished.

culum \ six feet long and four wide, My impression is that the greater
sit on a marble representation of a simplicity of form, combined, as

camp-stool, and lay our work or was the case with the ancients, with

our book which latter will be in a very high though but slightly va-

the inconvenient shape of a long ried style of decorative art, may
roll of papyrus on a round marble have left a greater solidity, unity,,

table with three lion's paws for and intensity in the old-world

legs ;
if we fancy our rooms divided characters, as compared with what

one from the other by portieres, or we find in modern minds, distribut-

hangings, instead of doors, artisti- ed amongst such an endless variety

cally draped in longitudinal folds, of objects.
and fastened with cords by the It is a great thing to be elevated

fashionable upholsterer of the day ; by noble desires and high Christian

if to this we add an almost entire aims above the trivialities of mo-
absence of washing-basins, and, in- dern life. But if those high aspira-

stead, a lavishness in the article of tions are absent, it is perhaps a,

marble baths, all more or less taken safeguard to take to old china, old
in public ;

if from vestibule and at- lace, and Louis Quinze furniture. It

breaks up the thoughts into a kalei-
* There are some exceptions, such as the

beautiful candelabra of the Villa Diomed.
t Bed-chamber. * Court, t Reception-room. $ Room for guests.

VOL. XIX. 52
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doscope of fancies ;
and that, on the

whole, is decidedly preferable to

the restlessness of youth, health,

and idleness, leading to a craving for

gladiatorial fights and scenes of

bloodshed and cruelty. In those

days the virtuous were nobly virtu-

ous, and were very rare. The vi-

cious were horribly vicious, and
formed the generality. It always
struck me that an old Roman house
must have been a dull home. And
ennui is the mother of naughtiness

quite as surely as the devil is the

father of lies. There are minds
which cannot be great, as there are

lives which never are much more
than harmless. Surely for these

the multiplicities of modern times,
the toys of fashion, the novelties of

the day, in dress, furniture, and or-

nament, are safety-valves and almost

godsends ! At least they are bet-

ter than the arena, with its brutal-

izing scenes of blood and horror,
where a vestal had but to turn her
thumb to take the life of the victim

bleeding before her eyes !

These* results of modern civili-

zation are not Christianity; and I

am taking a very low standard in

all I am now saying. But they are

the dross of a civilization leavened

by Christianity, and they are very
different from the poison that

found its way into the daily life of

Roman men and women from the

seething wickedness of the great
heathen empire.

Nothing can exceed the inte-

rest of the paintings taken from

Pompeii. Of course I was inti-

mately acquainted with them from

engravings, and had been all my
life. One of the early impressions
of my childhood was the delight'
of finding that the grave old Ro-
mans (and therefore the Greeks be-
fore them), for whom I had a very
pagan admiration, were capable of

appreciating humor as expressed
in the movements and attitudes of

animals. I was overjoyed at this

touch of sympathy with a dead

past ;
and I recommend all visi-

tors to Naples to look out for cer-

tain cocks and hens and other

creatures among the lesser mural

decorations taken from Pompeii.
The well-known dancing- girls I

had never properly admired until

I saw them being copied by a

Neapolitan artist in the Museum.
He had not deviated one hair's

breadth from the original outline
;

but the mere restoration of vivid

coloring had imparted to them an

airy, floating grace which I had
failed fully to detect in the scratch-

ed and faded originals, but which
I at once felt must have belonged
to them when they decorated some
rich Pompeian's house.

While I was wandering about,

trying to live for an hour the inner

homespun life of a Roman maid-
en by gazing long on the walls she

must have looked on, Mary had

gone in search of the Farnese

Bull and the exquisite half-

head and figure of the Psyche,
that wonderful embodiment of vir-

ginal grace and feminine delicacy
which makes one long to have seen

the statue in its unmutilated con-

dition. She had stood for a good
quarter of an hour before the

Aristides (for we insist on believ-

ing it is Aristides), and was, as she

told me afterwards, growing more
and more in the consoling belief

that many of the old pagans will

have found a place among the

thrones of the blest through the

mercy of Him who never asks for

more than he has given, and who
since the creation has never left

the world without a witness of him-

self. Then she visited the Farnese

Flora, that wonderful triumph of
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art over matter, where in a statue

of above twelve feet such floating

grace is expressed that she seems
to be skimming along the ground,
while the light wind plays in the

drapery.
I found Mary lost in thought be-

fore a beautiful bronze statue of

Mercury in repose. The lithe figure
has just sat down to rest on the

edge of a rock. The tension of

the muscles is gradually relaxing.
One foot as yet only touches the

ground with the heel. Wait a

moment, and the foot will yield
and rest. Never was fatigue grad-

ually giving way to repose more

exquisitely depicted. Then Mary
turned to the dead Amazon with the

death-wound beneath her breast,
and finally declared that having
satisfied herself by revisiting these,

that for one reason or another had
haunted her for twenty years, she

was ready to admire the others.

It is curious how the long lines of

statues and busts seem to give out

cold. The same stone walls cover-

ed with pictures could never be so

severely cold. The old gods and
heroes seem to breathe upon you
with an icy breath from out of the

grave of the old classic world.

The best pictures in the Naples
Museum are not very numerous, but

are admirable specimens of the Ita-

lian schools. They are collected into

one or two rooms, deserving time

and study. A cursory view of the

others will be sufficient to satisfy

most people. There is much more
to be seen besides the relics from

Pompeii and Herculaneum, the

statues and pictures. It is all

worth visiting, and, to be fully ap-

preciated, requires many hours to

be spent on each different class of

objects.
I had a very distinct and not al-

together a pleasant recollection of

the mysterious grotto of Pozzuoli,

which had haunted my imagination
ever since I was here as a child.

Ida and I had made an engagement
to visit Astroni, Victor Emanuel's

happy hunting-grounds, one day
when we were to have the carriage
to ourselves

;
and accordingly we

were to pass through the grotto.

You approach it by a deep cutting
in the rock, the sides of which

are draped with ivy and hanging

plants, with bright tufts of wild

flowers wherever a few grains of

earth give them a roothold. There
is a small oratory to the right as

you enter, of a most simple and

rustic kind, and kept by a Capuchin,
whom I cannot call a venerable

hermit, as he happened to be of

rather youthful appearance. On
festas his little altar was covered

with flowers, and a few votive can-

dles burnt before the obscure pic-

ture of the Madonna within the

dark recesses of the cave. When
the poor Capuchin heard a carriage

approaching, he would hurry forth

with a little tin box, which he held

up to us for an alms. We seldom

failed to give him some, and from

time to time it would be silver in-

stead of the more frequent copper ;

and then his gratitude became elo-

quent, and many a blessing follow-

ed us down the murky gloom of

the long, unsavory grotto. Certain-

ly, this strange road, which it ap-

pears dates from the middle of the

first Christian century, is not calcu-

lated to leave a pleasant impression,

though in many ways it presents

picturesque bits which reminded
me of some of Salvator Rosa's pic-
tures. It would be quite dark but

for the yellow, faint light of gas-

lamps, not sufficient in number to

dispel the gloom, which is greatly
increased by the clouds of dust the

numerous carts, carriages, and herds
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of goats are constantly raising, the are not many singing birds, and
latter adding thereto their own pecu- what there are do not give song

liarly suffocating odor. It is paved during the heat of the day any
in the same way as the Neapolitan more than in our northern climes,

streets, and the noise reverberates I never shall forget the silence that

from the roof. It has a curious effect reigned, nor the feeling of solitude

when you lean forward to see the induced by peering through the

bearded goats just visible through trees, looking down on the small

the dusty air, and further on, perhaps, lakes of intensely blue water below,
a cabriolet laden with people six and knowing that in those dense

inside, four out, and one boy at least, thickets myriads of wild animals

after the Neapolitan fashion, hang- were hiding in their lair, while we

ing in a net beneath the vehicle were the only human beings. The
drawn by one horse, always equal gates are kept locked, and it re-

to his load, no matter how starved quires a special order to pene-
and miserable he may be. On it trate this sylvan scene. It does

comes, the merry inmates singing, not seem to me a very satisfactory

shouting, piercing the darkness, way of sporting. You are too sure

but compelled thereby to slacken of your game, walled in as it is all

their pace a little, lest there should round. After visiting the extinct

be a collision in this Erebus. We crater, we saw the emptied lake

were always silent and a little un- of Agnano, once notorious for ma-
comfortable in the din, the dust, laria, now drained off and leaving
and the darkness. Yet it had to a wide plain more or less adapt-
be passed through again and again, ed for agriculture. At present it

as being the only road out into the seems in a rather neglected state,

country, unless we went all round of which nature has taken advan-

by the Strada Nuova and Nisida. tage to cast her unsolicited gifts

At the entrance of the grotto from of flaunting bright wild flowers

Naples is the supposed tomb of broadcast over the whole space.

Virgil, hidden beneath ivy and One of our most interesting ex-

acanthus leaves just as a poet cursions was to the Solfatara, not

would have wished ! We came out far from the Lago Agnano. This

from the grotto on the busy, pic- also is an extinct crater
;

and

turesque village of Fiorigrotta, yet so barely extinct that we
where the whole population seem feel, as we tread the sulphur-check-
to live out in the one long street, ered soil, and hear the hollow re-

Astroni is an extinct volcanic crater, verberation if we stamp on the

the sides of which are clothed with ground, as if at any moment it

ilex and other trees. It is circu- might again burst forth,

lar, and a wall runs along the upper From time to time our nostrils

rim to prevent the escape of the were disagreeably met by a puff of

deer and wild boar that are kept steam redolent of sulphur ;
and oc-

there for the king's pleasure. There casionally these puffs grow stronger
are two carriage-roads through the and more threatening. The stones

dense forest. At the bottom of you pick up are tinged with yellow,
the basin there are a few open The vegetation is sparse and dwarf-

spaces, marshy land, and water, ed. At the further end of the plain
The solitude and silence are in- is a cave, from whence at regular
tense

; for, as usual in Italy, there intervals rush clouds of hot steam,
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while a roaring, boiling sound sur- the Turks use a scymitar for that

ges within. The aperture is large ghastly purpose to this day and

enough for a person to enter by the patient knelt upright,

stooping a little. Most of our par- It was pleasant to rest in the cool

ty peeped in, but instantly retired ch.urch, which, humble as it is, is

from the suffocating and horrible not without its quota of beautiful
stench and great heat. marbles, and is kept exquisitely
The rocks are covered with sul- clean, with fresh flowers on the

phur and alum
;
and in my eager- altar, and all care taken of it as

ness that we should all equally if the community were still there,

benefit by the sight, I wanted to We found only a lay brother left

persuade Ida just to take one peep, in charge. I think he said he had
It would, however, have been a risk a companion. All the poor fathers

to do anything which even for a were dispersed by Victor Emanuel's
second might embarrass the action government, and Mass is only said

of her delicate lungs and weak on feast-days ; though it seemed to

heart. She tried to approach, but be the only church in that imme-
turned back with the feeling that diate neighborhood, and the poor of

one puff more would have suffocat- the district must greatly miss the

ed her. presence of the Capuchin fathers,
I think we all felt as if we were those special friends of the poor,

standing in one of the outer halls As we came down the hill, we
of a region never to be mentioned were met by peasant lads, who
'to ears polite," and almost too wanted us to buy lumps of sul-
'

Dantesque
' '

to be pleasant. We phur and the skeletons of the pret-

gladly breathed a purer atmo- ty little fish called the sea-horse,

sphere as we passed out of the which abound in this part of the

gate (inside which is a fabric of Mediterranean, and which are just

sulphur-works), and bent our steps like the knights among chessmen,

between white walls on which the They may be seen alive in quan-
green lizards basked, and between tities in the aquarium at Brighton,
fields of unripe corn and mulberry- They twist the tapering end of their

trees, till we reached an open tails round a fragment of sea-weed,

space commanding a fine view of or indeed, as the buoyancy of the

theGulfof Pozzuoli and the hills be- water keeps them up, they need

yond. From thence we turned into but to touch something stationary,
the Capuchin church dedicated to S. And there they stand in groups,

Januarius, and said to be built over motionless, and looking for all the

the spot where he suffered martyr- world like a grave assembly of

dom in 305. There is a stone, on horses' heads of the most delicate

which he is believed to have been race, and with noses slightly turned

beheaded, let into the wall, and up. Nothing can be more graceful

protected with an iron grating. It than the way they hold themselves,

is seamed with red marks as of Their heads are not bigger than

blood. It is very probably a stone those of ordinary-sized chessmen.

on which he knelt and on which the As the Vernons had been at

blood fell. But a block, whether Posilippo all through the eruption
of stone or wood, for the purposes of Mount Vesuvius in April, 1872,

ofbeheading, is a modern invention, they were naturally anxious we
The Romans used a sword as should see something of the devas-
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tation it had occasioned. We de-

termined, therefore, to drive to San

Sebastiano, a village which was al-

most entirely destroyed. As we

approached the spot, it seemed as

if we were driving into the king-

dom of chaos, where "
the earth was

void and empty." On either side

lay wide plains of gray-black lava,

looking as if a dead, unfertile earth

had been furrowed with the burn-

ing shares of some gigantic and

infernal plough, and had remained

calcined and sterile for ever after.

We left the carriage and climbed

up a large mound of lava. I found

myself nearly on a level with the

low roof of the small church, round

which the lava had crept, but had

spared it. I looked down into the

basement of a house below me.

The lava had poured in and filled

what once were rooms, but had

left the walls and the roof standing.

There was part of a street left, the

lava having, with seeming caprice,

turned off to the left, as it poured
down the mountain, just in that

spot. Our friends told us that as

they used to sit by the hour and
watch the progress of the burning
stream through glasses, they could

see the small white houses, with the

fiery flood approaching, when sud-

denly each house seemed to leap
into the air like a lighted straw,

and then was seen no more. A cat

ran past me, in haste to save her

paws. We could not stand still

long, for, though more than a year
had elapsed, the land was still too

hot to be pleasant ;
and when we

reached home, we found our feet

were blistered. The poor creatures

whose homes have thus perished

approach you timidly with bits of

lava to sell. They still have a

scared look in their faces. But

nothing will persuade them to shift

their quarters and leave their grand
but dangerous neighbor. They are

trying to rebuild their village, and
are deaf to all the remonstrances

of the great scientific philosopher
*

who lives a hermit's life in the ob-

servatory half-way up the mountain.

He has a Capuchin priest as a com-

panion ;
and the latter was able to

give the last rites of the church to

about forty of the unfortunate peo-

ple, who, actuated by curiosity, had

attempted to climb the mountain

during the eruption. It seems they
had never calculated upon the effect

of the burning heat from a distance.

They thought if there were a cer-

tain space between them and the

lava, they should be safe. They
forgot that actual contact was not

needed
;
and they were scorched to

death long before the stream reach-

ed the spot where they stood. Not
one of those thus licked up by the

breath of the volcano ever recov-

ered, or even lived long enough to

quit the place.

Signor Palmier and the Capu-
chin saw a carriage full of people,
coachman and two horses, advanc-

ing up the mountain. Suddenly
the whole was submerged. They
could only tell where it had been

arrested by the carrion birds hov-

ering over a certain spot for many
days after !

* Signer Palmier.
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A DISCUSSION WITH AN INFIDEL.

viii. Reader. It was Christianity, not

science, that conquered the erods.
LAWS OF NATURE AND MIRACLES. D ..

'

, ..
'

,

Buchner. The eclipse of the

Buchner. We differ very widely stars and the stupendous powers
in many points, sir; but there is of the Titans of the olden times

one point about which we shall have have been grasped by the fingers of

no difficulty in agreeing the immu- man "
(ibid.)

tability of natural laws. In fact, Reader. How can the fingers of

you have already conceded that man grasp the eclipses and the

the laws of nature are unchangeable. Titans ?

Reader. Yes, I admit the un- Buchner.
" That which appeared

changeability of the laws of nature
; inexplicably miraculous, and the

but I most strongly protest against work of a supernatural power, has,

your rash inference that therefore by the torch of science, proved to

miracles are impossible. be the effect of hitherto unknown
Buchner. Yet my reasoning is natural forces

"
(ibid.)

very plain.
; The law of nature, Reader. You dream, doctor,

observes Moleschott, is a stringent Has " the torch of science
" made

expression of necessity. There ex- known those hitherto unknown
ists in it neither exception nor lira- forces ? No scientific work has yet
itation

;
and no imaginable power explained how, by an act of the

can disregard this necessity. A
will, water can be changed into

stone not supported will in all eter- wine, how the deaf and dumb can

nity fall towards the centre of the be instantaneously cured, how the

earth
;
and there never was, and blind can be made to see, the para-

never will be, a command for the lytic to walk, and the dead to rise,

sun to stand still
"

(p. 33). at the sound of a voice, four days
Reader. Is this what you call after burial, and when already in

*

reasoning
"

? a state of advanced putrefaction.
Buchner. Yes. The experi- You may of course deny these facts,

ence of thousands of years has im- as you deny that the sun ever re-

pressed upon the investigator the ceived a command to stand still;

firmest conviction of the immuta- but to say that
"
the torch of sci-

bility of the laws of nature, so that ence
"
has shown these facts to be

there cannot remain the least doubt the effect of unknown natural forces

in respect to this great truth
"

(p. is to tell us the most stupid lie that

34). can be uttered. Lies, you know,
Reader. This I grant. should at least be credible.

Buchner. Science has gradually Buchner.
" We have the fullest

taken all the positions of the childish right, and are scientifically correct,

belief of the peoples; it has snatch- in asserting that there is no such

ed thunder and lightning from the thing as a miracle. Everything that

hands of the gods . . ." (ibid) happens does so in a natural way
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t'.e., in a mode determined only by nected with the essence of things;
accidental or necessary coalition but the second is changeable, as a

of existing materials and their im- constant and universal experience
manent natural forces. No revo- compels us to admit. However
lution on earth or in heaven, how- much you may hate

"
arbitrary

ever stupendous, could occur in any power," you cannot deny that, be-

other manner "
(p. 34). sides necessary causes, there are

Reader. These are mere words, others which are free in their exer-

I deny that science 1

gives you the tions. Can you deny, for instance,
least right to suppress miracles, that a stone may be thrown upwards
How can you establish such a in spite of gravitation, or that we
right ? can catch hold of the stone from the

Buchner. "Wherever fire and window, and, in spite of gravitation,
water meet, vapors must arise we can prevent it from falling back
and exert their irresistible power, to the ground ? Now, if we do this,

Where the seed falls in the ground, we do not change the law of nature,
there it will grow ;

where the thun- and nevertheless we modify the

derbolt is attracted, there it will course of nature by freely producing
strike. Can there exist any doubt a phenomenon which nature would
as to these truths ?" (p. 35). not produce.

Reader. Please, doctor, come to Buchner. Would you call this a

the point. miracle ?

Buchner.
" How is it possible Reader. The question is imper-

that the unalterable order in which tinent. I call it a change in the

things move should ever be disturb- course of nature. Now, if the

ed without producing an irremedi- course of nature can be modified

able gap in the world, without de- without the law of nature being al-

livering us and everything up to tered, it is absurd to pretend that

arbitrary power, without reducing there is contradiction in holding
all science, every earthly endea- the unchangeableness of the latter

vor, to a vain and childish effort?" and the changeableness of the for-

(p. 36). mer. This being evident, let us go
Reader. All this rhetoric is most a step further, and draw an obvious

absurd, doctor.
" The order in conclusion. We can, when we

which things move
"

is not unalter- please, catch the stone from the

able; and He whom you call an window, and prevent it from falling;
"
arbitrary power

"
can alter it when and cannot God do the same ? We

he pleases without asking your per- are free to exert our power ;
but is

mission, or without reducing sci- not God free, or has he less power
ence to a childish effort. than we have ? If you are honest,
Buchner. What ? You contra- you will own that what can be done

diet yourself, sir. For, if the order by us can be done by our Creator

in which things move is changeable, and Lord. Now, if he stops the

the laws of nature cannot be un- stone in the air, a miracle will be

changeable. wrought, and no law of nature vio-

Reader. Not at all. You sophis- lated. You cannot deny the possi-

tically confound two things entirely bility of miracles without denying
different the law of nature, and God.
the course of nature. The first is Buchner.

" A spirit independent
unchangeable, because it is con- of nature cannot exist

;
for never
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has an unprejudiced mind cultivat- the Christian miracles. What found-

ed by science perceived its mani- er of religion did not deem it ne-

festation
"

(p. 36). cessary, in order to introduce him-
Rcader. Are you not ashamed, self to the world, to perform mira-

doctor, to repeat such a nonsensi- cles ? And has not his success

cal assertion ? You have already proved that he was right ? What
failed to prove it, and I have shown prophet, what saint, is there who has

its absurdity in a preceding discus- not performed miracles ? The mi-
sion. Must I answer it anew? The racle-seeker sees them daily and

only answer you now deserve is hourly. Do not the table-spirits
that

" The fool has said in his heart, belong to the order of miracles ?
' There is no God.' Fools, in fact, All such miracles are equal in the

deny God in their hearts, but can- eye of science
; they are the result

not deny him in their minds, be- of a diseased fancy" (pp. 36, 37).
cause atheism is not the result of Reader. This is miserable logic,
intellectual knowledge, but of mo- doctor. Why do you speak of the
ral depravity. Our present ques- natural impossibility of miracles ?

tion, however, is not theism or athe- Have we ever taught that miracles

ism, but the possibility of miracles are naturally possible ? We know
without any breach of natural laws, that nature works no miracles, and

Surely, if there were no God, no that all miracles are supernatural,
miracle would be possible ;

but your It is therefore either a mean trick

argument was that if the laws of or a logical blunder on your part
nature are unchangeable, no miracle to pretend that the natural possi-
is possible ;

and this I have shown bility of miracles is the point in

to be false. If there is a God, as we question. That no educated or

must now assume, miracles are pos- scientific man can nowadays be-

sible. In the same manner, if a lieve in miracles is not only an

single true miracle has ever been empty boast, but also a disgraceful

wrought, there is a God. calumny. We Christians believe in

Biichner.
'

Apparent exceptions miracles, and yet, I venture to say,
from the natural order have been we need not resort to you for les-

called miracles, of which there have sons in science or education. As
been many at all times

"
(p. 36). a reason for not believing in mira-

Reader. You should know bet- cles, you allege
"
the immutable

ter, doctor. The church is not sat- order of things
"

;
that is, you as-

isfied with "
apparent

"
exceptions sume what is to be proved. The

from the natural order
;
the excep- order of things is so far from being

tion must be rigorously proved. immutable that we see it modified

Biichner.
' We should only at every moment. It is the laws of

waste words in our endeavor to nature, not the order of things, that

prove the natural impossibility of are immutable. That Feuerbach
a miracle. No educated, much less a

"
expended so much of logic in re-

scientific, person who is convinced futing Christian miracles
'

I will

of the immutable order of things not deny; I only say that his logic,
can nowadays believe in miracles, like your own, is mere sophism and
We find it rather wonderful that so cavil. Of course you call him "

so

clear and acute a thinker as Lud- clear and acute a thinker
"

; but

wig Feuerbach should have ex- we know what this means on the

pended so much logic in refuting lips of Freemasons. If he was "
so
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clear and acute a thinker," why did doctor, you are not silly enough to

he not furnish you with at least one believe anything of the sort

good argument against Christian mi- Biichner. But what do you an-

racles ? swer to the following difficulties?

Besides, you pretend that all First, if we admit miracles,
"

sci-

founders of religion deemed it ne- ence will be reduced to a vain and

cessary to perform miracles. What childish effort
"

(p. 36). Secondly,
then ? Were it true, the fact would how can we conceive '

a supreme

scarcely help your cause
;

for it legislator who allows himself to be

would only prove that there have moved by prayers and sobs to re-

ever been impostors, as there have verse the immutable order which

been quacks and coin-forgers, he himself has created, to violate

Now, who would think of selling his own laws, and with his own
counterfeited articles, if there had hand to destroy the action of na-

existed none genuine? Would tural forces?" (p. 38). Thirdly,
there be quacks, had there been no '

every miracle, if it existed, says
doctors ? And yet your reasoning Cotta, would lead to the conviction

leads to the conclusion that, be- that the creation is not deserving
cause there are so many quacks, the respect which all pay to it, and

there can be no doctors. Are you, the mystics would necessarily be

then, a mere quack yourself? obliged to deduce from the imper-
You say with a malicious sneer fection of the created world the im-

that all prophets and saints per- perfection of the Creator
"

(p. 38).

formed miracles. Yes
; they per- Fourthly,

"
is it a view worthy of

formed miracles, or rather, to speak God to represent him as a power
more correctly, God wrought mira- which now and then gives a new
cles through them. Yet, in the impulse to the world in its course,
teeth of sacred and ecclesiastical and puts on a screw, etc., like the

history which testifies to an infinite regulator of a watch ? If the world

number of unquestionable miracles, has been created by God perfect,

you are shameless enough to con- how can it require any repairs ?"

elude that no miracle has ever been (p. 39). Fifthly, we see that nature

performed, on the plea that mira- works without superior control
;

cle-seekers, table-spirits, and dis- "its action is frequently quite inde-

eased fancy must have conspired to pendent of the rules of a higher
deceive the world. Is it necessary reason, now constructing, now de-

to refute such a silly assertion ? stroying, now full of design, then

Was Elymas the magician a mira- again perfectly blind and in contra-

cle-seeker when S. Paul, to punish diction with all moral and rational

him for his opposition to Christian- laws. That in the formation of or-

ity, struck him blind with a word ganic and inorganic bodies, which
in the presence of the Roman cen- are constantly being renewed, there

turion ? Was it a trick of table- can be no direct governing reason

spirits that made the blind see, the at work is proved by the most
lame walk, or the dumb speak? striking facts. The nisus forma-
Was it diseased fancy that impress- tivus inherent in nature is so blind

ed on an immense crowd the belief and so dependent on external cir-

that they had been miraculously cumstances that the most senseless

fed by Christ in the desert, where forms are frequently engendered,
no provisions were at hand ? No, that it is often incapable of obviat-
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ing or overcoming the slightest ob- Now, if our free action upon nature

structions, and 'that frequently the does not destroy science, why
contrary of what according to rea- should God's free action destroy

son should happen is effected
"

(pp. it ? Answer me in the name of

41, 42). These are serious difficul- reason : What theory of natural

ties, sir. science would be falsified were

Reader. I hardly think them to God to send angels to build you a

be serious, doctor. The first en- palace, or devils to dig you a

tirely disappears when you reflect grave?
that the conclusions of physical And now I come to your second

science are all hypothetic, inasmuch difficulty. You assume that the

as they regard phenomena which supreme legislator cannot work a

must take place under the action miracle without destroying the ac-

of given powers, to the exclusion tion of natural forces and violating

of any other power extraneous to his own laws, thus reversing the

those taken into account. Such immutable order which he himself

conclusions, therefore, imply the has created. But you are mistaken,

condition that no extraneous agent The order of things is not immuta-

and no disturbing cause interferes ble
;
this I have already shown. On

with the production of the pheno- the other hand, we have just seen

mena. If an extraneous power in- that no law of nature is ever vio-

terferes, the conditions are chang- lated by a miracle. Lastly, God's

ed, and with them the phenomena; action does not destroy the action

but science is not upset. A stone of natural forces, but produces an

not supported must fall. Not sup- effect superior to and independent

ported; such is the condition, of them. Nor is this strange ;
for

Now, whether you, or I, or the roof, we ourselves can do the like within

or God, or an angel support it, the the range of our limited powers,

consequence will be that the stone When we go up-stairs, do we de-

will not fall. Now, I ask you, is stroy the action of gravity that ur-

science
" reduced to a vain and ges us downwards ? By no means,

childish effort
'

because you or I The action of gravity continues its

or the roof prevent the stone from work, but our contrary exertion

falling ? I presume, doctor, that if prevails ;
and thus our body obeys

such were the case, science would the resultant of the two opposite

long since have disappeared from actions, both of which obtain their

this world. Why, then, should sci- effect. You see, therefore, that

ence become a vain and childish there is no need of destroying the

effort as soon as God would do action of natural forces in order to

himself what we can freely do with- produce an effect which natural

out destroying science ? Take an- forces cannot produce. After these

other example. Nature builds no remarks, nothing remains of your

stately palaces, no fine steamers, no second difficulty but
'

the prayers

locomotives, no railroads. All such and sobs
" which you cruelly ridi-

things are our free creations. Yet cule as useless and superstitious,

surely you will not maintain that But our Father who is in heaven

by building palaces or by boring listens to such prayers and is mov-
mountains we destroy science, al- ed by those sobs. This is abun-

though we may interfere very ma- dantly proved by innumerable au-

terially with the works of nature, thentic facts; and this suffices for us.
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Your third difficulty is based on

Cotta's notion that the creation de-

serves respect on account of its

perfection. Cotta may be one of

your great men, but surely he does

not know what he is speaking about.

What "
respect

"
do we owe to crea-

tion ? Benighted barbarians thought,

indeed, that the sun, the earth, and
the stars deserved respect ;

but how
can a man who pretends to be a

philosopher, and who professes
himself an enemy of superstition,

adopt such a stale pagan view, un-

less he blinds himself and renoun-

ces reason by bestowing upon mat-

ter the worship, which he refuses to

the living God ? To say that the

world is
"
perfect

"
is a mere equi-

vocation. The world is perfect
after its own manner, inasmuch as

it serves all the purposes for which
it has been made

;
it is perfect in

the same sense in which we say
that a thermometer, a telescope, or

an engine is perfect ;
it is a perfect

instrument in God's hand for the

attainment of a determinate end
;

and therefore its perfection is rela-

tive only, and might be greater and

greater without end. Now, Cotta's

argument overlooks this obvious

restriction, and presents the world
as absolutely perfect. If the world
is imperfect, says he, God is imper-
fect

;
but miracles would show that

the world is imperfect ;
and there-

fore miracles would show that God
is imperfect. Now, is not this,

doctor, asinine logic ? We might
as well argue thus : If an engine is

imperfect, its maker is imperfect ;

but the opening of a turning-cock
for admitting more steam shows
that the engine is imperfect ;

and
therefore that opening shows that

the engine-maker is imperfect. And
this leads me to your fourth diffi-

culty, which is nothing but a repe-
tition of the third.

You ask: "Is it a view worthy
of God to represent him as a power
which now and then gives a new
impulse to the world in its course?"
I answer, Yes ; it is quite worthy of

God to exercise his power in the

world in the way he thinks fit.

Shall we say, then, that God,
"
like

the regulator of a watch, puts a

screw on the world"? Why not?
The watchmaker is not degraded
by regulating his work. But, then,
'

the world requires repairs" ? I

say, Yes. And if you conclude that

the world "
has not been created

perfect," I reply that although it

came out relatively perfect from the

hands of the Creator, it has gra-

dually and most sadly deteriorated

by the malice of man. Moreover,
the world, whether more or less

perfect in itself, without a constant

active intervention of its Creator

can neither work nor last for a mo-
ment. The world is, therefore,

constantly
;<

repaired," to use your
expression, and has "

screws put on

it," as history testifies ; and other
"
screws

'

are undoubtedly ready
for further "repairs' when they
will be wanted.

Your last difficulty arises from

your assumption that nature works
without being controlled by a supe-
rior power. But how do you know
that nature is not controlled ? What
are the

"
striking facts

'

which

prove that
"
there is no direct gov-

erning reason at work "
in the for-

mation of organic and inorganic
bodies ? Your nisus formativus

proves nothing. You say that the

nisus is
"
blind." You may well

call it blind, inasmuch as it is a

work of secondary causes
;
but you

cannot deny that it is ruled by a

superior reason. What does it

matter if
" most senseless forms

are frequently engendered
"

? You

yourself admit that the nisus for-
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mativus depends very much " on demn your own tactics. For if

external circumstances," which may theologians are to be left to them-

mar or spoil the work of organiza- selves, why do you, then, who are

tion, and which nothing obliges the no theologian, and not even a phi-

superior reason to alter or improve, losopher, invade the province of

On the other hand, such senseless theology, and fight against faith ?

forms are not so
"
frequently

"
en- If you have any desire to know

gendered as you pretend ;
and if a the truth about the reality of mira-

few such senseless or monstrous cles, I will tell you what you have
forms can move you to doubt to do. M. Artus, a Frenchman,
whether their formation is control- on the 23d of July, 1871, public-
led by a superior reason, I do not see ly challenged all the free-thinkers

why the immensely greater number of the world to show the falsity of

of other forms perfectly constituted any two out of the many miracles

should not constrain you to banish registered in M. Lasserre's book
the doubt, and to recognize that entitled Notre Dame de Lourdes,
matter not controlled and not di- and staked 10,000 francs upon the

rected by reason cannot co-ordinate issue of the contest. This money
its efforts towards the formation of was safely deposited by him in the

an organism of which it knows hands of a notary-public in Paris
;

neither the plan nor the object. and fifty judges were appointed,
I trust, doctor, that these re- some of whom were members of the

marks suffice to solve your difficul- French Institute, and others fellows

ties, and to show that the world is of other celebrated institutions and

governed by a superior reason. academies, or members of the bar,
Buchner. It may be

; yet "what including even a Protestant; so

this or that man may understand that there could be no suspicion

by a governing reason, an absolute of fanaticism, ultramontanism, or

power, a universal soul, a personal mysticism about them. Now, in-

God, etc., is his own affair. The credible as it may appear to you,

theologians, with their articles of none of your great braggarts has

faith, must be left to themselves
;

dared from that day till now to ac-

so the naturalists with their science, cept the challenge. It is for you,

They both proceed by different who are so peremptory in denounc-
routes

"
(p. 43). ing miracles, to come forward, and

Reader. This is no reply, doc- to blot out by an act of philosophi-

tor, and your remark is misplaced, cal valor the stain which the cow-
The existence of a personal God, ardice of your enlightened friends

the possibility of miracles, and has left on the glory of free-think-

many other such truths, are proved erism. It is for you, I repeat ;
for

by natural reason. Had I refuted if a man of your standing and repu-
your objections by quoting

"
theo- tation quails before the challenge,

logians
' and '

articles of faith," the world will most reasonably con-

your reply might have some mean- elude that you have no faith what-

ing. But since your allegations ever in your own doctrines,

have been answered by reason,
what does it avail to say that ix.
'

theologians, with their articles of THE HEAVENS .

faith, must be left to themselves
"

?

Moreover, you unwittingly con- Reader. The laws of nature are
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universal. Such is the subject of tronomer Laplace why there was

the seventh chapter of your Force no mention of God in his Mecan-

and Matter. I need hardly say ique Celeste, he replied,
'

Sire, jc

that, while admitting with you the n'avais pas besoin de cette hypothese.
'

universality of the natural laws, I The more astronomy progressed in

cannot but condemn the materialis- its knowledge of the laws and mo-

tic spirit which disgraces your ex- tions in the heavens, the more it

planation of that obvious truth, repudiated the idea of a superna-
But in the chapter which follows tural influence, and the easier it

you speak of the heavens in a most became to deduce the origin, group-

objectionable style. ing, and motions of the heavenly
JBilchner.

"
Every school-boy bodies from the properties inher-

knows that the sky is not a glass ent in matter itself. The attrac-

shade covering the earth, but that, tion of atoms rendered the bodies

in contemplating it, we behold an compact, whilst the law of attrac-

immense space interrupted by in- tion, in combination with their

finitely distant and scattered groups primary motion, produced the mode
of worlds" (p. 51). of their reciprocal rotation which

Reader. This I grant; but I am we now observe
"

(pp. 51, 52).
at a loss to understand how the Reader. Waiving the more than

contemplation of the heavens can problematic plausibility of your
furnish you an argument against premises, and setting aside the

the existence of God. Is it not blasphemies which you have dili-

strange that what has hitherto been gently copied from the books of

considered to proclaim most loud- the French unbelievers, and which

ly the existence, and magnify the are too stolid to need an answer, I

power, of God, has become, in your reply, doctor, that you are always

hands, an evidence in support of too hasty in drawing your conclu-

atheism ? sions. Why did you not reflect

Biichner. The heavenly masses that the matter of which the celes-
"
are in constant motion a motion tial bodies are formed must have

singularly combined and compli- had an origin, that the revolutions

cated, yet in all its modificati6ns of those bodies cannot be ruled by

merely the result of a single univer- an abstract law, and that their

sal law of nature the law of attrac- enormous distances, as well as the

tion. , . . All these motions may be expanse of their orbits through the

determined and predicted with ma- immensity of space, compel the ad-

thematical exactness. As far as the mission of an infinite being ranging

telescope of man reaches, the same infinitely above matter and neces-

law, the same mechanical arrange- sarily prior to it ? You should not

ment, according to the same calcu- have overlooked the fact that the

lated mechanical formula, is found, heavens proclaim God's existence

Nowhere is there a trace of an ar- by their immensity far more elo-

bitrary finger which has ordered quently than by the revolutions of

the heavens or pointed out the the celestial bodies. You speak of

path of comets. 'I have searched movements ruled by a law. I ad-

the heavens.' says Lalande, 'but mit the movements and the law

have nowhere found the traces of which rules our calculation of the

God.' And when the Emperor movements. But without space

Napoleon asked the celebrated as- there is no movement, and without
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God there is no space ;
therefore

without God there is no movement.
Extricate yourself, if you can. Do
you concede that without space
there is no movement ?

Buchner. It is evident.

Reader. Do you admit that

without God there is no space ?

Buchner. This I deny.
Reader. Then what do you

mean by
"
space

"
?

Biichner. I fancy that space is

nothing but the volume of bodies.

Reader. How is this possible ?

A body moves through space.

Now, does a body move through
its own volume, or does it move

through the volume of other bo-

dies ? On the contrary, the body
cannot move without pushing away
before it all other bodies and vol-

umes whatever from the space they

occupy. It is therefore evident

that space, as such, is no| the vol-

ume of bodies.

Buchner. Then I shall say that

space is the capability of bodies

and motion.

Reader. This definition of space

may be admitted if properly un-

derstood. But what is such a ca-

pability ? Is it, in your opinion, a

real and positive entity ?

Buchner. I should not think so,

unless, indeed, it be occupied by
bodies.

Reader. I know that many are

of this opinion, that the reality of

space depends on the presence of

bodies
;
but I say that, if such were

the case, then empty space would
be mere nothing. Now, if you ad-

mit this, you will be compelled to

admit also the absurdity that a

mere nothing can be greater or

smaller. For between two neigh-

boring atoms there may be a great-
er or smaller interval of space ;

and such an interval, by the hypo-
thesis, would be nothing. Hence

it is evident that space, no matter

whether occupied or unoccupied,
must be something real.

Buchner. Then I say that space
is a mere relation of material ob-

jects.

Reader. There are relations of

bodies in space ;
but all such rela-

tions presuppose the existence of

absolute space, and therefore space
itself is none of those relations.

Moreover, since all real relations

have their reason in something
real, which is the foundation of the

relativity, it follows that space, as

that through which one body is

really related to another, is in it-

self a reality, independently of the

relations which may result from

the existence of bodies in it. And
again, before bodies can be consid-

ered as related through space, they
must be each located in space.

But, evidently, they cannot be lo-

cated in space if there is no space.
And therefore there must be space
before any local relation of bodies

can be imagined as possible. Hence

you cannot maintain that space is

a mere relation.

Buchner. Perhaps I shall be

obliged to say with Kant that space
is only a subjective form of the

mind.

Reader. Then you will entangle

yourself still more. The assump-
tion would imply the denial of all

real distances, of all real volumes,
of all real movements, of all real

phenomena, and of all natural laws.

For if space is only a subjective
form of our mind, then there is

no space out of the mind
;
and

consequently there are no real dis-

tances and no real movements in

the outside world, and science be-

comes an array of lies.

Biichner. What is, then, your
notion of space ?

Reader. Space is the region of
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all possible ubications and move- of worlds
'

affords an irresistible

merits. Do you accept this defini- proof of God's existence, and leaves

tion ? no room for your pretended
"

sci-

Buchner. Why not ? It is sub- entific
"
objections. If there is no

stantially the same as that which I God, there is no space ;
and if there

have given by saying that space is is no space, science is a dream and
the capability of bodies and mo- scientists mere visionaries.*

tion. Buchner. I cannot fight on this

Reader. Very well. Then, since ground, sir. Space is a mystery
I have shown that this capability which our reason has no power to

of bodies and motion is a positive explain ; and I decline to argue

reality, space is a positive reality, about anything that transcends

Moreover, space is neither matter reason. The strongest argument
nor any of the forces of matter, nor in favor of the existence of a per-

dependent on matter, but prior to sonal God was ever drawn from

it, and is prerequired as a riecessary the necessity of a first mover, in

condition for the existence of mat- order to account for the movement
ter. Lastly, space is independent of the celestial bodies. But such a

of time and motion, and therefore necessity has never been proved;
is absolutely and strictly eternal and therefore

" even in this remote
and unchangeable. Do you object position a personal creative power
to these conclusions ? cannot hold its ground

"
(p. 52).

Buchner. No, sir. Reader. You cannot cover your
Reader. Then you concede that retreat by pretending that space is

space is an infinite, eternal, un- a mystery; for if space is a mys-
changeable, independent reality, tery, then science also is a mys-
prior to matter and above matter, tery a conclusion which you do
and therefore, according to your not accept. But while you thus

own theory, prior to the world and
implicitly acknowledge your defeat,

above it. Now, to concede so you try to secure a safer position
much, and then to deny God, would by alleging that the movement of
be an evident contradiction. For the heavenly bodies may have

you must admit that absolute space originated in the powers of matter
is either a substance or not. If it itself without any exterior impulse
is a substance, then it is an infinite, from a first mover. I wish you
eternal, independent, unchangeable to remark that the words "

first

substance, embracing and tran- mover " can be understood in two

scending with its immensity all im- manners; for not he only who di-

aginable worlds
;
and a substance

rectly imparts the first movement,
having such attributes is what we but he also who governs the exer-
call GOD. If space is not a sub- tions and establishes the conditions

stance, it must still have the reason on which the first movements de-
of its reality in a substance from
,.,.', . . ~ . .

* The above doctrine concerning the reality of
Which it borrows its infinity, its absolute space is taken from Lessius' magnificent

eternity, its immutability, and of ork.DePerfectioni'bus Moresque
Divinis(\\\>.

.,-.. -r n. c. 2), where he shows that absolute space ;s

Which it IS the extrinsic manifes- the virtually of God's immensity. We cannot

tation. Hence the Contemplation
here develop this doctrine, nor discuss the objec-

tions of those who hold a different opinion. This
OI the heavens and Of the im- would lead us too far from our present object,

mense space interrupted by infinite- *nd
w
give

\
ur di*lo

|
ue

<? SL8^" *

higher metaphysical character than his argu-

ly distant and scattered groups ments deserve.
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pend, can be called "first mover."
The old philosophers, who did not

know the fact of universal gravita-

tion, proved the existence of God
by affirming the necessity of a first

mover that is, of a first cause giv-

ing the first impetus to the heavens,
and governing their revolutions,

But since gravitation became
known philosophers have acknow-

ledged that all matter could re-

ceive motion through the action

of other matter, and therefore

that the first movements in the ma-
terial world could arise from mat-

ter itself, with no need of a special

impulse from without. This, how-

ever, does not mean that we can

dispense with a "first mover."
However great your effort to con-

vince yourself that
" matter is eter-

nal, and the motion of matter as

eternal as matter itself" (p. 53), you
will not succeed. Matter is ere-

ated; and He who created it

placed it in definite conditions,

that it could exert its powers in a

definite manner and give rise to de-

finite effects. To him, therefore, as

to a first cause, are to be traced all

the movements arising from his

production and arrangement of all

the proximate causes. Now, the

first cause of all movements is a
"

first mover." What can science

object against this evident truth?

Buchner. "
Why matter assumed

a definite motion at a definite time

is as yet unknown to us; -but the

investigations of science are as yet

incomplete, nor is it impossible
that we may get some clue as to

the period of the first origin of in-

dividual worlds. Even at this day
astronomers give cogent reasons

that some of the nebular spots are

worlds in embryo, which, by gra-
dual condensation and rotation, will

become worlds and solar systems.
We have, therefore, concluding

VOL. xix. 53

from analogy, a right to say that

those processes through which the

existing solar systems have arisen

can have formed no exception to

the general laws inherent in matter,
and that the cause of the first defi-

nite motion must have existed in

matter itself
"

(p. 53).

Reader. This is possible; but is

it true ?

Buchner. " We are the more jus-
tified in asserting this, as the many
irregularities, contingencies, etc.,

in the economy of the universe

and individual bodies, exclude the

thought of an external personal ac-

tivity
"

(ibid.)

Reader. What ? Are you sen-

ous?
Buchner.

;<

If it were the object
of a personal creative power to

create worlds and dwelling-places
for men and animals, why, we may
ask, these enormous, waste, useless

spaces, in which but here and
there suns and planets swim, float-

ing about as imperceptible points
?

Why are not all planets of our sys-
tern so formed as to be inhabited

by man ? Why is the moon with-

out water and atmosphere, and

consequently adverse to every or-

ganic development? Wherefore
the irregularities and enormous dif-

ferences in the size and distances

of the planets of our solar system ?

Why the deficiency in order, sym-
metry, and beauty ? Why have all

comparisons, analogies, specula-

tions, in regard to the number and
forms of the planets, proved idle

fancies ? Why, asks Hudson Tut-

tie, did the Creator give rings to

Saturn, which, surrounded by its

eight moons, can have little need

of them, while Mars is left in total

darkness? And again, the moon's

rotation round its axis is, in rela-
'

tion to that of the earth, such that

it always presents to it the same
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surface. What is the reason of

this ? If there be design in this

arrangement, it must be admitted

that it is very imperfect. Why did

the Creator not impart to the celes-

tial bodies that order from which

the intention and the design could

irresistibly be inferred?" (pp. 53,

54).
Reader. Unfortunate man that

you are ! You have already re-

ceived the just punishment of your
rebellion against truth

; you have

been struck with blindness. The

thing is evident, say what you will.

You make a fool of yourself, as

your preposterous queries prove

nothing but your arrogance, igno-

rance, and malice. You will never

be cured of your blindness till you
lower your tone and humble your
pride before the God whose works

you disregard, and whose wisdom

you call in question. You are a

smoky little candle challenging the

sun thus: "Why these enormous,
waste, useless spaces?" Is it ne-

cessary to inform you that those

spaces are not waste and useless ?

We have just seen that the ex-

.panse of the heavens reveals the

infinity of the Creator; according-
ly, the enormous spaces which you
arrogantly call waste and useless

proclaim most eloquently the high-
est truth, the necessary truth, the

source of all truths. "Why are

not all planets of our system so

formed as to be inhabited by
man ?" In return let me ask you,

Why is not the atmosphere so

formed as to be inhabited by
fishes? Indeed, if God has no
.need of peopling the air with fishes,

it would be hard to say on what

principle he can be obliged to peo-
ple the planets with beings exactly
similar to us in their organization.
It is plain that man, though the
best creature on earth, is not the

last effort of Omnipotence ;
there

can be rational beings made ac-

cording to other patterns, having a

different organization and different

needs. But whether there are or

not, it is not for you to ask why
the planets are not so made as to

be inhabited by man. It is no less

preposterous to ask, "Wherefore
the irregularities and enormous dif-

ferences in the size and distances

of the planets of our solar system ?"

If the planets were all alike, and
their distances equal, would you
not pronounce the world monoto-

nous, and the plan of creation a

limited conception of an unintelli-

gent mind ? But now it is variety
that offends your aesthetics

;
and

you denounce it as being
"
irregu-

larity." Did you never hear that'

variety is a source of beauty ? To
me, the musician who always harps
on the same chord is a nuisance

;

and I am sure that you too would

prefer a full orchestra, with all the
"
irregularities and enormous differ-

ences in the size, etc.," of the in-

struments employed. You find in

the heavens "
a deficiency in order,

symmetry, and beauty." This only
shows your bad taste. Do you
think that symmetry is indispensa-
ble for beauty? An oak is beauti-

ful, though its branches are not

symmetrical. The sea-shore, the

hill, the valley, the mountain, would

lose much of their beauty, were

they to be reduced to symmetrical
forms. Then you speak of a want

of
"
order." What do you imagine

order to be ? Look on a chess-

board when the game is going on.

Is there any order? If you are no

chess-player, you will not perceive

order, but confusion
;
and yet there

is order. Order is a suitable dis-

position of things in pursuance of

an end, and must be different when

it has to lead to a different end.
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He who has no knowledge of the

end pursued cannot judge of the

suitableness or deficiency of the

arrangements made in view of such

an end. When you think that

the pieces are most disorderly mix-

ed up on the chess-board, then per-

haps they are in the most perfect

order, and the intelligent player

already knows that he is about to

checkmate his adversary. So do
not speak again of the order of the

heavens until you are called into

the secret council of Divinity. I

thought, doctor, that, you had some

ability ; yet how dull that man must
be who asks

"
why all comparisons,

analogies, speculations, in regard
to the number and forms of the

planets, have proved idle fan-

cies
"

! The why is evident. It is

because men are ignorant, and yet

presumptuous. But does our ig-

norance show that there is a defi-

ciency of order in the heavens ?

No
;
our ignorance only shows that

the best thing we can do is to hold
our tongue. As to the rings of Sa-

turn, what do you know besides

their existence ? And how could

you show that, because Saturn has

eight moons, the rings can have no

duty to perform ? But then, you
say,

' Mars is left in total dark-

ness." I reply that twelve hours

of darkness are not a total darkness.

Moreover, the dense atmosphere
and the small diameter of Mars are

calculated to afford it a long cre-

puscle, which may shorten very

sensibly the length of its night.

And, after all, what need is there

that Mars should have a moon ?

Could we not do on earth without

our moon? But you are scandal-

ized that our moon "
always pre-

sents to us the same surface," and
never deigns to show its other side.

What a disorder ! What an evi-

dence of a want of design ! This

it is that causes you to exclaim that
"

if there be design in this arrange-

ment, it must be admitted that it

is very imperfect." I remark that

you here admit with Tuttle that

there may be design in this arrange-
ment. But if there is a design,
there is a designer. Who is he ?

Is he not the Omnipotent ? For

how can he fulfil his design if lie

does not hold the heavens in his

hand ? The design, however, in

your judgment, is imperfect. Why ?

Only because your ignorance can

put a question to which it cannot

make an answer. You say :

"
Why

did the Creator not impart to the

celestial bodies that order from

which the intention and the design
could irresistibly be inferred?"

Your curiosity, doctor, lacks mo-

desty. What right have you to be
instructed in detail, of the inten-

tions of the Creator? Is he not

the Master? Is he obliged to dis-

cover his secrets to you, rebel and

arrogant being, who disregard the

most clear evidence of his very ex-

istence ? Would you be able to

understand his plan if he were will-

ing to reveal it ? The heavens

proclaim God's existence and attri-

butes; they glorify him by their

beauty, variety, and harmony ; they
reveal the general scope of crea-

tion
;
but they withhold the secrets

which God has reserved for him-

self. God's providence and his

government of the world are infi-

nitely wise, but they are inscrutable.

Buchner. Although you treat me
with little regard, and apply to me

very hard epithets, I wish to make
a short remark on what you call
"
providence

"
:

" Some perceive in

the position and relations of the

earth to the sun, moon, and stars a

designing providence ;
but they do

not consider that they confound
cause and effect, and that we should
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be differently organized if the in-

clination of the ecliptic were dif-

ferent or not existing
"

(p. 55).

Reader. I think that you would

have done better if you had with-

held your remark. That I treat

you with little regard I do not de-

ny ; but, in truth, I believe that if

you deserve respect as a doctor,

you deserve only contempt as the

author of Force and Matter. Free-

masons praise your person and ex-

tol your book
;
be satisfied with

this. To us you are nothing but a

blind and obstinate sophist. If we

apply to you some hard epithet, you
gave us the fullest right to do so;
for remember that you have called

our great men "charlatans." We,
at least, when we call you ignorant,

arrogant, presumptuous, take care
to prove that such epithets are well

applied ;
whilst you make denun-

ciations, and give no proofs.
And now as to your remark

about Providence.
"
Some," you

say,
'

perceive in the position
and relations of the earth to the

sun, moon, and stars, a designing
providence." Indeed, all great phi-

losophers, nay, all mankind, per-
ceive that designing providence ;

but, from your words, it would
seem that this is only a peculiar
bias of a few obscure and eccentric

thinkers. Hence those words,
'''some perceive," are calculated to

conceal or disguise a great histori-

cal truth the testimony of man-
kind in favor of divine providence.
This may be called a trick. But
what' follows is a real blunder.
Those who recognize a providen-
tial order "do not consider," ac-

cording to you,
"
that they confound

cause and effect." Where is there

confusion ? Do you mean that

what we call "Providence" is an
effect of natural laws ?

Bilchner. Exactly so.

Reader. Natural laws are ab-

stractions, and abstractions can

produce nothing. Did you ever

imagine that a law of geometry
could make a circle, or that a law

of harmony could write a quartetto ?

Laws do not produce facts, but

are gathered from facts of which

they exhibit the general expression.
Thus the natural laws are not na-

tural causes, but abstract formulas,
and do not rule the world, as scien-

tists too often assert, but only our

calculations and scientific induc-

tions. Your blunder is evident.

But is it true, at least, that
" we

should be differently organized if

the inclination of the ecliptic were

different or not existing
"

? No,

doctor, you are not happy in your
illustration. A change of inclina-

tion of the ecliptic would only alter

the distribution of heat on the ter-

restrial surface without altering its

amount ; and as now men can live

under different latitudes and in dif-

ferent climes without being differ-

ently organized, so also they would
live and thrive under some differ-

ent inclination of the ecliptic with-

out acquiring a different organiza-
tion. And if so, it would appear
that your physical knowledge is as

limited as your philosophical at-

tainments.

Bilchner. Of course I am a doc-

tor in medicine, not in physics or

in philosophy ;
but this I know :

"
that empirical philosophy, wher-

ever it may search for it, is no-

where able to find a trace of a su-

pernatural influence, either in time

or space
"

(p. 55).

Reader. Quite true. Your " em-

pirical philosophy' is unable to

find anything supernatural, wher-

ever it may search for it. But are

you so simple as to believe that, if

there is a God, you should be able

to reach him with the telescope, or
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to detect him by the microscope, or

to get by the balance an indication

of his presence, or to find him in

a retort, as a residue after some
chemical manipulation? Shame!
shame ! Is this your method of

convincing yourself that there is no

God? Then, by shutting yourself
in a dark cellar, you should be able

also to convince yourself that the

sun does not exist. Is it not a

mockery to pretend that there is

nothing supersensible, because it

cannot be reached by experimen-
tation upon sensible things ? I

cannot but repeat that you have

received the punishment of your
rebellion against truth. A man of

your ability would never fall into

such absurdities from want of light ;

it is your hatred of truth that dis-

torts your reason and instigates you
to heap sophism upon sophism, and

blasphemy upon blasphemy. You
need not search for God ; you know
him, and try in vain, like Cain, to

fly from his face.

Biichner. You make a sermon
rather than a discussion.

Reader. But whose fault is it if

your assertions are so openly in-

congruous as not to bear discus-

sion ? Even your
"
empirical phi-

losophy
"

is a myth. Are you not

ashamed to appeal to a science

which has no existence? Chemis-

try is empirical, and other parts of

physics may be empirical ;
but em-

pirical philosophy is nothing but a

bombastic word without meaning,
a fit conclusion to a chapter where-
in you try to make the heavens
bear witness against their Maker.

x.

THE -EARTH.
i

Reader. After the heavens you
try to enlist the earth also among
your witnesses against God. But

what can the earth say in your
favor ?

Biichner.
" The investigations of

geology have thrown a highly inter-

esting and important light on the

history of the origin and gradual

development of the earth. It was
in the rocks and strata of the crust

of the earth, and in the organic re-

mains, that geologists read, as in an

old chronicle, the history of the

earth. In this history they found
the plainest indications of several

stupendous successive revolutions,
now produced by fire, now by wa-

ter, now by their combined action.

These revolutions afforded, by the

apparent suddenness and violence

of their occurrence, a welcome pre-
text to orthodoxy to appeal to the

existence of supernatural powers,
whichVwere to have caused these

revolutions in order to render, by
gradual transitions, the earth fit for

certain purposes. This successive

periodical creation is said to have
been attended with a successive

creation of new organic beings and

species. The Bible, then, was right
in relating that God had sent a

deluge over the world to destroy a

sinful generation. God with his

own hands is said to have piled up
mountains, planed the sea, created

organisms, etc." (p. 56).
Reader. And so he did. But

mark that these Biblical expressions
are metaphorical.

Biichner.
"
All these notions con-

cerning a direct influence of super-
natural or inexplicable forces have

melted away before the age of mo-
dern science" (p. 57).

Reader. Melted away ? Indeed ?

And how ?

Biichner. "Like astronomy,
which with mathematical certainty
has measured the spaces of the hea-

vens, so does modern geology, by
taking a retrospective view of the
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millions of years which have passed,
lift the veil which has so long con-

cealed the history of the earth, and

has given rise to all kinds of religi-

ous and mysterious dreams
"

(ibid?)

Reader. To call our views
"
re-

ligious and mysterious dreams
"

is

no argument, doctor. We have a

history of the earth far more certain

than all your modern geology; and
that portion of geology which is not

fiction and charlatanism not only
does not contradict, but rather com-

pletes and confirms, the Mosaic his-

tory.

Buchner. This is what I cannot

admit.
"

It is now known that

there can be no discussion about

those periodic creations of the earth

of which so much was said, and
which to this day an erroneous con-

ception of nature tries to identify
with the so-called days of creation

of the Bible
;

but that the whole

past of the earth is nothing but an

unfolded present
"

(ibid.)

Reader. You say,
"
It is known."

No, sir, it is not known
;

it is only
wished. You infidels pretend to

know a great many things of which

you are ignorant. If you know that

geology refutes the Bible, how does

it happen that you cannot impart
to us such a knowledge in a ration-

al manner that is, by proving what

you assert ?

Buchner.
"
Geology, supported

by the knowledge of surrounding
nature and its governing forces, is

enabled to trace the history of what
has happened in infinite periods of

time with approximating exactness,

frequently wi-th certainty. It has

proved that everywhere and at all

times only those material and na-

tural forces were in activity by
which we are at present surround-

ed"(p.59).
Reader. This cannot be proved

by geology.

Buchner. " Nowhere was a point
reached when it was necessary to

stop scientific investigation, and to

substitute the influence of unknown
forces

"
(ibid)

Reader. Not even for the origin
of life ?

Buchner.
"
Everywhere it was

possible to indicate or to conceive

the possibility of visible effects from
the combination of natural condi-

tions
; everywhere existed the same

law and the same matter
"

(ibid)
Reader. Of course. But this

does not exclude the intervention

of a superior cause.

Buchner. "An enlightened in-

tellect no longer requires the aid of

that powerful hand which, acting
from without, excites the burning

spirits of the interior of the earth to

a sudden rebellion, which pours the

waters as a deluge over the earth,

and shapes for its designs the whole

structure like soft clay
"

(p. 60.)

Reader. This is openly false.

All enlightened intellects acknow-

ledge that He who declared his in-

tention of desolating Sodom by fire

and the world by the Deluge must

have had a hand in the fulfilment

of his menace.

Buchner. This is your Bible his-

tory, which we reject.

Reader. But can you refute it ?

Buchner.
" How curious and

whimsical is not the conception of

a creative power, which conducts

the earth and its inhabitants through
various transitions and immense pe-
riods of time to a more developed

form, in order to make it finally a

fit dwelling-place for the most or-

ganized animal man ! Can an ar-

bitrary and almighty power require
such efforts to attain its object ?

Can it not immediately and without

delay do and create what seems

good to it? Why these round-

abouts ? The natural difficulties
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alone which matter meets with in the Biichner. Science is still imper-

gradual combinations and forma- feet
;
we cannot as yet explain eve-

tions of its parts can explain to us rything. But geologists refute the

the peculiarity of the origin of the or- Bible as to the six days of creation,

ganic and inorganic world
"

(p. 60).
" The so-called coal formation alone

Reader. It is ridiculous to speak required, according to Bischof,

of
'*

efforts
"
of the Almighty; for 1,004,177; according to Chevan-

no one but a fool could dream of dier's calculation, 672,788 years,
such an absurdity. Moreover, you The tertiary strata, about 1,000 feet

confound creation with formation, in thickness, required for their de-

By creation matter received exist- velopment about 350,000 years ;
and

ence immediately, without " round- before the originally incandescent

abouts
"

;
for creation is not move- earth could cool down from a tem-

ment, and therefore needs no time, perature of 2,000 degrees to 200,

This creation of matter was the there must, according to Bischofs

work of God alone
;
but the forma- calculation, have elapsed a period

tion of the earth was successively of 350 millions of years. Volger
brought about, according to God's finally calculates that the time re-

plan, through the exertion of the quisite for the deposit of the strata

natural powers, which were not ere- known to us must at least have
ated to remain idle, but to carry on amounted to 648 millionsiof years!
the objects intended by their Cre- From these numbers we may form
ator. Now, the exertion of natural some notion as to the extent of

powers could not give rise to a per- these periods of time. They give
feet order of things

"
immediately us, moreover, another . hint. The

and without roundabouts." Hence enormous distances in the universe

your argument is worthless; and it which stagger our imagination, in

is worthless precisely on account combination with these almost un-

of the 'difficulties which matter limited periods of time, lead us to

meets with in the gradual combi- acknowledge that both time and
nations and formations "of complex space are infinite and eternal

"
(p.

things. But matter meets with a 61).

much greater difficulty, which you Reader. You are always the same,

omit to mention. The difficulty Your conclusion that time is infi-

is that matter does not know how nite is pinned on the statement

to form a molecule of hydrogen; that the periods of geology are al-

and yet there is hydrogen. most unlimited that is, not alto-

Buchner. It chanced to be form- gether without limit. I need not

ed by nature. show that such a rash conclusion is

Reader. Indeed ? Chance might contradicted by your very calcula-

form one molecule, or tivo, but could tions. And again, as to the geo-
not form millions of millions of logical periods themselves, their

them all perfectly equal to one length does not clash with the six

another, for chance excludes uni- days of creation as described by
formity. Nor does it avail to say the Bible. The word "

day
'

is

that their formation is the work of often used in the Bible to express

nature; for nature, according to you, a great interval of time, and may
is only matter, and consequently it be interpreted as an "

epoch," or,

cannot do more than matter itself is as you say, a "period." This is,

capable of doing. in fact, the interpretation of the
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word now accepted by our writers marks,*" to which philosophy could

when explaining the days of crea- not have attained, however instruct-

tion. Only our writers, more pru- ed." You see, doctor, that your

dent than you, do not pretend to geological periods, instead of refut-

determine the length of those epochs ing the Bible, furnish us with a new

or periods ;
for they do not indulge argument in support of its divine

in 'wild calculations or imaginary origin. Have you anything to re-

data. When we see a difference of ply ?

331,389 years between the results Buchner. Your explanation of the

of two calculations regarding the Bible is quite new.

period of the coal formation, we Reader. Be it so. Our ancient

may well suspend our judgment, doctors, however, knew very well

and not commit ourselves by the that the word '"day'
1

in the Bible

premature choice of either opinion, frequently means a great length of

But we admit the periods, nor are time. Had they known geology,
we afraid of identifying them with they would have unanimously in-

the days of creation. The Bible terpreted the six days as six great
has nothing to fear from geology or geological periods, just as we do.

any other science. We might, on JBuchner. But I have still other

the contrary, prove from geology arguments deduced from the pri-

the truth and divine inspiration of meval generations,
the Mosaic narrative. Moses was Reader. I am ready to meet them,

no geologist, and could not know But I really think it is scarcely
the order of the events which took worth the trouble to continue the

place before the creation of man, discussion, as you have hitherto

except by supernatural revelation, uniformly failed in every point you
Now, in his cosmogony we observe have tried to establish,

not only the description of an order

nf pveni-q like thit deduced from
*

J- D - Dana'
s Manual of Geology. See also

eVG
Pianciani's Cosmogonia Naturale Comparata col

modern geology, but a System in Genesi^ Rev. Gerald Molloy's Geology and Re-

tVP arrano-pmpnf- anrl a far rparhinp- lati n
^
and Card - Wiseman's Twelve Lectures

tne arrangement, ana a lar- ng on the Connection ietween science and Reveaitd

prophecy," as Prof. Dana well re- Religion.

(TO BE CONTINUED).
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HYMN OF THE FLOWERS.

A MEMORIAL OF THE FIRST MASS OF , ONE OF ELEVEN YOUNG JESUITS WHO SAID THEIR FIRST MASSHS
AT WOODSTOCK ON THE FEAST OF S. ALOYSIUS, JUNE 21, 1874.

I.

CHOSEN from many,
Tenderly nurtured,
We budded to sunlight,

Our fragrance we scattered
;

Queens of the garden,

Languishing beauties,

Reserved for high favor

Fair flowers ! fair flowers !

n.

Emblems of purity,

Fitting for virgins,

Our sisters are gathered
To grace the blithe maidens
Who go to their bridals

Oh ! fair be their fortune.

Glad flowers ! glad flowers !

in.

Emblems of innocence,

Fondly we're sought for :

Young mothers will scatter

The blossoms just budding,
Will scatter our sisters,

Kept still fresh and dewy,
With sad pearls of affection,

O'er the vanishing image
Of the lost darling
Ah ! kindred with blossoms.

Sad flowers ! sad flowers !

IV.

Emblems of triumph,
Emblems of glory,
The nations will cull them,
Will cull from our sisters

To honor their true ones.
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Mingling with life,

Mingling with death,

The flowers will crown the hero's brow,
Or wreathe the stone that marks his grave.

Frail flowers ! frail flowers !

v.

But we O glad fortune !

O blest among flowers !

We have been chosen

High o'er our sisters :

Culled for the altar,

We gave all our beauty,
We spent all our perfumes,
When God's priest in oblation

Pronounced his first fiat.

How we trembled with rapture
When the Christ was descending !

Oh ! our bloom caught new glory
From the priest's face all radiant,

As he held for adoring
His God in his hands,

And our odors were mingled
With prayer from his lips.

And, oh ! the pale mother
Who guided his lisping,

Who gave up her peerless,

The one jewel left her,

Robbed her breast for God's warfare,

The gift ne'er recalling
How her heart is now pealing,

Ringing out unto heaven

Glad chimes that are drowning
The dull whispers of sorrow !

And the prayer of th' Anointed,
The heart-voice of the mother,
The breath of the flowers,

Triple incense, are wafted

Up, up to God's footstool.

Ah ! such incense is treasured
;

Our odors shall die not.

They give fragrance in heaven

To that glad first oblation

Of God's priest at the altar.

Blest flowers ! blest flowers !
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KATHLEEN WARING.

THE loveliest of autumn days man's anger. Though for a time he

shed its warmth and brightness over is denied the gratification of a peep

magnificent Rome, while the bells at so winning a face, we will take it

from many towers announced the ourselves, and see what is under that

hour of twelve, and a still more em- gray hat with the scarlet plumes :

phatic reminder of mid-day boom- A pair of dark eyes sparkling
ed from Castle Sant' Angelo, the with fun, which all those curling

firing of whose cannon frequently black lashes cannot hide, while a

startles strangers, though even few saucy rings of hair, lying here

they soon become unconscious of and there on the forehead, cause a

its loud report. Citizens meeting surmise as to whether they are the

complained of the horrible sirocco result of nature and warm weather

day; visitors congratulated one an- or curl-papers nightly twisted up.
other upon such beautiful weather It would be difficult to form an esti-

for the fulfilment of their plans ;
and mate of a mouth whose under-lip is

a very perceptible thing was that not being held in bondage by two rows

even in the Eternal City can every of exceedingly white teeth, but we
individual be satisfied. In no way will imagine it a rose-bud, and has-

could an unbeliever be better con- ten to make the acquaintance of

vinced of this solemn truth than yonder thunder-cloud, who pouts so

by a peep into the principal parlor of abominably, and is still so like her

the Hotel d'Angleterre, where a tra- of the mischievous aspect. Agathe
veiling party had just arrived. An Waring leaned on the back of her

elderly gentleman stamped up and chair, and, when her father stamped
down the apartment, furiously ges- his feet, she did likewise

;
when his

ticulating, and undoubtedly mak- frown deepened and voice waxed

ing use of rather forcible language, louder, her pout became more de-

consigning hotels in general, and the cided, and very, beautiful hands
Hotel d'Angleterre in particular, to doubled into fists that shook de-

pretty uncomfortable quarters. At fiantly at invisible landlords. Mrs.

every approach to a small tete-a-tete Waring, observing this, remarked :

placed near the window he fiercely
"

I think, Agathe, you have chosen

glared upon a lady, evidently his a dangerous employment for hands

wife, whose sweet, smiling face serv- so valued as yours. Do you not

ed to exasperate her husband be- fear your vehemence will be the

yond endurance. A large fan, plied cause of a sprained wrist or finger ?

industriously, stirred not only the Then where will be our delightful
black feathers of her own bonnet, evening music. A young lady who,
but the scarlet ones jauntily stuck at the faintest suspicion of danger
in a dark gray hat that persistently ahead, generally clasps her hands

drooped, for no reason in the world behind her, is to be wondered
but to conceal a very amused at when seen bravely challenging
countenance which might have add- our most dreaded enemies."

ed fuel to the fire of the gentle-
"
It may be very amusing to you
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and Kathleen, mamma
;
but I con-

fess to not perceiving the joke," re-

plied Agathe, glancing complacent-

ly at her formidable weapons.
" How

you can see papa so worried, and
be perfectly unconcerned, is more
than I understand."

"
But, my dear, would it mend

matters in the least were your sister

to weep tears of vexation, and I to

vociferate against the unfortunate

people of this hotel, who were never

less in fault than now ? If your fa-

ther had taken my advice, and tele-

graphed for rooms, this occasion for

trouble would have been avoided
;

but, as he considered such a pre-
caution unnecessary, we need not

regard ourselves as dreadfully-in-

jured travellers."
" Am I not sufficiently annoyed,

madam, by this turn of affairs,"

shouted the elderly gentleman,
"
that

you should consider it essential to

remind me what your advice was in

Florence ? I have never yet met
the woman who did not delight in

being able to say, 'I told you so.'
"
Now, papa," said Kathleen with

a merry glance from her bright eyes,
"

I look upon that speech as a

calumny and an injustice to Agathe.
When all our luggage was left in

Paris, simply because you would not

heed her injunction to be very
careful in looking after it, she did

not gratify herself by any such ma-
licious words as 'I told you so.'

Indeed, her sympathy was far greater
than ours, as we only felt indignant
'at having nothing to wear."

This boldly-uttered sentence

proved quite soothing to Mr. War-

ing, who ceased his restless walk to

twine an arm about his daughter's
waist, whose head leaned fondly
against the dusty sleeve, and de-
sired no sweeter resting-place.

'

Yes, whatever my faults, what-
ever my grievances, this little daugh-

ter is ready and willing to share

them," said he, gently patting Aga-
the's cheek. "It has always been
a wonder to me that a brute like

myself should possess three trea-

sures such as my wife and daughters.
But the more valuable the treasure,
the more difficult its keeping. If

that atrocious landlord will only give
us an apartment for this afternoon,
I'll go in quest of permanent quar-

ters, and leave you to rest until my
return."

An immediate ringing of the bell

brought the attendant, who was re-

quested to inquire into the possibil-

ity of procuring at least a single

room for the remainder of the day,

during which time other accommoda-
tions might be sought. An answer,
to the effect that there was a small

chamber, engaged by a party who
would arrive that night, which until

then was at the service of the Ameri-

can gentleman, caused a gathering

together of bags, boxes, and baskets,

an ascent of several stairs, and a

happy entrance into the nicely-fur-

nished and exceedingly pleasant

apartment. The waiter, before his

departing bow, made many apolo-

gies for the crowded condition of

the house having rendered it im-

possible to receive monsieur, am

hoped their inability to please woul<

be forgiven. Mr. Waring's wratl

until then on the wane, appeare<

gradually gaining ascendency, and a

convenient lunch-basket would cer-

tainly have made the acquaintanct
of the waiter's head had not th<

latter prudently withdrawn.
' Th<

impudence of that dog in presuming
to beg my pardon ! What do I can

how crowded the house may be 01

how impossible it is to accommodate

us ? I don't suppose this hotel is the

only habitable place in Rome; if

so, I'll just take up my abode in the

Colosseum, and be done with it."
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Neither Mrs. Waring nor Agathe strength and her impersonation of

could resist smiling at this outburst, sauciness as she can be
;
then why

while Kathleen laughed outright. need we quarrel ?"
"

I shall consider it my first duty,
"
Well, it would be a waste of

on entering the Colosseum, to set ammunition, mavourneen," replied

you up as a statue of Perversity, Agathe;
"
so, instead of letting loose

surrounded by imps of contradic- my tongue, I'll exercise my arms,

tion. During the last half-hour you Be good enough to get me the

have been in a towering passion be- clothes-brush from your bag, that I

cause the Hotel d'Angleterre could may dust papa's coat."

not contain you. Now the poor By plentiful application of soap
waiter humbly laments the numerous and vigorous use of towels Mr.

visitors and non-elastic material of Waring now appeared resplendent,
the house, and you are ready to anni- and announced his intention of at

hilate him for supposing us anxious once going in search of rooms.
' In

to remain in it." my absence," said he, pausing at

"Are you not ashamed of your- the door,
"

I desire the three trea-

self, Kathleen Waring?" cried Aga- sures to repose, and hope to find

the. 'Were I papa, you should not them bright and sparkling this eve-

speak to me in that rude manner, ning."
You surely do not approve of it, The ladies did retire, and slept

mamma?" soundly several hours, while Mr.
" My dear Agathe," said her mo- Waring made every effort to obtain

ther,
"
I cannot disapprove when I a suite of rooms, first at the different

so fully appreciate the spirit in hotels, which were all full, next at

which your sister thus addresses her two or three casas recommended
father. Do not imagine you are by his banker. At last in a small

alone in your affection for him, and house, opening on the Piazza di

that the sole mode of expressing that Spagna, he succeeded in engaging
affection is by unvarying respect- five bright, cheerful apartments,
fulness in language and constant though at quite a high price, since

caressing. We all know vou to be the number of visitors at Rome in-O J

more dignified than Kathleen, and creased rents far beyond their usual

to possess much greater stability rate. Leaving orders with his pa-
of character; then how can you drone to secure a man-servant as

expect her to be otherwise than more soon as possible, he next made ar-

thoughtless and much saucier than rangements with the proprietor of

yourself?" the nearest restaurant to supply
This last sente-nce, accompanied him with the necessary breakfast

by a meaning smile, brought a and dinner, which must be daily oc-

crimson flush to Agathe's cheek currences to sustain the vitality of

and an angry retort to her lips, the even the most enthusiastic tourist,

utterance of which was stayed by a With a sigh of relief that his prepa-
kiss from her sister, who whis- rations were complete, Mr. Waring

pered : returned to the hotel, and found
" Never mind, Aggie ; just be as his wife and daughters radiant in

firm and stable and dignified as you their fresh toilets and expectant
choose. I'll be your admiration- eagerness. There is nothing so de-

point for ever, and I am sure mam- structive of beauty as fatigue added

ma is as proud of her model of to the dust and soot of railway tra-
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veiling; and an individual emerging
from this double ordeal deserves

the congratulation of friends. Mr.

Waring bestowed a gaze of admira-

tion upon each lady in turn, kissed

his wife, pulled one of Agathe's curls,

and whirled Kathleen round and

round to the tune of a cracked

hand-organ stationed beneath the

window, which just then ground
out a very fine waltz. Breathless

and panting, Kathleen soon sank

on the sofa, while her mother came
to the rescue with a fan, and Aga-
the opened the window to throw
the musician some coppers.

" There is little need to inform

us of your success," said Mrs. War-

ing,
"
as this emphatic greeting

tells its own tale. I am really glad

you were able to return before dark,

as we feared you might be detained

later."
"
Well, you cannot fail to like

the rooms," said Mr. Waring; "for

they are five in number, quite hand-

somely furnished, and two overlook

the Piazza di Spagna. I think, as

it is a mere step from here, we had
better walk, and have our luggage
sent by these people. If you are

half as tired riding as I am, you
will infinitely prefer proceeding to

our destination on foot."
" We should like nothing better !"

cried the three ladies, and imme-

diately began to collect their scat-

tered property. This being duly dis-

posed of, the black bonnet and gray
hats donned, our party set out.

The Ave Maria was ringing, and
the sweet sound of many bells pen-
etrated the hearts of even these

Protestants, who understood so im-

perfectly its beautiful significance.
Dusk was fast changing into dark-

ness, while black clouds chased
each other over the sky, and the

rising wind betokened the sure ap-

proach of a storm. Our travellers

hastened their footsteps, and only
reached their parlor when a terrific

flash of lightning poured through
the windows, and the rain fell in

torrents. Mr. and Mrs. Waring at

once went on a tour of investiga-

tion, in which neither of the girls

could be induced to join. Agathe
approached the window and gazed
upon the outdoor fury, with only

clasped hands and awe-stricken

countenance to betoken her feeling.
Kathleen buried a miserably pale
face in the cushions of her arm-

chair, and sobbed most piteously ;

for the poor child dreaded nothing
so much as thunder and lightning.
After a short lapse of time, Agathe
turned impatiently from her post
of observation, and exclaimed :

' Without exception, Katy, you
are the greatest goose I ever met,
to be sitting there crying when you
might have the benefit of .yonder
magnificent panorama. It is too

absurd that the least sign of a storm
must send you into hysterics. Do
you not suppose there is quite as

much danger for me as for you ?

Yet let me sob as you are doing, and
how foolish you would think me! Do
control yourself this once, or your
eyes will be red and ugly to-mor-

row, and you not presentable."

Agathe had intended simple ex-

postulation ;
but anger got the bet-

ter of her, and her last words were

very commanding so much so as

to rouse Kathleen, who cried :

"
I am sure I don't care for eyes,

or appearance, or anything else, and
I wish you would let me alone.

Because you have a reputation for

courage and firmness, you imagine

you are justified in persecuting me;
but I tell you you are not. I can-

not see any great courage and firm-

ness in facing that lightning. If

there should ever be a call upon
me for such qualities, I will beg
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the good Lord to give them to me,
but not for the purpose of staring
at a storm." With this the dark head

again took refuge in the cushions,
and Agathe returned to her former

position. The scene was indeed

magnificent, and fully compensated
for any uneasy feeling she might
have experienced in thus exposing
herself. The entire sky within

range of vision seemed one dense,
black cloud, hanging but a few feet

above the house-tops, every mo-
ment sending forth flashes of light,

at times sharp, forked, fearful,

again soft, widespread, and of suffi-

cient duration to illumine the en-

tire piazza beneath. The pouring
rain could not conceal surrounding

objects, but rather served to en-

hance their beauty, since they ap-

peared through a mist that served

to screen the hard, substantial real-

ity. High up, beyond the fine steps
which are a prominent feature in this

piazza, rose the church and con-

vent of the Trinita di Monte, look-

ing, in its elevation and noble

strength, a fit emblem of a religion

so true and sublime. Inclining
from its height to the level beneath,
the aforesaid steps were lonely and

deserted, deprived of their lounging

idlers, but nevertheless beautifully

reflecting from their wet surface

the brightness above. One might
have imagined the piazza, with its

brilliant shops, caffes, hotels, and

booths, to be the noisy, bustling

world, having in its midst those

steps so numerous, so difficult of

ascent, but in the end leading to

rest, peace, heaven ! How pitiful,

then, to see no foot ascending ! And
if this little picture be one of sor-

row, how much worse the great,

real world, where so few mount the

stairs within reach of all ! Some
walk round, others glance up and

promise a beginning to-morrow;

but how many heed the warning ?

Now, now is the time
;
to-morrow

may never come !

It is not probable, however, that

such thoughts found favor with

Agathe, whose Protestant mind wa.-

in no way addicted to pious mus-

ing, since her church furnishes such

meagre food for heart and brain.

Her eyes, roving restlessly about,

suddenly became fixed upon the

tall, muffled figure of a man hurry-

ing through the rain with bent

head and quickening speed. De-
void of fear, of suspicion, she watch-

ed until he neared the piazza's cen-

tre, when, after one long, blinding
streak of lightning, a fearful crash

followed, and she distinguished the

object of her curiosity lying pros-
trate on the ground. A sharp cry
from her lips brought Mrs. Waring,
to whom, with trembling limbs and
horror-stricken face, she pointed
out the prostrate form. Kathleen,
who had crept up behind her mo-

ther, no sooner beheld it than she

ran from the room, and, meeting
her father in the hall, breathlessly
exclaimed :

" O papa ! do go quick-

ly. ... There is a poor man lying
in the street who has-been struck,

. . . and nobody seems to know
it. Please go to him. . . . Bring
him here. Get some one to help

you ;
for he may not be quite dead."

Before she had ceased speaking
her father was down-stairs ordering
a servant to follow him

;
and from

their position Mrs. Waring and

Agathe saw the two rush into the

driving rain, gently raise the body,
and carefully bear it towards the

entrance. Kathleen had hastily ar-

ranged pillows and blankets on the

sofa
;
so there was no delay in fixing

something on which to lay the poor

fellow, and very soon the entire

family were making a desperate
effort to restore animation, as Mr.
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Waring declared there was life in
;< Such profanity shall not be al-

the body. His assertion was veri- lowed !" said Mrs. Waring; "and I

fied when, after a while, the young really think, Mr. Waring, you should
man drew a long breath, and open- conduct our patient to a comfort-

ed such bewildered, astonished eyes able room where he may sleep
as made every one smile. away his weakness. Kathleen will

" Ah ! my fine fellow," cried Mr. share Agathe's apartment, that he

Waring, "I'll wager you you are may occupy hers."

on the road to life again, and we All protestations to the effect

are spared the trouble of attending that he could walk to his hotel

your funeral a thing, I candidly being indignantly denied, the young
assure you, I had expected to do not man was immediately consigned to

very long ago." bed, and commanded to sleep as

"Opapa!" whispered Kathleen, long as he could. For about half

glancing timidly at the pale face, an hour the family sat up discuss-

blue eyes, and curling brown hair, ing the accident, and did not sepa-
"
don't talk to the poor fellow about rate until its victim was imam-

funerals when he has been so near mously pronounced handsome, ele-

the grave ;
it cannot be pleasant." gant, charming!

" Never mind, Miss Puss, I will The sun was many hours high
set him straight," replied her fa- next morning before our friends

ther.
"
Now, my friend, I have al- thought of stirring, and the two

ways heard, and there is an indis- girls were yet sound asleep when
tinct idea of my having read it, their mother came tapping at the

that people struck by lightning door. Her knock was so slight as

never feel it. As you are a living to be scarcely perceptible, and, re-

witness to the truth or falsehood ceiving no response, she entered,

of this statement, I would like to The change from bright sunshine

have your views on the subject." to this darkened room at first

This, delivered with the air of made it impossible to distinguish
a man thirsting for knowledge, clearly; but opening the blind a

brought a smile to the patient's very little way, Mrs. Waring smiled

mouth, and caused a general laugh, to herself, as, glancing about the
"

I am truly grieved," replied apartment, she murmured :

' Those
the lightning-struck,

"
that my careless, careless girls ! What is to

knowledge is of questionable au- be done with them?" Evidently,

thority, because I cannot tell the careless girls had taken small

whether I felt a blow on the head trouble to arrange their things be-

or not, though there is a half- fore retiring, and now a somewhat
defined recollection of some one confused picture greeted the de-

pounding me there, and producing spairing mother's eye. The bu-

about five hundred simultaneous reau appeared the favorite recepta-

sensations; whether really so or cle for almost all articles. 'A co-

the fruit of my active imagination lossal brush, instead of properly
I am unable to avow." supporting the rightful partner of

"Well, for our own satisfaction, its joys and sorrows, made despe-
we will believe you did have five rate love to an ink-stand, a red

hundred feelings jumbled together, bow, and a bottle of cologne, whose
and take it as a warning to avoid stopple had stepped over the way
like strokes.' to consult an oracle of a watch
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about the probable comfort of the fortable beds, as- you cannot be

poor, deserted comb that patiently trusted in my absence."

reposed on a prickly pin-cushion. In the midst of the commotion

The oracle, unwound and unmov- which followed Mrs. Waring es-

ed, refused utterance, and sullenly caped, and, slowly walking along
stared at a crowd of rings, brace- the hall, murmured :

lets, belts, reticules, hair-pins, false
"
Is it possible Kathleen still re-

curls, and handkerchiefs indiscri- tains those absurd convent notions,

minately gathered together. They and am I ever to regret having
were not interested in the watch, sent her to Mt. de C ? Surely,

but bemoaned the sad fate of a in three years she must have for-

coquettish gray hat with a scar- gotten those ridiculous impres-
let plume, one string of which had sions

; yet what does that rosary

caught in a tightly-shut drawer, mean, and why should she sleep
and cruelly hung its fair possessor, with it encircling her arm ? Well,
A grand civil war had transpired it will only make matters worse to

in other parts of the room; the discuss them, and, until I am cer-

washstand implements were horri- tain what the poor child intends, I

bly mutilated and dashed about; shall say nothing."
the four shoes and stockings had By this time the drawing-room
taken leave of each other, and an- was reached, and, entering, Mrs,

grily stationed themselves in differ- Waring found her husband and
ent corners

; and, last, a huge trunk their guest in hot dispute as to

had brutally emptied itself of its the best manner of sight-seeing in

contents, that now lay limp and Rome. Mr. Waring expressed ab-

helpless, here, there, everywhere. horrence of guide-books and his

Had not Mrs. Waring been well resolution never to use them. The
accustomed to such a display, it stranger intimated such a resolve

is possible she might have been rash. Mr. Waring inquired why.

dismayed ;
but as nothing is equal The young man said guide-books

to habit, she preserved her equa- being absolutely essential in a place

nimity, and, approaching the near- so filled with objects of interest as

est bed, her attention was at once Rome, he was willing to wager Mr.

arrested by a tiny pair of beads Waring would have three or four

which she perceived dangling from in his possession by the end of the

Kathleen's wrist. With a dark week. Mr. Waring indignantly re-

frown she retreated to the door, pudiated this idea, and the argu-
and cried : ment might have continued indefi-

"
Girls ! girls ! it is time to get nitely had not the girls made an

up. You have slept long enough opportune appearance. In their

even for weary travellers, and your wake came a delicious breakfast,

patient has been waiting an hour after partaking of which the young
to see the young ladies before man rose to depart,

taking leave. Do hurry and come "
I cannot," said he,

"
pretend to

at once to the parlor." thank you for such kindness to a
"
Yes, mamma, we will," an- stranger, for words are inadequate

swered two very lazy voices. to express my gratitude. My obli-
'

Yes, my dears, I do not doubt gations will be increased tenfold if

it," said Mrs. Waring; "but let me you only permit me to continue an

see you well out of those two com- acquaintance so happily begun."
VOL. xix. 54
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"My dear fellow," cried Mr.

Waring,
"
don't mention gratitude ;

and as for an acquaintance happily

begun, if you choose to consider as

such one brought on by lightning,

we are at your disposal, and no-

thing will delight us more than re-

ceiving you as our friend. But

friends should know what to call

one another, and, though my name
is Alexander Waring, yours is still

a dead secret."

"A thousand pardons!" exclaim-

ed the stranger.
"
My negligence is

truly shocking; but it is Mr. and

Mrs. Waring, with their lovely

daughters, who have charmed me
into a forgetfulness of Howard Lee,
and it is they who must forgive
him."

Of the two lovely daughters,
Kathleen pouted bewitchingly at

the foregoing speech, while Agathe
gracefully inclined her head. The

gentlemen shook hands most hear-

tily, and Mrs. Waring cordially in-

vited Mr. Lee to return often, as-

suring him of a sincere welcome.

Thus, amidst compliments and ac-

knowledgments on both sides, How-
ard Lee took leave of his friends,

promising to see them very soon

again.
It is scarcely necessary to add

that the promise was observed, and

during the next month or two he
was almost constantly one of the

gay little party which roved among
the grand old ruins of Rome,
wandered about its art-galleries
and into its temples and churches,

always consulting guide-books with
a faith in, and a dependence on
them that undoubtedly made Mr.
Lee winner of his wager. It is

very remarkable what wonderful

things can transpire in a little while,

though we are not certain whether

you consider it remarkable that

Mr. Lee soon manifested extraordi-

nary interest in the movements of

Miss Kathleen. If that young per-
son chose to stare an old statue out

of countenance, she would not be

long without the assistance of an-

other pair of eyes that had sudden-

ly remembered some never-before-

known merit about the image, and
were instantly intent on it. If

Kathleen thought proper to sit

among the ruins, he, completely
overcome by fatigue, would rest by
her side. We are much afraid this

was not all that happened ;
for

there were certainly some very ar-

dent glances sent from his eyes to

her sparkling black ones, that soft-

ened and glowed as they drank in

the language of the blue ones. And
at every new approach of the tall,

manly figure didn't the gray hat

with the scarlet plume droop lower

and lower; didn't the round, dim-

pled cheeks beneath rival the

feather in color; didn't the little

hands clasp each other tightly, that

their trembling might not make too

bold a confession of her happy agi-
tation ? You cannot be surprised

that, standing together by the beau-

tiful Trevi fountain one moonlight

night, to her was told in eloquent
tones the old, old story which every
woman hears once in her life, be she

ever so poor, so ugly, so disagreeable.
But this woman was lovely, bewitch-

ing; and the tale seemed exquisite

harmony when softly, beseechingly
it fell upon such ears. Long after

the low voice had ceased telling what
was music to her soul Kathleen stood

silent. The water dashed from

and over rocks in playful sport,

defying the peaceful glance of the

moon, which bade it be quiet. The
church-bells rang out the hour of

ten, and from the distance sounded

Agathe's laugh, with the accompa-
nying expostulation from several

ladies and gentlemen who were
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begging her to sing. At last clear protection of her mother's arm,

and full to these lovers came the Mr. Lee took his place by Agathe's

sweet old song,
" Kathleen Mavour- side, and thus they returned home.

neen." Howard waited till the Poor Kathleen passed a miserable

music died away, then whispered, night, and awoke next morning
a why art thou silent, with head aching so badly as to

ote^K^T' Prevent her appearance at break-

Kathleen Mavourneen?" fast. Towards llOOn she improved,
" Oh ! spare me, spare me," cried and by three o'clock presented her-

Kathleen.
'

I cannot, cannot an- self in the drawing-room, where

swer! If you but knew !" were her mother and sister. Tell-

"And do I not know you are ing them she was going out for a

what I love with all my heart, what little fresh air, and to feel no un-
I long to call my own ? Have you easiness if she did not immediately
not encouraged me ? allowed me return, she left the house, ran

to believe you cared for me?" across the piazza, up the steps, and
; ' Oh ! I never meant it. I would stood in front of the Trinita di

not have had you know that I cared Monte. Pausing a minute,
" This

for you. Have pity on me, Mr. is the 8th of December, the Feast

Lee, and do not ask why ! I can of the Immaculate Conception, so

give no answer to your kind words, certainly there must be Benedic-
Believe me that it is best as it is." tion here this afternoon, as they

" Miss Waring, your friends are tell me the church belongs to the

coming will interrupt us in one Ladies of the Sacred Heart. I'll

minute; can you give me no hope? try, anyhow."
Is there nothing you will say to The little portress, in her very
comfort my yearning heart ?" ugly cap, informed la signorina,

; '

All I can say is, Wait ;
in a lit-

"
Yes, benediction would be given

tie while you will cease to wish for in one hour from that time. Would

my affection when you have learn- she walk into the chapel now and
ed what it is essential you should wait, or would she prefer going
know before lean give an answer away to return?" La signorina
to your question." would wait

;
so she was shown into

'

Nothing can change my desire," the church, and there left to her

pleaded Howard, gazing upon the own reflections, which were one

tear-laden eyelashes and trembling long struggle with feelings so con-

lips.
:<

Only tell me now what you trary that to make them agree was
think I must know, and then see impossible. The poor child had,

if it makes the slightest difference." ever since leaving the convent of
"
No, Mr. Howard," said Kath- Mt. de C ,

been praying for

leen, regaining composure,
"
wait a courage to avow a faith which she

few days ;
then I will either send knew would anger her father, dis-

for you or write what I have to tress that darling mother, and call

communicate. With you will rest forth words of bitter ridicule from
the decision. Remember always Agathe. Now to these considera-

that I have cared for you, and that tions was added the fear of losing
now it is a sad good-night I wish Howard Lee's affection,

you, knowing it may be my last."
" Ah ! Jesus, Mary, and Joseph,"

Here they were joined by their she cried, "help me in this my
party, and Kathleen flying to the agony. Send down upon me your
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blessing that I may be strengthen-
" Mater christi,

J
. . Mater divmse gratiae,

ed in the path which has become Mater

so difficult to my faltering feet !

Endow my heart with that courage With happy heart and tearful

I once boasted I would ask for eyes she sang out the Ora pro
when its need should be discover- nobis, while many looked to see

ed. O my Father in heaven ! look from whence came the joyful

upon thy child with pity, and heed notes, so
splendidly swelling their

her earnest supplication." chorus. Through the litany, the

For an entire hour she wavered O Salutaris ! and the Tantitm Ergo
between the earthly devotion that her strong, young voice was clear and
awaited but a word to be hers, sweet, and none guessed that in

and the higher Love, that requires the girl's heart a fearful struggle

many crosses and sacrifices before had taken place, and that there

it recompenses the heart. It will the good Lord had come and left

never desert, never wound. The a gift which would never decay,
sun sank lower in the heavens, and never be worthless, but ever bright
the light in the chapel took a soft, and glorious. A last prayer for

mysterious tone that lent super- strength was uttered during Bene-

natural quiet and stillness to the diction, and Kathleen felt half her

place, greatly soothing Kathleen's difficulties were overcome when
restless mind. Her head leaning she stood up at the Laudate Do-
on the railing in front of her, her minum.

lips moving in unconscious prayer, That night she confessed to her

she fell into a deep, dreamless parents her intention of becoming
sleep that was only disturbed a Catholic, and besought their per-
when over her senses stole the mission to take the step. Mr. Waring
faint sound of music, gradually, was furious at first, and vowed she

gradually unclosing those delighted shouldn't not if"he knew himself;

eyes shining with blissful wonder, but three days' fussing and fuming
as she supposed it all must have brought him to the conclusion she

been a dream, from which she wak- might do as she chose,
'

but, for

ed to find herself safe in the dear heaven's sake, never expect him to

old convent. Surely, there was the love her as much again," and en-

beautiful altar, the Blessed Sacra- forced his resolution by hugging
ment exposed, many candles burn- and kissing her on the spot. Mrs.

ing amid vases of exquisite flowers, Waring was very sad at the aspect
the venerable priest kneeling at the of affairs, but had so long antici-

.altar's foot; above all, the convent pated it as to be little surprised.

girls, in blue uniforms and white Deeming a refusal of her sanction

veils, entering two by two, making worse than useless, she also said

their genuflections, and standing her daughter might do as she pleas-

in their places till all were ready, ed. Only Agathe was inexorable
;

when tap ! from the Sisters' bench, for, having begun by condemning
and down they sat. From the or- her sister's course, she considered

gan-loft the sweet litany she knew it incompatible with firmness ever

so well came pouring into her ears to change.

just as of yore ;
as of yore the

" How you can have allowed

priest, the Sisters, and convent yourself to be so wound about the

girls sang in familiar tones : little fingers of those priests and
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nuns I can't divine," she cried, girls filed in, followed by Mr. and
"

It indicates such contemptible Mrs. Waring and Agathe, who, by
weakness to turn from the religion dint of persuasion, had been in-

in which you were born to that of duced to appear on the occasion,

a Papist above all things, a Papist ! Last entered Kathleen, and knelt

Were I to live a hundred years, I in front of the altar. She was faint

could not do it." and trembling, but did not lose a
"
No, my poor sister," thought syllable of the words that made her

Kathleen; "with all your character, a Christian, a Catholic, and soldier

I fear you have not the daring cour- of heaven. She was baptized, of

age required to combat the distress course, before the celebration of

of parents, the anger of friends, the Mass, and during it received for

loss of a beloved object. No; it is the first time the Holy Communion,
a precious gift of God, and must be Mr. Waring seemed much moved,

prayed for." his wife cried outright, and Aga-
Next Kathleen wrote to Mr. Lee, the's flushed face and shining eyes

informing him of all that had taken belied the unconcern she tried so

place, of her intention to become a hard to assume,

member of the Catholic Church in a No one noticed the tall, dark fig-

few weeks, and renewed her request ure standing in the furthest cor-

that he would forgive the pain she nerof the church, nor saw the gaze
had caused him in remembering the riveted upon the fair, sweet girl at

grief she herself endured ;
with many the altar. As everything here must

wishes for his future prosperity, she have an end, so did the music, the

remained his true friend. No an- lights, all that had brightened the

swer came to this at all, and the chapel. The dark figure had hur-

Warings saw nothing more of ried away, the girls in white had

Howard Lee. Delicacy prevented disappeared, the Warings were

their asking an explanation from gone ; only the little Babe of Beth-

Kathleen, and, as she proffered lehem still lay in the manger, and

none, his name was never mention- one lamp shed its faint lustre in

ed among them. honor of that Blessed Sacrament

The days passed on, and Kath- which is for you, for me, for all

leen, being at last considered sum*- who but seek it.

ciently instructed, had prevailed On the evening of the same day
on the Sisters of Trinita di Monte Kathleen was playing soft chords

to allow her retreat to be made on the piano, and indulging in

with them, and her baptism and waking dreams, when she was

first communion to take place in greatly disturbed by the entrance

their church. Christmas was the of a man bearing in his arms a

time appointed for the consum- huge package of something very
mation of Kathleen's desire. The delicate, to judge from the care

chapel had been beautifully deco- with which said package was de-

rated by the nuns and girls; and posited on the table. Before Kath-

a little Bethlehem, removed some leen could frame a question con-

slight distance from the altar, was cerning the matter the man was ,

the emblem of the glorious feast, gone. Approaching the very re- ,

A new Mass had been learned, markable bundle, she perceived

and, while the organ pealed forth a card suspended bearing these:

its first tones, the white-robed words:
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"A Christmas gift for Miss K.

Waring."
Still wondering, she gently detach-

ed the paper cover, and there, de-

lighting her eyes, was a tiny Christ-

mas-tree literally filled with bon-

bons, colored candles, and children's

toys, while two or three small papers
concealed some more valuable pre-
sents no doubt. In perfect amaze-
ment she ran to the door and call-

ed father, mother, and sister, who,

hastening to the room, uttered ex-

clamations of pleasure at the sight.

The candles were instantly lighted,
and the tree admired from every

point, though a thorough mystifi-
cation ensued as to the donor. Each
surmise only seemed to make the

matter worse
;
so they instituted a

search among the separate parcels.
The first opened displayed a gold
locket with the initials A. W. in pin-
heads of pearls ;

the next contained
a handsome silver tobacco-box for

Mr. Waring ;
the next, a musical

work-box with Mrs. Warin^'sO
name; yet still there was nothing
dor Kathleen. More astonished
' than ever, they examined once
: again ;

and right on the very top of

the tree, buried deep in its branches,
was a round pasteboard box about
the size of a lady's watch. Being
opened, it disclosed a knot of hard-

twisted note-paper, which Kathleen

unwrapped and unfolded until she
came upon an old, worn medal of

the Immaculate Conception, from
which hung a blue ribbon. As the

paper in her hand had something
written on it, she made haste to read,
and here is the secret :

'

Will my dear one take for a

Christmas gift the little medal here-

in enclosed, which was put around

my neck by my mother when I

made my first communion eigh-
teen years ago ? I have kept away
from you, that you might have a

pleasant surprise for this Christmas

day, though I went to communion
for you this morning, and also saw
the triumph of your brave spirit in

the Church of the Trinita di Monte.

If, when I come to you this evening,

my little medal is about your neck,
I shall know you accept me as your
devoted HOWARD LEE."

Kathleen stood looking at the

words through gathering tears, and
was not conscious of the quiet with-

drawal of her parents and sister

until the door opened gently to ad-

mit Howard, who, glancing quickly
at the blue ribbon on her bosom,
advanced eagerly, and, bending
low, exultantly murmured :

11 Why art thou silent,

Thou voice of my heart ?

Oh! why art thou silent,

Kathleen Mavourneen?"
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.

THOMAS GRANT, FIRST BI.SIIOP OF SOUTH-
WARK. Ity Grace Ramsay. With two

portraits. London : Smith, Elder

Co. 1874. (New York : Sold by The
Catholic Publication Society.)
The late Bishop Grant was remarkable

for learning, ability, and sanctity. The
events of his life, both before and after

the period of his ordination, are interest-

ing. As rector of the English College
in Rome, and as bishop, his administra-

tion was successful and filled with great
services to the Catholic Church in Eng-
land, particularly in respect to the re-

establishment of the regular hierarchy.
The story of his life is told in a lively
and pleasing manner, and the publisher
has issued the volume in a style which
makes it attractive, though somewhat

costly. The author, whose noni de plume
is Grace Ramsay, is one of the best of

our English Catholic writers. We have
been indebted to her graceful pen for

some of the most agreeable articles in

our magazine, and we are pleased to learn

that some remarks in THE CATHOLIC
WORLD on the character of the late illus-

trious Bishop of Southwark first sug-

gested to her the idea of writing his

biography.

BLESSED MARGARET MARY ALACOQUE.
A brief account of her life. To which
are added a selection from her sayings
and the Decree of her Beatification. By
the Rev. Charles B. Garside, M.A.
London : Burns & Gates. 1874. (New
York : Sold by The Catholic Publica-

tion Society.)
This tiny and pretty little book costs

only fifty cents. We make its small size

and price thus prominent, in order to

encourage those who have not money or

time to bestow on large books to buy
this one and to help its circulation. It

contains the substance of the larger

biographies of a saint who has done one
of the most wonderful works of modern
times, and has become justly the object
of an extraordinary devotion among the

faithful.

The devotion to the Sacred Heart of our

Lord has become the great devotion of

our dav, to the incalculable benefit of the
'

|

church and the promotion of the most
solid piety among the faithful. Pius IX.

has constituted himself the Superior-Gen-
eral of the Congregation of Missionaries

of the Sacred Heart, and has expressed
to several of its members his desire to

consecrate the universal church to the
'

Adorable Heart of our Lord, if he is ask-

ed to do it. We trust that the petition to

the Holy See will not long be delayed,
and that it will be made in such a way
as to show most conclusively how ardent

is the sympathy of the members of the

church with their august head in his

pious sentiments. It is most natural

that all who love this devotion should

desire to know something of the favored

recluse of Paray-le-Monial who was cho-

sen by our Lord as the medium of his re-

velation, making known his will that it

should be universally promulgated and
cherished. There can be no doubt of the

real, supernatural, and divine character

of the extraordinary graces conferred

upon her for this intention. The Sov-

ereign Pontiff, in his Decree of Beatifica-

tion, declares that
" whilst she devoted

herself day and night to continuous

prayer, being often rapt in ecstasy, the

gifts of divine grace were most plen-

teously showered upon her "
(p. 89).

Again, that "it,was now, as she was pray-

ing before the august Sacrament of the Eu-

charist, that Christ our Lord intimated to

her that it would be most pleasing to him
if the worship of his most Sacred Heart,

burning with love for mankind, were estab-

lished, and that he wished the charge of

this to be consigned to her "
(p. 90). When

the Pope speaks in this manner, and the

most learned and holy bishops, theolo-

gians, and other sound and judicious
Catholic writers everywhere re-echo, am-

plify, and confirm by solid reasoning and
evidence the calm and cautious state-

ments of the supreme authority, hesita-

tion, criticism, and doubt are out of place.
Infidels and heretics may scoff"; we ex-

pect them to do it. But devout Ca-
tholics do not need to wait for a positive
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command under pain of sin in order to

believe readily and joyously ;
and to let

their hearts take fire with the devotion

that burns everywhere among the faith-

ful, kindled by a spark from heaven

which fell into a virgin bosom, and has

been communicated from her, under the

fanning of the wings of the divine Dove,
until it has enkindled the whole world.

We trust the time may soon come when
the canonization of the Blessed Margaret

Mary will give to the whole church the

privilege of celebrating Mass in her

honor, and make her day a universal

feast.

In the meantime, we welcome and
most earnestly recommend the little

book of F. Garside, and wish for it the

widest possible circulation.

THE SPIRITUAL CONFLICT AND CONQUEST.

By Dom J. Castaniza, O.S.B. Edited
with Preface and Notes by Canon
Vaughan, Monk of the English Bene-
dictine Congregation. Reprinted from
the Old-English translation of 1652.
London : Burns & Gates. 1874. (New
York : Sold by The Catholic Publica-

tion Society.)
Vast numbers of Catholics have read

the treatise which in English has been
known by the title of The Spiritual Com-

bat, and has been widely circulated in

many other languages besides the Italian,
from which the English translation was
made. It has been always attributed to

F. Scupoli, a Theatine, who in reality

only translated and adapted it, with alter-

ations and additions, from the Spanish of

Dom Castaniza, a Benedictine who lived

at the same time with S. Teresa. In this

altered form it has been generally es-

teemed as second only to the Imitation of
Christ, which, by the bye, has lately been

conclusively proved not to be the work
of Thomas a Kempis, Gerson, or any
other writer to whom its authorship has
been ascribed. The complete work of
Dom Castaniza, which was translated
into English in 1652, is now once more
brought to light, and republished in the
most perfect manner, with a preface and
notes, increasing its value very consider-

ably, by a member of the remarkable
Vaughan family, a brother, we presume,
of our illustrious and highly-honored
friend, the Bishop of Salford. We are

disposed to regard this treatise in its

present complete form as decidedly the
best spiritual guide in the English lan-

guage for the great majority of devout
Catholics. This is very high praise, but

it is, in our opinion, not exaggerated.
Let our readers examine for themselves,
and we are inclined to think they will

find our judgment correct.

We ought to say that even now, as it

stands, a considerable portion of the

first part of the book is made up of Scu-

poli's additions. In the main, we have no
fault to find with the translation. We
like that old-fashioned, terse, strong
English which is found in Old English
writers. But it is sometimes rude and
even coarse, and in the present work
there are a few passages which are re-

volting to the more correct modern taste,

and which therefore become really irre-

verent.

The Month has a very severe, though,
as is always the case in that periodical,
a courteous and polite, critique on the pre-
face and notes of Canon Vaughan. It

accuses him of boasting too much of his

order, and of "girding" at other peo-
ple. We have looked through the book
with this criticism in our hand, and we
must say that we find it .overstrained.
We cannot see any evidence that Canon
Vaughan is disposed to undervalue other
orders different from his own, or that his

remarks upon methods of direction

used in other societies are intended to

censure anything except indiscretion and
exclusiveness in their application.

GRAPES AND THORNS. By M. A. T., Au-
thor of The Hotise of Yorke. New
York : The Catholic Publication So-

ciety. 1874.
Another story from the pen of the au-

thor of The House of Yorke. Turning as

the interest of the tale does on the dis-

covery of a criminal in whose stead an
innocent man is imprisoned and actually
condemned, it is yet so skilfully con-

ducted that none of the disgusting realis-

tic details of what is known as the sensa-

tional school are brought in to mar the

work. It really is a case of touching
pitch, and yet not being, in a literary

sense, defiled. The circumstantial evi-

dence on which the supposed murderer
is condemned is very well managed, and,
until the facts are thrust upon the reader,
there is no chance of his discovering the

real criminal. This is a very great at-

tainment in novel-writing, and, in this

day of hackneyed
"
situations," one very

seldom reached. It is difficult nowa-
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days to take up any bcfok, especially one

referring to such events as are treated in

Grapes and Thorns, without at once seeing

through the conventional skeleton of the

story, and picking out the main points in

it beforehand. As to style, we can only

say of this book what all the literary
world said of The House of Yorke that it

alone would recommend even the flimsi-

est web of story. The author has, in ad-

dition to this rare charm of style, a fac-

ulty, so far as we know peculiar to her-

self among current novelists, of investing
with, poetical grace the most common-
place things of every-day life, even such

hopelessly prosaic subjects as the engine
and engine-driver of a night-train, and,
worse still, a grocer's shop and a palette
full of syrups ! The descriptions of

Rome are a feature of the book, but so

are the delineations of New England
scenery, in snow-storm and autumn glo-
ries as well as in its summer dress of

fresh greenery and moistness, which is so

delicately sketched in the picture of the

Pond farm, the water-lilies, and the strong,
beautiful young boat-woman.
But to come to the chief point, the

characters
;
for of the story itself we say

nothing, hoping that every reader of this

notice has either read the book or will

immediately do so. Annette is unques-
tionably the only heroine of the tale, al-

though in the beginning one may be in-

duced to consider the beautiful, conscien-

tious, high-principled Honora Pembroke
as entitled to that place of honor.

Mrs. Gerald is another well-drawn fe-

male character in the story. The most

touching thought in the whole story is

contained in her gentle words after she
has found her son's footsteps on the fresh

mould of the violet-bed under her win-

dow : "I mean to sow little pink quill
daisies in those two foot-prints. . . . When
they come back, the tracks will be green."
Anita, the little convent-flower, is a very
beautiful conception ;

she is like one of

the ethereal angels of Fra Angelico, not
a common mortal. Mrs. Ferrier is the

very reverse, but her generous champion-
ship of Max Schoninger goes far to re-

deem the vulgarity that shocks one in

the early part of the book, where she con-

stitutes herself spy over Lawrence's ac-

tions, and lectures him to the verge of

insanity
We have now mentioned the name of

the hero of the story, Schoninger, the

Jewish musician, on whom falls the false

accusation of murder. His character is

all but faultless, the only exceptions, per-

haps, being his rather uncontrolled and

fierce burst of joy when released from his

seven months' imprisonment, and his

general attitude towards F. Chevreuse.

The latter is more excusable than the

former
;
but if the hero of a book were

faultless, he would be unnatural as a

man. Schoninger is a wonderful con-

ception ;
so self-reliant, self-contained,

and yet not harsh, not repulsive even, in

his defiance. The opinion of the world

is nothing to him
;
he has his own stand-

ard of right and wrong, and he lives up
to it

;
he would think martyrdom a trifle,

if endured for the truth
;
he sees straight

to the core of things, and will be as un-

compromising a Christian after his con-

version as he was an earnest Jew before

it. We think, however, that the author

has made a mistake in making him a

Reformed Jew. Doubtless it was meant
to enable him to parade the superior

spirituality which was the only form of

religion possible for such a man
;
but the

Reformed Jews are no nearer to a high

spiritual standard, as contrasted with the

orthodox Jews, than the Lutheran or

Calvinist sects are as contrasted with the

true Church. They are mere secession-

ists from the old faith, and, like all

branches divided from the parent trunk,
are more or less withering into atheism

and infidelity. An orthodox Jew is much
more likely to be converted to Catholi-

city than a Reformed Jew.
F. Chevreuse is a very beautiful cha-

racter, especially after the scene in Law-
rence's room, where the priest and his

penitent are alone with their solemn se-

cret, and face to face with God. Some
one once said of The House of Yorke

that there was an undefinable " some-

thing
"
wanting in the character of the

priest of that story, and that doubtless it

was not given to any one to be able to

delineate truly a perfect priest. Perhaps
it is so, for it is most difficult to portray
a life in which the supernatural mingles
with and effaces the natural to such an

extent as it does in the life of a true

priest ;
but in F. Chevreuse the author

has gone as near to the ideal as any one
could well go. Lawrence Gerald is a

very difficult character to analyze a pe-
culiar product of American civilization

(this assertion would be very hard to

prove categorically, but every one who
has read the book will understand what
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we mean) ;
a man for whom our feelings

change, during the progress of the tale, to

a degree that almost gives him at the

last the moral pre-eminence which at the

beginning would have been difficult to

award even to saintly F. Chevreuse.

Truly, in his case, as he himself says,
"
Nothing but utter ruin could have

brought him to his senses." There are

souls whose salvation God works in this

way, and Lawrence's penance certainly
reads like some biography of a medi-

aeval sinner gradually turning into the

life of a grand saint. The human ele-

ment is not absent, either, in this picture,

of a most unusual expiation, and no
scene in the book will be read with more
emotion than that of the artist sketching
the sleeping Lawrence, and adding, at the

eager suggestion of the "woman under
the arch," the

"
cluster of yellow flowers

which touched his head in the form of a

crown." We venture to say that nothing
short of the influence of a sojourn at

Rome and the personal contact with a

life of exuberant, all-pervading Catholi-

city, such as that of the Italians, could
have suggested such a remarkable ending
to Lawrence's career. Of the subordinate

characters of Grapesand Thorns John, the

shrewd, hard, honest footman
; Jane, the

faithful but exasperating housekeeper of

F. Chevreuse
;
Dr. Person, the Crichton

cynic and man of the world
;
F. O'Dono-

van, the fast friend at need of his brother-

priest ;
Mother Chevreuse, the bright,

tender, brave woman, of whom we get
but a glimpse ;

Sister Cecilia, a counter-

part of Honora w can only say that

they show the varied acquaintance of the

author with many and widely different

types of mankind. The pettiness and

prejudice of " liberal
"

Crichton are well

denned in the hue-and-cry which soon
follows Schoninger's arrest, and the equal-

ly intemperate revulsion in his favor
when he is proved innocent. It is re-

markable that no one but F. Chevreuse
and Mrs. Ferrier believed firmly in his

innocence while circumstances all point-
ed so suspiciously to him as the mur-
derer, except, of course, those who already
knew the miserable secret.

In spite of the great merits of this

story, it has, nevertheless, like The House
of Yorke, one great defect which mars its

excellence, not perhaps as a work of art,
but as a specimen of the Catholic ideal
in art. Annette, the heroine, acts fool-

ishly, unreasonably, and against the sense

of personal dignity and worth which the

perfect Christian maiden must cherish, as

next to her faith and honor, in marrying
the unhappy Lawrence Gerald. This
shows that the author's ideal woman is

not the highest type of her sex, and that

she fails to appreciate the lofty, Chris-

tian idea of conjugal love and of mar-

riage. Honora Pembroke ought to have
been the heroine, and although she has

not been fortunate enough to win the

sympathy of critics and readers gene-

rally, especially of the fair sex, we are

glad to see that the author has given us

at least one specimen of a woman who is

governed by conscience and reason, and
not by sentiment.

Another fault, against which we beg
leave here to caution all our writers of

light articles and stories for the maga-
zine, is the introduction of the writer's

private and personal opinions on mat-

ters connected with religion and the

church. We request, once for all, that

such matters may be left to the editor of

the magazine and those whom he judges
competent to treat of them expressly.

AN ESSAY CONTRIBUTING TO A PHILOSO-
PHY OF LITERATURE. By B. A. Phi-

ladelphia : Claxton, Remsen & Haffel-

finger. 1874.
The aim of this essay is to give such

principles as are calculated to counteract

the false and baneful ideas proposed in

our text-books on English literature.

The author, one of the Brothers of the

Christian Schools, who modestly conceals

his name, is a worthy confrere of Gerald

Griffin. Evidently, his reading is exten-

sive, his taste fine and accurate, and his

mind truly philosophical. The unassum-

ing book he has put forth is one which
teachers in the department of English
literature and intelligent students of the

same will find to be of great service.

AMELIA; OR, THE TRIUMPH OF PIETY.

Translated from the French. Phila-

delphia: P. F. Cunningham & Son.

1874.
This is a story quite romantic and sen-

sational in its character, but withal very

pious, and showing very dramatically

high virtue in contrast with great wick-

edness, and triumphing over it. In one

part of it Amelia makes a promise which
a Catholic could not make without griev-

ous sin. She promises, namely, her sup-

posed parents, who were Protestants, that
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if they will listen to a discussion between

a priest and a minister, she will embrace

their religion, provided they declare their

conviction that the minister has the best

of it. The use of the word " Catholi-

cism "
to express the Catholic religion,

though sometimes allowable, is awkward
and unsuitable as it occurs in the story.

Critically speaking, this story is not

much, but it may amuse children, who
are generally not very critical if there

are plenty of remarkable incidents to ex-

cite their emotions. There are hosts of

stories like this in the French language,

many of which are much better. It is a

pity that more care and taste are not

sometimes shown in selecting among
them for translation.

THE CHURCH AND THE EMPIRES, HISTO-
RICAL PERIODS. By Henry William Wil-

berforce. Preceded by a Memoir of

the Author by J. H. Newman, D.D.
With a portrait. London : Henry S.

King & Co. 1874. (New York : Sold

by The Catholic Publication Society.)
The essays contained in this volume

are reprints of articles from the Dublin

Re-view. The memoir, by the dear friend

of the author, Dr. Newman, though brief,

is a complete little biography of a justly

distinguished and most estimable man,
who honored the illustrious name of

Wilberforce by his sacrifices, his virtues,

and his valuable literary labors.

ALEXANDER THE GREAT. A DRAMATIC
POEM. By Aubrey de Vere, Author
of "

Legends of S. Patrick." London :

Henry S. King & Co. 1874. (New
York : For sale by The Catholic Pub-
lication Society.).
A dramatic poem by Aubrey de Vere

could not be other than noble in theme
and thoughtful and delicate in execution.

Almost alone among the poets of the day,
not many of whom equal, and not one of

whom surpasses, him in the higher quali-
ties of insight and subtle imagination, he
seems never to have felt the debasing
touch of that materialism which in one

department of letters seeks to elevate

science at the expense of faith, and in

another to degrade poetry to be the beau-

tiful but shameless minister to all that is

lowest in man's nature. Religion, which
he has served so faithfully, has rewarded
his devotion by lifting him into a clearer

atmosphere than can be breathed by men
devoid of faith, and has made him worthy

to be ranked with those true poets who
sing not alone for the busy, itching ears

of their contemporaries, but for a wider,
because a more enduring, audience.

Nevertheless, Mr. de Vere's lyric poet-

ry, subtle and delicate as it is, could

hardly, we should say, have prepared his

readers for the power shown in his con-

ception and delineation' of the hero-of his

drama, Alexander, the greatest of the

great conquerors whom the world has
seen. His poem is absolutely simple in

aim and in detail, and gains interest, if

not solely, yet almost solely, from the

manner in which he has strongly though
briefly expressed his idea of what a great

conqueror, a man with aims truly impe-
rial, swayed by no mean passion, and fill-

ed with the idea of welding into one all

peoples, and informing them by the high-
est purely human intelligence, should be.

What literal truth there is in the picture
how nearly the Alexander of the play re-

sembles him who died at thirty-three, the

master of half the world is not a question
of any special interest. It is enough that

Mr. de Vere's hero is a noble and intrin-

sically true conception, and a fit measure

by which to estimate the true proportions
of those lesser men whom the world' once
in an age sees filled with the lust of em-

pire, but void of the skill and quick in-

sight which should make them avoid its

perils. In hrs play, indeed, Mr. de Vere,
who follows the tradition of Josephus,
and makes Alexander visit once the tem-

ple at Jerusalem, and pay to its high-

priest such reverence as he had never
shown to mortal man, makes him listen

there to the warning that his power must
have its

" term and limit," and that he
who would indeed wear the world's

crown " should be the Prince of Peace."
And yet the errors and mistakes by
which great men seem blindly to throw

away at last the fruits of their long toil

seem to the on-looker as if they might
have been so easily avoided that it is al-

ways necessary to remind one's self how
little is truly in the power of man, and
how surely God controls even the crimes

and follies of those who seem to rule the

world.

Aside, however, from the fine scenes

in which Mr. de Vere brings out his idea

of his hero, the play has many subsidiary
beauties of a different kind.

What poet but himself could have

written the two lovely scenes between

Hephestion and Arsinoe, and made his
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readers see so well the love which either

felt, but of whose return neither was

aware ? The minor characters, indeed,

are drawn throughout with the hand of a

master who never wastes a stroke, and

who has the art of showing his readers

what he wills by lifting them and not by

lowering himself. Who has painted in

our day a lovelier picture than that in

which Hephestion shows us Arsinoe's

mother?
" Who knew your mother

Till death shall reverence woman's race ! In her,

Though doubly-dower'd,a mother and a queen,
There lived a soft, perpetual maidenhood,
An inexperienced trust, timid, yet frank,

Shy, yet through guilelessness forgetting shy-
ness.

She seem'd a flower-like creature come to fruit
;

She moved among her babes an elder sister
;

Then, wakened by an infant cry or laugh,
Full motherhood returned."

Some qualities of Mr. de Vere's work,
which are more generally known than the

virile force displayed in his grasp of the

characters of his play, are shown at their

best in the two or three lyrics which

occur in it. Let us end an inadequate
notice, which may send our readers to the

poem itself, by quoting his exquisite para-

phrase of one of the most beautiful of

the Psalms :

" We sata beside the Babylonian river :

Within the conqueror's bound, weeping we
sate ;

We hung our harps upon the trees that quiver
Above the rushing waters desolate.

" A song they claimed the men our tasks who
meted

'A song of Sion sing us, exile band !'

For song they sued, in pride around us seated
;

How can we sing it in the stranger's land ?

*' If I forget thee, Salem, in thy sadness,

May this right hand forget the harper's art !

If I forget thee, Salem, in my gladness,

My tongue dry up, and wither, like my heart !

"
Daughter of Babylon, with misery wasted,

Blest shall he be, the man who hears thy
moans

;

Who gives thee back the cup that we have
tasted ;

Who lifts thy babes, and hurls them on the

stones !"

ADELINE DE CHAZAL
; OR, FIRST EXPERI-

ENCE OF THE WORLD AFTER LEAVING
SCHOOL. Translated from the French

by a Sister of S. Joseph. Philadel-

phia : P. F. Cunningham. 1874.
A great number of young graduates

are just now beginning this
"

first expe-
rience," after receiving their medals,
crowns, and premiums, and listening to

the valedictories with which good-by is

said to academic halls and groves.
Miss Adeline de Chazal's experience,
and her remarks upon the same, will

probably come home to this class of

young ladies with more interest than to

any other set of readers. They will find

it edifying and instructive, and, if they
act upon the advice it contains, they will

certainly take a safe course. The list of

books for reading is good, so far as it

goes, but might receive a considerable

increase.

THE HELPERS OF THE HOLY SOULS. By
the Rev. C. B. Garside. London :

Burns & Gates. 1874. (New York :

Sold by The Catholic Publication So-

ciety.)

The Helpers of the Holy Souls are a

religious congregation of women in

France, whose special devotion is to aid

the souls of the faithful departed in pur-

gatory by their prayers, good works, and

other suffrages. F. Garside gives an ac-

count of their foundress and a history of

their institution, with suitable reflections

on the great utility of the special object

which they have undertaken to promote.

ROSEMARY. By Lady Georgiana Fullerton.

SHORT STORIES. By the same.

THE NEPTUNE OUTWARD BOUND. By
Winnie. New York : P. O'Shea. 1874.

The first two of these pretty books for

children are reprints from the English

editions already noticed in this maga-
zine

;
the third is a lively, wholesome

story imitating Oliver Optic.
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